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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, a widow 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC. an Idaho Corporation 
PLAINTIFF / APPELLANTS, 
VS. 
METROPOLITAN PROPERTY and 
CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Aand METLIFE AUTO & HOME, 
DEFENDANTS / RESPONDENTS. 
SUPREME COURT NO. 
37951-2010 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
REX A. FINNEY 
120 E Lake St. Ste. 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
MICHAEL B. McFARLAND 
P.O. Box 1798 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Date: 7/27/2011 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: VIGIL 
Time: 11 :34 AM ROAReport 
Page 1 of 7 Case: CV-2007 -0002409 Current Judge: Steve Verby 
Karletta Grace Berry, etal. vs. Michael Burton McFarland, etal. 
Karletta Grace Berry, Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, Captain's Wheel Resort Inc vs. Michael Burton McFarland, 
Michael B McFarland PA, Karen M Zimmerman 
Date Code User Judge 
4/4/2007 NCOC JANUSCH New Case Filed - Other Claims John T. Mitchell 
JANUSCH Filing: J1 B- Special Motions Change Of Venue John T. Mitchell 
With Prior Appearance Paid by: John 
Whelan/Berry Receipt number: 0739123 Dated: 
4/4/2007 Amount: $9.00 (Check) For: [NONE] 
4/5/2007 ORDR CRAMER Order Granting Change Of Venue John T. Mitchell 
4/16/2007 PARKER Filing: J8B - Special Motions Counterclaim With John T. Mitchell 
Prior Appearance Paid by: John P Whelan 
Receipt number: 0740502 Dated: 4/16/2007 
Amount: $14.00 (Check) For: [NONE] 
ANSW PARKER Answer, Counterclaim and Demand for Jury Trial John T. Mitchell 
5/11/2007 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference John T. Mitchell 
06/13/2007 04:00 PM) 
NOTC CLAUSEN Notice of Scheduling Conference John T. Mitchell 
5/15/2007 MNDQ PARKER Motion To Disqualify Judge John T. Mitchell 
5/16/2007 HRVC CLAUSEN Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on John T. Mitchell 
06/13/2007 04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
ORDR CLAUSEN Order to Disqualifying Judge Mitchell John T. Mitchell 
5/21/2007 BOOTH Order Assigning Judge on Disqualification John P. Luster 
Without Cause 
5/31/2007 MNDQ LEPIRE Motion To Disqualify--Judge Luster John P. Luster 
MOTN LEPIRE Motion To Assign District Judge Verby John P. Luster 
6/7/2007 ORDR BOOTH Order to disqualify (Judge Luster) John P. Luster 
DISA BOOTH Disqualification Of Judge - Automatic John P. Luster 
BOOTH Order Assigning Judge on Disqualification Steve Verby 
Without Cause 
6/20/2007 NTSV HUFFMAN Notice Of Service Steve Verby 
7/20/2007 NTSV HULL Notice Of Serving Plaintiff's and Responses to Steve Verby 
Requests for Admissions, Set One 
7/25/2007 ORDR JANUSCH Scheduling Order Steve Verby 
7/31/2007 MISC PARKER Scheduling Form/John P Whelan Steve Verby 
8/7/2007 MISC PARKER Scheduling Form/ Rex Finney Steve Verby 
9/7/2007 HRSC MITCHELL Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel Steve Verby 
10/12/2007 09:00AM) To be held in Kootenai. 
9/12/2007 MNCL VICTOR IN Motion To Compel Steve Verby 
AFFD VICTOR IN Affidavit of John Whelan in Support of Motion to Steve Verby 
Compel 
NOHG VICTORIN Notice Of Hearing Steve Verby 
10/11/2007 HRVC REYNOLDS Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on Steve Verby 
10/12/2007 09:00AM: Hearing Vacated Per 
Sherri. To be held in Kootenai. 
10/12/2007 INHD JANUSCH Interim Hearing Held Steve Verby 
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Date: 7/27/2011 
Time: 11 :34 AM 
Page 2 of? 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2007-0002409 Current Judge: Steve Verby 
Karletta Grace Berry, etal. vs. Michael Burton McFarland, etal. 
User: VIGIL 
Karletta Grace Berry, Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, Captain's Wheel Resort Inc vs. Michael Burton McFarland, 
Michael B McFarland PA, Karen M Zimmerman 
Date 
11/1/2007 
3/17/2008 
3/27/2008 
4/2/2008 
4/10/2008 
4/11/2008 
4/25/2008 
4/30/2008 
5/1/2008 
6/16/2008 
2/6/2009 
4/2/2009 
Code 
ORDR 
NOTD 
MOTN 
AFFD 
AFFD 
MEMO 
NOHG 
HRSC 
AFFD 
NOTH 
APPL 
MOTN 
AFFD 
MEMO 
DCHH 
FILE 
BRIE 
BRIE 
MOTN 
CVDI 
FJDE 
STAT 
RFTS 
HRSC 
STAT 
User 
JANUSCH 
SHEDLOCK 
LSMITH 
LSMITH 
LSMITH 
LSMITH 
LSMITH 
JANUSCH 
BAXLEY 
MCCORD 
MCCORD 
MCCORD 
MCCORD 
MCCORD 
RICKARD 
MCCOY 
SHEDLOCK 
SHEDLOCK 
BAXLEY 
MCCOY 
MCCOY 
MCCOY 
ViCTOR iN 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
Order Granting Motion to Compel 
Notice Of Deposition - Karletta Grace Berry 
Judge 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Motion to Dismiss Steve Verby 
Affidavit of John P. Whelan In Support of Motion Steve Verby 
to dismiss 
Affidavit of Michael B McFarland in Support of 
Motion to dismiss 
Steve Verby 
Memorandum in support of Defendants Motion to Steve Verby 
dismiss 
Notice Of Hearing Steve Verby 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/11/2008 01:30 Steve Verby 
PM) 
Affidavit of Karletta Grace Berry Steve Verby 
Notice Of Hearing Steve Verby 
Application for order shortening time Steve Verby 
Motion to strike Steve Verby 
Affidavit of Toby Mclaughlin Steve Verby 
Memorandum in opposition to motion to dismiss Steve Verby 
Hearing result for Motion held on 04/11/2008 Steve Verby 
01:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Val Larsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: (Under 100 Pages) 
New File Created- FILE #2 Steve Verby 
Brief Regarding Standard For Defendants' Motion Steve Verby 
To Dismiss 
Plaintiff's Brief Regarding Standard On Steve Verby 
Memorandum In Opposition To Defendants' 
Motion To Dismiss 
Motion to Strike Steve Verby 
Civil Disposition entered for: McFarland, Michael Steve Verby 
B, Defendant; Michael B McFarland PA, 
Defendant; Zimmerman, Karen M, Defendant; 
Berry, Karletta Grace, Plaintiff; Captain's Wheel 
Resort Inc, Plaintiff; Estate of Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry, Plaintiff. Filing date: 6/16/2008 
Memorandum Decision and Opinion 
Case status changed: Closed 
Requesi For Triai Setting 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
04/1 0/2009 09:00 AM) 
Case status changed: Reopened 
Notice of Hearing 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Sieve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
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Date: 7/27/2011 First Judicial District Court- Kootenai County User: VIGIL 
Time: 11 :34 AM ROAReport 
Page 3 of7 Case: CV-2007 -0002409 Current Judge: Steve Verby 
Karletta Grace Berry, etal. vs. Michael Burton McFarland, etal. 
Karletta Grace Berry, Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, Captain's Wheel Resort Inc vs. Michael Burton McFarland, 
Michael B McFarland PA, Karen M Zimmerman 
Date Code User Judge 
4/2/2009 MOTN BAXLEY Motion To Allow Attorney To Appear By Steve Verby 
Telephone 
4/10/2009 HRHD BUTLER Hearing result for Status Conference held on Steve Verby 
04/10/2009 09:00AM: Hearing Held in Bonner 
County 
5/28/2009 HRSC MITCHELL Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled Steve Verby 
01/14/2010 09:00AM) 10 DAY JURY TRIAL IN 
KOOTENAI COUNTY 
NOTC MITCHELL Notice Of Trial Steve Verby 
10/19/2009 AFSV COCHRAN Corrected Certificate of Service Steve Verby 
NOTC COCHRAN Plaintiffs' Notice of Expert Witness Disclosure Steve Verby 
12/6/2009 FILE PARKER New File Created ---File 3--- Steve Verby 
12/7/2009 CERT CRUMPACKER Corrected Certificate Of Service Steve Verby 
MNAM PARKER Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend Complaint for Steve Verby 
Fugitive Damages 
MEMO PARKER Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Steve Verby 
Amend Complaint 
AFFD PARKER Second Affidavit of Karletta Grace Berry Steve Verby 
AFFD PARKER Affidavit of David Noohan Steve Verby 
NOTH PARKER Notice Of Hearing Re: Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Steve Verby 
Complaint for Punitve Damages 
12/8/2009 NOTC CRUMPACKER Notice of Examination by Audio & Video Steve Verby 
Deposition of Michael McFarland & Request for 
Production of Documents & Things 
NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Serving Plaintiffs Supplemental Steve Verby 
Responses to Interrogatory No 1 
NOTD CRUMPACKER Notice Of Examination by Audio & Video Steve Verby 
Deposition of Karen Zimmerman & Request for 
Production of Documents & Things 
12/9/2009 OBJT BAXLEY Objection To Notice Of Examination Of Karen Steve Verby 
Zimmerman And Request For Production Of 
Documents And Things 
OBJT BAXLEY Objection To Notice Of Examination Of Michael Steve Verby 
McFarland And Request For Production Of 
Documents And Things 
12/15/2009 NOTC COCHRAN Amended Notice of Examination By Audio and Steve Verby 
Video Deposition of Michael McFarland and 
Request for Production of Documents and Things 
NOTC COCHRAN Amended Notice of Examination By Audio and Steve Verby 
Video Deposition of Karen Zimmerman and 
Request for Production of Documents and Things 
12/16/2009 NOTC BAXLEY SECOND AMENDED Notice of Examination By Steve Verby 
Audio and Video Deposition of Karen Zimmerman 
and Request for Production of Documents and 
Things 
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Date: 7/27/2011 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: VIGIL 
Time: 11:34AM ROAReport 
Page 4 of7 Case: CV-2007 -0002409 Current Judge: Steve Verby 
Karletta Grace Berry, etal. vs. Michael Burton McFarland, etal. 
Karletta Grace Berry, Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, Captain's Wheel Resort Inc vs. Michael Burton McFarland, 
Michael B McFarland PA, Karen M Zimmerman 
Date Code User Judge 
12/16/2009 NOTC BAXLEY SECOND AMENDED Notice of Examination By Steve Verby 
Audio and Video Deposition of Michael 
McFarland and Request for Production of 
Documents and Things 
AFFD BAXLEY Affidavit Of John P Whelan In Support Of The Steve Verby 
Opposition Of Defendants To Plaintiffs' Motion To 
Amend Complaint For Punitive Damages 
AFFD BAXLEY Affidavit Of Michael B McFarland In Opposition Steve Verby 
To Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend Complaint For 
Punitive Damages 
12/17/2009 MISC HUFFMAN Opposition of Defendants to Plaintiffs' Motion to Steve Verby 
Amend Complaint for Punitive Damages 
12/22/2009 MOTN LEU Motion for Order Permitting Telephonic Steve Verby 
Appearance 
AFFD CRUMPACKER Affidavit of Rex Finney Steve Verby 
12/23/2009 INHD LEU Interim Hearing Held Steve Verby 
12/28/2009 ORDR RICKARD Order Permitting Telephonic Appearance Steve Verby 
ORDR LEU Order Regarding Amendment For Punitive Steve Verby 
Damages 
12/31/2009 PLWL CRUMPACKER Plaintiffs Witness List Steve Verby 
PLTX CRUMPACKER Plaintiffs Exhibit List Steve Verby 
1/4/2010 MISC HUFFMAN Defendants' Statement of Witnesses Steve Verby 
1/5/2010 SUB I SREED Subpoena Issued - Sharilyn Cano Steve Verby 
DEFX COCHRAN Defendant's Exhibits List Steve Verby 
DSWL COCHRAN Defendant's Supplemental Statement of Steve Verby 
Witnesses 
1/12/2010 HRSC MITCHELL Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled Charles W. Hosack 
01/19/2010 09:00AM) 4-5 DAY JURY TRIAL IN 
KOOTENAI COUNTY 
HRVC MITCHELL Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled held on Steve Verby 
01/14/2010 09:00AM: Hearing Vacated 1 0 
DAY JURY TRIAL IN KOOTENAI COUNTY 
HRSC MITCHELL Hearing Scheduled (Conference 01/15/2010 Charles W. Hosack 
02:00PM) Teleconference 
WITD RICKARD Defendant's Second Supplemental Statement Of Steve Verby 
Witnesses 
1/13/2010 MISC HUFFMAN Plaintiffs Requested Jury Instructions And Steve Verby 
Requested Form Of Special Verdict (S) 
1/14/2010 DSWL COCHRAN Defendant's Third Supplemental Statement of Steve Verby 
Witnesses 
DEFX COCHRAN Defendant's Supplemental Exhibit List Steve Verby 
1/15/2010 DRJI BURRINGTON Defendant's Proposed Jury Instructions Charles W. Hosack 
MOTN BURRINGTON Motion in Limine Charles W. Hosack 
PLTX BAXLEY Plaintiffs' AMENDED Exhibit List Steve Verby Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 5 of 1268
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Date: 7/27/2011 
Time: 11 :34 AM 
Page 5 of? 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2007-0002409 Current Judge: Steve Verby 
Karletta Grace Berry, etal. vs. Michael Burton McFarland, etal. 
User: VIGIL 
Karletta Grace Berry, Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, Captain's Wheel Resort Inc vs. Michael Burton McFarland, 
Michael B McFarland PA, Karen M Zimmerman 
Date 
1/15/2010 
1/19/2010 
1/25/2010 
1/26/2010 
1/28/2010 
3/9/2010 
3/18/2010 
3/25/2010 
4/5/2010 
4/7/2010 
4/16/2010 
4/29/2010 
Code 
PLTX 
PLTX 
HRHD 
SUB I 
SUB I 
JTST 
DEFX 
PLTX 
FILE 
User Judge 
BAXLEY Plaintiffs' SECOND AMENDED Exhibit List Steve Verby 
BAXLEY Plaintiffs' THIRD AMENDED Exhibit List Steve Verby 
BURRINGTON Hearing result for Conference held on 01/15/2010 Charles W. Hosack 
02:00PM: Hearing Held Teleconference 
LEU Subpoenalssued 
PARKER Subpoena Issued 
BURRINGTON Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled held on 
01/19/2010 09:00AM: Jury Trial Started 10 
DAY JURY TRIAL IN KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BURRINGTON Defendant's Supplemental Exhibits List 
BURRINGTON Plaintiff's Fourth Amended Exhibit List 
HAMILTON New File Created 5 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Charles W. Hosack 
Charles W. Hosack 
Charles W. Hosack 
Steve Verby 
JTST BURRINGTON Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled held on Charles W. Hosack 
PRSB 
PRJ I 
MISC 
VERD 
HRSC 
NOHG 
MODF 
FILE 
AFFD 
M!SC 
DCHH 
BRIE 
MEMO 
ORDR 
MOTN 
01/19/2010 09:00AM: Jury Trial Started 10 day 
jury trial 
BURRINGTON Plaintiff's Brief 
BURRINGTON Plaintiff's Supplemental Requested Jury 
Instructions and Requested Form of Special 
Verdict 
BURRINGTON Jury Instructions Given 
BURRINGTON Special Verdict 
HAMILTON Hearing Scheduled (Judgment on Pleadings 
04/05/2010 03:00 PM) 
Charles W. Hosack 
Charles W. Hosack 
Charles W. Hosack 
Steve Verby 
Charles W. Hosack 
CRUMPACKER Notice Of Hearing Re: Plaintiffs Motion for Entry Steve Verby 
of Findings, Conclusions, Finald Order & 
Judgment 
CRUMPACKER Motion For Entry Of Findings Conclusions, Finald Steve Verby 
Order & Judgment 
COCHRAN 
COCHRAN 
COCHRAN 
CLAUSEN 
HAMILTON 
HAMILTON 
HAMILTON 
COCHRAN 
****************New File #6************* Steve Verby 
Affidavit of Jessica Tvrdy in Support of Steve Verby 
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Findings, 
Conclusions, Final Order and Judgment 
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Findings, Steve Yerby 
Conclusions, Final Order and Judgment 
Hearing result for Judgment on Pleadings held on Charles W. Hosack 
04/05/201 0 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing He I 
Court Reporter: JOANNE SCHALLER 
TAKEN UNDER ADVISEMENT 
Plaintiff's Brief After Hearing on 4/5/2010 
Memorandum Opinion on Motion for Entry of 
Judgment 
Judgment 
Charles W. Hosack 
Charles W. Hosack 
Charles W. Hosack 
Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict Steve Verby 
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Date: 7/27/2011 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: VIGIL 
Time: 11 :34 AM ROAReport 
Page 6 of7 Case: CV-2007-0002409 Current Judge: Steve Verby 
Karletta Grace Berry, etal. vs. Michael Burton McFarland, etal. 
Karletta Grace Berry, Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, Captain's Wheel Resort Inc vs. Michael Burton McFarland, 
Michael B McFarland PA, Karen M Zimmerman 
Date Code User Judge 
4/29/2010 MOTN COCHRAN Motion for Remittitur Steve Verby 
MOTN COCHRAN Motion for New Trial Steve Verby 
AFFD COCHRAN Affidavit of John P Whelan in Support of Steve Verby 
Defendants' Post Trial Motions 
AFFD COCHRAN Affidavit of Jessica Tvrdy in Support of Steve Verby 
Defendants' Post Trial Motions 
4/30/2010 MEMO COCHRAN Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Post Steve Verby 
Trial Motions 
MOTN COCHRAN Motion for Pre-Judgment Interest from Date of Steve Verby 
Breach of Fiduciary Duty (July 4, 2006) until Entry 
of Judgment (April 16, 201 0) 
MEMO COCHRAN Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Steve Verby 
Costs 
5/3/2010 NOTH SHEDLOCK Notice Of Hearing Steve Verby 
5/4/2010 HRSC HAMILTON Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/19/2010 02:00 Charles W. Hosack 
PM) Post Trial Motions by John Whelan 
5/5/2010 NOHG SREED Notice Of Hearing Re: Plaintiff's Motion for Steve Verby 
Pre-Judgment Interest from Date of Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty (July 4, 2006) Until Entry of 
Judgment (April16, 2010) 
5/12/2010 MOTN HUFFMAN Motion To Disallow Costs And Attorneys Fees Steve Verby 
MISC HUFFMAN Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion For Steve Verby 
Pre-Judgment Interest From Date Of Breach Of 
Fiduciary Duty Until Entry Of Judgment 
5/19/2010 CONT HAMILTON Hearing result for Motion held on 05/19/2010 Charles W. Hosack 
02:00PM: Continued Post Trial Motions by 
John Whelan 
5/25/2010 HRSC HAMILTON Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/26/201 0 11 :00 Charles W. Hosack 
AM) 
HRVC HAMILTON Hearing result for Motion held on 05/26/2010 Charles W. Hosack 
11:00AM: Hearing Vacated 
HRSC HAMILTON Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/02/2010 11:00 Charles W. Hosack 
AM) Post Trial Motions by John Whelan 
5/26/2010 NOHG CRUMPACKER Notice Of Hearing re: Plaintiffs Motion for Pre Steve Verby 
Judgment Interest from Date of Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty( July 4, 2006) Until Entry of 
Judgment (April16, 2010) 
NOHG CRUMPACKER Amended Notice Of Hearing Steve Verby 
6/1/2010 FILE LISONBEE ********************File 7 Steve Verby 
Created********************* 
6/2/2010 HRHD BURRINGTON Hearing result for Motion held on 06/02/201 0 Charles W. Hosack 
11:00 AM: Hearing Held Post Trial Motions by 
John Whelan 
6/10/2010 OPIN HAMILTON Memorandum Opinion on Post Trial Motions and Charles W. Hosack 
Order Granting New Trial 
7/19/2010 APDC LISONBEE Appeal Filed In District Court Steve Verby Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 7 of 1268
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Date: 7/27/2011 First Judicial District Court- Kootenai County User: VIGIL 
Time: 11 :34 AM ROAReport 
Page 7 of? Case: CV-2007-0002409 Current Judge: Steve Verby 
Karletta Grace Berry, etal. vs. Michael Burton McFarland, etal. 
Karletta Grace Berry, Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, Captain's Wheel Resort Inc vs. Michael Burton McFarland, 
Michael B McFarland PA, Karen M Zimmerman 
Date Code User Judge 
7/19/2010 LISONBEE Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal Steve Verby 
to Supreme Court Paid by: Finney, Rex A. 
(attorney for Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry) 
Receipt number: 0031131 Dated: 7/19/2010 
Amount: $101.00 (Check) For: Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry (plaintiff) 
NOTC LISONBEE Notice Of Apeal Steve Verby 
7/20/2010 NOTC LISONBEE Amended Notice Of Appeal Steve Verby 
7/21/2010 BNDC RICKARD Bond Posted- Cash (Receipt 31768 Dated Steve Verby 
7/21/2010 for 100.00) 
BNDC RICKARD Bond Posted- Cash (Receipt 31772 Dated Steve Verby 
7/21/2010 for 200.00) 
8/9/2010 SUBC LEU Substitution Of Counsel Steve Verby 
9/15/2010 BNDV RICKARD Bond Converted (Transaction number 2163 Steve Verby 
dated 9/15/2010 amount 71.50) 
11/29/2010 ORDR LISONBEE Order Granting Court Reporter's Motion For Steve Verby 
Extension Of Time 
1/19/2011 STAT JOKELA Case status changed: closed pending clerk Steve Verby 
action 
2/22/2011 ORDR BIELEC Order Granting Court Reporter's Motion For Steve Verby 
Extension Of Time---4/15/11 
5/5/2011 MISC LEU Request For Clerk's Record to Be In Electronic Steve Verby 
Format 
6/21/2011 BNDC RICKARD Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 26357 Dated Steve Verby 
6/21/2011 for 5200.00) 
6/29/2011 NOTC LISONBEE Amended Notice Clerk's Record And Transcript Steve Verby 
Due Date Reset 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
---------------------------------
) Case No. CV-2007- 0030 I 
) 
) 
) 
) COMPLAINT 
) AND 
) DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
) 
) Category: A(1) 
) Fee : $88 . 0 0 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COME NOW, the Plaintiffs, and for a complaint against the 
above named defendants, alleges, as follows: 
THE PARTIES 
1. The Plaintiff, KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, is the surviving 
spouse of JERRY LEE ROY BERRY, DECEASED, and is a resident of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. 
COMPLAINT - 1 
ASSIGNED TO STEVE VERBY 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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2. JERRY LEE ROY BERRY died on November 4, 2006. At the 
time of his death, the Decedent was domiciled of Kootenai 
County, Idaho. 
3. The Plaintiff KARLETTA GRACE BERRY is the Personal 
Representative of the Estate of JERRY LEE ROY BERRY pursuant to 
Kootenai County Case No. CV-2006-8514. 
4. The Plaintiff, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. is an 
Idaho Corporation in good standing and this direct action is 
brought by the incorporation through its director, KARLETTA 
GRACE BERRY. 
5. The Defendant(s), MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, is an attorney 
licensed to practice law within the state of Idaho. MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND's law firm is the Defendant, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, 
P.A., located at 421 Coeur d'Alene Ave, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
83814. 
6. The Defendant KAREN M. ZIMMERMAN, is a licensed real 
estate broker in the State of Idaho and a resident of Kootenai 
County, Idaho. Karen M. Zimmerman is the broker and owner of 
Treaty Rock Realty in Kootenai County, Idaho. 
JURISDICTION 
7. The Court has personal jurisdiction over each of the 
Defendants. 
COMPLAINT - 2 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 10 of 1268
8. The Court has in rem jurisdiction as this suit 
involves real property and personal property located in Kootenai 
County Idaho. 
9. The general allegations of damages exceed ten thousand 
dollars ($10,000.00) and the relief sought by the Plaintiffs 
meet the District Court's jurisdictional requirements. 
THE FACTS 
10. Prior to the death of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, the marital 
community of Jerry Lee Roy Berry and Karletta Grace Berry owned 
one hundred percent (100%) of stock in the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. 
11. The Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc owns and operates the 
bar and restaurant with a dock with over twenty boat slips known 
as the Captain's Wheel Resort in Bayview, Idaho on the shore of 
Lake Pend Oreille. The Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. owns the 
real property upon which the business is situated. 
12. Defendant Michael B McFarland, and/ or Michael B. 
McFarland, P.A. was the attorney for Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
Karletta Grace Berry, and the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc at all 
times relevant hereto. Defendant McFarland provided legal 
advise to said persons and entity and entered into a fiduciary 
relationship and/or assumed a fiduciary relationship with said 
persons and entity at all times relevant hereto. 
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13. Among other things the Defendant Michael B. McFarland 
was providing advice on how the stock and assets of the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. could be protected from creditors 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, and maintained the corporate records for 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
14. The Defendant Karen M. Zimmerman is involved in a 
relationship with Michael B. McFarland and they are the owner of 
several assets as joint tenants with rights of survivorship 
including homes and real property. 
15. On or about August 9, 2003 the Defendants made a loan 
in the total amount ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS to the marital 
community of Jerry Lee Roy Berry and Karletta Grace Berry. No 
documentation, promissory note or other written document was 
signed at the time of the loan. 
16. Jerry Lee Roy Berry was diagnosed with pancreatic 
cancer in November 2005 and was treated for cancer between said 
date and his death on November 4, 2006. Among other treatments, 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry was treated with chemotherapy. 
17. Jerry Lee Roy Berry was in the hospital from June 17, 
2006 until June 21, 2006 for chemo toxicity from his treatments. 
18. Subsequent to August 9, 2003 and on or about July 4, 
2006 Jerry Lee Roy Berry met with Michael B. McFarland and Karen 
M. Zimmerman and a Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement was signed 
with Jerry Lee Roy Berry as seller and with Karen M. Zimmerman 
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and Michael B. McFarland as buyers. The Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement reads as if it were signed and executed on August 9, 
2003, but the agreement was actually signed on or about July 4, 
2006. A true and correct copy of the stock purchase and sale 
agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
19. The Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement was drafted by 
Michael B. McFarland. 
20. A second alternative Stock Sale Agreement attached 
hereto as Exhibit 2 was also drafted and proposed for execution 
by Michael B. McFarland, but it was rejected by Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry. 
21. At the time of meeting and signing the Stock Purchase 
and Sale Agreement, Jerry Lee Roy Berry, brought with him a 
proposed Loan Agreement with Stock as Collateral, a copy of 
which is attached as Exhibit 3. The Defendants refused to sign 
the Loan Agreement and insisted upon signing the Stock Purchase 
and Sale Agreement instead. 
22. McFarland considered the Loan Agreement with Stock as 
Collateral a slap in the face because he stated that he makes 
more than ten percent on his loans. 
23. No new consideration was given from the Defendants to 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry or any other plaintiff at the time the Stock 
Purchase and Sale Agreement was signed on or about July 4, 2006. 
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24. At the time the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement was 
signed, Jerry Lee Roy Berry, had just been treated for cancer 
with chemotherapy and lacked capacity to enter into said 
agreement and had been diagnosed as being terminally ill. 
25. The Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement contains terms 
that unfairly place risk and liability upon the seller while 
providing for an equal share in benefits to the buyers. 
26. On both August 9, 2003 and July 4, 2006 (the date the 
Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement was signed) , the net value of 
the corporate assets exceeded one million dollars. The 
Defendants bought into the corporation at far below fair market 
value and received a benefit of the bargain to the detriment of 
Michael B. McFarland's and/or Michael B. McFarland, P.A.'s 
Clients. 
27. On or about October 15, 2006 and prior to the pending 
death of Jerry Berry, the Defendant McFarland and the Defendant 
Zimmerman were appointed as directors of the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. The appointment was made at the request of Michael 
B. McFarland and was set forth in the Minutes of the Special 
Meeting of Shareholders attached hereto as Exhibit 4. The 
Minutes were prepared by Michael B. McFarland as attorney for 
the Plaintiffs. 
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28. At the time of Jerry Lee Roy Berry's death on November 
4, 2006, Jerry Berry was a shareholder, director and president 
of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
29. On or about November 13, 2006 when Karletta Grace 
Berry arrived home in the evening, the Defendant Michael B. 
McFarland was waiting at her residence and insisted that she 
sign one of two resolutions, copies of which are attached hereto 
as Exhibit 5 and 6 respectively. Among other proposed 
resolutions the corporate assets including the business and real 
property would be listed for sale at a price of TWO-MILLION TWO-
HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($2,200,000.00). 
30. Karletta Grace Berry did not agree to sign either of 
the resolution proposed to her by the Defendant McFarland on 
November 13, 2006. As a result on November 16, 2006 the 
Defendants as directors, provided one day notice for a special 
meeting to occur at 5:00 pm on November 18, 2006 at 8729 
Cloverleaf Drive, Hayden, Idaho which is a residence held in a 
joint tenancy with rights of survivorship between the 
Defendants. 
31. Karletta Grace Berry appeared at 5:00 pm on November 
18, 2006 at 8729 Cloverleaf Drive, Hayden, Idaho residence and 
objected to the meeting because of improper notice under the 
duly adopted corporate bylaws. At that time the Defendant 
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McFarland gave oral notice of a special meeting to be held on 
November 29, 2006. 
32. On November 29, 2006 a special meeting was called on 
at 5:00 pm on November 18, 2006 at 8729 Cloverleaf Drive, 
Hayden, Idaho. Because McFarland and Zimmerman were appointed as 
directors, and Jerry Lee Roy Berry had passed away, the 
Defendants cumulatively had two votes against Karletta Grace 
Berry's one vote at Directors meetings. At the meeting Mr. 
McFarland and Karen M. Zimmerman exercised there two votes 
against Karletta Grace Berry's one vote to pass the following 
resolutions among others: 
a. Elect McFarland as President 
b. Elect Zimmerman as Treasurer 
c. Approve the sale of the business and real property 
with the listing to be with Karen M. Zimmerman, Broker 
at Treaty Rock Realty. 
33. Pursuant to the ByLaws, Karletta Berry was to obtain 
the role of President as a result of Jerry Lee Roy Berry's 
death, but the Defendants refused to accept her succeeding to 
president. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION - LACK OF CONSIDERATION 
34. The Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement was executed on 
July 4, 2006 without any new or additional consideration above 
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and beyond the $100,000.00 loaned to Jerry Lee Roy Berry and 
Karletta Grace Berry in 2003. 
35. The Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement is void and of 
no force or effect. 
36. The Plaintiff is entitled to have the Stock Purchase 
and Sale Agreement set aside and declared a nullity and for all 
actions taken by McFarland and Zimmer.man as corporate officers, 
directors and shareholders to be set aside. 
37. The loan agreement should be reinstated by the court 
with an accounting for interest accrued, minus payments made and 
the reasonable amount of goods and services provided to the 
Defendants at the Captain's Wheel Resort without charge. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION - LACK OF CAPACITY 
38. The Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement was executed on 
July 4, 2006 at a time when Jerry Lee Roy Berry lacked capacity 
to contract. 
39. The Defendant McFarland was aware of Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry's weakened state and lack of capacity on July 4, 2006. 
40. The Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement is void and of 
no force or effect. 
41. The Plaintiff is entitled to have the Stock Purchase 
and Sale Agreement set aside and declared a nullity and for all 
actions taken by McFarland and Zimmer.man as corporate officers, 
directors and shareholders to be set aside. 
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42. The loan agreement should be reinstated by the court 
with an accounting for interest accrued, minus payments made and 
the reasonable amount of goods and services provided to the 
Defendants at the Captain's Wheel Resort without charge. 
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION - BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 
43. Michael B. McFarland entered into the Stock Purchase 
and Sale Agreement with Jerry Berry while his pecuniary interest 
were adverse to the interest of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, Karletta 
Grace Berry, and Captain's Wheel Resort Incorporated, his 
clients. 
44. The Defendant was under a fiduciary duty to deal with 
a client in a way that exercises the utmost of loyalty, good 
faith, integrity, fairness and fidelity 
45. The Defendant Michael B. McFarland derived a benefit 
to the detriment of his clients by entering into the Stock 
Purchase and Sale Agreement. 
46. In entering the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement, the 
Defendant Michael B. McFarland failed to fully disclose the 
effect of the transaction. 
47. The Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement is overreaching 
in the Defendants' favor as the Defendants provided inadequate 
consideration and placed the risk of loss and taxes on the 
client. 
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48. Entering into the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement 
with Jerry Berry constitutes breach of a fiduciary duty by 
Michael B. McFarland and/or Michael B. McFarland, P.A .. 
49. Negotiating for and passing a resolution to list the 
corporate assets, including real property, with the Defendant 
Zimmerman's real estate brokerage at the time she was a 
corporate director is a breach of fiduciary duty and constitutes 
self dealing. 
50. The Plaintiffs were injured as a result of the 
Defendant Michael B. McFarland's breach of fiduciary duty 
51. Based upon the breach of the fiduciary duty, the 
Plaintiffs are entitled to: 
a. Rescission of the Stock Purchase & Sale Agreement 
b. Recover compensatory damages 
c. Imposition of a constructive trust and or a resulting 
trust on the stock the defendants received from Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry. 
d. Quiet title to all of the stock of the corporation in 
favor of the Karletta Grace Berry and/or the Estate of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry. 
e. Disgorgement of profits earned by the defendants as a 
result of the transaction. 
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f. For all actions taken by McFarland and Zimmerman as 
corporate officers, directors and shareholders to be 
set aside. 
g. For prejudgment interest at the legal rate. 
FOURTH CAUSE - UNDUE INFLUENCE BY ATTORNEY IN SELF DEALING 
52. Michael B. McFarland entered into the Stock Purchase 
and Sale Agreement with Jerry Berry while his pecuniary interest 
were adverse to the interest of Jerry Lee Roy Berry., Karletta 
Grace Berry, and Captain's Wheel Resort Incorporated, his 
clients. 
53. The Defendant was under a duty to deal with a client 
in a way that exercises the utmost of loyalty, good faith, 
integrity, fairness and fidelity 
54. The Defendant Michael B. McFarland derived a benefit 
to the detriment of his clients by entering into the Stock 
Purchase and Sale Agreement. 
55. In entering the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement, the 
Defendant Michael B. McFarland failed to fully disclose the 
effect of the transaction. 
56. The Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement is overreaching 
in the Defendant's favor as the Defendants provided inadequate 
consideration and placed the risk of loss and taxes on the 
client. 
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57. Entering into the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement 
with Jerry Berry constitutes undue influence by self dealing of 
the attorney Michael B. McFarland. 
58. The Plaintiffs were injured as a result of the 
Defendant Michael B. McFarland's undue influence by self 
dealing. 
59. Based upon the undue influence by self dealing, the 
Plaintiffs are entitled to 
a. Rescission of the Stock Purchase & Sale Agreement 
b. Recover compensatory damages 
c. Imposition of a constructive trust and or a resulting 
trust on the stock the defendants received from Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry. 
d. Quiet title to all of the stock of the corporation in 
favor of the Karletta Grace Berry and/or the Estate of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry. 
e. Disgorgement of profits earned by the defendant as a 
result of the transaction. 
f. For all actions taken by McFarland and Zimmerman as 
corporate officers, directors and shareholders to be 
set aside. 
g. For prejudgment interest at the legal rate. 
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FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 
60. The Plaintiffs were clients of the Defendant 
Attorney Michael B. McFarland and/or Michael B. McFarland, 
P.A. and as such said Defendants owed the Plaintiffs a duty to 
provide advice and to act in the Plaintiffs' best interest. 
61. The Defendants, Attorney Michael B. McFarland and/or 
Michael B. McFarland, P.A. breached his/its duties to the 
Plaintiffs. 
62. The breached duties of Attorney Michael B. McFarland 
and/or Michael B. McFarland, P.A. are the actual and proximate 
cause of damages to the Plaintiff in an amount to be proven at 
trial in excess of ten thousand dollars. 
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION - QUIET TITLE 
63. The Plaintiffs Karletta Grace Berry and/or the estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry are entitled to a decree of quiet title 
to all of the stock of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. in 
her/its favor free and clear of any right, title, interest or 
claim of the Defendants McFarland and Zimmerman. 
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION - GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
64. The Defendant Michael B. McFarland has breached his 
obligation to deal fairly and in good faith in the facts recited 
herein. 
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65. Based upon the breach of the obligation of good faith 
and fair dealing, the Plaintiffs are entitled to 
a. Rescission of the Stock Purchase & Sale Agreement 
b. Recover compensatory damages 
c. Imposition of a constructive trust and or a 
resulting trust on the stock the defendants received 
from Jerry Lee Roy Berry. 
d. Quiet title to all of the stock of the corporation 
in favor of the Karletta Grace Berry and/or the 
Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry. 
e. Disgorgement of profits earned by the defendant as a 
result of the transaction. 
f. For all actions taken by McFarland and Zimmerman as 
corporate officers, directors and shareholders to be 
set aside. 
g. For prejudgment interest at the legal rate 
EIGHT CAUSE OF ACTION - RESULTING OR CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST 
66. The Defendants McFarland and Zimmerman hold the stock 
to the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. under an equitable duty to 
convey it to the Karletta Grace Berry, a widow, and/or Karletta 
Grace Berry, Personal Representative of the Estate of Jerry Lee 
Roy Berry. 
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67. The imposition of a resulting or constructive trust is 
consistent with the trial courts power to shape and fashion 
injunctive relief to fit the particular facts, circumstances and 
equities before it. 
68. The imposition of a resulting or constructive trust 
will achieve substantial justice and the Court should impose a 
constructive or resulting trust upon the stock of the Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. now held by the Defendants McFarland and 
Zimmerman. 
ACCOUNTING 
69. The Plaintiffs have been frozen out of management of 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. by the Defendants and has been 
deprived of all information regarding the business. 
70. The Plaintiffs are entitle to a full accounting for 
all expenditures and receipts made during the time they were in 
control of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. and the corporate 
assets and bank accounts. 
DAMAGES 
71. Plaintiffs are entitled to recover damages in an 
amount in excess of ten thousand dollars. 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
72. Pursuant to contract, statute, and court rule the 
Plaintiffs are entitled to attorney fees against the Defendants in 
the event of default or contest. In the event of default, a 
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reasonable amount is FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($15,000.00), and in 
the event of contest, as the Court deems proper. 
RELIEF SOUGHT 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs seek the entry of judgment and 
the following relief: 
1. all relief set forth above. 
2. Rescission of the Stock Purchase & Sale Agreement. 
3. Recover compensatory damages in excess of ten thousand 
dollars. 
4. Imposition of a constructive trust and or a resulting 
trust on the stock the defendants received from Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry. 
5. Quiet title to all of the stock of the corporation in 
favor of the Karletta Grace Berry and/or the Estate of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry, free of any claim of the 
Defendants. 
6. Disgorgement of profits earned by the defendants as a 
result of the transaction. 
7. For all actions taken by McFarland and Zimmerman as 
corporate officers, directors and shareholders to be 
set aside. 
8. For prejudgment interest at the legal rate. 
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9. For an award of attorney fees and costs in the amount 
of $15,000.00 in the event of default and in a 
reasonable amount in the event of contest or answer. 
10. For any other relief the Court deems appropriate. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
THE PLAINTIFFS HEREBY DEMAND A TRIAL BY A JURY OF TWELVE 
PERSONS. 
DATED THIS l)f DAY OF FEBRUARY, 20~ '} <¥ &_# /--------
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney At Law 
VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
s.s. 
COUNTY OF BONNER ) 
I, KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, first being duly sworn upon oath 
depose and say the following: 
I am a Plaintiff in this case and I have read the foregoing 
COMPLAINT, and know the contents therein stated and believe the 
same to be true. 
&..P.d:b. ,JL.a &lltJ= 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY 
Plaintiff 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this /'-(day of February, 
2007. 
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STOCKPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMENT 
This agreement executed August 9, 2003 between JERRY LEE ROY BERRY, o£6555 E. 
Remington Road, Athol, ID 83801, hereinafter referred to as "Seller" and KAREN M. 
ZIMMERMAN and MICHAEL B. McFARLAND of 8729 W. Cloverleaf Drive, Hayden, Idaho 
83835, hereinafter referred to as "Buyers11 • 
For and in consideration of One-hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller 
agrees to sell, assign and convey to Buyers, as joint tenants with right of survivorship, with full 
power to transfer the shares on the books of the corporation, TWO HUNDRED (200) shares of 
the common stock of CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., a corporation organized and 
existing under the laws of the State of Idaho and having its principal place of business at 1 00 
Scenic Drive, Bayview, Idaho 83803. The stock is represented by Certificates 1 and 2, (100 
shares each) which were assigned to the Seller by Jean A. and James M. Campbell. 
Seller warrants that the stock conveyed hereby represents 50% of the shares which have 
been issued to date by said corporation. 
As additional consideration, it is agreed between Buyers and Seller that Seller shall retain 
his offices as director and president of the corporation, with full operational control of the 
business of the corooration through calendar year 2005. It is further agreed, as additional 
consideration, that the transfer of the shares shall be effective on January 1, 2006, and that Seller 
shall be considered the owner for tax and all other purposes through midnight, December 31, 
2005. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the· parties have executed this Agreement, which is effective on the 
day and year first above written. 
SELLER: 
~ 
i 
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STOCK PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT 
This agreement executed August 9, 2003 between JERRY LEE ROY BERRY, of 6555 E. 
Remington Road, Athol, ID 83801, hereinafter referred to as "Seller" and KAREN M. 
ZIMMERMAN and MICHAEL B. McFARLAND of8729 .W. CloverleafDrive, Hayden, Idaho 
83835, hereinafter referred to as "Buyers". 
For and in consideration of One-hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller 
agrees to sell, assign and convey to Buyers, as joint tenants with right of survivorship, with full 
power to transfer the shares on the books of the corporation, FOUR HUNDRED (400) shares of 
the common stock of CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., a corporation organized and 
existing under the laws of the State ofidaho and having its principal place ofbusiness at 100 
Scenic Drive, Bayview, Idaho 83803. The stock is represented by Certificates l and 2, (100 
shares each) which were assigned to the Seller by Jean A. and James M. Campbell and 
Certificate number 3, which was issued to the Seller directly. 
Seller warrants that the stock conveyed hereby represents 100% of the shares which have 
. been issued to date by said corporation. 
As additional consideration, it is agreed between Buyers and Seller that Seller shall retain 
his offices as director and president of the corporation, with full operational control of the 
business of the corporation through calendar year 2005. It is further agreed, as aC:ditional 
consideration, that the transfer of the shares shall be effective on January 1, 2006, and that Seller 
shall be considered the owner for tax and all other purposes through midnight, December 31, 
2005. After such time, Seller may, at his option, continue to maintain operational control ofthe 
corporation's business, and to receive reasonable compensation therefor, and may hold such 
office or offices in the corporation as he deems appropriate. 
As additional consideration, Buyers hereby covenant and agree that they will establish a 
trust or equivalent arrangement under which fifty percent (50%) of the stock transferred hereby 
shall be held by the Buyers or the trustee for the benefit ofKarletta Berry and (in the event of her 
demise) her son, Dale. In the event of the sale of the corporation, fifty percent (50%) of the net 
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sale proceeds shall be distributed to Karletta Berry, ifthen living. If she is not living at the time 
of the sale of the corporation, such proceeds shall be held in trust and used for Dale's benefit, 
maintenance and education until he reaches the age of twenty-one years, at which time the 
amount remaining in trust shall be distributed to him. Until Dale reaches twenty-one, the trustee 
shall invest the principal amount in an interest-bearing account or other secure investment, and 
. shall pay from the interest on such account such sums as, in the trustee's discretion, are 
reasonably necessary to provide for Dale's health, welfare, maintenance and education. If the 
interest on such account is insufficient to meet Dale's reasonable needs, the trustee shall be 
authorized to pay such sums from the principal as are, in the trustee's discretion, reasonable and 
necessary to provide adequately for Dale. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement, which is effective on the 
day and year first above written. 
BUYERS: SELLER: 
KAREN M. ZIMMERMAN JERRY LEE ROY BERRY 
MICHAEL B. McFARLAND 
Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement - 2 
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This agreement executed between Jerry L. Berry, of 10691 .1:£ Renunton K.oaa., AtnOl 
Idaho_ hereinafter referred to as "Borrower" and Karen M. Zimmerman and Michael B. McFarland 
of 8729 W. Cloverleaf, Hayden Idaho 83835, hereinafter referred to as "Lenders". 
For and in consideration of a total of One-hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) loan, of 
which Forty thousand dollars ($40,000) was from Michael B. McFarland and Sixty thousand ($60,000) 
was from Karen M. Zimmerman. The Borrower agrees to hold two hundred (200) shares of common 
stock of CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT,INC., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of 
the State ofldaho, and having as it's principal place of business at 100 Scenic Drive, Bayview, Idaho 
83803. The stock is represented by Certificates 1 and 2 (100 shares each) which was assigned to the 
Borrower by Jean A. and James M. Campbell. 
Borrower warrants that the stock represents 50% of the shares which have been issued to 
date by said corporation. 
Said stock is to act as collateral for said loan. In the event of sale of the corporation, the 
Lenders are entitled to original monies lent with a 10% (ten percent) per annum interes_t there on. 
Lenders shall be entitled to use of Resort (ex. dining,refreshments,moorage) at no expense to them, 
for duration of loan. At Borrower's discretion, said stock may be assigned to Lenders, at which time 
all interest on loan will be considered paid to that date. 
At time of signing this agreement Lenders are responsible for any loans they acquired on their 
own behalf to make this loan to the Borrower. 
In the event of Borrower's untimely demise( death), then surving spouse, Karletta Berry of the 
same address as Borrower, will uphold loan agreement as written . 
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LENDERS: BORROWER.: 
T<AP_ENM. Z!MMF~l'!f __AN JERRY L. BERRY 
:r.!!JCHAEL M. McF A..FL.AND 
KART.RTTA.BERRY 
DA1ED TillS DAY July 4, 2006 
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MINUTES OF SPECIAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS 
OF 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
A special meeting of shareholders of the above captioned 
corporation was held on the dater time and at the place set forth 
in the written waiver of notice signed by the shareholders/ fixing 
such time and placer and prefixed to the minutes of this meeting. 
The following shareholders, being all the shareholders of he 
corporation, were present: Jerry L. Berry r Michael B. McFarland and 
Karen M. Zimmerman. 
The rrteeting was called to order by the president/ Jerry L. 
Berry, who then appointed Michael B. McFarland to moderate the 
meeting and prepare the notes thereof. 
Mr. McFarland then reported on his review of the corporate 
minute book, and the need to correct some deficiencies, including 
the absence of minutes of an organizational meeting or annual 
meetings of shareholders and directors. It was noted that/ since 
the minute book had been maintained in the offices of the 
corporation's former attorney, Pc;iul Daugherty, and Mr. Daugherty 
was not present at any of the meetings 1 whatever written minutes 
may have been prepared did not g,et placed in the minute book. 
Further I since the original incorporators and directors are no 
longer associated with the corporation, it is not reasonably 
possible to obtain any of the original minutes. 
Upon motion duly made/ seconded and carried, it was 
unanimously agreed that an updated organizational meeting should be 
conducted by the board of directors as soon as possible. 
The next item of business was the election of directors. After 
discussion and nominations, the following were elected directors to 
serve in office until the next annual meeting of shareholders and 
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until qualified successors have been elected: 
Jerry L. Berry, 
Karletta G. Berry, 
Karen M. Zimmerman, 
Michael B. McFarland 
Upon a motion duly made, seconded and carried, the special meeting 
of shareholders was adjourned to permit the directors to conduct an 
special organizational meeting. 
The meeting re-convened following the special meeting of the 
directors, with the same persons present. 
The president reported on the special meeting of the board of 
directors, reviewed the minutes of the said meeting which included 
the adoption of the By-Laws, the election of officers and other 
pertinent matters. 
upon motion duly made, seconded and carried, the shareholders 
approved and ratified all of the actions taken by the board of 
directors. 
There being no further business and , upon a motion duly made, 
seconded and carried, the meeting was adjourned. 
~ Sha~erf" 
Shareholder 
~ 
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RESOLUTION IN LIEU OF SPECIAL MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
OF 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
The Board of Directors of Captain' s Wheel Resort, 
Incorporated, an Idaho Corporation, in accordance with the by-laws, 
adopted the following resolutions made in lieu of a special meeting 
of the directors, effective November 6, 2006. By their signatures 
below, each of the directors waives formal notice of a meeting and 
consents to the resolutions set forth below: 
WHEREAS, as a result of the death of Jerry L. Berry, President and 
Treasurer of the corporation, it is necessary to appoint a 
successor or successors, it was 
RESOLVED, that ·Michael B. McFarland is appointed President of the 
corporation and I(a,J;~n M. Zimmerman is appointed Treasurer of the 
corporation. The remaining offices are unchanged. 
WHEREAS, in order to carry on the business of the corporation 
effectively, it is necessary that the President and Treasurer be 
authorized full access to the corporation's bank account, it was 
RESOLVED, that Michael B. McFarland and Karen M. Zimmerman are 
authorized to sign checks drawn upon, and/or make withdrawals from 
all of the corporation's bank accounts, including without 
limitation the accounts at Wells Fargo Bank located in Hayden, 
Idaho. 
Dated: 
Director 
Director 
Director 
PLAINTIFF'S 
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RESOLUTION IN LIEU OF SPECIAL MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
OF 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
The Board of Directors of Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Incorporated, an Idaho Corporation, in accordance with the by-laws, 
adopted the following resolutions made in lieu of a special meeting 
of the directors, effective on the date set forth below. By their 
signatures below, each of the directors waives formal notice of a 
meeting and consents to the resolutions set forth below: 
WHEREAS, as a result of the death of Jerry L. Berry, the surviving 
shareholders and directors have determined that they do not wish to 
remain involved in the operation of the corporation's business 
indefinitely, it was 
RESOLVED, that the President of the corporation is authorized to 
list the corporation's business and real property, (which 
constitute all of the assets of the corporation) for sale with 
Treaty Rock Realty, Inc., a licensed real estate firm, at an 
initial asking price of two-million two-hundred thousand dollars 
($2,200,000). Such price may be adjusted to an amount no less than 
the value indicated by a current appraisal, the cost for which is 
authorized as a corporate expenditure. 
The listing agency is authorized to place the property in the 
Multiple Listing Service (MLS) and other appropriate lists and 
publicationsi but is not to be authorized to place signs or other 
indicia that the property is for sale on or near the real property 
itself. The listing agreement will also provide that the property 
will be shown by appointment only, and to qualified buyers only. 
Acceptance of any offer which is less than the full asking price 
(or the appraised value plus realtor's commissions) will require 
approval by the Board of Directors. 
Dated: November 1 2006 
Director Director 
Director 
PLAINTIFF'S 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864-1366 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
ZDUl Ft.fi 21 P 1: 53 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
) Case No. ~-2007- (90 30 I 
) 
) SUMMONS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFFS . THE 
COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER 
NOTICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS. READ THE 
INFORMATION BELOW: 
TO: MICHAEL B MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and 
KAREN ZIMMERMAN: 
You are hereby notified that in order to defend this lawsuit, 
an appropriate written response must be filed with the above 
designated Court within 20 days after service of this on you. If 
you fail to so respond, the Court may enter judgment against you 
as demanded by the plaintiff in the Complaint. A copy of the 
SUMMONS - 1 
ASSIGNED TO STEVE VERBY 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the 
advice of representation by an attorney in this matter, you should 
do so promptly so that your written response, if any, may be filed 
in time and other legal rights protected. 
An appropriate written response requires compliance with 
Rule 10(a) (1) and other Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and shall 
also include: 
1. The title and number of this case. 
2. If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must 
contain admissions or denials of the separate allegations of the 
Complaint and other defenses you may claim. 
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, 
or the signature, mailing address, and telephone number of your 
attorney. 
4. Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response 
to Plaintiff's attorney, as designated above. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your 
response, contact the Clerk of the above-named Court. 
DATED this 1JL_ day of February, 2007. 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
SUMMONS - 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT'<lF Tim~ L:::; i · 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B~;~ .. ;"' l p ~(tiljff"[Jj f. 53 
- : ~ 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of JERRY LEE ROY 
BERRY, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CV-2007-00301 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. ) 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN ZIMMERMAN, ) 
Defendants. 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
) 
) 
Lynn Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states as follows: 
That he is over the age of eighteen ( 18) years and was not a party to the above entitled action; that he received a copy of the 
Summons and Complaint in the above-referenced matter and served the same upon Defendant, KAREN ZIMMERMAN by 
leaving a true and correct copy of said documents as follows: 
_X_ with Defendant, KAREN ZIMMERMAN, personally, at 8729 W. Cloverleaf, Hayden, Idaho 
Said documents were served on February 24,2007, at 10:26 AM 
Lynn Taylor 
Taylor Investigations 
P. 0. Box 5032 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814-1956 
,,,,\11 llllt,,l 
,,, CQWRLE"y 1// 
~ ······· ;f-" ..... ~ ••• AI • ... > ~ 
.... • •vol':. . "Y .... ~ : "f.L\ .. :"-. ~ 
=(I): ~ 'e "TJ-: 5 = ::'""'~ ~ ' ·:o= ~~·. ~~~ : ::: 
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.,,. ~ ... ... ,, 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, .s:."._.a-"""~.,l;.{,jf-)~-'¥""U\.~~ ',, IDAHO ,,, ,,, ""' \\,, 
Notary Public for the State ofldaho 
Residing at Coeur d' Alene Idaho 
My Commission Expires July I 4, 20 11 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF -~Inl L 0 IS T. 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BO~Jto 21 p I: S J 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of JERRY LEE ROY 
BERRY, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
an Idaho Corporation, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
:'! :~·f~;;-',c',.' : .,-: ... ; 
''·-··--: >i \ '··. ·-. ;'. i :-·,!11"1' 
• -·. ''>-.._; i l_,:..j; _ ;f\ 
---cr·.-·- u-: .· - ---------------
Case No. CV-2007-00301 
Plaintiff, 
vs. AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. ) 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN ZIMMERMAN, ) 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
) 
) 
Lynn Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states as follows: 
That he is over the age of eighteen (18) years and was not a party to the above entitled action; that he received a copy of the 
Summons and Complaint in the above-referenced matter and served the same upon Defendant, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, 
P .A by leaving a true and correct copy of said documents as follows: 
_X_ with Defendant, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, Registered Agent of MICHAEL MCFARLAND P.A. 
personally, at 421 Coeur d'Alene Ave Ste 1L, Coeur d'Alene Idaho 
Said documents were served on February 23, 2007, at 2:25 PM 
z·-" -74f/4 
Notary Public for the State ofldaho 
Residing at Coeur d' Alene Idaho 
My Commission Expires July 14, 2011 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT O~liJ.~ STATEOFIDAHO,INANDFORTHECOUNTYOFBONNER~."'07 ttfj 21 p /: Sll 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of JERRY LEE ROY 
BERRY, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. ) 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN ZIMMERMAN, ) 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2007-00301 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
Lynn Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states as follows: 
That he is over the age of eighteen (18) years and was not a party to the above entitled action; that he received a copy of the 
Summons and Complaint in the above-referenced matter and served the same upon Defendant, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, by 
leaving a true and correct copy of said documents as follows: 
_X_ with Defendant, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, personally, at 421 Coeur d'Alene Ave Ste 1L, 
Coeur d' Alene Idaho 
' ' . 
L Taylor 
Taylor Investigations 
P. 0. Box 5032 
Notary Public for the State ofldaho 
Residing at Coeur d' Alene Idaho 
My Commission Expires July 14, 2011 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, .=.. .......... ~~-IA,-/-----'\Io~\--->-'--> '~~" ~ OF \0\\\" 11/, .,,\\ 
Notary Public for the State ofIdaho this . ..nc~~z.J---jf...:!.<~dd<i~<:!4_-'2007 
I
J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-00301 
STIPULATION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE 
Plaintiffs, Karletta Grace Berry, et al., by and through their attorney of 
record, Rex A. Finney, and Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. 
McFarland, P.A. and Karen Zimmerman, by and through their attorney, John P. 
STIPULATION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE- 1 
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Whelan, hereby stipulate to change venue from Bonner County to Kootenai 
County. 
Dated: __ 3--I-)_:;2_3..L_j_tJ_7_ 
oate3 -/&( ~o 7 
STIPULATION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE- 2 
Rex A. Finney 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Attorney for Defendants 
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STATE OF IDAHO } SS 
ea"QNTY 0~=" KOOTENAI 
F!LE0/3 7/~ 
2001 APR -4 PH L1: 35 
J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-00301 
w t!) ?-d~~ 
ORDER GRANTING CHANGE OF VENUE 
The Court, having before it the Stipulation for Change of Venue; NOW, 
THEREFORE: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Bonner County District Court is not the 
ORDER GRANTING CHANGE OF VENUE- 1 
~~ ~I 
I 
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proper venue for the above-entitled matter. 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that this case shall be reassigned to the 
Kootenai County District Court. 
Dated: --:::::3~/J~o j_o__.__] __ 
~~  
District Judge 
ORDER GRANTING CHANGE OF VENUE- 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF CLERK'S RULE 77(d) SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy, with the 
clerk's filing stamp thereon showing the date of filing, of ~e 
foregoing, was served by U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, this 
day of~ ·2007, and was addressed as follows: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
ORDER GRANTING CHANGE OF VENUE - 3 
J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
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(~CLt,,"lty of BGnn~r 
L Ma:"ie SeeM. Clerk of the District Court ?f the. 
First Jddiri~! District of the State of Idaho: In anG 
for the County of Bonner, do hereby certIfy that 
the forcgcir.g instrument is a true_ an~ cor~ect copy 
of the origillal thereof now on t~le In thIS offi~e 
Witness my hand and of s3.ld ourt on [31:' 
the -d- day of 2,..--....-_ 
RIE 
J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
STAT£ OF IDAHO }ss C@OHTY OF KOOTENAI 
FllfD: 1 tf (} §t)l.._ 
2001 APR 16 AM '3: 25 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
ANSWER; COUNTERCLAIM; DEMAND 
FOR JURY TRIAL 
Filing Fee: $ 14.00 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, by and through their attorney John P. Whelan, respond to the 
Complaint of Plaintiff as follows: 
1. Defendants admit the following paragraphs: 
ANSWER; COUNTERCLAIM; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 1 
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1, 2, 5, 6 (first sentence), 11, 14 (however, Defendants do not own 
real property together), 16, 18, 19, first sentence of 27 only, 28, 30 
Ooint tenancy portion denied), 31, 32. 
2. Defendants deny the following paragraphs: 
6 (second sentence), 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27 
(balance of paragraph), 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 
44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57-72 except as 
noted above 
3. Defendants lack sufficient information and belief to respond to the 
following paragraphs, therefore they are denied: 
3, 4, 1 7, 20, 21' 23. 
4. Defendants deny any other paragraphs not specifically admitted 
herein. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. The Complaint and each cause of action thereof, fails to state facts 
sufficient to constitute a cause of action. 
2. Accord and Satisfaction. 
3. Waiver. 
4. Estoppel due to the fact that Plaintiff authorized the corporate 
action which she now contests. 
5. Laches. 
6. Unclean Hands 
7. Standing 
8. Karletta Berry does not have standing to speak for Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. and has no authority to pursue litigation on behalf of the 
corporation. 
9. Karletta Berry has failed to satisfy the conditions precedent to a 
ANSWER; COUNTERCLAIM; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 2 
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derivative lawsuit. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
1. Michael B. McFarland and Karen Zimmerman are acting directors of 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. ("Corporation"), an Idaho Corporation in good 
standing. 
2. Karletta Grace Berry (hereinafter "Berry" was an acting director of 
the Corporation until she was removed for cause by the board of directors. As 
such, Berry had access to corporate records and corporate funds. Berry has 
failed to turn the corporate records over to the board of directors and a court 
order is necessary and proper to compel Berry to return the corporate records 
to the corporation. It is also necessary and proper to have Berry account for 
any and all corporate funds that have come into her possession. 
3. Jerry Lee Roy Berry (hereinafter ·~erry") was married to counter-
defendant Berry until his death recently. Jerry was a director and corporate 
officer of the corporation until his death. As such, Jerry routinely had financial 
dealings and transaction with the corporation. The corporate records reveal 
that Jerry had borrowed corporate funds, but the same records do not show 
repayment. Jerry's estate is now responsible for the repayment of the debts, 
the exact amount of which will be established by proof at trial of this matter. 
4. It is believed that the estate of Jerry will seek set-offs from the 
corporation against the debt owed to the corporation by Jerry's estate. A 
present controversy exists as to the validity of debts claimed against the 
corporation by Jerry's estate. Accordingly, the corporation and Defendants 
McFarland and Zimmerman, seek a declaration from the Court declaring the 
rights and obligations of the interested parties. 
5. In the event that the evidence suggests that either Berry and/or 
ANSWER; COUNTERCLAIM; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 3 
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Jerry has wrongfully converted corporate assets to their own use, damages are 
sought to award to the corporation for such conduct. 
DEFENDANTS REQUEST A TRIAL BY JURY 
Wherefore, Defendants pray for judgment as follows: 
1. That Plaintiff take nothing by pursuant to its Complaint; 
2. That Defendants recover the reasonable attorney fees they have 
incurred in defending this action in accordance with I.C. 1 2-1 20, 1 2-1 21 or 
other applicable statutes; 
3. For a declaration from the Court of the rights and obligations of the 
parties; 
4. For such set-offs as may be warranted; 
5. For a money judgment in favor of the corporate entity if 
appropriate; 
6. For such other and further relief as the Court deems proper. 
DATED this u day of April, 2007. 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
By: 
Attorney for Defendants 
ANSWER; COUNTERCLAIM; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the J2_ day of April, 2007, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
(v{'U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile to: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, et al, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, et al, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV2007 2409 
NOTICE OF SCHEDULING 
CONFERENCE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 16(b) & 16(c) 
Defendant. ) ------------------~~-----
The complaint in this matter having been filed on 2-14-07 the Court determines 
that this matter is appropriate for a Scheduling Order under I.R.C.P. 16(b). 
IT IS ORDERED, that if by no later than 6-6-07 all parties agree on all matters set 
forth on the attached Stipulation for Scheduling, and all the parties have completed, 
signed and filed such Stipulation with the Clerk of Court, with a copy to the Court in 
chambers. the Court shall issue a Scheduling Order setting the matter for trial with the 
following deadlines: 
1. Plaintiff shall disclose expert witnesses by 180 days before trial. 
2. Defendants shall disclose expert witnesses by 120 days before trial. 
3. Last day for hearing MSJ - 90 days before trial. 
4. Last day for filing pretrial motions - 21 days before trial. 
5. Last day for filing motions in limine concerning designated witnesses or 
exhibits - 7 days before trial. 
If all the parties (or their attorneys) have signed the Stipulation for Scheduling and the 
Scheduling Order has been filed by the Court, then the Status Conference scheduled 
below is vacated. 
In the event the parties are not able to comply with the above, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a Status Conference in this matter will be at 4:00 
PM on 6-13-07 in one of the courtrooms of this Court, at the Kootenai County 
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Courthouse, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. A Scheduling Order under I.R.C.P. 16(b) will issue 
following this conference. All parties must appear at this time in person or by counsel. 
Counsel must be the handling attorney, or be fully familiar with the case, and have 
authority to bind his or her client and law firm on all matters set forth in I.R.C.P. 16(a) and 
16(b). 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that prior to the above hearing plaintiff shall serve a 
copy of this order on any party who first appears in this action after the date of this order. 
Proof of such service shall be filed with the Court. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that in addition to any original brief or memorandum 
lodged with the Clerk of Court, counsel shall also provide the Court with a copy. To the 
extent counsel rely on legal authorities not contained in the Idaho Reports, a copy of 
each case cited shall be attached to the Court's copy of the brief or memorandum. 
DATED this \ J day of May, 2007. 
By Order of John T. Mitchell, District Judge 
Jea~~cretary 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on II May, 2007, true copies of the foregoing were mailed, 
postage prepaid, or was sent by interoffice mail to: 
Rex A. Finney 
120 E Lake St, Ste 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Ol!O~ ",;, &8 - ?;8! II 
NOTICE OF SCHEDULING CONFERENCE 
J.P. Whelan 
213 N. 4th St 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 (p(pc_f- 97 
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STATE l JAHO 
County of KOOTENAI )55 
FILED ______ _ 
AT O'clock m 
CLERK, DISTRICT COURT 
Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, et al, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, et al, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV2007 2409 
STIPULATION FOR SCHEDULING 
Case filed 2-14-07 
The parties stipulate that this matter is at issue and to the following: 
2. Plaintiff shall disclose expert witnesses by 180 days before trial. 
3. Defendants shall disclose expert witnesses by 120 days before trial. 
5. Last day for hearing MSJ - 90 days before trial. 
6. Last day for filing pretrial motions- 21 days before trial. 
7. Last day for filing motions in limine concerning designated witnesses or exhibits - 7 days 
before trial. 
8. Set for ( ) court trial for ___ day(s) 
( ) 12 person jury trial for ___ day(s) 
The parties reserve the right to amend this stipulation by agreement of all parties, subject to 
Court approval; each party reserves the right to seek amendment hereof by Court order, and to request 
further status conferences for such purpose, in accordance with I.R.C.P. 16(a) and 16(b). 
Dated this day of , 20 __ . 
(To be signed by all parties or their counsel) 
Rex A. Finney J.P. Whelan 
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uu11n t'. wne1an, P.·c. 
J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
STATE OF l[w-10 } SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTEN.~ 
FILED 1-4 rr(J 
/0•' 3.1' ,-h---
2007 M~.Y 15 AM fO: 35 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY jUDGE 
COMES NOW, the Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. 
McFarland, P.A., and Karen Zimmerman, by and through their attorney of 
record, john P. Whelan, P_C., and moves this Court pursuant to J.R.C.P. 40(d){l) 
for an Order disqualifying the Honorable John Mitchell in this matter and 
assigning a new district judge. This motion is not made to hinder, delay or 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE- 1 
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. Jo p c ( ){
UUIIII r. YIIIBJ."Grn ~ ·t'·. L;. ~ tHl t 'D'E'P 'r . 
J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4[11 Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
ORDER DISQUALIFYING JUDGE 
The Court, having before it the Defendants' Motion to Disqualify the 
Honorable john Mitchell; NOW, THEREFORE; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable john Mitchell is hereby 
disqualified in the above-entitled matter. 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that this case shall be reassigned to a 
ORDER DISQUALIFYING JUDGE- l 
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FIRST Jl.TnJCIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN) D FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEN: 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, ETAL. 
vs. Case No: CV-2007-0002409 
ss 
MICHAEL B MCFARLAND, ETAL. ORDER ASSIGNING DISTRICT JUDGE 
ON DISQUALIFICATION WITHOUT CAUSE 
The Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, being disqualified pursuant to I.R.C.P Rule 40(d)(1) from 
proceeding further in the above entitled action: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable John P. Luster, District Judge of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, is hereby assigned to take jurisdiction of the above entitled action for all further proceedings herein. The 
following alternate judges are hereby assigned to preside in this case: Charles W. Hosack, John T. Mitchell, John P. 
Luster, Lansing L. Haynes; Fred M. Gibler, James R. Michaud, and George R. Reinhardt, III. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the District Court of Kootenai County shall cause a copy of this 
Order Assigning District Judge on Disqualification to be mailed or faxed to counsel for each of the parties, or if either of 
the parties are represented pr'o fe, directly to the pro se litigant. 
DATED~[$/ day ofMay, 20KL .+> ..:.L:.L cJ.....:J;:;::_ 
I certify that copies of this Order were served as follows: 
. J Honorable John P. Luster, 
Plaintiff's Counsel: Rex A. Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Ste 317 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
Mailed Hand Delivered 
John P. Luster, Administrative District Judge 
]Faxed (208) 263-8211 
]I 
l[! 
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VS.
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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ATED ~[$   , ° ' ..:. :. ... ::::.
Defendant's Counsel: John P Whelan 
213 North Fourth Street / 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 / 
Mailed Hand Delivered ~aied (208) 664-2240 
-/ / ,--
/ ! 
Dated: May' ,20 7 
,,' ,,' ~ ------.Q.aniel J. ~glis? . ~. --',_ CleF, 'cwrhe-Di~!nct Cou BY~"" "--~,) 
---l}eputy Cler 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FXNNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
01d Power House Buildinq 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
.. , • " 1 1~1 '' t\ <1 n r1 n 1 n I~ n 11 '.) 
(THU)MAY 31 2007 15:28/ST.15:27/No. 6810297052 P 2 
IN TBE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FXRST JUDICIAL D%STRXCT OF THE 
STATE OF ZDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLE~TA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
o£ Jer~ Lea Roy Barry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an %daho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFAlUJ\NI), P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
) 
) 
) 
) 
>. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- ) 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, through counsel, Rex A. Finney, 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. and move to disqualify the 
Honorable John P. Luster, District Judge, assigned to this 
action pursuant to I.R.C.P. 40(d) (1), as fo1lows: 
1. This motion is not made to hinder, d.alay or obstruct 
the administration of justice. 
MO~ION TO DISQUALIFY - 1 
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"ll'll~tY rii~NtY & riNNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
- - - ~ • r- A J'\ L"'.,.. .I f"" • 1'\.., Ill r\ f'l J f"l 1'\ f'l..., f"l r 1'\ 1"'\ 'J 
(THU)MAY 31 2007 15:28/ST. 15:27/No. 6810297052 P 6 
STAlE ur: /[IAHO } 
COUNTY cc KCi':!T!=i\Ji\/ 88 
F/LEf) . - .'J:?I ;/ , ~f:1u C/vl/ 
'L"n.,, tq v 3 I P" " 31 !. ,u 1 ,,_,: , r! j: , 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TBE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TBE COUNTY OP KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEBL lU!SOl'tT, INC., 
an Idaho Co~oration, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND 1 MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P .A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Casa No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) MOTION TO ASSIGN TO DISTRICT 
) JUDGE 'YERBY 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
------------------------------------------------- ) 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, by and through counse~, and moves 
the court to confirm assignment o~ alte~native1y to assign the 
case to District Judge Verby. A Notice Of Schedu~~ng Conference 
pursuant to I.R.C.P 16(b) & 16(c), siqnad by the c~erk, was 
entered in the file, setting the matter for hearing before Judge 
Mitchell, and an O~der Assigning D~atrict Judqe On 
MOTION TO ASSIGN TO DISTR:I:CT JUDGE YERBY - 1 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 Bast Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
IN THE DISTRICT COUkT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRIC~ OF 
THE STA'l!E OF IDAHO, IN AND I'OR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BBRRY, a 
widow, KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, 
~ersonal Representative o~ 
the Estate of Jar~ Lee Ray 
Berry, CAPTA:IN' S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC. , an Idaho 
Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
W:CHAEL B. MCFARLAND 1 MICBAJ:L ) 
B. MCF.J\RLAND, P. A. , and KAREN ) 
ZIHMER!mN, ) 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Casa No. CV-2001-2409 
ORDER TO DISQUALIFY 
PURSUANT TO the MOtion To Disqualify and I.R.C.P. 40(d) (1), 
it is hereby ordered that the Honorable John P. Luster, District 
Judqe, is disqualified. 
I .b""-
DATED this _(:7_ day of ...... < I~v~Y1.:...~e..__ __ , 2007. 
ORDER TO DISQUALIFY - l 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (THU)MAY 31 2007 15:28/ST.15:27/No. 6810297052 P 5 
CLERK 1 S RULB 77 (d.) IGULING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy, with tha 
clerk's filings~ thereon ahowinq the date of filing, of ~ v· . 
ORDER TO D%SQUALIFY was earvad by fac:s:i.m.ile, this '4!-- day of Z I ) '\.__...) 
---------------' 2007, and was addressed as follows: 
/ J. P. Whelan Attorney at Law 
Facs~ile: (208) 664-2240 
ORDER TO DISQUALIFY - 2 
Rex A. Finney 
Attorney at Law 
F~sDj.J.a/ (208) 
\ ,..----; ........... 
263-82ii 
·-··· - \1.1 ···-·····-. 
( By:/;;..,/~~-~~""'""'.........,;;;.....,""""'",;;;,;;.--
"----·-/ 
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_______________ , 2007, and was addressed as follows: 
S
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, ETAL. 
vs. Case No: CV-2007-0002409 
MICHAEL B MCFARLAND, ETAL. ORDER ASSIGNING DISTRICT JUDGE 
ON DISQUALIFICATION WITHOUT CAUSE 
The Honorable John Patrick Luster, District Judge, being disqualified pursuant to I.R.C.P Rule 40(d)(l) from 
proceeding further in the above entitled action: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable Steve Yerby, District Judge of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, is hereby assigned to take jurisdiction of the above entitled action for all further proceedings herein. The 
following alternate judges are hereby assigned to preside in this case: Charles W. Hosack, John T. Mitchell, John P. 
Luster, Lansing L. Haynes; Fred M. Gibler, James R. Michaud, and George R. Reinhardt, III. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the District Court ofKootenai County shall cause a copy of this 
Order Assigning District Judge on Disqualification to be mailed or faxed to counsel for each of the parties, or if either of 
the parties are represented pro se, directly to the pro se litigant. 
DATED this 1 day of June, 2007. 
John P. Luster, Administrative District Judge 
I certify that copies of this Order were served as follows: 
~Honorable Steve Yerby, FAX 208-263-0896 
Plaintiff's Counsel: Rex A. Finney 
Defendant's Counsel: 
120 East Lake Street, Ste 317 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
Mailed Hand Delivered 
John P Whelan 
213 North Fourth Street 
~xed (208) 263-8211 
/ 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 r 1~ Mailed Hand Delivered__ ~ fxed (208) 664-2240 
/ ~~~ Dated: , Jun~ , 007 
Daniel J.l}bglish 
Clerk O~the District C urt 
.. J ~:U~c ~./ 
I 
I 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO ) 
IN, . U FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENi 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4tn Stre.et 
' 
'. 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No_ 6083 
""t...LV,l,L uc.r1. 
~ CIVIL DEPT. 
lg) VVC./ VVu 
~001/003 
STATE OF IDAHO } SS 
COUNTY?fiKOO ENAI FILED: 
2007 JU 20 PH 3: 23 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
~"'j1Lft"'~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry; CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND. P.A .• and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. 
McFarland, P.A and Karen Zimmerman served their Interrogatories, Requests for 
Production And Requests for Admissions to Plaintiffs, Set One in compliance 
with Rule 5, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
NOTICE OF SERVIC:E-1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, ) 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry Lee ) 
Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT,) 
INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AI __ 7- ~ t_,./ 0 (l) Case No. CV u l c ( 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that each party shall complete and file with the Clerk of 
Court the attached Scheduling Form. A copy of the Scheduling Form filed with the court shall 
be served on all parties and one copy shall be submitted to Judge Yerby at his chambers in 
Sandpoint, 215 S. First Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864. In the alternative, a written stipulation 
containing the requested information may be submitted. 
SCHEDULING ORDER- 1 
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The Scheduling Form or stipulation must be completed and filed within fourteen (14) 
days from the date of this Order. If not returned, this matter will be set for trial at the Court's 
discretion. ~ 
DATED this z. tf day of July, 2007. 
SCHEDULING ORDER- 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, U.S. postage 
prepaid, this~ day of July, 2007, to the following: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney, P.A. 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
SCHEDULING ORDER- 3 
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SCHEDULING FORM 
In response to the Scheduling Order, please complete this form and file it within 14 days, 
with service of copies to all parties and one copy to Judge Yerby's chambers in Sandpoint. 
1. Case Title: Karletta Grace Berry, etal v. Michael B. Mcfarland, etal. 
2. Case Number: CV-2007-0002409 (Kootenai County) 
3. Nature of Claims: 
--------------------------------------------------
4. Court or Jury Case: -----------------------------------------------
5. Number of Days Needed for Trial: __________________ _ 
(If requesting more than five (5) days, please explain the reasons below.) 
6. Should the court order mediation? Yes No 
--- ---
7. Will you schedule a motion for summary judgment? Yes No __ _ 
Note: If you wish to schedule a motion for summary judgment, please contact Cherie 
Moore, (208) 265-1445, as soon as possible for scheduling. 
8. The undersigned agrees to the following pretrial schedule unless specifically noted 
otherwise: 
a. Plaintiffs disclose expert witnesses by 90 days before trial. 
b. Defendants disclose expert witnesses by 60 days before trial. 
c. Last day for hearing motions for summary judgment is 60 days before trial. 
d. The other deadlines in the court's standard pre-trial order. 
9. Comments: 
-------------------------------------------------------
Dated this __ day of ________ , 2007. 
Sign and Print or Type Attorney's Name 
Attorney for ______________________________________________ _ 
Print or Type Client's Name 
SCHEDULING FORM 
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4. Court or Jury Case: ______________________________________________ _ 
ey
)M FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
:REX A. FI:NNEY 
FINNEY ~INNEY & FI:NNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Powar House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263•7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
I:SB No. 6313 
(FRI)JUL 20 2007 14:29/ST.14:29/No. 6810297259 p 2 
STATE or: IDAHO } SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
FILED· 3'r~~ !001 .JUL 20 Prl 3: 15 
IN THE DISTRICT CO~T OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND I'OR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
RARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , 
an I~ho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARI..Mm, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) NOTICE OF SERVING PLAINTIFF'S 
) AHD RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR 
) ADMISSIONS, SET ONE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry, and CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESOR'I', INC. , an Idaho 
Corporation, and qives notice th~t on the 20~ day of July 
Responses to the Defendant's Requests For Admissions from, Set 
One dated June 20, 2007, were faxed and mailed to JP Whel~n at 
(208)-664-2240 and 213 N. 4~ Street, Coeur d'~ene, Idaho 83814, 
NOTICE OF SERVING PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO ~LAINTIFFS, SET ONE - 1 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JUL 20 2007 14:29/ST. 14:29/No. 6810297259 P 3 
respectively. 
DATED thi.a 2eJ day of July, 2007. 
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby ce~tify that the original of the foregoin~ was 
delivarad by first class mail, postage prepaid, this ~d day of 
July, 2007, and was addressed as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'A1ene, Idaho 83814 
And by fax: 208-664-2240 
NOTICE OF SERVING PLAINTI:FF' S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO REQUES"rS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLArN"riFFS, SET ONE - 2 
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STATE or.: :DAHO } SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTE~~'\l 
SCHEDULING FORM FILED a='~~$#\. 
'7001 Jtll 31 PM 2: 49 
In response to the Scheduling Order, please complete thisTom:l and file i;~in 
with service of copies to all parties and one copy to Judge Verby' ,, c ' mt~cS~t I 
1. Case Tide: Karletta Grace Berry, etal v. Michael B. Mcfia.Ht!lilfMH«f:~-=-=:;._..;........o.--· 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Case Number: CV-2007-0002409 (Kootenai County) 
Nature of Claims: A! ~"'+le)ll.l ,f bre~ cJ:. .f.a,41,_..(j c:f&.tJr Cnv,_-(.,.J.: 
Court or Jury Case: -'' ... )c..::u:::.lf'...:~~--------------------
Number of Days Needed for Trial:_......_ _______________ _ 
(If requesting more than five (5) days, please explain the reasons below,) 
Should the court order mediation? YesL No __ _ 
Will you schedule a motion for summary judgment? Yes pv--oh~~---
Note~ If you wish to schedule a motion for summary judgment, ~se contact Cherie 
Moore, (208) 265-1445, as soon as possible for scheduling. 
The undersigned agrees to the following pretrial schedule unless specifically noted 
otherwise: 
a. Plaintiffs disclose expert witnesses by 90 days before trial. 
b. Defendants disclose expert witnesses by 60 days before trial. 
c. Last day for hearing motions for summary judgment is 60 days before trial. 
d. The other deadlines in the court's standard pre~trial order. 
9. Comments:--------------------------
SCHEDULING FORM: 
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SCHEDULING FORM 
2. Case Number: CV-2007-0002409 (Kootenai County) 
3. Nature of Claims: ,{..f&-,.e'f I'J(,0rvb-/(-r /irrt'.d.. of -,;-Jvc;-.,1 Ov-"''J 
4, Coun or Jury Case: --=3~~!.....:.<_11------------------
5. Number of Days Needed for Trial: _1]-+---~=---------:-------­
(Ifrequesting more than five (5) days, please explain the reasons below.) 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Should the court order mediation? Yes No 
-- ---
Will you schedule a motion for summary judgment? Yes No X 
Note: If you wish to schedule a motion for summary judgment, please contact Cherie 
Moore, (208} 265 .. 1445, as soon as possible for scheduling. ~ L \~e[~ -h St.l,.e/ttle 
/ft111tr'ur. -h, P.l.+\cv-J. .fu,. pvv-~+ivt J.A~e:~ . 
The undersigned agrees to the following pretrial schedule unless specifically noted 
otherwise: · 
a. Plaintiffs disclose expert witnesses by 90 days before trial. 
b. Defendants disclose expert witnesses by 60 days before trial. 
c. Last day for hearing motions for summary judgment is 60 days before triaL 
d. The other deadlines in the court's standard pre-trial order. 
9. Commen~:--------------------~---------------------------
Dated this 7 day of A v-' "') f , 2007. 
fJz. pf, +::::' j?e,: f1. F:·~~c '1 
s(gll8lld Print or Type Attorney's Name 
Attorney for Kv,.f~/1-,... ~r'.-te Berr'( 
Print or Type Client's Name 
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j.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4tn Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
F ~'TENN }ss 
2007 SEP I 2 AH JO: 30 \~~c 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
~~12s\)~~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLEITA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL 
Date: October 12, 2007 
Time: 9:00a.m. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. Judge: Steve Verby 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
ZIMMERMAN, 324 W. Garden Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
John P. Whelan, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL-1 
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1. I am the attorney for Defendants in this action. I have personal 
knowledge of the following facts and could competently testify. 
2. On June 20, 2007, my office served Interrogatories, Requests for 
Production of Documents and Requests for Admissions to Plaintiffs, Set One. 
To date, Plaintiff has only responded to the Requests for Admissions. 
3. I havE! attached as Exhibit A a true and correct copy of the 
Interrogatories, ReQuests for Production of Documents and Requests for 
Admissions to Plaintiffs, Set One. I have attached as Exhibit B a true and 
correct copy of Plaintiff's Answers and Responses to Requests for Admissions 
Only to Plaintiffs, Set One. 
5. On August 7, 2007 I sent a letter to Plaintiffs~ counsel regarding the 
overdue discovery responses. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct 
copy of said letter. I have received no response to the letter. 
6. I will have devoted a total of at least three (3) hours of time to this 
matter by the time the court hears the Motion. My reasonable hourly rate 
charged to my client is $175.00 per hour. I request that the Court award my 
client $52 5.00 in attorneys fees and costs for having to pursue this Motion. 
Dated: q/n/.!!7 
~, 
AFFIDAVIl' OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL-2 
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. //_T~ Subscribed and sworn before me th1s day of September! 2007. 
Notary Public in and fo 
Residing at:_'&.L...!mo:~.~....t~.=il~l~s ----.....------
My Comm. Ex pi res :~tz==~>l~zuq-~-'hu...l _____ _ , , 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL~3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the t?...,.ft day of September, 2007, I caused 
to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
(~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile to: 
Jessica Tvrdy 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND. P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS TO 
PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE 
TO: KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., PLAINTIFFS 
FROM: MICHAEL B. MCFARlAND, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, DEFENDANTS. 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR. PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-1 
exribit. 
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YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants hereby request that you 
answer under oath the following Interrogatories within thirty (30) days from 
service hereof, in accordance with the provisions of Rule 33 1 Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
In answering these Interrogatories- furnish all information available to 
you, including information in the possession of your attorney (and 
investigators, experts, etc., retained by you and your attorney), not merely 
information known of your own personal knowledge. If you cannot answer the 
following Interrogatories in full. after exercising due diligence to secure the 
information to do so, so state, then answer to the extent possible, specifying 
your inability to answer the remainder, and stating whatever information and 
knowledge you have concerning the unanswered portion. 
These Interrogatories are deemed continuing and your answers thereto 
are to be supplemented as additional information and knowledge becomes 
available or known to you. 
The Requests for Production of Documents shall be responded to by 
producing for inspection and/or reproduction the originals or true and correct 
copies of the documents and items listed below, in whatever form, whether 
electronic, written, xeroxed, filmed or otherwise, at the offices of John P. 
Whelan, P.C., 213 N. 4tn Street, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 within thirty (30) 
days of service hereof. 
These Requests for Production are deemed continuing in nature, and your 
responses thereto are to be supplemented as additional information or material 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUES'fS fOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-2 
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becomes available or known to you. 
As used herein, the term "document'' means and refers to any written or 
other recorded, graphic or photographic matter of any ldnd or character, 
however produced or reproduced, and includes, without limiting the generality 
of the foregoing, all letters, telegrams, teletypes, correspondence, contracts, 
agreements, drafts, work papers, notes, memoranda, evaluations, telephone 
logs, studies, reports, minutes, articles, announcements, ledgers, vouchers, 
checks, invoices, mechanical and electrical sound recordings or transcripts 
thereof, including originals and copies of any of the foregoing whether typed, 
printed, handwritten or on tape or other mechanical recording, and any material 
supporting or used in the preparation of any such document as herein defined. 
The term "identify" when used in these Request for Production of 
Documents in reference to a "document" means to state the date; the author or 
signer, the person who prepared the document; the person from whom the 
document was obtained; the person who sent and the person receiving the 
document. If any such document was, but is no longer in your possession or 
subject to your control, state what disposition was made of it and the reason 
for such disposition. 
The term 11SUbject property1' when used in these Request for Production of 
Documents means and refers to the property identified in the Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
The term uyou" refers to the Plaintiffs in this action, or any of them. 
INTERROGATORIES. REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-3 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Please set forth the names, addresses, and 
telephone numbers of any person who you believe to have knowledge of the 
facts of this case. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Please set forth the names, addresses, and 
telephone numbers of any person having knowledge of the facts of this case 
whom you may call as witnesses at the trial and for each person state the 
substance of his or her expected testimony. 
RESPONSE: 
laJ 0 14/03tl 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: As to all persons whose names are set forth in 
the answers to the preceding Interrogatories, have you, your agents, 
investigators or attorneys. or anyone acting on your behalf, obtained 
statements of any kind, whether written, recorded, stenographically 
transcribed, oral or otherwise, from any of the persons so named in these 
Answers to Interrogatories. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: If your answer to the preceding Interrogatory is 
in the affirmative, please state separately for each person: 
a. The name~ occupation~ and address for each person. 
b. The type of statement which was taken (whether written, 
recorded, or transcribed). 
c. The name and address of the present custodian of each 
statement so taken. 
d. The date on which the statement was taken 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-4 
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Please attach a copy of each such statement taken. 
RESPONSE: 
-+ L:!Vll Ul:.l-' I. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Please identify any physical or documentary 
evidence that supports or pertains to the allegations of your Complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Please list any physical or documentary evidence 
you intend to use as exhibits during the trial. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO.7: Please identify each and every communication 
between you and the Defendants or their agents regarding the Stock Purchase 
and Sale Agreement at issue in your complaint by identifying the parties to each 
communication, the date of each communication and the place where each 
communication occurred. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8:Piease identify each and every communication 
between you and the Defendants or their agents regarding the Loan Agreement 
identified in your complaint by identifying the parties to each communication, 
the date of each communication and the place where each communication 
occurred. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Please describe, in detail, all facts pertaining to 
your allegation that Jerry Lee Roy Berry lacked the capacity to execute the Stock 
Purchase and Sale Agreement on July 4, 2007. 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-S 
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RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Please produce any and all 
documents supporting or pertaining to your claim that Jerry Lee Roy Berry 
lacked the capacity to execute the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement on July 4, 
2007. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please describe, in detail, all facts pertaining to 
your allegation that Michael McFarland breached a fiduciary duty owed to Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry and/or Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: Please produce any and all 
documents supporting or pertaining to your claim that Michael McFarland 
breached a fiduciary duty owed to Jerry Lee Roy Berry and/or Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NC4 11: Please describe. in detail, all facts pertaining to 
your allegation that Michael McFarland engaged in undue influence and self 
dealing when he entered into the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement 
referenced in your complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: Please produce any and all 
documentation supporting or pertaining to your allegation that Michael 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-6 
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McFarland engaged in undue influence and self dealing when he entered into 
the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement referenced in your complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Please state, in detail, all facts supporting or 
pertaining to your allegation that Michael McFarland acted negligently. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: Please produce any and all 
documents supporting or pertaining to your allegation that Michael McFarland 
acted negligently. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Please state, in detail, all facts supporitng or 
pertaining to your allegation that Michael McFarland breached his obligation to 
deal fairly and in good faith with Jerry Lee Roy Berry or Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCIION NO. 5: Please produce any and all 
documentation supporting or pertaining to your allegation that Michael 
McFarland breached his obligation to deal fairly and in good faith. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Who drafted the document attached to your 
complaint as Exhibit 3? 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS fOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-7 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 1 5: Please identify all facts in support of your 
claim that Exhibit l attached to the complaint was actually signed on July 4, 
2006 and not August 9, 2003. 
RESPONSE: 
lf!;IVIO/Vu:J 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Please state all facts known to you regarding 
the agreement between Jerry Lee Roy Berry and Michael McFarland for the 
issuance of stock to Michael McFarland and Karen Zimmerman. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1 7: Have you come into possession of any funds 
belonging to Captain's Wheel Resort~ Inc. since November 1, 2006? If so, 
please provide the following information: 
a. The dates when you first came into possession of any such funds: 
b. The amount(s) that came in to your possession; 
c. The reasons why the funds came to be in your possession; 
d. The dates when you transferred any such funds to the corporation; 
and 
e. The reasons why you have not transferred such funds to the 
corporation. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: Please produce any and all 
documents referencing or pertaining to any Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. funds 
that have come into your possession. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-8 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Please state with specificity the facts in 
support of your claim that you are entitled to seek rescission of the Stock 
Purchase and Sale Agreement. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please state with specificity the facts in 
support of your claim that you are entitled to the imposition of a constructive 
trust or resulting trust on the stock received by Defendants from Jerry Berry. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Please state with specificity the facts in 
support of your claim that you are entitled to compensatory damages from the 
Defendants. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21 : Have you been appointed as the personal 
representative of the estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry? 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Please list the names of each person who 
assisted you in the preparation of your responses to these interrogatories, 
requests for admissions, and requests for production of documents. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 23: Please recite all facts within your knowledge 
regarding any statements made to you by Jerry Lee Roy Berry regarding his 
agreement with Michael McFarland for the issuance of the stock that was issued 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-9 
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to Michael McFarland and/or l<aren Zimmerman. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: Please produce any and all 
documents in your possession pertaining to the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8: Please produce any and all 
documents which pertain to or support your allegation that an attorney client 
relationship existed between Mike McFarland and Jerry Lee Roy Berry. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9; Please produce any and all 
documents which support or pertain to the allegation in your complaint that the 
$1 00,000.00 supplied to Jerry Berry by Mike McFarland and Karen Zimmerman 
was merely a loan and not for the purchase of stock. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1 0: Please produce any and all 
documents in support of your claim that the marital community existing 
between Karl etta Grace Berry and Jerry Berry owned 1 00% of the stock in 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Please produce any and all records 
which pertain or relate to your claim that you have the legal right to assert 
claims on behalf of Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-1 0 
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RESPONSE; 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Please produce any and all records 
pertaining to the real property owned by Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST OR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Please produce any and all 
documents relating to your claim that Mike McFarland provided legal advice to 
Jerry Berry or Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Please produce any and all 
documents supporting your allegations that Karen Zimmerman and Michael 
McFarland own assets together as joint tenants. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: Please produce any and all 
documents supporting your allegations that Defendants made a $1 00,000.00 
loan to the marital community of Jerry Berry and l<arletta Berry. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16: Please produce any and all 
documents in support of your claim that Jerry Berry lacked capacity to enter into 
the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement referenced in your complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-11 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 1 7: Please produce any and all 
documents in support of your claim that the Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement contains terms that unfairly place risk and liability upon the "Seller". 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18; Please produce any and all 
documents in support of your allegation that the value of the corporate assets 
exceed $1,000.000.00. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: Please produce any and all 
documents sent by you or otherwise delivered to the Defendants, or either of 
them, on behalf of Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc., including any demands of 
whatever nature. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: Please produce any and all 
corporate records of Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. in your possession or subject 
to your control. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21 : Please produce any and all 
documents in support of the first cause of action of your complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: Please produce any and all 
documents in support of the second cause of action of your complaint. 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-1 2 
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RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: Please produce any and all 
documents in support of the third cause of action of your complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Please produce any and all 
documents in support of the fourth cause of action of your complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Please produce any and all 
documents in support of the fifth cause of action of your complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Please produce any and all 
documents in support of the sixth cause of action of your complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please produce any and all 
documents in support of the seventh cause of action of your complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28: Please produce any and all 
documents in support of the eighth cause of action of your complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 29: Please produce any and all 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PlAINTIFFS, SET ONE-13 
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documents which reference Jerry Berry's testamentary plan of distribution, if 
any, for the assets he held before his death. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: Please produce any and all records 
pertaining to any action on your behalf to probate the estate of Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31: Please produce any and all 
documents evidencing that you have an ownership interest in Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. 
RESPONSE; 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Please admit that prior to the death of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry, the marital community existing between Karletta Berry and 
jerry Lee Roy Berry owned only fifty percent (50%) of the stock in the Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Please admit that Michael McFarland 
was not the attorney for jerry Lee Roy Berry at any time. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Please admit that Michael McFarland 
was not the attorney for Karletta Grace Berry at any time. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PlAINTIFFS, SET ONE-14 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Please admit that Michael McFarland 
wa.s not the attorney for Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR.ADMISSION NO. 5: Please admit that the One Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($1 00,000.00) supplied to Jerry Lee Roy Berry on or about 
August 9, 2003 was for the purchase of stock. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Please admit that you signed the 
document attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7: Please admit that jerry Berry signed the 
document attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Please admit that Karen Zimmerman 
and Michael McFarland were appointed directors upon a vote of the 
shareholders of Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Please further admit that jerry Lee Roy 
Berry participated in the shareholder vote that resulted in the appointment of 
Michael McFarland and Karen Zimmerman as directors. 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-1 5 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Please admit that jerry Berry was a 
shareholder, a director and the president of Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. when 
Karen Zimmerman and Michael McFarland were installed as directors for the 
corporation. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11: Please admit that you attended, in 
person or through others, the special meetings that occurred on November 18, 
2006 and November 29, 2006 as alleged in your Complaint. 
RESPONSE: 
DATED this ··1;{J day of June. 2007. 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFFS, SET ONE-16 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1/0 day of June, 2007, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 2 0 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
({~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile to: 
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MINOTES OF SPECIAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS 
or 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT 1 INC. 
A special meeting of shareholders of the above captioned 
corporation was held on the date, time and at the place set forth 
in the written waiver of notice signed by the shareholders 1 fixing 
such time and place~ and prefixed to the minutes of this meeting. 
The following shareholders, being all the shareholders of he 
corporation, were present: Jerry L. Berry, Michael B. McFarland and 
Karen M. Zimmerman. 
The meeting was called to order by the president, Jerry L. 
Berry, who then appointed Michael :e. McFarland to moderate the 
meeting and prepare the notes thereof. 
Mr. McFarland then reported on his review of the corporate 
minute book, and the need to correct some deficiencies, including 
the absence of minutes of an organizational meeting or annual 
meetings of shareholders and directors. It was noted that, since 
the minute book had been maintained in the offices of the 
corporation's former attorney, Paul Daugherty, and Mr. Daugherty 
was not present at any of the meetings, whatever written minutes 
may have been prepared did not get placed in the minute book. 
Further, since the original incorporators and directors are no 
longer associated with the corporation, it is not reasonably 
possible to obtain any of the original minutes. 
Upon motion duly made, seconded and carried, it was 
unanimously .agreed that an updated organizational meeting should be 
conducted by the board of directors as soon as possible. 
The next item of business was the election of directors. After 
discussion and nominations, the following were elected directors to 
serve in office until the next annual meeting of shareholders and 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 92 of 1268
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until qualified successors have been elected: 
Jerry L. Berry, 
Karletta G. Berry, 
Karen M. Zimmerman, 
Michael B. McFarland 
-+ CIVIL DEPT. [gj 028/085 
upon a motion duly made, seconded and carried, the special meeting 
of shareholders was adjourned to permit the directors to conduct an 
special organizational meeting. 
The meeting re-convened following the special meeting of the 
directors, with the same persons present. 
The president reported on the special meeting of the board of 
directors, reviewed the minutes of the said meeting which .included 
the adoption of the By-Laws, the election of officers and other 
pertinent matters. 
Upon motion duly made, seconded and carried, the shareholders 
app:roved and ratified all of the actions taken by the board o£ 
directors. 
There being no further business and , upon a motion duly made, 
seconded and carried, the meeting was adjourned. 
Sha~ 
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DX A. I'DINBY 
FZRRBY F~Y & FZRNZY, P.A. 
At.tO.J:IleyS at:. Law 
01d Power Bouse Buil~~ 
120 Bast Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Zdaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Paz: (209) 263•8211 
:J:SB No~ 1.!13 
nl TBB D:tS'naC:"' COURT OF TBE FJRS'r JODZC::IAL DJ:S~CT OF ~BE 
S~ OF :tDABO 1 l:ll Alm I'Oit TBm COUH!'Y OF KOODIIIA% 
IQRLErrA GRACIE :BBU.Y, a widow, 
KARLBftA GRA.CB DUX, Personal 
Ra,pz.•antative o~ the Batata 
o'f Jerry Lee 'Roy Baz:zy, 
CAP!rAD1'1 S WBB.BL RBSORT, :DIC., 
•n Idaho Corporat:i.cm, 
Pl.aint:i.f'f, 
v. 
MICBUI. B. MCFAB.T..UD, M!CBAEL 
B. MCI'ABLA'NJJ , P • A. , and. EA.'RBI1 
ZDGIR:mmtf, 
De~andant. 
) case No. cv-2007-2409 
) 
) PLA::I'N'ri!'P' S ANSIIDS AND 
) DSPORSBS ~ lU!lQUBS'l'S FOR 
) .ADHJ:SS%0H'S ONLY TO PIAIN'.r:tFFS, 
) SET ONE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
____ ..... ____________________ ) 
COMIS HOW 'the :Plaintiffs, ltlaLB~'tA GRACE BBQY, a widow 1 
KABLZ~ GRACE BBRRY, Personal aepresenta~~ o£ the Betat~ of 
Je:r.ry J.ea RaY Berzy, CAP'l'ADf' S WDEL USOR'! 1 XNC • , an l:daho 
Corporatioft, pursuact to ~.R.C.P. 33 and I.R.C.~. 34, and fo~ 
denia1a to tbe Jlafendant.' a Requ.asu Fo:r: Admissiob.a £Z'OIIl, Sat On• 
dai:ec! .:JUDe 20, 200'7 1 and z:aspoDc:l8 aa foUowa: 
PI.ol\IN'r:t!T• S ANSWERS AND US~NSES ~0 UQUI8!rS FOR ADMISSION'S ~0 PLAZN'l'I:'S'i'Sr 
SE'!I! OR£ - :1. 
Exhibit 
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pe:~:cent (50%) o:f ~. at:ock in ~ Captain' a 'Wheel Meeo;ct, ::J:nc. 
1\BSIIONSB 'tO Mgt!BST PO:a AmaSS :tON 1110. 1 : DBHY. 
I!EQDES'I I'OJl A'DHXSS::tOR NO. 2: Please aclm:i.t: that Mic:~bael. 
USI'OBSB TO UQUBST li'O.R. ADKI:SSION NO. 2 : DENY. 
ltEQtJES!r I'OR AmllSSIO'll NO. 3: Please admi't that M:i.ehaal 
t:l.lle. 
'DBN!'. 
!BQDES!r E'Oll ADHISSIOH NO, 4 : fleaaa adm.i t that Hioha.e1 
Mcl'arl.and waa not. the at.t.ozon.ey foz captain's Wheel bsoxt:, rnc. 
RJISii'ORSB ~ :azguzs!' :J!'Dlt. Amlll:SSl:O'N RO. 4 : DBRY. 
I!BQOEST l!"Oit ADMISSION 'HO. S: Plaa111e admit that the One 
SUD~ Wbouscmci :Do11ara ($100, 000. 00) supp1ied to Jarzy Lee lloy 
a.zzy OA or about August 9, 2003 was for t.he J>'iZ'Ch&&lill of ai:ock. 
IUISI'OitSE '!0 l\ZQU!iS'r I'OR Amii:ESSlON RO. 5 : DENY. 
RZQO!ST FOR AmaSS :tON NO. 6: taleas• Adm.:i.t that you signed 
the cloc:maen1:. attached. he:l:'et.o as Jbdlihi1: A. 
DSl'ONSB '!0 DQ'PEST i'OR ADM!SSION NO. .! : DENY. 
DQU!S't I'OB. JmMISS.J:Oit HO. , : Please adm:i.t. 1:ba'l: Jar:a:y Bar~ 
signed tba document attached to ~. De£andan1:s' ~nterrogato~~ea, 
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RaqU••~• £o~ »roductioft a£ Documents and Raqgesta fo~ ~ssions 
~ Plaintiffs, Set Ofte aa BXhibit A. 
NIIJIOHSE 'l'O lU!:QtJBST !'OR AmaSSlDN 110. 7 : DBMY. 
:IB~S~ I'OJl A!IIUSS:tON NO. 8 : Plea•• admit that Ka2:&D 
vote of the shareholders of capi:air:a.' • Wbe•1 Raaozot, Jn.a. 
DSPOHSI!l ~ !!QUJ!iS~ I'Oit ADMISS%0N' .110. 8 : DBHY. 
DQU!S':E' 1'01\ ADHESSIOH 'NO. 9 I Plaa.11e !'1.n:tbEQ' admit that 
3azr,r Lee Roy Ba~~ pa~tioipated iD th~ sba~eholdar ~ote that 
resulted. in the appointment of Michael MCIJ"a:rl.ancl and Kazen 
Zimm•~ aa ~recto~s. 
RESPOI!'ISB ro RBQtJBS!" I'OB ADMlSSlON RO. 9: DBNY. 
day of JUly • 2007 • 
Attomay at t.aw 
CBM!:IPICAD OJ' SU.V:tCB 
I hereby ea~tify that the o~iginal of the foreqoiag was 
daliveZ'Cicl by first c1a•• aail, poataga pzea;aa:i.d., t'b:l.• ..:!:fL. day of 
J~ly, 2007, and .aa a~essad as follo-a: 
J.'e. WBBL»l P.C. 
A1:1:o:ney at l•w 
213 11. 4tll st.zoeet 
eoeur d'A1ena, %dabo 83814 
An4 h7 ~ax: 201-6&4-2240 
~J:Jrli'' S ANSWii:RS .1\NI) RESPONB&S 'l'O DQUIBTS !'OR .ADMXSSJ!ON'S !fO PLADrl'lFF9t 
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FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P .. A. 
A"NNRNEYS AT LAw 
OLD POWER. HOUSE BUILDING 
120 &ST LAo STREET, Slll'l'B 317 
SANDPOINT, IDAHo 83864 
PHONE: 1-208-263·7712 FAX: 1-208-263-8211 
Gary A. FiMey I John A. Pinney I Rex A. Finney 
J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
-.t.i:cu:Day at. Law 
213 N. 4t~~ S1:.reet 
Coeu: d'A1ene, ID 83814 
Aftd V%A FACS~LB: 209-664•2240 
Total. paqea : ' 
July 20, 2007 
Re; tta~:letta. Berry; :Estate of Jerry Lee Roy BeZ'%Y; and 
C:apta:Lns Wheel's Jteao:r:t:, :S:Dc. 
OQ:r: File No. 6689 
Deazo J.P.: 
Attached are ~be ze•ponaDa ~o the Requests ~o: Admission Wo. 
l-9. 
If you have any qu.est:i.c:~na o:r: concerns, plaa.are cal.1. 
RAF:hs 
cc = J::~l:l. Serry 
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~P.l!!Ja .. ~~~~ T" I"C 
·ATTORNEY at LAW · 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
Via Fax: (208) 263-8211 
Re: Berry v. McFarland 
Dear Rex: 
August 7, 2007 
On june 20, 2007 I served Interrogatories, Requests for Production of 
Documents and Requests for Admissions. To date, I have only received 
responses to the Requests for Admissions. Please immediately serve responses 
to the Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents. 
If you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Sincerely, 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
~Q.I~ 
J hn P. Whelan 
u jt 
cc: Michael McFarland 
213 N. 4th Street • Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
I2DBJ 6&4·5891 • Fax I2D8J 664·2240 
Admitted In Idaho & California Ex~ibit 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
~~\j~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
Date: October 12, 2007 
Time: 9:00a.m. 
Judge: Steve Verby 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
324 W. Garden Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
COMES NOW, Defendants, Michael B. Mcfarland, Michael B. McFarland, 
P.A. and Karen Zimmerman, by and through their attorney of record, John P. 
Whelan, and pursuant to Rule 3 7 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure hereby 
respectfully moves the Court for an order compelling Plaintiffs to produce 
MOTION TO COMPEL-1 
! 
I . 
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documents in response to the Request for Production of Documents and 
answers to Interrogatories served by Defendants dated the 20th day of June, 
2007, a copy of which is attached to the accompanying Affidavit and 
incorporated herein by reference on the grounds that Plaintiffs have failed and 
refused to provide documentation responsive to proper and relevant discovery 
in this action. This Motion is based on the accompanying Affidavit of John P. 
Whelan offered in support of the Motion, the pleadings and court file, as well as 
such other and further evidence as may be offered at the oral hearing of this 
Motion. 
Defendant hereby respectfully requests the right to present oral 
argument and evidence in support of this Motion, and cross-examine the 
Plaintiff and her witnesses at any hearing hereon. 
Defendant further requests costs and attorney fees necessary to pursue 
this Motion to Compel. 
DATED this l 1/ day of September, 2007. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
MOTION TO COMPEL-2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the {z-r-11: day of September, 2007, I caused 
to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
(~U.S. Mail~ Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile to: 
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Jessie Tvrdy 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 41h Street 
coeur d' Alene 1 Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
STATE OF IDAHO ·}SS· .COUNTY OF KOOTENAI · 
FILED: 
2097 SEP 12 AH JO: 31 \ 0; ~ c 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
~~ \) k±rn;;_~ 
. ~ 
IN THE: DISTRICT COURT OF THE: FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE: OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND. MICHAEL B. 
MCFARlAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date: October 12, 2007~ 
Time: 9:00 a.m. 
judge: Steve Verby 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
324 W. Garden Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR ATTORNEY OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the date of Oc:tober 12, 2007 at 9:00a.m. 
before the Honorable Steve Verby, Defendants, will have their motion to compel 
heard by the Court. 
NOTICE OF HEARING-1 
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DATED this /Z,. day of September, 2007. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
NOTICE OF HEARING~2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /2-rti- day of September, 2007, I caused 
to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 2 0 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
(v) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile to: 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
Zuul OCT 2b P t~: 20 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CJ J/.- ;;JtJC)?- tJ030 / 
) 
) NOTICE OF SERVING PLAINTIFF'S 
) ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO 
) INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR 
) PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO 
) PLAINTIFF, SET ONE 
) 
) I.R.C.P. 33, 34, & 36 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, by and through counsel, REX A. 
FINNEY, Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. and pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 33, 34, and 36, gives notice of serving upon the 
Defendants, by and through counsel, J.P. WHELAN, Attorney at 
Law, the PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO INTERROGATORIES, 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF, SET ONE, 
NOTICE OF SERVING PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO INTERROGATORIES, 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF, SET ONE - 1 
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Dated the 26~ day of October, 2007, by hand delivery on the 26~ 
day of October, 2007. 
¥-
DATED this ~ day of October, 2007. 
?1~-1---{Jr-r itx A. FINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fh 
foregoing was delivered, by U.S. mail, postage prepaid, this ~ 
day of October, 2007, and was addressed as follows: 
J.P. Whelan. P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4~ Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
NOTICE OF SERVING PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO INTERROGATORIES, 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF, SET ONE - 2 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5 891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
John P. Whelan, P. C. 
.'STATE'Of IOAtiO } · 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: 
2007 NOV - I PH 3: 05 
141002/004 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLffiA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
COMPEL 
Defendants', Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, Motion to Compel came regularly before the Court on October 12, 
2007. John P. Whelan appeared for Defendants. Rex A. Finney appeared for 
Plaintiff. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO COMPEL- 1 
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Having heard the argument of counsel and having reviewed the evidence. 
the Court hereby orders Plaintiff. Karletta Grace Berry, to produce responses to 
Interrogatories~ without objections, and to produce documentation responsive 
to Defendants• Requests for Production of Documents to the office of John P. 
Whelan by the close of business on October 26, 2007. The Plaintiff, Karletta 
Grace Berry, is also ordered pay to Defendants attorney fees in the amount of 
$350.00. 
Dated: ;o/3L/tJ7 
~~-
Steve Verby 
District Judge 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO COMPEL- 2 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
/tidy_· 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on theL day of Octgoer, -2007, I caused to be 
served a true and com~ct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney~ Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
Via: __ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
--~csimile (208) 263-8211 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
213N.4111 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Via: -~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
~csimile (208) 664-2240 
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JUDGE: 
REPORTER: 
CLERK: 
DIVISION: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STEVEVERBY 
VAL LARSON 
CHERIE MOORE 
DISTRICT 
COURT MINUTES 
CASE NO. 
DATE: 
CD: 07-42 
CV-2007-2409 (KOOTENAI CO. CASE) 
10/12/2007 TIME: 09:00AM 
KARLETTA BERRY, et al. vs MICHAEL McFARLAND, et al. 
Plaintiff I Petitioner Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: REX A. FINNEY 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
CHARGE 
Atty: JP WHELAN (BY TELEPHONE) 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
INDEX SPEAKER 
9:00 J 
J 
JW 
J 
9:05 RF 
J 
JW 
9:09 J 
CASE NO. CV-2007-
COURT MINUTES 
PHASE OF CASE 
Calls Case 
Present: I 
MR. WHELAN, YOUR MOTION 
SERVED DISCOVERY IN JUNE OF THIS YEAR- I RECEIVED THE RESPONSES 
TO REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS ON A TIMELY BASIS EVEN THOUGH ALL 
DENIED -INTERROGATORIES WERE NOT TIMELY -I CALLED OPPOSING 
COUNSEL- I DIDN'T RECEIVE A RETURN CALL- NOTHING WAS 
FORTHCOMING- RECEIVED NO RESPONSE TO MY LETTER -I WAITED AND 
FILED A MOTION AND HEARD NOTHING UNTIL THE DAY BEFORE THE 
HEARING- I STILL DON'T HAVE THE RESPONSES- I BELIEVE THAT 
SANCTIONS ARE APPROPRIATE- REQUEST COURT ISSUE ORDER 
COMPELLING DISCOVERY AND THAT DOCUMENT BE PRODUCED HERE IN 
COEUR D'ALENE- A SIMPLE PHONE CALL COULD HAVE PREVENTED THIS 
COURT APPEARANCE- I WANT THE DISCOVERY- REQUESTING SANCTIONS 
FOR THE CONDUCT 
MR. FINNEY? 
DO NOT SEE ANY CALL FROM COUNSEL- I TOLD HIM I WOULD SEND THE 
ANSWERS- THE NATURE OF THE CASE IS AGAINST AN ATTORNEY- MR. 
BERRY SOUGHT ADVICE FROM MR. MCFARLAND- NEAR TIME OF JERRY 
BERRY'S DEATH AN AGREEMENT WAS SIGNED- DON'T THINK THAT WITH 
ATTORNEY'S ACTIONS TO PROTECT ESTATE- DON'T THINK IT DESERVES 
SANCTIONS- HAVE MANY EXCUSES, NONE OF WHICH ARE VERY GOOD- NO 
OBJECTION TO COURT ORDERING PREPARATION OF ANSWERS- RULE 
ALLOWS FOR PROVIDING ACCESS FOR COPYING- DON'T FEEL SANCTIONS 
ARE APPROPRIATE -I REVIEWED DISCOVERY WITH MY CLIENT- FAILED TO 
PREPARE THE DISCOVERY- I HAVE TIME TO WORK ON ANSWERS THIS 
WEEKEND BUT REQUEST 10 DAYS TO HAVE MY CLIENT REVIEW AND SIGN 
AND DELIVER TO OPPOSING COUNSEL 
REBUTTAL? 
I DIDN'T HEAR ANY EXCUSE- I THINK SANCTIONS SHOULD BE AWARDED-
REQUEST COURT ORDER OF ANSWERS TO BE PRODUCED TO MY OFFICE 
WITHIN 10 DAYS AND SANCTIONS OF $525 
I RECOGNIZE THAT THE AWARD FOR SANCTIONS ARE SOMEWHAT AT THE 
DISCRETION OF THE COURT- (CITES RULE)- MY PRACTICE AS A JUDGE 
HAS BEEN THAT ONE SIDE HAS A HEARING AND RESPONSES WEREN'T 
MADE- MUST RESPOND 
. DATE: 10/12/07 Page 1 of2 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 110 of 1268
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CASE NO. CV-2007-
COURT MINUTES 
I ORDER THAT ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES BE ANSWERED, NOT 
OBJECTED TO- ANSWERS AND RESPONSES ARE TO BE DELIVERED TO 
JOHN WHELAN BY OCTOBER 26TH 
ORDER $320 AS ATTORNEYS FEES FOR SANCTIONS 
WILL GIVE MR. FINNEY UNTIL CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON OCTOBER 26TH 
THANK YOU. 
DATE: 10/12/07 Page 2 of2 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4[h Street 
Coeur d' Alenej Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLElTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
I<ARLElTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and J<AREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
COMPEL 
Defendants', Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, Motion to Compel came regularly before the Court on October 12, 
2007. john P. Whelan appeared for Defendants. Rex A. Finney appeared for 
Plaintiff. 
ORDER. GRANTING MOTION TO COMPEL- 1 
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Having heard the argument of counsel and having reviewed the evidence, 
the Court hereby orders Plaintiff, Karletta Grace Berry. to produce responses to 
Interrogatories. without objections, and to produce documentation responsive 
to Deft.:!ndants' Requests for Production of Documents to the office of John P. 
Whelan by the close of business on October 26, 2007. The Plaintiff, Karletta 
Grace Berry, is also ordered pay to Defendants attorney fees in thE! amount of 
$350.00. 
Dated: J!/~ IJ, 2/.JOJ 
7 
District Judge 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO COMPEL .. 2 
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CLERK1S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
a Novembe-r 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ___.l_ day of~r, 2007, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 20 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
Via: · U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
7Facsimile (208) 263-8211 
john P. Whelan, P.C. 
213 N. 4th 
Coeur d' Alene, 10 83814 
Via: u.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
v-;acsimile (208) 664-2240 
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Cou:rt Rep~rting 
Service, Inc. 
816 E. Sherman Ave., Suite 7 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
208-765-1700 
208-765-8097 (fax) 
email csmith@mmcourt.com 
NORTHERN OFFICES 
I 800 879-1700 
Spokane, Washington 
SOUTHERN OFFICES 
I 800 234-9611 
421 W. Franklin Street 
P.O. Box 2636 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636 
208 345-96 I 1 
208 345-8800 (fax) 
email m-and-m@gwest.net 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
208 734-1700 
Pocatello, Idaho 
208 232-5581 
Ontario, Oregon 
541 881-I700 
John P. Whelan 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
213 N. Fourth Street 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 
RE: Berry v. McFarland/Zimmerman 
Case No. CV 07-2409 (Kootenai County, Idaho) 
Deponent: Karletta Grace Berry 
Taken on 12/18/2007 
M & M Job No. 2395C2 
We have obtained the signature of the deponent on the original transcript 
of the above referenced deposition. We are forwarding the same to you in 
accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Attached find a copy ofthe Certificate of Witness and Change Sheet. 
Very truly yours, 
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 
pc: Mr. Rex A. Finney 
Clerk of the District Court, Kootenai County 
En c. 
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ORIGINAL 
CERTIFICATE OF KARLETTA GRACE BERRY 
I, KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, being first duly sworn, depose and 
say: 
That I am the witness named in the foregoing deposition; 
that I have read said deposition and know the contents thereof; 
that the questions contained therein were propounded to me; and 
that the answers therein contained are true and correct, except 
for any changes that I may have listed on the Change Sheet 
attached hereto. 
DATED this )b day of ~~~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this lO day of 
~~~"'7 ' 2009. 
. ' NAME OF NOTARY 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 
2395C2 
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ORIGINAL 
ERRATA SHEET FOR KARLETTA GRACE BERRY 
PAGE b 'i LINE Jjg_ REASON FOR CHANGE __.,t,~U"'-'-~=--y;-'-l -.'1)\---D+--P.!It~vtll~· ___,€=-'--------
READS -:sex-{' '1 
SHOULD READ \!\.·,_\:_-£ me.Farlavl<".L 
PAGE LINE REASON FOR CHANGE 
READS 
SHOULD READ -----------------------------------------------------------
PAGE LINE REASON FOR CHANGE -----------------------------------
READS 
----------------------------------------------------------------
SHOULD READ 
-----------------------------------------------------------
PAGE LINE REASON FOR CHANGE -----------------------------------
READS 
SHOULD READ 
PAGE LINE REASON FOR CHANGE -----------------------------------
READS 
SHOULD READ 
PAGE LINE REASON FOR CHANGE -----------------------------------
READS 
SHOULD READ 
PAGE LINE REASON FOR CHANGE -----------------------------------
READS 
SHOULD READ 
PAGE LINE REASON FOR CHANGE -----------------------------------
READS 
SHOULD READ 
WITNESS SIGNATURE 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664~5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
STAT~ o;: ![Lii.HO }SS COU~!TY OF KO(ITEN~I \ll .\ r-9----
FILED '\I ¥f 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF<IGNNER 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLEITA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
L-lft/l 
Case No. CV-07-GjtlOI 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
COMES NOW the Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, 
P.A. and Karen Zimm~rman, by and through their counsel of record, john P. 
Whelan, and hereby motions this court for an Order dismissing Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. as a Plaintiff in the above-entitled matter. This motion is made 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 41 (a)(2) and 41 (b) on the grounds that Plaintiff Berry 
MOTION TO DISMISS- 1 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone; (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: {208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
STATE or: IDAHO }SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAl 
FILEO 1;U.~ 
'i008 ~1AR 27 P~l 3: 24 J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLEITA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
CountY of Kootenai ) 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
Date: April 11, 2008 
Time: 1 :30 p.m. 
Judge: Steve Verby 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
324 W. Garden Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
John P. Whelan, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. 1 am the attorney for Defendants in this action. I have personal 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS~ 1 
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knowledge of the following facts and could competently testify. 
2. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the relevant 
portions of the deposition transcript of the deposition of Karletta Berry taken on 
December 1 8, 2007. 
3. Ms. Berry made no demand upon the corporation before joining the 
corporation in this action. Furthermore, she has no facts in support of the 
allegations of her complaint, only speculation and hearsay. 
4. Prior to filing the current motion to dismiss, I sent a letter to 
opposing counsel requesting that he voluntarily dismiss Captain's Wheel Resort 
from the current action. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy 
of that letter. I did not receive a response to the letter. 
s. In drafting and filing the instant motion to dismiss, I have devoted 
three hours of my time. I expect to spend one more hour appearing in Court to 
argue the motion. My reasonably hourly rate is $175.00. Accordingly, an 
attorney fee award of $700.00 would reasonably compensate my clients 
for the expenses of pursuing the instant motion to dismiss. 
Dated: 31~? /o g 
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Subscribed and sworn before me this 2-(T1Jav of March, 2008. 
Nota y Public in an 
Residing at:-t.......,........_----'--lo!=-=...:r-'--+----
My Comm. Expires:._~~o....l......jT.!:..l....----
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST 'JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, 
a widow, KARLETTA GRACE 
BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the 
Estate of Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, 
) . 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiffs, } Case No. CV-07-2409 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, 
P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
--~----------------~) 
DEPOSITION· OF KARLETTA GRACE BERRY 
TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE ,DEFENDANTS 
AT 816 SHERMAN AVENUE, COEUR D'ALENE, ·IDAHO 
DECEMBER 18, 2007, AT 9:00A.M. 
REPORTED EY: 
JULIE MCCAUGHAN, C.S.R. NO. 684 
Notary Public 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
Northern Offices 
208.765.1700 
1 .800.879.1 700 
Spokane, Washington 
509.455.4515 
1.600.879.1700 
wv.w.mmr:;ourt.c:om 
Bol.se, Idaho 
Southern Offices 
208.345.9611 
, .800.234.9611 
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3 REX A. FINNEY, Attorney at Law, of the firm of FINNEY, 
FINNEY & FINNEY, 120 East Lake Street, Suite 317, 
4 Sandpoint, Idaho 83865, appearing for and on behalf of 
the Plamtiffs. 
5 
JOHN P. WHELAN, Attorney at Le~w, 213 North 4th Street, 
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of the Defendants. 
7 
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1 THE DEPOSmON OF l<ARLETTA GRACE BERRY, was taken 
2 on behalf of the DEFENDANTS, on DECEMBER 18, 2007, at 
3 the ol'l'lces or M & M Court Reporting, 816 SHERMAN 
4 AVENUE, COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO, before M & M Court 
5 Reporting Services, Inc., by JULIE MCCAUGHAN, Court 
6 Reporter and Notary Public within anc:t Par the State of 
7 Idaho, to be used In an action pending In the District 
8 Coun: of the First Judicial District for the State of 
9 Idaho, In and for the County of Kootenai, se~ld cause 
10 being Case No. CV-07-2409 In said Ccurt. 
ll AND iHt:REUPON, the following testimony was 
12 adduced, to wit: 
13 KARL.ETTA GRACE BERRY, 
14 having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, the 
15 whole truth, ami nothing but the truth, relating to sllld 
16 cause, deposes and says: 
17 EXAMINATION 
lS QUESTIONS BY MR. WHELAN: 
19 Q. Okay. Will you please state your name for 
20 the record and spell your last name, plee~se? 
21 A. K!rletta 6erry, S-e-r-r-y. 
22 Q. Have you ever had a deposition taken 
23 before? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Okay. Let me tell you a little bit about 
"",.. ..... _, _______ ~ .. ---.. ~ 
Page 5 
1 it. It's ·- a CJeposltion Is basically a fact-finding 
2 session. I'll be asking questions and hopefully you'll 
3 be giving me responses. This young lady over to my left 
4 Is taking everything down that's on the record down in 
5 shorthand. Okay? When all is said and done and the 
6 deposition's done, this young lady's going to transcribe 
7 It Into a booklet form, Okay? 
8 You're going to be given an opportunity to 
9 review that booklet to make sure that your testimony Is 
10 accurate and to review It to see If you need any 
11 corrections or additions or anything like that. If you 
12 do that, though, I gotta caution you, because I have the 
13 right to point out the fact at trial, if this matter 
14 goes to trial, that you made changes to your deposition 
15 transcript. So the thing I'd urge you to do Is give 
16 your best response to my spontaneous questions, which 
17 the law deems to be the best form of testimony. Your 
18 responses to my questions are better than you going back 
19 and chenging the trcmscript. You certainly have the 
20 right to do that, but at trial that would be pointed 
21 out. Okay? 
22 So 1'11 be asking you questions, and I'd 
23 request that you pause a momsnt to give me a chance to 
24 make sure all of my question Is out, because I might, 
25 you know, put a little trailer on or something to that 
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l. put Jt In tne bi!ll1k bag, and leave It In the office or In 
2 the safe for the ma,nagers to do what they had to do 
3 with. 
4 Q. Oi<:ay. And th~n lastly, October 2, 2005, 
s yo'" took <Jpparently $600 from the bank account and tnen 
15 one hundrea and something from the ATM at Super One, and 
7 that was again to purchase groceries? 
a A. From the bank, would have gone back to the 
9 restaurl!lrlt, Ot:tober 2 would hl!IV&t bli!li!n 'or whatever 
10 groccric:; ~nd gos. 
ll Q. so tne tluslness paid to fill your tank? 
12 Is that It? 
13 A. Yes, because I was doing the running for 
14 the business. 
15 Q. And wi'lc:rc was the Super One locillted7 
liS A. In Hayoen LaKe. 
17 Q. So you'd drive down from Bayview? 
18 A. [ would drive from my home to 9i!IYVIew, 
19 pick up tha d01po!;:it>; :;~nd 90 to tne bank and go do my 
20 shopping. Sometimes I had to go to Costco fer the 
Zl r!lstaurant, also. 
22 Q. Okay. Did you ever fill your tank on your 
23 own dime or did the company always paid for It? 
24 A. No, I p81d my own on several occas:lons:. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
l5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
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A. Yes. 
Q. You've identified some persons who would 
have knowledge about those records. Those persons would 
include younoelr, )erry ~o::rry, Mlk.e McF'arlano, Karen 
Zimmerman, possibly Paul Daugharty. Are there any 
others that you can think or who may have knowledge 
about that, other than Toby McLaughlin, as well? 
A. No. Not until I acquired Mr. F'il'1ney as my 
attorney l!ll'ld thl:: e~ll ~tllrtcd. 
Q. NCW1 berore your riling Of the liiiWSUit 
against Karen and Mike, did you make any wr1tten demand 
upon the board of directors ~o take any speclnc. 
iilt:tivity for you? 
A. I don't think so. I dor~'t i<I'10W how -- we 
barely spoke. so as tney•re the other ooard or 
directors, r don't know, 
Q. Okay. I didn't ask you about 
conversations. l asked you about writings. 
A. r don't believe so. 
Q. Okay. Now, you joined the corporation as 
a plaintiff In your action agi!llnst Mike and Karen. Is 
there a reason why you did that? 
A. As jerry's heir, yes. 
Q. And why is: tn~t? 
2S Q. How many occasions? 25 A. Beccu:se I don't feel thillt things nave tleen 
· ---·---- ••• •• "" ,,,_,.,, --·-- ---· • _ _, ,..,,.,,,_- ••'-•"'·-- -·-·--· -· -·- ·•• ·-•-·••n• • """'" """'• .. nuuouwo._,_,,, -··"'·- ---· ··--·-·-· • • ·-- --· • • • • • , 1 , '"' ""''" _._.,, __ ·-. _ ·- •••• 
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1 A. I don't know exo(;tly. 
2 Q. Would it be a fair statement that most of 
3 the time the company paid to fill your gas tank? 
4 A. As working for the comoany as doing the 
s running, probably, yes. 
6 Q. Ok~y. Dld your duties r:~t the Captain's 
7 Wheel restaurant ever materially change after you were 
8 appointed the vice-president? 
9 A. Not really1 no. 
10 Q. You were active In the operation of the 
11 restaurant by purchasing groceries and occ;as:ionally 
12 n~lplng 01.1t the kltt:hen an" washing alshes? 
lJ A. And cooking, yes. 
14 Q. How often did you c:ook? 
15 A. l don't remember •• as orep cook and 
l6 working doing the dlghes, It could have beet1 at any =lme 
17 or all the time or every day I was scheduled or 
113 whatever. sec~use 1 wills illlsc the pizza cook, so on cne 
l9 days I was scheduled as dishwasher and helper, it was 
20 also pizza cooking. And If we were really busy and I 
21 could do something gartlcular In another -- on the other 
22 stove, r could do the cooking there, too. So it vari@d. 
23 Q. Earll~r on In your' d~posltlon, 1 asketl you 
24 about Exhibits A through F. Do you recell those 
25 exhibits? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
15 
19 
20 
~1 
22 
2:3 
24 
25 
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handled like tney snould nave been. Mike and Karen made 
a loan. They did not buy into the corporation. 
Q. And what proof do you have of that other 
than th!! statements of Jerry7 Do you hav@ al"'y other 
proof of th;t? 
A. A ret::eipt ::;t;:ztlng the~t •• 
Q. Anything else? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Now, why did you figure you had the 
fight to join the corporetlo!'l as a pll!llntlff In this: -
law:ult .:~gainst Karen and Mike? 
A. I was advised oy my attorney. l-ie IS rhe 
one that wrote up the paperwork as far as listing me as 
plaintiff. 
Q. I didn't ask about you. 1 asked about the 
corporation. I'm asking you wt,y you fc;:lt -· and r don't 
want to get intc your attorney's mind, and l don't want 
to llSI< you aDout some confidential relationship or Issue 
you discussed in that confidential relationship. My 
question to you Is: Why did you feel you had the right 
to join the corporation In this action'? 
A. I'm !!I rnember of the corporatlo"l.:.. 
Q. Any other rcoson? 
A. No, I guess. 1 don't khow hew to ., wn!lt 
you're warltiiiQ me to say. 
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 1-800-879·1700 BERRY, KARLETTA GRACE 
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or action, ana I'm not asl<tng you fore legal opinion. 
I'm only seeking to discover facts that you rely upon In 
making these i!lllegatlons In this Complaint. Now, your 
first Cause of Action alleges that Mile~ and l(aren wl;!r~;~ 
l~:suQd stock Without consideration. Do you hove ony 
fillcts In support of tl'lat allesatlon? 
A.. There was no paperwork. Can r have a 
moment, please? 
Q. c~rralnly, ial<.e as muc:h time as you want. 
(R!2c:ess taken.) 
BY MR. WHELAN: 
Q. I was talking about the first Cause of 
Action for lack of consideration. And again, I don't 
want a legal opinion from you, but l just want to make 
sure ti'u5t I unders~and all the facts that you're 
alleging in support or this cause or Action. And as I 
understand It, you claim that Karen and Mike should not 
have been Issued stock, that they had a loan, and It's 
still a Joan, Is that your position? 
A. Correct. 
Q. ~nd can you tell me now you reconcile that 
position in light of the fact that Jerry Issued them 
stock? 
A. They loaned Jerry the money In 2003, and 
for there to be .~~~~t!!sQ, ~.snould have b~en 
Page 163 
more moneys. 
Q. And who aetermtnes sometnlng like tnat? 
A. 1 would assume the stockholders. 
Q. Or Jerry? 
A, Or Jerry, or the. corporate by-laws or 
6 what~v~o:r. 
7 Q. j!'ould It be a fair statement thj!t Jerrv 
8 ,probably issued stock to Karen and Mike because he 
9 wanted t!Jem to have stock? Would that be a ratr 
lO statement? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. So thl:;: leek of c:onslder:5tlon -- c::Jn you 
lJ ten me or can you l!lldd anything In your own words that 
14 reconciles that Cause of Action? What do you mean by 
15 lack of consideration In this Cause of Action? 
16 A. No other moneys were forthcoming for stoclc: 
17 purchase. They had loaned Jerry the money with the 
l 
.2 
3 
4 
s 
5 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
I~: 
1? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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Q, So if Jerry wanted to Issue you stock and 
he wcmted to issue Karen and Mike stock, and at that 
point Jerry's the sole shareholder, don't you think 
that's Jerry's call? 
A. Jerry, o:~s husband and wife, was not sole 
shareF'lOider. It was just his name on the shares, but 
that does not make him sole shareholder. 
Q, Okay. Well, that's a legal conclusion. 
We'll l@aV@ that to the lawyers and judges and juries. 
A. Okay. Sorry. 
Q. But If Jerry made the call to Issue you 
stock, do you think Mike's got the right to say, "Hey, 
that's not proper"? 
A. No. 
Q. But you figure you've got the right to sey 
it's not proper If Jerry Issued Karen and Mike stock? 
A. At the time, Jerry and I were sole owners. 
Q. You weren't on the stoc:k. Or Is there 
something I'm missing? I mean, you're offering -- I 
don't want a legal opinion from you. I'll probably go 
to a lawyer for that, And you l<now, your thoughts on 
separate property cmd community property might be 
revealing, but not particularly relevant to this 
proceeding. Because all I want to k.now is if you think 
that Jerry_ went_~-~-~? .. i~~:'~ .~,h~~-~~o_C:~!..If Jerry ~od _!_h..£_ 
Page 165 
1 right to do th01t. 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. ,...So your-- yoursc:ond Cause gf.Actjon~ 
4 lack of gpaclty, that somehow Mike Mc:Farlend took 
5 advantage of Jerry in his Wl\la~,_n~;~d st!ilt,... Can yo\.1 
6 explain why you feel that's the cQsc? 
7 A. Because Mr. McFarland was not Interested 
8 In having anything signed until after Jerry was 
9 diagnosed with cancer. 
10 Q. Okay. Now, I tool< It from vour testimony 
11 that you thought it was a good idea for Jerry to take 
12 c:~rc of things ond put you on the sto~:k. That was a 
lJ gooo idea7 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q, And you didn't have any writing with Jerry 
16 re.g~rdlng, you lt.now, your c:lairn~;~d lnt@r@st 1.1nd!!r tne 
17 community property laws. You didn't have any writing 
18 stock to be held es c:ollosterel. So to change From 16 
19 collateral to be a purchase, tnere should nave oeen some 19 
20 sort of finances. 20 
llll;e th~t, did you? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. And It's your claim th"t Mike 
21 Q. Well, If It was agreeable to Jerry to 2l should have had some writing. Is that It? Should have 
22 issue stock in lieu of the debt, isn't that Jerry's had some writing regarding what this dl!'al was all about? 
:2.3 c:all? I IT'II!'OI", you're nol: even gn the paperwork at that 
2:2 
23 
24 
A. Yes. 
24 .. eolnt. Is that a fair statement? Q. But again, that was between Mike and 
25 A. Yes. 25 Jerryi' 
M Sr. M Court Reporting Servil:::e, Int:. 1-800-879-1700 BER.R.Y, KARLETTA GRACE 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And Mike and Jerry probably have the right 
to determine what paperwork they want to have reflective 
of their transactions;. Is that a fi!llr statement? 
A. Yc:::;. 
Q. Okay. so czm you explain to me hew It Is 
that you feel that Jerry lacked capadtv pr how Ml!se 
~omehow took advantage of Jerry? Can you enlighten me? 
9 And l just W8nt you to tell me factsL 
10 A. The loan Wi:ls m1:1dc in 2003. The pillper 
11 giving them or saying rhat they bought stock was not 
12. signed until 2006. 
13 Q. And what's the importance of that? 
14 A. I would think if you were concerned about 
15 yo~o~r lnvE:stment1 that you would we~nt p::~perwork showing 
lo such investmenc all along. 
17 Q. Okay. Now, what If somebody wasn't 
18 concerned about their Investment? 
19 A. Not concemE;~d about a $100,000 investment? 
20 Q. Veah. What If? 
Zl 
2.2 
A. 
Q. 
J don't have an answer for that. 
Okay. So your position Is that because 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
lS 
Hi 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
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A. Because that gives tnem the ownership of 
the stock Instead of it being held as collateral. 
Q. And you think It should have been held as 
c:olli!lteral because you think that the~~·s what Jerry 
wantea? Is that It? 
A. It was a roan, yes. 
Q. That wasn't the Question I asked. 
A_ Yes. 
Q. And can you tell me wny Jerry didn't h.:~vc 
l!lny po=perwork on this ~1oo;ooo transaction? 
A. Because It was a loan, and we did have 
paperwork to the ef'fecr that-- that receipt is the 
paperwork that Jerry had as --
Q. Okay. Did you ever repay this loan? 
A. M.s. Zlmrn~rrna11 rt=<:elved monthly paymems on 
the loan that she took out on her home. 
Q. I think the word I used was you. Okay? 
If I can Interrupt you. I asked you! Did you repay 
thi5 loan? 
A. I actually hand-delivered p~yments to Ms. 
Zimmerman, yes. 
23 someone loans someone else uoo,ooo, that there must be 23 
Q. I asked if you repaid this loan. D1d you 
repay the $100,000 loan? 
2.4 paperwork. Is that what l'm understanding here7 24 A. It has not bl<''<'n called In as being c:l~o~e and 
25 A. Tl'le~rE: o~-~~;.~~.-~:.:_ ......................... ·-··"'··----·······--· ~--·poy~~~··-"'""""''"""'"' ............ ····-·-·· ·-- .. ·- ..... . 
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1 
2 
3 
Q. Do )'ou deny for o moment that Mike i!lnd 
Karen -- Mike Mcfarlane l!lnCI Karen Zimmerman supplied the 
money for the stock that thE!y were issued? Do you 
4 dispute thet ror a minute? 
5 A. They gave Jerry a loan that was to be 
6 secured by the stock a; c:oll:ate~r:JI. 
7 Q. Olcmy. And -- yeah, you keep Si!lylng that. 
B Now, that was for $100,000. Is that true? 
9 A. Total, yes. 
10 Q. Mike anCI Karen paid $100,000 to Jerrv. Is 
11 tbi!lt true? 
12 A. ~ 
l.::t Q. You aon't dispute tnat7 
14 A. No. 
1 S Q. You just claim that that's a dE!bt that's 
Hi still owed to Mike and Karen and they shouldn't have 
17 been issued stoek. That's your claim? 
l9 A. No. 
1'3 
20 
Q. 
A. 
wnat is your c:1a1m tnen? 
Tne stock should have been held as 
21 c:ollaterl!ll, not signed over. 
22 Q. Okay. And who do you think made the 
23 rnlst~i(e there? 
:(4 
:25 
A. 
Q. 
Jerry. 
Ol<ay. And wny IS theta mlsteKe7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
And who has the right to Clo tnat? 
Mr. McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman. 
And where is that reflected? 
Page 169 
A. They're the ones that loaned Jerry the 
monl;!y. 
Q. I s~id: Where is that reflected? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You just think it ought to be like that, 
Is that what I'm taking out of this'? You've got an 
understanding of what you think the oaperworl( should 
have looked like b~twlilen Jerry and Karen and Mike? 
A. Ye:s. 
Q. Okay, Now, I'm asking you of ev1dence of 
lack of capacity and evidence in support of your claim 
15 that somehow Mike McFarlaod took advanca~:~e oF Jerrv. 
16 Would you tell mt;o SP'<'Ciflcally what facts you have in 
17 support of that allegation" 
18 A. Jerry had been In tne l'lesplt~l In June for 
19 chemotoxlclty. He was seeing things and nearing things, 
20 and It was just a few days after he came out oF the 
.21 hospital from thac that Mr. McFa~rli!!lnd wanted him to 
:2:2 sign -- speelfieally calrE;!d to hev'i! an appointment made 
23 to meet at his ranch to sign the: paper:., the sto!:k 
24 purchase agreement. 
25 Q. I asked for evidence in support of your 
1'1 &. M Court Reporting Service/ Inc:. 1-800-879-1700 BERRY, KARLETTA GRACE 
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1 allegation. Do you have any evidence In support of the 
2 allegation that Mike McFarland took advantage of Jerry 
3 Berry? Do you have evidence? 
4 A. As In a piece of paper saying ''I'm taking 
5 advantage of him"? No. 
6 Q. Anything. Do you nave anything other than 
7 
8 
9 
10 
your mere speculation? 
A. The facts I think are going to speak for 
themselves. 
Q. What facts are those? That's the whole 
11 purpose of this deposition. Would you please enlighten 
12 me on what those facts are? 
Page 172 
1 Q. Okay. Do you have any other Fo!lcts that 
2 support these allegatlonS't -,. 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Okay. And ma'am, I don't know what your 
5 understanding is of trials and all that, but normally, 
6 what somebody hears from somebody else1 that's called 
7 hearsay, and that doesn't come into a legi!ll proceeding. 
8 I mean, do you have anything other than that, other than 
9 your understanding of what your husband told you? Do 
10 you ha"e any other hard facts? -
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Okay. Then your c:lalm that Mr. McFarland 
13 MR. FINNEY: Tell him why you're upset with them, 1~ took advantage of your husband is largely based on 
14 what they did. 14 statements from your husband? Is that it? 
15 MR. WHELAN: I don't really c:are about your 15 A. And •• yes. And my c:onfronti!!tlon with Mr. 
16 opinion. I want to know the facts. 16 Mcfarland, 
17 Q. What facts do you allege support your 17 Q. Okay. And when was that? 
18 alleg~Jtlon that Mll<e McFi!!rland somehow tool< advantage of 16 A. When he brought me the paperwork and said 
19 ,l!rry Berry? 19 that we didn't have the time, that it needed to be done 
20 A. As far as pushing the stock purchase and 
21 sale agreement, Mr. Berry, my husband, was in the 
22 hospital with chemotoxic:ity. Before he came home frorn 
23 the hospital, Mr. McFarland brought me your Exhibit A 
24 and Exhibit B i!lnd told me to give them to Jerry. I told 
.~?.._Mr. ~~Fa_!!~~~-"~.~-~!.?.~."2' .. ~.~.~.~.~.? .. ~~~.~pi:;_.~ ay~ !.~~~ ~e 
Page 171 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
got out of the hospital to have a chance to look at 
them. Mr. McFarland's response was, "We don't have that 
l<lnd of time." 
Q. Anything else? 
A. Not at this point, no, 
Q. Okay. And then as I understand it1 it was 
not until July 4 that Jerry jumps Into his car and 
8 dflves himself over to Mr. McFarland's ranch and meets 
9 with Mr. McFarland and has tnls documentation signed 
10 which he brings back with him. Is thi!!t a fair 
11 statement? 
12 A. Jerry went that day, yes. 
13 Q. Okay. Anything else you hElve In SUI'POrt 
14 of your allegation that Mike McFarland somehow tool< 
15 advantage of Jerry Berry? Anything else? 
16 
17 
A. That was 4th of luly weekend. The lst was 
I believe on a Friday. When he called to tell Jerry he 
lB wanted the appointment, Jerry asked If he could come 
19 another day, and Mr. McFarland's answer to Jerry was 
20 that he had spent his whole weekend waiting for Jerry to 
21 come over and that he needed It done now. 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
.. And did you speak tn Mr. McFarland? 
No. It's what Jerry t.old me. 
. ----So all this Is hearsay? 
What mv husband told me. 
20 now. 
21 Q. Okay. And that was in •• 
22 A. June. 
23 Q. June 20, something like that? June 21, 
24 22? 
25 A. Yeah, somewhere around there. 2006. 
Page 173 
1 Q. And tnen two weeks later, your husband 
2 goes to Mr. McFarland's ranch to get that paperwork 
3 signed? 
4 A. About 10 days later, yeah. 
5 Q. Okay. And your third Cause of Action is 
6 against Mr. McFarland alleging breach of fiduciary duty. 
7 essentially tho!lt Mr. McFarland was acting as Jerry 
S Berry's lawyer and that somehow Mr. McFarland took 
9 advantage of that position. Do you have facts In 
10 sup~ort of that allegation? 
ll A. Mr. McFarland was Jerry's attorney and he 
12 knew that Mr. Campbell needed out of the restaurant. 
13 And when our refinance didn't go throuih, he approached 
14 Jerry with giving him the loan. 
15 Q. Anel you know this because )erry told you. 
16 Is that it? 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2.1 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Pretty much, yeah. 
Anything else? 
No. 
Other than what Jerry told you? 
No. 
22 Q. And just to recapitulate some of the 
23 testlrnony I've heard here, you don't have any writings 
24 of Mlke McFarland biiUng Jerry for legal services? --.. 
25 You've never seen anvthino like that? Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 127 of 1268
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l A. Not that I c:ould find. 
2 Q. And certainly vou jpoked.ior them Rlgb.l;2 
3 A. Q!:l, yes. 
4 Q. And you've told us that the business kept 
5 receipts and all that, that the manager should have 
6 receipts for all the purchases and that type of thing. 
7 Is that true7 
6 A. Yes. 
9 Q. So It's not 21 matter of simply not keeping 
10 records, Records were kept, 
11 A. Records were kept. 
12 Q. AOd It would be 21 falr statement to S!X_ 
13 _!!1at had .lerry received a bill from Mike, he probably 
14 @uld have kept the receipt. !s that a fair statement? 
15 A.~ 
16 Q. And you've made a diligent search through 
-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Page 176 
Q. Well, Byron something? 
A. Powell ls In Washington, yes. 
Q. And Jerry was using Syron Powell? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then somebody replaced Byron Powell? 
A. I can't remember If Syron replaced the 
other i!lttorney or which way It went, but I remember 
Byron Powell's name. 
Q. Okay. And Jerry retained him for same 
10 purpose? 
11 
12 
13 
14 
lS 
A. 
Q. 
Powell? 
A. 
Q. 
Right. 
Okay. And any other lawyers besides Byron 
Not names that I can remember. 
Okay. Now, !'m not asking you to remember 
16 any names, but were there any other lawyers, seeing that 
17 the records that Jerry hed lseJ2t before his demise, and 17 you and Jerry had these frequent conversations about 
18 ,YOU didn't find any SUCh billing Statements? 18 P'IIS .. WhO he use(! as his lawyers? 
19 A. No. 19 A. It would have been the attorney that was 
20 Q. So the only evidence we have in support of 20 with the same r:ase that either-- It was Byron that 
21 ,xgur claim that Mike was Jerry's lawyer Is what you 21 turned over or turned the other-- [don't know. Either 
22 heard from Jerry and that Jerry somehow introduced Mike 22 Syron turned the case over to tne other attorney or the 
• 23 as his lawyer to people? 23 other attorney turned It over to Byron, but I don't 
24 A. Yes. 24 remember that !lttorney's ne.me, and he w21s In Washlngtcn. 
25 Q. Anything else? 25 Q. Okey. Any other attorneys besides that 
IIVI.II .... no\'0~~~-..... ...,..------ o:z::.t'"==IIUIII •• UI,_.__., __ ,.,, ... ______ ,II•IOUOIIIII 111.-lllloolo·--·.._ _ ___, ____ ,. _____ =••••••oo .. <l'otOIOOI .. 111•-'•••-M ••••••• • ••••••• -··--.IIUI ... olllll 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
16 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Page 17 5 Page 177 
A. The restaurant managers contacted Mike for 
information under the understanding that he was working 
as or operating as the corporate attorney. 
Q. How do you know they had that 
Ul"'derstanding? Were you In their mind when they called 
him? 
A. Why else would they call him? 
Q. Well, see, I get to ask the questions. 
Okay? So ma'am, I want to know facts. I don't really 
want to hear speculation. I'm heo!lrlng a lot or 
speculation, and I just want to know facts. So are 
there an~ other facts that we ba~ec't al~ea.d¥ cclo!e~ed 
.tQ~C g!~illC~ gr reveal.£lr demonstrate that Mike 
~Farland was Jerry Berry's lawyer? Anything else that 
~ haven't.t:alked about yet? 
A. ~ 
Q. Okay. And did -- you mentioned one 
Wasnlngton lawyer that Jerry hi!1d contacted sometime In 
2000 or 2.001. Did Jerry have dealings with any other 
lawyers? 
A. 1 don't·· as far as just tne judgments 
against him, I don't know the names, but he had received 
letters from ·-on judgments or creditors or·· 
Q. From lo!lwyers In washington? 
A. I don't know where thev came from. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
lS 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
125 
attorney and Byron Powell? 
A. Not that I c;an remember, other than Mr, 
McFarland. 
Q. Okay. Now, the money that was supplied by 
Karen and Mike, that was supplied when? 20037 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Jerry wes not diagnosed with cancer 
until November of 200S? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Ol<ay. So I mean, he wesn't In a state of 
failing health before November of 2005, presumably? 
--A. No. 
Q. So you dol"''t c:lalm that his falling •• or 
thar his health affected any negotiations or 
transactions he had with Karen and/or Mike prior to 
November of 20057 
A. No. 
Q. Do you allege that prior to November of 
2.005, that somehow Mike McFarland had engaged In 
Improper conduct as a le~wyer In dealing with Jerry 
Berry? 
A. Prior to :ZOOS? 
Q. Prior to November of 2005. 
A. No. 
0. So it's onlv :llftP.r lP.rrv w::.c: rll;;,nnn<l"'ri Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 128 of 1268
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· ATTORNEY at LJWI · 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 20 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
Via Fax: (208) 263-8211 
Re: Berry v. McFarland 
Dear Rex: 
March 4j 2008 
By this letter I seek your voluntary cooperation in dismissing Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. from the litigation between our respective clients. Stated simply, 
your client has no standing to take action on behalf of the corporate entity. 
Your client is but a mere shareholder of the corporation and but one of three of 
the directors of the company. 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. can only act through its board of directors. Action 
by board requires a majority vote of a quorum of the directors. Your client 
does not constitute a quorum, and no resolution has been placed before the 
board to take action against Mike McFarland and/or Karen Zimmerman for 
breach of fiduciary duty. 
The allegations of your client's complaint against Mr. McFarland and Ms. 
Zimmerman are, at best, derivative. Essentially your client claims that Mr. 
McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman have wronged the corporate entity through their 
conductj and somehow this alleged conduct has damaged your client. In fact, 
even if the allegations were true, it would be the corporate entity that would 
have standing to pursue the claims-not your client. There are strict 
prerequisites to the maintenance of a shareholder derivative action that your 
client has not met. Accordingly, she lacks standing to sue the corporate entity 
or to sue on its behalf, which is apparently what she is attempting to 
accomplish by naming the corporation as a party plaintiff in the action against 
Mr. McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman. 
.n'0\1 to ,Client 
213 N. 4th Straet • Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 664·5891 • Fa;~e (208) 664·2240 
r---~ lA\ ~ 1--;::::: 1 _,. Adrnltted in Idaho & California I...,_ IQ' -~--~ ~ I "\I 
Exhibit 
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Prior to writing this letter, I had begun drafting a motion to dismiss the 
corporate entity. However., the law is so clearly on the side of my clients on this 
issue that I thought I might save a considerable amount of time, effort and 
expense by first asking you to voluntarily dismiss the corporate entity. The 
case of McCann v. McCann. 138 Idaho 228, 61 P.3d 585 (2002) is directly on 
point. 
In that case, the Plaintiff insisted on taking action against a corporate entity of 
which he was a shareholder without first satisfying the prerequisites to a 
shareholder derivative action. This procedural error was repeatedly brought to 
the attention of the Plaintiff to no avail. The Plaintiff refused to dismiss the 
action. Nevertheless, the trial court dismissed the action with prejudice and 
awarded the defendant attorney fees. 
You may also wish to puruse Idaho Code 30-1-741 and I.R.C.P. 23(f). 
Please consider the foregoing and advise me of your response. If I do not hear 
from you, I will pursue a motion to dismiss. 
Sincerely, 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
jt 
cc: Michael McFarland 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 130 of 1268
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2:7 day of March, 2008, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint~ ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(0facsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 131 of 1268
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4tn Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHt:EL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
Date: April 11, 2008 
Time; 1 ;30 p.m. 
judge: Steve Verby 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
324 W. Garden Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Michael B. McFarland, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the Defendants in the above-entitled action. I have 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS-1 
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personal knowledge of the followtng facts and could competently testify. 
2. I •'" ofte of the three m•mb.rl of the board of dll'l!ctars of a 
business entity known as C.,taln's Wh••l Resort, Inc .• an Idaho ~arporatton In 
good standing. The saca"d "'emb1r of the board 111 my co-Defendant IC.aren 
Zimmerman. The third membar Is Plaintiff, Karleaa Berry. Ms. Zlmmermiln and 
1 own 5mri of the stock In the corporation, Plaintiff has owned the other fifty 
percent since her husband passed away In November of 2006. 
3. Plaintiff, Karletta Berry. Is not authorized to take any action on 
behalf of the corpor&tiOn. Funhermore, she Is not autharlzed to pursue any 
litigation on behalf of the corporation. In addition, Karlena Berry has made no 
written dema"ds to the corporation to take any action whatsoever to protec~ har 
rlghts as a shareholder or any rights that might belong to the corporation. 
4. Accordingly, Karlatta S.rry has seemingly failed to satisfy the 
prerequiJ&Its to flUng a shan!!holder dl!rivattV. action on behalf of Captlan's 
Wheel Reson:, Inc. 
Dated: 3/2; / tJ ~ 
2W/67n~ 
Michael B. McFarland 
AFFtDAVIT OF MICHAEL L MCFAIU.AND IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TQ DISMIS5~2 
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MCFARLAND LAW C ;cE 
John P. thelan. P.C. 
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Subscribed and sworn before me this ,d'l'!;-day of March, 2008. 
Notary Public In and for the State of ld~o 
Residing at: &104~ .. ZO · [!i/s-
' 
My Comm. Expires: fb ? ~ Ol-IZ-
AF"DAVIT 0' ,_.ICHAI!:L II. MQ=AIU,ANO IN SUPPOlT OJ NCTION TO CIISMISS-3. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 27 day of March, 2008. I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) _p.vernight Mail 
(II} Facsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA CRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETrA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS" MOTION TO DISMISS 
Date: April 1 1, 2008 
Tim~~ 1 :30 p.m. 
Judge: Steve Verby 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
324 W. Garden Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, submit the following memorandum in support of their motion to 
dismiss: 
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STATEMENT OF CASE 
Plaintiff, Karletta Berry, initiated this action in February of 2007. 
Although the Plaintiff lived in Kootenai County, along with all of the Defendants, 
the action was filed in Bonner County. Plaintiff stipulated to move the action to 
Kootenai County. On Plaintiff's motion, the matter was re-assigned to the 
Honorable Steve Verby. 
Without any authorization, Plaintiff added Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc., an 
Idaho Corporation, as a party Plaintiff. Yet Plaintiff took none of the action 
which is a prerequisite to the maintenance of a shareholder derivative action. 
Plaintiff is not authorized by the corporation to do anything, much less to join it 
as a party Plaintiff. Furthermore, Plaintiff's counsel was not hired by the 
corporation nor authorized to pursue any action on the part of the corporation. 
Plaintiff is but one of the three directors of the corporation. She became 
the owner of fifty percent (50%) of the stock in the corporation when her 
husband, Jerry Berry, passed away in November of 2006. 
The other two directors are the Defendants, Michael McFarland and Karen 
Zimmerman, who own the remaining fifty percent (SO%) of the stock in the 
corporation. 
The instant motion to dismiss seeks to dismiss the corporation as a party 
plaintiff. 
PLAINTIFF LACKS STANDING TO PURSUE THE INSTANT ACTION UNDER THE 
NAME OF THE CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT. INC. 
Every action shall be prosecuted in the name of the real party in interest. 
I.R.C.P. Rule 1 7(a). 
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PLAINTIFF HAS FAILED TO ADHERE TO THE PREREQUISITES FOR A 
SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE ACTION 
The prerequisites for the filing of a shareholder derivative action are set 
forth in I.R.C.P. Rule 23(t), which requires the following: 
"The complaint shall also allege with particularity the 
efforts, if any, made by the Plaintiff to obtain the 
action which Plaintiff desires from the directors or 
comparable authority and, if necessary, from the 
shareholder or members, and the reasons for the 
Plaintiff's failure to obtain the action or for not making 
the effort. The derivative action may not be 
maintained if it appears that the Plaintiff does not fairly 
and adequately represent the interests of the 
shareholders or members similarly situated in 
enforcing the right of the corporation or association.u 
DISMISSAL IS THE PROPER RELIEF FQRPLAINTIFF'S FAILURE TO SATISFY THE 
PREREQUISITES TO A DERIVATIVE ACTION 
The case of McCann v. McCann, 138 Idaho 228, 61 P.3d 585 (2002) is 
directly on point with the instant matter. In that case, Plaintiff sought to pursue 
claims that rightfully belonged to a corporate entity. Yet Plaintiff took no action 
to request that the corporation or its directors pursue the claims. The trial 
court (the Honorable George Reinhardt) advised Plaintiff that he had to satisfy 
the notice and demand requirements that were a prerequisite to his maintaining 
a shareholder derivative action to enforce the claims, in accordance with Idaho 
Code 30-1 ~ 742. The case was dismissed by judge Reinhardt after the Plaintiff 
failed to comply with the prerequisites of the statute. 
Stated simply, a written demand for action by the corporation and/or the 
board of directors must be made by a shareholder who wants to pursue a 
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derivative action. A shareholder must give the corporation 90 days in which to 
act on the shareholder demand-only after the 90 day period has passed, 
without action by the corporation or its directors, may a derivative be pursued 
by the shareholder. McCann, ld. 
ARGUMENT 
In the matter at hand, Plaintiff has made no written demand on the 
corporation or its directors to take any action whatsoever (see deposition 
transcript of K. Berry-Exhibit A, Affidavit of john P. Whelan). Plaintiff simply 
filed a lawsuit and named the corporation as a co-party Plaintiff. Having made 
no written demand, and having not given the corporation and its directors the 
mandatory 90 day period in which to respond to the demand, dismissal of the 
corporation from the instant action is the appropriate remedy. 
Furthermore, Plaintiff has no authority from the corporate directors to 
pursue any claim or action on the part of the corporation (see Affidavit of 
Michael McFarland). 
Prior to filing the instant motion, Defendants• counsel sent a letter to 
Plaintiff's counsel asking him to dismiss the corporation as a party Plaintiff 
without the necessity of a motion to dismiss (see Exhibit B-Affidavit of john P. 
Whelan). Plaintiff's counsel did not respond to the letter. The subject motion 
to dismiss followed. 
An award of attorney fees to the party successfully opposing a 
shareholder derivative action is within the sound discretion of the trial court. 
McCann, ld; I.C. 30-l-746(2). Fees are warranted in the matter at hand due to 
the flagrant disregard for the statutory prerequisites for maintaining a 
shareholder derivative action. Having placed Plaintiff on notice of her failure to 
abide by the statutory prerequisites through the letter sent to Plaintiff's 
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counsel, Defendant1S counsel did not even receive the courtesy of a response. 
An award of attorney fees is warranted. 
DATED: 
Respectfully Submitted, 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the %/ day of March, 2008, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(~cslmile to: (208) 263-8211 
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J,P. Whelan, P.C. 
Anorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208} 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date: April 11, 2008 
Time: 1 :30 p.m. 
Judge: Steve Verby 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
324 W. Garden Ave. 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83814 
TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR ATIORNEY OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the date of April 1 1, 2008 at l :30 p.m. before 
the Honorable Steve Verby, Defendants, will have their motion to dismiss heard by 
the Court. 
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Dated this ~ '7 day of March, 2008. 
joh 
Attorney for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;l] day of March, 2008, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street. Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( I1'Facsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
I 
I 
I 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at ~aw 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6:313 
(THU)APR 10 2008 16:44/ST. 16:35/No. 6810297267 p 2 
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CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRsT JUDIC~ DISTRICT OF ~HE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
RARLET'l'A GRACE BE:ARY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Pe~sonal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL ReSORT, INC., 
an Idaho Co~oration, 
Pl.aintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICBAZt. 
B. MC:&'AR.LAND , P. A, , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) AITlDAVIT OF KARLETTA GRACE 
) BERRY 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------------------------------- ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
County of Bonner ) 
COMES NOW, the undersigned and being first duly sworn on 
oath, and states: 
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l. I am over the aqe of 18 years and competent to make thil!l 
Affidav.i t. 
2. I am a Plaintiff with regard to the ~ova-entitled 
matter. 
3. ~chael B. MCFarland is a licenl!led Idaho attorney and 
bil!l law fir.m il!l designated as M1chael B. McFarland, P.A. 
4. I am presently the sole director for the Captain's Wheal 
Resort, Incorporated. 
5. I was first made director of the Captain's Wheel Rel!lort, 
Incorporated on August 7, 2003 by way of the Resolution ln Lieu of 
Special Meeting Of the Board of Directors and Shareholders of 
Captain' JS Wheel Resort, Inco.r:'poz:oated attached hereto as Exhihit 1.. 
6. I am rightfully the president of the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Incorporated. 
7. I am rightful.l.y the shareholder of all of t:he stock of 
Captain' s Wheel Qasort, Inco:z:pora ted. 
8. Any stock currently held in the name of the Defendants 
is held under a constructive trust for my benefit due to the 
breach of Michael McFarland's fiduciary duty owed to myself and 
to my dacaased husband Jerry Berry, and to the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Incorporated because he was our attorney and violated 
his high duties. 
AFFIDAVIT OF KARLETTA GRACE BERRY - 2 
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9. Jerry Lee Roy Berry was diagnosed with pancreatic 
cancer in November 2005 and was treated for cancer hetwaan said 
date and his death on November 4, 2006 . .Amonq other treatments, 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry was treated with chemotherapy. 
10. Jerry Lee Roy Berry was in the hospital fram 3une 17, 
2006 until June 21, 2006 for cbemo toxicity fram his treatments. 
11. Subsequent to August 9, 2003 and on or about July 4, 
2006 Jerry Lee Roy Berry met with Michael B. McFarland and Karen 
M. Zimmer-man and a Stock Purchase and Sale Aqreament ·was signed 
with Jerry Lee Roy Berry as seller and with Karen M. Z~erman 
and Michael B. MCFarland as buyers. The Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement reads as if it were signed and executed on August 9, 
2003 1 but the agreement was actually siqned on or about July 4, 
2006. A true and correct copy of the stock purchase and sale 
agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
12. M1chael B McFarland as an attorney and also acting 
through his professional association, M1chael B. McFarland, 
P.A., waa the attorney for Jerry Lee Roy Berry, myself, and the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. prior to and including up to an~ 
through July 4, 2006. During said t~a, De~endant MCFarland 
provided legal advise to Jerry ~ee Roy Berry, myself, and the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. and entered into a fiduciary 
AFFIOAVIT OF KARLETTA GRACE BERRY - 3 
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relationship and/or assumed a fiduciazy relationship with said 
persons and entity at all t~as relevant hereto. 
13. Among othe:r things the Defendant Michael B. MoFaz-land 
and his professional association were providing advice on bow 
the stock and assets of the Captain's Wheel ~sort, Inc. could 
be protected from creditors of JeZ'ry Lee Roy Berry, and said 
Defendants maintained the corporate reco:rds for the Captain's 
Wheal Resort, Inc. 
14. The Defendant Karen M. Zimme~n is involved in a 
boyfriend-girlfriend relationship with ~chael B. McFarland and 
they purport to be owners of one half of the stock of the 
corporation as joint tenants with riqhts of survivorship. This 
action against Karen Zimmerman includes a braach of fiduciary 
duty claim. 
15. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct 
copy of the Bylaws of the Captain's Wheal Resort, Incorporated, 
as enacted by the original shareholders. Pursuant to Article 
III of the Bylaws, the Corporation was to have 2 directors. The 
attached Bylaws we~e in effect at the time of Jerry Berry's 
death. 
16. At no time we~e the bylaws amended to provide for more 
than two (2) directors. Any appointment of the Defendants as 
directors was purportedly made when myself and Jerry Berry were 
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the two (2) directors and is in violation tha By~aws and the 
appointment is voio. The document pu~ortinq to appoint ~chae1 
McFarland and Karen Zimmerman as Oirectors was prepared by 
~chael McFar1and when he was attorney for myself, Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry, and for the CAPTAIN' S WBDL RESORT, INC. , an Idaho 
Corporation. 
17. I am pursuing this action as a direct action against 
the Defendants for a breach of fiduciary duty, among other 
causes of action, to myself, ~or the Estate of Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry, and for the CAPTAIN'S WHBEL RESORT 1 :INC. , an Idaho 
Corporation. 
18. Tha Stock Purchase and Sale Ag~eement was d:afted by 
~chael B. MCFar~and during a time he was attorney for to 
myse1f, for Jerry Lee Roy Berry, and for the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation. 
19. In the event my action is auccessfu~, I am the only 
shareholder that wil1 benefit by the direct action brought by 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation. 
20. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is the Stock Purchase and 
Sale Agreement from when my deceased husband and I purchased 
some of the stock in the corporation. Xf Jerry's signature is 
compared on Exhibit 4 with his signature on Exh1bit 3, it is 
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apparent that Jerry was in poor health at the time he signed 
Exhibit 2. 
DATBD th.i.s ~day of .1\pril. 2008. 
S'OBSCRIBBD AHD SWORN ~ before ma, t:hi.a 
2008. 
~~Y of April 
Notary Public - Stated_~ I~o 
Rtos:l.dinq at l,:;)llA. ~ 
My Commission expire~ =~If 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
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I hereby certify that the oriq~Ral of the foreqoinq was 
deliveJ:"ed via facsimi1e, this {O~Y of April, 2008, and was 
add:reasad as fo11ows: 
J.P. WBELAN P.C. 
Attorney at 1•• 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur a'~ana, Idaho 83814 
Fax No.: (208) 664-2240 
AFFIDAVIT OF KARLE'r'l'A GRACE BERRY - 7 
Judqe Verby 
chambe:r'o copy 
v irA.._ HJ!.oi MA /t.: d(p3- btf'J(p 
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STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
Agreement executed between JAMES T. CAMPBELL and JEAN A. CAMPBELL ofP.O. 
Box 517, Bayview, ID 83803, hereinafter referred to as "Sellers" and JERRY LEE ROY BERRY, 
of 6555 E. Remington Road, Athol, ID 83801, hereinafter referred to as "Buyer''. 
For and in consideration of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($100,000.00), 
receipt ofwhlch is hereby acknowledged, Sellers agrees to sell, assign and convey to Buyer, Buyer's 
executors, administrators, and assigns, with full power to transfer the shares on the books of the 
corporation, TWO HUNDRED (200) shares of the common stock of CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State ofldaho and having 
its principal place ofbusiness at 100 Scenic Drive, Bayview, ID 83803. The stock is represented by 
the following certificates: No. 1 and No. 2. 
Sellers warrant that the stock now stands in Sellers' names on the books of the corporation, 
and that all assessments to date are paid on the shares. Buyer agrees to purchase the shares for the· 
consideration set forth in this agreement, however, Buyer understands and agrees that the sale ofthis 
stook by Sellers can only be consummated on the written approval of Sellers' Board of Directors. 
1N WITNESS WHEREOF. the parties have executed this Agreement the day and year first 
above written. 
BUYER: SELLER: 
(J::::T~~~ 
S/t:!2~~4 
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STOCKPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMENT 
This agreement executed August 9, 2003 between JERRY LEE ROY BERRY, of 6555 E. 
Remington Road, Athol, ID 83801, hereinafter referred to as '1Seller" and KAREN M. 
ZIM:MERMAN and MICHAEL B. McFARLAND of8729 W. CloverleafDrive, Hayden, Idaho 
83 83 S, hereinafter referred to as 11Buyers 11 , 
For and in consideration of One-hundred thousand dollars ($100,000} and other good and 
valuab]e,consideration, the receipt.and.sufficiency ofwhieh are hereby acknowledged, Seller 
agrees to !)ell, assign .and convey to Buyers, ~joint tenants with right of survivorship, with full 
power to transfer the sbares.onthe.boaks.ofthe corporation, TWO HUNDRED (200) shares of 
the common stock of CAPT AIN,S WUEEL 'RESORT,. INC., a corporation organized and 
existing· uader the laws o{the State of Idaho and: having its principal place of business at 100 
Scenic Drive,. Bayvi~w. ldaho :83'803. The stock is represented by Certificates 1 and 2, (100 
shares each) whlch were assigned tG the Seller by Jean A. and James M. Campbell.. 
Seller warra.Ilts that the .stock conveyed hereby represents 50% oftbe shares which have 
been issued to date 'by said corporation. 
As additional consideration, it is agreed between Buyers and Seller that Seller shall retain 
his affices· as director and president of 'the corporation, with full operational control of the 
business of the ooworation ~ugh. calendar· year 2005. It is furtlu~r agreed, as additional 
consideration, that the transfer of the shares shall be effective on Jan:uacy J, 2006, alld thai Seller 
shall be considered the· owner· for ta'X..and all other purposes through midro,ght, December 31, 
2005. 
IN WITNESS ~OF, the· parties have ex.eculed this Agreement, which is eficctive on the 
day and year first above written. 
Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement 
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BYLAWS 
OF 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INCORPORATED 
ARTICLE I 
OFFICES AND REGISTERED AGENT 
Section 1.01. Principal Executive Office. The Corporation shall. maintain its 
Principal Executive Office in the State of Idaho. 
Section 1.02. Registered Office. The Corporation shall maintain a Registered 
Office as required by the Idaho Business Corporation Act, as amended from time to 
time (the "Act"), at a location in the State of Idaho designated by the Board of Directors 
from time to time. 
Section 1.03. Other Offices. The Corporation may have such other offices 
within and without the State of Idaho as the business of the Corporation may require 
from time to time. The authority to establish or close such other offices may be 
delegated by the Board of Directors to one or more of the Corporation's Officers. 
Section 1. 04. Registered Agent. The Corporation shall maintain a Registered 
Agent as required by the Act who shall have a business office at the Corporation's 
Registered Office. The Registered Agent shall be designated by the Board of Directors 
from time to time to serve at its pleasure. 
Section 1.05. Filings. In the absence of directions from the Board of Directors 
to the contrary, the Secretary of the Corporation shall cause the Corporation to 
maintain currently all filings with respect to the Registered Office and Registered Agent 
with all governmental officials as required by the Act or otherwise by law. 
ARTICLE II 
SHAREHOLDERS 
Section 2.01. Annual Meetings. An annual meeting of the Corporation's 
Shareholders shall be held once each calendar year for the purpose of electing 
Directors and for the transaction of such other business as may properly come before 
the· meeting. The annual meeting shall be held at the time and place designated by the 
Soard of Directors from time to time. In the absence of any such designation, the 
annual meeting shall be held on the 15 day of April each year; but if that day shall be a 
legal holiday, then such annual meeting shall be held on the next succeeding business 
day. 
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Section 2.02. Sgecial Meetjngs. Special meetings of the Corporation 1S Shareholders 
may be called for any one or more lawful purposes by the Corporation's President or a majority 
of the Board of Directors. Special meetings of the Shareholders shall be held at the 
Corporation's Principal Executive Office at the time designated in the notice ofthe meeting in 
accordance with Section 2.03; provided, however, that such meetings called by a majority of the 
Board of Directors may be held at such places as the Board of Directors may determine. 
Section 2.03. Notjce ofMeetinas. Waiver or Notice. Written or printed notice of all 
meetings of Shareholders shall be delivered not less than ten (1 0) nor mere than fifty (50) days 
before the meeting date, either personally or by registered or certified mail. to all Shareholders 
of record entitled to vote at such meeting. If mailed, the notice shall be deemed to be delivered 
when deposited with postage thereon prepaid in the United States mail, addressed to the 
Shareholder at the Shareholder's address as it appears en the Corporation's records, or if a 
Shareholder shall have filed with the Secretary. of the Corporation a written request that notices 
to him be mailed to some other address. then directed to him at that other address. The notice 
shall state the date, time, and place of the meeting and, in the case of a special meeting, the 
purpose or purposes for which such meeting was called. Notice of a meeting of Shareholders 
need not be given to any Shareholder who, in person or by proxy, signs a waiver of notice 
either before or after the meeting. To be effective the waiver shall contain recitals sufficient to 
identify beyond some reasonable doubt the meeting to which it applies. Such recitals may, but 
need not necessarily, include reference to the date and purpose of the meeting and the 
business transacted thereat. Recital of tr.e proper date of a meeting shall be conclusive 
identification of the meeting to which a waiver ·of notice applies. 
Sectjon 2.04. Quorym. Except as may otherwise be required by law or the 
Corporation's Articles of Incorporation. at any meeting of Sha·reholders the presence, in person 
or by proxy, of the holders of a majority or the outstanding shares entitled to vote thereat shall 
constitute a quorum for the transaction of any business properly before the meeting. 
Section 2.05. Transaction of Business. Business transacted at an annual meeting of 
Shareholders may include all such business as may properly came before the meeting. 
Business transacted at a special meeting of Shareholders shall be limited to the purposes 
stated in the notice of the meeting. · 
Sectjon 2.06. Voting. Except as may otherwise be required by law or the Corporation's 
Articles of Incorporation, a person (or their proxy) present at a meeting of Shareholders shall be 
entitled to one vote for each share of voting stock as to which such person is the Shareholder of 
Record. 
Sectjon 2107. Adjournments. A majority of the voting shares held by Shareholders of 
record present in person or by proxy at a meeting of Shareholders may adjourn a meeting from 
time to time to a date, time, and place fixed by notice as providt;!d for above or, if such date is 
less than thirty days from the date of adjournment, to a date, time, and place fixed by the 
majority and announced at the original meeting prier to adjournment. 
Section 2.08. Action Without Meeting. Any action required or permitted to be taken at a 
meeting of the Shareholders may be taken without a meeting if a consent in writing, setting 
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forth the action taken, shall be signed by all of the Shareholders entitled to vote with respect to 
the subject matter thereof. 
Section 2. 09. Proxies. At all meetings of Shareholders, a Shareholder may vote in 
person or by proxy executed in writing by the Shareholder or by their duly authorized attorney in 
fact. Such proxy shall be filed with the Secretary of the Corporation before or at the time of the 
meeting. No proxy shall be valid after eleven months from the date of its execution unless it 
qualifies as an irrevocable proxy under the Act. 
Section 2.1 0. voting of Shares by Ce.[jaio Holders. Except as inconsistent with any 
stockholder agreement. shares standing in the name of another corporation may be voted by 
the officer, agent or proxy as the bylaws of that corporation may prescribe. or, in the absence of 
such provision, as the Board of Directors of the other corporation may determine. 
Shares held by an administrator. executor, guardian or conseJVator may be voted by 
him, either in person or by proxy, without a transfer of such shares into their name. Shares 
standing. in the name of a trustee may be voted by him, either in person or by proxy, but no 
trustee shall be entitled to vote shares held by him without a transfer of the shares into their 
name. 
Shares standing in the name of a receiver may be voted by the receiver, and shares 
held by or under the control of a receiver may be voted by the receiver without the transfer 
thereof into their name if authority to do is contained in an appropriate order of the court by 
which such receiver was appointed. 
A Shareholder whose shares are pledged shall be entitled to vote such shares until the 
shares have been transferred into the name of the pledgee. and thereafter the pledgee shall be 
entitled to vote the shares so transferred. 
Section 2,11. Action. Approval of actions by Shareholders shall be in accordance with 
the requirements of the Act, except to the extent otherwise provided by the Articles of 
Incorporation. · 
Section 2,12. Order of Busjness. The order of business at the annual meeting, and so 
"far as practicable at all other meetings of Shareholders, shall be as follows: 
1. Proof of notice of the meeting 
2. Determination of a quorum 
3. Reading and disposal of unapproved Minutes 
4. Reports of Officers and Committees 
5. Election of Directors 
6. Unfinished business 
7. New business 
8. Adjournment 
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Except with respect to a specific rule to the contrary in these Bylaws or the Act, the 
latest edition of Robert's Rules of Order as available at meeting shall be used to resolve any 
procedural disputes that might arise in a Shareholders' meeting. 
ARTICLE Ill 
DIRECTORS 
Section 3.01. AuthoriCt:. The Board of Directors shall have ultimate authority over the 
conduct and management of the business and affairs of the Corporation. 
Section 3. 02. Number. The Corporation shall initially have two (2) Directors. Changes 
to the number of Directors must be approved by a majority of the Shareholders. 
Sectjon 3,03, Tenure. Each Director shall hold office from the date oftheir election and 
qualification until their successor has been duly elected and qualified, or until their earlier 
removal, resignation, death. or incapacity. An election of all Directors by the Shareholders shall 
be held at each annual meeting of the Corporation's Shareholders. 
Section 3.04. Removal. Any Director may be removed from office, with or without 
cause, by a vote of the holders of a majority of the shares of the Corporation's voting stock. 
Any Director may be removed from office with cause by a majority vote of the Board of 
Directors at a meeting at which only the removal and replacement of the .Director or Directors in 
question shall be considered. 
Section 3.05. Vacancies. The remaining Director(s) shall elect a new Director to fill any 
vacancy on the Board of Directors in the same manner and subject to the same restrictions and 
voting rights as apply to the election of the Director whose removal, resignation, death, or newly 
created directorship created the vacancy. 
Sectjon 3.06. Regy!ar Meetjngs. A regular meeting of the Board of Directors shall be 
held without notice other than by this Bylaw immediately after, and at the same place as. the 
annual meeting of Shareholders. The Board of Directors may by resolution provide for the 
holding of additional regular meetings without notice other than such resolution; provided, 
however, the resolution shall fix the date, time, and place (which may be anywhere within or 
without the State of the Corporation 1s Principal Executive Office) for these regular meetings. 
Section 3,07, Special Meetjngs:...Notice of Scecja! Meeting. Special meetings of the 
Soard of Directors may be called for any lawful purpose or purposes by any Director or the 
President of the Corporation. The person calling a special meeting shall give, or cause to be 
given, to each Director notice of the date, time and place of the meeting by any normal means 
of communication not less than ten (1 0) days nor more than sixty (60) days prior thereto. The 
notices may, but need not. describe the purpose of the meeting. If mail~, the notice shall be 
deemed to be delivered when deposited in the United States mail at the Director's business or 
home address, with postage thereon prepaid. If notice is given by telegram, the notice shall be 
deemed delivered when the telegram is delivered to the telegraph company. Any time or place 
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fixed for a special meeting must permit participation in the meeting by means of 
telecommunications as authorized below. 
Section 3.08. Waiver of Notice of Specjal Meetings. Notice of a special meeting need 
not be given to any Director who signs a waiver of notice either before or after the meeting. To 
be effective the waiver shall contain recitals sufficient to identify beyond some reasonable doubt 
the meeting to which it applies. The recitals may, but need not necessarily, include reference to 
the date and purpose of the meeting and the business transacted thereat. Recital of the proper 
date of a meeting shall be conclusive identification of the meeting to which a waiver of notice 
applies unless the waiver contains additional recitals creating a patent ambiguity as to its proper 
application. The attendance of a Director at a special Directors meeting shall constitute a 
waiver of notice of that meeting, except where the Director atten_ds the meeting for the sole and 
express purpose of objecting to the transaction of any business because the meeting is not 
lawfully called or convened. 
Section 3,09, Particioatjon by Telecommunications. Any Director may participate in, 
and be regarded as present at, any meeting of the Board of Directors by means of conference 
telephone or any other means of communication by which all persons participating in the 
meeting can hear each other at the same time. 
Section 3. 10. Quorum. A majority of Directors in office shall constitute a quorum for the 
transaction of business at any meeting of the Board of Directors. 
Sectjon .3. 11 . Action. The Board of Directors shall take action pursuant to resolutions 
adopted by the affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors participating in a meeting at which 
a quorum is present, or the affirmative vote of a greater number of Directors where required by 
the Corporation's Articles of Incorporation or otheiWise by law. 
Section 3. 12. Actjon Without Meetin_g. Any action required or permitted to be taken by 
the Board of Directors at an annual, regular, or special meeting may be taken without a meeting 
if a consent in writing, setting forth the action taken. shall be signed by all of the Directors. 
Sectjon 3.13. presumption of Assent. A Director of the Corporation who is present at a 
meeting of the Board of Directors at which ac:tion on any corporate matter is taken shall be 
presumed to have assented to the action taken unless the Directors' dissent shall be entered in 
the minutes of the meeting, or unless the Directors' written dissent to such action be filed with 
the Secretary of the meeting before the adjournment thereof or shall forward the dissent by 
registered mail to the Secretary of the Corporation immediately after the adjournment of the 
meeting. The right to dissent shall not apply to a Director who voted in favor of such action. 
Section 3,14. Committees. The Board of Directors may by resolution designate and 
delegate authority to an Executive Committee and other committees with such authority as may 
be permitted by the Act. Special meetings of any committee may be called at any time by any 
Director who is a member of the committee or by any person entitled to call a special meeting 
af the full Soard of Directors. Except as otherwise provided in the section, the conduct of all 
meetings of any committee, including notice thereof. shall be governed by Sections 3.06 
through 3.13 of this Article. 
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Section 3.15, Compensation. The Board of Directors may by resolution authorize 
payment to all Directors of a uniform fixed sum for attendance at each meeting or a uniform 
stated salary as a Director. No such payment shall preclude any Director from serving the 
Corporation in any other capacity and receiving compensation therefore. The Board of 
Directors may also by resolution authorize the payment of reimbursement of all expenses of 
each Director related to the Director's attendance at meetings. 
Section 3,j6. Order of Business. The order of business at all meetings of the Board of 
Directors shall be: 
1 . Determination of a quorum 
2.. Reading and disposal of all unapproved minutes 
3. Reports of Officers and committees 
4. Unfinished business 
5. New business 
6. Adjournment 
Except with respect to a specific rule to the contrary in these Bylaws or the Act, the 
latest edition of Robert's Rules of Order (available at meeting) shall be used to resolve any 
procedural dispute that might arise in a Board of Directors 1 meeting. 
ARTICLE IV 
OFFICERS 
Section 4.01. In General. The officers of the Corporation shall consist of a President, 
Vice-President and a Secretary !Treasurer and such additional assistant secretaries/treasurers 
and other officers and agents as the Board of Directors deems advisable from time to time. All 
officers shall be appointed by the Board of Directors to serve at its pleasure. Except as may 
otherwise be provided by law or in the Articles of Incorporation, any officer may be removed by 
the Soard of Directors at any time, with or without cause. Any vacancy, however occurring, in 
any office may be filled by the Board of Directors for the unexpired term. One person may hold 
two or more offices. Each officer shall exercise the authority and perform the duties as may be 
set forth in these Bylaws and any additional authority and duties as the Board of Directors shall 
determine from time to time. 
Sectjon 4.02. Presjdent. The President shall be the chief executive officer of tl'le 
Corporation and, subject to the authority of the Board of Directors, shall manage the business 
and affairs of the Corporation. Absent written delegation by the President. the President shall 
preside at all meetings of the Shareholders and all meetings of the Board of Directors. and shall 
see that the resolutions of the Board of Directors are put into effect. The President shall have 
full authority to execute on the Corporation's behalf any and all contracts, agreements, notes, 
bonds, deeds, mortgages, certificates, instruments. and other documents except as may be 
specifically limited by resolution of the Board of Directors. The President's authority shall be 
completed with the consensus of the Secretary. 
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Section 4 Q3 Vice-President The Vice President shall serve under the direction of the 
President. In the event of incapacity, or inability or refusal of the President to act, the Vice 
President shall assume the authority and perform the duties of the President. If the Soard of 
Directors appoints more than one Vice President, the seniority of the Vice Presidents shall be 
determined from their dates of appointment unless the Soard of Directors shall otherwise 
specify. By written act, the President or the Board of Directors, may delegate to the Vice 
President all, or any portion of , the President's duties. 
Sectjon 4.04. Secretary. Except as otherwise provided by these Bylaws or determined 
by the Board of Directors, the Secretary shall serve under the direction of the President. The 
Secretary shall attend all meetings of the Shareholders and the Board of Directors and record 
the proceedings thereof. The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given. all notices in 
connection with such meetings. The Secretary shall be the custodian of the Corporate seal ar.d 
affix the seal to any document requiring it. 
Sectjon 4,05. Treasurer. Except as otherwise provided by these Bylaws or determined 
by the Soard of Directors, the Treasurer shall serve under the direction of the President. The 
Treasurer shall, under the direction of the President, keep safe custody of the Corporation's 
funds and maintain complete and accurate books and records of account. The Treasurer shall 
upon request report to the Board of Directors on the financial condition of the Corporation. 
Section 4,06.. Assistant Officers. Except as otherwise provided by these Bylaws or 
determined by the Board of Directors, the Assistant Secretaries and Assistant Treasurers,. if 
any, shall serve under the immediate direction of the Secretary and the Treasurer, respectively, 
and under the ultimate direction of the President. The Assistant Officers shall assume the 
authority and perform the duties of their respective immediate superior officer as may be 
necessary in the absence. incapacity, or inability or refusal of such immediate superior officer to 
act. The seniority of Assistant Officers shall be determined from their dates of appointment 
unless the Soard of Directors shall otherwise specify. 
Sectjon 4. 07. Salarjes. The salaries of the officers shall be fixed from time to time by 
the Board of Directors and no officer shall be prevented from receiving a salary by reason of the 
fact that he Is also a Director of the Corporation. 
ARTICLE V 
INDEMNIFICATION 
Sectjon 5.01. Definitions. For purposes of this Article the following definitions shall 
apply: 
"Corporation" means this Corporation and any domestic or foreign predecessor entity of 
this Corporation in a merger or other transaction in which the predecessor's existence ceased 
upon consummation of the transaction. 
"Expenses" include coun.sel fees, expert witness fees. and costs of investigation, 
iitigation, and appeal, ss well as any amounts expended in asserting a claim for indemnification. 
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"Liability" means the obligation to pay a judgment, settlement. penalty, fine, or ather 
such obligation, including, without limitation, any excise tax assessed with respect to an 
employee benefit plan. 
"Legal Entity" means a corporation, partnership, joint venture. trust, employee benefit 
plan, or other enterprise. 
"Predecessor Entity" means a legal entity the existence of which ceased upon its 
acquisition by the Corporation in a merger or otherwise. 
"Proceeding" means any threatened, pending, or completed action, suit, proceeding, or 
appeal whether civil, criminal, administrative, or investigative and whether formal or informal. 
Section 5. 02+ Indemnification of Directors and Officers. The Corporation shall 
indemnify and may contract in advance to indemnify an individual who is, was, or is threatened 
to be made a party to a proceeding because he is or was a Director or Officer of the 
Corporation or, while a Director or Officer of the Corporation. is or was serving the Corporation 
or any other legal entity in any capacity at the request of the Corporation against all liabilities 
and reasonable expenses incurred in the proceeding to the fullest extent permissible under and 
pursuant to the Act and regardless of whether the proceeding is by or in the right of the 
Corporation. The determination that indemnification under this Section is permissible and the 
evaluation as to the reasonableness of expenses in a specific case shall be made, in the case 
of a Director, as provided by law, and in the case of an Officer, as provided in Section 5.0~ of 
this Article; provided, however, that if a majority of the Directors of the Corporation has changed 
after the date of the alleged conduct giving rise to a claim for indemnification, such 
determination and evaluation shall, at the option of the person claiming indemnification, be 
made by special legal counsel agreed upon by the Board of Directors and such person. Unless 
a determination has been made that indemnification is not permissible, the Corporation shall 
make advances and reimbursements for expenses incurred by a Director or Officer in a 
proceeding· upon receipt of an undertaking from him to repay the same if it is ultimately 
determined that he is not entitled to indemnification. Such undertaking shall be an unlimited, 
unsecured general obligation of the Director or Officer and shall be accepted without reference 
to their ability to make repayment. The termination of a proceeding by judgment, order, 
settlement, conviction, or upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent shall not of itself 
create a presumption that a Director or Officer acted in such a manner as to make him ineligible 
for indemnification. 
Sectjon 5.03. lndemnificatjan of Others. The Corporation may, to a lesser extent or to 
the same extent that the Corporation is required to provide indemnification and make advances 
and reimbursements for expenses to its Directors and Officers, provide indemnification and 
make advances and reimbursements for expenses to its employees and agents, the directors, 
officers, employees, and agents of its subsidiaries and predecessor entities, and any person 
serving any other legal entity in any capacity at the request of the Corporation. and. if 
authorized by general or specific action of the Board of Directors, may contract in advance to 
do so. The determination that indemnification under this Section is permissible, the 
authorization of such indemnification, and the evaluation as to the reasonableness of expenses 
in a specific case shall be made as authorized from time to time by general or specific action of 
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the Board of Directors, which action may be taken before or after a claim for indemnification is 
made, or as otherwise provided by law. No person's rights under Section 5.02 of this Article 
shall be limited by the provisions of this paragraph. 
Section 5.04. Mjscellaneous. Every reference in this Article to persons who are or may 
be entitled to indemnification shall include all persons who formerly occupied any of the · 
positions referred to and their respective heirs, executors, and administrators. Special legal 
counsel selected to make determinations under this Article may be counsel for the Corporation. 
Indemnification pursuant to this Article shall not be exclusive of any other right of 
indemnification to which any person may be entitled, including indemnification pursuant to valid 
contract, indemnification by legal entities other than the Corporation and indemnification under 
policies of insurance purchased and maintained by the Corporation or others. However. no 
person shall be entitled to indemnification by the Corporation to the extent he is indemnified by 
another. including an insurer. The Corporation is authorized to purchase and maintain 
insurance against any liability it may have under this Article or to protect any of the persons 
named above against any liability arising from their service to the Corporation or any other legal 
entity at the request of the Corporation, regardless of the Corporation's power to indemnify 
against such liability. The provisions of this Article shall not' be deemed to prohibit the 
Corporation from entering into contracts otherwise permitted by law with any individuals or legal 
entities, including those named above, for the purpose of conducting the business of the 
Corporation. If any provision of this Article or its application to any person or circumstance is 
held invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or 
applications of this Article, and to this end the provisions of this Article are severable. 
ARTICLE VI 
CONTRACTS, L.OANS, CHECKS AND DEPOSITS 
Sectjoo 6,01. Cootrac;ts. The Board of Directors may authorize any officer or officers, 
agent or agents. to enter into any contract or execute and deliver any instrument in the name of 
and on behalf of the Corporation, and such authority may be general or confined to specific 
instances. 
Section §J)2. .l..2.il:l§.. No loans shall be contracted on behalf of the Corporation and no 
evidences of indebtedness shall be issued in its name unless authorized by a resolution of the 
Board of Directors, and such authority may be general or confined to specific instances. 
Sectign 6,03. Checks. Drafts, etc. All checks, drafts or other orders for the payment of 
money, notes or other evidences of indebtedness issued in the name of the Corporation shall 
be signed by the officer or officers, agent or agents of the Corporation and in such manner as 
shall from time to time be determined by these Bylaws or by resolution of the Board of 
Directors. 
Section 6.04. Deposits. All funds of the Corporation not othervvise employed shall be 
deposited from time to time to the credit of the Corporation in such banks. trust companies or 
other depositories as the Board of Directors may select. 
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Section 6.05. Conf!jct of Interest. No contract or transaction between this Corporation 
and any of its Directors, or between this Corporation and any other corporation, firm, 
association or legal entity shall be invalidated by the reason of the fact that a Director of this 
Corporation has a direct or indirect interest. pecuniary or otherwise, in such corporation, firm, 
association, or legal entity or because the interested Director was present at the meeting of the 
Board of Directors which acted upon or in reference to such contract or transaction. or because 
he participated in such action; provided that the interest of each Director shall have been 
discJosed to or known by the Board and disinterested majority of the Board shall have 
nonetheless ratified and approved such contract or transaction. Such interested Director or 
Directors may be counted in determination of whether quorum is present and may vote upon 
the issue on which the Director or officer may have financial interest. and said vote shall not be 
void or voidable because of such relationship or interest if the fact of such relationship or 
interest is disclosed or known to the Board of Directors, or the fact of such relationship or 
interest is disclosed or known to the Shareholders entitled to vote, or that the contract or 
transaction is fair and reasonable to the Corporation and that the fact of such relationship or 
interest is fully or fairly disclosed or known to the Corporation. 
ARTICLE VII 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Sectjon 7.01, Certificates for Shares. Certificates representing shares of capital stock 
of the Corporation shall state upon the face thereof the name of the person to whom issued, the 
number of shares, the par value per share and the fact that the Corporation is organized under 
the laws of the State of Idaho. Each certificate shall be signed by the President and by the 
Secretary. All certificates for shares shall be consecutively numbered. The name and address 
of the person to whom the shares represented thereby are issued, with the number of shares 
and date of issuance, shall be entered on the stock transfer books of the Corporation. All 
certificates surrendered to the Corporation for transfer shall be canceled and no new certificate 
shall be issued until the former certificate for a like number of shares shall have been 
surrendered and canceled, except that in case of a lost, destroyed or mutilated certificate a new 
one may be issued therefor upon the making of an affidavit by the holder of record of the 
shares represented by such certificate setting forth the facts concerning the loss, theft or 
mutilation thereof and upon such bond or indemnity to the Corporation as the Board of Directors 
may prescribe. A new certificate may be issued without requiring any bond when. in the 
judgment of the Board of Directors. it is not imprudent to do so. 
Section 7,02, Transfer of Shares. Subject to the provisions of the Act and to any 
transfer restrictions binding on the Corporation. transfer of shares of the Corporation shall be 
made only on the stock transfer books of the Corporation by the holder of record thereof or by 
their agent, attorney-in-fact or other legal representative. who shall furnish proper evidence of 
authority to transfer. upon surrender for cancellation of the certificate for such shares. The 
person in whose name shares stand on the stock transfer books of the Corporation shall be 
deemed by the Corporation to be the owner thereof for all purposes. 
Section 7 .03.. Voting of Shares in Other Corcorations Owned By The Cgrporation. 
Subject always to the specific directions of the Soard of Directors. any share or shares of stock 
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issued by any other corporation and owned or controlled by the Corporation may be voted at 
any shareholders' meeting of the other corporation by the President of the Corporation if he be 
present, or in their absence by any Vice-President of the Corporation who may be present. 
Whenever. in the judgment of the President, or, in their absence, of any Vice-President, it is 
desirable for the Corporation to execute a proxy or give a shareholders' consent in respect to 
any share or shares of stock issued by any other corporation and owned or controlled by the 
Corporation, the proxy or consent shall be executed in the name of the Corporation by the 
President or one of the Vice-Presidents of the Corporation without necessity of any 
authorization by the Board of Directors. Any person or persons designated in the manner 
above stated as the proxy or proxies of the Corporation shall have full right, power and authority 
to vote the share or shares of stock issued by the other corporation. 
Sectjon 7.04. Fjscal Year. The fiscal year of the Corporation shall the calendar year. 
but this may be changed by resolution of the Board of Directors from time to time as the Board 
deems advisable. 
Section 7 .05, Dividends. The Board of Directors may from time to time declare, and the 
Corporation may pay, dividends on its outstanding shares in the manner and upon the terms 
and conditions as the Board of Directors deems advisable and as permitted by law. 
Section 7,06. Seal. The seal of the Corporation shall be circular in form and shall have 
inscribed thereon the name of the Corporation. the year of its organization, and the words 
"Corporate Seal, State of Idaho." 
Sectioo 7,07. Amendments. These Bylaws may be altered, amended, or repealed and 
new Bylaws may be adopted by the Shareholders representing a majority Qf the outstanding 
shares entitled to vote to elect Directors at a meeting of the Shareholders called for that 
purpose. · 
Section 7. Q8. Severability. Any .provision of these Bylaws, or any amendment or 
alteration thereof. which is determined to be in violation of the Act shall not in any way.render 
any of the remaining provisions invalid. 
Section 7,09. References to Gender and Number Terms. In construing these 8ylaws. 
feminine or neuter pronouns shall be substituted for those masculine in form and vice versa, 
and plural terms shall be substituted for singular and sing.ular for plural in any place in which the 
context so requires. 
Section 7. 1 o. Headings. The Article and Section headings in these Bylaws are inserted 
for convenience only and are not to be strictly construed to determine the content of any 
pertinent section. 
Sectjon 7. 11. Inspection of Records by Shareholders. A Shareholder is entitled to 
inspect and copy, during regular business hours. at the Corp·oration's Principal Executive Office, 
· any of the following records of the Corporation, if such gives the Corporation writteri notice of 
their demand at least five (5) business days before the date on which they wish to inspect and 
copy: 
·"!. 
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(1) its Articles of Incorporation or Restated Articles of Incorporation and all 
amendments to them currently in effect; 
(2) its Bylaws or restated Bylaws and all amendments to them currently in effect: 
(3) resolutions adopted by its Board of Directors; 
{4) the minutes of all Shareholders' meetings, and records of all action taken by 
Shareholders without a meeting, for the past three (3) years; 
(5) all written communications to Shareholders, generally, within the past three (3) 
years, including the financial statements furnished for the past {3) three years; 
(6) a list of the names and business addresses of its currant Directors and Officers; 
(7) its most recent Annual Report delivered to the Secretary of State; and 
(8) all contracts or other written agreements between the Corporation and any of its 
Shareholders and all contracts or other written agreements between two (2) or more of the 
Shareholders. 
A Shareholder's agent or attorney has the same inspection and copying rights as the 
Shareholder represented. The right to copy records under this section includes, if reasonable, 
the right to receive copies made by photographic, xerographic, or ether means. The 
Corporation may impose a reasonable charge, covering the costs of labor and material. for 
copies of any documents provided to the Shareholder. The charge may not exceed the 
estimated cost of production or reproduction of the records. 
Section 7.12. Reimbursement of Ojsallowed Compensatjon Expenses. Any payments 
made to a Director or Officer of the Corporation to compensate them for services rendered 
wnich shall be disallowed in whole or in part as a deductible expense for federal income tax 
purposes shall be reimbursed to the Corporation by such person to the full extent of such 
disallowance, together with interest thereon at the rate then in effect for interest on federal 
income tax deficiencies from the date of payment to the date of reimbursement. within sixty (60) 
days of notice of the disallowance to such person by the Board of Directors. Such notice shall 
be promptly given upon a determination. as defined in Section 1313{a) of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986 (as now in effect and hereafter amended), that such payment shall be disallowed 
in whole or in part as a deductible expense for federal income tax purposes. It shall be the duty 
of the Board cf Directors to enforce payment by such person of each such amount disallowed. 
In lieu of payment by such person, subject to the approval ofthe Board of Directors, 
proportionate amounts may be withheld from such person's future compensation payments until 
the full amount owed to the Corporation has been recovered. Reimbursement of such 
disallowed expenses shall constitute a condition of election to any office or directorship of the 
Corporation. 
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Section 7. 13. Stock Transfer. No Shareholder of this Corporation snail have 
the right to sell, pledge, transfer or make any other disposition of his/her shares without 
the express written consent of all other Shareholders. 
ARTICLE VIII 
DEADLOCK 
Section 8. Coin Toss and Arbitration. If the Directors are equally divided and cannot 
agree on any issue, or the Shareholders are so divided that no Board can be elected, 
or internal dissension prevents the normal business of the Board, then the 
disagreement shall be resolved by the toss of a two different sided coin. Each side of 
th.e deadlock shall be represented by a side of the coin, the corporate counsel shall 
toss the coin into the air and allow the coin to fall to a flat surface. Wl1ichever side of 
the deadlock was represented by the upside of the coin shall be enacted by the 
corporate officers or stockholders as the case may be. In the event that the deadlock 
can not separated into two sides of an issue, then the· matter shall be resolved by 
compulsory and binding arbitration. In the event such deadlock shall arise, any Director 
may call for arbitration by appointing an arbitrator, reasonably qualified to resolve the 
issue on which there is a disagreement and/or deadlock. The party so appointing shall 
bear all cost associated with that arbitration. Within three (3) days of written notice of 
appointment, the other party shall then select an arbitrator who is similarly qualified and 
shall pay the expenses for that arbitrator. The two arbitrators so selected shall, within 
three {3) days, select a third arbitrator whose expenses shall be borne equally by the 
appointing Directors personally. The three arbitrators so selected shall settle the 
disagreement or deadlock within three (3) days from the appointment of the third 
arbitrator. In the event that either Director shall fail to appoint an arbitrator within three 
(3} days of notice of the appointment of the first arbitrator, or in the event the first two 
arbitrators shall fail to select a third arbitrator within three (3) days of notice of the 
appointment of the appointment of the first arbitrator, or in the event the first M/o 
arbitrators shall fail to select a third arbitrator within three (3} days after they have been 
selected, then the unappointed arbitrator shall be appointed by the Senior District 
Court Judge of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Kootenai. 
NOW, THEREFORE, we, the undersigned Directors of Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Incorporated, do hereby on this effective date of Apri115, 1996. give our written 
consent to the adoption of the foregoing Bylaws, and do hereby endorse the same as 
the code of Bylaws of the said corporation. 
~~ arneST. Campbell ?a~?z;;;~~ Norman R. Nordstrom 
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RESOLUTION IN LIEU OF SPECIAL MEETING 
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOWERS 
OF 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INCORPORATED 
The Board of Directors and Shareholders of CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, 
INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation, in accordance with the Bylaws, adopted the 
following resolutions made in lieu of a Special Meeting by the Directors, JAMES T. 
CAMPBELL and JEAN A. CAMPBELL on the .!1__ day of .August, 2003. 
On motion duly made, seconded, and carried~ the following preambles and resolutions 
were unanimously adopted: 
WHEREAS, the corporation desires to authorize the sale ofJAMES T. CAMPBELL's 
and JEAN A. CAMPBEll's interest to in the corporation to JERRY L. BERRY for the 
consideration of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1 00,000.00). 
WHEREAS, the corporation desires by and through its Director~, JAMES T. 
CA1v!PBELL and mAN A. CAMPBELL to sell and transfer Stock Certificate Nos. 1 and 2 
to JERRY L. BERRY for the consideration mentioned above. 
WHEREAS, Director/President James T. Campbell desires to resign as a Director and 
as the President of the corporation, to be effective immediately. 
WHEREAS, Director Jean A. Campbell desires to resign as a Director and Secretary 
oftbe corporation, to be effective immediately. 
WHEREAS~ the corporation desires to nominate Jerry L. Berry as President and 
Treasurer of the corporation, to be effective immediately as it is in the best interests of the 
Corporation. 
WHEREAS, the corporation desires to nominate Karletta Berry as Director and 
Secretary of the corporation, to be effective immediately as it is in the best interest of the 
Corporation. 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the interest in the corporation of 
JAMES T. CAMPBELL and JEAN A. CAMPBELL, besoldforthe sum ofONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND DOLLARS {$100,000.00) to JERRY L. BERRY as it is in the best interest of 
the corporation. 
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that Stock Certificates Nos. 1 and 2 be sold to JERRY 
RESOLUTION - 1 . CapeainsWheal.Re$~-S.l9.03.wpd 
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L. BERRY and that said transfer shall be effective upon the execution of this resolution and 
that the Secretary of the Corporation transfer the same on the books of the corporation. 
FURTHERBEITRESOLVED, that effective immediately, the resignatjons ofJAMES 
T. CAMPBELL as a Director and President and JEAN A. CAMPBELL as a Director and 
Secretary of the corporation is hereby accepted as it is in the best interests ofthe Corporation. 
FUR TilER BE IT RESOLVED, that effective immediately the nomination of JERRY 
L. BERRY Director, President and Treasurer of the corporation is hereby accepted and said 
nomination is to be effective immediately as it is in the best interests of the Corporation. 
FURTIIER BE IT RESOLVED, that effective immediately the nomination of 
K.ARLETTABERRY as Director and Secretary of the corporation is hereby accepted and said 
nomination is to be effective i~£: it is in the best interests of the Coqroration. 
DATED this 1- day of , 2003. 
DIRECTOR: 
eholder 
RESOLU'l'ION - 2 . CoptainsWheel.Rcs2.B.19.03-~ 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4tn Street 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date: 
Time: 
judge: 
April 11, 2008 
~\G 
Steve Verby t> // 
1:30 p.m. 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
324 W. Garden Ave. 
Coeur d~ Alene, ID 83814 
TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR ATIORNEY OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the date of April 11, 2008 at 1 :30 p.m. before 
the Honorable Steve Verby, Defendants, will have their application for order 
shortening time and motion to strike heard by the Court. 
NOTICE OF HEARING-1 
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Dated this l Yk day of April, 2008. 
Attorney for Defendants 
NOTICE OF HEARING-2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the JL_ day of April, 2008, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 2 0 East Lake Street, Suite 3 1 7 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(~Facsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: {208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
APPLICATION FOR ORDER 
SHORTENING TIME 
Date: April 11 1 2008 
Time: l :30 p.m. 
Judge: Steve Verby 
Location: Kootenai County 
Courthouse 
COMES NOW, the attorney for the above-named Defendants, John P. 
Whelan, and respectfully moves the Court for an order that the time required 
for service of the Motion to Strike be shortened so that this matter can be heard 
on the 11th day of April, 2008, at 1 :30 p.m., before the Honorable Steve Verby. 
This Motion is made for the reason and upon the grounds that there is 
APPLICATION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME- 1 
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not sufficient time to give statutory notice. Plaintiff will not be disadvantaged 
in any fashion, and further, it would be in the interest of justice. 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that John P. Whelan will present oral argument and 
evidence at this hearing. 
DATED this /{~y of April, 2008. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
rney for Defendants 
APPLICATION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME- 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1L day of April, 2008, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 2 0 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(.,{Facsimile to: (208) 263-821 1 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5 891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
Date: April 11, 2008 
Time: 1:30 p.m. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. judge: Steve Verby 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN Location: Kootenai County 
ZIMMERMAN, Courthouse 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW the Defendants, Michael B. Mcfarland, Michael B. McFarland, 
P.A. and Karen Zimmerman, by and through their counsel of record, John P. 
Whelan, move to strike the following from the Affidavit of Karletta Grace Berry 
filed on April 1 0, 2008, the day before Defendants' scheduled motion to 
dismiss: 
MOTION TO STRIKE- 1 
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1. The affidavit in its entirety in that it is untimely under I.R.C.P. 
Rule 7(b)(3)J as the affidavit was filed the afternoon before 
the hearing scheduled on Defendants' motion to dismiss. 
Rule 7(b)(3) requires that affidavits in opposition to motions 
be filed and served seven (7) days before the scheduled 
hearing to which the affidavit pertains. 
2. Paragraph 4, lacks foundation, violates the best evidence 
rule, and is patently false as per the exhibit upon which the 
affiant relies in making the statement. 
3. Paragraph 5, lacks foundation, violates the best evidence 
rule, and is patently false as per the exhibit upon which the 
affiant relies in making the statement. Furthermore, no 
foundation has been laid for Exhibit 1 and it should, 
therefore, be striken as hearsay_ 
4. Paragraph 6, lacks foundation and is argumentative and 
irrelevant. 
5. Paragraph 7, lacks foundation and is argumentative and 
irrelevant. 
6. Paragraph 8, lacks foundation. The statement is also a legal 
conclusion which the witness is not qualified to make and is 
therefore impermissible opinion evidence. 
MOTION TO STRIKE- 2 
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7. Paragraph 11, lacks foundation as the affiant has not 
established that she has personal knowledge of the events 
she purports to describe. Furthermore, the affiant has not 
laid the foundation for the exhibit she incorporates into her 
conclusionary statements (Exhibit 2), therefore the exhibit 
should be striken as hearsay. The allegations as to when the 
document was signed also violate the best evidence rule. 
8. Paragraph 12, lacks foundation and the affiant fails to 
establish her personal knowledge of the fact alleged. 
Further, the affiant attempts to offer an impermissible legal 
opinion. 
9. Paragraph 13, lacks foundation and the affiant fails to 
establish her personal knowledge of the fact alleged. 
10. Paragraph 14, lacks foundation and the affiant fails to 
establish her personal knowledge of the fact alleged. 
11. Paragraph 15, no foundation is laid for Exhibit 3 and it is 
therefore hearsay. Further, no foundation is laid for any of 
the other conclusionary remarks included in the paragraph. 
12. Paragraph 16, the conc:lusionary statements provide no 
foundation and fail to establish personal knowledge on the 
part of the affiant. Further, the allegations about the 
document allegedly prepared by McFarland violates the best 
evidence rule. 
MOTION TO STRIKE- 3 
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13. Paragraph 18, lack of foundation and the affiant fails to 
establish her alleged personal knowledge of the allegations. 
14. Paragraph 19, lack of foundation and the affiant fails to 
establish her alleged personal knowledge of the allegations. 
1 5. Paragraph 20, lack of foundation and the affiant fails to 
establish her alleged personal knowledge of the allegations. 
Furthermore, no foundation is laid for Exhibit 4 so it is 
therefore hearsay. Further, the affiant's allegations in this 
paragraph are not supported by the document she purports 
to rely upon in making the statement, therefore the affiant's 
allegations violate the best evidence rule as well. Lastly, the 
allegation about the signature and Jerry's health constitutes 
an impermissible opinion on the part of a lay person. 
Defendants request oral argument. 
DATED this~ day of April, 2008. 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
By: 
n P. Whelan 
Attorney for Defendants 
MOTION TO STRIKE- 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _lL_ day of April, 2008, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 2 0 East Lake Street, Suite 3 1 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(~Facsimile to~ (208) 263-8211 
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tu!!X A. FINNEY 
FIN¥EY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Buildinq 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone; (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
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STATE OF ICWiO } r OF KOOTENAJ SS 
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CLE/ ~/fPURT 
IN TBE DISTRICT COuaT OF TBE FIRS~ JUDICIAL DlS~CT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
:KARLE'l"!A G:RACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLBTTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL USORT, INC. , 
an Idaho Corporat~on, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL 8. MCFARLAND 1 MICIIdL 
B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and~ 
ZIMMEIUDN, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
sa. 
County of Bonner ) 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) AFF'IDAVI'r OF TOBY Mct.All'GBLIN 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOWr the tmdersigned and beinq first duly sworn on 
oath, and states: 
1. I am over the age of 18 yea:cs and cOJDpetent to make this 
Affidavit. 
AI'FIDAVI~ 0:&' TOBY MOt.AUGHLJ:N - 1 
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2. ~ am an attorney licensed to practice law within the 
St:ai:e of Idaho. 
3. On November 18, 2006 I attended a meeting at 8729 W. 
Cloverleaf Drive in Hayden, Idaho, together with Karletta Grace 
Berry, as her attorney. Also present at the meeting were 
Michael B, McFarland and Karen Zimmerman. 
4. Prior to the sta~t of the November 18, 2006 meeting, l 
requested same t~e to ask background questions. I explained to 
Mr. McFarland that Mr. Finney had provided me with some 
pape~work and I wanted to be sure I understood the background of 
the paperwo:z:k prior to the meeting. 
5. Among the paperwork were various aqreements relating 
to money paid by McFa~land and Zimmerman to the late Mr. Berry. 
The only signed agreement w•s a Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement which was dated August 9, 2003. This agreement stated 
that Mcrarland and Z~erman were purchasing 50% of the 
Captain's Wheel a&aort corporate shares for $100,000.00. The 
second agreement was a longer version of the Stock Purchase and 
Sale Agreement. This agreement, also dated August 9, 2003 
stated that MCFarland and Zimmer.man ware purchasing all of the 
corporate share fo~ $100,000.00, but indicated that 50% of the 
shares were to be held in t~ust for Barletta Berry and her son, 
Dale Berry. 'rhis agreement was unsigned. The third and final 
aqraement was a document titled "Loan Agreement with Stock as 
Collateral." This aqreemant. stated that the $100,000.00 was 
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merely a loan which was to be repaid with 10% interest. This 
agreement was also unsigned. I asked Mr. McFarland to explain 
these agreements. According to MR. MCFarland, he and Ms. 
Z~er.man had p~evious1y qiven Jerry Be~ry $100,000.00 to help 
run the Captains Wheel in 2003. Mr. McFarland took the position 
that this money was for the purchase of SO% of the business, and 
was not a loan. The agreement was verbal, and was not committed 
to wri tinq until 2006. In the s'W111D8r of 2006, M%', Berry met 
with Mr. McFarland and Ms. Zimme~ to discuss matters related 
to the corporation. ~1 three of the above descr1bed aqreements 
were discussed. at this meeting. Mr. Berry had brouqht with him 
the Loan Aqreem.ent, but Mr. McFarland and Ms. Zimmer.man refused 
to sign it. Instead, Mr. Berry signed the Stock Purchase and 
Sale Aqreament that stated that Mr. McFarland and Ms. Z~er.man 
were purchasing SO% of the stock for $100,000.00. Mr. MCFarland 
admitted that althouqh the agreement is dated August 9, 2003, it 
was actually not signed until the summer of 2006. I then asked 
Mr. McFarland about the other, unsigned, Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement. Mr. McFarland. explained that he had drafted ~e 
document and had tried to convince M%. Berry to siqn it at the 
meeting that occurred in the summe~ of 2006. Mr. MCFarland told 
Mr. Berry that the corporate shares would be batter protected 
from Mr. Berry's creditors if all of the shares were conveyed to 
Mr . McFarland and. Ms . Zimmerman. Mr. Berry refused to sign this 
agreement. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 (1 page) is a true and 
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c~rrect copy of the signed Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement 
dated August 9, 2003. Attached hereto as Exh1bit 2 (2 paqes) is 
a true and correct copy of tha unsigned Stock Purchase and Sale 
Ag-reement. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 (2 pages) is • true and 
correct copy of the unsigned Loan Agreement With Stock As 
Co~~ateral. 
6. At the meeting on November 18, 2006, ~chael MCFar~and 
stated words to me to the effect that Mr. Barry had previously 
been involved in a property development in Washington that had 
failed, resulting in at ~east two judgments against Jerry Lee 
Roy Barry. Michael McFar~and also stated that Mr. Berry bad 
approached Mr. McFar~and, who is a bankruptcy attorney, askinq 
for advice in filin9 for bankruptcy to obtain relief fram these 
judgments, but a bankruptcy petition had never been filed. Mr. 
McFarland could not remember the names of the judq.ment creditors 
or their attorneys, but he did say that an attorney of one of 
the judgment creditors had contacted Mr. McFarland within the 
last year asking if he still represented. Jerry Berry. Mr. 
McFarland stated that he probably still had a letter from that 
attorney in his files. 
7. At the meetinq on November 18, 2006, M%. McFarland's 
statements inclicated to me that he was, at some time, both the 
attorney for Mr. Berry a.nd the Captain' a Wheel Resort, 
Incorporated. 
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8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 .is a t.r.ua and correct 
copy of a Memo dated November 22, 2006 which I made at a time 
when my memories of the events occurring at the meeting on 
November 18, 2006 were fresh in my mind to reflect the knowledge 
correctly. The infor.mation in said Mamo is true an~ correct to 
the bast of my information and belief. 
9. On November 29, 2006 ~ attended a meeting at 8729 w. 
Cloverleaf Drive in Hayden, Idaho together with Karlatta Grace 
Berry, as ha:r attorney. Also present at the meeting were 
M1chael B. MCFarland an~ Karen Zimmexman. 
10. At the November 29 meeting noted above, I engaged in 
conversations with ~chael B. MCFarland. Mr. McFarland 
indicated that he had obtained the cor,po.:r:ate book for the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Xncorporated from the corporation's 
prior attorney, Paul Daugherty and .indicated that he was the 
successor attoxnay to Paul Daugherty. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 (4 paqea) i.s a true and 
correct copy of a ~o dated November 30, 2006 which I made at a 
t~ when my memories of the events occurring at the meeting on 
November 29, 2006 were fresh in my mind to reflect the knowledge 
correctly. The infor-mation in said Memo is t~ue and correct to 
the best of my infor.mation and beliaf. 
12. On February 15, 2007 I attended a meeting at 8729 W. 
Cloverleaf Drive in Hayden, Idaho together with Barletta Grace 
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Ber:r:y, as her attorney. Al.ao present at the aeet.iDg -~ 
Michael B. llci'arlancl and bran z; -eman. 
13. At. the l"ebnuy 15, 2007 •••tin9' J: explai.aecl Jta~:leotta 
di:rectocll!l in Octobe.r 2006 ••• voicl. For thia :eason, Mr. 
rea.ove lll%s . Berz:y as a Di:41c:t.or, · or to act. aa Di~to:r:•. 
7 page• aacl it hu an B&hib,U:. .a. ADd. Bxll:IJ):i.t 8 at!t..Gh•cl i:ha:re~) 
i.• • t::::n.e -cl clo~:r:eot:. tatf1PY o:l' a ~ d&t:.ecl l'eb~azoy 1.5, 200"7 · 
whic::h :E m-.46 at a t1ae Wbera my -.c:aziea of the even ta oecW!rincz 
at t:be ... uDg on l'abZ'aa~, 15~ 2007 -'" f'zoe1b iD a:l' mi.~ to 
· ~•fleet the Jc.Dowlec!ge cozonotlr. ~· infa.!:Bl&tion in said Mamo 
~ t:his da~ o£ Apcil 2008. 
··.~ 
·i-.u :zue.r at. La'lr. 
liUaSr:aDBD MID swOlD1 '1'0 befOWI 1D8 1 tbi.s 
2008. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a t~ue and cor.:r:ect.~py of the 
foregoing was dalivared as indicated, this Jj__~y of Ap..:r:.il, 
2008, and waa addressed as follows: 
J.P. 11BELAN P.C. 
Atto:r:ney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'~ane, Idaho 83814 
(Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240) 
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chamber's copy 
(Via Hand Deliva~) 
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j 
STOCKPURCHASEANDSALEAGREE~NT 
This agreement executed Augum 9, 2003 between JERRY LEE ROY BERRY, of6555 E. 
Remington Road, Athol, ID 83 80"1, hereinafter referred to as ••seller" and KAREN M. 
ZIMMERMAN and MICHAEL B. McFARLAND of 8729 W. Cloverleaf Drive, Hayden, Idaho 
83835, hereinafter referred to as .. Buyers". 
For and .in consideration of One-hundred thousand dollarS ($1 00,000) ·and other good and 
·valuable consideration, the receipt and .sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller 
·agrees to sell. assign .and convey to Buyers, as joint tenants with right of survivorship, with full 
power to transteJ the shares. on the books .. ofthc corporation, TWO 1-IUNDRED (200) shares of 
the common stock of CAPTAIN'S WlffiEL.RESORT,:INC., a.corporation organized and · 
existing· under the laws o{the State· ofldaho and having its pri.D.cipal·place: of business at lOO 
Scenic. Drive. Bayview, I¢ilio ·83803 .. The stock is represented by Certificates 1 and 2, (100 
shares each) which were assigned to the Seller by Jean A. and James M. Campbell .. 
Seller, wax:rants that the .stock conveyed h.ereby represeQ.ts 50% Qf the shares which have 
been issued. to date by .said corporation. 
As additional conside~ation, it is agreed between Buyers and. Seller that Seller shall retain 
his offices as director and president of the corporation, with fuU operational control of the 
business of the co:r,poration th~ugh calendar· year 2005. It is ~er agreed, as additional 
consideration. tlra.t the transfer of the shares shall be.effective on January 1, 2006, and·that Seller 
shall be considered the owner' for ta;x. and all other purpose:s through midt~ight, Deccsnber 31, 
2005'. 
lN WITNESS ~REOF, the·parties have executed this Agreement, which is effective on the 
day and year first above written. 
·Stock Purchase and Sa.Je Agreement 
EXTT'Tf'TT , ll1.U.! _,__ 
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STOCKPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMENT 
This agreement executed August 9, 2003 between JERRY LEE ROY BERRY, of 6555 E. 
Remington Ro.ad, Athol, ID 83801, hereinafter referred to as "Seller" and KAREN M. 
ZIMMERMAN and MICHAEL B. McFARLAND of8729 W. CloverleafDrive, Hayden, Idaho 
83835, hereinafter referred to as 1'Buyersu. 
For an.d in consideration of One-hundred thousand dollars ($1 00 .OOO) and other good and 
val_uable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are here'Qy acknowledged, Seller 
agrees to sell, assign and convey to Buyers, as joint tenants with right of survivorship, with full 
power to transfer the shares on the books of the corporation, FOUR HUNDRED ( 400) shares of 
the common stock of CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., a corporation organized and 
existing under the laws of the State of Idaho and having its principal place ofbusiness at 100 
Scenic Drive, Bayview, Idaho 83803. The stock is represented by Certificates 1 and 2, (100 
shares each)· which were assigned to the Seller by Jean A. and James M. Campbell and 
Certificate number 3, which was is.sued to the Seller directly. 
Seller warrants that the stock conveyed hereby represents 100% of the shares which have 
been issued to date by said corporation. 
As additional consideration, it is agreed between Buyers and Seller that Seller shall rel'ain 
his offices as director and president of the corporationJ with full operational control of the 
business of the corporation through calenc4tr year 2005. 1t is further agreed, as aC:ditional 
consideration, that.the transfer of the shares shall-be effective on January 1, 2006, and that Seller 
shall be considered the owner for tax and all other purposes thJ:ough midnight, December 31, 
2005. After such time, Seller may, at his option, continue to maintain operational control. of the 
corporation's business, and to receive reasonable compensation therefor, and may hold such 
office or offices in the corporation as he deems appropriate. 
As additional consideration, Buyers hereby covenant and agree that they will establish a 
trust or equivalent arrangement under which fifty percent (50%) of the stock transferred hereby 
shall be held by the Buyers or the trustee for the benefit ofKarletta Berry and (in the event ofher 
demise) her son, Dale. In the event of the sale of the corporation; fifty percent (50%) of~e net 
Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement - 1 EXHIBIT .L 
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sale proceeds shall be distributed to Karletta Berry, if then Living. If she is not living at the time 
of the sale of the corporation, such proceeds shall be held in trust and used for Dale's benefit, 
maintenance and education until he reaches the age of twenty-one years, at which time the 
amount remaining in trust shaH be distributed to him. Until Dale reaches twenty-one, the trustee 
shall invest the principal amount in an interest-bearing account or other secure investment, and 
shall pay from the interest on such account such sums as, in the trustee's discretion, are 
reasonably necessary to provide for Dale's health, welfare, maintenance and education. If the 
interest on such account is insufficient to meet Dale's reasonable needs, the trustee shall be 
authorized to pay such sums from the principal as are, in the trustee's discretion, reasonable and 
necessary to. provide adequately for Dale. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement, which is effective on the 
day and year first above written. 
BUYERS: SELLER: 
KAREN M. ZIMMERMAN JERRY LEE ROY BERRY 
MICHAEL B. McFARLAND 
Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement - 2 
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This agreement exocuted between Jeny L . .l::lerry. ot 10691 I:! Hemmton :Koaa. 1\[Jl.Ql 
Idaho. hereinafter refer.rOO to as "BOrrower'' and Karen M Zimmerman and Michael B. McFarland. 
of 8729 W. Cloverleaf, Hayden Idaho 83835, hereinafter referred to as "Lenders". 
Fnr and in cnnlridcration of a total of One-hundred thousand dollars ($100.000\ loan. of 
which Forty thousand dollars ($40,000) was from Michael B. McFarland ana Sixty thousand ($60,000) 
was from Kalen M. Zimmerman. Tho Borrower a~ to hold two hundred (200) shares of common 
stock of CAPT AIN1S WHEEL RESORT,INC., a corporation organized a-nd existing under the Jaws of 
the State of Idaho. and having as it's principal place of business at 100 Scenic Drive., Bayview, Idaho 
83803. The stock is represented by Certificates 1 and 2 (100 slwes each) which was assigned to the 
Borrower by Jean A. and James M C'Bmpbell. 
Borrower warrants that the stoclc represents SO% of the slwes which have been issued ro 
dale by said co[J)Oration. 
Said stock is to act as collateral for said loan. In l1le event of sale of the· corpomtion, the 
Lenders are entitled to ori~ monies lent with a lOOA. (ten percent) per annum interest there on. 
Lenders shall be entitled to use ofRt:sort (e~ dining,refreshm.ents,moorage) at no expense to them. 
for duration of loan. At Borrower's c&cretion, said stock may be assigned to Lenders, at which time 
an interest on loan will be considered paid to that date. 
At time of signi.ng this agreement. Lenders arc responsible for any loans they acquired on their 
own behalf to make this loan to the :Borrower. 
In the event of Borrower's untimely demise( death). then surving spouse. Karletta Bem' of the 
same address as Borrower. will uphold loan agreement as written . 
. EXHIBIT ~ 
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LENDERS: 
JERRY L. BE!l..RY 
KART .F.IT A. BERRY 
DATED TinS DAY July 4. 2006 
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MEM Q BERG & McLAUGHLIN, CHTD. 
To: 
From: 
Client: 
Subject: 
Date: 
File 
DTM 
Karletta Berry 
Meeting rc: Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
November 22,2006 
B,ackground 
On N ov~mber 17, 2006, I was contacted by Rex Finney about attending a meeting on his behalf on 
November 18, 2006. Mr. Finney represents Karletta Berry, who is a shareholder for the Captain's 
Wheel Resort, which is a restaurant and marina in Bayview, Idaho. The company is in the form of a 
corporation~ and was prevjouslymanaged by Jerry Berry, Karletta's late husband. Mr. Berry passed 
away only a few weeks ago. 
Mr. Finney informed me that two individuals, Michael McFarland and Katen Zimmerman were· 
claiming to be part owners in the corporation and had called a corporate meeting for November 18, 
2006. They had given only two days notice of the meeting. 
According to Mr. Finney, there is some dispute as to whether Mrs. Berry is the sole shareholder, or 
whether she owns only 50% of the shares. I agreed to attend the meeting as counsel for Ms. Berry. 
This Memorandum is intended to memorialize my recollections of the events the~;t occurred on 
November 18,2006. 
Prior to Meeting: Various Stock/Loan Agreements 
On November 18, 2006, l met Karl etta Berry at her home prior to the scheduled corporate meeting 
for the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. We drove to ·the meeting which, according to the notice 
provided by Michael McFarland and KarcnZimmennan, was to be held at 5:00p.m. at 8729 W. 
Cloverleaf Drive, in Hayden, Idaho. We arrived at that address a few minutes before 5:00. 
We were greeted by Mike McFarland and Karen Zimmerman. I introduced myself and explained 
that I was substituting for Mr. Finney and was representing Mrs. ·Berry f~r the Hmited purpose of 
dealing with the meeting called by Mr. McFarland and Ms. ~immerman. 
MEMORANDUM: 1 
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Prior to the start of the meeting, I requested some time to ask background questions. I explained to 
Mr. McFarland that Mr. Finney had provided me with some paperwork and I wanted to be sure I 
understood the background of the pape~ork prior to the meeting. 
Among the paperwork were various agreements relating to money paid by McFarland and 
Zimmerman to the· late Mr. Barry. The only signed agreement was a Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement which was dated August 9, 2003. This agreement stated that McFarland and Zimmerman 
were purchasing 50% of the corporate shares for $100,000.00. 
·rhe second agreement was a longer version of the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement. This 
· agreement, also dated August 9, 200~J1stated that McFarland and Zimmerman were purchasing all of 
the corporate shares for $100,000.00Jflut indicated that 50% of the shares were to be held in trust for 
Karletta Berry and her son, Dale Berry. This agreement was unsigned. · 
The third and final agreement was a document titled "Loan Agreement with Stock as Collateral." 
This agreem~nt stated that the $1 00~000.00 was merely a loan which was to be repaid with 10% 
interest. This agreement was also unsigned. · 
I asked· Mr. McFarland to explain these agreements. According to Mr. McFarland, he and Ms. 
Zimmerman· had previously given Jerry Berry $1 00,000.00 to help run the Captains Wheel in 2003. 
Mr. McFarland took the position that this money was for the purchase of 50% of the business. and 
was not a loan. The agreement was verbal, and was not committed to writing until 2006. 
In the summer of2006, Mr. Berry met with Mr. McFarland and Ms. ZimmeJTnan to discuss matters 
related to the corporation. All three of the above described agreements were discussed at this 
meeting. Mr. Berry had brought with him the Lo~ Agreement, but Mr. McFarland and Ms. 
Zimmerman refused to sign it. Instead, he signed the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement that stated 
that Mr. McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman were purchasing SO% of the stock for $100,000. Mr. 
McFarland admitted that although the agreement is dated August 9, 2003, it was actually not signed 
until the summer of2006. · 
I then asked Mr. McFarland about the other, unsigD.ed, Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement. Mr. 
McFarland explained that he had drafted the document and had tried to convince Mr. Berry to sign it 
at the meeting that occurred in the summer of2006. Mr. McFarland told Mr. Berry that the corporate 
shares would be better protected from Mr. Berry's creditors if all of the shares were conveyed to Mr. 
McFarland and Ms. Zimmeiman. Mr. Berry refused to sign this' agreement. 
. Judgment Creditors 
When asked to explain about the judgment creditors, Mr. McFarland stated that Mr. Berry had 
previously been involved in a ·property development in Washington. This development failed, 
resulting in at least two judgments against Mr. Berry. Mr. Berry had approached Mr. McFarland, 
MEMORANDUM: 2 
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who is a bankruptcy attorney, asking for advice in filing for bankruptcy to obtain relief from these 
judgments, but a bankruptcy petition had never been filed. Mr. McFarland could not remember the 
names of the judgment creditors or their attorneys, but he did say that an attorney of one of the 
judgment creditors had contacted Mr. McFarland within the last year asking if he still represented 
Jerry Berry. Mr. McFarland stated that he probably still had a letter from that attorney in his files. 
Mr. McFarland explained that he drafted the longer Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement in an effort 
to protect the share.-; of the corporation from attachment by these judgment creditors. He tried 1o 
convince Mr. Berry that if all of the shares were transferred to Mr. McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman, 
then the judgment creditors would never be able to find those assets. If, however, half of the shares 
remained in the name ofKarletta Berry, then the creditors could seize the _shares. Mr. Berry refused 
to sign the longer agreement, instead executing the shorter Purchase and Sale Agreement. 
Mr. McFarland's statements indicated to me that he was, at some time, both the attorney for Mr. 
Berry and the Corporation. He indicated 1hat Mr. Berry had sought his legal advice in filing for 
bankruptcy. He also stated that the attorneys for the judgment creditors had contacted him with 
respect to the judgments against Mr. Berry. Also·, Mr. McFarland stated that now that he was on the 
Board of Directors, he no longer was going to act as the attorney for the coxporation, indicating to me 
that he had been acting as corporate attorney prior to being appointed to the board. 
Prior to Meeting: Value of the Property 
I then asked Mr. McP'arland about what he and Ms. Zimmerman planned to do with the corporate 
property and how much they thought it was worth. Mr. McFarland pointed to 11 draft resolution in 
which it was proposed that the Captains Wheel was to be listed for $2.2 million dollars. He stated 
that there had previously been a "pocket listing" for the property for $2.1 million, but it never sold. 
There had also been an appraisal of the property conducted in 2002 or 2003 which indicated the 
value ofthe property was between $1.2 and $1.5 million. At some point, there was also an offer for 
the property but the offer was not accepted. 
Mr. McFarland also admitted that the property was to be listed with a real estate company in which 
Ms. Zimmerman was the broker. Consequently, any commission would be paid to Ms. Zimmerman. 
When I asked about commission, Mr. McFarland stated 1hat the standard commission for commercial 
property is 10%, but that listing it through Ms. Zimmerman's company would provide flexibility in 
terms of providing a means to waive the real estate commissions and fees if necessary to complete a 
sale. 
Meeting: Objection 
Once I indicated that 1 was done asking preliminary questions, Mr. McFarland asked Ms. Berry is she 
had read the proposed resolution and whether she was prepared to sign it. I then explained Ms. Berry 
was not prepared to do anything other than to object to the improper notice of the meeting. I told Mr. 
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McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman that Mrs. Berry had only been provided two days notice for the 
meeting and needed more time to consider their proposal. · 
Mr. McFarland then pulled out the corporate books and directed us to a set of bylaws that indicated 
only one day's notice was necessary. The bylaws in the corporate books had been executed in 
October of2006. I then showed Mr. McFarland the set of bylaws that I had been provided by Mr. 
Finney. This set had been executed Aprill5, 1996, and required ten days notice of a meeting. Mr. 
McFarland stated that he had never seen these previous bylaws and they were not in the corporate 
books. I stated that given the legal uncertainties regarding the various bylaws, my client had no 
choice but to simply object to the improper meeting. Mr. McFarland stated that he would postpone 
the meeting. The corporate meeting never took place. · 
Resolution/Written Objection 
Mr. McFarland said that he hoped the issues could be resolved without another meeting. At this 
point, I handed him a proposed resolution in lieu of a meeting. He read through the flrst few lines, 
and said "absolutely not, no way." At this point, he seemed to be getting upset. 
He specifically took issue with the section of the notice of objection indicating that Mrs. Berry was 
automatically appointed President as the senior (i.e. longest tent.ited) vice-president. 
Bank A.:eounts 
Mr. McFarland expressed some displeasure regarding the bank account for the Captain's Wheel. He 
stated that the business was currently running at a loss and that he had deposited $8.000.00 of his 
own money into the account to keep the business running, even though he was not a signatory on the 
account He asked for the consent of Mrs. Berry to be added to the business checking account. I 
explained that now was not the appropriate time to be asking for this as Mr. Finney was Mrs. Berry's 
primary attorney and he would need to be consulted before consent could be given. 
Weekly Stipend 
At this point, Mr. McFarland seemed to be agitated. He stated that there was another matter to be 
addressed. According to Mr. McFarland, it had been Mr. Berry's wish, although it was not in 
Writing, that Mrs. Berry would be paid.$200 per week for her efforts related to the business. Mr. 
McFarland stated that he had made sure that Mrs, Berry was receiving.these payments, but he was no 
longer willing to pay her the $200 per week, unless it was as repayment for money's currently owing 
to Mrs. Berry, and only if she stopped being "obstructionist." 
.Corporate Books 
At this point Mrs. Berry asked to see the corporate books, which were sitting open in front of Mr. 
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McFarland. He refused, saying that he would not let her see the books because she was delaying the 
meeting and he had previously informed her that she could only see them at the meeting. He stated 
that she could make an appointment to see the books at a later date, but she could not see them at that 
time. I asked directly if he was refusing to let Mrs. Berry, who was the majority corporate 
shareholder, see the corporate books. He said he was. 
Next Meeting 
Mr.. McFarland then gave verbal notice that the next corporate meeting would take place in his law 
office on Wednesday, November 29, 2006. 
I have drafted this MemorandUm. at a time when my memory of the events discussed herein is fresh 
in an effort to reflect the knowledge correctly. 
Toby McLaughlin Date 
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MEMO BERG & McLAUGHLIN, CHTD. 
To: 
From: 
Client: 
File 
DTM 
Karl etta Berry 
Subject: Meeting re: Captain'~ Wheel Resort, Inc. 
Date: November 30, 2006 
Background 
. . 
On November 29, 2 006, I attended a special meeting for the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. on behalf 
ofKarietta Berry, who owns at least 50% of the shares of the corporation. Also in attendance was 
Michael McFarland, Karen Zimmen:nan,"and Karletta Berry. 
This Memorandum is intended to memorialize my recollections of the .events that occurred on 
:November 29, 2006. · 
Prior to Meeting: Corporate Books 
On November 29, 2006, I met Kadetta Berry at her home prior to the scheduled corporate meeting 
for the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. We drove to the meeting which was held at 5:30p.m. at 8729 
W. Cloverleaf Drive, in Hayden, Idaho. 
We were greeted by Mike McFarland and Karen Zimmerman. I explained that I was again 
substituting for Mr. Finney and was representing Mrs. Berry for the limited purpose of dealing with 
the meeting called by Mr. McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman. 
Prior to the start ofthe meeting, Mr. McFarland wanted to discuss documents that he had earlier that 
day· sent to Rex fjnney, Mrs. Berry's primary attorney. I ·was provided with copies. of these 
documents earlier in the day by Mr. Finney. 
Mr. McFarland explained that the bylaws that were executed on October 15,2006, were originally 
provided as forms in the corporate book that Mr. McFarland obtained from Paul Daugherty, the 
corporation's prior attorney. He stated that the forms not been filled in, so he took it upon himself to 
fill these in at the October 15, 2006, meeting. Mr. McFarland stated that, at the time be received the 
corporate book, most of the documents in the book were simply forms with blanks that left to be 
filled in. 
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Mr. McFarland stated that he had sent all of the documents in the corporate book except those that 
were simply blank forms or those that were in the "miscellaneous" portion of the book. The 
miscellaneous section contained letters, proposed resolutions that had never been adopted, the 
demand promissory note that Jerry Berry had ·executed in favor of the corporation, and 
correspondence. 
Meeting: McFarland's Intro 
Mr. McFarland called the meeting to order. He initially noted that he had made two loans ($5,000 
and $3,000) to the corporation to cover an overdrawn business checking account. He stated that he 
had deposited his own funds into the account. · 
Mr. McFarland then noted that the corporation currently had the following debts: $220,000 small 
business loan to c:ft; $500 monthly payment for parking lot; $4,900 owing on a line of credit; the · 
above referenced $8,000 in loans from Mike and Karen to cover the overdrafts. Mr. McFarland 
stated that he believed the checking account be overdrawn· as soon as the cUITent mortgage payment 
cleared, as the payment was $2,800.00 and the checking account had a balance of only $2,500.00. 
First Motion: Election of Officers 
McFarland moved to elect a new President and Treasurer. McFarland nominated himself for 
president, and Karen ZiiD:merman for Treasurer: Acting on behalf of Mrs. Berry, I nominated Mrs. 
Beny for both positions~ The votes were two to one in favor of McFarland as President, Zimmerman 
as Treasurer. 
Second Motion: Access to Corporate Bank Accounts 
McFarland then moved to grant signature authority on all corporate bank accounts to both McFarland 
and Zimmerman pilrsuant to the tenn~ of the proposed resolution previously provided. This would 
also allow McFarland and Zimmerman to start new business accounts. The motion passed two to 
one, with Mrs. Berry voting against. 
TMrd Motion: Repayment of Loan to McFarland 
McFarland moved to adopt resolution allowing corporation to repay the above referenced $·8,000 
loan to Mr. McFarland upon the same terms as were granted to Jerry Berry in the Demand 
Promissory Note dated September 22, 2000. 
I initially objected on the grounds that Mrs. Berry had not been notified that this issue was to be 
addressed at the meeting, as required under Section 2 of the October 15, 2006 bylaws. After briefly 
discussing the issue with Mrs. Berry, however, I withdrew the objection. The motion passed 
unanimously. 
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Fourth Motion: Sale of Business and Real Property 
McFarland moved to approve the sale of the business and real property pursuant to the ternis outlined 
in the previously provided resolution. The motion passed two to one, with Mrs. Berry voting against. 
Weekly Payments to Mrs. Berry 
McFarland then noted Mrs. Berry was currently being paid $200 per week from the coxporation. The 
payments were .currently ''under the table." He .indicated that he was going to bring a motion to 
approve the $200 weekly payments to Mrs. Berry as Joan repayments, and that he was unwilling to 
continue paying her the $200 ''from my own pocket." He also wanted the payments to be contingent 
upon the business generating positive income. He then asked ifl was going too bj ect to the motion if 
brought, and I stated that 'I was. He then said that he was going to forego bringing· the motion until 
the next special meeting, after proper notice had been provided . 
. Issuance of Single share to Marie Streeter 
McFarland indicated that at the next meeting, he wanted to propose issuing a single share of stock in 
the corporation to Marie Streeter, the current manager of the Captains Whee1 Resort, with the 
consideration being her continued employment. McFarland claimed that this was originally Jerry's 
idea. He also said that it mighi be appropriate to also issue a share to "Monty." the other manager, 
He said he would propose this at the next meeting. 
My impression was that he wanted the share issued to avoid ever having a tie vote of the 
shareholders, which would require tbe issue to be resolved by a coin toss, pursuant to the older of the 
two ·versions of the bylaws. 
Other Issues 
McFarland indicated that at the next meeting the shareholders/directors should address adoptjng a 
sjngle set of bylaws. 
He also stated that he intended to sell the current pool table in the restaurant which is in disrepair and 
enter into a contract with a company to provide a new table. The contract would allow the company 
to take half the profits for the pool table, and they would also install slot machines. McFarland stated 
that he did not think it necessary to have a vote on this issue, as it was a matter of the daily 
operations of the business. 
I have drafted this Memorandum at a time when my mt!mory of the events discussed herein is fresh 
in an effort to reflect the knowledge con·ectly. 
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MEMO BERG & McLAUGHLIN, CHTD. 
To: 
From: 
Client: 
File 
DTM 
K.arletta Berry · 
Subject: 
Date: 
Meeting re: Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
February 15, 2007 
Background 
On February 15, 2007, I attended a special meeting for the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. on behalf of 
Karletta Berry, who is a shareholder, officer and director of the corporation. Also in attendance was 
Michael McFarland, Karen Zimmerman, and Karletta Berry. 
This Memorandum is intended to memorialize my recollections ofthe events that occurred earlier 
today. · 
Prior to Meetinz 
On February 15, 2007, I met Karl etta Berry at her home prior to the scheduled co:tporate meeting for 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.· We drove to the meeting which was held at 9:30a.m. at 8729 W. 
Cloverleaf Drive, in Hayden, Idaho. 
We were greeted by Mike McFarland and Karen Zimmerman. 
Meeting: McFarland's Intro 
Mr. McFarland called the meeting to order. As he had done at the prior meeting, Mr. McFarland 
taped the meeting with a hand-held tape recorder. 
Mt. McFarland indicated that all of the directors were present, satisfYing the necessary quonun. He 
identified the prior notice that bad been given, and explained that the only purpose of the meeting 
was the removal of.Mrs. Berry as a director of the COiporation. 
McFarland indicated that it was not necessary to review the minutes of the corpor~tion'slast meeting 
as they had already been approved by a majority of the board of directors, apparently outside of any 
coryorate meeting. He did not provide Mrs. Beny or her counsel with a copy of those minutes, and, 
to my :knowledge, never has. He also failed to provide Mrs. Berry with the opportunity to review 
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;; 
those minutes for accuracy. Consequently, I cannot determine at this time whether those minutes 
correctly refl~ct the events of the prior meeting. 
Motion to Remove Mrs. Berry - Objections · 
McFarland made a motion to remove Mrs. Berry as a director, and Ms. Zimmennan seconded. I 
verbally objected to the motion on behalf of Mrs. Berry and also provided a written objection. A true 
·and correct copy of the. objection is attached hereto as exhibit AJ although the copy provided to Mr. 
McFarland at the meeting w~ signed by Mrs. Berry prior to the meeting. 
First Objection - Invalid Appointment of Directors 
I explained Mrs. Berry's objections by noting that the original bylaws only provided for two 
directors, and the number of directors was. never fonnal]y changed by the corporation. Thus, the 
election of four directors in October of 2006 was void. For this reason, Mr. McFarland and Ms. 
Zimmerman are not valid Directors .of the Corporation, and do not have the authority under the 
·Bylaws to remove Mrs. Berry as a Director. 
The only valid Directors of the Co:rporation were Mr. Berry and Mrs. Berry. Mr. Berry recently 
passed away. Conseque~tly, Mrs. Berry, as the only valid Director, is authorized under the Bylaws 
to fill the vacancy on the Board. As such, the current motion put forth by Mr. McFarland was 
improper. 
Mr. McFarland responded by arguing that Mrs. Berry had waived the right to object when she signed 
the resolution at the October 2006 meeting. He also stated that Mrs. Berry had never been elected as 
a Board member Un.til the October 2006 meeting. This is incorrect as Mrs~ Berry was elected to the 
Board of directors on August 7, 2003, as reflected in the Resolution attached hereto a_s Exhibit B. 
Second Objection- Failed to Establish "Cause" for Removal 
I then asked Mr. McFarland to identify the provision in the Bylaws upon which he was relying to 
remove Mrs. Berry. He stated that he. was relying upon the "for cause" provision_inBection 3.04 of 
the Bylaws adopted on April 15, 1996, and not on the first sentence in Section 3. 04. 
I next objected that Mr. McFarland bad failed to establish that cause existed for the removal of Mrs. 
Berry. I noted that the Bylaws failed to define "for cause" and that Mrs. Berry, through Rex Finney's 
letter of February 14, 2007, had addressed Mr. McFarland's concerns about the corporate bank 
aCC01Ult. 
Mr. McFarland stated that the grounds for removing Mrs. Berry did not include the aliegations about 
Mrs. Berry improperly appropriating funds. Rather, Mr. McFarland alleged that Mrs. Berry had 
changed the address to which the bank acco.unt records were sent from the • 'corporate mailing 
address" to her own, had kept corporate records Hwithout permission," and that Mrs. Beil)' had not 
been acting ''as a team player." 
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With respect to this last allegation, Mr. McFarland noted that Mrs. Berry had filed a ''meritless" 
lawsuit against him which he felt was fu.dicative of her failure to act as a team player. He then 
attempted to correct himselfby saying that the filing of the lawsuit was not the basis of the cause for 
removal, but was merely an indication ofMrs. Berry's uncooperative attitude. 
Mr. McFarland appeared agitated, claimed that "there had been sand bagging going on,,, and accused 
Mrs. Berry of wanting the whole business for herself. I did not challenge Mr. McFarland at this 
point, as I did not want the meeting to escalate. into an unproductive emotional debate. 
Mr. McFarland next called for a vote. The motion passed two to one, with Mrs. Berry voting 
against. It should be noted that the vote did not even purport to remove Mrs. Berry from her position 
as an officer of the Corporation. · 
Appointment of Successor Director- Tabled 
Mr. McFarland then noted that the other order of business identified in the notice of special meeting 
was. the appointment of a successor Director. Mr. McFarland then tabled that issue "for logistical 
reasons" having something to do with the renewal of the Corporation's liquor license. He felt that the 
appointment of a new director might somehow interfere with the renewal ofthe license, which could 
threaten the operation of the business. I did not ask for further clarification although Mr. 
McFarland's explanation made very little sense. In any case, a successor Director has not been 
appointed. 
Close of Meeting 
A motion to end the meeting was passed unanimously. 
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OBJECTION TO 
SPECIAL MEETING OF ·DIRECTORS 
OF CAPTAIN'S "WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
Kareletta Berry, director of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc .. (hereinafter "the 
Corporation"), hereby objects to the attempts by Michael B. McFarland and Karen.· 
Zimmennan to remove Ms. s·erry from the Board of Directors of the Corporation, for the 
following reasons. 
(1) Michael McFarland and Karen Zimmerman are Not Valid Directors 
(a) Pursuant to Section 3.02 of the Bylaws of the Corporation adopted 
April 15, 1996, the Corporation was to have only two Directors. Although the provision 
allows changes to the number of directors, the number of directors has never been 
fonnally changed by the Corporation. Consequently, only two directors are currently 
authorized. 
(b) · The purported appointment of four Director'S for the· Corporation in 
October of 2006 was void, as there was never any Corporate action to· amend the 
authorized number of directors. 
(c) Karl etta Berry and Jerry Berry were the only valid Directors at the 
thne.of Jerry Berry's death. Pursuant to Section 3.05 of the Bylaws, Ms. Berry, as the 
remaining Director, has the authority to fill the vacancy on the Board of Directors left by 
Jerry Berry. 
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(d) Michael McFarland and Karen Zimmerman have not been validly 
elected to the Board of Directors, and do nat have the authmity under the Bylaws to 
remove Ms. Berry as a Director. 
(2) There are Insufficient Votes of the Shareholders to Remove Ms. Berry 
(a) Section 3.04 provides that a Director ca11 be removed with the vote 
of a majority of the shares of the Corporation's voting stock. 
(b) Ms. Berry owns, at the very least, fifty percent (50%) of the shares 
of the Corporation's voting stock. 
(c) Consequently, Ms. Berry cannot be removed by a vote of Mr. 
McFarland and. Ms. ~mmennan·acting as shareholders. 
(3) There is No Cause to Remove Ms. Berry 
(a) Section 3.04 provides for the removal of a director by a majority 
vote of the Board of Directors for "cause," The Bylaws do not define the term ••cause. •• 
(b) The Notice of Special Meeting dated Febru·ary S, 2007, fails to 
indicate the justification for removing Ms. Berry. 
(c) There have, however) ]:)een alle.gations of embezzlement by Mr. 
McFarland. These allegations have no merit. Ms. Berry has provided an accounting of 
the corporate bank account. 
(d) Mere allegations by a purported Director are insufficie11t to 
demonstrate cause exists to remove a Director. 
Karel etta Berry, Director 
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RESOLUTION IN LIEU OF SPECIAL MEETING 
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS 
OF 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INCORPORATBD 
The Board of 'Directors and Shareholders of CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, 
INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation, in accordance with the Bylaws~ adopted the 
following resolutions made in lieu of a Special Meeting by tho Directors, JAMES T. 
CAMPBELL and JEAN A. CAMPBELL on the.!}_ day of August. 2003. 
011motiondu]y made, seconded, and carried, the fallowing preambles and resolutions 
were unanimously adopted: 
WHEREAS, the corporation desires to authorize the sale ofJAMES T. CAMPBELL's 
and JEAN A CAMPBELL's inter"s~ to in the corporation to ·JERRY L. BERRY for the 
consideration of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($100,000.00) .. 
WHEREAS, the corporatiot'l dosires by and throttgh its Directors, JAMES T. 
CAMPBELL and JEAN. A. CAMPBELL to sell and transfer Stock Certificate Nos. 1 attd 2 
to JERRY L. BERRY for the consideration mentioned above. 
WHEREAS. Director/President James T. Campbell desires to resign as a Director and 
as the President of the corporation, to be effective immediately. 
WHEREAS, Director Jean A. Campbell desires to resign as a Director and Secretary 
of the corporation, to be effective immediately, 
WHEREAS, the corporation desires to nominate Jerry L. Berry as Presidel'lt and 
Treasurer of the corporation, to be effective immediately as it is in the best interests of the 
Corporation. 
\¥HERBAS," the cot"poration desires to nominate Karletta Berry as Djrector and 
Secrotar}r. of the corporation, to be effective immediately as it is in the best interest of the 
Corporation. 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the interest in the corporation of 
JAMES T. CAMPBELL and JEAN A. CAMPBELL) be sold for the sum of ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($100,000.00) to JERRY L. BERRY as it is in the best interest of 
the corporation. 
FURTHER BElT RESOLVED that Stock Certificates Nos. 1 and 2 be sold to JERRY 
RESOLUTION - 1 , 
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L. BERRY and that said transfer shall be effective upon the execution of this resolution and 
that the Secretary of the Corporation transfer the same on the books ofthe corporation. 
FURTHERBEITRESOLVED,thateffectiveirnmediately,theresignationsofJAMES 
T. CAMPBELL as a Director and President and mAN A. CAMPBELL as ·a Director and 
Secretary of the corporation is hereby accepted as it is in the best interests of the Corporation. 
FURTHERBEITRESOLVED,thateffectiveimmediatelythenominationofJERRY 
L. BERRY Director, President and Treasurer of the corporation is hereby accepted and said 
nomination is to be effectivo immediately as it is in the best interests of the Corporation. 
FURTIIER BE IT RESOLVED. that effective immediately the nomination of 
KARLETT A BERRY as Director and Secretary of the corporation is hereby accepted and said 
nomination is to be effective ~i}£!;,it is in the best inlc:rest& of the Col]>oration, 
DA:TED this!(_ day of 2003. 
DIRECTOR: 
RESOLUTION - 2 • 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. B'INNEY 
FINNEY Fr.NNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 Eaat Lake St~eet, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(FRI)APR 11 2008 12:01/ST.11:39/No.6810297277 P 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF THE 
S'J!A'l'E OF IDAHO, .IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOO'.rENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BEUY, il widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
-n Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B • MCF.AR!..AND , MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND 1 P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) HBMORANDUM IN OPPISITXOrN TO 
) DEFENDANTS 1 MOTION TO Dl:SMXSS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ ) 
COME NOW, the above named Plaintiffs, by and through 
counsel, and hereby submits this memorandum in opposition to the 
Defendants' MOtion To Dismiss 27~ day of March, 2007 and object 
to said Motion and the Notice of Bearing on said Motion, as 
follows: . 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSI~ION TO DEFEND~S' MOTION TO DISMISS - l 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FR I) APR 11 2008 12: 02/ST. 11: 39/No. 6810297277 P 3 
1. Tha MOtion To Dismiss is based upon I.R.C.P. 4l(a) (2). 
By its ter.ms 4l(a) (2) is not za1avant to a MOtion to Dismiss, it 
merely sets forth the rule that a Plaintiff may not dismiss an 
action at its instance without order of tha court. 
2. Additional ~rounds fox the MOtion to Dismiss are based 
upon I.R.C.P. 41(b) which is only ~elevant for failure to 
prosecute and or comply with the civil rules. 
3. The proper civil grounds for the MOtion to Dismiss 
would be I.R.C.P. 12(b) (6). 
4. Zn this action the Defendants have filed the Affidavit 
in support of the MOtion to Dismiss. of 
-------
S. In response, the Plaintiff has filed the Affidavit of 
Karletta Grace Berry and the Affidavit of Toby Molaughllin. 
6. When the District Court considers affidavits in 
reaching its decision, the Motion to Dismiss must be "treated as 
one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 
56". Goodman v. Lothrop, 143 Idaho 622, 626, 151 P.3d 818, 822 
(2007) • 
7. The Motion to Dismiss fails to camply with the notice 
requirements of I.R.C.P. 56(c). The motion, affidavit and 
supporting brief shall be served at least twenty-eight (28) days 
before hearing. Defendant•' Motion to Dismiss was se~ved late 
in the ~ternoon by facsimile to Plaintiff•' Attorney and it is 
not properly noticed for hearing. 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSI.TION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION 'rO DISMISS - 2 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)APR 11 2008 12:02/ST. 11 :39/No. 6810297277 P 4 
8. In the present action the Corporation Plaintiff, and 
the other P1aintiffs, have brought suit aqainst the Defendants 
for breach of fiduciary duty stemming from the fact that ~chae1 
MCFarland was the co~orata attorney and attorney for the 
shareholders at a time that he and his girlfriend acquired one 
half of the shares of the corporation fram his c1ient, while the 
client was near death. Mr. Mc:Far1and atteDLpted to obtain all of 
the shares of the corporation and to hold one half of the shares 
as trustee for Karletta Grace Berry and her son. 
9. Soon after the death of Jerry Barry, the Defendants as 
alleged sha.reho1ders and directors of the corporation, purported 
to remove Karletta Grace Berry from her role in the corporation 
and purported passed resolutions to sell off the cor;poration's 
assets. 
10. ~he Defendant's bought into the cor,poration for less 
than fair market va1ue. 
11. Thera is very little casa law in Idaho concerning 
individual or direct actions. McCann v. McCann, 138 Idaho 228, 
233 (2002) . 
12. As this Court has recognized in Decker et. ux. v. 
stoneridq& Property owners Association, Inc, et al., Bonner 
County Case No. CV-2003-722 in the Order Granting Plaintiff's 
MOtion For Reconsideration In Part and Denying Plaintiff's 
Motion For An Interlocutory Appeal entared on June 15, 2005: 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MO~ION ~0 DISMISS - 3 . 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)APR 112008 12:02/ST.11:39/No.6810297277 P 5 
"It is qeneral.l.y hel.d that a stockholder may maintain an 
action in his own right fo~ an injury directly affecting 
h~, although the corporat~on also may h~ve a cause of 
action growing out of the same wrong, •here it appears t.ht. 
the injury to the stockholder resulted from the violation 
of acme special duty owed to the stockholder resulted from 
the violation of some special duty owed to the stockholder 
by the wrongdoer and having its origin in circumstances 
independent of the plaint~ff's status as a shareholder. 19 
AM.JUR.2D Corporations §2249, 151 (1986). 
A stockho1dars derivative action ~s an action brought by 
one or more stockholders of a corporat~on to enforce a 
corporate r~qht or remedy a w~ong to the corporation ~n 
oases where the corporat~on, because it is controlled by 
the wrongdoers or for other reasons fails and refuses to 
take appropri.ate action for its own protection ... 
An action brought by a shareholder is derivative ~f the 
gravamen of the c~laint ia the injury to the corporation 
or to the whole body of its stock or property and not 
injury to the plaintiff's individual interests as a 
stockholder. 19 AM.JUR.2D Corporations § 2250, 151-152 
13. In the present case, the claims a~e for a direct 
injury and are not derivative in nature. 
14. In Stee1man v. Mallory, 110 Idaho 510, (1996) the 
Idaho Suprame Court recognized the pxinc~pal that a shareholder 
in a closely held corporation who was also directox was not 
required to bring derivative suit rather than direct action 
against other directors for breach of fiduciary duty and stated 
that the court "cannot agree with appellants' contention that 
this case should have been dismissed because i.t is a "direct 
aetion" rather than a shareholder's derivative suit. 
15. In any event appointment of the Defendants as 
directors of the corporation is void and in violation of the 
ME:MO!UlNDUM :tN OPPOSITl:ON TO OEFENOAN'l'S' MOTION TO DISMISS - 4 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)APR 11 2008 12:02/ST. 11 :39/No. 6810297277 p 6 
corporate By1aws. See TWin Lakes Vi11aqe Property Aasociation, 
Inc. v. Twin Lakes Xnvastment, 124 Idaho 132 (1992). 
16. Karletta Grace Berry is entitled to maintain a direct 
action aqainst the Defendants on behalf of the corporation. 
CONCLUSION AND REgOEST FOR RELIEF 
17. The Court should vacate the hearing on the MOtion to 
dismiss to be properly re-noticad by the Defendants. 
18. Alternatively the court shoul.d deny the Defendants 
MOtion To Di~ias. 
DATED this I I day of April, 2008. 
REX A. FU1NEY 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFlCA'l'E OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a trua and correct copy of the 
foregoing was delivered as indicated, this ~ day of April, 
2008, and was addressed as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
P.ttorney at law 
213 H. 4th Street 
Coeur d'A1ene, ldaho 83814 
(Via Facs~ila: (208) 664-2240) 
Judqe Verby 
chamber's copy 
(Via Hand Delivery) 
' 
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/ Court Minutes: 
Session: YERBY0411 08P 
Session Date: 0411112008 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
Reporter: Larsen, Y al 
Clerk(s): Rickard, Todd 
State Attorney(s): 
Public Defender(s): 
Prob. Officer(s): 
Court interpreter(s): 
Case ID: 0001 
0411112008 
13:53:23 
13:53:23 
13:53:34 
Case number: CY2007-2409 
Plaintiff: Berry, Karletta Grace 
Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
Defendant: McFarland, Michael B 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
Co-Defendant(s): 
State Attorney: 
Public Defender: 
Recording Started: 
Case called 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
Calls Case -- PA, Plaintiff, DA 
Motion 
Division: DIST 
Session Time: 13:28 
13:53:44 
13:54:08 Comments to Parties RE: Current issues. 
13:54:21 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J. P. 
I first learned of this theory, when I recieved 
Court Minutes Session: VERBY041108P 
Courtroom: Courtroom9 
Page 1, ... 
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13:54:48 
13:54:56 
13:55:10 
13:55:51 
13:56:05 
13:56:20 
13:56:33 
13:56:57 
13:57:10 
13:57:35 
13:57:56 
13:58:17 
13:58:34 
13:58:49 
13:59:14 
13:59:17 
13:59:46 
13:59:55 
14:00:27 
14:00:37 
14:00:50 
14:01:05 
14:01:26 
14:01:34 
14:02:00 
14:02:10 
the call from Mr. Finney. 
Rul 12b is the basic dismissal rule. 
12 b is a subtle rule. 12 b is every issue 
specific. 
Reads from Rule 12 b 
This is not a motion on a basis to state a 
claim. 
Comments RE: Rule 56 motion. 
This is a 12b(6) case. 
Reads from West Law Citation. 
Our motion is based on jurisdictional. 
The law says beginning with Rule 17a. This was 
all pointed out to counsel. 
Reads Rule 17a 
The corporation is not the real party in 
interest. 
The claim is that somehow Mr. McFarland took 
advantage of her husband. 
Ms. Berry only became a member when she was 
issued stock. 
Rule 23 goes on to state, that the complaint 
shall also allege with 
particularity. 
The case I cited is directly on point. 
Comments RE: Case Law 
Ms. Berry believes that she has a right to 
maintain an action for the 
corporation. 
I don't think I have anything further to argue, 
but I am not done with my 
motion. 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
I would like to hear Mr. Finney's response 
first. 
Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
This is a 12b(6) motion. 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
The basis for the dismissal has been 41 a2, 41 b, 
and 23. This is a dirivative 
action, is that all? 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J. P. 
Comments. 
Court Minutes Session: VERBY0411 08P Page 2, ... 
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14:02:13 
14:02:30 
14:02:41 
14:03:00 
14:03:12 
14:03:23 
14:03:33 
14:03:53 
14:04:04 
14:04:24 
14:04:43 
14:05:00 
14:05:18 
14:05:29 
14:05:44 
14:05:46 
14:05:58 
14:06:11 
14:06:29 
14:07:00 
14:07:17 
14:07:29 
If Mr. Finney is attacking the motion because 
the motion didn't cite 12b, we 
are seeking a dismissal under Rule 23 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
Rule 12 would be referenced in what way? 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
The caption of my motion says Motion to Dismiss 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
What part of 12b are you relying on? 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
It's a jurisdictional case. 
it would be subsection 1, and not following rule 
23 
Continued comments. 
Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
12b, 1, 2, 4 require sepcial appearance. 
That issue has been waived when the answer was 
filed. 
Somehow the defendant's have made a claim 
against one of the plaintiffs. 
Comments RE: Rule 40(a)(2) 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
I think Mr. Whelan has waived those issues. 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
I suppose the techinical issue is that the 
motion doesn't reference Rule 
12(b) 
Comments RE: shareholder dirivative action. 
The substance here, is the plaintiff doesn't 
have standing. 
Standing is always an issue. 
I want to try and limit the jury trial 
Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
Whatever the defendant's have called this 
motion, they have filed supportive 
affidavits. I feel my case is on point. 
To call our filings late, under a motion for 
summary judgment. 
Court Minutes Session: VERBY0411 08P Page 3, ... 
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14:07:54 
14:08:18 
14:08:30 
14:08:47 
14:09:01 
14:09:04 
14:09:35 
14:09:55 
14:09:58 
14:10:21 
14:10:43 
14:11:11 
14:11:23 
14:11:38 
14:11:47 
14:12:04 
14:12:25 
14:12:30 
14:12:59 
14:13:13 
14:13:30 
14:13:48 
14:14:03 
14:14:24 
14:14:41 
Comments RE: Repsonse Time for motions. 
I disagree with me being sanctionable. 
This is not a dirivative suite. We have alleged 
that Mr. McFarland as 
attorney for the corporation, somehow got 50% of 
the stock in the 
corporation. 
Comments RE: McCann case. The McCann case is 
not directly on point. 
Whatever we have called this, the court needs to 
carefully look at the 
issues. 
There is also an issue as to the bylaws of the 
corporation. There should be 
two directors. In contradiction to the bylaws, 
a meeting was called by 
attorney McFarland that made him director. 
We believe there is sufficent grounds to proceed 
as a direct action. 
Judge: Verby, Steve 
I have a fundamental question. If we have an 
agreement to proceed, then we 
can and if not then I need some briefing. 
It seems to me with that affidavits and counter-
affadvits, I am being asked 
to make decisions on this motion on issues of 
fact, arent those issues to be 
resolved by the jury. 
Am I to apply the summary judgment standard? 
Are there material issues of fact, or are these 
legal issues? 
Before we go further, Mr. Whelan, what standard 
am I going to apply? 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
This is a procedural issue. Comments RE: Rule 
23 
There is no dispute on the facts. 
I think we have a stipulation, or close to it, 
that the plaintiff didn't give 
the required 90 day notice to the corporation. 
Judge: Verby, Steve 
If I am to determine whether it is a dirivative 
action, will I have to take 
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14:15:00 
14:15:22 
14:15:51 
14:16:03 
14:16:06 
14:16:53 
14:17:07 
14:17:41 
14:18:12 
14:18:27 
14:18:41 
14:18:54 
14:19:10 
14:19:34 
14:19:49 
14:20:34 
14:20:49 
14:20:53 
14:21:07 
14:23:04 
14:24:57 
14:25:10 
14:25:29 
14:25:37 
14:26:02 
into account some ofthe corporation issues. 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J. P. 
I am asking the court to dismiss the corporation 
as a party. 
I move to strike the affidavit of Karl etta Berry 
under rule 7 
Comments RE: Rule 7 
I don't think the Court has to determine facts 
here because of the 
admissions. 
The plaintiff admits she doesn't have standing. 
The affidavit of Karl etta Berry is 
conclusionary. 
I think the Court just has to look at the 
Standard in Rule 23, and the McCann 
case. 
I don't think the Court needs to make Findings 
of Fact. 
Comments RE: Dismissal 
She is trying to purue a cause of action for the 
corporation. 
Standing is jurisdictional, I would say Rule 12a 
and 12b apply. 
I know the corporation didn't hire this attorney 
because I represent the 
attorney for the corporation. 
Judge: Verby, Steve 
Doesn't your position carry some issues that 
become factual? 
Continued Comments RE: Bylaws and directorship 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J. P. 
Comments RE: Exhibit 3 or Affidavit ofKarletta 
Berry. 
If the plaintiff comes in and convices the Court 
she should be able to purue 
a direct action on behalf of the corporation, 
then that is fine, we have not 
burned that bridge. 
Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
My belief that the standard to be applied is 
that of Summary Judgment. 
I think the standard is just that of summary 
Court Minutes Session: VERBY0411 08P Page 5, ... 
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14:26:37 
14:26:50 
14:26:59 
14:27:21 
14:27:43 
judgment. 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
I am not comfortable to proceed today as it 
relates to that issue. 
I would like briefing on the issue as to the 
standard that I am to apply and 
I will reschedule this for summary judgment. 
How much do you think you will need Mr. Whelan? 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
I do intend to make at least a motion for 
partial summary judgment, and I 
would hate to come back several times on each 
issue. 
14:27:53 Judge: Yerby, Steve 
Do you wish to convert this to a motion for 
summary judgment and other issues 
14:28:06 and hear them all at once. 
14:28:11 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
I would like to do that. 
14:28:18 Judge: Yerby, Steve 
Generally what I am doing, is this is the only 
Kootenai County case that I 
14:28:34 have. If you want to look at a time about six 
weeks, that is fine. 
14:28:59 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
I didn't realize this was your only case. 
14:29:09 Judge: Yerby, Steve 
I am certainly willing to come down to Kootenai 
and hear the issues. 
14:29:35 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
I would like to set this out about 60 days. 
14:29:45 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
I am intending on some extensive interrogatories 
and requests for production. 
14:30:11 I would like a little additional time, and I 
would be committed to starting 
14:30:27 my discovery on Monday. I would think 10 weeks 
Court Minutes Session: VERBY0411 08P Page 6, ... 
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would be more appropriate. I 
14:30:42 would like a scheduling conference to get a 
trial on the books. 
14:30:55 I would think about two weeks for trial. 
14:31:04 Judge: Yerby, Steve 
I recall 7 days in your request. Mr. Whelan 
indicated it could take up to 4 
14:31:22 weeks. 
14:31:24 
14:31:36 
14:31:42 
14:32:13 
14:32:30 
14:32:36 
14:32:50 
14:33:07 
14:33:21 
14:33:31 
14:33:50 
14:34:05 
14:34:09 
14:34:23 
14:34:46 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J. P. 
I think when we are done with some of this 
summary judgment, a lot of issues 
will go by the wayside. 
I can try this case in one week realistically. 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
Comments RE: Trial Setting Timeframe. 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J. P. 
I can get the trial done in a week. 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
Mr. Finney do you think we can get the whole 
case done in 2 weeks. 
Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
If we don't spend a lot of time micromanaging 
some of the issues, and too 
many objections, I would think we could do it in 
two weeks. Depending on 
some of the issues it could take 3 weeks. 
Judge: Yerby, Steve 
I would intend on setting it for more than two 
weeks sometime in 2009 
Counsel why don't you contact my office after 
you go through some of your 
discovery. 
I will leave it to counsel to reschedule time to 
hear additional motions, 
including this one. 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J. P. 
I would like to take this up and get a ruling on 
this. I would ask for a 
Court Minutes Session: VERBY0411 08P Page 7, ... 
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14:34:59 date and deal with the other issues at a later 
date. 
14:35:10 Judge: Verby, Steve 
The issue is what standard am I to apply. This 
is a motion to dismiss 
14:35:30 because this dirivative action. 
14:35:46 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
The court would just like to see briefs, no 
further affadavits. 
14:36:00 Judge: Verby, Steve 
Correct. 
14:36:02 Please send the briefs to my office in 
Sandpoint. 
14:36:22 I will send you notice after I have absorbed 
your briefs. 
14:36:36 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: VERBY0411 OBP Page 8, Final page 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
STATE OF IDAHO } SS 
COUNTY Of KOOTENAI 
FILED: I '4-.~~vM. 
2009 APR 25 PM 12: 0 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA CRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND~ P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV~07~2409 
BRIEF REGARDING STANDARD FOR 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, submit the following brief at the Court's request: 
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STATEMENT OF CASE 
Plaintiff, Karletta Grace Berry, in her individual capacity and as a personal 
representative of the Estate of Jerry lee Roy Berry, has filed her complaint 
against Defendants for various alleged wrongful acts. 
At paragraph "4" of her complaint, Ms. Berry recites: uThe Plaintiff, 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc., is an Idaho corporation in good standing and this 
direct [sic] action is brought by the incorporation [sic] through its director, 
Karl etta Grace Berry." 
A careful reading of Ms. Berry's allegations reveals that the udirect action" 
she is attempting to take as a director for the corporation is, in reality, a 
shareholder derivative action, as the complaint alleges (at paragraph 27) that 
Defendants McFarland and Zimmerman were appointed as directors of the 
corporation before the death of Jerry Lee Roy Berry. The complaint goes on to 
state that Exhibit 4 to the complaint sets forth the minutes of the special 
meeting of the shareholders wherein the "Defendants were appointed directors. 
A review of Plaintiff's Exhibit "4" reveals that, although the exhibit was 
purportedly prepared by Defendant McFarland, the exhibit recites that Jerry L 
Berry, Karletta G. Berry, Karen M. Zimmerman and Michael B. McFarland were all 
elected director5, and each of the director5, including Ms. Berry, signed the 
exhibit, which was ratified by all four as shareholders as well. 
Ms. Berry's own exhibit recites that she is but one of four directors 
appointed for the corporation. She alleges. without dispute, that Jerry L. Berry 
2 
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has died, leaving three directors. Her complaint does not allege that this 
number has changed. 
Accordingly, Ms. Berry's own complaint reveals that she lacks standing to 
pursue her "direct actionjj ubrought by the incorporation [sic] through its 
director, Karletta Grace Berry .. , as the corporation, in fact, has three remaining 
directors. In reality, Ms. Berry is attempting to pursue a shareholder derivative 
action and she has named the corporation as a party Plaintiff in her action. 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
Defendants filed ~nd served a motion to dismiss the corporation as a 
party plaintiff. The motion was properly noticed. On the day before the 
scheduled hearing, Ms. Berry submitted an affidavit in opposition to the motion 
(the Affidavit of Karletta Berry). On the day of the hearing, Ms. Berry filed yet 
another affidavit (of Toby Mclaughlin) and a memorandum in opposition to the 
motion. 
Plaintiff•s counsel incorrectly argued in his memorandum that 
Defendants' motion had to be treated as a motion for summary judgment 
because Defendants submitted affidavits with their motion. While Plaintiff's 
argument would be true for a motion under I.R.C.P. Rule 12(b)(6), Defendants' 
motion is not based on I.R.C.P. Rule 12(b)(6)-which permits dismissal on the 
failure of Plaintiff to state a cause of action. Defendantsj motion to dismiss is, 
in fact, procedural and jurisdictional in that Defendants argue that Plaintiff 
lacks standing to pursue a cause of action on behalf of the corporation, an 
3 
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REX A. FI'NNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY 'FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 East Lake Straat, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
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STATE o;:: IDAHO } SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
FILED: 
IN THE DZSTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS~CT OF THE 
STATE OS' IDAHO, IN AND FOR TBE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLB~TA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT , INC. , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZXNMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF REGARDING 
) S'rANDAlm ON MEMORANDUM IN 
) OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
) MOIJ!IION TO DISM:ISS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COME NOW, the above named Plaintiffs, by and through 
counsel, and hereby submits this brief, as fo~~ows: . 
1. :In this action the Defendants have filed Affidavit in 
suppo~t of the MOtion to Di~ss and the P~aintiffs have filed 
Affidavits opposing dismissal. 
BRIEF - 1 
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2. Whan tha Distriot Court considers aEfidavits in 
reaching its decision, tha Motion to Dismiss must be "treated as 
one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Ru1e 
5611 • Goodman v. Lothroe, 143 Idaho 622, 626, 151 P.3d 819, 822 
(2007). The Goodman Court set forth the relevant standard as 
follows: 
In reviewing a ruling on a summary judgment motion, 
this Court employs the same standard as that used by 
the clistrict court. Sprink~er Irrigation Co. v. Jobn 
Deere Ins., 139 Idaho 691, 695, 85 P.3d 667, 671 
(2004) . Summary judgment is appropriate "if the 
pleadings, deposition, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there 
is no genuine issue of material fact and the moving 
party is entit~ed to judgment as a matter of 1aw. '' 
I.R.C.P. 56(c). "A11 disputed facts are to be 
construed liberally in favor of the non~oving party, 
and all reasonable inferences that can ba drawn from 
the record are to be drawn in favor of the non-moving 
party." Sprink~er Zrrigat::ion Co., 139 Ida.ho at 695-96, 
85 P.3d 667. 85 P.3d at 671-72. Summary judgment is 
i.nappropriate where "reasonable people could reach 
different conc~usions or draw con~li.cting inferences 
from the evidence" ragarding a genuine issue of 
materia~ fact. Kaiange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192, 195, 
30 P.3d 970, 973 (2001). 
3. In the present action the Corporation Plainti.ff, and 
the other Plaintiffs, have brought suit against the Defendants 
for breach of fiduciary duty stemming from the f~ct that Michael 
MCFarland was the corporate attorney and attorney for the 
shareholders at a time that ha and his qirlfriand acquired one 
half of the shares of the corpQration from his client, while the 
cli.ent was near death. Mr. McFarland atteaptad to obtain all of 
BRIEF - 2 
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the shares of the corporation and to hold one half of the shares 
as trustee for Karletta Grace Berry and her son. 
4. Soon after the death of Jerry Berry, the Defendants as 
alleged shareholders and directors of the corporation, pu~ortad 
to remove Karletta Grace Berry from her role in the corporation 
and purported passed resolutions to sell off the corporation's 
assets. 
5. There is very little casa law in Idaho concerning 
individual or direct actions. McCann v. McCann, 138 Idaho 228, 
233 (2002) . 
6. In Steelman v. Ma~~ory, 110 Idaho 510, (1986) the 
~daho Supreme Court recognized the principal that a shareholder 
in a closely held corporation -ho was alGo director was not 
required to bring derivative suit rather than direct action 
aqainst other directors for breach of fiducia~ duty and stated 
that the court "cannot agree with appellants' contention that 
this case sho\lld. have been dismissed because it is a "direct 
action" rather than a shareholder's derivative .suit. 
7. In any event appointment of the Defendants as 
directors of the cor,poration is void and in violation of the 
corporate Bylaws. 
B. Karletta Grace Berry is entitled to maintain a direct 
action against the Defendants on baba~f of the corporation. 
BRIEF - 3 
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9. If a shareholder and a corporate attorney breaches h~s 
fiduciary duty to the sharaholdar and corporate clients, the 
aggrieved shareholder must be al~owed in fairness to bring a 
direct action in the name of the corporation for the breach of 
the duty of the attorney. Likew~se, a direct action may be 
brought aqainst the Defendants, if they are valid directors, for 
breach of fiduciary duty as directors, inc~uding the self 
dealing in the attempt to list the corporate real prope~ty with 
the Defendant Z~er.man's brokerage. 
10. In this case the Plainti~f has asked tha court to set 
aside the Defendants' actions and to impose a constructive 
trust. To dismiss wou~d be a misearriaqe of justice. 
11. As previous~y noted, there is very little case law in 
Idaho. 19 Am.Jur. 2d Corporations § 1956, (copy attached) 
supports the Plaintiffs' position and provides the following 
The fidueiary obligation of dominant or controlling 
stockholders[FN1] or directors[FN2] is ordinarily 
enforceable through a stockholder's derivative 
action,[F.N3] although,_ in a proper case, a breach of 
this duty may give rise to a direct action by 
stockholders in their own right.[FN4] An individual 
action by a stockholder, as distinguished from a 
derivative action, may be sustained against an 
officer, director, or other wrongdoer for a breach of 
a special fiduciary duty to a stockholder, other than 
the mare.duty of an officer or director to the 
corporation and its stockho~der, by virtue of his or 
her position as a stockholder.[~] In addition, an 
individual action will be a1~owed if there is a 
fiduciary re~ationahip between the parties, which 
requires the wrongdoer to protect the interest of the 
stockholder, and if that duty has been violated and 
BRIEF - 4 
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full relief to the stockholda~ cannot be had through a 
recovery by the co~oration.[FN6] 
12. The Court should eonsider the Affidavits and deny the 
MOtion to Dismiss after the proper procedure is followed by the 
Defendants. Issues of fact exist and judgment is not 
appropriate as a matter of law. 
13. Even without conside:~:inq the Affidavits the Court 
should deny the motion to dismiss as this is a direct action for 
breach of fiduciary duty for self dealing by an attorney for the 
benefit of himself and his significant other as joint tenants 
with ri9hts of survivorship. 
DATED this :JJ dily of April, 200 . 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and eorrec~_c9~ of the 
foregoing was de~ivered as indicated, this of April, 
2008, and was addressed as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4~ Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240) 
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19 Am. Jur. 2d Corporations § 1956 
American Jurisprudence, Second Edition 
Database updated March 2008 
Corporations 
Page I of2 
Laura Hunter Dietz, J.D., Christine M. Gimeno, J.D., Rosemary Gregor, J.D., Alan J. Jacobs, J.D., 
Theresa Leming, J.D., Jack K. Levin, J.D., William Lindsley, J.D., Anne M. Payne, J.D., Jeanne Philbin, 
J.D., Jeffrey Shampo, J.D., Eric Surette, J.D., Lisa A. Zakolski, J.D., and Suzanne L. Bailey, J.D., Ruth 
E. Kochard, J.D., Mary Babb Morris, J.D., Jaqualin Friend Peterson, J.D., of the staff of the National 
Legal Research Group, Inc. 
XIX. Actions by Shareholders 
B. Grounds of Action 
IQpJ.c .. Summa ry Cgr:r.e.!~_tiQJJ_Ia.b.Le Refereo_c~$ 
§ 1956. Breach of fiduciary duty 
West's Key Number Digest 
West's Key Number Digest, C~J:'P9.r::.~nqo.s.. <t?J..8.9_(..5) to (14), 204 
The fiduciary obligation of dominant or controlling stockholders[ENl] or dlrectors[.E~ll is 
ordinarily enforceable through a stockholder's derivative action,[flll] although, In a proper case, a 
breach of this duty may give rise to a direct action by stockholders in their own rlght.[FN4] An 
individual action by a stockholder, as distinguished from a derivative action, may be sustained against 
an officer, director, or other wrongdoer for a breach of a special fiduciary duty to a stockholder, other 
~han the mere duty of an officer or director to the corporation and Its stockholder, by virtue of his or 
her position as a stockholder.[ENS] In addition, an individual action will be allowed if there is a 
fiduciary relationship between the parties, which requires the wrongdoer to protect the interest of the 
stockholder, and If that duty has been violated and full relief to the stockholder cannot be had 
through a recovery by the corporation.[.EN5] 
CUMULATIVE SUPPLEMENT 
Cases: 
Individual shareholder suits, as opposed to derivative action, could be brought against major 
shareholder of closely held corporation, claiming breach of fiduciary duty under Nevada law as 
predicted by federal court; individual wrongs were alleged, all shareholders were parties to suit, there 
were no outside creditors, and derivative action would end up benefiting alleged wrongdoer. Sln1.0J:l_y. 
M.ana,_3.73F. Supp. 2P .. U9Ji . .(P.., ... ~.gy, __ ~O.O.S) 
[II!ND OF SUPPLEMENT] 
LE~JJ.l §§ 6.~!1:, 645. 
[FN2] §.J4S_5. 
-·------·--·--·---·--·-·--------------·-----' 
LJ:N3J _L...i_o.g_!U[,_~o.o .. Pur:lna Co., 293 .. N . .W.,2.d_l9.1 (lowa_l98.0.}; Salvador.e __ v_.H_CQIJ.IJ.Q!':, __ az 
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Mich. ~p_p_,_6.6...4.s27.6 .. N. W. 2~:1._4_SJLU.92B). 
[I:NAl E.epp_ecv. Lltton,_3.0JLU_._S .• _295, 50 __ $,_Ct,_2.3.S.~_84 ... L Ed. 281 (1939). 
As to direct actions by shareholders, generally, see §§ lill to 1SI~3. 
Page 2 of2 
[E~ Wilson v.J:I.J .. .WIJ$.9n Co .. Inc .. 43.0 So .. _~p 1227 (La. Ct. App,Jst Clr. _19_831, writ 
denied, ~37 So. 2d 116..~_(La. 1Q8.~).; Gieselmann .. v .. s.t~g~m!iln, 443_s.w.L2.d.J.27 {Mo. 
l9..6.9J .. 
[FN6] f~I1K_v_,_Sp_(lj_d.i_og,_.1.4 .. Arlz ... ~J_9_,_~f.l_E..2d.lf34.fL.~S.2}; C!lro.!J1J)JJW-S:i-11th . .of 
~.assa.c1:1~.~etts v. Davis, lg_o_Te~._3.98. 168 S,W. .. 2d ... 2.19_.(.;!,.9.42).. 
© 2008 Thomson/West. Volumes 33-346 © 2008 Thomsom/RIA. No Claim to Orlg. U.S. Govt. Works. 
All rights reserved. 
AMJUR CORPORATNS § 1956 
END OF DOCUMENT 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
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STATE Ot: IDAHO } 
COUNTY OF KOC1TENAI SS 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
COMES NOW the Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, 
P.A. and Karen Zimmerman, by and through their counsel of record, john P. 
Whelan, move to strike the following from the Plaintiff's Brief Regarding the 
Standard on Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss that 
was filed on April 30, 2008. 
MOTION TO STRIKE- 1 
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The motion is based on the following: 
l. The brief in its entirety is untimely. Briefs were to be filed by 
April 25, 2008 by order of the Court. 
Defendants request oral argument. 
DATED this /<J;f" day of May, 2008. 
JOHN p. WHELAN I p .c. 
By: 
Attorney for Defendants 
MOTION TO STRIKE- 2 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _L day of May, 2008, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
{ ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry Lee 
Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL ) 
B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN ) 
ZIMMERMAN, ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-2007-2409 
MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER 
The Defendants contend that the corporation's claims in this case should be 
classified as a derivative suit. Because Karletta Berry did not comply with the 
requirements specified by statute for filing a derivative action, the Defendants argue that 
the corporation must be dismissed as a plaintiff. The court determines that whether or 
not the corporation's claims are a derivative action tum on factual findings that are to be 
made by a jury. Because a jury must determine essential facts, the motion to dismiss is 
denied. 
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I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
This case is before the court pursuant to the Defendants' motion to dismiss. Oral 
argument on the motion was heard on April 11, 2008. At the conclusion of the hearing 
the court requested additional briefing. The Defendants filed their brief on April 25, 
2008. The plaintiffs lodged their brief on April 30, 2008, which prompted the 
Defendants to file a motion to strike, based on the fact that the Plaintiffs' brief was 
untimely. 
The Defendants' motion to strike was filed on May 1, 2008, and oral argument 
was requested. No reply to the motion to strike was presented to the court by the 
Plaintiffs and no hearing date was set for the motion by the Defendants. The court 
recognizes that the issues presented are important to all parties and that further delay is 
counterproductive to the administration of justice. 
II. THE PARTIES' POSITIONS 
A. The Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
The Defendants request dismissal of the claim brought by Plaintiff Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. based on I.R.C.P. Rules 41(a)(2) and 41(b). In their motion, the 
Defendants argue that Plaintiff Karletta Berry has joined the corporation as a party 
plaintiff without first satisfying the statutory prerequisites for filing a shareholder 
derivative action. Thus, according to the Defendants, Karletta Berry has no standing to 
pursue an action by the corporation against the Defendants. 
In support of the motion to dismiss, two affidavits were submitted. Counsel for 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 2 
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the Defendants provided an affidavit with attachments. The attachments included a 
portion of Karletta Berry's deposition testimony as well as a letter requesting that 
Plaintiffs counsel voluntarily "dismiss" Captain's Wheel Resort from the current action. 
In his affidavit, Mr. Whelan, legal counsel for the Defendants, states that Mrs. Berry "has 
no facts in support of the allegations in her complaint, only speculation and hearsay." 
In his affidavit, Defendant Michael McFarland states that he and his co-
Defendant, Karen Zimmerman, are two of the three members of the board of directors of 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. He contends that together they own fifty percent of the 
stock in the corporation, and that Mrs. Berry has owned the other fifty percent since Mr. 
Berry passed away in November of2006. 
In the Defendants' memorandum m support of the motion to dismiss, they 
contend that the corporation's claim is in essence a derivative action and that the 
statutory prerequisites to filing a "shareholder derivative action" have not been met. 
The Defendants also argue in their post hearing brief that because this is a 
"derivative action" and because "Plaintiff lacks standing to pursue a cause of action on 
behalf of the corporation," Plaintiff Captain's Wheel Resort must be dismissed pursuant 
to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(l) or (2). 
Defendants object to the filing of the affidavit of Toby McLaughlin as well as the 
affidavit of Karl etta Berry in opposition to their motion, arguing that they were untimely. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 3 
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B. The Plaintiffs' Response 
1. Affidavit ofKarletta Berry 
Mrs. Berry states that Defendant Michael McFarland provided legal advice to her 
husband, Jerry Lee Roy Berry, to her, and to Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc., and served as 
the attorney for each individual as well as the corporation. As the lawyer for all three 
parties, a fiduciary relationship resulted. She also claims that Karen Zimmerman is Mr. 
McFarland's girlfriend. 
Mrs. Berry states that she became the president and the sole director of the 
corporation after the death of her husband. She also asserts that any stock currently held 
in the name of the Defendants is held under a constructive trust for her benefit based on 
Defendant McFarland's breach of his fiduciary duties as an attorney. 
In addition, Mrs. Berry claims that the original bylaws were never amended to 
allow for more than two directors. Thus, according to Mrs. Berry, the Defendants' 
assertion that they are directors of the corporation is factually incorrect because any 
election of two additional directors was void. She states that she is pursuing this action 
as a "direct action against the Defendants for a breach of fiduciary duty, among other 
causes of action, to myself, for the Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, and for the Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc., an Idaho corporation." 
2. Affidavit of Toby McLaughlin 
Toby McLaughlin is a lawyer who reviewed documents on behalf of Mrs. Berry 
relating to the positions taken by the Defendants. He also attended a meeting with Mr. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 4 
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McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman on November 13, 2006, while acting as Mrs. Berry's 
lawyer. 
Among the paperwork reviewed by Toby McLaughlin were various agreements 
regarding money paid by Mr. McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman to the late Mr. Berry. The 
only signed agreement was a Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement which was dated 
August 9, 2003. 1 This agreement stated that Mr. McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman were 
purchasing fifty percent of the corporate shares for $100,000.00. 
The second agreement was a longer version of the Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement. This agreement, also dated August 9, 2003, stated that Mr. McFarland and 
Ms. Zimmerman were purchasing all the corporate shares for $100,000.00, but indicated 
that fifty percent of the shares were to be held in trust for Karletta Berry and her son, 
Dale Berry. This agreement was unsigned. 
The third and final agreement was a document titled "Loan Agreement with 
Stock as Collateral." This agreement stated that the $100,000.00 was merely a loan 
which was to be repaid with ten percent interest. This agreement was also unsigned. 
Mr. McFarland was asked to explain these agreements. According to Mr. 
McFarland, he and Ms. Zimmerman had given Mr. Berry $100,000.00 to help run 
Captain's Wheel in 2003. Mr. McFarland took the position that this money was for the 
purchase of fifty percent of the business and was not a loan. The agreement was verbal, 
1 According to Mrs. Berry's affidavit, although the agreement was dated August 9, 2003, it was not signed 
until about July 4, 2006. This signing occurred shortly after a four day hospital stay for chemotherapy 
treatment as a result of Mr. Berry's pancreatic cancer. 
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and was not committed to writing until 2006. At the meeting Mr. McFarland admitted 
that the agreement was not signed until the summer of2006. 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A. I.R.C.P. 41 
The Defendants' motion recites that it is made "pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 
41(a)(2) and 41(b)." These rules, however, appear to be inapposite in the present case. 
Rule 41(a)(2) applies to a request for dismissal "at the plaintiff's instance." I.R.C.P. 
41(a)(2) (emphasis added). In this case, the Defendants have filed the motion to dismiss. 
Rule 41 (b) states that a defendant may move for dismissal "for failure of the 
plaintiff to prosecute or to comply with these rules or any order the court .... " The 
Defendants' position that the corporation's cause of action is a derivative suit is based on 
three assumptions: (1) Karletta Berry is not the sole shareholder; (2) The outcome of the 
court proceedings will not result in a constructive trust being imposed; and (3) Michael 
McFarland and Karen Zimmerman are stockholders and members of the board of 
directors. No "standard of review" which is directly applicable to a Rule 41 (b) analysis 
and which is supported by citation to case law or to another salient rule has been set forth 
by the Defendants. Nonetheless, as can be seen in the analysis section of the decision, 
the "standard" to be applied does not determine the outcome of the pending motion. 
B. I.R.C.P. 12 
The Defendants' post-hearing brief states that the motion to dismiss is not based 
on Rule 12(b)(6). Instead, the Defendants claim that their motion is "in fact, procedural 
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and jurisdictional in that Defendants argue that Plaintiff lacks standing to pursue a cause 
of action on behalf of the corporation, an I.R.C.P. 12(b)(l) or (2) motion." Defendants 
cite Owsley v. Idaho Indus. Comm'n, 141 Idaho 129, 133, 106 P.3d 455,459 (2005), for 
the proposition that on a motion to dismiss, the court must look only at the pleadings, 
and all inferences are viewed in favor of the non-moving party. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held, however, that when matters outside the 
pleadings, in the form of affidavits, are presented to and considered by the court "it is the 
duty of the court to treat such motion to dismiss as a motion for summary judgment." 
Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 276, 796 P.2d 150, 153 (Ct. App. 1990) (emphasis 
in original). Rule12(b) expressly provides that when a court considers material outside 
the pleadings, "the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of 
as provided in Rule 56 .... " I.R.C.P. 12(b) (emphasis added); Goodman v. Lothrop, 143 
Idaho 622, 626, 151 P.3d 818, 822 (2007). 
In this case, the Defendants' motion to dismiss was accompanied by the 
affidavits of John P. Whelan and Michael B. McFarland. Because matters outside the 
pleadings were presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion is to be treated as 
a motion for summary judgment. Therefore, the Plaintiffs' affidavits are allowed 
because they were timely filed. 
The standard for reviewing a dismissal is the same as the standard for reviewing a 
grant of summary judgment. Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388, 398, 
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987 P.2d 300, 310 (1999); Rim View Trout Co. v. Dep't. of Water Resources, 119 Idaho 
676, 677, 809 P.2d 1155, 1156 (1991). 
C. Summary Judgment Standard of Review 
1. No Genuine Issue of Material Fact 
Rule 56( c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows summary judgment to be 
"rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with 
the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that 
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." Rule 56( c). 
2. Liberally Construe in Favor of Non-Moving Party 
All disputed facts are to be construed liberally in favor of the non-moving party, 
and all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the record are to be drawn in favor 
of the non-moving party. Fenwick v. Idaho Dept. of Lands, 160 P.3d 757, 760 (2007). 
"[M]otions for summary judgment should be granted with caution." Bailey v. Ness, 109 
Idaho 495, 497, 708 P.2d 900, 902 (1985). Ifreasonable persons could reach differing 
conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the evidence, summary judgment must 
be denied. Cates v. Albertson's Inc., 126 Idaho 1030, 1033, 895 P.2d 1223, 1226 (1995). 
If the evidence reveals no disputed issues of material fact, then the motion should be 
granted. Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho 434, 436, 807 P.2d 1272, 1274 (1991). 
3. Burden 
The burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests 
with the party moving for summary judgment. Smith v. Meridian Joint School District 
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No. 2, 128 Idaho 714, 719, 918 P.2d 583, 588 (1996) (citing Tingley v. Harrison, 125 
Idaho 86, 89, 867 P.2d 960, 963 (1994)). In order to meet its burden, the moving party 
must challenge in its motion and establish through evidence the absence of any genuine 
issue of material fact on an element of the nonmoving party's case. Id If the moving 
party fails to challenge an element or fails to present evidence establishing the absence of 
genuine issue of material fact on that element, the burden does not shift to the 
nonmoving party, and the nonmoving party is not required to respond with supporting 
evidence. Id 
IV. ANALYSIS 
A. Material Issues of Fact 
Having reviewed the submissions and the affidavits of the parties, and after 
applying all reasonable inferences in favor of the Plaintiffs, the court concludes that there 
are material issues of fact which preclude the granting of summary judgment at this time. 
The determination of these material issues of fact will affect the court's conclusion as to 
whether the action by the corporation should be viewed as a direct action or a derivative 
action. Factual findings may also affect legal conclusions relating to who is or are the 
rightful owner(s) of the corporate shares as well as the validity of the Defendants' 
appointments as directors. Because a jury trial is requested, the jurors must make all 
factual determinations. If Mrs. Berry is determined to be the sole stockholder, the suit 
filed by the corporation would not be a derivative action. Regardless of what "standard 
of review" is to be applied, the court cannot make determinations of fact at this juncture 
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Applying all inferences in favor of Mrs. Berry, the nonmoving party, a jury could 
determine that the facts are as follows: Mrs. Berry is the sole director of the corporation 
and is the rightful shareholder of all of the stock of Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. The 
corporation's bylaws were never amended to provide for more than two directors, and 
because any appointment or election of the Defendants as directors would have been 
made when Mr. and Mrs. Berry were the only two directors, the appointments and/or 
elections were void. 
B. Motion to Strike 
Because no hearing was set on the motion to strike, and because the court decides 
the motion to dismiss without considering the Plaintiffs' post hearing brief, the court 
need not address the issue because it is moot. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED THIS j/J~ day of June, 2008. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was sent postage pre-
paid, or faxed, this /D't£1 day of June, 2008, to: 
Rex Finney 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
J.P. Whelan, PC. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
District Court Secretary/Deputy Clerk 
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FROM FINNEY.FINNEY & FINNEY 2082838211 
,, 
REX A. l'lNNEY 
FINNEY FINNBY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old ~ower House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 311 
Sandpoint, Idaho 93964 
Phone: (209) 263•7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(THU) APR 2 2009 13: 48/ST. 13:4 7/No. 6810297848 P 2 
IN THE D~S~RICT COURT OP THE FIRST 30DICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE 01' IDAHO 1 IN AND :&'OR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLBTTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KAR.LETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WBBBL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B • MCI'ARLAND, P • A. , and KARBN 
ZIMMBlQfAN I 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CVw2007-0002409 
) 
) MOTION TO ALLOW ATTORNEY TO 
) APPEAR BY 'l'BLEPHONE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------------------- ) 
COMES NOW REX A. FINNEY, attorney for the Plaintiff in the 
above matter, and hereby requests to be allowed to appear by 
telephone at the Status Conference currently soheduled in the 
above matter for April 10, 2009. The raaaona and grounds for 
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FROM F I .:EY FINNEY & FINNEY 208?.638211 (THU) APR 2 2009 13: 48/ST. 13:4 7 /No. 681 0297848 P 3 
this motion are that oounael for the Plaintiff has two (2) 
Pretrial Coftferenoee scheduled in Bonnar County on April 10, 
2009 at 9:30 a.m. and is therefore una~ailabla for a hearing in 
Kootenai County with regard to the above matter on that date at 
9:00 a.m. 
2-DATED this ---- day of April, 2009. 
~+---
REX A. FINNBY 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE or SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoinq was delivered via facsimile, this ,;l~y of April, 
2009, and was addressed as follows: 
J. "f. WHELAN P. C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street . 
coeur d'~ene, Idaho 83814 
(Fax No. : (208) 664-2240) 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. PINNEY 
rXNNEY VrHNBY & FrNNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 Baat Late Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Pax: (208) 263-8211 
!SB No. 6313 
(FR I) FEB 6 2009 14: 20/ST. 14: 19/No. 6810297624 P 2 
STATE Of .ltWiO ·}SS COUNlY OF KOOTENAI' 
FlED: 
2009 FEB -6 PH 2: 2lt > 
<t~ 
CLERK DISTRICT COURfl 
~~:ct\M~ 
. ~cty 
IN THE DISTRICT COORT or THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative o£ the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Be~ry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , 
an Idaho Co~ration, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MlCBAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B • MCI'A.RI.AND, P. A. , and KAREN 
. ZIMMERMAN I 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) ·REQUEST FOR TRIAt. SI!:TTING 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
--------------------------- ) 
The undersiqned hereby acknowledges the requirements o£ the 
First Judicial District Rule 5 and further certifies that the 
above case is ready for trial and advises as follows: 
1. Type o£ Action: Laet of consideration, lack 
of capacity, breach of fiduciary duty, undue influence by 
attorney in self dealing, negligence, guiet ti tla, good faith 
and fair dealing, resulting or constructive t~uat 
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FIRST J ... T)ICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
ll .ND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTE 1 
324 W. GARDEN A VENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, ETAL. ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CV-2007-0002409 
vs. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
MICHAEL B MCFARLAND, ETAL. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is set for: 
Status Conference Friday, April 10, 2009 09:00AM 
Judge: Steve Yerby 
Courtroom: 
I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on April 2nd, 2009. 
Plaintiffs Counsel: 
Defendant's Counsel: 
CV Notice Of Hearing 
Rex A. Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Ste 317 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
Mailed Hand Delivered 
John P Whelan 
213 North FoUtth Street 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 
Mailed Hand Delivered 
/-d (208) 263-8211 
~d(208)664-2240 
Dated: Thursday, April 02, 2009 
Daniel J. English 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By: 
I 
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JUDGE: 
REPORTER: 
CLERK: 
DIVISION: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STEVEVERBY 
VAL LARSON 
CHERIE MOORE 
DISTRICT 
COURT MINUTES 
CASE NO. 
DATE: 
CD: 
cv -2007-0002409 
04/10/2009 TIME: 9:00AM 
09-094 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, et al. vs. MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, et al. 
Plaintiff I Petitioner Defendant I Respondent 
Attorney: REX A FINNEY Attorney: JOHN P. WHELAN 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: STATUS 
CHARGE: 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
9:00 J Calls Case 
Present: I REX FINNEY, JOHN WHELAN BY TELEPHONE 
J REASON STATUS CONFERENCE SCHEDULED WAS BECAUSE OF HOW MUCH 
TIME TRIAL WILL ACTUALLY TAKE- MR. FINNEY INDICATED THAT IT WOULD 
TAKE 14 DAYS- MR. WHELAN, WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS 
JW NOT GOING TO TAKE 14 DAYS- MY THOUGHTS ARE 4 DAYS, 5 AT MOST- WE 
HAVE TAKEN DEPOSITION- THERE WAS A POINT OF MALPRACTICE -I DON'T 
SEE THIS CASE BEING COMPLICATED -I STICK BY A 4 OR 5 DAY JURY TRIAL 
ESTIMATE 
J THE REASON I AM CONCERNED IS BECAUSE OF EVENT 5 OR SO YEARS AGO 
WHERE CASE ENDED UP TAKING OVER 8 WEEKS -I WANT TO MAKE SURE 
THAT WE ESTABLISH THE TIME PARAMETERS 
JW I CAN MEET MY TIME STANDARDS -I REQUEST THAT MR. FINNEY ENLIGHTEN 
us 
J THIS TYPE OF MATTER CAN BECOME COMPLICATED- SOME ISSUES OF 10 
DAY TRIAL ARE COMPARABLE- MR. FINNEY, WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT? 
9:04 RF IT'S TOUGH TO ANTICIPATE -I HAVE IDENTIFIED 30 WITNESSES AND 2 
ADDITIONAL EXPERT WITNESSES- SOME WITNESSES COULD TAKE 2 DAYS 
OF TRIAL TIME -I FEEL THAT I CAN PROBABLY MAKE IT FIT INTO 10 DAYS-
DON'T WANT TO HAVE TO EXTEND THE TIME 
J FOR YOUR CASE, TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION, CROSS EXAMINATION, 
HOW LONG WILL YOU NEED TO TRY YOUR CASE? 
RF I BELl EVE 7 TRIAL DAYS 
J MR. WHELAN, HOW LONG WILL YOU NEED TO TRY YOUR CASE? 
JW I WOULD SAY 2 DAYS 
J GOING TO HOLD BOTH OF YOUR FEET TO THE FIRE AND BECOME VERY 
SPECIFIC- WE HAVE TO GIVE THE JURY INSTRUCTIONS AND ALLOW FOR 
ARGUMENT- MR. WHELAN, DO YOU THINK YOU CAN REALISTICALLY TRY 
YOUR CASE IN 2 DAYS? 
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JW I DO- WE TOOK MS. BERRY'S DEPOSITION AND ASKED HER ABOUT 
WITNESSES WHO WILL TRY TO ESTABLISH SOME TYPE OF 
ATTORNEY/CLIENT RELATIONSHIP -I DON'T SEE THAT WILL TAKE 7 DAYS-
WHY DON'T WE SET IT FOR 8-10 JURY DAYS 
J WE'LL ESTABLISH WHAT SEEMS REASONABLE- MR. FINNEY CAN COMMIT 
TO 7 DAYS, YOU'RE COMMITTING TO 2 DAYS OF TRIAL TIME-% DAY TO PICK 
A JURY-% DAY TO INSTRUCT A JURY- GOING TO SET THIS MATTER FOR 10 
DAYS- MR. FINNEY? 
RF WILL NEED ADDITIONAL TIME -I NEED 2 DEPOSITION DAYS, YOUR HONOR 
J MR. WHELAN, ARE YOU GOING TO NEED TIME FOR DISCOVERY? 
JW WE CAN DO THAT WITHOUT DELAYING THE TRIAL- PROBABLY LOOKING 
TOWARDS NEXT YEAR 
RF I WAS THINKING NOVEMBER WOULD BE APPROPRIATE 
9:10 J MR. WHELAN? 
JW WE WOULD TAKE THE JUNE TRIAL DATE 
J MR. FINNEY, WHERE ARE YOU WITH REGARDS TO YOUR EXPERT- DO YOU 
HAVE EXPERT WITNESSES DISCLOSED? 
RF AT THIS TIME, I DO NOT- WE HAVE AN IDEA OF WHAT WE WANT TO DO 
J COULD START ON JANUARY 13 WHICH IS A THURSDAY 
JW THAT'S OKAY WITH MY CALENDAR 
J MR. FINNEY? 
RF THAT'S GREAT 
J THE ONLY ISSUE THERE IS THE 3 DAY WEEKEND- WOULD RESUME ON 
TUESDAY THE 19TH -I AM GOING TO ESTABLISH TRIAL TO BEGIN ON 
JANUARY 14TH AT 9:00AM 
J DO YOU FEEL THAT MEDIATION WOULD ASSIST THE PARTIES IN 
RESOLUTION? 
JW I DON'T KNOW JUDGE -I SUPPOSE IT'S WORTH A TRY 
RF NOT SURE- WOULD ASSIST BUT I MAY BE MISTAKEN 
J IN CASES LIKE THIS, PERSONAL EMOTIONS CAN RUN HIGH WHICH MAKES IT 
DIFFICULT- IS THERE A NEGLIGENCE CLAIM? 
JW I CAN'T ANSWER- THERE IS A MALPRACTICE CLAIM- I DON'T KNOW IF THE 
CARRIERS WOULD BE INVOLVED OR NOT 
J I AM LOOKING AT REARRANGING THE COURT SCHEDULE TO ACCOMMODATE 
THE ATTORNEYS SCHEDULE- DON'T COME TO ME A WEEK BEFORE TO 
CONTINUE THIS- WARNING IN ADVANCE, I AM CUTTING OUT A FULL WEEK 
OF LAW DAYS AND SHORTENING MY CRIMINAL TRIAL WEEK TO 
ACCOMMODATE THE WISHES OF THE TRIAL 
JW I'LL BE READY, JUDGE 
J ANYTHING FURTHER? 
JW/RF NO 
9:17 END 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, ) 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry Lee ) 
Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL ) 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, P.A., 
and KAREN ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO: CV-2007-0002409 
NOTICE OF TRIAL 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the above-entitled case is set for: 
Ten-Day Jury Trial 9:00a.m. on January 14, 2010, in Kootenai County 
Judge: Steve Yerby 
Additional Presiding Judges: Charles W. Hosack, John P. Luster, John T. Mitchell, 
Fred M. Gibler, Lansing Haynes, George Reinhardt, III, James R. Michaud, John H. 
Bradbury 
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All parties shall comply with the terms of any pretrial order issued herewith; provided 
however, if this matter was previously set for trial, and a pretrial order issued, then any deadlines 
therein shall be calculated from the date of the new trial setting. 
If any party claims a conflict in scheduling and seeks a continuance of this trial, said 
party shall file such request forthwith. Parties are encouraged to avoid last minute attempts to 
obtain a continuance. 
Any party aggrieved by this order shall notify the court in a timely manner. 
DATEDthis ~~ dayofMay,2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, U.S. postage 
prepaid or by interoffice mail, this _lL day of May, 2009, to: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
PRETRIAL ORDER 
(Attachment to Trial Notice) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
1. DISCOVERY All written discovery shall be initiated so that timely responses shall be 
completed thirty-five (3 5) days before trial. The last day for taking any discovery depositions shall be 
twenty-one (21) days before trial. 
2. EXPERT WITNESSES Not later than ninety (90) days before trial, Plaintiffs shall disclose 
all experts to be called at trial. Not later than sixty (60) days before trial, Defendant(s) shall disclose 
all experts to be called at trial. Such disclosure shall consist of at least the information required to be 
disclosed pursuant to I.R. C.P. 26(b )( 4 )(A )(i). Notice of compliance shall be contemporaneously filed 
with the Court. 
3. PRETRIAL MOTIONS Motions for summary judgment shall be timely filed so as to be 
heard not later than sixty (60) days before trial. Motions in limine concerning designated witnesses 
and exhibits shall be submitted in writing at least seven (7) days before trial. The last day for hearing 
all other pretrial motions including other motions in limine shall be twenty-one (21) days before trial. 
4. MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT There shall be served and filed with each 
motion for summary judgment a separate, concise statement, together with a reference to the record, of 
each of the material facts as to which the moving party contends there are no genuine issues of dispute. 
PRETRIAL ORDER- 1. 
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The motion, affidavits and supporting brief shall be served at least twenty eight (28) days before the 
time fixed for the hearing. Any party opposing the motion shall, not later than fourteen (14) days 
before hearing on the motion for summary judgment and the statement of facts, serve and file a 
separate, concise statement, together with a reference to the record, setting forth all material facts as to 
which it is contended there exist genuine issues necessary to be litigated. In determining any motion 
for summary judgment, the Court may assume that the facts as claimed by the moving party are 
admitted to exist without controversy, except and to the extent that such facts are asserted to be 
actually in good faith controverted by a statement filed in opposition to the motion. If the party filing 
the motion for summary judgment fails to comply with the twenty eight (28) day time limit set forth in 
I.R.C.P. 56( c), the court, on its own, will vacate the summary judgment hearing. 
5. DISCOVERY DISPUTES Unless otherwise ordered, the Court will not entertain any 
discovery motion, except those brought by a person appearing pro se and those brought pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 26( c) by a person who is not a party, unless counsel for the moving party files with the Court, 
at the time of filing the motion, a statement showing that the lawyer making the motion has made a 
reasonable effort to reach agreement with opposing counsel on the matters set forth in the motion. The 
motion shall not refer the Court to other documents in the file. For example, if the sufficiency of an 
answer to an interrogatory is in issue, the motion shall contain, verbatim, both the interrogatory and 
the allegedly insufficient answer, followed by each party's contentions, separately stated. 
6. EXHIBITS AND EXHIBIT LISTS Exhibit lists and copies of exhibits shall be prepared 
and exchanged between parties and filed with the Clerk at least fourteen ( 14) days before trial. The 
original exhibits should be filed with the Clerk at the time of trial. Each party shall prepare a list of 
exhibits it expects to offer. Two copies of the exhibit list are to be filed with the Clerk, and a copy is 
to be provided to opposing parties. Exhibits should be listed in the order that the party anticipates they 
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will be offered. Exhibit labels can be obtained from the court clerk. Each party shall affix labels to 
their exhibits before trial. After the labels are marked and attached to the original exhibit, copies 
should be made. Plaintiffs exhibits should be marked in numerical sequence. Defendant's exhibits 
should be marked in alphabetical sequence. The civil action number of the case and the date of the 
trial should also be placed on each of the exhibit labels. It is expected that each party will have a copy 
of their exhibits for use at trial. 
7. LISTS OF WITNESSES Witness lists shall be prepared and exchanged between parties 
and filed with the Clerk at least fourteen (14) days before trial. Each party shall provide opposing 
parties with a list of the party's witnesses and shall provide the Court with two copies of each list of 
witnesses. Witnesses should be listed in the order they are anticipated to be called. 
8. JURY INSTRUCTIONS Jury instructions shall be prepared and exchanged between the 
parties and filed with the Clerk at least seven (7) days before trial. All instructions shall be prepared in 
accordance with I.R.C.P. 51(a). 
9. BRIEFS AND MEMORANDA In addition to any original brief or memorandum filed with 
the Clerk of the Court, a copy shall be provided to the Court. To the extent counsel rely on legal 
authorities not contained in the Idaho Reports, a copy of each case or authority cited shall be attached 
to the Court's copy of the brief or memorandum. 
10. TRIAL BRIEFS Trial briefs shall be prepared and exchanged between the parties and 
filed with the Clerk at least seven (7) days before trial. 
11. PROPOSED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS If the trial is to the Court, each party 
shall, at least seven (7) days prior to trial, file with the opposing parties and the Court proposed 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law supporting their position. 
12. TRIAL SETTINGS Because more than one case is set to begin on the designated trial 
PRETRIAL ORDER- 3. 
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date, upon completion of one trial another trial will begin. Due to this possibility, counsel, clients, and 
witnesses will need to be available during the entire week the trial is set. 
13. MODIFICATION This Pretrial Order may be modified by stipulation of the parties upon 
entry of an order by the Court approving such stipulation. Any party may, upon motion for good cause 
shown, seek leave of Court modifying the terms of this order, upon such terms and conditions as the 
Court deems fit. Any party may request a pretrial conference pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16. 
14. SANCTIONS FOR NONCOMPLIANCE Failure to timely comply in all respects with the 
provisions of this order shall subject noncomplying parties to sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 
16(i), which may include: 
a) An order refusing to allow the disobedient party to support or oppose designated 
claims or defenses, or prohibiting such party from introducing designated matters in 
evidence; 
b) An order striking out pleadings or parts thereof, or staying further proceedings until the 
order is obeyed, or dismissing the action or proceeding or any part thereof, or rendering 
a judgment by default against the disobedient party; 
c) In lieu of any of the foregoing orders or in addition thereto, an order treating as 
contempt of court the failure to comply; 
d) In lieu of or in addition to any other sanction, the judge shall require the party or the 
attorney representing such party or both to pay the reasonable expenses incurred 
because of any noncompliance with this rule, including attorney's fees, unless the judge 
finds that the noncompliance was substantially justified or that other circumstances 
make an award of expenses unjust. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any vacation or continuation of the trial date shall not 
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change or alter any of the discovery or disclosure dates established by the initial trial setting. Any 
party may, upon motion and for good cause shown, request that the discovery and disclosure dates be 
altered on vacation or continuance of the trial date. 
Civil Stock No. Subject 
1. Introduction Instruction to Jury 
2. Jury Deliberation Procedures 
3. Claims of Parties 
4. Statement of Claims Not Evidence 
5. Burden of Proof 
6. Direct & Circumstantial Evidence 
7. Jurors Not to Discuss 
8. Insurance Cautionary 
9. Deposition Evidence 
BY ORDER OF THE COURT 
ISSUE INSTRUCTIONS 
Source 
IDJI2d 1.00 
IDJI2d 1.01 
Specially Prepared 
IDJI2d 1.05 
IDJI2d 1.20 
IDJI2d 1.24.2 
IDJI2d 1.03 
IDJI2d 1.04 
IDJI2d 1.22 
10. Damage Instruction: Doesn't Imply Injury IDJI2d 9.00 
11. Communication With the Court 
12. Quotient Verdict 
13. How to Use Special Verdict Form 
14. How to Deliberate 
15. Filling Out Verdict 
PRETRIAL ORDER- 5. 
IDJI2d 1.11 
IDJI2d 1.09 
IDJI2d 1.15.2 
IDJI2d 1.13 
IDJI2d 1.15 .1 
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ORIGlNAL 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESOR.T, INC. , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' NOTICE OF EXPERT 
) WITNESS DISCLOSURE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COME NOW, the above named Plaintiffs, by and through 
counsel, and hereby disclose and give notice of the expert 
witnesses that the Plaintiffs will call at trial to testify, as 
follows: 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE - 1 
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.
1. David Noonan and/or James H. Black with Appraisal 
Associates, 120 E. Lake Street, Suite 319, Sandpoint Idaho 
83864. 
A. A true and correct copy of the complete 
appraisal report is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 (150 
pages) . 
B. A complete statement of all opinions to be 
expressed and the basis and reasons therefore: These 
witnesses will provide an opinion that the estimated 
fair market value of the real property owned by the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. located at or near 16908 
East Pier Road in Bayview, Idaho as of July 4, 2006 is 
one million three hundred thousand dollars 
($1,300,000.00). 
C. The data or other information considered by 
the witness in forming the opinions; All data sources 
are clearly discussed and identified in the Appraisal 
Report attached, sources include the Karletta Berry, 
employee at the Kootenai County Assessor's Office, 
Spokesperson from the Bonner County Assessors office, 
site visits, comparable real property sales. 
D. any exhibits to be used as a summary of or 
support for the opinions; The Appraisal Report is 
attached. 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE - 2 
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, .00) .
E. any qualifications of the witness, including 
a list of all publications authored by the witness 
within the preceding ten years; A list of David 
Noonan's Qualifications is attached As Exhibit 1 hereto 
(3 pages). A list of James H. Black's qualifications 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 2 (2 pages), Neither 
witness has any publications authored. 
F. the compensation to be paid for the 
testimony; the Rate for any Appearance such as a 
deposition, pretrial, testimony, etc is a minimum flat 
fee of $200.00 for a scheduled appearance that does not 
take place; a minimum flat fee of $300 if any of the 
above does take place plus a rate of $90.00 per hour. 
Hourly Rate for professional services is at $90.00 per 
hour. 
G. A listing of any other cases in which the 
witness has testified as an expert at trial or by 
deposition within the preceding four years: David 
Noonan believes that in the last four years, he has 
given testimony by deposition in a highway 95 taking by 
the State of Idaho and he believes that is the only 
time in the last four years that he has testified. 
2. Kootenai County Assessor, Mike McDowell, and or 
employees from the Kootenai County Assessor's office. 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE - 3 
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A. A complete statement of all opinions to be 
expressed and the basis and reasons therefore: This 
witness will testify that the total market assessed 
value of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. property was 
in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009.The current valuation is 
$1,280,721.00 for the waterfront parcel (B00000341575) 
and $82,312.00 for the parking lot parcel 
(B00000341565) . 
B. The data or other information considered by 
the witness in forming the opinions: Site visits, 
comparable real property sales are a part of the data, 
information is available on the Kootenai county 
assessors basis for valuing property including a 
property tax video on the following site: 
http://www.co.kootenai.id.us/departments/assessor/. 
C. Any exhibits to be used as a summary of or 
support for the opinions; Printout of the Kootenai 
County Assessor's valuation report showing Assessment 
Information, are available on the Assessor's website, 
also the assessor's worksheet may be used as an 
exhibit. 
D. Any qualifications of the witness, including 
a list of all publications authored by the witness 
within the preceding ten years; Mike McDowell is the 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE - 4 
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Kootenai County Assessor and infor.mation is available 
on the website listed above. 
E. The compensation to be paid for the 
testimony; It is anticipated that no fees will be paid 
to this witness. 
F. A listing of any other cases in which the 
witness has testified as an expert at trial or by 
deposition within the preceding four years: This is 
unknown to Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' attorney. 
DATED this lb day of 
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was delivered as indicated, this ~ day of October, 
2009, and was addressed as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(Via Hand Delivery) 
Judge Verby 
chamber's copy 
(Via Hand Delivery) 
(And by e-mail jpwhelanattorney@yahoo.com) 
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DAVID NOONAN /FA - QUALIFICATIONS 
STATE OF IDAHO CERTIFIED GENERAL APPRAISER CGA #60 
STATE OF WASHINGTON CERTIFIED GENERAL APPRAISER 
****************** 
OWNER: APPRAISAL ASSOC/ATES/120 E. LAKE STREET, SUITE #319 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE: (208) 263-6322 FAX: (208) 265-4484* 
ORGANIZATIONS: 
Designated Member National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers 
Past State Director/National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers 
President! Sandpoint Chapter, N.A.I.F.A. 1985-96 
Member of National Association of Realtors 
Member Selkirk Association of Realtors 
Member MLS Covering Bonner, Boundary and Kootenai Counties in Idaho and the Spokane system 
covering Spokane, Pend Oreille, Whitman, Stevens and Lincoln Counties in Washington State. 
EDUCATION: 
Graduated Chaminade College Prep High School/1965-1969 
Graduated University of Northern Colorado with B.S. degree in 
Business Finance and Economics/1969-1973 
Completed Educational Requirements and Courses given by The National 
Association of Independent Fee Appraisers 
Completed and passed Educational Requirements given by the State 
of Idaho for Real Estate Brokers Licensing/1981 
Certified through 2001 in the Mandatory Program of Continuing Education 
in the National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers 
On more than One Occasion Appointed "Special Master" Under Provision 706- ID 
Acting as an Expert Witness "For the District Court" ; "Magistrate Court"; 
U.S. Federal Court, all as Expect Witness. 
MOST RECENT APPRAISAL CLASSES: 
"Technology for Today's Appraiser 
Sandpoint, Idaho 2009 
"The Dirty Dozen (Continuing End) 
Sandpoint, Idaho 2009 
"Mortgage Fraud: Protect Yourself! 
Sandpoint, Idaho 2009 
"National USPAP Update Equivalent" 
Coeur 'Alene, ID!July, 2008 
"Rates and Ratios: Making Sense of GIMs, OARs, and DCFs" 
Las Vegas, NV/July 2007 
"The Real Estate Economy: What's in Store for 2008?" 
Las Vegas, NV/July 2007 
"Fannie Mae Revisions and the Appraiser" 
Spokane, WA!August, 2005 
"Appraisal Trends" 
Spokane, WA/August, 2005 
"National USPAP" Update Equivalent" 
Boise, ID!July, 2005 
"Appraising Multi-Family Properties" 
Boise, ID!July, 2005 
"National USPAP Update Equivalent" 
Boise, ID!July, 2005 
"Rates & Ratios: Making Sense of GIMs, OARs & DCF" 
Boise, ID!Sept. 2003 
"Market Data Abstraction" 
Boise, ID!Sept. 2003 
"The Effects of Wetlands & Other Factors on Rural Land Value" 
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Las Vegas, NV/ July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
"The Fannie Mae REO Appraisal Workshop" 
Las Vegas, NV! July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
"Conservation Easements Seminar" 
Las Vegas, NV/ July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
"Appraisal Technology Forum" 
Las Vegas, NV/July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
"Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice" 
St. Louis, MO/June 1999 (NAIF A) 
"Thirty Specialized Appraisal Issues" 
Spokane, Washington!Apri/1998 (Appraisal Institute) 
"Income Capitalization Techniques" 
Boise, ldaho/April1998 (McKissack Systems) 
"Review Appraising" 
Boise, Idaho/April 1998 (McKissack Systems) 
"Environmental Considerations" 
Boise, ldaho/Apri/1998 (McKissack Systems) 
"Rural Business Valuation" 
Jackpot, Nevada/May 1998 (Farm Managers & Rural Appraisers) 
"Market Data Analysis of Residential Real Estate" 
Helena, Montana/September 1991 (NAIFA/Chal/enge) 
"Report Writing of Residential Real Estate" 
Helena, Montana/September 1991 (NAIFA/Challenge) 
"Real Estate Construction & Development" 
Helena, Montana/September 1991 (NAIFA) 
"Techniques of Income Property Appraising" 
Helena, Montana/December 1990 (NAIF A) 
"Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice" 
Spokane, Washington/July 1990 (NAIFA) 
"Legal Aspects of Easements" 
Spokane, Washington/Apri/1990 (IRIWA) 
"Review of the New URAR" 
Spokane, Washington/December 1993 (NAIFA) 
"Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice" 
Spokane, Washington/May 1994 (NAIFA) 
"Market Data Analysis" 
Sandpoint, Idaho/May 1994 (NAIFA) 
EXPERIENCE: 
Owner, Appraisal Associates in Sandpoint, Idaho (1985-Current) 
Associate Appraiser, Appraisal Associates (1980-85) 
Associate Appraiser, Noonan Appraisers (1977-80) 
Inactive Sales Broker, State of Idaho 
Active Sales Broker, State of Missouri (1974-81) 
Associate Appraiser, Noonan Appraisers (1978-80) 
Numerous Court Appearances in Bonner, Boundary, Kootenai Counties 
in Idaho and in St. Louis County, Missouri 
APPRAISED REAL PROPERTY IN THE FOLLOWING STATES: 
Missouri, Illinois, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington 
VALUATION OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF REAL PROPERTY: 
Apartment Buildings Office and Professional Buildings 
Condominiums Lakefront 
Manufacturing Facilities Churches 
Industrial Properties Schools 
Retail Sales Buildings Single Family Dwellings 
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Service Stations 
Restaurants 
Vacant Land 
Shopping Center Sites 
Warehouses 
Sawmills 
Timberlands and Stumpage 
Golf Courses 
Research and Development Centers 
Motels 
Marinas 
Many Others ...... . 
ASSIGNMENTS COMPLETED FOR: 
District of Idaho Department of Justice 
State of Idaho 
County of Bonner 
City of Sandpoint, Idaho 
Farmers Home Administration 
Bank of America/Sandpoint, Coeur d'Alene 
Farms 
Ranches 
Recreational Retreats 
Subdivisions 
Grain Elevators 
Sand and Gravel Pits 
Beer Distributorship 
Bonner County Airport 
Convenience Stores 
Manufactured Home Parks 
Theaters 
First Interstate Bank/Sandpoint, Bonners Ferry, Boise 
First Security Bank/Sandpoint, Bonners Ferry, Hayden Lake 
Pend Oreille Bank/Sandpoint, Idaho, Newport Washington 
Panhandle State Bank/Sandpoint, Bonners Ferry, Priest River 
Transamerica Finance Company Better Homes & Gardens 
Bancshares Mortgage Company Relocation Service 
Equitable Relocation Company Stars Mortgage 
Metropolitan Mortgage Company Farmers and Merchants Bank 
Lenders Services Moore Financial Service 
Credit Union Mortgage Association Liberty Funding 
Sterling Savings & Loan Association and over 200 more ..... . 
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James H. Black 
120 E. Lake St., Suite 319, Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-6322 Fax: (208) 265-4484 
Email Address: jblack@sandpoint.net 
License Number RT-2371 
Summary of Qualifications 
Results oriented, hands on, highly motivated professional, with a successful term of tenure as a 
supervisor for a moderately sized construction company. Posses a knowledge of construction 
materials, practices and standards along with the ability to read and understand blueprints and 
discern various levels of quality in materials and craftsmanship. Always a leader and 
independent thinker who is well versed on the computer and internet with very acute attention 
to detail, organization and scheduling. Very high level of mathematical competence along with 
being dedicated to completing projects on time. Two years on the job experience as a real 
estate appraiser trainee with nearly 300 appraisals completed to date. 
Professional Accomplishments 
Spent the past two years working on all available appraisal assignments. Have completed work 
on a variety of property styles including residential, acreage, vacant land, commercial and 
estate work in narrative format, as well as condominium appraisals and high-end waterfront 
properties. Have also completed REO work, alternative energy dwellings and multifamily 
projects, relocation work and numerous private party assignments. 
Previously supervised three to ten man crews for over a three year period in custom residential 
and commercial construction projects in the three northern counties of Idaho. Handled day to 
day jobsite operations as well as quality control. Spent time in the construction office bidding 
jobs, doing detailed material take-offs, and interfacing with sub-contractors to help ensure that 
jobs ran smoothly and finished on time. Trained many new recruits and focused on jobsite 
safety. 
Spent time as a sales associate in sporting goods store in Pensacola, Fl, receiving numerous 
awards for customer service and work ethic, while contributing to the team mentality of the 
organization. 
Operated side by side scanning electron microscope computer systems at Hyundai 
Semiconductor, demonstrating excellent computer skills along with speed and efficiency. 
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Work History 
• Appraisal Trainee, Appraisal Associates, Sandpoint, ID 2008-current 
• Appraisal Trainee, Ahern Appraisals, Sandpoint, ID 2007 
• Construction Supervisor, Cutting Edge Construction, Sandpoint, ID 2004-2007 
• Carpenter, Cutting Edge Construction, Sandpoint, ID 2002-2004 
• Sales Associate, Academy Sports, Pensacola, FL 2002-2002 
• Bartender/Waiter, Skopelos Restaurant, Pensacola, FL 2001-2002 
• Technician, Hyundai Semiconductor, Eugene, OR 1999-2001 
• Sales/Checker, Safeway Inc, Eugene, OR 1996-1999 
Education 
• Dave Shoemakers School of Real Estate Appraisal, Spokane WA, Nov 2007- Statistics, 
Modeling and Finance (15 hrs) and Residential Sales Comparison and Income 
Approach {30 hrs) 
• Executrain of Idaho, Boise 10, Sept 2007- Appraisal Principles {30 hrs}, Appraisal 
Procedures (30 hrs}, USPAP {15 hrs) 
• Lane Community College, Eugene, OR 1999-2001 
• Elmira High School, Elmira, OR 1995-1998, Graduated Salutatorian with Honors 4.07 
GPA excelling in Mathematics and English 
Have Completed Assignments For 
Bank of America 
Countrywide 
US Bankcorp 
Wells Fargo 
Washington Trust 
Navy Federal Credit Union 
Towne & Country Mortgage 
Loanstar Mortgage 
US Marshalls Service 
Willow Creek Lending 
CapitaiOne Bank 
Citi Bank 
Potlatch No1 Federal Credit Union Lighthouse Mortgage 
Mountain West Bank 
Syringa Bank 
Northwest Mortgage 
Your Equity Source 
Affinity Mortgage 
Golf Savings Bank 
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APPRAISAL 
OF 
THE CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT 
BAYVIEW, IDAHO 
AS OF JULY 4, 2006 
PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR 
MR. REX FINNEY, ATTORNEY AT LAW 
FINNEY, FINNEY AND FINNEY, P.A. 
PREPARED BY DAVID NOONAN 
IDAHO CERTIFIED GENERAL APPRAISER #60 
APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
120 E. LAKE STREET, SUITE 319 • SANDPOINT IDAHO 83864 • (208) 263-6322 • FAX (208) 265-4484 
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APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
120 E. LAKE STREET, SUITE 319 • SANDPOINT IDAHO 83864 • (208) 263-6322 • FAX (208) 2654484 
Mr. Rex Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney, P.A. 
Old Power House Building 
120 E. Lake St. Suite 317 
October 9, 2009 
RE: Market Value Estimate for the Captain's Wheel Resort property and buildings located 
on Pier Road in Bayview, Idaho. The property address is 16908 East Pier Road 
Bayview, ID 83803. 
Dear Mr. Finney, 
Per your request and authorization, the property and building(s) on which you requested an 
appraisal have been observed. The subject property and comparable properties have been 
observed for the purpose of comparison. The observations and subsequent investigations 
were conducted to assist in the appraisal of the property described in this report. 
The appraisal report includes a description and analysis of the market data and comparable 
properties information, and my assumptions, analysis, and conclusions. Please refer to the 
following narrative for general information, photographs, maps and value conclusion. 
The appraisal was prepared in compliance with the Standards and Code of Ethics suggested 
by the National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers and conforms to the Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Foundation (USPAP) and is 
subject to contingent and limiting conditions and assumptions set forth. It is considered to be a 
"Limited Summary Report". 
This report has an Effective Date of July 4, 2006 per the request of the client. Information and 
other data from the time period near the Effective Date have been included in this report so as 
APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
SANDPOINT, ID 
2 CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT 
KOOTENAI COUNTY IDAHO 
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.
to give the reader an idea of the market conditions as of that time period. I completed a report 
on a marina in Bonner County during that time period which has allowed me to include ample 
amounts of data which is no longer available. This includes data on slip rentals and other 
market information. Data from that report and from my files has been utilized in the 
preparation of this report. 
After consideration of the pertinent facts, I have concluded that the Estimated Market Value of 
the Subject Property as of July 4, 2006 is: 
APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
SANDPOINT. ID 
ONE MILLION THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($1 ,300,000) 
3 
Respectfully submitted, 
David Noonan, IFAICGA #60 
CAPTAIN"S WHEEL RESORT 
KOOTENAI COUNTY IDAHO 
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SUMMARY- LIMITING CONDITIONS I ASSUMPTIONS: 
~ The appraiser has inspected as far as possible by observation, the land and the improvements; 
however, it was not possible to personally observe conditions beneath the soil or possible hidden 
structural defects or toxic materials which would render the property more or less valuable. The 
appraiser does not warrant against problems arising from soil conditions, including toxic wastes. 
~ The legal description as given is assumed correct. No survey or search of title to the property has 
been made for this report and no responsibility is assumed for such matters including 
encumbrances, ownership, etc. The property is appraised in fee simple estate as though free and 
clear of all encumbrances except as specifically noted within this report. 
:Y The data, statistics, and opinions furnished by others and contained herein have been reasonably 
checked and are considered reliable and correct. The appraiser assumes no responsibility for their 
accuracy. If errors or omissions are subsequently found which might directly affect the information 
and/or conclusions offered in this report, the appraiser reserves the right to modify or correct such 
errors, omissions and conclusions. 
~ Possession of this report or any copy thereof does not carry with it the right of publication nor may it 
be used for other than its intended use. Regulations require the appraiser to control the use and 
distribution of each appraisal report; only the client may distribute copies of this appraisal report in 
its entirety to such third parties as they may select. However, selective portions of this appraisal 
report shall not be given to third parties without the prior written consent of the appraiser. 
:Y Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report shall be conveyed to the public through 
advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media without first obtaining the written consent 
and approval of the appraiser. In particular, no representations concerning the valuations, the 
identity of the appraiser or firm with which he is affiliated shall be conveyed. 
~ The liability of Appraisal Associates and David Noonan IFAICGA60 is limited to the client only and 
to the fee actually received by the appraiser. Further, there is no accountability, obligation or liability 
to any third party. If this report is placed in the hands of anyone other than the client, the client shall 
make such party aware of all limiting conditions and assumptions of the assignment and related 
discussions. 
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~ All maps, plans, and diagrams contained in this report are for illustrative purposes only and are not 
to be construed as accurate. 
~ Where the value of land and component or proposed site improvements are shown separately, the 
value of each is segregated only as an aid to better estimate the value which it lends to the whole 
parcel, rather than the value of that particular item as if it were by itself. 
~ The appraisal is based on the premise that the subject property is in full compliance with all 
applicable federal, state and local environmental regulations and laws unless otherwise stated in 
this report. Improvements proposed, if any, as well as repairs required are considered for purposes 
of this appraisal to be completed in good and workmanlike manner according to information 
submitted or considered by the appraiser. 
~ It is assumed that the subject property will be under prudent and competent ownership and 
management, neither inefficient nor super-efficient. 
~ The appraiser by reason of this report is not required to give testimony or attendance in a court of 
law or any other government hearing with reference to the property in question, unless prior 
arrangements have been made. 
~ In this appraisal assignment, the existence of potentially hazardous material has not been 
considered. Examples include the presence of urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, toxic waste and 
natural waste such as radon gas, which may or may not be present on the property. The appraiser 
is not qualified to detect such substances. I urge the client or any other interested party to obtain an 
expert in the field if desired. 
~ I assume for the purpose of this report that the ownership of the subject property 
includes all riparian rights. 
~ The appraiser was not able to inspect or observe all areas of the subject property. It is 
assumed that the condition of areas not inspected such as the kitchen, foundation and 
crawlspace areas are in a condition which is similar to the balance of the improvements. 
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~ The primary source of information concerning the condition of the building 
improvements as well as docks and boat slips as of July 4, 2006 was Ms. Karletta Berry. 
It is assumed that her descriptions are true and accurate. 
~ The subject property was not fully inspected by the appraisers, nor were measurements 
taken of any of the improvements. This was requested by my client due to the ongoing 
dispute between Ms. Karletta Berry and Mr. Michael Mcfarland and Ms. Karen Zimmerman. 
My client felt it best that we not identify ourselves while on site. Information gained on 
property fixtures and condition of areas not seen by the appraisers was either conveyed by 
Ms. Karletta Berry or by the Kootenai County Assessor's Office. 
~ Mr. Jim Brady of the Idaho Department of Lands provided all information regarding land 
areas leased to the subject as well as owned by the subject which are below the high water 
mark on Lake Pend Oreille. He was not able to offer specific measurements of areas located 
under the water owned by the Captain's Wheel or leased by the Captain's Wheel. He 
indicated that the majority of the land under the moorage area is owned by the Captain's 
Wheel and that only a very small portion under the "finger'' which extends out perpendicular 
to the shore line was leased from the State. His recommendation was for the State to 
discontinue the lease as, according to him, there was very little of the State's land that was 
actually leased to the Captain's Wheel. 
DEFINITIONS: 
EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTION: an assumption, directly related to a specific assignment, which, 
if found to be false, could alter the appraiser's opinions or conclusions. Comment: Extraordinary 
assumptions presume as fact otherwise uncertain information about physical, legal, or economic 
characteristics of the subject property; or about conditions external to the property, such as market 
conditions or trends; or about the integrity of data used in an analysis. 
HYPOTHETICAL CONDITION: that which is contrary to what exists but is supposed for the purpose 
of analysis. Comment: Hypothetical conditions assume conditions contrary to known facts about 
physical, legal, or economic characteristics of the subject property; or about conditions external to 
the property, such as market conditions or trends; or about the integrity of data used in an analysis. 
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SUMMARY OF SALIENT FACTS: 
>-- Vested Owner: Captains Wheel Resort, INC. 
> Location: 16908 East Pier Road Bayview, ID 83803 
> Parcel#: B00000341575 & B00000341565 
>-- Total Land Area: 0.923Acre 
>-- Improvements: Frame Constructed Buildings; Boat Slips & associated site 
improvements described in this report. 
> Date of Last Observation: October 8, 2009 
> Date of Valuation: July 4, 2006 
>-- Date of Report: October 9, 2009 
>-- Estimated Value "As Is": $1,300,000 
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CERTIFICATION: 
"I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief: 
1) The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct; 
2) The reported analyses, opinion and conclusions are limited only by the reported 
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal, impartial and unbiased 
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions; 
3) I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report 
and we have no personal interest with respect to the parties involved; 
4) I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties 
involved with this assignment; 
5) My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting 
predetermined results; 
6) My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development 
or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the 
client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the 
occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal; 
7) My analyses, opinions or conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, 
in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice; 
8) David Noonan IFA/CGA#60, has made a personal observation of the property that is the 
subject of this report and prepared this appraisal report; 
9) James Black, RT -2371 provided significant real property appraisal assistance to David 
Noonan, IFA/CGA#60, and the signer of this certification." 
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GENERAL INFORMATION/OAT A/ASSUMPTIONS 
SCOPE OF APPRAISAUAPPRAISAL PROBLEM: 
The appraisal of real estate interests requires the appraiser to gain, as far as practical, a 
familiarity and understanding of the subject property and the surrounding area. The subject of 
this assignment has been identified and observed, and analyzed in context with the region and 
neighborhood in which it is located. Market data pertinent to the appraisal problem has been 
obtained and analyzed for indications of value for the subject. Finally, an analysis of the most 
comparable properties has been completed and described in detail to arrive at a conclusion of 
Market Value of the subject property as legally described in the report. 
The subject property is a restauranUbar facility along with a small marina which rents 
docks/slips for watercraft. The restauranUbar is the main source of revenue on the property, 
with the slip rental providing for added income, as well as providing boaters on the lake with 
access to the restaurant. 
I have not been provided with complete profit and loss statements for the business, but did 
have access to tax returns from 2004 - 2006. This provided a limited look at the business and 
accounting for the years leading up to the Effective Date of the report. This type of a lack of 
information is typical of these types of owner ran, "mom and pop" type ventures. For that 
reason the revenue and expense numbers are based on my research and data gathered in 
the investigation portion of the appraisal process and data gained from similar projects that I 
have worked on in the last 25 years. 
INTENT OF APPRAISAL: 
It is intended that this appraisal conform to the Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of 
the Appraisal Foundation (USPAP), and the Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional 
Practice of the National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers. 
FUNCTION OF APPRAISAL: 
The function of this appraisal is for the exclusive use of Rex Finney and his assignees for use 
in court proceedings. 
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DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: 
The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market 
under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, 
knowledgeably and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this 
definition are the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from 
seller to buyer under conditions whereby: 
1) buyer and seller are typically motivated; 
2) both parties are well informed or well advised, and each acting in what he considers his 
own best interest; 
3) a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; 
4) payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements 
comparable thereto; and 
5) the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or 
creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale. 
PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
Personal property is identified as portable and tangible objects that are considered by the 
general public as being personal, e.g., furnishings, machinery and equipment, etc., as defined 
by USPAP. No personal property has been included or valued in this report. All docks, 
permanently installed winches, slips and fixed property that are part of the marina operation 
are considered real property and have been included in the valuation within this report. 
Permanently installed kitchen equipment is considered real property. 
The subject property has not been fully inspected by the appraisers, nor were 
measurements taken of any of the improvements. 
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PROHIBITED INFLUENCE: 
This appraisal assignment was not based on a requested minimum valuation, a specific 
valuation, approval of a loan, or a value within a given range. No current or future employment 
prospects were dependent upon this appraisal producing a specific value. 
COMPARABLE SALES USED: 
Sales used in the comparison analysis are confirmed closed transactions, and no deductions, 
discounts, or concessions affecting value were noted unless otherwise indicated. The State of 
Idaho is a non-disclosure state. This means that property owners (buyers and sellers) are not 
required to disclose the sale price or terms of any sales transaction to any State or County 
authority. Physical data on the sale properties and improvements such as size of site, 
frontage, etc., and transaction data regarding sale prices, terms, etc. is usually gained from 
local real estate brokers (MLS), county assessor's office and local title companies, etc. 
EASEMENTS, RESTRICTIONS AND RESERVATIONS, ETC: 
The easements, restrictions, etc., observed during the physical observation and/or pointed out 
during the physical observation of the subject property will be taken into consideration in this 
report. No title policy has been provided to this appraiser and no easements, etc. were 
pointed out or observed during my observation of the subject property other than the roadway 
easements for both Pier Road and for Limekiln Road. I was unable to determine an exact 
width on either of these easements due to the fact that I was not provided with a title report. It 
is assumed for the purpose of this report that none of the improvements are encroaching on 
any of the previously mentioned easements. 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: 
Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or may 
not be present on or in the subject property, was not observed by the appraiser. The 
appraiser has no knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the subject property. 
The appraiser, however, is not qualified to detect such substances. The presence of 
substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, radon or other potentially 
hazardous materials or substances may affect the value of the property. The value estimated 
is predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that would 
cause a loss in value. 
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In this appraisal assignment, the existence of potentially hazardous material has not been 
considered. Examples include the presence of urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, toxic 
waste and natural waste such as radon gas, which may or may not be present on the property. 
The appraiser is not qualified to detect such substances. I urge the client or any other 
interested party to obtain an expert in the field if desired 
CONFIDENTIALITY: 
In accordance with the USPAP, your appraiser agrees that he shall reveal value and analysis 
conclusions and opinions to no one other than the client, except with the permission of the 
client or by due process of law. The fee for this report does not include communication 
regarding the report with any party except the client. 
THREE APPROACHES TO VALUE: 
When applicable the Cost, Market Data, and Income Approaches to Value are employed .. In 
the case of this appraisal, all three Approaches are presented with the Cost and Income being 
applied. 
COMPETENCY: 
By acceptance of this assignment, the appraiser who signed this report certifies that he 
possesses sufficient educational and technical skills required to complete this appraisal in a 
professional manner. 
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REGIONAL ANALYSIS: 
The general area of the subject property lies near the border of Bonner County and Kootenai 
County, which is located in the Northern Panhandle of Idaho. The Panhandle consists of five 
counties bounded on the north by British Columbia, Canada; on the east by Montana; on the 
west by Washington State; and on the south by the remainder of Idaho. 
The topography of the area is generally rolling to mountainous and varies in altitude from 
2,000 feet to peaks in excess of 6,000 feet. The majority of the area is forested except for an 
area of about 75 square miles immediately northwest of Coeur d'Alene, which is known as the 
Rathdrum Prairie, a cleared, and nearly level agricultural area utilized for seed crops, beans 
and grain production. 
Within the Panhandle are three of the largest natural fishing lakes in the nation, Priest Lake, 
Lake Pend Oreille, and Lake Coeur d'Alene. In addition, there are numerous smaller 
recreational lakes including Hayden Lake, Spirit Lake, Twin Lakes, Lake Cocolalla, and 
hundreds of miles of trout streams. 
Year-round recreational activities include boating, camping, fishing, hunting, snow skiing and 
snowmobiling. The facilities of the Kaniksu, Coeur d'Alene and St. Joe National Forests are 
readily available to residents and vacationers alike. There are four regional downhill ski areas 
including Schweitzer Mountain Resort, Lookout Pass, Mount Spokane, and Silver Mountain, a 
recently expanded resort that has the world's longest gondola. 
The area is served by Interstate Highway 90 for east-west travel and U.S. Highway 95 for 
north-south travel. All highways are paved and well maintained in all seasons. Railroad 
transportation is provided by BNSF Railroad. The nearest major airline service is at Spokane, 
Washington. Smaller companies offer chartered flights from private and municipal airports in 
the area. 
The Panhandle area of North Idaho has long been recognized for its recreational opportunities 
and natural scenic beauty. The five counties comprising this area are sparsely populated, with 
most of the population found around the communities of Coeur d'Alene and Sandpoint. There 
is a definite trend, however, of increasing population and job opportunities. The result has 
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been increasing real estate values and more division of large acreage holdings into smaller 
acreage home sites. Rural land that sold for $500 to $1,500 per acre fifteen years ago is now 
bringing $5,000 to $10,000 per acre in twenty to 100 acre tracts. The influx of population and 
upward pressure on real estate values have caused a transition in use from former timber 
production or agricultural uses to small acreage mini-farms, gentlemen's ranches, and 
residential home sites. This trend is expected to continue into the foreseeable future. 
Amenities such as fire protection, police, schools, city streets, utilities, etc. are all more than 
adequate. Employment stability is good for this expanding community of Northern Idaho. 
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GENERAL NEIGHBORHOOD DESCRIPTION: 
The subject property is located in a unique area at the southern end of Lake Pend Oreille 
whose southern tip reaches into Kootenai County while the greater majority of the lake lies 
north into Bonner County. The lake is the defining natural feature in this report, yet the subject 
location, on the border of both counties, with similar access to both county seats and both 
commercial hubs, requires somewhat of a general discussion of both counties and both 
market areas, as they both influence the subject's immediate neighborhood. Data points 
about both counties, their economies, and general real estate market trends into and through 
2006 will follow. Some news quotes and other items which were significant at or around the 
time of the Effective Date of the report may be included so as to provide the reader of a better 
understanding of the market conditions/attitudes/etc. around the Effective Date of this report. 
Bonner County 
Bonner County is characterized by mountains rising to 7,000 ft. with several glacial valleys 
running mostly north and south through the mountain ranges. There are two large lakes, Priest 
Lake, and Lake Pend Oreille with several other smaller mountain lakes. Schweitzer ski area is 
located just to the northwest of Sandpoint. Other land uses include: agriculture, timber 
reproduction, single family residential and vacant land. 
Sandpoint (pop. 7, 167) is the county seat of Bonner County, Idaho (pop. 37,579). Sandpoint 
lies at the northwest end of Lake Pend Oreille in a mostly level glacial valley with mountains 
rising to the west and northwest a short distance from town. Amenities such as fire protection, 
police, schools, city streets, utilities, etc., are average. Sandpoint is the county seat and main 
employment center in the area. Most of the employment in the area is state and federal 
government and small service related businesses for the recreation, logging and transportation 
systems in the area. 
The county employment base is diverse and the majority of jobs are generated from many 
small and medium sized employers with recreational and tourism type employment being one 
of the fastest growing job classifications. Most of the employment in the area is local, state and 
federal government, education, tourism, and small service related businesses for the 
recreation, logging and transportation systems in the area. The top five major employers 
include Coldwater Creek, Lake Pend Oreille School District, Litehouse, Life Care Center, and 
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Encoder Products. Tourism, followed by manufacturing and construction provides the largest 
employment by industry. 
Median family income in the county is $32,800 having risen by 52% in the last decade, as 
compared with increases for the State of Idaho at 47%, and 42% nationwide. 
Kootenai County 
The general neighborhood is the suburban area of central Kootenai County (pop. 134,442) 
including the cities of Coeur d'Alene (pop. 41 ,300}, Post Falls (pop. 24,500), Hayden (pop. 
12,300), and Rathdrum (pop. 6,300). The city of Coeur d'Alene lies on the shores of Lake 
Coeur d'Alene, and is the county seat, as well as the primary employment and service center 
for North Idaho. 
Kootenai County is surrounded by scenic mountains and more than twenty pristine lakes, 
creating an outdoor enthusiast's dream. Recreational activities include hunting, boating, 
fishing, and snow skiing. The county has experienced more than a 55% increase in 
population in the last decade, being the third largest demographic center in the State of Idaho, 
which is the fifth fastest growing state in the nation. Land uses include: agriculture in the 
Rathdrum Prairie; timber reproduction in the foothills and mountains to the east; single family 
residential in suburban and rural settings. 
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IMMEDIATE SUBJECT NEIGHBORHOOD 
The sub-neighborhood is the Bayview area, located approximately 20 miles north of Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho and 30 miles south of Sandpoint, Idaho. Bayview is located at the very 
southern tip of Lake Pend Oreille in the northeast corner of Kootenai County. This is the 
only area of Lake Pend Oreille, and Bayview is the only town on Lake Pend Oreille which 
lies in Kootenai County. The balance of the Lake lies north into Bonner County. Lake Pend 
Oreille and is the largest lake in Idaho and it offers over 200 miles of fresh water shoreline 
stretching over 42 miles from Bayview to Sandpoint. 
Farragut state park, located at the foot of the Coeur d'Alene Mountains in the Bitterroot 
Range, is just 4 miles to the west of Bayview. At 4,000 acres, it is one of Idaho's largest 
state parks and borders Lake Pend Oreille. The park features a small beach, a trail 
network connected to Bayview, and 2 disc golf courses. It is also an excellent wildlife 
viewing area and is home to mountain goats, whitetail deer, badgers, black bears, coyotes, 
bobcats and an occasional elk. 
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Though the immediate neighborhood is located at the southern end of the lake, the market 
area consists of all property located on the lake with emphasis on those properties which 
are slightly more rural in nature. Much of the west side of the lake and the entire east side 
of the lake are fairly rural in nature. Travel times to Sandpoint can range anywhere from 15 
minutes to 30 minutes or more. The eastside of the lake is the most undeveloped. This is 
mostly due to terrain, with the eastside being dominated by the Green Monarch Mountains. 
This chain has extraordinarily steep faces rising directly out of the water for hundreds, 
sometimes thousands of feet. A couple of small, generally summertime towns exist on the 
eastside including Lakeview, Cedar Creek, Whiskey Rock and Kilroy Bay. The closest 
Marina from Bayview is located in Garfield Bay approximately 15 miles to the North. 
Bayview has a number of marinas, a couple of small restaurants and convenience 
shopping. The water is very deep near Bayview which allows for year round boat moorage 
at many of the facilities in Bayview. Only a couple of the marinas on the lake are able to 
offer year round moorage. The marinas in Hope as well as the marina in Garfield Bay offer 
these services generally, as they have fairly deep water as well. The US Navy has a base 
in Bayview and conducts underwater submarine and sonar testing as the lake approaches 
1200 feet in depth just out of Bayview. 
Bayview is generally very active in the summer months, with activity, especially tourist and 
water related activity, slowing drastically in the winter months. Homes are a mix of owner 
occupied and second/vacation homes. Dwellings in the area demonstrate an average 
degree of upkeep and maintenance. There is school bus service that runs to the area, but 
no public transportation, which is common in north Idaho. Schools are located in Athol 
approximately 1 0 miles west of Bayview. 
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ECONOMY1: 
While the timber industry has long been the major economic base of the county, the decline 
in that industry has resulted in a concerted push by local officials and business people 
toward broadening the economic base by encouraging the development of clean, light 
industry as evidenced by a number of new enterprises in Sandpoint over the past several 
years and an increased emphasis on tourism as a major source of income for the area. 
Organizations in the area have committed themselves to improving and diversifying the local 
economy and creating more jobs. Goals set have been broken down into five categories: 
1) infrastructure development; 
2) new business development and recruitment; 
3) business retention and expansion; 
4) education enhancement; 
5) downtown development and re-development. 
These goals have continued to be paramount by local organizations. The following are some 
of indicators for Sandpoint and Bonner County: 
One of the Fastest Growing Counties in Idaho I from 1980 to 2005 
the population increased at a rate of 2.8% annually. 
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1 Information and news articles from the time period around the Effective Date of this report have been included to provide the reader with a general 
idea as to the economic conditions at that time. At times this information may be presented in the present tense, howewr it is referring to the time 
pertod in which it was wrttten and is not a reference to the time pertod in which this report was put together. 
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BONNER COUNTY POPULATION FORECAST 
21J1S 
Recent research reveals that many small towns are evolving due to three fundamental factors 
of change: 
o An increasing accessibility to the national metropolitan economy due to advances in 
communication and transportation. Distance is no longer the powerful growth 
constraint it once was. People are increasingly able to settle in places such as the 
Sandpoint area, yet not be isolated from large metropolitan urban centers as once 
was the case. 
o The decentralization of manufacturing that started occurred in the 1980's. 
o Changes in the American lifestyle which include the trend toward early retirement, 
the expansion of retirees' roles as consumers and small businesspersons, and an 
increased orientation of all ages toward leisure activities and recreation. 
These growth inducing activities will increasingly be centered in amenity-rich areas such as 
Bonner County while the economic future of the County rests heavily on growth in trade and 
service industries-particularly those business activities oriented toward capturing a large 
share of the tourism industry and catering to outdoor recreationalists, retirees and the post 
WW II "Baby Boomers" who are entering their fifties poised to enter their sixties. Recreation 
and solitude are key demands of these respective groups, and the Sandpoint environment fits 
both. 
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The older "Baby Boomers" are having an impact on Bonner County and make up a growing 
segment of the population in Bonner County, as supported by the following: In a recent area 
meeting, Pearl Buchard, director of Aging and Adult Services, said that the population of 
seniors in North Idaho is increasing at a 6.7 annual percent rate. She also said that Idaho is 
the fifth fastest growing state in the nation in terms of growth in population of people older than 
60. 
Employment Conditions: (Early 2006) 
Office manager (State Department of Unemployment - Sandpoint) Bridgette Bradshaw-Fleer 
hasn't seen these current conditions in the nearly two decades during which she has been with 
the Department of Labo~. 
'We are having a very hard time filling jobs," said Bradshaw-Fleer. 'We have seen a huge 
increase in our job listings that has gone above 300 in the last year. Employers in Bonner 
County want to expand and are asking "where are all the job applicants?""( sic) 
'This is by far the best job market I've seen here in 17 years. It shows that employment in 
Bonner County is more year-round than just something seasonal." 
Once posting some of the highest unemployment figures in Idaho, Bonner County has 
become something of a superstar in the past 12 months. Since 2003, the number of jobs listed 
by area employers with the Sandpoint office more than doubled, growing 119 percent while 
the number of job applicants fell 43 percent. 
Not only were nearly 1,000 more residents employed here than last year; the county's total 
employment grew the same rate as the state of Idaho's and more than twice as fast as the 
nation's 2 percent increase. 
Her computer is loaded with 13 different listings for carpentry positions from entry-level to 
experienced journeymen ranging from $8 to $16 per hour, a dozen manufacturing jobs paying 
up to $1 0 per hour plus a large block of medical-related jobs from nursing to home health-care. 
2 Sandpoint Daily Bee 
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"Starting wages have dramatically improved, and we're also seeing more professional and 
entry-level positions in accounting and management," she said. 
But it's construction-related jobs that Bradshaw-Fleer has noticed the largest demand for in the 
last year. 
"It's no secret that the housing market has helped fuel the construction boom," she said. 
"Employers can't keep up with it and are calling us for qualified workers. Our job listings 
haven't declined from last year. 
We're also seeing employers attending more than one job fair in the region to get more 
applicants. That's very unusual for North Idaho. There's more competition now, which there 
wasn't years ago, and job seekers now can be a little pickier about who they work for." 
That's a luxury that North Idaho job applicants never really had before. 
Thanks to its continuing surge in its growing labor market, Bonner County's unemployment 
rate last year fell to the lowest level since 1989. By the summer of 2004, its jobless rate was as 
low as it has been since unemployment rates were first calculated for the county in 1970. 
In the last two years Bonner County has added more than 1 ,600 jobs, growing 12.5 percent. 
Records show that there have never been two successive years when the county has added 
such a high percentage of jobs. 
The county's robust employment picture shows no sign of slowing down. For the last several 
months the unemployment rate has logged in at historical lower numbers. 
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BONNER COUNTY ECONOMY 
Bonner County, especially the greater Sandpoint area, has enjoyed considerable success 
in growing and diversifying its economy. Over, the past 20 years, the local economic base 
has shifted from an over-reliance on the timber industry to a vital mixture of tourism, 
manufacturing, retail, and services. During that period, the number of payroll jobs in Bonner 
County grew 83% to 13,300. 
AN ATTRACTIVE PLACE TO LIVE 
Bonner County's beauty, recreational opportunities, and quality of life have attracted 
thousands of new residents since the mid-1980s. The resulting population growth has 
influenced the Bonner County's economy in many ways. Population growth spurred growth 
in the construction industry, retail stores, health care providers, public schools, service 
organizations, and government agencies. It also increased competition for jobs, increasing 
unemployment and keeping wages low. Between 1990 and 2000, the county's population 
grew 38% from 26,622 to 36,835. In the next three years, it grew to 39,162. Since 2003, 
population growth has accelerated, and very rapid population growth is likely over the next 
few years. 
A GROWING LABOR FORCE 
The "labor force" comprises civilian residents 16 years and over, who are not living in 
institutions such as prisons, nursing homes, and mental hospitals that are either: 
1) employed or 
2) unemployed and actively seeking employment. 
Approximately 18,500 people participate in Bonner County's labor force. 
From 1994 to 2004 Bonner County's labor force grew 28%, while the U.S. labor force grew 
12%. One reason why Bonner County's labor force grew faster than the nation's is that 
Bonner County had proportionately more youth entering the labor force. Bonner County is 
fortunate, because its population between 15 and 34 years of age grew 26% in the 1990s, 
while the U.S. population between 15 and 34 years of age declined 1 %. That U.S. decline 
in the under-35 population is one reason why the U.S. labor market became so tight before 
the U.S. economic slowdown began in 2001. Bonner County's employers benefit from the 
rapid growth of the working-age population. 
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Forest activities, agriculture, and summer tourism play major roles in Bonner County, so 
employment has traditionally peaked in late summer and falls throughout the winter. 
Employment falls to its lowest level in spring when muddy roads hinder loggers and winter 
tourism draws to an end. In 2004, for example, the county's unemployment rate peaked at 
8.6% in March and fell to 4.8% in August. 
Although Bonner County created hundreds of jobs, its unemployment rate continually 
hovered above 8% from 1990 to 2003. The highly seasonal employment pattern and the 
loss of high-paying lumber jobs caused some of the unemployment. Another factor boosting 
unemployment is the tendency of population growth to outstrip employment growth. Many 
new residents possess good job skills and are often willing to accept jobs for which they are 
overqualified in order to remain in Bonner County. 
A SUCCESSFUL MANUFACTURING BASE 
For more than a century, Bonner County's economy depended almost entirely on logging 
and lumber mills. The U.S. Forest Service also played an important role in the economy-
both as a source of logs and as an employer. Between their peak in 1992 and 2004, 
Bonner County lost 190 of the 1 ,380 jobs in logging, wood products manufacturing, and the 
U.S. Forest Services. 
While forest products employment declined slightly, other manufacturing sectors have 
expanded to create a greater variety of jobs. This has helped Bonner County overcome its 
long-term dependence on the lumber indust , which tends to be extreme! volatile in 
economic cycles, as well as 
providing a greater range of job 
opportunities for residents. 
In the 1980s, electronics and food 
processing jobs entered the 
economic mix. In 1984, non-wood-
products manufacturing operations 
employed only 251 people. By 
Manufacturing Jobs 
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1994, they employed 526 people. Since 2000, producers of plastic products and equipment 
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have grown at a strong rate. By 2004, non-wood-products manufacturing operations 
employed an estimated 1,140 people. 
The county's largest manufacturers that do not produce lumber or other wood products 
include: Litehouse, which employs approximately 350 people making salad dressing and 
sauces; Unicep Packaging, which employs more than 100 people making one-dose plastic 
applicators; Encoder Products, which employs more than 100 people making electronics 
products; Cygnus, which employs more than 70 people fabricating customized metal 
products; Thorne Research Products, which employs more than 60 people making 
nutritional supplements; and Diedrich Roasters, which employs more than 50 people 
making coffee-roasting equipment. 
The growth of these larger manufacturing concerns and the relocation of more than a dozen 
manufacturers to the county since 2000 have led to astonishing growth in the 
manufacturing sector. While the U.S. economy lost nearly 3 million manufacturing jobs, 
experiencing a decline of 17% in manufacturing jobs between 2001 and 2004, Bonner 
County gained 500 manufacturing jobs, experiencing growth of 36% in manufacturing jobs. 
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A TOURIST MECCA 
Tourism grew rapidly in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Summer tourism grew, as North 
Idaho became better known as a tourist destination. Sandpoint's reputation as a haven for 
the arts also contributed to the growth of tourism. In 1990, a major expansion of the 
Schweitzer Mountain ski area boosted winter tourism. In the last two years, tourism has 
been growing at a strong clip again. 
The unprecedented national attention 
that Sandpoint received this year is 
likely to greatly increase the number of 
tourists over the next few years. 
2,000 
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1,200 
800 
Tourism employment normally reaches 400 
its high point of the year in August, falls o 
to its lowest level before Thanksgiving, 
rises to its winter peak between 
1384 
Tourism Jobs 
1383 1394 1333 2004 
Christmas and New Year's, and then falls to its lowest point in April. For example, in 2004, 
tourism employment went from 1,840 in January to 1,447 in April, then rose to 1,962 in 
August, then fell back to 1 ,520 in October. 
SUCCESS IN OTHER SECTORS 
The biggest source of new jobs in Bonner County in the 1990s was Coldwater Creek, the 
Sandpoint-based mail-order catalog company. Started 20 years ago at the kitchen table of 
Dennis and Ann Pence, Coldwater Creek became the county's largest employer by 2000. In 
2001, it downsized, but it continues to have 400 high-paying corporate headquarters jobs in 
Bonner County. 
The construction, finance, insurance, and real estate industries in Bonner County are nearly 
three times larger than they would be in most counties of its size. That reflects the county's 
exceptionally strong population growth, the large number of vacation homes built here, the 
high level of commercial and industrial development over the last decade, and the growth of 
the home-grown independent bank, Panhandle State Bank. 
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Population growth and the aging of the population boosted health care 89% from 583 jobs 
in 1994 to 1,100 jobs in 2004. Bonner General Hospital, the Sandpoint hospital serving all 
of Bonner County, is the county's largest health care provider. In 1997, Life Care Centers 
celebrated the grand opening of its Sandpoint nursing home facility. In recent years, a wide 
variety of medical offices and other health care providers have grown up to take care of 
Bonner County's growing population. 
As in many forested counties in the West, Bonner County's largest landlord is the federal 
government. The federal government owns 45% of the 1 ,918-square mile county, and the 
state government owns 15%. The U.S. Forest Service has played a major role in the 
economy of Bonner County for decades. About 120 people work year-around for the Forest 
Service, while another 80 people work only in the summers. In addition, several Forest 
Service contractors employ people in Bonner County. The U.S. Postal Service is the next 
largest federal employer. Altogether, federal agencies employ 220 people in the winter and 
up to 330 people in the summer. 
MEETING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES 
Despite strong job growth, many Bonner County residents are struggling with low incomes. 
In 2002, Bonner County's per capita income was $21,865, while the State of Idaho's per 
capita income was $25,476 and U.S. per capita income was $30,906. Economists consider 
per capita income to be one of the best measures of an area's economic prosperity. The 
gap between Bonner County and U.S. incomes has persisted for two decades, and is a 
cause for some concern. About 15% of Bonner County's population lives below the poverty 
level, while 13% of the U.S. population does. 
To increase employment and income, the Bonner County Economic Development 
Corporation is working hard to bring new businesses into the community and to help 
existing businesses expand. It already has succeeded in helping to bring the unemployment 
rate down. From its inception in early 2001 through the fall of 2004, BCEDC has brought 
350 jobs to Bonner County. That's roughly one-third of the total jobs added in the county 
during that period. The jobs created through BCEDC's assistance pay an average of 
$35,600, compared to an average annual wage of $24,700 for all jobs in Bonner County. 
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LOCAL KOOTENAI COUNTY ECONOMY 
For 20 years, Kootenai County's economy has grown at an astounding rate as it diversifies 
its manufacturing base, expands its tourism sector and adds call centers. In addition, 
tourism and population growth fueled high levels of construction and boosted retail, health 
care, service, and government jobs. 
The opening of the Coeur d'Alene Resort in 1987 led to incredible growth in tourism. The 
Silverwood theme park opened in 1988 and has continued to grow every year. In 1994, the 
Coeur d'Alene Tribe opened a casino in Worley. Today, the casino, golf course and hotel 
employ more than 900 people. In 2007, tourism-related jobs averaged 8,800. 
Also promoting the diversification 
and growth of the economic base 
during the last decade were the 
relocation on many manufacturing 
operations and six call centers to 
Kootenai County. About 4,800 people work in the county's manufacturing businesses while 
2,100 people work at call centers. Kootenai County's low business costs, good business 
climate and quality of life have attracted many new businesses. In 2005, Sysco opened a 
distribution center serving the food service industry that employs 180 people, Buck Knives 
opened a manufacturing plant that employs 280 people and U.S. Bank opened a customer 
service center that will employ 500 people. 
The County has created so many jobs that it has received national attention for its booming 
economy as well as for its great lifestyle. Although growth is slowing, the county continues 
to lay the foundation for further economic success. 
Kootenai County's growing population and economic development provide many 
opportunities for business creation. Between 1997 and 2007, the number of private-sector 
employers increased 45 percent from 3,529 to 5,1 04. Jobs Plus, the local economic 
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development organization, has recruited dozens of businesses to Kootenai County over the 
last ten years. Low business costs, a pleasant business climate, low electricity and natural 
gas costs, and an affordable workforce are among the county's attractions for new 
business. 
The county employment base is diverse and the majority of jobs are generated from many 
small and medium sized employers with recreational and tourism type employment being 
one of the fastest growing job classifications. Most of the employment in the area is local, 
state and federal government, education, tourism, and small service related businesses for 
the recreation, logging and transportation systems in the area. The top major employers 
include Center Partners (call centers), Coeur d'Alene Resort, Coeur d'Alene Casino, 
Esterline Advanced Input Systems (manufacturer), Kimball Office (furniture manufacturer), 
Kootenai Health (hospital), North Idaho College, and U.S. Bank (including customer service 
center). 3 
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MARKET CONDITIONS I TRENDS: 
The following data primarily focuses on residential waterfront as in general, there is very little 
waterfront that is zoned "Commercial" or in an area where other zoning could allow a 
commercial use. 
In the decade from 1990 through 1999 the residential waterfront market on Lake Pend Oreille 
and the Pend Oreille River remained relatively stable. Prices and values moved slightly up and 
down during that period but no significant change in value was recorded. In the period from 
2000 through most of 2002, the market for improved and unimproved water frontage picked up 
with very apparent upward trending prices and decreasing marketing times. Unimproved 
waterfront, as opposed to improved waterfront, showed more movement and activity. 
Observations of our improved waterfront marketplace during that period suggested that in the 
great majority of cases, buyers in the mid to upper price ranges elected to purchase 
unimproved waterfront sites and build a dwelling to their own desires, dreams and 
specifications. An example of this is: many buyers during that period who looked at a 
number of the improved competing properties for sale at the time, in the end, decided to build 
"their" dream home. Most of the time qualified buyers choose not to buy someone else's 
home. They elect to build. As long as desirable unimproved waterfront sites were available, it 
took a discount of the depreciated cost of the existing property to induce a qualified buyer to 
deviate from this desire to buy and build on their own waterfront parcel. 
This was best indicated in the continued difference in indicated values by the cost and 
market approaches when completing an appraisal report in the mid to upper price ranges. 
The spread between the two approaches (ranging from 10% to 30%) was basically the 
discount that the buyer required to induce a sale. At that time the difference between the 
indicated values was considered to be functional obsolescence or in some cases economic 
obsolescence. 
Moving forward brings us to one of the items that were briefly mentioned above, that is, these 
buyers chose to build as long as desirable unimproved waterfront sites were available in the 
period of late 2002 forward. We started seeing increases in selling prices and decreasing 
marketing time on both improved and unimproved waterfront. Some say this "pop" was due 
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to a national magazine running a feature on Sandpoint and others say it was the continued 
national trend of moving from the major metropolitan areas to a more "rural" area. 
Nevertheless, we saw increased activity in waterfront during this time and along with all other 
types of real property. Available desirable unimproved waterfront sites began to dry up 
leaving potential buyers of waterfront with only one choice and that was to look at improved 
properties. 
In the spring of 2003 (after the snow melt) we continued to see brisk market activity in all 
segments markets but at a larger and more dramatically increasing pace as selling prices 
appeared to be increasing in double digit multiples. As a result, inventories of properties for 
sale4 decreased at a progressively faster pace. In the first six months of 2003, it ''felt" as if 
selling prices were rising at a rate of 50% or more. I say "felt", as hard data was not yet 
available to measure the amount of increasing appreciation. 
MARKET TRENDS: BONNER COUNTY 
For 2003, in the Sandpoint Area for single family dwellings, the average sale price was 
$163,825. Average days on market were 165. The sales price as a percentage of list price 
was 96.8%. The number of sales for the year was 483. 
For 2004, in the Sandpoint Area for single family dwellings, the average sale price was 
$200A70. Average days on market were 92. The sales price as a percentage of list price 
was 97.9%. The number of sales for the year was 586. 
For 2005 in the Sandpoint Area for single family dwellings, the average sale price was 
$290,248. Average days on market were 59. The sales price as a percentage of list price was 
97.0%. The number of sales was 619. 
For 2006 in the Sandpoint area for single family dwellings, the average sale price was 
$333,661. Average days on the market were 96. The sales price as a percentage of the list 
price was 96%. The number of sales for the year was 438. 
4 In all types of property but my focus is on waterfront. 
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For 2007 in the Sandpoint area for single family dwellings, the average sale price was 
$338,314. Average days on the market were 93. The sales price as a percentage of the list 
prices was 94.3%. The number of sales for the year was 399. 
Based on trend analysis and neighborhood information and with support from the 
comparables' days on market, the subject is estimated to sell at the appraised value in a time 
period of approximately 3 to 12 months with appropriate marketing techniques. These 
techniques include proper exposure with an asking price at approximately market value. 
Many items can drastically affect marketing times including economic conditions, property 
condition, asking price, access, etc. 
MARKETTRENDS:KOOTENAICOUNTY 
For 2004 in Kootenai County for single family dwellings, the average sale price was 
$181,817. Average days on market were 97. The total number of sales for the year was 
4,227. Average list to sale price ratio was 98.1% 
For 2005 in Kootenai County for single family dwellings, the average sale price was 
$238,301. Average days on market were 82. The total number of sales for the year was 
4,311. Average list to sale price ratio was 98.5% 
For 2006 in Kootenai County for single family dwellings, the average sale price was 
$272,030. Average days on market were 113. The total number of sales for the year was 
3, 150. Average list to sale price ratio was 96.9% 
For 2007 in Kootenai County for single family dwellings, the average sale price was $280,236. 
Average days on market were 121. The total number of sales for the year was 2,718. Average 
list to sale price ratio was 96.0%. 
As one can see from both Kootenai County and Bonner County market stats, values increased 
steadily from 2003 through 2006 with a leveling beginning to occur into and through 2007 as 
values would later show to have peaked in late 2007 and slowly begin to decline into 2008. 
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Time Adjustments: 
Market conditions indicate the application of time adjustments for waterfront properties. Time 
adjustments are based in part upon the following paired sales of waterfront residences in the 
general Sandpoint Area, which indicates market appreciation in the 3% to 5% per month 
basis. These four sale pairs suggest market appreciation of improved waterfront properties in 
the range of 4% of the sale price per month for the period through 2005. Things began to 
slow a bit into 2006 and 2007, with values finally peaking in 2007 in most cases. Beyond the 
pairs included below, I have included further data which indicates the possibility of even 
greater appreciation over the time period of 2004 to 2005 in vacant land. See the following 
pages for more information. 
WATERFRONT SALE PAIRS ON PEND OREILLE RIVER/LAKE: 
ADDRESS SITE PREVIOUS SALE RESALE MONTHLY 
1) 504 Larch, Priest River 200 ff $280,000/09-03-03 $4 75,000/08-24-05 3% 
2) 199 Lakeshore, Sagle 50 ff $238,500/06-03-02 $769,000/06-01-05 4% 
3) 2555 Lakeshore, Sagle 60 ff $395,000/09-24-02 $775,000/10-15-04 5% 
4) , 105 Secret Cove, Sdpt 180 ff $1 '155,000/1-7 -04 $2,450,000/12-14-05 4% 
····················································································································· 
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The following vacant waterfront transactions include site sales that are "broken-out" on a 
price per front footage basis. These are included to provide an overview of the past and 
recent market conditions for waterfront properties on Lake Pend Oreille. These sales include 
only waterfront sales on Lake Pend Oreille and the mouth of the Pend Oreille River. 
LOCATION SALES PRICE DATE FRONTFT PRICE/FF 
1) BOTILE BAY ROAD $180,000 4/04 243 FF $741 
2) TAX 90 PONDER POINT $375,000 4/04 200 FF $1,875 
3) LOT 6 PONDER POINT $345,000 4/04 llOFF $3,136 
4) LOT 4 PONDER POINT $280,000 4/04 llOFF $2,454 
5) CROOKED EAR LOT 1, BLK. 1 $240,000 4/04 70 FF $3,429 
6) CROOKED EAR LOT 5, BLK. 1 $267,840 5/04 85 FF $3,151 
7) CROOKED EAR LOT 4, BLK. 1 $299,000 5/04 85 FF $3,518 
8) CROOKED EAR LOT 3, BLK. 1 $284,000 5/04 85 FF $3,341 
9) CROOKED EAR LOT 2, BLK. 1 $260,000 6/04 85 FF $3,059 
10) BEL TAN $275,000 5/05 180 FF $1,528 
11) BEAVER POINT $250,100 5/04 202 FF $1,238 
12) BOTILE BAY RD. $395,500 6/04 143 FF $2,766 
13) 127 HUBBARD LANE $800,000 6/04 237 FF $3,376 
14) BOTILE BAY ROAD $395,500 6/04 200 FF $1,978 
15) GARFIELD BAY ROAD $200,000 7/04 220 FF $909 
16) LOT 4 BLK. 2 PONDER POINT $462,500 8/04 llOFF $4,223 
17) LOT 5, BLK. 2 WHISKEY JACK $649,000 9/04 162 FF $4,006 
18) LOT 2, BLK. 2 WHISKEY JACK $290,000 10/04 97 FF $2,990 
19) TAX 89 PONDER POINT $699,000 10/04 186 FF $3,758 
20) GARFIELD BAY ROAD $174,000 11/04 100 FF $1,740 
21) PIERCE LANE $675,000 12/04 200 FF $3,375 
22) SOURDOUGH LANE $349,900 1/05 118 FF $2,965 
23) POULIN DRIVE $340,000 3/05 64 FF $5,313 
24) 3079 BOTILE BAY ROAD $499,000 4/05 164 FF $3,043 
25) SUNNYSIDE ROAD $399,000 5/05 250FF $1,596 
26) SUNNYSIDE ROAD $455,000 6/05 250 FF $1,820 
27) E. CROOKED EAR DRIVE $525,000 6/05 85 FF $6,176 
28) LAKESHORE DRIVE* $1,400,000(ADJ) 4/05 200 FF $7,000 
29) CROOKED EAR LANE $525,000 6/05 85 FF $6,176 
30) BEL TANE $505,000 9/05 100 FF $5,050 
31) MARl MOUNT BEACH $605,000 8/05 lOOFF $6,050 
32) KANIKSU SHORES $700,000 9/05 108FF $6,481 
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33) DIVISION STREET 
34) SHANNON, DOVER BAY, LOT 5* 
35) LAKESHORE, DOVER BAY, LOT 6* 
36) SUNNYSIDE ROAD, TAX 93 
37) LAKESHORE WAY, LOT 11 * 
38) LAKESHORE, LOT 10* 
39) SHANNON, DOVER BAY, LOT 6 * 
40) LAKESHORE, SANDY BEACH* 
41) LAKESHORE, RIVERSIDE* 
42) BEL TANE (GAGES RD) 
43) LOT 13 LAKESHORE* 
44) CROOKED EAR 
45) PONDER POINT DR 
46) 3937 BOTILE BAY RD 
47) CAPE HORN DR. BAYVIEW 
48) NNA HWY 2 DOVER (8.36 AC) 
49) 1227 GLENGARY RD 
SO) LOT 6 O'DONNELL* 
51) LOT 8 LAKESHORE* 
52) 1600 PENINSULA RD 
53) POULIN DRIVE 
54) 7095 BOTILE BAY(5.07 AC) 
55) 7095 BOTILE BAY(5.18AC) 
56) LOT 4 BRYCE LANE 
57) LOT 8/9 LAKESHORE SANDY* 
58) SUNNYSIDE RD (10.4 ACRES) 
59) 2205/915 GLENGARY (9.5 ACRES) 
60) LOT 5 LAKESHORE* 
61) LOT 4 SHANNON* 
62) LOT 1 LAKESHORE* 
63) BLUE HERON RD 
64) LOT 7/8 SHANNON* 
65) 0 BOTILE BAY ROAD 
66) BL 1 LT 5 CROOKED EAR 
67) NNA BLUE HERON 
68) ROCKY POINT RD 
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$725,000 
$1,750,000 
$697,000 
$749,000 
$700,000 
$799,000 
$1,200,000 
$1,300,000 
$745,000 
$550,000 
$749,000 
$710,000 
$749,000 
$700,000 
$750,000 
$2,500,000 
$779,000 
$950,000 
$799,000 
$775,000 
$485,000 
$1,700,000 
$1,300,000 
$750,000 
$1,500,000 
$1,500,000 
$3,335,000 
$625,000 
$750,000 
$679,000 
$640,000 
$1,100,000 
$530,000 
$520,000 
$510,000 
$575,000 
40 
9/05 
8/05 
3/06 
4/06 
5/06 
7/06 
10/06 
8/06 
10/06 
11/06 
2/07 
5/07 
5/07 
5/07 
6/07 
7/07 
7/07 
8/07 
8/07 
8/07 
9/07 
10/07 
10/07 
10/07 
10/07 
11/07 
2/08 
4/08 
4/08 
7/08 
8/08 
12/08 
6/09 
6/09 
6/09 
6/09 
85 FF $8,529 
240 FF $7,292 
99 FF $7,040 
100 FF $7,490 
87 FF $8,046 
97 FF $8,237 
246 FF $4,878 
350ff $3,714 
100 FF $7,450 
180 FF $3,056 
93 FF $8,054 
86 FF $8,256 
100 FF $7,490 
108 FF $6,481 
183 FF $4,098 
180 FF $13,889 
100 FF $7,790 
99 FF $9,596 
84 FF $9,512 
100 FF $7,750 
63 FF $7,698 
267 FF $6,367 
282 FF $4,610 
50 FF $15,000 
160 FF $9,375 
330 FF $4,545 
1000 FF $3,335 
99 FF $6,313 
263 FF $2,852 
100 FF $6,790 
100 FF $6,400 
236 FF $4,661 
100 FF $5,300 
85 FF $6,117 
lOOFF $5,100 
117FF $4,914 
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Based on the above graph, a comparison of the 2005 median sales price of $6,050 per front 
foot with that of the 2004 median price of $3,059 per front foot, suggests price appreciation of 
more than 97%. This compares with and supports the market appreciation indicated by the 
previous improved waterfront sales pairs suggesting a 4% increase per month or 48% over a 
12 month period. It appears that waterfront home sites appreciating at approximately 8% per 
month out-paced existing waterfront home sales. 
There are exceptions that are outside the above ranges. Another site sold for approximately 
$2,200 in 2003 and more recently it sold for $8,529. The increase over that period is 
approximately 124% annually. 
From 2005 to 2007, one can see that median sales price increased at a much slower pace, 
in the range of 1% per month over that period, with median prices beginning to decline into 
2008 and 2009. This shows quite conclusively that the market was continuing to appreciate 
as of the Effective Date of this appraisal report. 
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I have located two paired sales of commercial property which sold in Bayview. Both of these 
properties are of land that was utilized as mobile home parks in Bayview. One is located 
directly across from a public boat launch and is being developed into either a motel or 
condominiums as I understand. 
ADDRESS SITE PREVIOUS SALE RESALE MONTHLY 
5) 33972 Corbin, Bayview 2.2 Ac $470,000/08-2002 $1,600,000/08-2007 4% 
6) 16326 Emerson, Bayview 6.35 Ac $87,500/11-2000 $180,000/07-2004 2.5% 
These paired sales, along with the previous paired sales and market data indicate 
strong appreciation from 2004 through 2007. I will utilize a 5% per month adjustment 
for sales in 2004 and 2005 as this period had the strongest measurable appreciation 
and will use 1% per month for sales occurring in 2006 and 2007. If sales are utilized 
before the Effective Date they will be increased by a corresponding percentage. If 
sales are utilized after the Effective Date they will be decreased by a corresponding 
percentage. 
Note: A few things about waterfront property should be strongly considered. During the time 
period around the Effective Date of this report, namely 2005- 2007, the market was in the midst 
of a surge. It was a strong market. Property of all types was being bought and developed. 
When it came to waterfront property, the attitude was, you'd better buy it now because it is only 
going to get more expensive. Also, residential waterfront is a very emotional thing for people. It 
is something that cannot be explained. Often times the same thing is experienced with views. 
People react emotionally. Money was available, the economy was good, and people were 
willing to buy their dream. Property values continued to climb for another 18 months, more or 
less, from the Effective Date of this report before the scale finally tipped. 
Commercial property: 
Sales of commercial properties in somewhat rural areas like Bayview are often very sporadic 
and difficult to track. I have completed some analysis on the commercial markets in the 
northern three counties of Idaho from the period of 2004 through 2007. The market did 
appear to appreciate throughout that time period alongside residential properties, though not 
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at the same pace. Below is some information regarding these overall trends. These include 
all types of commercial property including commercial land. 
In 2004 for the northern 3 counties in Idaho, the average sales price for commercial property 
was $410,000. The total number of properties sold was 135. The average number of days 
on market was 208 with a list to sales price ratio of 91%. 
In 2005 for the northern 3 counties in Idaho, the average sales price for commercial property 
was $484,000. The total number of properties sold was 152. The average number of days 
on market was 185 with a list to sales price ratio of 96%. 
In 2006 for the northern 3 counties in Idaho, the average sales price for commercial property 
was $530,000. The total number of properties sold was 150. The average number of days 
on market was 142 with a list to sales price ratio of 94%. 
In 2007 for the northern 3 counties in Idaho, the average sales price for commercial property 
was $795,000. The total number of properties sold was 103. The average number of days 
on market was 103 with a list to sales price ratio of 93%. 
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SALES AND OWNERSHIP HISTORY: 
Standards Rule 1-5 
(This Standards Rule contains binding requirements from which departure is 
not permitted.) 
In developing a real property appraisal, when the value opinion to be developed is 
market value, an appraiser must, if such information is available to the appraiser 
in the normal course of business' 
(a) analyze all agreements of sale, options, or listings of the subject property 
current as of the Effective Date of the appraisal; and 
(b) analyze all sales of the subject property that occurred within the three (3) 
years prior to the Effective Date of the appraisal.t4 
There have been no reported sales or listings of the subject property in the three years prior to 
the Effective Date of this appraisal. According to my client, the subject property was not offered 
for sale at any point during that time period either. 
In the State of Idaho, buyers, sellers, agents, title companies, etc. are not required to disclose 
the sale price or terms of any sales transaction to any Federal, State or County authority other 
than The Internal Revenue Service. The local multiple listing service is our only source of data 
regarding the listing and the sale of properties in Kootenai and Bonner Counties. There are 
many sales that do not go through the MLS and are what we consider "private party sales" i.e. 
from party to party not being accounted for by any services. 
Physical data on the sale properties and improvements such as size of site, frontage, etc., and 
transaction data regarding sale prices, terms, etc. is usually gained from local real estate 
brokers (MLS), county assessor's office and local title companies, etc 
PROPERTY APPRAISED: 
See attached addendum. 
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ZONING: 
According to Kathy Perry at the Kootenai County Planning Department, the subject property 
is/was zoned "Commercial". See below for full ordnance. It should be noted that the ordinance 
below was adopted in May of 2007, however Kathy at P & Z indicated that the ordinance had 
not changed in the new draft and was the same as it was in 2006. 
CHAPTER9 
COMMERCIAL ZONE (C) 
SECTIONS: 
9-9-1 GENERAL COMMERCIAL ZONE DEFINED 
9-9-2 9.01 PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
9-9-3 9.02 SITE AREAS 
9-9-4 9.03 USES PERMITTED 
9-9-5 9.04 FRONT, SIDE, AND REAR YARDS 
9-9-6 9.05 USES PERMITTED- STORAGE 
9-9-7 9.06 USES PROHIBITED 
9-9-8 9.07 CONDITIONAL USES 
9-9-9 9.08 RECREATIONAL VEHICLE PARK PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
9-9-10 9.09 SPECIAL NOTICE PERMITS 
9-9-1: GENERAL COMMERCIAL ZONE DEFINED: 
The "General Commercial zone" is a land use classification for a district suitable for wholesale and retail sales and services. 
9-9-2: PERFORMANCE STANDARDS: 
In the Commercial zone, no building or premises shall be used, nor any building or structure be hereafter erected or altered, 
unless otherwise provided in this title, except for one (1) or more of the following uses in accordance with the following 
standards. A Commercial lot shall have direct access from a public road. 
All uses shall meet the following standards: 
A. Requirements of Chapter 17 of this title, Design Standards 
B. Requirements of Chapter 19 of this title, Supplementary Regulations 
C. Anticipated traffic impacts will be determined for all commercial uses using the most current edition of the ''Trip Generation 
Manual." A Special Notice Permit shall be required for commercial uses or buildings that are anticipated to generate traffic 
impacts in excess of the following thresholds: 
1. For sites which access directly onto a State or Federal Highway- 25 cars per hour, or 250 vehicles per day. 
2. For sites which access onto other public roads -50 cars per day. 
D. Uses on all lots or parcels in the Commercial zone which front on a state or federal highway shall require a Special Notice 
Permit. 
E. Requirements of the applicable Highway District and Idaho Transportation Department or if the site is within an area of city 
impact, the city's standards for access, approaches, and street design, whichever is the higher standard. 
F. If an existing community water system within 1 ,000 feet of the site is willing and able to provide water service to the use, 
connection to that system shall be required. 
G. Requirements of the Panhandle Health District for sanitary sewage disposal. 
H. Requirements of the Panhandle Health District's Critical Materials Regulation. 
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I. All uses shall be in a structural Fire Protection District and meet all applicable District regulations; or absent a structural Fire 
Protection District, shall incorporate fire protection measures recommended by the State Fire Marshall. 
J. No uses shall generate sound pressure levels greater than 80 dBA as measured at the property line. 
9-9-3: SITE AREAS: 
Fifty percent (50%) of the area of all sites must be left in open spaces free from structures. 
9-9-4: USES PERMITTED: 
A. Parks, playgrounds, and golf courses. 
B. Community facilities, including fire stations, public utility installations, etc. 
C. Public or non-profit recreational buildings. 
D. Any wholesale, retail or service business. 
E. Public or private office buildings. 
F. Any eating or drinking establishment or other entertainment facility. 
G. Hospitality businesses, such as hotels and motels, and meeting and convention facilities. 
H. Transfer, storage, and warehouse facilities, except outside storage must be within a sight-obscuring fence. 
I. Single family, two-family or multi-family dwellings are allowed provided they are on the second and/or third floors of a 
commercial building, or in a separate structure provided it is accessory to the commercial use of the site. Residential uses 
are subject to the density requirements of the High Density Residential (HDR) zone. 
J. Recreational vehicle park. 
K. General farming, except the minimum lot area for the keeping of livestock shall be 3/4 acre. 
L. Vocational, trade, or private instructional schools, providing a specialized or single-item curriculum. 
M. Churches. 
9-9-5: FRONT, SIDE, AND REAR YARDS: 
The following front, side, and rear yard setback requirements shall apply in the Commercial zone. 
All Buildings: 
A. Front yard ................................. 35 feet 
B. Side yard ..................................... none 
C. flanking Street... ........................ 20 feet 
D. Rear yard .................................. 15 feet 
9-9-6: USES PERMITTED STORAGE: 
No premises in the Commercial zone shall be used as a storage area for any purpose other than storage of materials required in 
connection with the enumerated permitted uses in the Commercial zone. Storage areas must conform to the minimum setback 
regulations of the zone. Automobiles and other machinery normally displayed for sales purposes on an open lot may be so displayed. 
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9-9-7: USES PROHIBITED: 
A. Automobile wrecking yards and junk yards. 
B. Processing and manufacturing are prohibited, unless they are part of the operation of a business or service specifically 
permitted in the Commercial zone. Such processing and manufacturing uses must be clearly incidental to the permitted 
use on the site. 
9-9-8: CONDITIONAL USES: 
A. Outdoor Theaters. 
B. Public Utility Complex Facility. 
C. Zoos. 
D. Radio and Television Towers. 
E. Special Events Location (Note: See the definitions of Special Events and Special Events Location in Section 9-2-2 of this 
Title). 
F. Wireless Communication Facility (WCF). 
9-9-9: RECREATIONAL VEHICLE PARK PERFORMANCE STANDARDS: 
A. Intent- The intent of these standards is for temporary living quarters and not permanent or year-round housing. 
B. Accessory Uses - Management headquarters, recreational facilities, toilets, dumping stations, coin-operated laundry 
facilities, and other convenience establishments are permitted as accessory uses incidental to the operation of the 
recreational vehicle park. 
C. Recreational vehicles shall be separated from each other and from other structures by at least ten (10) feet. Any accessory 
structures, such as attached awnings or carports, shall, for the purpose of this separation requirement, be considered to be 
part of the recreational vehicle. 
D. Each recreational vehicle loUspace shall contain a stabilized vehicular parking pad composed of paving, compacted 
crushed gravel, or other all-weather material. 
E. Interior drives in recreational vehicle parks which enter and exit onto a public road must be approved by the applicable 
Highway District or the Idaho Transportation Department. 
F. Yards, fences, walls, or vegetative screening shall be provided at the property lines of a recreational vehicle park where the 
park adjoins adjacent lands that are zoned or used for residential purposes. In particular, extensive off-street parking areas 
and service areas for loading and unloading purposes other than for passenger uses and areas for storage and collection 
of refuse shall be screened. 
G. If it is determined by the applicable Highway District or Idaho Transportation Department that traffic control devices or other 
traffic regulation improvements are required as a result of development of a recreational vehicle park, the Sponsor shall be 
responsible for the cost of installation or construction of said improvements. 
H. Internal roads and parking service areas shall provide safe and convenient access for service and emergency vehicles and 
to amenities within the recreational vehicle park. Internal roads shall not be designed to encourage use by outside traffic to 
traverse the recreational vehicle park to adjoining developed areas. 
I. Each recreational vehicle lot shall have one (1) off-street vehicle parking space. 
J. Any action toward removal of wheels of a recreational vehicle, except for temporary purposes of repair or to attach the 
recreational vehicle to the grounds for stabilizing purposes is prohibited. 
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K. Occupancy of a recreational vehicle park space by a particular recreational vehicle shall be limited each year to only those 
days between Memorial Day and October 1, and/or a maximum of thirty (30) consecutive days during the remaining 
months of the calendar year. 
L. A site plan shall be submitted upon application for a building permit with a North arrow and date of drawing, showing uses 
and structures which are proposed. Said plan shall include adequate information to clearly depict existing and proposed 
structures and their uses, existing and proposed roads; easements, points of access, recreational vehicle lot dimensions, 
number of acres in site, dimensions of property lines, property line setbacks, reserved or dedicated open space, major 
landscape features (both natural and man-made), locations of existing and proposed utility lines, accessory off-street 
parking and loading facilities, parking space areas, wastewater drainfield area, traffic circulation patterns, refuse and 
service areas, signs, outdoor storage, and fences, yards, or wall or vegetative screening. 
9-9-10: SPECIAL NOTICE PERMITS: 
A. Outdoor Lighting of Permitted Recreational Uses. 
B. Railroad car or truck cargo container/trailer used for storage or any other purpose not associated with the active operation 
of a railroad or trucking business. 
C. As required by section 9-9-2 of this chapter. 
3. Prior to issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy, the designer shall submit a completion report attesting to the correct 
installation of healthy trees, shrubs, groundcover and other landscape treatments as shown on the landscape site plan, 
and that the installation is a correct representation of the plan. 
4. The Director may authorize a delay in the completion of planting during the months of November, December, January, 
February, and up to March 15th (or adverse weather conditions which threaten survivability of plants). Should a delay 
occur, a guarantee of financial surety equal to one hundred fifty percent (150%) of the costs of landscaping will be provided 
by the owner/developer and held by the County until the landscaping is complete. No Certificate of Occupancy shall be 
issued until the required landscape development is complete, or a financial guarantee has been approved. 
D. Alternative Methods of Compliance 
It is recognized that with certain site conditions, a strict interpretation of requirements may be physically impossible or economically 
impractical. In cases of hardship, these alternative compliance procedures allow modifications to the above landscaping 
requirements. Requests for use of alternative landscaping schemes are justified only when one or more of the following apply: 
1. The site has space limitations or the parcel is unusually shaped. 
2. Topography, soil, vegetation or other physical hardship site conditions are such that full compliance is impossible or impractical. 
3. Due to a change of use of an existing site, the required buffer is larger than can be provided. 
4. Legitimate safety considerations from other public agencies are raised. An applicant applying for relief under this provision shall 
submit, in addition to the information required in the Landscape Plan, a written narrative explaining the alternative methods of 
compliance, also prepared by a designer, and the applicable fees. The proposed solution shall equal or exceed existing 
requirements. Upon receipt of the completed application, the Director shall review the request and submit a decision to the 
applicant within 10 working days of the request. If the application is denied, the Applicant may appeal the Director's decision to 
the County Hearing Examiner. The Hearing Examiner shall make a recommendation to the Board of County Commissioners. 
The decision from the Board shall be final. 
9-17-6: PARKING: 
A. General Requirements 
1. Parking and Circulation Plan Required - Off-street parking and loading facilities shall be shown on a site plan for review. 
The plan submitted shall show a detailed functional parking arrangement and on-site circulation and shall be prepared at a 
scale of not less than one inch equals one hundred feet (1"=100'). 
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2. Parking Area Limitations - A required parking area shall be used exclusively for parking of vehicles in operating condition 
and shall be used in conjunction with a permitted land use: No inoperable or unlicensed vehicle shall be parked or stored 
within a space which is required to meet the minimum number of spaces of this Section. Following approval, off-street 
parking facilities shall not be reduced or encroached upon in any manner unless provisions of this chapter have been met 
and approval for the change has been received. 
3. Changes in Parking Facility- Whenever a use or building constructed or established after December 21, 1998 is enlarged 
in floor area, number of employees, number of dwelling units, seating capacity, or any other change that creates an 
increase in the need for additional parking spaces, a site plan shall be prepared and submitted to the Director for approval. 
4. Access- All parking facilities shall be provided with safe and convenient access to a street. Ingress and egress to streets 
shall be provided only through approved driveways. Approaches onto a public road shall meet the requirements of the 
applicable Highway jurisdiction. 
B. Parking Lot Design Standards 
1. Number of Parking Spaces Required - The minimum number of off-street parking spaces required for each type of use, or 
similar use, shall be in accordance with the following list. Gross floor space shall be used where the number of spaces is 
bas.ed on a square footage type requirement. In determining the number of parking spaces required, fractions shall be 
rounded to the nearest whole number. If a specific use is not listed for parking standards, then the requirements for the 
closest similar use shall be used. If there is no similar use, then one space shall be required for every 200 square feet of 
gross floor space. 
Manufactured Home Park: 2 per dwelling unit 
Community Uses: 
Auditoriums, churches, theaters: 
Fixed Seating: 1 per 4 seats 
No Fixed Seating: 1 per 150 square feet 
Schools or higher educational facilities: 1 per classroom, 1 per office, and 1 per each 4 seats in the largest gathering room 
Day care centers: 1 per 350 square feet 
Hospitals: 1 per each bed 
Libraries: 1 per 250 square feet 
Nursing homes: 1 per 5 beds 
Parks/Athletic fields: 30 spaces, and 50 per each playing field 
Commercial: 
Offices: 3 per 1000 square feet 
Medical/Dental Clinics: 1 per 250 square feet 
Retail sales, personal services: 1 per 250 square feet 
Furniture and motor vehicle showrooms: 1 per 800 square feet 
Hotels/Motels: 1 per rental unit, and 1 per each regular employee of the largest shift 
Indoor Recreation, such as bowling alleys/skating rinks: 1 per 100 square feet 
Restaurants/night clubs/bars: 1 per 250 square feet 
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Club/lodge: 1 per every 6 fixed seats or 1 for every 10 members, whichever is larger 
Outdoor Recreation Activities (depending upon the activity): 
1 per every cabin; or 
1 per every equestrian stall; or 
1 per every 100 square foot of floor space in the primary lodge or club; or 
1 per every four tickets sold; 
Research Park: 1 per 600 square feet 
Industrial: 
Manufacturing: 1 for every 2 employees on the largest shift 
Warehouse and Wholesale: 1 per 800 square feet 
Mining: 1 for every 2 employees on the largest shift 
2. Location of Parking Facilities - Required off-street parking shall be either on the same lot or premises as the principal 
building or within three hundred feet (300') of the building. The 300 foot requirement shall be measured from the nearest 
point of the principal building to the nearest point of the parking facility. Off-street parking facilities for separate uses may 
be provided jointly when operating hours of users do not conflict and provided the total number of spaces is not less than 
the required spaces for each individual use. Off-site parking areas shall require approval as a conditional use permit. 
3. Dimensions 
a. Parking Lot Space Dimensions - Eight feet (8') in width by eighteen feet (18') in length. At the developer's option, 25 
percent (25%) of the lot may be marked "compact only" with individual parking space dimensions of seven and one-
half feet (72') in width by fifteen feet ( 15') in length. 
b. Aisle Width - Parking area aisle widths shall conform to the following table, which varies the width requirement 
according to the angle of parking: 
Parking Angle (degrees): 
Aisle Width (feet): One-Way Traffic 13' 12' 15' 18' 24' 
Two-Way Traffic 19' 20' 21' 23' 24' 
c. Driveway Entrances and Exits - One-way traffic entrance and exit driveways for all uses except residential: fourteen 
feet (14'). Two-way traffic entrance and exit driveways used for all uses except residential: twenty-six feet (26'). 
4. Bicycle Parking - One bicycle parking space shall be provided for every ten (10) required auto parking spaces. Bicycle 
parking shall not obstruct vehicular or pedestrian circulation. 
5. Parking for Physical Limitations -Where off-street parking is required for uses other than residential, handicapped parking 
spaces shall be provided on the ratio of one handicapped parking space per thirty-five (35) required auto parking spaces, 
and shall meet the following standards: 
a. The spaces shall be at least twelve feet (12') wide and twenty feet (20') long and shall be open on one side to allow 
wheelchair access. 
b. Spaces shall be signed in accordance with Idaho Code §49-695. 
c. Spaces shall be located on the shortest possible accessible circulation route to an accessible 
entrance to a building. 
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6. Construction Requirements 
a. Parking areas and access driveways shall be paved with plant mix asphalt concrete or traffic rated concrete unit 
pavers. 
b. There shall be continuous curbing between parking areas and buildings and along both sides of the approach(es) 
across the road right-of-way. Curb cuts shall be allowed for driveways,access ways, walkways, and stormwater 
conveyance. 
c. Where four (4) or more parking spaces are required, each parking space shall be designated by a three inch (3") 
painted line defining the side of each space for its entire length. 
d. When off-street parking lots abut residential property, the site plan shall include a 50% sight obscuring fence not less 
than 6 feet in height and a 50% sight-obscuring vegetative screen along the entire boundary that is common to both 
the residential and parking lot areas. 
7. Circulation Requirements 
a. All on-site traffic patterns shall be designated and clearly marked. 
b. Circulation within an off-street parking lot shall be such that a vehicle shall not have to exit and re-enter the lot in order 
to reach another parking aisle, and a vehicle shall not exit the parking lot by backing into the street. 
c. Turn-arounds shall be a minimum of twenty-four feet (24') in width. 
8. Parking Lot Lighting - Lighting used to illuminate a parking lot shall be shown on the site plan, and shall be downward 
directed and shielded to prevent illumination at the property line greater than 0.2 footcandles. 
UTILITIES: 
Public utilities available and in use at the subject property include telephone and electric power. 
Domestic water and sewage disposal is provided by the Bayview Water and Sewer District. I 
conducted an interview with Ms. Linda Williams, spokeswoman for Bayview Water and Sewer 
District, at the plant site office. Ms. Williams indicated that as of the date of preparation of this 
report in October of 2009, there is a moratorium in effect, not allowing for any new hookups to 
the sewer system to be granted. The moratorium went into effect April17, 2007. This is prior to 
the Effective Date of this report. According to Ms. Williams. additional sewer and water hookups 
were available for purchase as of the Effective Date on July 4, 2006. 
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ACCESS: 
Access to the subject is off Pier Road. This roadway effectively splits the two subject parcels in 
half. The restaurant and marina area are located on the south side of Pier Road, while the 
parking area (vacant lot with an outbuilding) is located north of Pier Road. Limekiln Road also 
begins its ascent to the northeast in the far northeast corner of the subject property. Pier Road 
is a public roadway which is, according to Kootenai County, privately maintained. 
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE: 
Briefly, the Highest and Best Use is that use, at the time of the appraisal, which is most likely to 
produce the greatest net return to the land and/or building(s) over a given period of time. The 
use must be physically possible, financially feasible, maximally productive and legally 
permissible. 
Legal 
The current use of the subject property is a legal use in a Commercial zone. 
Physical 
The subject topography is generally level throughout the site and the subject certainly has the 
physical attributes for its current use. 
Supply & Demand 
Current market conditions include all the attributes for a demand for waterfront moorage and 
restaurant facilities. 
Feasibility 
The subject's current use was legally and physically possible and there was demand for it as of 
the Effective Date of the report. I believe that it is at its highest and best use, as improved. 
Due to some questions regarding the physical makeup of the subject site and easement widths 
pertaining to the roadway which runs through the property, I was not fully able to analyze the 
Highest and Best Use of the subject site as unimproved, as size is a determinant. That being 
said we believe that a Possible Highest and Best Use of the subject property could include 
things like a multi story project for condominiums or a hotel in conjunction with the marina 
activities or possibly a restaurant in conjunction with residential development on the upper 
levels. Bayview is nearly totally built up in terms of commercial property and in terms of water 
front property in close proximity to the center of the city. The subject site has the size and 
proximity to water, along with favorable enough zoning, that the possibilities for this site if 
unimproved are many. 
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AERIAL AND TOPO MAPS 
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SITE DESCRIPTION: 
The attached photo library, map layouts, topography maps and aerial photos provide a very 
good overview of the subject. That overview will be supplemented by the following narrative 
information. 
SUBJECT SITE DESCRIPTION: 
According to the Kootenai County Assessor's Office, the subject site is made up of two 
contiguous tax parcels containing 0.923 acre and approximately 232 feet of frontage on Lake 
Pend Oreille. The site is mostly level and is slightly irregular in shape though the ratio of 
frontage to depth is favorable. Pier Road, the roadway which serves as the access road to the 
subject site, bisects the parcel running west to east. The majority of the improvements lie on the 
south side of this road, with the majority of the parcel on the north side of the road being utilized 
as a parking area for restaurant and marina patrons. 
The entire site is generally level at street grade and gently slopes down to the water. The shore 
line has been retained with a combination of concrete and masonry as well as treated timbers to 
create a bulkhead. The water is fairly deep right up to the edge of the bank during summer pool. 
The site provides for good views of the lake and mountains, though the view could be very good 
with a multi story structure. 
Bayview is located at the eastern end 
of Scenic Bay on Lake Pend Oreille 
and the subject site is located at the 
very northwestern corner of Scenic 
Bay. The subject's specific location 
within Scenic Bay allows for a site 
which is very protected from the 
elements. There are two large marinas 
located to the east of the subject along 
the shoreline and three located to the 
south of the subject along the western end of the bay. JD's Scenic Bay Marina is located both 
to the east and to the south of the subject and virtually surrounds the subject on the water with 
docks which extend considerably further out into the water than what the subject docks do. The 
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O
moorage area located on the water is not able to be expanded due to the proximity of the other 
marinas. This is certainly not looked upon negatively however. The subject docks are the most 
protected in the bay, as all of the other docks and boat houses in front of them bear the brunt of 
the elements, which can be quite substantial. 
In addition to the fee simple property of the subject, the subject leases submerged land from the 
State of Idaho for the placement of slips and supporting structures. A copy of that document is 
attached along with a copy of the encroachment permit which is required for the placement of 
docks and slips. 
According to Jim Brady of Idaho Department of Lands, only a very small portion of the subject 
docks are located over State of Idaho property. According to him, the balance of the docks is 
located over submerged lands that are part of the subject property. 
The subject site is centrally located within Bayview, and the parking area is one of the last 
undeveloped pieces of level commercial land located near the water in the town. The 
commercial areas surrounding the water are very nearly completely built up. Those sites that 
are not built up to the east beyond the subject site, or on the opposite side of the bay, are 
generally very steep. As can be seen on the attached topography map, the mountains 
immediately surrounding Bayview are very steep. The subject site, with its gentle terrain, ample 
and adequate frontage on the lake, and availability of city services creates a very desirable 
combination. Include the moorage area, and this becomes one of the desirable and versatile 
commercial locations in Bayview. Since the subject is two legal tax parcels, the two sites could 
be developed together, in conjunction with one another, or separately depending upon the 
need. 
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Improvements were not measured by the appraiser. 
Building size is taken from information supplied by 
the Kootenai County Assessor's Office and from a 
visual observation of the subject site. 
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DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENTS: 
PRIMARY BUILDING 
The primary frame constructed building contains approximately 4,160 square feet on one level. 
It has a pair of attached decks, one covered and one open containing approximately 500 square 
feet each. The exterior of the building is covered in wood siding and the roof coverings are 
enameled steel. The building is has been utilized as a restaurant and bar facility. Interior room 
divisions are separated into a couple of dining areas, a dance room, an area which houses 
game equipment such as a pool table, pinball, machine, etc., a bar, kitchen, and men's and 
women's restrooms. 
Some of the above noted areas were 
visually observed and some were not. Most 
notably not inspected was the kitchen 
facility. It is estimated to be of similar 
quality as the balance of the improvement 
and is estimated to contain real property 
fixtures which would be similar to other 
restaurant type facilities. Wall coverings 
inside the dwelling are a mixture of wood 
and drywall or paneling, with wood being 
the most common. Ceiling coverings are the same. One can easily see from both the interior 
and exterior appearance of the building that it has been added onto several times over the 
years. The building was originally constructed in 1983, but with the additions and updating, the 
building has an estimated Effective Age of 15 years. 
Floor coverings are a combination of carpet and hard surface coverings including 
laminate/vinyl/tile and the heating system appeared to be a combination of both forced warm air 
and electric zonal heaters. The restaurant is set up to seat approximately 1 00+/- people inside 
with an additional 20 seats at the bar and another 35-40 seats available on exterior decks. 
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There is a large grass covered area on 
the east side of the building which 
appears to be an outdoor event type 
space. There is a fire pit, horseshoe 
pits, a barbecue, etc. There are also 
two storage buildings associated with 
the property. One is located in the 
corner of this lawn area. According to 
the assessor, it is a wood framed 
storage shed measuring 
approximately12' x 14'. It appeared to 
be in average condition, though the interior was not inspected. The second building is located 
on the parking lot parcel, is approximately 24' x 30' according to the assessor, and appeared to 
be near the end of its economic and physical life. 
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DOCKS AND WATERFRONT IMPROVEMENTS 
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BOAT SLIPS: 
According to the Kootenai County Assessor's Office, the subject had approximately 24 boat 
slips available for moorage in 2006. According to Karletta Berry, all of the slips were usable and 
in average or better condition as of the 
Effective Date of this report in July of 2006. 
According to Ms. Berry, the majority of the 
slips were rented out on an annual basis, 
and the rest of the slips were available for 
restaurant patrons to use while dining, 
though it is unknown what the exact number 
of slips rented out annually was. I will be 
utilizing 22 slips as the number of rentable 
slips during the Income Approach portion 
later in the report with two left for restaurant 
moorage. 
The moorage and docking system 
appeared to be constructed mostly of 
cedar logs, covered with cedar 
decking. It appeared to be a floating 
type system. Over the course of a 
couple of weeks of site visits, the 
lake level dropped approximately 4 
feet, causing a portion of the docks to 
rest on the ground near the west side 
of the property where the water is the 
shallowest. The lake is typically 
raised each year around April/May and lowered in October/November. There is anywhere from 
7-11 feet of fluctuation in lake height. Portions of the floatation under the docks appeared to be 
uncontained Styrofoam, which is not in compliance with government regulations. All Styrofoam 
type products must be sealed in water tight containers for EPA approval. Effective age, based 
on 2006 descriptions, is estimated at 10 years with approximately 10 years remaining economic 
life. 
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The above slips range in size from 16 to 22+ feet with a couple of docks being removed on one 
end allowing for a boat that appeared to be in the 30' range. The average boat size in 2006 on 
Lake Pend Oreille was estimated from 20' to 26' in length with the most popular slips being the 
20 foot and 24 foot slips. There is electrical power located in a couple of locations on the docks. 
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APPROACHES TO VALUE 
In the appraisal process, there are three recognized approaches to Market Value. Each 
approach is based on data pertinent to that method of valuation and produces an independent 
estimate of Market Value. They include the Cost Approach, the Market Data Approach and the 
Income Approach. 
Cost Approach: The first step in the Cost Approach is the estimation of the land value. The 
estimate of land value involves locating sales of similar sites and comparing these sites with the 
subject property. After the individual sale prices are adjusted for differences, which are found to 
affect value, the range of adjusted comparable values indicates the value of the subject land. 
The second step in the Cost Approach is the calculation of the replacement cost new of the 
subject improvements, utilizing cost manuals, architects', builders' and contractors' figures, if 
available. Due to the fact that the estimate produces a new cost, deductions must be made for 
the loss in utility the improvements have suffered, if any, due to physical deterioration and 
functional and economic obsolescence. After the cost is reduced to account for all forms of 
depreciation, the depreciated value of the improvements is added to the land value. The 
resulting figure is the estimated Market Value of the subject based on the Cost Approach. 
Market Data Approach: In this method of valuation, also known as the Direct Comparison 
Approach, the market is investigated and sales of similarly improved properties are analyzed 
and compared with the subject property. The analysis involves the extraction of common units 
of comparison such as the price per square foot of improvement area, and the price per unit of 
other applicable elements. After all of the adjustments are made to the comparable properties, 
the range of adjusted values indicates the Market Value of the subject property based on the 
Market Data Approach. 
Income Approach: The net rental income after deductions for expenses is capitalized into a 
value estimate. The resulting sum is the present value of the net income produced by the 
property payable over a protracted period of time. The resulting figure is the estimated Market 
Value of the subject based on the Income Approach. 
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VALUATION 
For the purposes of valuation, the subject land will be appraised utilizing the Direct Comparison 
Method of the Market Approach. Factors of comparison include but are not limited to location, 
access, views, shape, frontage quality topography, etc. Comparisons are made for variation 
between the subject and the comparable sales for the value influencing characteristics as 
demonstrated in the local market. 
Overall examination and analysis of the waterfront land market over the last several years on 
the Pend Oreille River and Lake Pend form the majority of the valuation portion of the report. 
After adjustment for market appreciation, comparisons between the most applicable market 
data and the subject property result in a most probable value indication. The appraiser 
weighs these comparisons and all other data collected to arrive at an estimate of the Market 
Value for the subject property. 
Many properties have been researched and considered for the purpose of comparison to the 
subject property. Those considered the best indicators of the value of the subject parcel are the 
comparables utilized for direct comparison; other market data is presented for general market 
perspective. Each of the direct comparisons has been observed by the appraiser. Market 
research includes the following sources: Selkirk Multiple Listing Service, serving Bonner and 
Boundary Counties, Bonner County Assessor's Office, local real estate brokers, appraisers, 
developers and other knowledgeable persons. 
The primary search criteria for the Comparables were larger size of water frontage (front 
feet), recent sales and smaller sites (in terms of acreage). 
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LAND COMPARABLE #1 
LOCATION: Lakeshore Ave, Dover, ID 
SIZE: 1.9 Acres 
FRONT FT: 350 FF 
SELLER: 
BUYER: 
Dover Bay 
N/A 
SALE DATE: 09/19/2006 
PRICE: $1,300,000 
MARKETING: 181 Days 
TERMS: Conventional 
UNIT PRICE: $3,714/FF 
PARCEL#: 
ZONING: 
ACCESS: 
UTILITIES: 
Lots 8 & 9 Sandy Beach 
POD (Planned Unit Development) 
Paved - Public Road 
On-Site 
TERRAIN: Sloping/Level, Waterfront on Pend Oreille River 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE: Waterfront home site or sites 
CONTRIBUTORY VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS: None 
LAND DESCRIPTION: This is one of the 
premier lots in the new Dover Point Project 
which is located approximately three miles west 
of Sandpoint, south of US Highway 2. Property 
enjoys views down the Pend Oreille as well as 
access to the extensive common areas within 
the project, including the nearby proposed 
marina, parks and hiking trails. The purchase of 
two lots allows the owners the freedom to build a 
guest house without having to deal with zoning 
requirements. Waterfrontage of Lot 8 is sandy 
beach and Lot 9 is generally rock outcroppings. 
Agent indicated that this was a positive (rock 
outcroppings) as it provides for extreme privacy 
and excellent views. 
(see following page). 
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LAND COMPARABLE #2 
LOCATION: Shannon Lane, Dover, ID 
SIZE: 1.25 Acres 
FRONT FT: 246 FF 
SELLER: 
BUYER: 
Dover Bay 
N/A 
SALE DATE: 10/2006 
PRICE: $1,200,000 
MARKETING: 191 days 
TERMS: Conventional 
UNIT PRICE: $4,878/FF 
PARCEL#: 
ZONING: 
ACCESS: 
UTILITIES: 
TERRAIN: 
Lot 6 in Blk. 8 Dover Bay 
PUD (Planned Unit Development) 
Paved - Public Road 
On-Site 
Sloping/Level, Waterfront on Pend Oreille River 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE: Waterfront home site 
CONTRIBUTORY VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS: None 
LAND DESCRIPTION: This is one of the premier view lots in the new Dover Point Project 
which located approximately three miles west of Sandpoint, south of US Highway 2. This 
property enjoys the best views of the river, mountains, etc., in this new project. The frontage is 
most steeply and has rocky frontage area. Ownership includes access to the extensive common 
areas within the project, including the nearby proposed marina, parks and hiking trails. 
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LAND COMPARABLE #3 
LOCATION: Lakeshore Drive, Sagle, ID 
SIZE: 4.18 Acres 
FRONT FT: 200 FF 
SELLER: 
BUYER: 
Shoong 
N/A 
SALE DATE: 09/2006 
PRICE: $1,650,000 
MARKETING: 99 Days 
TERMS: Conventional 
UNIT PRICE: $8,250/FF 
PARCEL#: 
ZONING: 
ACCESS: 
UTILITIES: 
TERRAIN: 
56N2W034270 
Suburban 
Public Paved Road 
On Site 
Sloping, Level, Waterfront on Pend Oreille River 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE: Waterfront home sites 
CONTRIBUTORY VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS: None, mature farm house makes no 
contribution 
LAND DESCRIPTION: Located on Lakeshore Drive and west of US Highway 95. Property has 
gentle terrain with approximately 200 feet on the Pend Oreille River. The property included a 
dwelling, which is not considered the Highest and Best Use of the property. This property sold in 
December 2002 for $576,000. 
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LAND COMPARABLE #4 
LOCATION: Pierce Lane, Sagle, ID 
SIZE: 4. 75 Acres 
FRONT FT: 318 FF 
SELLER: Leedy 
BUYER: Stonehedge Partners LLC 
SALE DATE: 07/2004 
PRICE: $830,000 
MARKETING: 277 Days 
TERMS: Cash to Seller 
UNIT PRICE: $2,610/FF; $174,737/Acre 
PARCEL#: 
ZONING: 
ACCESS: 
UTILITIES: 
TERRAIN: 
RP57N02W359500 
Suburban 
Gravel, Private Road 
On Site 
Sloping to Level, Waterfront on Pend Oreille River 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE: Waterfront home site 
CONTRIBUTORY VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS: None 
LAND DESCRIPTION: Located off Bottle Bay Road east of US Highway 95 with access off a 
private lane. The sale included a which is not considered the Highest and Best Use of 
the property. 
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LAND COMPARABLE #5 
LOCATION: Pierce Lane, Sagle, 10 
SIZE: 5.51 Acres 
FRONT FT: 200 FF 
SELLER: 
BUYER: 
La Moreaux Trust 
N/A 
SALE DATE: 12/2004 
PRICE: $675,000 
MARKETING: 108 Days 
TERMS: Owner Contract 
UNIT PRICE: $3,375/FF 
PARCEL#: RP57N02W35990 1 
ZONING: 
ACCESS: 
UTILITIES: 
TERRAIN: 
Suburban 
Gravel, Private Road 
On Site 
Sloping, Level, Waterfront on Pend Oreille River 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE: Waterfront home site 
CONTRIBUTORY VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS: None 
LAND DESCRIPTION: Located off Bottle Bay Road east of US Highway 95 with access off a 
private lane. 
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LAND COMPARABLE #6 
LOCATION: Cape Horn Dr. Bayview, ID 
SIZE: 1.13 Acres 
FRONT FT: 187 FF 
SELLER: Nail 
BUYER: White 
SALE DATE: 06/2007 
PRICE: $750,000 with improvements 
$720,000 without improvements 
MARKETING: 144 Days 
TERMS: Owner Finance 
UNIT PRICE: $3,850/FF; $637,168/Acre 
PARCEL#: 
ZONING: 
ACCESS: 
UTILITIES: 
TERRAIN: 
RP0004400a0160A, 31-54N-1W 
Block A, Lot 16 Cape Horn Estates 
Residential 
Private Gravel Road 
On Site/Available 
Sloping to steep, Waterfront on Lake Pend Oreille 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE: Waterfront home site 
CONTRIBUTORY VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS: $30,000 
LAND DESCRIPTION: Located off Cape Horn Road in Bayview. This is one of the larger lots 
in Cape Horn Estates Subdivision. Property is generally sloping to steep and provides for good 
views of the lake. Waterfront area is generally rocky and water is fairly deep at shore line. An 
average to good quality dock system was included in the sales price. 
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LAND COMPARABLE #7 
LOCATION: Cape Horn Dr., Bayview, ID 
SIZE: 0.50 Acre 
FRONT FT: 127 FF 
SELLER: 
BUYER: 
U.S.A. 
Kutrowski 
SALE DATE: 04/2006 
PRICE: $325,000 
MARKETING: 153 Days 
TERMS: Conventional 
UNIT PRICE: $2,559/FF 
PARCEL#: 
ZONING: 
ACCESS: 
UTILITIES: 
TERRAIN: 
RP0004400A0280A, Section 31-54N-1W 
Block A, Lot 28 Cape Horn Estates 
Residential 
Private Gravel Road 
On-site/ Available 
Benched, Level, Waterfront on Pend Oreille River 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE: Waterfront home site 
CONTRIBUTORY VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS: None 
LAND DESCRIPTION: Located off Cape Horn Road in Bayview. Property is generally sloping 
to steep and provides for good views of the lake. This site is one of the steeper sites in the 
subdivision and would be somewhat challenging to build on. Waterfront area is generally rocky 
and water is fairly deep at shore line 
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LAND COMPARABLE #8 
LOCATION: North Shore Lane, Bayview, 
ID 
SIZE: 0.35 Acre 
FRONT FT: 75 FF 
SELLER: Moore 
BUYER: Ames 
SALE DATE: 09/2005 
PRICE: $295,000 
MARKETING: 330 Days 
TERMS: Conventionalloan 
UNIT PRICE: $3,933/FF 
PARCEL#: 
ZONING: 
ACCESS: 
UTILITIES: 
TERRAIN: 
B0000035411 0, 35-54N-2W 
TAX#5342 
Restricted Residential 
Gravel, Private Road 
On Site/Available 
Sloping, Waterfront on Lake Pend Oreille 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE: Waterfront home site 
CONTRIBUTORY VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS: None 
LAND DESCRIPTION: Located off North Shore Lane in Bayview. Lot is sloping, but not too 
steep. Site has a driveway easement on it which effectively cuts the site in half. This limits the 
size of the improvement that could be put on the site. The improvements seen in the above 
photo are on a piece of property located next door and are not considered in this valuation. 
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LAND COMPARABLE #9 
LOCATION: North Shore Lane, Bayview, 
ID 
SIZE: 0.44 Acre 
FRONT FT: 1 00 FF 
SELLER: Moore 
BUYER: Alfonso 
SALE DATE: 07/2005 
PRICE: $306,000 
MARKETING: 284 Days 
TERMS: Cash 
UNIT PRICE: $3,060/FF 
PARCEL#: B199900D009A, 35-54N-2W 
E1/2 OF Lot 8, Lot 9, BL 1 Daniels Pend Oreille Home Sites 
ZONING: 
ACCESS: 
UTILITIES: 
TERRAIN: 
Restricted Residential 
Gravel, Private Road 
On Site/Available 
Sloping, Waterfront on Lake Pend Oreille 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE: Waterfront home site 
CONTRIBUTORY VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS: None 
LAND DESCRIPTION: Located off North Shore Lane in Bayview. Lot is sloping, but not too 
steep. Site has a driveway easement on it near the upper part of the site. According to the 
listing agent, the boat garage that is seen above contributed little to no value as it was in very 
poor condition. 
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LAND COMPARABLE#10 
LOCATION: NNA Gages Road, Sagle, ID 
SIZE: 0.84 Acre 
FRONT FT: 180 FF 
SELLER: 
BUYER: 
Antonsen 
Hatch 
SALE DATE: 10/2006 
PRICE: $550,000 
MARKETING:103 Days 
TERMS: Owner Contract 
UNIT PRICE: $3,056/FF 
PARCEL#: RP005340020090A 33-57N-1W, Bel Tane Acres Blk 2 lot 9 
ZONING: 
ACCESS: 
UTILITIES: 
TERRAIN: 
Res 
Gravel, Private Road 
Available 
Sloping to steep, Waterfront on Lake Pend Oreille 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE: Waterfront home site 
CONTRIBUTORY VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS: None 
LAND DESCRIPTION: Located in the Bottle Bay community off of east bottle bay road. Very 
difficult winter access. Road is rough, but frontage is nice and most lots in the neighborhood are 
around an acre. 
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LAND COMPARABLES 
Market conditions indicate the application of time adjustments for waterfront properties. The supporting data for the time 
adjustments applied in this valuation is included in the previous Market Condition Section. 
In comparing each market indication directly to the subject, the subject represents the base or 100% level. If a market indication is 
inferior overall to the subject, it represents a relationship to the subject of less than 100% and is processed by division so that the 
subject remains at base level (1 00%). As an example, Comparable 2 is 15% superior to the subject at $4,878 per front foot or 115% 
of the base or subject level. The resulting indication of value of the subject's land is arrived at as follows: $4,878 per front foot divided 
by 1.15 = $4,242 per front foot. 
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ANALYSIS OF LAND SALES - DIRECT COMPARISON 
In the above sales grid individual comparisons is made between several of the comparable 
properties and the subject. Comparisons include, but are not limited to, characteristics such as 
property size including overall parcel size, useable land area and frontage width; frontage 
quality including terrain with a defined river bank verses marshy frontage; accessibility, 
availability of utilities, primarily sewage disposal; topography of the land and available views; 
and perception of developmental potential and overall market appeal. 
Adjustments are made for variation between the subject and the comparable sales. Overall 
examination and analysis of the waterfront land market over the last several years, along with 
comparison to specific land sales is considered reflective of the market and forms the primary 
basis for valuing the subject property. The comparable sales, after being adjusted for 
differences, result in a suggested value. The appraiser then weighs these comparisons and all 
other data collected to arrive at an estimate of value for the land. Adjustments for time are 
made prior to the other adjustments. 
The Comparable Sales discussed below have just been shown on the previous pages. 
Comparables 1 and 2 are from the Dover Bay project. The Dover Project is located 
approximately three miles west of Sandpoint, south of US Highway 2. Both these sales enjoy 
better than typical views down the Pend Oreille as well as access to the extensive common 
areas within the project, including the mostly proposed nearby marina, parks and hiking trails. 
These parcels are superior in terms of market appeal as well as location. 
Sale 3 is a sale of a property of 200 front feet. Located on Lakeshore Drive, west of US 
Highway 95 and has very gentle terrain and is part cleared and part wooded. The property 
included a dwelling, which did not add value to the property. This property sold in December 
2002 for $576,000 (current Sale amount $1 ,650,000). 
Sale 4 is a sale property that contains 318 front feet and Sale 5 contains 200 front feet. They 
are both located on the lake in an area of somewhat shallow water which necessitates using a 
longer dock system. Views were very open and desirable. They are both located off Bottle 
Bay Road, east of US Highway 95, with access off a private lanes. 
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Sale 6 and Sale 7 are located in Bayview in a small subdivision known as Cape Horn Estates. 
Both have more than 1 00 feet of frontage. The terrain is generally fairly steep, especially on 
Sale 7. The water frontage is rocky and somewhat unforgiving. 
Sales 8 and 9 are located next door to one another in Bayview. The property terrain is 
sloping, but not nearly as steep as Sales 6 and 7. The area near the water levels out and is 
quite desirable. These properties both have an easement for a neighboring driveway which 
runs through the property and effectively makes the lots smaller reducing the size of dwelling 
which could be built. It has more effect on Sale 8 than on Sale 9. 
Sale 10 is located in Bottle Bay. This property offers good views and good quality frontage, 
yet it is located in an area which has questionable winter access, a poor quality access road in 
general and is some distance from any services with the exception of the Bottle Bay Resort. 
Water frontage size adjustment: in most cases, larger parcels sell for less per front foot than 
smaller parcels (less front feet). Sites with less frontage get the enjoyment of a location on the 
water with all the amenities and recreational opportunities Lake Pend Oreille provides. This is 
the same with sites with larger frontage, though with this increased size there is more flexibility 
in dwelling design, more privacy and of course more water frontage. 
Similar weight is being placed on all ten sales. The estimated value of the subject site lies at or 
just above the mid-range of $3,095 to $5,156 indicators at $4,500 per front foot. 
Estimated Value of the Subject Site is $4,500 X 232 feet of frontage = $1,044,000 
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4,160 Sq. Ft $120 
38% 
08. AGE TOTALLIFE 
15 40 
Contribution of Site Improvements, outbuildings, etc. 
2,600 Sq~ Ft $41 
50% 
08. AGE TOTAL LIFE 
10 20 
Indicated Value of Subject Land: 
Indicated Value of Subject Improvements: 
$499,200 
$187.200 
$106,600 
$53.300 
$1,044,000 
$400,000(R) 
ESTIMATED VALUE OF THE SUBJECT 
PROPERTY BY THE COST APPROACH IS 
$1,444,000 
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INCOME APPROACH 
INCOME APPROACH SUMMARY 
The Income Approach is based on the Principle of Anticipation, which assumes that the value 
is created through the expectation of future benefits to be derived from property ownership. In 
other words, value in an income producing property lies in the present worth of future income 
streams producible by that property. The Income Approach is a process of converting net 
income into an indication of value. To utilize this approach income (Market Rent) is estimated 
for the subject property. Vacancies and annual expenses typical to the owner are estimated 
using either historical operating information from the subject property or operating information 
from other properties. These estimates are treated as charges against the gross income 
potential of the property and are deducted to arrive at a net operating income which, as 
previously noted, is converted into a value indication by the capitalization method. 
Income Capitalization is a valuation method appraisers and real estate investors use to 
estimate the value of income producing real estate. It is based upon the premise of 
anticipation (i.e., the expectation of future benefits). 
CAPITALIZATION RATES 
The Capitalization Rate or Cap Rate is a ratio used to estimate the value of income producing 
properties. Put simply, the cap rate is the net operating income divided by the sales price or 
value of a property expressed as a percentage. Investors, lenders and appraisers use the cap 
rate to estimate the purchase price for different types of income producing properties. A 
market cap rate is determined by evaluating the financial data of similar properties which have 
recently sold in a specific market. It provides a more reliable estimate of value than a market 
Gross Rent Multiplier since the cap rate calculation utilizes more of a property's financial detail. 
The GRM calculation only considers a property's selling price and gross rents. The Cap Rate 
calculation incorporates a property's selling price, gross rents, non rental income, vacancy 
amount and operating expenses thus providing a more reliable estimate of value. 
If we have a seller and an interested buyer for a particular piece of income producing property, 
the seller is trying to get the highest price for the property or sell at the lowest cap rate 
possible. The buyer is trying to purchase the property at the lowest price possible which 
translates into a higher cap rate. (The lower the selling price the higher the cap rate; the 
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higher the selling price, the lower the cap rate). In summary, from an investor's or buyer's 
perspective, the higher the cap rate, the better. 
Investors expect a larger return when investing in high risk income properties (the higher the 
risk, the higher the rate of return). The Cap rate may vary in different areas of a city or county 
for many reasons such as desirability of location, level of crime, business potential and general 
condition of an area. You would expect lower capitalization rates in newer or more desirable 
areas of a city and higher cap rates in less desirable areas to compensate for the added risk. 
Also, the newer the building, the rate or amount of recapture is generally less. In a real estate 
market where net operating incomes are increasing and cap rates are declining over time for a 
given type of investment property such as office buildings, values will be generally increasing. 
If net operating incomes are decreasing and capitalization rates are increasing over time in a 
given market place, property values will be declining. Also, if a particular property is very "land 
heavy", (i.e. the land alone makes up a significant portion of the value) then the cap rates tend 
to be much lower as well since the rate of recapture, or the worry of a depreciating asset is 
significantly reduced. This is generally the case with the subject, as land value makes up a 
significant portion of the value. 
The initial step of the Income Approach is to estimate the current rent producing capabilities or 
economic rent for the subject property (slips, building, etc.) in the current market. 
Throughout the entire sales search made within the general areas of Sandpoint, Hope, Coolin 
(Priest Lake) Clark Fork, Coeur d'Alene, and similar competing areas, the appraiser was 
unable to locate marinas that were leased to a single tenant. Generally marinas are owner 
operated with the owner hiring a manager to oversee or run the facility. 
The appraiser was provided with some (but not a great lot) of historical data in regard to rates 
or costs of the rentable areas of the subject property. As an example, the appraiser was only 
provided with gross rental data on the boat slips for two seasons, though this is not an issue 
since there is ample data in the market for comparing and estimating market rents. The 
restaurant was owner operated and there was no lease to examine for rent of that facility. 
The moorage rental rate can be estimated and building rents can also be estimated based on 
comparable market rental data for commercial buildings and for rental fees of boat slips in the 
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market area. This will provide us with a market rent figure. A net income from those portions 
of the property which can be rented is then developed after deducting estimated expenses for 
maintenance, real estate taxes, insurance, etc. Other expenses would include some utilities 
and a management fee to coordinate slip leasing as well as handling any of the issues arising 
with the commercial building above and beyond what would be expected from a tenant. 
RESTAURANT/BAR: 
In small neighborhoods or communities like Bayview cafes/bars need time to be established 
and develop a cliental. As of the Effective Date the owners had operated the facility for 
several years with an established cliental. According to Ms. Berry, as of the Effective Date it 
was the only year round dining facility in Bayview serving 2-3 meals per day. The subject 
generally served dinner and then the bar remained open until late. While at an onsite visit, I 
observed what appeared to be regular cliental still frequenting the establishment, as the 
servers knew what these gentlemen already wanted to drink. Most communities have a locals' 
spot, and according to multiple sources that I interviewed, the Captain's Wheel is that spot in 
Bayview. 
The Restaurant has a "Resort Liquor License" according to a spokeswoman for the Alcohol 
Beverage Control Bureau. This type of liquor license allows an establishment which meets the 
"resort" qualifications apply for a license to serve all types of alcohol and spirits. Idaho has 
three types of licenses. One will allow the serving of beer and wine, and can be rather easily 
obtained. Number two is the ''full liquor license". The state regulates the number of ''full liquor 
licenses" by allowing only 1 per 1500 people in a city. For the most part, these licenses are all 
spoken for. They become the personal property of the person or establishment to whom it is 
issued. They can be sold or transferred (with state approval) and are somewhat of a 
commodity due to their finite nature. I have heard of these selling for $75,000 to $150,000. 
They are not tied to a particular location. The third type of license is the "Resort Liquor 
License". The full code by which they are provided is included in the addendum of this report, 
but I will provide a summary. This license can be granted to an establishment which has 200+ 
feet of frontage on a Lake over 160 acres in size that has a suitable docking facility. The 
establishment must be either a hotel which can accommodate 50 people and have a 
restaurant that serves 2+ meals per day for 4 months out of the year, or it can be a restaurant 
with 3000+ square feet of public space which serves 2+ meals per day for 4 months out of the 
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year and have parking available for 50+ people. The subject met these requirements and was 
granted a "Resort Liquor License". If the owners were to sell the subject property, the liquor 
license could not transfer, however a new owner could apply and, if the requirements were still 
met, one would be granted to the new owners. 
No value is estimated for either the liquor license. business "blue sky" or any of the 
personal property associated with the Captain's Wheel Resort. Personal property 
definition was provided earlier in the report and would include items such as tables, 
chairs. silverware and linens, etc. Only items which are permanently affixed are 
considered and included in this valuation. 
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Below is a group of Commercial/Retail rents from Bonner County. They are utilized and 
adjusted to estimate Market Rent for the subject building. 
From the above and knowledge gained from other projects, I estimate Market Rent for the 
subject building as shown on the following page. Market rent is based upon a number of 
factors including but not limited to size, amenities, exposure, parking availability, quality, etc. 
Generally speaking, warehouse type space usually rents for the lowest amount per square 
foot, followed by retail space, then depending on options, professional office and restaurant 
space fill out the upper ranges. Restaurant space generally command rents toward the upper 
end of the range due to higher costs to build and maintain, along with offering more features 
for lease. Generally restaurants have commercial kitchens which add a significant amount to 
construction costs and rental amounts. 
The subject restaurant building has a number positive attributes. There is ample onsite 
parking and an ample amount of outdoor seating areas as well as a large lawn area to the 
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east of the building which could easily be utilized by a tenant for functions with catering 
available from the restaurant. The building has both indoor and outdoor dining areas and 
there is a large open room which can be separated from the rest of the building that can be 
used for larger parties, private parties, as a dance floor, or for extra seating when the 
restaurant is extremely busy. 
There is also the fact that the subject provides for waterfront dining, which is considered to be 
very desirable by patrons. Waterfront locations for restaurants provides a great marketing tool 
for bringing in customers, and with a few of the boat slips dedicated as boater parking for 
dining, the location is favorable. 
All of these positive factors indicate a Market Rent in the upper ranges of those expressed by 
the comparables listed above. 
Estimated Market Rent for the Building is $1.40 per square foot per month or 
$1.40 x 4,160 SF= $5,824 per month x 12 = $69,888 or say $70,000 annual Market Rent 
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MARINA MOORAGE: 
Much of the information that follows was 
gained from a previous moorage study that I 
conducted around late 2006 for another 
marina located on Lake Pend Oreille. The 
marinas surveyed on Lake Pend Oreille from 
which data was collected to estimate slip rent 
generally had a seasonal rental rate that 
covered the months of May to November. 
The length of the season can vary somewhat 
depending upon the drawdown of the lake 
level, as well as the deep water location of the 
particular marinas. Generally the Bonner 
County marinas are able to handle boats 
ranging from the small boat to boats over 30' in length and sailboats. Typically, however, both 
covered and uncovered moorage finds boats ranging in size from 22' to 28', with perhaps the 
most typical pricing being for a 24' boat. Though many of the marinas on the lake offer more 
amenities than the subject, the primary focus of the marina is a protected place to moor a boat 
for the season, and the subject does provide that. All other services that one may need, such 
as fueVrepair/service/etc., are located within a couple of hundred yards of the subject site. 
HOPE MARINE SERVICES: 
The property is improved with a newer two-story building used as maintenance, shop, marina, 
service, small store and manager's apartment. The 
property is further improved with 11 0 to 150 slips 
(depending on configuration) with approximately 1/3 
Uncoveml 
$4S.GO per fool 
upfo29• 
20-900.00 
21·945.00 
22·9!10.00 
23·1035.00 
Unem-ered 
$51.00 per root 
upto40J 
30-1330.00 
31-1581.00 
31·1632.00 
33-1683.00 
Covert:d Covet-ed 
$58.00 per root $6SJIO per loot 
upto29) uplo3l' 
20-1160.00 30-1950.00 
21·1218.00 31·2015.00 
21·1276.00 32-2080.00 
23-1334.00 33 .. Urun'B.Uablc 
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24·1080.00 34-1734.00 24·1392.00 
lS-1125.00 35·1785.00 25-1450.00 
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27 ·1251.00 37 ·1887.00 27-1566.00 
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$200.00 per month up to 24' have a $lSO.OOper ruonthover24' 
Seasonlli Daily $25.00 up to 24'/ $30.00 over 24' 
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construction, including EPA approved tank floatation systems. Positive factors for this marina 
include full repair services and marine gas sales. The singular most positive influence for 
persons that are staying on their boat is the ability to dine and have dinner at the floating 
restaurant without having to leave the marina by vehicle. Considerable down side is the lack of 
enforceable security as the slips are open and not secured, as the public gets to the restaurant 
via the slips area. Parking is nearly inadequate and there is shallow water early in the spring 
and in the fall. 
HOLIDAY SHORES MARINA: 
Most of the existing slips have been reconditioned and rebuilt where necessary. There are 
approximately 180 slips of 
which approximately 60 are 
covered. Slips range in size 
from 20 feet to approximately 
40 feet in length. The average 
boat size is estimated from 24' 
to 26' in length with the most 
popular slips being the 20 foot 
covered and 24 foot covered. 
Some existing breakwater pilings were utilized and some newer pilings have been added. 
What had been the exiting floating fuel dock was reconditioned, including two new pumps. 
Most of the marina slips have access to power and water for tenant use and both the west and 
east sides of the moorage are secured with combination locking doorways. The slips and 
access walkways are wood decked with log floatation. 
Positive factors for this marina include full repair services, cafe/convenience store and marine 
gas sales. Security is good with shop/repair building located as well to watch the slips and 
slips secured. Parking is good. 
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KRAMER MARINA: 
Kramer Marina has some newer and older moorage 
construction. There is a vehicular security gate and a 
pump out station. It has a marina building that offers 
bathrooms, and laundry but few other amenities. Some of 
the water is shallow in the spring and fall though in the 
last several years had remedied most of this problem. 
This is a 105 to 150-± slip development that includes 
nearly % covered slips. It should be noted that 
somewhere near the effective date of this report, this marina was nearly doubled in size in 
order to provide more moorage. Demand for boat slips is and was very high on Lake Pend 
Oreille. 
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SANDPOINT MARINAS: 
In the City of Sandpoint there are three marinas. They are the Sandpoint Marina, the Windbag 
Marina and the marine slips owned by the City of Sandpoint. 
• VliSUQRtdOOAAGe 
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The maps above show the layout of the moorage owned by the City of Sandpoint. Discussion 
over the years has been why is the City competing with the private sector? The answer has 
always been that there is a need for improved low cost moorage and all they are doing is filling 
that need. These marinas have always been the lowest priced on the lake due to the fact that 
they are public owned. 
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Below is a list of moorage fees for the Windbag/City Beach Moorage in 2006. 
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Below are illustrations of the Sandpoint Marina which is arguably the most desirable marina in 
the County. 
Reasons are: slips 
in good condition, 
great central 
location, 
restaurant/bars 
and all other 
services within easy walking. Also see below for services they advertise. 
R!!f!tals - dick to see boats 
Ftin oirtbe Lake Slarts Here! 
• Wakebolmf·boats 
• Ski bOats (khiker, Cllmplon) 
'• PoJI~\l<JI1S . 
o'lUb6i8oards, Slcis 
• Kayaks 
• ca-
~for_soat-RentaL 
~ 
• SeasonaiNooraoe 
{MilY'O~o~) 
• overnight 11oorage 
• C<>vered :and Ojleri slijis 
i ~I'!Woa~ 
" 2~1i<!ilr fuellrig facility 
• Pump-out st\I!On · 
• Rlistiooms and Sbowets 
·• Doclcs!<le pOWer and_wilter 
available 
• Colil/tri~n«. Store 
• H•rlll<~ SUpplies 
.; fteeo !larking 
• Putilk:-BoardWalk 
• friim4ly staff 
condition. 
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Most of the slips have been 
maintained so they are in 
good condition. The average 
boat slip size in the Sandpoint 
Marina is from 24' to 26' in 
length. Most of the marina 
slips have access to power 
and water and are secured 
with combination locking 
doorways. The slips and 
access walkways are in good 
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Positive factors for this marina include small marine store and marine gas sales. Security is 
good with office located at slip area. Parking is good. 
The chart below indicates that boater registration in Idaho has continued to climb year after 
year resulting in an increased need for moorage. A chart included on page 109 shows that 
Kootenai and Bonner Counties have considerably more registered boat owners than any of 
the other counties in the State of Idaho. 
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Below is information about a marina located in Bottle Bay. This marina serves the Bottle Bay 
area and has a number of amenities including shower and cabins. It also has a restaurant and 
offers gas as well. Its location is a bit prohibitive in terms of its connectivity to the rest of the 
lake and it has somewhat of a negative stigma associated with it as well. It has generally been 
thought of as an inferior marina. It seems to be mostly due to its location way down Bottle Bay 
Road, which is very narrow and windy. Seasonal rates for 2006 are posted below, though it is 
my understanding that they deal mostly in fee simple long terrp moorage . 
e?t?P6.bott!ebayresort.com 
M.ar.iri:a-/.R.esort 
U:ke·Perid Or-eille, Idaho 
O,.Veloped & Hosted by 
AStartta Web Dev-elOpment 
APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
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... ........................................................ ,. .... ,.,_ ............................................................. ············-
..... Y.~~!~~~--~~-~~~!~ . .L.!:!.~~~-~ . ..L.~~~-~-~~~~~.:.L~:::.!:~.~!~~~.:.!...~.~~--~~--~-~!~~-~r. .. L~~~-~~-.L.~~~~~~:~~~?.:. ..... 
The marina at Bottle Bay Resorj: is located in a quief 
wind protected bay •. Jn 2002 we. completed our ne•.v 
d<>ckS with moorage .for 65·boa:ts; We will have 
tO, the· doc[<s for the 2004 s.easo.n. We have .gas pumps 
and a public boat Iaurich. Shower~, laund,Y.facilities, .and 
restrooms are available fiwour slip guests. · 
The marina is ten minutes from Sandpoint by boat or a 
scenic eleven mile drive by oar. stay for a day, a week, 
a }rionth or a full season. Slips .are free for cur cabin 
guests so bring your boat. Bottle.Bay is a:friendly and 
fun destination stop whife:out·enjoying the lake. Came in 
for a tiu~leberry Daiquiri, C<\ld be~r or a glass of wine. 
Ril.lax<iver .lunch <Jr d.inrier on qur.lakeside deck or pi~ 
up iln ice c<ild soda, .ice. cream. or ·Siia'~ from the marina 
stote and ·get bade out on the lake; 
Marina 
1\MooraiJe,>". ::::>"·<:; d: ·.ooiio':'+J';·;;,,?,.' ·".''":ii:MartnasR<!'rttatsTic>:L:.:""'·'; .. "' ·'':>>' .j 
$10.00 per night fer boats 24 feet and· under Kayaks $15;00 half Damage Deposit 
$2,0.00 per n!ght for large ~oats over 24 feat day $1oo:oo 
$40,00 per mght for large Houseboats :$'25.00 full CrediHtard $So,oo per week day Required $1'5o,\)O. per month $S.2:s.oo per.season for renewals 
$550.00 per season for new customers 
canoes 
103 
$20.00half 
·day 
$35.oo full 
day 
Damage Deposit 
$100.00 
Credit card 
Required 
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BAYVIEW MARINAS: Included below is information that is current as well as information that 
we were able to gain regarding the 2006 time period. 
Bayview is home to approximately 7 different marinas including the subject. The subject is the 
smallest of all the marina operations in Bayview by a considerable margin. I was unable to 
confirm rental rates on all the marinas, but the Kootenai County Assessor's Office did provide 
me with physical data on the other marinas including boat slip and float home site counts. The 
smallest marina in competition with the subject that I could find contained approximately 50 
boat slips and 21 float home sites. Nearly all of the marinas offered 100+ slips, amongst other 
amenities. The subject utilizes its marina as a secondary operation to its restaurant facility, 
while the other marinas utilize their actual marinas as their primary source of revenue or at 
least their primary focus. Nearly all of the marinas also have secondary operations which 
would include fuel, motel rooms, recreational vehicle sites, dry storage and/or boat repair 
facilities, etc. Some combination of these things is present in all of the marina competition in 
Bayview. In the following pages I will provide a bit of information about the current marina 
operations in Bayview (also 2006) as best as I could gather. 
Rents for the 2009/2010 rental season were ascertained for the majority of the marinas in 
Bayview. I conducted a previous survey of slip rental rates around 2006 for marinas on the 
lake from Garfield Bay to Sandpoint. Slip fees have been fairly stable with only slight 
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increases over the past 3-5 years on most of those marinas. Every marina representative that 
I spoke with in Bayview had only current information available. I will present the findings of 
both studies, and weigh in on both in order to estimate Market Rent as of July 4, 2006. 
Starting in the 2005 period, a developer by the name of Bob Holland came in and began 
purchasing all of the commercial property that was available in Bayview. He has been in the 
news/local papers. I attempted to 
get in contact with Mr. Holland, but 
my requests were not returned. His 
company, Waterford Park Homes, 
LLC., operates three marinas in the 
area. In conjunction with his 
marinas, is a combination of 
condominiums and slips available 
for purchase rather than lease. He 
purchased Boileaus Marina, Vista 
Bay Marina, and Fran's/Bayview Marina all for undisclosed prices from 2004-2006. Fran's 
was demolished and has since been rebuilt and is now known as Harbor View Marina. During 
a recent phone conversation with a staff member at Waterford Park, pricing for slips was 
estimated at $1,000 to $3,600 per season depending on slip length and whether or not a slip is 
covered. I was told that a 22 foot uncovered slip would rent for $1 ,200 for the season at one 
of their facilities. There was some availability at Vista Bay, very little at Boileaus and Harbor 
View had some vacancy as it is just now bei completed (2009). ~=========~========~ 
the Effective Date of the appraisal. 
McDonalds Hudson Bay Resort is a full 
service marina offering covered and 
uncovered slips up to 40+ feet in length. 
They have a full service boat repair facility, 
fuel docks, cabins, full service store C-
store, crane service, dry storage, etc. 
Rents for a slip around 22' in length started 
at $1 ,450 for the season for uncovered and 
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.
$2,100 for covered. The gentleman that I spoke with indicated that I would have to be put onto 
a wait list for a slip as they have no vacancy. 
JD's Scenic Bay Resort offers a wide array of covered and uncovered slips as well as float 
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home sites. They also offer 
motel rooms, RV and 
campsites, restrooms with 
shower, storage facilities and 
lots of parking. They had a 
restaurant for a while, but it 
was closed at the time of the 
writing of this report. I do not 
know the status of the 
restaurant as of the Effective 
Date. A representative indicated that slips were available for seasonal rentals starting at 
$1,500 for the season climbing to $4,800 for the season depending on boat size. For a 22' 
boat, slips start at $1,500. 
I tried attempted to contact the Bitter End Marina 
numerous times during my investigation, however 
my phone calls were not returned. They do not 
have a website, so seasonal rates are unknown. 
Their facility caters to sailboats and it appeared to 
be rented to capacity during my observation of the 
neighborhood. 
In the middle of 2006, when the economy and real estate markets were strong, marina 
vacancy rates were extremely low, and there were waiting lists at nearly all of the established 
marinas on Lake Pend Oreille. I spoke with numerous knowledgeable parties about moorage 
on the lake and those I spoke with indicated that moorage rates have been fairly stable with 
only small incremental increases over the past couple of years. 
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I estimate that the rental fees for moorage that were quoted in Bayview for 2009/2010 are 
similar enough to moorage fees in 2006 that they can be strongly considered when estimating 
the subject's market rent for 2006. 
I did make a call to the subject facility to inquire on slip rental fees and availability as well. The 
person that I spoke to indicated that slips typically rent for $800 per season and that the 
available slips were always rented out though. She also thought that they were the least 
expensive in the bay. 
The $800 figure puts the subject at least $200- $400 below its closest competitor and nearly 
$700 below the next competitor above that when considering the competition in Bayview 
alone. The subject provides adequate onsite parking, power available if necessary and 
bathroom facilities available in the restaurant. There is no security or restricted access to 
protect the boats (though the area is very visible); however the subject location within the bay 
(the fact that it is surrounded by other marinas) makes for one of the safest and calmest 
moorage locations on the lake. Lake Pend Oreille is known for its strong winds and weather. 
The subject marina provides very safe moorage as it is nearly completely isolated from the 
wind and waves at the back of the bay. 
Below is a chart provided by the Kootenai County Assessor's Office showing the number of 
slips and float home sites at each of the marinas in Bayview. 
Marina 
= 'l- I •~ 
Vista Bay 
Harbor View 
BoUeus 
Mac Donalds 
JD's.scenic Bay 
Captains WhE!el 
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Float Homes 
1 
1 
20 
18 
19 
45 
0 
Slips 
191 
87 
51 
108 
177 
186 
24 
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Below is data collected of seasonal rent amounts for uncovered slips located on Lake Pend Oreille (other than Cavanaugh 
Bay@ Priest Lake) for the 2007 season. Some are not the exact amount. When that occurs I have interpolated. 
-~-----------
LOCATION 
SANDPOINT 
HOPE 
BOTTLE BAY 
CAVANAUGH BAY 
SANDPOINT 
HOPE 
GARFIELD BAY 
20 
519 
900 
600 
750 
880 
860 
750 
20 c. 22 
990 
650 
1,140 968 
1,120 946 
900 
22C. 24 24 C. 26 
661 
1,080 1,170 
1,300 1,225 
1,254 1,056 1,368 1,144 
1,232 1,032 1,344 1,118 
-"- -------~-------~-------~----
26C. 28 28 C. 30 30 c. 32 32 C. 35 
666 $755 
1,260 1,530 1,632 $1,785 
1,275 1,425 $1,625 
1,482 1,232 1,596 1,450 1,860 
1,204 1,568 1,504 1,796 $2,196 
The subject slips are estimated to be able to generally accommodate a 22' to 24' boat. Average to good quality 22' to 24' uncovered 
boat slip moorage seasonal rates around Lake Pend Oreille are estimated at $900 to $1,100 per season. The Bottle Bay Resort and 
Marina, which is the smallest marina that was interviewed in 2006/2007 had rental rates around $650 for a similar slip. That marina is 
located on a rather isolated bay that does not provide for good access to other parts of the lake by virtue of its location. The subject 
location is somewhat similar in its highly protected status within a bay, however the Bottle Bay Resort is the only commercial 
enterprise located in Bottle Bay, whereas the subject is a part of the larger community. Bayview is a destination for summertime 
visitors and offers fantastic access to numerous recreational opportunities. 
After considering both current rents in Bayview and past rents on Lake Pend Oreille, it is my estimation that Market Rent as of the 
Effective Date of this report is $950 per slip. This may be conservative as it is at the lower end of the range for slip rental fees, 
especially in Bayview. 
Estimated Market Rent for the Subject's 22 slips is 22 x $950 = $20,900 per year. This is supported by the Subject's Actual Moorage 
Income as reported on their 2003 and 2004 taxes. Moorage income in the amount of $15,913 is indicated for 2003 and $16,000 is 
indicated for 2004. No specific breakdown of moorage was available for 2005 or 2006. 
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See below for Idaho Boat Registration by County for 2001-2005. Note the significant number 
of boaters in Bonner and Kootenai Counties compared to all other Counties in Idaho. 
Idaho Primary Boat Registration Designation Statistics 2001-2005 
Countv 
Norih 
8Enel"li!b 
Booner 
Boondary 
Kootenai 
S!lc5hone 
NorihCenlral 
Clea!Walor 
Idaho 
l.atab 
l..e<Ws 
NezPerce 
Nor1hGenlraFfo!a[, 
B!aine 
Cama. 
Cassia 
Gccdinq 
~"""""' Miriid'oka 
mi'nFaJis 
Southeast 
BanJlD"..k 
Beort.ake 
Biilghzn 
Carillcu 
Frantcm 
Doe ida 
-East 
Boon"'"r.> 
Cuslor 
Fremoo! 
efferson 
l.arl1i 
Ma:fscn 
el.co 
lcasNotat' 
''<'' 
1,331 
8,7:28 
701 
17.406 
7:24 
.. '28;11SO t< 
!,643 
543 
1,000 
1-19 
3,!53 
":': G;>ll!S: 
6,1;76 
442 
975 
3,327 
2,265 
1!<18 
t,S43 
935 
4.~ 
1,773 
. ''23;5.1:i// 
1,002 
217 
1,489 
004 
401 
561 
2,329 
aQ6 
728 
1,230 
008 
712 
237 
1,!119 
4,oo5 
483 
IR11 
3Q5 
259 
285 
237 
1,333 1,233 1,312 t. .. 324 -ll.53" 
9.2a~ 9,043 9,339 9.,..!:-87 9.84• 
7J3 718 720 729 3.W% 
16.332 17,752 18,576 19.235 !0.~~ 
716 708 707 646 -!0.77 
'.Yf?; >,30j391P?' :' ':\2!1;51.41: -T.<t'/::30;656 N.::·,; ·:~ •:31i521 :: :::c:·•J.::c:::•a;u 
1,729 1,708 
1;.45 541 
1,030 1,062 
115 123 
3,210 3,242 
'6;629 :6.1»6. 
7,1l83 7,196 
478 tl89 
9!10 956 
3,529 3,528 
2:,:!<51 2,306 
1,039 992 
1,041 1,060 
9!19 970 
5,036 5,043 
1.65~ 1,840 
,,, .::·:::;24j.IOO ;;;:;::;:: L:Z4;3&1 L :. : 
1,037 !,038 
202 191 
1,472 1.~99 
83! 55S 
394 390 
553 56S 
2,410 2,474 
!t609?' Hl.712'c 
802 777 
739 750 
1,219 1,248 
4<19 t3S 
~7 637 
249 233 
1.459 1,371 
': -5;65<1: .,:.<x>.;.,., •:;':;;«;1 
4,12~ t,114 
-
459 
1,9!19 1,902 
421 •so 
246 262 
212 275 
246 261 
.c;81,J/lli' 
1,72A 1.719 
539 57!? 
1,055 t.Q28 
136 162 
3,228 3.120 
·:. ::s;682,:,.--.;:- :}~ 
7,240 7,322 
488 467 
1.023 1_678 
3,657 3.!142 
2,3!11 2.29~ 
1,022 1.024 
1,058 1_695 
959 1.011 
4.,9!5 4,!191 
1,899 1.%2 
:· .. :.::z<~.m·:· ' ·::·:·:25~1771 
9!!4 959 
18! 188 
!,457 1.470 
sat 500 
411 418 
540 .5-24 
2,488 2,574 
j'£TS,Ii42k ;g; 6.1331: 
772 ~01 
711 7DS 
1,214 '$4~01 
400 403 
623 639 
243 259 
1,320 U5D 
.,,.,,, 
'5;29.1 
''"· 
. '<:5::4581-:'':':''· 
4,083 4,215 
430 462 
1,328 1,!182 
437 450 
242 254 
261 283 
225 244 
,,-n,' 
·.·6.l13'11 
-4.29~ 
-13.36'!. o.or~ 
6.23'..: 
4.24~ .a.e~~ 
!0.52'1l 
-IO.OO'll 
-3.1~ 
A~ 
-!0.25~ 
g_za• 
-10.54' 
-7,_ 
a.~· -4~ -1.&2~ 
~~fJ 
-ll.7iii 
295' 
Note: Tl>'s table OTi)•inoltmsprinwy designarons. Idaho tooters""' ab'e lo designate to a ¢ma<yand s>eoond;oyoounly boalillg 1"09"'"' 
erelhe ~egislraron rees g;>. 
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EXPENSES 
Estimated vacancy and credit loss charges are deducted from the Potential Gross Income to 
arrive at Effective Gross Income. Estimated Expenses are then deducted from Effective Gross 
Income. These expenses include real property taxes, passive management, insurance, 
maintenance and upkeep, some utilities, etc. The resulting difference then is the considered 
Net Operating Income. or NO I, that is used as the basis for the capitalization process. 
Summary of some of the expenses: 
* Real estate taxes 
* Insurance 
* Maintenance & repairs 
* Water and sewer 
* Passive Management 
* Replacement reserve 
PASSIVE MANAGEMENT 
A management fee is considered necessary for the subject property. I believe that an owner 
manager could coordinate slip leases and provide passive management for the leased 
building, just dealing with any major issues above and beyond what a tenant would be 
expected to handle. Coordination of these items is estimated at a flat rate of $3,000 per year. 
RESERVE FOR REPLACEMENTS 
A replacement reserve is similar to a savings account where the funds that are set aside will 
be used to replace certain segments and income producing units of a commercial property 
that wear out. The replacement reserve, for example, is used to replace short-mid lived items, 
roofs, replace floor coverings, plumbing systems, water lines, sewer lines, and to replace the 
HVAC units, etc. These components wear out every 5 to 20 years, so the commercial property 
owner has to set aside or allocate money every month/year to replace these items. 
According to Ms. Berry, the restaurant and moorage and docking areas were in average to 
good condition and were regularly maintained as of 2006. That being said, due to the subject 
location on or near the water, and with the docking system being located in the water as well 
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as portions of it resting on the ground during the winter months, I estimate that a slightly higher 
than average amount of funds should be allocated for a replacement reserve fund. I estimate 
the proper annual reserve at $7,000 annually, the most of which should be held for repair and 
replacement of the dock facilities as they have a shorter physical and economic life due to 
their exposure to the elements. 
TAXES 
Based on previous years real estate taxes, tax amount is estimated at $7,000. 
INSURANCE 
Insurance cost which includes the structure and lessor liability is estimated at $3,000 annually. 
MAINTENANCE/REPAIRS 
The estimated cost of maintenance includes items that need repair in the normal course of 
business. It is estimated at an annual cost of $2,400 annually or $200 per month. 
UTILITIES 
I am assuming the Lessor pays water, sewer, garbage, and a small portion of the power bill for 
exterior lighting, etc. and the Lessee pays telephone service and a pro rata share of the power 
bill. Utilities are estimated at approximately $1,200 annually. 
VALUATION (RATE): 
Development of the Income Approach includes estimation of the subject's market rent by 
direct comparison, from which appropriate vacancy/credit loss and expenses are deducted. 
The resulting net operating income is capitalized at a rate developed from market transactions 
involving properties leased at the time of sale or ones where I have estimated NOI or other 
items in the formula. Capitalization rates plunged to lows that have not been seen in decades 
during the mid 2000's. Helping push these rates lower was the cost of money at or near all 
time lows. Capitalization rates as of the Effective Date of this report were in the range of 4% to 
8% for most all kinds of buildings and locations. The rate used below is 5%. 
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Potential Gross Income is: $70,000 for the restaurant building and $20,900 for the boat slips. 
Total Potential Gross is estimated at: $90,900 
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THE INCOME APPROACH IS $1,256,000 
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH 
A sales search was made for comparable marinas on Lake Pend Oreille and expanded to 
competing areas of Priest Lake and Lake Coeur d'Alene to find comparable improved sales 
similar to that proposed for the subject property. Several other comparables were found that 
were not illustrated below. 
Marinas in general cover a wide range of waterfront marina improvement development. A 
sample list of uses and/or improvements located on properties called "Marinas" include: 
covered and open slip moorage, gas docks, restaurants, cafes, general stores, bar, motel, 
residence, floating gas docks, repair facilities, equipment, RV stations, cabins, offices, retail 
building and showroom. On top of this, these sales have differing land sizes and values. 
In other marina appraisal assignments, as well as with this appraisal assignment, I have found 
that the makeup of the physical improvements and uses (as shown above) are so varied and 
diverse that direct comparison conclusions are fair at best and in most cases becomes very 
subjective rendering any conclusions unreliable and making a reasonable conclusion of 
indicated value futile and misleading. Also, without operating and revenues figures from any 
comparables no ratios can be developed. What part of the operation made money?, which 
lost money?, what margins were greater?, what was the occupancy (or vacancy)? 
At best, in most cases, appraisers rely on information and data from the Income Approach to 
fill in the gaps for differing improvements and the Direct Comparison Approach becomes no 
more than a re-statement of the Income Approach data. For that reason, I am not completing 
a Direct Comparison. 
Now, with all that being said, it should be noted that a Market Approach or Direct Comparison 
Approach was employed to estimate the value of the land in the Cost Approach and the land 
alone makes up nearly 75% of the value of the entire property with the improvements 
included. 
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CORRELATION AND CONCLUSION 
Analysis of the waterfront land and commercial building market pertinent to property on 
Lake Pend Oreille along with comparison to subject, of specific market transactions 
considered reflective of the market formed the primary basis for valuation of the subject 
land and improvements. 
Indicated Value by the Cost Approach $1,418,000 
Indicated Value by the Income Approach $1,256,000 
The Cost Approach is most indicative of Market Value when the major improvements are 
relatively newer and there is little or no depreciation from any cause and/or when the 
estimated value of the land is well supported. In the case of this report, the land value is very 
well supported by the most applicable market data. It did require considerable adjustments for 
estimated depreciation. The Cost Approach is an average indicator and is supportive of the 
Income Approach to Value. 
The Income Approach is most reliable when a property is purchased as an income producing 
investment motivation. The Income Approach, in this case, is considered to be the primary 
perspective of a potential owner/investor. This Approach is considered a good indicator of the 
subject's value. As suggested above, most weight is being placed on the Income Approach 
to Value. 
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After consideration of the pertinent facts, I have concluded that the Estimated Market Value of 
the Subject Property as of July 4, 2006 is: 
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($1 ,300,000) 
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Respectfully submitted, 
David Noon"an, IFAICGA #60 
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ADDENDUM 
RESORT LIQUOR LICENSE INFORMATION 
TITLE 23 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
CHAPTER 9 
RETAIL SALE OF LIQUOR BY THE DRINK 
23-948. WATERFRONT RESORTS- LICENSING EVEN IF OUTSIDE CORPORATE 
LIMITS 
OF CITY. (a) Nothing contained in section 23-903, Idaho Code, shall prohibit 
the issuance of a license to the owner, operator or lessee of a waterfront 
resort, even if situated outside the incorporated limits of a city. The 
provisions of section 23-910, Idaho Code, shall apply to licenses issued under 
the provisions of this section. For the purpose of this section, a waterfront 
resort shall comprise real property with not less than two hundred (200) feet 
of lake frontage upon a lake or reservoir as defined by the army corps of 
engineers of not less than one hundred and sixty (160) acres, or river 
frontage upon a river with at least an average six (6) months' flow of eleven 
thousand (11,000) cubic feet per second, and shall be open to the public, 
where people assemble for the purpose of vacationing, boating or fishing, and 
each waterfront resort must have suitable docks or permanent improved boat 
launching facilities not less than sixteen (16) feet in width on property 
owned or leased by the resort operator or on property contiguous thereto owned 
by this state or the federal government open to the public for recreational 
uses for the purpose of caring for vacationers, or other recreational users 
and either of the following: 
(1) Hotel or motel accommodations for not less than fifty (50) persons, 
including a full service restaurant which serves regularly at least two 
(2) meals per day to the public during a continuous period of at least 
four (4) months per year; or 
(2) A building of not less than three thousand (3,000) square feet of 
public use floor space, including a full service restaurant which serves 
regularly at least two (2) meals per day to the public during a continuous 
period of at least four (4) months per year and paved or gravelled parking 
for fifty (50) automobiles on the operator's owned or leased property and 
any contiguous property upon which are the docks or boat launching 
facilities described above. 
(b) The fees for licenses granted under the provisions of this section 
shall be the same as those prescribed for golf courses as set forth in section 
23-904, Idaho Code, unless said resort be located within the corporate limits 
of a city or village, in which case the license fee shall be the same as for 
other licensees within such corporate limits. 
(c) The provisions of this section shall not be construed to interfere 
with the privileges of the holder of a lake resort license issued under 
section 23-948, Idaho Code, prior to the Effective Date of this section. 
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS 
Contract - J!k .. 86, Pg. 763 - 2/9/7'1 
A parcel of land being a portio)1 of ~u Np ... 3257 .u ~-­
coi:!d$4 in .~ SoQk 143. Page 35 .til ~e Offioe of the 
l(oot:enai eount.Y ~cier. r~ted u. ·th& sat19~t 
qu4rter. of Se<:ttion 34t TownShip 54~ North, aange 2 West 
If.M.. t X<lotenai Cc:iunt.y. :tdaho, detl(:ribed as £ol.low;s: 
B~nq at t::he $s~!shed cent:.~ Of. see. 34: theru::e 
li<o 37 131 West, 55.0 feet to tit.e SW corner of 'l!ax No.;. 
1999t thence al.ong the sou.thwei!i1:er1y line of said 'l'ax 
So. 1999, South 57aso• ~t~ 240.o feet: to the south-
eest corner of said T<m No. 19991 thence s.. z.ifi041 west, 
27,.6 feet to a point on ~ N'Olrt:hE*'l.Y 11ne Of '!ax No. 
3257t thence al.ong said N'orthex-ly J.,ine as follows: 
S;. 561:)001 Bast. 216.50 feet' thence s., 59°00• Bast, 
23o.o feetl tl'len~ s .. 37°00• Bilst, 100•0 fat to a point 
on the Eut line9 of' !laid '!~No. 3257t theme:& al.<>ng said kst line. s. 01 s1•17• sastl 101.03 feet to a point on 
the. South l.iru!t elf a private access road: tll(mce along 
said south l.tmt. H. S4°1a•,s7,. ~at, :t97~o· feet to the 
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lan be! port Oi1 U it., u~e
k t l~e ffioe ftbX riaieountY~Clart t u. theS0tl
a ¢ti , SbipS j llTort . il  
I t o.detl(: l
.b S e a · ,
i.3 · tito 1  .
99% fi _ l an f
. ClSO' 0 S
HS So. Z;tz W .
1 .   . J.y l J!a
 ,then l,i
13.56 00' S 216. , b ee " §g OO'
0 0 le ' l .  ..  
e  9 f J!  NO.   nc 9Dg' S
11M 51-17·Sastll0l.03f e to  
· Qf  r.t atfitac :: t1 (
SOUt i t.N'.S4l>lSt"'511t~8 .:t91~()·
10
fd 
A parcel ofland )»ing a portion ofT ax No. 3257 iil Ot,wemmcnt Lot 2, Section 34, Township 54 
North, Rang.~ 2 West, Boise Meridian, Kobtonai County. Jdliho. and being described by motes end 
botmds as follows: 
SBGJl>.lNINO at a found iron rod and Pl.S 4194 cap marking the NorthC$1 corner ofTax No. 
10,359 as deseribcd in Mi~llancous Book 86, Page 76:1: thence 
Along tho North line ofT ax No. 10,359, North 78~56~9" Wost.e di$lance of232.66 f0¢t to$ 
found iron rod and PLS 4194 ~p marking tltc Northwest conror.ofTax No, 10.359; thence 
Along .the Westline ofTax No. 10,359 ~ded, North 090 17'04 .. East,. a distance of8.80 feet to 
a scUron rod and PLS 4194 oap :in the centodinc of a pri'Vate .road; thence 
Alot~g.the centerline of said prh-ate road. North 76°34~" West. a distance o£51.90 feet; thence 
Along a JinQ 65 foot Eastofand parilllelw.ith tl10 Wosrline.ofl'ax No. 3251. Ncmb 18~48'21" 
:East, a distance of80,20 !oct to a set iron rod and PLS 4194 cap; tb<:tnc:Q 
South 79"41'55" East, 11 distance of 168.82 feet to a setiron rod !H•d PLS 4194 cap; thence 
Sout1t .57°56'44" East~ a distance ofl 1 I .99 fccHo a set iron rod and .PLS 4194 cap on the East 
line of Tax No. l0,3S9 exrended; thence 
Along thc.Bastlino of Tax No.l0,3S9eKieatdcd,. S®tlk 10022'54" W~st, a distance of52,S2 feet 
to tho POlNT OF nEGJNNlNO. 
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CAPTAiN$ WHEEL RESORT tNC 
POBOX265 
BAYVJE\N 10 83003 
Refe~; insurance tor Submet~ed landsleatte £12\1?4 
[]COPY 
Upon a review ot yom file, we noti:coo you ha\1$ not !Submitted l:lWMt irlttumrn::e 
d~til.m. Pteae provk!e proof of tm~umnee uper the t\tlrml Qf your ~~Ue tly 
Aprlf 2$. 2()G1), 
IW kll~Wm~ ii!itltl, .:tt ~httir own uxpom~et aoo at all t:li'UA ~«:~ nf'fd ~P rn force 
eompreh<m$~  lial>lirty ln$Uranoof«!!m c!atitlm for damagu 1ft !lmttS Of not Ius 
than $500,000.00 for ptopotty dMII,lf;~. Le~ Will furthfl!r enmrm tn& S!:ate of lcmho 
slid the ldaoo ~-~nt oflsnds. •~ rwnoo by oort~tc a an additicrml iri$UN1d to 
·the fullest axtem at!wifW by ttttlew VIII. §4, m the I~ ~, ana 1ha t4$fm Tun 
Cram Act Pl&astt: prov~ a c<Jpy of your Proof m Jntu~. 
Sh®fd yiJu tt\lw any qut<mtkms, ~~.~ may eoomm me at 1M abcM'J ood.fli!H or tewph~ 
(20&) 334·U:2f:11. 
""-· """t~~.·~ 
EricWhon 
l\l.ml1gtmle wawr$/I'Ain~rais f'roQrnm ~MQ(lr 
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SUBJECT: Slakt oftdaho Submetged Lease No, ll21l74 
'This. . ce Is nolibtion the ~c:t SubMM;ed L~ WlM ~on 
Deeembet 2007. lf you nave a tontli'Wlng lntefest lil 1M landtH.:overed by the 
tease, ¥Ou wiUneed to eomptete iheeru:tosed renewal~ and rerum lt to 
my attention.~ with the $50.~~~ tee. 
Germrdy, most tmms and conditicms of any new lease youl"mly be offered witt 
bethe~atyouf ~leaH. 
If you Wi$h to·~fur~alofth$ mlscellan~ ~H~paMoom~ the 
enclosed a~ and return lt to my ·denfion wftlllhe $50.00 fee •bV July 9, 
2007. 
tfyou have any questlona, ~ c:ontac:t me at (206) 334-0281. 
ErteWlfson 
~fd>le Walef$/Minerafs Program M;mager 
EtldoSUrtl 
ce;. Bureau Flie 
PMdOtelh 
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~1083803 
~' commerow SUbmtrpd land ... ,.~ 
Etlt*J&ed.IW·two OlliJI.Oalltase duooments fer the~ ref~e~ feee. PI~ haw lhe lea$u 
~and~ and return botho~to fllsoffic$ ~will the othetdotumerlt$ 
reqi.Ut!Hd in this ~'*January 4, 2008. 
V®d Mfd{(!JprwldttJ.If(lO!ofU.-ina~ .• ~ in the~ l«IM (~ ~d.ion 3-
~~~}. PlNMl mquetrtthat your~~ pay$~ ~n toh ~Woo 
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I~ be -ned by fhe·St;Q Soard of l.Md. Commissioners and 1hen retutn one otigfnal to. you for 
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If you ~·fm'i (lUtl$1iOM, ~ ~ Mf$1 {20S'J ~1. 
,<iH· r_-<" "*' <~ 
-/ /!~~0"~~ 
..,/ . 
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r-=--~·~-71f~r 
L;_· .. !fit . 
,__.:;:::;_.........; __ -J 
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c..pu•m'~ Wheel Resent,. Inc. 
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Re: Staktof~ ~No. ~4 
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DAVID NOONAN IFA- QUALIFICATIONS 
STATE OF IDAHO CERTIFIED GENERAL APPRAISER CGA #60 
STATE OF WASHINGTON CERTIFIED GENERAL APPRAISER 
****************** 
OWNER: APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES/120 E. LAKE STREET, SUITE #319 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE: (208) 263-6322 FAX: (208) 265-4484* 
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Designated Member National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers 
Past State Director/National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers 
President/ Sandpoint Chapter, N.A.I.F.A. 1985-96 
Member of National Association of Realtors 
Member Selkirk Association of Realtors 
Member MLS Covering Bonner, Boundary and Kootenai Counties in Idaho and the Spokane 
system covering Spokane, Pend Oreille, Whitman, Stevens and Lincoln Counties in Washington 
State. 
EDUCATION: 
Graduated Chaminade College Prep High School/1965-1969 
Graduated University of Northern Colorado with B.S. degree in 
Business Finance and Economics/1969-1973 
Completed Educational Requirements and Courses given by The National 
Association of Independent Fee Appraisers 
Completed and passed Educational Requirements given by the State 
of Idaho for Real Estate Brokers Licensing/1981 
Certified through 2001 in the Mandatory Program of Continuing Education 
in the National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers 
On more than One Occasion Appointed "Special Master" Under Provision 706 - ID 
Acting as an Expert Witness "For the District Court"; "Magistrate Court"; 
U.S. Federal Court, all as Expect Witness. 
MOST RECENT APPRAISAL CLASSES: 
"Technology for Today's Appraiser 
Sandpoint, Idaho 2009 
"The Dirty Dozen (Continuing End) 
Sandpoint, Idaho 2009 
"Mortgage Fraud: Protect Yourself! 
Sandpoint, Idaho 2009 
"National USPAP Update Equivalent" 
Coeur d'Alene, ID/July, 2008 
"Rates and Ratios: Making Sense of GIMs, OARs, and DCFs" 
Las Vegas, NV/ July 2007 
"The Real Estate Economy: What's in Store for 2008?" 
Las Vegas, NV/ July 2007 
"Fannie Mae Revisions and the Appraiser" 
Spokane, WA/August,2005 
"Appraisal Trends" 
APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
SANDPOINT, ID 
Spokane, WA!August, 2005 
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"National USPAP" Update Equivalent" 
Boise, ID/July, 2005 
"Appraising Multi-Family Properties" 
Boise, ID/July, 2005 
"National USPAP Update Equivalent" 
Boise, ID!July, 2005 
"Rates & Ratios: Making Sense of GIMs, OARs & DCF" 
Boise, ID/Sept. 2003 
"Market Data Abstraction" 
Boise, ID!Sept. 2003 
"The Effects of Wetlands & Other Factors on Rural Land Value" 
Las Vegas, NV! July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
"The Fannie Mae REO Appraisal Workshop" 
Las Vegas, NV/ July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
"Conservation Easements Seminar" 
Las Vegas, NV/ July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
"Appraisal Technology Forum" 
Las Vegas, NV/ July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
"Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice" 
St. Louis, MO/June 1999 (NAIFA) 
"Thirty Specialized Appraisal Issues" 
Spokane, Washington/April1998 (Appraisal Institute) 
"Income Capitalization Techniques" 
Boise, ldaho/April1998 (McKissack Systems) 
"Review Appraising" 
Boise, ldaho/April1998 (McKissack Systems) 
"Environmental Considerations" 
Boise, ldaho/April1998 (McKissack Systems) 
"Rural Business Valuation" 
Jackpot, Nevada/May 1998 (Farm Managers & Rural Appraisers) 
"Market Data Analysis of Residential Real Estate" 
Helena, Montana/September 1991 (NAIF A/Challenge) 
"Report Writing of Residential Real Estate" 
Helena, Montana/September 1991 (NAIFA/Chal/enge) 
"Real Estate Construction & Development" 
Helena, Montana/September 1991 (NAIF A) 
"Techniques of Income Property Appraising" 
Helena, Montana/December 1990 (NAIFA) 
"Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice" 
Spokane, Washington/July 1990 (NAIF A) 
"Legal Aspects of Easements" 
Spokane, Washington!April1990 (IRIWA) 
"Review of the New URAR" 
Spokane, Washington/December 1993 (NAIF A) 
"Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice" 
Spokane, Washington/May 1994 (NAIFA) 
"Market Data Analysis" 
APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
SANDPOINT, ID 
Sandpoint, Idaho/May 1994 (NAIFA) 
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EXPERIENCE: 
Owner, Appraisal Associates in Sandpoint, Idaho (1985-Current) 
Associate Appraiser, Appraisal Associates (1980-85) 
Associate Appraiser, Noonan Appraisers (1977-80) 
Inactive Sales Broker, State of Idaho 
Active Sales Broker, State of Missouri (1974-81) 
Associate Appraiser, Noonan Appraisers (1978-80) 
Numerous Court Appearances in Bonner, Boundary, Kootenai Counties 
in Idaho and in St. Louis County, Missouri 
APPRAISED REAL PROPERTY IN THE FOLLOWING STATES: 
Missouri, Illinois, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington 
VALUATION OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF REAL PROPERTY: 
Apartment Buildings 
Condominiums 
Manufacturing Facilities 
Industrial Properties 
Retail Sales Buildings 
Service Stations 
Restaurants 
Office and Professional Buildings 
Lakefront 
Vacant Land 
Shopping Center Sites 
Warehouses 
Sawmills 
Timberlands and Stumpage 
Golf Courses 
Research and Development Centers 
Motels 
Marinas 
Many Others ...... . 
ASSIGNMENTS COMPLETED FOR: 
District of Idaho Department of Justice 
State of Idaho 
County of Bonner 
City of Sandpoint, Idaho 
Farmers Home Administration 
Bank of America/Sandpoint, Coeur d'Alene 
Churches 
Schools 
Single Family Dwellings 
Farms 
Ranches 
Recreational Retreats 
Subdivisions 
Grain Elevators 
Sand and Gravel Pits 
Beer Distributorship 
Bonner County Airport 
Convenience Stores 
Manufactured Home Parks 
Theaters 
First Interstate Bank/Sandpoint, Bonners Ferry, Boise 
First Security Bank/Sandpoint, Bonners Ferry, Hayden Lake 
Pend Oreille Bank/Sandpoint, Idaho, Newport Washington 
Panhandle State Bank/Sandpoint, Bonners Ferry, Priest River 
Transamerica Finance Company Better Homes & Gardens 
Bancshares Mortgage Company Relocation Service 
Equitable Relocation Company Stars Mortgage 
Metropolitan Mortgage Company Farmers and Merchants Bank 
Lenders Services Moore Financial Service 
Credit Union Mortgage Association Liberty Funding 
Sterling Savings & Loan Association and over 200 more ..... . 
APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
SANDPOINT, 10 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
STATE OF iDAHO 1 ,. 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAtf s~ 
FILED: 
2DQ9 OCT 19 M110: 23 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007~2409 
) 
) CORRECTED CERTIFICATE OF 
) SERVICE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, through counsel, Rex A. Finney, 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. and hereby corrects the Certificate 
of Service with regard to the Plaintiffs' Notice of Expert 
Witness Disclosure. Counsel for the Plaintiffs had intended to 
hand deliver a copy of the Plaintiffs' Notice of Expert Witness 
Disclosure to Attorney J.P. Whelan. At approximately 2:00p.m. 
on October 16, 2009 counsel for the Plaintiffs attempted to 
CORRECTED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 424 of 1268
I,.
0r ilO
 . .
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travel to Coeur d'Alene from Sandpoint to file the pleading and 
hand deliver a copy to opposing counsel and ended up stopped in 
traffic in the middle of the long bridge for an extended period 
of time due to road construction (paving Highway 95 in Sagle) . 
Counsel for the Plaintiffs decided to turn around and go back to 
Sandpoint and to mail rather than hand deliver 
DATED this /0 day of October, 2009. 
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney At Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served as indicated, this ~day of October, 2009 
and was addressed to: 
J. P. Whelan 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
(Via U.S. Mail) 
CORRECTED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 2 
The Honorable Steve Verby 
District Judge 
(Via Hand Delivery) 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 425 of 1268
. 
FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (209) 263-9211 
ISES No. 6313 
(MON)DEC 7 2009 16:26/ST.16:22/No. 6810297904 P 2 
IN '!'HE DISTRICT COURT OF '!'HE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
RARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL 8. MCFARLAND, MXCHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P . A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) · CORRECTED CERTIFICATE OF 
) SERVICE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COM! NOW, the Plaintiffs, through counsel, Rex A. Finney, 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. and hereby corrects the Certificate 
of Service with regard to the Second Affidavit of Karletta Grace 
Berry. Counsel fo~ the Plaintiffs faxed, a-mailed and hand 
delivered this document as indicated on the Certificate of 
Service which was inadvertently left unsigned. 
CORRECTED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
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DATED this 7 day of December, 2009. 
- ;it~4-
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney At Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served Via Facsimile this ~Y of December, 2009 
and was addressed to: 
J, P. Whelan 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'~ene, ID 83814 
(Fax No: (208) 664 .. 2240) 
CORRECTED CERTI~ICATE OF SER~CE - 2 
The Honorable Steve Verby 
District Judge 
(Fax No.: 263-0896) 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNE! & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83964 
Phone: (209) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(MON) DEC 7 2009 15: 46/ST. 15: 45/No. 6810297901 P 4 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, rN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICBA!lL 
B , MCI'ARLANJ), P . A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. cv-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' ~ION TO AMEND 
) COMPLAINT FOR PUNITIVE DADGBS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COME NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through counsel, and 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15 and Idaho Code §6-
1604 and hereby moves the Court for an Order allowing Plaintiffs 
to ~end the Complaint to allow an additional clatm for punitive 
damages against the Defendants, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, ~CHAEL B. 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - 1 
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MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN ZIMMERMAN. The motion is baaed upon 
and suppo:rtad by: 
1. The Second Affidavit of Ka:rlatta Grace Berry filed on 
December 7, 2009; 
2. The Affidavit of Ka:rletta Grace Berry filed on April 
10, 2008; 
3. The Affidavit of Toby MeLauqhlin filed on April 11, 
2009; 
4. The verified Complaint and Demand for Ju:J:"Y '!':rial filed 
on February 14, 2007; 
5. The Affidavit of David Noonan dated December 7, 2009. 
6. The Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend for 
Punitive Oamaqea; 
7. The record and files herein. 
Oral argument is :requested. 
DATED this ~ day of December, 2009. 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - 2 
;/rr. ~--.. 
REX A. I'INNEY 
Attorney at Law 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and oorrect copy of the 
foregoing was served by faeaimile and by e-mail, thia 7 day of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4t11 Street 
Coeur d'~ene, Idaho 83814 
[x]Via Facsimile: (209) 664-2240 
Judge Verby 
ohambar' a copy 
[x]Via Hand Delivery 
[x)Via e-mail: ~pwhelanatto~n~@Iahoo.com ~ ) 
By: i!::z.(,T~--
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - 3 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Atto~neys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake St~eet, Suite 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(MON)DEC 7 2009 15:48/ST.15:45/No. 6810297901 P 14 
STATE Ot= !C:AHO } COUt~TY OF I<OCTf(.Jil.l 88 
FILED~ I( 
1-l-1 
700~ nFC -7 PH 3: 58 
31? 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TBE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IOAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
l<ARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Je~~ Lea Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN I s WHEEL RESORT I INC . , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHA!L 
B, MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) SECOND AFFIDAVZT OP RARLETTA 
) GRACE BBAAY 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~----~-------- ) STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
County of Bonner ) 
COMES NOW, the undersigned and being first duly sworn on 
oath, and states: 
1 . I am over the age of 18 years and competent to make this 
Affidavit. 
SECOND AFFI:OAVIT OF ICARLET'l'A CRACE BERRY - 1 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (MON)DEC 7 2009 15:48/ST.15:45/No. 6810297901 P 15 
2. I am a Plaintiff with regard to the above-entitled 
matter. 
3. I am the surviving spouse of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
deceased and I am a resident of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
4. Jerry Lee Roy Berr,y was diagnosed with panc~eatic 
cancer in November 2005 and was treated for cancer between said 
date and his death on November 4, 2006. Among othe~ treatments, 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry was treated with chemotherapy. 
5. Jerry Lee Roy Berry was in the Kootenai Medical Canter 
from June 1?, 2006 until JUne 21, 2006 fo~ chemo toxicity from 
his treatments. 
6. Jerry Lee Roy Berry died on November 4, 2006. 
7. I am tba Personal Representative of the Bstate of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry pursuant to Kootenai County Case No. CV-
2006-8514. I am the devisee of Jerry Lee Roy Berry's Estate. 
8. The Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. (he~ain somet~as 
referred to as the corporation) is an Idaho Corporation in good 
standing and I am the rightful director and rightful owner of 
all of the stock of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
9. The Defendant, Michael B. McFarland, is an attorney 
licensed to practice law within the state of Idaho. Michael B. 
MCFarland's law fi~ is the Defendant, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, 
P.A., located at 421 Coeur d.' Alene Ava, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
83814. 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF KARLETTA CRACE BERRY - 2 
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10. The Defendant Karen M. Zimmerman, is a licensed ~eal 
estate broker in the State of Idaho and a resident of Kootenai 
County, Idaho. Karen M. Zimmerman was a broker at T~eaty Rook 
Realty in Kootenai County, Idaho during all times relevant to 
this c:ase. 
11. Prior to July 4, 2006, the marital community of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry and myself owned one hundred percent (100%) of 
stock in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Xno. 
12. The Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc owns and operates a 
bar with a liquor license and a restaurant with a dock with over 
twenty boat slips known as the Captain's Wheel Res.ort on 
approximately 232 front feet on the shore of Lake Pend Oreille 
together with a parking lot and structure across the street at 
or near 16908 :m. Pier Road, Bayview, Kootenai County, Idaho. 
13. The Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. owns two separate 
parcels of raal property upon which the Captain's Wheel Resort 
and the parking lot across the street are located. The two 
parcels of real property owned by the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. are identified by the Kootenai County Assessor as Parcel 
Number 800000341575 and Parcel Number B00000341565. 
14. Defendant Michael 8 MOFarland, and the law fi~ 
~chael B. McFarland, P.A. were p~oviding legal services and 
~ere the attorney for Jerry Lee Roy Berry, myself, ana the 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OJ!' KARLEtTA GRACE BERRY - 3 
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Captain's Wheel Reso~t, Inc at all times relevant hereto, 
including prior to July 4, 2006. 
15. Michael B. McFarland provided legal advise to myself, 
Jerry Lee Roy Ber~ and the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. and 
entered into a fiduciary relationship and assumed a fiduciary 
relationship with myself, Jerry Lee Roy Berry and the Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. prior to lending money to Jerry and myself in 
2003 and prior to obtaining Jerry's signature on the Stock 
PUrchase and Sale Aqreament On July 4, 2006 wherein Michael B. 
MCFarland and Karen M. Zimmerman received 50% of the stock of 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. as joint tenants with riqhts of 
survivorship. 
16. Amonq other things, the Defendant· Michael B. MCFarland 
was providing advice on how the stock and assets of the 
Captain's Wheal Resort, Inc. could be protected fram judgment 
creditors of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, and he maintained the 
corporate records for the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. A 
chapter 13 bankruptcy was discussed. 
17. The Defencle.nt Karen M. Zimmerman is involved in a 
relationship with Michael B. MCFarland as boyfriend and 
girlfriend. 
18. on or about P.\lgust 9, 2003 Mic:hael B. McFarland and 
Karen M. Z~erman made a loan in the total amount ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND DOLLARS to the marital community of Jerry Lee Roy Berry 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF KARLETTA GRACE BERRY - 4 
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and Karletta Grace Berry. No documentation, promissory note or 
other written document was signed at the time of the loan. 
19. Subsequent to August 9, 2003 and on or about July 4, 
2006 Jerry Lee Roy Barry met with ~chael 8. McParland and Karen 
M. Zimmer.man and signed a Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement with 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry as seller an~ with Karen M. Z~erman and 
Michael B. McFarland as buyers as joint tenants with rights of 
survivorship. The· Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement reads as if 
it were signed and executed on August 9, 2003, out the Agreement 
was actually eigne~ on or about July 4, 2006. A true and 
cor~ect copy of the stock purchase and sale agreement is 
attached hereto as "Exhibit 1". 
20. At the time the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement was 
signed, Jerry Lee Roy Berry, had just been treate~ for cancer 
with chemotherapy, had been diagnosed aa being te.r:minally ill 
and was in very poor mental and physical condition. 
21. It is my opinion that on both August 9, 2003 (the date 
that MCFarland and z~e:man loaned Jerry and I the $100,000.00) 
and July 4, 2006 (the date the Stock PUrchase and Sale Agreement 
was signed), the net value (value of assets minus debts) oE the 
assets of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. was approximately one 
million dollars ($1,000,000.00) and probably more. 
22. Tha most substantial asset of the Captain's Wheal 
Resort, Incorporated is the two pareels of real property it 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF KARLETTA GRACE BERRY - 5 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 435 of 1268
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owns. The Captain's wheel resort also owns miscellaneous 
personal property and a liquor license. 
23. True and cor~ect copies of the Kootenai County 
Assessors Assessment infoxmation on the two ~aroels of real 
property are attache~ hereto as Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3. The 
Net taxable value of the waterfront parcel is $1,283,890.00 and 
the net taxable value of the parking lot next to the resort is 
$82,312.00. 
24. I believe and it my opinion that the value of the real 
property owned by the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc, is 
approximately $1,300,000 and possibly more as of both August 9, 
2003 and on July 4, 2006. 
25. The only significant debts of the Captain's Wheel 
Resort Inc is an AT&T Small Business Lending Co~oration loan 
secured by a Deed of Trust from the Captain's Wheel Resort 
Incorporated recorded June 28, 1996 under Instrument No 1452022 
securing a note in the original principal s~ of $300,000.00 and 
a Deed of Trust dated July 20, 2002 from Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Incorporated for the benefit of Barbara Lucile Hayes, an 
unmarried wO.an recorded JUly 30, 2002 under instrument No. 
1?44744 securing a note in the original amount of $25,000.00. 
Both of these loans have been paid down substantially. 
26. The net value of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc was 
approximately $1,000,000.00, and probably more, after 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF KARLETTA GRACE BERRY - 6 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 436 of 1268
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considering the value of the co~orate assets minus the 
corporate debts on both August 9, 2003 and on July 4, 2006. 
27. The Defendants enjoy the benefit of the bargain in the 
amount of approximately $400,000.00, and probably more, by 
purchasing 50% of the stock in the Captain's Wheel Reso~t, Inc 
which is valued at least in the amount of $500,000.00 in 
exchange for only $100,000.00. 
29. The Defendants bouqht 50% of the stock in the 
Captain's Wheal Resort, Inc. at far below fair market value from 
my huSband and I and they received a benefit of the bargain to 
the detriment of Michael B. Mcrarland's and/or Michael B. 
McFarland, I? .A.'s c:lients, who were myself, my decea·eed hual:land 
and the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
29. On or about November 13, 2006 when I arrived home in 
the evening, the Defendant Michael B. MCFarland was waiting at 
my residanc:e and insisted that I sign one of two proposed 
resolutions. One of the resolutions for the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc p~oposed to sell and list all of tha corporate 
assets including the business and real proper~ would be listed 
for sale at a price of TWO-MILLION TWO-HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($2,200,000.00) throuqh Karen Zimmerman's real estate brokerage, 
Treaty Rock Realty with a commission of 10%. This resolution 
was passed at a time when Karen Zimmerman purported to be a 
shareholder and director of the corporation. 
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30. I did not agree to sign either of the resolutions 
proposed by the Defendant McFarland on November 13, 2006. As a 
result on November 16, 2006 the Defendants as directors, 
provided one day notice for a special meeting to occur at 5:00 
pm on November 18, 2006 at 8729 Cloverleaf Drive, Hayden, Idaho 
where they were proposing to have me removed as a Director ~or 
the corporation. 
31. I appeared at 5:00 pm on November 18, 2006 at the 
Defendants' 8729 Cloverleaf Drive, Hayden, Idaho residence and 
objected to the meeting because of improper notice under the 
duly adopted corporate bylaws. At that time the Defendant 
McFarland gave oral notice of a special meeting to be held on 
November 29, 2006. 
32. On November 29, 2006 a special meeting for the 
corporation was called by the Defendants' on at 5:00pm on 
November 18, 2006 at 8729 Cloverleaf Drive, Hayden, Idaho. 
Because McFarland and Zimmerman were appointed as directors, and 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry had passed away, the Defendants cumulatively 
had two votes against my one vote at the Directors meetings. At 
the meeting Mr. MCFarland and Karen M. Z~erman exercised their 
two votes against my one vote to pass the following resolutions 
•ong others: 
a. Elect McFarland aa President 
b. Elect Zimmerman as Treasurer 
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c. Approve the sale of the business and ~eal property 
with the listing to be with Karen M. Zimme~an, Broker 
at Treaty Rock Realty. 
33. Pursuant to the true ByLaws of tha corporation, I was 
to obtain the role of president as a result of Jarry Lee Roy 
Berry's death (Jerry was president at the time of his death), 
but the Defendants refused to accept me succeeding to president. 
34, Since the meeting on November 29, 2006 the Defendants' 
have not notified me of any corporate activity, have blocked me 
from the co~o~ate bank accounts, have not given ~e any benefit 
from my ownership in the corporation, and have not provided me 
with any money from the corporation. 
35. I have been financial1y injured a rasu1t of the 
Defendants actions set forth herein. 
36. I am asking the court to allow me to amend my 
complaint to request punitive damages against the Defendants' . 
DA'l'ED this day of December, 2009. 
~&&JCkeeQ~ TTA GRACE Bl!:Rl\Y 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, this 7fl... day of 
December 2009. 
- 9 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 439 of 1268
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby ~ertify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served by facsimile and by e-mail, this day of 
December, 2009, and waa delivered aa follows: --
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'~ene, Idaho 83814 
[x]Via Facs~ile: (208) 664-2240 
Judge Ve~by 
chamber's copy 
[x]Via Band Delivery 
[x]Via e-mail: jpwhelanattorney@yahoo.com 
By: 
\ 
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STOCK PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT 
'fhis agrccment executed August 9, 2003 between JERRY LEe ROY BBRRY, of 6SS5 E. 
R.enililgton Road., Athol, ID 8380"1, hereinafter refmed to u "Seller" and KAREN M. 
ZIMMERMAN and MICHAEL B. McF AR.LAND of 8729 W. Cloverleaf Drive, Haydeo, Idabo 
83835, hereinafter ceferred to as "Buyers". 
For and ln consideration ofQnc.bundred thousand dallerS ($100,000) and other good and 
valuable oaufiideration, the receipt 1od .suflicieney of which arc hereby ~owled~C(l. Seller 
~ to SGU, assign.~ ~onvey to Buyer$. as joint ten8JltJ with right of survivorship, with fuU 
power to ttansfer the Shares on 'tht 'books .. ofthe CO!pOmtfon, TWO ~DltED (200) shares of 
the common stock of CAPTAIN'S \V'HEBL 'RESORT,. INC .• a cOJ'poration orpnized 111d · 
existing 1mder the laws o{the State of'ldlbo- arul"lwving its priiltJpat·pta.ce· of business ~t 1'00 
Scmic: Drive, Ba)'Yi"ew, ldabo 83803~. The stock is nwtesented· by CertifiQStes l. and 2, (1 o·o 
. . . 
shares eegh) which~ usi_gned to'tbe Seller by Jean A. and James M. Campbell .. 
Selle~· warrants that the .stock conveyed tiereby represenw SO%. of the ehates which have 
been issued· to dale by said corporation. 
As addjtional consid~ation, it is agreed between Buyer11 &Dd Seller that Seller shetll retain 
his offices as director and president of the co~nrtion, with·fuU operational con.ttol of the 
business of the ~ation ~ugh calendar· year 2005. 1t is furt\1cr agreed. as additional 
co'nside.rati.on, that the transfer of. the shares shall be.effec:dvc an JanUary 1, 2006, and that Seller 
sball be consi~ lhe o.wner· for ~ a:bd all otbDr pmposes tbro\lib mitlnjght, Deocmber 3 t, 
. 2005~ 
JN WITNESS ~RBOP, t!Je·partles have executed this Agreement) which is effective on the 
day ·and year fiTst·aboYe wri.tten. 
Stock Purcbaae- aott Sale Ageemeat 
EXIIIEIT .1. 
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Page 1 of2 
Kootenai County, Idaho 
generated on 10116120091:58:27 PMCDT 
Parcel 
Parcel Number 
800000341575 
AIN 
148510 
Situs Address 
16908 E PIER RD. BAYVIEW 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Owner Name 
Owner Address . 
Transfer Date 
Owner Information 
CAPTAINS WHEEL RESORT INC 
PO BOX 517 
BAYVIEW 10 83603 
06/01/1996 
Location I Description 
Tax Authority 077000 Legal Oesc. TAX#10359 34 54N 02W 
Group 
Situs Address 16908 E PIERRO, BAYVIEW 
Acreage . 3930 · 
--------------------------------------------·----------~----
Property Class Code 
Neighborhood Code 
Appraisal Date 
Market Value Land 
Market Value 
Improvement 
Total Market Value 
Acreage 
Front Feat 
Parcel Type 
442· Com Imp lot/tract in city 
101 PEND O'REILLE COMMERCIAL WF 
Assessment Information 
01-01- Current Year .. 2009 
2009 
$1,014,660 Homeowners Eligible 
Amt Land 
$266,061 Homeowners Eligible 
Amtlmp 
$1,280,721 Sum Homeowners 
Eligible Amt 
Homeowners 
Exemption Allowed 
0.3930 Total Market Value 
232.7600 Homeowners 
Exemption Allowed 
Agfflmber Exemption 
Net Ta•able Value 
0 Prior Year .. 2008 
$0 Homeowners Eligible 
AmtLand 
$0 Homeowners Eligible 
Amtlmp 
$0 Sum Homeowners 
Eligible Amt 
$0 Homeowners 
Exemption Allowed 
$1,280,721 Total Market Value 
$0 Homeowners 
Exemption 
SO Agrrlmber Exemption 
$1,280,721 Net Taxable Value 
EXHIBIT 2 
--
0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$1,283,890 
$0 
$0 
$1,283,890 
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.rage 1 ut " 
Property Info 
Parcel 
Print 1/lew 
Parcel Map-+ 
Searches 
Address 
Parcel Number 
Owner 
AIN 
Functions 
Home 
Department Index 
Assessor Home 
Treasurer Home 
Welcome Page 
Login I Logout 
Property Search 
Printing Parcel Maps 
Help 
Contact Us 
Subscriptions 
Treasurer Search 
EXHIBIT 3 
Parcel 
Parcel Number AIN 
800000341565 2379B2 
Situs Addr"s 
Owner Information 
Site Provided by ... 
governmax.com n.14 
Parcel Nurnber 
1 of 1 
Owner Name CAPTAINS WHEEL RESORT INC 
Owner Address PO BOX 517 
BAYVIEW ID 83803 
Transfer Date 
Location I Description 
Tax Authority 077000 
Group 
Legal TAX#19442 [IN GL2] 34 
Desc. 54N 02W 
Situs Address , 
Acreago .5300 
.,...-~· --••••••---•"'"""_'_"~-~ .. --····M--•--"""' 
Parcel Type 
Property Class Code ~2- Com Imp lot/tract in city 
Neighborhood Code 27 RESORTS/MARINAS 
--~·•·ro~,.,., •. .,,. _____ ,._..,.._,,.._,. __ _,_ ____ ,.,.,..,. ___ ._,.,_.,_,..-, __ _ 
Appraisal 
Date 
Market Value 
Land 
Market Value 
Improvement 
Total Market 
Value 
Acreage 
Assessment Information 
01-01· Current Year· 
2009 2009 
$81,312 Homeowners 
Eligible Amt 
Land 
$1,000 Homeowners 
Eligible Amt Imp 
$82,312 Sum 
Homeowners 
Eligible Amt 
Homeowners 
Exemption 
Allowed 
0.5300 Total Market 
Value 
0 Prior Year • 2008 
$0 Homeowners 
Eligible Amt 
Land 
$0 Homeowners 
Eligible Amt Imp 
$0 sum 
Homeowners 
Eligible Amt 
$0 Homeowners 
Exemption 
Allowed 
$82,312 Total Market 
Value 
0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$82,312 
httn: //i d-kootcnai -assessor. szovernmax.com/propertYmaxiGRM/tab _parcel_ v0709. asp ?t_n... 10116/2009 
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Homeowners 
Exemption 
Allowed 
Ag/Timber 
Exemption 
Net Taxable 
Value 
$0 Homeowners 
Exemption 
$0 AgfTimber 
exemption 
$82,312 Net Taxable 
Value 
ftinll ~k.to.Li~ll <<First <Previous Next> Last>> 
Disclaimer I Privacy 
Page 2 of2 
$0 
$0 
$82,312 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Stxeet, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
:tSB No. 6313 
(MON)DEC 7 2009 15:47/ST. 15:45/No. 6810297901 P 7 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JODIC~ DISTRICT OF TBE 
STA'l'E OF IDAHO, IN AND 1'01. TBE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Co~oration, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, Ml:CHAEL 
B • MCFARLAND, P . A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMMl, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007•2409 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMIND 
COMJ?LAIN'l' 
_____________ , 
COMB NOW, the Plaintiffs, QY and through counsel, and 
hereby submits her memorandum in support of the Motion To Amend 
Complaint For Punitive Damaqes. 
trACTS 
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Jerry Lee Roy Berry and Karletta Berry were the owners of 
all of the stock in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc., an Idaho 
Coxporation. 
The Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc owns and operates a bar 
with a liquor license and a restaurant with a dock· with over 
twenty boat slips known as the Captain's Wheel Resort on 
approximately 232 front feet on the shore of Lake Pend O~eille 
together with a parking lot and str~oture across the street at 
or near 16908 E. Pier Road, Bayview, Kootenai County, Idaho. 
The Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. owns the real property upon 
which the resort and parking lot are situated. 
The value of the real property owned by the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. was approximately $1,300,000.00 on JUly 4, 2006. 
The only significant debts of the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. at the t~e are to notes secured by deeds of trust totalinq 
less than $325,000.00. 
Michael McF~land and Karen Zimmerman qot Jerry Berry to 
sign a stock purchase and sale agreement on July 4, 2006 for 50% 
of the stock in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. for the sum of 
$100,000.00 and took title to the stock as joint tenants with 
rights of survivorship. 
Michael B. McFarland and Karen Zimmerman are boyfriend and 
girlfriend. 
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Michael B. MCFarland a licensed Idaho attorney, at the law 
firm of Michael B. McFarland, P.A. was the attorney for Jerry 
Lee Roy Barry, Karletta Berry and the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Ine. at the time of the transfer of stock noted above. 
Michael B. McFarland was advising Jerry Lee Roy Berry and 
Karletta Berry on how to protect the stock in the Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. from creditors, and ended getting a deal for 
himself and his girlfriend to ~rchase one half of the stock in 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. at a substantial discount from 
the fair market value of the stock. 
AMENDMENT TO INCLUDE A PUNITIVE DAMAGE CLAIM 
The Plaintiffs, seeks to amend the Complaint to include a 
request for punitive damages against the Defendants. 
Idaho Code §6-1604 provides that a complaint may be amended 
to allow a claim for punitive dalnages. That statute states in 
relevant part: 
In all civil actions in which punitive 
damages are permitted, no claim for damages 
shall be filed containing a prayer for 
relief seeking punitive damages. However, a 
party may, pursuant to a pretrial motion and 
after hearing before the court, amend the 
pleading to include a prayer for relief 
seeking punitive clamages. The court shall 
allow the motion to amend the pleadings, if, 
after weighing the evidence presented, the 
court concludes that, the moving party has 
established at such hearing a reasonable 
likelihood of proving facts at trial 
sufficient to support an award of punitive 
damages. 
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The decision whether to allow the jury to considex punitive 
damages rests in the discretion of the trial court. Payne v. 
Wallace, 136 Idaho 303, 308, 32 P.2d 695 (Ct.App. 2001). An 
award of punitive damages is permissible only where ~a 
defendant's conduct was "oppressive, fraudulent, wanton, 
malicious or outrageous." Id. . at 307. 'l'o support a motion to 
add punitive damages under I.e. § 6-1604, a plaintiff is 
required to establish a reasonable likelihood she could prove 
by a preponderance of the evidence that the defendant acted 
oppressively, fraudulently, wantonly, maliciously or 
outraqeoualy. Vendel:l.n v. Costco Wholesale Corp., 140 Idaho 
416, 95 P.3cl 34 (2004). 
In the instant case, the record and Affidavits on file 
establish the wanton, malicious behavior of each of the 
clefendants. The Idaho Supreme Court has described the 
circumstancea necessary to justify punitive damaqes: 
An award of punitive damages will be sustained on 
appeal only when it is shown that the defendant acted 
in a manner that was "an extreme deviation fJ:"om 
reasonable standards of conduct, and that the act was 
performed by tha defendant with an understandinq of 
or disregard for its likely consequences. " The 
justification for punitive damages must be that the 
defendant acted with an extremely harmful state of 
mind, whether that be termed "malice, oppression, 
fraud or gross neqliqence"; "malice, oppression, 
wantonness"; or simply "deliberate or willful." 
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.Payne, 136 Idaho at 307, citing Cheney v. Palos Verdes Iuv. 
Cor.p., 104 Idaho 897, 665 P.2d 661 (1983). 
Defendants' acts of purchasing SO% of the stock in the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. as joint tenants with rights ot 
murvivorship at a s'UOstantial discount f:r:om the fair market 
value of the stock from Je:r:J:y Lee Be:rey at a time when he was 
diagnosed as being terminally ill and suffering from cancer, and 
when the Defendant Michael B. McFarland was acting as. the 
attorney for tha Plaintiffs are ample evidence of the malicious, 
oppressive, wanton, and outrageoum conduct by the Defendants. 
Defendant McFarland was supposed to be protecting the 
Plaintiffs from creditors, not acquiring a siqnificant amount of 
the Plaintiffm' assets for himself and his girlfriend at a 
substantial discount from the fair market val~e of the assets so 
acquired. 
Likewise, negotiating for and passing a resolution to list 
the corporate assets, including real property, with the 
Defendant Zimme~n's real estate b:r:okaraga at the time abe was 
a corporate director and stockholder is a breach of fid~ciary 
duty and constitutes self dealing. 
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Conscious disregard of the property rights of another may 
entitle a plaintiff to punitive damages. Aztec Limited, Inc. v. 
Creekside Investment Co., 100 Idaho 566, 570, 602 P.2d 64 (1979), 
The Court should have no problem determining that Plaintiffs 
can establish a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial 
sufficient to support an award of punitive damages. The numerous 
acts of the Defendants were done in conscious disregard of the 
plaintiffs property rights and in breach of fiduciary 
obligations that were owed to the Plaintiffs. 
The Court should grant Plaintiffs' motion to amend the 
complaint to include a claim for punitive dama9es 
CONCLUSION 
The Court should grant Plaintiffs motion in full 
for the foregoing :reasons. 
DATED this ~ day of December, 2009. 
REX A • I'INNE! 
Attorney at Law 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served by facsimile and by e•mail, this ~ day of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
[x]Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
Judqe Verby 
chamber's copy 
[x]Via Band Delivery 
[x)Via e-mail: Jewhelanattorn!X@Iahoo.com ~ ~ 
By: _,_j!y-'-'f·_)_..__~.: ~-
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite ~17 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
F~: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313· 
IN THE DXSTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT or TBB 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHBI:L RBSORT, INC, , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B.· MCFARLAND, P. A. , and RAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
County of Bonner ) 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID NOONAN 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, the undersigned and being first duly sworn on 
oath, and states: 
1. I am over the aqe of 18 years and. competent to make this 
Affidavit. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID NOONAN - l 
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2. I am a certified real property appraisar within the 
States of Idaho and Washington. 
3. I have been an appraiser for approximately 35 years. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a three page printout 
detailing my education and experience as a real estate appraise~. 
5. I have app~aised the fair market value of the real 
property owned by the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. as of July 4, 
2006 and located at 16908 East Pier Road, Bayview, ID 83803 and 
identified as Kootenai County Assessor Parcel # B00000341575 and 
B00000341565 at the amount of ONE MILLION THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND 
DOLLARS ($1,300,000.00). 
6. ~ analyses, opinions and conclusions were developed 
and prepared in confo~ity with the Unifor.m Standards of 
Professional Appraisal Practice. 
~~ DATED this 7 day of 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN 
December, 2009. 
AFFZDAVIT OF DAVID NOONAN - 2 
day of TOba~;. ~~7 
~ Public - State of Idaho 
Residing at S..~J Pt~i" r 1 
My Commission expires Sh l'lO I l 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a t~ue and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served by facsimile and by e~il, this jl day of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4tr1 Street 
coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
[x]Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
Judge Verby 
ehamber' s eopy 
[x]Via Sand Delivery 
(x) Via e-mail: jJ!wbelanat torney@yah::: cOIIl & .(. } ;;_ 
AFFIDAVI'l' OJi' DAVID NOONAN - 3 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 454 of 1268
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(Type text] 
APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
120 E. LAKE STREET. SUITE 319 • SANDPOINT IDAHO 113864 • (208) 283-6322 • I=AX (208) 285-4484 
I believe that in the last four years I have given testimony by deposition in a Highway 95 Taking by 
the State of Idaho. I believe that is the only time in the last four years. . 
DAVID NOONAN /FA ·QUALIFICATIONS 
STATE OF IDAHO CERTIFIED GENERAL APPRAISER CGA #160 
STATE OF WASHINGTON CERTIFIED GENERAL APPRAISER 
................. 
OWNER: APPRAISAL ASSOCIA TES/120 £ L4KE STREET, SUITE t1319 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE: (208) 263·6322 FAX: (208) 26~* 
ORGANIZATIONS: 
Designated Member National Association of Independent Fee Apprelsers 
Past State Director/National Association of Independent Fee Apprsisers 
President/ Sandpoint Chapter, N.A.I.FA. 198&96 
Memwof National Assor:iation of Realtors 
Member Sellclrlc Association of Realtors 
Member MLS Covering Bonner, Boundary and Kootenai Counties In Idaho and the Spolcllne systam 
covering Spokane, Pend Orai/Je, Whitman, Stevens and Lincoln Counties In Washington State. 
EDUCATION: 
Graduated Chamlnade College Prep High Sr:hooV196S.1969 
Graduated University of Northern Colorado with B.S. degree In 
Business Finance and Economics/1969-1973 
Completed Edur:ational Requirements and Courses given by The N11tlonal 
AssoclaUon of Independent Fee Appraisers . 
Completed and passed Educational Requirements given by the State 
of Idaho for Real Estate Brokers Licensing/1981 
Certified through 2001/n the Mandatory Program of Continuing Education 
in the National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers 
On mo" flran One Occasion Appointed "Spacial Master" Under Provision lQ6 -ID 
8ct/na as an Expert Witness "For the District CDurl" ; "Maaislrafe Coutr": 
U.S. Federal Court. all as Expect Witness. 
MOST RECENT APPRAISAL CLASSES: 
"Technology for Todays Appraiser 
Sandpoint, Idaho 2009 
'7he Dirty Dozen (Continuing End) 
Sandpoint, Idaho 2009 
"Mortgage Fraud: Protect Yourselfl 
Sandpoint. Idaho 2009 
"National USPAP Update Equlvalenf' 
Coeur 'Alene, ID/July, 2008 
"Rates and Ratios: Making Sense of GIMs, OARs, and DCFs" 
Las Vega~ NV/ July 2007 
''The Real Estate Economy: What's in Store for 2008?" / 
Las Vegas, NV/July 2007 EXHIBIT ___ _ 
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[Type text] 
APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
120 E. tAl<£ STRE.E.T, SUITE 319 • SANDPOINT IDAHO 83884 • (208)283-6322 • FAX (208)265-44!14 
"Fannie Mae Revisions and the Appraiser" 
Spokane, WA/August, 2005 
.. App,.,isal Trends" 
Spokane, WA/August, 2005 
"National USPAP" Update Equivalent" 
Boise, 10/July, 2005 
"Appraising Multi-Family PropertJes" 
. Boise, ID/July, 2005 
"National USPAP Update Equlvalenf' 
Boise, ID/July, 2005 
"Ratos & Ratios: Making Sense of GIMs, OARs & DCF,, 
· Boise, 10/Sept. 2003 
"Market Data Abstraction" 
Boise, 10/Sept. 2003 
'7he Effects of Wetlands & OUter Factors on Rutal Land Value" 
Las Vegas, NV/ July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
''The Fannie Mae REO Appraisal Workshop" 
Las Vegas, NV! July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
"Conservation Easements Seminar" 
Las Vegas, NV/ July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
''Appraisal Technology Forum" 
Las Vegas, NV/ July 2000 (Valuation 2000) 
"Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Ptacttce• 
St. Louis, MO/June 1999 (NAIFA) 
"Thirty Specialized Appraisal Issues" 
Spokane, Washington/Aprll1998 (Appraisallnstitule) 
"Income Capitalization Techniques• 
Boise, ldaho/April1998 (McKissock Systems) 
"Review Appraising" 
Boise, fdaho/Aprl/1998 (McKissock Systems) 
"Environmental Considerations" 
Boise, ldaho/Aprl11998 (McKissack Systems) 
"Rural Business Valuation" 
Jackpot, NevsdBIMsy 1998 (Fann Managers & Rural Apptalsers} 
"Market Data Analysis of Residential Real Estate" 
Helena, Montana/September 1991 (HAIFA/Challenge) 
"Report Writing of Residential Real Estate" 
Helena, Montana/September 1991 (NAIFA/Chalfenge) 
"Real Estate COnstruction & Developmentn 
Helena, Montana/September 1991 (HAIFA) 
"Techniques of Income Property Api)I'Sislng" 
Helena, Montana/December 1990 (NAIF A) 
"Uniform Standmls of Professional AppraiSlll Practice" 
Spokane, Washington/July 1990 (NAIFA) 
"'Legal Aspects of Easements" 
Spokane, Washlngton!April1990 (IRIWA) 
"Review of the New URAR" 
Spokane, Washington/December 1993 (NAIF A) 
"IJnHorm Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice" 
Spokane, Washington/May 1994 (HAIFA) 
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[Type text] 
APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES 
1.20 E. LAKE STREET, SUITE 319 • SANDPOINT IDAHO 83864 • (208) :(63-6324 • FAX (208) 265-Ma4 
"Market Data Analysis" 
Sandpoint, Idaho/May 1994 (NAIF A) 
EXPERIENCE: 
Owner, Appraisal Associates in Sandpoint. Idaho (1985-CurrenO 
Associate Appraiser, Appn~isa/ Associates (19Bo.B5) 
Associate Appraiser, Noonan Appraisers (1977-80) 
lnactjve Salea Broker, State of Idaho · 
Active Sales Broker, State of Missouri {1974-81) 
Associate Appraiser, Noonan Apprnlsers {1978-80) 
Numerous Coun Appearances in Bonner. Boundary, Kootenai Counties 
in Idaho and in St Louis County. Missouri 
APPRAISED REAL PROPER1Y IN THE FOLLOWING STATES: 
MisSt:Juri, Illinois, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington 
VALUATION OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF REAL PROPERTY: 
Apartment Buildings Office and Professional Buildings 
Condominiums Lakefront 
ManufactAJrfng Facilities Chun:hes 
Industrial Properties Schools 
Retail Sales Buildings Single Family Owalllngs . 
Service Stations Farms 
Restautants Ranchas 
Vacant Land Racrsatlonal Retreats 
Shopping Center Sites Subdivisions 
Warehouses Gmin Elevators 
Sawmills Sand and Gravel Pits 
Timberlands and Stumpage Seer DlstrlbutoiShlp 
Golf COurses Bonnfll' County Airport 
Research and Development Centers Convenience Stol8s 
Motels Manufactured Home Parks 
Marinas Theaters 
Many Others .•• ,,,, 
ASSIGNMENTS COMPLETeD FOR: 
District of Idaho Department of Justice 
StatG Of Idaho 
County of Bonner 
City of Sandpoint Idaho 
Fanners Home Administration 
Bank of America/Sandpoint. Coeur d'Alene 
Rrst Interstate Bank/Sandpoint. Sonners Ferry, Boise 
First Security Bani(ISandpolnt Bonners Ferry, Hayden Lake 
Pend Orel/le Bani(ISandpoln~ Idaho, Newport Washington 
Panhandle State Bank/Sandpoint Bonners Fetf'l, Priest River 
Transamerlca Finance Company · · Better Homes & Gardens 
Bancshares Mortgage CompiJIJy Relocation Service 
Equitable Relocation Company Stan Morlgage 
Mettopolitan Mortgage Company Fanners and Men:hants Bank 
Lenders Services Moore Financial Service 
Cl8dlt Union Mortgage Association Liberty Funding 
Sterling Ssvlngs & Loan Association and over 200 more ...... 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINN&Y 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
\t·WN) DEC 7 2009 15: 46/ST. 15: 45/No. 6810297901 P 2 
STATE OF ![ii\.HO } 
COUNTY CF KOOTE~·l,\! SS 
FiLED rJ 1 ( 
-· 't4...; 
700? lFC -7 Pri 3= 56 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT 0~ THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IOAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GllACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Cor,poration, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFAIU.AND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMM, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) NOTICE OF HEARING RE: 
) PLAJ:N'riFFS' MOTION TO AMEND 
) COMPLAIN~ FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
) 
) (December 23, 2009 at 10:15 
) a.m. - Bonner County) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
------------------------------ ) 
NOTICE XS HEREBY GIVEN that the Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend 
Complaint For Punitive Damages shall ~ome for hearing before the 
Honorable Steve Verby on December 23, 2009 at the hour ~f 
10:15 a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be baard, in a 
NOTICE OF HEARINC RE: PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO 
AMEND COMPLAINT FOR PUNiTIVE DAMAGES - 1 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 458 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (MON)DEC 7 2009 15:46/ST.15:45/No. 6810297901 P 3 
courtroom of the Bonner County Courthouse, 215 South First 
Avenue, Sandpoint, Idaho 93964. 
DATED this ~ day of December, ;:!9. 
/4tl £:=_"" 
'~RE~X~A-.~F~INNE~~y----------------
Attorney At t.aw 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct c~ o~ the 
fore~oinq was served by facsimile and by e-mail, this 7 day of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: ---
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4tn Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
[x]Via Facsimile: (208) 664•2240 
Judge Vet:by 
chamber' s copy 
[x]Via Hand Delivery 
[x] Via e-mail : jpwhalanattornax@xah::: o~ f/. ~ 
NOTICE OF HEARING R.E: PLAINTIFFS' M01'ION 1'0 
AMEND COMPLAINT FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 2 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 459 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY ' FINNEY, P.A. 
Atto~neys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83964 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(TUE) DEC 8 2009 9: 09/ST. 9: 08/No. 6810297911 P 7 
STATE OF I[W10 } COUi~TY OF KOOTENAJ SS 
RLED ~ 11 3 ciJ;' 
:oog m-:c -8 M,:~, 9: 13 
. - ~· 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FO:R. THE COUNTY OF .KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a wic:low, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Pe~sonal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Ba~ry. 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , 
an Idaho Co~oration, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P . A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) 
) NOTICE OF EXAMINATION BY AUDIO 
) AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF 
) KARIN ZIMMERMAN 
) And 
) UQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF 
) DOCOMBNTS AND THINGS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) _____________ , 
CONES NOW REX A. FINNEY, attorney for the Plaintiffs, and 
gives notice that he will depose KAREN Z:tMMEmlmf, upon verbal 
examination, on December 16, 2009, commencing at the hour of 8:30 
a.m., and continuing on to December 18, 2009 at the hou~ of 8:30 
a.m. if needed, ON A TO FOLLOW BASIS AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 
NO'l'ICE OF EXAMINATION BY AUJ)IO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF KAREN ZIMMEmfAN 
And 
REQUEST FOR PRODtrC'l'ION OF OOCUME:N'l'S AND THINGS - l Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court o. 37951-2010 460 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (TUE)DEC 8 2009 9:09/ST. 9:08/No. 6810297911 P 8 
DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL MCFARLAND, before a certified court reporter 
at Naegeli Reporting, 2120 Lakewood Drive, Suite B, Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho 83814. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(b) (4) the ~sition will be recorded 
by audio-visual means, while s~ultaneously being recorded as a 
stenographic recording. 
Demand is made that Ka~en Zimmerman bring to said deposition 
true eopies of all documents, audio recordings, alect~onic items, 
records, exhibits, financial records, and all other written 
documents concerning the suhjeet matter of tha above pending 
litigation, including but not limited to: 
1. All audio x-ec:ordings made during- any meetings of 
the directors, shareholders, or officers of. 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT , INC. , an Idaho 
Corporation; 
2. Any a-mails by or to KAREN M. ZIMME~ to or 
from any other person or entity in rega~d to the 
Captain's Wheel Rasort, Inc.; 
3. All eorporate records for the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation.; 
4. All e-mail, correSjpondence, or other tangible, or 
appraisal, comparative market listing or document 
establishing or tending or purporting to 
NOTICE OJ!' EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSUION OF KAREN ZIMHSRMAN 
And 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCtiON OF DOCUMBNTS AND THrNGS - 2 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 461 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (TUE)DEC 8 2009 9:10/ST. 9:08/No. 6810297911 P 9 
establish the value of the assets or any asset of 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.; 
5. Copies of any and all real estate listing 
agreements proposed o~ entered into in regard to 
the Captain's Wheel Rasort, Ine.; 
6. Copy of your real estate broker license; 
7. All statement, document, e""''UU.l, oorreapondance, or 
other tanqible item that purports to show or 
evidences any debts of the Captain' s Wheel Resort, 
Inc. including tha balance at tha t~e of inception 
of the debt and the current balance; 
B. Copies of all bank and/or credit.lino account 
statements in the name of or associated with the 
Captain's Wheel Re•ort, Inc. from 2003 through 
present; 
9. Copies of all bank account statements in the name 
of or associated with the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. from Nov.mer 2006 through present; 
10. Copies of all applications fozo credit made in the 
name of or on behalf of or associated with the 
Captain's Wheel aeaort, Inc. from 2003 through 
present: 
NOTICE OF EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF KAaEN ZIMMERMAN 
And 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS - 3 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 462 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (TUE) DEC 8 2009 9:1 0/ST. 9: 08/No. 6810297911 P 10 
11. Copies of KAREN Z~'S complete 2003, 2004, 
2005, 2006, 2007, 2009 and 2009 state and federal 
tax returns: 
DAT£0 this t? day of December, 2009. 
-
REX A. FnmEY 
Attorney at Law 
NOTICE OF EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND ~DEO DEPOSITION OF KAREN ZIMHE~ 
And ~QUEST fOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS - 4 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 463 of 1268
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foreqoing was served AS INDICATED BELOW, this B day of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
[x]Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
Judqe Verby 
chamber' s copy 
[x]Via Hand Delivery 
[x]Via e~il: jpwhelanattorney@yahoo.com 
Nageli Court Repo~ting 
[X] by fax: 503-226-2343 
NOTICE OF E~ATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF KAREN ZIHHE~ 
And 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS - 5 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 464 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY riNNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(TUE)DEC 8 2009 9:10/ST. 9:08/No. 6810297911 P 12 
STATE T\OF !CiAHO 
COIJ;'v' v (V:: vnr,-.. } ss c:IL£•· . ' ,_.·f !\' I J "-.\"I fl ,t)· .. ~·-... 1 -·\/1 
:, ~ o ,.. ..{J '1 r~ t# iJ 
. 11D. nc-:r~ _8 Rf.g 
- f.! I 9: 33 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TUB FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OJ' KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Rep~esentative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lea Roy Barry, 
CAPTAIN, s WHEEL usoaT, :me • , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCI'ARI.Aml, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and ICAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) NOTICE OF SERVING PLAINTIFF'S 
) SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONS£S TO 
) INTERROGATORY NO. 1 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry, and CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , an Idaho 
Corporation, and qives notice that on the 9~ day of DECEMBER, 
2009 A Supplemental Response to the Defendant's Interrogatory 
No. 1, was faxed to JP Whelan at (208)-664-2240. 
NOtiCi OU SSRVINC - 1 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 465 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (TUE) DEC 8 2009 9:1 0/ST. 9: 08/No. 6810297911 P 13 
DA'l'ED this 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that the o~iginal of the foregoing wae 
delivered by fi~st fax, this ~ day of December, 2009, and was 
addrassad as follows: · 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
And by fax: 208•664-2240 
NO'l'ICE OF SERVING - 2 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 466 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263•7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
!SB No. 6313 
(TUE)DEC 8 2009 9:09/ST. 9:08/No.6810297911 P 2 
STAlE OF i[l.l\1-10 } COU~,JTY CF !<OOTE~:A! SS 
FILEG 'f\· q I?J,) 
(009 OfT -8 Mi 9: 33 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
RARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of JQrry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B, MCI'AIUJWD, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P . A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. cv-2007•2409 
) 
) 
) NOTICE OF EXAMINATION BY AUDIO 
) AND VIDEO DEPOSt'l'ION OF 
) MICHAEL MCFAl'U.AND 
) And 
) REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF 
) DOCUMENTS AND THINGS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) ______________ , 
COMES NOW REX A. FINNEY, attorney for the Plaintiffs, and 
gives notice that he will .depose ~CHABL MCFARLAND, upon ve~ba1 
examination, on December 16, 2009, commencing at the hour of 8:30 
a.m., and continuing on to December 18, 2009 at the hour of 8:30 
a.m. if needed, before a certified court reporter at Naegeli 
NOTICE OF E~NATION SY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL MCFARLAND 
And 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION oe DOCUMENTS AND THINGS - 1 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 467 of 1268
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Reporting, 2120 Lakewood Drive, Suite B, Coeur d'~ene, Idaho 
83814. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(b) (4) the deposition will be recorded 
by audio-visual means, while simultaneously being recorded as a 
stenographic recording, 
Demand is made that Michael McFarland bring to said 
deposition true copies of all documents, audio recordings, 
electronic items, records, exhibits, financial records, and all 
other written documents concerning the sUbject matter of the above 
pending litigation, including but not limited to: 
l. Any e-mail, correspondence, or other tangible item 
from Michael MCFarland to Paul Daugherty in 
reference to the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. or 
reqarding Jerry Bar%}'". 
2. Any ... mail, correspondenae, or other tangible item 
from Paul Daugherty to Michael McFarland in 
reference to the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. or 
regarding Jerry Berry. 
3. Any correspondence, e-mail, judgment, or other item 
from creditors of Jerry Berry or their/its attorney 
to Michael MeFarland, or Michael B. MCFarland, P.A. 
or any employee or attorney thereof. 
4. All audio recordings made during .my meetings of 
the directors, shareholders, or officers of. 
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CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC . , an. Idaho 
Coz:po:r:ation.; 
5. Any e-mails to or from M1chaal B. McFarland to o:r: 
from any othe:r: pa:r:aon o:r: entity in :r:eqa:r:d to the 
Captain's Wheal Raao:r:t, Inc.; 
6. All corporate records fo:r: the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, rNC., an Idaho Corporation.; 
7. All e~il, correspondence, or other tangible, or 
appraisal, coupa:r:ative market listin.q or document 
establishing or tending o:r: puEporting to 
establish the value of the assets or any aaaat of 
Captain's Wheal Raso:r:t, Inc.; 
e. Copies of any and all :r:eal estate listing 
agreements p:r:opoaed o:r: entered into in regard to 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
9. ~1 statement, document, a-mail, correspondence, or 
othe:r: tangible item that purpo:r:ta to show or 
evidences any debts of the Captain' s Wheel Raso:r:t, 
Inc. including the balance at the time of inception 
of the debt and the current balance; 
10. Copies of all bank and/or credit line account 
statements in the nama of or associated with the 
captain's Wheel Raso:r:t, Inc. f:r:am 2003 through 
present; 
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11. Copies of all bank account statements in the name 
of or associated with the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. from November 2006 throuqb present; 
12 . Copies of all applications for credit made in the 
name of or on behalf of or associated with the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. from 2003 throuqh 
present; 
13. Copies of Michael B. MCfarland's complete 2003, 
2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009 state and 
federal tax returns; 
14. Copies of Michael B. MCfarland, P.A.'s complete 
2008 and 2009 state and federal tax returns. 
DATED this t day of Da~z, 2009. 
!Ak 
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct co~ of the 
foregoing was served AS INDICATED BELOW, this _li__ day of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WULAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83914 
[x]Via Facs~ile: (208) 664-2240 
Judge Verby 
chamber' a copy 
[x]Via Hand Delivery 
[x]Via e-mail: jpwhelanattorney@yahoo.com 
Nageli Court Reporting 
[x) by fax: 503-226-2343 
By: 
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12/08/2008 16:05 FAX 6642240 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4ch Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
~ CIVIL DEPT. @ 004/006 
STATE Of iDAHO } SS 
COUNTY Q~ KCOTENA\ ,\~\ 
FILED u.. <IJ 
znog nrc -9 Pr~ 3: 23 
CLI~ DISTRICT COUfT 
~/ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN-rf OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
OBJECTION TO NOTICE OF 
EXAMINATION OF MICHAEL 
McFARU\ND AND REQUEST FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND 
THINGS 
Defendant, Michael McFarland, by and through his attorney of record, 
john P. Whelan, hereby objects to the Notice of Examination by Audio and Video 
Deposition of Michael McFarland and Request for Production of Documents and 
Things served on December 8, 2009 on the grounds that I.R.C.P. Rule 34(b) 
requires thirty (30) days notice as a prerequisite to the production of 
documents and/or things at a deposition. Accordingly, the documentation and 
OBJECTION TO NOTICE OF EXAMINATION OF MICHAEL McFARLAND AND REQUEST FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS-1 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 472 of 1268
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things requested at the deposition of Michael McFarland will not be produced at 
the deposition as requested. 
DATED: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the q"ft( day of December, 2009, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 20 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(~simile to: (208) 263-8211 
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. 12/09/2009 18:05 FAX 8842240 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
~ CIVIL DEPT. @001/008 
S1ATE OF IDAHO } S~ COUNTY OF I<OOTE~JAI Ilk 
FILE} \ 
zoo9 ore -9 PH 3: 23 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
OBJECTION TO NOTICE OF 
EXAMINATION OF KAREN ZIMMERMAN 
AND REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS AND THINGS 
Defendant, Karen Zimmerman, by and through her attorney of record, 
John P. Whelan, hereby objects to the Notjce of Examination by Audio and Video 
Deposition of Karen Zimmerman and Request for Production of Documents and 
Things served on December 8, 2009 on the grounds that I.R.C.P. Rule 34(b) 
requires thirty (30) days notice as a prerequisite to the production of 
documents and/or things at a deposition. Accordingly, the documentation and 
OBJECTION TO NOTICE OF EXAMINATION OF MICHAEL McFARlAND AND REQUEST FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS-1 
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things requested at the deposition of Karen Zimmerman will not be produced at 
the deposition as requested. 
DATED: l ~~f_h 1 
r' 
OBJECTION TO NOTICE OF EXAMINATION OF MICHAEL McFARLAND AND REQUEST FOR 
PRODUCTION Of DOCUMENTS AND THINCiS-2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the q ,..~ day of December, 2009, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
<4acsimile to: (208) 263~8211 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Rouse Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(TUE)DEC 15 2009 12:57/ST. 12:55/No. 6810297944 P 7 
STATE OF 1gr~Yl~, . } SS 
COUNT" 0~ •<0~ ·TEH'-\1 
FILED g'\5~~ 
?BG9 occ 15 H\ l: 20 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Co~oration, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. McFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. McFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) 
) AMENDED NOTICE OF EXAMINATION 
) BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION 
) OF 
) fCAQN ZIMMERMAN 
) And 
) REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF 
) DOCUMENTS AND 'l'H INGS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
------------------------------------ ) 
COMES NOW REX A. FINNEY, attorney for the Plaintiffs, and 
gives notioe that he will depose KAREN ZIMME~, upon verbal 
examination, on December 21, 2009, commencing at the hour of 2:30 
p.m., and continuing on Deoember 23, 2009 at the hour of 11:30 
a.m. if needed on a to follow basis at the conclusion of the 
AMENDED NOTICE OF EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF KAREN 
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Deposition of Michael MCFarland, before a certified court reporter 
at the Tha law office of John P. Whelan, 213 N. 4~ Straat, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho 83814. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(b) (4) the deposition will be recorded 
~ audio-visual means, while simultaneously baing recorded as a 
stenographic recording. 
Demand is made that KAREN ZIMME~ bring to said deposition 
true copies of all documents, audio recordings, electronic items, 
records, exhibits, financial records, and all other written 
documents concerning the subject matter of the above pending 
litigation, including but not limited to: 
1 . All audio recordings made during' any meetings of the 
directors, shareholders, or officers of. CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
2 • Any e-mails by or to KAREN M. ZIMMERMAN to or from any 
other person or entity in regard to the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc.; 
3. All corporate records for the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation.; 
4 , All e-mail, correspondence, or other tangible, or 
appraisal, comparative market listing or document establishing 
or tending or purporting to establish the value of the assets or 
any asset of Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.; 
AMENDED NO~ICE OF EXAMINATION SY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN 
And 
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5. Copies of any and all real estate listing agreements 
proposed or entered into in regard to the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc . ; 
6. Copy of your real estate broker license; 
7. ~1 statement, document, e~il, correspondence, or 
other tang1ble item that purports to show or evidences any debts 
of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. including the balance at the 
time of inception of the debt and the ourrent balance; 
B. C~ies of all bank and/or credit line account 
statements in the name of or associated with the Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Xno. from 2003 throuqh present; 
9. Copies of all bank account statements in the name of or 
associated with the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc:. from November 
2006 through present; 
10. Copies of.all applications for credit made in the name 
of or on behalf of or associated with the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. from 2003 through present; 
11. Copies of 10\REN z~·s ccmplete 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 
2007, 2008 and 2009 state and federal tax returns ; 
DATED this /~day of December, 2009. 
-
t.1-i-
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
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CERTIFICATE or SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct c~dQ_9.f the 
foregoing was served AS INDICATED BELOW, this ~day of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
At tozoney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeuzo d'~ene, Idaho 83814 
[x]Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
Judge Vezoby 
chamber's copy 
[x]Via Hand Delivery 
[x]Via e-mail: jpwhelanattornex@xahoo.com 
Nageli Court Reporting 
[x] by fax: 503-227-7123 
[x] by e-mail: Alicia@naegelireportinq.com 
AMENDED NOtiCE OF E~NATION 9Y AUDIO AND VIOEO DEPOSITION Oi KAREN 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 208?638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Laka Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 93864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(TUE)DEC i5 2009 12:56/ST. 12:55/No. 6810297944 P 2 
STATE OF !Ui\HO } 88 
COUNTV o: ~(')(;TENl\1 
FILED z )_5' '\1~ 
?009 DFC 15 PH I: 20 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Laa Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFAR.LAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMER!mN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) 
) AMENDED NOTICE OF EXAMINATION 
) BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION 
) OF 
) MICHAEL MCFARLAND 
) And 
) REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF 
) DOCUMENTS AND THINGS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------------------- ) 
COMES NOW REX A. FINNEY, attorney for the Plaintiffs, and 
gives notice that he will depose MICHAEL MCFARLAND, upon verbal 
examination, on Friday December 18, 2009, commencing at the hour 
of 8:30a.m., and continuing on Wednesday December 23, 2009 at the 
hour of 11:30 a.m. if needed, before a certified court reporter at 
AMENDED NOTICE OF EXAMINA~ION SY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSI~ION Ot MICHAEL 
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The law office of John P. Whelan, 213 N. 4~ Street, Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho 83814. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(b) (4) the deposition will be recorded 
by audio-visual means, while s~ultaneously being recorded as a 
stenographic recording. 
Demand is .ada that Michael McFarland bring to said 
deposition true c~ies of all documents, audio recordings, 
electronic items, records, exhibits, financial records, and all 
other written documents concerning the subject matter of the above 
pending litigation, including but not limited to: 
1. Any e-mail, corres.pondence, or other tangible item 
from Michael MCFarland to Paul Oaugherty in 
reference to the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. or 
regarding Jerry Barry. 
2. Any a~il, correspondence, or other tangible item 
from Paul Daugherty to M1chael Mcgarland in 
reference to the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. or 
regarding Jerry Berry. 
3. Any correspondence, a-mail, judgment, or other item 
from creditors of Jerry Berry or thei~/its attorney 
to Michael McFarland, or Michael B. McFarland, P.A. 
or any employee or attorney thereof. 
AMENnED NOTICE OF E~INATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF McrCHAEL 
MCFARLAND 
An.d 
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4. All audio recordings made during any meetings of 
the directors, shareholders, or officers of. 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , an Idaho 
Corporation; 
s. Any a-mails to or from Michael B. McFarland to or 
from any other person or entity in regard to the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.; 
6. All corporate records for the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation.; 
7. All e-mail, correspondence, or other tangible, or 
appraisal, comparative market listing or document 
establishing or tending or purporting to 
establish the value of the assets or any asset of 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.; 
B. Copies of any and all real estate listing 
agreements proposed or entared into in regard to 
the Captain's Wheal Resort, Inc. 
9. ~1 statament, document, e•mail, correspondence, or 
other tangible item that purports to show or 
evidences any debts of the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. including the balance at the t~e of inception 
of the debt and the current balance; 
AMENDSD NOTICE OF E~NA~lON BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL 
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10. Copies of all bank and/or credit line account 
statements in the name of or associated with the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. from 2003 through 
present; 
11. Copies of all bank account statements in the name 
of or associated with the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. from November 2006 through present; 
12. Copies of all appli~ations for credit made in the 
name of or on behalf of or associated with the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. from 2003 through 
present; 
13. Copies of Michael a. Mcfarland's complete 2003, 
2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009 state and 
federal tax returns; 
14. Copies of Michael B. MCfarland, P.A.'s complete 
2008 and 2009 state and federal tax returns. 
DATED this JJ' day of December, 2009. 
/tH~-
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
~D NOTICE Of EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIOSO DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct COPY.Pf the 
foregoing was served AS INDICATED BELOW, this __L~~y of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 93814 
[x]Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
Judge Verby 
chamber's copy 
[x]Via Hand Delivery 
[x]Via e-mail: jpwhelanattorney@yahoo.com 
Nageli Court Reporting 
[x] by fax: 503-227•7123 
[x] by e-mail: Alieia@naegelireporting.com 
By: ~M£0 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 311 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-1712 
Fax: (208) 263•8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(WED) DEC 16 2009 10:45/ST. 10:44/No. 6810297955 P 7 
;)TArE O>: {V\HO 
COUtvr:· OF i<'Qr1TF.'I'I }SS Fll Er· ., '- cr-.f-\ 
. ) -t~Jlll J_vh 
~nos r;rc 16 AH to: so 
C~s~STRiCT CO.URT ~~~~ 
IN ~HE DISTRICT COURT OF TSE FIRS~ JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ~HE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLE~T~ GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Ic:laho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. Mc:FARLAND 1 MICHAEL 
B. McF.AIU.AND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF 
EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO 
DEPOSITION OF 
l<AREN ZIMMERMAN 
And 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 0~ 
DOCUMENTS AND THINGS 
----------------------------- ) 
COMES NOW REX A. FINNEY, attorney for the Plaintiffs, and 
gives notice that he will depose KAREN ZIMME~, upon verbal 
examination, on December 21, 2009, commencinq at the hour of 2:30 
~-, and continuing on December 23, 2009 at the hour of 11:30 
a.m. if needed on a to follow basis at the conclusion of the 
BrCOND AMENDED NOTICE OF EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF KAREN 
ZIMM&:~ 
And 
REQUEST FOR PaOOUCTION OF OOCUMENTS AND THINGS - l 
..... , 
I • 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (WED) DEC 16 2009 1 0: 45/ST. 10: 44/No. 681 0297955 P 8 
Deposition of Mlchael McFarland, before a certified court reporter 
at The law office of Art Bistline, 1423 N. Government Way, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(b)(4) the deposition will be recorded 
by audio•visual means, while simultaneously beinq recorded as a 
stenographic recording. 
Demand is made that KAREN z~~ bring to said.deposition 
true copies of all documents, audio recordings, electronic items, 
records, exhibits, financial records, and all other written 
documents concerning the subject matte:r: of the above pending 
litigation, including but not limited to: 
1. All audio recordings made during any meetings of the 
directors, shareholders, or officers of. CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
2. Any e~ils by or to ~N M. ZI~ to or from any 
other person or entity in regard to the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc.; 
3. All co~orate records for the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
4. ~l e-mail, correspondence, or other tangible, or 
appraisal, comparative market listing or document establishing 
or tending or pu~orting to establish the value of the assets or 
any asset of Captain's Mheel Resort, Inc.; 
SECOND AMENDS~ NOTICE OF EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN 
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S. Copiea of any and all real estate listing agreements 
proposed or entered into in regard to the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc.; 
6. Copy of your real estate broker license; 
7. All statement, document, e-mail, cor~espondence, or 
other tangible item that purports to show or evidences any debts 
of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. including the balance at the 
time of inception of the debt and the currant balance; 
8. Copies of all bank and/or credit line account 
statements in the name of or associated with the Captain's 
Wheel Resort, lnc. from 2003 through present; 
9. Copies of all bank account statements in the name of or 
associated with the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. from November 
2006 through present; 
10. Copies of all applications for credit made in the name 
of or on behalf of or associated with the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. from 2003 through present; 
11. Cqpies of KAREN z~·s complete 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 
2007, 2008 and 2009 state and federal tax returns ; 
DATED this I 6 day of December, 2.009. 
- £f. f=-
REX A, FINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
SECOND AMENDeD NOTICE OF EXAMINAliON BY AUDIO AND ~DEO DEPOSITION OF KAREN 
Z:DH:RMAN 
Ancl 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION or DOCUMENTS AND THINGS - 3 . 
. ·' 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct c~~-·~ the 
foregoing was served AS INOICATED BELOW, this ~y of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N, 4th St:~:eat 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 93814 
[x]Via Facs~ile: (208) 664-2240 
Judge Verby 
chamber's copy 
[x)Via Hanel Delivery 
[x]Via e-mail: jpwhelanattorney@yahoo.com 
Naqeli Court Reporting 
(x] by fax: 503-227-7123 
[g) by e-mail: Alicia@naegalireporting.com 
SECOND AHEN~D NOTICE OF EXAMINATION SY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 208263821 1 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FtNNBY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83964 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263 ... 8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(WED) DEC 16 2009 IO>i5/ST. 10:44/No. 6810297955 p 2 
STATE OF 1[1,4J-10 
COUNT! r;c <rnrp 'AI } SS FILED - '- ' 1 · 
~I~ I ofJo 
7G09 nr::c 16 AN fO: 50 
CLEPI< DISTRI'"'I- ("0 
- ", 'J v URT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B • MCFARLAND, P . A. , ancl t<AitEN 
Z~, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) 
) SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF 
) EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO 
) DEPOSITION OF 
) MICHAEL MCFARI.J\ND 
) Ancl 
) REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF 
) DOCUMENTS AND THINGS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW REX A. FINNEY, attorney for the Plaintiffs, and 
gives notice that he will depose MICHAEL MCFARLAND, upon verbal 
examination, on Friday December 18, 2009, commencing at the hour 
of 8:30a.m., and continuing on Wednesday December 23, 2009 at the 
bou~ of 11:30 a.m. if needed, before a certified court reporter at 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF E~NATION BY AUDIO ANO VIPEO DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL 
MCFARLAND 
kld 
REQUEST FOR P.RODUC~ION OF DOCUMENTS ANC THINGS - 1 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (WED)DEC 16 2009 10:45/ST. 10:44/No. 6810297955 P 3 
The law office of Art Bistline, 1423 N. Government Way, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho 83814. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(b) (4) the deposition will be recorded 
by audio-visual means, while simultaneously being recorded as a 
stanoqraphic recording. 
Demand is macle that Michael McFarland bring to said 
deposition true copies of all documents, audio recordings, 
electronic items, records, exhibits, financial records, and all 
other written documents concerninq the subject matter of the above 
pending litigation, including but not limited to: 
l. Any e~il, correspondence, or other tangible item 
from Michael McFarland to Paul Dauqherty in 
referenc• to the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. or 
regarding Jerry Berry. 
2. Any e~il, correspondence, or other tangible item 
fram Paul Daugherty to Michael McFarland in 
reference to the Captain's Wheal Resort, Inc. or 
reqarding Jerry Berry. 
3. Any oorrespondance, e-mail, judgment, or other item 
from creditors of Jerry Barry or their/its attorney 
to ~chael MCFarland, or Michael 8. McFarland, P.A. 
or any employee or attorney thereof. 
SECOND ~NDED NOTICE OF E~INATION SY AUDIO AND VIOEO DEPOSITION OF MICRA!~ 
MCFARLAND 
And. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINQS - 2 
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4. All audio ~ecordings made during any meetings of 
the directors, shareholders, or officers of. 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC,, an Iclaho 
Corporation; 
s. Any e~ails to or from Michael B. McFarland to or 
from any other person or entity in reqard to the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.; 
6. All corporate records for the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation.; 
7. All e•mail, correspondence, or other tangible, or 
appraisal, comparative market listing or document 
establishinq or tending or purportinq to 
establish the value of the assets or any asset of 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.; 
e. Copies of any and all real estate listinq 
agreements proposed or entered into in regard to 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
9. All statement, document, e~il, correspondence, or 
other tangible item that purports to show or 
evidences any debts of the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. including the balance at the time of inception 
of the debt and the current balance; 
s.EOOND AMEN~DNOTICE OF EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL 
MCFARLAND 
And 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 0~ DOCUMENTS AND THINGS - 3 
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10. Copies of all bank and/or credit line account 
statements in the nama of or associated with the 
Captain's Wheel Resoxt, Inc. from 2003 through 
present; 
11. Copies of all bank account statements in the name 
of or associated with the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. from November 2006 through present; 
12. Copies of all applications for credit made in the 
naae of or on behalf of or associated with the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. from 2003 through 
present; 
13. Copies of Michael B. McFarland' a complete 2003, 
2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009 state and 
federal tax returns; 
14. Copies of Miahael B. McFarland., P.A.'s complete 
2008 and 2009 state and federal tax returns. 
DATED this ~ day of December, 2009. 
/xa ~~ 
IUEX A. FINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL 
MCFAIU.AND 
And 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS - 4 
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FROM FINNEY FI~NEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (WED) DEC 16 2009 10: 45/ST. 10: 44/No. 6810297955 P 6 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct cj~y_;f the 
foregoing was served AS INDICATED BELOW, this ~day of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
[x]Via Facstmile: (208) 664-2240 
Judge Verby 
chamber's copy 
[x)Via Hand Delivery 
[x]Via e-mail: jpwhelanattorney@yahoo.com 
Naqeli Court Reporting 
[x] by fax: 503-227-7123 
[x] by e-mail: Stacex@naeqelireportinq.com 
SECOND AMENDEDNOriCt OF EXAMINATION BY AUDIO AND VIDEO OtPOSITION OF MICHAEL 
MCFARLAND 
And 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS - S 
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12/16/2008 17:04 FAX 6642240 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
-> CIVIL DEPT. ~001/038 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLffiA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN 
SUPPORT OF THE OPPOSITION OF 
DEFENDANTS TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
TO AMEND COMPLAINT FOR PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES 
Date: December 23, 2009 
Time: 1 0:1 5 a.m. 
Judge: Steve Verby 
john P. Whelan, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN SUPPORT OF THE OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANTS TO 
PlAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPlAINT FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES-1 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 497 of 1268
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1. I am the attorney for Defendants in this action. I have personal 
knowledge of the following facts and could competently testify. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the 
relevant portions of the deposition transcript of Karletta Grace Berry. 
Dated: r~/!b Lo { I I 
Subscribed and sworn before me this llP~ day of December, 2009. 
Notary Publjc in --.:.:~­
Residing at:11,s+ f;..fls 
~ 002/038 
My Comm. Expires :_.t=z/r-='2J;;;..q,_,.(~tr..__ __ _ 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN SUPPORT OF THE OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANTS TO 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES-2 
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li e State of Idaho 
. r
 . ir  :--"=z/r-='2J;;;..q,.f~((L-----_ 
12/16/2008 17:04 FAX 6642240 -t CIVIL DEPT. Ill 003/038 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the //p1ij day of December, 2009, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & fjnney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
cvf'Fa.csimile to: (208) 263-8211 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 499 of 1268
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, 
a widow, KARLETTA GRACE 
BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the 
Estate of Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
' ... 
Plaintiffs, ) Case No. CV-07-2409 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, 
P .A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
--~-----------------' 
DEPOSITION· OF KARLETTA GRACE BERRY 
TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANTS 
AT 816 SHERMAN AVENUE, COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 
DECEMBER 18, 2007, AT 9:00A.M. 
REPORTED BY: 
JULIE MCCAUGHAN, C.S.R. NO. 684 
Notary Public 
Coeur (!'Alent!, ldah\1 
Northern Offices 
208.,65.1700 
Spok;~nl!, Washington 
509.455.4515 
1.800.879.1700 
Boise, Idaho 
Southern Offices 
208.345.9611 
1.800.B7!1.'1700 www.mmcourt.tot'l'l 1.800.234.9611 
Exhibi·t 
A 
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Page 30 
1 Q. And what year was that? 
2 A. 2002, 2003. 
3 Q. And this was done solely for the purpose 
4 of attempting to obtain's ret'inance? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Okay. And that never took place? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Okay. So If Jerry borrowed $60,000 to 
9 particirJate In this Captain's Wheel investment 
10 opportunity, where did the other 3?,000 come from? 
11 A. · From savings. Jerry had stocks •• not 
12 stoctc:s. What did they call it? 
13 Q. Bonds? Securities? COs? 
14 A. He had Cos, a.s well as he had loaned money 
15 to someone and they were paying him back. 
16 Q. Okay. So what? Jerry cashed In his COs 
1? and collected his notes, and that's how he amassed the 
18 other 37,0007 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Now, did Jerry own these COs before he 
Page 32 
1 into It, yes. 
2 Q. Okay. And you used the term 
3 "partnership." You really meant to sav ''shareholder"? 
4 Is that true? · 
S A. Yes. Also, partners with Jim and Jean In 
6 
7 
the running of the corporation. 
Q. Okay. But all the while, the Captain's 
8 Wheel Resort was a corporation and It Is today. Is that 
9 
10 
11 
true? 
A. 
Q. 
Yes. 
Okay. And when you and Jerry bought Into 
12 this opportunity, stock was received representing an 
13 ownership IntereSt? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Okay. And that stock that was r!i!,Celv_ed 
16 represented a 50-percenLOwQirship jnter:e.st? 
1? A. Yes. 
19 Q. And whose name was that stock In? 
19 
20 
A. 
Q. 
Jer111's. 
... 
And this was In 20027 
21 married you? 21 A, No. It would have been 2000. 
22 A. Yes. 22 Q. I'm sorry. 2000. So when the stock wa$ 
23 Q. And he received payments on notes that he 23 Initially atc~ulred or p1.1rchased, It was elaced In 
24 had before he got married, as well? 24 Jerry's name? 
-·~-~ ......... ~.-~~ ...... .EErrect. There were .~~.~-~.e!!.:.a.:...:fte..:..:r_w..;.;e=-----,~2;..;::5 ___ A_:_._......;Y;..;;e,..s:..._ .• _~· .. ···--·--·-··--·~--------
Page 31 
1 became married, also. 
2 Q. B1.1t this was his separate property? 
.3 A. At the time of the purchase of the 
4 corporation, yes. 
5 Q. At the time of purchase of the 
6 corporetlon. Now, I'm a bit confused. You've used the 
7 term "partnership" and you've used the term 
B "corporation'' several times. 
9 A, The partnership In the corporation. 
10 Q. Old the partnership become a corporation 
11 at some point? 
12 A. It was a corporation when we bought Into 
13 it. 
Page 33 
1 Q. And It was placed In Jerry's name at the 
2 end of the six-months period of the negotiations. Is 
3 that about right? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. So for six months, you and Jerry talked to 
6 people about going Into this corporation. Jerry 
7 apparently talked to his b1.1ddy In California and his 
S bankers and all that, and went about trying to get the 
9 money together to buy the stock? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And abo1.1t six months after you found out 
12 about the availability of the Captain's Wheel 
13 opportunity, the stock was purchased and the stock was. 
14 Q. So It wasn't a partnership? 14 placed In Jerry's name? 
15 A. Partners·· 15 A. Correct. 
16 MR. FINNEY: Can we go off the record for a second 16 Q. Okay. Now, at any point In time, was that 
17 here, John? 17 . stoc:k taken out of Jerry's name and put Into some other 
19 MR. WHELAN; Sure. 16 name? 
19 (Off the record.) 19 A. No. 
2.0 BY MR. WHELAN: 20 Q. So that stock still Is In Jerry's name? 
21 Q. Now, ma'am, when you and Jerry were 21 A. It's in mine and Jerry's name, with right 
22 advised that there was an opportunity with this 22 of s1.1rvlvorshlp. 
23 Captain's Wheel Investment, In reality, that was a 23 Q. Okay. I'll repeat the Ql.lestlon. I SClld: 
24 corporation, that captain's Wheel Resort. ls that true? 24 At any time after the stock was plated in Jerry's name, 
25 A. It was a c:orporatlon at the time we bought 25 was It pla~d In another name? 
·· .... 
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A. It is •• my name was put on there With 1 1 aQreed on that? 
·~ 
3 
4 
s 
Jerry with right of survlvorshlf'. 
Q. Okay. When was that? 
A. In 2003. I'Jo. 2006. .c/2( 
Q. Prior to the time that the stock was 
2 
3 
4 
5 
MR. FINNEY: We're agreed on that, Mr. WhOii.ln. 
MR.. WHElAN: Okay. 
Q. How did McFarland beeome a vice-president? 
A. He was voted In after he arnd Ms. Zimmerman 
6 _graced in your name and Jerry's name in 2006, had the 6 loaned Jerry money to buy out Mr. Campbell and his: wife 
because Mr. Campbell had developed 1health problems. 7 stock stayeCl In the name of Jerry only? 7 
8 A, Yes, 9 Q. Okay. Let's talk about that. How Is It 
9 Q. Okay, Anl3 what was the reason for putting 
10 tnc ::tack: In your neme anct Jerry's name with right of 
11 ~urvivorsnlp? 
1~ A. Jerry was 111, and he wanted to make sure 
13 I was: protected. 
14 Q. And what do you mean by that or what did 
15 he mean by that? 
16 A. He had canc:er and was dying, 
17 Q. Okay. And vou said that he wanted to ma~e 
18 sure you were protected. And I asked you~ What did he 
19 mean by that? 
20 A. To be sure that I received what was •• he 
21 wanted me to receive. It's my son and I's security. 
22 Q. Okey. When Jerry passed away In 2006, did 
23 he have a will? 
24 A. Yes. 
9 that you know that Mike McFarland loened money to· Jerry? 
10 A. I was present when they dl!itussed lt. 
11 Q. And when was that? 
12 A. In 2003. 
13 Q. You remember this distinct!¥? 
14 A., Yes. 
15 Q. Where were you? 
16 A, we were et tne captain's Wheel. 
17 Q. o~ay. AnCI who else was th'ere? 
18 
19 
A. 
Q. 
My husband and Ms. Zimmerman. 
Okay. And whet were the Circumstances 
20 that led to this cortYcr::~tlol'l? 
21 A. Mr. Campbell had developed health problems 
22 and wanted out of his obllgatloru:l with the corporation 
23 and the restaurant. 
24 Q. Okay. But I asked yov •• okay, And. that 
25 Q. Old Jerry have a will In 2006 when he 
·-· ··---"""·---· ·-·--···--~·-----~ •. ~'----· -+2;;,.;;5~. was the clrcu~stances, the ba~!?r the co.~ver~:atlo~­
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1 transferred the stock to you? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And did vou and Jerry talk about the 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
prospect of putting the stock In right of .survivorship 
title? 
A. He's the one that put It In right of 
survivorship. 
Q. You didn't participate In that? 
A. It was his •• he said, "Put It In right of 
10 survivorship." 
ll Q. He said that to whom? 
A. Mr. McFarland, who was acting, at the 
time, as president or the corporation. Or vlee -- no, 
1 that you l'laa with -- or that Jerry had with Mike 
2 MeF&rland? 
3 A. Ves. It all led up to that. 
4 Q. Okoy. Now, t want to know: 1-tow Is It 
Page 37 
S that Jerry and Mike storted talking about a loan Clurmg 
6 one night l!t the Captain's Wheel? Cal'l you explain that 
7 to me? 
8 A. Mike was Jerry's attorney, s:o Jcarry spok!i 
9 to Mike freQuently. 
10 Q. Okay. And what brought about tnls 
11 conversation between Mike and Jerry regarding this loan? 
12 A. Mr. Campbell was Ill. He wanted out of 
13 the corporation and the restaurant responsibilities. 
lZ 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
he wesn't president at~ the time. As -- I don't remember 14 
what his title is. VIce-president? 15 
Some other parties had attempted to buy Jim's shares. 
That did not work out. So Mike and Ms. Zimmerman came 
16 to Jerry and said that they would loan the money if Q. Olte~y. So Jerry lnstruc;ted McFarland to 
place the stock In your names? 
A. YI;!S. 
Q, And at thl!: point In time, Mike McFarland 
was a vice~president or something? 
A. Yes. He was •• 
MR. WHELAN: Hey, Rex, watch that. Will vou? 
Okay? Why don't you put the notes in front of vou. And 
I'm going to start commenting that you're writing notes 
to your c:llent during this deposition. Okay? Are we 
17 Jerry wanted to have the full partnership, the full 
16 corporatiOn. 
19 Q. And you know tnls because you were 
20 stendlng there or slttlnQ tl'lere? 
21 A. I ~~~~~ preeent for several of the 
22 conversatlon51. We would all Sit togethl!:r when we woUld 
23 QO In and have dinner and go dan~lng. Mll(e end Karen 
24 would come in on the weekendg and go daneing, end we 
25 would usually sit together and nave dinner. 
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1 i Q. So in 2003, you had more conve~satlons 1 slmiiQr discussions with other per:5~on~? 
2 i wltl'l Mli<l? Md Karen regarding their loaning monay to 2 A. With Jim Oll"'d Jeen, to keep Jim updotc:d on 
3
1 Jerry? 3 how It wa$ progres;s;lng ~nd how soon he ~ould be free of 
4l A. Yes. 4 the partners.:hip ~nd the corporation. 
5 Q. And what was said during •• let's start S Q. Okay. He tallced to the Campb~lls about 
6 with the second conversation and we'll just work our way 6 the status. Jerry would talk to the C:ampbells 21bout the 
7 through. What was said during this second conversation 7 status of the Mike·and·Karen loan? 
B you participated In with Mike, Karen and lerrv? B A. Not by name, but just how he was getting 
9 A. How thev were going to-- what time 9 the money. Because he did not tell Jim end Jean that he 
10 deadlines they had and who was going to meet who to hand 10 was-- who he was getting the finances from. 
11 over the finances. 11 Q. Okay. So Jim and Jean never knew where 
12 Q. Anything else? 12 the money was eomlng from? 
13 A. It was in 2003. I let my husbal'!cf do the 13 A. No. 
14 business aspect. 14 Q. Okay. Would Jerry have conversations with 
15 Q. So your husband took care of the business 15 anyone other than you and Jim and Jean regarding the 
16 aspect of the Captain's Wheel? 16 loans from Mike and Karen? 
17 
lfl 
A. or the loan ano ... 
Q. so It was your husoand Jerry wno hancuea 
the loan from Mike illnd t<aren? 
A. Yc:s. 
2:1. Q. And whot direct pol'l:icipotion did you 
22 have, If any? 
23 A. 
24 with J~r~y. 
25 Q. Okay_ So Jerry would c::ome and rel!)ort to 
···-·-···---------
Pege 43 
1 you what was going on? Is tnat what you're sayin9? 
2 A. We would have discussions, yes. 
3 Q. And during these discussions, Jerry would 
4 tell you wnars going on7 
5 A. Yes. 
G Q. And he would bring you up to dote? 
? A. Yes. 
8 Q. Now, did you taka notes of any of these 
9 discussions? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Old you record any of these discussions? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Did you videotape any of these 
14 discussions? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Do ~ou have an~ ~ee of writing tha~ 
17 resvlted frorn ar~~ of these discussions with J~rrt 
18 wherein he brOught )!OU ue to date as tO tne StatuS Of 
19 the Mlke·and·Karen loan? 
20 A. No1 I woulct not take notes on a 01scuss1on 
21 or a conversation wltn m~ nusoanc:L 
22 Q. Okay. So you have no doc;uments that 
23 re~ulted from tl'le~e dlsc:usslons'i' 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Now, to your knowledge, would Jerry have 
17 A. [ don't think so. 
16 Q. Now, to your knowledge, was there 
1~ paperworK prepared tor these loans? 
20 A. What kind or peeerwork? 
21 Q. Any paperwork, 
22 A. 1 hove o receipt stotlng that .. sl'lowlng 
23 whon he received money from partial payment on the loon, 
24 but that'~ about the only thing [ hsve, a~: wgll as: 
2S copies or the ea~hler's: chacks: th~;~t h~ r@(.E!IvE!d on tht:! 
1.~ 
2. Q. 
3 A. 
4 Q. 
S A. 
6 Q. 
7 A. 
Okay. 
"BU'ta'Sfar as a document, no. 
You said "ne." You're referring to •• 
· Jerry. 
.JI!r;y'i' 
YC$, 
Pege 45 
9 Q. And you said the~rG's paperwork regardlne 
9 1!13rtlal p.~aymf!.'nts:. What papl!'rworlc Is that? 
10 A. I have a receipt that states that he 
11 received oartlal oavment on a loan from Mike McFarland. 
12 Q. That Mike McFarland l)ald money toler~? 
13 A. To Jerry, on the loan, so he could give 
14 It -- pass It on to Jim and Jean. 
15 Q. Okay. And did this paperwork say that 
16 
1
17 
18 
119 
20 
21 
22. 
It's a loan from Mike to Jerry? 
A. Yes. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
And where Is that paperwork? 
Mr. Finney has it. 
was tnat produce., to us7 
I oeueve so. 
Okmy. Well, we'll tmke that out here In a 
23 moment. 
24 MR.. FINNEY: Should be a reeeipt about three 
25 lnc::hes by four or five lnehe~. 
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1 BY MR. WHELAN: 1 loan that she took out to help finance the loan to 
2 Q. Okay. So there's a copy of a receipt from 2 Jerry. 
3 a receipt book that acknowledges that Jerry received :3 Q. Okay. Oo you have enytnlng signed by mv 
4 money from Mike McFarland? 4 clients, Mike McFarland and Karen Zimmerman, that they 
S A. Yes. 5 had loaned this money to Jerry as opposed to advaocJag_ :K 
6 Q. And that doesn't say anything about a 6 It for some other purpose? 
7 loan, though, does it? 7 A. As like a loan agreement? 
8 A. Yes, It does say "loan" on it. B Q. Yeah. 
9 Q, . It does? Okay. I'll find that somewhere. 9 A. No. 
10 And what was the amount in the receipt? 10 Q. Okay. Or anything signed by either Mike 
11 A. 40,000, I believe. 11 MeFarlend or Karen Zlmmerml!ln or both oftnem that reveal 
12 Q. And when did this occur? Was the date on 12 that they were loaning money to Jerry or the Captain's 
13 the piece of paper? 13 Wheel restaurant? 
14 A. Yes. 14 A. ~ 
15 Q, And the receipt of the money took place 15 Q. Are you aware of anyone having any such 
16 around that time? 16 documentation? 
17 A. Yes. 1? A. I don't think so. 
18 Q. The date on the receipt? 18 Q. Okay. Can you tell me why your name 
19 A. Yes. 19 wasn't ~ut on the stock when Jerry first Invested In the 
20 Q. And you said that was a partial payment of 20 Captain's Wheel? 
21 a loan. I take It there was more money paid on this 21 A. No, I don't 1<now why he didn't. 
22 loan? 22 Q. Okay. You knew he was obviously 
23 A. Yes. 23 purchasing •• buying Into this business. Right? 
24 Q. And how do you know that? 24 A. Correct. 
25 A. Because we have the copies of the 25 -~~.And you k~ew that he was going to be 
Page 47 Page 49 
1 cashier's checks. 1 taKing stock? 
2 Q. You have copies of ca.shi~r's checks? 2 A. Yeah. 
3 A. I believe that was cslso given to you with 3 Q. Okay, And you knew that he was borrowing 
4 the copy of the receipt. 4 $60,000 from his friend Tony In California? 
5 Q. Okay. Oo you have any other writings 5 A. Correct. 
6 Indicating that this money was for a loan or anv other 6 Q. And you knew that he was using his house 
7 purpose? 7 as collateral for that loan? 
8 A. No. 8 A. Our house, yes. 
9 Q, Is there any handwritten document or notes 9 Q. My understanding was the house was In his 
10 from Jerry that explains these loans? 10 name at the time he put the house up for the loan? 
11 A. Not that I'm aware of. 11 A. It was In his name, but he still 
12 Q. Is there any recording or videotape of 12 considered It our house. 
13 Jerry stating how these loans came about and what the 13 Q. Okay. 
14 loans are and that type of thing? 14 A. It was our home. 
15 A. Not that I am aware of. 15 Q. So In light of all that knowledge, can you 
16 Q. Then can you tell me what leads you to 16 explain to me why you didn't have Jerry put your name on 
17 believe that Mike MCF;;Jrland and Karen Zimmerman made 11 the stock back In 2000? 
18 loans to Jerry, as opposed to investing in this 18 A. I trusted my husband to do the b~o~siness. 
19 corporation? 19 I didn't go to the meetings at the corporate attorney's 
20 A. Because that Is what Jerry said, that they 20 office at that particular time. The only meeting that I 
21 were loaning him the money. It's written on the receil)t 21 was at that I remember was when everything was finalized 
22 as a loan. 22 and handed over. 
23 Q. On the receipt you've described? 23 Q. Okay. When was that? 
24 A. Yes. And Jerry was also paying Ms. 24 A. I was with Jerry when he signed papers 
25 Zimmerman a monthly payment so she could pay off the 25 with the Campbells becoming a partner, but I don't know 
B rry v. McFa land Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 504 of 1268
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1 why my name was not put on the stock. 
2 Q. Okay. So you actually participated In 
3 this meeting when shares were Issued to Jerry? Is that 
4 a true statement? 
S A. I was there, but I don't know what kind of 
6 participating •• sitting there as his wife would entail. 
? I was there. 
S Q. You were there. 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. You were there at the corporate meeting 
1:1 when Jerry was Issued stock? 
12 A. I believe he was issued -- well, I don't 
113 know about Issued stock at the time, but he signed Into 
. 
14 as beeomlng their partner In the corporation. So I 
15 don't know when the stock was Issued. 
16 Q. Okay. So you •• then that was at a 
17 corporate meeting? 
16 A. lt was at the attorney's office with all 
19 of us. 
20 Q. Okay. And what attorney was that? 
21 A. Paul Daugherty. At the time, he was the 
22 corporate attorney. 
23 Q. And this was 2000? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q.···-~· Okay. A~~ .. ~erry received s~!!~!_a_s_a __ 
Page 51 
1 result of that meeting? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And everything W!S flnallted? 
4 A. I believe it was at that time, yes. 
s Q. And at this time, the Nordstroms were out, 
6 Jerry was In? 
7 A. Correct. 
e Q. Okay. Now, you've mentioned that Mike was 
9 Jerry's !ttorney? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Why don't you tell me ell the knowledge 
12 that you have regarding that issue? 
13 A. In 2000, and 2001, when we met Mike and 
14 Karen, Mike announced that he was a bankruptcy attorney. 
15 Jerry had a prospect house started in Spokane. And 
16 through that, he ended up with some judgments against 
17 him bec:ause of c:lrcumst~J~nces, and so he went to Mr. 
18 McFarland to discuss about bankruptcy. And Mike~- they 
19 became Involved with that, and he •• .lerry talked to him 
20 about filing bankruptcy. 
21 Q. Old you attend this meeting? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Did you attend any meetings? 
24 A. All I was prlvy to was the conversations 
2S that they had between each other at the restaurant and 
~ CIVIL DEPT. 141009/038 
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1 what Jerry told me afterwards. 
2 Q. Okay. So you were never at any meetings 
3 between Jerry and Mike McFarland where Mike gave Jerry 
4 legal advic::e? 
5 A. Not at the meetings, but I would, you 
6 know, answer the phone and he was calling for Jerry 
7 or ... 
8 Q. Old .lerry file a bankruptcy at sorne point? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Okay. Oo you have any records indicatl!!i, 
11 whether or not Mike McFarland cnar,ged for any of these 
12 meetir:~gs he had with Jerry? ,.....h 
13 A. Not that I have found. )V 
14 Q. So your claim that Mike McFarland was 
15 Jerry's attorney is based on statements that Jerry made 
16 to you? 
17 A. And Jerry would Introduce Mr. McFarland as 
18 his attorney. 
19 Q. Okay, Anything else? 
20 A. No, 
21 Q. Okay. So Jerry would come and report back 
22 to you his confidential communications with Mike 
23 McFarl~nd? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And what were those confidential 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
·----· 
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communications? 
A. Talking about filing bankruptcy on the 
Washington projec::t and what Mike had advised, filing a 
Chapter 13 and getting thln9s set up so we'd all be 
protected In case the judgments or creditors came after 
the house and stuff. 
Q. And is this about the time that the house 
was placed In your name? 
A. No, that was before the house was put In 
my name. 
Q. These conversations took place before the 
house was placed In your name? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So the house was placed In your name 
sometime after these conversations took place between 
Mike and Jerry regarding filing bankruptcy? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And the house was put In your name at 
whose suggestion? 
A. Jerry's. 
Q. Okay. And who did the paperwork? 
A. Jerry and the title company, I guess. 
Q. Okay. You don't know who prepared the 
paperwork? 
A. He brought me a paper to sign, and we 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 505 of 1268
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1 Q. Okay. What I asked you, though, was: Do 
2 you have any doe•Jmentarv evidence that Illustrates any 
3 legal work that Mike McFarland did for Jerry? X 
4 A. Not that 1 have found. ~ 
S Q, And you just think that Mike did legal 
6 work for Jerry because Jerry told you he talked to Mike? 
7 A. I know Mike did legal work for Jerry, 
e because Jerry had appointments with Mike on several 
9 occasions and advised about how to "rotect in the case 
10 of the judgments coming forth and them trying to take 
1.1 Jerry's ilSSets and our assets. 1 don't know. 
12 Q. But you didn't participate In any of these 
13 meetings? 
14 A. No. 
3.5 Q. So your claimed knowledge about these 
16 meetings comes from Jerry? 
17 A. Yes, and verifying with Mr. McFarland's 
18 secretary that the appointments were set. 
19 Q. Oh, you would verify Jerry's appointments 
20 with Mr. McFarland? 
21 A. If Jerry •• more than once, yes, you had 
2.2 to call and find out what time the appointment was, 
23 because Jerry would for~et. 
24 Q. So you would do this for Jerry, you're 
25 saying~-----· .... -~---·-· .. ··------.. ~---
Page 59 
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1 for me? 
2 A. That Mike advised a Chapter 13 If he was 
3 going to do a bankruptcy, or to put-- at that time we 
4 had the-- Jerry was •• we had the restaurant. I don't 
S know the particulars about the difference between whet 
6 bankruptcies or what, but Jerry just said that he was 
i advised a Chapter 13. 
8 Q. Anything else? 
9 A. Not that I can think of specifically, no. 
10 Q. Okay. So Jerry reported to you that he 
11 had met with Mike and that Mike had advised a Chapter 
12 13. Anything else? 
13 A. Not at that time, no. 
14 Q, Okay. At any other time? 
15 A. About bankruptcy, no. 
16 Q. At any other time, did Jerry talk to you 
17 about what he had discussed With Mike in consultations 
18 with Mike7 
19 A. Other than when he became full owner and 
20 had all the stocks, Mike suggested that to prevent any 
21 problems with the creditors or judgments, that stock be 
22 put Into his name or In a situation that would •• he 
23 would be able to protect my son and I In the event 
24 something happened to Jerry. 
25 Q. O~!!t.~ .• ~!"d I apprecla.~!. that, but th~ ..... __ _ 
Page 61 
1 A. On occasion I did, yes. 1 question I asked was: Did Jerry inform you that he had 
2 Q, And who did you talk to at Mike 2 talked to Mike McFarland about any other subject other 
3 McFarland's office? 3 than filing a banKruptcy when he met with Mike 
4 A. I don't remember the lady's name. 4 McFarland? 
5 Q. Okay. And how many times did you call 5 A. At those meetings, no. 
6 Mike McFarland's office to verify appointments with 6 Q. Okay. And 1 asked If Jerry •• for the 
7 )er~? 7 third time, I've asked you If Jerry told you that he had 
8 A. Once or twice. 8 discussed any other topic with Mike McFarland other than 
9 Q. And what proof do you have that you did 9 bankruptcy at one of the meetings that Jerry had with 
10 that? 10 Mike? 
11 A. I don't. 11 A. No. Or yes, he •• no, he didn't sev there 
12 Q. And you don't recall who you spoke to? 12 was anything else other than that topic. 
13 A. I don't remember her name. 13 Q. Okay. And when was the last meeting that 
14 Q, And as far as what was discussed at those 14 Jerry had with Mike McFarland presumably at Mike's law 
15 meetings, you don't have a clue? 15 office? 
16 A. Other than what Jerry told me, no. 16 A. I don't know the date. 
17 Q. Okay. And what did Jer~ tell you was 17 Q. So how about the year? 
18 discussed? 18 A. Last meeting with Mike at his office? 
19 A. How to -~ about bankruptcy and filing or 1g Would have been probably 2005 or early 6. 
20 not filing, and -~ 20 Q. And why would that have to have been? 
21 Q. I want to know exactly what Jerry told you 21 A. Concerning the lo·an and becoming -- Mike 
22 about what was discussed with Mike McFarland. 22 becoming the corporate attorney and receiving the 
23 A. This was In 2000 and 2001. I don't 23 corporate books From Mr. Daugherty. 
24 remember the exact words. 24 Q. And how do you know that such a meeting 
2.5 Q. Okay. Well, then can you paraphrase It 25 took piece? 
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A. Jerry told me. 
Q. And when did Jerry tell you thle? 
3 A. At tha tlma of tho meeting. 
Page 62 
4 Q. Okay. Well, ma'am, I had just asked you 
5 three times to tell me If Jerry ever dlst:ussed with you 
6 the fact that he and Mike had discussed anvthlno other 
7 than bankrul)tcy durinQ Jerrv's appointments with Mike. 
e Okey? Now you're telling me that now they talked about 
9 him becoming the corporate lawyer. Do you want to 
10 change some of your prior testimony? Are you •• 
11 A. t assumed from your previous three 
12 questions that we were still speaking of 2000 and 2001 
13 bankruptcy meetings. 
14 Q. Okay. I was talking of any meetings. 
15 A. Then yes, there was other meetings. 
16 Q. Okay. Then 1 tell you what. I'm going to 
1 7 go ahead and repeat to you that If you go ahead and 
18 answer one of my questions, I'm going to assume that you 
19 uMerstoocJ lt. That's what a Judge Is going to llo 1n a 
2.c tr1111. Okay? 
21 A. Okay. 
2.2 Q. So IF you heve any QYestlona iibout ony of 
23 my quectlonc, you 01lk me before you recpond, 
24 A. Okay. 
25 Q, Now, I'm Mklng you for the fourth or 
Pllge 63 
1 fifth time whether or not Jerry ever Indicated to you 
2 that he talked to Mike Mcfarland at one of their 
3 meetings about any topic other than bankruptcy. 
4 A. Yes. 
s Q. Okay. And can you ICienwy any sucn 
ES meetings ~nd what was discussed? 
1 A. I They met concerning Mike becoming the 
e corpor~te attorney and Mike receiving the corporete 
g books ~rom Mr. Daugharty. 
10 Q. And what year wa$ that? 
11 A. l.ate 2005, early 2006. 
12 Q. And this was after these loans made by 
13 Karen and Mike? 
14 A. Ves. 
15 Q. And what else did Jerry say, If anything? 
16 A. , Mike had ··on several ccc:asicns, Jerry 
17 had talked to Mike about different legal things. One of 
18 the em~loyees at the restaurant had been cited for 
19 serving! alcohol to a minor, so Jerry talked to Mr. 
20 McFarl!nd about that, also. 
21 Q. Anything else? 
22 A. Just·· 1 wasn't prtvy to all his 
23 converii!tlon& with Mr. McFarland. 
24 Q. lt sounds like you weran't privy to any of 
25 the c:onversatiOn$ between mill and McFarland thae toolt 
-7 CIVIL DEPT. @011/038 
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1 plmce mt Mr. Mc;:Forlond':s Qffice. b thot o i'o~;t? 
2 A. Not llt the off'l<;e, no, I W\18 not there, I 
3 
4 
5 
6 
did pick up popcrwork for Jerry ot Mr. McFarland':: 
offiC41 but I was not at any of thea m'u~tlngs. 
Q. And what ,:~aperwork was tf'lat? 
7 
A. I picked up a par:Jer from Mr. McFarll!lnd's 
office for Jerry to sign to give to Paul Dauohartv to 
B confirm that ves, Mr. McFarland was to receive the 
corporate books. g 
10 Q. Okay. Now, at this point, Mr. McFarland 
11 was the corpOrate secretary. Is that a fair statement? 
12 A. No, not at that time. 
13 Q. No? And when did you plc:k up the 
14 paperwork at Mike's office? 
15 A. It would have been just about the time 
16 that the corporate book was transferred to Jerry, and 
1? that was In early 2006, r believe, 
18 Q. OKay, Now, aside from talking to Jerry 
19 about Mike advising ntm aoout Danl<ruptcy and aoout Mike 
20 ooca1n1ng tl'le corporate recoras ana al:lout tne wagon 
21 Wheel employee who sold liquor to a minor •• 
2.2 A. Ceptmln's Wheel employee. 
23 Q. Copt~ln':: Wheel. I'm .sorry. Old Jerry 
24 ever advise you that he had any other specific 
25 conversations with Mike Mel=arland? 
Page 65 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
A. He may have, but I don't remember at this 
point exactly what the topics were. 
Q. Okay. Generally, what were the topics, 
tnen? 
A. Legal Wnatevers. You Know, questions 
6 ~bt~Yt the •• 1 guess no. It would be no. 
1 Q. Okmy, And mt ttny point In time, did you 
S ever see ilny statements from Mike McFarland's office 
9 where he billed Jerry or anyone else for these meetings 
10 between Jerry and Milt.e? 
11 A. I have not found them. 
12 Q. My question was: Have you ever seen any? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Okay, And tell me what you saw and when 
1 5 you saw lt. 
16 A. It was a statement frcm Mr. McFarland's 
17 office, or letterhead. I don't recall the·· maybe It 
16 was just a letter, but there was a piece of paper with 
19 Mr. McFarland's letterhead en it that I have not been 
20 ao1e to rind. 
21 
22 
23 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
1 askeCI you about billing statements. 
Nt~. 
You've never seen any billing statements 
24 from Mr. MeFariQnd's office? 
25 A. Not thl!lt I'm aware of or ean remli!mber 
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1 speclflc~Uy seeing. 1 from one of Jerry's creditors ei9ht or so months before 
2 Q, Okay. And how many times have you met 2 that particular mliatlng. 
3 with Mr. McFarlane! In his office to talk about legal 3 Q. And do you have any proof of thl$7 
4 matters? 4 mean, was this in writing? 
s A. I have not met with him In his office, but S A. In Mike's writing, no. 
15 I nave called him several times. 6 Q. Okay. Can vou point to any document that 
7 Q. Okay. And do you claim that somehow Mr. '1 was ever created by Mike McFarland in his role as the 
e McF~rliimd was your lawyer? 8 attorney for Jerry? 
9 A. I ~lied him for ~Civlc:e. 9 A. Just the document I picked up that he 
10 Q. Ol(ey. And do you claim tl'lat Mr. McFarland 10 wrote up for Jerry to sign giving him permission to get 
11 is your lawyGr? 11 the corporate boolc Is the only document I have actually 
12 A. Ves. He w3s Jerry's lowyer, so I assumed 12 seen. 
13 that that would entitle me to 3sk l'llm qul!!::;tlons, also, 13 Q. Okay. Is there any other evidence of any 
14 and he never rf1ofused to talk to rnc. 14 nature out ther~ that suggests to you that Mike 
15 Q, Okay. Old )IOU ever recglve a bill from 15 MCFarland was Jerry's attorney, Other than what y_ou~ 
16 Mike for any advice? lG ;,lready restlrled to? 
17 A. No. No. As of 2003, when tnev gavQ Je~rry 17 A. Orner tnan what I've already testified? 
18 the loan, It was assumed or presented as they would comQ 1B .No. Not th;,t I'm aware or. 
19 enjoy the facilities for free and·· I assumed and It 19 Q. Have you ever retained any attorneys In 
20 was presented by Jerry that, as our attorney, we could 20 thQ last five ~ora? 
<1 "talk to him and It would be evened out. 21 A. Mr. Finney. 
22 Q. Are there any documents to support this? 22 Q- Othlir than Mr. Finney? 
23 A. I know that Jerry kept track of their 23 A. No. 
24 meals and the cost of those, but as far as a written 24 Q, And when did you retain Mr. Finney? 
.. !~ .... ~~!!'~~.~-c_ou~ sl:)eak t~~~~~!!'-"!.9 __ -t_2.s __ ....:.A~·-~ Jerry pa~sed away .• , ___ . 
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1 billed, no. 
2 Q. Okay. Old Mlk~;~ McFarlartd ever file a 
3 bankruptcy for either you or Jerry, to your l<rtowledge? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Old he ever complete a bankruotey scheduiA. 
6 for either you or Jerry? 
7 A. Not that I know of. 
B Q. Old he file anything with the bankruptcy 
9 court for either you or Jerry? 
10 A. Not that I'm aware of. 
u Q, Are you aware of Mike McFarland even doing 
12 a letter to any third party regarding a possible 
13 bankruptcy t!Y lerry7 
14 A. I don't !<now about a letter, but I know he 
15 received ~phone call, because Jerry haa received a 
16 p~one call et tne house from ;, creditor, anc:J he gave him 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Mike's numbgr. 
Q. Anytl'ling al~g? 
A. Not that I know of. 
Q. Okay. And what leadS; you to believe that 
21 Mike contacted that person or that that person ~ontacted 
22 Mike? 
23 A. Because at a meeting with Mike between 
24 myself and him and Karen as the corporation situation, 
25 he said that he had received correspondence or notice 
Page 69 
1 Q. So prior to Jerry jlasslng away, did you 
2 have an attorney that you had done business with 
3 previously? 
4 A. Not as a capacitY as my attorney, no. 
s Q. · Okoy. Hod you dealt with any attorney who 
Ei was working In any copaclty for Jerry? 
7 A. No, othgr than Mr. McFe.rland. 
8 Q, And ju$t so th01t I'm clear, your c:lalm.s 
9 that Mr. McFarland was Jerry's attorney are besed on 
10 what Jerry reported to you. Is that a fair statemgnt? 
11 A. That and conversations when J~rry would 
12 Introduce Mr. McFarland as his attorney and Mr. 
13 McFarland never said no. 
14 Q. Mr. McFarland never said that, "No, !'m 
15 not an attorney." 
16 A. He never said that he was not Jerry's 
17 attorney when Jerry would Introduce him as ''This Is mv 
113 attorney, Mil<e McFarland." 
19 Q. And this was In a restaurant, a crowded 
20 reateuront7 
21 A. Jerry didn't do things 1n a crowd, not 
22 like thilt. He would have brought -· you know, 11e 
23 Introduced Mr. McFarland to his deughter as hiS 
24 attorney. 
25 Q. Okav. Anybr:1dy el.ce? 
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1 Q. Okay. But did you hear what question I 
2 asked? 
3 A. I don't know. He may have. I'm not~- I 
4 wasn't with Mr. McFarland every time. 
5 Q. I didn't ask If you were with Mr, 
6 McFarland every time. I asked you: Did Mike ever 
7 acknowledge that he was Jerry's personal attorney? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Okay, And when, where and who was 
10 present? 
11 A. As far as our conversations, Jerry end I's 
12 conversations with Mr. McFarland and asking him 
13 questions, he reacted as an attorney giving advice. 
14 Q. Okay. Old you hear the question t asked, 
IS though? I asked, for the third time, whether or not 
16 Mike McFarland ever acknowledged to being Jerry's 
17 personal attorney. Do you understand that question? 
18 A. As far as Jerry .saying he did, yes, but as 
-7 CIVIL DEPT. ~013/038 
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1 approximately? 
2 A. Yes. Almost to the day. 
3 Q. And what form of cancer did Jerry have? 
4 A. Pancreatic. 
S Q. And what type of treatment did Jerry 
6 receive? 
7 A. He was on chemotherat:~y -- Or. iezcan at 
a the cancer center was his primary doctor. 
9 Q. I'm sorry. How do you spell that name? 
10 A. T·e-z·c·a-n. 
11 Q. T~e~z· •• 
12 A, •• -c·a·n. 
13 Q. Okay. At the cancer center. And you're 
14 talking about the one on U.S. 95 and I~onwood? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And what Is Or. Te2can's first name? 
17 
18 
A. I don't remember. He's Turkish. 
Q, Okay. And what form did the treatment 
19 far as me hearing Mike say, "I am Mr. Berry's attorney,'' 19 take? 
20 no. 20 A. Chemotherepy, as well •• by IV as well as 
21 Q. so again, all your knowledge about Mike 
22 being Jerry's personal attorney Is based on statements 
23 from Jerry? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Okav. Now, In that you have knowledge 
.-,,...rill...,_...,...,., _____ "'"'•'"'·-•" •••---•• 
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1 about this topic of Mike being Jerry's attorney, can vou 
2 tell me what was the scope of the representation? What 
:3 did Mike do for Jerry? 
4 A. Discussed with him about bankruptcy, gave 
5 him advice concerning a situation with the restaurant 
6 employee that was cited for serving alcohol to a minor. 
7 I don't know every conversation Jerry had with Mike. 
8 Q. Okay, Oo you have any other knowledge of 
9 any specific legal topics the two discussed7 
10 A. Not right offhand, no. 
11 Q. Oo vou have documents that might tend to 
12 refresh your memory? 
13 A. Documents showing that Mr. McFarland 
14 was·· 
15 Q. Documents that might tend to refresh your 
16 memory on this subject. Do you have any documents or 
17 any evidence whatsoever that might tend to refresh your 
18 memory on this subject? 
19 A. On the subject of--
20 Q. The Question I just asked about the scot:~e 
21 of the representation. 
22 A. No. 
-23 Q. When was Jerry diagnosed with c:ancer? 
24 A. November 2005. 
25 Q. And he died 12 months later, 
21 ' some experimental biological controls and chemo through 
22 pills. 
23 Q. When did the chemo start and when did It 
24 stop? 
25 A. Chemo started first part of January, I I ··--·--11110-
Page 77 
1 believe, It was after he had his Implant done. 
2 Q, Okay, You're talking about an IV feeding 
3 tube? 
4 A. Port. They call It a port. 
5 Q. A port, yes. Okay. So he had a port put 
6 In In January? 
7 A. It was December. It was shortly after he 
a got out of the hospitaL They got It arranged really 
9 quick. So I think he got the I)Ort In December and then 
10 Christmas was there, so they waited until after the 
11 first of the year to give -- to start the chemo. 
12 Q. Okay. And how long did the chemo last? 
13 A. Up until a few weeks before Jerry passed 
14 away. 
15 Q, He had chemotherapy from January through 
16 November, straight through? 
17 A. It was like once a week or once every 
18 other week, and they were doing different -· trying 
19 different ·- what the doctor referred to as a cocktail 
20 of chemo end oral medication. So he'd be on for like a 
21 few weeks ~t a time, and then he'd be off the IV chemo 
22 for a while, and then they took him off of some of the 
23 pills because of the reactions to them. And --yeah. 
24 Off and on. He was on chemotherapy for the duration. 
25 Q. And how do you -- what's your 
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1 A. I said I would give them to Jerry, but he 1 othor pQperwork with him? 
2 needed to giYCI him a few days to reeo\ler from being In 2 A. Your Exhibit: B ~nd your Exhibit C. 
3 . th~;~ hospltel. 3 Q, Okay. And how do you know that Jerry had 
4 Q, Okay. Now, wnen Jerry made the July 4 4 this paperwork with him? 
S trip to Mll<e's ranch, was Jerry carrvlno this Exhibit A 5 A. Because he wallted out of the house with It 
6 with him? 6 in his hand. 
7 A. Yes. i Q. And you saw that? 
8 Q, So when did you first give E)Chlblt A to· 8 A. Yes. 
9 Jerry? 9 Q. And then you saw that he returned with the 
10 A. The day after he came home from the, 10 same paperwork in his hand? 
11 hospital, which would have been around the 22nd or 23rd 11 A. The only piece of paper he returned with 
12 ofJune. 12 was Exhibit A. 
13 Q. And did Jerry read this, to your 13 Q. Okay. And what did Jerry say abcut 
14 knowledge, this Exhibit: A, after you gave It to him? 14 Exhibit A after he returned? 
15 A. Yes. 15 A. That he signed it because Mr. McFarland 
16 Q. And .did the two of you discuss It? 16 was trying to protect his partner and helped loan the 
17 money to Jerry. 17 
16 
A. 
Q. 
Yes. 
And what was stated? 
19 A. That It w"s supposed to be a loan anCI not 
20 tJ $ole. The~ $1:c;u;:k was suppo5ed to be c;glleterel f~Jr the 
18 
19 
20 
Q. OKay. Anything else? 
A. 
Q. 
NO. 
Okay. That's all Jerry had to say about 
21 loan, not aa an ectuel purche5e. 21 this Exhibit A ofter he= retlo~rned from Mike's r;,nch? 
2.2 Q. Okay. And thl~ I~ wh~t you t~lkcd with -- 22 A. Yes, It wos e closed subject et the time. 
23 talkad about with Jerry? 23 Q. OkilY• What do you me11n by th:llt? 
24 A. Yes. 24 A, I didn't want to talk about it anymore. 
~2=S~~~Q~-~-O~~~a~Y_-_A_n_d_w_h_a_t~d~ld_J_e_r~~~-av~~-'~e~~~-o_n_~e~~~2~5~~-Q~·~~S_o~y~ou.~dJer~had~lkedabout~~ 
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l to that? 
2 A. He agreed. And so we wrote up the "Loan 
3 Agreement W!th stock as Collateral" paper, your Exhibit 
4 c. 
S Q. Okay. Now, on Exhibit A1 that Is Jerry's 
e signature? 
7 A. It's hard to read, but I'm aGsumlng It w:~s 
9 Jer~'$ slgnat~o~re Since he took the pilper to meet Mr. 
9 McFarland. 
10 Q. Okay. And you're aware that he took the 
11 oaDer to meet with Mr. McFarland? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And then he brought the paper back. Is 
14 that true? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q, And he also indicated that he had signed 
17 this Exhibit A. Is that true? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q, Along with Mike and Karen? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Okay. And Jerry returned to tne family 
2.2 home after the trip to Mike'5 ranc;h on J~o~ly 4. b thot 
23 true? 
24 A. Ye~s. 
2S Q. hide from E~htblt A, did .Jerry have """V 
1 several times? 
2 A. Yes. That's why we wrote up the Exhibit 
3 c, your Exhibit C. 
4 Q. so you ane2 Jerry wrote up Exl'libit C7 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
me. 
A, 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q, 
14 those? 
Yes. 
Okoy. And who wrote up Exhibit a? 
Mr. MeFcarl&md did. 
Okay. 
As well as E)(hlblt A. 
And how do you know that? 
Because he's the one that handed them to 
Okay. Did he state that he had prepared 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Okay. Now, by the time that Mr. Berry had 
1? signed this Exhibit A on apparently the 4th of July, 
18 2006 •• 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. •• t:ly tnat time, l'lad Jer~ transferred 
21 stock Into your name? 
22 A.~ f 
23 Q. So at thet time thet Jerry signed this, 
24 this Exhibit A, he was the sole shareholder of the 
2S Captain's Wheal R.es:ort, Inc:.? 
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A. On paper. 
Q. Ia thotye$? 
-A. ~ 
Q. And what, you claim that you had en 
Page 102 
.5 owtleN~hlp lntl!r~;~st somehow because Idaho Is e community 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
property state? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Any other reason? 
A. Jerry said It wes our business. 
Q. Okay. Anything else? 
11 A. No. 
+ CIVIL DEPT. 141015/038 
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1 c;orp~:~rati~:~n WillS held on the date, time and at the plac;e 
2 aet forth In the written welver of notice signed by the 
3 5hareholders. Oo you recoil signing o written wolver of 
noticg7 4 
5 
0 
7 
a 
9 
A. I remember $1gnlng sa~veral tl\lngt, but 
this Isn't the ones that W@ signed. Mr. McFarland had 
oaoers already typed up and ready for us to sign, and 
then next to our signatures, we had Initialed. 
Q. Okay. Now, this Exhibit 0, does that bear 
10 a copy of your signature? 
11 A. The second page has a copy of my 
12 Q. Okay. I'd li~e to Invite your attention 12 signature. 
13 to·· by the way, just for the record, I've marked the 13 Q. Okay. The second page of Exhibit 0? 
14 document entitled "Stoc:k Purc:hase and Sale Agreement" as 14 
15 Exhibit A, the doc:ume~t entitled "Stoc:k Purchase and 15 
A. As shareholder, yes. 
Q. And is that a -- did your husband sign 
16 Sale Agreement" as Exhibit B, the doc:ument that's 
.- -1'1 ',entitled "Loan Agreement with Stock as Collateral" as 
lS Exhibit c. I've marked the "Minutes of Special Meeting 
l'iil or Shareholders or c~ptaln's Wheel Resort, Inc:." as o. 
zo I've marl<eCI a Resolution 1n Lieu or spee~e1 Meeting or 
21 Board of Dire(;!:ors or Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc." as 
22 f'. And I merked o:s E .!1 "Re:s~:~iutlon In Lieu ot Speelel 
23 Meeting oF Captain'~ Wheel Re~ol"t, Inc." 
24 Okey. Now, I'd like to invite your 
.~.~ ...... :!~~-~.,:!~lblt D. I'd like to il$k you .. ~'!.~!. ..... _,_ 
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l 
2 
.3 
4 
s 
knowledge you have about e)(hlblt o. 
A. I have seen It before. 
Q. And when did you first see Exhibit 0? 
A. After the meeting with Mr. McFarland and 
MS. Zimmerman. would have been In -· t'm noc sure wnen. 
6 It wo5 Oc;tober, I believe. 
'1 Q. Okay. October of 2006? 
8 A. Yea. 
9 Q. Oka't'. And whet wefe the circumstances 
10 pur~uant to which you fl,.,;:t s:aw E:r:hibit 0? 
11 A. We had had the Oetober meetlnQ at Mr. 
12 
13 
McFerlend's residence. 
Q. And "we" referring to whom? 
14 A. Jerry and I and Ms. Zimmerman end Mr. 
lS McFarland. 
16 Q. Okay. And that was a corporate meeting? 
1'1 A. Ves. 
18 Q. Was that a meeting of the directors of the 
19 corp,oratlon? 
20 A. It wes supposed to heve been. 
21 Q. was that a meeting of the sherenore~ers or 
22 cne corporation, as well? 
Z3 A. Yeo, 
a4 Q. Now, this document references that a 
25 special meeting of s:hafel'lolder.~: or the abo11e-r:aptloned 
16 that, as well? ls that Jerry's signature? 
17 A. Barely, yes. 
18 Q. And were you present when Jerry signed 
19 thiS? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And who else was present? 
22 
23 
A. 
Q. 
Mr. Mc;Farland and M&. Zimmerman. 
Okay. So did they, too, lillgn this 
24 document? 
2S A. That ~.!.~.~ .. :!.~~.:.__~~· .... - .• ·-·~-............ _~ 
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Q. Okay. 
A. Or at least showing that's their 
signatures • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
Q. Okay. Now, when you first saw Exhibit 0, 
was It a two-page document In the same or similar rorm 
6 iiS It I& In now? 
A. When I first Slllw it? ., 
e Q. Ve5. 
9 A. When we were at thG meeting, Mr. McFarland 
10 had pages: alr~ady prepared and said that he would go 
through -- after all his notes and evervthlng, he would 11 
12 go through and type up the minutes so they would be 
13 legible. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. So this is not the actual one that we had 
16 at the meeting. This.was done·- Mr. Mc~arland did this 
17 after the meeting. 
18 Q. Now, when you signed this Exhibit 0, 
19 though, It had a page 1 and a page 2 where you signed. 
20 Is that true? 
21 A. There was a lot or pages tnat aay, because 
22. It was illlln the corporate book. 
23 Q· Okey. 5o you don't recall how meny pe~gea 
24 were on Exhibit 0 when you signed it7 
25 A. No. 
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Page 170 
1 allegation. Do you have any evidence In support of the 
2 allegation that Mike McFarland took advantage of Jerry 
3 Berry? Oo you have evldenc:e? 
4 A. As in e piece of paper saying "I'm taking 
s advantage of him"? No. 
6 Q. Anything. Do you have anything other than 
7 your mere speculation? 
8 A. The faets I think are going to speak for 
9 themselves. 
10 Q. What faets are those? That's the whole 
11 purpose of this deposition. Would you please enlighten 
12 me on what those facts are? 
13 MR. FINNEY: Tell him why you're upset with them, 
14 what they did. 
15 MR. WHElAN: I don't really care about your 
16 opinion. I want to know the facts. 
-l- CIVIL DEPT. ~018/038 
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1 Q. Okay. Do you have any other facts that 
2 support these allegations? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Okay. And ma'am, I don't know what your 
5 understanding Is of trials and all that, but normally, 
6 what somebody hears from somebody else, that's called 
7 hearsay, and that doesn't come Into a legal proceeding. 
e I mean, do you have anything other than that, other than 
9 your understanding of what your husband told you? ~ 
10 you have any other hard facts? 
11 A. No. ~ 
12 Q, Or;y, Then your claim that Mr. McFertend 
13 took advantage of your husband Is largely based on 
14 statements from your husband? Is that It? 
15 A. And •• yes. And my confrontation with Mr. 
16 McFarland. 
17 Q. What facts do you allege support your 17 
18 allegation that Mike McFerland somehow took advantagewof 16 
Q. 
A. 
Okay. And when was that? 
When he brought me the paperwork and said 
19 Jerry Berry? 
20 A. As far as pushing the stoc:k purchase and 
21 sale agreement, Mr. Berry, my husband, was in the 
2.2 hospital with chemotoxlclty. Before he came home from 
23 the hospital, Mr. McFarland brought me your Exhibit A 
24 end Exhibit 8 and told me to give them to Jerry. I told 
25 Mr. McFarland that Jerry needed a couple days after he 
-·· .. ·~----·····"'···-··· .. ·-·······_..,,__ ... -
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1 got out of the hospital to have a chance to lool< at 
2 them. Mr. McFarland's response was, "We don't have that 
3 kind of time," 
4 Q. Anything else? 
5 A. Not at this point, no. 
6 Q. 'okay. And then as I understand It, It was 
7 not until July 4 that Jerry jumps into his car and 
e drives himself over to Mr. McFarland's ranch and meets 
9 with Mr. McFarland and has this dociJmentatlon signed 
10 which he brings back with him. Is that a fair 
11 statement? 
12 A. Jerry went that day, yes. 
13 Q. Okay. Anything else you have in support 
14 of your allegation that Mike McFarland somehow took 
15 advantage of Jerry Berry? Anything else? 
16 A. That was 4th of July weekend. The 1st was 
17 I believe on a Friday. When he celled to tell Jerry he 
18 wanted the appointment, Jerry asked If he could come 
19 another day, and Mr. McFarland's answer to Jerry was 
20 that he had spent his whole weekend waiting for Jerry to 
21 come over and that he needed It done now. 
22 Q. And did you sf)eak to Mr. McFarland? 
23 A. 'No. It's what Jerry told me. 
24 Q, So all this is hearsay? 
25 A. What my husbijnd told me. 
19 that we didn't nave the time, that It needed to be done 
20 now. 
21 Q. 
22 A. 
23 Q. 
24 22? 
25 A. 
Okay. And that was In •• 
June. 
June 20, something like that? June 21, 
Yeah, somewhere around the!!.:..l~-L--~­
Page 173 
1 Q, And then two weeks later, your husband 
2 goes to Mr. McFarland's ranch to get that paperwork 
3 signed? 
4 A. About 10 days later, yeah. 
S Q, Okay. And your third Cause of Action is 
6 agelnst Mr. McFarland alleging breach of fiduciary duty, 
7 Essentially that Mr. McParland was acting as Jerry 
6 Berry's lawyer and that somehow Mr. McFarland took 
9 adventage of that position. Do you heve fac:ts In 
10 support of that allegation? 
11 A. Mr. McFarland was Jerry's attorney and he 
12 knew that Mr. Campbell needed out of the restaurant. 
13 And when our refinence didn't go through, he approached 
14 Jerry with giving him the loan. 
15 Q. And you know this because Jerry told you. 
16 ls that it? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Pretty much, yeah. 
Anything else? 
No. 
Other than what Jerry told you? 
No. 
And just to recapitulate some of the 
23 testimony I've heard here, you don't have any writings 
24 of Mike McFarland billing Jerry for legal services? 
25 .You've never seen anything like thatZ 
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Page 174 Page 176 
1 A. Not that I could find. 1 Q. Well, Byron something? 
2 Q. And certainly you looked for them. Right? 2 A. Powell Is In Washington, yes. 
3 A. Oh, yes. 3 Q. And Jerry W!$ using Byron Powell? 
4 Q. And you've told us that the business kept 4 A. Yes. 
S receipts and all that, that the manager should have 
6 receipts for o!lll the purchases and that type of thing. 
7 Is that true? 
S Q. And then somebody replaced 6yron Powell? 
6 A. I can't remember If Byron re~:~laced the 
8 A. Yes. 
7 other attorney or which way It went, but I remember 
8 Byron Powell's name. 
9 Q. So It's not a matter of simply not keeping 9 Q. Okay. And Jerry retained him for some 
10 records. Records were kept. 10 l)urpose? 
11 A. Records were kept. 11 A. Right. 
12 Q. And It would be a l'alr statement to say 12 Q. Okay. And any other lawyers besides Byron 
13 that had Jerry received a bill from Mike, he probably 
14 would have kept the receipt, Is that a fair statement? 
13 Powell? 
14 A. Not names that I c:an remember. 
15 A. Yes. 15 Q. Okay. Now, I'm not asking you to remember 
16 Q. And you've made a diligent search through 
17 the records that Jerry had kept: before his demise, and 
16 you didn't find any such billing statements? 
16 eny names, but were there any other lawyers, seeing that 
17 you end Jerry he~d these frequent c:onversatrons about 
16 his-- who he used as his lawyers? 
19 
20 
A. No. 
---
19 A. It would have been the attorney that was 
Q. So the only evidence we have In support of 20 with the s!lme c:ase that either •• It wes Byron that 
21 your claim that Mike was Jerry's lawyer is what you 21 turned over or turned the other·~ I don't know. Either 
22 heard from Jerry and that lerry somehow Introduced Mike 22 
23 as his lawyer to people? 23 
Byron turned the r:ase over to the other attomey or the 
other attorney turned It over to Byron, but I don't 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 24 remember that attorney's name, and he was in washington. 
Q. Anything ~~~.!!.·-·-··-·· ... ··· ........ _, _____ +-2 __ 5__ ....:Q....:. __ O_k....:~Y....:·_A_n...:y....:o_t_he_r_a_t_to_rn_e...:y_s_b_es_l_de.;.;s_t_h.;;..at;..._ _ _ 
Page 175 Page 177 
1 A. The restaurant managers contacted Mike for 1 attorney and Byron Powell? 
2 Information under the understanding that he was working 2 A. Not that I can remember, other than Mr. 
3 as or operating as the corporate attorney. 3 McFarland. 
4 Q. How do you know they had that 4 Q. Okay. Now, the money that was supplied by 
5 understanding? Were you In their mind when they called 5 Karen and Mike, that was supplied when? 2003? 
6 him? 6 A. Yes. 
7 A. Why else would they call him? 7 Q. And Jerry was not diagnosed with c:ancer 
8 Q, Well, see, I get to ask the Questions. e until November of 2005? 
9 Ol<ay? So ma'am, I want to !(now fo!lc:ts. I don't really 9 A. Correct. 
10 want to hear speculation. I'm hearing a lot of 10 Q. Okay. So I mean, he wasn't In a state of 
11 speculation, and I just want to know facts. So are ll falling health before November of 2005, presumably? 
12 there any other facts that we haven't already covered 12 A. No. 
13 that dictate or reveal or demonstrate that Mike 13 Q. So you don't claim that his falling ··or 
14 McFarland was Jerry Berry's lawyer? Anything else that 14 that his health affected any negotiations or 
15 we haven't talked about yet? 15 transactions he had with Karen and/or Mike prior to 
16 A. No. 16 November of 2005? 
17 Q. Okay. And did-- you mentioned one 17 A. No. 
18 washington lawyer that Jerry had contacted sometime In 16 Q. Do you allege that prior to November of 
19 2000 or 2001. Old Jerry have dealings. with any other 19 2005, that somehow Mike McFarland had engaged In 
20 lawyers? 20 Improper conduct as a lawyer In dealing with Jerry 
21 A. I don't-- as far as just the judgments 21 Berry? 
22 against him, I don't know the names, but he had received 22 A. 
2.3 letters from •• on judgments or creditors or •• 23 Q. 
24 Q. From lawyers In Washington? 24 A. 
25 A. I don't know where they came from. 25 Q. 
Prior to 20057 
Prior to November of 2005. 
No. 
So It's only after Jerry was diagnosed 
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Page 178 
with cancer? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Now, It's undisputed that Jerry had the 
4 $100,000 from Mike and Karen long prior to November of 
5 
6 
7 
2005. Is that true? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Do you have any facts other than what 
e we've covered already regarding proof that l\lllchael 
9 McFarland had engaged in self-dealing with Jerry Berry? 
10 
11 
12 
13 
A. Other than what we've already discussed? 
Q. That was what I stated. 
A. No. 
Q. Your Fifth Cause of Action Is l'or 
"" CIVIL DEPT. @018/038 
Page 1ao 
1 Q. Okay. And how many times did you meet 
2 with Mike McFarland In his law office? 
3 A. None. 
-4 Q. And how many billing statements did you 
S receive from Mike McFarland for this advice? 
6 A. None. 
7 Q. Anel all this advice took place over the 
a telephone? 
9 A. The advice about the highway department 
10 was face to face. 
11 Q. Okay. Where? At the restaurant while 
12 Mike's having dinner? 
13 A. Anhe restaurant as we were all Sitting 
14 negligence. And just so I'm clear on this, you're 14 
15 claiming that somehow Michael McFarland owed a duty to 15 
and talking. 
Q. Okay. Karen, too? 
16 you that he breached and therefore you can sue him for 
17 negligence? Is that what you're alleging? 
18 A. He acted as my attorney as well as 
19 Jerry's, when I would call and ask him for Information. 
20 Q. Oh, so Mike is your lawyer now, too? 
21 A. That's already been stated. 
22 Q. When did you state that? 
23 A. Back when you asked me about It the first 
24 time. 
16 A. Yes, Karen was there, also. 
17 Q. Okay. And you allege that somehow this 
18 was a confidential communication between you and your 
19 lawyer? 
20 A. I did not expect Mr. McFarland to go 
21 around telling It to anybody else, no. 
22 Q. How about Karen? 
23 A. Karen was present during the conversation. 
24 If I did not want her to hear, I would have asked Mr. 
Okay. And your testimony Is going to 25 McFarland to come aside. 
__::...;.;:..!,..;.......;,.;.;...;.;;...,_ .... -. _.... -·----'-'--
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1 state that throughout? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Okay. so you claim that Michael McFarland 
4 was your lawyer, too? 
5 A. In conjunction with my husband as a 
6 spousal galr, and answering my questions when I would 
7 call him. 
e Q. So If my wife deals with a lawyer, that's 
9 my lawyer, too7 Is that what I'm taking from this? 
10 just want to be clear on it. 
11 A. If that lawyer answered your questions, 
12 then yes, 1 think he could be considered yours, also. 
13 Q. Yeah. What questions did you have? 
14 A. Concerning power of attorney and how to 
15 get It, and 1 don't remember all the legal things. I 
16 did ask Mr. McFarland precisely about my rights when the 
17 highway department comes through my property and they 
18 inform me that they're getting an appraisal and ask what 
19 I should do, end Mr. McFarland told me that I should go 
20 ahead and get my own appraisal done at the same time. 
21 Q. Okay. So that makes Mike McFarland your 
22 lawyer, too? 
23 A. I felt I was able to talk to him es my 
24 lawyer and ask questions, that he would act as such in 
25 giving me edvlce. 
Page 181 
1 Q. Okay. So your fifth Cause of Action for 
2 negligence, that Mike was your lawyer, too, and somehow 
3 Mike breached a duty that was owed to you. Is that your 
4 allegation7 
S A. Yes. 
6 Q. And how did he breach that duty? 
7 A. Not explsinlng how signing over property 
8 to them would afl'ect myself and mv son and Jer'Y. 
9 Q. And I take It you consulted with Mr. 
' 10 McFarland on that issue? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Well, can you tell me how Mr. McFarland 
13 was negligent? In your own words, tell me how he's 
14 negligent here. 
l.S A. He never brought the subject up to explain 
16 anything like that. 
17 Q. And you figure he should have done that? 
lS A. I think so. 
19 Q. And by not doing that, somehow he's 
20 negligent? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And can you enlighten me? I'm trying to 
23 find the logic there. Can vou just tell me what the 
24 logic Is? If there is any logic to it. You've accused 
2S this man of being negligent, and I want to know how. 
Ber y v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 514 of 1268
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1 What proof do you have in support of that allegation? 
2 That's all I want to know. 
3 A. What proof? 
4 Q. Yeah. 
5 A. · Nothing 111 writing. 
6 Q. Okay. Any other proof? 
7 
a 
A. 
Q. 
No. 
Okay. The plaintiff's sixth Cause of 
+ CIVIL DEPT. ~019/038 
Page 184 
l Q. Anything else? 
2 A. No. 
___;_;;..;....__ 
3 Q, So I take It that what your allegation 
4 really is Is that somehow Mll<e McFarland was able to 
5 coerce Jerry Into doing something that he didn't want to 
6 do and this occurred after Jerry got sick? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Okay. You got any new proof that we 
9 Action for Quiet title. You and/or the estate of Jerry 9 haven't talked about? Any allegations, anything? You 
10 are entitled to a decree of quiet title to all the stock 10 got anything In support of that? 
11 of the Captain's Wheel Resort:, Inc. can you tell me 11 A. Mr. McFarland had nothing to do with the 
12 what proof you have In support of that allegation? 12 business, running it or otherwise, until after Jerry 
13 A. The stock was to be collateral. 13 became ill, and Jerry signed the stock purchase and sale 
14 Q. Yeah. You talked about that. Do you have 14 agreement with them, and presented them with •• signing 
15 any proof, though? 15 the stocks after they became--
16 A. The receipt that states that he received 16 Q. Oo you have any other proof In sueport of 
17 J:)artlal payment on the loan with stock to be held as 17 that allegation? 
18 collateral. 18 A. No. I don't. 
19 Q. Anything else? 19 Q. You allege that somehow the stock Is held 
20 A. No. 20 by Karen and Mike In trust for you and you ought to own 
21 Q. Do you have any other evidence, anything, 21 all the stock of this corporation. Do you have any new 
22 In support cf this allegation that all of the stock of 22 or additional facts? 
23 the Captain's Wheel Resort1 Inc., ought to be 23 A. Can I read that, !Jiease? 
24 essentially given to you? Anything else? 24 Q. No, you don't need to read It, If you can 
.. ?~ --~:..~·· No. 25 listen to my questlon!: •. .E~.~.~C!. you that you put this 
Page 183 
1 Q. Your seventh Cause of Action Is Mr. 
2 McFarland was not dealing fairly, not dealing fairly 
3 with somebody. can you tell me how It Is that Mr. 
4 McFarland wasn't dealing fairly with somebody? 
A. Somebody who? 
Q. It's your Comr:~lalnt, ma'am. I'm just 
5 
6 
? reading it. "Seventh Cause of Action: Good faith and 
8 ,fair dealing. The defendant, Michael B. McFarland, has 
' 9 breached his obligation to deal fairly." 
10 A. Do you have that? 
11 MR. FINNEY: I don't have that document with me. 
12 BY MR. WHELAN: 
13 Q. You c:an look at mine. 
14 A. This one? 
15 Q. Yeah. I'll read It to you and you just 
16 tell me if that's your understanding. 
1? A. Oh. "Defendant, Michael 6. McFarland, 
18 has breached his obligation to deal fairly and in good 
19 faith in the facts recited herein." Yes, he has. 
20 Q. And what proof do you have In support of 
21 that allegation? 
22 
2.3 
A. He was Jerry's attorney. 
Q. Yeah. And what else? 
24 A. He made a loan, not a purchase, until 
25 Jerry was Ill. 
Page 185 
1 In your Complaint. Oo you have any facts In support of 
2 that allegation? 
3 A. I'm sorry. I would lll<e to read the 
4 paragraph, please. 
S Q. Talk to your lawyer, then. 
Ei M~. FINNEY: Please just restate the question as 
7 slow and concisely as you can, Mr. •• I almost called 
S you McFarland. Mr. Whelen. 
9 THE WITNESS: The full paragraph, please. 
10 BY MR. WHEI.AN: 
11 Q. Vou allege In paragraph 66 as your eighth 
12 Cause of Ac:tlon for resulting or constructive trust, you 
13 allege that the defendants McFarland and Zimmerman hold 
14 the stock to captain's Wheel Resort, Inc:., under an 
15 equitable duty to convey It to Karletta Grace Berry, a 
16 widow, or Karletta Grace Beny, personal representative 
17 of the estate of Jerry Lee Roy Berry. 
18 .A. Yes. 
19 Q. And what facts do you have In support of 
20 that that have not been alre11dy covered? 
21 A. That have not been already covered? 
22 Q. Uh·huh. 
23 
24 
A. 
Q. 
None. 
-Okay. And you claim that you're entitled 
25 to an accounting and that the plaintiffs, quote/l,mquote, 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attomey at Law 
213 N. 4111 Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664·2240 
I.S.B. No. 608.3 
+ CIVIL DEPT. 
MCFARLAND LAW u;FICE 
~ 020/038 
PAGE Bl 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JtJDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TBE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KAR.LETT A QRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jeny 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plamtiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MeFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. Mt::F AR.LAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
) 
) 
) CASE NO. CV·.07·2409 
) 
) 
) AFFIDA V1T OF MICHAEL B. McFARLAN:O 
) IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTlFFS' MOTION 
) TO AMEND COMPLAINT FOR PUNITIVE 
) DAMAGES 
) 
) 
) 
') 
) 
) 
) 
Michael B. McFarland, beiug first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the Defendants in the abovc .. cntitlecl action. I have p~al knowledge of the 
following facts, and am competent to testify thereto. l have been the· presidcmt of Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. since shortly after the passing of Jerry :Berry and the custodian of the corporate records. 
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2. The COJporate reoords reveal that Jerry Lee Roy Berry and Karl etta Berry never owned all of the 
' ' 
stock in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc., u alleged on page 2 of the Plaintiffs' Memorandum. 
A~rding to the corpomte record book, as of September 22, 2000, there were three (3) stock 
certificates representing the total ownership of the C&pta:Jn's Wheel Reson, Inc. (hereinafter 
••captain's Wheel"): 
~ertifieate #1 was issued to Jean A. Campbell, repres~ting 100 shares; 
Certificate #2 was issued to James T. Campbell, representing 100 shares; 
Certificate #3 was issued to Jerry Lee Roy Berry, representing 200 shares. 
Copies of those certificates (now ~celled) are attached hereto u.s Exhibits 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
3. O.n August 7, 2003, according to the corporate ~cord book, a Resolution was signed by James 
T. Campbell, Jean A. Campbell and Jerry L. Berry resolving, tnte1'.alla, that ••stock Certificates Nos. 
1 and 2 be sold to JERRY L. BBRRY and that said trausfer shall 'be effective upon the execution of 
this resolution and that the Secretat'y of the Corporation transfer the same on the books of the 
corporation." The resolution also nominated Jerry L. Berry DireQtor, President and Treasurer of the 
~ration, and Karletta Berry as Directo! and Secretary. An undated Stock Purchase Agreement, 
between James and Jean Campbell as .. Sellen" and Jerry Lee Roy Berry as ''Buyer" provided for the 
sale of two-hundred (200) shares, represented by stock certificates No. I and No. 2. 
Copies of the Resolution and Stock Purehase Agreement are attached hereto as E)thibits 4 and S, 
respectively. 
4. The funds which Jerry L. Berry used to purchue the stock were provided to him by the 
Defendants, Karen Zimmerman md myself, in two 1nstallments ($40,000 and $60,000 respectively) 
in the two weeks prior to Ausust 7, 2003. 
S. Despite the Resolution and Stock Purchase Agreement, Certificates No~ 1 and 2 were not actually 
transferred, either on their faces or on the books of the corporation until October IS, 2006. At tllat 
time, CertifiQates No. 1 and 2 were endorsed as cancell'ed and transferred to Certificate No.4, issued 
to MichaeJ B. McFarland & Karen M. Zimmerman, JTWROS Tepresenting 200 shares. At the same 
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time, Jerry L. Berry's original certificate: No. 3 was ~dorsed as cancelled and transferre4 to 
Certificate No. 5, issued to Jerry L. Beny & Karletta G. Beny, JTWROS, representing 200 shares. 
Copies of those certificates uc attached hereto as Exhibits 6 and 7, respectively. 
6. The statement on page 2 of Plaintiffs' Memorandum that •'Michael McFarland and Karen 
Zimmerman got Jerry Berry to sign a stock purchase and sale agreement" is false. We all, in fa~ 
signed the stock. purchase agreement that I had prepared to memorialize the agreement we had 
ra~ched some time ago. The stoclc purchase agreement was Jmry's idea and it was designed to swap 
equity in the co~ration for the debt owccl to us. I prepared. srNeral different versions of the stotk 
p~e egrerment, and we all eventually chose the one that was signed. 
ID the early summer·of2006, Jerry ~as having good days and bad, and it was difficult to 
coordinate our schedules so that we could meet personally when he WBS up to it. When I finished 
the two draft agreements, I dropped them off at his home, at his request. Karl etta wouldn't let me 
talk to him then, so I left the drafts with her to give to him. 
The next time I spoke to Jerry on the phone, he told me that K.arletta didn't like the ttust idea, 
and be would rospcct her wishes. He said he was ready to sign the one without the trust provision, 
and I asked if he would like Karen aud me to go to his place, Ho said the house was filthy, that he 
didn7t want us to see it, and that he'd rather do it when he was in town in a few days. 
Shortly thereafter, on July 4, 2006, he drove fron1 Athol to Hayden to meet with Karen un 
me, Gnd signed the agreement. It's true that be brought a copy of an alternative draft of an agreement 
that he said his wife, Karl etta, had prepared. Ho said he bad told her that he'd a.sk us to take a look 
at it. which we did. Jeny acknowledged that Karletta's proposal was not consistent with our deal, 
but that he'd promised Karletta that he'd show it to us. He made it very cleBl' that this was her idea, 
not his. Once Karen and 1 reviewed Karletta's proposal, and declined to aeoept it, 'Jerry said, 
"What's she have to do with tbis anyway'! She was never a part of this deal." [or words to that 
effect]. We then went through the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement, line by line, aloud, and all 
of us agreed that it was an accurate recitation of what we had Wlderstood and agreed to ftom the 
begiuning. All three of us signed it, and each of us received a copy. 
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7. Accordiq to Plaintiffs' Memorandum, (page 3) 1 was the attorney for Jerry Berry, KSrletta 
Berry and the Captain's Wheel at the time of the transfer Qf the stock. 
A. I have never been the attorney for Karletta Beny. I have never given advice to, or 
discussed any legal matters with Karletta Berry) either before or after July of2006. After a diligfll'lt 
search of my records, I have located no notes, bills, fee agreements or any other documentation that 
even suggests that I was ever her attorney. 
B. I have never been the att~rneyfor the Captain 7& Wheel. To the best of my knowledge, 
infonnation and belief, Attorney PauJ Daugherty had possession of the corporate minute book from 
, the year 2000 or before unti12006. Jmy Berry informed me that Mr. Daughany handled thc2003 
. ' 
agreement regarding the aequisition of the stock from James and J eaD Campbell. I don't personally 
know whethm- he represented the corporation or the Campbells. 
To the best of my recollection, Jerry Berry asked Mr. Daugherty, or someone in his offiee, 
to let me have a look at the minute book in early 2006. I needed it to prepare our stock pUrChase and 
sale ~ent, since I had no lctlowledge about the number of shares, certificate numbers or other 
details prior to that time. 
ThCl'C hu never been a corporate resolution appointing me a counsel for the corporation. I 
have never prepared or filed any doQWDents for tbe corporation, with the eJC.ception of preparation 
of minutes for meetings I attczded after becoming a shareholder, filing annual reports and obtaining 
renewals of licenses and permits (none of which require an auomey). 
After. a diligent search of my records, I have located no notes, bills, fee agreements or any 
other documentatiOll that even suggests I was ever the attorney for the corporation. 
C. I have never been Jerry Berry's attorney. He was a close personal friend, starting 
around 2001. He did some· work for me, such as setting and finishing a mobile home (for which he 
was paid), did some repairs on a rental ~nit (for which he was p!tid) and assisted me with some other 
work at my place for free -just as a neighbor and a friencl. He came to my cabin to visit Karen and 
me resuJarly- sometimes weekly, sometimes more, less in bad weather, long before we ever became 
involved in the Captain's Wheel. We would ·sit, talk & share a beverage for hours at a time, 
discussing everything imaginable, as friends do. He never brought his wife, Karletta, and rarely · 
mentioned.her. We also socialized some at the Captain's Wheel, but for shorter periods, since he 
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Amo~ many other subjeQts we diseussed o ver drinks, he talked about a project in 
Washington that had resulted iDa judgment against him. He had placed his home in Karletta 's name 
to protect it ftom his creditors. 
On another occuion, he described some problems that Karl etta was having with an espresso 
stand she was running· something about losiq her lease, I beli~e. We talked iD general terms only. 
I said I couldn 'l advise him without lookiug at the documents, and knowing the specifics. I was 
never shown any documents. He subsequently told me they had decided it wasn't wonh fighting, 
or something to that effect. I was never retained, and never got involved beyond a very general 
discussion. 
In approximately 20.01 or 2002, Jerry (who had already told Karen and me about the 
Washington judsment) came to my office to mquire about bankruptcy. I informed him about the 
various chapters, thc~urcs. exemptions and other general information about bankruptcy. It was 
more or less a "standard" initial consultation, for which I usually charge a modest fee. I did not 
charge Jerry anything, made no notes, opened no file; and thus have no wril1en rec:Otd of when this 
meetins ocCUI'l'ed. I do ~1 that he told me his stock in the Captain 'a Wheel was in ~s name only, 
and that he didn't want Karlctta's name on it .. He talked about puttins the stock in a ttuet for her if 
so1n~ happened to him, but he <lidn 'task me to ~epare anythins at that time. He never· retained 
me to file a banlauptcy for him, and I don't recall discussing it with him in any detail ofta- that 
meeting in my office. 
To the best of my understanding. an initial consultation regarding bankruptcy opti~ns does 
not create an attorney-client relatiouship. I have given the same type of CKplanation of bankruptcy 
in public, such as Rotary Club luncheons, etc. The Bankruptcy Local Rules requite a written fee 
agreement, containins specific provisions, when an attomey is engaged to file a bankruptcy petition. 
1 follow this rule with all bankruptcy clients. No such agreement was entered into with Jerry Beny, 
at anytime. 
I acknowledge that )eny Berry did, occasionally, refer to me as "my attomey" when 
introduoing me. Numerous other friends • and some famiJy members • have done the same on 
OOQ&Sion, despite the fact that I was not. I submit that such a statement, without moTe, is insufficient 
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After a diligent search of my records, I have located no notes, bills, fee agreements or any 
other clo~umentation that even suggests that I was ever Jerry Beny' s attorney. Jerry talked to me but 
did not confide in me. 
8. I deny that I was advising.Jerry and :giU'letta Berry on how to protect the stook in the 
Captain's Wheel from creditors, as alleged on page 3 of Plaintiff's Memorandum. Jerry told me in 
2001 or 2002 that he was thinking about setting up a trust when we talked about bankruptcy. My 
practic:c rarely involves aoy trust work, and I don't recall any discussion of this idea undl 2006 or 
so. I never discussed the idea of a trust with Karlctta Bcny at any time. When Jeny asked me to 
write up our agreement (see Paragraph 8, supra), we talked very briefly about whether or not he 
wonted his stock put in trust. At his request, I prepared two alternative agreements. In one. Karm 
Zimmerman and I would agree to establish a trust; in the other there was no such provision. I did 
not advise Jerry which one to choose. My lmmary concern was to get our' agreement documented 
white· we still could. My personal preference was the simpler agre~ent, but I was willing to 
accommodate Jerry's wishes. I didn't even bow ifhe had a will, and knew nothing about any of 
his estate planning, since we n~cr discussc:d it. Had I been his attDmey, u alleged by the Plaintiff, 
we undoubtedly would have - especially after his diasnosis of cancer. 
9. Regarding the Plaint?,frs allegation of action by Karen Zimmerman or me which was 
"oppressive, fraudulent, wanton, malicious ot outrascous." Before Karen and I invested, Jerry 
Berry owned SO% of the stock in the Captain's Wheel. His estate and heir(s) still own(s) 500/G .. 
Nothing was wrongfully taken from him by either of us. In 2003, we (or anyone else) could have 
p'W'Chased the C8mpbe1Js' halfmterest in the corporation for $~00,000- which was undisputedly a 
fraction of its true value at the time, but it was the price the Campbells agreed to. Jerry Berry bought 
the stock with KareD' s and my money. Jerry was very clearly competent to negotiate and sign the 
stock purchase agreement nego~ated between the three of us, a true and correet copy of which is 
attached as Exhibit 8. Another couple was actively negotiating with the Camp~ella to a"Juire their 
stock when Jerry mged us to buy it and be his "silent partners." He told us what he thought the place 
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was worth, what a bargain it was, and its pokntial in a couple of years. He told us it wasn't making 
money enough money to pay us anything Wltil it sold, and that he wanted the chance to nan it himself 
for a couple of years before selling it. At Jeny~s request, we agre_ed to allow him to acquU'e and hold 
the stock for~' with the agreement that we would split the profit when the Captain's Wheel sold. 
We entrtlSted Jerry with our m~cy; he didn't entrust us with anythins. We tllowed him to run the 
business as he saw fit, all on a handshake, until we oould get something in writing. 
10. Aceotding the Plaintiff's Memorandum (pageS), "Defendant McFarland was supposed to 
be protectins the Plaintiffs from creditors." 1 was never hired, engaged, paid or asked to do so by 
. either I my or Karletta Berry, and do not believe 1 ha4 any obligation to do so. 
11. Plaintiff's Memorandum. (page 5) alleges that passing a resolution to list the corporate assets· 
with Defendant Zimmerman's real estate brokerqe 11is a breach of fiduciary duty and constitutes self 
deatins." Karen Zimmerman docs not now, and has DI.Wer had an ownership interest in the brokerage 
in qu~on. Even if such a resolution was somehow improper, (which is not admitted), no ·such 
listing has ever taken place. 
12. In the Second Affidavit. ofKarletta Grace Berry, (p.4, para 1 S) Plaintiff alleges that I 
provided legal services and "cmterecl into a fiducial)' relotionship and assumed a fiduciary 
relationship with myself, Jerry Lee Roy Berry and the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. prior to lend.ins 
money to Jerry and m)'Selfin 2003 and prior to obtaining Jeny's signature on the Stock Purchase and 
Sale Agreement on July 4, 2006 .... " 
Aside from receiving the stock which WM purchased with our money •. i have never received 
any money, property, or authority over any property of Jerry or Karletta Berry of any kind, which 
would constitute entry into or assumption of a fiduciuy obligation. Karen Zimmerman and I gave 
Jerry Berry $100,000, fot a specified purpose. Consequently, JffTfY was the party assuming the 
fiduciary obligation. 
13. 1n her Second Affidavit, (p.4, para. IS) Karl etta Beny alleges that Katen Zimmerman and I 
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made a loan of on~hundred thousand ®liars to the marital oommunity of Jerry Lee Roy Berry and 
Karletta Grace Berry. Karlctta Berry, however, was never involved in the discussions between 
Karen, Jeny and myself, ~as not present when the money was given to Jerry, and she never signed 
nor was she asked to sign any docwnaat related to the transaction. Sefore we gave Jerry the m~ey, 
he made it very clear. that Karlctta wu not involved in our deal itt any way. He assured us that he 
would bold the stock, in his name only (as he did his existing stock). Karen and l both emphasized 
that she was oot to be involved~ any way, as a condition of. giving Jerry the money. We both 
trusted bim completely, out <tid not trust her. Jerry had told me that his intem~t in the business was 
his sepo.rate ·property, acquired with funds he had before his mmiage to K.arlctta. But for that 
assurance, we would not have given him the funds, but would have gone to the Campbolls to 
purchase the stock directly from them. 
14. In her Second Affidavit, (p. 7, para. 28) PlaintifF allegea that Defendants bought SO% of the 
stock .. ftom my husband and I .... " None of the documents reflect that Kaml and Il;Jougbt 
auything from Jerry and Kirletta Berry. The stock was in the Campbells' and Jerry's name alone 
until October 1 S, 2006, as reflected in the oorporate records. The initial verbal agreement and 
subsequent written agreement [the stock Purchase and Sale Agreement] were between Jerry Berry, 
Karen Zimmerman and myself only. Karletta Berry's name does not appear on stock certificates 1 
IUld 2, or any document connected with those certificates. 
1 S. From the time Karen and l gave Jerry Berry the money to acquire the stock, the corporation has 
consistently lost money. At the time ofbjs death, the bank account was overdrawn, numerous bills 
were past due, and it has been necessary for me to regularly advance su~stanrlal funds to the business 
to keep it operating. As a result of the Plaintifrs lawsuit in this case, it was not possible tO list or 
sell the busine'ss and property when the market was at its peak, or at any time since then. 
This «)ncludes affiant's statement. 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, the undersigned Notary Public in~ for the State of 
ldaho, this J ~ ~ day ot December, 2009. 
Notary Public 
Residing at: ~d. /I~ :rt), 
My Commission expires: t) 9)1/.A · 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the Up~ day of December, 2009, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 20 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ~csjmile to: (208) 263-8211 
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The Board of Directors and Shareholders of CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, 
INCORPORATED, an .Idaho oorporation, in accordance with the Bylaws, adopted the 
followiQ resolutions made :in lieu of a Special Mcctb:ta by the Dim.ltora, JAMES T. 
CAMPBELL and JEAN A. CAMPBELL on the.!/__ day of Aupst. 2003. 
Oil motion dwymade, seconded, and cani;r,the following preambles and resolutions 
were wtanimously adopted: 
WHEREAS, the CO!pomtion desires to authorize the aale of JAMES T. CAMPBBLL's 
and JEAN A. CAMPBEU.'a intmst to in the ~o:rporation to JERRY L. BERRY for the 
consideration of ONE HUNDRED mOUSAND DOLLARS ($100,000.00). 
WHEREAS, the corporation desil:es by and through its Directors, JAMES T. 
CAMPBEU. and JEAN A. CAMPBELL to sell and tnmsfer Stock Certificate Nos. 1 and 2 
to JERRY L BERR)" for the ocmaideration mentioned above. 
WHEREAS, Db'cctor/President James T. Campbell dcairea to resign as a Director and 
aa the President of the corporation. to be effective immec:liatoly. 
WHEllBAS, Diructor Jean A. Campbell desires to resisn as a Director and Secretary 
of the ooipormou, to be effective immediately. 
WHEREAS, the eorporation desires t() uomina!c Jeny L Berry as President and 
Treasuter of the corporation, to be efCoctive immediately as it is in the best interests of the 
Cozporation. 
WHEREAS. the corporation deaires to nominate Karletta Berry as Director and 
Secretary of the corporation, to be effective immediately as· it is in the best interest of the 
Corporatiou. 
NOW, THEREPORE, BE IT RBSOLVED, tlult the interest in the corporatiou of 
JAMES T. CAMPBELL and JEAN A. CAMPBELL, be sold forb sum of ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($100,000.00) to JERRY L. BBR.RY as it is in the ~est interest of 
the corporation. 
PUR.THERBE IT RBSOL VED that Stock Certificates Nos. land 2 be sold to JERRY 
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L. BERRY and that said traDsfer abatl be effective upou the exeeutiOD oftbis resolution ~d 
' ' 
tbat the Secretaty of the Corporation transfer the same on the books of the corporation. 
FURnmRBEITRBSOLVBD, thateff~tiveimmediately, theresignationsofJAMES 
T. CAMPBEll u a Director and President and JEAN A. CAMPBELL as a Director and 
SocretBry ofthe corporation is h~by accq»ted as it is ill tho best intmsts ofthe Corporation. 
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED, that effective immediately the nomination of.TBR.R.Y 
L. BERRY Director, Prosiclent and Treasurer of the corporation is hereby aoccpted and said 
nomination is to be effective .immediately u it is in the best interests of the Corporation. 
' FURTHBR. BE IT aBSOLVED, that effective immediately the nOmiDation of 
KARLETT ABBRRY as D~ mel Sectetaryoft.Me<nporation is hereby accepttld and said 
nomiDalim is to be etreetive Zft!:..lt is in tho boll inten.ts oflhc Corporalicm. 
DATED tbis!/- day of . 2003. 
. DIRECTOR: 
~~~~~ 
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Agreement executed between JAMEs T. CAMPBELL and 1EAN A. CAMPBELL ofP.O. 
Box Sl7, Bayview, ID 83803, hereinaft.erreferred to as "Sellers" and 1ERRY LBE ROY BERRY, 
of 6S5S B. RenUn,ton Road, Atbol, ID 83801, heroiDafter referred to as "Buyer". 
:For and in consideration of ONE HUNDRED mous~ DOLLARS (SlOO,OOO.OO), 
receipt of which is hereby aclalOwledged. SelJI!I'S agrees to sell, assign and convey to Buyer, Buyer, s 
executon, administrators, and assigu, with full power to ttansfer the aba.res on the books of the 
corporation, TW'O 'HUNDRED (200) shares of the common stock of CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, JNC., a COiporation organized and existinguuder·tbe laws of the State ofldaho and having 
its principal plac:e ofbusineRS at 100 Scenic Drive, Bayview, m 83803. The stock is repre~ed by 
the following certificates: No. 1 and No. 2. 
Sellers wamn1: that the stock now atands in Sellen' Jl&!llel on the books of the corporation, 
aud that all asscssm,mts to date are paid on the shares. Buyer agrees to P,urchaae the shares for the 
coosideration set forth in this agreement, however. Buyer understands and agrees that the sale oftbis 
stock by'Sellers can only~ consummated on the wrltttm approval of Sellers' Board of~tors. 
. lN wrt'NESS WHEREOF, th~ parties have cxc::cuted thi& Agreement the clay and year first 
above written. 
BUYER: SELLER: 
{J::/!~ 
~L~ 
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STOCK PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT 
This agreenlent executed August 9, 2003 between JERRY LEE ROY BERRY, of 6555 E. 
Remington Road, Athol. ID 83801, hereinafter referred to as "Seller" and KAREN M. 
Zl"MMBRMAN and MICHAEL B. McFARLAND of 8729 W. Cloverleaf Drive, Hayden, Idaho 
s·383S, hereinafter referred to as "Buyers". 
For and m consideration ofOne-hUlldred thousand dollars ($100,000) and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt' and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller 
agrees to sell, assign and convey to Buyers, as joint tenants with right of survivorship, with full 
power to transfer the shares on the books of the corporation, TWO HUNDRED (200) shares of 
the common stock of CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., a corporation organized and 
existing imder the laws of the State of Idaho and having its principal place of business at 100 
Scenic Drive, Bayview, Idaho 83803. The stock is represented by Certificates 1 and 2, (100 
shares each) wbich were assigned to the Seller by Jean A. and James M. Campbell. 
Seller warrants that the stock conveyed hereby represents SO% of the shares which have 
been issued to date by said corporation. 
As additional consideration, it is agreed between Buyers and Seller that Seller shall retain 
his offices as director and president of the corporation, with full operational control ofthe 
business of the CO+J)oration through calendar year 200S. It is furQter agreed, as additional 
consideration, that the transfer of the shares shall be effective on January 1, 2006, ~d tbat Seller 
shall be considered the owner for tax .and all other purposes through :rirldnight, December 31, 
. 2005. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the" parties have executed tbis Agreement which is effective on the 
day and year first above written. 
Stoek Purchase aad Sale Agreemmt 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISS No. 6083 
~ CIVIL DEPT. @001/007 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLEITA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANTS TO 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
vs. Hearing Date: December 23, 2009 
Time: 10:1 5 a.m. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. Judge: Steve Verby 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, submit the following opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend 
Complaint for Punitive Damages: 
OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANTS TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPlAINT FOR PUNITIVE 
OAMAGES-1 
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STATEMENT OF CASE 
In the present action, Plaintiff alleges that attorney Michael McFarland 
breached a fiduciary duty owed to Plaintiff and her deceased husband, Jerry 
Berry, by engaging in a transaction between himself, his friend Karen 
Zimmerman and Jerry Lee Roy Berry for the purchase of stock representing a 
fifty percent (50%) ownership interest in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. located 
in Bayview, Idaho. 
Plaintiff alleges further in her complaint that Defendants Michael 
McFarland and l<aren Zimmerman must disgorge the stock so that she, Plaintiff, 
becomes the sole owner of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. Plaintiff alleges 
further that her deceased husband was subjected to undue influence by Michael 
McFarland or, alternatively, that her husband lacked capacity to enter into the 
stock agreement with McFarland and Zimmerman. Plaintiff has offered various 
affidavits in support of her claim. She now seeks leave to amend the complaint 
to add a request for punitive damages. 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
Plaintiff does not deny that Defendants paid the $100,000.00 to her 
deceased husband for the stock; rather, she vaguely claims that somehow the 
transaction should be enforced as a loan transaction and not a stock purchase 
agreement. Apparently the argument hinges upon Plaintiff's additional 
allegation that Mr. McFarland was her lawyer, her deceased husband's lawyer 
and the lawyer for Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. Yet Plaintiff has no 
documentation whatsoever to support her claim that McFarland was her lawyer, 
her husband's lawyer and the lawyer for the corporation when the stock 
OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANTS TO P~INTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPU\INT FOR PUNITIVE 
OAMAGES-2 
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purchase agreement was negotiated and signed. 1 
Mr. McFarland steadfastly denies that he served as Mr. and Mrs. Berry's 
attorney. He also denies ever representing the corporate entity. Mr. McFarland 
freely admits that he engaged in an arms length transaction with Plaintiff's 
deceased husband for the purchase of fifty percent (50%) of the stock in the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. Mr. McFarland denies any and all claims of over~ 
reaching or undue influence in the transaction. 
ARGUMENT 
In a shotgun fashion, Plaintiff levels numerous allegations of wrong-
doing against the Defendants Michael McFarland and Karen Zimmerman. 
However, when confronted at her deposition, it became obvious that Plaintiff 
had little or no evidence in support of her allegations (see Affidavit of John P. 
Whelan and the excerpts from the deposition of Karletta Grace Berry of 
December 18, 2007). 
In order to provide some credence to her allegations, Plaintiff alleges 
additionally that Michael McFarland was a fiduciary vis-a-vis the Plaintiff, her 
deceased husband and the very business entity that is at the core of this 
dispute. By making such an allegation, Plajntjff hopes that a very high standard 
will be applied to Mr. McFarland's conduct simply because he is an attorney by 
profession. Yet the only apparent evidence that Plaintiff has in support of her 
claim is her own speculation and conjecture. 
1 See accompanying affidavit of John P. Whelan for the relevant portions of Ms. Berry's 
deposition transcript. 
OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANTS TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT FOR PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES-3 
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REASONABLE LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESS 
In order to be granted leave to add a request for punitive damages to her 
complaint, Plaintiff must demonstrate a reasonable likelihood that she can 
prove facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages. I.C. 6-
1604(2). Yet Plaintiff offers only unsubstantiated circumstantial evidence in 
support of her allegations. The evidence offered in support of the current 
motion is comprised of the following affidavits: 
The Affidavit of Toby Mclaughlin: One of Plaintiff's other lawyers, Mr. 
Mclaughlin, opines about his discussions with Michael McFarland regarding 
paperwork that was prepared to transfer fifty percent (50%) of the stock of 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. The self-serving affidavit provides no evidence on 
the key issue of whether Michael McFarland was ever jerry Berry's lawyer except 
for Mr. Mclaughlin's speculation atparagraph 7 of his affidavit where he states: 
"At the meeting on November 18, 2006, Mr. 
McFarland's statements indicated to me that he was, at 
some time, both the attorney for Mr. Berry and the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc." 
Yet no where does Mr. McLaughlin identify the alleged statements upon which 
he bases his speculation that Mr. McFarland was the attorney for Mr. Berry. The 
remainder of the affidavit addresses the various documents created in the 
course of the transaction and outlines Mr. McLaughlin's participation in several 
corporate meetings. No foundation is laid for punitive damages however. 
Affidavit of David Noonan: This affidavit offered in support of Plaintiff's 
motion merely addresses an opinion of the gross value of the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. without adequately laying the foundation for the opinion of value. 
The affidavit offers nothing in support of Plaintiff's request to add punitive 
damages to her complaint. 
Affidavits of Karletta Berry: Plaintiff offers not one but two of her 
OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANTS TO PlAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT FOR PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES-4 
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affidavits in support of her request for leave to add punitive damages. In her 
first affidavit, Plaintiff offers numerous conclusions but very few facts in 
support of her claims. She reiterates her allegations that Mr. McFarland was her 
and her deceased husband's attorney but not one shred of evidence is offered 
in support of the allegations. Ms. Berry lays no foundation for her claimed 
knowledge of her deceased husband's affajrs. The affidavits contain one 
conclusionary statement after another with no foundation supporting the 
allegations. No foundation is laid for punitive damages. 
PLAINTIFFS MUST PROVE THAT DEFENDANTS ACTED OPPRESSIVELY. 
FRAUDULENTLY. WANTONLY. MALICIOUSLY OR OUTRAGEOUSLY 
To support a motion to add punitive damages under I.C. 6-1604, Plaintiff 
is required to establish a reasonable likelihood that they can prove that 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, acted oppressively, fraudulently, wantonly, maliciously or 
outrageously. Vaught v. Dairyland Ins. Co., 131 Idaho 357, 362. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has stated in Weaver v. Stafford, 134 Idaho 
691, that an award of punitive damages will be sustained only when it is shown 
that the Defendants acted in a manner that was "an extreme deviation from 
reasonable standards of conduct, and that the act was performed by the 
Defendants with an understanding of or disregard for its likely consequences.'' 
As stated by the Supreme Court in the case of (Harwood v. Talbert, 136 
Idaho 672), "punitive damages are not favored in law and should be awarded in 
only the most unusual and compelling circumstances". 
In the case of Rockefeller v, Grabon, 136 Idaho 637, 647, the Idaho 
Supreme Court stated that "substantial evidence" is required to support the 
submitting of the issue of punitive damages to a jury and "the evidence must 
OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANTS TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPlAINT FOR PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES-5 
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show the Defendants ... acted with an extremely harmful state of mind, whether 
that state be termed "malice, oppression, fraud or gross negligence". 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff's motion for leave to add punitive damages should be denied in 
its entirety, as Plaintiff has offered no facts in support of her request. Although 
unsubstantiated conclusions were offered by Plaintiff in support of her motion, 
the conclusionary statements are not a substitute for facts. Plaintiff has failed 
to demonstrate that she has a reasonable likelihood of success of her 
allegations. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
JOHN P. WHElAN, P.C. 
Jo 
OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANTS TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT FOR PUNITIVE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /71"-H day of December, 2009, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( vrfacsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4rn Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
STATE OF iDAHO ' 
COUNTY OF fWOTENArf SS 
FllEO: 
2009 Df:"C 2 2 A~1 9: 54 
C~(l.· t~IC~-
OEP!JTV  
~ 002/007 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MOTION FOR ORDER PER.MITIING 
TELEPHONIC APPEARANCE 
COMES NOW, John P. Whelan, attorney for Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. 
McFarland, P.A. and Karen Zimmerman, and moves this Court for an order 
permitting telephonic appearance for the hearing scheduled December 23, 2009 
at 10:15 a.rn. This motion is not made to hinder, delay or obstruct the 
administration of justice. 
Oral argument is not requested. 
MOTION FOR ORDER PERMITTING TELEPHONIC APPEARANCE-1 
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Dated: 
MOTION FOR ORDER PERMITTING TELEPHONIC APPEARANCE-2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the · q~ day of December, 2009, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ~csimile to: (208) 263~8211 
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FROM FiNNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. J'DDQ:Y 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Houae Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 31? 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(TUE)DEC 22 2009 ; ··:~6/ST.13:35/No. 6810297001 P 2 
IN THE DISTaiCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IH AND FOR THE COUN'rY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLBTTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry La• Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN' s WHEEL lt.ESORT I INC . , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and. !CAREN 
ZIMMEmmN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-200?-0002409 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF REX FINNEY 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------------------------- ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
••• 
County of Bonner ) 
COMES NOW, the unc:lersifjfned and being first duly sworn on 
oath, and states: 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (TUE) DEC 22 2009 P · 36/ST. 13: 35/No. 681 0297001 P 3 
1 . I am o:ver the age of 18 years and competent to make this 
Affidavit. 
2. I am the Plaintiffs' attorney in this matter and 
licensed to practice law within the State of Idaho. 
3. On December 16, 2009 I received the Affidavit of 
Michael B. McFarland In Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion To 
Amend Complaint For Punitive Damages. 
4. On December 18, 2009 l took Michael B. McFa~land's 
deposition, and also had the deposition recorded by audio visual 
means. The deposition is scheduled to reconvene on December 23, 
2009 at 1:00 pm. 
S. On December 22, 2009 I received the transcript and 
Exhibits of the Deposition of ~chael B. McFarland from December 
18, 2009. 
6. Attached hereto is a true and correct copy of the 
transcript of the testimony from the deposition of Michael B. 
McFarland from December 18, 2009, and including Exhibit 1 to the 
Deposition of Michael B. MCFarland. 
7. Of critical importance regarding the loan issue 
included in this case is Exhibit 1 and MCFarland's test~ony 
regarding Exhibit 1, contained at Page 59, Line 17-25 and Page 
60, Line 1-25. 
8. Of critical ~ortanca regarding the issue of the 
attorney client relationship between Jerry Lee Roy Berry and 
A!'FIDAVIT OF REX FINNEY - 2 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 546 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (TUE) DEC 22 2009 18 · 36/ST. 13: 35/No. 6810297001 P 4 
Michael B. McFarland, is the testimony contained at Pages 39, 
Line 17-25, Page 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, SO 
(Line 20-25) which are testimony regarding the attorney client 
relationship between Jar~ Lee Roy Berry ana Michael MCFarland 
and regarcling the faet that Jerry Lee Roy Berry was "looking to 
protect stock in the Captain's Wheel Resort from attachment by 
one of more creditors" quote from Page 50, Line 21-23) . 
9. tt is also noteworthy that opposing counsel in this 
matter, John Whelan, invoked the attorney client privilege 
~twaen :larry Lea rtoy Berzy and Michael McFarland during the 
deposition at Page 45 Line 11. 
DATED this _...;;.1-_~-- day ?c-r, 2009. 
c&~ll.~. ~L.::c:=: =----
aex A. Finney 
Attorney at Law J. 
RN TO before me, this J:J,:. clay of 
Notary Public - State of Idaho 
Resic:liaq at Qu rf.p. 0~ 
My Commission expires I lJ:Dit 
I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I haraby eertify .that a true and correct c~y of the 
foregoing was delivered as indicated, this ~~y of December, 
2009, and was addressed as follows: 
J.P. WBEI...AN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4u. Stz:aet 
Coeur d'~ene, Idaho 83814 
(Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240) 
AJTIDAVIT OF REX FINNEY - 3 
Judge Verby 
chamber' s copy 
(Via Band Delivery) 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (TU E) DEC 22 2009 13 · 36/ST. 13: 35/No. 681 0297001 P 5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
S'1'A1'B OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S 
WHEEL RESORT, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. Case No. CV-2007-2409 
MICHAEL B. McFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
McFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
fi ----------------------------------
t 
~ 
I Q 
DEPOSITION OF MICHUL B. Mc:FARLAND 
Taken on behalf of the Defendants 
Friday, December 18, 2009 
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MiChael McFarland December 18 2009 NRC File# 11867·3 Paae 2 
1 APPEARANCES; 
2 
3 Appearing on behalf of lhe Plaintirfs: 
4 REX A.. FINNEY, ESQ. 
5 Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
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DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND 
Taken on behalf of ttle Defendants 
Friday, December 18. 2009 
12 BE IT REMEM9EREO THAT. pU1$UIIntto the Idaho 
13 Rules of Civil Prooedure, I he deposition or 
14 MICHAEL e. McFA~ND. was laken before Marilyn 
15 J. Broylea, #971, Cenified Court Reporwror 
16 lhe Stale of Idaho, on Friday. December 18, 
17 2009, commencing at the hour of 9:01 a.m .• 
18 the proceedings being reportect at BrisUine 
19 I.Gw Offices, 1423 Nor1h Government Way, COGur 
20 d'Alene. Idaho. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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1 OEPOSITION OF MICHAEL B. McFARLAND 
2 Friday, December 18, 2009 
3 9:03a.m. 
4 
5 (Whereupon, a one-page photocopy of a 
6 receipt for $40,000 datad 7·25-03 was marked Exhibit 
7 1 for identification.) 
8 (Whereupon, a 19·page document, consisting 
9 of Affidav~ of Michael e. McFarland in Opposition 
10 to Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint for 
11 Punitive Damages. and pholocopies of stoCk 
12 certificates wes marked Exhibit 9for 
13 idenlif'ation.) 
14 THE VIOEOORAPHER: We are on the record. 
15 Thlsls a 51alemenl for a video deposition. I'm tl'le 
16 technician. My name is Lewrence Zeringer. This is 
17 a viiMOCOnrerenc:ed deposition. It has been noticed 
18 by attorney Mr. Rex Finney, and Is being held on 
19 December 18th, 2009 al9:03 a.m. The location Is 
20 1423 North Govern~nl Way, Coeur d'Alene. Idaho. 
21 The case caption is Karletta Grace Berry, 
22 a widow, Karlefla Grace Berry, personal 
23 represenlallve of the Estate of Jerry Lee Roy eerry, 
24 Captain'• Wheel ResOI'IInc., an Idaho Corporation, 
25 plaintiffs, VersUS Michael e. McFarland, Michael B. 
1 McFarland P.A., encl Karen Zimmerman, Oefenclanls. 
2 This is in the OistriC1 Coun of Kootenai 
3 County, State or Idaho. The case number Is CV-2007· 
4 2409. The deponent I$ Mr. Michael McFarland. 
5 Would the counsel and all present please 
G ~ntify yourselves and stale whom you represent. 
7 MR. FINNEY: I am Rex Finney. I am lhe 
8 attorney for the plaintiff, Kartena Grace Berry, a 
9 widoW, who is sealed lo my left. I ern lhe anomey 
10 for also the other plaintiff, Kartetta Grace Berty, 
11 as personal representative of the estate of Jerry 
12 Berry, anell'm also auorney for Captain's Wheel 
13 Resort Inc., an lclaho corporation, all plaintiffs in 
14 the metter. 
15 MR. WHEI.AN: John Whelan, ancll represent 
16 the defendants. 
17 THE VlOEOGRAPHER: The depOsition is l)elng 
18 taken before Marilyn Broyles, coutl reportar, who 
19 will now swear in lhe wltneu. 
20 THE REPORTER: Mr. McFarland, would you 
21 raise your right hand. Co you solemnly state that 
22 lhe lestlmony you wil give in thia mauer will be 
23 the ln.tlh, lhe whole lrutl'l, ancl nOthing but the 
24 truth, so help you God? 
2S THE WITNESS: I do. 
N·aeGeLI RePoRTinG 
"1he Deposition Experts" 
6 
7 
1 THE REPORTER; Thank you. 
2 
3 MICHAEL B. Mcj:AR~ND, having been first duly swom, 
4 was examined and testified as follows: 
5 
6 EXAMINATION 
7 BY MR. FINNEY: 
8 Q. Mr. McFarland, can you please stale your 
9 name and spell your test name. 
10 A. Mi~haeiB. McFarland, M-c.F-a-r-1-a·Mt 
11 C. Okay. And your current age? 
12 A. 64. 
13 Q. Where do you reside? 
14 A. 10714 East McFatlenCI Road, Athol. Idaho 
15 83801, 
16 Q. Do you have other residences in the eounly 
17 lhat you sometimes spend lime at? 
1 8 A. Do I own any other •• 
19 Q, Other, yes. Do you owl'l? 
20 A. No. 1 ow" a number of residences on that 
21 property, some ·- a couple of mobile hOmes end a 
22 cabin. 
23 Q, Oo you have a reaidenee or any interest in 
24 a residence wl'lere corporate meetings have taken 
25 place in Hayden on, I believe it's Cloverleaf? 
1 A. I have no ownership interest In that piece 
2 or property. 
3 Q, Who owns that residence? 
4 A. !=ren~s Sundstrom, Karen Zimmerman's 
5 mother. 
6 Q. Okay. Do you own a cabin on Nunn Road? 
7 A. No. It's off Nunn Road. McFarland Roacl 
8 leaves Nunn Road at one comer of my proper1y, and 
9 runs through my propel'ly. 
10 Q. Oo you own any propel'lles as joint tenants 
11 with Karen Zimmerman? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Are you licensed lo l)taetice law w~hin 
14 the stale of ICial'lo? 
15 A. Ves. 
16 Q, Okay. When did you complete your legal 
17 education in terms of law achool? 
18 A. 1977. 
19 Q. Where did you attend school? 
20 A. Law school? 
21 Q. Ve&. 
22 A. George Washington University in 
23 · Washington. D.C. 
24 Q. When did you first become licensed lO 
25 practice law within \he stale of Idaho? 
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1 A. The spring of 1980. 
2 Q. At that time, did you lake up practice in 
3 law? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q, And where was that done at? 
6 A. Initially, out of my home on 6th Strael 
7 here in Coeur d'Alene. 
B C. I& thalli home you do not own anymore? 
9 A. Thars correct. 
10 C. Jumpin!l forward to approximately the year 
11 2000. where were you practicing law from at that 
12 time? 
13 A. 2000, I had recenlly moved to my present 
14 offtee at 421 Coeur d'Alene Avenue. Suite 1 1., in 
15 Coeur d'Alene. 
16 0. Did you have any sort of e professional 
17 association at the time for your offic:e. for your 
18 law firm? 
19 A. I don't believe I incorporated until •• 
20 take me a moment to remember. It was around •• ~ 
21 was in the mid '90s. 1 don't remember the ··the 
22 exact year. 
23 Q, ~ay. And you say you incorporated. What 
24 is the name of that incorporation? 
25 A. Michael B. McFarland, P.A. 
1 Q. And what does the P.A. stand fon 
2 A. Pompous Ast. No. Professional 
3 ASsoCiation. 
4 0. Thank you. Is that your eurrent 
5 professional association which you practice law 
6 under? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 a. And you say you have continuously used 
9 lhat professionalusl)(:ililtion since the 1990s until 
10 current: Is that aceurate? 
11 A. Yet. 
12 a. What areas of law do you practice in 
13 primarily? 
14 A. Now, primarily bankruptcy. 
15 Q. Did you do other types of work in the past 
16 prior to switching to primarily bankruptcy? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 0. What types of work did you engage in? 
19 A When 1 initially slarted practicing, I 
20 took·anythlng that was available, generally domestic 
21 relations. family law. Primarily divorces. 
22 And it - over the years. 1 have done 
23 fewer and fewer divorces. and dld a little 
24 lldmini$trative law for a while many years ago. I 
25 have done some etiminal defense, primarily DUis. 
NaeGeLI RePORTinG 
"The Deposition Experts" 
10 
11 
1 some personal injury work. And that's not en 
2 exclusive lis\. 
3 Q. Do you Clo eny probate work? 
4 A. I have done some probele worl\, yes. 
5 a. Oo you know when you took your fil'5t, 
6 filed your first protlate mener as anorney, 
7 roughly? 
a A. 1 can't remember that right now. 1 - 1 • 
9 - I might have to think about tl'lel one. 
10 Q. Okay. Have you prepared willa for people? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Do you mal<e ~-when you first begin 
13 preparing wills? 
14 A. A long time ago. 
15 Q. Have you ever prepared wills in which you 
16 have named yourself as pers,onallltpresentative of 
17 the testator's estate? 
18 A. I don't reeall having ever done \hat, but 
19 I have been .. 1 have been named as personal 
20 representative. 1 am not --I don't believe 1 
21 prepared the will. 
22 Q. How many occasions have you been personal 
23 representative? 
24 A. 1 may have to think about that for a 
25 moment 
1 Q. Okay. 
2 A. It's three. I believe. 
3 Q. Can you give me the names of the esrates? 
4 A. Thomas Pintar. P-i-n-t·a·r. William Beer, 
5 S.a-e-r. Those ere tne only lWO I can remember 
e right now. 
7 Q. Okay. Can you tell me appc'oximetely when 
8 your practice switched to primarily bankrup1cy? 
9 A. Well, it's; been a gradual •• it wasn't all 
10 at once. Irs been a gradual ct~ange. Probably 1 
11 was doing a majority of my work in the banltruptey 
12 area around mid to October of 2005. which is when 
13 the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer 
14 Protection Act, very poorly named. was passed, end 
15 in the rush to beat the change in the law. the 
16 volume of bankruptcies increased tremenelously, and 
17 for a while. I was doing almost nothing but 
18 bankruptcies. 
19 Q. My question was: When did you stan 
20 primarily doing bankruptcy? Was il 2005 or sometime 
21 earlier? 
22 A. 1 don~ keep track of my practice in that 
23 way. I eould only- 1 could only guess. 
24 Q. Do you have a guess for me? 
25 MF!. WHELAN: You're not obligateello 
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1 speCUlate. You testify from personal knowledge if 
2 you have personal knowledge. If you don't, then you· 
3 can, answer tht question. 
4 A. No, I'd rather nol guess. 
5 a. (By Mr. Finney) Okay. Oid you begin 
6 practicing in bankruptcy court in, say, as early as 
7 1990? 
e A. Oh,yes. 
9 Q, Okay. Oo you know approximately when you 
10 began practicing in bankruptcy? 
11 A. 1 was still on 6th Street. ancll precticed 
12 on 6th Street from 1980 to 1990. 
13 Q. Okay. What type of bankruptcy practice 
14 did you have? What type or cases CliCI you hendle? 
15 A. Chapter 7s ancl Chapter 13s. 
16 a. Are those the only two types of 
17 benkruplde& that you're familiar whh'? 
18 A. No. 
19 a. Okay. What ere the other types? 
20 A. Under Trtle XI, which iS the governing 
21 statute. Title XI ofthe u.s. Code, there are 
22 several operating - operating chapters; 7. 9. 11, 
23 12, 13. and 15. I'm familiar with all of them, but 
24 I do not practice in any except Chapter 7 and 
25 Chapter 13. 
1 Q. Okay. Can you describe for me what 
2 generally Chepter 7 bankruptcy il? 
3 A. Chapter 7 bankruptcy is a liquidation, 
4 n•s what generally referred to. In a Chapter 7 
5 bankruptcy. the debtor, after preparing a set or 
6 schedules and a number of other documents. is 
7 required to surrender to the trustee who is 
8 appointed, any nonexempt proper'f lllat he or she 
9 has, if there It; any. lfthere is some, ifs 
10 referred ton en &G$8t case. and the trustee sells 
11 the nonexempt property and pays dividends, typically 
12 pennies on lhe dollar. to c,.ditors who file allowed 
13 claims. 
14 a. And can you tlrlefly Just ten me whet 
15 exem~ property is? 
16 A. Ve$. Exempt property is •• in lhe 
17 Dlstrid of Idaho, so each bankruptcy distriC1 has 
18 to Hlect whether it's going to use federal or slate 
19 eemptions in bankruptcy, and in the Dl$trict of 
20 Idaho. we use the ·Idaho state exemptione for the -
21 lor the majority. There are some other exemptions 
22 aswen. 
23 Idaho stale al!emptions include. among 
24 other things. equity in the homesteaCI, ul) to 
25 $100.000, household goods. furnishings, clothing, 
NaeGeLI RePORTinG 
"The Deposition Experts'' 
14 
15 
1 personal effects. up 10 $5,000 per person, up to 
2 $500 per hem. 
3 HeeHh aids are exempt without limitation: 
4 canes, crutcl1es, wheelchairs, oxygen, e~en a hollub 
5 if it was prescribed. Also exempt are any IRA. 
6 401(k), pension and retirement benefrts. Social 
7 Security is actually exempt 11ndar a different 
8 statute. One flrearm worth up lo $500. A buriel 
9 plot is exempt. One motor vehicle per pel'tlon up to 
10 $5,000 in value. And- and there are some others. 
11 Q. Okay. So am 1 understanding this 
12 correctly, in Chapter 7, a person can keep their 
13 exempt assets; they have to tum over nonexempt 
14 assets to the trustee. who then liquidates ti'I0$1!1, 
15 pays any- any funds obtaineCI to ereditors. and 
16 then the person who is in the bankruptcy, or people, 
17 than receives II discharge of all remaining debts? 
18 A. Not all remaining debts. There ere 
. 19 exce~ions to discharge. 
20 a. O~ay. Can you tell me what the basics are 
21 on a Chapter 13 bankruptcy? 
22 A, Yes. 
23 Q, Okay. Please do. 
24 A. A Chapter 13 bankruptcy is referred to-
25 usea to be called a Wage •• or a Wage Earner Plan 
1 under tne former Bankruptcy Aet. ll's now referred 
2 to as a Reorganization or Debts fOr an Individual, 
3 or a couple, with a regular Income. And in a Chapter 
4 13. payments are made pursuant to a plan of 
5 reorganization, pa~ents to the trustee, anclthe 
6 cred~ors must receive. et a minimum. as mueh a& 
7 they V'loulcl have in a Chapter 7, but it ean be paiCI 
8 out over lhe term or the plan. 
9 In addilion, c:enaln other things have to 
10 be paid in a CheDter 13. such as if lhey are- if 
11 the person is going to ralain a contract on a motor 
12 vvhlcte or a home or any other item. they neeCIIO 
13 provide in the plan to retain thai and to, in the 
14 ease of a mortgage, for example, if they ara in 
15 arrears. the plan can provide ror them to continue 
16 making their regular monthly payments, but they 
17 would be able to catch up their arrears ovflr the 
1 e term or ttle plan. 
19 And with respect to ot11er- any secured 
20 debt. they can either surrender the collateral or 
21 they can make arrengemants in the pran to keep it 
22 and pa~ for it. 
23 There's a difference between whether a •• 
24 a debt is going to lest longer than lhe term of the 
25 plan. Tne maximum term of tne plan is live years. 
(800) 528-3335 
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1 So. if a debt such as home mortgage Is current in 
2 ~s final payment is due alter tho end of the plan, 
3 they don't have to include in the plan. 
4 Q. This Chapter 131hat you have e~lelnecl, 
5 iS that prior to the el'lange in law or after the 
6 change in law? 
7 A. It's pretty much the eame -
B MR. WHElAN: Change of what law? 
9 Q. (ey Mr. l=inne)') Mr. McFarland, you had 
10 noted a change in the law In 2005 when the 
11 bankruptcy code was amended? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 a. And in your first response you said there 
14 had been soma changea. 
15 A. Yes. 
16 0. So the vel'9ion that you have deacribed, 
17 can you tell me what lime period that applied to? 
1 B A. The provision a of Chepter 13 that I have 
19 described so far are largely unchanged. From the 
20 original1980 benkruptcy actually -the bankruptcy 
21 code was aaopted In about 1978, as 1 recall. And it 
22 had al the same chepters except Chapter 15, the 
23 international bankruptcy. Aftd II did not have 
24 Chapter 12 et that time. Chapter 12 Is more recent. 
25 But Chapters 7, 9, 11 and 13 were 
1 essenllally similar from 19- wen, from the time I 
2 started prectlelng, until the •• until the present 
3 day. There ere just some - there are some Internal 
4 el'langes, but the benkruptey, tile Chapter 13 Is-
5 ~~~Ssentlally functions in e similar fashion to what 
6 it did prior to the act. or to ch8nge in the .. in 
7 the law. 
8 a. Which was 2005? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. In lay person's terms, is Chapter 13 
11 essentially where a person o\lteins protection from 
12 the bankruptcy court and basically reQays the 
13 rne)orlry of their debtS? 
14 A. Not necessarily. Not necessarily the 
15 majority of the debts. In many cases, they end up 
16 peylng a very small fraction of the debt: in other 
17 cases. they may pay 100 percent. 
18 Q. How do you determine which avenue Is 
19 taken, wllelher they pay 1 00 Qercent or a smell 
20 portion? 
21 MR. WHELAN: Okay. At this point I'm 
22 going 10 object to 1ne releVance. This is not 
23 leading to discoverable evidence, Okay. And this 
24 is Just a seminar on benkruptcy law, and those 
25 aren'lthe racts of this case. 
NaeGeLI RePORTinG 
"The Deposition Experts" 
18 
19 
1 MR. FINNEY: Okay. I'd like the deponent 
2 toask-
3 MR. WHELAN: So I'm going to object to the 
• form of the question. I'm objecting on the ground& 
5 of relevance. 
6 MR. FINNEY: Okay. I'm going to a$k you 
7 10 answer the question, We can take up your 
e objection ror tl'le court. 
9 A. Restate the question, please. 
10 Q. (By Mr. Finney) The question is: You 
11 ~escribed two instances: one where the mejority of 
12 debts would be paid, tnen there would be prot~;~ction 
13 under lhe bankruptcy .:ourt, and a second option 
14 where the majority of debts are nol paid: rneybe a 
15 fraction ere peld. How do ygu determine whiCh 
16 happens? Does 11 depend on the amount of assets a 
17 person has 7 
18 MR. WHELAN: Objection. relevance. 
19 A. It depends on a 10! of things. There I! a 
20 whole l~any ofthings tna1 are used to determine 
21 that. inchlding a 59-line meens test fonn, with all 
22 kinds of calCulations in i1. lhetl'las to be gone 
23 through. 
24 Q, (By Mr. Anney) Can you tell me who your 
25 employees at Michael McFartend, P.A. in lhe year 
1 1999? 
2 A. Myself. I had several different people 
3 working ror me at different times. 1 •• only one at 
4 a time. 1999 probably was - I may have haC! more 
5 than one. 1 em nor - I'm nol certain. 11 was 
6 probably Delorse Meredith. 
7 Q. Can you please sp11n her name. 
8 A. 1 am not sure 1 can. She spells it 
g strangely. ltl'llnk it's 0-e-t-o-r-w. Meredith, M-
10 e-r+d•i-t•h. 
11 a. Do you know, did Delorse Meredith continue 
12 employment in years beyond 1999? 
13 A. Yes, bull don't know. And I'm not even 
14 positive thallhet's who was working for me at thlll 
15 time. 
16 a. 00 you know who succeeded or came in after 
17 Delorse? 
18 A. Ye$. 
19 a. Will you please state the name. 
20 A. Carole Welk. 
21 0. And please spell that. 
22 A. Actually, no. Carole Welk is not an 
23 employee. Carole Welk helps me from lime to tirne. 
24 Q. And is this position legal 
25 secretary/receptionist? 
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1 A. WhiCh position? 
2 Q, Any posnions of other people yo11 have 
3 employed at that lime other than yourself. 
4 A. I've had - for a brief period. I employed 
5 Oeniel Fisher, who's an attorney, and tllat was about 
6 9 •• that was in around 1999 also. He only was 
7 employed by me for a short time. The only other 
8 emplOyees thai end I've had hove been in the 
9 position of receptionist. secretary or the like. and 
10 one at a time. 
11 Q. Do you know who filled that position in 
12 the years 2000 and 2001? 
13 A. 1 have to think about what was going on 
14 !han. 
15 Q. Maybe 1 can-
16 A. My divorce was final In 1999 In December. 
17 At that time Daniel Fisher was working for me as an 
18 employee. At about that time, there were a number 
19 of temporary assistant$, 50me were there for j11st a 
20 couple of weeks, some for a couple of months. And I 
21 Clon't - and a couple of them I'd even have to look 
22 to see what, what their names were. 
23 a. Okay. Oid Jerry Berry ever come to yaur 
24 otr~ee, your law office? 
25 A. Ves. 
1 Q, Oo you know what year that was in? 
2 A. I think he came in two different years. 
3 a. Can you please tell me the yea" he came 
4 at. 
5 A. The first time would have been in 2001. or 
6 possiDiy 2002. tthtnk 11 was 2001. 
7 a. co you know wno was employed at that time 
8 Jerry Berry came to your office? 
9 A. Not off tile top of my head. 
10 a. Do you have records or document& thai 
11 would Indicate who was employed at that Urne? 
12 A. Oh. I'm sure I do. 
13 Q. Do yo11 believe it would be Carole Welk or 
14 Detorse? 
15 A. It would not hava been Carole Welk. And I 
16 think it was probably priorto Oelorse. 
17 a. Do you know the names of the employees 
18 prior to Delorse? 
19 A. Ves. 
20 a. And please stale lho5e. 
21 A. 1 can - 1 can remember most of them. 
22 Prior to Celorse, Darcy Johnson. Susan Thalman. 
23 Q. Can you please spell Thalman. 
24 A. T-h-a-1-m-a-n. Jan -I don't remember 
25 Jan's last name at the moment. Kelli Engstrom, K-e-
NaeGeLI RePORTinG 
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1 1-1-i, 
2 Q. Oo you maintain a phone log at youtlaw 
3 office? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q, Okay. And when did you begin maintaining 
6 a phone tog at your offiCe? 
7 A. Well. I shouiCin't say •• excuse me. Not a 
8 phone log. If there ere messages, there's a message 
9 pad to -to write down messages on. But there is 
10 f!Ot a phone log per se. If I have a conversation 
11 wnh someona on the telephone, I normally put it on 
12 .. on my note$, but that goes into that individual's 
13 file. 
14 Q, Okay. Ana if a pel'$on does not have a 
15 file, clo you keep a miscellaneous file gf people who 
16 do not have e lite In your office? 
17 A. I have a new matter form thai I have 
18 elie"'G n11 out, or potential clients lilt ovt, 
19 whether 1 am retained or not. and we keep those new 
20 matter forms in the file, in that lila, until and 
21 unless 1 am retained. 
22 Q. Oo you know. did Jerry Berry comp•te a 
23 new mauer rorm? 
24 A. 1 don1 believe l'le did. 
25 a. Is there some reason he was treated 
1 differently than other people that you meet with? 
2 MR. WH~LAN: Objection. Assumes facts not 
3 in eVidence. 
4 a. (By Mr. Finney) Please answer. 
5 A. I .. please restete the Questlan. 
8 Q. 1 believe you indicated wt~en someone comes 
7 in, a f)otentlal client, you have an polenlial 
a clients fill oul a new matter form. 
9 A. I should made thai clear, \hall hal's all 
10 potential clients that I don't know. If .. 1 don't 
11 keep track of .. 1 don't have everyone fill out the 
12 new matter form if 1 already know tha1 person. So I 
13 - if I indicated to you that every single pirson 
14 that comes in fills out a new matter form.lhat-
16 that wouldn't be correct 
16 Q. Okay. Thank you for clarifying. 
17 Oo you maintain in your office any tog of 
18 people who come to your offece? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Have you ever maintained such an item? 
21 A. No. 
22 MR. FINNEY: I'd like to take a break for 
23 just one moment. 
24 THE VlOEOGRAPI-IER: The lime is 9:35. and 
25 we are off the tacord. 
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1 t~eceu.) 
2 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are back on the 
3 recorti. The time is 9:41 a.m. 
4 MR. FINNEY: For the record, lhiG IG Rex 
5 Finney, conllnulng with the deposition questioning. 
6 Q. (By Mr. Finney) Mr. McFarland. you 
7 indicated one helper you have is named Cerole Well(? 
B A. Yes. 
9 Q. Do you believe that she was also a helper 
10 at or near the timer; that Jerry Berry came to your 
11 office? 
12 A. No. 
13 0. Co you know who was your employee at the 
14 time? 
15 A. Not without looking at my records. 
16 Q. You do have those records? 
17 A. Not with me. 
18 Q. Okey. Vou say you were divorced in 19997 
19 A. Vel. 
20 a. Can you please state your 8lC•Wife's name. 
21 A. Marilyn Kay VanveiWill. 
22 Q. Can you spell the 1es1 name. 
23 A V-a-n-v-e-r-w·i-1·1. 
24 a. Can you tell me where Marilyn rea ides? 
25 A.. In the Blanchard area somewhere. 
1 Q. Is that Kootenai or Bonner County, Clo you 
2 know? 
3 A. I believe it's Bonner. 
4 Q. Thank you. I hEld reeelveel. from At!orney 
5 John P. Whelan, by facaimile on Ce~mber 16, 2009, 
6 a, what's marked here as Deposition E>chibit 9, and 
7 that would be the Affidavit of Michael B. McFarland 
8 in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend 
9 Complaint for Punitive Damages. 
10 Can you take one moment and review the 
11 eflldavlt and altlhe attachments. 1 beliewe there 
12 should be nine peges or affidavit, followed by a 
13 Certificate of Service. and Exnibil1, 2, 3, 4, 
14 which would be two page&, Exhibit 5, Exhibi16. 
15 Exhibit 7 and an Exhib~ e. 
16 A. {VIeWing documents.) 
17 Q. Okay. And are familiar with that 
18 document? 
19 A. Ism. 
20 MR. WHELAN: Do you have a copy or that 
21 for my benefit, Counsel? 
22 MR. FINNEY: I don't have an additional 
23 copy. I have one copy, whlth I can let you revieW. 
24 Why don't you review the one the witneu is looking 
25 at real quicl<ty, If you don't mind. 
NaeGeLI RePORTinG 
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1 MR. WHELAN: Okay. (Viewing documents). 
2 Okay. 
3 Q. (By Mr. Finney) You'Ve had a c11ence to 
4 review what's marked as Exhibit 9 for thit 
5 depositiorl. Are you familiar with that document? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. And is that an affidavit that you. 
8 yourself. have signed thi$ on page 9? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Are all the attachments correct 
11 ehacllmants - or exhibits? Excuse me. 
12 A. (VIewillg documents.) They are copies, not 
13 very good copies. Bul, Y"''· 
14 Q. Those are the exhibits referred to 
15 throughout- or within the affidavit? 
16 A. >~es. 
17 a. Did you know an inCiivicluel named Jerry Lee 
18 Roy Berry at any time? 
19 A.. Ve9. 
20 a. Okay. Whe11 tiicl you meet Jerry Lea Roy 
21 Berry? 
22 A. I don' remember exactly. Around 2000, 
23 perheps 2001. 
24 0. Oo you know how you came to meet Mr. 
25 Berry? 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. "Will you please tell me. 
3 A.. I wa introCiuced 10 him at lhe Captain's 
4 Wheel by Larry Pierce. 
5 Q. How do you spell Mr. Pierce's last name? 
6 A. P-i-e-r-c.. 
7 0. Co you know when th~ took place, roughly? 
8 A. Not really. 11 ~ it was - the wtather 
9 was decent. so it wasn't midwinter. 
10 0. Okay. Ana that would have approxima1ely 
11 the year 2000? 
12 A. Or 2001. 
13 Q. Approximately. 
14 A. Yea, approl(imetely. 
15 Q. Okay. Do you ki'OW where Larry Pierce 
16 resides? 
17 A. l.arry Pierce is deceased. 
18 Q. 00 you know what type or discussions took 
19 place when you first met Mr. Berry? Did you talk lo 
20 him, become friends. drink together'? 
21 A. In the first meeting? 
22 a. Yes. 
23 A. I don't remember a lot of detail$ about 
24 the flrGI meeting. Olher than he was very pleasant 
25 and we chatted, and -but. no. we- we certainly 
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1 wouiCin't be characterized as friendt, having jutl 
2 rnet. 
3 0. Okay. Subsequent to the first meeting, 
4 did you get to know Jerry betler? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 0. Okay. And can you describe how that 
7 relationship developed subsequent to the first 
8 meeting, including time perioCis. lryou would. 
9 MR. WHELAN: I'm going to object to the 
10 rorm of that question. It calls for a narrative. 
11 If you can respond to n. 
12 A. 1 ··I remember a couple of specifics, and 
13 thara •• thafs pretty much it 
14 When we Hrst mat Jerry, When •• when 
15 Larry lnttoduced - and It was Karen Zimmerman and 
16 myself that met him together. We were there with .. 
17 at the Captain's Wheel wlll'll.arty Pierce, who had 
18 already mel Jerry. and said, "You got to meelthls 
19 guy." ~erry wee surprisingly pleasant and happy, ao 
20 much so that Karen commented later that she thought 
21 he must have been drinking. 
22 But during our first discussion, we had 
23 talked about ht>W he did wo11< seHing mobile homes 
24 and that sort of thing, and we happened to have a 
25 mobile home that needed to be set. And when Karen 
1 called- she had been Jeny's card, and she caneo 
2 him to see if he would take a look at the mobile 
3 home that was to be set. 
4 And I wasn't party to that converulion, 
5 but she did comment that he was just as happy when 
e she talked to him, just as pleasant as he had been 
7 before. So initially she thought he was drunk, but 
6 then she Just said, "No. he's justlhal way. He's 
9 juat a very happy, nice guy." 
10 And unirnately, he did come out and set 
11 the mobile home and did torne other wOI'k for us there 
12 at !he - ac - at my property on McFarland Road. 
13 And that's when we began talking a lot more with 
14 hlrn, wh~e he was there doing work for us, or doing 
15 itforme. 
18 a. (By Mr. Finney) co you know the 
17 approximate dale by year and season? 
18 A. When the -well, the mobile home was 
19 being set. Let me think on that for a second. I'm • 
20 - 1 am not positive. 1 think it was in the -
21 during the winter, which could have been at 2000-
22 2001, or '01-02. 
23 Jerry, before the •• tlefore this double 
24 wide wat set, had done soma worll to preseNe It 
25 through - and I don't remember if It was winter or 
NaeGeLI RePORTinG 
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1 If was just- just rainy weather. But he did some 
2 wottc to preserve il first, and then arranged, when 
3 weather permitted, as I recall, to nave the slab 
4 poured and to- to have the mobile home set. 
5 But •• anct at the same time, I here wai a 
6 &eptle tank that was being put in, a drain field 11ncl 
7 all that, so that a ponion of thai work wo11ld have 
8 been done, not maybe In winter, by in .. in decent 
9 weather. But beyond that, I clon't ... 
10 Q. Was that 2002 you guess, or-
11 A. 1-1 ""ould guess. but IBm not positive. 
12 Now, 1 Clo hllve photographs thai might have the dates 
13 on them that could reflect- refrash my 
14 recollection, but I don1- t don't remember the 
15 year, 
16 Q, Sorry to jump around on you, but Carole 
17 Weld, do you have her telephone number? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Do you know where she resides? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Would you please state thai. 
22 A. Well, I don't know her street address. I 
23 mean. she lives in Coeur ci'Aiel'le. 
24 Q, Oo you know what street il'i on? 
25 A. No. 
1 a. Do you know generally where her residence 
2 is? 
3 A. wen, I'm not sulll. She's •• 1 think She 
4 may have moved. I don't- I know that she i$ about 
5 to -to be married, and I don't know if she just 
6 moved or not. 
7 Q, Do you know who she would be about to be 
6 married to? 
9 A. I happen to know the person, bu11 dOn't -
10 - I don't know any of the details. 
1 1 Q. What's his name? 
12 A. Terry. 
13 a. Last name, ptease? 
14 A. Carr, 
15 Q. Can you spell the last name? 
16 A. C-a·r•r. 
17 Q, Ol<ay. Thank you. 
18 In just prior answers. you have said tile 
19 name Karen had talked to Jerry? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Wllo are you referring to when you say the 
22 name Karen? 
23 A. Karen Zimmemuin. 
24 Q. Okay, Are you currently in a relationship 
25 wilh Karan Zimmerman? 
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1 A. Define relationship. 
2 0. Do you spend time together? 
~ A. Yes. 
4 a. Okay. Co you considerlllat you're in a 
5 relelion~hip with Karen Zimmerman? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 a. Okay. And by ~la\ionship, what do you 
B consider the term "relationship" to mean when you 
9 say 11181 you consider you're in a relationship with 
10 Karen? 
11 A. I am not - I never attempted to define 
12 our relationship. We are very close. 
13 a. Do you spend much time together? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Oo you own any assets together? 
16 A. I think we have both our names on an 
17 Oldsmobile. I think that's the only thing we own 
18 together. 
19 Q. Do you purport to own stock togati'er with 
20 Karen Zimmerman in any corporation? 
21 A. Jusllhe Captain's Wheel. 
22 Q. Okay. And you- what is that stoCI< thai 
23 you purporlto own with Karen Zimmerman? 
24 A. I betieve it's 200 shares. 
25 Q. And that's one half or the outstanding 
1 !ltOCk of the Captain's Wheel? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 0. And how do you own thet stock together 
4 with Karen? 
5 A. It's a long story. 
6 a. 1 mean. whars the title on? Is it 
7 tenants In c:ommon? Is it a divided inlerest? 
8 A. Oh, joil\1 tenants. It's abbrevlaled. 
9 J1WROS. Joint Tenant& Wl\h Right of SurvivOI'$hip, 
10 a. Can you explain whatthe rights of 
11 survivorship language means. in lay person's temns? 
12 A. Well, If you don't know, I suppose I 
13 could. Irs really common knowledge. 
14 a. I have an idea, but. would you. on the 
15 ·record nere, answer my Question as to what that 
16 means between you and Karen? 
17 A. Joint tenants with right or survivorship 
18 means the seme for everyone. It's a form of joint 
19 ownership different frcim atenancy.in-common, where 
20 both parties have. essentially, during their 
21 lifetimes, they might only have a half Interest. but 
22 the •• actually, they each own 100 percent 
23 interest. On the passing of one. the other one 
24 ltlllerlts everything, as contrasted with a tenancy-
25 in-common. where each party owns an undivided one 
NaeGeLI RePORTinG 
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1 half, but it does not pass to the survivor upon the 
2 demise of the joint tenant. or the other tenant 
3 a. Co you Shere finances With Karen? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Why did you decide to teke this 5loCk es 
e Joint tenancy with righiS of suiVivorship? 
7 A. We bOth had contributed to Its 
8 acquisilion. It was something we did togatller from 
9 the beginning. 
10 Q. Okay. Do you reside with Karen? 
11 A. I spend a lot oftime lhere. Sometimes 
12 she spends time at my plaee. 
13 a. Like as in do you spend the night with 
14 each other? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 a. Orcay. Oo you steep In the same bed? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 a. Has she ever been employed at your law 
19 flrm7 
2D A. No. 
21 a. Has Karen ever worked in any or the 
22 estates or for any of the estates in which you have 
been per5onal repre&entative? 23 
24 
25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
18 
17 
18 
19 
2D 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. No. No. She aiel work for one estate. I 
don't believe I was the personal representati\le. 
a. And which estate was tllet? 
A. I don't remember the name of it 
Q, Okay. Whatlyf:le of work did she do? 
A. Inventoried an epertrrlent. 
a. Okay. And was she paid for lhose 
seiVices? 
A. By the estate. 
a. Do you know the amount of payment? 
A. No. 
Q, Okay. 
A. Notmuch. 
a. Going ·back to Mr. Jerry Berry, you 
indicated you had met him al the captain's Wheel? 
A. Yei. 
a. Was he any sort of an owner in the stock 
at the Captain's Wheel at the time that you've -
you had met him? 
A. I didn't know that at the lime. t believe 
hewa&. 
Q. Okay. Was he worl<ing in lhe establishment 
known as the Captain's Wh9el? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Artd lor the record, can you describe the 
Captain's Wheel to rne. wnat is the Captain's Wheel 
Resort? 
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1 A. Well, ii'G alitlle under an acre of 
2 ground, bisected by pure roecl, with some water 
3 fronlaQe, a number of slips. boat s~ps. I don't 
4 know lhe sQuare foolage of the building, w~h a 
5 kitchen, a bar. a dance floor area. an enclosed 
6 deck, and a couple of unenclosed deCICs, a yard with 
7 - thars used in the summenime with out<loor 
8 barbecue facilities. 
9 Q. You mentioned it hae frontage on water? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 0. Wha1 islhe water it front& on? 
12 A. Wike Pend Orellle. 
13 Q. Do you know how many fronlfeet? 
14 A. No, nol off the top of my head. 
15 a. Co you know an approximate figure? 
16 A. 300 plus. llhink, but 1- no. I don't 
17 know. 
18 a. And you say there are boaUiips? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 0. How many boat slips? 
21 A. 20 some. 
22 0. Subsequent to meeting Jer.y Berry, you 
23 Indicated lhat you had had mee1ings with Jerry at 
24 your law offiCe? 
25 A. Yes. Twice. 
1 Q. Okay. Can you -were there also 
2 telephone caUs from Jerry Berl"f to your office? 
3 A. Probably, bull·· well, there had to be 
4 at leas\ one. 
5 a. Okay. Ckl you teQive telephone call$ at 
6 your otrece from Karlette Gerry ever? 
7 A. I don't think so. Not that I can 
8 temember. 
9 Q. Okay. 
10 A. I mean, It's possible that -you know, I 
11 don't recaU every phone call that I~ had and 
112 whleh number 1 got i1 at from years ago. But no 
13 time lately. 
14 a. Okay. Do you know if you made teleJ)hone 
15 calls to Jerry Berry rrom your law office? 
16 A. Again, not specifically. Probably. 
17 Q, Okay. What do you believe the first date 
18 thai Mr. Jerry Berry met with you in your taw offiCe 
19 was? 
20 A. ArounCI 2001 or maybe 2002. 
21 Q, Do you happen to remember anything about 
22 the condition of the weather. if it was summer like, 
23 rainy? 
24 A. No, 1 don'1. 
25 o. waslhls a scheduled appointment when he 
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1 would have came In? 
2 A. No! that I - well, I don'llhink SO. I 
3 don't remember for certain. He would have probably 
4 asked if I was going to be there. Or we may have 
5 scheduled It I •• I don't re~;all. 
6 a. Co you have any calendar or other document 
7 that would show wfla1 your schedulecl IIPJlOintments 
8 were in lhe past? 
9 A. I have looked lhrougn them. and I Clieln't 
10 finlt anything. 1 -yes. 1 do. But. you know - 1 
11 don't- I - I havan'1 round anything on any 
12 schedule. Some of my appointments are scheclulecl. 
13 some are not. 
14 0. Okay. I'm assuming lhi& first instance, 
15 when Mr. Beny came lo your office was at his 
16 Choosing or his desire rather that you ~llecl him 
17 and aSked him to come 10 your office? 
18 A. 011, sura. Uh·huh. 
19 Q. And can you tall me whet tha meeting was 
20 about at your office wlltl Mr. Berry. the nrst 
21 melting? 
22 A. Yes. II was about the forms of relief 
23 available under the various bankruptcy chapters. 
24 Jerry was thinking aoout a ~ible bankruptcy, a no 
25 wanted to know what was involved. 
1 a. Had you previously informed ~im thai you 
2 knew about the Jews of bankruptcy, or was it just a 
3 shOt In the darlt. you're a lawyer. he need!i to know 
4 some information? 
5 A. No. l"fe - he knew I practiced in that 
6 area. 
7 Q, Okay. Do you know why Jerry was 
8 considering bankruptcy? 
9 A. Well. only from what he hect told me. 
10 Q. What was~ th811'1e had told you? 
11 A. He said that there were some·· wen, one 
12 or more, anCII don't recall- judgments thai he 
13 owed stemming from &ome c;onstruc1ion project that he 
14 had been lnvolveo in Washington state, I believe. 
15 Q, Okay. Oo you know any1hing about the 
16 amounts of the judgments, the total amount, or the 
17 amount of either'? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. I believe you had previously Indicated 
20 that ~was under 40.000 was your belief? 
21 A. I don~ tecall any statement Uke that. 
22 0. Okay. Was Jerry concerned- Strike that. 
23 At the lime Jerry carne In, did he tell you 
24 what assets he owned? 
25 A. Oh, probably. 
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1 a. Okay. He would have indicated he ownec1 
2 stock in the Cap!Sin's Wheel Reson Inc.? 
3 A. Yeah. 
4 a. And how much stock in the Captain's Wh"l 
5 Reson Inc. dkl he own at the Uma? 
6 A. I don't know. I think we probably would 
7 have talked about what it was worth or something 
S like that, but th£11 would be it. I didn't get any 
9 specific lists from Jerry et thet time. 1 only -
10 we taked generally about What he owned, end we 
11 lalked in the context of exempt property, and we 
12 talked abOUI the procedures involved in bankruplcy 
13 and the exemptions and that sort of thing. 
14 0. You say you teked abOut what it was 
15 worth. Do you recan whallhal wes? 
16 A. No. 1 don't. 
17 a. Vou currently have tne Cepteln's Wheel 
18 Reso11 In~ book. Co you know how much stock he 
19 owned al the time you met with Jerrv? 
20 A. 1 presume. I'd have to took et the bOok. 
21 Q. We can take one moment white you review 
22 that. 
23 A. (Viewing documents.) Well, certificate 
24 number three, for the amount of 200 shares. shows 
25 that it was issued to Jerry on the 22nd of September 
1 of 2000, signed by James and Jean Campbell, So, I 
2 guess that's what he owned at the time, were those 
3 200 shares. 
4 Q, Soh would be half of the outstanding 
5 stock atlhe lln'le? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. Do you know who- you may not want 
8 to put that away just yet. 
9 A. Uh-hul1. 
10 Q. Do you ltnow who wes the other- who owned 
11 the other outstanding stock at the time? 
12 A. Yes, lhat,loo, refer apeclficatly. 
13 (Viewing documents.) Jean A. Campbell at100 
14 shares, refleded on certificate number one, and 
15 James T. Campbel had 100 shares issued the same 
16 date. the 22nd of September. 
17 Q. Okay. Aside from the Captain's Wheel 
18 stoCk. did he Indicate any other items thai he 
19 owned? 
20 A. I'm going.from- purely from memory. 1 
21 believe, but em not sure why- I knew he had a 
22 house. He told me about that, bull don't know -
23 it seems like he had - at some point Jeny told me 
24 that the •• that the houae was in Karlalla's name. 
25 o. And thars his wife? 
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1 A. Yes. And 1 don't know whether it wes -
2 whether he told me it wes in her name at thai time 
3 or not. It may have put in her name subsequently. 
4 I honeauy don't know. 1 knew that ha owned an 
5 interest in the Wheel. Mhough 1 had examined the 
6 certificete&. I dicln't see them until m ueh later. 
7 Wh81ever we discussed about his property, 
e 1 - 1-1 don't remernt:ler much about h. It wouiCI 
9 -It would have been discussing it in ralalion to 
10 what ia exempt and whllt is not under bankruptcy. 
11 Q. So In general terms, you telked about what 
12 he owneel and also the debts that he owed? 
13 A. In very general terms. 
14 Q. Okay. Were ~u aware of any o1her debts, 
15 aside from the judgments you have referenced from 
16 the state of Weshington? 
17 A. 1 don1 remember any. He may have told me 
18 abOut 111am, but I don't have any note$ of that. 
19 Q. Was Jeny concerned 1.1\at judgment 
20 creditors may trv and aHach his shares in the 
21 Captain's Wheel? 
22 A. 1 WOllkln't say concerned, no. Not at that 
23 time. 11 was in hiS name and it wall unregistered 
24 stock. Nobody knew that he had H. 
25 Q. So if he wasn't concerned about the 
1 Captain's Wheel, What was nis fear of creditors? 
2 Why did he come to explore relief? 
3 MR. WHELAN: Objection, calls ror 
4 speculation, lack of foundation. 
5 Q, (By Mr. Finney) I'd aslc yov lo please 
6 answer the question. We can lake that up-
7 A. Say it again, please. 
8 a. You say he was not concemed about 
9 creditors 1111aching the stock in the Captain's 
10 Wheal? 
11 MR. WHELAN: Well, heng on a minute. Now 
12 he wants to get Into an attorney-client 
13 relationship. He doesn't hold the right. If that 
14 right Is waived, 1 supposed l'le can go aheaa ana telk 
15 aboul ft. but h hasn't been waived. to my 
16 knowledge. 
17 MR. FINNEY: Okay. Miss Beny is present 
18 in the room here. Miss Berry i& the personal 
19 representative ofttte estate ol Jerry Berrv. and you 
20 waive that right, corree1? 
21 M$. BERRY: Explain to me--
22 MR. FINNEY: Attomey-c:lienl, anything 
23 thai- the attomay·client privilege existing 
24 between Mr. McFerland and your husbanCinas now been 
25 raised a& an objection to answering the question. 
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1 Are you willing to waive? 
2 MS. BERRY; If- if I waive it, lhen he 
3 can answer the question? 
4 MR. FINNEY: Yes. 
5 MS. BERRY: I will waive the- the 
6 testrlction on the attorney-client confidentiality. 
7 MR. FINNEY; Okay. 
8 Q. (By Mr. Finney) So we now have a waiver 
9 of the attorney-~ient privilege. so if coukltell 
10 me about the attomey..clienl Information you had 
11 from Mr. Jerry Berry, please. 
12 A. To the best of my recollection- and I am 
13 not using •• I'm not going 10 say he was 
14 unconcerned. I juat didn~ necessarily agree wMh 
15 that panicular term. 
16 Jerry had stock in the Captain's Wheel, u 
17 he represented to me. and it was not exempt We 
1a talked about the facl that i1 was not registered. 
19 it's not putlllely traded. lhat there is no publ~ 
20 record of the ownei'Shlp of the stock in a c:IO&ely-
21 held corporation. It's not reponed to the 
22 Secretary of State. 
23 But If a judgment c:red~or •• number one. 
24 it would nol be exempt in bankruptcy; number two, if 
25 the judgment creditOr were to conduc1 a debtor's 
1 exam, it would certainly be discoverable. And since 
2 no suc:h exam had been conduded, he didn~ feel that 
3 tt was at risk at the moment. as I recall. 
4 But he did talk abOut gelting I! Into a 
5 trust or some other device. so that it ultimate~. 
6 if there were to be some sort of a creditor's exam 
7 or something were to happen to him. it would be -
8 he will be able to protect it. To the bast of. my 
9 recolleetlon. the ttust was his idea. 
10 Q. And I'm assuming that Jerry Berry got all 
11 the advice you've juat given me from you, rather 
12 ll'en he told you lhat it was no way creditors could 
13 find ~ without e debtor's exam? 
14 A. No. We talked about whether bankruptcy 
15 woulcl give him the protection thai he wanted, and 
16 ultimately determined that it would nol, beeeuse 
17 there wasn't a way to exempt lha stock in - in a 
18 bankruptcy proceeding. 
19 And when a bankruptcy didn't seem like the 
20 appropriate thing, k seems to me that Jerry said he 
21 heel considered putting it into a lru&l. That 
22 wouldn't hlWe been my suggestion. And I think he 
23 brougllt that up. 
24 Q. Did he indicate the amount of the debts 
25 thai he had, the reason he was coming to you, or any 
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1 approximate amount? 
2 A. He probably did, but I don't remember. 
3 Q. Do you know. was It a large amount or a 
4 small amount? 
5 A. As I said, I don't remember. 
6 a. Would the amount of debts play Into 
7 consideration of whether or not the stock wn et 
8 risk? 
9 A. Well, if -If he only owed ten dollars. 
10 he wouldn't have mucl'l to worry about. If ne owed a 
11 101 of money. he would have more to worry abOut I 
12 don't know. I don't remember how much he owecl. II 
13 was enough thet he was exploring options. 
14 a. What banl<ruptey options did you speak 
15 about with Jerry? 
16 A. 1 would have explelned. as t do roulinely, 
17 the aiffereot chapters, the relief available under 
18 lhe different chapters, and whars exempt and What's 
19 not. 
20 0. Okey. 
21 A. Among other things. 
22 Q. Earlier under questioning you eJCplained a 
23 Chapler 13 and a Chapter 7 of lhe Yideo here today. 
24 A. Uh-huh. 
25 Q. Would lhat have been slm~ar information 
1 that you woukl have tolcllo Jerry Berry? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 a. Was Chapter 7 an option? 
4 A It wouldn't - well, I don't know. There 
5 is always an option. bull don't think Jerry wa5 
6 talKing about- I don't know. We lust ··we tllllted 
7 -I explained What was availaDie, and I explained 
8 the exemptions aM how bankl'\lptcy raw works. 11'5 
9 an option for anyone. 
10 0. You indicated earlier that Jerry had told 
11 you whel he thought his stock In the Captaio's Wheal 
12 was worth. 
13 A Yes, but I clon1 recall what he sei<l at 
14 that time. I don't know whether that stock was even 
15 paid for at that lime. II was issued to him. I 
16 do"' know if he owed anytl'llng. I don't know wnal 
17. it was worth then. He didn't •• I •• I have no 
18 recollection of 111a1 back then. 
19 Q. Oid anyone else attend the meeting that we 
ZO ere speaking about with Jerry Berry? 
21 A No. 
22 Q. Do you know wno was working in your office 
23 the .day thai Jerry came in? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Did you make copies of any documents or 
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1 review any documents that da)'? 
2 A. I don't believe I did. I mean, I don't 
3 have any col)ieS, SCI if Jerry a$1<ed me to make a copy 
4 of something, 1 would have aone that, but 1 aon't 
5 rememller reviewing any documents at all. 
6 a. And you say Jerry brought up the idea of 
7 creating a trust? 
8 A. Uh·huh, 
9 Q, Who ··did he say who would be the 
10 trustee, or the person 10 administer the trust? 
11 A. Oh, no. 
12 Q, To the best of your recouectlcn, what was 
13 said about a trust? 
14 A. Something to the effect that bankruptcy 
15 didn't seem to provide any proteelion, or the 
16 prol~ion that he was looking for, but maybe a 
17 lnlst would. 
18 Q. Did you tell him what types - strike 
19 that 
20 What protection was he lOOking for? 
21 A. My understanding was that he was looking 
22 to protect the stock in the Captain's Wheel from 
23 attachment by one or more c~ditors. 
24 a. Okay. What protection did he believe a 
Z5 trust would provide that bankruptcy would not? 
1 A. I don't know. 
2 MR. WH!;LAN; I'm going to object on the 
3 grounds it calls for speculation, but if you have a 
4 guess. 
5 A. No. Irs just bankruptCy wouldn't do It, 
6 because it was nol exempt. and that might be another 
7 enernellve. But, you know, 1 don't know how much he 
8 knew about truets. 
9 0. (By Mr. Finney) Cen you explain, for my 
10 benefit for people that don't know what exempt 
11 meene, In lay terms, what you're saying? 
12 A. In bankruptcy - or actually, In the state 
13 of Idaho, even if you're not in bankruptcy, your 
14 creditors may not take exempt propelty from you, 
15 w~h the exception of certain obligations for t8Jies 
16 or child support If propeny Is exempt, it can't 
17 be reached by your creditors. Stock is not exempt 
18 Q. And also due to the value of the stocl<, 
19 meaning It's worth more than, presumably, a debt 
20 against n. is why II would be not be - it would be 
21 •• excuse me •• an asset that creditors might try to 
22 altactl? 
23 A. Equity In stock Is an asset which is 
24 altachable by creditors, 
25 0. You understood Jerry had equity in the 
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1 stock? 
2 A. I dol'l1 recall. I'm thinking he must have 
3 either thought he clid or thought •• or hoped to, but 
4 whether he did at that time anel how much. I don't 
5 ~now. 
6 C. Okay. Do you know who the juCigment 
7 creditor.~ out 01 the stale of Washington were? 
a A. No. 
9 Q, Do you know who their ettorney is or was? 
10 A, No. 
11 Q, You aia speak to an attorney for the 
12 judgmerrt creditors, though, at some lime? 
13 A, Not that I remember, but n is 
14 conceivable. 1 - 1 don't know. 
15 C. Heve you reviewed the affidavi1 of Toby 
16 McLaughlin that was flied in this case? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Do you have a copy of that? 
0 19 A, Somewhere. 
20 Q. Can we take a seeond while you find il. 
21 please. 
22 A. (Viewing dOcuments.) 
23 MR. WHEI.AN; Counsel, you don't have a 
24 copy of the exhibit you want to eslc llim about? 
25 MR. FINNEY: I'm no! intending to make ~ 
1 .en e•hibit. I'm simply trying to refre5h his 
2 memory, 1 have en unsigned copy, and I'm not sure 
3 it's the one that was actually filed. I do have the 
4 actl.lel rtle document in my file. and 1 can lOCale 
5 thai if necessary. 
6 A. (Viewing documents.) Okay. It might take 
7 me a minute to find it. 
8 Q. Well, let's go forward here. 
9 1 have before me a memo from Berg & 
10 McLaughlin Charted signed - not signed •• bul 
11 authored by Toby McLaughlin, in which hEI indicates 
12 on November 18, .2006, that he attended &orne son of 
13 a corporate meeting for tl'le Caf,)tain's Wheel Resort, 
14 encll believe It's at8729 West Cloverleaf Drive in 
15 Hayden, Idaho, at 5:00 p.m. lhattha meeting took 
16 place, 
17 Have YO\I seen a memorandum from Mr. 
18 McLaughlin as such"? 
19 A. I have seen a copy of one, yes. 
20 Q. Okay. In this memorandum, Mr. McLaughlin 
21 inaiceles lhat you told him about the judgment 
22 creditors. Do you agree that you told Mr. McLaughlin 
23 about the judr;~ment credHors? 
24 A. 1 don't remember what I talked to Mr. 
25 Mclaughlin about. The •• the meeting wes reeordad, 
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1 and that's -- end the ta~s are available to you to 
2 review what WB8 discussed. 
3 a. Okay. Co you recall telling Mr. 
4 McLaughlin that you could not rememoer the name of 
5 the judgment creditors or their attomeys, but 1hll1 
6 an anorney of one of the judgment creditors had 
7 contacted you. Mr. McFarland, within the last year 
8 asking if you still represented Jerry Berry? 
9 A. No, I don't remember thai. 
10 Q. Are you saying thai didn't happen? 
11 A. Saying what didn't hal)pen? 
12 Q. Vou Clld not tell him thai. or are you 
13 saying that you don't remember telling him that? 
14 A. I doubt !hall told him that. 1 certainty 
15 don' remember taRing him that. These are his 
16 notes, not mine. 
17 Q. Okay. 
18 A. What he thinks he heard, you know, I have 
19 no control over that. 
20 a. And you ere indicating that you have here 
21 tOday an audio recording of that conversation? 
22 A. I have an audio recording of two m"tings. 
23 I don'1 kngw what con11ersation you're referring to. 
24 Q. I'm referring to the conversation I have 
25 just reflreneed where Mr. Mct.aughUn contends you 
1 told him that you had been contacted by an attorney 
2 who had o• represented someone with a judgment 
3 against Jerry Berry. 
4 A. Uh-huh. 
5 a. Do you ha11e en audio recording of tl'lel 
6 conversation? 
7 A. I'm not sure tl'lat conversation oc~rred. 
8 I have an audio recorcling of the things that we 
9 diScussed when Mr. McLaughlin was at the house. 
10 0. Okay. 
11 A. If it's not on thai tapa, it probably 
12 wasn't said. 
13 Q. Have you ever spoken to an attorney 
14 representing a judgment creditor egalnst Jerry 
15 Berry? 
16 A. Not that I can remember. 
17 a. n·s possible, though? 
18 A. Irs possible. 
19 Q, Okay. Back to your first meeting with 
20 Jerry Berty you've talked about with me hera today. 
21 A. Uhohuh. 
22 Q. What advice did you give Jerry at the 
23 conclusion of the meeting? 
24 A. I don't think 1 gave him advice. I 
25 explained the OP'ions available in bankruptcy and 
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1 what property can be protected and what property 
2 can't be protected. 
3 1 normally inform anyone who asks pretty 
4 much tne same thing. IC's much like the speec:nes 
5 that I migll! give at a Rotary Club luncheon, in 
6 whictll halle done in the past, going through e;~~eetly 
7 the same thing. Hare is what bankruptcy Is. here's 
8 how It works. here's what's exempt, here are 
9 procedures, etcetera. 11 doesn't involve giving 
10 advice. lfs information. 
11 Q. So you con$ider yourself to be well 
12 knowledged in bankruptcy? 
13 A. There'S always more to learn, but I've 
14 done a lot of them. 
15 Q. Was the answer yes? I saw you $1'1Sklng 
16 your head. 
17 A. Restate the question. 
1 e Q. Do you consider yourself to have upertise 
19 or ki'IOWiadge in lhe benlcruptcy area? 
20 A. Knowledge. yes. 
21 a. Sufficient knowledge thill people sometimes 
22 ask you to speak at public: events 01 at ROtary Club 
23 meetings? 
24 A. Y'es. 
25 Q. Do you know who has asked you to speak Ill 
1 those meeti"9' in lha_past? 
2 A. Ves. 
3 Q. Who would that be? 
4 A. One that comes to min<! iS Mark Young, an 
5 arclllteel. 
6 a. Okey. And how long have you possessed 
7 lhat knowledge that made you rise to the tevet where 
8 people would ask you to speak at public meetings 
9 about bankruptcy? 
10 MR. WHELAN: I object to ll'le form ofthe 
11 question. 
12 MR. FINNEY; I would ask you to go ahead 
13 ancl answer. and we can taka any objections up before 
14 the court. 
15 MR. WHEI..AN: 1ryou don't understand it. 
16 then rephrase i1 or reask h. 
17 THE WITNESS: Yeah. Please raask the 
18 question. 
19 Q, (By Mr. Finney) How tong have you had 
20 this level of knowledge oo I'm seying from what 
21 year. approximately, to make you this person thai 
22 people wot.~k:l come to ancl ask to speak at puollc 
23 events about bankruptcy? 
24 MR. WHELAN; I object 10 the forTn or the 
25 question, but if you understand it. go ahead and 
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1 answer. 
2 A. Well, I'm nol sure 1 undel'$tand it. The 
3 level of knowledge was that reqyirecl to pass the bar 
4 exam. so I Imagine since 1980. 
5 Q. (By Mr. Finney) So for a long lime? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 a. Okay. And you held thai level of 
B knowledge in - at the time you met with Jerry Berry 
9 in 2000 or 2001? 
10 A. I was licensed to practioe before the 
11 United States Bankruptcy Court ami have been sinc:e 
12 theearly ·eos. 
13 0. Okay. You have lndl~ted that you believe 
14 you had another meeting with Jerry Berry at your 
15 office in addition to the firs I one you've 
16 referenced? 
17 A. Ye1. 
18 a. Can you tell me when that lOOk place. 
19 A. In July 2003. 
20 Q, Oo you know the specific dale in July of 
21 2003? 
22 A. I wouiCI heve to took at the records. It's 
23 when Jerry came down to get the money, the 40,000. 
24 0. Okay. I would like to let you go ahead 
25 and review thai. the recorda. 
1 MR. WHELAN: Review what? 
2 MR. FINNEY: He indicated he has records 
3 that would lell him what I he date Jerry came in was, 
4 and I'd like to go ahead end let him Hgure out what 
S that day from his records. 
6 MR. WHElAN: Can you do that reaCI~y 
7 without taking two hours to look through all. 
8 through your bankers boxes? 
9 THE WITNESS: Well. i1 would be - I think 
10 there is enough other Information that shows when -
11 when Jeny came to the office. 11 was whatever the 
12 date was. two weeks before he -- he got lhe other 
13 60,000. 
14 a. (By Mr. Finney! Maybe I can assist. 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q, Okay. I ha~re hare whars msrked as 
17 Deposition Exhibh 1. 
18 A. (Viewing document.) 
19 Q. Maybe oo do you mind if I let your 
20 aHorney see thai first? 
21 A. No. 
22 MR. FINNEY: Sorry abOut not having an 
23 additional COPY for you. (Handing document to 
24 counsel.) 
25 MR. WHEI.AN: (Viewlf\9 dOeument) 
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1 Q. (By Mr. Finney) Okay. I have handed you 
2 what's marked as Deposition Exhibit 1. Have you 
3 seen this item before? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 a. Can you tell me what il iS. 
6 A. It's a receipt that I prepared and Jerry 
7 signed. dated July 25th of 2003. 
8 Q. And What is the receil)t for? 
9 A. For $40,000. 
10 Q, Am I corree1to understanellhelthe 
11 receipt inaiceles you gave $40,000 to Jerry Berry? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q, Okay. And you have indleated you prepared 
14 il. Do you mean that you filled in all of ll'le words 
15 on the receipt e~eeludlng Jerry Berry's signature 
1S and/or anything etse'? 
17 A. And the dale, yes. 
18 Q. Okay. I draw your attention to what it 
19 says for. There's a check mark "For: 
20 A. Yea. 
21 Q. It say1. "Advance partial on loan to be 
22 secured by stock.'' Is the\ in your writing? 
23 A. Yes, it is. In my printing, uh-huh. 
24 a. Okay. The receipt is dated 7o2So03; is 
25 that accurate? 
1 A. Yes. 
2 a. And c:en you cell me what the $40,000 we$ 
3 for? 
4 A. It was- the fil"81-- well, i1 was for 
5 the purehase of s1ock. if we \Wre al)le to get the 
6 other 60. We needed $1 00.000 to buy oul tl'le 
7 Campbells' share. 
e This was all that was available at the 
9 time. We weren't even sure if we can get the other 
10 60. And so we got this much to him and made 
11 arrangements to try to borrow the - the balance. 
12 Q. When you say ''we," wtto are referring to? 
13 A. Karen Zimmerman and myself. 
14 a. So the 40.000 that Ulls receipt represents 
1 $ was your money and Karen Zimmerman's money? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Where did you hold this money? 
18 A. I don1 remember. It could have been -
19 if there was a cheek. anCIII says there was. it mu5t 
20 !'lave been put Into a bank account, anCI which account 
21 I don1 know. 
22 a. Do you know. diCI you I)Orrow the money from 
23 a trust whleh you were involved wHh? 
24 A. I wouldn't bottow money from a trust. No. 
25 This was oo this money was money thai belonged to 
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1 Karen and Karen Zimmennan and me. Anel H was put 
2 into some account and a check was ctrawn, and we paid 
3 ~to Jerry. 
4 a. · Okay. And did you hold any cash before 
5 l)ut!lng It Into the account or was ~ -
e A. 1 don't remember that. 
7 a. Old you have large sums or cash available 
e at the time or a cash equivalent? 
9 A. I never have large sums - sums of CUll 
10 available. No. Cash equivalent, if·· if you mean 
11 like In a che<:l<ing or e savings account? 
12 Q, A CO. a money mertcet ac:eount, anylhing 
13 like that? 
14 A. Yeah. No. we didn't·· well, thiS 40,000 
15 would have been our combined available liquid 
16 assets. 
17 a. That was the entire amount of liquid 
1 e assets that you and Karen •• 
19 A. That we could - that we could up - no, 
20 we didn't have together until it was combined for 
21 this purpose. Probably more than half of it was 
22 Katen's. t don't remember the exacl proportions. 
23 Q, Do ~ou have any idea or where you gol your 
24 money from to combine w~h Karen's? 
25 A. Earnings, savings. 
1 a. Did you have a savings account at the 
2 time? 
3 A. I don't remember. 
4 Q, Oo you think you had it in cash, or did 
5 you have ltln an account that you drew it out ot? 
6 A I don't remember that. 
7 a. You have referenced that the money 
8 represented by the receipt for 540.000 was to be 
9 used to purchaee stock, and you used the term ''We." 
1 0 Can you be more specific with name as to who was 
11 purChasing stock and who.we is? 
12 A Karen Zimmerman anell would be the we. 
13 This was given to Jerry after we had discussions 
14 about purchasing an Interest in the Wheel, the 
15 Captain's Wheel. 
16 a. And what- the reference line says, 
17 "Ach,anee partial on loan to be secured by stocl<." 
18 A. Uh-huh. 
19 a. Can you explain wh~lthal line means to 
20 me? 
21 A. Whatlhet means is n was •• what I 
22 scratched out at the moment, for one thing. I 
23 hadn't- Jerry had said, "I suppose I should give 
24 you a receipt for this. • Hadn't even occurred to me 
25 prior to lhal. So I got oul my receipt book, and I 
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1 wrote something down and -and gave ~ to him, 
2 But ttle basic: idea was, we were gelling 
3 him $40,000 to tlold the stock in hopes that we could 
4 get the other 60 end complete the transaction. If 
5 we hadn't been able to gettr~e other 60, i1 would 
6 have basically been a loan. we coulCin't "- i1 we 
7 couldn1 - it we cculdn't make - make the <Seat 
8 work. 
9 Q. So where ~ saye, ''To be secured by 
10 stoOk. ·you really didn't mean whet you wrote? 
11 MR. WHELAN: Objection. Argumentative. 
12 assumes facts not In evidence. it mi&s --
13 misreferences ttur txhlbll. The exhibit w~l 5Pifak 
14 for itself. 
15 Q. (By Mr. Finney) What stock referenced is 
16 when the word "stock" appears on lhe receipt? 
17 A. No 51tock i$ referenced. What 1 m~nt was 
1 e Captain's Wheel StoCK owtled by James and Jean 
19 Campbell. 
20 a. And who would be securing that atock for 
21 this loan? 
22 MR. WHELAN: Object to tne form of the 
23 question. 
24 0. (By Mr. Finney) Were James aM Jean 
25 Campbell plectging their stock to repay to the 10an 
1 as security? 
2 A. Jarnes end Jean Campbell didn't know about 
3 this. 
4 a. Okay. 
5 A. It's - it's awkwarctly worded. It was 
6 done In probably less time thao it takes to say it. 
7 11 was scril:lbleel out. and it was •• l:lasicany this 
8 was temporary. At 1111111 moment in 1ime, ft was more 
9 like a IDan than anything else. because we didn't 
10 even ICnow If we could ccme up with the rest or it, 
11 of the money. 
12 Q. Okay. Is this the only writing that was 
13 made at the time that ~ou gave the .. your $40,000 
14 combined with Karen to Jerry? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Thire was no other written doc:umenl? 
17 A, No. Should have been. but there wesn'l. 
18 a. Were you coneemed that Jerry Berry's 
19 creditors may somehow attach thi& money? 
20 A. No. 
21 a. Did you think they wouldn't be able to 
22 find It, or did you believe they had been paid? Why 
23 were yau not worried about creditors? 
24 A. lwa$n't thinking about cred~ors. I was 
25 thinking about acquiring -- or acquiring an intere&l 
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1 in the - In the Captain's Wheel. 
2 0. Okay. You have referenced the names James 
3 and Jean Campbell. I'm not sure if11 real clear, 
4 for the purposes or our deposition today, who thole 
5 people are. 
6 A. Uh-huh. 
7 Q. And also relevant to the time 7·25-03. 
8 Can you tell me nrst who James and Jean Campbell 
9 are in relation to the Wheel at thai time? 
10 A. James and Jean Campbell owned half of the 
11 shares of the Captain's Wheel at this time, and they 
12 were wanting to 11etl them, rather desperate to sell 
13 them, for $100,000. 
14 Q. Did you know of James and Jean Campbell 
15 yourself? 
16 A. Just as acquaintances. Never socialiZed 
17 with lhem. 
18 Q. And was Jerry trying to buy those shares 
19 or stock: Jerry eerry? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Were you aware if Jerry had tried to 
22 obtain financing from some other source other than 
23 yourself and Karen? 
24 A. He told me he had. 
25 Q, Can you be specific as to what he told 
1 you? 
2 A. Basically that this -thie went on over a 
3 few weeks, when Campbells decideel to sell. And 
4 Jerry wa11 trying every1hlng he could think of to 
5 eome up wnh the money to be able to buy them out. 
6 and he related that to Karen and me. 
7 Q. Were you in a relationship with Karen et 
B that time a11 well? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Old Jerry inform you that he hEld tried to 
11 obtain some $0" of financing through a lending 
12 institution and wa• rejected? 
13 A. I don\ think he talked- I don't 
14 remember an~ of the SpecifiC$. He talked about 
15 contacting friends. He may heve telked to lending 
16 agencies. I don't remember the ctetaila. I just 
17 know he •• he wes trying everything he could think 
18 of, and he just wasn't able to come up with lhe 
19 money. 
20 0. Okay. Old you then approach Jerry about 
21 loaning him money? 
22 A. No. No. 
23 Q. How did the topic Of this $40,000 loan 
24 comeup? 
25 · A. The - it came up by Jerry - Jerry was 
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1 concerned that the·· another couple who was trying 
2 to buy the Campbell& out. Dan anti Wendy, whose last 
3 names I don't know. t-Ie was afraid they were going 
4 to be able to - to do that before •• before he 
S could. The Campbell$ were very anxious to leave, 
6 and- and Jerry talked to Karen anct me. 
7 It was in - In July. and especiaUy 
8 around lhe 4th of July, Oan ai'ICI Wendy, who hacln't 
9 even put any money down yet, were greeting people at 
10 the door and acting like they owned the place, and 
11 kind of taking over. and they hadn't even bought in 
12 ye1. 
13 And this was really frustreting to Jerry, 
14 ancl he said to Karen and me - because we had been 
15 friend• ror scme time by then - and he said, "Geez. 
16 I wish you guys eould somehow buy in," ~ou know. and 
17 we talked about - we lelked about it over sevetal 
18 times. 
19 But eventually, when we .. when we talked 
20 about how we might be able to c:ome up with •• with 
21 part of It, might be able to borrow il, tnen Jeriy 
22 was just ecstatic. He - Mlf you guys can come in, 
23 you know. we can - I can run the plac:e. you can ce 
24 silent panners. We'll split the l)rofll when·· 
25 when the place sells." 
1 And hi$ - he talked to us about how -
2 how lhe value wae •• how valuable this •• lhia deal 
3 was end how much he didn't went to be partners with 
4 •• arewe-
5 MR. FINNEY: I was trying to determine ll"le 
6 amount of time we have left. 
7 THE WITNESS: Oh, o~ay. 
8 MR. I=INNEV: I think I have determined we 
9 have about 20 minutes before we •• 
10 MR. WHELAN: 1 would still like to talle a 
11 break about now. We've been going about an hour. 
12 MR. FINNEY: Okay. 
13 MR. WHELAN: An tlour and a few minutes. 
14 MR. I=INNEY: All right 
15 MR. WHELAN: So lei's take nve. 
16 MR. FINNEY: Thanks. 
·17 THE VIOEOGRAPHER: Okay. Hold on please. 
18 Okay. The lime is 10:50, and we are off the teeord. 
19 (Recess.) 
20 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are back on the 
21 recortl. The time is 11:03. 
22 Q. (By Mr. Finney) Mr. McFarland, we were 
23 just speaking about the $40,000 that's represented 
24 on Exhlb~ 1 for our deposition here today. The 
25 "For" line says. ''Advanee partial on loan to be 
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1 secured by stoCk." 
2 Can you explain to me what the agreement 
3 was. if any, at the time thai receipt was deliven~a 
4 lo Mr. Berry? 
5 A. The agreement was. Jerry had as~ecl vs to 
6 beaicelly buy outlhe Campbells. but as silent 
7 partners. He was enentially our agent. and he was 
8 going to usa our money to acquire Campbells' half 
9 lnterQtln the Captain's Wheel. 
1 0 AnCI ~ was - he was going to run 
11 everything. We were to be silent partnen~. We were 
12 not to be involVed in the negotlallons with the 
13 Campbells. He wantec:t to ao it an himself, but 
14 using our money. 
15 At the time the1 we got him the first 
16 40,000, we were hopeful that we eould borrow the · 
17 rest, actually, that Karen could borrow the rest, 
18 but we weren, cenaln. 
19 So, at that point. il WEI$ a loan of 
20 $40,000 with the idea that we needed to get the 
21 balance of the 60, the other60,000. to bring it to 
22 a total of 100,000 in order for him to be able to 
23 buy lhe campbell$' stock and hold it for us. 
24 Q. What were the terms or that loan that you 
25 1\ave referenced, the $40,000, loan? 
1 A. Yes. The 40 -the 40 would have- 1 
2 guess my thinking at the lime, ancl - and, you know. 
3 I remember just writing !his out veiY hurriedly, but 
4 besleally, yeah, at that time It's a - it's a loan 
5 until we can get the balance. If we couldn't get 
6 the balance. JellY would have get it elsewhere or it 
7 migllt get sold to the other people and we'd get 1hat 
8 back. 
9 0. Okay. Tyo~ally a loan has terms;, whi~ 
10 Include interest anCI a repayment date or schedule, 
11 Was then~ any interest rete agraed upon? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Was there any repayment schedule on the 
14 loan? 
15 A. No. It would either be- it was- it 
16 wes a temporary silue1ion that was going 1o be 
17 resolveCI very shonly. Either the- either we get 
18. the other 60 an<ttne deal would go through, or we 
19 couldn't, and we'd get it back. There was no talk 
20 about eny Interest. This was a temporary, a veiY 
21 short·term situation. 
·22 Q. Was any- strike that. 
23 To your knowledge, were any of the funds 
24 n~presen!ed by the $40,000 paid as eamest money or 
25 any sort of consideration to keep the deal open so 
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1 thai Jerry could purehase the stock from Campbell? 
2 A. 1 don't know cle1ail$. 1 know lhatthe 
3 money went to Paul Daugherty, or was handled through 
4 Peul Daugherty'S office. 1 wasn't peny to any of 
5 tnose discussions. Jerry wanted to handle that all 
6 himself. 
7 0. AM who was Paul Oaughany? 
8 A. He was the anomey, presumably the 
9 enorney for either the Captain's Wheel or ror the 
10 Campbell& or both. I don't know. 
11 Q, Could he have been an al1orni}' for Jerry 
12 Berry at a11? 
1 3 A. Possitlly, I don't know. I don't know who 
14 Peul repreaented. 
15 Q, Did the 40,000 go directly to Paul 
16 Daughar1y'? 
17 A. 1 clonHnow. 
18 Q. Was there some reason you gave out 40.000 
19 rather then wait unlit you had the one entira 
20 100,000? 
21 A. Oh, yes. 
22 0. And what was that? 
23 A. Dan ancl Wendy were negotiating With not 
24 only the Campbell&, but with Jerry. They were 
25 apparently able to put together around 40.000. 
1 Campbe8s wanted the - the wttQie hundred. And 11'1! 
2 only way that --wen, 1 shouldn't say the only way. 
3 Dan and wendy had even eskecl Jerry to subrogate his 
4 interest in the stock that he owned so thai they 
5 could get a loan against the - the Captain's Wheel, 
e but they neecleo the - the full autl'lorlty; they 
7 needed to be ahead of- or Jerry. They needed 100 
8 percent of the stock to secure a loan they were 
9 going lo gel for the - for the balanetl. They 
10 hadn't paid anything, to the best of my knowledge, 
11 in yet, They just were able to raise that amount. 
12 And h's one of-- one or the things that 
13 Jerry mentioned was that he was afraid that if we-
14 if he couldn't loCk the deal. then the Caml)bells, 
15 who were getting desperate, might go aheaa and take 
16 the! deal from the-- from Dan and Wendy. and he 
17 would have lost his opponunity. 
18 So. that was one of the reasons he asked 
19 us In lhe first pta~ was, if we can get in, if we 
20 can buy In, he'd mucn rather have us as partners 
21 than M than- than Dan and Wendy, and we would 
22 Just let him run II. We woulan, neve to ao 
23 anything, We just - he would buy the stoek and 
24 . hold it for ua as our - as our agent to -- ana h 
25 was - it was all hi& suggestion. and he ba~leally 
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1 50ICI us on it. and we we 0 • we bought in. 
2 Q. Did you have any concems that after Jerry 
3 acquired the stOCk In his name, creditors may attach 
4 that stock? 
5 A. I don't remember having any such concerns. 
6 Q. The entire propo&ed purchase price to 
7 acquire the one half of the stock owned by the 
8 Campbells was 8 total of 100,000? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And were you able to generate an 
11 acldi110nal60,000 to give to Jerry? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. When did the next 60,000 go to Jerry? 
14 A. Almost exactly two week& later after this 
15 date. 
16 Q. I have looked through aH of the lhinga I 
17 cen fincl, and 1 don't see a second receipt. Do you 
18 have any receipt or a document thai shows a transfer 
19 of an addi1ional 60.000 to Jerry Ber.y? 
20 A. No. 
~1 Q. Do you have a copy of a certified ol'leCk? 
22 A. I don't. 
23 0. Have you seel'l one that was produced in 
24 discovery? 
25 A. Not from -no. Well, I don't know. I ~ 
1 I have seen some Checks maybe that were - maybe 8 
2 copy of a check giVen to the CamJ)bells or something. 
3 But. no. The - the check thai went to Jeny -
4 actually, Keren- Karen is the one that gave him 
5 the check. I don't know if 1 oo 1 was probably - I 
6 was probebly there, but I didn't - I didn't sign 
7 the check. 1 didn't - Karen borrowed the money, I 
8 didn't. 
9 a. So we're talking two weeks after 7-25.03? 
10 A. Yes. give or take a day, uhohuh. 
11 0. Am:l you say Karen borrowed the money? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Do you understand whete Sl'la borrowed it 
14 from or heve eny knowledge about that? 
15 A. I believe i1 was from Idaho Independent 
16 Bank. 
17 Q. And you did not 5ign as an applicant? 
18 A. No. 
19 c. Did you have eny Interest in those loan 
20 proceeds? 
21 A. No. Well, no. They- no, they were 
22 Karen's. 
23 Q. Okay. So of the total100,000. you paid a 
24 portion of the 40. 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And Karen paiCI a ponion of lhe 40? 
2 A. Ves. 
3 a. 0o you know how much was Karen's of the 
4 40? 
5 A. More than half I would say. 
6 Q. Do you know where 5he gol her half from? 
7 A. No. 
·B a. And- and the remaining eo was a loan 
9 thai she heo taken out? 
10 A. Ves. 
11 Q, Do :tou know. was the loan for the 60.000 
12 taken out by Karen secured by anything? 
13 A. I presume so. bull wa!n't a party to lha1 
14 -that transaction. 
15 0. Oicl Karen tell you anything about the 
16 loan? 
17 A. Well, she- sure. But I don't·· I don't 
18 know the specifics. I did not sign the documents. 
19 She's a very capable lady. She we:; able to arrange 
20 this herself. 
21 a. Oicl she take a loan against real propetly? 
22 A. Presumal)ly. 
23 Q. And did that loan have e monthly payment 
24 amount that had to be repaid against it for the 
25 60,000? 
1 A. My recollection is thee it was interest 
2 only. Yes. uh-huh. 
3 a. Okay. 
4 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Okay. This mertcsel'le 
5 end of ltlsk number one in the depos~lon or Michael 
6 Mcfarland. The time is11 :13. and we are olfll'le 
7 record. 
8 (Recess.) 
9 THE VIOEOGRAPHER: We are back on the 
10 record. 
11 Here marks lhe beginning or disk number 
12 IWO in deposition or Michael McFarland. The lime iS 
13 11:17. 
14 MR. FINNEY: For the record, this iS Mr. 
15 Finney, plaintiffs' attorney, continuing wi1h the 
16 questioning. 
17 C. (B:f Mr. Finney) Mr. McFarland, when we 
18 swftehed elisks, you were explaining that Katen had 
19 obtained a loan to get $60.00010 give to Jerry to 
20 combine with the 40.000. You said there was a 
21 payment amount on that loan that Karen !lad taken 
22 out? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q, Anc! what do you understand tllet payment to 
2S be? 
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1 A. I think it varied, btc11use I believe ~ 
2 was an interest-only loan with a variable rate. And 
3 1 know at one point it was running around $300 a 
4 month. bUI at o1her times it may have been more or 
5 less. 
6 Q. Do you know what the interest rate was? 
7 A. No. 
8 C. Did you ever make the payment on thai 
9 loan? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q, Do you know whet was security for the 
12 $60.000 !hat Karen borroweo? 
13 A. I am not - not certain. Some land that 
14 she hacl. 
15 Q. Jerry Berry made payments thelloan: is 
16 that cor~eet? · 
17 A. No. No. Jerry never was a party to that 
18 loan. Jerry knew that Katen had had to borrow the 
19 money, and he insisted on. when he had the f11nels, on 
20 reimbursing her so thai it waan't costing her 
21 anything out or pocket 
22 We were getting nothing from lhe Wheel in 
23 terms or income, and wa1 j11st 81'1 investment, and we 
24 weren't being salaried or being paid any way by the 
25 Wheel. and Jerry voluntarily insisted on reimbursing 
1 her for the - for the payment. and he diG it 
2 sometimes. and sometimes he was not able to. 
3 a. So at Urnes Jerry paid the interest on the 
4 loan that was to acquire you end Karan's stock? 
5 A. Yes. Well, he paid ~ to Keren. Me 
. 6 reimbursed Karen for the interest that il was 
7 costing her. 
8 Q. Okay. Did you know how many payments 
9 Jerry made to Karen? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Do you know any amounts of payments Jerry 
12 inaCie to Karen? 
13 A. I'm ··as 1 say, 1 - 1 know that there 
14 ware-- at one point, the payment amount was around 
15 - tne interest amount was around $300. 
16 a. When Karen gave the additional $60.000 to 
17 Jerry. do you know was Jerry able co obtain the 
18 CampbeUs' sto.:k In the Captain's Wheel? 
19 A Yes, he was. 
20 Q. Wera you present at any of those meetings? 
21 A Which meetings? 
22 Q. Any meeting where Jerry obtained the stock 
23 from the Campbell&. 
. 24 A. No. He was our agent. We are not •• we 
25 were not Involved. We were no1to - the Campbells 
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1 weren' even to know thai we were involved. 
2 Q. Whet was the tactical reason to keep it 
3 secret from the Campbells? 
4 A. I don't know if I'd charaelerlze il as 
5 tactical. Jerry's reasons were twofok:l. at least 
6 twofolcl. One was, he was a vert proud man. He 
7 wanted to be •• he didn't want to have to share 
8 things with Dan and Wencly. He wanted partners that 
g woulel allow him to run it the way he wanted to. and 
10 represent himself as the owner and the host and so 
11 forth. 
12 And he was particularly trifle, I gue5s, 
13 when It came to his partners. Me wanted to 
14 eSiabliSh, In their minds at least. tl'lal he - he 
15 had the·· the horsepower to do this. That was -
16 that was certainly one of the raasons. 
17 The •• the other was that he wanted us to 
18 be truly silent panners. He clieln't went us 
19 involving owrsellles In the management, panty 
20 because we both elready worked and had •• h&CI our 
21 own things going on, efiCI he wanted the ability to 
22 run that by himself, just-- il was hls.dream to·· 
23 to run 11191 business by himself and see if he could 
24 tum it into something that he hael envisioned. He 
25 ·wanted to do thai before selling it. He thought he 
1 could make it even more valuable and more 
2 marketable. 
3 And so we were- end he didn'l want the 
4 community al large to know that we were involVed. 
5 He werrteclto be able to represent that business as 
6 his to the community, and everything we& to 1001< 
7 that way. He wanted us in, but he wanted us as 
B silen1 pat'lners, and we were fine whh that. 
9 Q, Prior to giving this $100,000 to Jerry In 
10 2003, were you a regular et the Captain's Wheel? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Okay. And hgw often did you come in? 
13 A, Yoo know, depending on the weather ancllhe 
14 season, most - I'd say weekly during·· C111r1ng -
15 during the summer. when !here was music end 
16 sometimes when there wasn't as wall. but elleast 
17 weekly. 
18 Q. Do you know what day Jerry obtained tne 
19 Campbell&' shares and beceme owner of 100 percent of 
20 lhe stock in the Captain's Wheel? 
21 MR. WHELAN: Objec:tion, misstates the 
22 testimony, assumes facts not in evidence, calls For 
23 speculation. 
24 Q. (By Mr. Finney) Okay. If you can answer, 
25 that would be great. 
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1 A. When Jeny usea our money acquire the 
2 Campbell$' stock was around August 71h, give or 
3 take. I'm not sure of the exact date. It was •• it 
4 was around two week& after July 25th. 
s o. Of wtlleh year? 
6 A. 012003. 
7 Q. August 7th. 2003, was I here any written 
8 agreement entered into between yourself and Jerry 
9 Berry? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Was there any written agreement between 
12 Jerry Berry and Karen or yoursell? 
13 A. No. 
14 0. Assuming August 7, 2003 is when Jerry 
15 acquired the Campbell~:' stock, did you begin to come 
16 into lhe restaura'" more often after this August 
1? 7th, 2003? 
18 A. I don't think more oft&n. Probably as 
19 often. 
20 Q. Okay. Prior lo the time Jerry acquired 
21 the Campbells' stock, did you pay for your mealS? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q, Old you pay for your drinkr;? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Okay. After Jerry acquired the Campbell~:' 
1 stOCk In hi& name in 2003, did that arrangement 
2 change? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 MR. WHELAN: Hold it. Hold il. I object 
5 on the grounds you're assuming faels not in 
6 evidence. You're assumil'lg that that stock that 
7 Jerry acquired for the defendants was put in his 
8 name. There is no evidence of that. 
9 MR. FINNEY: Okay. 
10 Q, (By Mr. Finney) Mr. McFartand, was the 
11 stock Jerry acquired from Jean anel James Campbell 
12 put into Jerry's name? 
13 A. Eventually. 
14 0. Oid Jerry have any sort of a purchase ana 
15 sale agreement for the stock? 
16 A. I presu.me so. I didn't- unlells ~·s in 
17 the- anything In addition to the resolution thai 
18 Jerry and the Cam~lls $igned, and there was a - 1 
19 believe there was an agreement. a stoek purchase and 
20 sale agreement or something in the minute bOo". 
21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. Those are the - if it - if it's in the 
23 minute book, I've seen il. If H's not in the 
24 minute book, I probably havenl. 
25 Q. Okay. I'd ask you to obtain that from the 
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1 minute book, and rd like to make a photocOJ)y and 
2 have it marked as an e111libil. 
3 A. (Viewing documents,) Okay. Thoy're in 
4 here. They are also at1ached to my alfiaavitlhat 
5 you alrea<ly narJ marked as -
6 o. Okay. 
7 A. -a deposition exhibit. Oid you want a 
8 separate- want to mark it separate? 
9 0. No, we don't need a separate one. If you 
10 can identify i1 on - is it Exhibit 9 to the 
11 deposition? 
12 A. (Viewing documents.) II is •• tne 
13 resolution i$ Exhibit 4, consisting of two pages, 
14 and the stoek purcnase agreement is Exhibit 5. 
15 Q. To clarify the record, tnat's Exhibit 4 
16 and ExhibitS to what's Exhibit 9 for the 
17 deposition? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q, Okay. 
20 A. Anything else out of here? 
21 Q. Not at this moment. 
22 . Okay. Once again, reviewing Exhibit 4 and 
23 exnlbit 5 to what's - ana those are not exhibits 
24 tor this deposition, but they're attacllec:J to Exhibit 
25 9 of this deposition - which is an affidavit you 
1 have prepared. 
2 A. Uh-huh. 
3 Q. What date did Jerry obtain the stoCk 
4 purchase and sale agreement from the Campbells? 
5 A. The stock purchase and sale agreement 
6 aoesn1 nave a date on ~. but it was evidently 
7 signed aroun<l the same time that Exhibi14. whicl\ 
8 was dated August 7th. 2003. 
9 Q, There has been some ado made about the 
10 fact that the stock certificates were not actually 
11 transferred at that time? Althat time bGIIIg August 
12 7, 2003, the 5totk certificates were not actually 
13 transferred to Jerry Berry in the corporate book; is 
14 that correct? 
15 A. What do you mean by ado? 
1 6 Q. Some noise being made that somehow Jerry 
17 didn't I7Nfl the stock at that time? 
18 A. I'm not aware of any noise. 
19 Q, Okay. So, would you agree that Jerry at 
20 that time owned the 5tock that Campbells had 
21 previously owned? 
22 A. The stock -the resolution and the stock 
23 purchase agreement both say what they say. The -
24 the stock certificate from Campbells to Jerry --
25 their purchase and sale agreement is between tne 
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1 Campbells and Jeny. Jerry was to buy Chat with our 
2 money for us. Our names would not be on It, were 
3 nollo be on il 
4 - These agreements were signed. But on the 
5 face or the stock cerllfteaaes and on the record of 
6 the corporation, they weren1 ee~ually transferred, 
7 new eenillcates made out, until much later. 
8 I'm not saying that Jerry had not acquired 
9 -for all practical purposes hadn't ecqulred lhe 
10 stock for us. II'S just II wasn't actually 
11 transferred on the- on the stock lransfer ledger 
12 or a new·· new certificate entered -created. 
13 Q. Okay. So subsequent to the date.of the 
14 resolution and the stock purchase anct sate 
15 agreement, I believe lhars the same date the 
16 $100,000 was ll'ensferred to Campbell, did Jerry make 
17 eny form of payments lo you? 
1B A. To me, no. 
19 a. Did he make any- did you obtain goods or 
20 services at the Caplain's Wheel et a discount or 
21 without paying at the end of your meal or drink$? 
22 A. Starling with the second meal, we went to 
23 dinner at the .. at the Wheel nol - not longer 
24 after this was done and had dinner and -
25 MR. WHELAN:. ''This. • What ere you 
1 referring to? 
2 A. After this- after this - after A119us1 
3 71h, we went some1imes just a few days later to the 
4 - to the Captain's Wheel, and Karen that I had 
5 dinner and drinks, and we paiCI for them. And Jeny 
6 .. JerfV ceme to us and said .. after oNe had already 
7 paid, he aaid, "You guys are ownm. You don't have 
8 to pay. What you have - the money you hadn't Sl)ent 
9 yet?" And from then on oNe didn't pay. 
10 Q, (By Mr. Finney) Do you know, did JerfV 
11 maintain any ~rd or keep any documents and 
12 receipts that showed What yOU ale and drank .. 
13 A. 01'1, sure. 
14 Q. •• at the Captain's Wheel? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 a. Okay. Ancl did he keep a latluletion on 
11 those? 
18 A. I'm sure he did keep track- you keep 
19 track of everytnlrtg, Whether you're bringin9 in 
20 money or whether you're compln9 it or whether it's 
21 an owner, you elways keep track. 
22 Q. Okay. And your poslllon is, those were 
23 somehow given to you as gratuity because you were 
24 part owner? 
25 A. 1 wouldn't characterize it as grelull)'. 
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1 He seld. "You guys ere owners. You dOn't pay. You 
2 dOI'I't have to pay." 
3 Q, Well. was the cleci$1on any more his as 
4 half owner? You're taking the position you were half 
5 owner. correct? 
6 A. He was taking that position. Yes. I take 
7 that position, too. But thars what he said, "You 
8 guys are .. " ''You gu~ are owners. V'Oiol don'1 have 
9 topey." 
10 Q, As owner, was 1hal your position as wen? 
11 A. I WEI$ fil'le with ~- I didn'1 - I didn't 
12 see .. I wasn't able to kick a gift norse in the 
13 mouth. Well, it wesn't a gift norse. But I wasn't 
14 going to insist on paying If- if one of the perks 
15 of being an owner wa5 that tou got to eat free. 
16 a. During that time, did you provide any 
17 capital or any money to the bl.lsiness to help it run? 
18 A. In-
19 a. '03. 
20 A. .. '03. no. 
21 Q. II wasn't neeessary? 
22 A. N01that lam aware. 
23 a. Okay. 
24 A. Jeny never asked us for any further 
25 contribution. 
1 Q, Was this free meal$ and drinks similar to 
2 the way Jerry peicl the loan paymenl$ on Karen's 
3 loan? 
4 A. No. No. These were -we just signeel ror 
5 the meals. 
6 Q. Dill you keeP track of how mu~ In meals 
7 you were given -
e A No. 
9 Q. - during 2003? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. I have provided to your attomey a stack 
12 of receipts 1hat .. in a discovery response lhel we 
13 purport are all i1ems you received for free at the 
14 Capteln's Wheel from 2003, some from 2004. tot ave you 
15 revieweciii'IOSe documeniS? 
16 A. Some time ago I looked at them. 
17 Q. Do you know how much you were receiving in 
18 free food and beverage from the Wheel? 
19 A. No, I don't recall thai at the time. It 
20 was - it was - il was not mil'limal. We ··we etc 
21 there regularly. 
22 Q, Okay. Subsequenllo Jerry Berry's death. 
23 have you continued to exercise that privilege where 
.24 yo~o~ eat for free? 
25 A. Yes, but 10 a much lesser extant, 
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1 panicularly recently. 
2 Q. Oo you agree Jer.y passed away November 4, 
3 2006? 
4 A. That sounds about righl. 
5 0. Okay. After November 4, 2006, nave you 
6 made any effo, to keep track of the free meal$ and 
7 drink& thai you have received - and when 111ay you, 
e I mean you and Karen •• have received at the Wheel? 
9 A. No. 
10 0. No? No record? 
11 A. I haven't maintained a record of it. 
12 Q. Has anyone mainlained a record? 
13 A. I would think so. I would imagine the -
14 'when the- when the meals a111 written up, thai 
15 those ··those tickets go somewhere. But I •• I 
16 haven'l really discussed that with the- with the 
17 staff. and I dldn'l - 1 didn't ask fer thet-
18 wasn't asked to brlng·lhat, or at least I didn'1 
19 !l'llnk I was asked IO bring thai for today. 
20 0. Oo you have any idea hOw muCh In free food 
21 and free drinks you have received since Jerr(s 
22 deeth? 
23 A No, n01 really. 
24 0. Would h be in the hundreds of dollat$'? 
25 A. Probably. 
1 o. What is it that you - strike lhat. 
2 Since Jerry's death. how often do you come 
3 in to the res1aurenl 10 eat? 
4 A. It's been some time, and irs •• it's 
5 varied. We haven't eaten there tor several montht. 
6 a. Okay. Starting with November 2006. do you 
7 know how regularly you came In to the restaurant? 
8 A. No. Weekly or so 1 would guess, but ~ 
9 could have been more or less. 
10 Q. Okay. And when you come in, enct say it 
11 was on a weekly basis, what Is II you order for 
12 dinner 1ypiea1117 
13 A. I don'l know If there's a typical order. 
14 1 have some favorites, but 1 don't 1nlnk there's a 
15 typical order. 
16 Q, One wilness namect Scott Robertson. who was 
17 employed at the restaurant. indicatecl you came in 
18 and ate- was it oysters I believe? 
19 A. Oh, yeah, uh·huh. 
20 a. So, when you come in, do you typically 
21 have oysters and a rneal? 
22 A. I don'l know if there 1$ a typical. At 
23 limes 1 might have a meal anCI a slda or oystere, a.,d 
24 then 1 would take them out for breakfa5t in llle 
25 moming. the uneaten portion. But, you know, I 
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1 don't- I mean, that •• \hat kind of thif19 
2 happened. I woulan1 eay thai was neceesary -
3 necesserily typical. 
4 Q. Ok8y. Oo you know the Charge for one of 
5 these orders of oyst•rs? 
6 A. No. 
7 a. Have you reviewed tne menu? 
8 A. Veah. but 1 hadn't made any anentiol'l to 
9 it. 
10 Q. Do you believe it's over ten dollars? 
11 A. Probably, uh·huh. 
12 a. Okay. And your typical meal with those 
13 oysters. what would you typically nave or sometimes 
14 nave? 
15 A, It might be - if there was a special, it 
16 could be fish. it could be Cl1iekan. il could be just 
17 normal restaurant fare. Ouite often we would- we 
18 would try tne special if there was one. 
19 Q. Did you eel prime rib? 
20 A. 1 eenainly have. 
21 Q. At the Captain Wheel? 
22 A. I think so. 
23 a. Tenderloin'? 
24 A. Maybe, bull - 1 really don't keep track 
25 of exadly what 1 have- what I have eaten at 
1 various places. 
2 Q, Have you logged what you eat as e 
3 distribution from the corporation or is it •• 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Oo you to coneider It jus1 a fringe 
6 benefi1? 
7 A. I never considered il one way or the 
B other. Jerry sail:l owners don't pay, ancll didn't 
9 think further about it. 
10 a. Okay. 1-tave you brought people, guesls 
11 with you to the restaurant and ppid for their meals 
12 in the $ame fashion? 
13 A. ll:lon't -- maybe. Maybe on a .. on a rare 
14 occasion. 
1$ a. Okay. And What are the names of the 
16 guests that you have broughl in and provided -you 
17 have signed for their meal? 
18 A. I think I brought my son end his wife on 
19 hi$ blnhday. 
20 Q. What is your son's name? 
21 A. Kevin. 
22 a. And what is his binh dElle? 
23 A. May 9th. 
24 a. Which year did you celebrate his birtl'ldey? 
25 A. Oh, we celebrate il every year. 
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1 Q. Which year did you celebrate his birthday 
2 at the Wheel where you purchased his food? 
3 A. I don't know. 
4 Q, Have you done tt i(\ 2009? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. 2008? 
7 A. Possibly. 
B a. Ooes he hsve Children as well? 
9 A. Yes. small. 
10 Q. Olcl the children attend, too? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Do you have a I)Pione number for Kevin? 
13 A. No. Well, I have one, Out not wlh me. 
14 Q, Oo you know where he can be reached? 
15 A. Yeah. 
16 a. Where would the! be? 
17 A. At his home. 
18 Q, Okay. Is Kevin employee! as a law 
19 enforcement ofrleer? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Okay. Where is Kevin's home? 
22 A. In Coeur d'Alene. 
23 c. Do you know the address? 
24 A. Not off the top of my head. 
25 a. Can you track down his phone number if 1. 
1 give you. a few minutes? 
2 MR. WHELAN: He is not obligated to do 
3 that. II you have questions you want him to ask. 
4 you can ask him. But he's required to GO your 
5 research for you. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
So do ycu know what your son's address is? 
THE WITNESS: No. 
MR. WHElAN: Okay. The next question. 
a. (By Mr. Finney) Do you know which street 
he lives on? 
A. Yes. 
a. Which street does your son Kevin live on? 
A. Easy. 
Q. Easy Street? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is thai within the city Rmils of Coeur 
d'Alene? 
A. 1 believe so. 
a. I presuming Kevin's last name iS 
McFarland? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Did you keep track of the free food that 
you provided to Kevin .. 
A. No. 
a. - how much? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Have you brought any other person. aside 
3 from Kevin, and signed for their meal? 
4 A. Not that I can rec:all with the •• well, I 
5 wouldn, have signed for it. We have had members or 
6 the band who 1\eve eaten. I don't think I signed for 
7 them, ll'tough. One- one of the bands that plays 
8 there hes - my - my daugtuer is a part of tl'lat 
9 band. And - and normally as pan of the 
10 consideration for the performance. tney eat. 
11 Q. What ia the name of that band? 
12 A. Ozmo Boggie. 
13 a. And ""hal is your daughter's name? 
14 A. Erin. 
15 Q. How do you spell Erin? 
16 A, E-r-j..n. 
17 a. And what is her lest name? 
18 A. Cooper. 
19 Q. Ooea sne reside in Kootenai County? 
zc A. Yes. 
21 Q, Oo you know her address? 
22 A No. 
23 Q, Do you know which stree1 or road she lives 
24 on? 
25 A. She live$ off Skid Roact. 
1 Q. Since Jerry Berry's death, the only people 
2 yotoJ have provided rree food to are your son and his 
3 wife end family and your daughter? 
4 A. 1 didn1 say thai. 
5 Q, Okay. Who would the other peop~ be? 
6 A. I don't- I don'l remember right now. 
7 There -there may be others. thel\l mey not 1 
8 haven' kept track or it. 
9 a. In the last three yeEII'S, have you had 
10 dinner w~h other people in the Wheel? 
11 A. Uh·hUh, yea. 
12 Q. And who would those people be? 
13 A. I don't know. 
14 a. Woukl you have signed for their meal as 
15 ~ner, provided them with their dinner for eating 
16 with you? 
17 A. Generally not. There could be exceptions. 
18 but 1 don'l want to just give ·eway the - the 
19 Wheel's money. So, no. Generally, I rarely-
20 rarely pay for other people's meals. 
21 a. Oo you know lhe names of any of the people 
22 who you have paid for their meals? 
23 A. No, not at this time. I can't remember 
24 any specifics. 
25 Q. Do you also·· ex~uso me. Star1ing with 
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1 Jerry eerry's death. did you also get alcohol nrved 
2 for free? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 0. What is your beverage of choice. as far as 
5 alcohol? 
6 A. Red wine. 
7 Q. Do you get a bottle of wine with dinner? 
e A. Sometimes. 
9 Q, Okay, And what Is the typical cost or 
10 sale5 price for the Wtleet for a bonle of wine that 
11 you woulcl ~? 
12 A. The type that we normally Clrlnk, It's 
13 called Bistro Rouge, out of Pend d'Oreile Winety, 
14 and I think we get it from Odom ac somiiWhere around 
15 seven dollars a bottle. 
16 Q, Thai seems to be a fairly inexpensive 
17 wine. Are there any more expensive types that you 
18 drink? 
19 A. Not at the Captain's Wheel. Mayl)e once, 
20 but-
21 0. What would that one be there you had? 
22 A. 1 have no idea. 1 ao you remember one 
23 that, Lonnie, one of the managers, had recommended. 
24 We were out of Bistro, and she· recommend it. 1 
25 don't remember the name of it. I have no idea 
1 whether It cost more or less. 
2 Q, Do you know when that time was? 
3 A. Within the past year or so. 
4 Q. Okay. Since Jerry'S oeath, do you know, 
5 has Karletta been in and been eating for free at the 
6 restaurant? 
7 A. Since his death, yes. She came In at 
8 least and signed for herself and her tloyfriend 
9 shortly after Jerry'5 death. 
10 Q, Okay. Isn't it true that after she eame 
11 in that one time, you informed her she couiCI not 
12 bring a boyfriend? 
13 A. No, I didn1 inform her she couldn't bring 
14 her boyfriend. I Informed the staff that she was 
15 not author2ed to sign for guests. She was 
16 authorized to sign for her own meals, but not for 
17 guests. 
18 C. But you retained the privilege to sign for 
19 guests? 
20 A. 'fes. 
21 Q. Have you given any other free services to 
22 people 5ince Jerry Berry'& death? 
23 A. Free services? 
24 Q, Well, you have boat slips at the Captain's 
25 Wheel. correct? 
NaeGeLI RePORTinG 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q, Have you allowed anyone to park a boat al 
3 the Captain's Wheel boat parking 5pol5 without 
4 charge? 
5 A. Well, there are two slips that are for 
6 guest5 only, so they are never c,argeCI. And. yes. 
7 pan of the •• we traded several of the members or 
8 Ozmo Boogie, the band, ha>~e a boat, and rather than 
9 paying for·· paying casll for music, we have a given 
10 them eredi\ against the boat slil) rental. so they'w 
11 - they've worked off their boat slip by - by 
12 paying wlthoU1 us having to be o~o~t of pOCket 
13 a. What would the rate or charge be for that 
14 boat slip? 
15 A. Depending on the •• on tile season and hew 
16 much competition there is, there's lots of slips In 
1? Bayview. and these are not In very good shape. But 
18 I'd sa~ somewhere around $700. 7 to -- 7 to 750. 
19 Q. Per month? 
20 A. No. for the season. 
21 0. And referring 10 season. you're referring 
22 to sometime ofthe yeer. e set or months? 
23 A. From - well. you can't uae tile dockS all 
24 year, because they've drawn the lake down _,o far the 
25 clocks are sitting on the gravel right now. The 
1 season Is from when the lake comes up and there's no 
2 ice until either tllings freeze up or untiltl'ley draw 
3 the lake back clown. So, baSically summer. 
4 Q. Okay. Now. does the bend own this boat, 
5 or does Is belong to your daughter? 
6 A. 11 belongs to tnrea - 1 think three ~ 
7 just three couples. My deughter IS one of those 
8 couple&. The other two couples are bOth members of 
9 the band. 
10 0. And what are their names? 
11 A. JOih anel Heidi Cooper. and Z11cn and 
12 Marshana Cooper, enclmy daughter and her husband 
13 Jeremy are co-owners of that boat. 
14 Q. Is Erin Cooper a real estate egent? 
15 A. No. 
16 0. Okay. And hali this boat rental or boat 
17 slip provided to the band taken piece subsequent to 
18 Jerry's death? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 0. Are there any other payments made to the 
21 band, aside from free food enCI free boat parking? 
22 A. That pertieular band, yes. 
23 Q. Okay. 
Z4 A. Once they used up their·- once they had 
25 paid off the bOat slip, they did one or two 
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1 subsequent performances for wnich they were paid. 
2 Q. What is their charge for a performance? 
3 A. I !.ion't remember. Probably a couple 
4 ~undred bucks, 2· to 300. 
5 Q. Oo they still eat for rree -
6 A. I don't know. 
7 a. -and get paid? 
B A. 1 - 1 don't know. 
9 Q. Going back to the time that Jerry first 
1 Q came to your office, anct that would be in 2000 or 
11 2001: is that right? 
12 A. About thai. 
13 a. Do you know what lhe debts of the 
14 Captain's Wheel Resort were at that time? 
15 A. No clue. 
16 0. Okay. When did you first make any 
17 determination as to what the clebt& or the Captain 
111 Wheel Resort ware; what year? 
19 A. 1 don't know tl'letl made the determination 
2Q initially. Jeny told us that, when he was trying 
21 to sell us on the idea or buying In, that he f~gured 
22 the place was worth •• and I think there were 
23 several different numbers popped around - but worth 
24 800 to a million, but then there was about. h9 said 
25 •• it was less than 300.000 SBA loan. so thatlhe -
1 the net value was. you know, il could have been 8-, 
2 700,000, a hundred thousand of- but he only talked 
3 about the corporate debt in the conle.l(t olthe SBA 
4 loan. I clieln't know if tllere were other - other 
5 debts or not. 
6 a. What date, approllimala date was that 
7 information given to you? 
B A. II would have been somewhere prior to -
9 probably at least a COUJ'Ie of weeks prior to our 
10 getting him that first40,000. It would have been 
11 during our discussions. when he was tryiOSJIO tell 
12 us what a·· what a bargeln Ills. 
13 Q. Were those same topics addressed in the 
14 meeting in your office, what the buainess was wo,h, 
1S the corporation? 
16 A. The mHling in my office was in 2001 or 
17 so. this other one wes In 2003, a couple of yeers 
18 leter. Which meeting ane you talking about? 
19 0. I'm talc - I said the one in your office 
20 in 2001, when he was worried about possibly lOsing 
21 lhal equity in his share~. 
22 A. 1 don1 remember what the situation was 
23 back thtn. Irs too far baclt. 1 don't remember any 
24 of the speciriCS other than going over bankruptcy 
2S with him, and 1 remember him mentioning the stock 
NaeGeLI RePORTinG 
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1 and mentioning tne possil'lility of a trust. 1 don't 
2 know if he represented to ma how much, if any. 
3 equity tte had at that time or not. I just don't 
4 remember. The only- first time I came - became 
5 eware of any debt or lhe Captain's Wheel ~self was 
6 probably in conjunclion with his telling us what a 
7 deal M wes and why we should oe buying in. 
B a. So. the way Jerry ~Iaine<! il was the 
9 value of the real $tate was 800 to a million, and 
10 the debts were 300,000: you just simply subtract the 
11 debt-
12 A. Bellpark. 
13 a. ··from the- okay. Og you agree thai's 
14 a lair way to somewnat value the equity in the 
15 stoOl<? 
16 A. Well, it - it's certainly a component. 
17 The stock is worth, bottom line. what the net worth 
18 of the corporation is. 
19 Q, Ancl that would be the value or the assets 
20 minutlhe velue of the debts? 
21 A. Uh·huh. 
22 a. Okay. DiCI you have any &POrei$al done as 
23 10 the value of the rea1 property at the time you 
24 gave Jerry tne $100,000? 
25 A. No. 
1 Q, Oid you seek any opinion from Karen. or 
2 any olher persol'l, as to the value or the real 
3 estate? 
4 A, No. 
5 Q. Oiel ~ou have any opinion of your own? 
6 A. 1 thought that Jerry was probably pretty 
7 close in his estimates. 
8 a. Had you been Informed of any appraisals at 
9 thatlime? 
1 0 A. It seems like Jerry had an appraisal done 
11 $0tTie time prior. or perhaps around the same lime. 
12 but I dol'l'l- I never saw it. It seems like he may 
13 have •• he discussed it at one time, bull didn't 
14 know when i1 was. 
15 0. Okay. When did you first iGentily what 
16 lha adual deb\5 of the corporation were; which 
17 year? 
18 A. 2006, and after Jerry pas$ed away. 
19 Q. Okay. And \"/hal debts were you able to 
20 idenllfy for the corporation at that time? 
21 A. Well, 1 knew there was the SBA lOan, the 
22 bank a~~unt was overdrawn, there were suppliers 
23 that weren't paid. As rar as itemization, I don't -
24 -you know. I don't recall it. Butt he- the 
25 corporation was In - it was not keeping up. And we 
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1 never 1alked wllh Jerry about !he •• about the debts 
2 prior to his - to hi5 death, other- I -I -no, 
3 I ~rreCI·· 1 correct myself on that one. 
4 When Jerry was still living, when we 
5 talked about - at the - it think it a1 the meeting 
6 where - where the &toek was unimately transferred 
7 and where the olf~ters were elected. we talked -
8 Jeny told us at that time that he normally tried to 
9 go Into the winter with abolll 25,000, and that 
10 management cost money, and 5ince lle had been &iek. 
11 he hadn't been able to really run it the way he 
12 wanted to, and we were- he told us that it was 
13 behind abOut 20- to 25,000. 
14 Q. I believe I have reviewed a resolution. 
15 indicated that the corporation owed some money to 
16 Jerry. was it $77.000. Is that-
17 A. Yes. 
111 Q. Okay. At the time In 2006 you were 
19 referencing after Jerry's death, does the 
20 corporation still owe Jerry Berry 7 •• was it 
21 sn.OOO? 
22 A. That was 1he number that was put In tha 
23 resolution. 
24 Q, Has that debt been paid by the 
25 corporation? 
1 A. No, except possibly a few hundred dollars 
2 of it, when Kartetla was still receiving weekly 
3 money from the Wheel. But that's never ~en 
4 resolved --
5 0. Okay. 
6 A. -whether t11at's an offset or not. 
1 a. Okay. Back to- you say you checked into 
a the SBA. the small busineu loan? Was It an AT&T 
9 small business loan? 
10 A. CIT. 
11 a. CIT. What was the balance oweel on thai 
12 debt when you checked it In 2006? 
13 A. 1 don't racan. 200 and •• 240. So-ish. 
14 a. S24o.ooo? 
15 A. Or so. I think. 
16 Q, 1 believe something I have seen indicated 
17 there might be a purChase money loan on the lot next 
1 S door in the amount of 25.000? 
19 A. Oh. yes. And thai-thai·· whatever 
20 that was. that's subsequently been paid. yes. It is 
21 no loriger in thii. 
22 Q. Okay. When was the lot next door the 
23 Captain's Wheel now owns paid off? 
24 A. Ehher right before or right after Jerry's 
25 death. reason - reasonably close to that time. 1 
NaeoeLI RePOR'l'InG 
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1 don't think there was mueh left on it. 6ut I'd h1111e 
2 to check. 
3 MR. FINNEY: Due to your anomey needs to 
4 leave for some other matters, we·re going to 
5 continue t"is deposition as statecl in the notice. 
6 and we'll reconvene on Wednesday, Oeoember 23rd. at. 
7 I believe. noon or as eoon as possible after the 
e hearing on the motion to amend for punitive damages. 
9 I'll see you tl1en. 
10 THE WITNESS; Okay. The same place'? 
11 MR. FINNEY: Yes. 
12 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Here marks the end of 
13 vi<Jeo diSk number two in the depos~ion of Michael 
14 McFarlal'ld. We are oH the record. 
15 THe REPORTER: Would you like a COP'/ of 
16 this transcript, Mr. Finney? 
17 MR. FINNEY; Yes. I want the transcript. 
18 I wanllhe video package. 
19 THE VICEOGRAF'HEFt Okay. 
20 MR. FINNEY: I guess we cen talk about 
21 that afler we-
22 THe VIOEOGRAPHeR: Sure. 
23 THE REPORTER: Wo111d ~ou like a copy of 
24 the transcript? 
25 MR. WHEI.AN: Yeah, I'll take a copy. 
1 (Whereupon, deposition or MICHAEL B. 
2 McFARI.ANO concluded at 12:02 p.m.) 
3 
4 
5 
a 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
(800) 528-3335 
NaegeliRepo·.rtlng.com. 
Scmns all of Washington, Oregon, ldahn and tbe Ni\tion 
Sehual "Bar C.:.utt Reporting r:;rm" 
108 
109 
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1 
2 
CERTIFICATE 
3 I, Marilyn J. eroyles, do lleraby certify that pursuant 
4 to the Rules of Civil Procedure. the witness named 
5 herein appeared before me at the lime and place set 
6 fol'lh in lhe caption herein; tl'lat at the said lima 
7 and place, 1 reponed in stenotype ell testimony 
8 adduced end other oral proceedings had In the 
9 foregoing matter; and that the foregoing tran~eript 
1 0 pages constitute a full, true and ~rrect record of 
11 such te9timony edcluced and oral proceeding had and 
12 of the whole thereof. 
13 
14 IN WITNESS HEREOF, I have hereunlo r;et my hand this 
15 22nd day of December, 2009. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 ISiglled April21, 2010 
21 Marilyn J. Broyles Commission Expiration 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 08te: December 23. 2009 Assignment#: 11867·3 
2 Attorney: John Whelan. E5quire 
3 Deponent: MIChael McFarland 
4 Case: Berry vs. McFarland 
5 
6 A,.ORNEV ·TRANSCRIPT ENCLOSED: Signature of your 
client · 
7 is required. Please have your client make any corrections 
8 necessary. Sign the Correction Sheet where indicated. 
9 FoiWard a COPY of the executed Correction Sheet directly 
10 to the attorney(s) listed below. (The Addreas(n) cen be 
11 found on the Appearance page of the deposition.) Al&o. 
12 send a COPY of the executed Correction Sheet to our 
13 corporation. 
14 
15 
16 
17 CC: Rex Finney, Esquire 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
NaeGeLI Il.ePORTID.G 
"The Deposition Experts" 
110 112 
111 
1 
2 
CORRECTION SHEET 
3 Deposillon of: Michael McFarland Oete: 12118/09 
4 Regarcllng: Berry vs. McFarlan<! 
5 ----------------------------------6 Please make all correctiofiS, changes or clsrif'ccations 
'1 to your testimony on thi9 sheet. shOwing page enelline 
e number. If there are no changes. write "none" across 
9 the pege. Sign this sheet on the line provided. 
10 Page Line Reason for Change 
11 -------------------
12 - -- ------------~-----3 ____________ """':"'" ___ _ 
14 -------------------
15 ---------------------
16 --- --------~--------
17 -------------------
18 ---------------------
19 ---------------------
20------------------
21 -----------------------
22 --------------------
23 ---------------------4 Signature. __________ _ 
25 Michael McFarland 
1 
2 
O~CI..ARATION 
3 Oepot~iOI'I of: Michael McFarland 
4 Regarding: Berty Vs. McFarland 
Date: 12118109 
113 
5 --------------------------------6 
7 
8 I declare under penalty of perjury the following to 
9 be true: 
10 
11 1 have read my deposillon and the aarne is true and 
12 accurate save and except for any Correction:; as made 
13 by me on the Correction Page l'lereln. 
14 
15 Si9nedat __________ , ____ __ 
16 on the ______ day of--------· :!009 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Michael McFarland 
(800) 528~3335 
NaegeliReport,ng.com 
Serving all ofW:~.5hington, Oreg(ln, ldaho and the Nation 
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l ___________ ~ _________________ --~ ________ _ 
- 12/09/2009 16:14 FAX 6642240 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
141005/007 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLmA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
ORDER PERMITTING TELEPHONIC 
APPEARANCE 
The Court, having before it the Motion to Appear Telephonically filed John 
P. Whelan, attorney for Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A., and 
Karen Zimmerman; NOW, THEREFORE: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that John P. Whelan may appear telephonically at 
the hearing scheduled December 23, 2009 at 10:15 a.m. 
ORDER PERMITTING TELEPHONIC APPEARANCE-1 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 578 of 1268
 Al
S
41 0 5/
.
VS.
.  •
.
. .
.
E-l
• 12/09/2009 16:15 FAX 6642240 ~ 006/007 
DATED this 
1ttG 
J/ day of December, 2009. 
-s~v7 
District Judge 
ORDER PERMITTING TELEPHONIC APPEARANCE-2 
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1 
ii
/1
· V
12/09/2009 16:15 FAX 6642240 ~ 007/007 
CLERK•s CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the I f-#1. day of December. 2009, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 20 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
Via: __ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
/Facsimile (208) 263-8211 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
213 N. 4111 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Via: __ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
V" Facsimile (208) 664-2240 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attomeys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 East Lake St~eet, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(THU)DEC 31 2009 15:01/ST. 14:57/No. 6810297059 P 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JODIC1AL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
IARLBTTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative o£ the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry 1 
CAP'l'AIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B • MCFARLAND, MXCHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P . A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT LIST 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW the Plaintiffs and submits the following as a 
list of exhibits to be used in trial. Counsel is planning to 
reorganize the exhibits into a format that ia more eonsistent 
with the order the exhibits will be offered or used during 
trial. 
1. 
2. 
Appraisal Report from David Noonan (already 
provided) 
John P. Whelan, fax of December 30, 2009 with 
PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT LIST - 1 
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attached fax from Michael B. McFarland to JP 
Whelan dated 12/26/09. 
3. Audio visual and transcript and exhibits of 
deposition of ~chael MCFarland £ram 12/18/09 and 
12/23/09. 
4. ~udio visual and transcript and exhibits of 
deposition of Karen Zimmerman from December 21, 
2009. 
S. Affidavit of Michael MCFarland 
6. Cashier's check No. 1081104 in amount of 
$60,000.00 from Jerry Berry to James and Jean 
Campbell date 8/4/03 
7. Cashier's Check to Jerry Berry dated 8/4/03 in 
amount of $60,000.00 
8. cashier's check to Campbell dated July 25, 2009 
from Jerry Berry for $40,000.00 
9. Cashier's check to Jerry L. Berry in the amount 
of $40,000.00 dated July 25, 2003 
10. receipt from Jerry Berry to Michael B. McFarland 
in amount of $40,000.00 dated 7/25/03 
11 . Check from Jerry Barry to Karen Zimmerman eta ted 
9/29/03 in the amount of $823.50 
12 . Check from Jerry L. Berry to Karan Zil'lll\erman 
dated 10/11/03 in th• amount of $301 
13. Letters of Personal Representative in Estate of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry 
14. Bylaws of Captain's Wheel Resort Inc. by 
Nordstrom and Campbell 
15. Resignation of Susan Nordstrom as Officer and 
director 
16. Resignation of Norman Nordatrom as Officer and 
eli rector 
17. Resolution in Lieu of Special Meetinq of Board of 
Directors of Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. date 
August 7, 2003 
18. Stock Purchase Agreement from Campbell to Jerry 
Berry 
19. Stock Purchase Agreement from Norclstrom to Jerry 
Berry 
20. Demand Promissory Note dated September 22, 2000 
21. Minutes of Organizational Meetinq of 
Directors/Incorporators of Captain's Wheel Resort 
Incorporated signed by Campbell 
22. Resolution ln Lieu of Special Meeting of Board of 
Directors of Captain's Wheel (unsigned) 
23. Resolution In Lieu of Special Meeting of Board of 
Directors o£ Captain's Wheal Resort, Inc. 
PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT LIST - 2 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 582 of 1268
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(unsi~ned) 
24. Reinstatement Notice showing Karletta G. Berry as 
V-pras/Sec dated 7/18/06 
25. August 11, 2003 letter from Paul Daugherty to 
Whom it May Concern 
26. Resolution in Lieu of Special Meeting signed oy 
Campbell and Jerry Berry 
27. April 28, 2004 letter frcm Paul Daugherty to 
Jerry Berry 
28. Hand written letter from Jerry Berry to Paul 
Daugherty 
29. To Whom It May Concern handwritten note regarding 
40,000.00 payment to Campbell 
30. Sept 29, 2003 Letter from Paul Daugherty to Jerry 
Barry 
31. Business Card for Captain's Wheel showing Hosts 
as Jerry & Karlatta Barry 
32. November 19, 2006 letter from Rarletta Baxry to 
Michael McFarland and Karen Zimmer.man 
33. Objection to Notice of Special Meeting dated 
Novembez 18, 2009 signed by Kazletta Berry 
34. Proposed resolution dated November 18, 2006 from 
:Karletta Berry 
35. November 17, 2006 letter from Karletta G. Berry 
to the Board of the Captain's Wheel 
36. Minutes of the Special Meeting of Shareholders of 
Captain's Wheal signed by Jerry, Karletta, 
Michael and Karen 
37. Waiver of Notice dated October 15, 2006 
38. Notice of Special Meeting of Directors dated 
10/15/06 3:00 
39. Minutes of Special Meeting dated 10/15/06 
40. Notice of Spacial maetinq for October 15, 2006 
at 2:30 pm 
41. Waiver of Notice of Special Meeting for October 
15, 2006 at 2:30 pm 
42. Minutes of Special Meeting (2pqs) 
43. Bylaws of Captain's Wheal Resort, Inc- unsigned 
and blanks filled in by Michael McFarland (9 pgs) 
44. Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement from Jerry 
Berry to Kazen Z~r.man and Michael McFarland 
45. Proposed but unsigned stock purchase and sale 
agreement establishing trust 
46. loan aqreement with stock as collateral -
unsigned 
47. marriaqe license - Jerry Berry and Karletta Berry 
48. Memo f~om Toby McLaughlin data 2/15/07 with 
PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT LIST - 3 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 583 of 1268
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Exh:Lb:Lt A and B 
49. Memo from Toby MCLaughlin dated November 30, 2006 
SO. Memo from Toby McLaughlin dated November 22, 2006 
51. November 16, 2006 correspondence from ~chael 
McFarland to Rex Finney with attached Notice of 
special meeting 
52. November 29, 2009 correspondence from Michael 
McFarland to Rex Finney 
53. 3anuary 28, 2007 correspondence from M1chael 
MCFarland to Rex Finney 
54. Pebruary S, 2007 correspondence from ~chael 
MCFarland to Rex Finney with Notice of Special 
Meeting to remove Karletta as Director 
55. Notice of Stock 
56. copy of manila envelope and 118 pages of meal 
tickets which represent free food and drink to 
McFarland and Zimmerman during 2003 and 2004 in 
the .-ount of $657.40 (2003) and $2,087.83 (2004) 
totaling 119 pages. 
DATED this '}( day of Dacamber, 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy o£ the+. 
foregoing waa served by facstmile and by e-mail, this jf5 aay of 
December, 2009, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. ~ P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83914 
Judge Verby 
chamber's copy 
[x]Via Hand Delivery (w/out eXbts) 
[x]Via Facs~ile: (208) 664-2240 without exhibits 
[x)Via e-mail: jpwhelanattorney@yahoo.com with exhibits 
P~NTIFFS' EXHIBIT LIST - 4 
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·-.FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FIHNZY FINNEY & Fr:NNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
rax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(THU) DEC 31 2009 13:27 /ST. 13:27 /No. 681 0297055 P 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDIC1AL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLJTTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Je~ry Lee Roy Barry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B, MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B, MCFARLAND, P. A. , an.d KAREN 
ZI~, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTIITS' WITNESS LIST 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMBS NOW the Plaintiffs and •ubmits the following as a 
list of witnesses to ba called at trial: 
1. Karletta Grace Berry 
2. ~chael MCrarland 
3. Karen Zimmerman 
4. Toby McLaughlin, Attorney 
S. Paul Wilson Paugharty, Attorney 
6. David Noonan (expert) 
7. Jimmy Black (expert) 
8. Sharilyn Cano 
9. Richard Cano 
PLAINTIFFS' WITNESS LIST - l Berry v. Mc arland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 585 of 1268
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10. Scott Robertson 
11. Monnie Cripe 
12. Marie Streater 
13. Erin Cooper 
14. Kevin Mcfarland 
15. Jim Campbell 
16. Jean Campbell 
1?. Merry Cusack, Attorney 
18. Tony Dejong 
19. Theresa Clifton 
20. Dr. Morich 
21. Dr. 'l'ezcan 
22 . Dr Gressett 
23. Dorothy Carpenter 
24. Daveana Plagnac Huff 
25. Cheyenne Valdez 
26. Mlchael L. Perrizo 
21. Byron G. Powell 
29. Frank Conklin 
29. Ben Darrell 
30. MCCall Lanwier, Buck and Burkhart, or employee 
thereof 
31. Mark Witham at Wells Farqo Bank 
32. Dan & Wendy Tallarico 
33. Randy Mote 
DATED this day of December, 2:%(t:=_ 
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney at. Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was delivered as indicated, this ~fday of Dacember, 
2009, and was add%eosed as follows: 
J. P • WHELAN P. C . 
At.torney at. law 
213 N. 4th St:r:eet 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 93814 
(Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240) 
PLAIN'riFFS' Wl'.rNESS LIS'J: - 2 
J'uclge Verby 
chambe:r:' s copy 
(Via Band Delivary) 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4rh Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
., ld.V.I.L UtJ I. lg)VVI/VV.:I 
STAlE OF ICWiO }SS CXlUNTY OF KOOTENAI · 
FlED: 0'iJ 
2010 JAN -4 P11 ft: I 3 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
·~"14~/mJz-
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETIA CRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
DEFENDANTS' STATEMENT OF 
WITNESSES 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, by and through their attorney of record, John P. Whelan, submit the 
following witness list: 
1. Michael McFarland 
2. Karen Zimmerman 
3. Karfetta Grace Berry 
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4. Herb Huseland 
5. Monnie Cripe 
6. Marie Streater 
7. Ralph Jones 
8. Any witnesses called by the defense. 
And such other witnesses as may be necessary for rebuttal. 
DATED this~ay of January, 201 o. 
ey for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the t/= 11f day of January, 2010, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, fjnney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(~csimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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Jessi a Tvrdy 
JUDGE: 
REPORTER 
CLERK: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STEVEVERBY 
VAL LARSON 
LYNNE ANDERSON 
COURT MINUTES 
CASE NO. 
DATE: 
CV 2007-0002409 - KOOTENAI CO. 
12/23/2009 TIME: 10:15 AM 
CD: 09-304 
KARLETTA BERRY, ETAL Vs MICHAEL MCFARLAND, ETAL 
Plaintiff I Petitioner Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: JOHN WHELAN 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
Atty: REX FINNEY 
MOTION FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
10:16 J Calls Case 
Present: I REX FINNEY; JOHN WHELAN BY PHONE 
J MR FINNEY, THIS IS YOUR MOTION 
RF AFFIDAVITS OF TOBY MCLAUGHLIN, KARLETTA BERRY, DAVID NOONAN, REX 
FINNEY INCLUDING DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL MCFARLAND. 
THERE IS AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MR MCFARLAND 
AND MS BERRY. HE STATED HE HAD NOT REPRESENTED JERRY BERRY AT 
ANYTIME. 
MR MCFARLAND DID HAVE 2 MEETINGS WITH MR BERRY AT HIS OFFICE. 
THERE WAS DISCUSSION OF BANKRUPTCY. 
IT IS POSSIBLE THAT MR MCFARLAND DID NOT BELIEVE THAT HE HAD AN 
ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. BUT MR BERRY CAME TO A 
BANKRUPTCY ATTORNEY, MR MCFARLAND, AND INQUIRED HOW TO 
PROTECT ASSETS IN CAPTAIN'S WHEEL. RESORT. 
ARGUMENT TO AMEND COMPLAINT FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES. 
J WITH REGARD TO CLAIM AGAINST KAREN ZIMMERMAN, WHAT FACTS DO 
YOU HAVE? 
RF THAT IS IN AFFIDAVIT OF TOBY MCLAUGHLIN. HE SPOKE TO MR MCFARLAND 
AT ONE OF THE MEETINGS. MCFARLAND SAID THAT SHE WORKED FOR 
TREATY ROCK REALTY AND IS ENGAGED TO HIM 
10:30 JW MOVE TO STRIKE THIS LATE FILED AFFIDAVIT OF MR FINNEY. IT IS 
UNTIMELY UNDER CIVIL RULE. MIKE MCFARLAND COUNSELED JERRY 
BERRY IN 2001 AND HE BECOMES JERRY BERRY'S ATTORNEY FOR LIFE? 
HE COUNSELED JERRY BERRY 2 TIMES REGARDING BANKRUPTCY. 
ANY TIME A PERSON COUNSELS WITH AN ATTORNEY THAT IS COVERED BY 
ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE. IT DOESN'T NECESSARY MEAN THAT HE IS 
HIS ATTORNEY. JERRY BERRY AND THE CAMPBELL'S OWNED THE RESORT 
IN BAYVIEW. THE PARTNERS WANTED OUT AND OFFERED TO SELL THEIR 
STOCK FOR $100,000.00. MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN ADMIT THEY KNEW 
JERRY BERRY AND WERE FRIENDS WITH HIM BUT MCFARLAND WAS NOT 
JERRY'S ATTORNEY. MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN HAD TO COME UP WITH 
$100,000.00 TO BUY OUT THE CAMPBELL'S. THEY COULD ONLY COME UP 
WITH $40,000.00 WHICH WAS CONSIDERED A LOAN. JERRY BERRY TREATS 
MIKE MCFARLAND AND KAREN ZIMMERMAN AS SILENT PARTNERS. IT 
WASN'T UNTIL 2006 THAT THE STOCK WAS PUT IN THEIR NAMES. THIS 
EVENT BEGAN IN 2003 AND FINALIZED IN 2006. IT HAD TO BE BECAUSE MR 
BERRY WAS DYING. 
THIS IS NOT A PUNITIVE DAMAGE CASE. 
CASE NO. CV 2007-0002409 
COURT MINUTES 
DATE: 12/23/09 Page 1 of2 
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THERE IS ALSO THE ALLEGATION THAT MIKE MCFARLAND WAS THE 
ATTORNEY FOR THE CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT. THERE IS NOT ANY 
DOCUMENT TO SUPPORT THAT ALLEGATION. 
THE FACTS DON'T FIT THE ALLEGATIONS HERE. 
THIS CASE IS MADE UP OF CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE. 
10:44 J MR FINNEY, YOU HEARD MR WHELAN'S SUGGESTION TO TAKE THE ISSUE 
OF PUNITIVE DAMAGES UNDER ADVISEMENT UNTIL PLAINTIFF RESTS ITS 
CASE AT TRIAL? DO AGREE WITH THAT? 
RF THAT WOULD BE ALRIGHT AS LONG AS WE ARE ALLOWED TO ARGUE AFTER 
.RESTING 
JW THAT IS THE WAY IT IS DONE 
J RESERVE RULING UNTIL TRIAL. THE PLAINTIFF SHOULD THEY PROVED A 
PRIMA FACIE CASE AND SHOULD THE COURT ALLOW THE AMENDMENT FOR 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, THE PLAINTIFF WOULD BE ALLOWED TO PUT ON 
FURTHER EVIDENCE REGARDING 
JW IT SHOULD BE ONLY IF THE PRIMA FACIE CASE REGARDING PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES THEN PRESENT MORE EVIDENCE 
J YES. THIS CASE IS SCHEDULED FOR TRIAL IN KOOTENAI COUNTY ON 
JANUARY 14. THERE WILL BE A NEW DISTRICT JUDGE IN KOOTENAI 
COUNTY. THIS CASE HAS BEEN DISCUSSED AND BECAUSE OF THE LENGTH 
OF THIS TRIAL (10 DAYS) IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED THAT JUDGE HOSACK 
TRY THIS CASE RATHER THAN HAVE ME TRAVEL TO KOOTENAI COUNTY TO 
TRY THE CASE. THE GOVERNOR WILL BE APPOINTING A NEW DISTRICT 
JUDGE. THERE ARE 3 CANDIDATES. WE DON'T KNOW HOW LONG BEFORE 
THE SUCCESSOR WILL TAKE JUDGE HOSACK'S PLACE. 
THE TRIAL MAY BE CONTINUED. WE DON'T KNOW AT THIS POINT. I 
SUGGEST THAT YOU CONTINUE TO PREPARE FOR TRIAL. 
BECAUSE OF THE ISSUES IN THIS CASE, THAT COUNSEL WORK ON JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS. 
10:58 END 
CASE NO. CV 2007-0002409 DATE: 12/23/09 Page 2 of 2 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P . A. ~ 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) 
) 
) ORDER REGARDING AMENDMENT FOR 
) PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
WHEREAS, the Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend Complaint For 
Punitive Damages came on for hearing on the 23 day of December, 
2009, with Rex Finney, attorney for the Plaintiffs, Karletta 
Berry, Plaintiff, and John P. Whelan, attorney for the 
Defendants, all being present. 
ORDER REGARDING AMENDMENT FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES - 1 
I. 
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AND WHEREAS, the attorneys for the parties set forth an 
agreement on the record in regard to amending the Complaint to 
seek punitive damages. 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the Plaintiffs may 
amend their Complaint to seek punitive damages, should a prima 
facia case for punitive damages be presented by the Plaintiffs 
at trial, and the Court determines that the evidence presented 
is sufficient to, and allows amendment to seek punitive damages. 
Then the Plaintiffs may amend the Complaint to seek punitive 
damages and may present additional evidence and testimony in 
regard to issues relevant to an award of punitive damages to the 
jury. 
DATED this ~~day of December, 2009. 
~~ 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK'S RULE 77(d) SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy, with the 
clerk's filing stamp thereon showing the date of filing, of the 
foregoing, was served Via U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid, this J G 
day of December, 2009 and was addressed to: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4ili Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
By: '£~ ~LJ-= 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 41h Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
~ CIVIL DEPT. lgj 008/010 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNn' OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL 
STATEMENT OF WITNESSES 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, by and through their attorney of record, John P. Whelan, submit the 
following witness list: 
1 . Michael McFarland 
2. Karen Zimmerman 
3. Karl etta Grace Berry 
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4. Herb Huseland 
5. Monnle Cripe 
6. Marie Streater 
7. Ralph jones 
8. Dee Meredith 
8. Any witnesses called by Plaintiffs. 
And such other witnesses as may be necessary for rebuttal. 
~· 
DATED this _2._ day of January, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 511\ day of January. 2010, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as Indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) _9-vernight Mail 
(""(Facsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
~ CIVIL DEPT. ~001/010 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNn' OF KOOTENAI 
KARLffiA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLEITA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT LIST 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, may offer the exhibits identified in the attached Defendants' 
Exhibit List and may also offer such evidence as has been identified by Plaintiffs 
in their evidence disclosure statement as necessary. 
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~ CIVIL DEPT. ~002/010 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
Attorney for Defendants 
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT LIST 
Case No. CV-07-2409 Date: January 5, 2010 
Title of Case: Karletta Grace Berry, et al. v. Michael B. McFarland, et al. 
__ Plaintiff's Exhibits (list numerically) 
X Defendant's Exhibits (list alphabetically) 
__ Third Party Exhibits State Party: 
No. Description Admitted Offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by Stip Ruling 
A Receipt for $40,000.00 dated 
7/25/03 
B Receipt for $60,000.00 dated 
8/4/03 
c Articles of Incorporation and 
yearly filings of Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. 
D Bylaws 
E Corporate 
Minutes-unsigned 
F Corporate Minutes, April 1 5, 
1997 
G Resolution of September 22, 
2000/Resignations 
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H Resolution August 7, 203 
I Stock Purchase Agreement 
Berry/Campbell 
J Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement 
K Special Meeting Notices 
L Waiver of Notice of 10/15/06 
M Minutes of Special Meeting 
N Waiver of Notice of Special 
Meeting/Notice 
0 Minutes dated l 0/15/06 
p Minutes dated Nov. 29, 2006 
Q Letter to Finney, Feb. 5, 2007 
with notice 
R Minutes dated Feb. 16, 2007 
s Objection to Special Meeting 
T Resolutions in lieu 
u Offer/Acceptance of stock 
v Stock Purchase Agreement 
w Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement 
X Stock Certificates 
y Letter from Finney, Feb. 14, 
2007 
z Letter to Finney, Feb. 5, 2007 
AA Letter to Finney, Jan. 8, 2007 
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BB Emails 
cc Letter to Finney, Nov. 29, 
2006 
DO Letter from Finney, Nov. 21, 
2006 
EE Objection to notice 
FF Letter to Board, Nov. 17, 
2006 
GG Letter to McFarland, Nov. 18, 
2006 
HH Letter to McFarland, Nov. 14, 
2006 
II McFarland letter, Nov. 16, 
2006 
JJ Letter from Daugharty dated 
April 28, 2004 
KK Demand note 
ll August 11, 2003 receipt 
MM Unsigned minutes 
NN Wells Fargo letter dated 
January 17, 2007 
00 Miscellaneous corporate 
records 
pp Fax and memo from 
Daugharty's office 
QQ Letter from Daugharty, 
February 21 , 2006 
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' 
ss Summary of costs and 
expenses advanced by 
McFarland 
TT 2006 Corporate Tax Returns 
uu 2007 Corporate Tax Returns 
vv 2008 Corporate Tax Returns 
.. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ?~ day of January, 2010, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) ~rnight Mail 
( vrFacsimile to: (208) 263~8211 
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Jessie Tvrdy 
FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
ORIGINAL 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNE~, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake St~eet, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 93964 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (209) 263-9211 
ISB No. 6313 
(TUE)JAN 5 2010 13:27/ST.13:27/No. 6810297075 P 2 
-~}ss 
RED: 
ZOIO JAN -5 Pt1 t: 59 
IN THB DIS~CT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
RARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Barry, 
CAP'.l'AlN' s WHEEL RESORT, INC. I 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND 1 MICHAEL 
8 . MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Casa No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) SUBPOENA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
______________ ) 
The State Of Idaho To: Sharilyn Cano 
You are hereby commanded to appear before District Judge 
Steve Verby of the above entitled court at a courtroos of the 
Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, 
SUBPOENA - 1 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (TUE) JAN 5 2010 13: 27/ST. 13: 27/No. 6810297075 P 3 
Idaho on January 19, 20 and 21, 2010 at 9:00 a.m. as a witness 
for the Plaintiffs in the above entitled action. 
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the 
place and time specified above, that you may be held in contempt 
of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from you the 
sum of $100.00 and all damages which tha parties may sustain~ 
you~ failu~e to attend as a witness. 
Dated this 5 day of Janua:r:y 2010. 
By order of the court. 
DA~,tt;L J. ENGL.ISH 
Clerk of Cou~t 
i,: I 
By: Deputy Clerk '\i)~<> ______ _ 
"-Q~'·, ' 
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01/12/2010 17:47 FAX 6642240 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
~ CIVIL DEPT. @001/003 
STATE OF IDAHO ·. ~ 9/ K0CIT£NAJ }SS . ~ qcj)~ 
2010 JAN I 2 PM ~:53 
~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL 
STATEMENT OF WITNESSES 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, by and through their attorney of record, John P. Whelan, submit the 
following witness list: 
1. Michael McFarland 
2. Karen Zimmerman 
3. Karl etta Grace Berry 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF WITNESSES-1 
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4. Herb Huseland 
s. Monnie Cripe 
6. Marie Streater 
7. Ralph jones 
8. Dee Meredith 
9. Jessica Tvrdy 
10. Any witnesses called by Plaintiffs. 
And such other witnesses as may be necessary for rebuttal. 
DATED this fr day of January, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the t~""" day of january, 2010, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 20 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(vrf"acsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
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CLERK DISTRICT COURT 120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
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ISB No. 6313 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a 
widow, KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, 
Personal Representative of 
the Estate of Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, P.A., 
and KAREN ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED JURY 
) INSTRUCTIONS and REQUESTED 
) FORM OF SPECIAL VERDICT ( S) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COME NOW, the Plaintiffs, by and through counsel, REX 
A. FINNEY, Finney Finney & Finney, P.A., and submits the 
Plaintiffs' Requested Jury Instructions and proposed 
' I. 
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verdict. Some of the Instructions are for use if the Jury 
makes advisory findings pursuant to I.R.C.P. 39. 
DATED this ~~ day of 
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served as indicated, this 17 day of 
January, 2010, and was addressed as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
Via u.s. Mail 
213 N. 4ffi Street 
The Honorable Charles Hosack 
Chamber's Copy 
(Via e-mail: cw.hosack@gmail.com) 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
AND (Via e-mail jpwhelanattorney@yahoo.com) 
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I
U.S
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The Claims of the Plaintiffs are as follows: 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry died on November 4, 2006. Karletta 
Grace Berry is Jerry Lee Roy Berry's surviving widow. 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry and Karletta Berry were husband and 
wife the owners of all of the stock in the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc., an Idaho Corporation. 
The Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. owns land on Lake Pend 
Oreille where it operates a bar and restaurant together with a 
dock with boat slips, and a parking lot across the street. 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry has judgment creditors out of the state 
of Washington resulting from a failed real estate development. 
Michael B. McFarland is an attorney within the State of 
Idaho and practices bankruptcy law from his law firm Michael B. 
McFarland, P.A. located in Kootenai County, Idaho. 
Michael B. McFarland and Karen Zimmerman are engaged to be 
married. 
Plaintiffs claim that Michael B. McFarland and his law firm 
Michael B. McFarland, P.A. were the attorney for the Plaintiffs 
and among other thing were providing legal advice on how to 
protect the Plaintiffs' stock in the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. from judgment creditors of Jerry Lee Roy Berry and advised 
regarding a possible bankruptcy. 
On July 4, 2006 Jerry Lee Roy Berry transferred one half of 
the shares in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. to Michael 
McFarland and Karen Zimmerman as joint tenants with rights of 
survivorship. 
The shares were sold to McFarland and Zimmerman at far 
below the fair market value of the shares of stock purchased. 
Michael B. McFarland of the firm of Michael B. McFarland, 
P.A. was the attorney for Jerry Lee Roy Berry, Karletta Berry 
and the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. at the time of the transfer 
of stock noted above. 
Plaintiffs claim that it was a breach of the duties Michael 
B. McFarland owed to his clients as their attorney to purchase 
the shares of stock in the Captains Wheel Resort, Inc at less 
than fair market value. 
The Plaintiffs are asking for money damages against the 
defendants Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and 
Karen Zimmerman. 
1 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
___ OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
These instructions explain your duties as jurors and define 
the law that applies to this case. It is your duty to deter.mine 
the facts, to apply the law set forth in these instructions to 
those facts, and in this way to decide the case. Your decision 
should be based upon a rational and objective assessment of the 
evidence. It should not be based on sympathy or prejudice. 
It is my duty to instruct you on the points of law necessary 
to decide the case, and it is your duty to follow the law as I 
instruct. You must consider these instructions as a whole, not 
picking out one and disregarding others. The order in which these 
instructions are given or the manner in which they are numbered 
has no significance as to the importance of any of them. If you 
do not understand an instruction, you may send a note to me 
through the bailiff, and I will try to clarify or explain the 
point further. 
In deter.mining the facts, you may consider only the evidence 
admitted in this trial. This evidence consists of the testimony 
of the witnesses, the exhibits admitted into evidence, and any 
stipulated or admitted facts. While the arguments and remarks of 
the attorneys may help you understand the evidence and apply the 
instructions, what they say is not evidence. 
2 
If an attorney' s Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court N . 37951-2010 612 of 1268'  
argument or remark has no basis in the evidence, you should 
disregard it. 
The production of evidence in court is governed by rule of 
law. At times during the trial, I sustained an objection to a 
question without permitting the witness to answer it, or to an 
offered exhibit without receiving it into evidence. My rulings 
are legal matters, and are solely my responsibility. You must not 
speculate as to the reason for any objection, which was made, or 
my ruling thereon, and in reaching your decision you may not 
consider such a question or exhibit or speculate as to what the 
answer or exhibit would have shown. Remember, a question is not 
evidence and should be considered only as it gives meaning to the 
answer. 
The law does not require you to believe all of the evidence 
admitted in the course of the trial. As the sole judges of the 
facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what 
weight you attach to it. In so doing, you bring with you to this 
courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives . 
There is no magical formula for evaluating testimony. In your 
everyday affairs, you determine for yourselves whom you believe, 
what you believe and how much weight you attach to what you are 
told. The considerations you use in making the more important 
decisions in your everyday dealings are the same considerations 
you should apply in your deliberations in this case. 
3 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
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MODIFIED 
--- COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.00 - Introductory instruction to jury 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
During your deliberations, you will be entitled to have with 
you my instructions concerning the law that applies to this case, 
the exhibits that have been admitted into evidence and any notes 
taken by you in the course of the trial proceedings. 
If you take notes during the trial, be careful that your 
attention is not thereby diverted from the witness or his 
testimony; and you must keep your notes to yourself and not show 
them to other persons or jurors until the jury deliberations at 
the end of the trial. 
---
IDJI 1.01 - Deliberation procedures 
4 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
There are certain things you must not do during this trial: 
1. You must not associate in any way with the parties, any 
of the attorneys or their employees, or any of the witnesses. 
2 You must not discuss the case with anyone, or permit 
anyone to discuss the case with you. If anyone attempts to 
discuss the case with you, or to influence your decision in the 
case, you must report it to me promptly. 
3. You must not discuss the case with other jurors until 
you retire to the jury room to deliberate at the close of the 
entire case. 
4. You must not make up your mind until you have heard all 
of the testimony and have received my instructions as to the law 
that applies to the case. 
5. You must not contact anyone in an attempt to discuss or 
gain a greater understanding of the case. 
6. You must not go to the place where any alleged event 
occurred. 
IDJI 1.03 -Admonition to jury 
5 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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Admoniti
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Whether a party has insurance is not relevant to any of the 
questions you are to decide. You must avoid any inference, 
speculation or discussion about insurance. 
---
IDJI 1.04 - Insurance cautionary 
comment: 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
This instruction has been revised to comply with Lehmkuhl v. 
Bolland, 114 Idaho 503, 757 P.2d 1222 (Ct. App. 1988). 
6 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The corporation involved in this case is entitled to the same 
fair and unprejudiced treatment that an individual would be under 
like circumstances. You should decide this case with the same 
impartiality that you would use in deciding a case between 
individuals. 
IDJI 1.02 - Corporate parties 
7 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
In deciding this case, you may not delegate any of your 
decisions to another or decide any question by chance, such as 
by the flip of a coin or drawing of straws. If money damages 
are to be awarded or percentages of fault are to be assigned, 
you may not agree in advance to average the sum of each 
individual juror's estimate as the method of determining the 
amount of the damage award or percentage of negligence. 
---
IDJI 1.09 - Quotient verdicts 
8 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If it becomes necessary during your deliberations to 
communicate with me, you may send a note signed by one or more of 
you to the bailiff. You should not try to communicate with me by 
any means other than such a note. 
During your deliberations, you are not to reveal to anyone 
how the jury stands on any of the questions before you, 
numerically or otherwise, unless requested to do so by me. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.11 - Communications with court 
9 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Members of the Jury: In order to return a verdict, it is 
necessary that at least three-fourths of the jury agree. Your 
verdict must represent the considered judgment of each juror 
agreeing to it. 
It is your duty, as jurors, to consult with one another and 
to deliberate with a view to reaching an agreement, if you can do 
so without violence to individual judgment. Each of you must 
decide the case for yourself, but do so only after an impartial 
consideration of the evidence with your fellow jurors. In the 
course of your deliberations, do not hesitate to reexamine your 
own views and change your opinion if convinced it is erroneous. 
But do not surrender your honest conviction as to the weight or 
effect of evidence solely because of the opinion of your fellow 
jurors, or for the mere purpose of returning a verdict. 
You are not partisans. You are judges - judges of the facts. 
Your sole interest is to ascertain the truth from the evidence in 
the case. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.13.1 Alternate form- concluding remarks 
10 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
On retiring to the jury room, select one of your number as a 
foreman, who will preside over your deliberations. 
An appropriate form of verdict will be submitted to you with 
any instructions. Follow the directions on the verdict form, and 
answer all of the questions required of you by the instructions on 
the verdict form. 
A verdict may be reached by three-fourths of your number, or 
nine of you. As soon as nine or more of you have agreed upon each 
of the required questions in the verdict, you should fill it out 
as instructed, and have it signed. It is not necessary that the 
same nine agree on each question. If your verdict is unanimous, 
your foreman alone will sign it; but if nine or more, but less 
than the entire jury, agree, then those so agreeing will sign the 
verdict. 
As soon as you have completed and signed the verdicts, you 
will notify the bailiff, who will then return you into open court. 
IDJI 1.15 .2 Completion of 
interrogatories 
11 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
verdict form on special 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Certain evidence is about to be presented to you by 
deposition. A deposition is test~ony taken under oath before the 
trial and preserved in writing and upon video with audio. This 
evidence is entitled to the same consideration you would give had 
the witness testified from the witness stand. 
You will only receive this test~ony in open court. Although 
there is a record of the test~ony you are about to hear and see, 
this record will not be 
deliberations. 
available to you during your 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.22 - Deposition testimony (modified regarding video and 
sound) 
Comment: 
12 
The last sentence has been added to IDJI 124 to anticipate 
inquiry from the jury. 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO 
Evidence may be either direct or circumstantial. Direct 
evidence is evidence that directly proves a fact. Circumstantial 
evidence is evidence that indirectly proves the fact, by proving 
one or more facts from which the fact at issue may be inferred. 
The law makes no distinction between direct and 
circumstantial evidence as to the degree of proof required; each 
is accepted as a reasonable method of proof and each is respected 
for such convincing force as it may carry. 
IDJI 1.24 .2 
13 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
When I say that a party has the burden of proof on a 
proposition, or use the expression "if you find" or "if you 
decide," I mean you must be persuaded that the proposition is more 
probably true than not true. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.20.1 - Burden of proof -preponderance of evidence 
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prepondera
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
When I say a party has the burden of proof on a proposition 
by clear and convincing evidence, I mean you must be persuaded 
that it is highly probable that such proposition is true. This is 
a higher burden than the general burden that the proposition is 
more probably true than not true. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.20.2 - Burden of proof - clear and convincing evidence 
15 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Whether an attorney-client relationship exists is a 
question for the trier of fact. 
---
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
O'Neil v. Vasseur, 118 Idaho 257, 262, 796 P.2d 134, 139 (Idaho 
App. I 1990) 
16 
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,
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The attorney-client relationship may be established not 
only by a technical business association between an attorney and 
client, but also through informal personal relationships which 
engender trust and confidence by one in another. 
---
---
Cause of Action 1 (2006) § 5 
17 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Usually the payment of a fee or retainer is evidence of an 
attorney-client relationship, but it is not necessary. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 932, 934, 801 P.2d 1283, 1285 
(Idaho,1990) 
18 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
An attorney-client relationship can be established when the 
attorney is sought for assistance in matters pertinent to his 
profession. 
---
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 932, 934, 801 P.2d 1283, 1285 
(Idaho, 1990) 
19 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
As a representative of clients, a lawyer performs various 
functions. As advisor, a lawyer provides a client with an 
informed understanding of the client's legal rights and 
obligations and explains their practical implications. As 
advocate, a lawyer zealously asserts the client's position under 
the rules of the adversary system. As negotiator, a lawyer 
seeks a result advantageous to the client but consistent with 
requirements of honest dealings with others. As an evaluator, a 
lawyer acts by examining a client's legal affairs and reporting 
about them to the client or to others. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Preamble: A Lawyer's 
Responsibilities, Paragraph 2 
20 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Idaho Rule of Professional of Professional Conduct 1.7, 
Conflict of Interest: Current Clients, provides: 
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall 
not represent a client if the representation involves a 
concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of 
interest exists if: 
(1) the representation of one client will be directly 
adverse to another client; or 
(2) there is a significant risk that the 
representation of one or more clients will be materially 
limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client, 
a former client or a third person or by the personal 
interests of the lawyer, including family and domestic 
relationships. 
(b) Notwithstanding the existence of a concurrent conflict 
of interest under paragraph (a), a lawyer may represent a client 
if: 
( 1) the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer 
will be able to provide competent and diligent 
representation to each affected client; 
(2) the representation is not prohibited by law; 
(3) the representation does not involve the assertion 
of a claim by one client against another client represented 
by the lawyer in the same litigation or other proceeding 
before a tribunal; and 
(4) each affected client gives informed consent, 
confirmed in writing. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Professional Rule 1.7: Conflict of Interest: Current 
Clients 
21 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Rule 1.7(b) of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 
mandates that a lawyer shall not represent a client if the 
representation of that client may be materially limited by the 
lawyer's responsibilities to another client or to a third 
person, or by the lawyer's own interest. Loyalty to a client 
prohibits undertaking representation directly adverse to that 
client without the client's consent. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Blough v. Wellman, 132 Idaho 424, 426, 974 P.2d 70, 72 
(Idaho,1999) IDAHO RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 1.7 comment 
(1986) 
22 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct 1. 8, Current Clients: 
Specific Rules, provides: 
A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction with a 
client or knowingly acquire an ownership, possessory, security 
or other pecuniary interest adverse to a client unless: 
( 1) the transaction and terms on which the lawyer 
acquires the interest are fair and reasonable to the client 
and are fully disclosed and transmitted in writing in a 
manner that can be reasonably understood by the client; 
(2) the client is advised in writing of the 
desirability of seeking and is given a reasonable 
opportunity to seek the advice of independent legal counsel 
on the transaction; and 
(3) the client gives informed consent, in a writing 
signed by the client, to the essential terms of the 
transaction and the lawyer's role in the transaction, 
including whether the lawyer is representing the client in 
the transaction. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Professional Rule 1.8(a), (b) and (c): Conflict Of 
Interest: Current Clients: Specific Rules 
23 
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 t 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A lawyer's legal skill and training, together with the 
relationship of trust and confidence between lawyer and client, 
create the possibility of overreaching when the lawyer 
participates in a business, property or financial transaction 
with a client, for example, a loan or sales transaction or a 
lawyer investment on behalf of a client. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct: Conflict Of Interest: 
Current Clients: Specific Rules, Commentary Paragraph [1] 
24 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Idaho Professional of Professional Conduct l.B(c), 
provides: A lawyer shall not solicit any substantial gift from 
a client, including a testamentary gift, or prepare on behalf of 
a client an instrument, giving the lawyer or a person with whom 
the lawyer has a familial, domestic or close relationship any 
substantial gift unless the lawyer or other recipient of the 
gift is related to the client. For purposes of this paragraph, 
related persons include a spouse, child, grandchild, parent, 
grandparent or other relative or individual with whom the lawyer 
or the client maintains a close, familial relationship. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Professional Rule l.B(c): Conflict Of Interest: Current 
Clients: Specific Rules 
25 
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 l 
1.8
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A lawyer may accept a gift from a client, if the 
transaction meets general standards of fairness. For example, a 
simple gift such as a present given at a holiday or as a token 
of appreciation is permitted. If a client offers the lawyer a 
more substantial gift, the lawyer is not prohibited from 
accepting it, although such a gift may be voidable by the client 
under the doctrine of undue influence, which treats client gifts 
as presumptively fraudulent. In any event, due to concerns 
about overreaching and imposition on clients, a lawyer may not 
suggest that a substantial gift be made to the lawyer or for the 
lawyer's benefit, except where the lawyer is related to the 
client as set forth in paragraph (c) . 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct: Conflict Of Interest: 
Current Clients: Specific Rules, Commentary Paragraph [6] 
26 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Where attorney-client relationship exists, attorney's 
actions in name of friendship are bound by rule that attorney 
must make full disclosure when engaging in business transaction 
with client. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
In re May, 538 P.2d 787, (Idaho,1975) 
27 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The relationship between an attorney and client is a 
fiduciary relationship of the highest character, binding the 
attorney with the strictest accountability and fidelity to his 
client's interests. 
In re Carter, 86 P.2d 162 
28 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Attorneys owe fundamental duties to their clients. Among 
the most important of these duties are the duties of zealous 
representation and loyalty. This duty of loyalty is perhaps the 
most basic of counsel's duties. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Heinze v. Bauer, 
(Idaho,2008) 
145 Idaho 232, 238, 178 p. 3d 597' 603 
Strick~and v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 692, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 2067, 
80 L.Ed.2d 674, 696 (1984). 
See Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Preamble: A Lawyer's 
Responsibilities (2004) (stating 'A advocate, a lawyer zealously 
asserts the client's position under the rules of the adversary 
system.") 
29 
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P ,
. 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Lawyers have an overriding duty of zealous representation 
of a client's interest and an obligation to put their clients' 
interests ahead of their own. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Heinze v. Bauer, 145 Idaho 232, 238, 178 P.3d 597, 603 
(Idaho,2008) 
30 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
As a matter of law, an attorney owes his client a duty to 
use and exercise reasonable care, skill, discretion, and 
judgment in the representation. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 133 
Idaho 1, 4, 981 P.2d 236, 239 (Idaho, 1999) 
31 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The relationship between an attorney and a client is highly 
fiduciary in its nature and of a very delicate, exacting, and 
confidential character, requiring a high degree of fidelity and 
good faith. A fundamental principle in the attorney-client 
relationship is that the attorney shall maintain the 
confidentiality of any infor.mation learned during the attorney-
client relationship. The identify of an attorney's clients is 
sensitive personal infor.mation and implicates the clients' 
rights of privacy; every person has the right to freely confer 
with and confide in his or her attorney in an atmosphere of 
trust and serenity. Thus, an attorney should not place himself 
or herself in a position where there may be the temptation to 
take advantage of infor.mation derived from confidential 
communications. 
7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at Law § 138 
32 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The relationship of client and attorney is one of trust, 
binding an attorney to the utmost good faith in fair dealing 
with his client, and obligating the attorney to discharge that 
trust with complete fairness, honor, honesty, loyalty, and 
fidelity. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Blough v. Wellman, 132 Idaho 424, 426, 974 P.2d 70, 72 
(Idaho, 1999) 
Beal v. Mars Larsen Ranch Corp., Inc., 586 P.2d 1378 (Idaho,1978) 
Banting v. Spanbauer, 58 Idaho 44, 69 P.2d 983 (1937) 
7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client s 125 
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e
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If an attorney enters into an attorney client relationship 
with a client in regard to certain property, that attorney can 
never thereafter, unless his client consents in compliance with 
the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, buy the opposing title 
to the property, without holding it in trust for the client. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Ainsworth, et al. v. Harding, 22 Idaho 645, 128 P. 92 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 1.7, 1.8 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The confidence reposed in the attorney by the client is so 
carefully guarded by the law that it places the burden of 
proving the entire fairness of a pecuniary transactions between 
the attorney and the client upon the attorney. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Ainsworth, et al. v. Harding, 22 Idaho 645, 128 P. 92 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The law imposes fiduciary obligations on the parties when 
the parties are partners, attorney and client, or close friends. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Gray v. Tri-Way Const. Services, Inc., 210 P.3d 63, 71 (Idaho, 
2009) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
For a breach or violation of an attorney's professional 
duties, the client may hold the attorney liable or accountable. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Blough v. Wellman, 132 Idaho 424, 426, 974 P.2d 70, 72 
(Idaho,1999) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A director of a corporation has a fiduciary responsibility 
to both the corporation and to shareholders. 
---
---
Steelman v. Mallory, 110 Idaho 510 
38 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
As fiduciaries, corporate directors are bound to exercise 
the utmost good faith in managing the corporation. 
Steelman v. Mallory, 110 Idaho 510 
39 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A person or corporation may recover damages from an 
attorney for breach of fiduciary duty even though there is no 
attorney-client relationship between them, if it is shown that 
the defendant assumed a fiduciary duty to the plaintiff. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Taylor v. Maile 142 Idaho 253, 259, 127 P.3d 156, 
162 (Idaho,2005) 
40 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Breach of fiduciary duty, attorney malpractice, and breach 
of fiduciary duty by attorney for self dealing are intentional 
torts. 
41 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
---OTHER 
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___ OTHER 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Where several people actively participate in any manner in 
the commission of a tort, not only the actual actor or assailant 
is liable but all others who aid, abet, counsel or encourage the 
wrongdoer by words, gestures, looks or signs are equally liable 
with him to the injured person. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Todd v. Sullivan Const. LLC 146 Idaho 118, 125, 191 P.3d 196, 
203 (Idaho,2008) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A party shall be jointly and severally liable for the fault 
of another person where they were acting in concert or when a 
person was acting as an agent or servant of another party. As 
used in this section, "acting in concert" means pursuing a 
common plan or design which results in the commission of an 
intentional or reckless tortious act. 
---
Idaho Code§ 6-803(5) 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Horner v. Sani-Top, Inc. 143 Idaho 230, 235, 141 P.3d 1099, 
1104 (Idaho,2006) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
On the Plaintiffs' claim of breach of fiduciary duty 
against the Defendants as directors of the Captains' Wheel 
Resort, Inc. the Plaintiffs have the burden of proof on each 
of the following propositions: 
(1) the existence of a fiduciary duty between the 
Plaintiffs and Defendants; 
(2) breach of the fiduciary duty by the Defendants; 
(3) the breach of the duty either caused injury to the 
Plaintiffs or benefited the Defendants. 
You will be asked the following question on the jury 
verdict form: Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages 
from the Defendants on their claim of breach of fiduciary 
duty as directors of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.? 
ANSWER: YES No 
---
If you find from your consideration of all the evidence 
that each of these propositions has been proved, then you 
should answer this question "yes. " If you find from your 
consideration of all of the evidence that any of these 
propositions has not been proved, then you should answer this 
question "no." 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.41.2 - Charging instruction, plaintiffs case, verdict on 
special interrogatories 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
On Plaintiffs' claim of breach of fiduciary duty by 
attorney for self dealing against the Defendants, the 
Plaintiffs have the burden of proof on each of the following 
propositions: 
(1) the existence of an attorney-client relationship 
between the Plaintiffs and Defendants; 
(2) a transaction between the attorney and the clients; 
(3) a breach of the fiduciary duty, and; 
(4) the breach of the duty either caused injury to the 
Plaintiffs or benefited the Defendants. 
You will be asked the following question on the jury 
verdict form: 
Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages from the 
Defendants on their claim of breach of fiduciary duty by 
attorney for self dealing? ANSWER: YES No 
---
If you find from your consideration of all the evidence 
that each of these propositions has been proved, then you 
should answer this question "yes. " If you find from your 
consideration of all of the evidence that any of these 
propositions has not been proved, then you should answer this 
question "no." 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.41.2 - Charging instruction, plaintiffs case, verdict on 
special interrogatories 
25 Causes of Action 1 (2006) § 4 
Talbot v. Schroeder, 13 Ariz. App 230, 231, 475 P.2d 520, 521 
(1970) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
On Plaintiffs' claim against the Defendants for attorney 
malpractice against the Defendants, the Plaintiffs have the 
burden of proof on each of the following propositions: 
1. the creation of an attorney-client relationship; 
2. the existence of a duty on the part of the lawyer; 
3 . the breach of the duty or the standard of care by the 
lawyer; and 
4. that the failure to perform the duty was a proximate 
cause of the damages suffered by the client. 
You will be asked the following question on the jury 
verdict form: Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages 
from the Defendants on their claim of attorney? 
ANSWER: YES No 
---
If you find from your consideration of all the 
evidence that each of these propositions has been proved, 
then you should answer this question "yes." If you find from 
your consideration of all of the evidence that any of these 
propositions has not been proved, then you should answer this 
question "no." 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Spur Products Corp. v. Steel Rives, LLP, 142 Idaho 41, 44-45, 
122 P.3d 300, 303-304 (Idaho,2005) 
46 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
On Plaintiffs' claim against the Defendants for professional 
negligence against the Defendants, the Plaintiffs have the burden 
of proof on each of the following propositions: 
1. the existence of an attorney-client relationship; 
2. the existence of a duty on the part of the lawyer; 
3. the failure to perform that duty; and 
4. the failure to perform the duty must be a proximate 
cause of the injuries suffered by the client. 
You will be asked the following question on the jury 
verdict form: 
Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages from the 
Defendants on their claim of professional negligence? ANSWER: 
YES No 
---
If you find from your consideration of all the evidence that 
each of these propositions has been proved, then you should answer 
this question "yes . " If you find from your consideration of all 
of the evidence that any of these propositions has not been 
proved, then you should answer this question "no." 
J-U-B Engineers, Inc. v. Security Ins. Co. of Hartford, 146 
Idaho 311, 317, 193 P.3d 858, 864 (Idaho,2008) 
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PLAINTIFFS' REQUESTED INSTRUCTION NO. 
When I use the term "value" or the phrase "fair market 
value" or "actual cash value" in these instructions as to any 
item of property, I mean the amount of money that a willing 
buyer would pay and a willing seller would accept for the 
item in question in an open marketplace, in the item's 
condition as it existed immediately prior to the occurrence 
in question. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
___ MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 9.12 - "Value" or "fair market value" defined 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
In determining the fair market value of property, you 
may consider not only the opinions of the various witnesses 
who testified as to market value, but also all other evidence 
in the case which may aid in determining market value, such 
as location of the property, the surroundings and general 
environment, any peculiar suitability of the property for 
particular uses, and the reasonable probabilities as to 
future potential uses, if any, for which the property is or 
would be sui table or physically adaptable, all as shown by 
the evidence in the case to have existed on July 4, 2006. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 7.07 - Fair market value- factors to be considered 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If the jury decides the Plaintiffs are entitled to recover 
from the Defendants on the claim for breach of fiduciary duty as 
directors of the Captains Wheel Resort, Inc., the jury must 
determine the amount of money that will reasonably and fairly 
compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages proved to be proximately 
caused by the Defendants' breach of fiduciary duty. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1. The amount necessary to make the Plaintiffs whole 
for the Defendants' mis-management of the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc . ; 
2. Reasonable value of goods and services received by 
the Defendants from the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. which 
were not paid for; 
3. Reasonable value of goods and services given away 
from the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. by the Defendants; 
4. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
5. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by 
the Plaintiff that is within the foreseeable chain of 
proximate causation. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 9. 01 
general case 
Damage instruction for injuries to plaintiff 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If the jury decides the Plaintiffs are entitled to recover from 
the Defendants on the claim for breach of fiduciary duty by attorney for 
self dealing, the jury must determine the amount of money that will 
reasonably and fairly compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages proved 
to be proximately caused by the Defendants breach of fiduciary duty by 
attorney for self dealing. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1. The difference between the price Michael McFarland and Karen 
Zimmerman paid for the stock of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc and the 
actual value of the stock purchased. 
2. The amount necessary to make the Plaintiffs whole for the 
Defendants' mis-management of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.; 
3. Reasonable value of goods and services received by the 
Defendants from the Captain's Wheel Resort which were not paid for; 
4. Reasonable value of goods and services given away from the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. by the Defendants; 
5. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
6. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by the 
Plaintiffs that is within the foreseeable chain of proximate causation. 
Whether the Plaintiffs have proved any of these elements is for 
the jury to decide. 
51 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 9.01 - Damage instruction for injuries to plaintiff - general 
case 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If the jury decides the Plaintiffs are entitled to recover 
from the Defendants on the claim for Attorney Malpractice, the 
jury must dete~ine the amount of money that will reasonably and 
fairly compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages proved to be 
proximately caused by the Attorney Malpractice. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1. The difference between the price Michael McFarland and Karen 
Zimmerman paid for the stock of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc and the 
actual value of the stock purchased. 
2. The amount necessary to make the Plaintiffs whole for the 
Defendants' mis-management of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.; 
3. Reasonable value of goods and services received by the 
Defendants from the Captain's Wheel Resort which were not paid for; 
4. Reasonable value of goods and services given away from the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. by the Defendants; 
5. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
6. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by the 
Plaintiffs that is within the foreseeable chain of proximate causation. 
Whether the Plaintiffs have proved any of these elements is for 
the jury to decide. 
52 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 9. 01 - Damage instruction for injuries to plaintiff -
general case 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If the jury decides the Plaintiffs are entitled to recover 
from the Defendants on the cla~ for Professional Negligence, the 
jury must determine the amount of money that will reasonably and 
fairly compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages proved to be 
prox~ately caused by the defendants professional negligence. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1. The difference between the price the Michael McFarland and 
Karen Zimmerman paid for the stock of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc 
and the actual value of the stock purchased. 
2. The amount necessary to make the Plaintiffs whole for the 
Defendants' mis-management of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.; 
3. Reasonable value of goods and services received by the 
Defendants from the Captain's Wheel Resort which were not paid for; 
4. Reasonable value of goods and services given away from the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. by the Defendants; 
5. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
6. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by the 
Plaintiffs that is within the foreseeable chain of proximate causation. 
Whether the Plaintiffs have proved any of these elements is for 
the jury to decide. 
53 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 9. 01 - Damage instruction for injuries to plaintiff -
general case 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The usual measure of damages in an action for breach of 
fiduciary duty by a corporate director is the profit which the 
director received and which the corporation was deprived of by 
the transaction. 
---
Steelman v. Mallory, 110 Idaho 510 
54 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' REQUESTED INSTRUCTION NO. 
When I use the expression "proximate cause," I mean a 
cause that, in natural or probable sequence, produced the injury, 
the loss or the damage complained of. It need not be the only 
cause. It is sufficient if it is a substantial factor in bringing 
about the injury, loss or damage. It is not a proximate cause if 
the injury, loss or damage likely would have occurred anyway. 
There may be one or more proximate causes of an injury. 
When the negligent conduct of two or more persons or entities 
contributes concurrently as substantial factors in bringing about 
an injury, the conduct of each may be a proximate cause of the 
injury regardless of the extent to which each contributes to the 
injury.-:-
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
___ MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 2.30.2 -Proximate cause- "substantial factor," without 
"but for" test. 
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Proximat use 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
In this case, you will be given a special verdict form 
to use in returning your verdict. This form consists of a 
series of questions that you are to answer. I will read the 
verdict for.m to you now. 
Question No. 1. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages 
from the Defendants on their claim of BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY BY 
DEFENDANTS AS DIRECTORS OF THE CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC.? ANSWER: 
YES No 
---
If so, how much:$ 
----
Question No. 2. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages 
from the Defendants on their claim of BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY BY 
ATTORNEY FOR SELF DEALING? 
ANSWER: YES No 
---
If so, how much:$ 
----
Question No. 3. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages 
from the Defendants on their claim of ATTORNEY MALPRACTICE? 
ANSWER: YES No 
--- ---
If so, how much:$ _____ _ 
Question No. 4. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages 
from the Defendants on their claim of PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE? 
ANSWER: YES 
If so, how much: $ 
----
No 
----
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.43.1 - Instruction on special verdict form 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If you find that Defendants' acts which proximately 
caused injury to the Plaintiffs were an extreme deviation 
from reasonable standards of conduct and that these acts were 
performed by the defendant with malice, fraud, oppression, 
wantonness or gross negligence, you may, in addition to any 
compensatory damages to which you find the plaintiff 
entitled, award to plaintiff an amount which will punish the 
defendant and deter the defendant and others from engaging in 
similar conduct in the future. 
IDJI 9.20 - Punitive damages 
57 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Punitive damages are not a matter of right, but may be 
awarded in the jury's sound discretion, which is to be 
exercised without passion or prejudice. The law provides no 
mathematical formula by which such damages are to be 
calculated, other than any award of punitive damages must 
bear a reasonable relation to the actual harm done, to the 
cause thereof, to the conduct of the defendant, and to the 
primary objective of deterrence. 
Comments: 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
See Robinson v. State Farm Insurance, 137 Idaho 173, 45 
P.3d 829 (2002). 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
You have been permitted to hear evidence pertaining to 
defendant's wealth and financial condition. This evidence 
was admitted for your consideration only with reference to 
the question of punitive damages in light of all other 
evidence before you if you determine that such an award 
should be made in this case. 
Punitive damages are not a matter of right, but may be 
awarded in the jury' s sound discretion, which is to be 
exercised without passion or prejudice. The law provides no 
mathematical formula by which such damages are to be 
calculated, other than any award of punitive damages must 
bear a reasonable relation to the actual harm done, to the 
cause thereof, to the conduct of the defendant, and to the 
primary objective of deterrence. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 9.20.5- Punitive damages- consideration of defendant's 
wealth 
Robinson v. State Farm Insurance, 137 Idaho 173, 45 P.3d 829 
(2002) . 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
You have now completed your duties as jurors in this case and 
are discharged with the sincere thanks of this Court. You may now 
discuss this case with the attorneys or with anyone else. For 
your guidance, I instruct you that whether you talk to the 
attorneys, or to anyone else, is entirely your own decision. It 
is proper for you to discuss this case, if you want to, but you 
are not required to do so, and you may choose not to discuss the 
case with anyone at all. If you choose to talk to someone about 
this case, you may tell them as much or as little as you like 
about your deliberations or the facts that influenced your 
decisions. If anyone persists in discussing the case over your 
objection, or becomes critical of your service, either before or 
after any discussion has begun, you may report it to me. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.17 - Post verdict jury instruction 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The issue of the existence of the attorney-client 
relationship is a question of fact. The attorney-client 
relationship may be created by express or implied contract. It 
is not dependent on the payment of a fee. 
Cause of Action 1 (2006) § 5 
61 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Among the factors which may be considered in deter.mining 
the existence of a fiduciary relationship are the degree of 
kinship of the parties, disparity in age, health, mental 
condition, education, and business experience, and the extent to 
which one party entrusts the handling of business and financial 
affairs to the other party. 
---
Cause of Action 1 (2006) § 5 
62 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The rules of law governing the transactions of an attorney 
with his client are most strict, and operate to protect the 
client from any advantage that may be possessed by the attorney 
on account of superior knowledge or confidence reposed in him by 
the client. What the law does not consider unfair dealing 
between other parties, where no fiduciary relation exists, will 
frequently not be sustained as between attorney and client. 
While the relation exists an attorney is not permitted to take 
advantage of the client's affairs, against his interests, to 
make money. This doctrines strict enforcement is necessary for 
the proper protection of the client. The application of this 
rule forbids the attorney to purchase, against the interest of 
his client, property sold in the course of litigation in which 
he is retained, and such sales will be held void, or the 
attorney will be held as the trustee of his client, and required 
to account as such. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Ainsworth, et al. v. Harding, 22 Idaho 645, 128 P. 92 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If counsel be retained to defend a particular title to 
property, he can never thereafter, unless his client consent, 
buy the opposing title without holding it in trust for those 
then having the title he was employed to sustain. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Ainsworth, et al. v. Harding, 22 Idaho 645, 128 P. 92 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A lawyer, as a member of the legal profession, is a 
representative of clients, an officer of the legal system and a 
public citizen having special responsibility for the quality of 
justice. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
--- MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Preamble: A Lawyer's 
Responsibilities, Paragraph 1 
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___ ODIFIED 
r'S
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A lawyer can be sure that preserving client confidences 
ordinarily serves the public interest because people are more 
likely to seek legal advice, and thereby heed their legal 
obligations, when they know their communications will be 
private. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Preamble: A Lawyer's 
Responsibilities, Paragraph 8 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
In the nature of law practice, however, conflicting 
responsibilities are encountered. Virtually all difficult 
ethical problems arise from conflict between a lawyer' s 
responsibilities to clients, to the legal system and to the 
lawyer's own interest in remaining an ethical person while 
earning a satisfactory living. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Preamble: A Lawyer's 
Responsibilities, Paragraph 9 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
In regard to the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 
11 confirmed in writing, 11 when used in reference to the informed 
consent of a person, denotes informed consent that is given in 
writing by the person or a writing that a lawyer promptly 
transmits to the person confirming an oral informed consent. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.0 Terminology, 
Paragraph (b) 
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" " 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
"Firm" or "law firm" denotes a lawyer in a professional 
corporation, sole proprietorship or other association authorized 
to practice law. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.0 Terminology, 
Paragraph (c) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
"Informed consent" denotes the agreement by a person to a 
proposed course of conduct after the lawyer has communicated 
adequate information and explanation about the material risks of 
and reasonably available alternatives to the proposed course of 
conduct. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.0 Terminology, 
Paragraph (e) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Many of the Rules of Professional Conduct require the 
lawyer to obtain the informed consent of a client or other 
person before pursuing a course of conduct. The lawyer must 
make reasonable efforts to ensure that the client or other 
person possesses information reasonably adequate to make an 
informed decision. Ordinarily, this will require communication 
that includes a disclosure of the facts and circumstances giving 
rise to the situation, any explanation reasonably necessary to 
inform the client or other person of the material advantages and 
disadvantages of the proposed course of conduct and a discussion 
of the client's or other person's options and alternatives. In 
some circumstances it may be appropriate for a lawyer to advise 
a client or other person to seek the advice of other counsel. A 
lawyer need not inform a client or other person of facts or 
implications already known to the client or other person; 
nevertheless, a lawyer who does not personally inform the client 
or other person assumes the risk that the client or other person 
is inadequately informed and the consent is invalid. In 
determining whether the information and explanation provided are 
reasonably adequate, relevant factors include whether the client 
or other person is experienced in legal matters generally and in 
making decisions of the type involved, and whether the client or 
other person is independently represented by other counsel in 
giving the consent. Normally, such persons need less 
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infor.mation and explanation than others, and generally a client 
or other person who is independently represented by other 
counsel in giving the consent should be assumed to have given 
infor.med consent. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.0 Ter.minology, 
Commentary, Infor.med Consent, Paragraph (6) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A lawyer shall promptly inform the client of any decision 
or circumstance with respect to which the client's informed 
consent is required by these Rules. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
___ MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Professional Rule 1.4(a) (1) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Loyalty and independent judgment are essential elements in 
the lawyer's relationship to a client. Concurrent conflicts of 
interest can arise from the lawyer's responsibilities to another 
client, a former client or a third person or from the lawyer's 
own interests. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 1.7: Conflict of Interest: 
Current Clients, Commentary, General Principles 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Loyalty to a current client prohibits undertaking 
representation directly adverse to that client without that 
client's informed consent. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 1.7: Conflict of Interest: 
Current Clients, Commentary 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Prohibited Representations 
Ordinarily, clients may consent to representation 
notwithstanding a conflict. However some conflicts are 
nonconsentable, meaning that the lawyer involved cannot properly 
ask for such agreement or provide representation on the basis of 
the client's consent. When the lawyer is representing more than 
one client, the question of consentability must be resolved as 
to each client. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 1.7: Conflict of Interest: 
Current Clients, Commentary 14 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, ) 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry ) 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL ) 
RESORT, INC. an Idaho Corporation ) 
) 
Plaintiffs/ Appellants 
) 
vs ) 
) 
MICHAEL B MCFARLAND, ) 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, P.A., ) 
and KAREN ZIMMERMAN ) 
) 
Defendants/Respondents ) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 
37951-2010 
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Rex A. Finney 
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John P. Whelan 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A lawyer for a corporation or other organization who is 
also a member of its board of directors should determine whether 
the responsibilities of the two roles may conflict. The lawyer 
may be called on to advise the corporation in matters involving 
actions of the directors. Consideration should be given to the 
frequency with which such situations may arise, the potential 
intensity of the conflict, the effect of the lawyer's 
resignation from the board and the possibility of the 
corporation's obtaining legal advice from another lawyer in such 
situations. If there is material risk that the dual role will 
compromise the lawyer's independence of professional judgment, 
the lawyer should not serve as a director or should cease to act 
as the corporation's lawyer when conflicts of interest arise. 
The lawyer should advise the other members of the board that in 
some circumstances matters discussed at board meetings while the 
lawyer is present in the capacity of director might not be 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and that conflict of 
interest considerations might require the lawyer's recusal as a 
director or might require the lawyer and the lawyer's firm to 
decline representation of the corporation in a matter. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 1.7: Conflict of Interest: 
Current Clients, Commentary 
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 t  
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A lawyer shall not use information relating to 
representation of a client to the disadvantage of the client 
unless the client gives informed consent, except as permitted or 
required by these Rules. 
Idaho Professional Rule 1.8(b) 
Clients: Specific Rules 
78 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Conflict Of Interest: Current 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A lawyer shall not acquire a proprietary interest in the 
cause of action or subject matter of litigation the lawyer is 
conducting for a client, except that the lawyer may: 
(1) acquire a lien authorized by law to secure the 
lawyer's fee or expenses; and 
(2) contract with a client for a reasonable contingent fee 
in a civil case. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Professional Rule 1.8(i): Conflict Of Interest: Current 
Clients: Specific Rules 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Paragraph (a) (1) requires that the transaction itself be 
fair to the client and that its essential terms be communicated 
to the client, in writing, in a manner that can be reasonably 
understood. Paragraph (a) (2) requires that the client also be 
advised, in writing, of the desirability of seeking the advice 
of independent legal counsel. It also requires that the client 
be given a reasonable opportunity to obtain such advice. 
Paragraph (a) (3) requires that the lawyer obtain the client's 
informed consent, in a writing signed by the client, both to the 
essential terms of the transaction and to the lawyer's role. 
When necessary, the lawyer should discuss both the material 
risks of the proposed transaction, including any risk presented 
by the lawyer's involvement, and the existence of reasonably 
available alternatives and should explain why the advice of 
independent legal counsel is desirable. 
(definition of informed consent) . 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
See Rule l.O(e) 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct: Conflict Of Interest: 
Current Clients: Specific Rules, Commentary Paragraph [2] 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter 
shall not thereafter represent another person in the same or a 
substantially related matter in which that person's interests 
are materially adverse to the interests of the former client 
unless the former client gives informed consent, confirmed in 
writing. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Idaho Professional Rule 1.9: Duties To Former Clients 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If a grantor is unduly influenced, he does not have the 
requisite intent to transfer property. The transfer is voidable. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Krebs v. Krebs 114 Idaho 571, 575-576, 759 P.2d 77, 81-
82 (Idaho App.,1988) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
To establish undue influence, the party must prove each of the 
following propositions: 
(1) a grantor who is subject to influence; 
(2) an opportunity to exert undue influence; 
(3) a disposition to exert undue influence; 
(4) a result indicating undue influence 
Undue influence must usually be inferred from 
circumstantial evidence. Factors to be considered include the 
age and physical and mental condition of the grantor, whether he 
or she received disinterested advice in the transaction, the 
providence or improvidence of the decision, the amount or 
adequacy of consideration for any contract made, distress of the 
person influenced, his or her predisposition to make the 
transfer in question, the extent of the transfer in relation to 
his or her whole worth, failure to provide for one's children in 
the event of a transfer, active solicitation by the grantee, and 
the relationship of the parties. 
If the parties to the transaction occupied a confidential 
or fiduciary relationship, and the transfer is to the Fiduciary, 
a rebuttable presumption of undue influence arises, which the 
proponent of the transaction must refute. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Krebs v. Krebs 114 Idaho 571, 575-576, 759 P.2d 77, 81 -
82 (Idaho App.,1988) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing arises 
only regarding terms agreed to by the parties. No covenant will 
be implied which is contrary to the terms of the contract 
negotiated and executed by the parties. The covenant requires 
"that the parties perform in good faith the obligations imposed 
by their agreement," and a violation of the covenant occurs only 
when either party violates, nullifies or significantly impairs 
any benefit of the contract. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Bushi v. Sage Health Care, PLLC 146 Idaho 764, 768, 203 P.3d 
694, 698 (Idaho,2009) 
CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST 
84 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
In this case, Karletta Grace Berry, a widow and 
Personal Representative of the Estate of Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry alleges that Jerry Lee Roy Berry was not competent 
to enter into the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement with 
the Defendants. In order to be competent to contract, a 
natural person must be of legal age and have the mental 
capacity to enter into a contract. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 6.02.1 - Capacity to contract - individual 
85 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
A person has the mental capacity to enter into a 
contract when the person possesses sufficient mind to 
understand, in a reasonable manner, the nature, extent, 
character, and effect of the contract in question. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 6.02.4 - Capacity to contract -mental capacity to contract 
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ment
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
In this case, the Plaintiffs alleges that there was 
insufficient consideration to support the Stock Purchase 
and Sale Agreement between Jerry Lee Roy Berry and the 
Defendants. 
A promise is not enforceable as a contract unless 
something of value was given or was agreed to be given 
in exchange for it. In law, the giving of value or 
agreement to give value is called "consideration." 
Consideration is the benefit given or agreed to be given 
by one party in exchange for the other party's 
performance or promise to perform. 
Consideration can be a promise to do something the 
party is not required to do, or a promise not to do 
something the party otherwise would be free to do. 
Consideration must have value; if it has no value 
at all, it is not sufficient. If the parties have 
agreed upon the specific consideration to be given in 
this case, then any value, however slight, is 
sufficient. 
IDJI 6.04.1 - Consideration 
87 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) 
) 
) JURIES SPECIAL VERDICT WITH 
) SPECIAL INTERROGATORIES 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
We the jury in the above entitled action, find the 
following Special Verdict on the questions submitted: 
Question No. 1. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover 
damages from the Defendants on their claim of BREACH OF 
FIDUCIARY DUTY BY DEFENDANTS AS DIRECTORS OF THE CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC.? ANSWER: YES No 
---
If so, how much: $ 
----
Question No. 2. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover 
damages from the Defendants on their claim of BREACH OF 
FIDUCIARY DUTY BY ATTORNEY FOR SELF DEALING? 
ANSWER: YES No 
---
If so, how much: $ 
-----
SPECIAL VERDICT - 1 
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.
o.
o.
Question No. 3. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover 
damages from the Defendants on their claim of ATTORNEY 
MALPRACTICE? 
ANSWER: YES No 
---
If so, how much: $ ________ _ 
Question No. 4. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover 
damages from the Defendants on their claim of PROFESSIONAL 
NEGLIGENCE? 
ANSWER: YES No 
---
If so, how much: $ ___ _ 
FOREMAN JUROR 
JUROR JUROR 
JUROR JUROR 
JUROR JUROR 
JUROR JUROR 
JUROR JUROR 
SPECIAL VERDICT - 2 
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01/14/2010 17:17 FAX 8842240 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
~ CIVIL OEPT. ~004/011 
S.TATE OF 1C.W10 }SS·· COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETfA CRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT 
LIST 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. Mcfarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, may offer the exhibits identified in the attached Defendants' 
Supplemental Exhibit List and may also offer such evidence as has been 
identified by Plaintiffs in their evidence disclosure statement as necessary. 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST -1 
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JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST-2 
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l
01/14/2010 17:17 FAX 6642240 ~ CIVIL DEPT. I4J006/011 
DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT LIST 
Case No. CV-07-2409 Date: January 14, 2010 
Title of Case: Karletta Grace Berry, et al. v. Michael B. McFarland, et al. 
__ Plaintiff's Exhibits (list numerically) 
X Defendant's Exhibits (list alphabetically) 
__ Third Party Exhibits State Party: 
No. Description Admitted Offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by Stip Ruling 
A Receipt for $40,000.00 dated 
7/25/03 
B Receipt for $60,000.00 dated 
8/4/03 
c Articles of Incorporation and 
yearly filings of Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. 
D Bylaws 
E Corporate 
Minutes-unsigned 
F Corporate Minutes, April 15, 
1997 
G Resolution of September 22, 
2000/Resignations 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT UST-3 
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4J 00 /
C
0 
01/14/2010 17:17 FAX 6642240 ~ CIVIL DEPT. ~007/011 
H Resolution August 7, 203 
I Stock Purchase Agreement 
Berry /Campbell 
J Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement 
K Special Meeting Notices 
L Waiver of Notice of l 0!15/06 
M Minutes of Special Meeting 
N Waiver of Notice of Special 
Meeting/Notice 
0 Minutes dated 10/1 5/06 
p Minutes dated Nov. 29, 2006 
Q Letter to Finney, Feb. 5, 2007 
with notice 
R Minutes dated Feb. 16, 2007 
s Objection to Special Meeting 
T Resolutions in lieu 
u Offer/Acceptance of stock 
v Stock Purchase Agreement 
w Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement 
X Stock Certificates 
y Letter from Finney, Feb. 14, 
2007 
z Letter to Finney, Feb. 5, 2007 
AA Letter to Finney, Jan. 8, 2007 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST -4 
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BB Emails 
cc Letter to Finney, Nov. 29, 
2006 
DO Letter from Fjnney, Nov. 21, 
2006 
EE Objection to notice 
FF Letter to Board, Nov. 17, 
2006 
GG Letter to McFarland, Nov. 18, 
2006 
HH Letter to McFarland, Nov. 14, 
2006 
II McFarland letter, Nov. 16, 
2006 
JJ Letter from Daugharty dated 
April 28, 2004 
KK Demand note 
LL August 11, 2003 receipt 
MM Unsigned minutes 
NN Wells Fargo letter dated 
january 17, 2007 
00 Miscellaneous corporate 
records 
pp Fax and memo from 
Daugharty's office 
QQ Letter from Daugharty, 
February 21 , 2006 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST-S 
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ss Summary of costs and 
expenses advanced by 
McFarland 
rr 2006 Corporate Tax Returns 
uu 2007 Corporate Tax Returns 
vv 2008 Corporate Tax Returns 
ww 2 00 7 Profit and Loss 
Statement 
XX 2008 Profit and Loss 
Statement 
yy 2009 Profit and Loss 
Statement 
zz 2010 Profit and Loss 
Statement 
AAA Letter and attachments from 
McCall and Landwehr, P.A. 
dated April 20, 2004 
BBB Tape of special meeting held 
on November 29, 2006 (not 
duplicated) 
CCC Transcript of minutes of 
November 29, 2006 special 
board meeting 
DOD Tape of February 1 5, 2007 
board meeting (not 
duplicated) 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST -6 
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EEE Transcript of minutes of 
February 15, 2007 board 
meeting 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST-7 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /~T+\ day of January, 2010, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(~simile to: (208) 263-8211 
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01/14/2010 17:16 FAX 6642240 
John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
~ CIVIL DEPT. laJ001/011 
STATE OF ltW10 } SS• CQUNlY OF KOOTENAI 
FILED: 
2010 JAN 14 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
DEFENDANTS' THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL 
STATEMENT OF WITNESSES 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, by and through their attorney of record, John P. Whelan, submit the 
following witness list: 
1. Michael McFarland 
2. Karen Zimmerman 
3. Karletta Grace Berry 
DEFENDANTS' THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF WITNESSES-1 
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4. Herb Huseland 
s. Monnie Cripe 
6. Marie Streater 
7. Ralph Jones 
8. Dee Meredith 
9. Jessica Tvrdy 
l o. David c. Johnston 
11. Any witnesses called by Plaintiffs. 
And such other witnesses as may be necessary for rebuttal. 
DATED this/!1._ day of January, 2010. 
Attorney for Defendants 
DEFENDANTS' THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF WITNESSES-2 
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J.P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
141002/008 
STATE OF IDAHO lss 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAif 
FILED: 
2010JAN 15 AH 9:21 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
~~~..A...--' -
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNll' OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLEITA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFAR~ND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MOTION IN LIMINE 
Defendants, Michael McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, submit the following motion in limine: 
EXCLUSION OF WITNESSES 
Defendants served written discovery on Plaintiffs on June 20, 2007. 
MOTION IN LIMINE-1 
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Plaintiffs submitted responses on October 26, 2007. On December 8, 2009, 
Plaintiffs served their .. Plaintiff's Supplemental Answer to Interrogatory No. 1 ", 
The supplemental responses were received thirty-six (36) days before the 
original trial date established for this action (January 14. 201 0). The 
supplemental discovery responses identified two (2) new witnesses: 
(1 ) Byron Powe II 
(2) Frank Conklin 
The witnesses were identified only one (1) day before the discovery cutoff 
established by the scheduling order in this case. The witnesses were not 
identified until after it was too late to serve a subpoena duces tecum on the 
witnesses. The late disclosure prejudiced Defendants in that Defendants were 
denied an opportunity to seek discovery from these witnesses. 
The witnesses should be barred from testifying. 
OPINION OF MEDICAL DOCTORS 
The Plaintiffs' witness list identified the following medical doctors: 
(1) Dr. Marich 
(2) Dr. Tezcan 
(3) Dr. Gossett 
None of these witnesses were identified as expert witnesses. 
It is anticipated that one or more of these witnesses will be asked about 
their opinion of Jerry Berry's physical or mental condition. Such inQuiry would 
necessarily involve an opinion. The opinions of the doctor should be excluded 
as evidence in that the doctors were not identified as expert witnesses. 
STATEMENTS OF DECE.Jlftfi.IERRY B.ERRY 
In light of the deposition testimony of Plaintiff Karletta Berry, It is 
anticipated that Plaintiffs will attempt to offer various statements of Jerry Berry 
MOTION IN LIMINE~2 
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made during his life. These anticipated statements will no doubt center around 
conversations which Karletta Berry alleges she had with her deceased husband. 
None of the anticipated conversations pertained to any will of Jerry Berry. 
In the matter at hand, Plaintiffs will no doubt attempt to offer statements 
of the decedent to bolster claims that Mike McFarland was Jerry Berry's attorney 
and that the transaction between Defendants and decedent was a loan and not 
a stock purchase. These statement will take the form of what Jerry Berry 
allegedly said to Plaintiff Karletta Berry regarding meetings which Plaintiffs 
alleged to have occurred between Michael McFarland and Jerry Berry, the 
decedent. Any such statements would constitute inadmjssjble hearsay for 
which no exceptions exist. 
The state of mind exception to the hearsay rule (Rule 803(3)) would not 
apply to the statements that may be offered, as Rule 803(3) specifically 
excludes statements of memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or 
believed-unless related to the executjon, revocation, jdentification or terms of 
a declarant's will. 
Accordingly, Defendants seek an order barring Plaintiffs from offering 
any such statements. 
STATEMENTS OF DECEDENT INTRODUCING MICHAEL MCFARLAND AS "MY 
LAWYERU OR ATIORNEY 
It is anticipated that Plaintiffs will attempt to offer the testimony of third 
parties who allegedly overheard jntroductions made by decedent Jerry Berry to 
the effect that 11this is Mike McFarland, my lawyer". Any such statements would 
be inadmissible hearsay on the part of a party opponent (in that one of the 
Plaintiffs in the action is Jerry Berry's estate). 
Jerry Berry is deceased and Plaintiff should be barred from offering any of 
his statements unless the given statement falls within a well defined exceptjon 
to the hearsay rule. 
MOTION IN LIMINE-3 
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DATED this Jj_ day of January, 201 0. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
MOTION IN LIMINE-4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the i ~day of January, 2010, 1 caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail (J Facsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4rh Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
@001/020 
STATE OF IOt\HO }ss 
COUNTY OF KOOTEHA! 
FILED: 
2010JAN IS AM 9:21 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
DEFENDANTS' PROPOSED JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael 8. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, by and through their attorney of record, John P. Whelan, submit 
Defendants' Proposed Jury Instructions. 
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DATED this l!j_ day of January, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the j) dav of January, 2010, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) pvernight Mall 
(\~'Facsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
'l ~- l~ 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
~ 004/020 
A minority shareholder's action against any of the director's of a corporation 
is derivative, rather than individual, in nature. Accordingly, a shareholder cannot 
commence an action against the directors of a corporation without first serving a 
demand in writing on the directors to take the action the shareholder desires or 
challenges. After the expiration of a 90 day period following the demand may the 
shareholder file suit against the directors to compel the act requested. 
If you find that Plaintiff, Karletta Berry made no written demand on Karen 
Zimmerman or Michael McFarland as directors of Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. to 
refrain from taking the action she objects to as a shareholder, no action against 
Karen Zimmerman and Michael McFarland would exist. I.C. 30-1-742; McCann v. 
McCann, 138 Idaho 228, 61 P.3d 585 (2002). 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
DERIVATIVE ACTION 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
141005/020 
A contract may be written or oral, or may contain both written terms and 
oral terms. So long as all the required elements are present, It makes no 
difference whether the agreement is in writing. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 6.06.1- CONTRACT MAY BE ORAL OR WRITTEN 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
~ 006/020 
An oral agreement that contains all of the elements of a contract is a binding 
contract. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDjl 6.06.5- ORAL CONTRACTS ARE BINDING 
~ 
I 
I 
i. 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
In this case, Karletta Berry alleges that there was no consideration to 
~ 007/020 
support the existence of a contract between jerry Berry and Karen Zimmerman 
and Michael McFarland. 
A promise is not enforceable as a contract unless something of value was 
given or was agreed to be given in exchange for it. In law, the giving of value or 
agreement to give value is called "consideration." Consideration Is the benefit 
given or agreed to be given by one party in exchange for the other party's 
performance or promise to perform. 
Consideration must have value; if it has no value at all, It Is not sufficient. 
If the parties have agreed upon the specific consideration to be given In this case, 
then any value, however slight, is sufficient. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 6.04.1- CONSIDERATION 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
If you find that Karen Zimmerman and Michae·l McFarland paid 
~ 008/020 
$1 00,000.00 in exchange for the issuance to them of the 200 shares of stock in 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. then you must find that Ms. Zimmerman and 
Mr. McFarland supplied ''considerarion»for the stock. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
LACK OF CONSIDERATION 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
~ 008/020 
In this case, Karletta Berry alleges that Jerry Berry was not competent to 
enter into a contract wjth Karen Zimmerman and Michael McFarland. In order to be 
competent to contract, a natural person must be of legal age and have the mental 
capacity to enter into a contract. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 6.02.1-CAPACITY TO CONTRACT-INDIVIDUAL 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
~010/020 
The test to determine whether a person has the mental capacity to contract 
is whether the party possesses sufficient mind to understand in a reasonable 
manner the nature, extent, character, and effect of the proposed contract. Olsen 
v. Hawkins, 90 Idaho 28, 408 P.2d 462 (1965). 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
CAPACITY 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
A contract is an agreement between two or more parties to do or not 
do something that is supported by consideration. 
There are four elements to complete a contract. Every contract must 
have these four elements. The four elements are: 
1. Competent parties; 
2. A lawful purpose; 
3. Valid consideration; and 
4. Mutual agreement by all parties to all essential terms. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 6.01.0-ELEMENTS OF CONTRACT-INTRODUCTORY-(Modified) (]) 
~011/020 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
~012/020 
Plaintiff, Karletta Berry, claims that Karen Zimmerman and Michael McFarland 
obtained their stock in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. as the result of undue 
influence exercised by Karen Zimmerman and Michael McFarland over Jerry Berry. 
To establish the claim of undue influence, the party must prove each of the 
following propositions: 
1. The party was compelled to accept the contract by deceit, force or 
fear; 
2. But for the deceit, force or fear, the party would not have entered into 
the contract. 
A person has a right by fair persuasion or argument to Induce another 
person of sound mind to contract In his favor, and a transaction under such 
influence will not be invalid on that account. 
If you find from your consideration of all the evidence In the case that each 
of the foregoing propositions has been proved, your verdict should be for the 
Karl etta Berry, If you find that any of the propositions has not been proved, then 
your verdict should be for Karen Zimmerman and Michael McFarland. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 6.28.6- UNDUE INFLUENCE (Modified) 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
il!013/020 
Plaintiff, Karletta Berry, claims that Karen Zimmerman and Michael McFarland 
obtained Jerry Berry's signature on the Stock Purchase Agreement as the result of 
duress. 
Duress consists of oppressive, coercive or wrongful acts or conduct on the 
part of one party towards another that was intended to overcome the other party's 
free choice of decision to enter into the contract. The party oppressed must be 
overwhelmed by such conduct, or must believe there is no means of relief or other 
alternative to submission. 
If you find that there was duress, then the contract is void. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 6.28.4- DURESS-PHYSICAL OR EMOTIONAL DURESS 
@ 
.. 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
It! 014/020 
Plaintiff, Karletta Berry, claims that Michael McFarland was representing 
her and her husband Jerry Berry and the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. as their 
attorney when Mr. McFarland signed the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement 
with Jerry Berry in July of 2006. 
If you find that Mr. McFarland was acting as the attorney for Jerry and 
Karletta Berry and the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. when the Stock Purchase 
Agreement was signed, Mr. McFarland would owe fiduciary duties to his clients. 
The relationship of client and attorney is one of trust, binding an attorney 
to utmost good faith in dealing with his clients and in the discharge of that 
trust, an attorney must act in complete fairness, honor, honesty, loyalty, and 
fidelity in all his dealings with his client. An attorney can be held liable for the 
damages suffered by a client as the result of a breach of the duties owed. Beal 
v. Mars Larson Ranch Corp. Inc., 99 Idaho 662, 586 P.2d 1378 (1978). 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
FIDUCIARY DUTIES 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
ig)015/020 
Plaintiff accuses Michael McFarland and his firm Michael B. McFarland, P.A. 
of attorney malpractice. A Plaintiff asserting a claim for attorney malpractice or 
attorney negligence must show the following: 
(1) The existence of an attorney-client relationship; 
(2) The existence of a duty on the part of the lawyer; 
(3} The breach of the duty or the standard of care by the lawyer; and 
(4) That the failure to perform the duty was a proximate cause of the 
damages suffered by the client. 
Spur Products Corp. v. Stoel Rives, LLP, 142 Idaho 41, 1 22 P.3d 300. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
MALPRACTICE 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
~018/020 
When I use the word "negligence" in these instructions, I mean the failure to 
use ordinary care in the management of one's property or person. The words 
"ordinary care" mean the care a reasonably careful person would use under 
circumstances similar to those shown by the evidence. Negligence may thus 
consist ofthe failure to do something which a reasonably careful person would do, 
or the doing of something a reasonably careful person would not do, under 
circumstances similar to those shown by the evidence. [The law does not say how 
a reasonably careful person would act under those circumstances. That is for you 
to decide.] 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 2.20- DEFINITION OF NEGLIGENm-J 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
lg)017/020 
The existence or non-existence of an attorney-client relationship is a fact 
to be determined by the triers of fact. 
CiiVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
ATTORNEY /CLIENT RELATIONSHIP/\ 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _ 
~018/020 
A corporation is a legal entity recognized by law. A corporation acts through 
its directors and officers. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
CORPORATION 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
~ 018/020 
In determining whether a result indicates undue influence, a result is 
suspicious if it appears unnatural, unjust or jrrational, but even apparently 
unnatural dispositions may be sufficiently explained. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
UNDUE INFLUENCE 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
You have now completed your duties as jurors in this case and 
are discharged with the sincere thanks of this Court. You may now 
discuss this case with the attorneys or with anyone else. For 
your guidance, I instruct you that whether you talk to the 
attorneys, or to anyone else, is entirely your own decision. It 
is proper for you to discuss this case, if you want to, but you 
are not required to do so, and you may choose not to discuss the 
case with anyone at all. If you choose to talk to someone about 
this case, you may tell them as much or as little as you like 
about your deliberations or the facts that influenced your 
decisions. If anyone persists in discussing the case over your 
objection, or becomes critical of your service, either before or 
after any discussion has begun, you may report it to me. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.17- Post verdict jury instruction 
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DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ 
~ 020/020 
A party seeking to establish liability by circumstantial evidence must 
establish circumstances of such nature and so related to each other that their 
theory of liability is the more reasonable conclusion to be drawn therefrom. Mere 
suspicion, innuendo, insinuation, speculation or conjecture is no substitute for 
direct or circumstantial evidence that normally sets forth the basis for your verdict. 
Denton v. Hardware Mutual Casualty Co., 86 Idaho 427, 388 P.2d 89 (1963). 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: HOSACK011510P 
Session Date: 01115/2010 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Reporter: 
Clerk(s): Burrington, Talisa 
State Attorney(s): 
Public Defender(s): 
Prob. Officer(s): 
Court interpreter(s): 
Case ID: 0001 
Case number: CV2007-2409 
Plaintiff: BERRY, KARLETTA 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Division: MAG 
Session Time: 11:50 
Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant(s): 
State Attorney: 
Public Defender: 
01/15/2010 
14:02:19 
Recording Started: 
14:02:19 
Case called 
14:02:29 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
STATUS CONFERENCE HEARING. ALL PARTIES 
TELEPHONICALLY. MR. FINNEY FOR 
14:03:02 PLANTIFF AND MR. WHELAN FOR DEF. THE MAJOR ISSUE 
FOR TODAY WAS A DISPUTE 
14:03:24 BETWEEN THE ATTORNEYS ABOUT OPENING STATEMENTS. 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK01151 OP 
Courtroom: Courtroom6 
Page 1, ... 
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14:03:50 Add Ins: WHEELAN, JOHN 
BASIC ISSUE - PLANTIFFS ARE SAYING MCFARLAND WAS 
REP THE BERRYS AND THE WHEEL 
14:04:25 WHEN HE ENGAGED IN A BUSINESS TRANSACTION. 
REFERS TO IDAHO RULES AND OFFER 
14:04:56 THO RULES AS JURY INSTRUCTIONS. THOSE RULES ARE 
NOT THE LAW IN IDAHO 
14:05:17 ESPECIALLY FOR JURY INSTRUCTIONS, THEY ARE 
RULES OF ETHICS, THEY ARE NOT 
14:05:40 NECESSARY, CONFUSE THE JURY PANEL. THOSE ARE 
RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT. 
14:06:23 THEY ARE MISLEADING AND NOT RELEVANT AND SHOULD 
NOT BE PART OF THE JURY 
14:06:43 INSTRUCTIONS. REFERENCES PARTICULAR PAGES. 
14:07:24 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
OPENING STATEMENTS- WILL REFER TO THE 
PROFESSIONAL REQUIREMENTS TO A CLIENT 
14:08:00 RLE 1.7 AND RULE 1.8. 
14:08:30 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OPENING STATEMENT IS TO BRIEF DESCRIP OF 
ALLEGATION. NEED TO FIND OUT WHAT 
14:09:25 THE OPENING STATEMENT IS. 
14:09:45 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
I WILL DESCRIBE WHAT THE CLAIM IS AND WHAT THE 
EVIDENCE WILL SHOW. BREACH OF 
14:10:16 DUTY BY THE ATTORNEY. 
14:10:48 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
MOSTLY NEEDS TO A WAY OF PHRASING OPENING 
STATEMENT. OPENING STATEMENT IS NOT 
14:11:51 A TIMEFORARGUEMENT. YOUCANSAYWHATTHEACTS 
WHERE-
14:12:35 Add Ins: WHEELAN, JOHN 
I DONT WANT TO HEAR ARGUMENT AT OPENING 
STATEMENT- NOT APPROPRIATE AND I 
14:13:05 WILL OBJECT. 
14:13:13 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
NOT AN ISSUE. 
14:13:36 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
DONT REFERENCE LEGAL RULES. TALKS ABOUT 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK01151 OP Page 2, ... 
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PARAMETERS OF OPENING STATEMENT. 
14:14:56 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
IN ADDITION TO NEGLIGENCE- ALLEGATIONS-
INTENTIONAL BREACH OF DUTY. 
14:16:19 REFERNCES PAGE 22- RULE 1.7B. CASES ON POINT. 
CLAIM FOR NEGLIGENCE AND 
14:17:32 BREACH OF CONDUCT. 
14:18:01 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I HAVE NOT READ THAT CASE REFERENCED ON THAT 
PAGE. 
14:18:19 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
RULE WAS NOT CITED BUT THESE ARE FAIR GAME FOR 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS. 
14:19:00 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
AGAIN PROPER PHRASING IN OPENING STATEMENT. TO 
SAY RULE 1.7 SAYS SO AND SO IS 
14:20:02 NOT A ISSUE APPROP FOR OPENING STATEMENT. 
USUALLY THE INSTRUCTIONS ARE FAIRLY 
14:20:53 GENERAL IN MALPRACTICE TYPE OF HEARINGS. 
14:22:17 Add Ins: WHEELAN, JOHN 
FAIR DEALING WITH CLIENT. REFERENCES 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT. 
14:22:47 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
AGAIN PURPOSE OF OPENING STATEMENT. BRIEF 
DESCRIP OF ALLEGATION. 
14:23:21 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
I WILL SUBMIT ON MONDAY 
14:24:00 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
YOU COULD EMAIL THE CLAIMS INSTRUCTION TO ME. 
GENERALLY WORK FROM THE CLAIMS 
14:24:23 INSTRUCTIONS WHEN ADDRESSING THE PANEL.- JURY 
NEEDS TO KNOW WHAT THE CLAIM 
14:25:01 IS. SO EMAIL THAT TO ME. 
14:25:28 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
WILL GET THAT TO. 
14:25:43 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK01151 OP Page 3, ... 
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WILL MEET OUT AT THE JAIIL AT 08 30 ON TUES. TO 
GET ORGANIZED. 
14:26:46 BEGINING TO GET SOME IDEA OF WHAT THE ISSUES 
ARE. 
14:27:14 YES I SAW THE MOTION IN LIMINE. 
14:27:27 Add Ins: WHEELAN, JOHN 
WITNESSES TO BE EXCUSED. THE TWO ATTORNEYS FROM 
WASH - DONT PLAN ON CALLING 
14:28:01 THEM AS WITNESSES, POWELL AND CONKLIN WILL NOT 
BE CALLED. NO MEDICAL 
14:28:56 TESTIMONY 
14:28:59 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
NO MEDICAL TESTIMONY. THERE WILL BE SOME ISSUES 
REGARDING HEAR SAY. 
14:29:32 Add Ins: WHEELAN, JOHN 
14:29:58 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
DONT KNOW THE WITNESS AND THE CONTEXT REFERING 
TO MR. MCFARLAND BEING 
14:30:36 INTRODUCED AS A LAWYER. FIRST STEP IS TOLAY THE 
FOUNDATION. 
14:31:25 Add Ins: WHEELAN, JOHN 
EVIDENTARY ISSUES WITH KARLETTA. 
14:32:59 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
REVIEWED HIS JURY INSTRUCTIONS. HIS ARE CLEAN. 
HAS THE COURT REVIEWED THE 
14:33:35 MEMORANDUM ORDER FROMM JUDGE YERBY 
14:33:54 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
YESIHAVEREAD 
14:34:07 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
REFERENCESLASTPAGEPARAGRAPH. 
14:34:49 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THIS WAS ON A DIRECTIVE, HE JUST REFERS TO 
QUESTION OF FACT. WE DONT SEND 
14:35:29 INTERGOTERIES TO THE JURY. CROSS THAT BRIDGE 
WHEN WE GET THERE LATER IN THE 
14:36:39 TRIAL. 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK01151 OP Page 4, ... 
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14:36:45 Add Ins: WHEELAN, JOHN 
YOU HAVE A SHOT GUN APPROACH TO THIS LAWSUIT. 
PREMATURE TO TALK ABOUT 
14:37:11 INTEROGETORIES. 
14:37:36 COUNTERCLAIM 
14:37:44 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
WE WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH ACCOUNTING. YOU 
REQUESTED AND WE WILL PROVIDE. 
14:38:10 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THIS ISNT REALLY A COUNTER CLAIM. 
14:38:40 DONT HAVE ANY INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT A COUNTER 
CLAIM. 
14:39:07 GO THRU THE WITNESS LIST ON TUES MORNING 
14:39:58 COURTROOM 12 ON TUES MORNING. 
14:41:34 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK01151 OP Page 5, Final page 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Powar Bouse Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
San~oint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(FRIJJAN 15 2010 13:08/ST.13:07/No. 6810297128 P 2 
STATE OF IDAHO } SS COJNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ALED: 3) ~ 
1-tlf 
2010 JAN IS PH J: 11 
CL~K DISTRICT COURT DE~~ 
IN TBE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA ~RACE BERRY, a wido•, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lea Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN, s WHEEL RBSOI\T I INC . , 
an Idaho Coz:po:r:a tion , 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCI'ARLAND, MICHAEL 
B, MCPARLAND, P, A. , and JCAREN 
ZIMMEJQmN, 
Defendant. 
) Ca•• No. CY-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED EXHIBIT 
) LIS'!' 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------------------- ) 
COMES NOW the Plaintiffs and •Ubmits the following aa a 
list of exhibits to be used in t:r:ial. Counsel is planning to 
~•organize the eXhibits into a format that is more consistent 
with the o:r:de:r: the exhibits will be offe:r:ed or used du:r:ing 
trial: 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 13:08/ST. 13:07/No. 6810297128 P 3 
l?ls Defa Dese~:r:iption Admit offe%ed Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by %Uling 
stip 
1 Marriage license 
2 Letters of Personal Rep 
1--:.--
3 Articles of Incorporation 
4 Minutes of Organizational 
meeting 
5 Bylaws by Nordstrom 
' 
CamPbell (Apr. 15, 1996) 
6 Stock Puchaae Agat (Norctstrom 
to Berry) 
'1 Resignation by S. Nordstrom 
e Resignation by N. Nordstrom 
9 Promissory Nota (pd in full) 
10 Check to Be:r:ry ($40,000.00) 
11 Receipt for $40,000.00 
12 Check to Campbell ($40,000) 
13 Check to Berry ($60,000.00) 
14 Check to Campbell ($60,000) 
15 Check to Zimmerman ($823.50) 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 13:08/ST. 13:07/No. 6810297128 P 4 
Pla De£ a Description Admit offered Rec'd Rafuaed Reserve 
by ruling 
a tip 
16 Check to Z~e:r:man ($301) 
17 Resolution in Lieu of 
Special mtng (Aug. 7, 2003) 
18 'l'o Whom It May conce~:n: ltr 
(Aug. 11, 2003) 
.. 
19 Lette~: to Jerry Berry from 
Daugherty 9/29/03 
20 Stock Purchase Agreement 
Campbell to Berry 
21 Letter to Jerry Berry from 
Daugherty Apr 28, 2004 
22 Letter to Daugherty August 
1, 2004 
--·· 23 Stock Pu:r:chaae & Sale 
Aq:r:eemen t Berry to 
Zimmerman & McFarland 
.... 24 Unsigned Stock PU~chaae 
' 
Sale Aqmt, Berry to 
Zi•erman & McFarland aa 
trustees 
25 Loan Agmt with Stoek as 
Collateral 
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Pls Defs Description Admit offezoed. Rec'd Refused. Reserve 
by ruling 
a tip 
26 Reinstatement 7-18-06 
27 Notice of Special Meeting 
Shareholders 10-15-06 
28 Waiver of Notice -
Shareholctars 
29 Minutes of Shareholder 
Meeting 
30 Notice of Special Meeting 
Director a 10-15-06 
~ Waiver of Notice -
Directors 10-15-06 
32 Minutaa of Director Meeting 
33 Bylaws (unsigned) with 
handwriting in Blanks 
34 Resolution (un.siqnecl) 
35 Resolution (unsigned) 
36 Nov 16, 2006 latter ~rom 
McFarland with Notice of 
Special Meeting for 11/18 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 4 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 745 of 1268
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Pls Defs Deac:r:iption Admit offered Rec'd Refusad Reserve 
by :r:ulin9 
stip 
37 Memo Mc:Laughlin 11/22/06 
38 11/18/06 Letter: fr:om 
Kar:1etta 
39 Objection to Notice of 
Spacial Meeting 11/18/06 
40 Proposed Resolution 
(Drletta) 
41 November: 17,2006 let tar: 
from Karlatta 
.. 42 Lettar to McFarland 
November: 21, 2006 
43 Letter: from McFarland 
November 29, 2006 
44 Memo MCLaughlin 11/30/06 
. -
45 Transcript of 11729/09 
special board meeting 
46 ~nutaa of 11/29/06 mtng 
47 e-mail Finney to Mc:Farland 
12/11/06 
48 e-mail Finney to McFarland 
1/12/07 
P~IFFS' AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 5 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 746 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 13:09/ST. 13:07/No. 6810297128 P 7 
Pls Dafa Description Admit offered Rec'd Refuaed Reserve 
by ruling 
stip 
49 Latter from McFarland 
January 28, 2007 
50 Letter ~rom McFarland 
February 5, 2007 
51 Latter to McFarland 
l'ab:r:ua:ry 14 , 2007 
52 Objection to Special 
Meeting of Directors of 
Captain' a Wheel Resort, 
Inc • 
... 53 Memo McLaughlin February 
15, 2007 
54 Transcript of Minutes 0~ 
i'abrua:r:y 15, 2007 Board 
Maating 
55 Minutes of Special Meeting 
of Directors of Captain's 
Wheel Raao:r:t, Inc. 
2/16/2007 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 6 
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Pls Defa Description Admit offe:r:ed Ree'd Refused Reserve 
by rulinq 
a tip 
56 Resolution in Lieu o£ 
Special Meeting of Board of 
Directors of Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. l'abzuary 
17, 2007 
1--
51 Resolution in Lieu of 
Spacial Meeting of Boar4 o~ 
Directors of Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. February 
17, 2007 
58 Special Meeting of Board of 
Directors of Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. February 
20, 2007 
59 Agreement to sell stock to 
Marie Streater February 17 , 
2007 
60 Agreement to sell stock to 
Monnie Cripe February 17 , 
2007 
61 Transfer certificate August 
19, 2003 
PLAIN~~FFS' AHENDBD EXHIBIT LIST - ? Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 748 of 1268
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Pl.s Defs Desori.ption Admit offered Rec'd Refgsed Reserve 
by ruling 
stip 
62 Transfer stub August 19, 
2004 
63 Transfer certificate 
September 22, 2000 
64 Transfer certificate August 
19, 2003 
65 Tz:ans~er stub August 19, 
2003 
66 Transfer certif:Lc:ate 
September 22 , 2000 
67 Transfer stub September 22, 
2000 
68 Transfer certificate 
OCtober 15, 2006 
69 Transfer stub January 1, 
2006 
70 Transfer certificate 
OCtober 15, 2006 
71 Transfer certificate 
February 21, 2007 
?2 Transfer stub February 21 , 
2007 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 8 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 749 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FfNNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 13:09/ST.13:07/No. 6810297128 P 10 
Pls Defs Description Admit offered Reo' d Refused tteserve 
by ruling 
stip 
73 Transfer certificate 
February 21, 2007 
74 Transfer stu)) February 21, 
2007 
75 Transfer certificate (no 
date) 
76 McFarland's Answer; 
Counterclaim; Demand for 
JUry Trial April 13, 2007 
77 Affidavit of Michael B. 
MCFarland in Opposition to 
Plaintiff's MOtion to Amend 
Complaint tor Punitive 
Damages 
78 Letter ~rom Whelan December 
30, 2009 
79 Captain's Wheal Resort 
business card 
80 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loss Statement, 
January through December 
2007 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 9 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 750 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 13:09/ST.13:07/No. 6810297128 P 11 
Pls Defs Description Admit offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by ruling 
stip 
81 Captain' a Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loaa Statement, 
Januazy throuoh December 
2008 
82 Captain's Wheel :Resort 
Profit and Loaa Statement, 
Januazy through December 
2009 
83 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loaa Statement, 
January 1 - 5, 2010 
84 Latter from McCall and 
Landwehr, P.A. April 20, 
2004 
-·as Captain' a Wheel Resort 
Assets and Liabilities and 
Equity balance sheet 
December 31, 2003 
86 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Income Statement for year 
ended December 31, 2003 
87 McFarland's meal tickets 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED EXHIBI'l' LIS'l' - 10 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 751 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 13:09/ST. 13:07/No. 6810297128 P 12 
Pla Defs Description Admit offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by :r:ulin9 
stip 
·--88 David A Noonan's curriculum 
vitae 
89 Appraisal of The Captain's 
Wheel Resort October 9, 
2009 
1--· 90 Deposition of Michael B. 
McFarland December 18, 2009 
91 Deposition of ~chael B. 
McFarland, Volume II, 
December 23, 2009 
92 Deposition of ~en 
z~rman December 21, 2009 
93 Picture of the Captain's 
Wheel ReSOJ!t 
1---
DATED this /'J" day of January, 2010. 
~2.: 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 13:10/ST. 13:07/No. 6810297128 P 13 
CBRTIFICA!E OF SERVICE 
t hereby certi!y that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served by facs:l.mile , this !£ day of 
January, 2010, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN l'.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'~ene, Idaho 83814 
[x)Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 without exhibits 
(Exhibit• were hand delivered) 
r1r_ 2-By:a r-
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. lXNNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
l'a:x: (208) 263•8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(FRI)H~J 15 2010 15:59/ST. '15:57/No. 6810297132 P 2 
~~oWlTENN}ss 
FilED: lf o y 
"'y 
2010 JAN I 5 PH ~: 20 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
~buf;. 
IN TBE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TUB 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANJ) I'OR 'l'HJI! COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLBT'l'A GRACE BERRY, Par:sonal 
~resentative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Bezzy, 
CAPTAIN, s WBBEt. usoaT, :me • , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
N:EC:BABL B . MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B , MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMEBMAN, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) 'fLAnrl:E!'I'S I SECOND AMENDED 
) EXHIBIT LIST 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ , 
COMBS NOW the Plaintiffs and submit the fo~lowinq aa a 
second amende4 list of exhibits to be used in tr:ia~. Exhibits 
94, 95 and 96 are attached he~eto: 
PLAINTIFFS' Second AMENDED EXHIBI~ ~IST - 1 
Berry v. Mc~arland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 ( F R I ) JAN 1 5 2 0 1 0 1 5 :59/ST. 1 5 : 57/No. 6 81 0 2 9 71 3 2 P 3 
Pls Defs Description Admit offerecl Rec'cl Refueed Reserve 
by ruling 
stip 
-
1 Marriage license 
2 Lattara of Personal Rep 
3 Articles of Incorporation 
4 Minutes of Organizational 
meeting 
5 Bylaws by Nordstrom 
' 
Campbell (Apr. 15, 1996) 
6 Stock Puchaae Agmt (Nordstrom 
to Berry) 
7 Resignation by s. No:r:clat:r:om 
B Resignation by N. Nordstrom. 
9 Promissory Note (pd in full) 
10 Check to Berry ($40,000.00) 
11 Receipt fo:r: $40,000.00 
12 Check to Campbell ($40,000) 
-i3 Check to Berry ($60t000.00) 
·-· Check to Campbell ($60,000) 14 
15 Check to Zimmerman ($823.50) 
PLAINTIFFS' Second AHENDBD EXHIBIT LIST - 2 
BaE":r:y v. MoFa:r:land, Kootenai Cognty, Idaho: CV-0"7-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 755 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20R2638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 15:59/ST.15:57/No. 6810297132 P 4 
Pls Defs Description Admit: off•red Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by ruling 
stip 
16 Check to Zimmerman ($301) 
1'7 Resolution in Lieu of --
Special mtng (Aug. 7, 2003) 
18 'l'o Whom It May Concern: ltr 
(Aug. 11, 2003) 
19 Letter to Jerry Berry from 
Daugherty 9/29/03 
20 Stock Purchase Agreement 
Campbell to Berry 
21 Letter to Jerry Berry from 
Daugherty Apr 28, 2004 
22 Letter to Daugherty August 
1, 2004 
23 Stock Purchase & Sale 
Agreement Berry to 
Zimmerman ~ McFarland 
24 Unsigned Stock Purchase 
' 
Sale Agmt, Berry to 
Zimme:r:111an & McFarland as 
trustees 
25 Loan Agmt with Stock as 
Collateral 
-·" 
PLAINTIFFS' Second ~NDED EXHIBIT LIST - 3 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20R2638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 15:59/ST.15:57/No. 6810297132 P 5 
Pls Defs Description Admit offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by ruling 
stip 
26 Reinstatement 7•18~06 
I--· 
27 Notice of Special Meeting 
Shareholders 10-15-06 
28 Waive~ of Notice -
Sharahol.derl!l 
29 Minutes of Shareholder 
Meeting 
~6 Notice of Special Meeting 
Directors 10-15-06 
31 Waiver of Notice -
Oirectors 10-15•06 
32 Minutes of Director Meeting 
33 Bylaws (unsigned) with 
handwriting in Blanks 
34 Resolution (unsigned) 
35 Resolution (unsigned) 
36 Nov 16, 2006 letter from 
McFarland with Notice of 
Special Meeting for 11/18 
PLAINTIFFS' Second AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 4 
Be~ry v. MCFa~land, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 757 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 208~638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 15:59/ST.15:57/No. 6810297132 P 6 
Pls Defs Description Admit offez:ad Reo'd Refused Reserve 
by ruling 
•tip 
37 Memo McLaughlin 11/22/06 
38 11/18/06 Letter from 
Karletta 
39 Objection to Notice of 
Spacial Meeting 11/18/06 
40 Proposed Resolution 
(Karletta) 
41 November 17,2006 letter 
from Karletta 
42 Letter to McFarland 
November 21, 2006 
43 Letter from McFarland 
November 29, 2006 
-44 Memo McLaughlin 11/30/06 
45 Transcript of 11/29/09 
special board m .. ting 
46 ~nutea of 11/29/06 mtnq 
47 e .. mail Finney to McFarland 
12/ll/06 
48 e-mail Finney to McFarland 
1/12/07 
PLAINTIFFS' Seoond AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 5 
Berey v. McFarland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 208<638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 15:59/ST.15:57/No. 6810297132 P 7 
Pls Defs Description Admit offered. Rec'cl Refuead Reserve 
by rulin9 
stip 
49 Letter from McFarland 
January 29, 2007 
·so Letter ~rom McFarland 
February 5, 2007 
51 Letter to Mcfarland 
February 14 , 2007 
1-52 Objection to Special 
Meeting of Directors of 
Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. 
53 Memo McLauqhlin February 
15, 2007 
54 Transcript of Minutes of 
February 15, 2007 Board 
Meeting 
55 Minutes of Special Maating 
of Directors o~ Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. 
2/16/2007 
PLAINTIFFS' Second AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 6 
Berry v. McFarland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 208?638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 15:59/ST. 15:57/No. 6810297132 P 8 
Pls Defs Description Admit. offered Rac'd rtef'usecl Reserve 
by ruling 
st.ip 
56 Resolution in Lieu of 
Special Meeting of Board of 
Directors of Captain'a 
Wheel Resort, Inc. February 
17, 2007 
57 Resolution in Lieu o~ 
Special Meeting of Board of 
Directors of Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. February 
17, 2007 
58 Special Meeting of Boa~d o~ 
Directors of Captain's 
Wheel Resort , Inc. February 
20, 2007 
59 Agreement to sell stock to 
Marie Streater February 17, 
2007 
--· 60 Agreement to sell stock to 
Monnie Cripe February 11 , 
2007 
61 Trans~er certificate August 
19, 2003 
PLAINTIFFS' Second AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 7 
&!lr.cy v. Mci'adand, Kootenai CO\lftty, Iclaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 760 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 15:59/ST. 15:57/No. 6810297132 P 9 
Pls Dafs OesC!ription Admit offered Reo'd Refused Rese~va 
by ruling 
stip 
62 Transfer stub August 19, 
2004 
63 Transfer certificate 
September 22, 2000 
64 Transfer certificate August 
19, 2003 
-65 Transfer stub August 19, 
2003 
66 Transfer certificate 
September 22, 2000 
67 Transfer stub September 22, 
2000 
68 Transfer certificate 
October 15, 2006 
69 Transfer stul> January 1, 
2006 
70 Transfer certificate 
October 15, 2006 
71 Transfer certificate 
&'ebrua:ry 21 , 2007 
72 Transfer stub February 21 , 
2007 
'--· 
PLAINTIFFS' Second AMENDED EXHIBI~ LIST - 8 
Berry v. MeFarland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 16:00/ST.15:57/No. 6810297132 P 10 
Pls Defs Description Admit offered Rac:'d Refused Reserve 
by rulinq 
stip 
73 Transfer certificate 
February 21, 2007 
74 Transfer stub l'abruary 21, 
2007 
75 Transfer certificate (no 
date) 
76 McFarland's Answer; 
Counterclaim; Demand for 
Jury Trial April 13, 2007 
77 Affidavit of Michael B. 
McFarland in O,pposition to 
Plaintiff's Motion to Amend 
Complaint for Punitive 
Damages 
78 Letter from Whelan December 
30, 2009 
79 Captain's Wheal Resort 
business card 
80 Captain' e Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loss Statement, 
January through December 
2007 
PLAINTIFFS' Second AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 9 
Be:rey v. McF~lancl, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 16:00/ST. 15:57/No. 6810297132 P 11 
Pls Dafl!!l Description Admit offer•d Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by :ruling 
stip 
81 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loss Statement, 
January through December 
2008 
82 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loss Statement, 
January throuqh December 
2009 
83 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loss Statement, 
January 1 - 5, 2010 
94 Letter from MCCall and 
Landwehr, P.A. April 20, 
2004 
85 Captain's Wheel Reaort 
A8sets ·and Liabilities ancl 
Equity balance sheet 
December 31, 2003 
-·86 Captain'a Wheel Resort 
Income Statement for year 
ended December 31, 2003 
87 McFarland's meal tickets 
PLAIN~IFFS' Seoond AMENDED EXHrBI~ LIST - 10 
Berry v. McFarland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-0?-2409 
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Pls 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
..... -.. 
Defs Description Admit offered R.ec'd 
by 
stip 
David A Noonan's curriculum 
vitae 
Appraisal of The Captain's 
Wheel Resort October 9, 
2009 
Deposition of M:i.chael B . 
MCFarland December 18, 2009 
Deposition of ~chaal B. 
McFarland, Volume II, 
Dacambar 23, 2009 
Deposition of Karen 
Zimmerman December 21, 2009 
Picture of the Captain' a 
Wheel Resort 
Idaho Rules of Professional 
Conduct 
Idaho Rule Professional 
Conduct 1.7 
Idaho Rule Professional 
Conduct 1.9 
A 
DATED this ~~ day of Januazy, 2010hl(. 7 r-
7 -
RBX A. I'INNEY 
Attorney at Law 
PLAINTIFFS' Second AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST ~ 11 
Sez:ry v. McFarland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Refused Reserve 
ruling 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 764 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 16:00/ST.15:57/No. 6810297132 P 13 
CBRTiriCATB OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy ot the 
foregoing was served by facsimile, this t ~ clay of January, 
2010, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WSBLAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4tt1 Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
[x)Via rag~~ila: (208) 664-2240 (with 
By: 
PLAIN~IFFS' Second AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 12 
Berty v. Hc:E'arland, Kootenai County, Idaho: cv-07-2409 
and 96) 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 765 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 208?638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 16:00/ST. 15:57/No. 6810297132 P 14 
IDAHO RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 
(1003) 
Table of Contents 
PREAMBLE: A LAWVER'S RESPONSIBILITIES ...................... 2 
SCOPE ...................................................................................... 2 
RULE 1.0 TERMINOLOGY ........................................................ 3 
Client Lawyer Relattonthlp 
RULE 1.1: COMPETENCE ....................................................... 4 
RULE 1.2: SCOPE OF REPRESENTATION ............................ 5 
RULE 1.3: DILIGENCE ............................................................. 8 
RULE 1.4: COMMUNICATION ................................................. 7 
RULE 1.5: FEES ....................................................................... 7 
RULE 1.6: CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION ................ 9 
RULE 1.7: CONFLICT OF INTEREST: CURRENT 
CLIENTS ................................................................................. 11 
RULE 1.8: CONFLICT OF INTEREST: CURRENT 
CLIENTS: SPECIFIC RULES ................................................. 14 
RULE 1.9: DUTIES TO FORMER CLIENTS .......................... 17 
RULE 1.10: IMPUTATION OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: 
GENERAL RULE ..................................................................... 18 
RULE 1.11: SPECIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST FOR 
FORMER AND CURRENT GOVERNMENT OFFICERS 
AND EMPLOYEES .................................................................. 19 
RULE 1.12: FORMER JUDGE, ARBITRATOR. MEDIATOR 
OR OTHER THIRD·PARTY NEUTRAL ................................... 20 
RULE 1.13: ORGANIZATION AS CLIENT ............................. 21 
RULE 1.14: CLIENT WITH A DIMINISHED CAPACITY ......... 23 
RULE 1.15: SAFEKEEPING PROPERTY .............................. 24 
RULE 1.16: DECLINING OR TERMINATING 
REPRESENTATION ................................................................ 25 
RULE 1.17: SALE OF lAW PRACTICE ................................. 26 
RULE 1.18: DUTIES TO PROSPECTIVE CLIENT ................. 27 
Countelor 
RULE 2.1: ADVISOR .............................................................. 28 
RULE 2.2; LAWV'ER SERVING AS THIRD-PARTY 
NEUTRAL ................................................................................ 28 
RULE 2.3: EVALUATION FOR USE BY THIRD 
PERSONS ............................................................................... 29 
Advocate 
RULE 3.1: MERITORIOUS CLAIMS AND CONTENTIONS ... 30 
RULE 3.2: EXPEDITING LITIGATION ................................... 30 
RULE 3.3: CANDOR TOWARD THE TRIBUNAL ................... 30 
RULE 3.4: FAIRNESS TO OPPOSING PARTY AND 
COUNSEL ............................................................................... 32 
RULE 3.5: IMPARTIALITY AND DECORUM OF THE 
TRIBUNAL ............................................................................... 32 
RULE 3.6: TRIAL PUBLICITY., .............................................. 32 
RULE 3.7: lAWYER AS WITNESS ........................................ 34 
RULE 3.8: SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF A 
PROSECUTOR ....................................................................... 34 
RULE 3.9: ADVOCATE IN NONADJUDICATIVE 
PROCEEDINGS ...................................................................... 35 
I 
Tranuttlons with Pereone Other than Clients 
RULE 4.1: TRUTHFULNESS IN STATEMENTS TO 
OTHERS ................................................................................. 35 
RULE 4.2: COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON 
REPRESENTED BY COUNSEl. ............................................. 36 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20R?638211 
PREAMBLE: A LAWYER'S RESPONSIBIU'fiES 
(1J A lawyer, as a member of the legal profession. is a 
representative of dienta, an officer of the legal system and a publiC 
citi<~:en navlng special responsibility for the quall!y o1 Justice. 
(2) A& a representative of clients, a le~er performs vafious 
functions. As adv1sor. a lawyer proVides a dlent with an Informed 
unGerstandtng of the client'a legal righte end obligations and e,.pteint 
their practical Implications. At edvoeaTe. a lawyer zealously eaeerts 
tl'le CJiem's position under the Nlee of the advemry system. AS 
negotiator, a lawyer aeet<a a reault advantageous to ltle Client but 
consl&tent with requirement& of honest dealings with otrlers. As an 
evaluator. a lawyer acte oy examining a dient'a legal af'lalrs and 
reponing about them to the Client or to others. 
13) In addition to these repreeentaUonal functions, a lawyer may 
setW as a third-party neutral, a nonrepresentational role helping the 
p1111iee to resolve a dispute or other matter. Some of these RUles 
apply Oit'edty to lawyers who are or have served as third-party 
neutral&. See, e.g., Rules 1.12 and 2.Z. In addition. there are Rutee 
that apply to lawyers who are not active In the practice of taw or to 
practiCing lawyers even when they are adlng In a nonprofeKional 
capacity. For example, a lawyer v.t~o commits fraud in the conduct 
of a business Is subject to discipline for engaging In conduct 
1nvo111tng dishonesty, ftau<l, decell or misrepresentation. See Rule 
8.4, 
(41 In aH professional functions a lawyer ahol.lld be oompetent. 
prompt and diligent A lawyer &hould maintain communication with a 
client concemtng the representation. A lawyer should keep In 
confidence Information relating to representation of a client except so 
tar as diactOGure Is required or perm1ltecl by the Rules of Professional 
CondUd or other law. 
151 A tewyer's condud should conform to the requirements of the 
law, bOth In professional &eNice to dlent51 and In the lawye1'51 
business and personal alfatr&. A lawyer ahOuiO use the law'a 
proeedUres only for legitimate purposes and not to narau or 
intimidate others. A I~ should demonatrate rel5fl8Ct for the legal 
system and for thOae who serve it, inctu41ng judges, other lawyers 
ancl Pllbllc official&. White It Is a lawyer a duty, v.t~en necesalll)', to 
challenge the rectitude of official action, it is also a lav.yer's duty to 
uphold legal process. 
[6) Aa e public citi<~:en, a l&~er should see!( improvement of the 
law, ecc:ess to the legal eyelem, the administration of justice and the 
quellty of service rendereO by the legal profession. Aa a member of 
a learned profession, a lawyer should cuHivate knowledge Of the law 
beyond Its use for cliente, employ that knowta<lge In reform of the law 
anG work to strengthen legal education. In addition. a lawyer ehOuld 
furttler tile public's under&tandlng of and confidence In the l'\lle of law 
and the Justice system because legal institutions In a conatitutfonal 
democracy depend on popular partiCipation and support to maintain 
their authority. A lewy$r should be mindful of deficiencies In the 
administration of justice and of the fact tl'lat the poor, anr:J eomettmes 
persons 'htlo are not poor, cannot afford adequate legal aaeietance. 
Therefore, all lawyers lihOuld devote profelleional time and resources 
and uee civic Influence to ensure equal acce&s to our system of 
justice fOf' all lhose who because of economic or social barriers 
cannot offord or secure adequete legal counael. A lawyer should ekl 
the legal profession in pulluing lhese objectives end should help the 
bar regulale Itself In the publiC Interest. 
[7J Many of a lawyer'& professional responslbllllles are preecrtbed 
In the RuiN of Professional Conduct. es well as swstantive and 
procedural law. However. a lawyer ie alSo guided by personal 
conscience and the apprObetlon of profesSional peers. A lawyer 
should slrlve to attain the highest level of skill, lo improve the taw 
and the legal profeaaion end to exemplify !he legal profeaslon's 
ldeab of public service. 
(81 A lawyef'e responstbilitiea ee a representative of dtenta, en 
officer of the legal system and a public citizen ere usually 
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harmonioua. Thue, when an opposing patty I& well represented. a 
lawyer can be e zealOus advocate on behalf of a dlent and at tne 
same lime assume that justice Is being done. So etso. a lawyer can 
be sure thai preseiVing Client confidences ordinarily &81V$S lhe publiC 
interest because people ere more likely to seek legel advlea. anr:J 
thereby heed their legal obligations. when they know their 
communications will be private. 
(9) In 1he nature of law practice, hOwever. conflicting 
responsibilities ere encountered. Virtually all difficult ethltal 
problems ertse from amflid between a lawyer's responsibilities to 
clients, to the legal system and to cne lawyer's own interest In 
remaining en ethical person while earning a satisfactory living, The 
Rules of Professional Conduct often prescribe termt fOf' resoMng 
sucn con111cts. 'Mthln the framework of these Rules. however, many 
difficult iaeues of professional diecretlon can arts e. Such inues must 
be resolved through the exercise of sensitive professional an<l moral 
judgment guided by the basie principles underlying the Rulea. These 
prindples include the lawyer's obligations, as an ildvocate, to 
<~:ealously protect and pursue a cr~tnt'& legitimate intereate v.1tl'lln the 
bounds of lhe law and, as an officer of the court. to preHNt!l the 
integrity of the legal system's seercn for the lfulh while maintaining a 
proftsalonat, courteous and Cilril attitude toward all persons Involved 
in the process. 
110) The legal profession Is largely self·govemlng. Although other 
professions also have been granted powefll of self..govet'nment. the 
legal profession is unique In this respect teeause of the doae 
relationship between the profession ancJ the processes of 
gowmment and lew enfort.ement. This connection Is manifested in 
the fact ltlat ultimate authority over the legal profession is vested 
tergely In the courts. 
111) To lhe extent that lawyers meet the obligations of their 
professional calling, the occasion for govemment regulation is 
Obviated. Self-tegulalion also helps maintain the legal profenion•e 
Independence from gowemment domination. An Independent legal 
profession is an Important foree in preserving government unGer law. 
for abuse of legal authority ia more readily chaUenge<l by a 
profeaaion whose member1 are not dependent on government for 
the right 10 practice. 
[12} The 1egat profession's relelive autonomy carries with It special 
responsibiKties of self-government. Ttte profeaeion nas a 
respone!OIIIty to assure that it& regulations are conceived In the 
Pllb&c intereat end not In furtherance of parochial 01 eelf-lnterested 
c:om:ems of the bar. Every lawyer 18 responsible for obtervance of 
the Rules of Professional ConCiucL A lawyer 11houl<l also eld in 
securing trtelr observance by otner tawyeB. Negteet of these 
respontlbllltles compromiaea tl'le Independence of the profession 
ano the public Interest whielllt serves. 
(131 Lawyers play a vital rote In the preservation of society. The 
fulll~ment of ttlis role requires an unr:Jeretancllng by tawyer1 of their 
retallonst¥p to our tegel system. The Rulee of Professional Conduct. 
wtlen property applied. seNe to define tnat relationship. 
SCOPE 
[141 The Rules of Profes&Jonat Conr:Juct are rules of reaaon. Tney 
ehOUI<I be Interpreted with reference to the purposes of legal 
representaUon anr:J of the law Itself. some of the Rutea are 
imperatiVeS: east in the terms "shall" or •snail not. • Theee define 
propet conduct for purposes of profeniOnal discipline. Others. 
generally cast in the term "may." ere pen'l'llsslve and Cleftne areas 
tJI'IdfJr the Rules in ~ the lawyer has discretion lo ewclse 
professional judgment. No disciplinary action should be taken when 
lhe lawyer chOOses not to ad or acta within the bound& of such 
dl&crellon. other Rule$ define the nature of relationthipe between 
the lawyer and others. The Rutea ere !flus partly obligatory and 
diaclpllnaty and partly consUtuttve and deeeripttw In that they define 
a tawyere professional role. Many or the Commencs use 1he term 
"should." Comments do not ad<l obligations to the Rules but provide 
guidance for pree!ldng in complienc:e with lhe Rules. 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20A?638211 
(151 The Rule& preauppoee a larger regal eontext shaping the 
lawyer's role. That conteKI includee court rules and statutes relating 
to matters of licensure, 1awa defining speeltlc obligations of lawyers 
and substantive and proaeaural law In generaL The Comments are 
sometimea uaeG to alert 1awyera to their responsibilities under such 
other law. 
[16) ComplianQe with the Rulee, ee wllh all law In an open society. 
depends primarily upon unCieratanGtng and valumary compliance. 
secondarily upon reinforcement by peer anG public opinion and 
finally, when necea&SJY, upon enforcement through discip6nary 
proceedings. The Rutea do not, however. extulust the moral and 
ethical coneiderauons tnat should Inform a lawyer, for no worthwhile 
human activity cen be completely defined by legal rules. The Rule& 
simply provide a framev«llk for the ethical practice Of lew. 
[17) Furthermore. for purposes of determining the lawyer's authority 
and responsibility, principles of substantive law external to these 
RUles determine whether a client-lawyer relationship exists. Moat of 
the duties ftowing from the client-lawyer relationship atta<lh only after 
the dlent has requested the lawyet to render legal services and the 
tawyer has agreed to do so. Buttnere are some duties. such as that 
of conftdentlality under Rule 1.8, that attaeh when the lawyer agrees 
10 consider whether a client-lawyer relationship shall be establiaheCI. 
See Rule 1.18. Whether a Client-lawyer relaUonship exiata for any 
specific purpose cen <!$pend on the drcumslancea end may be a 
question of !act. 
[181 Uncler various legal proVisions, inCluding consUtullonal, 
statutory and common law. lhe ·reapone,tollntes of govell_lme_nt 
lawyer& mey lndude authority concerning legal matters that ord1nanly 
reposes in the Client In private dienlolawyer relationships. For 
example. a lawyer for a government agency may nave authority on 
behalf of the government 10 dedde upon settlement or whether to 
appeal rrom an adverse Judgment. Such authority In various 
respects is generally vesled In the attorney general and lhe state's 
anorney in state government and their federal counterpart&, and ttle 
same may be 11\18 of other govemment law officere. Also. lawyers 
under the sUI)ervielon of these oflicen~ may be atJihorlzed to 
represent eeveral govamment agenciea in intragovernmental legal 
controven1iee In circumstances where a private lawyer could not 
represent multiple private dlents. These Rule& do not abrogate any 
such authOrity. 
[19) Failure to comply with an obligation or prohibition impoaecl by 
a Rule ia a basis tor Invoking lhe aiacipllnary process. The Rules 
presuppose that disCiplinary assessment of a lawyer's conduct wiU 
be made on the basis of the fads and circumstanc:A~s as they e~eiste\1 
al the lime of the condu~ In question ancl in recognition of lhe fact 
thai a lawyer often naa to act upon uncertain or incomplete evidence 
of the situation. Moreover. the Rules presuppoae that whether or not 
discipline shoutCI be Imposed for a violation, and the severity of a 
sanction, depend on all lhe clrcum:illancea, such as the willfulneaa 
and seriouaneae or lhe VIolation, extenuating factors and whether 
there have been previous violation&. 
(20) Violation of a Rule should not ltaelf give rise to e cause of 
action against a lawyer nor should It create any presumption In such 
a C89e that a legal duty has been breached. In addition, violation of 
a Rule doea not necessarily warrant any other nonGiaclpllnary 
remedy, sucn es disqualification of a Iawter In pending litigaUon. 
The Rules are deelgned to provide guidance to lawye':' ~ to 
proVIde a 111ruet1J1'8 for regulating conctuet lnrough ditCiPiinaly 
agencies. They are not designed to De a f>asiS for civil lieblllly. 
Furthermore. the purpose of the Rules cat1 be subverted wnen they 
are Invoked by oppoalng parties as proceclutal INI!Iapons. The fact 
that a Rule is e JUSI basts for a la~a self-assesllm~nt.. Of for 
sanctioning a lawyer under lhe admlfliatratton of a d1sC1pl1nary 
autnoriry, does not imply thai an antagonist in e collateral proceecttng 
or transaction haa steMine to seek enforcement of the Rule. 
Neverlt'lale89, since the Rules do eslabliah standards of conduct by 
lawyers, a lawyer's violatiOn of a Rule may be evidence of breach of 
the applicable standard of conduct. 
3 
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(211 The Commentary accompanying each Au1e explains anel 
illustrates the meaning and purpose of the Rule. The Prearmle and 
this note on Scope provide general orientation. Tile Comments are 
intended a& guides to Interpretation, but the text of each Rule is 
authoritative. 
RULE 1.0 TERMINOLOGY 
(G) "9ellet' or "believes" denotes that tfle person Involved actuelly 
auppoaed lh8 fad In question to be tnJe. A person's belief m11y be 
Inferred from drcumslancet. 
(b) "Confirmed in writing." \INn used In reference to the lnfonned 
eonsen1 of a pertOn. Clenotes Informed consent that Ia given In 
writing by the person or a writing that a lawyer promptly transmHs to 
the person confirming an oral Informed consent. See paragraph (e) 
for the definition of "inforrneCI consent." If It is not feasible to ol:!laln or 
transmit the writing etttle time the person gives informed consent, 
then lhe lawyer must obtain or tranamn II wltt\ln a reasonable time 
I hereafter. 
(c) ''Firm" or '1aw firm" denotes a lawyer or lawyere in e law 
partnership, proteaalonal corporation. sole proprietorahtp or other 
assodatlon authori~CI to practice law: or lawyera em1)10yecl in a 
legal seNicea organization or the legal department of a corporation 
or other organiZation. 
(d) "Fraud" or "fraudulent" denotee conduct lhat Is fraudulent 
unGer tne sUbstantive or procedural lew of lhe applicable JWisdiction 
anct has a purpose to deGeive. 
(e) "Informed consent" denotes the agreement lly a person to a 
proposed course of conduct after t"e lawyer has communicated 
adequate Information and explanation about the material risks of and 
reaeonably available alternatives to tne proposed cotne of conCiuct. 
(f) "Kno\'Angly." "known," or "l<nowa• denotes actual knowledge of 
the fact In question. A person's knOWledge may be inferred from 
circumstances. 
(g) "Partner" denote& a member of a partnership, a &1\arei'IOIGer In 
a law nrm organiad as a professional corporation, or a member of 
an association authorized to practice law. 
(h) "Reasonable" or "reasonably' when used in relation lo conduct 
by a lawyer denotee the conduct of a reasonably prudent and 
competent lawyer. 
(I) "Reasonable belier' or "rea&onably believes• when used In 
reference to a lawyer denates that the lawyer oeneves lhe matter in 
question and that the drcumstances are suCh tnat the belief is 
reasonable. 
(j) "Reasonatlly should know- when u&eCIIn reference to a lawyer 
denotes thai a lawyer of reasonable prudence and compelence 
wouiCI ascertain lhe matter in question. 
(k) ''Screened" denotes the i&otatlon of a lawyer from any 
pattldpatlon In a maner through the timely Imposition Of procedures 
within a firm that are reasonably adequate under lhe c:ircumetences 
to protect information that lhe iaoleteCI lawyer Is obligated to l)tOiect 
under the8e Rules or other law. 
(I) "Subatentlal" when used in reference to degree or eltlent 
denotes a mellertal matter of cleat and weighty Importance. 
(m) "Tribur'lar denotes a court, an ertlltrator In a binding arbitration 
proceeding or a legislative body. aclmini&tratlve agency or olhel bOCiy 
acting in an adjudicative capacity. A legislative body, administrative 
agency or otl'ler body acts in an aCijudicatlve capadty when a neutral 
official after the P1'8Sentatlon of evidence or legal argument Dy a 
party ~r parties, will render a binding legal Judgment directly affecting 
a party's interest& In a particular matter. 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20R?638211 
(n) "Writing" or ''written" denotes a tangible or electronic record of 
a communication or representation, including handwriting, 
typewriting, printing, photoslatling, photogmphy, audio or video 
recording and e-mail. A "signed" writiflg inClude& en eleCtrOnic 
eo~o~nel, aymbOI or proceee attec:heG to or logically assodated wtth a 
writing end exeevteG or adOI)te<l ov e person Whh the Intent to sign 
the writing. 
Commentwy 
Confirmed In Writing 
(1) If It Is not feasible to obtain or transmit a written 
confirmation at the time the client gives informed conaent, then tl'le 
lawyer must obtain or tranamit it wilhin a reeaonel)le time thereafter. 
If a lawyer has obtained a dient's informed conaent, the lawyer may 
ad In reliance on that consent so long ea it le QOnftnned In writing 
within a rea1onabfe lime thereafter. 
Firm 
(2) W'lether two or more lawyers constiiUte a ftrm Within 
paragraph (c) can depend on the apeelflc facts. For example. two 
practitioners who share office epeoe end oecaslonally consult or 
assist each other ordinarily would not De regerCie<l es conslltutlng a 
Rrm. However, if they present them&elvee to the public In a YRt~lhat 
suggests that they are a firm or conduct themselves as a ftrm, lhey 
should be regarded as e linn for PUIJIO&e& of the Rules. The terms 
of any format agreement between eeeoCiated lawyers are relevant In 
determining whether they are a firm, as Is the fact that they have 
mutual acc:ess to infonnallon concerning 1t1e dlents they serve. 
Furthermore, H ia relevant in ctoubtful caus to consider the 
undertying purpose of the Rule that I& Involved. A group of lawyer.~ 
could be regarded as e firm for purposes of the Rule that the same 
lawyer should not represent opposing partie$ In litigation. while H 
might not be so regarded for purposes of the Rule that Information 
acquired by one l~r Is attributed to anotner. 
(3] Wth respect to the law department of an organization. 
Including the government, there it orGlnartly no question that the 
memberS of the department constitute a Rrm Within the meaning of 
tne Rules of Professional Conduct. There can be uncertainty, 
I'IOWBV8f, as to the identity Of tne Client. For example. It may not be 
Clear whether the law department of a corporation represents e 
subsidiary or an effilleted corporation. as well as the corporetlon by 
wtlich the memtlef& of tne department are directly employed. A 
similar question can arise coneemlng an unincorporated aeaocietlon 
and its local affiliatea. 
(4) Similar questions can also arise with respect to lawyer& in 
legal aid and legal servicea orgenl.~:atlons. Depending upon lhe 
&trudura of the organizeUon. the entire organization or different 
components of It may oonatitute a firm or firms for purposes of theae 
Rules. 
Freud 
151 'Mlen used In tnese Rules. the terma "fteu<l" or 
"fraudulent• refer to conduct that Is dlantcterlzed aa such unaer the 
substantive or p~urallaw of the applicable juris<liellon and has a 
purpose to deceive. Tnls does not indUde merely negligent 
misrepresentation or negligent failure to apprise another of relevant 
information. For purpoaea of these Rules, it is not necesaery that 
anyone has suffered damages or relied on the misrepresentauon or 
failure to Inform. 
Informed Consent 
(6) Many of the Rules of Professional Conduct require the 
lawyer to obtain the Informed consent of a client or other person 
(e.g .. a former Client or. under certain drcurnatances, a prospective 
Client) before accepting or continuing representation or pursuing a 
course of conctuel See, e.g., Rules 1.2(c), 1.13(11) and 1.7(b). The 
communicetton necessary to obtain such coneent will vary according 
to the Rule involved and the c:Jrcumstances giving nse to the need to 
4 
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obtain informed consenl The lawyer must make reaaonable effons 
to ena'" !hat lhe dlent or other pen~on possesaea information 
reaeonably adequate to make an informed deeiaion. Orcllnarily, this 
wtll require communication that includea a diSCIO&ure of the facts ancl 
clreumstance.s giving rise to the ailuetlon, any ewplanation 
reasonably neooss&fY to infOnn tl'le Client or other person of the 
material advantages 11nd diudvantegea ot the proposed course of 
conduct and a discussion of lhe Client'& or other person's options and 
alternatives. In some circumstances it may 1>e epproprtale for a 
lawyer to advise a Client or other ~on to seek the advice of other 
counsel. A lawyer need not inform a client or OU'ler person of facts or 
lml)llcallons already known to the client or otner person; 
l'levettheless. a lawyer who does not peraonelly inform the cllsnt or 
other person assumes the risk thai tt1e Client or other person is 
Inadequately informed and tne consent Is Invalid. In determining 
whether lhe information end explanation provided are reasonably 
adequate, relevant fectora inClUde Wl'lettler lhe Client or other pmon 
is experienced In 1agat matters generallY and in making decision& of 
the Jype inVOI~. and whether lhe Client or olher peqor~ is 
independently represented by other counsel in giving the consent. 
Nonnally, auc:h persons need less Information and explanation tnan 
others, and genere11y a client or other person who is indepenelenlly 
represented ~ other counsel In giving the consent ahould be 
assumed to have given Informed eonsen1. 
(7) ObUIInlng Informed consent will usually require an 
affirmatiVe reaponse by the client or other person. In general, a 
lawyer me~ not assume consent from a cliente or otner person's 
silenoe. Con&ent may be Inferred, however, from tne conauct of a 
Client or other person who has reasonably eaequate Information 
ai)Out the matter. A number of Rules require tnet a person's consent 
be confirmed In writing. See Rules 1.7(b) and 1.9(a). For a 
definition of "writing" and "canfirmed in writing." &ee paragraphs (n) 
and (b). Other Rules require lhal a clienrs conaent be obtained In a 
writing aigned by the Client. See. e.g., Rules 1 .O(a) end (g). For a 
definition of "&lgned." see paragraph (n). 
scree neG 
[8) This definition applies to situation& wl'lere screening of a 
personally disqualified lawyer is permitted to remove Imputation of a 
conflict oflnlerest under Rules 1.11 or 1.12. 
(9) The purpose of screening I& to assure the affected pirties 
that confidential information known by the personally disquatif!GG 
lawyer remains protected. Tne personally disqualified lawyer should 
ackno\\4edge the obligation not to communicate with any of the olfler 
lawyers in the firm wltl'l resped to the matter. Similarly, otner 
lawyers in the firm who are working on the matter should be infolmecl 
that the screening is in piece and that they may not communicate 
with the peBonally di$Queli1leCI lawyer with respect to the matter. 
Additional screening meaaures that are appropriate for the plllliwlar 
maner will depend on the circumetances. To Implement, reinforce 
and remind all affected lawyers of 11'18 presence of the screening, it 
may be appropriate for the f"lflTI to undertake such procedurea a& a 
written undertaking by the weened lawyer to avoid any 
communication with otner finn personnel and any contact witrl any 
ftrm filea or other meterials relallng to the matter, written notice and 
lnstrudiona to ell oll'let Rrm personnel forbidding any communication 
with the ecreened lawyer relating to the matter, denial of access by 
the screened lawyer to firm flies or other material& relating to the 
matter and periodic reminders of the screen to the acreened lawyer 
and all other firm personnel. 
(10] In order to be effective, screening measures muGI be 
lml)lemantad as soon as practical etter a lawyer or law firm knows or 
reasonably should know that there i& a need for screening. 
Client Lawyer Relationship 
RUI.E 1.1: COMPETENCE 
A tawyer shall provide competent repreaentttlon to 1 client. 
Compat8nt representation requlree the 18g1l knowtectge, skit~ 
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thoroughnee& an., preparation reasonably nac:esaary for lhe 
representation. 
Commenlal)' 
Legal Knowledge and Skill 
[1) In deletmining whether a lawyer employs the requisite 
kn0Vt1edge and skNIIn a particular matter, relevant facto11 inClude the 
relative complexity and specialized nature of tile matter, the lawyer'& 
general experience, the lawyer's training aFlcl experience in lhe field 
in ques\lol'l, the preparation and study the lawyer is able to give tne 
matter anel whether It Is feasible to refer the matter to, or aaaociate or 
coneult with, a lawyer of established competence in the fiekl in 
quealton. In many Instances, the required proficiency 18 tnat of a 
general practllloner. Ellpertlse In a particular field Of tew may De 
requi"ed in aome clreumstanc.es. 
121 A lawyer need not necessanly have special training or 
prior experience to handle legal problerM of a type with wtlk:h the 
lawyer Is unfamUiar. A newly admitted lawyer can De as competent 
aa e ptactltloner wtlh long experience. Some important legal skills, 
auCI'I as the analysis of precedent. the evaluation or evidence and 
legal drafting, are required In all legal problems. Perl'leps the mo&~ 
fundamental legal Gkill conslsiS of determining what kind of legal 
problems a situation may involve, a slclll that necessarily transcends 
any particular specialized knOWledge. A lawyer can provide 
adequate representlltion in a whOlly novel fteld through nece11a1}' 
study. Competent representation can also be provided through the 
association of a lawyer of established competence in the field in 
question. 
(3} In an emergency tawyer may give advice or aeaiatance In 
a matter in Whie:h tl'le tav.yer does not have the akill ordinarily 
required where referral to or consultation or association v.11h anothet 
lawyer woul4 be Impractical. Even in an emergency, tloWBver, 
asslstanc:e eh~l4 be limited to that reasonably necessary In the 
circurnatencee, fcw Ill-considered aetion under emergency ccndlttons 
can jeopardize the Client's Interest. 
(4) A lawyer may accept representation where the requisite 
level of competence can be achieved by reasonable preparation. 
This applies aa well to a lawyer who Is appointed ee counsel for an 
unrepresented person. See alr.o Rule 6.2 
Thoroughnea• and PrePJratlon 
(5] Competent handling of a particular matter lndudes Inquiry 
Into and anatyais or the fa~al and legal elements of the problem, 
and use of melhOCia end procedures meeting the standards of 
competent practitioners. II also Includes adequate preparation. The 
required attention and preparation are determined in part by what is 
at stake; major litigation and complex transaction& orcHnartly require 
more extensive treetmenl than matters of lesser compleXIty and 
consequence. M agreement betWeen the lawyer end the client 
regarding the scope of the repre&entaUon may limit tne maners for 
wtllch the 18\'lier is responsiDie. See Rule 1.2(c). 
Maintaining Competence 
[6) To maintain tne requisite knOWledge and skill, a lawyer 
&hCIU!d keep abreaat or Changes In the law and ita practice, engage 
In continuing study and education and comply wtlh all continuing 
legal educatiOn requirements to wtllcllthe lawyer iG subject. 
RULE 1.2: SCOPE OF REPRESENTATION 
(al SubJect lo paragrapt. (c) lfld (d), • lawyer shall abide by a 
cllent'e daclaton. concerning the objectiYes of 
repreeentatlon and, u ,.qull'ld DY Rule 1.•, nil contun 
with the client as to lhe IMIIM by whlctl they .,. to be 
pu.-ued. A tawyer may lako auch action on behalf of the 
client at It Impliedly authoriDd to carJY out the 
repretentetlon. A lawyer •hall abide by a client's declalon 
whether to saute a mdef, In a criminal case, the lawyer 
s 
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ehall abldt by tho client's decision, after consultation wllh 
the ta..vyer, as to a plea to be enta,.d, wh.ther to waive jury 
trial and whether the client will tutlfy. 
(bl A I~~WYer'a ntpr.entatlon of a client, Including 
rapriHntatlon by appointment. does not constitute an 
endorsement of the cUenfe politiCal, economic, social or 
moral vi41M1 or acttvtttes. 
(c) A lawyer may limit the acope of tho roprountatlon H the 
limitation Ia 1'8UOnabta under tile elrcumstanc.a and the 
client glva tnfvnned content. 
(d) A lawyer ahall not couneel a client to engage, or anlst a 
client. In conduct that the lawyer kncnn Ia crlmlnel or 
fraudulent. but a t~er may dlscuu the legal 
consequem:81 of any proposed cou.-e of conduct with a 
client and may counsel or Mlllt • client to make a uood 
faith effort to determine tho validity, acope, meaning or 
application Of tile law. 
Comrmmflr)l 
Allocation of Authority betWoan Client and Lawyer 
[1) Paragraph (a) confera upon the client the ultimate euthOtily 
to determine the purposes to be served by legal representation, 
within the limits Imposed by lew ana the l~r's professional 
obllgaUons. The decisions specified In paragraph (a), such as 
whether to settle 8 civil matter, must also be made by the client. See 
Rule 1.4(a)(1) for the tawyer"a duty to communicate with the Client 
about such decision. With reapectto the means by which the Client'& 
ob)ectlvea are to be PIJI"$U8d, the lawyer shaU c:onault with tt1e dlenl 
a11 required by Rule 1.4(a)(2) and may take suc:h action as Is 
impliedly eulhortad to carry out the representatkln. 
(21 On occasion, however, a lawyer en4 a client may disagree 
ai'JOut the means to be used to acc:ompUGPI tl'le Client's objectives. 
Cfienta llCitmally defer to the apec:ial knOWledge and skill of their 
lawyer with resped to the meana to be used to accomplish their 
objectives, particularly with respec:t lo tec:l'lntcal, tegal and tactical 
mattera. Conversely, lawyers usually defer to the dlent regarding 
suc:n q~o~eetions !IS the expense to be incurred and concern fof third 
persons ~ might be adversely atrected. Because of the varied 
nature of tile matters about whic:h a lawyer and client might disagree 
ancl because the actions In question may implicate the Interests of a 
trit>unal cw olher persons, this Rue dOee not presalbe how such 
~taagreemems are to be resolved. Otl1er law. hCMever, may be 
applicable and should be conault$d by the I3W'/8f, The lawyer 
shOuld also consult wttn the client and eeek a mutually acceptable 
resolution of the disagreement. If auc:h ell'orts are unavailing and the 
lawyer has a fundamental diaagreement with the client, the lawyer 
may withdraw from the representation. See Rule 1. t6(b)(4). 
Conversely, the client may resolve the disagreement by discharging 
the lawyer. See Rule 1.16(&)(3). 
[31 At the outset of a representation, lhe Client may authorize 
the lawyer to take specific llelion on the Client's behalf without further 
conaullatton. Absent a material change In ctrcumstanc:ea end 
subject to Rule 1 .4, 8 lawyer may rely on sucll an advance 
authorization. The dient rnay, however. revoke such au\tlorlly at any 
lime. 
(4] In a c:ase in wt11ch the Client appears to be auffel1ng mental 
disability, the lawyer's <luly to abide by the Client's decisions Is to be 
guided by reference to Rule 1, 14. 
Independence rrom cn~nrs v-.n or Actlvhles 
(5) Legal repreaanto~llon should not be denied to people wtlo 
are unable to affora legal aeNices. or whose cause is controversial 
or the subject of popular <11sepproval. By the same token, 
representing a client doea not const~ute approval of a clienrs viewe 
or activities. 
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Agreement. Limiting scope of Representation 
(6) The scope cf services to be provided by a laWI'!r may be 
limited by agreement with the client or Dy the terms under which the 
lawyer's services are made available to the dlant When a lawyer 
has been retained by an insurer to represent an Insured, for 
example. 1tie representation may be limlte<S to matters related to the 
Insurance coverage. A limited !llpl'8$entatlon may be appropriate 
because the dient has fimiled objectives for the representation. In 
addition, lhe terms upon whiCh representation Is undertaken may 
exdude specific meana that migl'll otherwise be used to accomplleh 
lhe dienfs objectives. Such limitations may exclude adions that tile 
dlent thinks are too cosily or mat the laW/flr regards aa repugnant or 
imprudent 
(71 Although this Rule affOrdS the lawyer and client suttstantiat 
latitude to limit the representation, the limitation must be reasonable 
under tl'le circumstances. If. for example, a dlent's objective is 
limited to securing general Information about tl'le taw the dlent needs 
in of'Cier to handle a common end typically unccmpUcated legal 
problem, the lawyer and client may agree that the tawyer'1 services 
will be limited to a brief telephone consultation. Such a limitation, 
nowever, would not be ~eeaonel)le If the time aUottect wee not 
sutllclent to y1eld advice upon Wl'lleh the dlent could rely. AlthOugh 
an agreement for a limited representation does not exempt a lawyer 
from tl'le duty to provide competent representation, the limitation Ia a 
factor to be considered when determining ltte legal knowledge, 61<111, 
thOroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the 
repreaentatlon. See Rule 1. t. 
(OJ Although paragraph (C) does nol require that t11e cUent's 
informed consent to a limited repre&entauon be in writing. it Is 
encouraged. See Rule 1.0{e) for tne deflniUon of 'informed consent. • 
[91 An agreements concerning a lawyer's representation of a 
client must accord wilt11he Ruree of Professional Conduct end oltter 
taw. See, e.g .. Rules 1.1, 1.8 end 5.6. 
Criminal, Fraudulent and Prohlbltad Transaction• 
(10) Paragraph (d) prohibits a lawyer from knowingly 
couneeling or asslsUng a client to commit a crime or freud. This 
prohibition. however, does not preclude ltle lawyer from giving an 
honest opinion about the actual consequences that appear likely to 
result from a client's conduct. Nor does the fact l.tlal a dient uses 
adVice in a course of action that is criminal or fraudulent of ltMif 
make a lawyer a party to the cour.~e of action. There is a Crilleal 
distinction between presenting an analysis of legal atpee15 of 
questionable conduct and recommenctlng the means l3y WhiCh a 
crime or rrauo might be committecl wi1h Impunity. 
(111 Wlen the ctienfs course or action hart already begun ancl 
is continuing, the lawyer's responsibility is eapeclany deHcate. The 
lawyer Is required to avoid assisting the client. for example, by 
drafting or denvering document& that the lawyer knOWS are fraudulent 
or by auggestlng how the wrongdoing might be concealed. A lawyer 
may not continue assisting s client In conduc:t that the lawyer 
originally eupposed was legally proper but then discovers Is criminal 
or fraudulent. The lawyer muat, therefore, withdraw from the 
representation of the dlent in the metter. See Rule 1.1 6(8), In some 
cases, wilhdf'ewal atone might be inauflldent. It may De necessary 
for the lawyer to gtve notice of the fact of ~thdrawal anct to clisafllrm 
any opinion, dOcument, affirmation ot the Hke. In extreme cases, 
substantive taw may require a lawyer to dlsdose lnfonnatton relating 
to the repreaentallon to awid being creamed to have eutsted the 
Client's aime of fraud. See Rule 4.1. 
[12) Where tile dlent is liduciary, ll'le lawyer mey be ~arged 
with special obligations In dealings with a beJ'Ieflelary. 
[13) Paragraph (CI) eppltes whether or not ttre defrauded party 
Is a pgrty to the llansaction. Hence, a lawyer muat not participate in 
a transaction to effectuate criminal or fraudulent evoldance of tax 
liability. Paragraph (d) does not preclude undertaking a crlmlniJI 
<lefense incident to a general retainer for legal servicee lo a lawful 
6 
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enlerprtse. The taat clause of paragraph (d) recognites thai 
determining the validity ot interpretallon of a slalute or regulation 
may require a course of action Involving disobedience to the statute 
or regulaUon or cf the interpretation placed upon it by govemmental 
eutnorttles. 
(14) tr a lawyer come& 10 know or reasonably enould know that 
a dlent expects aastatance not permitted by the Rules or 
Professional COnduct or otl1er law or If the lawyer Intends to act 
contrary tc the client's instructions, the lawyer muat consult with the 
dlent regarding ll'le llmltallons on the lawyer's conduct. See Rule 
1.4(a)(5). 
RULE 1.3: DILIGENCE 
A lawyer shall aGt with reasonable diligence and promptnHt In 
raprasontlng a cllenL 
Commentaty 
(1) A lawyer snould pursue a matter on behalf of a client 
despite opposition, obstruction or pe~onal inconvenience to the 
lawyer, and take whatever lawful and ethical measures are required 
to Vindicate a Client's cause or endeavor. A lawyer must alao ac1 
with commitment and dedication to the interests of the dient and with 
zeal in aclvocacy upon the client's behalf. A lawyer is not b~ncl. 
however, to pr~s for every advantage !Plat might be realized lor a 
client. For e"'ample, a lawyer may have authority to exercise 
professional dlacretlon In delemlining the means by whi~ a m8\ler 
should l)e pursued. See Rule 1 .2. Tl'le lawyer's duty to eel wltl'l 
reasonable CIIKgence does not require 1ne use of offensive tactiCS or 
preclude the treating or all persons involved In the legal procesa with 
courtear end respect 
[21 A tav.yer's workload muet be controUed so that each 
metter can be handled competently. 
131 Perhaps no professional shortcoming i& more wtdely 
resented than procrastinatiOn. A client's interests often can be 
adversely alfected by the passage of time or tl'le change of 
conditions: In extreme inatencas, as wtten a lawyer overlooks a 
statute of limitations. the clienn legal position may De Cle$1royed. 
Even when the dlent's interests are not affected in substance, 
however, unreasonable delay can cause a dlent neeCIIe88 anxiety 
and undermine confidence in the lawyer's trustwottnlness. A 
lawyer's duty to ad with reasonable promplne5ls, however. doeS not 
preclude the lawyer from agreeing to a reasonable request for a 
poatponement that will not preJut:nce the lawyer's client. 
(41 Unless the relationship Is terminated as provided In Rule 
1.16. a lawyer should carry through to oonctuston an matter.~ 
undertaken for a client If a lawyers emplo~ent Is limited to a 
specffic matter. the retaUonship terminates when the matter hat been 
resolved. If a tav.yer has served a client over a substantial periOCIIn 
a varie1y of matters, the client sometimes may assume lhet the 
lawyer will <:ontinue 10 seNe on a continuing basts unless the lawyer 
gives notice of WithCirewal. Ooubt ebOUI Whether a dlenl·lawyer 
relationship &till exia"ll ahoutd be clarified by tne lawyer. preferably in 
writing. so that ltle client will not mistakenly suppose the lawyer is 
looking after the client's afl'alrs when the Ia~ nas ceased to do ao. 
For example, If a l~~wyer has handled a judiCial 01' admln18tralive 
proceeding that produced a result adverse to the client and the 
lawyer and the client have not agreed that tne lawyer will tlandle the 
matter on appeal, the lawyer must corm~lt with the client about the 
poulbllltr of appeal before relinquishing reaponslblllty for the metter. 
See Rule 1.4(a)(2). VVhell'ler the lav.yer is Obligated to prosecute the 
appeal for lhe client depends on the scope of 11'18 representation the 
lawyer has agreed to provioe to the dlent. See Rule 1.2. 
[6) To prevent neglect of cllertt matters in the event of a sole 
practitioner'& death or disability, the duty of diligence may requite 
that eacn sole ptectitloner prepare a plan, In conformity with 
appftcable rules, tnst Gealgnates another competent lawyer to review 
dlent ntes, notify eecn client of the lawyer'& death or disabilitY, end 
determine whether there is a need for immediate protective action. 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 208?638211 
Cf. Rule 519 or the Idaho Bar Commission Rules. 
RULE 1.4: COMMUNICA110N 
(a) A lawyer &hall: 
(1) promptly Inform the Client of any decision or 
circumstance with respect to which the dl1nt'1 
Informed conMflt. II Cleflned In Rule 1.0(1), ~ 
required by thete Rulee: 
(2) reaaonably consult with the client about the 
meana by which the cHent'• obJttetlvn are to be 
accompllehed; 
(3) keep tho client ,...onably Informed about tho 
etatue of the maft8r; 
(4) promptly comply with reuonable nKiuelte tor 
Information; Including a requett for an 
accounting • required by Rule 1.1(f): and 
(5) consult with tho client about any rala11ant 
limitation on the lawyer's conduct When tho 
lilwJer llnows that the client expecte aeelstanca 
not pannlned by ttte RuiM of Professional 
Conduct or other law. 
(b) A lawytt ahall explain a maU.r to the eat&nt reasonably 
necettery to parmlt the client to make Informed dodalons 
regardlnu the represenbltlon. 
Comment.ry 
111 Reasonable communication between the lawyer end the 
dlent Is necesaary fOr tne client effectively to particlpale In the 
representaUon. 
Communicating wltft Client 
[2) If theae Rules require that a particular decision about the 
representation be made by the client paragraph (8)(1) requires that 
the lawyer promptly consult with and secure trte client's consent prior 
to tBicing actiOn unless prior discussions with the client have resolwd 
what action ltle client wants the lawyer to take. For example, a 
lawyer whO reoelvee from opposing counsel an offer of settlement in 
a dvll c:ontrover.y or e proffered plea bargain in a criminal case must 
prompUy inform the client of Its substance unless the client has 
previously indicated tl'lal the propoaal will be acceptable or 
unacceptable or hee autnorlzed the lawyer to accept 01 to 111)8Cllhe 
offer. See Rule 1.2(a). 
[3) Paregrapn (al(2) requlreslhe lawyer to reasonably con5Ull 
with the dienl about the means to be used to aceompllr.h the diem's 
objectives. In eome &11uauons • depending on bOII'IIhe Importance of 
the action under con&lderallon and the feasibility of consulting wittl 
the client • this duty wiU require consultation prior to taking action. In 
other circumstance&, &uch as dUI1ng a trial when an Immediate 
decision must be made, the exigency of lhe situation may require the 
lawyer to ad without prior conaullallon. In such caMG the lawyer 
ITI\Iet nonetheless ad reaeonaDiy to Inform the client of aCIIons the 
lawyer has taken on lhe client'S behalf. Additionally, parfJ91'aph 
(a)(:3} requires that the lawyer keep the client reasonel:lly Informed 
about tne status of the matter, euc:n as significant developments 
all'ecling the timing or the eubetance of lhe representaUon. 
(4) A lawyer's regular communlcallon with client& will minimize 
the occeelons on which a client \Mil need to request lnformaUon 
conc:eming the representation. W'len a client make& a reasonable 
reque&t ror Information, hOweVer. paragraph (a}(4) requires prompt 
compliance with lhe req~et, or if a prompt response ia not feasible, 
thai the lawyer, or a membef of the lawyer's staff, aeknoWedge 
receipt of lhe request and advise the enent when a response may be 
expected. Client telephone calls should be prompUy returned or 
IICi<novAedged. Regular communication also requires a lawyer to 
7 
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make an accounting for monies received from or on lhe client's 
behalf. That duty is more specifically set fottl'lln Rule 1.5(f). 
e.plalnlng Matters 
[5) The dleflt should have sufficient information to panlcipate 
intelligently In decisions concerning the objectives of the 
repreaentallon and the means by whiCII tney are to be pUfllued, to 
the extent lhe dlent is willing and able to <lo &o. AdeQuacy of 
communication depends in part on the kind of advice or assistance 
that Is Involved. For e~~ample, wnen tl'lere Is ume to explain a 
proposal made in 11 negotiation, tl'le lawyer should review au 
lmpoftant provisions with ltle client before proceeding to an 
agreement In litigation e lawyer should explain the general strategy 
and prospects of euetess and ordinarily should conaull 1he ellenl on 
tactics thai are likely to result In significant e11penae or to Injure or 
coerce other$. On tne other hand. a lawyer ordinarily v.411 not be 
expeded to deecrll)e trial or negoUation strategy in detail. The 
gliding principle Ia that the lawyer should fullin reesonable client 
expectations ror Information consistent with the duty to acl In the 
dlenl's beet intere&ts, and the cllenrs overall requirements as to the 
charader of representation. In certain circumstances. sudl as v.flen 
a lawyer eeks a client to consent to a repreaentetlon affected by a 
c:onllicl of interest, the client muat give infonned consent, as defined 
In Rule 1.0(e) 
[6) Ordinarily, the Information 1o be provided is that 
epproprlate for a client who ia a comprehending and responsible 
adult. However. fuHy informing tne client according to this standard 
may tle Impracticable, for example, where the ellen! Is a child or 
suffe11 from mental disability. See Rule 1.14, W1en the dlent Is an 
organization or group. It Is often impossible to inform every one of its 
member& atlout Its legal atralr1: ordinarily, the lawyer should address 
communication& to the appropriate officials of the organ~atlon. See 
Rule 1.13. INhere many routine matter& ere Involved. a system of 
limited or occa&lonal reporting may be arranged wltn the client. 
Withholding lntonnatlon 
(?J In some circum81encea, a lawyer may be jll&~fiect in 
delaylllJ transmission Of inrormatton when the dienl wouiCI De U1ee1y 
to react Imprudently to an immediate communication. Thu&, a lawyer 
mlgtrt willlhold a psychiatric diagnosis or a client when the el(amlnlng 
psychiatrist indicates !hal Cll&ctosure would harm the client. A lawyer 
may not withhold informallon to SSIVe the lawyefa own Interest or 
convenience or the intereata or convenience of ano\t'ler person. 
Rules or court orde11 governing litigation may provide tnat 
Information supplied to a lawyer may not be disdosed to the dlent. 
Rule 3.4(c) directs compliance with such rules or order&. 
RULEU: FEES 
(a) A 1_,., 1hall not maka an agrvement for, charge, or 
collect an unraaSOflaDie fee or an unrvuonable emount tor 
expenses. The ~ to bo considered In detem~lnlng the 
reasonableneea of a fee Include the following: 
(1) the time and labor raqulred, the novelty and 
difficulty of the questions Involved, anCI the eklll 
raqu~lte to perfonn tha legal service properly; 
(2) lha likelihood, H apparont to the client. that the 
accepblnc:e of the particular empto,ment will 
praclude other employment by the laWJOr; 
(3) the fH cuatomarlly charged In the locality for 
similar legal aen~lcoa; 
(4) the amount Involved and the rnull8 obtained; 
(&) the time limitations lmpond by the client or by 
Cha clreuiJIItances; 
(St the nature and length of the professional 
retattonshlp with the client: 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20R?638211 
(7) the experience, raput.ltlon, and ability of the 
lawyer or lawyers perfonnlngthe aervlc:n: and 
(8) whether the ftels fixed or contingent 
(b) 1'118 scope of t.ha representation and the baal8 or rate of tl'la 
tea and axpensas for which the client will De reaponelbla 
thall be communicated to the client. pmerabiJ In Witting, 
befora or within a rauonabt. Ume after commencing tho 
rep1'818ntatJon, except when tJ'Ie lawyer will charge a 
ragutarty rep,..nlltd client on the t~me basis Of rite. Aff'/ 
chang• In the bale or rate of the fee or axpenSH shall 
also be communicated to the client. 
(c) A '" may be contingent on tho outcome of lha matter for 
which the serwlce It renCierad, axc:apt In • matter In wftlcft e 
contingent fee It prohibited by paragraph (d) or other lew. 
A contingent fee agreement shall ba In a writing Signed by 
the client and shall etate the method by which Ule fee It to 
be det.nnlnad, Including Che percentage or pen;entagea 
that shall accrue to the ~r In the avant of aettlement. 
trial or appeal, litigation and otllar axpansa to be deducted 
from the rwcovery, and whetJier such expo,.. .. are to ba 
deducted before or after the conllngant rae .. calt411ated. 
The agraament must cleal1y notify the client of eny 
expen111s for which the client will be llabt. whether or not 
tha client Ia the prevailing party. Upon conclusion of a 
conUngent fee metter, lha lawyer shall proviCie the client 
with a written statement stating the outcome of the mabr 
and, If there Ia a I'IICOWfY, 1howtng the ramlnanca to the 
client anCithe method of Its datermlnatton. 
(d) A lawyer ehall not antar Into an arrangement for, eharga, or 
collect 
(1) any fee In 1 domastlc: raiiUon matter, the payment 
or amount of whleh ,. contingent upon the 
tlaGurtng of a dlvoru or upon tht amount of 
alimony or support, or property settlement In lieu 
thereof: or 
(2) a contingent foe for repreeentlng a defendant In a 
criminal case. 
cet A dlvl81on of a fee between lawyere who are not In the 
eama linn may be mada only If: 
(1) tha dlvlelon Is In proportion to tht sarvlc• 
porfonnld by each lawv-r or each laWyer 
aaumet JOint rasponslblllty for the 
n~prnentJdon: 
(2) thtt client agrees to tha arrangement. lndudlng 
the ehere aac:h lawyer will recalva, and the 
agreement Is conftnnad In writing; and 
(3) the total faa Is ~WUonable. 
(f) Upon reaeonebla raqunt by the client. a lawyer shall 
provide, without cllargo, an accounting for taas and coete 
Clelmad or pmlouely collod8d. Such an accounting shall 
lneluda at least the following Information: 
(1) lt.mllatlon of all hourly chargee, costs, Interest 
UU~~men11, and past due balancee. 
(2) For hourlr rate cllarg•, a description of the 
110rvlc:as performed end a nobltlon of the par~on 
who performed those sarvlcoa. The description 
shall be of euffldant detail to generally apprise 
the client of the natura of ttla wo"' performed. 
8 
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Rusonablenesv of Fee and EJcpensaa 
(1) Paragraph (a) requires thai lawyens charge feee that are 
reasonable under 1tle drcumstances. The factor& specHied in (1) 
through (8) are nol exclusive. Nor wiU each factor be relevant in 
each instance. Paragraph (a) also requirea that e11penses for which 
the client Will be charged must be reasonable. A lawyM may seek 
reimburset'l'lenl for the cost of seJVi~ perfonnectln-house, such as 
copying, or for other expenses incurred in-hOuse, such as telephone 
dlarges, ellher by cha~ging a reasonebh~ amount to which the client 
has agreed In advance or by Charging an amount that reesonably 
reflects !he cost Incurred by the lawyer. 
Basis or Rll18 of Fee 
(2) When the lawyer has regularly repreaented a client they 
ordinarily will heve evolved an undenstanding concemlng the basis or 
rate of the fee and the expenses for ~lc:h the dient will be 
responsible. In a new cllent·lawyer relation&l'llp, however, an 
understarnling aa to fees and expenees must be prompUy 
established. Generally, It Is desirable to fumlsh the client with at 
least a simple memorandum or copy of the 1awye,.s customiiiY ree 
arrangement& that states the general nature or the legal service$ to 
be provided, tl'le basis, rate or total amount or the fee and whether 
and to what extent the dient will be responsible for any coats. 
expenaes or disbursements in the course of the representation. A 
written ateternenl concerning the terms or the engagement ~uoes 
tne possibility of misunderstan"lng. 
131 Contingent fees, like any other fee&, are subject to the 
reasonableness standard or paragraph (a) ot tnls Rule. In 
determining whether a particular contingent fee i$ reasonable. or 
whett1er il is reaaonable lo charge any fonn of contingent fee, a 
lawyer must consider tne factors tt1at are relevant under the 
circumstances. Applicable Jaw may Impose limitations on cot~llngent 
teas. such as a cemng on lhe percentage allowable, or may require a 
lawyer to offer dient& an alternative basis for the fee. Applicable law 
also may apply to situations other than a contingent fee, for example, 
government regulation& regarding fees in certain ta• matters. 
Terms of Payment 
[4) A lawyer may require advance peyment of a fee. but is 
obliged to retum anr unearned portion. See Rule 1.16(d). A lawyer 
may accept ptope"Y In payment for aetvloes, such as an ownerenlp 
Interest in an enterprise, providing this does not Involve acquisition of 
a proprietary interest in the cause of action or subject matter of the 
lltlgaUon contrary to Rule 1.8(1). However, a fee paid in property 
Instead of money may l3e subJect to the requiremenls or Rule 1.8(a) 
Decause such fees often have lhe essential qualities of a business 
transaction With the client. 
(5) An agreement may not be made wnose terms might 
IndUce the lawyer impreperly to curtail services for ltle client or 
pelform them in e way contrary to the cttent·s Interest. For example, 
a lawyer should not enler Into an agreement whereby sei'Mee ere to 
be provided only up to a stated amount when It Is foreseeable tnat 
more extensive services probably will be required, unless the 
situatiOn 18 aCieQuately explained to the dlenl. Othetwiee, 1fle ellenl 
might have to bargain for furtfler assistance in the midst or a 
proceecjing or transaction. However, It Ia proper to define tne e)j\ent 
of services in llgl'lt of the client's abilily to pay. A lawyer should not 
elq)loit a fee arrangement based primarily on hourly cllarges by 
using WMteful procedures. 
Prohibited Contingent Foos 
(6) Paragrapl'l (d) prohibits a lawyer from charging a 
contingent fee in a domestic relations maHer when payment is 
contingent upon the securing or a divorce or upon the amount of 
alimony or support or propeny settlement to be obtained. This 
Pfovlslon does not preClude a contract for a conllngenl fee for legal 
rel)fesentation in connection with the recovery of post•jUCigment 
balances due under support, alimony or other financial ordett; 
because such contract& do not Implicate the seme policy conceme. 
IRPC E!Te~li11e 7·1.04 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
Division of Fee 
('1) A dlvfslon of tee is a &Ingle bllftng lo a client covering the 
fee of two or mare lawyers ~ are not in the same firm. A diviSion 
of fee fadlltate& auaelatlon of more than one lawyer in a metter in 
wtllch neither alone could &81VG the client as well, and most often ia 
used when the I'M Is contingent and lhe division is between a 
referring lawyer and a trial specialist Paragraph (e) pennits the 
lawyer& to divide e ree either on lhe basls or the proportion or 
service& tney render or If eacn lawyer assumes respomibUity for the 
representation ee a whOle. In eeldltlon, the dlent must agree to the 
atrangement. Including the share thai each lawyer is to receive, and 
the agreement must be confirmed In writing. Contingent fee 
agreements must be In a wnUng signed by the client and mu&t 
otherv.tse comply wtlh paragraph (c) of this Rule. Joint reaponalblllty 
tor !fie representallon entans nnanclal and ethical reaponalbniiY tor 
the representation as If lhe lawyers v.we uaoeiated In a paf1nershlp. 
A lawyer Should only refer a matter to a lawyer whom ll'le referring 
lawyer reasonably believes Is competent to nanCite lt'le maner. See 
Rule 1.1. 
[6) Paregrepn (e) does not prohibit or regulate dlvlalon of fees 
to be received in the future for work done when lawyers were 
previoualy associated in e law firm. 
D'-putn over Feee 
[9) If a procedure has been established for resolutiOn of fee 
disputea. euch ee an arbltrallon or mediation procedure establl&hed 
by the bar, lhe lawyer mu&t comply with the procedure ltlttlen 11 Is 
mandatory, end, even When It Is voluntary, the lawyer &hould 
<:onaeientiously consider StJbmlttlng to it. L~ may prescribe a 
prwedure for detarmlnlng a lawyer's fee, for e11ample. In 
representatlon of an eUCl.ltar or adminisltetor, e Class or a person 
eootlecllo a tea$onable fee as part or 1t1e measure of damages. The 
lawyer entitJe<l to auch a fee and a lawyer repreaenting another party 
con&:emed wiltl the fee should comply wilt1 the preaCI1bed procedure. 
R8aonable Requeet for Accounting 
(10] Rule 1.5(1) requires a law,oer. upon reeeonGDie request 
from the dienl, to provtele an accounting to lt'le Client fat fees and 
cosl5 claimed or preuiously collected. The duty Is limited to 
reasonable requesl&. to prevent the client from unduly burdening the 
lawyer with duplicative requests or from demending detail beyond 
tha1 reasonably calculated to tnronn the <:tient ebOut tne handUng and 
disposition or money. The lawyer is not permitted 10 charge a fee for 
the Ume spent In preparlno such a billing etatement, although 
reasonable copying Cflarges may still be appropriate. 
RULE 1.8: CONFIDENTIALilY OF INFORMATION 
(a) A l.wyer shall not revaal lnforma11on retetlng to 
,.,_entation of a client unleu tlw client glvee Informed 
consent, the dlscloeura Is Impliedly authorized In order to 
cany out the representation or the dlllc:lolture le pennttt.d 
by paragrtph (b), 
(b) A law,er may reveal Information relating to the 
rep,....ntatlon of a client to the eldGnt tho lawyer 
naonably ., .. ,.,.. necesurr: 
(1) to prevent tho client from commtaJng a crime, 
ln<:ludlng dlecloeun of tho Intention to commit a 
crime: 
(2) to pravont rnsonably certain doath or subet.antlal 
bOdily harm; 
(3) to prevent, mltlgaw or rectify eubstantlallnJury to 
tile flnanelllllnterut. or propeny of another that 
le raasonably certain to result or hn ruulted 
from the cllenh c:ommlsslon of 1 Grime In 
9 
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fuMeranca of which the client ha uMd the 
lawyel"e eervlcas; 
I') to soeura legal advice about the lawyer's 
compliance with theu Rut•: 
(5) to establish a claim or detente on bel'lalf of the 
lawyer In a c:ontroven~y between the lawyer and 
the ellant, to establish a defenee to a criminal 
charge or civil cllllm against the lawyer based 
upon conduct In which the client wae Involved, or 
to 1'81pond to allegation• In any proceeding 
concerning the lawyer's repreeentatlon of a 
client; or 
(6) to c:omply with other law or a court order. 
CommentBy 
(1] This Rule goveme tl'le disclosure by a lawyer of 
lnfomtBtlon relating lo the representation or a client durtng the 
lawyer's representation of the client See Rule 1.18 for the lawyer'& 
duties with respect to information provided to the lawyer by a 
prospec:ttye client, Rule 1.9(c)(2) for the lawyer's duty not lo reveal 
Information relating to the lewyer's prior representation or a ronner 
client and Rules 1.8(b) enCI 1.9(e)(1) ror lhe lawyer's duties with 
respect to lhe use of suet! information to the disadvantage or Clients 
and fanner clients. 
[2) A fundamental principle In the client·lawyer relationship Is 
that, in the ab9enee of the dlenrs lnfonned consent, ltle lawyer must 
not reveal infonnatlon relating to lhe repreaentation. See Rule 1.0(e) 
for the definition of Informed consent. Thie <:Of'ltrlbutes to the trust 
that is the nellmark of the cllent·lawyer relationship. Tne client Is 
tl'lerety encouraged to seek legal anistanc:e and to communicate 
fully and frankly wtth the la....,.er even n to embarrassing or legally 
damaging aubject mattar. The lav.yer needa ll'lle lnformaUon to 
repreaent ll'le Client effectively and, if nec:easal), 10 advise the client 
to refrain from wrongful conduct. Almost wilt1out e~tcepllon. clients 
come to lewyers In order to determine their rights and wha11s. in the 
complex ot 1awe and regulations. deemed to be legal and correct. 
Bued upon tlef*lence, lawyers know that almost an clients follow 
lhe advice given, and the law is uphekl. 
131 The principle of dienH~er confidentiality is gNerl effect 
by related bodies of law. the attomey-CJient privilege. the work 
procluct 1.10ctrlne and lhe Nle or COI'Ifldentlallty established in 
profe&&lonal ethics. The allomey-client privilege and work·product 
doctnne apply In Judicial and other proceedings In wt'llch a lawyer 
may be called as a witness or otherwiee required Ia produce 
evidence concerning a cllenl The rule of client-lawyer confidentiality 
applle& In situations other than those where evidence Is sought from 
me lawyer through compulsion of law. Tt'le confidentiality rule, for 
example, appliee not only to rnaners c:ommuniceted In confidence by 
tile Client but also to all lnfonnation relating co the representation, 
whatever It& source. A lawyer may not disclose such Information 
except as authorized or required by the Rules of Professional 
Condud or other law. See also Scope. 
(41 Paragraph (a) prohitlltG a lawyer from revealing information 
retaUng to the representation of a cllenl This prohibition aleo applla 
10 disclosures by a IB'IVYer lhet do not In themselves reveal protected 
Information but could reaaonei'Jiy lead to the discovefY of eueh 
Information by a third pereon. A lawyers use or a hypotneUcal to 
dl&cuss Issues relating to the repretentatlan Is pennissible ao rong 
as there Is no reasonable likelihood ltlat the listener will be able to 
asc:ertain the iclenllty of the dtenl or the situation InvOlved. 
Authorlzld DiscloSure 
(5] Ellcept to the extent !hat lhe client's inslrudione or epeclal 
circumstances limit that Btlthorily. e lawyer Is Impliedly autnoriU<I to 
make disclosures aboul a client when appropriate in carrying oil\ the 
representation. In some eituellons, for example, a lfl't'<t'Yef may be 
Impliedly authartzed to attmlt a fact lhat cannot properly De diSputed 
or to make a disclosure that raellttates a satisfactory c:oncru&ion to a 
liU'C Effective 7·1·04 
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matter. LIM)'$11 In a finn may. in tne courae of the firm's practice, 
disclose to each othef information relating to a client or lhe firm, 
unless the client has insllueted that parlicutar infOrmation be 
confined to specified lawyer&. 
Dlsci0$UIW Actveru to Client 
[6) Although the pu!lllc tnte*t Is usually beet served by a 
strict rule requlrtng IBW)'trs to preserve the confidentiality of 
Information relating to tne repreeentation of their cllenta, the 
conliCientlalily rule Is suD)ect to limited exceptions. Paragraph (b)(1) 
recognizes an exception for a client's st&ted Intention to commit a 
crime. Idaho'& rule differ& from the ABA Model Rule in that a Jewyer 
may rewa! the Client's stated Intention to commit any crime, not just 
those Involving potential death or potentiel bodily it'ljury. It iG also 
Important to note that tM ia a perml&51ve Nle, In that the lawyer may 
reveal such conficlenees but Is not required to do so. 
171 Paragraph (b)(2) recognizes the overriding value or life 
and physical integrity ancl permita disclosure reasonably necessa~y 
to prevent reasOf'lably c:ertaln death M subttantiat bodily harm. Such 
nann ia reasonably certain to occur If It will De suffered Imminently or 
If there Is a present and substantial threat that a person will suffer 
&uch harm at a tater date If the lawyer fail& to take action necessary 
to eliminate the threat Tl'lu&. a lftW~er Who l<noW9 U'lal a client has 
eeddentally discharged toJCIC waste Into a town's water supply may 
.eveal thill lnformallon to tne authorities if tnere is e present and 
substantial risk that a person ~ drinks the weter wiU contract a lire· 
threatening or debilitating diMUe and lf1e taW)'er's dl&closute Is 
necessary to eltminate the threat or reduce the number of vlctima. 
[8] Paragraph (b}(3) addresses the aituatlon in which ttle 
lawyer doe& not learn of the dient'll crime until after It has Dean 
consummated. Although the client no longer has lhe optiOn of 
preventing disclosure by refraining from the wrongful conduct, there 
will be situations in which the losa suffered by the atrec1ed person 
can be prevented, redified or mitigated. In sucn situations, the 
1ewyer may disdose lnformallon relating to the representation to the 
extent necessary to enable lhe effacled persona to prevent or 
mitigate reasonably certain IGSSe$ or to attempt to recoup their 
tones. Paragraph (b)(3) does not apply wl'len a pe11on wno has 
commtned e crime tnereafter employs a lawyer for representation 
concerning that offense. 
[9] A lawyer's eonlidenllallty O!lllgatione do not preclude a 
t~r from securing conlidenllal legal advice about the lawyer's 
personal reaponsibility to comply With these Rule&. In most 
situetlons, OISclosing Information to secure such advk:e will be 
tmP'*fly authorized ror the laWyer to cany out the representeuon. 
Even when the ditdosure Is not IITICIIIedly authoriled. paragraph 
(b)(4) permlls suCh disclOsure because of the importance of a 
lawyer's compliance wth the Rules ot Profeeslonal Conctuct. 
1101 vvnere a legal elatm or dlscip"nary charge alleges 
compliCitY of the lawyer In a ellenrs conduct or other mlsconGuct of 
11'18 tawyer invalvtng representation of the client, the 14\~Jye/' may 
reapond to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessery to 
estabfiSI'I a defense. The same Is true with respect to a Claim 
involving ltle condud or representation ot a former client. &ICI'I a 
d1arge can arise In a Civil. cr\rninal. disclpllnafl or other proceeding 
and CliO De baaed on e wrong allegedly committed by the lawyer 
against the client or on a wrong alleged by a third person, tor 
e~ample, a person claiming to have been defrauded by the lawyer 
and dient ading together. The lawyer's right to respond arises When 
an assertion of GUCh complicity has been made. Paragraph (t>)(S) 
does not require tne lawyer to awall the commencement of an action 
or proceeding that Charges such complicity, so lhet the defellle may 
be elltab1iafled by responding directly to 8 tnlrd party who has made 
sveh an assenlon. Tne right to defend also applies. of CO\Jfle, where 
a proceeding nas been commenced. 
[11) A lawyer entitl~ to a fee Is permitted by paragtaph (b)(S) 
to prove the seNiees rendered in an action to collect it. This aspeca 
of the rule expresses the prlnGiple that the beneficiary of a flduclary 
reteUonanlp may not explottlt to tne detriment of tne ftductary. 
10 
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(12) Other law may require that a laW)'er disclose information 
about e dlent. 'Nhelher such a law supersedes Rule 1.0 Is a 
question of law beyond tne scope of these Rules. When Cll&clasure 
of lnfOm'latlon relating to the representation appears to be required 
by other law, '"" lawyer must dlstlJSS the matter '<Mth the Client to the 
extent required by Rule 1.4. If, however, the oUier law SuPersedeS 
thia Rule and requires diaelosure, paragrapl'l (b)(6) pennits the 
IIJW)'er to make such dlsdosures as are nece5sery to comply With the 
law. 
[1 3) A lawyer may be ordered to reveal Information relating to 
the representation ot a client by 8 court or by another tribunal or 
govemmental entity claiming authority pureuant to other taw to 
compel the disclosure. Abeent informed consent of the client to do 
oltlerwtse, the lawyer should assert on behalf of the client all 
nontrlvoiOUll Claims IJ'Iat the order ~ not authOrized by other law or 
that the information sought Is protected against diaCios~n by lhe 
attorney·clientprivilege or other applicable law. In the event of an 
adverse ruling, the lawyer mual consult wtth the client abOut the 
pOhlbility of appeal to the extent required by Rule 1 .4. Unless 
review ia 60Ugtlt, however. paragraph (b)(Gl permits the lawyer to 
comply With the court's order. 
(14J Paragraph (b) permits Cll&dosure only to the extent the 
lawyer reasonably believes the dlsclosvre is necesaary to 
accomplish one of tl'le purposes specified. Where practicable, ltte 
lawyer should first seek to persuade tne dlent to take &ultable action 
to Obviate the need for disclosure. In any case, a disclosure adverse 
to tl'le client's Interest shOuld be no greater than the tewyer 
reaaonably believes necessary to eceamplian the purpose. If the 
diaCiosure will be made In cot'lnection with a judldal proceeding. the 
diaclosure should be made In a manner that 11mit1 acceae to the 
information to the tribunal or other persons having a need to know it 
and appropflate protective orders 01 other arrangements si'IOuld be 
&ought by the lawyer to the fulest eldent practicable. 
(151 Paragraph (b) permits but doee not require the dlsdosure 
of Information rela!lng to a client's repteSentatlon to accomplish the 
purposea specified In paragraphS (b)(1) through (b}(6). In edrdsing 
tne discretion conferred by this Rule, the laW)'er may consider sucll 
factors as the nature of the laWfer'a relationship witrl !he cliem and 
With those who might be Injured oy the Client. the lawyefs own 
involwmenl In the transaction and fadors that may extenuate the 
conduct in Question. A lawyer's decision not to disclose as permitted 
by paragrepl'l (b) does not violate this Rule. DisClosure may be 
required. hOWIWer, by other Rules. Some Rules require diaetosure 
only If sUCh disclosure would be permittee! by paragraph (b). See 
Aules U(d). 4.1 (b). 8.1 and 8.3. Rule 3.3. on the other hancl, 
requires disclosure In some drwmstances regardless of wtlethet 
such cli&elosure is permitted by this Rule. See Rule 3.3(c}. 
WlthdnJWal 
116) If the lawyer's services will De used by the client in 
materially furthering a cour&e of criminal or fraudulent conduct. the 
laWyer mut1 withdrew, as stated in Rule 1.16(a)(1). After Vlitnclrawal 
the lawyer is required to refrain from making dlsdoaure of tf1e client's 
COt'ltldances, except as otheM'Ise permitted by Rule 1.6. Neil1'18r this 
Rule nor Rule 1.8(b) nor Rule 1.16(d) prevents the lawyer from 
giving notice of lhe fact of withCirawal. end the tawyer may also 
withdraw or dlsallirm any opinion, document, affirmation. or 11'18 like. 
Acting competently to Preserve Confidentiality 
[17) A lawyer must act COfnl)etently 10 safeguard iflformatkln 
relating to the representation of a client against inadvertent or 
unauthorized disclosure by the lawyer or other penJOI'IS Who ere 
partldpatlng In lhe representation of the client or who are subject to 
the lawyer'& supervision. See Rule& 1.1. 5.1 and 5.3. 
[18) Wten trensmttting a communication that inelucles 
lnformaUon relating to the representation of e dlent, tne l8wyel' must 
tatc.e reasonable precauliot'IS to prevent the Information from coming 
in1o lhe hands of unintended recipients. Thts duty, however. does 
IRPC Effective 7-1.04 
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not require 111at the lawyer uH special security measures If the 
methOd of communication afford$ a reasonable expectation of 
privacy, Special Circumstances, PIOWever, may warran1 spedal 
precautions. Factofl to be considered In determining the 
reaeonableneee of the lawyer's e.Kpeelatlon of conftdentlallry Include 
lhe sensitivity of the information and lhe extent to WI'IICII the pl1vacy 
of the communication i8 protected by law or by a conrl(lentlality 
agreement A dient may require the lawyer to Implement special 
security measures not required by this Rule or may g1ve lnformeCI 
oonsent to ltle use of a means of communication lt'lal WOUIO 
othelwtse be prohibited by this Rule. 
Fonner Client 
(19J The duty of confidentiality continues after the client-lawyer 
retattonsnlp ha& terminated. See Rule 1.9(c)(2). See Rule 1.9(c)(1) 
for the prOhibition against using such Information to the disadvantage 
of lhe former client. 
RULE 1. 7: CONFLICT OF INTEREST: CURRENT CLIENTS 
(a) Except •• provided In paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not 
rep,...nt a client if the repraeentatlon lnvolvu • 
concurrent conflllrt of lnttreet. A concurront conflict of 
Interest exlats If: 
(1) the n!prnentatlon of one client will bo directly 
adv~ne to another client; or 
(2) there Is • algnmcant rlak that the repreuntatlon 
of one or more cllentl will De meterlaH!f limited by 
the lawyer's responalbllltlea to another tllent, a 
former client or a third peraon or by the personal 
Interests of the lawyer, Including famll!f and 
domeatlt relationships. 
(b) Notwlthltlndlng the exlstance of a concurrent conflict of 
lntet811 under paragraph (a), a lllwyet' rney rep1'8118nt a 
client If: 
(1) the lawyer ruson1bly bellevet that the lawyer will 
be able to provide competent end diligent 
representation tG aach affecteO client 
(2) the reprveentatlon Is not prohlbltld by taw: 
(3) the repreuntatlon doee not Involve the uHrtlon 
at a claim by one client against another client 
represented by the lawyer In the same litigation or 
other proc:eadlng befO.e a tribunal; •nd 
(4) each lffec:1ed client gives Informed consent, 
confirmed In writing. 
Commtnttfy 
Oaneral Principles 
(11 Loyalty end Independent judgment are essential elementa 
In the lawyers retaNonshlp to a dtent. concurrent eonfllcls of interest 
can arise from the lawyer's responsibilities to another dlenl a former 
client or a third pe110n or from the lawyers o\111'1 Interests. For 
spedftc Rules regarding certain concurrent conflict& ollnterest. see 
Rule 1.8. For ronner client conflicts of Interest. see Rule 1.9. For 
conflicte of Interest involving proepeetlvt! clients. see Rule 1.18. For 
d8finiti0nl of "Informed consent" and "confirmed In writing," see Rule 
1.0(e) and (b). 
121 ResOlution of a conflict of interest problem under this Rule 
requites the lawyer to: 1) dearly identity the dlent or clienle: 2) 
determine whether a conftlct of Interest eJiists: 3) deckle whether the 
representation may be undertaken despite the existence or a conftict, 
I.e .. whether the conflict is QOn&entable: and 4) if so. conau~ with the 
clients Bffeelecf under paragraph (a) and obtain their Informed 
consent. confirmed In writing. The clients affected under paragraph 
II 
(FRI)JAN 15 2010 16:03/ST. 15:57/No. 6810297132 P 24 
(a) include bOth of tl'le Clients referred to In paragraph (8}(1) ano ttle 
one or more clienltl wnoee representation might be materially limlled 
under paragraph (B}(2). 
[3) A conflict or interea1 may exist befora rapresentation ie 
undenaken. in which event tPle rel)te&entallon must be declineCI. 
unless the lawyer obtain11 the informed eon&ent of each client under 
the conditions of paragraph (b). To determine whether a conftict of 
lntl!t'est exists. a Iawver shouiO eoopt reasonable procedure11, 
appropriate for the size and type of firm ariel practice. to determine in 
both litigation and non-litigation mailers ltle persons and ia,ues 
Involved. See also Comment to Rule 5.1. Ignorance caused by a 
failure to Institute such procedure& will not excuse a lawyer's 
violation or this Rule. As to whether a client-lawyer relational'lip 
exists or. having once been eatabllehed, Is continuing. see Comment 
to Rule 1.3 and Scope. 
(4) If a conftlcl arises after representation nea been undertaken. 
1tle lawyer orcllnarlly must withdraw from the representation, unless 
the lawyer has obtained the Informed consent of the client under the 
condiliona of paragraph (b). See Rule 1.16. Where more than one 
crrent ia invOlved, Whether the lawyer may continue to represent any 
of the Clients Is determined both by the lawyer's atllllty 10 comply with 
duliea owed to ltle farmer client and by the lawyer's abUIIy to 
repreaent adequately the remaining client or client&, given the 
lawyer'& duties to the fonner client. See Rule 1.9. See also 
Commentr; 151 and (29). 
(5) Unforeseeable developments, s~Ach ea Changes In corporate 
end other' organlzaUonal affiliations or the addition or realignment of 
parties in litigation, might create conftic:ts in the midst of a 
representation. ea ~n a company sued by the lawyer on behalf of 
one client i8 bOug,t by another dlent represented by the lawyer In an 
unrelated matter. Depending on lhe circumstances, the lawyer may 
have the option to withdraw from one of the representations In order 
to avoid the confllc:t. The lawyer must seek court approval wtlefe 
necessary and lake step& to minimize harm to the clients. See Aula 
1.16. The lawyer must contln~Ae to protect the confidences of the 
dient from whOee representation the lawyer l'les withdrawn. See 
Rille 1.9(C). 
Identifying Conflicts of lnterHt Directly Adverea 
(6) Loyalty to a current client prohltllts undertaking 
representation directly adverse to that dient wlthaut that client's 
Informed consent. lllus, ab$enl consent, a lawyer may not act as an 
advocate In one matter against a person the lawyer represents In 
some other matter, even when lhe matters are wholly unrelated. The 
client as to wtlom the representation Is directly adverse Is likely lo 
feel betrayed, and the resulting damage to tl'le client-lawyer 
relatiooship is likely to lmpafr the lawye,.s ability to represent the 
client effectively. In aodhlon. the client on ""'ose De half the adVerse 
representation i& undertaken reasonably may lear that the lawyer will 
pursue that Client'& case lass effectively out of deference to the other 
client. i.e .• tnat the representation may De maT8ftally limited by lhe 
lawye,.s interest In retaining the current Client. Similarly, a directly 
adverse conflict may arise when a lawyer I& required to aoss· 
examine a Client Wl'lo appears as 11 witness In a lawsuit involving 
another client, aa when tile testimony will be damaging to the client 
Who Is representecl In the laws\lll On the other hand, simultaneous 
representation in unrelated matters of clients Whose Interests are 
only economically adverse, such as rep~ntatlon of competing 
economic enterprise& In unrelated litigatiOn, does not ordinarily 
constitute a conftict Of interest and thus may not require consent of 
the raspectlve clients. 
(7) Directly adverse conflicts can alSo arise In transadional 
matters. For example, if a lawyer Is asked to represent !he seller of 
a business In negotiations with e buyer represented l)y the lawyer. 
not in the same transaction but In another. llflrelatecl maner. the 
lawyer could not undertake the reptesentalloo without the Informed 
consent of each client. 
IGentlfylng Confllcbl of Interest: Material Limitation 
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(8] Even where there i11 no direct 11<1verwness, a conftlet of 
interest exists If there Is a significant riak that a lawyer's ability to 
consider, recommend or a~~ry out an appropriate course of aCIIon for 
the client will be materially Umtted u a re11ult of tl'le lawye(s other 
responsibilities or Interests. For example, e lawyer asked to 
represent several Individuals seeking to form a joint venture is likely 
to be materially limlteCI In tne tawyets ability to recommend or 
advocate all poasible poaitione tnat each might lake because of the 
1a.,-s duty of loyalty to the otheB. The conflict In effed forecloses 
alternatives that would otherwise be avallal)le to the client. The 
mere possibility of subsequent harm does not Itself require 
disclosure and consent. The Clitical questions ere the llkelltlood that 
a difference In Interests wiW eventuate ana. If It does, whether tt will 
mater!~ Interfere with the lawyer's independent professional 
Judgment In considering altemativea or foraclose courses or action 
thai reasonably should be pursued on behalf ol the client 
Responsibilities to Fonner Cllentll and Othar Third Persons 
19) In addition to conflicts with other current clients, a lawyer's 
dutiea of loyalty and Independence may be malertally limited by 
responsibilittee to former ellents under Rule 1.9 or by tne lawyer's 
respon11ibiiHies to other pe1$011s, such as fiduciary duliea arising from 
a lawyer's service as a tl\l&tee, exeC\Jtor or corporate director. 
Parsonalln181118t Confll~ 
[10] The lawyer's own intereGI& &hould not be permittee! to nave an 
adverse effect on repraentation of a client For e)!Bmple, if the 
probity of a lawyer's own conduct In a transaction it in serious 
question, It may be difficult or Impossible for the lawyer to give a 
Client detaclled advice. Similarly, wnen a lawyer has discussion& 
concemlng possible employment with an opponent of the lawyer'a 
client. or wtlh a law flrm representing the opponent, such discussions 
could materially Omit the lawyer's representation ol the client. In 
addition, a lawyer may not allow related business Interests to affect 
representation, for example, by referring clients 10 an enterprise in 
which the lawyer nes an undisclosed financial Interest. See Rule 1.8 
for specific Rule& pertaining to 8 number of personal lntemt 
conflicts, inck.ldlng business transac:tions wiiPI clients. See also Rule 
1.10 (personetlnterest conlllds under Rule 1.7 ordinarily are not 
Imputed to ather lawyers In a law firm). 
(11] When lawyers representing different Clients In the same matter 
or In substantially related matter~~ are clOsely related by blood, 
marriage or other domestic relationship, there may be a significant 
riek that client conliclencee will be revealed ana tnat the lawyer's 
domestiC relationship w111 interfere with both loyalty and Independent 
profeaelonaiJudgment. As a reaul~ each cllent is entl~ed to know of 
the existence and ImplicatiOns of lhe relationship between the 
lawyer& Defore the lawyer agreea to undertake 1t1e representation. 
Thus, a lav.yer related to another lawyer, e.g., as parent, child, 
sibling, epouse or domestic partner, ordinarily may not represent a 
client in a maner where 1t1at lawyer Is representing anotrlet party, 
unless each Client gives informecl consent. The diaqualllleaUon 
arising from a close family or domeetlc relationship i9 personal and 
ordinarily is not Imputed to member& of flrms with wtlom the lawyers 
are associated. See Rule 1.10. 
[12] A lawyer Is prohibited from engaging in sexual 
relationships with a client unless the sexual relationship predates the 
formation of the client-lawyer relationship. see Rule 1.80). 
lrurnt of Person Paying for a Lawyer's Service 
(13) A lawyer may be paid rrom a source other than the client. 
including a C~H~ient, If the dlent ill informed of that fact and consentll 
end the arrangement does not compromise the lawyer'$ duty of 
loyally or Independent judgment to the Client. See Rule 1.8(f), If 
acceptance of the payment from any other source presents a 
signfficant rtsk thai the lev.yer's representation of the client will be 
materietly limited by 1~ la~er's own interest In accommodating the 
pnon paying the lawyel"a fee or by the lawyel"s responsibilitiee to a 
payer who Is also a et>CIIent. then the lawyer must comply wltl'l the 
requlremente or paragraph (b) l)efore accepting the representation, 
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including determining Vlhtther the conflict ie conaentable and, if so, 
that the client has edequate Information about the metetlal risks of 
the representation. 
Prohibited Reprnentatlont 
J14l Ordlnanly, ctienta may eonsent to representation 
notwithstanding a conflict. However, a& Indicated In paragraph (b), 
some confttets are nonconsentable, meaning that the lawyer involved 
cannot property ask for such agreement or provide representation on 
1he betia of the client's consent. 'Mien ttle Ia.,- Is representing 
more than one client the question of consenteblllty must be resolVed 
as to each client 
(15) Consentability is typicelly determined by considering wnatl'ler 
the interests of the clients will be adequately proteded if the clients 
are permitted to give their informed consent to representation 
burdened by a conflid of interest Thus, under paragraph (D}(1), 
repreeenta~on Is prohibited if in the ciftumstanees the lawyer cannot 
reeaonebly conclude that the lawyer will be able to provide 
competent and diligent repre~~entetion. See Rule 1.1 (competence) 
and Rule 1.3 (dlllgenc:e). 
(16] Paragraph (b)(2) describes conflicla thet are nonconsentable 
because the representation Is prohibited by applicable law. For 
example, in some stales substantive law provide& that the same 
lay,yer may not represent more than one defendant in a eapl!al case. 
ewn With the consent of the clients. and under federal atminal 
statutes certain representations by a former government lawyer are 
prohibited, despite lhe Informed consent of tl'le former client In 
addition, decialonal law In some states limite the ability of 8 
governmental client, such as a municipality, to consent to a conflict 
of Interest. 
[17) Paragraph (b)(3) desetlbes conflicta tnat are 
noneonsentable because of the Institutional interest in vigorous 
development of each clienra POSition ""en the clients are aligned 
dlreedy against each other In the same litigation or other proceeding 
before a lnbunal. Whether clients are aligned directly against each 
other Within the meaning of this paragraph require& examination of 
the context or the proceeding. Although thie paragraph does not 
preclude a lawyer's multiple representation of adverse parties to a 
mediation (becauae mediation Is not a proceeding before a "tribunal" 
under Rule 1 .O(m)), such represenla~on may be precluded by 
paragraph (b)(1 ). 
Informed Consent 
(181 Informed eonaam requires that each affected dlenl be 
aware of the relevant Circumstances and of the material and 
reasonably foreseeable ways lhat the conflict could nave adverse 
el'reets on lt1e interests of lhat dlenl See Rule 1.0(e) (Informed 
consenl). The Information required depends on the nature of the 
conflict and the nature of the rl&ka Involved. When representation of 
multlple cllents In a single metter Is undertaken. tl'le lnformadon must 
include lhe lmpllcatione of the common repreeentetlon. Including 
possible effects on loyalty, eonftdenUality and tl'le anorney·clienl 
privilege and the advantages and risks involveCI. See Commenls 
(30] and (31) (effed of common representation on confidantlallty). 
[19) Under some drcumstances It may be impoaalllle to make the 
disclosure necessary to obtain consent For example, when the 
lawyer represents different clients In related matter$ end one of the 
dlents rerusea to consent to the di&clo&Ure necessary to permit the 
other dient to make an Informed decision, the lawyer cannot property 
aSk the latter to conaent. In some casee the alternative to common 
representation can be that each party may !\ave 10 obtain ael)arate 
reprmntation With the possibility of incurring additional costs. 
These costs, along with the benefits ol seeurtng separate 
representation, are factors that may be considered by the alfeeteCI 
cltentln determining whetl'ler common repreaentalion Is In the client'& 
interests. 
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(201 Paragraph (b) require& the lawyer to obtain the Informed 
consent of the Client confirmecl in writing. Sueh a wrlllng may 
contiSI of a document eJCecutecl by the Client or one that !he lawyer 
pron"IJ)Ity recoroa ano lranamlla to the Client foii!Wo1ng an oral 
eonaent See Rule 1.0(1>). See al&o Rule 1.0(n) (writing lndudes 
electronic ttansmlaslon). If It I& not feasible to obtain or transmit the 
wrwng at tne ume tne Client give& lnfonned consent, then the lawyer 
muat obtain or transmit ~ within a reasonable time thereafter. See 
Rule UJ(b). The requirement of a V«iting doea not supplant the need 
in most cases for lhe lawyer to talk with the client, to explain tl'le 11GkG 
and advantages, If any. of representation burdened with a confliCt of 
Interest. as well as reasonably avallal)le alternatives. and to afford 
the dlent a reasonable opportunity to consider the ri&ICa and 
alternatives and to raise questions and concerns. Rather, the writing 
Is required In order lo Impress upon client& the aeriouaneta of the 
deCision the dlent Is being asked to make and to avoid cliapute& or 
ambiguities that might later oecur In lhe absence of a writing. 
Rtvotclng Consent 
(21) A Client v.t~o has given consent to a conflict may revoKe the 
consent end. like any other Client. may terminate lhe lawyer's 
representation at any time. VV'nether revoking consent to the client's 
own representation precludes the lawyer from continuing Ia 
represent other clients depends on the circumstances. including the 
nature of tne conflict, whether the dlent revoked consent because of 
a material Cflange In clreumstanees. the reasonable expectations of 
the other enent and whether material detriment to the other Cllen!G or 
the lawyer woUIO reault. 
Consent to Future Connlct 
(22) Whether a taw,rer may properly requeat a Client to waive 
conflicts trial might arise In the Mure is subject to the test of 
paragrapn (b). The effectiveness of such waiver& Is generally 
determineo by the extef11 to which the client reaaonaDty understands 
the material rlake that the waiVer entails. The more comorel'lenslve 
the e~eplanation of tne types of futtn representalion9 tnat mlgl'lt arlae 
and the actual and reasonably foreseeable adverse consequencea or 
those representations, the greater tt. likelihood that the client will 
have the requisite undemanding, Thus, If the client agrees to 
consent to a particular lype of conflict Wllh -.lch ths dlent Is already 
famiHar, then the consent ordinarily will be effective With regard to 
that lyJle of conflict. If the consent ie general and open-ended, then 
the conMnl ordinarily will be ineffective, because It Is not reasonably 
likely that the client will have underetooo the malarial risks involved. 
On tne other hand. If the dient is an e!Cperieneed user of the legal 
service& lnvohlad and Is reasonably informed regarding the risk that 
a c:onfliel may arise, such consent is more likely to be effective, 
particularly if, e.g., the dlent is independently represented by other 
counsel in giving consent and the consent ia limited to future conflk:ls 
unrelated to the subject of the representation. In any cue, advance 
consent cannot be effective If the circumstances that materialize in 
the future are suCh aa wo~ make the conftld nonconsentaote under 
paragraph (b). 
Conflicts In Litigation 
[la) Paragraph (b)(3) prol'liblte representation of opposing panles 
in the same fitigalion. regerdleSG of the clients' consent. On the other 
hana, $imultaneous repreaentetlon of parties whose intere&ts In 
litigation may conflict. such es eoplalnllffs or eoclefenoants, Is 
govemecl by paragraph (a)(2). A con111d may exi&t by reason af 
substantial discrepancy in the pSI1iea' testimony, incompatibMity In 
positions in relation to an opposing party or the fad that there are 
substantially different po&&lbllltles of setUement of the dalms or 
liaDII~Ies In question. Such contllds can arise in criminal cases as 
well as civil. The potential for conflict of Interest in representing 
multiple defendants In a aiminal caae Ia so grave that ordinarily a 
lawyer shOUld deCline to represent m01e than one codefendant On 
the other hand, convnon representation of pereons having similar 
interests in cMI litigaNon Is proper if the requirements of paragraph 
(b) are meL 
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(24) Ordinarily a lawyer may take inconsistent legal poaition& in 
dlfferenllribunala at different limes on behalf of different dients. The 
mere fact that advoceting e legal position on behalf of one client 
mlgtrt aeate precedent adverse to the Interests or a client 
represented by the lawyer In an unrelated matter does not create a 
conflict of interest. A conflict of Interest exists. howewr, if there IS a 
significant risk that a lawyer's action on behalf or one client will 
materially limit the lewyer'a effectiveness In representing another 
dlent in a different case: for ellamp1e, Vtflen a dedslon favoring one 
Client wtll create a precedent likely to &etiously weaken the position 
taken on behalf of the other client. Factore relevant In detennining 
""ether the dlents need to be advised of the risk Include: where the 
cases are pending, whether the issue i& &ubstanllve or procedural. 
the temporal relationship between the mattere, tPie significance of the 
Issue to the Immediate and long-term Interests of the dlents involved 
and lhe clients' reasonable e11pectationa In retaining the lawyer. If 
there Is 51gnlftcant risk of material limitation. !hen absent Informed 
consent of the affected client&. the lawyer must refuse one or the 
representations or INilhdraw from one or I)Otn mattars. 
(251 IJIA'Ien a lawyer represents or seeke to re!)resent a dass of 
PIBintltfa or defendants in a class-action lawsuit, unnamecl members 
of lhe Class are ordinarily not considered to be clienta of the lawyer 
for purposes of applying paragraph (a)(1) of this Rule. Tnus, the 
lav.yer does not typically need to get the consent of such a person 
before representing a client aulng the person In an unrelated matter. 
Similarly, a lawyer seeking to repteeent an opponent in a class 
action dOM not typically neeo the conr;ent of an unnamed member or 
the dass whom the lawyer represents In an unrelated matter. 
Nonlltlgatlon Conflicts 
[261 Conftictu of interest under paragraphs (a)(1) and (8)(2) erl&e In 
contexts other tnen litigation. For a discussion of directly aoverse 
ccnflicts in transactional matters, see Comment (7). Relevant factors 
In determining v.t~elher there Is significant potential for material 
limitation include the duration and intimacy of tile IB\IfYer& 
relationship with the Client or clients Involved, the function& being 
pelformed by the lawyer. the likelihood that disagreements will ariae 
and the likely prejudice to the cHenl from the conftict. The question Ia 
often one of proximity and degree. See Comment [8]. 
(27) For example, conflict queatlons may arise in estate plaming 
and estate administration. A lawyer may be caned upon to prepare 
wtlls for several family member&, auch as husband and wife, and, 
depending upon lhe circurnstancea, a eanfllct of interest may be 
~:~resent. In estate administration the idendty of the dient may be 
unclear under the law of a particular jurl&dlction. Under one view, 
the client Is the ftduciary; under anotner view the dlent is the estate 
or trust. Including Its beneficiaries. In order to comply with conflict of 
interest rules. the lawyer should make Clear tne lawyel's relationship 
to the parties Involved. 
(28) Whether a conlllct Is corl$$llable depends on the 
circum$tances. For example. a lawyer mey not represent multiple 
partie& to a negotiation whose interests are fundamentally 
antagonistic to eaCh other. but common repreaentallon Is permissible 
where ltle clients are generally aligned In Interest even though there 
iS some Gllferenee In Interest among them. Thus, a lawyer may seek 
to establish or adjust a relationship between clients on an amiCable 
end mutually advantageous basis; for example, in helpir'lg to 
organize a bUSiness In which two or more clients are entrepreneurs, 
working oul the flnandal reorganiitetiOn of an enterprise in Which \wo 
or more Client& have an Interest or arranging a property distribution in 
settlement of an eatate. The lawyer seeks to resolve po18ntlally 
adverse Interests by develOping the parties' mutual interest&. 
Olherwlse, each party might have to obtain separate representation, 
with the poasl'olllty of Incurring additiOnal cost. complication or even 
lnlgation. Given these and other relevant factors. ll'le dlents may 
prefer that the lawyer act for all of them. 
Spec:lal Considerations In Common Representation 
(291 In considering wt'letl'ler to represent multiple cnents In the 
same matter. a lawyer should be mindful that if \he common 
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representation fails because the potentially adverse interests cannot 
be reconciled. t11e result can be additional cost, embarrassment and 
recrimination. Ordinarily, the lawyer wtll be forced to withdraw from 
representing all of the clients If the common representation falls. In 
some situations. ltle risk of failure Is so great thai multiple 
representation Is plainly Impossible. For example, a lawyer cannot 
undertake common repre&entallon of clients where conlentlous 
lltlgaUon or negotiations betwll!en them are Imminent or 
contemplated. Moreover. because !he lawjer Is required to be 
impartial between commonty representee! clients, representation of 
multiple ellen!$ IG Improper when Ills unlikely that Impartiality can be 
maintaine<l. Generally. If the relationshiP ~~etween the pa"les has 
already assumed antagonism, the poaeibHity that lhe clients' Interests 
can be adequately served by common representation ie not very 
good. Other relevant factors are whether the la•r aubsequently 
will represent both parties on a continuing baai11 and whether the 
situation Involves creatlng or termlnatlng a relationship betMen the 
parties. 
(30) A partlcularty Important factor in determining the 
approprlal8fless of common representation is the effect on cr.ent-
lawyer confldenllallty and the attomey·dlent privilege. With regard to 
the allomey-cllenl privilege. the prevaHing rule is that, ae between 
commonly represented clients. lhe privilege does not attach. Hence. 
it muSII)e aaeumecl that If lldgatlon eventuates between the clients, 
the privilege will not protect any such communications, and the 
clients should be so aclvise<l. 
(31) A!A to the duty of confidentialily, continued common 
rep~esentation Will almost c:ertalnty be inadequate If one client asks 
the lawyer not to disclose to the Other client lnrormadon relevant to 
the common representation. Thia is ao becauae the lawyer has an 
et~ual dtAy of loyalty to each client, and eaCh client has the right to be 
Informed of anything bearing on the repreaentatlon that might affed 
that cllenrs Interests and the fight to expect that the lawyer will use 
that Information to that client's benefit. See Rule 1.4. The lav.yer 
SI'IOuld. at l118 outset of the common representation and as part of 
the process of obtaining each client's informed consent, advise each 
client that lnformallon ~I be shared and that the lawyet will have lo 
withdraw If one client decldes that some matter material to the 
representation &houl<l be kept fnlm the other. In limitecl 
circumstances, il may be appropriate for the lawyer to proceed wttl'l 
the representation~ tne clients have agreed, after being property 
Informed. that lt1e lawyer will keep C811aln lnformaUon confidential. 
For example. the Iawver may reasonably conclude that failure to 
disclose one client'9 trade eecrets to another client wiH not advereely 
afFect representation involVing a joint venture between the clients 
and agree to keep that information confidential with the informed 
consent of both clients. 
(32) 'M'Ien seeking to establish or adjust a relationShip belween 
clients, the lawyer should make dear that the lawyer's role Ia not that 
of partisanship normally expected In other clrcumstoncee and. thus, 
that lne clients may be required to aeeume greater respom~ibility for 
decielon9 than when each client i$ separately represented. Any 
limitatiOns on tl'le scope of the representation made necessary as a 
result of the common representaUon should be fully eJCplalned to the 
dlenls at the out&et of the representation. See Rule 1.2(e). 
(331 Subject to the above limitations, each client in the common 
representation has the right to loyal and diligent representation and 
the protection of Rule 1.9 concemlng the obligations to a former 
client. The client also he& tl'le right to discharge the lawyer as stated 
in Rule 1.16: 
Organlutlonal Clients 
[341 A lawyer wl'lo represents a corporatiOn or oltler organization 
dOes not, by virtue of that representaUon, necessarily repre&ent any 
constituent or afliliated organizatlotl, auch as a parent or GUbaldlary. 
See Rule 1,13(a). Thus, the lawyer for an organl2ation is not OBI'I'ecl 
from accepting repres8f1tatlon advetlle to an affiliate In an unrelated 
matter. unless lhe circumstances are aueh that the affiliate shOUld 
also be conatdered a client of the lawyer, there Is an understanding 
between the lewyer and the organizational Client that the lawyer will 
14 
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avoid repreaentation adverae to the Client's affiliates, or the lawyer's 
obligations to either the organizational client or the new clienl are 
likely to limit materially the lawyer'a representation of the other dient. 
[351 A lawyer for a corporation or other organization who Is also a 
member of its board of director& &houtcl determine wlleltler the 
responsibilities of the two rOle& mey conflict. Tl'e lawyer may be 
called on to altllae the corpora~on In mailers Involving adions of the 
dlredom. Conekleralion ahoutcl be given to the frequency wtlh which 
such situations may ariSe, the potential Intensity of the conftld, the 
effed of the lawyer'a ruignetlon from tne board and the possibility of 
the corporation's obtaining legal advice from ai\Other lawyer In such 
situations. If ltlere is material riak that the <tulll role v.tll compromise 
the lawyers Independence of profuaional judgment, the lawyer 
should not serve as a director or should ceaee to ad as lhe 
corporation's lawyer when confticts of interest anee. The lawyer 
ehould advise the other members of the boera ltlat In &Ome 
clrcumstarta!s matters discussed at bOard meeting& ~ue the lawyer 
l$ present In the capadly of director might not be protected by tl'le 
attorney-Client privilege and that conflict of interest considerations 
might require the lawyer's recusal aa a director or might require the 
lawyer and the lawyer's firm to decline repreMntatlon of the 
corporaUon In a matter. 
RULE U: CONFLICT OF INTEREST: CURRENT CI.IENTS: 
SPeCIFIC RULES 
(I) A lawyer shan not enter Into a business tram~actlon with a 
client or knowingly acqulrs an ownership, possestory, 
eecurtty or other pecuniary lntarnt adve,.e to a client 
untees: 
l11 tho transaction and wrma on which the tawyer 
acquire& tho lnternt are fair and reaeonable to 
the client and ara fully disclosed and ttanemltted 
In writing In a manner that can be re•onaDty 
understood by the client; 
(2) the client Ia advised In writing of the desirability 
of Meldng and Ia given a raaaonable opportunity 
to Hek ttle advice of Independent legal counsel 
on the trannctlon: end 
(3) tho cUent glvet Informed consent, In 1 writing 
signed by the client, to tha essential t.nn• of the 
tf'llnsllctlon and the lawyer's rota In the 
transaction, Including whether tho lawyer Is 
repreeentlng tha client In tho tranuctlon. 
(b) A lawyer shall not uee lnfonnatlon relaUng to 
repmentatlon of a client to tha disadvantage Of the client 
un111a the cHent glvea Informed conftllt, eacept as 
permitted or reqwlred by thou Rula. 
(C) A lawyer shall not tollclt any substantial gift from a client, 
Including a teslenlentary gtft, or prepars on bet.lf of a 
client an Instrument, giving the lawyer or a person with 
wtlam the lawyllf ha 1 familial, dOmestic or close 
rellllonthlp any substantlllglft unleta tile lawyer Dl' othar 
recipient at tho gift t. nlatH to the client For purpone of 
tftle parag111ph, ralaled persons Include a spouse, child. 
grandChild, parent. grandparent or other ratattva or 
Individual with whom tho lawyer or the cHant maintain. a 
Cloee, familial ralatlon.hlp. 
(d) Prior to the conclusion of representation of a ellant, a 
lawyer •hill not make or nagotlata an agreement ghltng the 
lawyor literary or media rights to a portrayal or acc:ount 
beeed In aubatanllal part on Information relating to the 
rtpt'elentatlon. 
(e) A lawyer •hall not provide ftnancllllanlstance to a client In 
connection with pandlng or contemplated litigation, a~ecept 
that 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
111 a l.wyor may advance court coets and e•penaee 
of lltlgallon, the repayment of which may be 
c:ontlngent on the outcome of the matt.r: and 
121 a lawyer repreeentlng en Indigent client may pay 
eou11 coate and e:~~penna of litigation on behalf 
of the client. 
(f) A lawyer shall not accept compensation for representing a 
client from ono other then tho cl1ent unlaas: 
111 the client glv•lnformed consent; 
121 there Is no lnt.rference with the lawyer's 
Independence of Pfohlalonal Judgment or with 
the clllnt·lawy.r relationship; and 
(3) Information relalfng to ropi'IIUntatlon of a client 
Is prot8CtGd as roqulrod by Rule U. 
(g) A lawyar who raprasenta lWo or more clients shall not 
pal"'lelplteln making an aggregate sOIIIement of the claims 
of or against the clients, or In a criminal cue an 
aggregat.d agreement a to guilty or nolo contendere 
plea, unless each client gives Informed consent, In a 
wrttlng llgned by the client. The lawyer's disclosure shall 
Include the existence and nature or all the claims or plea 
Involved and of the participation of each person In the 
88!11amant. 
lh) A lewyar shall not: 
(1) mako an agi'OIIIn8nt pi'OIIpactlvely limiting the 
lawyer's liability to a client tor malpreetiGe unlea 
the dlant Is Independently rep,..onted In making 
the agreement; or 
(2) wttle a claim or potential claim for euch liability 
with an unrepreeented c;llent or former client 
unlcln that pet'lon Ia advlaecl In writing of tha 
dealrablllty of eeeklng and 11 given • reaaonabla 
opportunity to seek the advice Of lnclependent 
legal counaelln connection therewith, 
111 A lnyer shall not acquire a proprietary Interest In the 
cause of action or subJect matter of IIUgaUon the lewyer Is 
conducting tor a client. except that tile lawyer may: 
(11 ecqulre • lien authorked by law to eecure the 
lawyer's fN or expentet: and 
(2) contract with a cllant for a reasonable contingent 
fee In a civil case. 
0) A lawyer •hall not have aexual reletlona with a client unlea 
a conur.ual sexual rti8Uonehlp tlCitted betWaan them 
whan the cllent·lawyw rtlatlonlhlp commenced. 
lk) While lawyers a,. ..actlted In a firm. a prOhibition In lhe 
foregoing pal'lgrapha (a) through (I) that appllee to any ona 
of lhem shall apply to all of them. 
Commanr.ty 
Business Trtnsactlone bttwean Client and Lawyer 
111 A lawyer's legal Gllill ano training, together with the relationship 
or trust and confidence between l~er and client, create the 
poMiblllty of overreaching when cne ~av.yer participates In a 
business, property or financial transaction with a client, for example, 
a roan or Nles transadlon or a IIIW)'el' investment on behalf of a 
cltent. The requirements of paragraph (a) must be mel even wnen 
the transaction is not CIO&e!y related lo lhe subjed matter of the 
representation, aa v.tlen e lawyer drafting a will for a clienl reams 
that the client needS money for unrelated expenses and offers to 
IS 
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make a roan 10 the Client. The Rule aPJ)IIes 10 lawyers engaged in 
the sale of goodS or service& relelect to the practice of law. for 
example, the sale of title insurance or inves1menl aerviges to elllsllng 
clienls oflhe lawyer's legal practice. See Rule 5.7. It erso applies to 
lawyers purchasing property from estate& they represent. 11 does not 
apply to ordinary fee arrangementa between Client and 1awyer. lo\tltch 
are govemed by Rule 1 .s, altl'lougtl ite requirements must be met 
when ll'le l~er accepl& an Interest In the dlent'& business or other 
nQl'lmonetary property as payment or all or part or a ree. In add~ion, 
IJ'Ie Rule does nol apply to standard CDmmen:Jal transalllions 
batween the lawyer and the dient for products or services thai the 
client generally markets to others, for e•ample, banking or brokerage 
services. medical services, products manufactured or distributed by 
the dienl, and utiiHies' services. In such transactions, the lawyer naa 
no advantage in deaRng with the client and the re&trictioll$ in 
paragraph (a) are unnecessary and impracticable. 
(21 Paragraph (a)(1) reqUires that the transaction itself be fair to 
the client and that its essential tenns be comrm.micaled to the client, 
In wriUng, In a manner that can be reasonably \lndersiooel. 
Paragraph (a)(2) requires that lhe client also be advised, in writing, 
of the desirability of seeking the advice of indepen~nt legal counsel. 
It also requires that the client be given a reeaoneble OPPQI1unlly to 
obtain such advic:e. Paragraph (11)(3) require& thai the lawyer Obtain 
the clienfs infonned conaent, in e writing aig~CI by the client, l:lolh to 
the essential terms or ll'le trenaectton end to ll'le lawyers rare. wnen 
necessary, the lawyer aho\.11<1 discuss both the material rlaks of lhe 
proposed tranaaction, inCluding any riek preeet~ted by the lawyer's 
involvement. am:l the existence of reasonably evelle1>1e artemetivee 
and should explain why tile advice or independent regal counsel ia 
desirable. See Rule 1 .O(e) (definition of informed consent), 
[3) The risk to a client is greateat wllen lhe client e•peets the 
lawyer to represent the client in tile transection lta&lf or when the 
lawyer's financial interest otherwse poaes a slgnlftcanl risk that the 
lawyer's repreaenlalion of the Client will be materially limited by the 
tewyer·e financial Interest In the transaction. Here the lawyer's role 
requires that the lawyer must comply, not only with the requirements 
of paragraph (a), but also with the requirements of Rule 1. 7, Under 
that Rule, the lawyer must disclose the risks ns04;iated with the 
lawyer's dual role as both legal adviser and participant in the 
transadlon, such as the risk that the lav..yer win structure the 
transaction or give legal advice in a way that favors the lawyer's 
Interests at the axp8fl8e of the client Moreover, the lawyer must 
obtain lhe client's Informed consent. In some cases, lhe lawyer's 
Interest may be such lhal Rule 1.7 will preclude the lawyer from 
seaklng the dlent's consent to the lransadion. 
14) If the client Is Independently repreaented in the treneeelion, 
paragraph (a)(2) of this Rule is inapplicable, and the peragreph (a)( 1 l 
requirement for full disclosure ia satiGfied either b~ a written 
diacloeure by the lawyer involved in lhe tran&actlon or by the dlent's 
independent counsel. The fact lhet tne client was Independently 
represented in lhe lraMaclion is relevanl in Clelermlnlng whether the 
agreement was fair and reaaoneble 10 lhe ellen! as paragraph (a)(1) 
fUrther requires. 
Use of Information Related to RepMentetlon 
[5] Use of lnfonnalion relating to tne representation to the 
disadvantage of the client violates tne lawyer's duty of loyally. 
Paragraph (b) applies when the information Is used to benefit either 
the lawyer or a third person, SI.ICh as another ellen! or business 
auociete of lhe lewyer. For example, II a lawyer learns !hat a dienl 
intend$ to purel'lase and develop several parcels of land, the lawyer 
may not uae lhat Information to purchase one of the parcels in 
competition with the client or to recommend that another client make 
such a purellase. The Rule does not prohibit uses that do not 
disadvantage the client. For example, a lawyer who learns a 
gcr.oernment agency's interpretation or trtlde legislation during lha 
rapresantallon of one dient may propefly use ltlat informatiOn to 
benefl1 other clients. Paragraph (b) prohibits disadvantageous use Of 
Client Information unless the dlenl gives Informed consent except as 
permitted or required by these Rules. See Rules 1.2(d), 1.6, 1.9(c), 
3.3. 4.1(b), 8.1 end e.3. 
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Glfm to Lnyers 
[6) A lawyer may accept a gift from a client, 11 tile transaction 
meets general standal\'la o1 feimen. For e~tample. e etmple giflsudl 
as a present given et a holiday or ea a token of appreciation ia 
permitted. tr e Client offera the lawyer a more eubelanlial gift. 
paragra!Jfl (c) does not pi'Of'lll)tt tile lawyer from accepting 11, ettnougfl 
sud'! a gift may be voldaDie by the ell~ under tfle doctrine of undue 
influence. Yttlleh ti'Get& Client glfte as preeumpUvely freudulent. In 
any event. due to ctmc:ems about overreaching and Imposition on 
Clients. a lawyer may not suggest that a substantial gift be made to 
tile lawyer or for lhe lawyel's benefit. except where lhe lawyer Is 
related to the dient as set forth In paragraph (c). 
[7] If effectuation of a substantial gift requires prep8f1ng a 
legal Instrument tuefl as e will or conveyance, the dlent should have 
tile detached advice ll'lat another lawyer can provide. The sole 
exception to this Rule it wnere the Client is a retetlve of the done. 
181 Thia Rule does not prohibit e lawyer from seeking to nave the 
lawyer or a partner or assOCiate of tile lawyer named ea executor of 
lfle cllenrs estate or to enOII'Ier potentially luerallve fiduCiary position. 
Ne~~ertheleas. such api)Ointments wm be subject to the general 
eot~fllct of lnteteat provlelon In Rule 1.7 ~ there Is a significant 
risk that the lawyer's Interest In obtaining the appointment wtll 
materially limit the lawyer's Independent professional judgment In 
advising the Client conc:emlng the d'loice of an e~~eculor or other 
ftdudary. In obtaining the dlent's informed consent to the conflict. 
the la\Yfef should advise the cUent concerning the nature and extent 
of ltle lawyer's financial Interest In lhe appointment, as wen as the 
availability of alternative candidates for the position. 
l.fterary Alghte 
(91 AA agreemenl by v.ttleh a lawyer acquires literary or media 
rights concerning the condud of I he representation creates a contlict 
between the Interests of the dlenl and the personal interests of the 
lawyer. Measures suitable In the representation of lt1e client may 
detraCI from lhe pubNcatlon value of an accounl of the 
rapresenlatton. Paragraph (d) doet not prohibit a lawyer 
representing a dlenl In a transadlon concerning litenll}' property 
from agreeing that the lawyer's fee shall consist of a share in 
ownership In the property, if lhe arrangement conforms to Rule 1.5 
and paragraphs (a) and (1). 
AnanciJI Aaalstance 
[10) l.llwytl$ may not r.ubsldlze lawsuits or administrative 
proceedings brought on behalf or their clients. induding making or 
guerenteelng loans to their clients for living expenses. because to cto 
GO would encourage dlents to pursue lawauite that mlgN not 
otneiWis.e be brought and because such assistance gtvee lawyers 
too great a nnanclal slake In the litigation. Theile dangerG CIO not 
warrant a prohibition on a lawyer lencling e Client coun costs and 
litigation expenses. induding the expenaea of medical ewamlnallon 
and the costs of obtaining lll1d presenting evidence, because these 
advances are vlrtuany indistinguishable from contingent fees and 
help ensure aa:sss to the courts. Similarly, en eJCcep!IOn allowing 
tawyerG representing Indigent clients to pay court coste end litigation 
expenses regardless of whether these funde will be repaid Ia 
warranted. 
Pen~on Paying for a Lawyet's Service. 
(11) Lawyers are frequently asked to represent a Client under 
circumstances In Whld'l a third person wiN compensate the lewyer, In 
whole or in part. The Ullrd person might be a relative or friend, en 
Indemnitor (&uCh es e Hablllty Insurance company) or a co-client 
(such aa a corporation sued along with one or more o1 its 
employees). eeoauee thlrd-pany payers frequenUy have interests 
thai differ from tnoae of the Client. Including Interests in minimizing 
the amount spent on lhe representation and In learning how the 
representation is progressing, lawyers are prohibited from accepting 
or continuing such represerrtalions unleaa the 18\oiiYer determines that 
16 
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tnere will be no ll'llerferenca will\ the lawyer's Independent 
proTeaelonet judgment and there Is lnformecl consent from the dient 
See also Rule 5.4(c) (prol'libiting interference with a lawyer's 
professional judgment Dy one wtlO recommend&. employ$ or pays 
the lawyer to render legal services for another). 
(12) Sometimes. it will De suffiCient for ttle tewyer to obtain the 
Client'e infOrrneo consent regaralng tne fact of lfle payment and the 
identity o1 the ttlll'd-J)arty payer. If, however. the fee arrangement 
creates e conflict of Interest for !he lawyer. then the lawyer must 
comply wl1tl Rule. 1.7. The lawyer must also conform to the 
requirements or Rule 1.8 concerning confidentiality. Under Rule 
1. 7(a), a conflict or interest exists if there is significant riak that tfle 
lawyer's representation of lhe client will be mlllerielly limite<! r>y the 
lawyer's own interest in tile fee arrangement or by tne lawyer's 
18Sponslblllties to the third·party payer (for example, when lhe third· 
parry payer Is a co-client). Under Rule 1.7(b). the lawyer may aa:ept 
or continue the representation with the informed consent of each 
efl'ecteCI cnenr, unless the conflict Is nonconsentable under that 
paragraph. Under Rule 1.7(b). the lnfonned consent must be 
eot~flrmed In writing. 
Aggragata Sattlementa 
(13) Differences In willingness to make or accept an offer of 
settlement are among the risks of common representation of mulhPie 
dlents by a single IBWYer. Under Rule 1.7, thill ie one of tne risks 
that should be diacuseed before unCiertekil'lg the reprGsentallon. as 
part of the process of obtaining the cliente• informed consenl 1n 
addition, Rule 1.2(8) protects eaCh Client's rigfll to nave the final say 
in deciding whether to accept or reject en offer of settlement al'ld In 
deciding Whether to enter a guilty or nolo contenclere plea 1n a 
criminal case. The n.Jie stilled in thie paragraph i8 a corollary of bOth 
these Rules and provides that. before any settlement otrer or plea 
bargain is made or accepted on behalf of multiPle Client&. tfle lawyer 
must infonn each of them about all tile materiel terms of ltle 
setUement. im;luding what tne other Clients will receive or pay If the 
settlement or ptee offer Ia accepted. See also Rule 1.0(e) (definition 
of informed consem). Lawyel$ reprnentlng a class of plaintiffs or 
Clefendtnts, or those proeeecllng dertvaUvety. may not have 1 full 
Cllenl-lawyer relationship with eactl member or lhe dass; 
nevertheless, sUCh lawyers must comply with applicable rules 
regulating notlflcadon of dass members and othef procedural 
requirements designed to ensure adeQuate protection of the entire 
etaS&. 
Limiting t.talllllty end Settling Malpractice Claims 
[141 Agreemenla prospectively limiting a lawyer's liability for 
malprecttce ere prol'llblted unletis the dlent Is independently 
represented In making the agreement because they are fikely to 
undermine competent and diligent representation. Atao. many 
clients are unable to evaluate the desirability of making GUCI'I an 
agreement before a dispute has arisen. partic::ularty iftney are then 
represented by lhe lawyer seeking the agreement. This paragraph 
does not. however, prohib~ a lawyer from entering Into an a!Jreement 
with the client to arbitrate legal malpractice ctaimr;, provided such 
agreements are enforceable encl tt1e client Ia fully Informed of the 
scope and effect of the agreement. Nor does this paregrapflllmll the 
ability of lawyers to practice in the fonn of e limited-liability enllry. 
wt1ere permitted by law. provided that eacn lawyer remains 
personally liable to the client for his or her own conduct end tne firm 
complies with any conditions required by lew, sucn e& provisions 
requiring client notification or maintenance of adequate liability 
Insurance. Nor does it prohibit en agreement In eccotdanea with 
Rule 1.2 11\at defines the scope of the representation, althOugh a 
definition of scope that makes the obligaliona of representation 
IllUsory will amount to an anemptto limilliabilily. 
[15) Agreements settling a Claim or e potential claim for 
rnalpradlce are not prohibited by 1his Rule. Nevertheteas, in view of 
the danger tl'lat a lawyer will take unfair advantage of an 
unrepresented client or former client. the lawyer must flfSt advise 
11uCh a person in writlng of ll'le approprlateneu of independent 
representation in connection w1t11 euen e setUement In addHion. the 
JIU'C Effective 7-1-().1 
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lawyer must give the client or former Client e reasonable Ol)p(lrtunlty associated lawyers, 
to find and coosult independent counsel. 
Acquiring Propra.tary lnternt In Litigation 
(16) Paragraph (i) stat~ the traditional general rule that 
lawyers are prohibited from acquiring e proprietary Interest In 
litigation. like paragraph (e), lhe general rule has lis basis In 
common law champerty and maintenance &nell& de&lgned to avoid 
giving the lawyer too great an Interest in the representation. In 
addition. Vttlen the lawyer acquires an GWnel'$1'111) Interest In ttte 
subject of the representallon. 11 will be more difficult for a ellen! to 
discharge the lawyer if the dient $0 de&lree. The Rule Is suDject to 
specific exceptions developed in deCisional law and continued In 
these Rules. The exception for certain advances of the costs of 
litigation is set forth in paragraph le). In addition, paragraph (i) sets 
forth exceptions for rens autr'lortze\1 oy law to secure the lawyer's 
fees or expenses and contracts for reasonable contingent fees. The 
law of each jurisdiction determines wtlfeh liens ara authorized by law. 
These may ifldude liens grante<l Oy statute. liens originating in 
common law and liens acquired by contract with the clienl IM1en a 
la~r acquires by contract a security intereet In property other than 
lhat recovered through the lawyer's ell'ol1s In the lhlgatlon, such an 
acqul$111on Is a business or financial tran&aetlon with a client and Is 
governed by the requirements of paragraph (a). Conlracts for 
contlngent fees In civil cases are govemeCI by Rule 1.5. 
Clt.nt·Lawyer Sexual Relationships 
(17) The relationehip t~etWeen lawyer and client is a fiduciary 
one In which the lawyer occupies the highest position of trust end 
confidence. The relationship Is almost always unequal; thus, a 
sexual relationship between lawyer and Client can involve unfair 
exploitation of the lawyer's fiduciary role, In violation of the lawyer's 
138&1c ethical obUgaUon not to use tile trust of lhe client to the client's 
Clisadvantage. In addition, suc:ll a relatlon$hlp presents a significant 
danger thai, because of the lawyer'& emotional Involvement. the 
laWyer wfl be unable to repre$ent the Client without impairment of the 
exerelae or Independent professional juGgment. Moreover. a blune<l 
line bei\Yeen the profeuional end per&onal relationships may make It 
dlllleult to predict to wha1 extent client confidences wiU be protectetl 
by the attorney-client evidentiary priVIlege. since client confielenCeS 
are protected by privilege only when they are imparted in the context 
of the client-lawyer retetfonanlp. Because of the aignifleent Clanger of 
harm to client interests and Dec:ause the client's own emotional 
lrwolvement renaera 11 unlikely that the dient could give adequate 
Informed consent, ll'llt Rule prohibits the lawyer from nailing sexual 
relations with a Client regardless of whether tne reladonshlp Is 
consensual and regar<~taea ol the absence of prejudice to the client 
1181 Sexual relationship& that predale ltle dlent.Jawyer relationship 
are not prohibited. lseuee retetlng to the exploitation of the ftduelary 
relationship and Client dependency are diminished wl'len tne sexual 
reta~onshlp existed prior to 1he commencement of the Client-law,-er 
relationship. However. before proceeding with the repreeentatlon In 
lhe$e drcumstances, the lawyer should considet' whether the 
le.vyers ablllty to represent the Client will be materially Pmited by the 
relationship. See Rule 1,7(8)(2). 
(191 Wlen the Client Is an organizs1ion, paragraph Q) of this 
Rule prohibits a lawyer for ltle organization (wnetf'let Inside counsel 
or outside counsel) from having a sexual relationship with a 
conS11Went of the organization who supe!Vises, directs or regutarty 
consult& with that lawyer concemlng the organization'& legal matters. 
Imputation o1 Prohibitions 
(20) Under paragraph (k), a prohibition on conduct by an 
individual lawyer In paragraphs (a) through (I) also appliea to all 
lawyers neodated In a firm with the personally prahibited lewyer. 
!=or example. one lawyer In a firm may not enter into a buelness 
transaction wttn a client of another member of the linn witl'lout 
complying with paragraph (a). even If lhe first lawyer le not 
personallY Involved in the repreeentaUon of the Client. The 
prohibition set forth In paragraph (j) Ia personal and is not applied to 
17 
RULE 1.8: DUllES TO FORMER CLIENTS 
(a) A lawyer who has formerly ,.p,..ented e client In a 1111tter 
ahall not therufter reprount another pen~on In the same 
or • tu'*-nttally ralatad mltter In which that peraon's 
lnbnlts are matarlally ldverse to the lnlere118 of the 
former client unlau lhe former client glvee lnfonnad 
collftnt, confirmed In writing. 
(b) A lawyer ehall not knowingly ,.prnent a pereon In the 
liMe or a substantially rwlatecl matter In Which a firm with 
whiCh the lawyer formerly wa aatoclatad had previously 
reprasentod 1 client 
(1) whose lntereeta are materially adven~e to that 
person; and 
(2) about whom the lawyer "-d ac:qulred Information 
protected by Rulee 1.6 and U(c) that ill material 
to the matter; 
unleea the former client give& Informed consent, confirmed 
In writing. 
(C) A Iawter who h• formerly repraeenlad a c:llltnt In a matter 
orwhon present or fOrmer n~m haa formerly repr.aented a 
c:llent In a matter shall not thereafter: 
(1) uae tnformatton relating to lha representation to 
the clleactvantage of the former client except as 
these Rulea would permit or n~qulrt with raepact 
to a client, or when the Information hae become 
generally known; or 
(2) reveal Information ral•lng to the repraeentatlon 
axcept ae these Rules would permit or require 
with reepecl to a c:llanL 
(1) Alter lermlnallon of a client-lawyer relaUonslllp, a lawyer has 
c:ertain continuing duties with reapeet to eonfloenllallty and confticts 
of Interest and thus may not repreaent another client except in 
conformity with this Rule. Under thl& Rule, for example, a lawyer 
oouiCI not properly seek to reiCin<l on behalf of 8 new client a 
contract drafted on behalf of the former client So also a lawyer who 
hat prosecuted an accused pe110n couiCI not propelly represent the 
~ in a subsequent civil action agalnSI the government 
concerning the same transaction. Nor could a lawyer Wllo hall 
represenled multiple dienls in e metter represent one of the Client& 
against the others In the same or a eubstanllally related matter after 
a <liepute arose among the dienta in that matter, unless all effected 
Clients give Informed consent. See Comment (9]. Current ano 
former gCMJrnment lawyers must comply wllh this Rule to the e.tent 
required by Rule 1.11. 
[21 The scope of a "matter" for purposes of this Rule depends on 
the facts of a partiCular situation or transaction. The lawyer's 
Involvement in a matter can also be a question of degree. 'Mien a 
lawyer has been directly involved In a specific transaction. 
eub&equent representation of other clients with materially adverse 
lnlei'Nts In that tranalldion Clearly Is prohibited. On the otner han~:t, 
a lawyer Who recurrently handled a type of problem for a former 
GHent ie not precluded rrom later repreeenllng anoltler client in e 
factually distinct problem of that type even though the subSequent 
representation lnvohles a position aaver&e to the prior client. Similar 
consideratiOn& can apply to lhe reaaaignment of mHitary lawye" · 
between defense and prosecution fvnctfons within the same military 
jul'i8Ciietlone. Tl'le underlying question is wnether the lawyer was GO 
invOivGCI in the matter that the suoeequent representation can oe 
jually regarded as 8 changing of sideS In the matter in question. 
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[3] Mattenl are •substantially related" for purpose& of this Rule If 
they involve the same transaction or legal <llepute or If there 
otherwise is a substantial risk that confidential factual Information as 
would normally have been obtained in the priCII' representation would 
meterielly e<Svence tne cllenra po&lllon In the subsequent matter. 
For example, a lawyer wi'IO has represented 8 businessperson and 
leamed eldenaive private finenclallnformatlon about thai person may 
not tl'len repreaent that person's spouse In seeking a divorce. 
Similllfly, a lawyer whO l'la& previously represented a client in 
securing environmental permita to build a shopping center would be 
precluded from representing neighbOrS seeking to oppose rezoning 
of the property on the b&eia of environmental considerations; 
however. tfle lltW)'er would not be preoluded, on the grounds of 
substantial relationship, from clefenelfng a tenant of the completed 
shopping oenter in resl&tlng eviction for nonpayment of rent. 
Information thai hall been diaCio&ed to lhe public or to other partiea 
a<lverse to the former Client Of'Ginarlly will not be disqualifying; nor 
will government infOrmallon that the tav.yer Is Impliedly authoriuct to 
use or disclose or that ia othel'lllise known to persons outside ttte 
government agency invOlved. Information acquired in a priOr 
representation may l'lave Deen rendered obsolete by the paaaage of 
lime, a clrcum5tance that may be relevant In determining whether 
IWo representations ere &ubstantlany related. In the case of an 
organizational client general knowedge of the client's policies and 
practices ordinarily wiU not preClude a subsequent representation; on 
lh8 other hand, knowledge of specific facts gained in a prior 
representation that are rele'iant to the mattsr In queslion ordinarily 
wtn preClude suc:h a representation. A former Client is not required to 
reveal ttte confidential information learned by the lawyer in order to 
establish a substantial rtek that the lawyer has conf'ICientlal 
Information to use in tile aub&equent matter. A corwluaion al:lout the 
possession of suc:h informaUon may be based on the nature of the 
services the lltW)'er proviOed the former client and information that 
would In ordinary practice be teamed by a lawyer providing such 
r;ervlces. 
Lawyer. Moving Between Firms 
I') When tawyera nave been assodated within a firm 1:1ut then 
end their association, the question of whether a lawyer should 
undeltake representatiOn 1e more complicated. There are several 
eompetlng considerationt. First, the dlent previoualy represented by 
11'18 former firm must be reasonably assured that the principle of 
loyalty to the client Ia not compromised. Secon<l, the rule should not 
be so broadly cast a. to preclude other personr; from having 
reasonable choice of legal eounsel. Thill!, tl\e rule should not 
unreasonably hamper lawyers from forming new a&SOCiaUons and 
taking on new client& after haYing left a previOus a&sodatlon. In ttU 
connedlon, it should De recognized that today many lawyers practice 
in firms, tha1 many lawyera to some degree limi1tttelr practice to one 
field or another, eno tnat many move from one association to another 
&eV8fal times in their careers. If the concept of lmputsllon were 
applied with unqualified rigor, the result would be radical curtailment 
of the opportunity of lawyers to move from one practice setting to 
another and of the opportunity of clients to dlange counsel. 
[5) Paragraph (b) operetes to disqualify the lawyer only When the 
lawyer Involved has actual knowledge of information protected by 
RuleS 1.6 and 1.9(c:). Thus, If a lawyer while with one flfm acquired 
no knowledge or intormatton relating to a particular client of the firm, 
and that lawyer later Joined another firm, neither the lawyer 
individually nor the aecond firm is disQualified from representing 
another dient In tne same or 8 related maner even though tnt 
interests of the two clients conflid. See Rule 1.10(b) for tl'l8 
restrictions on a firm once a lawyer has terminated associatiOn wi11'l 
the ftrm. 
(6] App~Uon of paragraph (b) depends on 8 situatiOn's particular 
facts. aided Dy Inferences, deductiOns or working presumptions that 
reasonably may be made about the way In which lawyers work 
together. A lawyer may haw general acc:eea to flies of a" clienla of a 
law firm and may regularly participate in di9eut$10n& of thelf affairs: It 
should be inferre<ltl'lal &uch a lawyer in fact i& privy to alllnfonnation 
abOut all the firm'& clients. In contraat. another lawyer may have 
ec:cess to the iilee of only a limited num~r of clients and partiCipate 
18 
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In discussions of the affairs of no other dients; in ll'le absence of 
Information to the contrary, It shOuld be Inferred that sucn e lawyer In 
fact Is privy to information about the clients actually aerved but not 
thoae of Olr'ler clients. In such an inquiry, the burden of proof should 
rest upon the firm whose disqualification ia aougl'lt. 
(7) Independent of the question of disqualification of a firm, a 
tawyer changing profeSSional a&$odatlon has a continuing duty to 
preaerve confidentiality of information about a client formerly 
represented. See Rules 1.6 and 1.9(c). 
{8) Paragraph (c) provides that information acquired by the lawyer 
in lhe course of representing adient may not r.ubsequently be used 
or revealed by the lawyer to the disadvantage of the diel'lt. 
However, the fact that a lawyer l'la& once served a client cloee not 
preclude the lavoyer from uSing generally known informetion aboul 
tnat client ~en later representing another dlsnt. 
19) The provisions of this Rule are for the protection of !ormer 
clients and can be watveO If the client gives lnfonnecl consent, which 
consent must be confirmed In writing under paragraph$ (EI) and (b). 
See Rule 1.0(e). IJVIth regard to the effectiveness of an advance 
wsiYer, .see Comment (22) to Rule 1.7. With regard to 
disqualification of a firm IMih which 8 lawyer is or waa formerly 
associated, see Rule 1.10. 
RULE 1.10: IMPUTAnON OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: 
GENERAL RULE 
(a) While lawyers ara usoctmd In a flrm, none of tllom shall 
knowingly represent a client when any one of them 
pracUclna alone would be prohlblteo from doing so by 
Rutee U or 1.9, unteaa the prohibition Is baed on a 
pe"onal ln~Most of the prohlblt8d lawyer and doet not 
preeent a significant rltk of mata"ally limiting ttle 
repraaenfiltlon of the client by the remaining lnvyere In the 
finn, 
(b) When a lawyer ha termlnatecl an essoclatlon with a firm. 
the firm Ia not prohibited from thereatler ,..,...entlng a 
person with lntei'Mw materially adverso to those of a client 
represented by the formerly euoclaad lewyar end not 
currently repntsent.d by the firm, unlea: 
(1) the matter Ia the same or substantially related to 
that In whlctl the formerly ... oclated lawyer 
repretenteG the client; and 
(2) any lawyer remaining In the nrm t1as Information 
protected by Rules 1.& and 1.8(G) that Ia material 
to the mattar. 
(c) A disqualification preecrtbod by this nule may ba waived by 
tho affeeted client under the conditions etated In Rule1. 7. 
(d) The disqualification of lawyers usoclated In a ftrm with 
former or cummt government lawyeN Ia governed by Rule 
1.11. 
Commetltlrry 
Definition Of "ftrm" 
[1) For purposes of the Rulea of Professional COMuct, the 
term "linn" oenotes lawyers in a taw partnership. profeuional 
corporation, aole prop11etorshlp or other aasoolatlon authorized to 
pradlce Jaw; or lawyera employed In a legal services organization or 
lhe legal department Of a corporation or other organ~atlon. See 
Rule 1.0(C). ~ther two or more lawyers constitute a firm within 
this definition can depend on the apecfflc: facts. See Rule 1.0. 
Comment• [21- I•J. 
Prlnclpln of Imputed Disqualification 
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(2) The rule of Imputed dlaquallflcatlon stated In paragraph (a) 
gives effect to the prinCiple of loyalty to the client as It applies to 
lawyers who practice in a lew finn. SuCh aitualiont can be 
considered rrom the premiee that a finn of lswyere ia eaaet~tially one 
tawyer for purpo~s of tl'le rulea govemlng loyally to tl'le Client, or 
from the premlae tl'lat each lawyer is vicariOUSly bound by the 
Obligation or 1oya11y owed by each lawyer with wtlom the lawyer is 
asaoelaled. Paragraprl (II) operates only among the tawyere 
currently associated in a firm. IM'len a lawyer moves from one firm 
to another, the situation Ia goveme<ll>y Aule& 1.9(bl end 1.10(b). 
(3) The rule In paragraph (a) does not prohibit representatiOn 
Where ne1tt1er questions of client loyally nor protection of confidential 
InformatiOn are presented. !Mlere one laWf81" In a firm could nol 
effectively represent a given client becatJse of strong political beliefs. 
for example, but !hat lawyer will do no work on the case and lhe 
pereonlll l>eliefs or the lawyer w111 not matertally limit tne 
representation by ott•ers in tl'le firm, the nrm should not be 
Clilqualiliecl. On the o!l'ler hand, If an oppoalng par1y In a case were 
owned by a lawyer In the law firm, and others In !he firm would be 
materially limited in pUrSuing the maHer because of loyally to that 
lawyer, the pereonal dlequallfleatlon or the lawyer would be Imputed 
to au others In the nrm. 
[41 The rule In paragraph (a) also does not prohibit 
representation by others In the law firm where ltle pen~on prohibited 
from Involvement In a malter Is 8 nonlawyer. such as a paralegal or 
legal secretary. Nor does paragraph (a) prohibit represenlation if the 
lawyer Is prohibited from acting because of events before the pen1an 
became a lawyer, ror example, work that lhe person did while 8 law 
stUdent. Suen pereona. however. ordinarily must be screened from 
any penJOMI partiCipation In the matter to avoid communication to 
others in the finn of eonf'lden~allnformatlon that both ltle nonlawyers 
and the finn have a legal duty to protect. See Rules 1.0(k) and 5.3. 
(S] Rule 1.10(b) operates to permit a law firm, under certain 
circumatencea, to repreaent a person with Interests directly adverse 
to ti'IO&e of a client represented by a lawyer who formerly was 
aasocielecl with tile r.rm. The Rule applies regardless of when the 
focmerty assoc:Jaled lawyer represented the Client. However, the law 
Arm may not represent a person with lnlerests adverse to those or a 
preaant client of the llrm, which would vkllate Rule 1.7. Moreover, 
the firm may not represent the person where the matter is the same 
or subGtantlally related to that In wlllch ltle formerly assodated 
lawyer represented the client and any other lawyer currently in the 
firm haa material infoi'ITI8!1on protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(c}. 
(6) Rule 1.10(C) removes Imputation with the lnfonned 
consent of the effected Client or Fonner client under the conditions 
slated in Rule 1.7. The conditions Gtaled In Rule 1.7 require the 
lawyer to Cletennlne tnatthe representation Is not prohibited by Rule 
1. 7(b) anc1 that each affected client or former client ha given 
informed consent to 11'18 representation. confirmed in writing. In 
some caaea, tne risk may be so severe ltlat the conflict may not be 
cured by er.ent consent. r=or a discussion or the effectiveness of 
client waivere of conflict& that might arise In lhe future. see Rule 1.7, 
Comment [22]. For a definHion of informecl consent. see Rule 1.0(e). 
[7] Wlere a lawyer has joined a private finn a~er having 
represented tt1e government imputatiOn is govemedt:>y Rule 1.11 (b) 
and (C), not ltlls Rule. Under Rule 1. I 1(d), wtlere a lawyer 
repreaenta the government after having served clients in private 
practice, no1190Vernmental employment or in another government 
agency, former-dlent conflicts are not Imputed to govemmenl 
lawyers associated with the individually disqualified lawyer. 
181 Wlere a lawyer Is prohibited from engeging in certain 
treneactlons under Rule 1.8. paragraph (k) of that Rule. end notll'lls 
Rule, t!elermlnes Whether thai prohibition also SPJ)Iiea to otl'ler 
lawyerG associated In a firm with lhe personally prohibited lawyer. 
RULE 1.11: SPECIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST FOR FORMER 
AND CURRENT GOVERNMENT OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES 
19 
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(a) Except ae taw may othe.wlee expreealy permit, a lawyer 
who hal fOnnertJ served aa a puDIIc officer or emptoyaa or 
the government: 
(1) It subJect to Rulet U(a) end (b), ezceptlhat 
"matter" 11 defined aa In paragraph (e) of this 
Rule: 
(2) te eubject to Rule 1.8(c); and 
(3) ahall not otharwlaa repntt~ont a client In 
connection with a matter In whleh the lawyer 
parllclpated personally and aubstantlaRy a a 
public officer or employ•, unless the appropriate 
gowtmment agency gins Ita Informed content, 
confirmed In writing, to the repres~ntatlon. 
(b) When a lawyer Is dlsquaHfled from reprMentatlon under 
paraeraph (a), no lawyer In a firm wllh which lhat lawyer Is 
associated may knowingly undertake or continue 
representation In such e matter unlea: 
11) the dllqualmltd lawyer II timely ec!Wned from 
any participation In the mau.r and It apportioned 
no put of the fee therefrom; and 
(2) wr1tten notice It promptly given to the appropriate 
government agency to enabte It to aecertaln 
Gompllance with the proYillont of tnls rule. 
(c) EJrcept as IIW may otherwr.e npreuty permit, a lawyer 
having tnrom~.Uon Utat the lawyer knows It confidential 
govemment lnrormatlon about a pareon acquired wften the 
lawyer was a public officer or employee, may not repr..ent 
a private client whoae Interest. are aclveree to tllat parson 
In e m.U.r In which the Information could be ueed to the 
mat.rlal disadvantage of that per.on. A8 uted In thte Rule, 
the tenn "confldenUat govemment Information- maans 
lnfonnetton that hn been obtalnecr under governmental 
autttorlty and which, at tile lima this Rule II apptlld, the 
government te proftlbltad by taw from disclosing to the 
publiC or hal a legal privilege not to disclose and which Is 
not Otherwise available to the public. A firm with which 
that lawyer le eeeoCiatecl may undertake or continue 
reprwentatlon In the meuer only If the dlsqualltlac:l lawyer 
18 timely ecreened from any participation In the matter and 
II apportioned no part Of the fee therefrom. 
(d) Except as law may otherwtee exprauly pormll, a lawyer 
currently tervlng n e puonc officer or employee: 
(1) te subject to Rulas1.7 and 1.9; and 
IZ) shall not: 
(II partiCipate In a manar In which the lawyer 
participated peraonafty and substantially 
while In private practice or 
nongovernmental emplOyment. unleu the 
appropriate gcmtrnment agency glvee 1te 
lnronnecl consent, confirmed In writing: or 
(II) negotiate for prl'l1lt8 amployment with any 
person who II Involved • e party or ae 
lawyer for a party In a matter In which the 
lawyer II parttclpatlnv poreonally end 
suwtantlafly, except that e tewyar HfVIng 
a• a law clerk to a Judge. other adjudicative 
oHicer or arbltnltor may negotiate for 
privati employment ae permitted by Rule 
1.12(b) and subject to the conditions slated 
In Rule 1.12(b), 
(e) AI UHd In thr. Rule, the term "matter" Includes: 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20R?63821t 
(1) any Judicial or other prvceedlng, appllc.tlon, 
requ•t for a ruUng or other determination, 
contr.d, claim, controveray, lnvt~Ugetlon, 
charge, accualltlon, anat or other particular 
matlar Involving a a pee me party or partlee, and 
(2) any other mattar coven~d by the conflict of 
lnlllrnl rules of the appropriate government 
agency. 
Commentaty 
(11 A lawyer who has served or ia currently &eMng as a pub~e 
officer or employee Is personally subjeCt to ttle Rules of Professional 
Conduct, including the protlibition agalnsl conculfent wnfllcts of 
Interest stated in Rule 1.7, In addition, such a lawyer may be subject 
to statutes and government regulatiOns regarding oonflld of Interest. 
Such statutes and regulations may circumscribe the extent to which 
the government agency may give consent uncler this Rule. See Rule 
1.0(e) for the definition of infonne<l consent. 
[2) Paragraphs (a)(1), (a)(2) and (d)(1) restate the obligations of 
an Individual lawyer who has seNed or I& currently s8f'lllng as an 
otlicer or employee of the government toward a former government 
or private dlent under Rule 1.9. Rule 1.10, hOWWMif, Is not 
applicable to the conflicts of intereetedCire&&ed by this Rule. Rather, 
paragraph (b) sets forth a special Imputation rule for rormer 
government lawyers that provleles for weening and notice. 
Because of the special problems raised by Imputation within a 
govemment agenc:y. paragteph Cdl does not Impute the conlliC1S of a 
lawyer currenUy serving u en officer or employee of the government 
to other associated government officers or employees, although 
ordinarily n will be prudent to screen sucn lawyers. 
(3) Paragraphs (a)(3) and (d)(2) impo&e adc:tltlonat obligations 
on a laWf8f who has seNed or iS currently servl~ as an officer or 
employee of the government. They el)l)ly In shuatlons where a 
~av~yer Is not adverse to a fumier client and are designed to prevent 
a tewyer from elqlloltlng public office fOt the advantage of anoltler 
dlent. For example, a lawyer who l'las pursued a dalm on behalf of 
11'18 government may not pureue the same dalm on behalf of a letar 
private dlent afler the lawyer has left government service, eJCcept 
When authorized to do tO by lhe government agency under 
paragraph {a). Similarly, e lawyer who has pursued a Claim on 
behalf of a private client mey not pursue the daim on behalf of the 
government. except when authOrize~ to do so by paragraph (d). AS 
with paragraphs (a)(1), (8)(2) and (cl)(1), Rule 1.10 Is not applicable 
to tr.e conflicts of Interest addreased by these paragraphs. 
[4] Thia Rule represents a balancing of interests. On the one 
hand, where the &UCC8Sslve dients are a government agency and 
another Client, public or private, the ri&k exists that power or 
discretion ve$led In thai agency might be uaeCI for the &pedal benefit 
of tile other Client. A lawyer should not be in a position ~ra benefit 
to lhe other dlent might affect performance of the lawyer's 
profeaGional funcUons on behalf of the govemmenl Also, unfair 
advantage could accrue to the other Client by reason of access to 
confidential government information abOut lhe dlent's adveraary 
obtainable only through the lawyer's government service. On the 
other hand, the rules governing lawyers presently or formerly 
employeG l)y a govemment agency shOuld not be so restrictive a to 
lnhilit tranafer of employment lo and from the government. The 
govemment hat a legttlmata need to attract quellflecllav.yers as well 
as to maintain high etfllcel standards. The proviaiOR& for screening 
and waiver in paragraph (b) are necessary to prevent the 
diSqualification rule from imposing too severe a deterrent against 
entenng public ser'ltce. The limitation of di8Q1Jellflcallon In 
paragraphs (a)(1), {e)(3) end (d)(2) to mattel'9 involving a specific 
party or parties, rather than extending dlsqualific:alion to all 
subStantive issues on which tile lawyer worl<ed. seNe& a similar 
runctlon. 
[5] Wlen a lawyer has been employed by one government 
agency and then moves to 8 second government agency. it may be 
appropriate to treat tl'tat seoond agency anotl'ler client for purposes 
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of this Rule, as when a lawyer 1e employed by a city end 
subsequently is employed by e federal agency. However, because 
the contlld. of Interest is govemecl by paragraph (d), the latter agency 
Is not required to acreen the lawyer as paragraph (b) requires a law 
llrm to do. The question of whether two government agencie$ 
should be regarded as the aame or dlflerent dlents for conflict Of 
Interest purposes is beyond the scope of lhese Rules. See Rule 
1.13 Comment (6]. 
[6) Paragraphs (b) and (c) eontemptate a screening arrangement. 
See Rule 1.0(k) (requirements for screening procedures). rneae 
paragraphs do not prohibit a lawyer from receiving a salary or 
partnership share eatebli&hed by prior Independent agreement but 
that lawyer may not receive compensation directty relating the 
lewyet"& compensauon to tile fee in the matter in wnich the lawyer Is 
disqualified. 
{7) Notlee. lndudlng a description of the screened lawyer's 
prior repreaentaUon and of the screening proceCiuree employed, 
generally snould be given as soon as practicable after the need for 
SGreening becomes apparent. 'Mien aiaclosure is likely to 
significanUy injure the client. a reasonable delay may be jusllfted. 
IB) Paragr3flh (c) operates only when the lawyer In quesllon 
haa knOWledge of the lnformaHon, which means actual knowledge: 11 
does not operate with respeet to infonnatlon that rneraly could be 
Imputed to the lawyer. 
19) Paragraphs (a) and (CI) do not prchlbll a lawyer from jOin11y 
reprasenUng a private party anCI a government agency when doin9 
GO Is permitted by Rule 1.7 ancl is not otherwise prohibited by law. 
AUl.E 1.12: FORMER JUDGe, ARBITRATOR, MEDIATOR OR 
OTHER THIRD-PARTY NEUTRAL 
(I) Excapl as stated In paragraph (d), a lawyer •hall not 
represent anyone In conneetlon w"" 1 matter In which the 
l.wyar partlclpatM pereonally end substantially u a Judge 
or other adJudicative omw or taw clark to 1uctl a ptnon 
or a 1n arbitrator, mediator or other thlrd·party neutral, 
unlan all parties to tfla proceadlng give lnfonned consent, 
conflnned In writing. 
(b) A lawyer thall not negotiate for employment with any 
INII'IOn wno Is Involved as a party or n lawyer for a party 
In a matter In which the lawyer Is participating personally 
and substantially at a Judge or other adjudlca11vt Officer or 
• an arbitrator, mediator or other thlnl·party neutral. A 
lawyer senrlng u a lew clark to a Judge or other 
adJudicative ofllc:er may negotlete for employment with a 
party or lawyer Involved In a mmr In which the clerk Is 
panlelpatlng pen~onally and substantially, but only after 
tha lawpr hu notlftecl triG Judge or other adJudicative 
offtcar. 
(c) If a lawyer Is disqualified by paragraph (a), no l..,.r In a 
finn with which that lawyer Is asaoclated may knowingly 
uncltrtaka or condnua representation In the matter unless: 
(1) tha dllquallfled lawyer Ia timely screened from 
any parUclpatlon In lila mat1tr end Ia apportioned 
no part of the fee therefrom; and 
(2) written notice Is promptly given to the partln and 
any appropriate tribunal to enable tham to 
ascertain compliance wltt'l the provlslona of this 
rule. 
(d) An arbltt8tor selaeled u • partleln of a paJ'Iy In a 
multimember arbitration panel Is not prohibited from 
tublequentty reprosentlng that party. 
Comtmllltllry 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
[1] This Rule generally parallel& Rule 1.11. The term 
"personally ana substantially" signifies that a judge whO waa a 
member of a multimember court. and thereafter left judiCial Office to 
practice law, is not prohibited from representing a client in e maiCer 
pending in the court, but in whicn the former Judge did not 
participate. So also the fact that a former jUdge exercised 
administrative respontibDily in a court doea not pre~~ent tne former 
judge from acting as a lawyer in a matter where the judge had 
previously ellerdsed remote or incidental aclminiatrative 
r$$j)On&iblll1y that did not affed the merits. Compere the Comment 
to Rule 1.11. The term "adJudicative officer" includea audl offlciela 
ee ~e& pro tempore. referees, special masters, hearing officers 
ano other parajudldal ofllcels. and also lawyers whO ae!Ve aa part-
time Judges. Compliance Canons A(2), 0(2) and C of tfle Model 
Code of Judicial Conduct Pfovide that a pet1-t1me JUdge. judge pro 
tempore or retired judge recalled to active senrice. may not "act as a 
lawyer In any proceeding in whidl he &etVed aa a judge or In any 
other proceeding related tnereto." AltiiOUgh phrased differently from 
this Rule, those Rules correepond in meantng. 
(2) like fOrmer judge&. lawyers wtlo have served as 
artlllrators. mediators or other third.parly neutrals may be asked to 
represent a dlent In a matter in which the lawyer partldpated 
peraonelly and substantially. This Rule fortliela aucn representation 
unless all of the panles to the proceedings give tneir Informed 
consent. confirmed In writing. See Rule 1.0(e) and (b). Other lew or 
codes of eltllca governing thlrd·party neutrals may imp05e more 
stringent sundards of personal or Imputed disqualification. See Rule 
2.2. 
[:3) Allhough lawyers who serve aa third-petty neutrals do not 
heve information concerning tile parties that ia protected under Rule 
1 .6. lhey typlc:ally owe the parties an obllgellon of confidentiality 
uncler lew or eodes of ethics governing third-party neutral!. Thus. 
paragraph (C) provides that conflicts of the personally disqualified 
lawyer will be Imputed to other lawye~5 in a law llrm unless the 
conditions of tnla paragraph are met. 
(4) (Requirements for screening procedures are steled In Rule 
1.0(k). Paragraph (C)(1) does not prohibit the acre~med lawyer from 
receiving a u1ary or par1nershlp share established by prior 
Independent agreement, but that lawyer may not recalve 
compensation (llreetly related to the matter in wfllel'l the lawyer Is 
disqualiliecl. 
(6) Notice, InCluding a description of tne screened lawyer's 
prior representation and of the screening procedure& emptoyecl. 
generally ahould be glv«t as soon as practical>le after the need for 
screening become& apparent. \Mlen disclosure ia Akely to 
significantly injure the client, a reasonable delay may be justified. 
RULE 1.13: ORGANIZAllON AS CLIENT 
ca) A lawyer employed or retalnad by an Ofllnlzatlon 
rep,..nb the organization acting through Ill duly 
authoriDd conatltuente. 
(bt If a lawyer for an organization knows that an officer, 
employ• or other pereon IMOttat.d with the Ofg8nlzatlon 
Is engeged In action, Intends to ect or muset to act In a 
matter related to the repreeentatlon that Is a vtOiatton of a 
legal obligation to the organlutton, or • violation of taw 
that reuonebty might be Imputed to the orgenutlon, end 
that Is likely to mutt In subetlntlal Injury to the 
organiZation, then the lawyer shell proceed • II 
NUOnably neceeeery In the belt lntereet of the 
orpntEatlon. Unleee the lawyar reucmabty betltvGI that It 
Is not necea~ry In Hit best lnterast of the 0111anlzat10n to 
do so, the t.wyer •hal refer tho maiiDr to higher authOtlty 
In the organliatlon, InCluding. If warranted by tno 
ctreumstanca, to the hlgtlest authority thlt can aet on 
behalf of tha organlmtlon at dotermlned by eppllceble lew. 
Cc) Except as provided In paragraph (d), If 
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(1t dnplt. lhe lawyer's effona In accordance with 
pal'lgl'lph (b) Ute highest authority that can act 
on behelf of the organization lnelsts upon or fa lie 
to 1ddrvte In 1 timely and epproprtm manner an 
action or a refusal to act, that Is tlearly a violatiOn 
of law, and 
(2) the lawyer reaaonably bellovea that tha violatiOn 
Ia n~~~sonably certain to rt~ult In subatantlal 
Injury to tha organlmtlon, 
then ttle lawyer may reYGal Information relating to the 
reprasentatlon whether or not Rulo 1.8 parmlls such 
dlaclosun, but only If end to lhe extent the lawyer 
reasonably bellevee necoaaary to p111vent subatantlallnjury 
to the orgentzatlon. 
(d) Paragraph (e) shall not apply with rnpect to Information 
relating to a lawyer's representation of en organtutlon to 
lnvtttlgata an alleged violation or law, or to defend the 
organization or an offtctll', emploJee or other constituent 
uaoclated with the organlzltlon ag•lntt a claim artalng out 
of an alleged violation of law. 
Ce) A IIWJftr who reasonably belleva Chat he or ahe hat ~~ten 
dlachllrged because of the lawyor's actions taken pun~uant 
to paragraphl (D) or (c:), or who wlthclnlwa under 
clrcumttancee thlt requlro or pennlt the lawyer to take 
acUon under either or ttlosa paregrapt.., thell proceed as 
tne lawyer reasonably bellaw• necesaary to assure that 
the organization's hlghat authority 18 Informed of tho 
lawyer'a dlschargo or withdrawal. 
(f) In dealing with an organtzatlon'e dllectora, otrlcens, 
employtee, members, shanholdenl or other constituents, 
a lawyer ehall elq)laln th1 ld1nUty of the client Whon the 
IIIWJer knows or reesonably should know that the 
organization'• lnt8NSts ,,. aclvenMI to those of the 
con.utuentl With wtlom the llwyer Is dealing. 
(g) A lawyer rtpl'888ntlng an organlzaUon may also reprosent 
any of HI dlroctors, offlcera, emplOyees, members, 
lhareholdens or other cOIVItltutnte, subject to the 
provlelona of Rulo 1.7. If the organtutlon's consent to the 
dual reprasontatlon 11 requlreG by Rule 1.7, tha consent 
Shall bO given by an 1pproprtate offiCial of tho orgnlzatlon 
other than tho Individual who 11 to be represontod, or by 
the ehartholdons. 
CGmmentary 
Tha Entity •• the Client 
[1) An organizational ctrentla a legal entity. but it caMot actellcept 
through ita officers, directors. employees, sherehOiders anct other 
constituents. Officere, directors, employee' ancl 5fl111'8holders are 
the constituents of tne corporate organizational client. The duties 
defined in thiG Comment apply equally 10 unincorporated 
associatione. "Other constituents" as used in this Comment means 
the poaitiOna equivalent to officers, director&, employees and 
shareholders nero by persons acting for organi~atlonal dlents that 
are not corporations. 
(2) When one of the constituents of an organ~etional client 
communicates with the organization's lawyer in ltlat pereon'a 
organizational capacity, the communication Is protected by Rule 1 .6. 
Thus, Dy way of ewample, If an organili:Btional Client requests ~s 
lawyer to invealigale anegatlons of wrongdoing, interviews made in 
the course of thel irwestlgatton beMlen the lawyer end tne dlent's 
employees or other constitUents are covered by Rule 1.6. This does 
not mean, however, that constituents af en organill:alional dlont are 
the dients of the lawyer. The l~er may not tliSCIO&e to such 
constituents infOrmadon relating to lhe repreeentation except for 
disclosures elq)lletlly or lmp"edly euthorill:ed by the organizational 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
cfierlt in order to c:arry out 11\e representation or 111 otheMiae 
permitted by Rule 1 .6. 
(3) When c:onsliluenla of the organization make decisiona for it, the 
decision& ordlnartty must be accepted by the lawyer even If their 
utifity or pruoenoe Is doubtful. Dedsions conceming policy and 
operatione, indUOing ones entaHing serious riak, are not as $UCh In 
the lawyer's province. Paragraph (b) makee Clear, however. that 
when the lawyer knows that lhe organizatiOn Is likely to be 
substantially injured by action or an officer or other constituent that 
Yiolatea a legal obHgatton to the organii:elion or Ia In violation of law 
that might be Imputed to the organization, tl'le lawyer mU&t proceed 
as is rea&onably necessary In tile best interest of the organization, 
~ defineO In Rule 1.0(1). knowledge can be Inferred from 
eircumatances. and a lawyer cannot ignore tl'le obVIous. The terms 
·reaaonal)le" and •reasonably' imply a range within which the 
lawyer's condud wtll satisfy the requitemeniS of Rule 1.13. In 
determining what Is reasonable In the best Interest of the 
organitatiO", the drcumstances at the ~me or determination are 
re1evan1. Such drcumstances may Include, among others, the 
lawyer'& area of expertise, the time constraints under which the 
lawyer i9 acting, and the lawyer's previous experience and familiarity 
~ the client. ~or example, the fade auggeatlng a violation may be 
part of a large volume or Information that the lawyer has insuffident 
Ume to comprehend fully. Or the fads known to the lawyer may be 
sufficient to signal the likely existence of a violation to an expert In a 
particular field of law but not to a lawyer whO worka In another 
specialty. Under eucn dreumstances the lawyer would not have Bn 
obllgallon to prCKleed under pat"agraph (b), 
(4) In determining now to proceed under paragraph (b), the lawyer 
should give due con&lderatlon to the seriousness or the violation and 
Its consequences, the responsibility in tne organization and the 
apparent motlvallon of the person involved, the policies of trle 
organization concerning such mattert, and any other relevant 
considerations. Ordlnanly, referral to a higher authority WOUkl be 
necess&fY. In some c:lrcumstances. hOwever, II may be appropriate 
for the lawyer to ask the constil\lent to reconsider the matter; ror 
example, if tne Circumstances invOlve a constituent's innocent 
misunderstanding or taw and subsequent acceptance of tile lawyer'& 
ed\llce, the lawyer may reasonably conclude ttlat the best Interest of 
the organization does not require that the matter be referred to 
l'lfgner authority. If a constituent persist& in conduct contrary to the 
la~er·s advice, it will ce necessary for the lawyer to take steps to 
have tile matter reviewed by a htgher authority In the organization. If 
1~ matter is of BuffiCient seriousness and importanee or urgency to 
tile organization, referral to higher authority in tne organization may 
be necessary even If the lawyer has not communicated with the 
constituent. Arty measures taken should, to the extent l)l"llclicable, 
minimize the risk of reveaQng information relating to the 
representation to per&ons outside the organiZation. Even in 
circumstances where a lawyer is not ODIIgated by Rule 1.13 to 
proeeed. a lawyer may bring to the attention of en organizational 
client, lndudlng its highest authority, matters that the lawyer 
reasonably believes to be of suffldent importance to warrant doing 
so in tne best Interest of the organization. 
[5) Paragraph (b) also make& dear that wnen It Is reasonably 
neces&aiY to enable the organization to addreaa the matter in a 
timely end appropriate manner, the lawyer mU'it refer the matter to 
higher euthorlty, lnduding, If warranted by the circumstances, the 
highest authOflty that can act on behalf of the organization under 
applicable law. The organiZation's highest authority to whom a 
ma11er mttt be referred orc11ner11y will be the boerCI of directors or 
similar governing body. However, applicable law may pre$CIIbe that 
under certain condiUons the highest authonty reposes elSewhere, for 
example, in the Independent directora of a corporation. 
Relation to other Rulee 
(6] Tne authority and reaponslbiHty provided in ltlls Rule are 
concurrer« with the authority and responsibility provided In other 
Ruleo. In particular, tllis Rule does not limit or expai"'CC the lawyer's 
responsibility under Rules 1.e. 1. 16. 3.3 or 4.1, Paragraph (c) of this 
Rule supplements Rule 1.6(b) by providing an aclcli11onat basis upon 
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whlel'l tile lawyer mey reveal tnformlltion relating to the 
representation, 1M does not modify, restrict. or limit tne provisions of 
Rule 1.6(b)(1) - (6). Un~r paragraph (c:) the lawyer may reveal 
such information only when the orgenizetion·a highest aulllority 
lnalsts upon or falls tG address threatened or ongoing ad.lon that is 
clearly a vlolallon of law, and then only to the extent the lewyer 
reasonably believes necessBry to prevent reasonably certain 
sub&tentlal Injury to the organiZation. II Is not necessary thai the 
lawyer'& seNices be used in rurtnerance of the violation, but It I& 
required that the matter be related to the lawyer's representatiOn of 
the organization. If the lawyer'& seNlces are being used by an 
organtzalton to further a crime by tne organization. Rules 1.6(b)( 1) 
end 1 .6(b)(3) may permit the lawyer to disclose confidential 
information. In sucl'l circumstances Rule 1 .2(d) may alto be 
applicable, In which event, wltlldrawal from the representation under 
Rule 1.16(a)(1) may be required. 
(7] Paragraph (d) makes dear that the authority of a lawyer to 
dl&close Information relating to a representation In c:Jn:umstances 
dasetibecl in paragraph (c) does not apply v.1tn rasped. to lnfOfmlltion 
relaUng to a lawyer'& engagement by an organlutlon to lnmtigate 
an alleged violation of law or to defend the organiZation or an officer, 
employee or other pe1$011 associated with the organization against a 
ctalm arising out of an alleged vlolallon of IBw. This I& necessary In 
order to enable organizational dlents to enjoy the full benefits of 
legal counsel in conducting en Investigation or defending against a 
Claim. 
(8) A lawyer who reasonably believes that he or sne has been 
discharged because of the lawyer's action& taken pursuant to 
paragraph (b) or (c), or who withdraws in circumstanoas that require 
or permit the lawyer to take action under either of these paragraphs, 
must prooeed aa the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to auure 
that the organization's highest authority Is Informed of the lawyer·a 
discharge or withdrawal. 
Oovernment Agency 
(9) The duty defined In tllis Rule applies to governmental 
organizationa. Defining precisely the Identity of the client end 
prescribing the reaultlng obligations of such lewyers may be more 
difficult In the govemment context and is a matter beyond the scope 
of these Rules. See Scope (18). Although in some circumstance• 
the client may be a epeclftc agency, it may also be a branch of 
government, such a& the e11ecutlve branch, or the government 11111 a 
v.tlole. For example, If the action or failure to act Involves the head 
of a bureau. eitner the department of whicn the bureau is a part or 
the relevant branCh of government may oe the dlent for purpoaes of 
this Rule. Moreover, In a matter inwlving tt1e conduct of gowmment 
offidals, a govemment lawyer may have authority under applicable 
law to questiOn sud'l conduct more extensively ltlan that of a lawyer 
for a private organlzaHon In similar circumstances. Thus, when the 
dient is a govemmantal organization, a Ollferent balam:e may De 
appropriate between maintaining confidentiality and allUring that the 
wrongful ad is prevented or rectified, for public business i8 involved. 
In addition, dutiea of lawyers employed by the govemment or 
tav.yers In militaiY aeNice may be defined by statutes and regulation. 
This Rule does not limltlhat authority. See Scope. 
Clarifying the Lawyer's Role 
(10) There are times when the organiz&tion's Interest may be or 
beCOme adverse to thOSe or one or more of its eonslltuents. In au<:h 
Circumstances the lawyer should adviae any consUluenl, whose 
Interest the lawyer ftnds adverse to that of tt1e organization of tile 
conflict or potential llOOfllet of lnt8f8St. that the 1ewyer cannot 
represent &UCh c:onstiluent and that such person may wi&rl to obtatn 
independent representation. Care must be taken to assure that the 
Individual underaten!IG that, when there iS auel'l adversity of interest. 
the lawyer for the organization cannot provide legal reflre&entation 
ror that constituent indlvfdual, and that diacua&lons between the 
lawyer for the organizatiOn end the Individual may not De privileged. 
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(11) Whether suc:h a warning should be given by lhe lawyer for the 
organization to any constituent individual may tum on lhe fade of 
each case. 
Oual Rop,...ntatlon 
(12) Paragraph (g) recognizes that a lawyer for an organization may 
01150 represent a principal officer or major shareholder. 
DeriVative Action• 
113) Under generally prevailing law, the shareholders or members of 
a corporalion may bring auil to compel the directors to perform their 
legal obligations in lhe supervision or ltle organization. Members of 
unincorporated associations have essentially the same right. Such 
an eetlon may be brought nominally by ll'le organization, bul tAually 
is, in fact, a legal controversy over management of the organiZation. 
(14) 1lle quesiJon can arise whetl'ler counsel for the organltatlon 
may defend such an action. The proposition that the organization Is 
lhe lswyer's client does not elone resolve the issue. Moat deriVative 
actions are a nonnal incident of an organlzation'e affairs, to be 
defended by the organiZation'& lawyer like any Oilier aull. However, 
if 1t1e claim involves aerlous charges of wrongdoing by those in 
conlrol or the organiZation, a conflict may arise between the lawyer's 
duty to the organization and the lawyer's relalionshlp with the board. 
In those circumstances, Rule 1.7 governs who ahouiCI represOfltlhe 
directors and the organ1za11on. 
RULE 1.14: CUENTWITH DIMINISHED CAPACI'IY 
(a) When a ell.nt'e capeclty to make adequately constdored 
declalone In connoctJon with a repraaentatlon 11 
Glmlnlshed, whether becauu of minority, mental 
Impairment or for t~ome other reason, the lawyer ahall, •• 
far aa reuonably pottlble, maintain a normal cll&nt-18wyer 
relationship with the client. 
(b) Wilen tho lawyer reatonebly blllevn that the ellant has 
diminished capacity, le at risk of t~ubetantlal physical, 
financial or other harm unleea adlon Is taken and Qnnot 
adequately act In the cllent'a own lntar.t, the lawyer may 
talke reasonably necettary pnahletlve action, Including 
consulting with lndlvlduale or enlltl• that have the ability 
to take action to pro1eet the dlent and, In appmprlate 
ca..., aaaklng the eppolntment of a guardian ad litem, 
com~ervetor or guardian. 
(e) Information relating to the rapruenbltlon of a client with 
diminished capacity II protected by Rule u. When taking 
protective action pureuant to par~greph (b), the lawyer It 
Impliedly authorl2:td under Rule 1.11(1) to ravaal lnfonnatlon 
about the client, but only to the extent ro110nably 
neceeea.y to protect the cllent'slntarntt. 
Comm .. r.ry 
(1) The normal dlent-lawyer relallonsnlp is based on the 
assumption that the Client, when properly e<lvl&ed and asaiated. Is 
capable of making decisions about important matters. When lhe 
cRenl I& a minor Ot euffers ffom a climlnl&l'led mental capaCity, 
hOWever. maintaining the Otdlnary dlent·lawyer relationship may nol 
be po&alble in all ~pacts. In particular. e severely incepaeltated 
person may have no power to make legally binding deCielons. 
NeVertheless, e client with diminished capacity often haa llle ability 
to understand, deliberate upon. and reach conclusions about meners 
affecting the dienfS own well-being. For example. children aa y~ng 
as five or &lx years of age, and certainly those of ten or twelve, are 
regarded aa having opiniona thel ere entitled to VI'Glght In legal 
proc:eedinge concerning their custody. So also, it iS recognized that 
some persons of adVanced age can ~ qUite capable of handling 
roullne llnancial matters while needing speelal legal protection 
concerning major transactions. 
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(2) The facllhat a client &Uffers a disat~ility does not dimini$1'1lhe 
lawyer's obligation to treat the client with attentiOn and reaped. Even 
If the person has a legal representative, the lawyer should a far as 
possible acx:ord the represented person lhe status of dlent. 
particularly in maintaining communication. 
(3) The client may 'hish to have family members or other petSons 
participate In discussions with the lawyer. W'len necessa.y to assist 
in the representation, the presence of &uc:h persons generally does 
nol affect tne applicability of the attorney-client evidentiary privilege. 
Nevertheless. the lawyer mu&l keeP the dienrs interesls foremost 
anCI, eJCeept for proteclive action authorized under paragraph (b), 
must to look to the dlent. and not family members. to make decisions 
on the client's behalf. 
(4) If a 1ega1 representative has already been appointed for the 
client, the lawyer should ordinarily look to lhe repretenlatlve for 
decialons on behalf of the client. In matters involving a minor. 
whether the lawyer should look to the parents a~ natural guardians 
may del'l!nd on the type or proceeding or matter in Which the lawyer 
il represenUng the minor. tf the lawyer represent& 11'18 guardian as 
distinct from the ward. and Is aware that the guardian Is acting 
adlterSely lo the waro·a Interest the lawyer may have an obligation to 
prevent or rectify the guardian's misconduct. See Rule t.2(d). 
Taking Protective Acttan 
[51 If a lawyer reasonably believes that a client is at riSk of 
substantial physical, financial or ather Mrm unless action ie taken. 
and that a normal client-lawyer relationship cannot be maintained a& 
provided In paragreph (a) because the client lacks sufficient cepaCI1y 
to communicate or to make adequately considered decisions In 
connection With tne represenlillon, then paragraph (b) permits the 
law;-er to take protective measures deemed necessary. Such 
measures could include: consulting witfl family member&, using a 
reconsideration period to permit clarification or Improvement of 
Circumstances, uaing voluntary surrogate decision making tools GuCh 
as durable powere of attorney or coneuttlng with support groups, 
pi'Ofesslonal services, adult·protedive agencies or other individuate 
or entitles that have the ability to protect the dlen1. In taking any 
pratactlve action, the lawyer should be guided 11y such factors aa tne 
wishes and values of ttle Cllem to the extent known. the clienfa beel 
lnteftiSts and the goal$ of Intruding into the Client's decision making 
autonomy to the least elllent reasible, rna1dmlzlng client capacities 
and respecting the cnent's family and social connections. 
181 In determining the extent of the client's diminisheo 
capac:lly, the lawyer should consider and balance such factors as: 
ltle dlenrs ability to articulate reasoning leading to a deel&lan. 
variability of state of mind and ability to apprecfate conseQUences of 
a decision: the substantive fairness or a decision; and the-
consistency of a decision witl"' tne known long-term commitments 
and values of the client In appropr1ate drcumstancee, tne lawyer 
may seek guidance from an appropriate cllagnosUcian. 
(7) If a legal representatiVe has not been appointed. the lawyer 
snoulc:l consider whether aCJpotntment of a guardian ad fitem, 
conseMtor or guardian iS necessary to protect the client's inleresta. 
Thus, If a dlent with diminiShed capacity has sutl&lanllal property 
that el'lould be sold for the Client's benefit. effective completion of the 
traneactlon may require appointment or a legal repre~tatlve. In 
addition, rules of procedure in lhlgatlon sometimee provide thai 
minora or persons v.;th dimlnlsned capacity mual be represented by 
a guardian or next friend if they do not have a general guardian. In 
many circumstance&, however, appoinbnent of s legal represetltalive 
may be more expensiVe or traumlltic for !he client than 
circumstances In fad require. Evaluatlo" of such circumstances is a 
matter entrusted to the professional judgment of the lawyer. In 
considering altematlves, however, the lawyer should be BWBre of any 
law that requires the lewyer to advocate the least restrictive action on 
behalf of ltle client, 
OltciOeure of the Client's Condition 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
(OJ Disclosure of lhe cJienfs diminished capacity could 
adversely 8ffed the dlent's lnteresls. For example. ralsln9 the 
question of diminished capaclly could, In some Cfreumstancee, reaCI 
to proceedings for Involuntary commitment. Information relating to 
the representation I& protected by Rule 1.6. Therefore. unless 
authorized to do &o, the la~er may not dlt.dose such Information. 
'M1IHI taking protective aetlon pursuant to paragraph (b), the lawyer 
is Impliedly authorized to make the necessary disdosures, even 
When the client directs the lawyer to the contrary. Nevertheless. 
given the risks of disdosiJe, paragraph (c) limils what the lawyer 
may disclose in consulting with other individuals or entities or 
seeking the appointment of a legal representative. At the very least. 
the IIIW'fer should detennine whether it i8 likely that tt1e pereon or 
entity consulted with will acladver.lely to the cnent'G intereeiG Defore 
discussing matter.~ related to the client. The lawyer'& position in such 
cases is an unavoidably difficult one. 
Emetgt~ncy Legal Assistance 
[9) In an emergency where the health, safety or a financial interest 
of a pefson with seriously diminished capacity is threatened with 
Imminent and Irreparable harm, a lawyer may take legal action on 
behalf of such 8 person even though the peraon is unel>le to 
establish a client-lawyer relationship or to make or e11preae 
considered judgments about the matter. when the peraon or another 
ading in good faith on that person's benalf nee eoneufted wltn tne 
lawyer. Even In such an emergency, however, the lawyer &hould not 
ad unless the lawyer reasonably believes that the person haa no 
other lawyer. agent or other representative available. The lawyer 
shoUld take legal acllon on behalf of the person only to the extent 
reasonably necessary to maintain the status quo or otherwise avoid 
imminent enct II'I'Sparable harm. A lawyer who undertakes to 
represem a perGOn In such a, exigent sHuallon has the same duties 
under theae Rule& as the lawyer would with respect to a dlent. 
[10) A lawyer wno acts on behalf of 8 person with seriously 
diminiahed capacity In an emergency shoold keep lhe confidences of 
ll'le person as If dealing with a dienl. disClosing them only to tne 
e:cle"t necessary to accomp~sh the Intended protective action. The 
lawyer should disclose to any tribunal involved a~ to any ottler 
counsel Involved the nature of his or her relationship with the per&on. 
Tne lawyer should take steps to regularue the relatlonsnlp or 
implement olhef protective solutions as soon aa poaaible. Normally, 
a lawyer would not seek compensation for such emergency ectlona 
taken. 
RULE 1.1S: SAFEKeEPING PROPERlY 
(a) A lawyer than hOld property of cllanta or third persou that 
Ia In a lawyer'e polteealon In connection with a 
repretentetton 1epa111te from the lawyer's own propertv. 
Funde lhtlll be kept In a separate account maintained In lhe 
1tate where the tewyer'e office Is situated, or elnwhe,.. 
with the consent of tha client or third person. Other 
property ehaJI be Identified as such and approprlatelr 
~afeguardecl. Complete records of such account funds and 
other property ahall be ICGpt by the lawyar and shall be 
Pf'8114'rved for a period of five yNI'I after tarmln.tlan of the 
repl'ftlntatlon. 
(bl A lawyer shall deposit Into a client trutt account legal fees 
and expenses that have been paid In edVance, to be 
withdrawn by the lawyer only " feel are aarned or 
axpansu Incurred. 
(c) Upon rKelvlng funds or other propetty In which a client or 
third perun hu an lntervst. a tawrer Shall prompdy notify 
tha client or third perwon. ExGept at ~fAMed In lhla Rule or 
otherwlao pennlttecl by 1nr or by agl'88ment with lhe ctlant, 
a tawyar shall promptly deliver to the Gllent or lhiRI ptf'lon 
any funde or other property that the client or third pereon 
Ia entitled to receive and, upon request by the client or 
third perSon, ehall promptly rendtr a full accounting 
r.ganlfng IUGh property, 
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(d) When In the course of representation a lawyer Is In 
pOISIUion of property In which two or more perwonl (one 
of Whom may be the lawyer) claim lnterest8, the property 
lllall be kept sopame by the lawJer unttl the dispute Is 
1'810lvad. Tha l~r shall distribute aH portloM of the 
property a to which the lntereats are not In dl8pute. 
(e) Nothing In thete Aulet lhall pronlblt e lawyer or In ftnm 
from placlntl cllente• funt~t whlctl are nomlnatln amount or 
to be held for 8 lhort period of lima In one or moiW 
lntereat.bHrlng accouniS far tha benefit of the charitable 
purpoeee of a Court-approved lntarast on Lawyer Tru1t 
Accounte (IOLTA) program. 
"(f) Unlass an election not to do so Ia subm!Ued In accordance 
with the procedure sot forth In subsection 0) of this Rule, a 
lawyer or I8W flnm with which tha laWyer Is assocllltlld who 
receives client fundi shall maintain a pooled 
lntereet.baarlng depository account for dlapo81tlon of 
Client funde that are nominal In amount or upeciH to be 
hetd for a short period at time. Such an acGount 1hall 
comply with tha following provisions: 
(1) The account shall Include all cllenbt' fund8 whiCh 
are nominal In amount or are expected to be held 
for a short period of Ume. 
(2) No Interest from suGh an account shaH be made 
available to a lawyar or taw firm. 
(3) The detenmlnatlon of whether clients' funds ere 
nominal In amount or to be hald for a short period 
of time rests In tha sound tudgmant of each 
lawyer or lew firm. 
(4) Notification 10 cllanla whose fund8 aiW nominal In 
amount or to be held tor a short period of time h1 
not requlnNI. 
·rsaetton (f) smMded 6·S.06) 
(g) An lnt.rwst·beartng trust account ettebllsnad pursuant to 
subuctlon (a) of thla Rule 1hall be established In 
aeconlance wllh I.B.C.R. 302(a)(2). 
(h) Lawyers or law flnns depo~~ltlng clients' fundi Which ere 
nominal In amount or to IMI held tor 1 sholt period of time 
In an lntereet.baarlng depository account under subsection 
(1) of this Rule shall dlract tha depository Institution: 
(1) to remit lnteraet or dividends, net of ,....onable 
eervlee charges or l'ael, on th1 average monthly 
balance In tha account, or 11 otheiWIM computed 
In accordance with thll ln•Ututlon's etanderd 
accounting practice for other deposito..,, It lent 
quarterly, 10 the Idaho Lew Foundation: 
121 to transmit with ea~ ntnltbnce to lhtt Idaho Law 
Foundation a statement showing the name of the 
lawyer or lew firm for whom tha ramltt8nee Is 
eent, the rate of Interest applied, and the IV8rllge 
account balance of the per1od for which the report 
II made; and 
(3) to tnmamlt to the depositing lawyer or law ftnm at 
the same ttma a report showing the amount paid to 
the Foundation, the rate of lntarast applied, and 
the average account balance ot the period for 
whiGh the repo11 Is made. 
(I) lnternt transmln.d to the Idaho Lew Foundation shall, 
etter deduction for the necessary and reaeoneble 
administrative expensas of the Idaho Law Foundation for 
operation of the IOLTA program, shall be dlstrlbuiH by 
that enUty In proportions It deems approprtate, for tho 
following purposl8: 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
(1) to provlda legal aid to the poor; 
(2) to provldo law rolabld education programe for the 
public; 
(3) to provlda scholarships and student 1081\a; 
C'l to Improve tha administration of ju.tlce; and 
(5) for auch othar programs for the benefit of tlla 
public as are specifically approved from tlma to 
tlmo by the Supreme Court of Idaho. 
"0) A lawyer or law ftnn that eleete to dacllna to mllruln 
accounts described In aubMctlon (e) of this Rule ahall 
eubmlt a Notice of Deelln.Uon In writing to the Executive 
Director of tha Idaho State Bar or deelgnee by February 1 
of tile year to which the Notice of Declination will apply. 
41) Notwithstanding the foregoing, any lawyer or law 
finn may patltlon tha Court at any time end for 
good causa ahown may be grantecl leave to fila a 
NOtice of Declination at a time other than thoee 
speCified above. An election to deCline 
partlclpellon may bo revoked at any time by tiling 
a request for enrollment In the program, 
(2) A lawyar or law finn that dOte not ma with the 
Executive Dln~etor of the Idaho State Bar a Notice 
of Declination In accordance with tha provisions 
of thla Rule shall be required to maintain KCount 
In accordance with aubMCtlon (f) of this Rula. 
•(Section OJ emended 6-5-06) 
(k) Each active member of the Idaho State ear ehall certify, 
Hch year, upon making application for llceneura tha 
following year that ha or aha t. and lntende to kaap In 
fo.-, In VIe ttllte of Idaho, a Mparate bank account or 
accounte for tha purpose or klaplng money In trust for his 
or her cllente, which KCount confonnt to trle raqulramants 
of thl& dltelpllnary rule; or tllat bacauee Of the nature of hll 
or her practice no client fund• are received. Conlflcadon 
thall be upon a form to bo provided by the Idaho State Bar 
and shaH Include tha following: 
(1) The name and eddrau of the ...,.., or law firm 
filing the certification; 
(2) The name and addreee of each financial 
Institution In whiCh the account or accounte art 
maintained: 
(3) The number Of eacfl account maintained purtuent 
to thla rvte; 
(4) The Cletes covarad bylha cartlflcauon: and 
(I) The tlgnatura, under penalty of petJury, of the 
lawyer making the cartlftcatton. 
commentJtl)' 
(11 A ""'Yer should hold property of Olhet$ with the care 
required of a professional llduciary. Securities should be kepi in a 
aara deposit box, except wtlen some other form of safekeeping Is 
warranted by special Cltcum$tances. All property lhat ie lnt l)roperty 
of dlenls or third pereona, inclucUng prospective clienta, muat be kept 
separate from lhe lawyer'a bualness and peBonal property anCI, If 
monies, In one or more 11\161 accounts. Separate trust ac:counts may 
oe warranled wnen admitlisiGrlng estate monies or ading in similar 
fiCiuclary capacities. A lawyer should maintain on a cun-en1 bUI$ 
bOOks and records in ecccwoanee With generally accepted accounting 
practice and comply with any reoordkeeplng rules establiahed by law 
or court order. See. e.g., ABA Model Financial Recordkeeping Rule. 
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[2) While some jurisdictions permit lawyer so keep a minimal 
balance In the tru11t account to cover bank seNice charges, lctano 
does not permit ttlia practice. 
[31 LawyerB often receive funds from which the lawyer's fee 
wiD be paid. The lawyer Ia not required to remit to the clienl funds 
lhat lhe lawyer reaaonatlly believes represent fee11 OMd. However, 
a lawyer may not hoiCI funds to coerce a dient into accepiing the 
lawyer's contention. The dleputed portion of the funds mutt tie kSJ~I 
In a trust account an<t tne laW')'er should suggest means for pmmpt 
resolution of the dispute, such as arbltraUon. The undisputed portion 
of the funds ehellbe promptly distributed. 
(4) Paragraph (d) also recogt"Uea tnet thln:l parties may haw 
lawful claims against specific funds or otner property In a lawyer's 
custody. auCI'I as a dlent's creditor who haG a lien on funds 
recovered in a personal lnjuty action. A lewyer may have a duty 
under applicable law to protect such third·P8r1y clelms against 
wrongful interference tiY the client. In such cases, When tne third-
party daim ia not frivolous under applicable law, the tewyer must 
refuse to surrender the property to t11e client until the Clalllls are 
resolved. A lawyer should not unilaterally usume to e~tltrate a 
dlspule between the Client and !tie third party, but, when there are 
substantial grounds for dispute as to the person entitled 10 tne funds, 
the lawyer may file en action to have a court resolve tne Oi&J)l.lte. 
[G) The otlllgatlons of a lawyer under tl'll$ Rule are 
inclepenclent of those arising from activity othet tl'lan rendering legal 
aervlces. For example, a lowyer wno ee"'es only as an escrow 
agent le governed by the applicable law relaUng to ftdudaries even 
though tne lawytr does not render legal eeMces In lhe transaction 
and Is not governed by this Rule. 
(6) The Cllerlt Assistance Fund (Section VI ollhe Idaho Bar 
Commiaaion Rules) refers to the collective efforts of the bar to 
reimburte peraons who have lost money or property as a result of 
dishonest conclud of a lawyer. 
(7J Paragraphs (e) ltlrough (j) of IlliG Rule set forll'l the 
proviGione of Idaho's Interest on Lawyer Tru&l Accounts (IOL TA) 
rule. 
[6) Paragraph (k) notes the requirement In the Idaho Bar 
Commiuion Rules lhatlawye~ certify compllane.e wUh IIWit account 
practicel!l on tne annual license form. 
RULE 1.16: DECLINING OR TERMINAnNO REPRESENTAnON 
(a) Except u stated In paragraph (c), a lawyer thall not 
repi'ISant a client or, where ,.preuntatlon has 
commenced, ehall withdraw from the repreeentatlcln of a 
dlant If: 
(1 1 tho rapi'Oiontatlon will reeult In violation or the 
rules of pror.nlonal conduct or other law: 
(2) tho lawyer's phy&ICIII or mental condition 
materially Impairs the lawyel"e ability ID ,.p,..ent 
the cllant; or 
(3) the lawyer It discharged. 
(b) Exeopt as atlted In paragraph (~). a lawyer may withdraw 
from rap1111ont1ng a client If: 
111 withdrawal c.n be IICcompllthed without matartal 
advarsa affoct on the lnterettl of tha ellont; 
121 the clklnt perslm In a couree of action Involving 
the lnyor's sarvlcn th•t the lewyar reasonably 
bellevee II criminal or fraudulent: 
(3) the client has uucl tha lawyer'e torvlcas to 
perpetrate a crime or fraud; 
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(') the client lntlttt upon taking action thlt the 
lawyer conalderl repugnant or with which the 
lawyer has a fundamental dlsagrwment; 
(St the client fills substllntlally to tumll an obligation 
to the lawyer raprdlng the lawyer'• terVIcn and 
haa been glvon NUonable wamlng that the 
laWyer Willi withdraw unl... the obUgatlon .. 
fulfilled; 
(6) the representation will result In an unrusoMble 
financial llurden on the lawyer or ha been 
rendered unreasonabl!f dlfftcult by the client; or 
(7) other good cause for withdrawal exl.te. 
(c) A lawyer muat comply with applicable law requiring notice 
to or permlalon of a trlbunat when tetmlnttlng a 
repreaantlltlon. When ordered to do eo by a tribunal, a 
laWyer aMI I continue repreuntaUon notwlthetandlng good 
cauee for tarmlnallng the representation. 
(d) Upon cennlnallon of rapreuntatlon, a lawyer enatl take 
ste,. to the extent 1'8Monably practlcllbla to protect a 
cttent'e lntenma, auch as giving rea•onable notice to the 
client. allOWing tlmo for employment of other couneel, 
•unvnctertng papon~ and property to whiCh the client Is 
entitled and refunding any adVance peyment of fee or 
e11penu that has not beln eamed or lncurreo. The lawyer 
may retain papers relating to the Client to the eJCtent 
permitted by othor law. 
Comment~~)~ 
(1) A lawyer should nol accept representation In a metter unle8$1t 
can be perfonnecl competenUy, promptly, without improper conftlct of 
Interest and to completion. Ordinarily, a representation in a maller I& 
completed when the agreect-upon assl&tanat has been concludecl. 
See Rules 1.2(c) ancl6.5. See also Rule 1.3. Comment [4), 
Mandatoly Withdrawal 
(2] A lawyer ordlnar11y must decline or witt'ldraw from 
representation If the cllenl demands that the lawyer engage In 
conduc:t that is illegal or violates the Rules of Professional Conduct 
or other law. Tne lawyer Is not obliged to decline or wltt'ldraw simply 
beCause tne client suggests such a co~ne Of condUCI; a dlent may 
make auc11 a suggestion In the hope that a lawyer will not be 
constrained by a profeaelonel obligation. 
(31 'Mlen a laWyer nas been appointed to repreaent a dlent, 
withdrawal ordinarily requlree epproval of the appointing authority. 
See also Rule 6.2. Similarly. coun approval or notice to the COUI'll& 
often required by applicaote taw before a lawyer withdraw& from 
pending lltlgaUon. Difli~Jty mey be encountered if witlldrawal ie 
beeed on the client's demand that lhe lawyer engage in 
unprofessional conduc1. The court may request an explanation for 
the wlttldrawal, while the lawyer may t)e bound lo keep confidential 
the facts that would constitute eucl'l en eJCplanation. The lawyer's 
etelement that professional conaJGere!lons require termination of tile 
representation ordinarily should be acc:epted as sufficient. t.awyera 
ehoutd be mindful of their obligations to both clients and the court 
undetRules1.6 and 3.3. 
Discharge 
(41 A client haa a rigtlt to dl$eharge a lav.yer at any lime, wlttl 
or without cause, subject to liability for payment for the lawyefe 
eervtces. Where future cJiSj)Ute about lhe withdrawal may be 
antlcJpated, It may be advisable to prepare a written etatement 
reciting the circumstances. 
(5) Wlether a Client can discharge appointed counsel may 
clepend on applicable law. A CIIAnt seeking to do so should be given 
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a full explal'lation of the consequences. These consequences may 
indude a ~ecJslon by the appointing authority ll'lat appointment of 
succ:essor covnseJ Is unjusUfted. tt'IUI requiring eelf-representatlon by 
the Client. 
[6) 1r the dlent haa eeverely Olmlnl&hed capaclly. the Client 
may laCk the legal capacity to disCharge tt'le lawyer. and in any event 
tl'le discharge may be seriously adverse to lhe client's interests. Tl'le 
lawyer &I'IOUid make special effort to help the dlent consider the 
conaequences and-may take reasonably neceeaaty protacllve action 
as provided In Rule 1.1 4. 
Optional Wlthdmnl 
(7] A lawyer may withdraw from representation in aome 
clrcum&tances. The laWyer nee ll'le opllon to withdraw if it can be 
accomplished without materiel aCiverse effed on the Cftent's 
Interests. INithdrawal is also Justified If ttle dlent persist& in a course 
of action that the lawyer reasonably believes is criminal or fratJdUienl. 
for a lawyer ia not requlreCI to be assodatecl with such conduct even 
If the lawyer Cloea not further ll Wthdrawal is alao permltlld If the 
lawyer's services were misused In the past even if thai would 
materially prejuQiee lt'le client. The lawyer may also withdraw where 
the citeflt insists on a taking ac;tlon that the lawyer considers 
repugnant or with wl1ich the lawyef has a fundamental disagreement. 
(8] A lawyer may with(lraw If I he cllen1 refuses to abide by tl'le 
terms of an agreement relallng to the representation, such as an 
agreement concerning fees or court costs or an agreement dmltlng 
the objectivee of the representation. 
AnlsUng the Client upon Withdrawal 
[9) even tr ll'le lav.yer has been unfairly discharged by the 
client. e lawyer must take all reasonable eteps to mitigate the 
consequencee to the client. The lawyer may retain papers as 
security for a fee only to the ex1ent permitted by law. See Rille 1.15. 
RULE 1.17: SALE OF LAW PRACTICE 
A ~., or 1 law ftnn may sell or purch ... a law praeuce, 
Including good will, If VIe fOllowing conditions .,. MUtflecl: 
(e) The "tier ceeeee to engago In the private practiCe of law or 
tft the euoetanltvo prectk:e area aubJact or tho sale In the 
geographic area In which the practlc:e has been conduct.d; 
(b) ll'le practice or part thereof Ia eold to other lawyent or law 
flrrne: 
(c) ACtual written notice Ill glvan to each of Ute seller's clients 
directly affected by the sale regarding: 
(1) the proposed eale; 
(2) the feet chargod clients shall not be lncre•Ad by 
reason 01 the sale; 
(3) the cllent'e right to retain other counsel or to take 
poseetalon of the file; and 
(41 lhe faCt U1at tho client's consent to the tele will bo 
pretumeG 11 the ~lent does not tau any action or 
da. not otherwlee obJect within nln.ty (10) daye 
of receipt of lhe notice. If • client cannot be given 
notice, the repraentatlon of tnat client may be 
traneferrad to the purchaser only upon entry of an 
onler eo authorizing by 11 court having 
JurisdictiOn. Tho aaller may dlsciOM to me court 
In cament Information relating to tha 
repreetntatlon only to the extent neceeeary to 
ob~A'In an order authorizing the traMfet of a title. 
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111 The practice of law Is a profession, not merely a bu&ine&s. 
Client& are not commodllle& that can be purdlaae<l and GOld at W'liiL 
Purauant to lhl& Rule, whl!n a lawyer or an entire flnn ceases to 
praellce and ather lawyers or firms take over the representadon, the 
selling lawyer or firm may obtain compensation for IJie reasonable 
value of the practice as may withdrewing penners of law firms. See 
Aule& 5.4 and 5.6. 
Termination of PraGtlce by the S811ar 
121 Idaho's rule on the aate of a taw practice difl'em from the 
ABA Model Rule. in that it does not require that a lawyer sell the 
entire practice. nor does it require the lawyer to be retiring or 
otneM&e leaving the practice. 
Client CGnftdenca, Consent and Notice 
(3) Negolialions belween seller and prospective purchaser 
prior to dlsdosure of information relating to a specific representation 
of an Identifiable client no more violate the confidentiality pro~~lslon& 
or Model Rule 1.6 than <10 preliminary discussions concerning the 
possible association of another l~ar or mergen1 belweef'l firms, 
with respect to which Client conr;ent Is nol require<!. Providing the 
pureha&er access to Client-specltlc Information relating 10 the 
representation and to the file. however, requires dlent con11ent. The 
Rule provides that before such information can be discloaed by the 
seller to the purchaser the client mutt be given actual written notice 
of the contemplated sale, including the Identity of the purchaser. end 
must be told that the decision to consent or make other 
arrangements must be made within 90 dayr;. If nothing is heard from 
the Glient wiiNn that time. consent to U'le sale Is presumed. The 
foregoing notice only need be provided to affected clients and nol to 
client$ ~e legal matlenl will conllnue to be handled by the t~. 
(4) A lawyer or law firm ceasing 10 practice cannot be required 
to remain In practic:e beGaute some clients cannot be gtven actual 
notiCe of ltle proposed purcnase. Since these client& cannot 
themselves consent to the purchase or direct any other disposition of 
their fllee. the Rule requires an order from a court having jurlectlctlon 
authoriZing their transfer or other GIIIPOsltlon. The Court can be 
expRed to Getetmlne vmether reasonable efforts to locate the c:llent 
have been exl'lautited, and whether the ebsent dtenrs legitimate 
interests wiii'Je &erved by authoriZing the transfer of the file 110 that 
the purchaser may conunue the representation. PresetVation of 
dienl confidence& requires that the petition for a court order be 
considerecl in camera. (A procedure by wnleh such an order can be 
obtained neeciG to 1:18 established in juri&CIIcttons In which it preaet'ltly 
does not e~el&t.) 
[5) AJIII'Ie elements of client autonomy, tndudlng the client's 
absolute right to discharge a lawyer and transfer the representation 
to another, sul'lllva the sale of the practice. 
Fee Arranpmenlt Between Cllont and Purchattr 
(6) The sale may not 1:18 financed by incteasN In fees 
charged the dlenls of the practice. Existing agreements betWeen the 
eetter and the client ae to fee& and the scope of tne work must be 
honored by the purchaser. 
Othar Applicable Ethical Standards 
(7) Lawyers partlcJpallng In the aale of a law prac:tk:e are 
subject to the ethlcel standards applicable to Involving anotl'ler 
lawyer in the representation of a dlent. These Include, for example, 
the setlef's obligation to e~eercl&e competence in Identifying a 
purehaw qualified to assume the practice and tne pllrehaser's 
obligation to undertake the representation competenUy (see Rule 
1.1): the obligation to avoid disqualifying confllcls, and to secure the 
cllenfs informed consent for those conflicts that ea11 be agreecl to 
(Gee Rule 1. 7 regarding confttcts and Rule 1.0(e) for !he deftniUon of 
informed consent); and the OOiigallon to protect information relating 
to the representation (see Rules 1.6 and 1.9). 
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18) If approval of the subsltlulion of the purcha&lng lawyer for 
the selling rewyer Is required by the rulea of eny lrlbunal In v.tlieh a 
matter is penGing, such approval must be obtained before lhe mal1er 
can be indUdad In the sate (see Rule 1.16). 
Applicability of Ule Rule 
(9] Thi5 Rule epptle& to the sale of a 1aw practice by 
representatives of e cleeea&ed, disabled or disappeared lawyer. 
Thus, the .seller may be represented by a non-lawyer reprer;entative 
not subjact to these Rules. Since. however. no lawyer may 
patttclpata in a sale of a taw practice which does not .:onform to the 
requirements of this Rule, the representatives of the seller as well as 
the purchasing lawyer can be 81CP8cted to see to itltlllt !hey are met. 
(10) Admi1111ion to or retirement from a taw partnership or 
professional auociatlon, retirement plans and SimRer a~rangaments, 
and a sale of tangible assets of a law plaC!ice, do not constitute a 
sale or purchase goltEimed by this Rule. 
[11) TniG Rule does nol apply to the transfers of legal 
representation berween lawyers when &uCh transfers are unrelated 
to the eete of a practice. 
RULE 1.18: DUTIES TO PROSPECTIVE CLIENT 
(a) A pen~on wno discus .. with a IIWYGI" the possibility of 
forming a client-lawyer relationship with rMpoct to a maUer 
11 a prwpecttve client. 
(b) Even when no c:llent•lawyer relationship enaua, a lawyer 
who ha had dlacuulona with a proepactMI dlent shall 
nut use or reVGIIInformatlon learned In the conautt.uon, 
except liS Rula 1.9 would permit with respac:t to lnfonnetlon 
of a former cllonl. 
(c) A \lwytr subject to paragraph jb) shall not represent a 
Clltrlt with lnteresb materially adveru to thOM ot a 
proepectlve client In the eame or a eubatlinl!ally related 
mder If the lawyer rec:etveG Information from the 
prot~pectlve cnent that could be significantly ta.nnf\11 to 
that pereon tn tha mabr, e.Gept aa provided In p81'1graph 
(d). It a tewyer Is dl.ctuallfled from reprasentatlon under 
this parag,.ph, no lawyer In a firm with which th8t lawrer It 
ntOCIItect may knowingly undertake or continue 
repreeentatlon In such a matter, excapt as provided In 
paragraph (d). 
(d) Repreeentatlon Is permlllelbte If both the affected client 
and the proepactlvo client have given Informed coneent, 
connnned In writing. 
Commentary 
111 Prospective cdents, like clients. may disClOSe Information 
to a lawyer. place documents or other property In lhe lawyer's 
cuatody, or rely on the lawyel"s advice. A lawyer's clii!IC\.lsslons with a 
prQ&P8CIIve client uaually are limited in lime and dePth and leave 
bOth the prospec:tive Client and lhe lawyer free (and &ometimes 
required) to proceed no further. Hence, prQS9eetlve clients should 
receive some but not all or the protection llfforde<l clients. 
[21 Not ell persons v.tlc communiCate Information lo s lawyer 
are entitled to protection under thia Rule. A person who 
communicates information unilaterally to a lawyer, withcM any 
reasonable expeclation that lhe lawyer is willing to discuss the 
poaslblllty or forming a client-lawyer relationship, I& not a 
•prospective client• within the meaning o1 paragraph .(a). 
13) It is often necessary for a prospective client to reveal 
information to the lawyer during an Initial consultation prior to the 
Cleeielon about formation of s client-lawyer relationship. The lawyer 
often musr team suc:l1 information to determine whether there Is a 
conflict of Interest with sn elliGIIng client end whether tl'le matter Is 
one that lhe lawyer is willing to undertake. Paragraph (b) prohibits 
IRPC ElTecti~e 7·141 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
tne lawyer from using or revealing that Information, except aa 
permitted by Rule 1.9, even If the client or lawyer decides not to 
procee(l with lhe representation. The dvty exists regardless of how 
brief the Initial conference may be. 
(4) In order to avoid acquiring di$quallfylng Information from a 
prospeellve Client, a lawyer considering ~ether or not to undertake 
a new matter should limit the initial interview to only such information 
as reasonably appears necesaery for that purpose. Where the 
information Indicates that 8 conflict of lnl8fest or other reason for 
non-representation existe. lhe lawyer should 110 inform the 
prospective client or decline the re~resentation. If the prospective 
client wishes to retain the lawyer, and If consent is pouible under 
Rule 1.7, then consent from all effected present or former Clients 
mull be obtained before accepting the representation. 
(51 A lawyer may condition conversations with a proiJ)eetlve 
client on the person's illformed consent that no informatiOn CIIGclosed 
during ll'le consultation will prohibit the lawyer from repreeenllng a 
differet\1 dlenl In the matter. See Rule 1 .O(e) for the definition or 
informed consent. If the agreement expressly eo proVIdes. the 
prospectiVe client may also consent to the lawyer's aubsequent use 
of information receiVe(! from the prospective client. 
(6) Even in the absence of an agreement, under paragraph 
(c). the laWyer is not prohltllled from representing a dlent with 
intereata edverse to those of the pror;pectlw dient in the aame or a 
substantially related matter unlesa the lawyer has receivect from the 
prospective client Information that could be slgnificanUy harmful If 
used in the metter. 
I'll Under paragraph (c), the prohibHion In this Rule is imputed 
to other lawyers es provided in Rule 1. 10, but, under paregrap" (d), 
lmputalion may be avoided if the lawyer obtains the informed 
consent. confirmed In WTitlng, of both the prospective and a«ected 
clients. While aome jurlsdidiona eiSo permit lntemal 1c:reen1ng within 
a firm to avOid oonftlds. commonty called a "Chinese wau," Idaho 
does not recognize such screening, 
[81 For the duty of comoetence of a lawyer Who gives 
assistenoe on the ments of a matter to a prospedive Client, see Rule 
1.1. For a lawyer's duties when e prospective dient entrusts 
valuables or papere to the lawyer's care, see Rule 1.1 s. 
Counselor 
RULE 2.1: ADVISOR 
In rap.....mlng a client, a lawyer ehell exardse Independent 
protaulonal judgment and rander candid advice. In rendering 
advle», • lawyer ma~ m.r not only to law but to other 
consldordone tuch as mor.l, economic, soda! and political 
factors, that may be ralevant to the cnent's situation. 
Comman,., 
scope ot Advice 
[1) A dlent is entiued to slfalghtforward aCIVIee expressing the 
lawyer's honest assessment. Legal advice often Involves unpleaa11nt 
fads and alternatives 1hat e Client may be ditinctined to confront. In 
presenting advice. a lawyer encteavors to sustain tne client's momle 
and may pul advice in as eceeptabte a form ea honesty permits. 
However. e lawyer should notl)e deterred from giving candid advice 
by the proapect that the advice will be unpalatable to the client. 
[2) Advfee couched in nerTow legal teml$ may be of little value 
to a client, especially ~ practical oonslderations, eueh as cost or 
effects on other people, are predominant. Purely technical legal 
advice, therefore. can eometlmes be inadequate. It is proper for a 
lawyer II) refer to relevant moral and ethical considerations in giving 
advice. AHI'IOugh a lawyer i8 not a moral advisor as suCh, moral end 
ethical con&lderatlons impinge ~on most leg111 questions and may 
dedsively influence how the law will be applied. 
l8 
(FRI)JAN 15 2010 16:09/ST.15:57/No.6810297132 P 41 
[3J A client may expressly or impliedly a&k the lawyer for 
purely technical advice. Wlen such 8 requeat f& made by a Client 
expedenced In legal matters, the lawyer may accept It at face value. 
~ r;uch a request Ia made by a client ineltpMienced in legal 
metter&. however. tne lawyer's responsibility as advisor may inCIU(Ie 
lndlcaUng thai more may be involved than strictly legal 
canslderationt. 
[41 MaHer& that go beyond strictly legal questions may also be 
In the domain of another profession. Family matters can Involve 
~»roblems wttl'lln the professional competence of psyChiatry. dlnlcal 
psychology or sodal wert; buainess matters can involve problems 
within the competence of the accounting profession or of financial 
specialists. IM'Iere c:DnsuHation with a professional in anotner fteld Is 
itself sometnlng a competent Iawver would recommend, the lawyer 
sho\lld make such a recommet~Ciatlon. At the same time, a lawyer's 
advice at it& best often consists of recommending a course of action 
in the face of conlllcting recornmenctauons of experts. 
Offering Advice 
(5) In general, a lawyer Is not expeded to give advice until asked 
by the dlent. However, when a lawyer knOws that a client proooses 
a course or action that is likely to result in roubstantlal adverse 1ega1 
consequences to the Client, the lawyer's duty to the dlenl under Rule 
1 ,4 may require that tr1e rawyer offer advice If the client's courae of 
action Is related to the representation. Similarly, when a matter ill 
likely to in11olve litigation, ~ may be necessary under Rule 1.4 to 
inform tl'le client of forms of d$pute resolution that might constitute 
reasonatlle alternatives to litigation. A lawyer ordinarily has no duty 
to initiate investigation of a c~enra affairs or to give advice that the 
dient hal indicated Is unwanted, out a lawyer may initiete advice to a 
client wl'len doing so eppee11 to be In the client's intere&t. 
RULE 2.2: LAWVER SERVING AS THIRD·PARTY NEUTRAL 
(a) A lawyer serwe at a thlrd"ffllty neutfal when the lawyer 
aullts lWo or more f»I'IOnl who era not clients or the 
lawyer to nrach e resolution of a dltputa or other matter 
that has artaen bltW&en them. Service as 1 lhlrd·ptrty 
neutral may Include service u an arbitratOr, a mediator or 
In s~h otMr capacitY at wUI enable the lawyer to IIHt.t 
the partl• to resolve the matter. 
(bl A 18Wyar unlng at a thlrd..,.rtv neutral shall Inform 
unrepresented panln that the lawyer te not reprasantlng 
them. When the l.wyer knows or nNISonably snould know 
thet a party doe• not undaratancl tha lawyefs rola In the 
matter, the lawyer 1hall e•plaln tho difference between the 
lawyer's role u a thlrd.part.y neutr.l and a tawyer's rola a 
one who rapraente a cnanL 
(1) Altematlve dispute resolution has become a substantial 
part of the civil justice system. Aside from repreeentlng clients in 
dispute-resolution processes, lawyers often serw aa thfrd.party 
neutrela. A thlrdoparty neutral is a person, such ee a mediator, 
arbitrator, ~nclllator or evaluator. who assiats the parties, 
represented or unrepresented. in tile resolution of a dispute or In the 
arrangement of a transaction. Whether a thlrd·party neutral serves 
primarily as e facilitator. evaluator or aedslon maker depends on the 
particular proceas that Is either &elected by the parties or mandated 
by a court. 
[2) The rote of a lhird·p&rty neutral Is not unique 10 lawyers, 
although. in some court-c:onnectecl contexts. only lav.yers are 
allowed to setve in this role or to handle certain type5 of cases. In 
performing thl& role, the lawyer may be subject to coun rules or othef 
law that - either to third-par1y neulrals generally or to lawyers 
sBivlng as third-party neutrals. Lawyer-neutrals may also be sutljed 
lo various codes of ethics. such as the Code of Ethics for AtOitratlon 
In Commercial Disputes prepared by 11 joint committee of the 
American Bar As&oeJatlon and the American Arbitration Association 
or the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators jointly prepared by 
IRPC 81T~Iive 7·1o04 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
tne American aar AssoCiation, IJ'le American Arbitration A&&oc:lallon 
anti the Society of Professionals in Oi&pute Resolution. 
(3) Unlike nonlawyers who seNe es third-party neutral&, lawyer$ 
serving In this role may experience unique problems aa a result of 
differences between the role of a ltlln:l.party neutral and a lawyers 
serviGe es a client representative. 'llle potential for confusion Is 
significant when lhe parties a~e unrepre&ented In the prooeas. 'nlu&, 
paragraph (b) requires a lawyer.neutral to infotm unrepresented 
partie& 11'\al lhe lawyer Is not rl!presentlng them. For eome panles, 
particularly parties who freq...ently use dlsput•reaolutlon processes, 
this Information wtU be sufllelent. For other.~, per1tcula"f ltlose who 
are using the process for ltle first lime, more Information win be 
required. \Mlere appropriate. the lewyer &hould inform 
unrepresented parties of the Important differences between tne 
lawyer's role aa third party neutral and a IE!Wft(s role as a client 
representative. including the Inapplicability of the attomey-client 
evidentiary privilege. The elltent of disclosure required under this 
paragraph wtl depend on tne particular .parties involved and the 
subject matter of the proceeding, as well as the particular features of 
the diapute-tesolutlon process selected. 
(4} A lawyer who serves ae a thlrd·Party neutral al..lb&equently 
may be asked to serve as a lawyer representing a client In !he same 
matter. Tl'le con111cts of interest that arise for bOth the Individual 
lawyer and the lawyer's law firm are addressed in Rule 1.12. 
151 Lawyers who represent dlents in allemallve dispute-
resolutiOn processes are governed by the Rules of Professional 
Conduct. Wlen the dispute-resolution process Iekas plac:s before a 
tfibunal, " In binding arbitration (see Rule 1 .O(m)), the lawyer's duty 
of candor is govemed by Rule :3.a. Olherwise, the lav.yer's duty or 
candor toward both the lhircl-party neutral and otner parties is 
governed by Rule 4.1. 
RULE 2.3: EVALUATION FOR USE BY THIRD PERSONS 
(a) A tawyar may provide an evaluation of e mabl' afi'Ktlng a 
client for lhe use of eomoone other then the cUant If the 
lawyer reasonably Dellavas that making lha evaluaUon le 
compatible with other aspects of the lawyer's ,..ldonshlp 
with tho cllonL 
(b) When the lawpr knowa or reasonably ahOuld know that 
the aveluatlon Is likely to affad the cllent'e lntoratl 
matartally and adw111aly, the laWyer shall not provide the 
evaluation unless lha client gtvee lnfonnad connnt. 
(c) Except a dltcloeure Is authorlz.ed In connection with • 
report or an tvaluatlon, lnfonnatlon relatlna to the 
evaluation It otharwlso protected by Rule1.6. 
Commenfary 
DeflniUon 
111 An evaluation may be performed at the clienl'a direction or 
when Impliedly auttlorlzed in order to carwy out the representation. 
see Rule 1.2. Such an evaluation may be tor lhe primary purpoee of 
establishing Information for the benefil of third parties: for example, 
an opinion concerning the title of property rent~ered at the behest of 
a vendor for !he Information of a prospective purCI'Iaser, or at the 
behest of a borrower for the infonnatton of a pro&pectlve lender. II\ 
some e~ituatiOns, the evaluation may be required by a government 
agency; for example, en opinion conceming the legality of the 
securities registered for aale under the sea.tritles laws. In other 
Instances, the evaluation may be required by a tnlrd person, sudl ae 
a purchaaer of a business. 
(2) A legal evaluatiOn should be distinguished from an 
Investigation of a person with WI'IOm the lawyer does not have a 
dienl-lawyeJ relationship, For example, a lawyer retsinecl by a 
purchaser to analyZe a vendor's tille to property does not have a 
client-lawyer relation9htp ~th the vendor. So also. an invealigatfon 
Into a person's affai111 by a government lawyer, or by special counsel 
29 
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by a government lawyer, or by special counaet employed by ll'le 
government, Is not an evaluation as that term is ~Aed In this Rule. 
The question Is whether the lawyer Is retained by the person whose 
affairs are being examined. When lhe lawyer i9 retained by that 
person, the general rules concerning loyally to dlert and 
preservation ol confldencea apply, which Is not the caae If lhe lawyer 
Is retained by someone elae. For this reason, it Is essential to 
identify lhe person by wnom the lawyer is retained. This shouiCI be 
made Clear not only to the person under examination, but alao to 
other& to ~om the reault& are to be made availaCie. 
Duties OWed to Third PatsOn and C::llent 
131 When tne evaluation is ifllended for the information or use 
of a third person, a legal duly to thai person may or may not arise, 
That legal queellon Is beyond the scope of this Rule. However, since 
auch an evaluation Involves a departure from the normal client· 
lawyer relationShip, careful analyai& of the situation ia required. The 
lawyer must be satlsfted as a matter of profeulonal judgment that 
making the evaluation Is compatible wltn other functiona unctenaken 
In bet'lalf of the cr.ent. For example, if the lawyer ia l!l'c:tlrlg as 
advocate In defending the client against charges of fraud, il would 
normally be incompatible with that resoonslblllty for the lawyer to 
perform an evaluation for others concemlng the same or a related 
vansactlon. Aaaumlng no such impediment Is apparen~ however. 
lhe lawyer !lnoule! adVIse the Client of lt1e implications of the 
evaluation, particularly the lawyer'a responsibilities to lhlrCI persons 
anctlhe duty to disseminate the fincllngs. 
Access to and Dlaeloeura of Information 
1•1 The quellty or an evaluation depends on the l'ree<lom and 
extant of the investigation upon which it is based. Ordinarily a lawyer 
should have whatever latitude of inveatigallon seems neceasary as a 
matter of profeaatonal judgment. Under some Circumstances. 
however, the terms of the evaluation may be limited. For examl)le, 
certain issue& or sources may t)e categorically e~ecluded, or the 
scope of search may be Hm118d by lime constraints or the 
noncooperation of persona having relevant information. Any euel'l 
llmilatiOI\8 that are material to !he evaluation $hOuld be described in 
the report. If after a lawyer he& commenced an evaluation. the client 
refuses to comply with the tell11& upon which it was understood the 
evaluation waG to have been made, the lawyer'& obligations are 
determined by law, having referenCe to lhe terms of !tle dlenrs 
agreement and tl'le surrounding circumalances. In no circumstances 
Is the lawyer permitted to knowingly make a false statement of 
mall!ltlal fact or law in prowldlng an evaluetlon under thiS Rute. See 
Rule 4.1. 
Obtaining Cllenrt lnformad Consent 
(5! Information relating to an evaluation is protecled by Rule 
1.EI. In many situations. providing an ewluation to a lt11rd party 
poses no .significant risk lo the Client; thus, the lawyer may be 
Impliedly authOI'i!ed to diacloee Information to carry out the 
representation. See Rule 1.6(a). Where, hw.ever, Ills reasonably 
likely that proviCiing Ole evalua~on will affect the client's Interests 
materially and Eldveraely, the lawyer mu&t first obtain lht dlant's 
consent after the client has been adequately lnfonned concerning 
the Important possible effeas on the Client's Interests. See Rules 
1.6(a) and 1.0(e). 
Financial AUdllors' Reques1S for lnfonnatlon 
(6] 'Mien a question c:oncernlng the legal situation of e cnent 
arises at !Pie Instance of the client's financial auditor and lhe question 
is referred to the lawyer. the lawyer's response may be rnecte In 
accordance with procedures recognized in the legal profeasion. 
Such a procedure is set forth In the AmeriCan Bar AssociEition 
Statement of Polley Regarding Lawyers' Responses to Auditor-a' 
Requests for Information. adopted il\ 1975. 
IRPC Effective 7-1-04 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
Advocate 
RULE 3.1: MERITORIOUS CLAIMS AND CON,.NT10NS 
A lawyer ahall not briiiO or defend a proceeding, or UHrt or 
controvert an lsliiHI therein, unlete thele Is a bula In l.w and 
fact lor doing so that 18 not frtvolout, which Includes a good 
faith argument for an extentlon, modltleatlon or rnerul of 
existing lllw. A t.wyer for the defencblnt In • criminal 
proceeding, or tht '"fM)ndent In e proceodlng that could ,.IUit 
In Incarceration, may nevertheless so defend the proceeding ee 
to require that tVGIJ element of tile cue be 11tabllehed. 
Commentwy 
(11 The a<Jvocale has a duty lo use legal prooeGure for lhe 
fullest benefit of the client'& cause, but also a duly nol to ebuae legal 
procedure. 111e taw, l)otPl procedural and substantive, eatablishe& 
the llmlls ~thin which an advocate may proceed. However. the law 
I& not alWays clear and never le &tallc. Accordingly, in Cletermlnlng 
the proper scope of advocacy, aecoum must be taken of the lew'& 
arnbtguitlea and potential for cnange. 
L21 The filing of an action or defense or similar action taken for a 
client is not frivoloua merely because the facta have nol ftrsl been 
fully substantiated Ot because the lawyer expect& to develop vital 
evidence only by dlacouery. Wlatls required of lawyers, however. Is 
that they infOrm 111emulves about the fad& of their clients' cases and 
the appliceble law and determine that they can make good_ faith 
arguments In support of their clienta' poel~ons. Such a~n •s. ~at 
frivolous even though the lawyer believe& tha1 lhe dlent s pos&bon 
uttlmalely wiM not prevail. The action is frivOioua, however. If the 
bMyer is unable eltrler to make a good faith argument on the merits 
of the action taken or to auppon the action taken by a good faith 
argument for an extenaion, modlfleatlon or reversal of exlallng law. 
(31 The lawyer's obligations under this Rule are aubotdlnate to 
federal or state constitutional law that entitles a defendant In a 
cnmlnal matter to the assistance of counsel In presenting a claim lhat 
QV~eiWise would be prohibited by lhls Rule. 
RULE 3.2: EXPEDITING UTIGATION 
A t.wyer ahall make ruson•ble efforts to expedite litigation 
consistent with the tntei'M18 of the client. 
ConrnH~nt.ty 
Ollatory practices bring the administration of juatice Into 
diSrepute. Although there wtn be occasions when a lawyer may 
propel'tf seek a postponement for personal reasons. it iS not proper 
for a lawyer to routinely fail to expedite litigation aolely for the 
convenience or the advocstee. Nor will a faMure to expedite be 
reasonable If done for the purpote or frustrating _an o~ng ~~ai'IY's 
attempt to obtain rightful redress or repose. It as not a JUstification 
that elmllar conduct is often tolerated by the bendl ancl bar. The 
quee1ion 1s whether a competentiG\I!Yer adlng in goad _faiffl woUld 
regard !he course of action aa having some .substantial purpose 
other 111an delay. Realizing linanelal or other benefit from o~erwtse 
improper delay In lhlgatlon is not a legitimate Interest of the client. 
RULE 3.3: CANDOR TOWARD THE TRIBUNAL 
c•• A lawyer shall not knowingly: 
(1) mike e falea statament of fact or taw to a tribunal 
or feH to correct a falu statement of maleflal fact 
or In previously mado to the tribunal by the 
lawyer: 
(2) fall to dlecloee to the tribunal teaal allthortty In 
the controlling Jurisdiction known to tM ~Hyer to 
be directly advet'H to 1M position of the client 
and not disclosed bJ opposing c:ounsel: or 
( F R I ) JAN 1 5 2 01 0 1 6 : 0 9 /ST. 1 5 :57/No. 6 81 0 2 9 71 3 2 P 4 3 
30 
(3) offer evidence tnat till lawyer knowt to be false. 
If a l.wrer. the lawyer'& dlent, or a wltneet Clllod 
by the lawyer, tlae offarad mltllrlal evidence and 
tha lawyer comtt to know of lbl falsity, the tawyer 
shall take reaeonable remedial m11181Uree, 
Including, If neceteaty, dlsdosura to the tribunal. 
A lawyer may retuee to offer avldence, other Ulan 
the tntlmony of e defendant In a criminal matter, 
thlt the lawyer reasonably ballev• Is flllte. 
(b) A IIIWYer who represents • client In an adJudicative 
proceeding end who knows that a pertOn Intends to 
engage, It engaging or hat engaged In criminal or 
fraudulent conduct ,.,.tad to the proceeding ehatl take 
reuoneble remoc:llal meuures, Including, H nacenary, 
dlacloture to ttte tribunaL 
(e) The dutlee etetad In paragraphs (1) and (b) continua to the 
conclusion of tne proc:aedlng, and apply avon If 
compliance requires dlsclo11ure of lntonnatlon otherwise 
protRtld by Rula 1.&. 
(d) In an e11 parte proceeding, a lawyer ehelllnform the tribunal 
of aU material facts known to the taw,er that wlllaneblt the 
tribunal to make en Informed decision, wtlather or not the 
fa.ct& ara adverH. 
Commenfotly 
[1) This Rule govern& tl'le conduct of a lawyer who ia repre&en!lng 
a cllenl In the proc:eedinga or a tribunal. See Rule 1.0(m) lor the 
cJeftnltlon of •tribunal. • II also applies when the lawyer i& 
representing a dlent in an ancillai'J proceedln9 condu~~ purauant 
to 1t1e tribunal's adjudicative authOrhy, such as a depositron. Tnus, 
for example, l)aragraph (a)(3) requires a lawyer lo lake reasonable 
remedial meaeures If lhe lawyer comes to know that a dient who ill 
testifying in a deposition has offered evictence !halls false. 
121 This Rule sets forth the special dulles of lawyers as offioere of 
the court to avoid conduct thai unctermlnes the integrity of the 
adju(llcallve proce.ss. A lawyer acting as an sdvo~te. in an 
eojudlcatlve proceeding haa an obligation to present the chent s case 
with persuasive force. PerfOn'nanea of that duty while malnlalnlng 
confidences of the client. however, Is qualified by lhe advocate's duty 
of candor to the llibunal. Conaequen!ly, although a lawyer In an 
adversary proceeding is not required to present an impartial 
exposition of the law or to vouch for lhe evidence submitted in a 
cauae. the lawyer must not allow the tribunal to be misled by falee 
statement& of law or fact or evidence that the lawyer knows to be 
falae. 
Reprasantatlons by a Lawyer 
(3] An advocate ill reeponslble for pleading&. and olher 
documeniG prepared for litigation. but Is usually not reqweo IO have 
personal knowledge of matte11 anerted therein. for litigation 
documents ordinarily present aaaeftione by the dlent. or by aomeone 
on the client'& behalf, and not assertiOnt by the lawyer. Compare 
Rule a.1. However, an assertion PUiliCrting to be on the lawyer's 
own knowledge, aa In an affidavit by the lawyer or In a statement in 
open cotJrt. may properly be made only when the lawyer knows the 
assertion is true or believes It to be true on the beals or a reasonably 
diligent Inquiry. There are clrcumstancea where failure to make a 
disclosure is the equivalent or an amrmative mi!lrepreaentatlon. The 
OtiHgalfon prescribed in Rule 1.2(d) not lo counsel a client IO commit 
or assist the dlent in commiHing a fraud appliee in ~ligation. 
Aegardlng compliance with Rule 1.2(d). see the Comment 10 thM 
Rule. See also lhe Comment to Rure 8.4(b). 
Legel Argument 
(4) Legal argumem based on a knowingly false representation of 
law constitutes dishonesty toward the tribunal. A lawyer is not 
required to make a disinterested expoaition of lhe law. but must 
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recognize the existence of pertinenttegal authorities. Furthennore, 
ea alated In paragraph (a)(2), an acJvocate has a duty 1o diSclOSe 
~lreCI!y adverse authority in the controiMng Jurlsdlctlon that has not 
been disclosed by the opposing party. The underlying congept Ia 
that legal argument is a discuaelon seeking to determine the legal 
premises properly appficable to me case. 
Ofrartng Evidence 
{51 Paragraph (a)(3) require. that lhe lawyer refuee to offer 
eviGence that 1.t1e lawyer knowt to be false. regllfdleaa of the cllenrs 
wishes. This duty is premiSed on the lawyer's obligauon u an officer 
of the CGurt to prevent the trier of fact ffom being misled by false 
eviclence. A lawyer does not violate this Rule if the lawyer offers the 
evidence for the purpose of establishing its falSity. 
(6) If a lawyer knOws that lhe dient inlel'lde to testify falsely or 
wants lhe lawyer to introduce false evidence, tne lawyer shoUld seek 
10 persuade the client thaltne evldenoe shOuld not be offered. If the 
persuasion is ineffective and the lawyer conunues to represent lhe 
client, the laWyer muet refuse to offer the falae evidence. If only a 
portion of a wltness'a teatimony will be false. the lawyer may can the 
witnees to testify but may not elicit or otflerwise permit the witness to 
present the testimony that the tawyer knows is falee. 
[7) Tl'le dulles slated in paragraphs (a) end (b) apply to all 
lawyere, Including defense counsel In criminal caaee. See State v. 
W8gp011er. 124 Idaho 7113, 864 P.2d 162 (CI. AJ)p. 1993) (where 
client inalated on testifying feleely, counsel infonne\1 cou" testimony 
wouk' be given in narrative form without asalatence of counsel, 
implying a basis for believing lhe testimony would be false: counsel's 
CGnduct was appropriate, and met I'll& duty of candor to the tribunal 
while not partldpating in the presentation of pe~ured resumony). 
See alSO Nbt v. Whiteside, 475 U.S. 157. 173-4, 1013 S. Ct. 988, 891.. 
Ed.2d 123 (1988) (criminal defendant has no right to testify falsely: 
counsera duly to dlsdose client'& intention lo commit cl1me Involving 
fraud on tribunal Is tl'le same whe1her the dlent intends to bribe a 
witness or commh perjury). See &1$0 Comment [9). 
(8) The prohibition against offering false evidence only applies 
H tile lawyer knows that the evidence Is false. A lawyer'& reasonable 
belief lhat evidenCe Is false does not preclude its presentation to the 
!l1er of fad. A lao.wer's knowledge thai evidence is faiM, however, 
can be inferred from lhe Circumstances. See Rule 1.0(1). Thus. 
althougl'l a lawyer should resolve doubts at10ut the veracity or 
testimony or other evidence in ravor of lhe client, the lawyer cannot 
Ignore an obvlous falsehood. 
(9) Altnough paragraph (a)(3) only prohibita a lawyer from 
olferlng eVidence the lawyer knowa to be false, It permits tr1e lawyer 
to refuse to offer teetlmony or ather proof that lh8 lawyer reeeonably 
believes is false. Offertng such proof may reflect adversely on tne 
lawyer'& ability to discriminate In the quality of evidence and thUG 
impait the laW/Ill'S effectiveness as an advocate. Because of the 
special protections hiStOflcaHy provided criminal defendants, 
howeYer, lhls Rule doe& not permit a lawyer to refuse to offer the 
testimony of such a Client wflere the lawyer reasonably believes but 
does not know that the testimony will be felae. Unless the lawyer 
kllOW$ the tesUmony wiM be faJ$e, the lawyer must honor the client's 
deeialon to testify. See ai&O Comment [7). 
Remedial Mlaurn 
(10) Having offered mateftal evidence in the Deltef that It was true, 
a lawyer may subsequenUy come to know that the evidence is false. 
Or. a lawyer may be surprised when the lawyer's client. or another 
witness called tly the lawyer, offers testimony the lawyer knows to be 
felse. either during tne laWyer's direct e:J~amlnatlon or in reaponse to 
c::ro&Hllamlnation by the opposing lawyer. In such situations or If 
the lawyer knows of the falsity of testimOny elicited from ll'le client 
durtng a deposition. tne lawyer must take reasonable remedial 
measvres. In such situations, the advocate'& proper course ie to 
remonstrata wtlh the cllant confidentially, adVIse the client of the 
lawyer's duty of candor to the tribune! and seek the Client's 
cooperation with respect to the withdrawal or correction of the felse 
3t 
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statements or evldance. If that feile, the advocate must take furltler 
ramedial action. If withdrawal from the representa~on Is not 
permitted or Vtill not undo the effect of the false evi~ce. the 
advoaate must make such disclosure to the tribunal as ts reasonably 
neceese.y to remedy the &ltuellon. even If doing &o requlfes the 
lawyer to reveal Information thai otherwise wouiCI be proleded by 
Rule 1 .e. It Is for the bibunallhen to determine what enou!d be done 
- making a statement et:loutthe matter to lhe trier or fad, ordering e 
mistrial or perhaps nothing. 
(111 The disclosure of a dlent's false testimony can reeult in 
grave ocnsequenc::es to tne client, indLJding not only a sense of 
betrayal but alao lot& of the case and pernaps a prosecution for 
pe~ury. But the alternative Is that the lawyer cooperate in deceiving 
the CGUrt. thereby subverting the truth-finding process wnich the 
adversary system Is designed to Implement. See Rule 1.2(d). 
Furthermore, unless Ills clearly understood thai the lawyer will act 
upon the duty to disclose the ellialence of false evidence. the client 
can simply reject the lawyer's advice to reveal the false evidence and 
Insist that the lawyer keep silent Thus the cHen! could In effect 
coeroe the lawyer Into being e per1y to fraud on the court. 
Praaervlng lntegrlcy of AdJudicative Process 
(12) Lawyere have a special obligation to protect a tl'itlunal 
against criminal or l'raudulent conduct tnat undenninel the Integrity 
or the adjudicative process, such as bribing, Intimidating or otnerwtse 
unlawfully communicating with a wilnesa, Juror. court offiCial or other 
par11dpant in the proceeding, unlawfully destroying or concealing 
documents or other evidence or failing to disclose information to 1he 
tribUnal when required by law to do so. Thus. paragmpn (1:1) requires 
a laWyer to lake reasonable remedial meaaures. Including Cllselosure 
If necessary. whenever the lawyer know& that a person, inCluding the 
lawyef's client. intend& to engage, is engaging or hes engaged In 
criminal or fraudulent conduct related to the proceeding. 
Duration of Obligation 
113) A practical time Nmlt on ttle obligation to rectify false evidence 
or false statements of law and feet nes to be establiehed. The 
conclusion of the proceeding is a reasonably definite pOint for 1he 
termination of the obligation. A proceeding has conclucleel wlltlln the 
meaning of lhia Rule when a final judgment in the proceeding has 
been affinned on appeal or the time ror review has paseed. 
Ex Parte Proceedings 
(14) Ordinarily, an advooate has the limited reaponslbUity of 
presenting one aide or the matters that a tribunal shOuld consider In 
reaching a decision: tne conflfclirlg position Is expected to be 
presented by the oppoeing party. However, In any ex perte 
proceeding, such aa an application for a temporal)' restraining order, 
there Ia no balance of presentation by oppotlng aclvoc:ates. The 
object of an ex parte proceeding Is nevertl'letess to yield a 
sub&tantially just result. The judge has an affirmative resp01l5ibi"ty 
to ac~ the absent party just consideration. The lawyer for the 
represented party has the correletlve duty to make disclosures of 
material fadS known to the tewyer and that the lawyer reasortaoly 
believes are necessBtY to an Informed decision. 
Wltlldrawal 
[15) Normally, a lawye(s complianoe with the duly of candor 
impoaed l)y this Rule doea not require that the lawyer withdraw from 
the representation of a dient whose Interests will be or have been 
adversely affected by the lawyef's Cllwosure. The lawyer may, 
however. be required by Rule 1.113(8) to seek permialion of the 
tribunal to withdraw if the lawyer's CGmplience with this Rule'S 11U1y of 
cal'l<lor results in such en e111reme detelioretion of the ctient~wyer 
relations~ that the lawyer ean no longer competenUy repreeent the 
client. Also see Rule 1.113(bl far the clrcumstence& In which a lawyer 
will be pennllted to seek a tribunal's permiSsion to withdraw. In 
comectlon with a reques1 for permission lo withdraw that is premised 
on e ellent's misconduct, a lawyer may reveal Information relating 10 
the representation only to tne extent reasonably necessary to comply 
IRPC E.tTecrive 7·1-(14 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
with this Rule or as otherwise permitted by Rule 1.6. 
RULE 3.4: FAIRNESS TO OPPOSING PARTY AND COUNSEl. 
A lawyer Shell not 
cal unlawfult1 obstruct anothor party's acceu to evidence or 
unlawfully alter, destror or conceal a document or other 
matartal having potential evidentiary value. A lawyer 1hall 
not couneel or aselst another pen1011 to do any such act; 
(b) faltlfy evidence, counsel or ••1st a wltn .. to testify 
falltly, or offet an Inducement to • witness that II 
prohibited by lew; 
(c) knowingly dlaobe, an obligation under the Nlll of a 
tribunal, e11cept for an open refusal build on an .. ertlon 
that no valid obligation oxlsta; 
(d) In pretrial procedure, mako a frivolous discovery requnt or 
fall to make raasonably diligent effort to comply with a 
legally proper Clltcovory raquast by an opposing party; 
1•1 In trial, allude to any mattar that thl layer don not 
rauonably believe II relevant or thet will not blsuppotted 
by admlallble evidence, eeeert personal knowledge of 
fads In laue except when testifying es a witness, or state 
a perwonal opiniOn ae to tne· JustnGM of a causa, the 
uodlblllt)' of a wltn ... , Ute culpability of a civil litigant or 
tho guilt or Innocence of an accused; or 
(f) roque~t e perwon other than a client to nrfrllln from 
voluntarily giving r&l&vant Information to another party 
uniHII: 
(1) the pareon Is a relative or an employee or otfter 
agent of a client; and 
(Z) the lawyer reeeonably balloves that the perwon'• 
lnteretta will not be adYIJHiy lffKtecl bJ 
refraining from giving euch Information. 
Commantwy 
111 The procedure of lhe aclvel'$8ry system contemplates thai 
the evidence In a case is to be marsl\aleCI compelltlvely by the 
gontencling paftles. Falr competition in the aclvereart system Is 
secured by prohibitions against deetf\lction or conosalment of 
evielence, Improperly Influencing wilneaaea, obstructive tadles In 
discovert l)l'oc:edure, and the like. 
[2) Documenls and other items or evidence are often essential to 
eatabliall e Claim or defense. Subject to evidentiart privileges. the 
right of en opposing party, Including the government, to obtain 
evidence through dl&coV8fY or subpoena is an lmponent procedural 
right The e:J~ercl&e or !hal right can be fTustrate<l if relevant material 
is altered, coneeeled or destroyed. Applicable law in many 
jufisdicliofls make& It an offense to destroy materiel for purpose of 
Impairing ita evallatllllly In a pending proceeding or 0118 ~ose 
commencement can be foreseen. Falsifying evidence Is also 
genen~lly e criminal offense. Paragraph (a) applies IO evldentlart 
material generally, Including computerized information. Applicable 
law may permit a lawyer to take temporary poaeeeelon of physical 
evidence of client crimes for the purpose of conducting a llmlled 
examination tnet wKI not alter or destroy material characteriallc8 or 
the evidence. In IUGh a caae, awUcable law may require the lawyer 
to turn lhe eVIdence over to the poHce or other prosecuUng authority, 
depending on the drcumstances. 
(31 With regerd to paragraph (b). n is not improper to pay a 
wllness's expenses or to compensate an expert witness on terme 
permitted by laW. The common law 1\118 In moat jurlsdldions is that it 
I& Improper to pay an occurrence v.itneu any rae for testifying and 
thalli is improper to pay en expen v.itness a contingent fee. 
32 
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(41 Paragraph (f) permits a lawyer to advise employees of a 
cr.ent to refrain fiom giving information to another party. for the 
employees may ldenli1Y ltleir interests with thOse or tl'le client See 
ai&O Rule 4.2. 
RULE 3.6: IMPARTIAU'1'Y AND DECORUM OF THE TRIBUNAL 
A lawyer '"'" not: 
(a) IMk 10 Influence • Judge, Juror, pi'Oipecllve Juror or other 
official by meane prohlbltld by law; 
(b) communicate ex parte with such a petson during ttla 
proceedlng uniGss authorlud to do so by law or court 
order; 
(c) communicate with a juror or pro1~e juror attar 
dltcftlrgo of ttla Jury If: 
j1) tha communication Is prohibited by law or court 
order; 
(2) tho juror hu made known to the lawyer a desl111 
not to communicate; or 
(3) the communication lnvolvft mltrepmentallon, 
coercion, duress or hal'lltllment: or 
(d) engage In conduct lntandocl to disrupt a tribunal. 
CommentMy 
111 Many forms of improper inftuence upon a tribunal are 
proaQibed by criminal law. Othe111 ere epecilied In the ABA Model 
Code of Judicial Conduct, with whiCh an advocate should be familiar. 
A lawyer Is required to avoid contrlbUUng to a violation of sucll 
provisions. 
[2) During a proceeding a lawyer may not communicate ex parte 
wltl'l fl81'$on& serving In an olllcial «;ape city in the proteedlng. such as 
judges, maalers or Jurors. unless authori.:ed to do eo by law or court 
order. 
(3J A lawyer may on oeeaslon want to communicate wllh a 
juror or prospective Juror after lila Jury has been Cli8Chergecl. The 
lawyer may do eo unte&S the communication Is prohibited by taw or a 
court order but muat respect the desire of the juror not to talk IM!h the 
lawyer. Tile lawyer may nol engage in improper concJuct during the 
communication. 
(4) The edvocale's function is to pre&ent eVIdence and 
argument so that the cause may be deciCied according 10 law. 
Refraining rrom abuSive or ob!treperous ccnduct ie a coroHaty of the 
advocate't rignt to apeak on behalf or litigants. A lawyer may stand 
film against etluse oy a judge but should avoid reeiprocat((ln; the 
judge's default ia no ju&tlflcallon for similar dereliction 1:1y an 
advocate. An advocate cen present the cause, protect the recoro tor 
subsequent review and preserve professional illl:egrity by patJen1 
firmness no less effectively than by belligerence or theatriCS. 
(5) The duty to refteln from dlsrupllve conduct appfies 10 · any 
proceeding of 11 tribunal, inCluding a deposition. See Rule 1.0(m). 
RULE 3.6: TRIAL PUBLICIT'V 
(a) A lawyer who 11 partlc:lpaUng or lias participated In the 
lnveetlgatlon or litigation of a metter thJII nat make an 
extl'l!ludlellletatement that the lawyer knowe or rtlltOnably 
should know will be dleeemlnatad by means of public 
communteatton and will have a substantial likelihOOd Of 
materially preJudicing an adjucllcatlva procelldlng In the 
matter. 
tb) NotiNithstancllng pangraph (1), e lawyer may state: 
IRPC Effective 7• 1.()4 
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(1) the dalm, otr.nu or defense Involved and, 
except when prohlbltod by law, the ldentitJ of the 
pa111ons Involved; 
(2) lnfonnatlon eontlilned In a public record: 
(31 that an Investigation of a mattar Ill In PfQUreet: 
(4) tho scheduling or rault of any step In 1111ptloft; 
(61 a request for euletance In obtaining evidence 
and lnfonnatton necHtary tnereto: 
(8) 1 wamlng of danger concerning tJ\e behavior of a 
peraon lnvoi'IVd, when there It roaaon to bellavo 
that there exlatl the likelihood of eubstantlal 
harm to aft lndlvldUIII or to the publiC lntereet; and 
(7) In a criminal cue, In addition to subparagraph& 
(1) through (8): 
(I) the Identity, raldence, otc:upatlon and 
family etatua of the accuaad; 
(II) If the accused has not been 
apprehended, Information nee .. ary to 
aid In apprehension of that parson; 
(Ill) the fact, time and place of arrest; and 
(lv) the Identity Of lnveetlgatlng and 
am~stlng offlcm or agenclee and tho 
length of the lnveaugatlon. 
(c) Notwlthttandlng paragraph (a), a lawyer may make a 
atatement that a raasonable lawyer would bellava Ia 
required to protect a client from the aubalantlal undue 
preJudicial GtfKt or recent publicity not Initiated by the 
lawyer or the lawyer's client. A ttatement made pursuant 
co tnle paragraph shaH be limited to such Information as Is 
neceeaary to mitigate the recent lldverae publicity. 
(d) No lawyer ... oclatod In a nnn or govemment agency with 
a lawrer eubject to paragraph (a) shall make a ttatemont 
prohibited l)y paragraph (a). 
Commentaty 
(1) It is difficult to &trike a balance between protecting the rlghl 
to a fair trial and safeguarding the right of free e.presalon. 
Preserving the right to a fair trial necessarily entailS aome cur1aHmenl 
of the information tha1 may be dissemina~ about a party prklr to 
trial, particularly where trial by jury is Involved. II there were no such 
limits, the reeult would be the practical nullification of the protective 
effect of me rule& of forensic decorum and the e111Ciua1onary rules of 
evidence. On lhe oltler l'lan<l, there are vtlal social inleresta served 
l)y the li'8e dissemination of information abOut events having legal 
con&equences and aboullegel p~lng& themselves. The publiC 
has a right to know about threats to its safety anct measures aimed at 
assuring ita aecurlly. It also has a legitimate interest In lh8 conduct 
of judicial proceedings. partlctJiarly in mattera of general public 
concern. Furthermore, !he subjed matter of legal proceedings I! 
often or Girect significance In debate and deliberetion over quesUons 
of public polley. 
(2] Special rule& of confidentiality may validly govern 
proceeding& In Juvenile, domestic relations ancl mental disability 
proceedings, anCI pel'l'lap& oltler types of litigation. Rule 3.4(c) 
requires compliance with euch rules. 
[3) The Rule sets fOrth a basiC general prohibition against a 
lawyer's making statements that the lawyer knOW$ or should know 
will have a &ubslanlial likelihood of materially prejudicing an 
adjudicative proceeding. Recognizing tnat the 13Ubllc value of 
lnfomlecl commentary Is great and the likelihOOd of preJudice to a 
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proceeding by the commentaly of a lawyer Yltlo Is not involve<l in tne 
proceeding Is small, tt1e rule epplles only to lawtefS who are, or ~o 
nave been Involved in the investigation or litigation of a case. enCI 
1helr a&&Odates. 
l4i Paragraph (bl identifies sped11e matters about Whicn a 
lawyer's statements would not ordinarily be considered to present a 
substantial likelihOOCI of material prejudice, and should not In any 
event be considereG prohibited by the general prollibilion of 
paragraph (a). Paragraph (b) Is not intended lo be an exhaustive 
listing of the eub)eers upon which a lawyer may ma1ee a statement, 
but statement& on other matters may be subject to pan!lgrapl'l (a). 
[51 There are, on the other hand, certain GuDJeets that are 
more likely tnan not to have a malefial prejudicial effect on a 
proceeding, pa!1icularly when they refer to a civil malter triable to a 
jury, a criminal matter. or any other proceeding thai could resufl In 
Incarceration. Tnese subJects relate to: 
(1) The eharaaer, credibility, reJ)lllation or ulmlnal 
record of a party, suspect in a cnminal Investigation 
or witness, or the idenlily of a witness. or the 
expected testimony of a pa11y or witness: 
(2) In a a1minal case or proceeding that could result in 
Incarceration, lhe possibility or a plea or guilty to the 
offense or the existence or contents of any 
confession, edmiaaion, or statement given by a 
defendant or suspect or lhet person's refusal or 
failure to make a statement: 
(3) The perfonnance or results of any examination or test 
or the refusal or failure of a l)el'$00 to submit to an 
examination or test, or the identity or nature of 
physical evidence expecteclto be presentad: 
(4) Aroy opinion as to the guilt or Innocence or a 
defendant or suspect in a criminal case or proceeding 
that could result in incil.fceration: 
(5) Information !hat the lawyer knows or reasonably 
al'lould know Is likely to be inadmls~e as eVIdence 
In a trial and that would, if diSClosed, create a 
aubetanllal rtsk of prejudicing an impar11eltrtal; or 
(6) The fact thai a defendant has been Cllarged with a 
crime. "nless there Is Included therein e statement 
e:~~plalnlng that the charge is merely an accusation 
and that the defendant is preaumecl Innocent untll 
ano unleu proven guilty. 
(6) Another relevant factor in determining preJudice is the nature 
of tne proceeding Involved. Criminal jury trials Will be most sensitive 
to elCtra)UCIIelal apeech. Civil trials may De leG$ sen&ltlve. Non-jury 
hearings and arbitration proceedings may be even less affec:ted. 
The Rule will still place limitations on prejudicial comment& In these 
cases. biJI the UkelihoOCI of pre)uctlce may be different depenellng on 
the lype of proceeding. 
(?J J:lnally. extrajudicial statements thai mtghl otherwise raiSe 
a queauon under this Rule may be permiSGitlle v.tlen they are made 
in reeponae to statements made publicly by another party, another 
pany'e lawyer. or ltllrd persons. where e reasonable lawyer WOUld 
believe a public response Is required in order to avoid prejudice to 
the lawyer's client. Wlen prejudiCial statements have been publiCly 
ma<le by others, responsive slatemer~ta may have the salutary effect 
of lenentng arr; resuiUng adve~ impact on the adjuaiC8tive 
proceeding. Such responsive statements should be limited to 
contain only such Information as Is neceasary to mitigate undue 
prejudice created 13y tne &latements made by others. 
(8) See Rule 3.8(f) for additional dulles of prosecutors in 
connection with extrajudicial statement& aDOUI criminal proceedings. 
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RULE 3. 7: LAWYER AS WITNESS 
(a) A lawyer shall not act • advocate at a trial In which tN 
lawror '- likely to be a neceeaary wltneu unllft: 
(1) lho testimony relatet to an uncont.sted laeue: 
(21 tho lelllmony retatee to the nature and value of 
legalservlcH rendered In tho cue; or 
(3) dlsqualmcauon or the lawyer would work 
IUbetantlel hardship on the cltent. 
(b) A lawyer may act • advocate In a ttlal In which another 
lawyer In the lawyer's nrm • likely to rJe callad as • wltnns 
unl•• prvc:luded from doing so by Rule 1.7 or Rulo 1.9. 
Comii!Mfttly 
111 Combining the roles of advocate and witness can 
prejudice tile lrtbunal and the opposing party and can alSo Involve a 
conflict of Interest between the lawyer and clienl. 
AdvOC8t8·WitnHI Rule 
[2) The ltibunal l'la& proper objection v.tlen the trier of fact 
may be confu&ed or misled by a lawyer serving as both aclvoca'le 
and witness. The opposing party hae proper obJection where tl'le 
combination of roles may prajudice that patty'& rights in the litigation. 
A witness Is required to te&tlfy on the basil or personal knowledge, 
wl'lile en advocate is expected to explain and comment on evidence 
given by others. It may not be dear whether a &tatement by an 
advocate-witness should be taken u proof or aa en analysis of the 
proof. 
[3] To proted the tribunal, paragraph (a) prol'llblts a lawyer 
rrom slmuHaneously eei'VIng as advocate and necessary witneaa 
except In those drcumatances specified in patagrapl'ls (a)(1) through 
(01)(3). Paragraph (8)(1• recognizes that if the testimony will t>e 
uncontested. 1.tle ambiguities In the duet role are purely theoretical. 
~eragraph (a)(2) recognizes that where the te&Umony concema tl'le 
ellltent and value of legal &ei'VIces rendered In tl'le action in v.tlic:h tl'le 
teetlmony Is offered, perrnlrtlng the lawyert to testify avoids the nee<! 
for a second tfial witl'l new counsel to resolve that Issue. Moreover. 
in suCh a sltuallon the judge has llrstnand knOWledge of the maUer in 
issue; hence, there Is less dependence on the aclveraery process to 
test the credlbYIIy of the testimony. 
[4) Apert ffom these two exceptions, paragraph (a)(3) 
recogniOJ:et !PIS! a balandng is required belWeen the interests of the 
clienl ano ti'IOse of the tribunal end the opposing petty. Vllhether the 
tribunal ia likely to be misled or the opposing party ia lll<ely to suffer 
prejudice <lepends on the nature of the case, the 1mponance and 
probable tenor of the lawyer's te&llmony. and the prol)ablllty that the 
lawyer's 1ee11mony v.411 conflict with thai af other witnesses. Even if 
there is ritk of such prejudice. in oetermlntng whethef Ule lawyer 
should be <liequallfted. due regard must be given to the effect of 
disqualification on the lawyer's client. It Ia relevant thai one or both 
partl88 could reasonably foresee lhallfle lawyer would prol)aDiy be a 
witness. The connld or Interest prinCiples stated In Rulea 1.7, 1.9 
ano 1.10 !'lave no application to this aspect of the problem. 
(5] Because tne tribunal Is not likely to be mlsled when a 
eawyer acts as advocate In a trial in which another lawyer in ll'le 
lawyer's firm will testify as a necessary witness. paragraph (b) 
penni!& the lawyer to dO eo except in situations lnvoMng a conflict of 
interest. 
Conflict of Interest 
(6) In determining If H is permiaalble to act as advocate In a trial in 
which the lawyer will be a necessary wltne&s. the lawyer must also 
consider that the <lual rote may give riae to a conflict of interest that 
Wll require compliance with Rules 1.7 or 1.9. For example, if there ia 
34 
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Ukely to be substantial conflict between the leslimony af 11'18 dfent 
and that of 11'18 lawyer. the representation Involves a conftk:t af 
lnlarest that requires compliance witl'l Rule 1.7. This woulcl be true 
evan though the lawyer might nol be prohlbllad by paragraph (a) 
from slmuHaneously serving as advocate and Wltnesa because the 
lawyer's diaquellflcatlon would work a substanU&I hardShip on the 
client. Similarly, a lawyer Who might be permlned to siml.lltaneously 
serve as en advocate and a witne&& by paragraph (a)(3) might be 
precluded from doing so by Rule 1.9. The problem can arise 
whether the lav.yer Is caned as a Vjjtness on behalf ot the cllenl or is 
called by the opposing party. Oetemtlnlng whether or not such e 
oonftictexlsts Is primarily tha responsibility of the 1ewyer Involved. If 
there ia a conflict of interest, tl'le lawyer must secure the dient'a 
Informed consent. confirmed In writing. In aome cases. the lawyer 
w11l be precluded from seeking the client'S consent See Rule 1.7. 
See Rule 1.0(b) for tl'le definition of "confirmed In writing" ano Rule 
1.0(e) for the definition of "lnfonned consent." 
(7) Paragraph (O) provides that a lawyer Is not disqualified 
from serving as an advocate because a lewyer with whom the lewyer 
Is associated in a firm Is precluded from doing &o by paragrapl'l (a). 
If, however, the testifying lawyer would e1ao be disqualified by Rule 
1.7 or Rule 1.9 from representing the client In !tie matter, O!her 
lawyers In the firm will be precluder:l fnlm representing the Client by 
Rule 1.10 unleaa the cllenl gives informed consent uncer the 
conditions stated In Rule 1.7. 
RULE 3.8: SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF A PROSECUTOR 
The proeecutor In a criminal caee &hall: 
t•• refn~ln from prosecuting a charge that the prosecutor 
knows Is not eupportod by probable causo; 
(II) mako IHSOnaDie eHon.s to auure that lha accuMCI hae 
been advlaecl of tho right to, and tho procedure for 
obtaining, counsel and hat bean given reasonable 
opportunity to obtain couneel; 
(c) not eeek to obtain from en unrapr~~anled accused a w.lvvr 
or Important pretrial rCghts, such a• tfle rtght to a 
preliminary hearing; 
(d) make timely disclosure to the defense of ell evidence or 
lnformltlon known to the prosecutor that ttnda to negate 
tho guilt of tho aceused or mitigates the offente. and, In 
connection with eenbtnclng, dllelose to the defante and to 
ttw tribunal all unprivileged mitigating Information known 
to th• prOHCutor, except when the prosecutor It relieVed 
of this responeiDHiry by a protective order or the tribunal; 
(e) not subpoena e lawyer In a grand Jury or other cftmlnal 
proceeding to present evidence about a past or present 
client unlele the prasacutor reaaonably btllevet: 
(1) the Information sought le not protected from 
dlscloture by any applicable privilege; 
(2) the evidence eought II HMntlal to the succenful 
compleUon of an ongoing lnvfttfgatlon or 
proncutton: and 
(3) there II no other feasible altemetlve to obtain the 
Information: 
(f) eacept for atatament. that are neceuery to lnfonn the 
public of tho nature end eldont of the prouc:utor'1 action 
and that serve a legitimate law enforcement purpoae, 
rvfraln from mlklng elltreJudlclal commt~~te that t.ve a 
eubttlntlalllkellhood of helghtonlng public condemnatiOn 
of the accusad and enrolee reason.ble care to prev•nt 
lnveatlgatore, taw enforcement peraonnel, lfllpiOyeee or 
other penaons aHietlng or usoclated with tho prosecutor 
In a criminal case from maldng an extrajudicial at8tement 
IJUIC Ell'ective 7·1..()4 
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that the proMc;utor would be prohibited from making under 
Rule 3.6 or thlt Rula. 
Commenfllr)' 
(11 A proeecutor he& 118 responsibility of a mlnlater of justice 
and not simply tlla1 of an a~voeate. This responsibility carries with it 
speclOc obligationa to aee that the defendant is accorded procedural 
justiCe and lhat guilt is deCIGe<l uPOn the basis of autrlelent evkfenc:e. 
PreciSely how far the proaecutor i& required to go in this dlredlon Is a 
matter of debate and vanes lrt different jurlsdletlons. Many 
juriSdictions have adoptee! ll'le ABA Standarcls of Cr1mlnal Justice 
Relating to the Pro~ution Function. which in tum are the produc:t of 
prOlonged and careful oellberaUon by lawyers experienced in bOth 
cr1mlnal prosecution and defense. AppiiOaDie taw may require otner 
measures by the prosecutor and knowing disregard of ttlose 
obligations or e aystematlc abuse of pro&ecutorial discretion could 
CClnstitute a viOIEitlon of Rule 8.4. 
121 In some jurisdictions, a defendant may waive a preliminary 
hearing and lheteDy lose a valuable Ol)llortunily to challenge 
pi'OOable cause. Accordingly, prosecutors sl'lould not seek to obtain 
waivers of preliminary l'learlngs or other important pretrial right& from 
unrepresented accused persons. Paragraph (c) does not apply, 
hOIM!ver, to an accused appearing pro se with the approval of the 
tn"bunal. Nor does it foltld the lawful queatlonlng of an uncnargec1 
suapeet who has knOWingly waived the tighiG to counsel and silence. 
(3) The e•oeptlon In paragraph (d) recognizes that a 
prOS8CUior mey seek an appropriate protedlve order from the 
trtDunal If disaoaure or Information to the defense could result In 
sub!ilantlal nann to en Individual or to the public lnteresl 
(4) Paragraph (e) I& Intended to limit the Issuance of lawyer 
subpoenas In grand jury end other crimin~l proceedings to thOSe 
situations In v.illch there ia e genuine need to Intrude Into the Client-
lawyer relationship. 
(5) Peregraph (t} supplements Rule 3.5, which prohibita 
extrejuOIQial statements tl'lat have a subStantial likelihoOd or 
prejudiCing an adjudicatOI'f proceeding. In tne context of a criminal 
prosecution. a prosecutors extrajudicial statement can create tne 
additional problem of increasing public condemnation of the 
ec:cuMCI. Although the announcement of an Indictment. for eJCample, 
will necessarily have severe consequences for the aecused, a 
proseCI.Itor can. and shOuld, avoid comments Yti11ch have no 
legitimate law enforcement purpoae and have a sub$tantlal UkefihOOd 
of lnaeaaing public opprobrium of lhe accused. Nothing in tnls 
Comment is intended to reslrid the statements which a prosecutor 
may make which comply with Rule 3.6{b) or 3.6(c). 
(61 Like otner lawyers, prosecutors are subject lO Rules 5.1 
and 5.3, whie/'1 relate to reapon&lbiHtles regarding lawyers and 
nontawyers who work for or are aseoclated with the lawyer's office. 
Paragraph (f) reminds the pro&eeutor of the impol'1anC8 of these 
ObUgatlons in connection with tne unique dangere of Improper 
eMtrajudicial eteternents in a aimlnal case. In addition, paragraph (t) 
requires a prosecutor to exerciae rePonable ~re to prevent peniOn$ 
aslllsUng or auoelated with the prosecutor from making Improper 
ewtrajudicial etetemems. even when such person& are not under the 
direct supervision of the prosecutor. Ordinarily, the reasonable care 
standard will be satisfied If the prosecutor Issues the appropriate 
caution& to law- enforcement personnel and other retevartt 
Individuals. 
RULE 3.1: ADVOCATE IN NONAOJUDICATIVE PROCEEDINGS 
A l_,.r representing • client bafora a legislative body or 
administrative agency In a nOIIedJudlcatlw proceeding shall 
dleclou that the appearance It In a rapruantatlve capacity and 
ehall confonn to tho provision~~ of Rules 3.3(a) through (c), 
3.4(a) through (c), end 3.5. 
commenr.tr 
3S 
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(1) In representation before bOdies such aa legislatures, 
municipal counCils, and executive and administrative agencies acting 
In a rule-maleing or policy-making cepaclty. lawyers present feels, 
fonnulate issues and advance argi.INtnt in the matters under 
consideratiOn. The decision-making body, like a coun, should be 
able to rely on the Integrity of the submissions made to H. A lawyer 
appearing before &ud'l a body must «~eat with il honestly and in 
conformity with applicable rules of procedure. See Rules 3.3(a) 
through (c). 3.4(8) through (c) and 3.5. 
(2) Lawyers !'lave no e11Ciuslve right to appear before 
nonadjudicative bOdies. as they do before a court. The requirements 
of lf1is Rule therefore may subject lawyers to regulations Inapplicable 
to advocate& Who are not 18-Nyet$. However, legislatures enct 
administrative agencies have a right to expect lawyers to cleel with 
them as they deal with courts. 
(3) This Rule only applies When a lawyer represents a cllenllrt 
connection with an offiCial l'lear1ng or meeting of a govetnmental 
agency or a legislative bOdy 10 which the lawyer or the lawyer's client 
is presenung evidence or argument. tt does not appl~ to 
representation of a client In a negotiation or other bilateral 
tran$aCIIon wllh a governmental agency or in connection with an 
application for a license or other privilege or the cllenfs compllenee 
with generally applicable reponing requirements, such as lhe fiUng of 
income-ta• raturns. Nor Cloes It apply to the representation of a 
client in eonnedkln V'Mh an InvestigatiOn or examination of the 
client's affairs conducted by govemmertt investigators or examiners. 
Representation in suCII matters Is governect by Rules 4.1 111rough 
4.4. 
Transactions with Persons Other Than 
Clients 
RULE 4.1: TRUTHFULNESS IN STATEMENTS TO OTHERS 
In the course of rvpmentlng a client a lawyer shall not 
knowingly: 
(a) matce a false etatement of materiel fact or law to a third 
pereon; or 
(b) fall to dltdose a material fact when dlaclosurv 18 neC&&Sary 
to avoid aulttlng • crtmlnal or fraudulent act by a cllont, 
unless disclosure Is prohibited by RUIG1.8. 
Commen~Ny 
Misrepresentation 
(1] A lawyer ia required to be tl\l1hful when dealing wllh others on 
a client's behalf. but generally ha& no affirmative duty to Inform an 
opposing pany of relevant faCts. A misrepresentation can occur if 
the lawyer incorporates or affirms a statement of another person that 
the lawyer knows Is false. MisrepresentatiOns can also occur by 
partially true but misleading statements or omissions that are tne 
equivalent of alllrmauve falae statements. For <llshoneal conduct 
that doea not amolint to a fal&e statemertt or for misrepresentations 
by a lawyer other than in tl'le course of representing a client, see 
Rule8.4. 
Statements of Fact 
(2] This Rule refers to statements of fact. 'Mlelher e particular 
stetemenl should be regarded as one of fact can depeno on the 
circumstances. Under generally accepted conventions In 
negotiation, eer1aln types of statements ordinarily are not lateen as 
statement& of material fad. Estimates of priCe or value plaoeG on 
the subject of a transaction end a party's intentions as to an 
acceptable aettlemenl of a ctaim are ordinarily in this catego,.,, en" 
so Is the ~istence of an undisClosed principal except where 
nondlsdosure of 11'18 principal would constitute fraud. Lawyers 
should be mindful of their obligations under appticeble law to avQid 
criminal and tortious misrepresentation. 
lRPC Elfcetive 7-1-04 
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Crime by Client 
(3} unoer Rute 1.210), a lawyer Is prohibited from counseling or 
aui&Png a client In conduct thai the lawyer knows is clirninal. 
Paragraph (b) slates a spedflc application of the principle set forth in 
Aule 1.2(d) and addresses lhe situation where a client'a Grime takes 
tne form of a lie or misrepresentation. Ordinarily, a lawyer can avoid 
aGSIGUng a client's alma by Wllhdrawlng from the representation. 
Sometime& It may be necessary tor lhe lawyer to give notice. of lhe 
fact of withdrewal end to dle.afflrm en opinion. document, alfinnation 
or the lll<e. In elllreme cases, substantive law may require a lawyer 
to diac:loae information relating to the representation to avoid being 
deetned to have assisted lhe client's crime. If the lawyer can avoid 
EIBGI&Png a client's crtme only by disclosing this infotmation, tnen 
under paragraph (b) the lawyer is required to do $0, unress the 
disclosure Is prohibited by Rule 1.6. Rule 1.6 permits a Iawter to 
dl&dOse Information when necessafY to prevenl or recti~ crimes. 
See Rule 1.6(b). 1r disclosure is permitted by Rule 1.6, then such 
disclosure Is required under this Rule, but only to lhe extent 
necessary to avoid assisting a client crtme. 
RUL£ 4.2: COMIIUNICA110N WITH PERSON REPRESENTED 
BY COUNSEL 
In repre .. nUng a client. a lewyer shall not communlca18 about 
1he •ubject or the repreeentallon with a person the lawyer 
knows to be ntprwented by another lawyer In the matter, unlna 
the lawyer haa the content of tha othar lawyer or II authomed 
to do so by law or a court order. 
"CommentMy 
(1} This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal 
system by protecllng a person who has chosen to be represented by 
a lawyer in 11 metter against possible overreaching by otner lawyers 
who are participating In the matter. lnterrerence by tl1ose laWyers 
wtth the clienl·lawyer relatlonahlp and the uncounselled disclosure of 
lnfonnation relating to the representation. 
(2} Thi:~ Rule apptlee to eommunlcatlons with any person who 
Is represented by counsel concemlng the matter to which ll'le 
communication relates. 
(3] The Rule appUea even though the represented pereon 
initiates or c:onaenta to the communication. A lawyer lt1U$t 
Immediately terminate communication ~h a peraon if, efter 
commencing communication. the lawyer leams that tne peraon re 
one with whom communication Is not permmed by thi9 Rule. 
(4J This Rule does not prohibit communication with a 
represented person. or an employee or agent of such a person, 
concemlng mailers outside the repreaentatlon. For example, the 
exielence or a controversy between a government agency and a 
private party, or between 1Wo organization&, ooes not prohibit a 
lawyer for eJther from corrwnunlcating with nonlawyer representatives 
of the other regarding a separate matter. Nor does lhls Rule 
preclude communication with a represented peraon ~ Is seeking 
advic:e from a lawyer who Is not otherwise representing a dlent In the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communiee1lon prolllblted by this 
Rule tnraugh the acts of another. 5ee Rule 8,4(a). P81ties to a 
matter may communicate directly willl each olher, and a lawyer i8 
not prohillfte<l from adVIsing a dient concerning 11 communication 
that 1t1e Client Ia legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer haVIng 
Independent juatilication or legal authorization for communicating 
w1tt1 a represented person is permitted to do so. 
(5}' Communications authOrized Dy law may include 
communieatlonG by a lawyer on behalf of a Client ~ I& exercising a 
constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the 
government. CommunlcaUons authorized by law may also Include 
Investigative activities of lawyers representing govemmental entitles, 
directly or through lnvesUgatlve agents. prior to the commencement 
of criminal or Civil enrorcament proceedings. 'Mien communicating 
with the eecused In a criminal matter. e government lawyer must 
comply with this Rule In addition to honoring the constitutional rights 
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of the accuaeo. The fact that a communication doe$ not viOlate a 
state or federal constiMional rlghlls lnsuflldent to establish that the 
communication ia permissible under thl& Rule. 
(tl) A lawyer who Is uncertain v.tlether a communication wflh a 
rspreaented person Is pennissible may seek a cour1 order. A lawyer 
may also seek a court order in eJ«lee)tional clrcumstant:BS to 
autnorlze a communlcauon that would otheNiise be prohibited by this 
Rule, for example, v.mre communication Yolith a person represented 
by couneetls necessary to avoid reasonably certain Injury. 
(1} In lhe case of a represente<l organization, lhls Rule 
prohibits communications with e constituent of the organization who 
supeM&es, dlreds or regularly conGults with the organization's 
lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligele tl'le 
organization with respect 10 the matter or whose act or omi&&iOn In 
connection with the mattef may be Imputed to the orgenitation ror 
purposes of ClvH or criminal liability. Consent of tPie organization's 
lawyer i9 not required for communication with a fOrmer constituent. If 
a constituent of the organization Is repr8$ented in the rnaner by his 
or her own counaet, the consent by that counsel to 11 comrnuntcallon 
wtll be sufficienl for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(Q. In 
communicating with a C\Jrrenl or former constituerrt of en 
organization. a lawyer must not use methods of obtaining evidence 
that VIolate the legal right!i of tl'le organization. See Rule 4.4. 
Comment (2}. 
(BJ The prohibition on communications with a represenlect 
person only applies in circumatances where lhe lawyer knowa ltlel 
the person is in fact represented In the matter to be discussed. Thill 
means that ltle lawyer ha~ actual knowledge of the rect of tl'le 
representation: !)VI sucn actual knowledge may be inferred from the 
circ:urnstences. See Rule 1.0(f). Thus. the lawyer cannot evade the 
requirement of Obtaining the cansent of counsel by ClOsing eyes to 
the obVious. 
(9) In the event the person with ~om the lawyer 
communicates ia not known to be represented by counae1 in tne 
matter, the lawyer's communlcetlons are subject to Rule 4.3. 
•reommentsry to Rule 4. 2 amended ~17..05) 
RULE 4.3: DEALING WITH UNREPRESENTED PERSON 
In dealing on behalf of 1 cHant with a person wi'IO Is not 
ropresented by counMI, a lawyer shaH not state or Imply that 
the lawpr Is dlllnwetted. Whon the lawyer knowt or 
r.uonably •houiCI know that the unrepresented f*SOn 
mlsundentands Ule lawyer'e role In the mau.r, the lawyer ehaU 
make reasonable effortl to correct Che mlaundtlrstandlng. The 
lawyer shall not give legal advice to an unropreunted pe .. on, 
other than tho ldvlce to secure couneel, If the lawyer knoM or 
reaeonably should know that the Interests of such a person arv 
or have a reasonable poalblllty of being In conftlet with tho 
lnteroets of the client. 
Commtllfit'Y 
f1) An unrepresented person, pel11cularly one not experienc:e<l 
in deaHng wtlh legill mattef1, might assume that a lawyer ie 
disinterested In loyaHies or is a disinterested authority on the law 
even when the lawyer represents a Client. In order to avoid a 
misunder$1andlng, a lawyer will typically need to Identify the lawyer's 
client and, where necessary, explain that the client has Interests 
opposed to those of the ur~represented person. For 
misunderstandings lhat sometimes ariae when a lawyer ror an 
organl!allon deals with an unrepresented constituent, see Rule 
1.13(d). 
(2] The Rule distinguishes between eftuatlons involvtng 
urwepreaenled persons wtlose intere!its may be adverse to those of 
the lawyer's client and those in which the peraon·s Interests are not 
in con~ict with the dlent's. In the former eituation, the possibility thai 
the lawyer wtn compromise the unrepresented person's interests is 
so great U'lat tt'le Aule prohibits the giving of eny advtce. apart from 
IRPC Effective 7·1·04 
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the advice to obtain counsel. Whether 11 lawyer i1 gMng 
impermissible advice may depend on the experience and 
GOpr!IStlc:atlon of lhe unrepresented person, as v.elf as the aetling in 
\\tllch the behavior and comments occur. This Rule dOes not 
prohibit a lallfief from negatiating the tenna of 11 traneactlon or 
settling a dispute with an unrepresented pereon. So long a& lhe 
lawyer has explained that the lawyer rwreaents an adVerSe party 
and Is not representing the peraon, the lawyer may lnfonn IN person 
of the terms on whidllhe lewye(a client wla enter Into an agreement 
or settle a matter, prepare documents that require the person's 
signature and explain lhe lawyel's own view of the meaning of the 
document or !he lawyer's view of tne underlying legal obligations. 
Similarly, a prosea.~ting attomey ITIEIY negotiate with a pto n 
defendant in an effort to ~eSOive a criminal charge by plea 
agreement. So long aa the prosecutor has ellplalned that the 
proseoAor Is adverse to lhe defendant and Is nol representing the 
ctefendanrs lnt81'8st. the prosecutor may Inform the defendant of the 
prosecutor's view of the merits of tt'le prosecution and defense, and 
of 1t1e posalble outcomes if an agreement ia not reached. 
RULE 4.4: RESPECT FOR RIGHT& OF THIRD PERSONS 
(a) In rep1V1enting a client, a lawyor shall not: . 
(t) use mean that have no substantial purpou 
other than to embar,..., dalay, or burden a third 
person, Including conCiuct lncended to 8PPRI tD 
or engender blaa against a person on IIGCount of 
thllt person's gender, race, religion, n.Uonal 
origin, or sexual preference, whether tMt bla Ia 
dlred8d to other counsel, court p~r~onnel, 
wltnus•. partlee, Jurors, Judg•. JudiCial 
omcera, or eny other participant. 
(2) uM methOde of obtaining evidence that vtolele 
te.legal rlghte of euch a pen~on; 
(3) p,...nt or participate In presenUng criminal 
eharg• solely to oDtaln advantage In a civil 
matter; or 
(41 tllreatan 10 present criminal chargee In order to 
obtain advantage In a civil matter 
(b) A tawyer who rac:elv• 1 document end knows or 
reaeoneblv should know that the document wa 
lnaCivertefttly santshall promptly notify the sender. 
Commtlttaly 
(1) Responsibillly to a client requires a lawyer to subordinate 
the Interests of others lo those of the client, but that responaibility 
does not Imply that a lawyer may cliafegard the rights of third 
persons. It is Impractical to catalogue all such rights, but they 
Include legal restrictions on methods of obtaining evidence from third 
persons and unwarral'te<t Intrusions Into privileged relatlonshlps. 
euch as the client·lawyer relatiOn&hlp. 
121 Paragraph (a) contains an anti-bias provision, requiring 
l&wytll to refrain l'rom pejorative conduct that seNeS no purp?M 
otner than to elCJ)Ioit differenCeD beeed on the listed llitegones. 
Notrllng In the rule is intended to limit a lawyer's full advocacy on 
behalf of a client. 
[3) Paragr11ph (a) also maintains Idaho's more traditional view, 
abandoned In most Jurisdictions, prohibiting the threat or or 
presentation of criminal charges solely to gain advantage In a civil 
matter. 
1•1 Paragraph (b) recognizes lhal ~rs sometimes rece}ve 
documents lhat were mistakenly &enl or produced by oppoSing 
partiet or their lawyers. If a lawyer know& or reasonably should 
knOw thai a document was sent inadvertently, then this Rule requires 
the lawyer to prompUy notify the sender In order to permit that pe11on 
to take protective measures. \Nhether the lawyer Is required lo ttl<e 
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additional steps, such as returning the original document. is a matter 
of law beyond the scope of these Rule&. as Is the question or 
~her the privileged statua of a doeument has been weived. 
Similarly, ltlis Rule doea not aCI<Iress the legal duties of a lawyer who 
race1ves a document lhat tne lawyer knows or reasonably anould 
know may have been wrongl'ully obtained by the ae11ding person. 
For purpoaea of tl'lls Rule, "document" inducies e-mail or other 
electroniC model of transmission sutJject lo tieing read or put into 
reiiCiatJie form. 
(5) Some lawyers may choose to return a document unread. 
for example, \\tlen the lawyer learns before receiving the document 
that it was inlldvertenlly sent to the wrong eeldresa. IMlare a lawyer 
is not required by applicable law to CIO ao. ll'le decision to voluntarily 
retum &uch a document ill a metter of professional judgment 
ordinerily reserved lo the lawyer. See Ru~ t.2 and 1.4. 
Law Firms and Associations 
RUt.E 5. t: RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTNER&, MANAGERS, 
AND SUPERVISORY LAWYERS 
(a) A partner In a law firm, and a lawyer who Individually or 
rogalher with other laWyers possns• comparable 
managerial authority In a law flmn, shall make ret10naDie 
ettons to ensure that the firm h .. In atrect meuuras giving 
rauonete nsurance that all lawyers In the flmn conform 
to tiHI Ruin of Professional Conduct. 
(b) A lawyer having direct eupeNisory authority over anotfter 
lawyer shall ~ke reasonable etrorw to ensure tnat tne 
other lawyer conforms 10 the Rule• of Professional 
Conduct. 
(c) A lawyer 111111 be responsible for another lawyer's violation 
of tlw Ruin of Professional Conduct If: 
(1) tha lawyer orders or, wtth knuwtadge of the 
specific conduct, ratifies the conduct Involved: 
or 
(Z) the lawyer Is a partner or hu eomp•able 
managerial authority In the law firm In which the 
other lawyer practices, or hu direct IUpervleOfY 
authority over the other lawyer, and knowe of the 
conduct at a time wnen ltll consequencae cen be 
IMIIded or mitigated but re11s to take reeeonable 
remedial action. 
Commenflly 
[1] Paragraph (a) applies to lawyers who have managerial 
authority aver the profeSSional wort< of a firm. See Rule 1.0(c). This 
inCludes members of a partner&hip, the shareholders in a law firm 
orgamed as a professional corporation, and members of otfler 
astOCiallona autiiOrtzed to prac:tioe law; lawyers having compamble 
managerial authOrity In a legal service• organtz.alkln or a law 
department of en enterprise or government agency: and lawyers INho 
have intermediate managerial responsil)ilitles In a llrm. Paragraph 
(b) applies to lawyers who have supervisory authority over the work 
of other lawyere in e firm. 
(2) Paragraph (a) requires lawyers with managertal authority 
within a firm to make reasonable efforlll to eGtabllsh Internal policies 
and procedurea de&Jgned to provide reasonable assurance lhat an 
lawyers in the firm will conform to the Rules of Profea&IOnal Conduct 
SUCh polides and procedures InClude those designed to detect and 
resolve canfllcts of interest, identify dateS by which actionS must be 
taken in pending matters, account for client funds and property and 
ensure that lnel(perlenc.ed lawyers are properly supervised. 
(3) Olher meaauree that may be required 10 fulfill the 
responsibility preacribeCI in paragraph (a) can depend on the firm's 
struelure and the nature of Its pradlce. In a smell ftrm d 
experlenc:ed lawyere, Informal sup&Msion and periodic review of 
IRJIC Effective 7-1-04 
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compliance wtth the required systems ordinarily Will 11uflice. In a 
large firm, or In practice situations In which difficult ethical problems 
frequently arl&e, more elabotale measuras may be necessary. 
Some firms, ror eJCample, nave a procedure whereby Junlor lawyers 
can meke confidential referTal of e!tllcal problems directly to a 
designated senior panner or special committee. See Rule 5.2. 
Firms, whether large or small, may also rely on continuing legal 
eclucetlon In professional ethics. In any event, the ethical 
atmosphere of a firm can tnnuence the cond\.ict of 811 ita members 
and tne partners may not assume that alllawyera aeeoeialecl with the 
firm wtn Inevitably conform to the Rules. 
(41 Paragraph (Q) expresses a general prlndple of pei'SOnal 
retponslblllty rar acts of another. See alao Rule U(a). 
(5) Paragraph (c)(2) defines the duty of a partner or other 
lawyer having comparable managerial authority in a law firm, ae well 
as a lawyer v.tlo has dlfad supervisory authOrity over performance of 
specifiG legal work by another lawyer. Whether a ta•r ha& 
11upervitlocy authority In particular circurnttancee Ia a que&llon of fad. 
Partners and lawyers With comparable au~ nave atlaastlndlred 
reeponGIO!IItY for all work being done by the firm, while a partner or 
manager In ct~arse of a particular matter ordinarily also hu 
eupervi&OfY responsibility for the wortc of otner llrm laWyers engaged 
in 111e matter. Appropriate remedial aetion by a panner or managing 
tawyer would depend on lhe immediacy of lhat lawyer's involvement 
and lhe &ertousness of tt1e misconduct. A aupervlsor Is required to 
inteJVene to prevent avoidable consequences or mlscondud if the 
9upervitlor knows lhat the misconducl occurred. Thus, If a 
supeMalng lawyer knows lhat a subordinate misrepresented a 
mal1er to an opposing party In negotiation, the supervieor as well as 
the subordinate he& a duty 10 correct the resulting miaapprehenelon. 
[6) Professional ml$conduct by a lawyer under supervision 
could reveal a violation of paragraph (b) on the part of the 
supervisory lawyer even !hough It does not entail a viOlation of 
paragraph (C) beCause tnere was no direction, ralificatlon or 
knowledge of ll'le vlola~on. 
(7) Apart from 1hls Rule and Rule e.4(a), a lawyer does not 
have disCiplinary liability for the conduct of a pal'b'lel', assodate or 
subordinate. Whether a lawyer may be liable civilly or Cllm!nally for 
ano1her lawyer's conduct Is a question of law beyond the scope of 
these Rules. 
[8) The duties lmPO&ed by this Rule on managing and 
supervising lawyer~ do not alter the personal duty of each lawyer In a 
ftrm to abicle by the Rutee of Professlcnal Conduet. See Rule 5.2(a). 
RULE &.2: RESPONSIBILITIES OF A SUBORDINATE LAWYER 
a) A lawyer II Dound by the Ruin of Profelfl011111 Conduct 
notwlttwtandlng that the lawyer acted It the direction of 
anotller pe~on. 
(b) A eubordln.te lnryvr doet not violate the RuiH of 
ProfeMional Conduct If that lawyer acte In accordance with 
a tupetvlsory lawyer's reasonable retolutlon of an 
arguable qutttlon of profaulonal duty. 
Co.mmentaty 
(1) AIII'IOUgh a lawyer Is not relieved of responsibility for a 
violation by the fact that !he lawyer acted at ll'le direction of a 
supervisor, tnat facl may be relevant in determining whether a lawyer 
had the knowledge required 10 render conduct a violation of the 
Rules. For e.xample, If a subordinate filed a frivOlOus pleading at the 
direction of a supervisor, the subordinate wcukl not be gullly of a 
professional violation unleee the subordinate knew of the document's 
frivolous character. 
(2) 'Mien lawyers In a supervillor-aubOrdlnate relationship 
encounter a matter InvolVIng professional jl.ldgment as to ethical 
duty, the eupervl&or may assume responsiDIIIty for making lhe 
Judgment. Olherwiee a consistent course of action or position could 
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not be taken. If the question can reasonably be answered only one 
wey, the duty of both lawyer~ i& dear and they are equally 
reepona!Dte for l'ulfllllng n. However, if 1he queetion Is reasonably 
arguable, someone has to decide upon the course of adlon. That 
authOrily ordinarily reposes in the aupervitor, end a &ubordlnale may 
De guided accordingly. For example. if a question arises v.tlether the 
interests of two dlents conflict under Rule 1.7, lhe superviaor·a 
rea&onabla resolution of the question should proled the 9Ubotdlnate 
professionally if the reaolulion i$ subSequently challenged. 
RULE 5.3: RESPONSIBILITlES REGARDING NONLAWYER 
ASSISTANTS 
With rwpect to a nonlawyer employed or retained by or 
usoclatecl with a lawyer: 
(a) a partner, atld e lawyer who Individually or together with 
ottMir lawyers poasassaa comparable managerial authority 
In a law finn shall make roasonable efforte to ensuro lhat 
the finn has In ethn~t meuuree giVIng t'881onabla 
aaautance that the person'• conduct te compatible with the 
profeulonal obllgatlona of the lawyer; 
(D) e IIWyer having dlrvct eupervleory authorttv over the 
nonlawyer shall make reuonable etrons to ensure that ttle 
person's conduct 11 compatible with the profelllonat 
obngattons of the lawyer; and 
(c) a lawyer shall be ,.poi'Wible for conduct of such a person 
ttlat would be • violation of the Rules of Professional 
Conduct If engaged In br a lawyer If: 
(1) the lawyer ordl~ or, with the knOwledga of the 
epeclflc conduct, ratifies the conduct Involved; or 
(2) the lawyer Is • partrtar or has comperable 
menagartal authority In the taw firm In which the 
person Is employed. or lias direct supervilory 
authority over the perton, and knows or the 
conduct at a time when Ita conaequencn can be 
avoided or mitigated but falls to take rea1onaDte 
ramadlal action. 
Comnrent~ry 
[1) Lawyers generally employ aaaietents In tl'lelr practice, 
lnGiuding secretaries, Investigators. taw student Interns. and 
pareprofeaalonats. Such usistants. ~ether employees or 
Independent contradors. ad for the lawyer In rendition of the 
lawyer's profeeelonal r;ervlces. A lawyer ml.l8t give such assistants 
appropriete ln&trudlon and superviSion concerning the elhical 
aspects of their employment, particularly regarding the obligation not 
to disCIOtle Information relating to representetlon of the client and 
should be respon&lble for their work proCiuct. T1'le measures 
employed in aupeNI&Ing nontawyers should take aecount of the fact 
thai they do not heve legal training and are not subJec:l 10 
profe&$1onal discipline. 
(2) f:laragraph (a) requires l~ere with managerial authOrity 
within a taw firm to make reasonable etrons to establish internal 
pOlicies and procedures designed to provide reasonable aaaurance 
that nontawyers In the firm will act in a way compatible with the Rule$ 
of Professional Conduct. See Comment (11to Rule 5.1. Paragrapn 
(bl applies to lawyers who have suPervisory authority over the work 
of a nonlawyer. Paragraph (C) epeclfles the drcuiTIIItanceeln whldl 
a lawyer Is responsible for conduct of a nonlawyer that wouiCI be a 
viOlation of lhe Rules of Professional Condud if engaged in by a 
lawyer. 
RULE 11.4: PROFESSIONAL INDEPENDENCE OF A LAWYER 
(a) A lawyer or law finn thall not shant l1gal feet with a 
nonlaWyer, except that: 
IRPC F..l'l'i:ctivc: 7-1-04 
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FROM FINNEY FtNNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
11) an agr&ement by a laWyel' with lha lawyer's ftrm, 
partner, or aaoctate may provlda for tho payment 
of money, over a renonable·perlod of time attar 
thelawyef'a death, to the lawyer's estate ot to ono 
or more tpeclfled pereona; 
(2) a lawyer who purcheeea tha practlc:l of a 
deceated, dlubled, or dlaappearwcllawyar mQ. 
pureuant lD the provisions or Rule1.17, pay to the 
eetate or other representative or that lawyw the 
egreed-upon purchase price; 
13) a lawyer or law """ may Include norllaW1ar 
employees In a compensation or retirement plan, 
oven though the plan Is baaed In whOia or In part 
on a proftt4harlng arrangement: and 
14) a lawyer may share court-awarded legal fM with 
a nonprofit organlzatlon that employed. retained 
or recommended employment or the lawyer In tha 
matter. 
fb) A lawyer ehall not form a partnanshlp with a nonlawyer If 
any of the actlvltlee of lha partnanthlp cons•t of the 
praetlea of law. 
(c) A lawyer ahall not parmlt a parson who recommend&, 
employe, or pays the lawyer to render legal ettvlcea for 
another to direct or ragulata the lawyer'l profesalonal 
Judgment In randarlng such legaiMrvlca. 
(d) A lawyer ahall not practice with or In the form of a 
professional corpomlon or .. oclatlon authorked to 
practice law for 1 profit. If: 
(1) a nonlawyer owns any lntaraet therein, except 
that a fiduciary representative of the •tete of a 
lawyer may hold tt\a ltock or lnterttt of the 
lawyer fOr a reasonable time dul'lng 
edmlnltttatlon; 
(2) a nonlawyer Is a corporate director or otncer 
thereof or occupies the positiOn of similar 
reaponalblllty In any form of aaoclatlon otller 
than a cor~on, axcapt as provldaCI by ldallo 
Code §30·11S13(d); or 
(3) a nonlawyer ha the right to direct or control the 
profeaslonal Judgment of a lawyer. 
CommentMy 
(11 The provl&lOn& of lhls Rule express 1raclltional limitations 
an sharing feel. These llmltaUon.s are to protect tne lawye(s 
professiOnallnGependenee of judgment. Where someone other ltlan 
lhe dienl pey9 the ~avtyer's ree or sale.y, or recommends 
employment of the lawyer, that arrangement Cloea not modify tile 
lawyer'$ obllgallon 10 the client A9 state<l in paragraph (c), such 
arrangemenle &hOuld not Interfere with lhe lewyer's professional 
judgment. 
[2J This Rule alao expre&&u tracftlional fimitatlona on 
permllllng a third party to direct or regulate the lawyer's professional 
judgmerllln rendering legal aei'VIces to another. See also Rule 1.8(~ 
(lawyer may accept compensatiOn from a third party as long ea there 
is no interfel'llnce with tile lawyer'& Independent professional 
judgment and lhe dient gives informeG conaent). 
RULE U: UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW 
(a) A lawyer ahall not practice law In a Jurt.dlctlon whore doing 
so vlolatea the regulation of lha legal profelalon In that 
Jurlldlctlon. 
39 
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(b) A lawyer admln8d to praetice In another jurlacllctlon, but 
not In thlt Jurtsdlctlon, doa not engage In the 
unauthorked prectlc:a of IIIW In this Jurladlctlon wllan: 
(1) tne lawyer lsauthortud by law or order, Including 
pto hac vice admission purauant to Idaho &lr 
Commission Rule 222, to eppaar bafora a trtbunal 
or admtnllbttive agency In this Jurladlctlon 01 Is 
preparing for 1 potential procaodlng or hearing In 
which the lawyer reasonably expecta to bO so 
authortzecl: or 
j2) other than engaging In eonduct governed by 
paragraph 11): 
(I) a lawyor who Ia an employee of a client 
acts on tM client'• behalf or, In 
connection with the cllent'a mabrs, on 
behalf of the client's common~ owned 
organiZatlonalafftllatn: 
PI) the lawyor adl with re•pect to a 
matter that arlin out of or Is 
otllerwlso reasonably relateo to the 
lawyer's repraaentatton of a ctlent In • 
Jurisdiction In which the lawyer Is 
admltbd to practice; or 
(Ill) th1 lawyer Ia astOCiateelln the mstter 
with a lawyer admitted to practlc• In 
this Jurisdiction who actively 
partlclpatee In the repreaentatlon. 
(c) A lawyer ahall not assist another pereon In tha 
unauthorized practice of law. 
Commantary 
[1) A Iawver may regularly practice law only In a jurlsdldion in 
whic:h the lawyer Ia admlttaG to practice. The practice of law in 
violatiOn Of lev.yer-llcenslng standarcle of another jurisdiction 
constilutea a violation of these Rules. This Rule dOI!l$ no1 restrid lhe 
ability of lawyers authortzl!ld by federal statute or o!hl!lr federal law lo 
represent lhe interests of the United States or olner persons In any 
juTisdiction. 
(2) Th8f8 are occasion& i" ""'lch lawyers admitted 10 practice 
In anottler jurisdiction, but not in ll'lis jurisdiction. will engage in 
conduct in thla jurlsdldlon under cill:utnatances tha1 do not eteete 
signi1icanl riak to lhe lntarests Of ltleir clienta. the courts or the public. 
Paragrapl\ (D) Identifies four sHuations in whiCh the lawyer may 
engage in sueh conduct without fear of violating this Rule. Thia Rule 
doea not address the question of whelhet other conduct consti!\ltea 
lhe unautllorllect practice of law. Tha faCI that conduct is not 
inCluded or described in 1hia Rule ia not lnlended to imply thel auCII 
conduct lfi the unauthonzed practrce of law. With ll'le excel)llon of 
paragraph (b)(2)Q). nothing in this Rute Is lntende<l to authorize a 
lawyer to establish an office or other permanent presence in this 
jl.lriGdlctlon wtthotA being adrmtted 10 practice here. 
[3) L.awyers not admitted to prectlca generally in 11\e 
jurisdiction mey be authorized by law or order of a lrtbt..tnal or an 
admini8trative agency to appear before a ll'le lrlbunal or agenc:y. 
SUch euthofily may be granted pursuant lo formal rules goveming 
admission pro hac vice or pursuant to infonnal prac"ce of the tribunal 
or agency. Under paragraph (b)(1). a lawyer doea not violate thlfi 
Rule when the lawyer appears before auch alribt..tnal or agency. Nor 
(toes a lawyer violate thia Rule when the lawyer engagea In conduct 
"' antldpatlon of a proceeding or hearing, such aa factual 
inii8S11gallons and discovery conducted In connection with a litigation 
or edmlnlstrellve proceeding, in which an out-of·state lawyer "'" 
been aclmittect or In which the lawyer ree&onably eiiJ)ects to be 
adrmted. Nottling In paragraph (b)(1) i& il'ltenclad 10 authorize a 
lawyer not licensed In this jurisdiction 10 &ollclt clients in lhis 
Jurisdiction. 
IRPC Effective 7·1·04 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
[4) wnen lawyers appear or anticipate aL)pearlng before a 
tribunal or admlnlslraUw agency with authOrity to admh !he lawyer to 
practice pro hac vk:e, their conduct i& governed by paragraphs {a) 
and (b)(1) and no1 by (b)(2). Paragraph (b)(2) authorizes a lawyer to 
engage in certain conduct other than making or prepasing for 
appearances before such a trit)unal. For example, paragraph 
(b)(2)(1) recognizes that some Clients hire a lawyer as an employee in 
circumstances that may make it impractical for the lawyer to become 
edmilled to pradlce In this jurisdiction. Given that these dients are 
unllkery to be deceived about the ttalnrng and expertise of these 
lawyers, lawyers may act on behalf of such a cllen1 without violating 
tl'li& Rule. The lawyer may erso eel on behalf of the client'a 
commonty owned organizational afllllates but only In connection with 
the Client's matters. l.awye11 authorized to practice under tnia 
peregraph may be subject to reglsll'atlon or other requirement&, 
incruorng assessments for client proteetlon funds and mandaiOIY 
continuing legal education. 
151 Paragraph (b)(2)(11) recognizes that the comple.lll1y of many 
matters requires that B lawyer Whose representation of a client 
conaiats primarily of conduct in a jurl&dlctlon In which the lawyer is 
admiUeo to praCllce. also be permilled to ace on the client'1 behalf In 
other juria<lictions In matters arising out of or othelwfse reaaonably 
related to the lewyer's representation of lt'le client This conduct may 
involve negotlallons with private parties. as well as negotiations witn 
govemment officers or employees. end participation In alternative 
disP\It~reaolutlon procedures. This prOIIIslon also applies ~n a 
lawyer iS concluellng witness intervieWS or other activities in lf'lls 
jurisclictlon In preparaUon for a litigation or other proceeding that will 
occur in another Jurisdiction wnere the lawyer is either edmllted 
generally or expects to be admitted pro hac vice. 
[6) Paragraph (b)(2)(iii) recognizes that anoclellon wtth a 
lawyer lioensed to pradice in thiS Jur1sdlctlon Is likely to protect the 
Interests of both clients and the public, The lawyer aCimltled to 
practice in this jurlsdletlon. however, may not senre merely as e 
conduit for an out~f~tate lawyer but must actively participate in and 
share adual responaiblllly for the representation of the client. If the 
admitted lawyer'& invOlvement Is merely pro forma, then both lawyers 
ate subject to disCipline under this Rule. 
[7) The definition or the practice of lew Ia established by law 
and varies from one jurisdiction to another, ll\lllateVer the definition, 
llmlttng the practice of raw to members of the t:Jar protects the public 
against rendition of Ieger services by unqualified persons. Paragraph 
(C) does not prohibit e lawyer from employing the services or 
paraprofessionals an!J Clelegatlng functions to them. so long as the 
la\IIYGr supervises the delegated work and retains responslbirlty for 
their work. See Rule 5.3. 
[8) lawyeB may also provide professional advice and 
instrvctlon to nonlawyers whose employment requires knowledge or 
law: fOr example. claima edJU$ters. employees of financial or 
commerdal lnstiluti0f19, soCial wortcers. accountants and persons 
employed In government agencies. Lawyers may a&slstlndependent 
nonlawyer& auttlorized by tne raw of a JurisdictiOn to provide 
partiCular legal services, for e~mple. paraprofeeaional& authorized 
to provide some kinds of legal services. In additiOn, a li!W)'8r may 
counter nonrawvers who wisn to proceed prose. 
(9) Nothing In this rule is intended to conflict with Idaho Bar 
Commission Rule 222, \\ttich provides for pro hac vice admi1sion or 
lawyers from other juriaclictlons. 
RULE 5.6: RESTRtCTlONS ON RIGHT TO PRACTICE 
A lawyer 1hell not participate In offering or making: 
ca) an agreement that restrtcbl lhe rlghta of • lawyer to 
pi'Ktlce raw after tennlnatlon of • practa rellltlonshlp, 
axc:.pt agreementll concemlng benefits upon retirement: 
and eJtcept In situation• Involving ear. of a lew practice, or 
part thereof, aa described In Rula 1.17, or 
40 
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(b) an aoraemant In which a reetrlctlon on the lewyer'1 right to 
practice 18 part of the settlement of a eontroverwy t)Otllloon 
prtvata partiM. 
CommMt./y 
111 Nl agreement restricting the right of lawyers to pre~ 
after leaving a firm not onty limits their profea&ional autonomy but 
alSo limits the freedom of clients lo choose a lawyer. Paragraph (a) 
prohibits such agreements exee,n for restlic:tiOn& Incident to 
prOIIISions concerning retirement benefits for eervioe wttll the linn. 
(2) Paragrapn (b) prohibits a lawyer from agreeing no1 to 
represent ottler peraons In connection with settling a claim on behalf 
of a client. 
(31 Thi& Rule does not apply 10 prohibit restrictions thai may 
be included In the terms of the sere of a law practice purauanl to 
Rule 1.17. 
RULE 5.7: RESPONSIBILITIES REGARDING LAW·REI.ATED 
SERVICES 
(a) A lawyer ehall ba subject to the Rukls of Prot.nlonel 
Condulrt Wltft raspact ID the proV~elon of law·ntlated 
servtr;es, as defined In paragraph (b), H tho law-related 
servlcee are provtdad: 
(1) by the lawyer In clrcumstaneet~ that ere not 
distinct fnm the lawyer's provt.lon of tagal 
services to cllentl: or 
(2) by a eeparata antlty controlled by tha lawyer 
lndlvldalty or wttfl others If the lawyer falls to take 
reasonable meiiiUret to assure that a person 
obtaining the law·reklted services knowt that the 
servlcee of the saparate entity ara not legal NRICee 
and tnet the problctlone of the cllent-tawyer 
rellltlonthlp do not aalst. 
(b, The term "taw.relalad •rvlcee" denolaa services that 
might rea1onably ba performed In conjunction with and '" 
sw.tance are ralalad to the provtelon ot lagal se1"¥1Gee, 
and that are not prolllblted u unauthOrlud practice or taw 
when provided by a nonlewyer. 
Commwrllfty 
(1) Wlen s lawyer perform& ra•related ser~ices or controls 
an organization thai does so, there exi&ts ll'le potential for ethical 
problems. Principal among these Is the posaibility lhatlhe person for 
whom the law-related sel'lllees are performed falls to understand that 
the services may not cany with them tne protections normarry 
afforded as part of the client-lawyer relation&i'ip, The recipient of the 
I;JW4elated services may expKt. for example, tnat the protection of 
client confidences, prohibitions a~:~ainst representaUon of persona 
w1t11 conftlctlng interests, and obligations of a lawyer to maintain 
professional Independence apply to the provision of law-related 
aervk:as when that may not be the case. 
(2) Rule 5. 7 applies to the provision of law-related servic:es l)y 
e lawyer even when the rewyer does net proviCie any legal seNices 
to tl'le person tor Whom the raw-rerated services 8le performed. The 
Rule identi~es the drcum:ltances In which all of lhe Rules of 
Professional Conduct apply to the provi&lon or law-related services. 
Even when those circumstances do not el(l$1, however. the conduct 
of a lawyer Involved in me provision of law-related services Is subject 
to thoSe Rules that apply generally to lawyer conduct, ragardless or 
whether lhe conduct involves tl'le provision of regal service&. See. 
e.g .. Rule IU. 
[3) \l\11en law-related services are provided by a raw;er under 
eircumstsnces that are not distinct from the lawyer's provision of 
legal eervlces to dlents, the lawyer In providing the law-related 
servlcea must adhere to tne requirements ol the Autes of 
Professional Conduct as provided In Rule 5.7(a)(1), 
IRPC ElTectivc 7-1-4>4 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
( .. 1 Law-related seJVices also mey oe provided ltlrough an 
entity that Is dlsllnct 1tom that through wl'lleh the lawyer provides 
legal services. If the lawyer individueny or with others has control of 
such an entity's operation&, the Rule requires the lawyer to take 
reasonable measures to eeeure thai each person uuing the service& 
of the entity knows that the aeiVIeea provided by the entity are not 
legal service& ~~~ thet the Rules of Professional Conouct tnat relate 
to the client-lawyer reh1ti0n&hlp do not apply. A lawyer'a control or an 
entity extendt to the ability to direct Its operation. Vllhetnet a lawyer 
has such control will depend upon the circumstances of the pal'llcular 
case. 
(51 Wlen a client·lawyer relationship exists with a per&on wt1o 
Is referred by a lawyer to a separate law-related &eiVIce entlly 
controlled by the lawyer, inCiividually or with others, the tewyer must 
oompy with Rule 1.8(a). 
[6) In taking the reasonable meature& referred to In 
paragraph (a)(2) to aaaure lhat a person uatng taw-related ~~ 
understands the practleat effect or significance of the tnappi1C8bllily 
of the Rule& of Professional Conduct the lawyer should 
cornmuniGate to tne person receiving the taw-related services, in a 
manner sufficient to assure that the pel'$0n understands the 
slgnlfteance af the fact, that the relalionahip or the person to the 
business entity will not be a client·lawyer relationship. The 
communication should be made before entering into an agreement 
for provision of or providing law-related services. and preferably 
shOuld be In writing. 
[1) The burden is upon the lawyer to show that ltle lawyer has 
leken reasonable meaaurea under the Circumstances to 
communicate the deaired und•standing. t=or Instance, a 
eoplllstleated user of taw-related services, such ee a publk:ly held 
corporation. may require a lesser explanatiOn tl'lan someone 
unaccustomed to making Cll&llnctlons between legal seiVIces and 
law-releted services. sUGI"' aa an Individual seeking tax aclvlce from a 
lawyer-accountant or inves~gatlve services in connection with a 
18\Wuit. 
(8) Regardless of the sopl'llatlcallon of potential recipients of 
law-relatect aervlees. a lawyer ahOutCI take special care to keep 
separate the provision of law-related and legal services in order to 
mlnim~e the rl&k that the recipient will assume that the law-related 
seJVicea ere legal services. The 1'1&1< of such confuaion i& eepedally 
acute when tile lawyer renders both types of services with reaped to 
the same meaer. Under some circUmstances the legal and 
taw-related sel"'llees may be so Closety entwined that they cannot be 
distinguiahed from each other. and the requirement of di&CIOture and 
consultatiOn Imposed by paragraph ta)(2) of lhe Rule cannot be met 
In such a case a la¥.Yer will be reapon$1ble for assuring thlll both the 
tawyer'a conduct and, to the extent required by Rule 5.3, that of 
nonlawyer employees In the distinct entity !hat the lawyer controls 
complies in aN respects wl1tl the Rules of Ptofes&lonat Conduct. 
[9] A broad range of economic and other Interests of client& 
may be served by lawye~t' engaging In the delive.y of taw·rela~ed 
services Examples of taw-related servlce9 include providing title 
insurance. llnanclat planning. accounting. ~~ seiVicea, real estate 
counseling, legislative lobbying, econom1c analy&la, &octal WO!t(, 
psychOlOgical counseling. la~e prel)ara11on. and patent, medical or 
environmental consulting. 
(10) When a lawyer ill obliged to accord the recipients of such 
services the protections of tnOGe Rules !hat apply to the dlent·lawyer 
relationship, ttle lawyer must take special ~re to heed the 
proscriptions or the Rules addressing conftlct of 1ntereat (Rules 1. 7 
through 1.11, espedelly Rules 1.7ancl 1.8(a), (b) and tm. and to 
acrupulousty adhere to the requirements of Rule 1.6 relating to 
dl$dosure af confidential Information. The promotion of tne 
law-reteted services must also In all respeds comply with Rules 7.1 
tttrough 7,3, dealing with advertltlng and solicitation. tn that regard, 
lawyer& &l'lould take special care to Identify the obligellons !hat may 
be impOsed as a result of a j1.1ri$dlctlon's decisional law. 
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1111 \Mlen the full protections of all of the Rules of Professional 
Conduct do not apply to tne provision of law-related services, 
principles of law external to the Rules. for example, the law of 
principal and agent. govem tne legal dtrties owed lo those receiving 
IN services. llloee Oll18r legal principles may e&tabllsh a different 
degree of protection for the recipient with re&I)8Cl to confidentielily of 
Information. conRiels of Interest ano permissible business 
relationships with clients. See alao Rute 8.4 (Misconduct). 
Public Service 
RULE 6.1: VOLUNTARY PRO BONO PUBLICO SERVICE 
Every lawyer has a profn•lonal reeponslblllty to provide legal 
•ervtcee to those unable to pay. A llwyer should aaplf'l to 
render at teast (50) houn~ of pro bono publico legal eenrlcas per 
year. In fulfilling this rnponelblllty, the lawyer 8houlcl: 
(a) provide • sub8tantlel majortcy of the (50) hours of legal 
servlcn without fto or expectation of fee to: 
(1) pereons of llmlt8d meal18 or 
(2) charbble, rellgloua, civic, community, 
governmental and educational organlzatlona In 
mattere that are designed primarily to add,... the 
neec1e of persona of llmlllld means; and 
(b) provide any additional servlcos through: 
(1) dellverr of legal service. at no •• or 
suntantlally reduced '" to Individuals, groups 
or organizations ••king to eecura or prot8ct civil 
rtgttta, civil liberties or public rights, or charltlble, 
religious, ctvle, community, governmental and 
educational orpniDHone In matte~ in 
furtherance of their orgenlmttonal purposes; 
(2) dollvery of legal servlcn at e substantially 
reduced fee to persons of limited means; or 
(3) partlelpltlon in actMtles for Improving the law, 
the legal tystem or the legal profeeelon. 
In addition, 1 lawyer thoukl voluntarily contribute ftn~nclal 
•upport to organ~atlont that provide legal MfVICM to person• 
of llmltad mean1. 
commenra.y 
(1) Every lawyer, regardless of profeulonat prominence or 
professional work load. l'laa a re&PQnsibility to provide legal services 
to those unable to pay, and personal Involvement in tne problems of 
the disadvantaged can be one af the moat rewarding experiences In 
the life of a Iawver. The Idaho state ear urges all lawyers to prOVIde 
a minimum of 50 hOurs of pro bono &eiVIces annually. II I& 
recognized that in some years a 11r.•.1yer may render greater or fewer 
hourS than the annual &tandard specified, but during the course or 
his or her legal career, each lawyer sllOul~ render on average per 
year. the number of hOurs set forth in lhie Rule. Services can be 
performed in civil matters or In aiminal or qua&l-crtmlnal matters for 
which there is no government obligation to provide funcla for legal 
representation. sucn as post-conviction CJeath penalty appear cases. 
121 ParagraphS (a)(1) and (2) recognize the critical need for 
legal services that exl&ts among persona of limited means by 
providing that a substantial majority of the legal seNices rendered 
annually to the dtsadvantegeo be furnished wiltlout fee or 
eJCPectation of fee. Legal services under these paragraph& consist of 
a full range of activities, Including individual end dass representatiOn, 
the provision of legal acllllee. legislative loDbytng, administrative rule 
making and 1he provision or free training or mentorlng to ltloae who 
represent per~ons of Hmlted means. The verie1y of these activities 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
al'louiCI fadlltate panlclpallon by government lewye~. even ~n 
restriCtiOn& elCI&t on tl'lelr engaging In the outside practice of law. 
(3] Pereone eligible for legal seiVIces under paragrepl\8 (8)(1) 
and (2) ere tnose v.1'1o qualify for pal11cipation in programs funoecl by 
the Legal Services Corporation and those whose income& enct 
finaneial refiOurcee ere eliglltly above the guidelines utilii~ by aueh 
programs but nevettl'letess, cannot afford counsel. l.egal services 
can be renaered to Individuals or to organi,atian& &ueh as the Idaho 
Volunteer uwyers Program. homeless ahelters, battered women's 
centers and food panll1as that serve thOte of limited means. The 
term •govemmental organizations" include&, but Ia not limited to. 
p\olblic proteetlon programs and section& of governmental or public 
sector agendas. 
[4] Becaur;a se!VIce must be provided without fee or 
expectation of fee, the Intent of the lawyer to render fnle legal 
seNices is ee&entlal ,Of the work performed to ran within the meaning 
of paragraphs (8)(1) and (2). Accordingly, servic:ee rendered cannot 
be considered pro bono If an anticipated ree i$ uncollected, but ltle 
award of statutory attorneys' fees In a caae originally accepted as pro 
bono would not dlr;quallfy &uch seiVioee from Inclusion under this 
sectiOfl. Lawyers wllo do receive tees in eud'l cases are encouraged 
to contribute an appropriate portion of suCh fees to organizllliona or 
projecb that benefit persons of limit~ meanr;. 
(5] While It Is possible for e lawyer to fulfill the annual 
responaiblllly to perform pro bono &aNices exclusively through 
adivitiet Cleecrtbed In paragraphs (&)(1) and (2), to the extent that 
any hours of service remained unfulfilled, the remaining commitment 
can be met in a variety of ways as set fonh In paragraph (b). 
ConsUtutlonal, statutory or regulatory resltictlons may prohibit or 
Impede govemment and public sector lawyers and Judges from 
performing the pro bOtlo eervlcas oLitlined in paragraph& (a)(1) and 
(2). Accordingly, where those restrictions apply, government and 
public sector tawyere and judges may fulfill their pro bono 
reaponslbllity by petrormlng services outlined in paragraph (b). 
[GJ Paragraph (b)(1) Includes the provision of certain types of 
legal servioe& to lhasa whose lncomee end ftnandal resources place 
them above limited means. It also permll8 I~ pro bono lawyer to 
aecept a substantially reduced fee for services. Examples of the 
types of issues lhel mey be addressed under this paragraph Include 
Firat Amendment claim&, Title VII claims and environmental 
protection claims. AC!CIItionally, a wide range of organizations may 
be represented. including social service. medical reeeareh, cultural 
and religious groups. 
[7] Paragrllf)h (b)(2) covers Instances In which lawyers agree 
to and receiVe a modest fee for fumlshlng legal semces to persons 
of Umited means. Participation In judicare programs and acceptance 
of court appointments in whiCh the fee Is substantially below a 
lawyer'& usual rate are encouraged under this section, 
[8] Paragraph (b)(3) recognizes the value of lawyer& engaging 
in activitiee lhat 1Jl1)rove the law, the legal system or tile legal 
professiOn. Serving on bar association eommtttees, serving on 
boards of pro bono or legal senricea programs, taking part in Lew 
Day activitiee. acting a& a continuing legal education instructor, a 
mediator or an altlltrator and engaging In legislative lobbying to 
improw the law, tt1e legal system or the proreaston are a few 
e~tamples of the many ectlvltlas that faU within this paragraph. 
(9) Because the provt&lon of pro bono services is a 
professional respanelblllty, It Is the individual ethical commitment of 
each lawyer. NevertheleSs, there may be times v.Mn It Is not 
feasible for a lawyer to engage In pro bono serviCe$. AJ such times a 
lawyer may discharge the pro bono responSibility by providing 
financial support to organizations providing free legal services to 
persona of limited means. SuCh flnanclal support GhOuld be 
reasonabty equivalent to the value of the houre of service that would 
have othetwise been provided. tn addition, at times 11 may be more 
feaeltlle to satisfy tl'le pro bono responsibility coll~lvely, as by a 
firm's aggregate pro bono activHies. 
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[10] Because the efforts of lndividuatlewyere are not enough to 
meet the need for free legal services that exist& among persons of 
limited meana, the government and lhe profession have Instituted 
additional programs to provide those services. Every lawyer should 
ftnancially eupport such programs, in addition to either providing 
direct pro bono &eNices or making finencilll contrtbuUons when pro 
bono service Is not feasible. 
(11) t.aw llrms should ect reaaonably to enable au 1awy91s In 
1he firm to provide the pro bono legal &ei'VIC8S called for by 1hie Rule. 
(12) The responsibility eel forth In this Rule is not intended to 
lie enforced through disciplinary process. 
RULE S.Z: ACCEPTING APPOINTMENTS 
A lawyer shall not seek to avoid appointment by a tribunal to 
represent • person exGept for good causo, such at: 
(a) rap1111entlng ttle client Is llkGiy to result In violation of the 
Rules of Profnslonel Conduct or other law: 
(b) ~Wpruentlng the Client Is lluly to l'ftult In en unrMaonable 
flnanGial burden on tho lawyer: or 
(e) lh8 Gllent or tho cause II so repugnant to tho lawyer as to 
be likely to Impair tho ellent·lawrer relationship or the 
!Nyer'e ability to repreeent the client. 
ComrrMrtta~y 
(1) A lawyer ordinarily is not obliged lo IJ()cept a Client whose 
Character or cause the lawyer regards as repugnant. The lawyer's 
freedom to select clients ie, however, qualified. All lawyers have a 
reeponslbiHty to assist in providing pro bono publico eerviee. See 
Aula 6.1. An lmfividualla•r fulfills this responsiba~y by aecepling 
e fair &hare of unpopular meteers or Indigent or unpopular dlenta. A 
lawyer may also be subject to appointment by a eourt to serve 
unpopular clients Of pet10N unable to alford legal services. 
Appointed Counsel 
[2) For good ceuee a lawyer may seek to decline an 
appointment to represent a person who cannot sft'orcl to retain 
counsel or whose cause i& unpopular. Good eauee exlr;ts If ltle 
lawyer could not handle ltle mateer ecmpetenUy, see Rule 1.1. or If 
undertatclng the representation would result In an Improper conflict of 
interest, for example, when the Client or the cause is flO repugnant to 
the lawyer as to be likely to impair the ctlent·lawyer relatlonehlp or 
the 1awyera ability to represent the ellen\. A lawyer may also seek to 
decline an appointment if acceptance VtiOUid be unreasonably 
burdentorna, for example, when it would Impose a financial saaffice 
so greet as to be unjust. 
(3) All appointed lawyer has the r;ame obHglllions to the Client 
as retalneG counsel, lnduding the obligations of loyally and 
confidentiality, and Is subject to the aeme limitations on the 
cllenNawyer relationship. such &5 the obltga11on to refrain from 
assisting lhe client In vlotallon of the Rulea. 
RULE 6.3: MEMBERSHIP IN LEGAL SERVICES ORGANIZATION 
A lawyer may 1etve 11 a director, officer or member of a t~gal 
services organ~on. apart from the taw firm In which the 
lawyor practlco, notWidi&Uindlng that the organization 11rv" 
persons having tnterasta advorsa to a client of tho lawyer. The 
tawyar shall not knowingly par11clpate In a decltton or action of 
tha organlatlon: 
(a) If partlelpatlng In the decision or Rtlon would bo 
tneompatlblo with the lawyer's obligations to a client under 
Rule1.7: Ot 
(b) wh.,. the decltlon or action could have a matetlal adveiH 
effect on the representation of a client of the organlzaUon 
Whose Interests are adverse to a cnant of the lawyer. 
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Commen~ 
111 l.awye.1 Should be encouraged to support ano participate 
In legal servk:e orgamat~&. A lawyer who ia an of'l'icer or a 
member of such an ol1)anization does net thereby have a 
client-lawyer relationship with per&one served by the organizatiOn. 
However. there Is potential conflict between the interests of aueh 
periiOI'I$ and !he Interests of the iawyel"ll clients. If the possibility of 
such connlct disqualified a lawyer from sen~lng on the board Of a 
legal &el'lllees organization, the profession's Involvement in &uCI'I 
011J&nizallons would be severely curtailed. 
121 It may be neceasary In appropriate cases to reasaure a 
dlent or the organization that Ole representation will nol be affected 
by conflicting loyeHiea of a member of the board. Established, 
v.rltlen policies in thi11 reepect can enhance the Credibility of such 
assurances. 
RULE 8.4: LAW REFORM ACTIVITIES AFFECTING CUENT 
INTERESTS 
A lawyer may Hrve ae a director, offleer or member of an 
organiHtlon Involved In reform of the law 0t lt8 administration 
notwithstanding that the reform may affeCt the lntsrasts of a 
client of the lawyer. When the IMY•r knowa that the Interests 
of a client may be materially benetltM by a decision In whleh 
the lawyer parllelpatet, the lawyer shall dleclose that. flet but 
neea not Identify the client. 
CommenfM)' 
[11 l.awyers Involved in organizations lleeking law reform 
generally do not have a Client-lawyer relationship with the 
organization. Otherwise. it might follow thai a lawyer could not be 
Involved in a bar assodatlon law refonn program that might Indirectly 
affect a client. See also Rule 1.2(b). For example, a lawyer 
specializing In antllrust litigation mlgl'lt be regarded aa diaquallfted 
from partiCipating In drafting revi11ion11 of rules governing tl"'et subJect 
In determining the nature and &cape of partieipellon In such 
activilie&, a lawyer should be mlnGful of obligations to Clients under 
other Rule&, panlcularly Rule 1 . 7. A lawyer ill professionally 
obligated 10 protect the integrlly of the program by making an 
appropriate disclosure Within tne organization when the lawyer 
knows a private dlent mighl be materially benefited. 
RULE &.5: NONPROFIT AND COURT·ANNEXED UMITED 
LEGAL SERVICE$ PROGRAMS 
(a) A lawyer who. under the auspices of a program sponsorvd 
by a nonprcrftt organization or court. provldos short-term 
limited legal .. rvtcee to a client without upectatlon by 
lither the lawrtr or the client that the laWYer will provide 
continuing repreeentatlon In the matter. 
(11 Ia subject to Rules1.7 ancl1.9(al only lf1he lawyer 
knowt that the reprveentetion of the client 
lnvolvea a conflict of lntereet; and 
(21 Is subject to Rule 1.10 oniJ If the llwyer knowe 
that enother lawyer aaoelated with the lawyer In 
e law firm Is dltquallfled by Rule 1. 7 or 1.9(al wtth 
reepeet to the mauer. 
(b) Except ae provided In paragraph (a)(2), Rule 1,10 Is 
Inapplicable to a reprauntatlon governed by this Rule. 
ContnHJnt.ly 
(11 LegBI service& organizations, courts end various nonprofit 
organiHtlons have established programs through which lawyers 
f)rOVIde snort-term limite<l legal S8f\lices - auen as advice or the 
completion or legal forma - tt'iat will assist persons to address their 
legal problems without further representation by e lawyer. In theSe 
program&, euch as legal·advice hOtlltle&, adVice-only elln1cs or prose 
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counseling programs, a dient-lawyer relationship Is ealebli&l'led. but 
there ia no expectation that the lewyel'a representation of the dient 
will continue beyond the limiteCI conauHatton. Such programs are 
nonnally operated under cireumalanc. In Yttllch it is not feasible for 
a l~r 10 syetematlcalty screen for conftlds of interest as Is 
generally required before undertaking a representation. See, e.g., 
Rules 1.7, 1.9 and 1.10. 
(21 A la~r who provides short-term limited legal GGNices 
pursuant to thill Rule must secure the dient'S Informed comenl to tt'le 
limited secpe of the representation. See Rule 1.2(c:). If a &non-term 
limited repre&entaUon would not be reasonable under the 
drcumslances, the lawyer may offer aclvlce to the clienl bUt must 
alllo eclviaG the client of the need for further aaaiatenee of counsel. 
Except as provide<! in tPIIS Rule. the Rules of Professional Conduel, 
InCluding Rules 1.6 anct 1.9(c). are applicable to the limited 
representallon. 
(3J Because a lawyer who is repreeentlng a dienl in lne 
clrcumstancei addressed by this Rule orctinarlly Is not able to cnee1< 
systematically for oonlllcts of intereet, paragraph (a) requires 
compliance with Rules 1.'1 or 1.9(a) only if the lawyer knows thet the 
representation preeents a conflict of inlerest for the lawyer, end with 
Rule 1.1 o only if the lawyer knows that anolllel' lawyer in the lawyer·s 
firm Is disqualified by Rules 1.7 or 1.9(a) in the maner. 
[4J Because tne limited nature of tne services significantly 
reduces the riak of conflicts of interest wllh other mettere being 
handled by tfle lawyer'& firm, paragraph (D) provides that Rule 1.10 Is 
Inapplicable to a representation govemed by this Rule eJCcepl as 
provided by paragraph (&)(2). Paragraph (a)(2) require& lhe 
partlclpatl~ lawyer 10 comply with Rule 1, 10 when I he lawyer 1enows 
that tile lawyer's firm Is disqualified by Rules 1.7 or 1.9(11). By virtue 
of paragraph (b), however, a lawyer's participation In a short-term 
fimiled legal seM:ea program will not predude the IIIW)IBI's lifm from 
undertaking or continuing the representation Of a cllenl with intereita 
adverse to a client being represented under the program's auspices, 
NOr will the personal disqualification of a lawyer partldpating in Jfle 
program be Imputed to other la....,ers particip&tll'lg In the program. 
(5} If, after commendng a shOrt-term limited repreaentation In 
accordance with this Rule, a lawyer undertakes to represent IPIB 
client In the malter on an ongoing basis, Rules 1.7. 1.9(8) end 1.10 
become appHeable. 
Information About Legal Services 
RULf 7.1: COMMUNICAllONS CONCERNING A LAWYER'S 
SERVICES 
A lawyer wll not make a falte or mlslndlng communlcallon 
about the lawyer or the lawyer'$ sarvlcn. A eommunlctllon Is 
faiH or mteteadlng If It: 
(a) contains a material mlerapresantatton of fact or lew, or 
omltt a fact neces.ary to make the ~ent conaldanHI 
as a whole not materially mllleadlng: 
(b) It likely to erelte an u"Justlfled expectation about results 
the lawyer can aehlne, or states or lmplln that 1he lawyer 
ean aehleve reeults by meant that violate the ruloa of 
protanlonal condud or other lew; or 
(C) companas the lawyer's •rvlcn with other klwyeft 
eervlcea, unlese the comparison can be factuelly 
substantiated. 
CommentMy 
[11 Tl'lls Rule governs an communication& abOUI a lawyer's 
servicea, including advertising permitted by Rule 7 ,2. Wlatever 
mean~~ are u&ed to make known a lawyer's ~cas. statements 
about lhem muat be truthful. Tne prohlbhlon in paragraph (b) of 
statements that may aeate "unjustified expedatiOne" would 
IRPC l)ftbctivc 7-t-04 
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ordinarily preelucle actvertl&ements about resulls obtained on behalf 
of a client, &UCI'I as tne amount of a damage award or tfle lawyers 
record in obtaining favoreble verdlets, and advertlsemenla containing 
c:tient endorGemente. Such Information may create ltle unjustified 
e)IJ)ectallon that similar resulls can be ObtalneG for others without 
reference to ltle spedfle actual and legal c:irQII'netei'ICe$. 
[21 Truthfulstatemants that are miSleading are ai&O prohibited 
by lhia Rule. A truthful statement Is misleading If It oml1& a fact 
necessary to make ll'le lawyer'& communication conal(leted as a 
whole not malertally mi&Jeadtng. A lrulhful statement Is also 
misleading if there ie a substantial likelihood that it win lead a 
reasonable pereon 10 formulate a speCific conClusion about the 
lawyer or the lewyen ssrvtces for whidl there Is no rea&onable 
factual foundallon. 
f31 M adVertisement that tf'l.lll'l~lly reports a I8Wfer'li 
achievements on behalf of cliente or former dienls may be 
miGieadlng If presented so as to lead e reasonable person 1o form en 
unjustified expectation that tl'le eame results could be obtaine<l for 
other Clients In similar matte111 withOut reference to the specific 
fac:tual and legal circumstances of each client's ease. Similarly, an 
unsubstantiated comparison of the lawyer's eeiVIce& or lees with the 
services or fees of otller 1ay,yers may be mislellding if presented with 
such r;peclftdty as would lead a reasonable person to conclude that 
the comparison can be &u'bstanllaled. The inClusion of an 
appreprlate dlsdalmer or qualifying language may prec:tucle a finding 
lt'lat a statement ia likely to create unjustified e~epectaUons or 
otherwise mislead a prospective client 
{4] See alao Ru1e 8.4(e) for 1he prohibition agaln&t staling or 
Implying an ability to lnftuence Improperly a government agency or 
ofllcial or to acl'lleve results by meana 1hal violate the Rules of 
Professional Col"'duel or other law. 
RULE 7.2: ADVERTISING 
(a) SubJect to the requlrernants of Rulet 7.1 and 7 .3, a lawyer 
may Mlftrtlte wrvlee8 through written, rGCordad or 
electronic communication, Including publiC media. 
(b) A copy or recording or an advertisement or communication 
ehall be kept for two years after lb tat dleaemlnatlon 
elong with a~weord orwnen and where ltwa uNCI. 
(G) A lawyer shall not give anything of value to a peNon for 
recommending the tawyel'e eeiYicos except that a lawyer 
may 
C11 pay the ntaonable coe11 of advertisement~ or 
communications permitted by this Rule; 
(2) pay the uaual chargM of a legal ur.~lce plan or e 
not.for.proflt or qualified laWyer referral service. 
A quanfled r.wyer referral service Is a law,er 
referral aervlce that ha been approwcl by an 
appropriate regulatory authortty; and 
(3) pay for a law practice In accordance with Rule 
1.17. 
(d) Any communlcetlon made pun.uant to this rule thall 
lneluclt the name and otnce addntSS Of at least one lawyvr 
or law nrm rnponslble for 1t1 content. 
Commw~faly 
(1J To uaiel the public In obtaining legal setYices, lawye11 
should be allowed to meke known their services not only through 
reputation but alSo througl'l organized informatiol"' campaigns in 1t1e 
form of acMrttsing. Advel1lslng InvolVes an active que&~ for cJients. 
contrary to the traditiol"' trlllt a lawyer should not seek dlen1ele. 
However. 111e public's neeo to know about legal setvlc:es can be 
fulftlled In part through edvertlslng. This need ia pettlcularly acute in 
tt1e case of pertons of moderate means who have not made 
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elltensive use of legal services. The interest In expal'ldlng pulllle 
lnfonnatlon about legal services ought to prevail over consideratiOns 
or tradition. Nevettheless. advertising by lewyerr; entails the riSK of 
practices that are misleading or overreacnlng. 
[2) This Rule permit!i publiC dissemination of information 
concerning a lawyer's name or firm name. address and teleohene 
number; the kinds of servi<:ea the tawrer will undertake; the ba&ls on 
which the lawyer's fees are delennlned, Including prices for SJ)eCiftc 
seNk::es ancl payment and credit arrangements: a lawyer'e foreign 
language eblllty; names of references and, with their conaent, names 
of diente regularly represented; a,CI other Information thai might 
invite the anentlon of those seeking legal assls1anoe. 
(3) Questions of effectiveness and taste in advertising ere 
mal!Brs of spec:ulation anCI subjedlve judgment. Some Jurisdictions 
have had extensive prohibitions against television advertising, 
agalns1 advertising going beyond specified facts about a lawyer, or 
against "unctignlflecr' adVeftlslng. Television Is now one of the rnost 
povlerful me<lie for getting Information to ltle public, partiCUlarly 
f*SOns of tow and moderate income; prohibiting television 
advertising. therefore, would Impede the now of Information aboUt 
legal services to many sectors of lhe public. Limiting the Information 
that may be advertised has a similar effect and assumes that the bar 
can accutetely forecast the kind of information that tile public would 
regard ae relevant. Similarly, electroric media. such a9 the Internet, 
can be an Important source of infonTiatlon about legal senlice&, and 
lawful communication by e1ec:tron1c mall Is permitted I))' this Rule. 
But see Rule 7.3(a) for the prohibiUon against the soliCitation of a 
prospective client 1hrou~n a real-time electronic exchange that is not 
lnltlatsd by the prosl)eCttve dlent. 
(41 Neither lhis Rule nor Rule 7.3 pronlblts communications 
authot1zed by law, sucn as notice to members of a class in clue 
action litigation. 
Record of Advertising 
(5) Paragraph (b) requires that a record of the eontent and 
use of advertising be kept 1, order to facilitate enforcement of this 
Rule. h does not require that adve111slng be subject to review prior to 
c!iaeemlnallon. SUch a requirement would be burdenaome and 
ext)enelve relative to its p0$$1ble benents. and may be or doubtful 
conetlMionallty. 
PGflng Others to Recommenela Lawyer 
(61 Lawyers are not permitted to pay othel1 for channeling 
profeaelonal wor1<. Paragraph (b)(11, however, allows a la\Nyer to 
pay for Gdvel11slng and communications permitted by this Rule, 
Including the costs or prlnl dlrectoly listings, on-line directory li811ngs, 
newspaper ade, tsleVIsion anct radio airtime. domain-name 
registration&, $pon$Ort;hlp fees, banner eels, and group adwrtieing. 
A lawyer may compensate employees, agente and vendors who ate 
engaged to provide marketing or client-development service8, such 
as publiCists, pubiiC4eladons personnel, bu&lne&ll-developmen1 slaff 
and website ctesigners. See Rule 5.3 for the dulles of lawyera ana 
law firma witt'l respec~ to the conduct or nonlawyers who prepare 
mar!(eting materiel& for them. 
(71 A lawyer may pay the ~nual charges of a legal aennce plan 
or a not·fof-prolit or QUalified lawyer referral service. A legal service 
plan Is a prepBicl or group legal setVice plan or a similar plan that 
aulst& prospective dienta to secure legal repreeentetlon. A lawyer 
referral service, on 1he other hand, Is any organilatlon that holds 
Itself out to the public as a lawyer referral service. Such referral 
service& are unclerslood by laypereona to be consumeroOfiented 
organizatiofw that proVIde unbiased referralS 10 lawyen wiltl 
appropriate expertence in lhe subject matter of tne represenlatior1 
and afford other client protections. such aa complaint procedurea or 
malpractice insurance requirements. Consequenlly, this Rule only 
permhs a lawyer to pay tne usual chargea of a not-for-profit or 
qualified lawyer referrsl service. A qualifiecllawyer referral service is 
one that is approved by an appropriate regUlatory aUihority as 
affording adequate proteCiions for prospective Clief'ls. See. e.g., the 
IRPC Effective 7-1-04 
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American Bar AssocJatlon's Model Supreme Coul1 Rules Goveming 
Lawyer Referral Services ano MOdel Lawyer Referral end 
Information Service Quality A$eurance ACI (requiring that 
organizations that are Identified as lawyer referral servlcee (Q pe11nit 
tl'le l)altleipalion of all lawyers who are licensed and eligible to 
ptadice in the jurisdiction and who meet reasonable objective 
eHgiDfllty requirements as may be established by the referral seNice 
for tne protection of prospective dienl9: (ii) require each participating 
1awyer to cany reaaonably adequate malpractice lnsurai"'C8; (HI) a~:t 
reHOnably to assess client satisfaction and addre&$ Client 
complaints; and [IV) do not refer prospective clients to lawters Vttlo 
own. operate or are employed by the referral service.) 
-[8)- - A-lawyer who-accepts -assJGnments-or referrals-from- a --
legal service plan or referrals from a lawyer referral servlc:e must ad 
reasonably to assure that the activities of the plan or seNice are 
compatible with the lawyer's professional obligations. See Rule 5.3. 
l.egal aervice plans and lawyer refem~l services may communicate 
will\ prospective clients, but such communication must be In 
conformity with tnese Rule&. Thua, edvertiaing must not be false or 
misleading, a& WOUld be the cne if the communications of a group 
ectvertiaing program or a group legal aervices plan would mislead 
prospective Clients to ll'link that it was a lawyer referral service 
5ponaored by a alate agency or bar association. Nor could the 
lawyer allow in-person, telephonic, or real·lime contacts that would 
violate Rule 7.3. 
RULE 7.3: DIRECT CONTACT WITH PRO&PECnVE CLIENTS 
(a) A lawyer ahall not by ln-perwon, IIYV telephone or raaf.tlma 
electronic contact solicit profnalonal emptoymant from a 
protpactlve client when a significant motive for the 
tawyar'a Cfotng eo 11 the tawyar'a pecunta, gain, unteet the 
pereon contacted: 
(1) It a Ia~; or 
(2) hn a family, close personal, or prior professional 
r.t.tlonshlp with the lawyer. 
(b) A lawyer shall not aollelt profaaalonal employment from a 
prospective client by written, 18C0fdad or electranlc 
communication or by ln-poraon, telophone or real-tlmo 
olactronlc contaet oven when not oth8f'Wfse prohibited by 
parag111ph (a), It: 
(1) the proapoctlw client h8a made known to the 
lawyer a dnlre not to be solicited by the lawyer; 
or 
(2) the solicitation Involves coarcton, durea or 
harusmtnt. 
(C) EWIIY wr1aen, recorded or ele«rontc communlcltlon from 
a l~er soliciting profeeelonat employment from a 
protpectiYe client known to be In need of legetltNfcee In 
a partiCular matter thall Include the worclt "Adveltltlng 
Matertar on the oulllde envelOpe, It any, ancl It the 
beginning and endlna of any recorded or eteetronlc 
communication, unteu the recipient Of the communiCatiOn 
111 pe!WOn 1peclfled In paragrapM (a)(1) or (1)(2). 
(d) Notwithstanding the prohibition• In paragraph (8), a lawyer 
may partlclpetw with a prepaid or group legal tervlce plan 
optntH by an organization not owned or dii"'Cted by the 
tawyar that uaaa In-parson or telephone cont.Kt to solicit 
membershlpe or eubectlptlona for tho plan from parsons 
whO are not known to need tegel eervlcel In • par\lcular 
matter c:overed by the ptan. 
Commellr.ty 
I1J There is a potential for abuse inherent in direct in-person, 
llwt telephone or real-time electronic contact by a lawyer with a 
prospective client known to need legal services. These forms of 
45 
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c:ontad beM<een a lawyer and a prospeellve dlenl subject the 
layperson to the privata Importuning or the tralnad advocate in a 
direct Interpersonal enc:ounter. The prospective Client. v.t\o may 
already feel overwhelmed by tile circumstances giving rise to the 
need for legal setVices. may lind it difficult fully to evaluate an 
available alternative& with reaaoned judgment and approptiete 
eetf-lntereat in lrle fece of the 1awyer·e presence and insistence upon 
llelng retained lmiTie(llatery. Tl'le siluatlon iS rreugl'll willl the 
posaibllity of undue Influence, intimidation, and over-reactting. 
121 ihls poten11a1 for abuse inherent in ctired in-person, live 
telephone or real-time electronic aolicitation of prospedive clients 
jUitifiet "G prohibition, peltlculerty einca 1ewyer actvertieing and 
writlen-and-teeOI\'!ed-eommuniC&tiOn petmilted-under-Rute -7,2-olfer -
altematlve means of conveying necessary Information 10 those who 
may be In need of legal services. Advet1l&lng anct written and 
recorcled communications whldl may be mallect or autocllaled make 
It possible for a prospective Client to be Informed about the need for 
legal servlcss, and about t,e qualifications of available lawyers and 
taw liiTJIS, Without subjecting the prospec:tive dient to direct 
in-person. telephone or real·tlme electronic persuasion that may 
overwhelm the dienrs judgment. 
[3] The use of general advertising and written. recorded or 
eledronie communications to transmit Information from lawyer to 
prospective client. rather than direct in·person. live telephone or real· 
time electronic cootad, will help to assure that the Information !lows 
deanly as well as freely. The contents of advertisements and 
communications permitted under Rule 7.2 can be permanently 
recorded so thai they cannot be disputed and may be shared with 
others wf1o know the lawyer. This potential for informal review is 
itself likely to help guard against statements and claims that might 
c:onetilute falae and mieleading communication&, in violetion of Rvle 
7.1. The contente of direct in-pen~on, live telephone or reel-time 
etectrOI'ic converaationa between a Iawver ai'ICI e prospective Client 
can be diGputed end may not be subject to thlf'CI-party GoCMiny. 
ConaequenUy. they are much more likely to approach (and 
occasionally c:ross) the dividing fme between accurate 
representations and those that are false and misleading. 
[4) There Is far less llkelltiOOd that a lawyer would engage In 
abu&lve practice& against an Individual Who 1$ e former dlent, or With 
~om the tav.yer has a close personal or family relationship, or In 
situations In which the lawyer I& mollvaled by considerations other 
than lhe lawyer's pecuniary gain. Nor Is dlere a sertous potential for 
abuse when the person conladed Is a lawyer. ConsequenUy, the 
general prohibition In Rule 7.3(a) and the requirements of Rule 7.3(c) 
are not applicable in those situations. Also, paragraph (a) is not 
intended to prohibit a lawyer from participating in constilutionally 
protected activities of public or charitable legal· servk:e organizaliOflS 
or bona fide political, soc:ial. dvic, fratemal, employee or trade 
organizations whose purposes include providing or recommending 
legal servlcss to Its members or benellclartes. 
(5] But even permlllecl forms of sollellatlon can be abused. 
Thu&, eny sollcltstlon lll'lleh eontetns Information whleh Is false or 
mleleadlng within the meaning of Rule 7.1. wnlcn Involve& coerCion, 
Gure&G or harassment within the meaning of Rule 7.3(1:1)(2), or whiCh 
itiVOivea contact with a prospeclive client who "" rnecte ktlown to 
ll'le lawyer a desire not to be soliCited by lhe lawyer within tl'le 
meaning or Rule 7.3(b)(1) i~ prohibited. Moreover, if after &ending e 
tetter or other communication to a Client as pemlitted by Rule 7.2 ll'le 
lawyer receives no response. any further effort to communicate with 
the prospective client may violate the provbions of Rule 7.3(b). 
(6] This Rule Is not intended to prohibit a lawyer rrom 
contacting representatives of organizations or groups that may be 
Interested In establishing a group or prepaid tegel plan for their 
membet1. insureda, benefiCiaries or other thif'CI parties tor the 
pt~rpose or informing such entities of ltle availability of and details 
concerning the plan or arrangement wflich the lawyer or lawyer's firm 
is willing to offer. This form of communication is not directed to a 
proapedive dient. Rather. it is usiJally addressed to an individual 
acting in 11 fiduciary capacity seeking a supplier of legal services for 
others who may, if they choose, become prospective clients of the 
lllPC Ell'~:elivc 7•1·04 
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lawyer. Under lhMe cirwmstance&, the acti~ which the lawyer 
unctartakes in communicating with such repreaentettvea end tne !ype 
or Information transmitted to the Individual are functionally limilar lo 
and serve the same purpose as advertising permitted under Rule 
7.2. 
[7) The requirement in Rule 7 .3(c) that cettaln 
communications be mark~ "Advertising Material" does not apply 1o 
communication& aent in reapon&e to requests of potential clients or 
their epokeapereona or &potl&OI'G. General announcements by 
lawyers. lnclUOing cnanges In personnel or office location, do no1 
constitute communications soliCiting professional employment from a 
dient known to be in need of legal services within the meaning of this 
Rule. 
[8] Paragraph (d) of tl'lla Rule permits a lawyer lo participate 
wtth an organization whim uaes per&onal contact to solicit members 
for Its group or prepaid legal seNJQe plan, provided that the personal 
contact is not undertaken by any la"'Yer who would be a provider of 
legal sen~ic;e, through the plan. The organization must not be owned 
by or directed (whether as manager or otherwise) by any l~r or 
law firm that participates In the plan. For example. paragraph (d) 
would not permit a lawyer to create an organiZation controlle<l 
directly or indirectly by the lawyer and use the organi1alion for the 
ln·person or telephone aolleltetlon or legal employmenl of the lawyer 
through memberships in tne plan or otherwise. The communiCatiOn 
permitted by these organizations also must not be directed to a 
person known to need legBI servicle& in a par1lcular matter. but is 1o 
be ~signed to Inform potential plan members generally of another 
means or affordable legal servioea. L.awyers who par1lclpate In a 
legal aervice plan must reasonably assure thet the plan SPQnsors are 
in compliance -Mih Rules 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3(b). See 8.4(a). 
RULE 7.4: COMMUNICA110N OF FIELDS OF PRACnCE AND 
SPECIAUZA110N 
(a) A laWyer may communicate the fact that the lawyer does or 
does not practice In parttcuter flakla of law. 
(b) A lawyer admitted to engage In patent practice before the 
United States Patent and Tractemerk Offlca may use the 
dellgftlllon •Patent Attorn.,.. or a eubetantlally similar 
detlgnetlon. 
(e) A laWyer engaged In Admiralty practice may use the 
dnlgrllllon "Admiralty," "Proctor In Admiralty" or a 
•ubetantlalty almllar daslgn.tlon. 
(d) A lawyer ahell not atato or Imply that a lawyer 11 CAMtlfted • 
a specialist In a particular flald of l.w, unl ... : 
(1) the &awyer has been certified a a apeclallet by an 
organ~on that hal been approved by the ldeho 
State Bar: and 
C21 the name of the eettifylng organlzallon Is clearly 
Identified In the communiCatiOn. 
Commett~ 
(11 Paragraph (a) of this Rule permit& a lawyer to Indicate 
areaa of practice In communication& about the laWi8f's services. If 11 
IM~~Yer practices only in certain lielda, or \'All not accept m11ttera 
except In a spedlled field or fields. the lawyer Is permitted to eo 
indicate. A lawyer Is generally permitte<llo stale lhat the lawyer is a 
•specialiat,• practices a "specialty.· or "&peclatlzes In" particular 
fields, but aueh communications are eubjeet to the "false and 
misleading" standard applied In Rule 7.1 to communications 
concerning a lawyer's let'licea. 
[2) Paragraph (b) recognizee the long~stabllshed policy of 
the Patent and Trademarlt Office for lhe deelgnetlon of lawyers 
practicing oefare the Office. Paragraph (C) recognizes lhat 
designation of Admiralty practice has a long hl&toneal tradiUon 
associated with maritime eommerce and the federal courte. 
46 
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l31 Paragraph (0) permit& a laW'j8r to state that the lswyer is 
certified as a specialist in a field or law If sueh certlfk:ation is grenled 
by an organization approved by the Idaho State Bar pursuant to 
Section X of the Idaho Bar Commls&lon Rules. Certification sigoir.es 
that an objective entity has recognized an advanced tfegree ol 
kno'hiedge 11nd e•pel'ience In the specially area greater tl'lan Is 
suggested by general licensure to practice lew. CertifYing 
org~miZationa may be expected to apply standards ol experlenc:e, 
knowledge and proftclency to insure that a lawyer'& recognition as a 
Gpecialfat Is meaningful and reliable. In order to Insure that 
consumer& can obtain access lo uaeful Information about an 
organization granting cerlffication, the name or the certifying 
organ12at10n must be Included in any communication regarding the 
certllieallon. 
RULE 7.5: FIRM NAMES AND LETrERHEAD 
(e) A lawyer shall not we a firm nama, lattarhNd or other 
profenlonat dHignatlon that violates Rul• 7.1. A trade 
name may be ueed a,y a lawyer In privet. practice If It doae 
not Imply a connection with a gowtmment qtncy or With a 
public or charitable legal aarvlcea organtmtton and Ia not 
othaiWIH In vto,.tlon of Rule 7.1. 
(b) A law firm with offices In more than one Jurisdiction may 
uee the same name or other profQalonal daslgnatlon In 
each Jurisdiction, but Identification of the lawyers In an 
office of the firm shall Indicate the jurle<llcttonalllmltatlons 
on those not llc:enald to practice In ~e Jurladldlon where 
ttte office Ia loeatod. 
(c) The nama or a lawyer holding a public offlea ltlall not be 
u"d In the nama of a law firm. or In communication• on Its 
beflalf, during any aubsltantlal periOG In which the t~r Is 
not actively and regularly practiCing with tha firm. 
(d) Lawyers may stat. or Imply that they practice In a 
partnership or other organ"'tJon only whan that Is the fact. 
Commanr.y 
(1] A firm may be designele<lby the names of all or some of 
its meml)era, by the names of deceeaed members where there has 
been a continuing succession in the firm'a identity or by a trade name 
such ae tile "ABC Legal Clinic." A lawyer or law firm may also be 
designatecl l)y a distinctive website adelre&s or comparable 
professiOnal designation. Although the Unileel States Supreme Court 
has held that legiSlation may prohibit the use or trade names in 
professional practice, use of such names in law practice Is 
acceptable so long as It Is not misleading. If e private flrm uses a 
trade name that includes a geographical name &ueh aa "Sprlng1leld 
Legal Clinic." an express di$Cialmer that it is e public legal aid 
agency may be required to avoid a misleading implication. II may be 
obselved that any firm name lndudlng the name of a deceased 
partner Is. strictly speaking. e traoe name. The use of sUCh nemea 
to ~MSignate law nrms has proven a usefUl means of identif1C8Iion. 
However. Ills misleading louse the name of a lawyer not associated 
wlti'l 1t1e ftrm or a predecessor of the firm. 
(21 Wlh regard to paragraph (d), lawyers sharing office 
faCilities, but who are not in fact a&aoclaled with each other iO a law 
~rm. may not denominate lhemsetves as. for example, "Srnill'l and 
Jones." ror that title 9uggeete thSI they are practicing law together In 
a firm. 
RULE 7.6: POU11CAL CONTRIBU110NS TO OBTAIN 
GOVERNMENT LEGAL ENGAGEMENTS OR APPOINTMENTS 
BY JUDGES 
A lawyer or law firm shall not accept a government leg11l 
engagement or an appointment by a judge " the lawyar or law 
finn make$ e political contribution or eollclts polltlell 
contrll)utlone for the purposa of obtaining or being con1lderld 
for that type of legal engagement or appointment. 
IRPC Eflective ?-1-04 
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Commenlll)' 
I 1 I Lawyers have a right to partlcipate fully in the poiHical 
process, which Includes maklng and soliciting political contributions 
to eandldi!Uis for Judicial and other public office. Nevertheleea, when 
lawyers make or solicit political contributions in order to oblsin en 
engagement for legal work awarded by a government agency, or to 
obtain appointment by a Judge, the public may legitimately quet;Uon 
whether the lawyers engaged to perform the work are seleCted on 
the basis of competence and merit. In Gueh a circumstance. the 
Integrity of the profession is undermined. 
(2) The term "political contribution" denotes any gill 
subscription, loan. advance or deposit of anything or value made 
directly or Indirectly to a candidate, incumtJent, political party or 
campaign committee to Influence or provide financial suppol'\ for 
election to or retention In Judicial or other government office. Political 
contribuUona In lnltlatlve and referendum elections ere not induded. 
For purpos~ of tnls Rule. the tenn "political contributiOn" does not 
inClude uncompensated sennces. 
raJ Subjed IO lhe exceptions below, (i) the term •government 
legal engagement• denotes any engagement to provide legal 
a.ervicee ll'lat a public official has the direct or Indirect power to 
ewaro: and (II) the term "appointment by a )vctge• denotes an 
appointment to a position such as referee, commissioner, special 
maeter, receiVer. guardian or other similar pOGitlon thai Is made by a 
judge. ThOse terms do not. however, induGe (a) &vbstantlally 
ullQOfl1pen&ated services; (b) engagements or appointments made 
on the baaie of experience, expertise. professional qualifications and 
cost folowing a requeet for proposal or other proceu ll'lat 1$ rree 
from inftuence baGed upon political contributionS: and (c) 
engagements or appointments made on a rotational beei$ from a list 
compiled \'Atl1out regaro to political contributions. 
(4) The term "lawyer or law firm" inaluc:lee a political adlon 
committee or otner entity owned or controlled by a lawyer or law firm. 
[5) POlitical contributions are for the purpo&e of oblalnlng or 
being considef"ect for a government legal engagement or 
apt:)Ointment by a judge if, l)ut ror the desire to be considered for the 
legal engagement or appointment. ll'le lawyer or law firm would not 
have made or solicited the contrii'Mions. The purpose may be 
determined by an examination of the circumstances in which the 
contributions oeeur. For example, one or more contrlbutions thai in 
lhe aggregate are substantial in relation 10 otner contributions by 
lawyere or taw firms, made for the benefit of an offtelalln a position to 
Influence awatd or a government legal engagement, and followed by 
an award of the legal engagement to the contributing or soliciting 
lawyer or tne lawyer's firm would suppot1 an Inference 1hal the 
purpoee or lhl!l contributions was to obtain the engagement. ab&ent 
other factors that weigh against existence of tne proscribed purpose. 
Those factor& may Include among others thai the contnbution or 
solicitation was made to further a political, social, or economic 
intereat or beCause of an existing perl(lnal, family, or professional 
relationship wltfl a candidate. 
(6) If a lawyer makes or solicits a political contribution under 
circumstances that conGtiiU!e bribery or another crime. Rule 8.4(b) Is 
implicated. 
Maintaining the Integrity of the Profession 
RULE 8.1: BAR ADMISSION AND DISCIPLINARY MAnERS 
An applicant for admlalon to the bar, or a lawyer In connection 
with 1 bar edmluton application or In connection with 1 
dlaclpllnary maner, shalt not: 
(a) knowingly make a fal" ttatamont of material fact: or 
(b) fall to dlacloM • fact necessary to comet a 
mlellpprnhonalon known by the pereon to hive nan In 
41 
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the matter, or knowingly fall to reepond to a lawful demand 
for Information from an ldmitslona or disciplinary 
authOrity, oxcopt that this rule doet not requlra dlaclasure 
of Information otherwise protec\ed Dr Auto 1.6. 
CommentMy 
(1) The duty imposed by this Rule eiC!ends to pe~ona eeeklng 
admission to the bar as well as to lawyen~. Hence. If a person 
makes a material false etatemenl In connection wi\11 an appllca11on 
for admission. it may 1:11!1 the basis rar subsequent dlaclpllnary action 
if the pereon le admlnl!ld. and in any event may tie relevant in a 
subsequent attmlsslon application. The duty imPOsed by this Rule 
appliea to a lawyefs own admission or discipline ee well u !hat of 
othe~. Thus, It Is a separate professiOnal orren&e for a Iawter to 
knowingly make a misrepresentation or omission In connection with 
a dlsclplim11y inveGtigeltlon or the lawyer's own conduct. Paragraph 
(b) of tllis Rule GIGO requires correction of any prior miGGtatement in 
the matter thai tne applicant or lawyer may have matte and 
affirmative clari~tion or any misunderstanding on the part or the 
admissions or disciplinary authority of Whiel"l the person InvolVed 
becomes aware. 
(2) This Rule Is subject to lhe provisions of the fifth 
amendment or the United States Constitution and corresponding 
provision& of state constitution&. A person relying on such a 
provision In response to a question, however. should do so openly 
ancl not use lhe right of nondisclosure as a )ustlftcallon for faHure to 
comply with tl'lis Rule. 
[3) A 1awyer representing an applicant for admission to the 
bar, or representing a lawyer who is the $Ubjeet of a disciplinary 
i~uiry or proceeding, Is govemed by the rutee applicable to !he 
client:·lawyer rela\lonshlp, Including Rule 1.6 and. In aorne cases, 
Rule3.3. 
RULE: 8.2: JUDICIAL AND LEGAL OFFICIAt.S 
Cal A lawyer shall not make a statement that lila lawyer knowa 
to be false or with recklen dleregard u to Its truth or 
fateltr concemlng the quallftcatloms or Integrity ot a Judge, 
adjudicatory otflcar or public legal officer, or of a candidate 
for election or appointment to Judicial or legal office. 
Cbl A lawyer who Ia a cendldata tor Judicial office ahall comply 
with lha applicable provisions or tha Code of JudiCial 
Conduct 
Comment.lly 
111 Assessments by lawyere are relied on in evaluating the 
professional or pe~onat li1ne&& or persons being COl'ISICierl!ld for 
election or appointment to judiCial office ancl to public legal ofllce&. 
&uctl as attomey general, proeeeutlng anorney and public defender. 
Elcpressing honest end candid aplnlons on such matters contributes 
to lrnf)rovlng the administration or justice. Conversety, false 
Gtatements by a lawyer can unfairly undermine public confidence in 
the administration of justice. 
(2) \Mien a lawyer seeks judicial office, the lawyer should be 
bound by appiiCSble llmltallona on political activity. 
(3) To meintaln the fair and independent administration of 
juStice. lawyers are encouraged to continue traditional efforts to 
defend judges and cou11e unjuslly ctlliclzed. 
RULE 8.3: REPOR11NG PROFESSIONAL MISCONDUCT 
Ca) A lawyer who knows that another lawyer hu committed a 
violation of the Rules of Profenlonal Condud that rallet a 
tub&te"tlal queatlon u to that lawyer's honasty, 
trustwotth111tM or fitness u a lawyer In other reepedB, 
shall Inform the approprlat& protuslonal authority. 
IRI'C J:lffective 7·1.()4 
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(b) A lawyer who knows that a Judge hat committed a v1018Uon 
of applicable rultnl of Judicial conduct that ralaee a 
aubstenttal qUMtlon a to the Judge'e fltneee for office 
tllalllnform the appropriate authority. 
(c) Thll Rule don not require dl1cloeure of lnf0tm8tlon 
othtrwlu protKted by Rule1.&.-or Information gained bye 
lawyer or Judge while participating In an approved lawyers 
11111stance program. 
Commentary 
[1) Setf-regutetron of tne regal profession reqUires that 
membets of the profesaion initiate Cll&dpllnary Investigation when 
they know of a violation or the Rules of Professional Conduct. 
Lawyer& have a simMer obligation with rasped 1o judicial misconduct. 
An apparently iaolaled violatiOn may lnellcate a pattem of misconduct 
that only a disciplinary investigation can uncover. Reporting a 
violation is especiany important where the victim Is unlikely lo 
discover the offenve. 
(2) A report ai)OU! miaconducc Ia nat required v.1'l8nl II would 
involve violation of Rule 1.6. However, a lawyer should encourage a 
client to QOnaent to dl$010&ure ~ere prosecution would not 
substantially prejudice the Client's lnterelfS. 
[31 If a tewyer were Obliged to report every violation of the 
Rulea, the failure to report any violation would Itself be a professional 
offense. Sucn a requirement existed In many jurisdictions but proved 
to be unenforceable. This Rukl limits the reporting obligation to 
those offenset that a aelf-regutatlng profession must vigorously 
endeavor 1o prevent. A measure of judgmen11&, therefore, required 
tn complying v.ith the provisiona of thla Rule. The term •substantial" 
rem to the seriousness of the po$$1'ble offense and not the 
quantum of evidence of which the lawyer Ia aware. A report should 
be made to the bar disciplinary agency unless some other agancy. 
auch as a peer review agency, is more appropriate In the 
circumstances. Similar considerationa apply to the repor11ng of 
juCIIclal misconduct. 
(4) The duty to report profesaional miaoon!IUct Cloes nat apply 
to a lawyer retained to represent a lawyer whOSe professional 
conduct is in question. SuCh a aituetion Is governed by the Rules 
applicable to the dient·lawyer relationShip. 
(5] Information about a lawyer's or juctge'e mlscondud. or 
fitne88 may be recelvad by a lawyer in the course or tnetl~er's 
participaUon In an approved lawyers or judges aniatance program. 
In lllat circumatanoe, providing for an exception to the repol11ng 
requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Rule encouragee 
lawyerS and judge$ 10 seek treabnent through such a program. 
Conver&ely, wl!hout such an excepUon. lawyen~ end judges may 
hesitate to aeek asslstancs from these programs, wtricn may tnen 
result in additiOnal twm to their professional careen and ed<lilional 
injuly to the welfare of clients and the public. Theae Rules do not 
olheMise Eld<lteae the confidentiality of information received by a 
lawyer or judge partiCipating In an approved lawyers assistance 
program; such an obligation. however. may be Imposed by the rutea· 
or the program or other law. 
~ULE 8.• HISCONDUCT 
It It profeMional misconduct for a lawyer to: 
(a) violate or attempt to vlolabl the Ruin of Professional 
Conduct, knowingly I!IM'-t or lnduee another to do 10, or 
do so through tl'le a«a of another; 
tb, commit a criminal act that roflacts ldveruly on the 
lawy8f'e honeety, truatwonhlneaa or ntn.• u • lawyer'" 
other reepecte: 
CeJ engage In conduct Involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or 
mlsiWpresentatlon: 
48 
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(d) engage In conduct that 11 preJudiCial to Che admlniS1ratlon 
ofjuslkl; 
caJ 1t1ta or Imply an ability to Influence Improperly a 
government agency or omctat or to achieve rasulll by 
means ttlat violate the Rules Of Profeeelonal Conduct or 
otller law; or 
(f) knowingly 1Uist a Judge or J&~dlcl81 ofllcar In conduct that 
Ia a vlolatlort of applicable rulea Of JuCitclal conduct or other 
law. 
•(Rule 8.4 amended 3-17-o5) 
Commenlary 
[11 Lawyer& are subject to discipline when they IIIOlate or 
attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly 
assist or induce another to do so or do so through the act& or 
another. as when tney reQue&t or Instruct an agent to do so on tl'le 
lawyer's behalf. Paragraph (a), nowever. does not prohibit a lawyer 
from advieing e Client or aetton the client Is lawfully entitled to take. 
[2) Many kinds or Illegal condud. reflect adversely on fitness to 
pratltice law, eueh a& offenses Involving fnlucl anct the offen&e of 
willful failure to lite an Income tax retum. However, some kiM& of 
otrenaee carry no such Implication. Traditionally, tne CllstlnctJon was 
drawn in term& of offenses invclving "monl turpitude.'' That concept 
can be con&trued to Include offenses concerning some matters of 
personal morality. such as adultery and comparaole offenses. that 
nave no specific connection to fitness for the l)raellce or taw. 
AlthOugh a lawyer Is personally answerable to the ennre c:tlmlnattaw. 
e lawyer &hOUI~ be professionally answerable only for offense& that 
indicate !lick or thosll charactelistics relevant to taw practice. 
Offenaes involving vtotenca. dishonesty, breach of truat. or serious 
interference witl'lthe administration of juslice are in that category. A 
pattern of repeetea offenses, evan ones of minor significance when 
considered separately. can ll'ldlcate Indifference to legal obligatiOn. 
(3) A lawyer wno, In the course of representing a Client, 
knowingly manifeSts by words or condud. bias or prejudice llasecl 
upon raoe, eex, religion. nadonal origin. disabilily, lilge, sexual 
orientation or socioeconomic status. violates paragraph (dl when 
such action& are preJudicial to the administrauon of justice. 
Legitimate advocacy respectlflg ltle foregoing factor& Cloe& not 
viOlate paragraph (d). A trial judge's finding ttlel peremptory 
chaHenges were eJ:erctsell an a discriminatory basis aoes not atone 
establish a violation of thiS rule. 
(4) A lawyer may refuse to comply wtth an obligation imposed 
by law upon a good faith belief that no 11alld obligation exists. The 
provisions of Rule 1.2(d) concerning a good faith challenge to the 
validity. scope, meaning or application of the law apply to challenges 
of legal regulation of the practice of law. 
151 Lawyers holding public office assume legal responsibllitiea 
going beyond those of other citizens. A law.ter's abuse of public 
office ean suggest an inability to fulfill the professional role of 
lawyers. The same is true of abuse of poaltlons of private trust such 
aa trustee, executor. administfator. guardian, agent and officer, 
diredor or manager of a corporation or other organ~ation. 
RULE 8.&: DISCIPLINARY AUTHORITY; CHOICE OF LAW 
(a) Dlsclpllm~ry Authority. A lawyer admlltod to practice In thle 
(urllldletlon Is tui)Ject to the disciplinary authority of thll 
jurisdiction, rwgardln• of where the lawyer'• conduct 
occUfl. A lawyer not admitted In this Jurlldlctlon Is also 
subject to the disciplinary a&JtftOrlty of this jurladlcUon If 
the laWyer rendent or offent to render any la11a1 urvlcM In 
this Jurisdiction. A lawyer may be subject to the 
disciplinary authority of bOth thft Jurisdiction and another 
jurisdiction for the ••m• c;onduct. 
IRI'C EITectivc 7·1r04 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
(b) Choice of l.nl. In any aen:IM of the disciplinary autnolfty 
of thlt Jun.dlcllon. the n~l• of profeulonal conduct to be 
applle(t thellbe • follow.: 
(1) tor conduc:t In connection with a metter pending 
before a tribunal, the rulet of the Jurisdiction In 
wnlch me ttiOunal alta, unteu the rut.. of the 
tribunal provide otherwlee: and 
(2) tor any other conduct. the ruin of the Jurisdiction 
In which the lawyer'e cond&K:t occurred, or, If the 
pndomlnent effeGt of the conduct Is In a dHflrent 
)urttcuctton. U1t rultl of tl'lat Jurtadldlon •hill be 
epplltd to the conduct. A lawyer Ill not subject to 
discipline If tilt ...,.,.., conduct conform• to the 
rulea of a JurladlCUon In whiCh lht lawyer 
reeeonaOIJ btlltvet tilt predominant effect of the 
lawyer's conduct will occur. 
Comm"*IY 
DIKipUnary Autllortty 
111 It I$ longstanding law that conduct or a lawyer admitted to 
practice In tnta JutiAdlctlon Is aucjeet to 111e Glsclpllnary autl'lortty of 
thi& Jurisdiction. Exten$10n of the dlscipllnaf'i authOrity of thie 
j1.1rl$dletlon to other lav.yers v.t~o render or offer to render legal 
seN!c:es In this jurisdiction Is for lne protection of the clllzens ol tnls 
j1.1risdlctlon. 
Choice of Law 
(2) A lawyer may be potentially subject to more than one set 
of rules of professional conduct which Impose different obllgadons. 
The lawyer may oe llceneeo to practice In more ll'lan one JuriBCiietion 
with differing rulea, or may be edmttted to prectlce before a pertleular 
court with rulea that dift'et from thOse of tne JuriBCiictiOn or 
jurisdidiona in which the lawyer is lic:enlled to practice. Additionally, 
the lawyer's conduct might involve lligniftcant oontacla with more 
than one jurisdiCtion. 
[3) Paragraph (b) seeks 1o reaolve such potential oonflicta. Ita 
premise ia that minimiZing confticte between rule&, sa wen sa 
uncertainty about which rules are applicable. ie in the bes1 interest of 
(FRI)JAN 15 2010 16:15/ST.15:57/No. 6810297132 P 62 
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OOth dlet~UI and rhe profession (as wen aa tne bOdies having 
authOrity to regulate the profes&lon). Aceordlngly, 11 takes the 
approaCh of (I) provldlrig thai any partiUJiar conduct or a laoAYer shall 
be subject to only one set of rules of professional conduct. (ii) 
making the delenntnatlon of which set of rules applies to particular 
conduct as straightfoi'Wllfd as possible. consistent wiltl recognition of 
appropriate regulatory Interests of relevant jurisdictions. and (iii) 
providing a safe harbor for lawye~ who act reasonably in tt1e face of 
uncertalntf. 
[4) Paragraph (b)(1) provides that as to a lawyer'e COilQuct 
relaUng to a proceeding pending before a tribunal, the lawyer shell 
be subject only to ltle rules of professional conduct of ttlat tribunal. 
As to an other oonduct. including conduct in anticipation of e 
proceeding not yet pending before a tribunal, paragraph Cllll2l 
provides thai a lawyer &hellt>e subject to trle l\lle& of U'le jl.ltlacliCIIon 
in which the lawyer'a conduct occurred, or, if the predominant effect 
of the conduCI le In another jurisdiction, the rules of that Jur1sdletlon 
anatl De appHer.!lo the c:oncluct. In the case o1 conc1uct In anlldpatlon 
of a proceeding tnat Is likely to be before a tribunal, the predominant 
effect of aucn c:onduet could be where the conduct occurred, where 
the tril)unGI at!$ or In anotner juriSdiCIIon. 
[5) When a lawyer'& condutl Involves t.lgnlftcant contacts with 
more !Plan one Jurisdiction, h may not oe dear wnell'ler lhe 
predominant effect of the lawyer's eonduet. will oc:c:ur In a jurlsdlellon 
oti'er then the one In which the conduct occurred. So long as lhe 
lawyer'& conduct conforms to the rules of a jurl&dldlon In which the 
lawyer reasonabl~ believes the predominant effect will occur. the 
lawyer Is not subjed to discipline under this Rule. 
161 1r two admitting Jurlsdk:tlons v.ere to proceed against a 
lawyer for the same conduct. they should. applying this rule. identify 
11'18 same governing eltllcs rules. They should take all appropriate 
step& to aee thai they do apply the same rule to the same conduct, 
and In ell events shOuld avoid proceeding against a lawyer on the 
basi& of two inconaiatent rule&. 
(7J The choice of law provision applies to tewyera engaged in 
transnational practice, unten lrlternateonal law, treaties or o1ner 
agreementa between competent regulatory authOrities In the aHeeled 
juriidictiOna provicle. otherwise. 
IRPC Effective '7-1-04 
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' 
',. 
RULf 1.7: CONFLICT OF INTEREST: CURRENT CLIENTS 
(a) Except u provided In parq111ph (b), a lawyer shall not 
repnAnt • client If tbe ,.,...ntatlon lnvolvee a 
concwrent conflict of lntereet. A concurrent conruct of 
lnte,...t utltll.lf: 
(1) the repiUentatlon of one client will be dlractly 
aclveru to another client; Ot 
(2) there Is • significant rfak that the repl'lllentatlon 
of one or more cllentl will be mat.rtally limited by 
the llwyer'e retpontiOIIItltt to another client a 
former cnant or a lhlrcl peraon or by the personal 
lne.r.ts of the lawyet, Including flmlly and 
domestic rellllonehlpt. · 
(bl Notwithstanding tho GXIetence of 1 concu,.,.nt conflict of 
lllterett undll' paragraph (a), a lawyer may repr.ent a 
client If: 
(11 the lllwyer ,...onably bellevee that the law,.r will 
be able to provide campeCent and diligent 
rtpNitntatlon to each atrac:ttd client 
(2) lhe raprauntatlon Is not prohibited by law; 
(3) the rapreeentadon doee n011nv01w the ... nlon 
of • claim by one cfltnt agalntt anDther clllnt 
,..,..,nted by the lawyer In the Nme litigation or 
other proceeding llefore 1 trtiMinaJ; and 
(41 11ch atrected dlent g1Y11 Informed c:oneent, 
confirmed In writing. 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 815 of 1268
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20R2638211 
RULE 1.8: CONFLICT OF INTEREST: CURRENT CLIENTS! 
SPECIFIC RULES 
(a) A lawyer ahalf not enC.r Into a buefneee tl'lnsaalon with a 
client or knowl~ly aequlre an ownership, poaaaeaory, 
eacUtlty or other pect~nlary Interest adverse to 1 client 
unlen: 
(1) -the tran .. ctlon and terma on which" the lawyer 
acqul... the· lntareal are fair and I'Uionable to 
the cnent and are fully disclosed and transmitted 
In wriUng In a m~nner that an be rnaonably 
undemood by the client; · 
(2) the client Is advised In wrlllng of the dealrablllty 
of Ulklng and Ia given a reasonable oppoltl.lnlty 
to altk the advice of Independent legal counNI 
on the cnnaact1on1 and 
(3) the client gives lnfonned coneent, In a writing 
atgned by the client, to the euentlal tenns of tfle 
tranuctlon end the tawyer'a role In · 1118 
tt'llnsactlon, Including whether the lawyer Ia 
rePf'"'ntlng the dltnt In the tl'llnnc:tlon. 
(bl A lawyer ehall not UH Information relating to 
repreeentatlon .of • client to the dlladventage of the client 
unllee the cnent glvee lnfonneCI consent, ucept u 
permitted or required by theee Rutea. 
lc) A lawyer tnan not tollctt toy aubltlntlal om from a client, 
Including • IMtaiHntery gift, or prapare on behalf of e 
client an lnatrumint, giving the lwpr or. e plf'SOn with 
whom the l.wy« ha e familial, domntiG or close 
ralatlonlhlp any aubatantlll gift unl ... the lnpr or other 
recipient of the gift Is related to the client. For purposn of 
thla Plragraph, related pan~orw lndude 1 1po1111, child, 
grandchild, parent, gnndpa...m or other relative or 
Individual with whom the lawyer or the cHent malntafn1 a 
clole, famiiiiJ nlatlonahlp. · 
(d) Prior to 1he conclutlon of raprauntatron of a client, a 
lawyer shall not melee or negotiate an agraement giving the 
lawyur literary or media rtgh11 to a portrayal or account 
baed In sutt.tanUal part. on Information retltlng to the 
repra~~entatlon. 
(e) A IIWJer ehell not prov!CI& flnancltl asaletanca to a client In 
connection with pending or contemplated llfJgatlon, except 
that: 
(FRI)JAN 15 2010 16:15/ST.15:57/No.6810297132 P 64 
(1) a lawyer may advance court co1ta and ellpentet 
of litigation, the repeymant of which may be 
contingent on the outcome of the matt.r; and 
(2) a lawyer repreaenllng an Indigent Gllent may pay 
court coeta and upenaaa of litigation on behalf 
of the client. 
(f) A lawyer shall not accept companaatlon for I'IIPnltentlng a 
client from one other than the client unlea1: 
(1) the Gllent gives Informed conMnt: 
(2) there Ia · no Interference with the lawyer's 
Independence or profeealonal Judgment or with 
the client-lawyer relaUonehlp; and 
(a) Information relating to representation of a client 
11 protected u required by Rule u. 
(g) A lawyer who rtp1'81entl two or more cU.nta shall not 
participate In making an aggregate etttlemant of the clllma 
of or against the cuen~a, or In a c:rlmlnal caa an 
eggregatDd agreement ea to guilty or nolo comtnelere 
pleQ, Ufllen each client glv• lnfonned coneent, In a 
wrttlng atgnad by the client. Tt. lawyel"~ dlteloeure shall 
Include the eJtlstance and natu,. of all the clllme or plen 
Involved and of tt. parUclpltlon of each person In Che 
settlement. 
(h) A lawyer shall not: 
(1) make an agJHmant proepectlvety limiting the 
lawyer'• liability to a Client for melpractlce unl ... 
the client Ia Independently reprauntlld In making 
the agreement: or · 
(ZI eettle a claim or potential claim for tuch liability 
WIUI an unrepresented client or fonner cll,nt 
unleu that penon Ia advlled In writing of tha 
daalrablllty of ••king and 11 given 11 ~onable 
opportunity to aeak the adVIce of Independent 
legal counsel In connection thtftWith. 
· (I) A Jiwrer allall not acquire a proPf'letiiY ln~t In the 
eeute of lldlon or aubJact matter or ntlgetlorl the l.wyer Ia 
conducting for a client. except that the lawyer may: 
(1) acquire a lien authorized b1 law to HCu,. the 
lawyar'a fM or upanHt; and 
(2) contl'llct with a client for a reuonable contingent 
fee In a civil cue. 
CJ) A lawyer a hall not have uJUII rellllona with • client unleea 
I COftte"'USI UXUII l'lllatlonlhlp 8JIIttad batwean them 
when lht cllent-lewyar relatlonahlp Gommenced. 
tk) While ~awyera ere neoclated In a firm. • prohibition In the 
foregoing paragraphs (a) through (I) that applies to any one 
or them lhall apply to all of them. •••• 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 816 of 1268
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UX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FlNNZY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 last Lake St~eet, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-9211 
ISB No. 6313 
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STATE Of IDAHO } SS COUNTY OF KC(lTENAl 
FlLED: _51:) ( 
tJt 
?:JIU J~N I 5 PM 4: 39 
IN TIE DISTRICT COURT OF TBB FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THB 
STATI OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 'l'BE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KJU\LETTA GRACI! BERRY, a widow, 
KARLBTTA GRACE BBRR.Y, Personal 
Re,preaentative of the Eata~ 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S ~L RESORT, INC. , 
an Ic:laho Corpo~a tion, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICIIAZL 
B. MCFARLANJ), P. A. , and KAREN 
ZDOIIRMMI, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTII' .. S' THIRD AMENDED 
) UBIBIT LIST 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
------------------------------ ) 
COMES NOW the Plaintiffs and submit the following as a 
second amended list of exh:i.bita t.o be uaed in trial. Exhibits 
97 and 98 are served to op,poainq counsel herewith but not filed 
with the clezok: 
PLAINTIFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LISt - 1 
Berry v. MCFarland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 817 of 1268
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Pls Defa Description Admit offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by ruling 
stip 
1 Marriaqe licen1a 
2 Letters of Personal Rep 
3 Articles of Incorporation 
4 ~nutes of Organizational 
meeting 
s Bylaws by Nordstrom & 
Ca:m,pbell (Apr. 15, 1996) 
6 Stock Puchase Agmt (Nord8trom 
to Berry) 
7 Rasignation by s. Nordstrom 
8 Resiqnation by N. Nordstrom 
9 Promiasory Note Cpd in full) 
10 Check to Berry ($40,000.00) 
11 ~ceipt for $40,000.00 
12 Check to Campbell ($40,000) 
13 Check to Berry ($60,000.00) 
14 Check to Campbell ($60,000) 
15 Check to Zimmerman ($823.50) 
PLA~IFFS' THIRD AMENDED SXHIBl~ LIST - 2 
Berry v. Mci'arland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 818 of 1268
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Pls Defs Description Admit of'ferad Rac'd Refused Reserve 
by z:uling 
a tip 
16 Check to Zimmerman ($301) 
1? Resolution in Lieu of 
.Special mtn; (Au;. ? , 2003) 
18 To Whoa It Nay Concern: lu 
(Auljf, 111 2003) 
1--· 19 Latter to 3erry Berry rrom 
Daugherty 9/29/03 
1---20 Stock Purchase Agreement 
Campbell to Berry 
21 Letter to Jerr:y Berry from 
Daugherty Apr 28, 2004 
22 Letter to Daugherty August 
1, 2004 
23 stock Purchase & Sale 
Agreement Berry to 
Zimmerman & McFarland 
24 Unaigned stock Purchase 
' 
sa1a Ag.mt, Berry to 
Zimmerman & McFarland as 
trustees 
25 Loan Agmt with Stoc::k as 
Collateral 
PLAINTIFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHISIT LIST - 3 
Barry v. McFarland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 819 of 1268
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Pls Defa Description Admit offered Rec'd Refused. Reserve 
by ruling 
a tip 
26 Reiftatatement 7-18-06 
27 Notice of Special Meeting 
Shareholders 10-15-06 
28 Waiver of Notice -
Shareholders 
1-29 Minutes of Shareholder 
Meeting 
30 Notice of Special Meeting 
Directors 10-15-06 
31 Waiver of Notice -
Directors 10•15-06 
32 Minutes of Director Meeting 
-33 Bylaws (unsigned) with 
handwriting in Blanks 
34 Resolution (unsigned) 
35 Resolution (unsigned) 
36 Nov 16, 2006 letter from 
McFarland with Notice of 
Special Meetinq for 11/18 
PLAINTIFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LIS~ - 4 
Berry v. McFarland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV·07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 820 of 1268
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Pls Defs Deseription Admit offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by ~:uling 
stip 
~7 Namo McLauqhlin 11/22/06 
38 11/18/06 Letter fJ:Oil 
~arletta 
-·39 Objection to Notice of 
Special Meetinq 11/18/06 
40 Proposed ~eaolution 
(Karletta) 
41 November 17,2006 latter 
from Ka~:letta 
42 Letter to McFarland 
November 21, 2006 
43 Letter from MCFarlan6 
November 29, 2006 
44 Memo McLaughlin 11/30/06 
45 Transcript of 11/29/09 
special board meeting 
46 Minutaa of 11/29/06 mtnq 
.. 
47 e-mail Finney to McFa.rlanct 
12/11/06 
48 a-mail Finney to McFarland 
1/12/07 
PLAINTIFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 5 
Barry v. HCFa~land, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 821 of 1268
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Pls Defs Descz:iption Mmit offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by ruling 
a tip 
49 Letter from MCFarland 
January 28, 2007 
··so Latter ~rom McFarland 
February 5, 2007 
51 Letter to MCFa~land 
February 14 , 2007 
52 Objection to Special 
Meeting of Directors of 
captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc. 
53 Memo McLaughlin February 
15, 2007 
54 Transcript of Minutes of 
Fab:r:uary 15, 2001 Boa:r:cl 
Meeting 
55 Minutes of Special Meeting 
of Directors of Captain's 
Wheel Raao:r:t, Inc. 
2/16/2001 
PLAINtiFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 6 
Berry v. McFarland, Kootanel. County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 822 of 1268
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Pls Defs Description Admit offered Rec'd Refused RaaeJ:ve 
by ruling 
st:ip 
56 Resolution in Lieu of 
Spacial Meeting of Board of 
Directors of Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Ino. Feb :Nary 
17, 2007 
57 Resolution in Lieu of 
Spacial Meeting of Board of 
Directors of Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. February 
17, 2007 
58 Special Meetinq of Board of 
Directors of Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. February 
20, 2007 
59 AgreeJMnt to sell stock to 
Marie Streater February 17, 
2007 
60 Agreement to sell stock to 
Monnie Cripe February 17, 
2007 
61 Transfer certificate Au;uat 
19, 2003 
PLAINTIFFS' THIRD AMeNDED EXHIBIT LIST - 7 
'Berry v. McFarland., Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 823 of 1268
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Pls Defs Description Admit offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by ruling 
stip 
62 Transfer Stub AUijJUS t 19 , 
2004 
63 Transfer certificate 
September 22, 2000 
64 Transfer certificate A~gust 
19, 2003 
65 Trans far atub August 19, 
2003 
66 Transfer certificate 
s~tember 22, 2000 
6'7 Transfer stub September 22, 
2000 
68 Transfer certificate 
October 15, 2006 
69 Transfer stub January 1, 
2006 
'70 Transfer certificate 
October: 15, 2006 
'71 Transfer certificate 
February 21, 2007 
72 Transfer: a tub February 21, 
2007 
PLAINTIFFS' ~HIRD AMENDID EXHIBIT LIS~ - 8 
Berry v, McFarland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 824 of 1268
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Pls Defs Description Admit of'fered Ree'ci Refused Resa:rve 
by ruling 
stip 
73 'l'ransfer certificate 
February 21, 2007 
74 Transfer stub February 21, 
2007 
75 '.r:r:ansfer certific:ate (no 
date) 
76 McFarland's Answer; 
Counterclaim; Demand for 
JUry Trial April 13, 2007 
77 Affidavit of Michael B. 
McFarland in Opposition to 
Plaintiff's Motion to Amend 
Complaint for Puniti'lle 
Damaoea 
78 Letter f:r:om Whelan Decembe~ 
30, 2009 
79 Captain' s Wheel Resort 
business card 
80 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loss Statement, 
January through December 
2007 
P.LAINTIFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 9 
Berry v. MOFa:rland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 825 of 1268
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Pls Defs Description Admit offe:r:ed Rec'd Refused :Reserve 
by :r:uling 
stip 
81 Captain's Wh .. l Resort 
Profit and. Loss Statement, 
' 
Janua:r:y th:r:ouqh December 
2008 
82 Captain' a Wheel aeso:r:t 
P:r:ofit and Loss Statement, 
January th:r:ough December 
2009 
~·3 captain's Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loss Statement, 
January 1 - 5, 2010 
84 Letter from MCCall and 
Landwehr, P.A. April 20, 
2004 
85 Captain' s Wheal Resort 
Assets and Liabilities and 
Equity balance sheet 
December 31, 2003 
···a6 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Income Statement for year 
ended December 31, 2003 
87 MCFarland's meal tickets 
-· 
P~IFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 10 
Ba~ry v. MCFa~land, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 826 of 1268
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Pls Defs Description Admit offered. Rae' d. Refused Reserve 
by :r:uling 
stip 
88 David A Noonan's curriculum 
vitae 
89 Appraisal of The Captain's 
Wheel Resort October 9, 
2009 
90 Deposition of Michael B. 
McFarland December 18, 2009 
91 Deposition of Mlohael B. 
McFarland, Volume II, 
December 23, 2009 
92 D~oaition of Karen 
Zimmer,man December 21, 2009 
93 Picture of the Captain's 
Wheal Resort 
94 Idaho Rules of Professional 
Conduct 
95 Idaho Rule Professional 
conc:luct 1.7 
96 Idaho Rule Pro~aaaional 
Conduct 1.8 
97 Idaho Rule Professional 
Conduct 1.7, with oomments 
L...-.. 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 16:34/ST.16:26/No. 6810297136 P 13 
98 Idaho Rule P~ofesaional 
Concluct 1. 8 with comments 
DATED this /~day of Janua:ry, 2010. 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SER~CE 
t hereby certify that a t~u• and correct copy of the 
foragoinq waa served by facoimile, this I S: day of January, 
2010, and was delivered aa follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attozoney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
[~]Via Facsimile: (208) 664•2240 (toqethe~ with exhibit 97and 
98) 
By: 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20"~~38211 
ORIGINAL 
REX A. FINNEY 
FrNNEY FINNBY & flNNEY, P.A. 
Atto~neye at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263•8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(T U E) JAN 1 9 2 01 0 9 · ~ 4 /ST. 8 :53/No. 6 81 0 2 9 71 4 3 P 2 
STATE OF IDAHO } 
C0tJNTY OF KC()TENAJ 8S 
FILED --# lo () y J;_ 6 
1010 JAN l 9 AH7~ 06 
I) 
: 
RT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT or THE FIRST JUDICXAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN MD I'OR THE COUNTY OF KOOTSNAI 
KARLET'l'A GRACE BERRY, a w.iclcw, 
KARLETTA GRACB BIRRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MlCBAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZI~, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) SUBPOENA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------------------------- ) 
The State Of Idaho To: Theresa Clifton 
1903 WI. Boekel Rd 
Rathdrum, Idaho 83958 
You are hereby commanded to appear before District JUdge 
Charles w. Hosack of the above entitled court at Courtroom #12 
SUBPOENA - 1 
I. 
I . 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20~~~38211 (TUE) JAN 19 2010 o. ~4/ST. 8: 53/No. 6810297143 P 3 
at the Kootenai County Safety Building, 5500 N. Government Way, 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho on January 20 and 21, 2010 and at 9:00 a.m. 
as a witness fo~ tha Plaintiffs in the above entitled action. 
You are fu~ther notified that if you £ail to appear at the 
place and time epecified above, that you may be held in contempt 
of cou~t and that the aggrieved pa~ty may recover fram you tha 
sum of $100.00 and all damages which the parties may sustain ~ 
your failure to attend as a witness. 
1 o-tA Dated this ~day ot January 2010. 
By order of the court. 
rk of Court 
NIEL J. ENGLIS~ 
SUSJ?OENA - 2 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
ORIGINAL 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY Fr.NNBY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bou•• Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
fhone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(FRI)JAN 15 2010 1"'56/ST.13:51/No. 6810297130 P 2 
STATE Or IDA1-l() } 
COUNTY OF KOGTENAJ SS 
FiLED: .· 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TBE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
J;ARLITTA QM.CB BBRRY, a widow, 
KARLBTTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Rep~esentative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Be~~, 
CAPTAIN' s WHEEL RESORT I INC. I 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MlCBAEt. B. MCI'ARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
Z:tMM!RMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) SUBPOENA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------) 
The State Of Idaho To: Scott Robertson 
You are hereby commanded to appear before District Judge 
Charles W. Hosack of ~e above entitlecl court at: Courtroom 112 
at the Kootenai County Safety Building, 5500 N. Government Way, 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (FRI)JAN 15 2010 P'56/ST. 13:51/No. 6810297130 P 3 
Coeur d'Alene, :tdaho on January 21 and 22, 2010 ancl J'anuaz:y 25, 
26, 27, 28 and 29, 2010 at 9:00a.m. as a witness for the 
Plaintiffs in the above entitled action. 
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the 
place and time specified above, that you uay be held in con~t 
of court and that tha aggrieved party may recover from you the 
sum of $100.00 and all damages wbioh the parties may sustain by 
your failure to attend as a witness. 
Dated this /s- day of January 2010. 
By order of the oourt. 
Clerk of Court 
SUBPOENA- 2 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 832 of 1268
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
I )J,.ff) /; 0 ·"=_"_,,_ 
g_'_30 . ,(j_,_";-1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT 
LIST 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, may offer the exhibits identified in the attached Defendants' 
Supplemental Exhibit List and may also offer such evidence as has been 
identified by Plaintiffs in their evidence disclosure statement as necessary. 
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JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
/~ 
Attorney for Defendants 
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e
l
DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT LIST 
Case No. CV-07-2409 Date: January 14, 2010 
Title of Case: Karletta Grace Berry, et al. v. Michael B. McFarland, et al. 
__ Plaintiff's Exhibits (list numerically) 
X Defendant's Exhibits (list alphabetically) 
__ Third Party Exhibits State Party: 
No. Description Admitted Offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by Stip Ruling 
A Receipt for $40,000.00 dated / 
7/25/03 
B Receipt for $60,000.00 dated / 
8/4/03 
c Articles of Incorporation and 
yearly filings of Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. 
D Bylaws 
E Corporate 
Minutes-unsigned 
F Corporate Minutes, April 1 5, 
1997 
G Resolution of September 22, \...r 
2000/Resignations 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST-3 
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C
/
l
I . Resolution August 7, 203 
I Stock Purchase Agreement 
Berry /Campbell 
J Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement 
K Special Meeting Notices 
L Waiver of Notice of 10/15/06 
M Minutes of Special Meeting 
N Waiver of Notice of Special 
Meeting I Notice 
0 Minutes dated 1 0/15/06 
p Minutes dated Nov. 29, 2006 
Q Letter to Finney, Feb. 5, 2007 
with notice 
t{ Minutes dated Feb. 16, 2007 
s Objection to Special Meeting 
T Resolutions in lieu 
u Offer I Acceptance of stock 
v Stock Purchase Agreement 
w Stock Purchase and Sale 
Agreement 
X Stock Certificates 
y Letter from Finney, Feb. 14, 
2007 
z Letter to Finney, Feb. 5, 2007 
AA Letter to Finney, Jan. 8, 2007 ..J/ 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST -4 
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 /
a 
P 
K 
S
U /
V
W  
Z
1ST-
J B Emails 
cc Letter to Finney, Nov. 29, ~ 2006 
DD Letter from Finney, Nov. 21, ~ 
2006 
EE Objection to notice 
FF Letter to Board, Nov. 17, 
2006 
GG Letter to McFarland, Nov. 1 8, 
2006 
HH Letter to McFarland, Nov. 14, 
2006 
II McFarland letter, Nov. 16, 
2006 
JJ Letter from Daugharty dated 
April 28, 2004 
KK Demand note 
LL August 11, 2003 receipt 
MM Unsigned minutes \I 
NN Wells Fargo letter dated 
January 1 7, 2007 
00 Miscellaneous corporate 
records 
pp Fax and memo from 
Daugharty's office 
QQ Letter from Daugharty, 
February 21, 2006 \. v 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST -5 
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CC
/
 
V
l -
/.fcM)k,{ Df"~re_ e_c i'Re.c SL--· 
I 
... Summary of costs and ') 
expenses advanced by / McFarland V' 
TT 2006 Corporate Tax Returns / v 
uu 2007 Corporate Tax Returns v t/ 
vv 2008 Corporate Tax Returns r/ / 
ww 2007 Profit and Loss 
Statement V' / 
XX 2008 Profit and Loss 
c/ Statement ~ 
yy 2009 Profit and Loss / Statement v 
zz 201 0 Profit and Loss I 
Statement </' 
AAA Letter and attachments from 
McCall and Landwehr, P.A. -~ ~ 
dated April 20, 2004 
BBB Tape of special meeting held 
on November 29, 2006 (not v ~ 
duplicated) 
CCC Transcript of minutes of v / November 29, 2006 special 
board meeting 
DDD Tape of February 1 5, 2007 
board meeting (not v v 
duplicated) 
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST -6 
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) 
'
V
UU i 
VV
./ 
WW
V
ZZ
-
.
V
V
 
V V
1ST-  
I .':E Transcript of minutes of ~ February 1 5, 2007 board 
meeting 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the flfTt't day of january, 2010, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated 
below, and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(~simile to: (208) 263-8211 
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I f Ja
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
ORIGINAL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' FOURTH AMENDED 
) EXHIBIT LIST 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW the Plaintiffs and submit the following as a 
second amended list of exhibits, with Plaintiffs' Exhibits # 1-
100 to be used in trial. Exhibits 99 and 100 are served to 
opposing counsel herewith but not filed with the clerk: 
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.
Pls 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Defs Description Admit offered 
by 
stip 
Marriage license 
Letters of Personal Rep w/ 
Articles of Incorporation r/ 
Minutes of Organizational 
fJ / meeting 
Bylaws by Nordstrom & 
Campbell (Apr. 15, 1996) v 
Stock Puchase Agmt (Nordstrom 
to Berry) 
Resignation by S. Nordstrom 
Resignation by N. Nordstrom 
Promissory Note (pd in full) 
Check to Berry ($40,000.00) 
Receipt for $40,000.00 
Check to Campbell ($40,000) 
Check to Berry ($60,000.00) 
Check to Campbell ($60 ,000) 
Check to Zimmerman ($823.50) 
Check to Zimmerman ($301) ~ 
Resolution in Lieu of Special ~· 
mtng (Aug. 7' 2003) 
To Whom It May Concern: ltr 
(Aug. 11' 2003) 
Letter to Jerry Berry from 
¥/ Daugherty 9/29/03 
Stock Purchase Agreement ~ Campbell to Berry 
Letter to Jerry Berry from 
Daugherty Apr 28, 2004 
Letter to Daugherty August 1, 
2004 ~ 
Stock Purchase & Sale 
Agreement Berry to Zimmerman v & McFarland 
Unsigned Stock Purchase & / Sale Agmt, Berry to Zimmerman 
& McFarland as trustees 
Loan Agmt with Stock as 
Collateral 
Reinstatement 7-18-06 
Notice of Special Meeting ~/ Shareholders 10-15-06 
Waiver of Notice - / Shareholders 
PLAINTIFFS' FOURTH AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 2 
Berry v. McFarland, Kootenai County, Idaho: CV-07-2409 
Rec'd Refused Reserve 
ruling 
i 
I 
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W(
V
st
.
,
,
st
st
V
J
Pls Defs Description Admit offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by ruling 
stip 
29 Minutes of Shareholder v 
Meeting 
30 Notice of Special Meeting v 
Directors 10-15-06 
31 Waiver of Notice - v 
Directors 10-15-06 
32 Minutes of Director Meeting v--
33 Bylaws (unsigned) with / handwriting in Blanks 
34 Resolution (unsigned) 
/ { v 
/ 
35 Resolution (unsigned) • v 
36 Nov 16, 2006 letter from /v McFarland with Notice of 
Special Meeting for 11/18 ~ 
37 Memo McLaughlin 11/22/06 v 0 
38 11/18/06 Letter from ~ 
Karletta ;/ 
39 Objection to Notice of v 
Special Meeting 11/18/06 / 
40 Proposed Resolution 
(Karletta) v 
41 November 17,2006 letter 
from Karletta c/ 
42 Letter to McFarland 
November 21, 2006 / 
43 Letter from McFarland AI 
November 29, 2006 / 
----.\ 
44 Memo McLaughlin 11/30/06 ~ tv) 
45 Transcript of 11/29/09 ff ~ 
special board meeting ""' / 
46 Minutes of 11/29/06 mtng .. [__/ 
47 e-mail Finney to McFarland 
12/11/06 v 
48 e-mail Finney to McFarland 
1/12/07 2./ 
49 Letter from McFarland / January 28, 2007 
50 Letter from McFarland ~ February 5, 2007 
51 Letter to McFarland / February 14, 2007 
52 Objection to Special 
Meeting of Directors of 
Captain's Wheel Resort, 
/ 
Inc. 
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I
V
V
V
./ -; V
V
V
V
/
V
V
,,- ' 
L-
V
L
' 
' 
Pls Defs Description Admit offered Rec'd Refused Reserve 
by ruling 
stip 
70 Transfer certificate 
October 15, 2006 
71 Transfer certificate 
February 21, 2007 
72 Transfer stub February 21, 
2007 I f 
73 Transfer certificate I 
February 21, 2007 I 
74 Transfer stub February 21, I 2007 
75 Transfer certificate (no 
I date) 
76 McFarland's Answer; 
Counterclaim; Demand for 
Jury Trial April 13, 2007 
77 Affidavit of Michael B. 
McFarland in Opposition to 
Plaintiff's Motion to Amend 
Complaint for Punitive 
Damages 
78 Letter from Whelan December 
30, 2009 I 
79 Captain's Wheel Resort I 
business card I 
80 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loss Statement, 
January through December 
2007 
81 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loss Statement, 
January through December 
2008 
82 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Profit and Loss Statement, 
January through December 
2009 
83 Captain's Wheel Resort I Profit and Loss Statement, 
January 1 - 5, 2010 
84 Letter from McCall and 
Landwehr, P.A. April 20, 
2004 
85 Captain's Wheel Resort 
Assets and Liabilities and \ /j Equity balance sheet 
December 31, 2003 
PLAINTIFFS' FOURTH AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 5 
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\ 
1/ 
Pls 
86 
87A 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
/OJ-. 
/0 d--
Jo3 
Defs Description Admit offered Rec'd 
ss 
by 
stip 
Captain's Wheel Resort / &A= Income Statement for year 
ended December 31, 2003 1?:1 tv6-r 
McFarland's meal tickets v 
David A Noonan's curriculum 
vitae v 
Appraisal of The Captain's 
Wheel Resort October 9, v 2009 
Deposition of Michael B. ~ McFarland December 18, 2009 
Deposition of Michael B. 
McFarland, Volume II, 
December 23, 2009 
Deposition of Karen 
Zimmerman December 21, 2009 
Picture of the Captain's v Wheel Resort 
Idaho Rules of Professional 
Conduct / 
Idaho Rule Professional 
Conduct 1.7 ./ 
Idaho Rule Professional 
Conduct 1.8 ~ 
Idaho Rule Professional 
Conduct 1.7, with comments v 
Idaho Rule Professional 
Conduct 1.8 with comments v 
Michael B. McFarland, P.A. J December 7, 2006 fax to 
Secretary of State (as 
filed) 
Summary of Loans to 
Captain's Wheel 10/16/06- / 
12/21/09 
ni..l Sl r-1-t...:'>S of>. r d - /j)hed v 
8JSl V\l 0.5 c ,Q rc.l~ Mr-. (Y)e. Fa/IC/IJ v 
DATED this 17 day of Janua1/J1Jf:,V 1-::-"" 
Pho-fo5 - C>Wv-e-c{ p<Jo f~t-dfVI ' tf(. 
---- REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
PLAINTIFFS' FOURTH AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 6 
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Refused Reserve 
ruling 
~(_(__~ 
M!/\\~ ~ 
v 
~ 
/ 
~/"' 
,/ 
v 
v 
/ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served by facsimile, this 17 day of January, 
2010, and was delivered as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4~ Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
[x]Via Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 (together with Exhibit 99 and 100) 
By: d_tr. ~ , 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: HOSACK012610A 
Session Date: 01126/2010 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Reporter: 
Clerk(s): Burrington, Talisa 
State Attorney(s): 
Public Defender(s): 
Prob. Officer(s): 
Court interpreter(s): 
Case ID: 0002 
Case number: CV2007-2409 
Plaintiff: BERRY, KARLETTA 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Division: Div1 
Session Time: 08:37 
Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant(s): 
State Attorney: 
Public Defender: 
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0003. 
01/26/2010 
09:39:37 
Case called 
09:39:37 
Recording Started: 
09:39:43 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
JURY TRIAL- DAY SIX 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK012610A 
Courtroom: local 
Page 2, ... 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 847 of 1268
ffi
1 /
 
09:40:19 Plaintiff Attorney: 
REX FINNEY- PROCEED 
09:41:19 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK012610A Page 3, ... 
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., ,. 
Court Minutes: 
Session: HOSACK012610A 
Session Date: 01126/2010 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Reporter: 
Clerk(s): Burrington, Talisa 
State Attorney(s): 
Public Defender(s): 
Prob. Officer(s): 
Court interpreter(s): 
Case ID: 0003 
Case number: CV2007-2409 
Plaintiff: BERRY, KARLETTA 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Division: Div1 
Session Time: 08:37 
Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
Pers. Attorney: Walker, Glen 
Co-Defendant(s): 
01126/2010 
09:41:21 
09:41:21 
State Attorney: 
Public Defender: 
Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0002 
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0004. 
Case recalled 
Recording Started: 
09:41:29 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
RECALLS MICHAEL MCFARLAND AS WITNESS 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK012610A 
Courtroom: local 
Page 4, ... 
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09:41:47 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
ITEMS ON RECIEPT THAT I PAID FOR, CHARGE FOR 
COPIES, FIRST LOAN TO THE CORP. 
09:42:48 MOST OF THE REST OF THE ENTRIES ARE JUST 
DESCRIBED AS LOANS. EXCEPT FOR 
09:43:08 SUPPLIES- STAPLERS ETC. CASH ENTRIES WERE USED 
TO PUT INTO THE ATM CASH 
09:43:36 MACHINE. TAX PREPARATION WAS PAID THROUGH MY 
ACCOUNT AND THEN PUT ON THIS 
09:44:17 RECEIPT. PAID FOR RENEWAL OF LIQOUR ACCOUNT. IF 
IT JUST SAYS LOAN IT WAS TO 
09:44:39 CAPTAINS WHEEL BANKING ACCOUNT. YES PAPER TRAIL 
EXCEPT FOR 1.73 FOR POSTAGE 
09:45:10 AND A COUPLE OF OTHER ITEMS I COULD NOT LOCATE. 
YES SEVERAL DOZEN ENTRIES 
09:45:31 ENTITLED LOANS. 
09:46:12 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
ex 
09:46:20 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
12/20 CASH LOAN ENTRY- 400 DOLLARS THAT IS ONE 
I COULD NOT LOCATE 
09:46:59 DOCUMENTATION YET- WE HAD NOT BECOME 
COMPUTERIZED AT THE WHEEL YET. MY 
09:47:21 RECOLLECTION- CHRISTMAS BONUSES. HAD STOCKINGS 
ALONG THEW ALL AND AS I 
09:47:44 RECALL I GAVE 50 CASH TO THE BULK OF EMPLOYEES 
AND 100 TO MONNIE AND MARIE. 
09:48:06 
09:48:09 MONEY CAME FROM VARIOUS SOURCES, SOME OF THESE 
ITEMS I HAVE COMPUTER COPIES 
09:48:33 OF CHECKS THAT I DEPOSITED AND SOME RECEIPTS 
FROM WELLS FARGO BANK. I USE 
09:49:10 QUICK BOOKS NOW- USE FOR PERSONAL AND BUSINESS 
ACCOUNTS. ENTRIES ENTERED 
09:50:00 INTO COMPUTER. IF I HAD A RECEIPT THAT WOULD GO 
IN A DIFFERENT FILE. TWO 
09:50:29 RENEWALS FOR LIQ LICENSE. 
09:51:43 ANY ENTRY WAS MADE INTO QUICK BOOKS. SOFTWARE 
PROGRAM TO KEEP TRACK OF 
09:52:15 EXPENSES. SYSTEM IT SELF PRINTS OUT CHECKS. SOME 
OFTHESELOANSWERE 
09:52:46 TRANSFERS FROM LINE OF CREDITS. WOULD NOT HAVE 
PAPER TRIAL IN THOSE AS THEY 
09:53:49 WERE ELECTRONIC TRANSFERS. YES THIS WAS A 
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RUNNING LOG. I FOUND THAT I MISSED 
09:54:37 TWO ENTRIES AUG 2007 FOR TAX PREPERATION 159.00 
AND ALSO 03/23/09 5000 LINE 
09:55:21 OF CREDIT, EVERYTHING ELSE IS IN CHRONIGICAL 
ORDER EXCEPT THESE TWO THAT I 
09:55:44 WROTE. I WOULD GET NOTICES OF OVERDRAFT FROM 
WELLSFARGO,HUNDREDSOF 
09:56:06 DOLLARS. ALSO CAN GET ON WELLS FARGO 
ELECTRON! CALLY AND FIRST THING IN THE 
09:56:27 MORNING I WOULD GET ON AND TO MY DISMAY WE WERE 
OVERDRAWN. 
09:58:05 EXHIBIT SS 
09:58:12 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
OBJECT 
09:58:18 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVER RULED EXHIBIT SS ADMITTED INTO EVIDENCE 
09:58:33 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
RECX 
09:58:40 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES TOTAL IS OVER 184 THOUSAND THAT I HAVE PUT 
INTO THE WHEEL IN EXPENSES. 
09:59:09 PAID BERNHARDT BUCK 1115/10- THEY ARE 
ACCOUNTANTS, THAT IS FOR PAYROLL 
09:59:35 SERVICES AND PRIOR BALANCES. THERE WAS A PAST 
BALANCE FOR PRIOR SERVICES. 
10:00:02 131l.OOWAS TOTAL TO THEM, SAME DAY I ADVANCED 
WITHHHOLDING TAX- THAT WAS 
10:01:16 1013.00 ON 1/15/10. NORTH IDAHO PROPANEAPPROX 
370.00 I JUST PAID THAT 
10:01:55 RECENTLY WITHIN THE LAST TEN DAYS. TOTAL 
ADVANCES IS 184,000 PLUS 1311.00 
10:02:32 PLUS ANOTHER THOUSAND- 187,000 IS ABOUT THE 
GRAND TOTAL, THESE WERE ALL 
10:02:56 ADVANCED TO THE WHEEL FOR NECESSARY EXPENSES. 
CORP HAD A LINE OF CREDIT AND 
10:03:23 THAT WAS TIED TO JERRY BERRY AND THAT WAS MAXED 
OUT. IT HAS STAYED RIGHT AT 5 
10:03:57 THOUSAND DOLLARS. I ATTEMPTED TO GET A LINE OF 
CREDIT AT WELLS FARGO, ADVISED 
10:04:24 I COULDNT GET ONE, KARLETTA OBJECTED AND COULD 
NOT GET IT. IF I WOULDNT HAVE 
10:04:54 DONE THESE ADVANCES A TAX LIEN WOULD HAVE BEEN 
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FILES, SBA LOAN FORECLOSED ON 
10:05:15 AND LOST THROUGH FORECLOSURE. COULD NOT SEE HOW 
IT COULD BE PROFIT ABLE, IT 
10:05:52 WAS BARELY PROFITABLE PRIOR TO JERRYS DEATH. 
THAT WAS WHY WE WANTED TO SELL 
l 0:06:13 IT. IT TOOK ME SOME TIME TO FIGURE OUT THE FIXED 
COSTS. JUST CLOSING IT WOULD 
10:06:35 HAVE BEEN RECKLESS, FELT I HAD A OBLIGATION TO 
DO WHAT I COULD TO KEEP IT 
10:06:52 RUNNING. YES IF IT WAS PROFITABLE WE WOULD HAVE 
GOTTEN A BETTER PRICE FOR 
10:07:21 SELLING. I COULD NOT A VOID THESE ADVANCES. IT 
BECAME APPARENT THAT THERE SO 
10:07:51 MUCH FIXED COSTS JUST TO COVER THE BASIC COSTS -
HEAT ETC. THAT DIDNT EVEN 
10:08:13 INCUDE THE FOOD. ABOUT 7 THOUSAND AND 8 THOUSAND 
FIXED COSTS EVEN IF ITS 
10:08:33 CLOSED. IF IT MADE MORE THAN 7 THOUSAND A MONTH 
IT WAS ADVANTAGOUS TO KEEP IT 
10:09:00 OPEN. IN DEC IT GROSSED JUST OVER TEN THOUSAND. 
YES WE WANTED TO GET THIS 
10:09:22 PROPRTY LISTED AND SOLD. WHEN WE ENTERED INTO 
THIS AGREEMENT IN THE VERY 
10:09:40 FIRST PLACE WAS TO SELL IT, THAT IS WHAT WE WERE 
ATTRACTED TO, IT WAS A 
10:10:00 INVESTMENT, NO INTENTION TO MANAGE A RESTAURANT. 
YES RESITANCE TO SELLING IT. 
10:10:26 KARLETT A OBJECTED AND WANTED TO RUN IT HERSELF. 
WE HAD A RESOLUTION TO SELL 
10:10:56 IT AND THEN KARLETTA SUED US, WHEN ITS IN 
LITIGATION CREATES A CLOUD ON 
10:11:18 TITLE, NO ONE WILL BUY INTO THAT SITUATION. 
DIDNT REALLY ABANDON THE IDEA, 
10:11:52 TALKED TO FOLKS AND NOW ITS THREE YEARS LATER. 
NO KARLETTA NEVER OFFERED TO 
10:12:10 HELP WITH THE ADVANCES, I JUST RECENTLY ADVISED 
HER ATTORNEY. SHE HAS MADE 
10:12:38 ALL TYPES OF FBRICATIONS TOWARDS ME, ALL TYPES 
OF ALLEGATIONS AGAINST MY 
10:13:01 CHARACTER. EXHIBIT TT IS A COPY OF 2006 CORP TAX 
RETURN FOR THE CAPTAINS 
10:13:22 WHEEL. YES IT WAS PROFESSIONALLY PREPARED BY AN 
ACCOUNTANT. DIFFICULTY ABOUT 
10:14:28 TE 2006 RECORDS. YES FOUR Kl SCHEDULES. TO THE 
BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE THAT WAS 
10:15:01 SENT TO KARLETTA BERRY. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CASH 
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FLOW AND ACTUAL INCOME. LOTS 
10:15:47 OF THINGS THAT ARE DEDUCT ABLE. ORDINARY 
EXPENSES, PLUS DEPRECIATION. EXHIBIT 
10:16:17 UU IS NEXT- ANOTHER TAX RETURN FOR 2007, 
PREPARED BY MS. BUCK. LOSS WAS 
10:16:46 42,000 WHICH WAS TEN THOUSAND MORE LOSS THAN 
2006. PAYROLL WAS ONLY 46 
10:17:22 THOUSAND IN 2006 AND IN 2007 PAYROLL WAS OVER 
100 THOUSAND, THAT IS WHAT 
10:17:42 HAPPENS WHEN YOU PAY PEOPLE ON BOARD. I SUSPECT 
ALL THE PAYROLL AND ALL THE 
10:18:05 PROFIT HAD NOT BEEN REPORTED IN 2006. I CHANGED 
THAT AND REQUIRED EVERYTHING 
10:18:26 TO BE ON BOARD. I COULD HAVE BEEN HELD 
RESPONSIBLE, NOT INTERESTED IN RUNNING 
10:18:51 A ILLEGAL BUSINESS. EXHIBIT VV IS 2008 TAX 
RETURN, LOSS 75 THOUSAND. EXHIBIT 
10:19:17 WW IS COPY OF PRINT OUT OF PROFIT/LOSS FROM 
QUICK BOOKS OPERATING SYSTEM THAT 
10:19:49 WAS INITIATED AT CAPTAINS WHEEL AFTER I TOOK 
OVER, THEY STARTED USING IT JAN 
10:20:11 2007. EXHIBIT XX IS ANOTHER PROFIT/LOSS FOR 
2008. EXHIBIT YY IS PROFIT LOSS 
10:20:35 FOR 2009. EXHIBIT ZZ IS PROFIT/LOSS FOR THE 
MONTH OF JAN WHEN WE CLOSED THE 
10:20:55 BUSINESS. YES THIS REFLECTS THE NORMAL OPERATING 
EXPENSES. EXCEPT IN 2007 LIQ 
10:21 :31 LICENSE IS NOT SHOWN AS I PAID IT DIRECTLY AND 
ITS NOT SHOWN ON QUICK BOOKS. 
10:21:48 MONNIE AND MARIE MAINTAINED THESE BOOKS. EXHIBIT 
AAA- LETTER TO JERRY AND 
10:22:32 KARLETTA FROM THE ACCOUNTANTS TALKING ABOUT 
PROCEDURES AND ASSET SUMMARIES. 
10:23:05 EQUITY IS SHOWN. MR. BERRYDIDNOTTELL US THAT 
THERE WAS A NEGATIVE STOCK 
10:23:31 HOLDER AMOUNT BY 78,000 -UPSIDE DOWN ON THE 
BOOKS. NEGATIVE FIGURE TO ALMOST 
10:24:04 80 THOUSAND. JERRY SAID TO US THAT THIS WAS A 
BREAK EVEN OPERATION, NOT TO 
10:24:33 LOOK AT IT AS INCOME BUT TO LOOK AT IT AS A 
INVESTMENT. I ONLY SEEN THIS 
10:25:00 EXHIBIT IN THE LAST YEAR. WE REQUESTED DOCUMENTS 
FROM PLANTIFF AND FROM THE 
10:25:19 ACCOUNTANT. IT WAS THEN POINTED OUT TO ME. 
EXHIBIT CCC IS TAPE OF THE 
10:27:16 MEETING. 
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10:27:56 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
CX OF MICHAEL MCFARLAND 
10:28:08 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
10/15/ MEETING- YES JERRY WAS CLOSE TO DEATH. 
WHAT IS IN THE MINUTE BOOK IS 
10:28:41 WHAT WE DID. JERRY WAS STILL ALIVE AND WAS 
RUNNING IT. REVIEWS MY AFFIDAVIT 
10:29:21 PAGE 6 PARA 8- READS IT TO THE JURY PANEL. 
REVIEWS EXHIBIT 77.WE WANTED IT I 
10:31:37 WRITING, WE KNEW WE DID NOT KNOW HOW MUCH TIME 
JERRY HAD. PURPOSE OF THE 
10:32:21 10/15 MEETING WAS NOT TO DISCUSS THE SALE OF THE 
BUSINESS. AFTER HE DIED HE 
10:32:38 HELD A MEETING. JULY 2003 JERRY ANTICIPATED 
SELLING IT FOR A FEW YEARS, HE 
10:33:05 TALKED OF SELLING IT IN 2005 WHEN DAVID JOHNSTON 
TESTIFIED ABOUT THAT. WE 
10:33:23 TALKED ABOUT IT NUMEROUS TIMES IN 2006. HE 
TURNED DOWN ONE PRETTY GOOD OFFER, 
10:33:46 HE SAID HE HAD ANOTHER OFFER FOR 2.2 MILLION BUT 
THE BUYER COULDNT COME UP 
10:34:06 WITH THE MONEY. REGARDING CHANGING THE LOCKS-
THAT WAS NOT A INSTRUCTION 
10:34:27 FROM JERRY. YES I BELIEVE ALL THESE EXPENSES 
WERE REASONABLE AND NECESSARY 
10:35:03 TO KEEP THE BUSINESS JUST AFLOAT. INCOME WAS NOT 
SUFFICIENT TO COVER THE OVER 
10:35:24 HEAD. OVERDRAWN BY 1500- NEEDED TO PUT 1600 
INTO THE ACCOUNT. I WOULD FIND 
10:35:53 OUT EITHER BY A PHONE CALL ORE MAIL BY MARIE OR 
MONNIE. THEY WOULD LET ME 
10:36:19 KNOW. I WOULD FIND OUT THAT WAY AND NEARL YEVERY 
MORNING I WOULD CHECK THE ON 
10:36:43 LINE ACCOUNT. MONNIE, MARIE AND I DISUCSSED WHAT 
WE COULD DO TO IMRPOVE 
10:37:29 INCOME AND CUT DOWN OFF EXPENSES. CLOSE THE 
DINING ROOM IN THE WINTER TO SAVE 
10:37:52 COST ON HEATING, LITTLE THINGS WE LOOKED AT ALL 
THE TIME. WE HAD GAS LINE 
10:38:28 BROUGHT OVER TO THE CAPTAINS WHEEL, NATURAL GAS 
CHEAPER THAN PROPANE, TALKED 
10:38:46 ABOUT ADJUSTING HOURS TO BE OPEN ON BEST NIGHTS. 
INITIALLY TRIED TO CUT BACK 
10:39:15 HOURS, CLOSED ON MON AND TUESDAY- SLOWEST DAYS. 
NO I NEVER REVIEWED EMPLOYEE 
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10:39:37 TIME CARDS, I HAVE SPENT THE EQUIV OF SEVERAL 
DAYS THERE, SPENT HOURS THERE-
10:40:08 SOMETIMES 6 HOURS AT A TIME. YES WAS PRESENT 
WHEN MARIE TESTIFIED. EMPLOYEES 
10:40:38 PAID A PORTION IN CASH- THAT DOESNT MEAN IT 
WASNTREPORTEDASPAY. TAXES 
10:41:01 WERE WITHHELD. YES CONVIENCE PAID IN CASH, 
UNFORT A CHECK MIGHT BOUNCE. A 
10:41:46 RECORD WAS KEPT OF HOW MUCH WAS PAID TO EACH 
EMPLOYEE.WITHHOLDINGISBASED 
10:42:08 ON TOTAL AMOUNT, THAT IS PAID QUARTERLY. 
WITHHOLDING WAS CALCULATED AND THEN 
10:42:59 THE CHECK SENT OFF. NO ACCOUNTING ON EMPLOYEE 
MEALS, THEY WERE ENTITLED TO A 
10:43:33 MEAL IF THEY WORKED A FOUR HOUR SHIFT AND IT WAS 
LIMITED TO WHAT THEY COULD 
10:43:52 ORDER. RECORD WAS KEPT AND TOTALLED 
PERIODICALLY. YES I HEARD THAT MY MEAL 
10:44:21 TICKETS WERE TREATED, MARIES TESTIFIED TO THAT. 
CORRECT I SAID IN MY 
10:44:48 DEPOSITION THAT I DID NT KNOW HOW MY MEALS WERE 
CALCULATED, DIDNT KNOW UNTIL 
10:45:06 MARIE SAID THAT. WHY WOULD IT BE IMPROPER, IT 
WAS OVERHEAD. SAME WAY IT WAS 
10:45:42 OVERHEAD WHEN JERRY AND KARLETTA ATE THERE FOR 
FREE. IT WAS OVERHEAD. I HAVE 
10:46:02 NO IDEA WHAT JERRY DID WITH HIS MEAL TICKETS. IT 
WOULD BE NICE IF IT COULD BE 
10:46:21 REOPENED IN THE SPRING. WE HAVE A GROUP CALLED 
THE ANNUALS THAT COME EACH 
10:46:52 YEAR. WE LEFT A SIGN SAYING CLOSED AND WE WOULD 
BE RE OPENING IN THE SPRING. 
10:47:35 LOOK FOR US TO OPEN APRIL 2010 IS WHAT THE SIGN 
SAID. SIGN SAYS LOOK FOR US 
10:48:32 TO REOPEN. I CANT FIGURE OUT EVERYTHING KARLETTA 
IS DOING, SHEW ANTS IT 
10:48:55 TREATED AS A LOAN BUT SHE HASNT PAID BACK THE 
LOAN. I WISH THIS COULD HAVE 
10:49:19 BEEN A LOAN, I COULD HAVE CALLED IT DUE AND IT 
WOULD HAVE BEEN OVER. YES I 
10:49:41 HAVE SEEN THE COMPLAINT AND IT IS A SHOT GUN 
APPROACH, ASKING FOR EVERYTHING 
10:50:00 AND EVERYTHING UNDER THE SUN. THE WHOLE THING IS 
ABSURD. NEVER ANY OFFER TO 
10:50:17 PAY THE LOAN IF IT WAS A LOAN. YES I HAVE THE 
DOC THAT KARLETTA PREPARED, 
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10:50:35 THERE WAS NO OFFER OF PAYMENT. WE ARE THREE 
YEARS INTO IT, IF ITS A LOAN LETS 
10:50:54 GETTHISPAID. THATISIFITWAS ALOAN. YOUR 
ASKING FOR A HYP ATHETICAL 
10:51:55 SITUATION HERE. CORRECT INCOME WAS NOT ENOUGH TO 
COVER THE DEBT. YES WE 
10:52:21 TALKEDABOUTMETHODSOFBANKING. YESAWAREOF A 
POSSIBLE SITUATION INVOLVING 
10:52:54 EMPLOYEES POURING FOR TIPS, UNIVERSAL PROBLEM IN 
ALL BARS -ITS A COMMON 
10:53:19 PROBLEM. YES MONNIE AND I DID DISCUSS IT IN 
CONNECTION TO ORDERING SPOUTS 
10:53:53 THAT MEASURE CORRECT AMOUNT. TIP BOTTLE UP AND 
IT ONLY POURS OUT THE RIGHT 
10:54:13 AMOUNT AND THEN STOPS. MEASURED POURS RATHER 
THAN OVER POURED SHOTS. NO I 
10:54:40 NEVE CHECKED INTO THE AMOUNT OF FOOD WASTE, WE 
USED AS MUCH AS WE COULD TO 
10:54:58 A VOID WASTE. ULTIMATELY WE ENDED THE SALAD BAR. 
IF WE HAD LEFTOVER PRIME RIB 
10:55:28 THE MENU WOULD REFLECT FRENCH DIP SANDWICHES, 
YES WE USED LEFT OVERS. MY 
10:55:57 RANCHISABOUT1215MINUTESAWAY. 
10:56:32 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
OBJ- SPECULATION 
10:56:40 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
10:56:46 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES IT WOULD HAVE BEEN HELPFUL TO HAVE A OWNER 
THERE BUT I WORK FULL TIME. 
10:57:10 20-30 MILES FROM MY OFFICE, BY THE TIME I WOULD 
GET OFF. I USUALLY START AT 7 
10:57:29 30 AND PUT IN 12 HOUR DAYS AT THE OFFICE. NOT 
REALLY ABLE TO GO UP AND DO 
10:57:50 ANYTING MEANFUL AT 8 AT NIGHT. YES HAVE PUT IN 
OVER 180 THOUSAND DOLLARS INTO 
10:58:12 THE RESTAURANT. YES I DID INPUTING INTO THE 
COMPUTER AND YES I HAVE SOME 
10:58:59 RECEIPTS. HAVE COPY OF THE CHECK AND A PRINT OUT 
FROM WELLS FARGO SHOWING THE 
10:59:38 DEPOSIT. IF I WROTE A CHECK TO THE WHEEL- THEN 
A RECEIPT FROM THE BANK 
11:00:25 SHOWING THAT DEPOSIT AND THAT DATE. CASH WAS 
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FROM MY BUSINESS ALSO HAVE A 
11:01:28 COUPLE MOBILES RENTED ON MY RANCH. CASH IS CASH. 
I DID NT SAY THAT. THE LOAN 
11:02:08 AMOUNT OF TEN THOUSAND- 12/28/07- I THINK THAT 
IS FROM MY LINE OF CREDIT, I 
11:04:15 THINK THAT IS WITH MY TAX RECORDS. THERE IS A 
DEPOSIT RECORD SHOWING TEN 
11:04:49 THOUSAND. IT WAS A TRANSFER FROM MY LINE OF 
CREDIT, NO CHECK INVOLVED, WAS 
11:05:10 DONE ELECTRONICALLY. 2/21 ENTRY- LOAN- CASH 
WAS 300, FROM MY POCKET-
11:05:59 EITHER FROM OFFICE INCOME OR FROM RENTAL INCOME. 
DONT HAVE RECEIPT, THAT 
11:06:20 WOULD BE IN THE LIQ LICENSE FILE. CASH TO THE 
ACCOUNTANTENTRY-IDONTKNOW 
11:07:04 SPEFICALL Y- ON MORE THAN ONE OCCASSION KAREN 
WOULD ADVANCE MONEY IN THE FORM 
11:07:33 OF CASH. THEY DONT TAKE DISCOVER, MY OTHER 
CREDIT CARDS WERE MAXED OUT. EVEN 
11:07:56 IT WAS PAID IN CASH IT WAS NOTED. CASH DID NOT 
COME FROM THE RESAURANT. ATM 
11:08:23 CASH REFUND ENTRY- I HAD LOANED 1 THOUSAND 
DOLLARS CASH TO THE ATM MACHINE 
11:08:46 SO IT COULD BE USED, MADE IT CLEAR IT WAS SHORT 
TIME, ONCE THE AMOUNT WAS 
11:09:52 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
11:35:38 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
11:35:38 
Recording Started: 
11:35:44 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
BRINGS JURY PANEL BACK FROM RECESS 
11:36:01 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
CONTINUESCX 
11:36:08 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
SINCE INCOME HAS BEEN DEFICIANT, BAR TAKEN OUT 
AND REPLACED WITH STAND UP 
11:36:50 TABLES, ALLOWS MORE PEOPLE TO BE IN THE SAME 
SPACE. THAT WAS DONE IN 
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11:37:17 ANTICIPATIONOFBAYVIEWDAYS, WHICHISOUR 
LARGEST VOLUME OF THE WHOLE YEAR. 
11:37:39 MONNIE AND MARIE WOULD HAVE DONE THE ACTUAL 
PURCHASING. MARK STREATER IS A 
11:38:07 CONTRACTOR, DONE ALOT OF WORK AT THE WHEEL, WORK 
WAS COMPED TO HIM FOR MEALS. 
11:38:28 I BELIEVE HEW AS INVOLVED IN THE CONSTRUCTION. 
YES HE CAME IN ALOT. TO THE 
11:39:00 BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE HE HAS GOTTEN MEALS IN 
TRADE FOR HIS WORK. HE HAS DONE 
11:39:19 ALOT OF WORK THERE, HAS DONE EXTENSIVE WORK ON 
DOCKS. DOCKS ON GRAVEL AND 
11:39:47 BOARDS WOULD COME LOOSE. A NUMBER OF THE OLD 
TABLES ARE IN THE DINING ROOM. 
11:40:12 THE LAKESIDE DECK WAS ENCLOSED AND TURNED INTO 
DINING- A NUMBER OF TABLES 
11:40:32 AND CHAIRS WERE MOVED OUT THERE. A NUMBER OF 
THEM WERE PUT OUT NEAR THE BBQ 
11:40:58 AREA. DANCING AREA WAS TURNED INTO DINING AREA 
WHEN DANCING WAS NOT INVOLVED. 
11:41:26 READS E- MAIL TO THE JURY PANEL REGARDING FUNDS 
NEEDED FROM MARIE. 
11:43:13 ITS OBVIOUS WHY THE WHEEL HAS BEEN LOSING MONEY. 
I DONT THINK PROPERTY TAXES 
11:43:58 HAVE BEEN PAID. I NEVER SAID I ENTRUSTED ANYONE 
WITH MAKING SURE THE TAXES 
11:44:30 WERE PAID. THEY HAVE NOT BEEN PAID BECAUSE THERE 
IS NO MONEY. I HAVE 
11:44:50 MONITORED THE DEBTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE CORP. 
THERE WAS A AGREEMENT 
11:45:26 ENTERED TO MAKING PAYMENTS. PROP TAXES WERE IN 
THE REARS EVEN WHEN JERRY WAS 
11:45:49 ALIVE. PAYMENTS OF 620 A MONTH TO STAY CURRENT, 
THAT INCLUDED BACK TAXES AND 
11:46:10 CURRENT TAXES. ULITMATELY YES THERE COULD BE A 
TAX SALE. I DONT THINK THE SB 
11:46:36 LOAN WAS NEVER CURRENT AND IS NOT CURRENT NOW. 
THESMALLBUSINESSLOANIS 
11:46:55 PROBABLY A LIEN AGAINST THE PROPERTY. YES TAXES 
ARE IMPORTANT AMONG OTHER 
11:47:24 PLACES, ELECTRIC AND POWER EQUALLY AS IMPORTANT. 
YES IT COULD GO INTO 
11:47:46 FORECLOSURE- IT NEEDS TO BE SOLD. YES AT TIMES 
THE SAME PERSON DID THE TILL 
11:48:20 AND FILLED OUT THE DAILY SHEET AND DO THEDA Y 
END STUFF. COUNT AND DOUBLE 
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11:48:55 
11:49:54 
11:50:58 
11:51:36 
11:52:07 
11:53:11 
11:53:29 
11:54:15 
11:55:05 
11:55:29 
11:55:57 
11:56:16 
11:57:05 
11:57:38 
11:58:13 
11:58:43 
11:59:27 
12:00:15 
12:00:38 
12:01:00 
12:01:18 
12:01:54 
12:02:13 
12:02:16 
COUNTING. REFERS TO ORIGINAL DEPOSITION- PAGE 
91. YES THIS IS ORIGINAL 
DEPOSITION. PAGE 181 -READS ANSWER. 
READS ANSWERS FROM DEPOSITIONS. 
YES I KNOW MORE ABOUT THE SECURITY CAMERAS NOW. 
YES INDICATED WE COULD SELL 
THE PROPERTY DUE TO THE PENDING LAW SUIT. 
LAWSUIT 2114/07 WAS FILED. LAW SUIT 
WAS FILED YES AND WE ISSUED STOCK TO MONNIE AND 
MARIE, ALREADY DISCUSSED THIS 
ISSUE. JERRY WANTED THEM TO HAVE SOME INTEREST 
IN THE WHEEL. YES I ADVISED 
KARLETT A OF THE FINANCIAL SITUATION OF THE 
WHEEL. REGARDING MY STATEMENT 
REGARDING SPLURGING MEANS ANY TYPE OF SPENDING 
THAT WOULD NOT GENERATE A 
RETURN. MONNIE OR MARIE WOULD WRITE THE 
PAYCHECKS AND I WOULD SIGN THEM. MY 
RECOLLECTION WAS THAT MONNIE AND MARIE WERE PAID 
BY THE HOUR BUT NOT FOR ALL 
THE HOURS THEY HAVE PUT IN. READS ANSWER FROM 
DEPOSITION. 
YES PROBLEM WITH GETTING BANK STATEMENTS SENT TO 
THE WHEEL OR TO THE POST 
OFFICE BOX. MONNIE OR MARIE WOULD PICK UP MAIL 
FROM THE PO BOX. YES THEY 
SHOULD HAVE BEEN SENT TO THE BUSINESS NOT TO 
SHARE HOLDER. REFERS TOT AX 
RETURN- 2007. EXHIBITUU. VERIFIES GROSS 
INCOME. 477,366.00 IS WHAT SHOWS ON 
THE RETURN. YES INCREASE OF EMPLOYEE COST 
104,058. YES. MY MEALS YES WERE 
REASONABLE AND JUSTIFIED. YES I ATE FOR FREE 
CONSIDERING I PUT THOUSANDS OF 
DOLLARS INTO THE BUSINESS. WHY NOT INCLUDE MY 
MEALS WITH THE EMPLOYEE MEALS, 
ITS ABOVE BOARD IF A RECORD WAS KEPT. THE FOOD 
WAS NOT TAKEN UNDER THE TABLE. 
IN 2003 JERRY WAS MARRIED TO KARLETTA. YES 
REGARDING DUTY OF LOYALTY 
Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
OBJ 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVER RULE OBJECTION. 
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12:02:22 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
DUTY OF LOYALTY. NUMEROUS DUTIES OWED TO CLIENTS 
AS AN ATTORNEY. TO NUMEROUS 
12:03:08 TO LIST. YES DUTY TO DEAL FAIRLY WITH ANYONE 
WHETHERATTORNEYORNOT. YES 
12:03:31 HAVE REVIEWED RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT. YES 
REVIEWED THE PREAMBLE. YES 
12:03:52 TRUE HAVE REVIEWED THEM. YES REVIEWED RULE 1.8. 
RULE BETWEEN BAR AND 
12:05:07 ATTORNEYS- RULE IS ABOUT CURRENT CLIENT NOT 
FORMER CLIENTS, INFORMED 
12:05:25 CONSENT. RULE 1.9 REGARDING CONFIDENTIAL 
INFORMATION. 
12:05:53 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
OBJ -ADNAUSEM 
12:06:07 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES AWARE OF WHAT INFORMED CONSENT MEANS. IT IS 
A AGREEMENT. 
12:07:53 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
OBJ- ALREADY COVERED EARLIER IN TRIAL. 
12:08:29 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
REPHRASE QUESTION 
12:08:40 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES WATCHED VIDEO DEPOSITION. 
12:09:02 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
OBJ- ALREADY COVERED 
12:09:12 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVER RULES OBJECTION 
12:09:19 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES I WATCHED MY VIDEO DEPOSITION, RECALLS 
ANSWER 
12:10:04 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
OBJECTION -ALREADY COVERED, SAME OBJECTION 
12:10:20 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
HA VENT WE COVERED THIS. OBJECTION OVERRULED. 
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12:10:42 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
12:11:17 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WE HAVE HAD ADA Y AND HALF OF ALL THIS 
CUMULATION- WE HAVE ALREADY COVERED 
12:11:38 ALL THIS. 
12:11:43 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES WE TALKED ABOUT THE NEW HIGHWAY COMING IN. 
NO SHE DOES NOT HAVE REAL 
12:12:05 PROPERTY FRONTING HIGHWAY 95, IT IS ON REMINGTON 
RD. ACREAGE MIGHT FRONT IT 
12:12:30 BUT THE MOBILE HOME IS NOT, HAS A REMINGTON RD. 
ADDRESS. 
12:13:13 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
OBJECTION- ALREADY COVERED 
12:13:22 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OBJECTION OVER RULED 
12:13:29 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES JERRY KNEW I WAS NOT HIS LAWYER. YES MY 
FAMILY OFTEN REFERS TO ME AS 
12:14:00 THEIR LAWYER. 
12:14:10 EXHIBIT 77- REFERENCES MY STATEMENT OF THE 
AFFIDAVIT. 
12:15:24 CORRECT JERRYBERRYNEVEROWNEDALL THE STOCK IN 
THE CORP. A PACKAGE OF WORDS 
12:15:47 WERE USED. KINDA LIKE A QUICK CLAIM DEED, 
CONVEYING INTEREST. PROPERTY 
12:16:15 CONVEYED WAS CERT ONE AND TWO, THAT WAS IN THE 
AGREEMENT. YES THERE WAS A 
12:16:31 SHAREHOLDERS MEETING. STOCKCERTWERE 
TRANSFERRED AT THAT MEETING. JERRY, 
12:17:25 KAREN AND MYSELF- AT THE COMMENCMENT OF THAT 
MEETING KARLETTA HAD NO 
12:17:47 BEARING. THE STOCK WAS ASSIGNED TO JERRY BY THE 
CAMBELLS. LIKE A CHECK 
12:18:11 ENDORSED BUT NOT CASHED. OCT/15 MEETING IS WHERE 
IT WAS CASHED. 
12:18:34 PAUL DAUGHERTY WAS FORMER ATTORNEY, NO THERE WAS 
NO CURRENT ATTORNEY. 
12:19:08 YES THAT IS CORRECT, MR. MCGLAGHLIN TESTIMONY 
HERE WAS NOT ACCURATE. 
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12:19:53 PAGE 53 LINE 20 OF DEPOSITION. READS ANSWER. 
12:21:56 I DONT REMEBER THE NAMES OF THE JUDGMENT 
CREDITORS. WHAT MCGLAGHLIN THINKS HE 
12:22:42 HEARD IS SOMETHING I HAVE NO CONROL OVER. 
12:23:01 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
OBJECTION- SCOPE 
12:23:08 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH 
12:23:20 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
IMPEACHMENT PURPOSES. 
12:23:27 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
FOR THE JURY TO DECIDE. OVER RULE OBJECTION. 
12:23:42 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
WHEN I GOT THE MINUTE BOOK MOST OF THE FILL IN 
THE BLANK DOCUMENTS HAD NO 
12:25:05 BLANKS FILLED IT. NONE OF THE STANDARD STUFF WAS 
DONE IN THE CORPORATE BOOK. 
12:25:36 IT DOESNT REQUIRE A ATTORNEY BUT A CORPORATE 
ATTORNEY WOULD HAVE THE 
12:25:57 KNOWLEDGE OF KEEPING UP THE CORPORATE BOOK. DONT 
THINK KARLETTA HAD KEYS TO 
12:27:15 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
BI LAWS ARE ALREADY IN EVIDENCE- WE CAN READ 
THEM ALLDAY 
12:27:31 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES THOSE PAYMENTS OF INTEREST WERE MADE TO 
KAREN- TRUE. 
12:27:50 I DIDNT FEEL OBLIGATED TO GIVE STOCK TO MONNIE 
AND MARIE, THAT IS WHAT JERRY 
12:28:17 WANTED. I DONT REMEMBER EXACTLY HOW JERRY 
PHRASED IT, HE TALKED ABOUT ISSUING 
12:28:43 STOCK. KARLETTA WAS VERY AGITATED ABOUT THE 
IDEA. HE ALSO MENTIONED THE 
12:29:27 POSSIBLITY OF PAYING THEM CASH. HE WANTED THEIR 
CONTINUED SERVICE. WHEN STOCK 
12:29:45 WAS ISSUED TO THEM I WAS AWARE THERE WAS 
CONFLICT BETWEEN KARLETTA AND 
12:30:07 MONNIE. NEITHER OF THEM LIKED EACH OTHER. JERRY 
WANTED THEM TO HAVE A STAKE 
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12:30:53 IN THE BUSINESS. 
12:31:00 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
NOTHING FURTHER. 
12:31:06 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RUNNING LATE. TAKE NOON RECESS. ANTICIPATE 
DELIBERATION TOMORROW. DISMISSES 
12:32:07 JURY PANEL. 
12:32:17 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
13:39:08 
Recording Started: 
13:39:08 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
13:39:09 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RESUME JURY TRIAL FROM LUNCH. 
13:39:29 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
CONTINUES CX OF MICHAEL MCFARLAND 
13:39:52 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
READS MINUTES OF SPECIAL MEETING. EXHIBIT CCC -
TRANSCRIPT MADE FROM TAPE 
13:40:14 PAGE 4- READS REFERENCE OF THE PROCESS 
13:40:50 EXHIBIT SS 
13:40:57 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
13:41 :03 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
REDX 
13:41 :08 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
RESOLUTION- WAS NOT SIGNED OFF BY KARLETTA BUT 
TRANSCRIPT INDICATES SHE 
13:41:37 VOTED FOR IT THROUGH HER ATTORNEY 
13:41:52 KARLETTA NEVER OBJECTED TO THE STOCK TO MARIE 
AND MONNIE. YES THAT 
13:42:21 TRANSACTION COULD BE UNDONE IF NEEDED. REQUIRES 
A REFUND OF 100 DOLLARS AND 
13:42:49 A RESOLUTION COULD BE DONE. 
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13:43:08 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
OBJECTION - LEADING - STRIKE 
13:43:19 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OBJECTION SUSTAINED. 
13:43:30 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
ex 
13:43:35 Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
13:43:51 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
OBJ 
13:43:54 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THIS IS RE RE CX- ENOUGH 
13:44:05 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:44:10 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:44:16 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
CALLS KARLETTA BERRY TO WITNESS STAND 
13:45:02 Plaintiff: BERRY, KARLETTA 
I HEARD TESTIMONY FROM MARIE AND MONNIE ABOUT 
THE PROMISE OF MONEY FROM 
13:45:30 JERRY. MY HUSBAND DID NOT TELL ME HE PROMISED 
THEM 50 THOUSAND. NO I DID NOT 
13:45:59 PAY THEM 50 THOUSAND UPON JERRYS DEATH. JERRY 
TOLD ME HE WANTED THEM TO GET 
13:46:29 10 THOUSAND UPON THE SALE OF THE RESTAURANT. 
THERE WAS NOTHING IN WRITING 
13:46:46 REGARDING STOCK OR THEM HAVING MONEY UPON THE 
SALE. I OBJECT TO THEM HAVING 
13:47:06 STOCK. WE DID NOT HAVE FINANCES READILY 
AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE THE STOCK. 
13:47:31 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:47:37 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
ex 
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13:47:52 Plaintiff: BERRY, KARLETTA 
WE MET MR. MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN AT THE 
CAPTAINS WHEEL. 
13:48:39 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
OBJECTION 
13:48:44 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
13:48:53 Plaintiff: BERRY, KARLETTA 
YES WE WOULD REGULARY MINGLE WITH THEM, HAD 
MEALSTOGETHER,IACCOMPAINED 
13:49:20 JERRY SEVERAL TIMES TO THE RANCH AND TO THE 
MANUFACTURED HOUSE. YES WE 
13:49:42 INTERACTED. I OWN ACREAGE, REMINGTON ROAD IS ON 
SIDE AND HIGHWAY 95 FRONTAGE 
13:50:10 ON THE OTHER SIDE. YES HERB AND I HAD ISSUES IN 
THE KITCHEN, HE LIKED TO DO 
13:50:34 THINGS HIS WAY. ONE ISSUE, RE WAS REPACKAGING 
PRODUCT AND I CAUGHT HIM 
13:50:55 SUCKING AIR OUT OF THE BAG WITH ASTRA W. JERRYS 
WILL WAS DONE BY JERRY, NOT 
13:51:24 PREPAREDBY AATTORNEY. IDIDNTGETINTOTHE 
BOOKS MUCH WITH JERRY, I DO 
13:52:06 KNOW WHO ARE SUPPLIERS ARE, CERTAIN DUTIES OF 
EMPLOYEES, KITCHEN PROCEDURES 
13:52:29 THAT WERE FOLLOWED. SCHEDULING WAS DONE BY THE 
MANAGERS BUT ITS NOT DIFFICULT 
13:53:09 TO DO. THEY HAD A TIME SHEET THAT THEY WRITE 
THEIR START TIMES AND STOP TIMES 
13:53:37 AND HAD IT INTIALED BY A BARTENDER OR MANAGER, 
WHO OVER WAS THERE AT THE 
13:53:54 TIME. AT CLOSING THE ALC BOTTLES WERE LOCKED 
AWAY IN A CLOSET. CHRISTMAS DAY 
13:54:34 NO ALC SERVED. ELECTIONDAYNOALC SERVED UNTIL 
POLLS ARE CLOSED. A BAR IS 
13:54:59 NOT ALLOWEDTOGIVEAWAYFREEALC. 
13:55:16 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:55:22 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:55:27 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
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13:55:35 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
DEFENSE RESTS 
13:55:51 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THAT COMPLETES THE EVIDENCE PORTION. DISMISS 
JURY TO THE JURY PANEL ROOM 
13:56:15 MOMENTARILY. 
13:57:42 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
MOVE TO AMEND FOR DAMAGES 
13:57:55 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
HE HAS NOT ESTABLISHED GROUNDS FOR PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES. THERE IS NO EVIDENCE. 
13:58:27 NO A CASE FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, COURT SHOULD 
DENY MOTION. 
13:58:43 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
REVIEW IDAHO RULE BOOK REGARDING THIS ISSUE. 
CLAIM FOR FUD DUTY AND 
14:00:05 NEGLIANCE. REFERS TO ONIEL VS VASSER. PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES DOES NOT APPLY IN THIS 
14:00:47 CASE, NOT WILLFULL. WE ARE DEALING WITH 
NEGLIGANCE AND BREACH OF FUDICIARY 
14:01:15 DUTY. NOT SUFFICENT FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES SO I 
WILL DENY THAT MOTION. NEED TO 
14:02:09 START ON JURY INSTRUCTIONS. 
14:02:22 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
ONE MORE MOTION- MOVE FOR DIRECTIVE VERDICT. 
AINSWORTH CASE IS VERY CLEAR. 
14:02:59 IDHO CITE 22 -THERE HAS BEEN NO DISPUTE. 
AINSWORTH CASE IS CLEAR AND IS ON 
14:03:32 POINT. IDAHO 22645. 
14:03:51 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
THIS IS ABSURD. NICE THEORITCAL THEORY. DONT 
UNDERSTAND HIS LOGIC. YES THERE 
14:04:19 WAS A 25 MIN BANKRUPCY CONSULTATION. NOT ENOUGH 
EVIDENCE. 
14:05:04 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THERE ARE ISSUES OFF ACT. WONT RULE AS A MA ITER 
OF TRUST. MOTION DENIED. 
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14:05:34 WE WILL EXCUSE JURY FOR THE EVENING AND WORK ON 
OUR JURY INSTRUCTIONS. MY 
14:05:52 THOUGHT IS TO HAVE JURY COME IN AT TEN. WE NEED 
TO BE HERE AT 8 AND HAVE JURY 
14:06:39 HERE AT TEN. WE WILL ADVISE THEM, THEY WILL BE 
HERE FOR LUNCH, INSTRUCTIONS 
14:07:53 TO BE GIVEN AND CLOSING ARGUMENTS AND GO INTO 
DILBERATION AROUND NOON. JUROR 
14:09:12 3 NEEDS TO BE DISMISSED FOR MILITARY DUTY AND I 
WILL DISMISS JUROR NUMBER 3. 
14:11:17 JUROR 3 TO BE ADDRESSED BY THE COURT. 
14:11:43 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
14:14:14 
Recording Started: 
14:14:14 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
14:17:51 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
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10:07:54 
10:07:54 
State Attorney: 
Public Defender: 
Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0003 
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0005. 
Recording Started: 
Case recalled 
10:08:31 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
JURY TRIAL- DAY SEVEN OF TRIAL. ALL PARTIES 
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10:09:12 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
10:09:38 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
HAVE BEEN WORKING ON JURY INSTRUCTIONS. WE HAVE 
GONE OVER THOSE. COUNCIL HAS 
10:10:10 COPIES. INSTRUCTIONS ARE NUMBERED. MAKE A RECORD 
OF RECOMMENDATIONS. 
10:10:58 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
REFERENCE INSTRUCTIONS -USE OF SINGLUAR AND 
PLURALS , NOT HELD TO A TIGHT 
10:11:42 STANDARD. THE USE OF THE LETTERS AT THE END OF 
SOME WORDS. 
10:12:08 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THAT IS CORRECT, DOES NOT MAKE ANY LEGAL 
DIFFERENCE. I CANT CONTROL WHEN AN 
10:12:36 ATTORNEY WANTS THE LETTERS AT THE END OF WORDS. 
10:12:53 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
REVISED JURY INSTRUCTIONS. OBJ TO BURDEN OF 
PROOF. AINSWORTH CASE REFERENCE. 
10:13:49 SECONDLY TORTE- BOTH ARE LIABLE. THREE-
RESTATEMENT OF TRUST. FOUR- DUTY 
10:14:50 OF LOYALTY. FIVE- SECTION 205. SIX AUTHORITY 
CAUSE OF ACTION. EIGHT HINES VS 
10:16:36 BOWER CASE, CLIENTS INTEREST. NINE- FUDIC. 
OBLIGATIONS TOWARDS FRIENDS. TEN-
10:17:27 ATTORNEY CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. ELLEVEN-
RELATIONSHIP AND MUST MAKE FULL 
10:18:09 DISCLOSURE. TWELVE- USUALLYPAYMENTOF ATTYBUT 
IS NOT NECESSARY. 
10:18:54 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SLIPPERY SLOPE. FAIR ARGUMENT. COVERED BY STOCK 
GIVEN. 
10:19:40 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
ACCEPTS INSTRUCTIONS AS PROPOSED. 
10:19:50 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
READY TO BRING JURY PANEL IN. 
10:20:18 JURY PANEL PRESENT. 
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10:21:24 READS JURY INSTRUCTIONS TO JURY PANEL. 
10:39:46 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
CLOSING ARGUMENT 
12:03:37 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
12:42:26 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
12:42:26 
Recording Started: 
12:42:30 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
JURY PANEL RESUMES- ALL PARTIES PRESENT 
12:43:06 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
RESUMES CLOSING ARGUMENT 
13:22:04 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
CLOSING ARGUMENT 
14:35:34 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
14:56:36 
Recording Started: 
14:56:36 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
14:56:39 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
JURY RESUMES FROM RECESS. ALL PARTIES PRESENT. 
14:57:10 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
REBUTTAL FROM PLAINTIFF ATTORNEY 
15:28:57 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
15:29:34 Other: clerk 
BALLIFFS OATHE GIVEN FOR DELIBERATION 
15:30:04 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THE ALTERNATE JUROR IS JUROR 2. 
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15:32:02 GIVES JURY PANEL INSTRUCTIONS AND SPECIAL 
VERDICT AND EXHIBITS 
15:33:42 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
15:34:11 
Recording Started: 
15:34:11 Record 
MCFARLAND,NITCHAEL 
15:34:16 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
MOTION. FINNEY FLAT OUT LIED. HE IS BARRED FROM 
SEEKING CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST 
15:34:43 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
MTION FOR REMEDY OF COURT. COURT WONT RULE AT 
THIS MOMENT. 
15:35:16 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
THAT WAS NOT A NITSREPRESENTATION. 
15:35:36 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WONT BE DECIDED UPON AT THIS TIME. 
15:35:51 BE IN RECESS. 
16:20:46 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
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14:02:00 
Case recalled 
14:02:00 
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BRING JURY PANEL IN 
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14:03:22 Other: CLERK 
READS VERDICT 
14:06:20 General: 
14:06:22 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
NO POLLING. EXCUSES JURY PANEL. THANKS THEM FOR 
THEIR SERVICE. 
14:09:18 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
MOTION FOR MIS TRIAL -REGARDING ATTORNEY 
MISCONDUCT. 
14:09:39 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I WILL NOT RULE ON THAT AT THIS TIME. 
14:10:09 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
COUNCIL IN HIS REBUTTAL SAID "WE CANT RECOVER 
THE STOCK" FOR OBVIOUS 
14:10:31 REASONS TO PUMP THEM UP. I HAVE TAKEN THIS UP 
WITH THE BAR. WHAT A 
14:10:58 INEXPERIENCED LAWYER. 
14:11:05 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THAT NEEDS TO BE NOTICED UP. THERE MAY BE POST 
TRIAL MOTIONS IN THE FUTURE. 
14:12:21 ON THIS CASE EMAIL IS ALRIGHT. 
14:14:24 Add Ins: FINNEY, REX 
WE HAVE A JUDGMENT FOR THE COURT TO SIGN 
14:14:44 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WE MIGHT AS WELL SCHEDULE A HEARING ON A 
JUDGMENT AS WELL. 
14:15:17 Add Ins: WHELAN, JOHN 
I HAVE NOT SEEN THE JUDGMENT. 
14:15:26 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I NEED SOME DIRECTION AS TO WHAT YOU TRYING TO 
ACCOMPLISH. 
14:15:58 I DONT KNOW HOW TO PROCEED, THIS IS COUNCILS 
CASE. COPIES OF SPECIAL VERDICT 
14:16:47 GIVEN IN COURT TO BOTH COUNCIL ATTORNEYS. 
14:17:41 I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT THIS JUDGMENT IS. I WILL NOT 
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ENTER A INTERLOCKERARY 
14:18:17 JUDGMENT. I HAVE NO CLUE WHAT THIS MEANS. 
14:18:38 Stop recording 
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Session: HOSACK011910A 
Session Date: 01/19/2010 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Reporter: 
Clerk(s): Burrington, Talisa 
State Attorney(s): 
Public Defender(s): 
Prob. Officer(s): 
Division: Div1 
Session Time: 08:23 
Courtroom: local 
Court interpreter(s): ~ cl~ ~ -~~------~l"~~~ 0 
Case ID: 0002 
01119/2010 
09:25:56 
09:25:56 
Case number: CV2007-2409 
Plaintiff: BERRY, KARLETTA GRACE 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant(s): 
State Attorney: 
Public Defender: 
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0003. 
Recording Started: 
Case called 
09:26:03 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
JURY TRIAL. CALLS ROLL. 
09:41 :59 EXPLAINS PROCESS OF VOIRE DIRE 
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09:45:56 
09:46:38 
09:47:18 
09:47:30 
10:00:54 
10:01:55 
10:02:04 
10:28:22 
10:47:34 
INTRODUCES ALL PARTIES PRESENT. MR. REX FINNEY-
ATTORNEY FOR PLANTIFF AND 
MR. WHELAN PRESENT FOR MICHAEL MCFARLAND AND 
KAREN ZIMMERMAN. EXPLAINS 
BACKGROUND OF LAW SUIT. 
DAY ONE OF JURY TRIAL 
VOIREDIRE 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
CLERK 
Other: CLERK 
VOIR DIRE OATH- WHOLE JURY PANEL 
Stop recording 
(Off Record) 
Recording Started: 
10:47:34 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
10:47:49 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
VOIR DIRE 
10:56:39 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
VOIR DIRE 
11 :03:20 CONTINUES VOIR DIRE 
11:41:08 PASS FOR CAUSE 
11 :41:19 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY - PLANT 
PASS FOR CAUSE 
11 :41 :28 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXPLAINS PROCESS OF PREEMP CHALLENGES 
11:44:02 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
12:04:43 
Recording Started: 
12:04:43 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
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12:04:52 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RESUMES -CLERK TO CALL THREE MORE NAMES. VOIR 
DIRE THOSE THREE NAMES WIDCH 
12:05:27 WILL COMPLETE PROCESS 
12:27:10 COUNCIL TO APPROACH THE BENCH FOR FINAL JURY 
SELECTION 
12:29:59 ANNOUNCES FINAL PANEL. JURY IMPANELED. EXCUSES 
REMAINDER OF PANEL. 
12:37:20 
12:44:54 Other: CLERK 
TRY CAUSE OATHE 
12:50:01 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
BREAK FOR LUNCH 
12:50:24 Stop recording 
(Off Record) 
12:51:35 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
12:51:35 
Recording Started: 
12:51:45 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
NO COURT REPORTER PROVIDED ON THE RECORD. 
12:52:35 NOT APPROVED BY THE SUPREME COURT 
12:58:27 Stop recording 
(Off Record) 
14:07:56 
Recording Started: 
14:07:56 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
14:07:59 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
BACK ON THE RECORD 
14:09:39 READS INITIAL JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
14:18:57 OPENING STATEMENT- EVIDENCE WILL SHOW WHERE 
A TTY AND HIS FIANCE TRANSFERED 
14:19:28 STOCK AT FAR LESS THAN MARKET V AKUE. HE ACTED AS 
A ATTORNEY. CAPTAINS WHEEL 
14:20:06 INCOR. OWN SEPERATE ENTITY, STARTED IN 1996 BY 
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PEOPLE THAT ARE NOT PRESENT 
14:20:39 TODAY. A RESTAURANT WITH A BAR LAKEFRONTAGE, 21 
BOAT SLIPS AND ALSO A PARKING 
14:21:06 LOT ACROSS THE STREET. 1996 NORDSRTOM WERE HALF 
O~RSANDCAMBELLSO~DOWN 
14:21 :31 HALF. CAMBELLS AND NORDSTROM STARTED THE COPR. 
JUL 9- 1997 THE BERRYS 
14:22:01 MARRIED. JUNE 2000 THE BERRYS O~D HALF OF THE 
STOCK, OTHER HALF WAS OWNED 
14:22:21 BY CAMBELLS. 2000 GOT INVOLVED IN A REASL ESTATE 
DEAL IN WASH. THERE WERE 
14:22:47 PROBLEMS. REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT FAILED. ONE OR 
MONEY JUDGMENTS WERE ENTERED 
14:23:09 AGAINST JERRYBUTNOTKARLETTA. MICHAEL 
MCFARLAND IS A TTY, HE PRIMARILY DEALS 
14:23:45 WITH BANKRUPTCIES, HIS OFFICE IS LOCATED DOWN 
TOWN. JERRY BERRY GOT ACQUATIED 
14:24:18 WITH MOCHAEL MCFARLAND AFTER THE JUDGMENTS WERE 
ENTERED. 2001-2002 JERRY 
14:24:46 BERRY WENT TO MCFARLAND TO SEE HOW CAPTAINS 
WHEEL COULD BE PROTECTED FROM 
14:25:08 JUDGMENTS ENTERED IN WASH. BERRY O~D ONE HALF 
OF THE STOCK AT THE TIME, 
14:25:41 ATTY AND CLIENT DETERMINED THE STOCK WOULD BE 
EXEMPT FROM BANKRUPCY LAWS. NO 
14:26:03 PUBLIC RECORD OF BERRY OWNING THAT STOCK, NOT 
PUBLIC RECORD. NOWAY FOR 
14:26:38 JUDGMENT CREDITORS TO KNOW AND ATTACH THE STOCK. 
JERRY AND MCFARLAND ALSO 
14:27:06 DISCSSED PUTTING IT IN A TRUST SO IT WOULD NOT 
BE ATTACHED BY CREDITORS. IN 
14:27:31 2003 CAMBELL DECIDED TO SELL THEIR HALF TO JERRY 
BUT JERRY NEEDED 1000,000 TO 
14:27:58 PURCHASE THE STOCK, HE DIDNT HAVE THE MONEY. HE 
DISCUSSED BUYING THE STOCK 
14:28:20 WITH MCFARLAND AND MS. ZIMMERMAN. ZIMMERMAN WAS 
A LICENSED REAL ESTATE AGENT, 
14:28:41 MCFARLANDTHOUGHTITWASAGOODDEAL. WAS SOLD 
AT A FRACTION OF THE VALUE. 
14:29:05 07/2003 MCFARLAND GAVE A CERTIFIED CHECK FOR 
40,000. A RECEIPT WAS 
14:29:28 TRANSFERRED BETWEEN THE PARTIES. RECEIPT FOR 
TRANSFER OF STOCK, NO OTHER 
14:30:06 DOCUMENTS WERE EXCHANGED. JERRY HAD THE 40,000. 
00 BUT NEEDED ANOTHER 60 
14:30:32 GRAND. MS. ZIMMERMAN GOT A LOAN FOR 60 GRAND 
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LAND THOUGHT IT S   D
AGAINST HER MOTHERS HOUSE IN 
14:30:51 HAYDEN. A LAWYER AND HIS FIANCE HANDED OVER TO 
BERRY TO BUY. BERRY AND AND 
14:31:52 KARLETTA WERE NOW OWNERS, BERRY AND KARLETTA 
OWNED 100 PERCENT OF THE STOCK 
14:32:18 THEN THINGS CHANGED, MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN 
WERE REGULARS, AFTER THIS 
14:32:45 TRANACTION THEY WENT IN THERE AND GOT FREE FOOD 
AND FREE DRINK. BERRY KEPT 
14:33:06 TRACK OF IT. ONCE JERRY OWNED THE STOCK, KAREN 
HAD A LOAN PAYMENT, JERRY 
14:33:34 BERRY GAVE HER THE MONEY TO PAY THE LOAN SO 
JERRY WAS PAYING THE LOAN TO 
14:33:56 ZIIMERMAN. JERRY BERRY GOT SICK WITH CANCER, 
HEALTH WENT DOWN. WHILE IN THE 
14:34:25 HOSPITAL MCFARLAND GAVE KARLETTA TWO AGREEMENTS. 
FIRST SAID 50 PERCENT OF 
14:34:58 STOCK WOULD BE GIVEN TO MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN 
IN EXCHANGE FOR THE 100,000. 
14:35:26 OTHER AGREEMENT SAID A TRUST WOULD BE 
ESTABLISHED AND THAT KARLETTA WOULD BE 
14:35:51 I TRUST WITH 50 PERCENT STOCK. KARLETTA DID NOT 
AGREE WITH EITHER AGREMENT. 
14:36:16 SHE CONSIDERED THE 100,000 A LOAN, SHE TYPED UP 
HER OWN AGREEMENT FOR 
14:36:41 EVERYONE TO SIGN. JERRY GETS OUT THE HOSPITAL, 
ROUGH SHAPE. DRIVES TO 
14:37:04 MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN HOME AND BRINGS HIS LOAN 
AGREEMENT. THEY SIGNED THE 
14:37:34 AGREEMENT THAT STATED JERRY WAS SELLING ONE HALF 
OF STOCK TO MCFARLAND AND 
14:37:53 ZIMMERMAN. JERRY AND KARLETT A WERE DIRECTORS. 
THEY HAD A MEETING, MINUTES 
14:38:34 WERE TYPED UP, MINUTES WERE PRE DONE. MCFARLAND 
AND ZIMMERMAN WERE ALSO 
14:39:27 APPOINTED DIRECTORS. DIRECTOR MEETING WAS NEXT, 
BYLAWS WERE PRE DONE UP. 
14:39:57 MCFARLAND DIDNT KNOW THERE WERE ALREADY BI LAWS 
WHICH INDICATED THERE WERE 
14:40:19 ONLY TWO DIRECTORS WHICH HAD ALREAY BEEN 
POINTED. JERRY DIES AND A FEW DAYS 
14:40:38 LATER MCFARLAND IS ON HER PORCH WITH TWO 
DOCUMENTS. ONE SAYING MCFARLAND WAS 
14:41:08 TO SIGN CHECKS AND ZIMMERMAN TO BE TREASURER. 
OTHER DOCUMENT STATED MCFARLAND 
14:41:37 AS PRESIDENT AND PROPERTY TO BE SOLD THROUGH 
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1 
TREATY ROCK REALTY WHERE 
14:42:06 ZIMMERMAN WAS A BROKER. KARLETTA DIDN SIGN ANY 
DOCUMENT, SHE REFUSED TO SIGN 
14:42:26 ANY DOCUMENTS. MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN WERE MAD, 
MCFARLAND GAVE NOTICE OF 2 
14:42:57 DAY NOTICE. 11118/06 - TWO WEEKS AFTER JERRY 
BERRY DIED, SHE WENT TO A 
14:43:22 THAT MEETING WITHAATTYPRESENT. WORTH 1-2 TO 
1.5 MILLION. CONFLICT OF 
14:44:29 INTEREST. MCFARLAND TOLD THIS ATTY. THAT 
JUDGMENT CREDITORS HAD CONTACTED HIM 
14:45:03 ABOUT THE STOCK. KARLETTA WROTE A LETTER AND 
BROUGHT IT TO THAT MEETING, 
14:45:34 LETTER OF OBJECTION TO MEETING, SUPPOSED TO HAVE 
TEN DAYS NOTICE. THEY HAD 
14:46:12 TWO DAYS NOTICE TO THE MEETING. MCFARLAND 
POSTPONED THE MEETING TO ANOTHER 10 
14:46:31 DAYS OUT. AT THE NEXT MEETING CORPORATE DEBT WAS 
DISCUSSED, THEY VOTED AS TWO 
14:46:59 VOTES AND HER AS ONLY ONE AUTHORIZING THE SELL 
OF THE PROP TO TREATY ROCK, 
14:47:35 MCFARLAND AS PRESIDENT AND ZIMMERMAN AS 
TREASURER. CALLED A NEXT MEETING FOR 
14:48:06 NEW BI LAWS. KARLETTA WAS TOLD BY STAFF SHE 
COULD NO LONGER BRING GUESTS INTO 
14:48:48 EAT AND SIGNFORHERFOOD. 2/5/07 MCFARLAND SENT 
A LETTER TO ME REMOVING 
14:49:24 KARLETTA AS A DIRECTOR. OVER HER OBJECTION THEY 
VOTED TO REMOVE HER AS A 
14:50:23 DIRECTOR. MCFARLAND HAS BREACHED, HE BOUGHT 
STOCK AT FAR LESS THAN FAIR 
14:50:53 MARKET VALUE, THERE WAS ONE MILLION IN EQUITY. 
THEY ONLY PAID 100,000 FOR 
14:51:40 THIS. MCFARLAND HAVE LET THEIR FRIENDS EAT THERE 
FOR FREE, ONE FREE BOAT 
14:52:28 SLIPS. THEY CREATED TWO NEW SHARES SOLD THEM FOR 
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS. AS OF 
14:53:04 NOW THE RESTARUANT AND BAR ARE CLOSED, POSSIBLE 
FORECLSURE, TAXES ARE 
14:53:32 OWERDUE. 
14:53:34 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OPENING STATEMENT. YES HE IS A BANKRUPTCY LAWYER 
AND KAREN WORKS IN A HAIR 
14:54:09 SALON. LAW SUIT PERTAINS TO A BUSINESS 
TRANSACTION. JULY 2003 WAS WHEN IT 
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14:54:55 STARTED. TRANSACTION WAS COMPLETED OCT/2006-
HAPPENED IN CLOSE PROX TO JERRY 
14:55:34 BERRY DEATH. KARLETTA WAS 5THWIFEANDWAS 30 
YEARS YOUNGER. JERRY BERRY DID 
14:56:06 NOT HAVE A GOOD WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH HIS 
WIFE. CAPTAINS WHEEL IS A 
14:56:32 RESTAURANT AND A BAR. BEEN IN AFFECT FOR SOME 
TIME, JERRY BERRY BOUGHT INTO 
14:56:51 IT 2000. MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN WERE REGULARS 
THERE, FRIENDSHIP DEVELOPED. 
14:57:16 JERRY OPERATED THE BUSINESS WITH CAMPBELLS. 2003 
CAMPBELLS WANTED OUT, JERRY 
14:57:49 DIDNT HAVE THE MONEY TO DO THAT. CAMBELLS BEGAN 
TALKING TO TALERICO, WENDY 
14:58:16 TALRICO. TALRICO WANTED TO BUY THAT STOCK BUT 
THEY DIDNT HAVE THE MONEY 
14:58:38 EITHER. JERRYDIDNTWANTTHE TALERICOS AS HIS 
PARTNERS. JERRY BERRY GOES TO 
14:58:56 MIKE AND KAREN AND PROPOSE THEY BUY THE STOCK 
AND THEY BECOME HIS SILENT 
14:59:17 PARTNERS. JERRY WANTED TO RUN THE SHOW, HE TALK 
TO MIKE AND KAREN. JERRY 
14:59:47 WOULD RUN THE PLACE AND THEY WOULD BE SILENT 
PARTNERS, THEY DIDNT HAVE 
15:00:04 100,000 LAYING AROUND, THEY HAD 40,000.00 JERRY 
GOES TO THE OFFICE TO GET THE 
15:00:21 CHECK, RECEIPT SHOWS IT A LOAN FOR 40,000.-
LOAN TO BE PAID BACK, IF THEY 
15:00:48 COULD COME UP WITH THE OTHER 60,000 THEY WOULD 
DO THE SILENT PARTY THING. 
15:01:12 KAREN GOTTHE60 THOUSAND,JERRYWEBTDOWN AND 
GET CHECK AND RECEIPT. 
15:01:46 REFERENCES THE 40000 AS A LOAN AND THE OTHER 
RECIPTS SHOWS BUSINESS 
15:02:18 TRANACTION. STOCK WAS HELD AS TREASURY STOCK. 
JERRY MADE IT LOOK LIKE JERRY 
15:03:05 BOUGHT IT AS HIS. CORP ALREADY HAD 4 DIRECTORS, 
PAPERWORK SAID TWO BUT ALL 
15:03:35 FOUR DIRECTORS SIGNED. JERRY TAKE OVER THE 
PLACE, MCFARLAND AND KAREN WENT 
15:04:09 DOWN THERE AND ATE FOR FREE, EVERYTHING FINE FOR 
A NUMBER OF YEARS. ALL FINE 
15:04:35 FOR TWO YEARS. UNITL HE WAS DIAGNOSED WITH 
CANCER. THERE WAS NO FORMAL 
15:05:05 PAPERWORK IN PLACE SHOWING MIKE AND KAREN THEM 
AS HALF OWNERS IN THE 
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15:05:39 BUSINESS, THEY APPROACH JERRY REGARDING THAT. 
PERIODS OF TIME HE JERRY BERRY 
15:06:12 WAS IN THE HOSPITAL. MIKE DRAFTED A AGREEMENT 
STATING WHAT THE DEAL WAS SO IT 
15:06:33 WAS IN WRITING, HE HAD TWO WEEKS TO LOOK OVER 
THE DOCUMENT. 4TH OF JULY ALL 
15:07:06 THREE PARTIES SIGN IT. KARLETTA WANTED IT TO BE 
TREATED AS A LOAN AND NOT 
15:08:49 OWNERS OF STOCK. BUSINESS WAS A LOSING DOCUMENT 
WITH LOSING MONEY. JERRY 
15:09:18 BERRY SIGNED A DOCUMENT. STOCK WAS ISSUED TO 
MIKE AND KAREN 200 SHARES. STOCK 
15:09:58 OF 200 TO KARLETTA AND JERRY RETAINED STOCK. 
MAKE AND KAREN DENY ANY WRONG 
15:10:31 DOING. JERRY CAME TO HIS OFFICE FORA 15 MINUTE 
REGARDING BANKRUPTCY LAW. 
15:11:14 JERRY HAD CREDIT PROBLEMS AND FINANCIAL 
PROBLEMS. MIKE NEVER REPRESENTED 
15:11:36 JERRYBERRYFORANYFINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS. SO 
NO BREECH OF CONTRACT. NUMBER 
15:12:10 OF WITNESSES TODAY. 
15:14:31 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
15:36:02 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
15:36:02 
Recording Started: 
15:38:16 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
CALLS FIRST WITNESS 
15:38:49 Other: MCFARLAND, WITNESS MICHAEL 
SPELLS NAME. DOB. 10714 MCFARLAND RD. 
ATHOL IS WHERE I LIVE. YES 
15:40:18 LICENSED TO PRACTICE LAW SINCE 1980, NEARLY 30 
YEARS, FINISHED LAW SCHOOL IN 
15:40:51 1977. ATTENDED GEORGE WASH UNIVERSITY. 1303 N. 
6TH ST WAS MY OFFICE FOR TEN 
15:41:28 YEARS. 421 CDA AVE IS CURRENT LOCATION OF 
OFFICE. YES PROFESSIONAL 
15:41:55 ASSOCIATION. NAME- PA. STANDS FOR POMPOUS ASS. 
BUSINESS IN CORP A TED 2002. 
15:42:56 CREATEDINCORPFOR TAXBENEFITS. NOONE ELSE 
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OWNS OWNERSHIP IN MY BUSINESS. 
15:43:32 IT IS MY FULL TIME OCCUPATION, WORK CLOSE TO 60 
HOURS OR MORE. PRIMARY FOCUS 
15:43:59 IS IN BANKRUPTCY COURT. BEGAN BANKRUPTCY LAW IN 
EARLY 1980'S. YES SPEAK AT 
15:44:32 PUBLIC EVENTS ABOUT BANKRUPTCY. NO DONT DO ANY 
TRUST AT MY OFFICE. YES DO 
15:45:22 CORPORATE WORK AT MY OFFICE. ASSIST PEOPLE IN 
SETTING UP CORP. FAIRLY SIMPLE. 
15:45:46 NO DONT DRAFT BY LAWS. PL EXHIBIT 99- YES 
DOCUMENT AND YES THAT IS MY 
15:49:52 SIGNATURE SHOWING MY NAME AS REGISTERED AGENT 
FOR CAPTAINS WHEEL RESORT 
15:50:22 INCORP. APPOINTED 12/7/2006. YES TRUE AND 
ACCURATE. 
15:51:06 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXHIBIT 99 ADMITTED. 
15:51:41 Other: MCFARLAND, WITNESS MICHAEL 
YES I PRESUME I STILL AM, NEVER BEEN REMOVED. 
15:52:20 HANDLE CHAPTER 7 AND 13 TYPES OF BANKRUPTCIES. 
CHAPTER 7 IS LIQUIDDATION OR 
15:52:55 STRAIGHT BANKRUPCY TO A TRUSTEE AND THAT PERSON 
LIQUIDATES. THE TRUSTEE 
15:53:45 TAKES POSSESSION OF EXEMPT PROPERTY WHO 
CREDITORS CANT TOUCH. DESCRIPTION OF 
15:54:28 EXEMPT PROPERTY. A CHAPTER 13 BANKRUPCY IS 
DIFFERENT, ALL OR DEBT IS REPAID 
15:55:25 WITH 3-5 YEARS. EXPLAINS PROCESS OF CHAPTER 13. 
YES PROTECTION UNDER 
15:56:19 AUTOMATIC STAY. NO DONT MAINTAIN A PHONE LOG AT 
MY OPFFICE, ONLY LOG OF 
15:56:47 MESSAGES, MAINTAINED BY THE RECEPTIONIST, SHE IS 
NOT THE FULL TIME. NO I DONT 
15:58:05 TAKE NOTES ON EVERY SINGLE PHONE CALL. SOMETIMES 
DO SOMETIMES DONT. KEEP 
16:01:15 CONTACT INFORMATION ON CLIENTS. YES KNEW JERRY 
BERRY - YES HE DIED. FROM 
16:02:52 PANCREATIC CANCER. SUMMER2006 JERRY HAD SOME 
GOOD DAYS AND SOME BAD DAYS, 
16:03:24 WAS DOING CHEMO FOR HIS CANCER. 
16:06:18 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
DISMISSES JURY PANEL FOR THE DAY. RESUME 
TOMORROW AT 08 30 AM. 
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BRINGS IN JURY PANEL. 
08:50:41 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
RECALLS MR. MCFARLAND AS WI1NESS 
08:51:05 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
YES REGESTERED AGENT FOR MY OWN CORP. AND HAVE 
BEEN REGISTERED FOR SOME IN 
08:52:39 THE PAST. LGS IS AN INACTIVE CORP. 
08:53:16 LGS IS STILL IN GOOD STANDING WITH SEC OF STATE 
BUT IT IS INACTIVE. YES I 
08:53:41 SAID MY OWN COMPANY. REGESTERED AGENT IS JUST A 
WARM BODY WITH A PHYSICAL 
08:54:25 ADDRESS. AGENT FOR SKYLER CONSTRUCTION. YES I 
USE MY LAW FIRM ADDRESS FOR 
08:54:58 AGENT PURPOSES, PHYSICAL ADDRESS WHERE YOU CAN 
BE SERVED DURING BUSINESS 
08:55:22 HOURS. YES I SAID HE HAD SOME GOOD AND BAD DAYS 
IN 2006. I DIDNT SEE HIM ON 
08:56:45 HIS BAD DAYS, I TYPICALLY SAW HIM ON HIS GOOD 
DAYS. WHEN HE WAS IN THE 
08:57:06 HOSPITAL I DIDNT SEE HIM. I DONT KNOW EXACTLY 
WHEN HEW AS IN THE HOSPITAL. 
08:57:24 YESI DROPPED OFF TWO DOCUMENTS TO KARLETTA, 
WITHIN A COUPLE OF WEEKS PRIOR TO 
08:57:47 JULY 4TH. I DONT REMEMBER THE CONVERSATION 
EXACTLY. I WENT THERE AND DROPPED 
08:58:35 THEM OFF WITH KARLETTA, DONT KNOW THE EXACT 
DATE. TWO PROPOSED AGREEMENTS, I 
08:59:04 WOULD REFER TO THEM AS DRAFTS, ALTERNATIVE 
DRAFTS FOR JERRY TO COMPLETE THE 
08:59:24 TRANSFER OF STOCK. ONE WAS STRAIGHT FORM THE 
OTHER HAD A PROVISION THAT WE 
08:59:57 WOULD SET UP A TRUST. I PREPARED THOSE 
DOCUMENTS. IT WAS A DISCUSSION 
09:00:25 DOCUMENTFORJERRYTODECIDE, WASADRAFTNOTA 
FIRM AGREEMENT. IT WOULD HAVE . 
09:00:54 PROVIDED THAT KAREN AND I WOULD HAVE PROVIDED 
AND SET UP A TRUST. KARLETTA 
09:01:22 AND HER SON WERE TO BE BENFICIARIES BUT AGAIN A 
TRUST WAS NEVER SET UP. THE 
09:01:57 DRAFTS WOULD HAVE BEEN CREATED SOMETIME FEB 
2006. YES WE REACHED AGREEMENT 
09:02:44 IN 2003. 2003 AGREEMENT HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH 
KARLETTA, ONLY HAD TO DO WITH 
09:03:02 JERRY, MYSELF AND KAREN. BY THE TIME THE 
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AGREEMENT WAS PUT IN WRITING, JERRY 
09:03:32 HAD ALREADY HAD CONCERNS AND HAD CONCERNS ABOUT 
HIS SHARES. WHEN HE GOT 
09:04:10 MARRIED HE REPRESENTED THAT IT WAS HIS MONEY. I 
DONT KNOW WHEMN THEY GOT 
09:04:42 MARRIED, NO IDEA ON THAT. FIRST MET JERRY BERRY 
IN 2000, MET HIM AT THE 
09:05:10 CAPTAINS WHEELRESORTINBAYVIEW. KARENS 
COUSIN, LARRY PIERCE SAID HE REALLY 
09:05:39 NEEDED TO MEET THIS GUY, THE THREE OF US WENT, 
LARRY INTODUCED US TO JERRY 
09:06:04 BERRY, A REALLY NICE PERSON. YES HE WASP ART 
OWNER AT THAT TIME. YES WE 
09:06:32 BECAME FRIENDS, CLOSE FRIENDS. WHEN I FIRST MET 
JERRY I HAD NOT BEEN IN THERE 
09:07:06 BEFORE. GRADUALLY WE SPENT MORE TIME WITH JERRY. 
WELEARNEDTHATHESETUP 
09:07:43 MOBILE HOMES, WE HAD A DOUBLE WIDE THAT NEEDED 
SET. KAREN CALLED HIM AND 
09:08:08 INQUIRED ABOUT SETTING THE MOBILE HOME. AS A 
RESULT OF THAT CONVERSATION, HE 
09:08:31 CME OUT TO MY PROPERTY AND DID SOME WORK, 
ARRANGED FOR SLAB AND SEPTIC 
09:08:58 SYSTEM, THIS WAS ALL OVER A PERIOD OF TIME. HE 
WAS THERE -THE RELATIONSHIP 
09:09:21 DEVELOPED OVER TIME. I THINK HE GAVE ME HIS 
BUSINESS CARD AT THE INITIAL 
09:09:43 TIME. I DONT KNOW IF I EVER GAVE JERRY MY 
BUSINESS CARD. YES THIS BUSINESS 
09:10:26 CARD IS ONE OF MINE. I CANT TELL WHAT IS WRITTEN 
ON THE BACK. 
09: 11 :02 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY - PLANT 
PLANTIFF EXHIBIT 102 TO BE ADMITTED 
09:11:59 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION 
09:12:05 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
WILL LAY FOUNDATION 
09:12:16 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
WE WERE FRIENDS AND YES WE DRANK. YES WE SPENT 
TIME TOGETHER. WE LIKED THE 
09:13:37 CAPTAINS WHEEL, IT WAS KIND OF OUR HANG OUT. WAS 
TEN MINUTES FROM THE RANCH, 
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09:13:54 HE DID WORK FOR US, HE WOULD STOP BY JUST ABOUT 
EVERY WEEKEND AND WE WOULD 
09:14:15 HAVE SOME WINE AND CHAT, SOMETIMESFORHOURS, 
V ARlO US SUBJECTS. DONT RECALL 
09:14:44 DICUSSING LEGAL MA TIERS. NO- I NEVER GAVE HIM 
LEGAL ADVICE. TALKED ABOUT DOT 
09:15:20 PUTTING A ROAD THROUGH HIS PROPERTY, NEVER GAVE 
HIM ADVISE. NO I NEVER TOLD 
09:15:49 HIM HE NEEDED TO GET A APPRAISAL, NEVER TOLD 
KARLETTA THAT. YES I AM A GOOD 
09:16:12 DANCER AND SO IS KAREN. WE ALL ENJOYED DANCING 
AT THE WHEEL, OFTEN DANCED 
09:16:36 WITH JERRY AND KARLETTA. SOMETIMES WE WOULD SIT 
AT THE SAME TABLE, WE DIDNT 
09:16:58 DINE TOGETHER VERY OFTEN. YES I TRUSTED JERRY 
BERRY OVER TIME, TRUST WAS 
09:17:24 BUILT THROUGH THE WORK HE DID. THE WORK WAS DONE 
CORRECTLY AND PRICE WAS 
09:17:51 FAIR, HE WAS A MAN OF HIS WORD. CAPTAINS WHEEL 
INC. IS A IDAHO CORP. IT 
09:18:47 ORIGINAL BOOK- THE COURT HAS EXHIBITS. IT WAS 
DELIVERED TO ME IN 2006 AND I 
09:19:14 SIGNED A RECEIPT. I HAVE NO IDEA IF KARLETTA 
EVER HAD THE ORGINAL BOOK. THE 
09:20:00 ARTICLES OF INCORP WERE FILED 4/3/1996 FILED 
WITH SEC OF STATE. NO RECORD IN 
09:21:20 THE BOOK OF STOCK CERTIFICATES TO THE ORIGNAL 
PARTIES, NORDSTROM AND 
09:21:40 CAMPBELL. NO ONE SIGNED BUT SUSAN. 
09:23:19 PL EXHIBIT 3- ACCURATE COPY OF INCORP.- TRUE 
AND ACCURATE. SECOND PAGE-
09:24:32 ARTICLE X- DIRECTORS -NUMBER OF ORIGINAL 
DIRECTORS IS 4. READS FOLLOWING 
09:25:02 SENTENCE. BILA WS PROVIDE FOR 2 DIRECTORS BUT 
SIGNED B 4 DIRECTORS. 
09:25:27 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXHIBIT 3 ADMITTED 
09:27:12 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
EXHIBIT 4- MINUTES OF ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING. 
DONT REMEMBER IT BEING IN THE 
09:29:03 BOOK, THIRD PAGE SHOWS COPY OF CAMBELL 
SIGNATURE. 4115/1996 IS WHAT THIS 
09:29:47 DOCUMENT SAYS. I REALLY HA VENT REVIEWED IT, I AM 
NOTSUREIFIHAVEEVERSEEN 
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09:30:10 THIS, I WASNT THERE. YES I SEE THE PARA STATING 
RESOLVED. 
09:30:45 EXHIBIT 5 -DOCUMENT. COPY OF THE BI LAWS. TillS 
APPEARS TO BE COPY PROVIDED 
09:31:28 FROM YOUR OFFICE. 
09:31:47 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXHIBIT 5 ADMITTED AND NOT FOUR 
09:34:17 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
TOTAL NUMBER OF SHARES IS 400. 
09:34:41 ASSETS OWNED BY CAPTAINS. UNDER ACRE OF GROUND, 
300 FEET OF WATERFRONT. BOAT 
09:35:07 SLIPS. RESTAURANT BUILDING, OPEN DECK, DANCE 
FLOOR, BAR, KITCHEN FACILITIES 
09:35:26 AND OUTDOOR FACILITIES, LIQ LICENSE- HARD ALC. 
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT. THE 
09:35:59 PARKING LOT IS INCLUDED IN THAT UNDER OF ACRE OF 
LAND. PARKING LOT ON ONE 
09:36:27 SIDE AND REST ON THER SIDE. TWO SEPERATE 
PROPERTIES, BOTH IN KOOTENAI COUNTY. 
09:36:49 LAKE FRONTAGE- LAKE LEVEL CHANGES. AT IDGH WATER 
NO BEACH AT ALL. LOW WATER 
09:37:26 MOST BOATS ARE ON THE GRAVEL. YES THERE IS A 
SAIL BOAT PARKED THERE RIGHT 
09:37:47 NOW, 3 OR 4 SLIPS ARE STILL USABLE IN THE 
WINTER. I DONT KNOW WHAT THE 
09:38:33 ASSESSED VALUE IS, DONT EVER REMEMBER SEEING 
ASSESSMENT. I WOULD IMAGINE IT 
09:39:07 WOULD SHOW THAT THE CORP. OWNS THE PROPERTY. 
INDIV OWN SHARES IN THE CORP. 
09:39:52 PRESUMING JERRY STOCK WAS ISSUED TO IDM IN 
2000, THAT WAS 200 SHARES. 200 
09:41:04 REPRESENTED HALF OF THE SHARES. YES I AM IN A 
RELA TIONSIDP WITH KAREN 
09:41:23 ZIMMERMAN LOCATED AT THE END OF THE TABLE. MET 
IN 1996 OR 1995, LISTENED TO 
09:41:50 SOME MUSIC TOGETHER 1997 ON NEW YEARS EVE. WE 
ARE ENGAGED TOGETHER. STROKE OF 
09:42:16 Y2K GOT ENGAGED. YES WE LIVE TOGETHER SOMETIMES 
IN HAYDEN SOMETIMES AT 
09:42:50 RANCH. RESIDE TOGETHER SINCE WE GOT ENGAGED. WE 
DONT SHARE BANKING OR 
09:43:40 FINANCING TOGETHER, RECENTLY WST OPENED A SMALL 
VACATION ACCOUNT AND PUT 
09:44:04 KARENS NAME ON IT, KINDA A SAVING ACCOUNT FOR 
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US. THE ONLY JOINT IS THE STOCK 
09:44:35 AND THE TITLE TO THE OLDSMOBILE. REGARDING THE 
STOCK- ITS 200 SHARES, STOCK 
09:45:01 CERT NUMBER 4 ISSUED IN 2006. KAREN AND I OWE 50 
PERCENT. JOINT TENANTS WITH 
09:45:31 RIGHTS OF SURVIORSHIP. THAT IS HOW MOST STOCK IS 
ISSUED. UPON DEATH THE OTHER 
09:46:08 PARTY IS THE SOLE OWNERSHIP, SET UP FOR PARTIES 
WHO ARE NOT MARRIED. OWNED AS 
09:46:49 TENANTS IN COMMON. PROTECTS THE OTHER PARTY IF 
ONE DIES. ITS REALLY THING WE 
09:47:33 HAVE ACQUIRED TOGETHER. WE PURCHASED FROM THE 
CAMBELLS WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF 
09:48:03 JERRY BERRY. 
09:49:31 PL EXHIBIT 23 - DOCUMENT- READS FIRT PARAGRAPH 
OF DOCUMENT. NO I DIDNT BUY 
09:50:58 FROM JERRY, I BOUGHT FROM CAMBELLS THROUGH 
JERRY. KAREN, MINE AND JERRY BERRY 
09:51:38 SIGNATURE ON THIS DOCUMENT. 
09:51:47 Add Ins: ATTY, REXFITNEY- PLANT 
MOVE TO ADMIT 
09:51:51 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXHIBIT 23 ADMITTED 
09:52:18 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
EXHIBIT 24 IS COPY OF DRAFT AGREEMENT- NOT 
SIGNED. I THNK THIS WAS THE 
09:53:54 SECOND DRAFT AGREEMENT, I TYPED IT UP. READS 
INTRODUCTION LINE. AGREEMENT 
09:54:43 WAS NOT DRAFTED UNTIL 2006 . PROPOSED DRAFT- WE 
DIDNT DO IT THIS WAY BUT IF 
09:55:29 SO WE HAD RECIEEVED 100 PERCENT OF STOCK AND SET 
UP A TRUST FOR KARELETA AND 
09:55:53 HR SON. READS PARA FROM PROPOSED AGREEMENT 
REGARDING TRUST ACCOUNT. IF WE 
09:57:33 TAKE IT IN TRUST WE WOULD HAVE ONLY BEEN THE 
TRUSTEES. YES I TOOK THOSE 
09:58:27 DOCUMENTS TO KARELLA 
09:58:40 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FITNEY- PLANT 
ADMIT24 
09:58:44 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ADMIT24 
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09:59:53 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
STOCK ORJGINALL YIN JERRY NAME AND THAT WAS 
CANCELLED AND A NEW CERT WAS 
10:00:34 ISSUEDTOJERRYBERRY ANDKARLETTABERRY, SHE 
BECAME OWNERSHIP OF 200 SHARES 
10:00:57 ALL BY HERSELF WHEN JERRY BERRY DIED. IT WAS 
DISCUSSED AT THE MEETING ABOUT 
10:01:31 THE JOINT SURVIVORSHIP. 10115/2006 WAS THAT 
MEETING, ALL 4 OF US MET AND HAD 
10:02:06 A MEETING, NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS WERE DEALT WITH. 
AT THAT MEETING HE INDICATED 
10:02:30 HE WANTED KARLETTA ON THOSE AND SO WE DID NEW 
STOCK CERT. THERE WAS A SET OF 
10:03:07 MINUTES THAT I HAD BLANKS TO BE FILLED IN, I DID 
THAT BEFORE THE MEETING. NO 
10:04:18 I NEVER GENERA TED A BILLING INVOICE FOR ME TO DO 
THAT FROM MY OFFICE. I 
10:04:44 STARTED A FILE AT ONE POINT TO KEEP TRACK OF MY 
EXPENSES THAT I WAS PUTTING 
10:05:07 INTO THE CAPTAINS WHEEL. COPYING WAS $2.00. NO 
THIS IS NOT A BILLING 
10:05:35 STATEMENT, USED QUICK BOOKS TO KEEP TRACK OF MY 
EXPENSES. NORA TE -NO 
10:06:57 CHARGE. COPYING WAS OUT OF MY POCKET EXPENSES. 
YES MAINTAINED THOSE RECORDS 
10:07:17 ATMYOFFICEONMYCOMPUTER. THIS WAS NOT A 
BILLING STATEMENT. I HAVE NEVER 
10:08:04 EVER GIVEN JERRYBERRYLEGALADVISE, NEVER ACTED 
AS ATTY FOR CAPTAINS WHEEL 
10:08:24 RESORT INC. NEVER GIVEN KARLETTA LEGAL ADVISE. 
10:08:57 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
REFER TO MM- DEF EXHIBIT 
10:09:18 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
THESE ARE THE PAGES I WAS TALKING ABOUT- PRE 
PREPARED MINUTES. YES THERE 
10:10:11 BLANKS IN THEM. REFERS TO SECOND PAGE-
RESOLTION, WITH HAND WRITTEN NOTE, 
10:10:47 REGARDING JOINT TENANTS WITHRlGHTTO 
SURVIVORSHIP. YES WE DID HAVE MEETINGS 
10:11:10 A MY LAW OFFICE WITH JERRY BERRY. DONT REMEMBER 
WHEN 2000 OR 2001. DONT 
10:11:36 REMEMBER EXACTLY. JERRYHADBEENTALKINGWITH 
US, VISITED US REGULARLY, TOLD 
10:12:13 US LOTS OF THINGS ABOUT HIS PERSONAL LIFE, HAD 
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TOLD OF SOME BAD BUSINESS 
10:12:37 EXPERIENCES OVER IN SPOKANE AND SOME BAD 
JUDGEMENTS OUT OF THERE, SAID HE 
10:12:56 WANTED TO MEET WITH ME TO DISCUSS BANKRUPTCY, I 
DONT DISCUSS BUSINESS IN A 
10:13:20 SOCIAL SETTING. I TOLD HIM TO COME TO MY OFFICE, 
DONT RECALL WHEN IT WAS AT 
10:13:43 ALL, WAS JUST INITIAL BANKRUPCY CONSULTATION 
WHICH I HAVE DONE HUNDREDS OF 
10:14:10 TIME. 12116/ I DID A SEARCH. 12118 A DEPOSITION 
WAS DONE. YES A RECEIPT THAT 
10:15:14 I HAD OVERLOOKED, IN A FILE EACH TIME I WOULD 
ADVANCE MONEY TO CAPTAIN WHEEL 
10:15:46 DNE THROUGH WELLS FARGO AND WOULD KEEP THAT 
RECEIPT. PAID FOR THE LIQ LICENSE 
10:16:08 TO THE STATE. ORIGINAL RECEIPT FOR 60 THOUSAND 
AND 40 THOUSAND WERE IN THAT 
10:16:28 FILE. OK BACK THE MEETING WITH JERRY BERRY, YES 
THAT WAS AT MY OFFICE. NO ONE 
10:17:46 CAME WITH HIM. WOULD HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN MY 
OFFICE, I DIDNT WRITE IT ON 
10:18:22 CALENDAR. NOT REALLY CONFIDENTIAL, I DO THIS 
WITH ALL SORTS OF PEOPLE, JUST A 
10:18:49 ROUTINE CONSULTATION TO EXPLAIN THE PROCESS, NOT 
CONFIDENTIAL. YES IF THEY 
10:19:26 TOLD ME WHAT THEIR SPEFIC DEBTS WERE THAT WOULD 
BE CONFIDENTIAL. NO I DIDNT 
10:19:54 KEEP ANY NOTES FROM THAT MEETING. I ONLY TAKE 
NOTES WHEN I AM STARTING A 
10:20:26 FILE. DONT DO THAT IN INITIAL CONSULTATION. DONT 
REMEMBER WHO THE SECRETARY 
10:20:51 WAS AT THAT TIME, HADA SERIES OF SCRETARIES 
DURING THAT TIME. HE CAME TO SEE 
10:21:16 ME ABOUT BANKRUPCY. HE HAD ALREADY TOLD ME HE 
HAD DEBTS ARISING FROM THE 
10:21 :45 DEVELOPMENT PROJECT OVER IN SPOKANE. YES HEW AS 
A WARE THAT I PRACTICED 
10:22:09 BANKRUPCYLAW, WE TALKEDABOUTMANYTHINGS. WE 
W ASNT SEEKING LEGAL ADVISE, HE 
10:22:26 WAS SEEKING BANKRUPCY INFORMATION. INITIAL 
CONSULTATION IS NOT WHERE I AM 
10:23:10 HIRED AS THEIR ATTY. THEY TAKE PAPERWORK HOME 
WITH THEM. INITIAL CONSULTATION 
10:23:32 IS JUST INITIAL INFORMATION. I DONT REMEMBER 
SPECIFICALLY WHAT WAS SAID AT 
10:23:52 THAT MEETING IN MY OFFICE. DO HUNDREDS OF THEM 
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LIKE A BROKEN RECORD. JUDGMENT 
10:24:26 AGAINST HIM, I DONT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT SPECIFIC 
DETAILS ABOUT JUDGMENT FROM 
10:24:48 WASH. STATE. YESJUDGMENTCREDITORSARE 
DIFFERENT FROM CREDIT CARD JUDGMENTS. 
10:25:27 EXPLAINS DIFFERENT TYPE OF CREDITORS. I DONT 
EVER REMEMBER A CREDITOR 
10:26:17 CALLING ME SPECIFICALLY ABOUT JERRY BERRY 
JUDGMENTS, DONT EVER RECALL GETTING 
10:26:43 A LETTER RE JERRY BERRY. I DOUBT JERRY TOLD ME 
ABOUT HIS INCOME AT THE 
10:27:32 MEETING AT MY OFFICE. DID NOT DISCUSS HIS 
ASSESTS OR HIS STOCK AT CAPTAINS 
10:28:02 WHEEL RESPORT, WE HAD ALREADY KNOWN FROM 
PREVIOUS CONVERSATION. YES HE DID 
10:28:31 TELL US THAT HIS PROPERTY WAS PUT IN KARLETT A 
NAME. WHEN HE CAME INTO MY 
10:29:39 OFFICE, I AM GUESSING JERRY BERRY OWNED STOCK, 
YES 200 SHARES AT THAT TIME. 
10:30:06 KARLE IT A WAS ADDED UNTIL 5 YEARS LATER ON THE 
STOCKS. WHEN HE CAME IN FOR THE . 
10:30:36 MEETING, KAREN AND I HAD NO INTEREST IN THE 
CAPTAINS WHEEL RESORT. DOUBT WE 
10:31:04 DISCUSSED ANYTHING REGARDING VALUE OF THE STOCK 
OR IF THERE WAS EQUITY, IT 
10:31:24 WAS A BASIC EXPLANATION OF BANKRUPCY. THAT WAS 
THE ONLY MEETING EVER IN MY 
10:31 :50 OFFICE. DOUBT WE DISCUSSED ASSESTS. DONT RECALL 
TO DISCUSS ANYTHING ABOUT THE 
10:32:38 CAPTAINS WHEEL RESORT ATTHTMEETING ATMY 
OFFICE. 
10:33:26 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RECESS FOR BREAK. 
10:33:39 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
10:52:43 
Recording Started: 
10:52:43 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
10:52:55 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RESUME JURY TRIAL. 
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10:54:06 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
RECALLS MICHAEL MCFARLAND AS WITNESS 
10:54:19 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
NOT SURE IF I EVER SAW LOAN DOCUMENTS ON THE 
SMALL BUSINESS LOAN. WAS NOT 
10:55:33 INVOLVED IN THAT. THAT WAS WHEN CAMBELLS AND 
NORDSTROM SET IT UP. REVIEWED 
10:56:10 SOME DOCS AFTER 2006. WAS NOT A MEMBER OF THE 
BOARD UNTIL 4/15/ MEETING. NOT 
10:56:54 SURE IF JERRY SHOWED US ANY PAPERWORK. 4/2112001 
-NODONTRECALLPAUL 
10:57:36 DOUGHERTY SENDING ME ANYTHING. NO OWNERSHIP ON 
4/21101 IN THE CAPTAINS WHEEL. 
10:58:02 COULD DETERMINE EQUITY BY PROFITS AND DEBT AND 
EQUITY, PRETTY BASIC. AT THAT 
10:59:08 MEETING AT MY OFFICE -I DONT REALLY KNOW WHAT 
JERRYS CONCERNS WHERE ON THAT 
10:59:34 PARTICULAR DAY, I CANT SEPERATE OUT WHAT WAS 
SAID AT MY OFFICE, THE RANCH OR 
10:59:56 AT THE CAPTAINS WHEEL. I JUST CANT DO THAT. I 
CAN ONLY TELL YOU WE HAD A 
11:00:18 MEETING AND WE DISCUSSED BANKRUPTCY. DETAILS OF 
THE PROCESS. ITS A BASIC 
11:00:47 PRESENTATION. 
11:01:51 JOHNWHELANISMY ATTY 
11:02:24 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION -DEPOSITION 
11:02:35 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
11:02:41 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
MY ATTORNEY EXERCISED HIS OPINION AT THE 
DEPOSITION. MY A TTY ON MY BEHALF 
11:03:45 POINTED OUT A NUMBER OF OBJECTIONS. 
11:03:58 I DONT THINK I RECIEVED ANY CONFIDENTIAL 
INFORMATION FROM JERRY BERRY. I DONT 
11:04:33 KNOW WHEN WE DISCUSSED THAT THE STOCK WAS NOT 
REGISTERED. DOUBT IT WAS AT MY 
11:05:08 OFFICE. AT THAT MEETING IN MY OFFICE WE TALK 
ABOUT WHAT IS EXEMPT AND WHAT IS 
11:05:50 NOT EXEPMT. THAT WAS 8 OR 9 YEARS AGO. IF THERE 
IS EQUITY IN STOCK IT IS NOT 
11:06:30 EXEMPT. NOT GENERALLY EXEMPT. I WOULD HAVE 
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11:07:09 
11:07:41 
11:08:25 
11:08:44 
11:09:14 
11:09:48 
11:10:08 
11:10:26 
11:10:45 
11:11:33 
11:13:10 
11:13:29 
11:14:06 
11:14:32 
11:14:58 
11:15:04 
11:15:13 
11:15:32 
11:15:54 
11:16:20 
11:16:48 
DISCUSSED THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
CHAPTERS, THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE CHAPTERS 
AND DISCHARGE. I GIVE THEM A 
QUSTIONAIRE TO BRING ME BACK LATER. NO I NEVER 
FILED A FILE FOR JERRY BERRY. 
THERE ARE 2 FILES THAT I AM AWARE OF, ONE I 
TALKED ABOUT FOR RECEIPTS AND 
PROOF OF PAYMENTS. AND ONE OF COMPUTER EXPENSES. 
JERRY BERRY CAME TO MY 
OFFICE TO GET HIS OPTIONS RE BANKRUPCY. HE NEVER 
WENT ANY FURTHER. THAT 
MEETING PROBABLY LASTED ABOUT 20-30 MINUTES. 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ASKING FOR LUNCH BREAK EARLY. 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
GO FORWARD WITH DIRECT. 
Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
WE NEVER DISCUSSED THE SMALL BUSINESS LOAN. HE 
WAS AT MY OFFICE TWO OTHER 
TIMES IN 2003. 
EXHIBIT A - RECEIPT FOR 40 THOUSAND DOLLARS 
40 THOUSAND WAS FOR HIM TO ACQUIRE STOCK FOR US. 
RECEIPT IS FROM A RECEIPT 
BOOK KEPT IN OUR OFFICE. JERRY BERRY SIGNED FOR 
IT ON THAT RECEIPT. ASIDE 
FROM HIS SIGNATURE IT IS MY HAND WRITING. SAYS 
IT IS FOR STOCK. YES HE WAS 
GIVEN A COPY OF RCEIPT 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ADMIT DEF A EXHIBIT 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ADMIT DEF EXHIBIT A 
Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
IT WAS FOR THE STOCK, TO HOLD IT UNTIL THE 
REMAING 60 THOUSAND COULD BE CAME 
UP. YES JERRY TOLD ME IT WAS A GOOD DEAL. YES I 
THOUGHT IT WAS JUST A 
FRACTION OF WHAT THE STOCK WAS WORTH, THOUGHT IT 
WAS A EXCELLENT DEAL. NOT 
SEEN ACTUAL DOCUMENTS. WAS A WARE FROM WHAT JERRY 
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TOLD US - SMALL BUSINESS 
11:17:13 LOAN WAS OUT AND THOUGHT IT WAS PROBABLY WORTH 
BETWEEN 750 TO ONE MILLION 
11:17:36 DOLLARS. ROUGH ESTIMATE. WE HAD ALREADY 
DISCUSSED THE 40 THOUSAND PORTION, HE 
11:18:26 WANTED TO GET SOMETHING TO THE CAMBELLS AS SOON 
AS POSSIBLE TO HOLD IT SO THE 
11:18:44 CAMBELLS WOULD NOT SELL TO OTHER FOLKS THAT WERE 
INTERESTED. HEW ANTED TO 
11:19:03 LOCK THIS IN. IT WAS A STOP GAP MEASURE, IT WAS 
TO HOLD THE STOCK IN HOPES WE 
11:19:18 COULD COME UN WITH REMAINDER, TO HOLD IT SO THEY 
DIDNT SELL IT TO SOMEONE 
11:19:38 ELSE. THE 40 THOUSAND WAS OWNED BY KAREN AND 
MYSELF. IT HAS BEEN 
11:20:05 CHARCTEREIZED AS A LOAN, IF WE COULDNT COME UP 
WITH THE OTHER 60 THOUSAND IT 
11:20:22 WOULD HAVE BEEN A LOAN. KAREN AND I DIDNT HAVE 
100 THOUSAND, JERRY NEEDED THE 
11:20:48 40 QUICKLY, SO THAT 40 COULD HAVE CONSIDERED A 
ADVANCE, LOAN WHATEVER. CALL 
11:21:10 IT WHAT YOU WILL WE DID NT HAVE A DEAL FOR THE 
STOCK. THERE WERE NO TERMS AT 
11:21:31 THAT TIME, EITHER PUT WITH 60 FOR STOCK AND IF 
WE COULDNT GET IT BACK. THE 
11:22:04 STOCK WAS THE SECURITY. STOCK AS COLLATERAL. 
IDEA WAS HASTILY DONE. SHORT 
11:23:00 TERM MEASURE. THE 40 THOUSAND WAS COMBINED 
BETWEEN KAREN AND I. DONT KNOW 
11:23:56 WHAT ACCOUNDITCAMEFROM. 
11 :25:43 EXHIBIT 10 - PLANTIFF - DOCUMENT SHOWING ACCOUNT 
AT US BANK 
11:26:45 YES MONEY WAS IN ACCOUNT, I WROTE A CHECK TO 
JERRY BERRY. MOST OF THE 40 
11:27:08 THOUSAND WAS KARENS, DONT KNOW THE EXACT AMOUNT. 
DONT RECALL IF I HAD A 
11:27:33 SAVINGS ACCOUNT. I TRUSTED JERRY AND IT HAD TO 
BE DONE IN A HURRY. HE WAS 
11:28:28 AFRAID THE OTHER COUPLE WOULD BUY THE CAMBELLS 
OUT OR CUT A DEAL IN SOMEWAY 
11:28:47 TO GET ADDITIONAL TIME. IT LOCKED ITUP. AT THAT 
TIME I DIDNT THINK ABOUT HIS 
11:29:24 CREDITORS, I WAS THINKING ABOUT THE INVESTMENT. 
HE TOOK IT PAUL DAUGHERTY WHO 
11:29:47 ULTIMATELY GOT IT TO THE CAMBELLS, NOT SURE HOW 
THAT TRANSACTION OCCURED. NO 
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11:30:11 IDEA IF PAUL DAUGHERTY WAS THE A TTY FOR THE 
CAPTAINS WHEEL. I DONT KNOW IF 
11:30:38 THE TABLE WAS OPEN WHEN HE GOT THE 40 OR IF 
OPENED WHEN THE 60 GRAND WAS 
11:31:02 GIVEN. 
11:33:20 DEF EXIDBIT B- DOCUMENT- RECEIPT FROM JERRY 
WHEN I GAVE HIM THE 60 
11:34:16 THOUSAND. FROM A DIFFERENT RECEIPT BOOK, 
PROBABLY RAN OUT OF THE OTHER BOOK. 
11:34:43 IT WAS A CHECK. THE NUMBER REFERENCE NUMBER WAS 
THE CHECK NUMBER. KAREN GOT 
11:35:16 THE 60 THOUSAND LOAN. RECEIPT WAS MADE OUT AT MY 
OFFICE. THE RECEIPT WAS 
11:36:15 WRITTEN BY DELORES, SHEW AS A EMPLOYEE OF MINE. 
I DONT BELIEVE KAREN WAS 
11:36:38 THERE WHEN THE CHECK WAS GIVEN TO HIM. DONT 
REMEMBER WHO GAVE IT TO HIM. 
11:37:25 RECENTLY FOUND THIS RECIEPT FOR MY A TTY. AT MY 
DEPOSITION I ANSWERED THAT I 
11:37:49 DIDNT HAVE THIS RECEIPT 
11:37:58 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXHIBIT B ADMITTED 
11:38:15 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
I REALLY DONT REMEMBER WHO WAS PRESENT WHEN THAT 
CHECK WAS GIVEN. IT APPEARS 
11:38:41 TO BE EXACTLY BE FOR 60 THOUSAND DOLLARS. KAREN 
WILL EXPLAIN THE CONFUSION 
11:39:23 ABOUT THE DIFFERENCE OF THE 800 HUNDRED DOLLARS. 
THE 60 THOUSAND WAS MONEY 
11:40:04 KAREN BORROWED FROM A BANK. YES SHE TOOK OUT A 
LOAN ON HER MOTHERS HOUSE FOR 
11:40:36 THE MONEY, IT IS THE HOUSE IN HAYDEN WHERE WE 
RESIDE IN. SEEMS LIKE IT WAS 
11:40:59 IDAHOINDEPENDANTBANK, WASNOTPARTOFTHAT, WE 
DISCUSSED REPAYMENT, I KNOW 
11:41:19 IT WAS A INTEREST ONLY LOAN. YOU COULD SAY HE 
OWED KAREN MONEY. WE TALKED 
11:42:37 ABOUT THE LOAN WITH JERRY, HE KNEW WE WERE GOING 
TO HAVE TO BORROW, SAID HE 
11:42:59 WOULD COVER THE INTEREST AND THE ORIGINATION 
FEE. SO YES HE STILL OWED THE 
11:43:26 ORIG FEE WHICH WAS 820 SOMETHING DOLLARS. HE 
MADE SOME OF THE INTEREST ONLY 
11:43:49 LOAN. HE PAID HER FROM TIME TO TIME IN CASH. 
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KAREN WOULD TELL ME. SHE WOULD 
11:44:24 USE THAT TO MAKE THE LOAN PAYMENT AT THE BANK. 
HE DIDNT WANT HER TO PAY 
11:44:45 ANYTHING OUT OF POCKET. NOT ONLY DID WE GET HALF 
THE STOCK BUT HE GOT TO RUN 
11:45:05 THE SHOW, WE WOULD BE SILENT PARTNERS, HE GOT TO 
RUN EVERYTHING. WE WOULDNT 
11:45:30 GET ANYTHING OUT OF IT UNTIL IT SOLD AND WE KNEW 
THAT COULD BE A WHILE. HE 
11:46:08 WANTED US SILENTPARTNERS. WEDIDNTWANTPARTOF 
MANAGEMENT. SEEMS LIKE I 
11:47:11 MADE A PAYMENT OR TWO ON THE 60 GRAND. KAREN RE 
FINANCED HER OWN PROPERTY AND 
11:47:32 THE PRINICP AL WAS PAID BACK. I DIDNT BORROW ANY 
OF THE 60 AND ON THE 40 MOST 
11:47:58 OF THAT WAS HER MONEY. THIS WAS SOMETHING WE 
WERE DOING JOINTLY, WE ARE 
11:48:27 PLANNIG ON GETTING MARRIED- SHARING EVERYTHING. 
WE HAVE NOT SET ADA TE YET 
11:48:48 AND THAT IS NOT A LEGAL REQUIREMENT. THE STOCK 
WAS STILL IN THE CAMBELL NAME 
11:49:37 BUT WAS SIGNEDOVERONTHEBACK TOUS UNTIL 
10/2006 -THEY WERE NEVER SIGNED 
11:50:02 TO JERRY BERRY. BACK OF EACH CERT APPOINTED PAUL 
AUTHORIZED TO TRANSFER. I 
11:50:27 NEVER TALKED TO PAUL DAUGHERTY ABOUTTHISAT ANY 
TIME. 
11:53:01 PL EXHBIT 17 AND 20- DOCUMENTS 
11:54:08 EXHIBIT 17- RESOLUTION TO SPECIAL MEETING 
DOCUMENT 
11:55:25 SHE WAS NOMINATED AS TREASURER- KARLETTA AND AS 
DIRECTOR, SHEW AS NOT 
11:55:49 ELECTED- SHE WAS NOMINATED 
11:55:57 PLEX20- STOCKPURCHASEAGREEMENTCAMPELL TO 
BARRY 
11:56:23 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
MOVE TO ADMIT 17 AND 20 
11:56:30 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXH 17 AND 20 ADMITTED 
11:59:10 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
PL EXHIBIT 77 - COPY OF AFFIDAVIT- PAGE 3 PARA 
6 - READS THIRD LINE -
12:00:40 ACKWARDL Y WORDED AND MY FAILURE TO PROOF READ. 
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HE OWED US A DUTY TO CONVEY 
12:01:35 THE STOCK TO US AS PROMISED. HE OWED US A 
OBLIGATION, WE WERE TO GET ACTUAL 
12:02:17 EQUITY. I DONT REMEMBER BEING CONCERNED ABOUT 
HIS CREDITORS ATTACHING IT. I 
12:02:46 KNEW THE CAMBELLS ONLY AS ACQUANTED. CAMBELLS 
WANTED OUT. JERRY WANTED THIS 
12:03:11 TO BE HIS DEAL, WE WERENT SUPPOSED TO TALK TO 
THE CAMBELLS. 
12:03:43 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RECESS FOR LUNCH. 
12:04:35 NEED TO ADDRESS THE VIDEO. 
12:05:00 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
THE VIDEO DEPOSITION IS GOING TO COVER EXACTLY 
WHAT WAS SAID EXACTLY HERE ALL 
12:05:42 MORNING. 
12:05:48 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
YOUR NOT GOING ANYWHERE THRU LUNCH. ARTICULATE 
YOUR OBJECTION. THE TWO OF YOU 
12:06:10 STAY HERE AND FIGURE IT OUT. THERE IS NO EXCUSE 
FOR COUNCIL TO HAVE THIS 
12:06:31 DIFFICULTY DURING A JURY TRIAL. WHAT THE HELL 
DONT YOU KNOW- WHAT OBJECTION. 
12:06:59 THIS IS A LONG JURY TRIAL. THIS IS BEING 
INCOMPTENT. 
12:08:37 Stop recording 
(Off Record) 
13:13:08 
Recording Started: 
13:13:08 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
13:13:11 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RESUME JURY TRIAL AFTER LUNCH RECESS- JURY 
PANEL RETURNS. 
13:14:31 EXPLAINS WHAT A DEPOSITION IS TOTHEJURYPANEL. 
13:16:38 Add Ins: ATTY, REXFIINEY- PLANT 
APPROACHES BENCH. 
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13:17:32 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL MCFARLAND PLAYED ON VIDEO 
13:27:39 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
RECALLS MICHAEL MCFARLAND AS WITNESS 
13:28:10 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
YES WE WERE REGULARS AT THE WHEEL PRIOR TO 
GIVING HIM THE 100 GRAND. 
13:29:05 AFTER HE PURCHASED THE STOCK FROM CAMBELL IDONT 
BELIEVE JERRY BERRY WAS THE 
13:29:40 OWNER, HE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE HOLDING IT FOR US. 
13:30:13 AFTER PURCHASING THE STOCK WE CONTINUED GOING TO 
THE WHEEL, PRIOR TO THE 
13:30:35 PURCHASE WE PAID FOR OUR DRINKS AND MEALS. AFTER 
THAT, JERRY ADVISED US THAT 
13:31:07 W DID NOT HAVE TO PAY FOR FOOD AND DRINKS. JERRY 
NEVERMADEPAYMENTSONTHE 
13:31:28 40 THOUSAND. I DONT KNOW WHAT RECORDS JERRY KEPT 
REGARDING FOOD AND DRINK, WE 
13:32:04 WERE THE ONLY SIGNINT FOR FOOD AND DRINK 
13:32:35 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
EXHIBIT 87 TO WITNESS 
13:32:45 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
MANILA ENVELOPE- EXHIBIT 87 -TOTALS -I HAVE 
NO IDEA. I DID NOT KEEP TRACK 
13:33:35 OF EXPENSES AS TO THE FREE FOOD AND DRINKS. I 
DIDNT KEEP TRACK OF IT. YES I 
13:34:05 DID LOOK AT THE PHOTO COPY OF FOOD AND DRINK 
RECEIPTS. 
13:34:38 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION- FOUNDATION 
13:34:47 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SUSTAIN OBJECTION 
13:35:11 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
HANDS MCFARLAND THE STACK OF MEAL TICKETS TO 
REVIEW 
13:36:48 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
YOU ATTORNEYS ARE STAYING HERE AFTER JURY LEA YES 
AND YOU WILL GET THIS 
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13:37:07 
13:37:19 
13:37:41 
13:38:24 
13:39:04 
13:39:39 
13:42:31 
13:43:08 
13:43:37 
13:45:11 
13:45:28 
13:45:59 
13:46:04 
13:47:11 
13:47:36 
13:48:50 
13:49:29 
13:50:01 
13:50:26 
13:50:56 
13:51:41 
13:52:04 
13:52:33 
13:53:23 
TOGETHER WITH THE OBJECTIONS TO EXHIBITS 
Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
WE DID NOT PAY ANYTHING OTHER THAN TIPS. JERRY 
CALLED IT A BENEFIT AS BEING A 
OWNER. BENEFIT WOULD BE IN THE EYES OF THE 
BEHOLDER.NOIDONTREMEMBER 
PROVIDNG MONEY TO HELP AROUND WITH THE HELP, 
JERRY NEVER ASKED FOR MONETARY 
NEEDS TO HELP AROUND THE WHEEL. 
YES WE HAD A MEETING IN 2006. STOCK WAS ISSUED. 
PL EXH 28-33 -
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
EXHIBIT 28-33 TO BE ADMITTED- STIP AND DEF 
EXHIBITMM 
Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
PL EXH 28-33 ADMITTED AND DEF EXH MM ADMITTED 
EXAMINES PL EXHBIT 28-33 -VARIOUS DOCUMENTS 
I DONT REMEMBER HOW THE DATES AND TIMES WERE 
SELECTED. BY AGREEMENT OF ALL 
PARTIES. 
EXHIBIT DEF MM- YES I PREPARED THESE DOCUMENTS. 
2 30 WAS THE TIME. YES I HAD 
PREPARED THE DRAFT EXHIBIT MM. I PREPARED THEM 
IN ADVANCE WITH BLANK SPOTS TO 
BE FILLED IN. A FEW BLANKS TO BE FILLED IN. WE 
AGREED AT THE MEETING THAT 
JERRY WAS OWED 77 THOUSAND, HE TOLD US THAT AND 
WE DIDNT OPPOSE. PLUS THERE 
WAS NEW INFORMATION ADDED. THE REPRINTED VERSION 
SHOWED JERRY HAVING 200 
SHARES OF STOCK AND ZIMMERMAN AND I 200 STOCKS 
AND ALSO ADDING KARLETTA 
ADDING HER TOJERRYS STOCK. THATWASAHAND 
WRITTEN NOTE. I PRINTED THAT ON 
THEIR AND EACH PARTY INITIALED IT THEM SEL YES. 
EXHIBIT 29 - I DONT KNOW WHEN 
PAUL DAUGHTERY WAS THERE OR WHAT HE DID. 
MR. DAUGHTERTY HAD THE MINUTE BOOK DELIVERED TO 
MY OFFICE. I PREPARED THE 
DOCUMENTS . THE CORP DOESNT HAVE TO HAVE A 
ATTORNEY. EXHIBIT 32- SECOND PAGE. 
ONLY PEOPLE AUTHORIZED TO SIGN CHECKS WERE JERRY 
AND KARLETTA. 
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13:54:05 
13:59:15 
13:59:35 
13:59:56 
14:00:20 
14:00:47 
14:01:10 
14:01:36 
14:01:57 
14:02:16 
14:03:42 
14:04:05 
14:04:38 
14:04:59 
14:05:40 
14:06:02 
14:06:38 
14:07:02 
14:07:21 
14:07:52 
14:08:28 
14:08:50 
14:09:15 
14:09:51 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
WE KAREN AND I WERE APPOINTED DIRECTORS, JERRY 
WAS NOT IN GOOD SHAPE. 
PHYSICALLY WOBBLY, LOST ALOT OF WEIGHT. HEW AS 
ILL. MENTALLY VERY SHARP AS A 
TACK. 
HE WAS GRAND MARSHALL OF BAYVIEW PARADE ON THE 
SAT NEAREST THE 4TH OF JULY. 
WE WERE THERE FOR THAT. HE CAME TO OUR HOUSE ON 
THE 4TH OF JULY. HIS BIRTHDAY 
WASLATEJULY, WEHADABIRTHDAYPARTY ATTHE 
WHEEL, KARLETTA GOT AND DANCED 
WITH HIM, HAD LIVE MUSIC. HE HAD A GREAT TIME. 
SAW HIM A FEW TIMES AFTER 
THAT. 
EXHIBIT 33 - BYLAWS, THEY WERE UNSIGNED 
RESTAURANT CLOSED IN JAN THIS YEAR. YES 
CONTINUED TO EAT THERE FOR FREE SINCE 
JERRY DIED. I HAVE PUT OVER 200,000 DOLLARS INTO 
THAT. IF A MEAL IS COMPED 
YOU STILL DO A TICKET ON IT BUT THE MANAGER KEPT 
TRACK OF THOSE. YES WE WOULD 
HAVE A MEAL -DINNER TIME WOULD SOMETIMES ORDER 
OYSTERS AND A MEAL AND OFTEN 
WOULD GET A BOTTLE OF WINE WITH DINNER. NORMALLY 
DRANK A BISTRO ROUGE, ABOUT 
7 BUCKS A BOTTLE DROM THE SUPPLIER, NORMALLY 
WINE IS ABOUT DOUBLE WHAT YOU 
PAY FOR IT. NO IDEA HOW MUCH OYSTERS ARE AT THE 
WHEEL, I DONT KEEP TRACK OF 
PRICES AT THE WHEEL, NOT INVOLVED IN THAT 
PROCESS. SINCE HIS DEATH YES I HAVE 
BROUGHT MY SON KEVEN THERE FOR DINNER AND YES 
HIS ENTIRE FAMILY. THEIR MEALS 
WERE COMPED. USED TO HAVE A BUSINESS CARD FOR A 
FREE DRINK AND WOULD HAND 
THOSE OUT REGULARY TO BRING IN BUSINESS. I 
NEVER PAID FOR ANYONE ELSE, WE 
DID SOME TRADING WITH A BAD THAT MY DAUGHTER WAS 
IN, ONE DRINK PER SET AND A 
SMALL HAMBURGERATNO CHARGE. SINCE JERRYS DEATH 
-- SHE CAME IN WITH HER NEW 
BOYFRIEND WST A FEW WEEKS AFTER JERRYS DEATH I 
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TOLD THE STAFF SHE COULD 
14:10:14 STILL EAT THERE BUT NOT FOR ANY ONE ELSE BUT 
HERSELF AND HER SON. NO IDEA HOW 
14:10:59 MANY MEALS SHE HAS SIGNED FOR SINCE JERRYS 
DEATH, I WAS JUST TOLD ABOUT IT. I 
14:11:27 DID NT SEE IT. 27 BOAT SLIPS, 2 BOAT SLIPS ARE NO 
CHARGEFORPEOPLETHATCOME 
14:11:53 IN OFF THE LAKE. YES WE HAVE DONE SOME TRADING 
FOR WORK. ELECTRICIAN DID SOME 
14:12:12 WORK FOR US AND I WAIVED CHARGE OF THAT SLIP. 
ANOTHER SLIP A SAILBOAT IS 
14:12:40 THERE, MY DAUGHTER IS PART OWNER IN THAT BOAT. 
YES THE BOAT WAS STILL THERE 
14:13:01 FOR A FEW DAYS AGO. AVERAGE 700 DOLLARS FOR THE 
SEASON RATE OF A SLIP. AT MY 
14:13:31 DEPOSITION YES I WOULD HAVE SAID SOME OF THEM 
WERE DOWN ON THE GRAVEL 
14:13:55 EXCEPTION FOR THE ONES THAT ARE AT THE END. AT 
THE TIME OF JERRYS DEATH I 
14:14:25 BECAME AWARE THE WHEEL WAS NOT MAKING ENOUGH 
MONEY, JERRY MADE THAT CLEAR. I 
14:14:44 REALLY DIDNT HAVE ANY KNOWLEDGE UNTIL THE TIME 
OF HIS DEATH. I THINK MOST 
14:15:14 EVERYTHING HAD BEEN CURRENT. WHEN I BECAME AWARE 
OF THE FINANCIAL SITUATION, 
14:15:32 WE WERE OVERDRAWN TO ABOUT 500,000. PUT 8,000 IN 
2006 -IT WAS AGREED THAT 
14:16:14 WAS TO BE REPAID AS A CREDITOR CLAIM. THERE IS 
NOT ENOUGH CUSTOMERS TO MEET 
14:16:38 THE OVERHEAD AT THAT RESTAURANT. I HAVE BEEN THE 
ONE IN CHARGE, NOT IN 
14:17:03 CONTROL. THE CUSTOMERS ARE IN CONTROL AND THEY 
HAVE NOT BEEN COMING IN. YES 
14:17:20 WORK FULL TIME AT MY LAW FIRM, NOT ENOUGH TIME 
TO SPEND ENOUGH TIME OUT 
14:17:38 THERE. YES I WOULD AGREE KARLETTA HAS NOT BEEN 
IN CHARGE, WE TOOK HER THE 
14:18:04 ACCONTS, SHE HAS NOT PROVIDED PAPERWROK AND 
DOCUMENTS. BY THE TIME THIS 
14:18:32 HAPPENED I WAS APPOINTED PRESIDENT BY MAJORITY 
VOTE AND KAREN AS TREASURER BY 
14:19:00 MAJORITY VOTE. SHEW AS NEVER APPOINTED SENIOR 
14:20:22 EXHIBIT 34 AND 35- DOCUMENTS REGARDING 
RESOLUTION AND APPOINTING AND 
14:21:42 AUTHORIZING TO WITHDRAW AND TAKE OVER BANK 
ACCOUNTS. ONCE JERRY WAS DECEASED 
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14:22:39 W NEEDED TO GET ON THE ACCOUNTS RIGHT AWAY. 
KARLETTA WAS GIVEN THE PAPERS. I 
14:25:34 DELIVERED THEM. SHE HAD BEEN THROUGH ALOT. 
EXHIBIT 36 -DOCUMENT, LETTER FROM 
14:26:10 MCFARLAND REGARDING SPECIAL NOTICE FOR 11/18-
READS LETTER 
14:26:55 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXHIBIT 34, 35 AND 36 ARE ADMITTED 
14:30:01 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
14:45:32 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
14:45:32 
Recording Started: 
14:45:35 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
EXHIBITS- STIP 1-86 EXCEPT 37,44, AND 53 AND 
DEF EXHIBIT A-QQ ARE ADMITTED 
14:49:10 THROUGH STIP AND TRIPLE CCC AND TRIPLE EEE-
ADMITTED 
14:52:56 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THOSE EXHIBITS ARE ADMITTED THROUGH STIP 
14:53:08 JURY PANEL RETURNS 
14:53:16 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
RECALLS MICHAEL MCFARLAND TO WITNESS STAND 
14:53:38 Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
I HAD LOTS OF REASONS NOT TO LET KARLETTA RUN 
THE BUSINESS, JERRY TOLD KAREN 
14:54:07 AND I SHE HAD NO BUSINESS SENSE, WERE TOLD BY 
STAFF THAT THEY DIDNT GET ALONG 
14:54:31 WITH THEM, SHE TOOK THE RECORDS, BECAME 
SECRETIVE AFTER JERRY DIED. NUMEROUS 
14:54:55 WITHDRA WLS AND NO EXPLANATION. SHE WANTED TO RUN 
IT HERSELF WITH ANY 
14:55:17 INTERFERENCE FROM US. I FELT I HAD NO CHOICE BUT 
TO SELL IT WHILE THERE WAS 
14:55:33 STILL A MARKET. LISTING AGENCY WAS TREATY ROCK. 
YES KAREN IS A BROKER THERE 
14:55:56 OR ASSOC BROKER WITH TREATY ROCK. 12/18 MEETING 
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14:56:23 
14:56:57 
14:57:27 
14:58:18 
14:59:00 
14:59:40 
15:00:38 
15:00:47 
15:01:01 
15:01:57 
15:02:14 
15:02:43 
15:03:01 
15:03:30 
15:04:09 
15:06:17 
15:06:42 
15:07:25 
15:07:44 
15:14:04 
15:14:43 
15:15:02 
15:15:23 
15:15:51 
- THAT MEETING DID NOT 
PROCEED, TIME ISSUE UNDER THE BI LAWS. 12/18 
SHE SHOWED UP AT THE HOUSE WITH 
TOBY MCGLAGHLIN ACTING AS HER ATTORNEY. PRIOR TO 
THAT WET ALKED BRIEFLY AND I 
HAD SEEN HIS NOTES. IF WE TALKED ABOUT THE 
CREDITORS WHICH I DONT RECALL I 
WOULD HAVE SAID I HAVE NO IDEA IF I WAS 
CONTACTED OR WHO THEY WERE. I DID NOT 
TELL HIM I HAD A LETTER FROM A CREDITOR. I DOUBT 
THE VALUE OF THE PROPERTY 
WAS EXPRESSED. 
EXHIBITS 38-41 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ADMITTED 38-41 
Other: WITNESS, MICHAEL MCFARLAND-
EXHIBIT 38- LETTER FROM KARLETTA- YES RECEIVED 
IT. SHE WANTED TIME, 
EXPRESSED SHE WOULD BE MAKING ALL THE DECISIONS 
AND WE NEEDED TO BACK OFF. 
EXHBIT 40 -RESOLUTION FROM KARLETTA. SHEW ANTED 
TO BE POINTED PRESIDENT AND 
TREASURER, HER AND ONLY HER, WOULD HAVE PUT HER 
IN CHARGE 100 PERCENT AND 
ONLY HERSELF. EXHIBIT 39- OBJECTION TO MEETING 
ON TWO DAY NOTICE. EXHIBIT 41 
LETTER FROM KARLETT A WANTING TOP ARTICIPATE IN 
THE BUSINESS, YES I HAVE SEEN 
THIS WITH THE OTHER DOCUMENTS. 
SHE WAS NEVER APPOINTED AS VICE PRESIDENT, SHE 
APPOINTED HERSELF SENIO VICE 
PRESIDENT. BUSINESS WAS DISOL VED TO SEC OF 
STATE, THAT WAS ACCEPTED AND 
APPROVED, IT WAS APPROVED. SEC OF STATE JUST 
WANTED THEIR MONEY AND THEY RE 
INSTATED. TRANSCRIPTS WERE PREPARED OF MEETING, 
I TAPE RECORDED IT. 
EXHIBIT 45 -TRANSCRIPT- ME SPEAKING 
TALKED ABOUT THE SMALL BUSINESS LOAN 
PARKING LOT ACROSS THE STREET WAS A SEPERA TE 
PAYMENT. 500.00- THERE WAS A 
LINE OF CREDIT FOR 5000 WITH WELLS FARGO WHICH 
WAS MAXED OUT. NOT AWARE OF 
ALL THE DEBTS. THERE WAS ABOUT 2500 IN THE 
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CHECKING ACCOUNT. MORTG PAYMENT 
15:16:10 WAS 2800.00 A MONTH SO NOT EVEN ENOUGH TO MAKE 
THEPAYMENT. THREEPEOPLE 
15:17:35 WERE VOTING ON THE ISSUE, KAREN AND I VOTED FOR 
IT, TWO AGAINST ONE- I WAS 
15:17:57 PRSIDENT AND KARLETTA AS TREASURER. KARLETT A WAS 
OUT VOTED, MAJORITY RULED. 
15:18:24 IT ALSO SAID PROPERTY COULD BE LISTED WITH 
TREATY ROCK REALTY. TWO VOTES IN 
15:18:48 FAVOR OF LISTING, KARLETTA VOTED AGAINST IT. 
ANOTHER ISSUE THAT I HAD PAID 
15:19:12 OUT 8 THOUSAND IN LOAN TO CAPTAINS WHEEL. LOANS 
TO BE REPAID AS CREDITORS 
15:19:57 CLAIM, ALL THREE VOTED FOR THAT. SHEDIDNOT 
OPPOSE. I SPOKE TO HER SINCE 
15:20:48 THAT MEETING, 10/24 MET WITH MARIE LOANED FIRST 
5 THOUSAND AND ANOTHER THREE 
15:22:23 THOUSAND AFTER JERRY DIED. 11130/06 I HAVE BEEN 
RESPONSIBLE, I TAKE SOME 
15:23:05 ACTION BUT DONT WORK THERE AS FAR AS STAFF. I 
WOULDPRESUMESTAFFKEPTTRACK 
15:23:37 OF MY FOOD AND DRINKS. MONTE AND MARIE HAVE BEEN 
RUNNING THE BUSINESS. CASH 
15:24:54 INTO CASH REGISTER AND THEN I DONT KNOW WHO DOES 
WHAT FROM THERE, DEPENDS ON 
15:25:17 HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE WORKING AND HOW BUSY IT IS 
TO CLOSE OUT A SHIFT PLUS 
15:25:37 THERE ARE TWO TILLS. VERY POSSIBLE THAT IT COULD 
IT BE THE SAME PERSON DOING 
15:26:15 ALL OF IT- FROM TILL TO SAFE, NOT SURE IF 
SOMEONE COULD HAVE BEEN STEALING, 
15:26:59 WAS SUGGESTED TO ME A COUPLE OF YEARS AGO. CANT 
AFFORD TO HIRE PRIVATE 
15:27:21 INVESTIGATORS. YES VIDEO COMPUTERS ASSOCIATED 
WITH TILLS. I HAVE NOT 
15:27:45 PERSONALLY VIEWED THE VIDEOS. NOV/2003 UNTIL IT 
CLOSED MARIE STREET AND MONTE 
15:28:12 CRIPE WERE PRIMARY MANAGERS. MONTE AND MARIE DID 
THE LIONS SHARE. WE SOLD ONE 
15:28:43 SHARE OF STOCK TO MONTE CRIPE AND ONE SHARE TO 
MARIE STREETER, I BELIEVE IT 
15:29:07 WAS FOR ONE HUNDRED. IT WAS A S CORPORATION, HAD 
TO SELL THEM, COULD NOT GIVE 
15:29:33 THOSEAWAY, WASNTMARKETVALUEBUTIN 
RECOGINTION OF THEIR SERVICE. YES 
15:30:34 ADVANTAGEOUS FOR VOTING PURPOSES ON THE BOARD. 
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JERRY WANTED TO GIVE THEM 
15:31:04 STOCK. KARLETT A WAS TAKING 200 A WEEK FROM THE 
CORP, JERRY AUTHORIZED THAT, 
15:31:40 AFTER JERRY DIED I STOPPED IT- IT WAS UNDER THE 
TABLE. THE BUSINESS HAD BEEN 
15:32:16 STAYING AFLOT DUE TO PEOPLE BEING PAID UNDER THE 
TABLE. YES I DID INTRUCT 
15:32:54 MARIE OR MONTE TO STOP GIVING KARLETTA 200 A 
WEEK. THE WHEEL WAS NOT ABLE TO 
15:33:47 MEET THIER DEBTS DUE TO IMPROPER BUSINESS 
PRACTICES. MONTE AND MARIE WERE 
15:34:35 PAID BY CASH OR CHECK, ITS PRETTY MUCH HOURLY, 
DONT REMEMBER WHAT THEY WERE 
15:35:03 PAID. THEY WROTE THE CHECKS AND I SIGNED THEM. I 
NEVER CONFIRMED PAYROLL, 
15:35:36 MONTE AND MARIE KEPT TRACK OF THEIR HOURS, NO 
TIME CLOCK, INVENTORIES WERE 
15:36:02 DONE FROM TIME TO TIME. MONTE KEPT TRACK OF 
KITCHEN OPERATION, HEW AS A 
15:36:35 MANAGER FOR HAGADONE. NO MENU COSTING WAS NOT 
DONE. DISCUSSED DOING SPECIALS 
15:37:11 AND THE COSTS OF RUNNING SPECIALS. PREMIUM ALC 
WERE FREE POURS. LAND TAXES 
15:38:07 ARE NOT PAID CURRENT. TAXES WERE NOT CURRENT 
WHEN I TOOK OVER. LAST TAX 
15:38:32 PAYMENT WAS MADE IN2009. CIT BUSINESS LOAN IS 
NOT CURRENT. THERE WERE THINGS 
15:40:49 OWING WHEN I TOOK OVER.I DONT KNOW IF PAUL 
DAUGHERTY WAS HIS ATTORNEY WHEN I 
15:41:14 GVE BERRY 100 THOUSAND. I HAD A ROUGH IDEA OF 
THE VALUE OF THE CAPTAINS 
15:42:04 WHEEL, WAS WORTH ALOTMORE THAN ITIS NOW. I WAS 
AWARE OF A COUPLE OF OFFERS 
15:42:24 TO JERRY AT THAT TIME. 1.2.IN 2005 1.5 IN 2006 
AND ANOTHER OFFER OF 2.2. WE 
15:43:09 WERE GOING INTO THE BUBBLE ABOUT THAT TIME. 
SINCE FEB 2007 MAJORITY VOTE WE 
15:43:40 REMOVED HER AS DIRECTOR AS I MENTIONED EARLIER. 
WILL REFER TO DOCUMENT FOR 
15:44:15 REASONS WHY WE REMOVED HER. SEVERAL CAUSES, BANK 
STATEMENTS WERE ISSUES, SHE 
15:44:56 HAD THEM SENT TO HER PRIVATE ADDRESS- THREE 
TIMES, WE HAD NO ACCESS TO BANK 
15:45:18 ACCOUNTS. WE VOTED -MAJORITY VOTE, THAT IS THE 
WAY IT WORKS IN A CORP. GOT 
15:46:10 MAJORITY VOTE BY JERRYS DEATH. SINCE GIVING 
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MARIE AND MONTE A SHARE WE HAVE 
15:46:54 NOT HAD ANY MEETINGS. 
15:54:35 YES THERE IS A COUNTER CLAIM AGAINST KARLETTA, 
SHE OWES US 20 TO 30 THOUSAND 
15:55:00 DOLLARS. YES SHE WASHED DISHES AT CAPTAINS 
WHEEL. 
15:55:30 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
15:55:37 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES MR. MCFARLAND AS WITNESS. 
15:56:21 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
15:56:32 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WE HAVE STUFF TO ADDRESS AFTER JURY PANEL 
LEA YES. RESUMES TOMORROW AT 08 30. 
15:57:47 FOUNDATION ISSUES EXHIBIT 87- RECALLS MR. 
MCFARLAND. TO LOOK AT RECEIPTS. 
15:59:12 WHAT IS THE SCHEDULEFORPL WITNESSES. 
15:59:38 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
TOBY MCGLAULIN- DETAILED MEMORANDUMS 0 MUCH 
SHORTER THAN MR. MCFLARLAND. 
16:00:16 PAUL DAUGHARTY WITNESS, DAVID NOONAN- APPRAISER 
- JIMMY BLACK IS HIS 
16:02:03 ASSISTANT- SCOTT ROBERTSON ON FRIDAY. THERESA 
CLIFTON- TOMORROW- DA VEANA 
16:04:56 HUFF- KARLETTA WANTS TO TESTIFY -DONE WITH 
TESTIMONY FRI OR MON OR TUES. 
16:06:05 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
I NEED TWO DAYS TO PUT ON MY DEFENSE. 
16:06:51 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WED EVIDENCE TO JURY.WE NEED TO SHOOT FOR TUES. 
GET INSTRUCTIONS TO THEM ON 
16:07:51 WED. IT WILL BE PUSHING THEM. 
16:14:27 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
DAMAGES ARE ISSUE -EQUITY MINUS THE DEBT-
DIFFERENCE OF FAIR MARKET VALUE 
16:14:56 OF PROPERTY VS WHAT HE PAID FOR.. WE ARE ASKING 
FOR MONEY DAMAGES. we are 
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16:19:58 JURY TO DECIDE WHAT THAT FIGURE IS AND WILL BE. 
16:20:21 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXHIBIT 87 ISSUE 
16:20:46 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
EXHIBIT 87 - SOME OF THESE ARE MY RECEIPTS FOR 
FOOD, ONLY A FEW HAVE MORE 
16:21:27 SIGN. THERESTHAVEMYNAMEONTHEM, SOME NO 
NAMES, SOME NOT EVEN DATES. WITH 
16:21:51 THE EXCEPTION OF THE 5 THT HAVE MY SIGNATURE I 
AM NOT SURE ABOUT THE OTHERS. 
16:23:36 NOT RELEVANT. MOVE TO ADMIT EXHIBITS THAT THE 
ONES HE CAN IDENTIFIES 
16:24:58 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SET THOSE OUT AND MARK THEM 87 A EXHIBIT. 
16:26:57 Stop recording 
(Off Record) 
16:30:52 
Recording Started: 
16:30:52 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
16:30:54 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
BACK ON RECORD. REVIEWED PL EXHIBIT 87- FOOD 
TICKETS FROM RESTAURANT, WE PUT 
16:31:25 THE ONES HE IDENTIFED AND MARKED IT AS 87 A AND 
IT IS ADMITTED 
16:35:51 Stop recording 
(Off Record) 
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Reporter: 
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Case number: CV2007-2409 
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Plaintiff: BERRY, KARLETTA GRACE 
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0112112010 
08:41:35 
08:41:35 
Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant( s): 
State Attorney: 
Public Defender: 
Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0003 
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0005. 
Case recalled 
Recording Started: 
08:41:45 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
JURY TRIAL- DAY THREE- ALL PARTIES PRESENT 
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08:42:12 BRING IN JURY PANEL 
08:45:08 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
RECALLS MICHAEL MCFARLAND AS WITNESS 
08:45:35 Other: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES I LOOKED AT THE MEAL TICKETS AND SOME OF 
THOSE I IDENTIFIED.! DIDNT 
08:47:53 ALWAYS SIGN THE MEAL TICKETS. I WOULDNTPAYBUT 
WOULD TIP THEW AITRESS. 
08:49:13 EXHIBIT 97 AND 98- RULES OF PROFESSIONAL 
CONDUCT. RULES FROM STATE BAR THAT 
08:49:48 ATTORNEYS HAVE TO FOLLOW, DONT OUTLINE CONDUCT 
BETWEEN A ATTORNEY AND A 
08:50:15 CLIENT. I AM AWARE OF RULES REGARDING CONFLICT 
OF INTEREST. RULE 1.7- 1.8 
08:51:09 AND 1.9. EXHIBITS- I AM VERY AWARE OF THESE 
RULES. 1.8 DEALS WITH CURRENT 
08:54:03 CLIENTS. RULE 1.9 DEALS WITH MORE DUTIES OF 
FORMAL CLIENTS. SOMETHINGS ARE 
08:55:34 PROPER AND SOME THINGS ARE NOT. I DONT SEE THE 
CONNECTION WITH JERRY BERRY. I 
08:56:14 SUPPOSE WHILE HEW AS IN THE OFFICE GETTING 
BANKRUPCY INFORMATION I COULD 
08:56:38 CONSIDER HIM A CLIENT, HOWEVER HE NEVER FILLED 
OUT ANY PAPERWORK REGARDING 
08:57:00 HIS FINANCIAL INFORMATION. I WASNT HIS ATTORNEY, 
THAT HAS BEENMYPOSITION 
08:57:50 ALL ALONG LONG. 
08:59:25 EXHIBIT 98 - I DONT KNOW IF THIS TRUE AND 
ACCURATE- I WOULD HAVE TO COMPARE. 
09:00:01 EXHIBIT 94- LOOKS LIKE RULES OF PROFESSIONAL 
CONDUCT. PAGE -I WOULD HAVE TO 
09:00:34 COMPARE. TURNS TO PAGE 17 -RULE 1.9 -DUTIES TO 
FORMER CLIENTS. PARAGRAPH C 
09:01:4 7 - STATES A LAWYER WHO FORMERLY REPRESENTED A 
CLIENT SHOULD NOT USE 
09:02:12 INFORMATION TO A DISADVANTAGE TO A FORMER 
CLIENT. THESE ARE RULES OF 
09:03:21 PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT WHO ATTORNEYS ARE TO BEHAVE 
PROFESSIONALLY. 
09:03:41 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
MOVE TO ADMIT 94, 97 AND 98 
09:04:00 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
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OBJECT- THESE ARE TECHINCAL RULES -RULES 
BETWEEN BAR AND THE MEMBERS. 
09:04:43 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
REFERS TO HEARSAY RULE. 
09:04:57 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
THESE ARE LAW. RE HEARSAY, THESE ARE PUBLIC 
RECORD REPORTS. 
09:05:24 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SUSTAIN OBJECTION. 
09:05:44 Other: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
READS RULE 1.8 
09:05:51 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
THAT IS NOT A QUESTION- OBJECT 
09:06:01 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SUSTAIN. IN THE FORM OF A QUESTION. 
09:06:17 Other: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
RULE 1.8 -YES IN FRONT OF ME. I CANT TELL IF 
ITSACCURATEWITHOUTCO~ARING 
09:06:49 IF ITS GENUINE BUT IT APPEARS TO BE. 
09:07:18 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECT-
09:07:24 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OBJECTION OVER RULED 
09:07:33 Other: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES FOR CURRENT CLIENTS UNDER RULE 1.8 AND YES 
DISCLOSURE TO CURRENT CLIENT. 
09:08:21 RULE 1.8- AI- YES THAT IS ACCURATE. PARA A2-
YESTHATISACCURATETO 
09:09:11 CURRENT CLIENTS. NO -ANY ONE CAN PREP ARE 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS. I WASNT JERRY 
09:10:10 BERRY ATTY AT THE TIME OF THE TRANSACTION. 
09:10:25 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
09:10:31 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
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NOTHING FURTHER 
09:11:22 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
CALLS NEXT WITNESS 
09:11:32 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
09:13:24 Other: MCLAUGHLIN, WITNESS- TOBY 
YES ATTORNEY OUT OF SANDPOINT. ATTENDED MEETINGS 
WITH KARLETTA. PRIOR TO 
09:14:10 MEETING- I WAS AWARE, PURPOSE OF MEETING WAS TO 
ADDRESS LISTING OF THE 
09:14:35 PROPERTY. I WENT TO MCFARLANDS HOUSE WITH 
KARLETTA AND MET WITH HIM AND MS. 
09:14:56 ZIMMERMAN, OFFICIAL MEETING DID NOT OCCUR. WE 
HAD A BRIEF DISCUSSION, I 
09:15:17 SUBMITTED OBJECTION AS WE WERE ONLY GIVEN TWO 
DAY NOTICE AND REQUIRED 10 DAY 
09:15:40 NOTICE. NOTICE OF A NEW MEETING WAS GIVEN ORALLY 
TO MEET THE TEN DAY 
09:16:13 REQUIREMENT. YES HE IS SEATEDNEXTTOMR. 
WHELAN. 
09:16:41 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION LEADING 
09:16:47 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
09:16:53 Other: MCLAUGHLIN, WITNESS- TOBY 
ONE OF THEM WAS SIGNED- STOCK AGREEMENT- THREE 
OF THEM. THE NEXT VERSION 
09:17:37 THAT WAS SIGNED REGARDED THE 50 PERCENT. MR. 
MCFARLAND EXPLAINED THE 
09:18:00 AGREEMENTS. 50 PERCENT WAS LEFT TO THE BERRYS. 
HE EXPLAINED THAT HE PROVIDED 
09:18:27 TE 100 THOUSAND TO MR. BERRY, NO DOCS WERE 
SIGNED AT THAT TIME. THERE WERE 
09:19:15 THREE DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF THE AGREEMENT. HE 
DID MENTION THE JUDGMENT 
09:19:46 CREDITORS, HE TOLD ME ABOUT IT- OUT OF 
WASHINGTON. DISCUSSION WITH ME ABOUT 
09:20:17 THE BANKRUPCY MEETING- I ASKED MR. MCFARLAND 
ABOUT SPECIFIC CREDITORS AND HE 
09:20:43 TOLD HE HAD A LETTER FROM ONE OF THE CREDITORS. 
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YES HE TOLD ME HE WAS THE 
09:21:13 DIRECTOR AND TOLD ME HE WAS STEPPING DOWN AS THE 
CORPORATE ATTORNEY. YES I 
09:21:35 SUBMITTED A DOCUMENT CALLED RESOLUTION. WAS 
ASKING FOR MS. BERRY TO BE 
09:22:12 APPOINTED PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR, MR. MCFARLAND 
HAD THE BOOK IN HIS 
09:22:34 POSSESSION. THERE WAS A CONFLICT ABOUT THE BI 
LAWS, HIS BI LAWS WERE 
09:22:53 DIFFERENT THAN THE ONES I HAD. I GAVE HIM A COPY 
OF MINE, HE TOOK A COPY. MS. 
09:23:14 BERRY ASKED TO SEE THE CORP. BOOK AND MR. 
MCFARLAND REFUSED. YES I DID 
09:23:34 DISCUSS WITH MR. MCFARLAND ABOUT VALUE OF 
PROPERTY. HE TOLD ME INTENDED TO 
09:24:04 LIST IT WITH A REAL ESTATE COMPANY 2.2 MILLION 
DOLLARS TO BE LISTED WITH MS. 
09:24:21 ZIMMERMAN COMPANY. HE SAID A PREVIOUS APPRAISAL 
HAD BEEN DONE. HE DID 
09:24:46 INDICATE THE TERMS OF THE LISTING, LISTING AGENT 
AND BROKER WAS MS. ZIMMERMAN 
09:25:03 AND 10 PERCENT COMMISSION- COMMERCIAL LISTING. 
NEXT MEETING 11/29/2006 -
09:25:27 ALSO AT MR. MCFARLAND HOME, I WAS GIVEN NOTICE 
PRIOR ORALLY AT PRIOR MEETING. 
09:26:00 YES DISCUSSION PRIOR TO THE MEETING. NOT A WARE 
OF AUDIO RECORDING OF 11118 
09:26:31 MEETING. YES THERE WAS AUDIO RECORDING OF THE 
11129/06 MEETING. YES HAVE 
09:26:54 REVIEWED THE TRANSCRIPT OF THAT MEETING, YES 
CORRECT AND TRUE. WE HAD A 
09:27:24 DISCUSSION ABOUT THE CORP. BOOK. SAT IN THE 
LIVING ROOM. HE SAID HE SENT THE 
09:27:52 DOCS TO MR. FINNEY WHO WAS THE PRIMARY A TTY, I 
WAS JUST FILLING IN. YES MR. 
09:28:38 MCFARLAND SAID HE FILLED IN THE BLANKS ON THE 
DOCS. I MADE A MEMORANDUM AFTER 
09:29:26 THE FACT IN CASE I NEEDED TO TESTIFY. YES THERE 
WAS A THIRD MEETING, SAME 
09:29:54 PARTIES PRESENT. YES THERE WAS A AUDIO 
RECORDING, SAME AS PREVIOUS. YES I 
09:30:17 HAVE REVIEWED TRANSCRIPT OF THE THIRD MEETING IN 
FEB. - IT IS ACCURATE. 
09:30:51 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
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09:30:57 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
ex 
09:31:02 Other: MCLAUGHLIN, WITNESS- TOBY 
YES I WAS JUST FILLING IN FOR MR. FINNEY- WAS 
PAID BY MR. FINNEY FOR MY 
09:31:36 TIME. YES I WILL BE BILLING MR. FINNEY FOR BEING 
HERE TODAY, STANDARD HOURLY 
09:32:04 RATE. YES MR. FINNEY HIRED ME NOT MS. BERRY. YES 
I RECALL MY TESTIMONY ABOUT 
09:33:26 MR. MCFARLAND. YESAWAREOFRULESOF 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT. RULE 3.7- A WARE 
09:35:08 OF THAT. NOT ACTING AS A ADVOCATE FOR MS. BERRY 
-RECALLING FACTS OF MEETING. 
09:35:29 ADVOCATE/WITNESS RULE IS READ. I UNDERSTAND RULE 
3.7- I AM RELAYING THE 
09:37:00 FACTS. YES PAID TO BE HERE TODAY. YES I SENT A 
BILL TO MR. FINNEY FOR PRIOR 
09:37:29 APPEARANCES AT MEETINGS. YES I TALKED TO MR. 
FINNEY ABOUT MY TESTIMONY HERE 
09:37:51 TODAY 
09:37:55 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
RULE TO STRIKE ALL HIS TESTIMONY TODAY 
09:38:07 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
JUDGE HE IS NOT THE ATTORNEY IN THIS CASE. HE 
ATTENDED MEETINGS AND STATED 
09:38:37 FACTS 
09:38:39 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
THAT IS THE APPEARANCE- HE IS NOT A FACT 
WITNESS TODAY. HE IS A ADVOCATE 
09:38:58 BECAUSE HE FILLED IN FOR MR. FINNEY. ADVOCATING 
A POSITION TODAY 
09:39:12 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
DENY MOTION TO STRIKE. CREDABILITY IS UP TO JURY 
PANEL. 
09:39:33 Other: MCLAUGHLIN, WITNESS -TOBY 
NO I WAS NOT SUBPEONED TO BE HERE. CAME HERE 
VOLUNTARILY ON MY OWN. MY 
09:40:12 TESTIMONY IS PROOF OF THE AUDIO. YES MEMORANDUM 
IS PROOF. I HAVE KNOWN MR 
09:40:49 FINNEY FOR QUITE SOME TIME, WE ARE FRIENDS. 
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09:40:57 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
09:41:03 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
REDX 
09:41:09 Other: MCLAUGHLIN, WITNESS- TOBY 
I AM NOT GIVING FALSE TESTIMONY. WORK FULL TIME 
FOR MY LAW PRACTICE. I AM NOT 
09:41:31 IN VIOLATION OF RULE 3.7. I HAVE NOT VIOLATED 
ANY DOCUMENTS. I HAVE NO STAKE 
09:42:02 IN THIS CASE. I HAVE WORK AT MY OFFICE IF I 
W ASNT HERE TODAY. MY FRIENDSHIP 
09:42:30 HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH BEING HERE, I SIMPLY AM 
RELAYING THE MEETINGS 
09:42:47 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
09:42:50 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
09:43:09 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
CALLS NEXT WITNESS 
09:43:32 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
09:44:21 
Recording Started: 
09:44:21 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
09:44:25 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ISSUE WAS BROUGHT UP THIS MORNING BY A TTYS ABOUT 
A LETTER REGARDING MR. 
09:44:49 DAUGHETY 
09:44:55 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
HE HAS A LETTER IN HIS FILE THAT HE DISCUSSED 
WITH MR. FINNEY. I HAVE NOT 
09:45:13 SEEN THAT LETTER. IT WAS NOT DISCLOSED TO ME 
PRIOR TO TRIAL. DISCOVERY WAS 
09:45:31 SERVED IN 2007. QUESTION 10- READS QUESTION 10 
OF DISCOVERY. READS RESPONSE. 
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09:46:05 RECITES A LONG STATEMENT. SEEK TO EXCLUDE REF TO 
THIS LETTER 
09:47:07 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
I DONT HAVE A PROBLEM WITH EXCLUDING THE LETTER. 
I WAS NOT EVER PRIVY TO 
09:47:56 DIGGIG THRU MR. DAUGHERTY FILE. THERE HAS BEEN 
NO INTENTIONAL WITHHOLDING OF 
09:48:44 EVIDENCE IN THIS CASE. 
09:49:00 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ISSUE IS THE LETTER- EITHER ATTORNEYS HAVE SEEN 
THIS LETTER. GET A COPY OF 
09:49:34 THIS LETTER SO EVERYONE CAN LOOK AT IT WHILE THE 
JURYISOUT. 
09:50:00 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
READS THE LETTER REFERING ABOUT THE CIT LOAN. 
LETTER IS SHOWN TO MR. FINNEY 
09:50:33 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
REVIEWS LETTER. 
09:50:44 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
REVIEWS LETTER. 
09:51:30 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
MR. FINNEY KNEW OF THIS LAST FRIDAY AND HE DIDNT 
DISCLOSE. HE WAS SETTING UP 
09:51:51 MR. MCFARLAND. SHOULD BE BARRED FROM MAKING 
REFERENCE. 
09:52:10 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOT TRYING TO TRICK ANYONE. THIS IS IMPEACHMENT 
EVIDENCE. DIRECT TESTIMONY 
09:52:41 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
HE SET HIM UP. 
09:52:51 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I UNDERSTAND THAT. I DONT SEE A ABUSE OF 
DISCOVERY. IS NOT GROUNDS TO 
09:53:36 EXCLUDE THE INQUIRY. FOR THE JURY TO DETERMINE. 
I WILL OVERRULE THE 
09:54:08 OBJECTION- PROPER IMPEACHMENT. 
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09:54:46 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
10:06:46 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
10:06:46 
Recording Started: 
10:06:49 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RESUME- BRING JURY PANEL IN 
10:07:33 NEXTWITNESS 
10:07:38 Other: MCLAUGHLIN, WITNESS- TOBY 
10:07:46 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
10:07:58 Other: DAUGHERTY, PAUL 
I AM ATTORNEY SINCE 1991. PRACTICE IN CDA, 
IDAHO. BEEN THERE SINCE 1995. YES 
10:08:32 FMILIAR WITH CAPTAINS RESORT INC. YES I KNEW 
JERRY BERRY. I PUT TOGETHER THE 
10:09:06 STOCK AGREEMENT WHEN HE PURCHASED IT FROM THE 
NORDSTROMS. YES HE WAS BUYING 
10:09:26 THEIR 50 PERCENT INTEREST IN THE CORP. THE 
NORDSTROMS COULD NEVER LOCATE 
10:09:50 THEIR STOCK STATEMENTS SO THEY DID A AFFIDAVIT 
ON THAT. NOTATION WAS MADE ON 
10:10:10 THE RECORD THAT THERE WA RESOLUTION MADE TO 
FACILITATE THAT. JERRY WAS JUST 
10:10:37 ON HIS OWN. JIM AND JEAN CAMBELL WERE THE OTHER 
OWNERS IN THAT CORP AT THAT 
10:11:01 TIME. AT THE TIME THEY DID THIS, I DONT THINK 
THERE WAS A CORP BOOK. IT MY 
10:11:25 OFFICE THAT ORDERED A CORP. BOOK. YES I THE 
ATTRONEY WHEN HE PURCHASED FROM 
10:11:59 THE CAMBELLS. 
10:12:14 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECT- HEARSAY 
10:12:21 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
REPHRASE 
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10:12:27 
10:12:49 
10:15:19 
10:16:01 
10:18:31 
10:18:54 
10:19:58 
10:20:09 
10:20:33 
10:21:02 
10:21:22 
10:21:48 
10:22:17 
10:22:40 
10:22:58 
10:23:59 
10:24:10 
10:24:17 
10:25:58 
10:26:08 
Other: DAUGHERTY, PAUL 
YES I PREPARED THE STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT FOR 
JERRY FROM THE CAMBELLS. NOT 
SURE OF EXACT DATE. THINKS 2003. YES I REVIEWED 
STOCK CERT 10 MIN AGO. 
YES DEF EXHIBIT X- STOCK CERTIFICATES 
FIRST PAGE TO SECOND PAGE- READS THE LANGUAGE. 
I DIDNT KNOW HE WAS BUYING THE STOCK FOR 
MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN UNTIL THIS 
LITIGATION. DONT WANT TO DISCUSS ANY FINANCIAL 
PROBLEMS - CONFIDENTIAL ISSUES 
-RULES OF CONDUCT. 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
YES SHE IS WAIVING ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIV RIGHT 
NOW 
Other: DAUGHERTY, PAUL 
YES AT SOME POINT TIME WE DISCUSSED JUDGMENT 
WITH CREDITORS. JERRY WANTED TO 
KOW ABOUT BANKRUPTCY, I TOLD HIM I DONT DO 
BANKRUPCY AND TOLD HIM TO TALK TO 
A BANKRUPCY ATTORNEY, DID NOT REFER HIM TO 
ANYONE. YES I FORWARDED LOAN 
DOCUMENTS TO MR. MCFARLAND, JERRY REQUESTED THIS 
-IT WAS 4/21/2001 WHEN HE 
CAME OWNER IN CAPTAINS WHEEL. 02/2006 CORP BOOK 
WAS TURNED OVER TO MR. 
MCFARLAND, HE SIGNED RECEIPT AND I NO LONGER HAD 
ANYFURTHERINVOLVMENTWITH 
CPTAINS WHEEL. I WAS NEVER INSTRUCTED TO 
TRANSFER STOCK TO MCFARLAND OR 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
Other: NOONAN, DAVID 
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REAL ESTATE APPRAISER. STATE CERTIFIED IN IDAHO. 
ATTENDED CLASSES. YES DID 
1 0:27:48 APPRAISAL - APPRAISED AT 1.3 MILLION DOLLARS - I 
APPRAISED JUST THE REAL 
10:28:35 PROPERTY. YES ADDITIONAL VALUE FOR REAL PROPERTY 
-NOT A PER PROPERTY 
10:29:01 APPRAISER. METHODOLGY- THREE DIFFERENT METHODS, 
COST APPROACH- EXPLAINS. 
10:29:33 NEXT MARKET APPROACH- EXPLAINS -PRIMARY VALUE 
IS IN THE LAND - 2/3 OF 
10:32:27 OVERALL VALUE- WATERFRONT PROP HAVE MORE VALUE 
THAN IN THE IMPROVEMENT. 230 
10:32:53 FEET OF FRONTAGE ON LAKE POND 0 REILLE. MOORING 
SLIPS OUTSIDE OF RESTAURANT. 
10:34:04 VERY DESIRABLE- THEY ARE PROTECTED- FAR SOUTH 
SIDE. YES HAVE EXPERIENCE IN 
10:36:18 APPRAISING BOAT SLIPS AND WATERFRONT. USE 
COMPARABLE SALES. YES DID 
10:37:57 APPRAISAL. YES WENT THROUGH DEPT OF LAND 
REGARDING BOAT SLIPS. AREA OF SLIP 
10:38:33 OUT TO LOW POINT OF WATER WHEN WATER IS DRAWN 
DOWN- LEASED FROM STATE DEPT 
10:39:09 OF LAND. STATE CONTROLS THAT. YES CAPTAINS WHEEL 
WAS IN THAT SITUATION. 
10:39:59 EXHIBIT 89 - YES THAT IS MY APPRAISAL REPORT. 
WRITTEN REPORT. NOV ALUE ON LIQ 
10:41:11 LICENSE. APPRAISER FOR 35 YEARS. YES HAVE DONE 
JOBS FOR GOVT ENTITIES, FOR 
10:43:05 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
MOVE TO ADMIT EXH 89 
10:43:14 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOOBJ 
10:43:18 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ADMIT EXHIBIT 89 
10:43:38 Add Ins: ATTY, REXFIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
10:43:42 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
ex 
10:43:47 Other: NOONAN, DAVID 
COST WAS 7500 FOR THE APPRAISAL. MR. FINNEY PAID 
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FOR THAT AND YES I WASP AID 
. 10:44:13 BY HIM. YES THE WATERFLUCTATES ONTHELAKEAND 
EFFECTS THE BOAT SLIPS. 
10:45:47 CAPTAINS WHEEL PAYS THE STATE ON A ANNUAL BASIS. 
WE DIDNT PUT ANY MEASURABLE 
10:46:12 VALUE ON THE LEASE. I THINK SOME OF THE SLIPS 
ARE ON STATE LAND. I THINK ALL 
10:48:30 OF THE BOAT SLIPS FLOAT ABOVE STATE LAND. ALL WE 
WERE APPRAISING WAS THE 
10:49:09 INCOME. REFERS TO PAGES ON HOW I CAME TO 
CALCULATION. EXPLAINS PROCESS OF HOW 
11:04:05 I CAME TO THIS AMOUNT. 
11 :05:18 I HAVE APPRAISED MARINAS. SOMETIMES JUST SLIPS -
SOME OF THE THEM HAVE 
11:05:45 RESTAURANTS WITH THEM, HAVE DONE ABOUT 12 OF 
THOSE IN THE LAST 35 YEARS, NONE 
11:06:02 OF THEM WERE IN BAYVIEW. 7 OR 8 WERE ON LAKE 
POND 0 REILLE. I DONT KNOW. USE 
11:06:44 COMP ARABLES IN MY CALCULATION- MARKET VALUE. 
11:09:52 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
REDX 
11:09:58 Other: NOONAN, DAVID 
THREE METHODS - INCOME APPROACH IS THE MOST USED 
APPROACH. FRONT FOOTAGE 
11:10:56 PRICE - YES - 4500 A FRONT FOOT. YES SOME 
PROPERTIES HAVE MORE- SOME HAVE 
11:11:33 LESS. WE JUST APPRAISED THE LAND AND IMPROVEMENT 
-NOT THE BUSINESS. 
11:16:00 Add Ins: ATTY,JOHNWHELAN -DEF 
RECX 
11:16:04 Other: NOONAN, DAVID 
I DONT VALUE BUSINESSES. WE DONT TAKE MANAGEMENT 
INTO VALUE WHEN I DO 
11:17:15 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
REFER TO PAGE 112 
11:17:23 Other: NOONAN, DAVID 
YES IT SAYS THAT. YOU ARE MAKE THINGS UP. YES 1. 
3 MILLION VALUE. YES YOU 
11:18:02 WOULD HAVE TO SELL THAT. YOU ARE PLAYING CAT AND 
MOUSE GAME WITH ME HERE. 
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11:19:35 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
11:19:46 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
REDX 
11:19:49 Other: NOONAN, DAVID 
NO YOU DONT HAVE TO USE A REAL ESTATE AGENT TO 
SELL PROPERTY IN IDAHO 
11:20:09 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FllNEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
11:20:53 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
11:20:59 NEXT WITNESS 
11 :21 :06 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
11 :21:17 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
STATES NAME AND SPELLS NAME. YES LICENSED REAL 
ESTATE AGENT IN IDAHO, BROKER 
11:21:51 FR TREATYROCKREALTY, WASTHEPRIMARY AGENT. 
EXPLAINS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
11:22:12 AGENT AND BROKERS. STARTED IN EARLY 80'S. 
STARTED AS A REALTOR-HAVE TO PUT 
11:23:08 I SO MANY YEARS BEFORE YOU CAN BECOME A BROKER. 
WENT TO REAL ESTATE SCHOOL. 
11:23:38 UNIV OF IDAHO. TAKE STATE EXAM AND NATIONAL 
EXAM. YES REQUIRED ADDITIONAL 
11:24:21 CLASSES, EVERY SO MANY YEARS REQUIRED CONT 
EDUCATION. 
11:24:43 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJ- RELEVANCE 
11:24:49 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVER RULED- FOUNDATION 
11:24:59 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
LICENSED SINCE 1982. YES 40,000 WAS GIVEN, DONT 
REMEMBER HOW MUCH WAS MINE 
11:25:58 AND HOW MUCH WAS HIS. YES IT WAS IN MY ACCOUNT, 
DONT REMEMBER HOW MUCH WAS IN 
11:26:20 THE ACCOUNT. YES LATER THERE WAS 60 THOUSAND 
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GIVEN TO JERRY BERRY. I BORROWED 
11:26:51 THAT MONEY, YES IT WAS MINE. LOAN AGAINST MY 
MOTHERS HOUSE- I AM EXUCOTR OF 
11:27:25 THE ESTATE AND I PUT 30 THOUSAND OF MY OWN 
MONEY. BANK SUGGESTED I DO IT THAT 
11:27:47 WAY. I WASN T THERE WHEN THE MONEY WAS GIVEN. I 
WENT OVER PAPERWORK LAST 
11:29:23 WEEK. THE 800 SOMETHING WAS THE LOAN COST. JERRY 
SAID HE WOULD HELP 
11:30:36 LOOKS AT EXHBIT 92 -DEPOSITION. I DONT REMEMBER 
WHO ACTUALLY PHYSICALLY GAVE 
11:31:16 JERRY BERRY THE MONEY. PAGE 17- LINE 1. READS 
DEPOSITION FROM EXHIBIT. I 
11:32:50 WOULD INCORRECT ABOUTEARILERSTATEMENT ABOUT 
THE 823.50- JERRY GAVE THAT 
11:33:16 BACK TO ME FOR LOAN COSTS. IDAHO INDEP BANK IS 
WHEREIGOTTHELOAN.TREATY 
11:33:51 ROCK- NOT A ACTIVE REALTOR THERE, WANTED TO 
LIST IT THERE BECAUSE I WORKED 
11 :34:11 THERE. HAVE TO DISCLOSE YOU HAVE A INTEREST IN 
THE PROPERTY. 
11:34:35 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBI - OVER AND OVER 
11:34:48 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
WILL MOVE ON 
11:34:56 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
WITHIN A MONTH I STARTED MAKING THE LOAN PAYMENT 
- PROB SEPT 2003. YES I 
11:35:22 THINK JERRY GAVE ME A CHECK FOR AROUND 300 TO 
COVER THE INTEREST. YES HE GAVE 
11:35:43 823.50 FOR THE LOAN ORIGINATION FEE. TERMS WERE 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS -INTEREST 
11:36:20 ONLY, HE PAID ME IN CASH- NO IDEA WHEN HE GAVE 
IT TO AND WHEN I PAID IT. 
11:36:53 CANT SAY IF HE PAID ME IN OCT, NO IDEA EXACTLY. 
AFTER HE GOT SICK I DONT 
11:37:21 THINK HE PAID AT ALL. I THINK JERRY GAVE US A 
SNOW BLOWER IN LIEU OF MONEY 
11:37:49 AND ALSO A WOOD STOVE WHICH WAS CRACKED. NO WE 
HAD NO FORMAL WRITTEN 
11:38:08 AGREEMENT BETWEEN JERRY ANDIASFARAS 
REPAYMENT OF THE LOAN. JERRY WAS OUR 
11:38:34 AGENT TO PURCHASE THE STOCK. WE HAD TO PUSH 
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JERRY TO TRANSFER THE STOCK, HE 
11:39:04 DIDNT DO IT FOR A WHILE. CANT REMEMBER WHEN THE 
LAST INTEREST PAYMENT WAS 
11:39:24 MADE. I HAVE NO RECORDS OF PAYMENTS TO BANK. 
SEEMS LIKE KARLETTA DID DELIVER 
11:39:50 A PAYMENT ONCE TO HAYDEN. I DONT THE STOCK WAS 
TRANSFERRED UNTIL 2006. 
11:40:25 7/4/2006 WAS WHEN WE DID THE PAPERWORK. MEETING 
IN OCT 2006 WAS WHEN I WAS 
11:40:46 APPOINTED TO DIRECTOR AND TREASURER AND VICE 
PRINICPAL. 
11:41:34 I AM NOT GOOD WITH DATES. AS TRESURER DID 
BANKING, WAS ABLE TO VOTE ON BOARD 
11:42:30 OF DIRECTORS. MICHAEL DREW UP THE RESOLUTIONS. 
MICHAEL HAS DONE THAT, I DONT 
11:43:40 KOWHOWTODOTHAT. 
11:43:47 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECT 
11:43:54 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
I WILL WITHDRAW THE QUESTION. I DONT REMEMBER 
DATES- DONT REMEMBER WHEN I 
11:44:58 WAS APPOINTED SECRETARY. SIGNED CHECKS, DONT 
REMEMBER HOW MANY. YES IT WAS MY 
11:45:35 IDEA TO LIST WITH TREATY ROCK REALTY. YES I HAVE 
BEEN AT ALL THE MEETINGS. 
11:46:09 11/8/06- DONT REMEMBER WHY WE HAD THE MEETING. 
EXHIBIT 34 - I THINK I 
11:48:12 REMEMBER THIS -RESOLUTION DELIVERED TO 
KARLETT A. YES MY NAME IS ON THIS 
11:48:53 DOCUMENT, WE PROB DISCUSSED IT- I DONT RECALL. 
WE NEEDED TO BE ON THE 
11 :49:18 CHECKING ACCOUNT BECAUSE WE WERE OWNERS. EXHIBIT 
35 -RESOLUTION- TYPED AND 
11:49:41 PREPARED TO KARLETTA BERRY. 
11:50:46 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION- ALREADY COVERED THIS -GOING NO 
WHERE TODAY 
11:51:02 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
11:51:13 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
READS THE DOCUMENT 
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11:53:28 I HAVE BEEN SECRETARY IN OTHER AREAS OF MY LIFE. 
OUR MEETINGS WERE RECORDED, 
11:54:13 MICHAEL TYPED UP THE MINUTES. NOT SURE OF WHAT 
MY DUTIES WERE AS TRESURER. 
11:54:47 CAPTAINS WHEEL MAINTAINED THE BOOKS FOR THE 
WHEEL. GOT THEM A COMPUTER OUT 
11:55:18 THERE TO DO THAT. WE DID ISSUE STOCK TO MARIE 
STREATER AND MONTE CRIPP. MONTE 
11:56:06 CRIPP DIDNT LIKE KARLETTA. I DONT TIDNK ANYONE 
LIKED HER. MARIE WAS IN CHARGE 
11:56:36 OF MONTE. THOSE SHARES WERE SOLD FOR 100 EACH, I 
DID NT PREP ARE THE DOCUMENTS, 
11:57:06 I DONT KNOW WHERE THAT MONEY WENT OR WHERE IT 
WAS DEPOSITED. I DONT REMEMBER 
11:57:41 SGNING A RESOLUTION REGARDING GIVING THEM THAT 
STOCK. I DONT WORK AT THE 
11:58:04 WHEEL, I WORK AT A HAIR SALON. IM AWARE OF WHAT 
GOES ON THERE. 
11:58:38 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FDNEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
11:58:51 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
WILL CALL HER LATER 
11:58:59 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
DISMISS WITNESS -NOON RECESS. RELEASE JURY FOR 
LUNCH 
11:59:58 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
13:06:14 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
13:06:14 
Recording Started: 
13:06:20 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
BACK ON THE RECORD- RESUMES FROM LUNCH. BRING 
IN JURY PANEL 
13:06:59 Other: CLERK 
WITNESS OATHE GIVEN 
13:07:18 Other: CLIFTON, THERESA 
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STATES NAME- SPELLS NAME- YES EMPLOYED AT 
CAPTAINS WHEEL- SUMMER 2004. 
13:08:34 WAITRESS. IDENTIFIES MR. MCFARLAND SEATED AT THE 
TABLE. WAITED ON HIM AND HIS 
13:09:29 WIFE. YES I DO KNOW JERRYS WIFE. WORKED THERE. 
WE WERE ALL LIKE FAMILY AT THE 
13:10:04 WHEEL. SHE WAS THERE QUITE FREQUENTLY -DAILY. 
OWNED IT WITH JERRY. MY 
13:10:46 DIRECT SUPERVISOR WAS JERRY AND MARIE. JERRY 
TOLD ME TO TAKE GOOD CARE OF MR. 
13:11:13 MCFARLAND BECAUSE HE WAS HIS ATTORNEY, THEY 
WOULD COME IN ONCE A WEEK, THEY 
13:11:34 WERE A GOOD DANCING COUPLE. WOULD GO IN AROUND 
11 AND GET OFF AT SIX, 
13:11:57 WEEKENDS WOULD GO IN AT THREE AND WORK TILL 
CLOSING. CALLED IN LOTS OF TIME 
13:12:14 ON MY DAYS OFF. THEY CAME IN ON FRIDAYS FOR 
PRIME RIB AND YES THEY WOULD 
13:12:37 DRINK WINE. THEY WOULD ORDER A CARAFE. I WOULD 
WRITE DOWN THEIR ORDER- GICE 
13:13:14 IT TO THE COOK AND THEN WOULD PRESENT IT TO THEM 
FOR SIGNATURE, SOMETIMES 
13:13:39 THEYDIDNT SIGN AND I WOULD JUST KEEP THE 
TICKET. YES THEY WERE GOOD TIPPERS. 
13:14:01 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:14:07 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
ex 
13:14:13 Other: CLIFTON, THERESA 
YES I WAS TOLD TO TAKE GOOD CARE OF THEM BECAUSE 
HEW AS HIS ATTORNEY. NO I 
13:14:45 NEVERSAW ANYLEGALPAPERWORKGETPREPARED. 
JERRY TOLD ME THAT MCFARLAND WAS 
13:15:15 HS ATTORNEY. THAT IS WHAT I WAS TOLD. YES MR. 
FINNEY TRACKED ME DOWN FOR 
13:16:08 TODAY. A LITTLE BEFORE SUMMER AND INTO THE 
WINTER MONTHS. NO I NEVER SAW ANY 
13:16:44 CORPORATE PAPERS. JERRY TOLD ME THAT MCFARLAND 
WAS HIS ATTORNEY. NO I DIDNT 
13:17:20 ASK THEM AND VERIFY THAT FACT, NOT MY BUSINESS. 
13:17:41 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
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13:17:48 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FllNEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:17:52 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
13:17:59 NEXTWITNESS 
13:18:05 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
13:18:36 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
SPELLS AND STATES NAME. I WAS JERRY BERRYS 
FOURTH WIFE. 07/1997 WAS OUR 
13:19:14 MARRIAGE AT THE HITCHING POST, WE STARTED MAY 
1996 MOVED IN WITH HIM EARLY 
13:19:33 SEPT 1996. RESIDED AT HIS HOUSE ON REMINGTON 
ROAD, HE OWNED THAT HOUSE, HE 
13:19:52 TRANSFERRED THAT HOUSE TO ME. YES JERRY IS DEAD. 
I AM THE PERSONAL REP OF HIS 
13:20:09 ESTATE. I WORKED PART TIME AT A ATHOL HOTEL WHEN 
I MET JERRY, CLEANED ROOMS. 
13:20:44 JERRY SAID I DIDNT NEED TO WORK, SON GOT OLDER 
AND I GOT A PART TIME JOB WITH 
13:21:01 A PET STORE. PRIOR TO THE WHEEL HE WORKED FOR A 
MOBILE HOME COMPANY. YES HE 
13:21:28 WAS A CONTRACTOR FOR YEARS AND YEARS, HAD A 
LICENSE OUT OF CALIF. HE GOT 
13:21:47 INVOLVED WITH A COMPANY THAT HELPED YOU WITH 
LAND IF YOU PURCHASED THE DESIGN 
13:22:06 FROM THEM. THE DEVELOPER DIDNT GET THE WATER IN 
AND THE COMPANY JERRY WAS 
13:22:31 DEALING IT DIDNT GET THE WATER IN. JERRY HAD TO 
STOP. THE HOME WAS UP TOWARDS 
13:23:01 FIVE MILE, I WAS MARRIED TO HIM AT THAT TIME. 
HIS ESTATE WAS LEFT ENTIRL Y TO 
13:23:24 ME, YES ON FILE WITH KOOTENAI COUNTY. HE HAD 
BEEN INTERESTED BETTY S IN 
13:23:56 ATHOL. MADE A TRIP TO CALIF TO GET PRIVATE 
FINANCING, WE HEARD SHE SOLD IT 
13:24:14 BEFORE WE GOT BACK. YES WE LOVED TO DANCE, 
DANCED EVERY WEEKEND. WOULD GO 
13:24:34 DOWN TO BAYVIEW, ONE OF THEW AITRESSES MENTIONED 
TO US THAT ONE OF THE 
13:24:49 PARTNERS WAS LOOKING FORA BUYER. YES WE 
DISCUSSED IT, HE OWNED A STEAK HOUSE 
13:25:09 IN CALIF. HE ENJOYED IT AND WANTED TO GET BACK 
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INTO RESTAURANT BUSINESS. 
13:25:36 NORDSTROM SHARES WERE PURCHASED IN 2000. JIM AND 
JEAN CAMBELL WERE RUNNING IT 
13:25:59 AND JERRY WAS DOING MAINT. AND WORK ON THE 
OUTSIDE. YES AT A LATER DATE I 
13:26:24 HELPED WITH MAINTENANCE. THANKSGIVING DAY WAS 
SPENT REPOLSTERING THE BAR. I 
13:26:55 PAINTED THE BOARDS AT HOME AND HE CAME AND PUT 
THEM UP. HELPED PUT IN A NEW 
13:27:17 DANCE FLOOR. WINTER 2002-2003 MR. CAMBELL HAD A 
HEART CONDITION AND NEEDED TO 
13:27:53 GET RID OF STRESS SO THEY DECIDED TO RETIRE. YES 
WE WERE SEEKING A LOAN, 
13:28:16 JERRY WAS TURNED DOWN DUE TO HIS CREDIT SCORE. 
PUT THE HOUSE IN MY NAME BUT 
13:28:37 STILL DID NT HELP DUE TO OUR DEBT- INCOME RATIO. 
YES GOT A LOAN FROM 
13:28:56 MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN, JERRY GAVE THEM THE 
MONEY FOR THEIR SHARES AND JIM 
13:29:14 GOT TO RETIRE. I BELIEVE I WAS A DIRECTOR. I WAS 
APPOINTED DIRECTOR BY JIM 
13:29:42 AND JEAN CAMBELL. 
13:30:30 EXHIBIT 17- DOCUMENT, YES THIS APPOINTED ME 
DIRECTOR. I WAS NOT PRESENT AT 
13:30:52 RESOLUTION. I DO REMEMBER BEING IN MR. DOUGHERTY 
OFFICE, THIS MIGHT HAVE BEEN 
13:31:26 WHY. I DONT REMEMBER JIM RUNNING IT AFTER HE 
SOLD HIS SHARES, BUT NOT 
13:31:53 RUNNING. HE MAY HAVE BEEN THERE SHOWING JERRY 
THE ROPES. JERRY AND THE 
13:32:15 MANAGERS DID THEDA Y TODAY RUNNING. TILLS WERE 
LOCKED IN THE LIQUOR 
13:32:43 CABINET. JERR WOULD GO IN THE MORNING TO SET 
THINGS UP AND GET THE TILLS 
13:33:01 READY. YES HE CONTINUED TO DO MAINTENANCE, JERRY 
WAS THERE EVERYDAY FROM 7 
13:33:20 MORNING TILL 3 OR 4 IN THE AFTERNOON SOMETIMES 
LATER. YES WE GAVE MS. 
13:33:57 ZIMMERMAN MONEY EACH MONTH TO MAKE HER LOAN 
PAYMENT. JUNE/2006 PAYMENTS 
13:34:29 STOPPED. JULY 4TH THE PAPERWORK WAS DONE AND WE 
FELT THEY COULD MAKE THEIR 
13:34:54 OWN LOAN PAYMENT. YES RECORDS WERE KEPT 
REGARDING FREE FOOD AND DRINK 
13:35:20 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
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OBJECT- HEARSAY 
13:35:29 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
A COUPLE OWNS A BUSINESS- NECESSARY 
INFORMATION. 
13:35:57 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
REPHRASE THE QUESTION MR FINNEY 
13:36:11 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
YES RECORDS WERE KEPT JERRY CONSIDERED IT AS 
INTEREST PAYMENTS TOWARD THE 
13:36:59 LOAN. 
13:37:06 YES HAVE SEEN EXIllBIT 87- IT WAS KEPT IN MANILA 
ENVELOPE IN THE OFFICE, 
13:37:29 EVERYYEARITWAS TOTALLED UP FOR TAX PURPOSES. 
MARIE STREATER WAS HIRED FOR 
13:37:54 BEHIND THE BAR. MONNIE CRIP STARTED IN 2002. 
THEY ANSWERED TO JERRY. STARTING 
13:38:52 IN 2003 I WOULD PERIODICALLY WOULD HELP IN THE 
KITCHEN, CLEAR TABLES, WHAT 
13:39:09 EVEY WAS NEEDED. MADE SALADS, DID PREP WORK, WAS 
EVEN COOK SOME TIMES, DID 
13:39:30 LOTS OF DISHES. MY RELATIONSHIP WAS GOOD WITH 
THE MANAGERS. I WAS TREATED 
13:39:58 LIKE A SECOND CLASS CITIZEN BY MARIE AND MONTEE, 
NOT GOOD. AFTER JERRY DIED 
13:40:26 IF I CAME IN THERE- THEY WOULD NOT TALK TO ME. 
RELATIONSHIP WAS NOT GOOD, 
13:40:55 ESPCIALL Y WITH MONTEE. YES MCFARLAND WAS AWARE 
OF THAT SITUATION. YES I RAN 
13:41:17 ERRANDS FOR THE RESTAURANT, WOULDGETGROCERIES, 
RUNTOTHEBANK,GOPAY 
13:41:34 BILLS. YES I WAS ATTHERESTAURANTIN2000, WE 
WOULD GO DANCING THERE EVERY 
13:42:01 WEEKEND WHEN JIM AND JUDY OWNED IT. OWNED MY OWN 
ESPRESSO STAND AFTER THE PET 
13:42:23 STORE. 2003 WINTER I STARTED WORKING IN THERE IF 
NEEDED. 2005 I WORKED IN 
13:43:09 THE KITCHEN AND INTO 2006 UNTIL JERRY WAS NOT 
ABLE TO FUNCTION, TOOK JERRY 
13:43:34 TO ALL HIS APPTS. HE WAS DIAGNOSED 11/2005, HE 
WORKED AROUND HIS CHEMO UNTIL 
13:43:57 06/06 UNTIL HE COULDNT DO IT, DIDNT HAVE THE 
STAMINA, LOST ALOT OF WEIGHT AND 
13:44:30 GOT WEAK. HE STARTED TREATMENT IN 1112005, 
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TREATMENT MADE HIM VERY ILL, SORES 
13:44:59 IN HIS MOUTH. ALSO CHEMO COCKTAIL, HAD A PORT 
IMPLANTED SO A NEEDLE WOULD BE 
13:45:26 PUT IN THRU A GASKET, PILLS AND IV INFUSIONS. 
HAD TO DISCONTINUE SOME 
13:46:06 TREATMENTS BUT CONT SOME. HE HAD A TREATMENT IN 
OCT AND THEN A DOCTOR APPT 
13:46:33 ANDHAD BECOME JAUNDICED. I TOOK HIM TO ALL OF 
HIS APPTS. TO THE DOCTORS. YES 
13:47:08 HE WAS IN AND OUT OF THE HOSPITAL SEVERAL TIMES. 
YES HE WENT INTO THE 
13:47:29 HOSPITAL MIDDLE OF JUNE, I WAS THERE EVERYDAY 
WITH HIM- BUT NOT AT NIGHT. 
13:47:53 HEW AS ADMITTED, CHEMO TOXICITY REACTION. HE WAS 
UNSTABLE, MOODY, WAS 
13:48:27 DEHYDRATED. COULD NOT EAT. IN THE HOSPITAL. 
VERY UNSTABLE MOOD WHILE IN THE 
13:49:22 HOSPITAL, THAT WAS THE 17TH THROUGH THE 22ND. HE 
WAS VERY LOOPY. I DONT 
13:49:47 REMEMBERMCFARLANDORZIMMERMANBEINGTHERE. YES 
THE FIRST TWO PROPOSED 
13:50:18 AGREEMENTS WERE BROUGHT TO THE HOUSE IN 06/2006. 
MCFARLAND SAID JERRY NEEDED 
13:50:45 TO PICK ONE OF THEM AND SIGN IT, I TOLD HIM WE 
NEEDED SOME TIME. MCFARLAND 
13:51:03 SAID NO WE DONT HAVE THAT TYPE OF TIME. I 
BROUGHT JERRY HOME THE NEXT DAY. I 
13:51:26 DRAFTED A THIRD ONE WITH JERRYS ASSISTANCE. I 
GAVE HIM THE PROPOSED 
13:52:01 AGREEMENTS THE MORNING OF THE 26TH AFTER RESTING 
FOR THE WEEKEND. THE 
13:52:22 PROPOSED STOCK AGREEMENT WAS SIGNED JULY 4TH. 
SAID HEW AS GOING TO MCFARLAND 
13:52:41 RANCH, I WAS CONCERNED ABOUT HIS DRIVING 
ABILITY. RESTAURANT IS 8 MILES AWAY 
13:53:11 FROM MY HOME ONE WAY. YES BAYVIEW DAYS 
CELEBRATION- JERRY WAS MASTER OF 
13:53:55 CEREMONY, GOT TO SIT IN THE BACK OF A 
CONVERTABLE AND HE GOT TO WAVE TO 
13:54:15 PEOPLE, HE STAYED IN THE CAR TILL PARADE WAS 
DONE, I DROVE HIM THERE- AFTER 
13:54:34 THAT WE MADE A SHORT APPEARANCE AT THE WHEEL, HE 
WAS TIRED AND I TOOK HIM 
13:54:53 HOME, THE NEXTDAYHE STAYED HOME. HE WAS 
SLEEPING IN BED, THROUGH THAT DAY 
13:55:15 AN INTO THE FOLLOWING DAY, STARTED FEELING 
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BETTER ON MONDAY. ON THE 4TH HE 
13:55:36 SAID HE WAS GOING TO THE RANCH, NOTHING WAS SAID 
ABOUT GOING TO HAYDEN. NO IT 
13:55:55 IS NOT ACCURATE THAT WE DID NOT DISCUSS THINGS. 
TIME WAS AROUND EARLY 
13:56:19 AFTERNOON AND HE WAS HOME BY 3 30. HE HAD 
IMPROVED, THEY HAD RELEASED FROM 
13:56:44 THE HOSPITAL. ON 4TH OF JULY HE WAS STILL TIRED 
BUT TRYING TO PUT ON A GOOD 
13:57:12 FRNT, HE WASNT VERY STEADY ON HIS FEET. THAT 
SUMMER, HEW AS VERY ILL, HE 
13:57:46 DIDNT HAVE THE STAMINA TO GO TO THE WHEEL ALL 
THE TIME. THE GIRLS FROM THE 
13:58:04 RESTAURANT WOULD CALL HIM AND UP ATE HIM. ON 4TH 
OF JULY HE SHOWED ME THE ONE 
13:58:24 HE HAD SIGNED. I HAD A STATEMENT SHOWING WHAT 
THE CIT LOAN WAS AND THERE WAS 
14:01:57 15 THOUSAND OWING ON THE PARKING LOT. THE 
CAMBELLS GAVE US A BOX OF STUFF 
14:02:49 PERTAINING TO THE RESTUARANT, THE BY LAWS IN 
THERE. PRIOR TO HIS DEATH I 
14:03:17 DID NT GO THROUGH THOSE P APERS.I WOULD SEE 
MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN AT THE 
14:03:47 RESTAURANT. 2001 IS WHEN I GOT TO KNOW THEM, 
THEY WERE GOOD DANCERS, JERRY 
14:04:09 LIKED TO COMPETE WITH THEM. EVENTUALLY WE BECAME 
FRIENDSATTHEBAR,IFWE 
14:04:39 WERE THERE HAVING DINNER WE WOULD VISIT WITH 
THEM AND SOMETIMES SIT WITH 
14:04:58 THEM. OCT 15TH MEETING JERRY TOLD ME THEY WANTED 
US TO COME TO THE RANCH AND 
14:05:41 GO THROUGH THE CORP BOOK. I HAD NOT SEEN ANY 
MINUTES PRIOR GOING TO THE 
14:06:04 RANCH. I DROVE US TO THE RANCH, HIS HEALTH WAS 
SHAKY. NOT FEELING EXTREML Y 
14:06:32 WELL. KAREN AND MICHAEL WERE THERE WHEN WE GOT 
THERE. SOME CONVERSATION 
14:07:05 BEFORE THE MEETING STARTED. MICHAEL HANDED US 
MINUTES THAT HE HAD TYPED UP 
14:07:27 BEFORE HAND. VERY INFORMAL MEETING. NO HE DID 
NOT ASK US IF WE HAD BI LAWS, 
14:08:09 HE HAD BI LAWS THAT HE HAD PUT INTO THE BOOK, 
SAID HE FOUND THEM ON THE 
14:08:28 INTERNET. HE WROTE THE BI LAWS IN HIMSELF, THERE 
WAS NO ACTUAL NOMINATIONS, 
14:09:24 HE WOULD SAY HOW ABOUT THIS ..... 
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14:12:37 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
14:31:14 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
14:31:14 
Recording Started: 
14:31:16 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RESUME JURY TRIAL. JURY PANEL RETURNS. 
14:31:30 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
RECALLS KARLETTA AS A WITNESS 
14:31:42 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
EXHIBIT 29, 32 AND DEF EXHIBIT MM- DOCUMENTS. 
YES HAVE REVIEWED THE 
14:32:39 DOCUMENTS. MR MCFARLAND DID ALL THE PRINTING. 
REFERENCE 77 THOUSAND OWING TO 
14:33:24 JERRY- YES. THE 77 THOUSAND, 17 WAS FROM SALE 
OF OUR LIMO TRUCK, 60 WAS 
14:34:03 SECOND MORT HE TOOK OUT IN 2000. NO DID NOT 
REVIEW MIN PRIOR TO GOING TO 
14:34:52 RANCH. I DONT REMEMBER RECIEVING COPIES THAT 
DAY. NOV 4TH IS WHEN MY HUSBAND 
14:36:01 PASSED. NOV 12TH THERE WAS A MEMORIAL/WAKE PARTY 
AT THE WHEEL. I BRIEFLY 
14:36:24 SPOKE TO MCFARLAND AT THAT TIME. THE NEXT 
EVENING MCFARLAND WAS ON MY PORCH, 
14:36:43 AOUND 4PM. WAS GETTING DARK. HE SAID HE HAD SOME 
PAPERS FOR ME. A RESOLUTION 
14:37:17 APPOINTING HIMSELF AS PRESIDENT AND ZIMMERMAN AS 
TREASURER AND RESOLUTION 
14:37:33 ALLOWING PRES TO LIST PROPERTY WITH TREATY ROCK 
REALTY. HE WANTED ME TO SIGN 
14:37:53 THE PAPERS. I HAVE A GARAGE DOOR OPENER, CAME 
OUT OF GARAGE AND HE SAID SIGN 
14:38:14 THEM, I SAID NO NOT WITHOUT READING THEM FIRST. 
THERE HAD BEEN NO PRIOR 
14:38:30 DISCUSSION ABOUT THIS. HE SAID OK, DIDNT LOOK 
HAPPY. I DIDNT WANT TO SPEAK 
14:38:56 WITHIMANYMORE,ICONTACTEDYOUASATTY ANDHAD 
YOU TEL HIM NOT TO CONTACT 
14:39:13 ME ANYMORE WITHOUT GOING THROUGH A TTY. YES THERE 
WAS A MEETING 10/18, KAREN 
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14:39:50 AN MICHAEL AND MR. MCGLAUGHLIN WENT WITH ME. 
MCFARLAND DID MAKE COMMENTS 
14:40:15 ABOUT BEING CORPORATE A TTY. HE SAID HE NO LONGER 
FELT COMFORTABLE BEING THE 
14:40:32 CORP ATTY. I WAS SITTING AT THE SAME TABLE WITH 
MR. MCGHLAIGN. MCFARLAND WAS 
14:41:00 AGITATED AND UPSET. YESIWANTINGTOOPERATE THE 
WHEEL. 
14:44:16 YES I WAS AT 11/29 MEETING. YES THERE WAS A VOTE 
TAKEN ABOUT BEING WHO WAS TO 
14:45:40 BE PRESIDENT. I VOTED FOR MYSELF AND NO ONE 
ELSE. I WAS NOT ALLOWED IN ANY 
14:46:29 MANAGEMENT DECISIONS AFTER THAT. I BROUGHT A 
GUEST IN THE THIRD WEEK OF DEC 
14:47:00 2006, DONT REMEMBER WHO WAITED ON ME, MARIE OR 
MONTEE WAS THERE. I BROUGHT A 
14:47:27 FAMILY FRIEND, HE AND MY MOTHER CAME TO VISIT 
ME. HAD NOT SEEN HIM 5 YEARS 
14:47:55 PRIOR TOTHAT,HEFIXEDAPATCHONMYROOF ANDI 
TOOK HIM TO DINNER, WE WERE 
14:48:32 NOT BOYFRIEND/GIRLFRIEND AT THAT TIME BUT WE ARE 
NOW. I THEN WAS VERBALLY 
14:48:56 NOTIFIED THAT I WAS NOT ALLOWED TO BRING ANYONE 
IN FOR FREE FOOD ANYMORE 
14:49:16 OTHER THAN MYSELF AND MY SON. I WAS IN FOR NEW 
YEARS EVE AND ATE IN THERE. 
14:50:11 YES SIGNED FOR MY OWN MEAL. I DONT HAVE A KEY TO 
THE OUTSIDE DOORS. JERRY HAD 
14:51:17 THE KEY ANDTHENTHEDOORLOCKS WERE CHANGED. I 
WAS NEVER CONSUL TED ABOUT THE 
14:51:34 LOCKS BEING CHANGED. THERE IS ALSO A SECURITY 
SYSTEM ON THE DOORS THAT I WAS 
14:51:55 NOT ALLOWED THE PASSWORD. 
14:53:50 EXHIBIT 49 AND 51- DOCUMENTS. YES I DID SOME 
CORP. DOCUMENTS. I WAS TO 
14:54:19 PREPARE PAPERS FOR TAX PREPARATION FOR THE 
ACCOUNTANT. THOSE DOCUMENTS WERE 
14:54:41 TURNED OVER TO ATTY AND ATTY TURNED THEM OVER TO 
DEF. NO THOSE RECORDS WERE 
14:54:58 NOT MANIPULATED IN ANY WAY. THIRD PARAGRAPH 
TALKS ABOUT BANK STATEMENTS- DONT 
14:55:34 REMEMBER HOW LONG THE BANK STATEMENTS WERE 
COMING TO THE HOUSE BEFORE THE DEF 
14:55:49 PUT THEMSEL YES ON THE ACCOUNT AND TOOK OVER. I 
WAS TOLD TO DELIVER TO MARIE 
14:56:12 OR MONNIE. ANY MAIL I HAD WAS HAND DELIVERED TO 
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THEM, YES I HAD A RIGHT TO 
14:56:36 OPEN THE DOCUMENTS AND YES I DID OPEN THE 
DOCUMENTS. I OPENED THE DOCUMENTS 
14:57:00 TO SEE THE BALANCE BECAUSE NO ONE WAS TELLING ME 
ANYTHING. I NEVER HAD A POST 
14:57:23 OFFICE KEY. COSTCO CARD WAS IN MY NAME AND 
JERRYS -NEVER IN THE CORP NAME. 
14:57:57 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION- RELEVANCE 
14:58:06 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
THEY GAVE REASONS WHY SHE WAS REMOVED AS 
DIRECTOR-ALLEGATIONS THAT SHE WAS 
14:58:32 EMBEZZLING MONEY- DEFEND HERSELF 
14:58:41 Judge: Hosack, Charles i-
OVERRULED 
14:58:46 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
YES YOU AND I MET TO DISCUSS THESE ISSUES. WE 
HAD A PROCEDURE WHEN GOING TO 
15:00:12 BANK. I NEVER HAD A KEY TO THE OUTSIDE DOORS OF 
THE RESTAURANT, I WAS ALWAYS 
15:00:40 WITH JERRY. NO NONE OF THAT MONEY WAS PUT TO MY 
OWN USE. YES I RECEIVED 200 A 
15:01:07 WEEK AFTER JERRY DIED, THAT STATEMENT WAS MADE 
IN THE HOSPITAL BY JERRY. THE 
15:01:40 PAYMENT WAS DISCONTINUED 12/2006, ONE OF THE 
MANAGERS WOULD HAND IT TO ME. 
15:02:11 MONEY WAS PUT INTO ENVELOPES WITH INDIV MONEY 
FOREMPLOYEES.YESATTENDED 
15:02:40 MEETING FEB 2006. EXHIBIT 55 -REFERENCE TO 
MEETING. MEETING WAS AT 
15:04:56 CLOVERLIEF DRIVE, WENT WITH MR. MCGLAUGHLIN AND 
KAREN AND MIKE WERE THERE. 
15:05:24 MEETING WAS ABOUT REMOVING ME AS A DIRECTOR. 
EXHIBIT 52 WAS GIVEN TO THEM-
15:05:54 THAT WAS MY OBJECTION. NOV ALID REASON TO REOMVE 
ME AS A DIRECTOR. I DID NOT 
15:06:14 GET TO VOTE ON THAT. THAT WAS THE LAST CORP 
MEETING I WENT TO. I STILL OWN 50 
15:06:34 PERCENT OF THE CORP. HAVE NOT BEEN NOTIFIED OF 
ANY ANNUAL MEETING. I WAS NOT 
15:06:55 NOTIFIED THAT THEY WERE ISSUING STOCK TO MONTE 
AND MARIE AND I AM NOT IN 
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15:07:20 AGREEMENT. JUST RECENTLY FOUND OUT ABOUT THAT 
ISSUANCE. NOT EVEN A MONTH AGO. 
15:07:42 YES JERRY DID TELL ME THAT MCFARLAND WAS HIS 
ATTY. 
15:08:28 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECT-HEARSAY 
15:08:38 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
THIS IS A ITEM OF PERSONAL HISTORY AND PARA 24. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MCFARLAND HE WAS 
15:09:08 REFERRED TO AS JERRY BERRY ATTY. ALSO RULE 804. 
MR. BERRY IS NOT AVAILABLE. 
15:09:52 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULE 
15:10:09 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
803 EXCLUDES THESE TYPE OF STATEMENTS. READS 
803. 
15:11:08 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVER RULE THE OBJECTION. 
15:11:38 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
YES I HAVE ASKED FOR ADVICE FROM MR. MCFARLAND. 
15:11:56 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION 
15:12:00 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
15:12:04 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
I PERSONALLY ASKED HIM ABOUT THE HIGHWAY 
PROJECT. EMMINENT DOMAIN, HE SAID 
15:12:28 THE WOULD HAVE TO PAY ME FOR FAIR MARKET VALUE, 
I SHOULD GET MY OWN APPRAISAL 
15:12:47 DONE ALSO. THAT CONVERSATION WAS IN PERSON, WE 
WEREATTHERESTAURANT ATA 
15:13:11 TABLE. THAT WAS END OF 2004. YES I ASKED FOR 
ADDITIONAL ADVISE, JERRY WAS AT 
15:13:40 THE HOSPITAL AND I CALLED MCFARLAND ABOUT HOW TO 
GO TO ABOUT BECOMING JERRY 
15:14:05 POWER OF ATTORNEY, HEADVISEDMEHOWTODOIT 
WITH PAPERWORK. MCFARLAND EVEN 
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15:14:31 OFFERED TO BE THE POWER OF ATTORNEY. YES I WAS 
LEASIG A ESPRESSO STAND, A 
15:15:08 LADY ANDIHADA VERBALAGREEMENTWHATSHEWOULD 
SELL TO ME FOR, THE WRITTEN 
15:15:32 AGREEMENT HAD A DIFFERENT AMOUNT. WE GOT THE 
MONEY TOGETHER AND SHE SAID NO, 
15:15:49 SHE WANTED WHAT WAS IN THE WRITTEN AGREEMENT, 
MCFARLAND ADVISED HIM ON THAT 
15:16:14 ISSUE. THERE WERE NO OTHER TIMES I SOUGHT LEGAL 
ADVICE. YES I HAVE OPINION ON 
15:17:10 MY VALUE OF STOCK. 
15:17:29 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION 
15:17:51 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THA TS FINE- FOUNDATION 
15:17:59 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
I OWN 200 SHARES IN THE CORP. COMMUNITY 
PROPERTY, ACQUIRED IT WHILE I WAS 
15:18:21 MARRIED. THAT STOCK WAS HELD AS JOINT AND 
SEVERAL AND MY NAME WAS PUT ON 
15:18:56 THERE. MR. MCFARLAND WROTE THAT CLAUSE IN. 
15:19:32 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBI- LACK OF FOUNDATION 
15:19:41 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
FOUNDATION LAID 
15:20:05 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NO FOUNDATION- RELEVANCE 
15:20:13 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED. 
15:20:31 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
MY STOCK SHOULD BE WORTH A MIN OF $500.000. THAT 
IS BASED ON APPRAISAL. YES I 
15:21:42 AM AWARE CORP IS BEHIND ON BILLS. 
15:24:54 EXHIBIT 78- DOCUMENT. NO I DO NOT HAVE 23,000 
AVAILABLE. I HAVE 11 DOLLARS 
15:25:22 IN MY PURSE. NO THE LOAN WOULD NOT BE 11 PERCENT 
INTEREST. JERRY MADE 
15:26:03 INTEREST PAYMENTS AND THEY HAVE HAD SOLE CONTROL 
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OVER THE RESTAURANT SINCE 
15:26:21 2006. YES I WOULD HAVE WORKED THERE AND BEEN 
THERE EVERYDAY. NO I DO NOT 
15:26:48 KNOW ABOUT A CHAPTER 11 BANKRUPTCY. NO I DO NOT 
AGREE THAT JERRY BOUGHT THAT 
15:27:09 STOCK FOR 50 THOUSAND, I BELIEVE IT WAS 90 
THOUSAND. SBA IS THE SMALL 
15:28:19 BUSINESS LOAN. YES MCFARLAND SAID THAT LOAN IS 
BEHIND BY 2400.00, THIS IS THE 
15:28:38 FIRST I HAVE HEARD OF IT FROM MCFARLAND. 
15:31:02 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ADMIT 101- BUSINESS CARD 
15:31:15 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ADMIT EXHIBIT 101 
15:31:24 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
IT IS A BUSINESS CARD, SAYING CAPTAINS WHEEL. 
HOSTESS SAYS JERRY AND 
15:32:40 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
EXHIBIT 102 - BUSINESS CARD OF MCFARLAND - IT 
WAS IN HIS WALLET 
15:35:23 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RECESS FOR THEDA Y- RESUME AT 08 30 IN THE 
MORNING AND WE WILL WRAP UP THE 
15:35:48 SAME TIME TOMORROW. DISMISS JURY PANEL FOR THE 
DAY. 
15:48:13 Stop recording 
(Off Record) 
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BRING IN THE JURY PANEL 
08:39:54 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FITNEY- PLANT 
CALLS WI1NESS - DEVENA HUFF 
08:42:49 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
08:43:05 Other: HUFF, DEVEANA 
STATES NAME. WS EMPLOYEE AT CAPTAINS WHEEL -
KITCHEN MANAGER. YES I KNOW 
08:43:28 KARLETTA BERRY, SHE WAS MY BOSS 2005-2008. YES 
SHE HELPED ME OUT, KITCHEN 
08:43:54 WORK. FRIENDS FOR 30 YEARS. NO PROBLEM IF SHE 
WOULD HAVE WORKED THERE AFTER 
08:44:25 JERRY DIED. YES THE KITCHEN STAFF GOT ALONG WITH 
HER. I WORK AT RALPHS COFFEE 
08:44:57 HOUSE 40 HOURS AND THE WHEEL IS CLOSED. I QUIT 
IN 2008. YES I SAW HER 
08:45:36 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FITNEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
08:45:42 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
08:45:46 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
08:45:52 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NEXT WITNESS 
08:45:59 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
08:46:31 Other: CARPENTER, DOROTHY 
SPELLS NAME- STATES NAME. YES WORKED AT THE 
CAPTAINS WHEEL. TWO YEARS AGO 
08:47:11 BARTENDER AND COOK. YES I WAS WORKING THERE WHEN 
JERRY PASSED AWAY, I WAS A 
08:47:27 BARTENDERATTHATPOINT.JERRYDIEDANDTWODAYS 
LATER I SAW MCFARLAND, MID 
08:48:01 MORNING HE CAME IN. HE WENT IN THE OFFICE WITH 
MONNIE AND MARIE, DOOR WAS 
08:48:28 CLOSED AND I WAS TOLD NOT TO DISTURB THEM. 
SHORTLY AFTER THE DOOR LOCKS WERE 
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08:48:58 CHANGED, CHANGED THE LOCKS SO KARLETTA COULD NOT 
GET IN THE OFFICE. I TIDNK 
08:49:27 IT WAS THE NEXT DAY. YES I KNEW JERRY AND 
KARLETTA. JERRY LOVED KARLETTA. I 
08:49:48 GOT ALONG GREAT WITH KARLETTA. YES I NOTIFIED 
KARLETTA ABOUT THE MEETING 
08:50:23 MCFARLAND HAD. I WAS LAID OFF A FEW MONTHS AFTER 
THAT MEETING. YES I SAW 
08:50:45 KARLETTA AND MONNIE TOGETHER, HE TREATED HER 
DISRESPECTFUL. YES I SAW MONNIE 
08:51:07 RMOVE A CASE OF WINE FROM THE WHEEL. 
08:51:24 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
08:51:29 Add Ins: ATTY, REXFIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
08:51:34 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
08:51:39 Add Ins: ATTY, REXFIINEY- PLANT 
NEXT WITNESS 
08:51:45 Other: CARPENTER, DOROTHY 
08:51:53 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
08:52:36 Other: ROBERTSON, SCOTT 
STATES NAME- SPELLS NAME. YES I WORKED AT THE 
WHEEL 2006- 2007, ABOUT TEN 
08:52:57 MONTHS. I WAS A CHEF AT NIGHT. WORKED IN 
RESTAURANTS 30 YEARS. THEY PAID ME 
08:53:21 12.00 A HOUR, 8 BUCKS ON MY PAYCHECK AND THE 
REST IN CASH. YES IDENTIFIES 
08:53:47 MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN SEATED AT THE TABLE. YES 
THEY CAME INTO THE WHEEL. 
08:54:09 THEY WOULD COME IN FOR DINNER. AS I RECALL IT 
WAS ALWAYS A ORDER OF OYSTERS, 
08:54:40 THAT WAS HIS FAVORITE. IT WAS LIKE MCFARLAND WAS 
HERE SO GET THE OYSTERS OUT. 
08:55:10 MONNIEANDMARIE WERE MY BOSSES. STAFF GOT A 
SHIFT MEAL WHATEVER THEY WANTED. 
08:55:37 WHEN I GOT HIRED I THOUGHT MARIE WAS THE OWNER. 
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THEY WERE ALWAYS THERE. WHEN 
08:56:05 I WAS THERE I WAS IN CHARGE OF THE KITCHEN, IT 
WAS MY KITCHEN, I STAYED IN 
08:56:27 THE KITCHEN. COOL, FUN PLACE TO WORK. I DRANK 
BEERS WHILE I WAS WORKING. I 
08:56:50 GOT A DUI LEAVING THE WHEEL TWO DAYS AFTER MY 
BIRTHDAY. 
08:57:09 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
ex 
08:57:13 Other: ROBERTSON, SCOTT 
YES FINNEY REPRESENTED ME ON MY DUI 
08:57:46 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
08:57:51 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
08:57:55 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
08:58:01 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
RECALLS KARLETTE BERRY TO WITNESS STAND 
08:58:22 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
JUNE 17 TO JUNE 21 IS WHEN HE WAS IN THE 
HOSPITAL. MCFARLAND BROUGHT THOSE 
08:58:48 DOCS ON THE 20TH. YES JERRY WAS STILL IN THE 
HOSPITAL. I THINK IT WAS JAN 4 
08:59:14 2010 IS WHEN CAPTAINS WHEEL CLOSED. YES I WENT 
DOWN THERE TO MAKE SURE IT WAS 
08:59:33 SECURED, COULD NOT GET IN, WAS LOCKED UP. THE 
MAINT DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE 
08:59:58 KEPT UP. BAD SHAPE. SLIPS WILL HAVE TO BE 
REPLACED. GUTTER DOWN, DECK IN BAD 
09:00:20 SHAPE. PROPERTY WAS NOT KEPT UP. BACK BBQ DECK 
HAD STUFF ON IT. OUTSIDE 
09:00:50 REFRIG FILTHY AND HAD ITEMS IN IT. YES I TOOK 
PHOTOGRAPHS APPRO X 5TH OR 6TH. 
09:01:32 THE PHOTOS ARE DATED. 
09:02:14 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECT TO THOSE PHOTOS, NOT SUBMITTED TIMELY 
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09:02:32 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
OK. 
09:02:40 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
YES THESE ARE THE ONES I TOOK, ABOUT A WEEK 
AFTER THE PLACE CLOSED. ACCURATE 
09:03:03 PICTURES THAT I TOOK. THERE WAS ONE SAILBOAT IN 
THE SLIPS AND A LITTLE CANOE 
09:03:27 ON THE DOCK AND A KIDS PADDLE WHEEL ON DRY LAND. 
YES THERE WAS TRASH ON THE 
09:03:48 PREMISES. EXHIBIT 93 - YES - PHOTO OF THE 
SAILBOAT THAT IS STILL MOORED 
09:04:54 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJ- FOUNDATION 
09:05:02 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
LAY FOUNDATION 
09:05:09 SUSTAIN 
09:05:13 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
THE SAILBOAT WAS MOORED THERE BEFORE JERRY 
PASSED AWAY. IT IS MCF ARLANDS 
09:05:41 DAUGHTERS SAILBOAT. 
09:06:06 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXHIBIT 93 ADMITTED. 
09:06:20 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
YES THIS WAS TAKEN THE SAME DAY 
09:06:37 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECT TO 103 
09:06:49 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RESERVE RULING UNTIL LATER 
09:07:02 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
I GRADUATED EARLY AT AGE OF 17. HAD A CHILD AT 
17. YES THE HOME WAS PUT IN 
09:07:38 MY NAME. I HAVE A MORTGAGE ON THE HOME, THERE 
WAS A FIRST AND A SECOND 
09:07:58 MORTGAGE WHEN IT WAS TRANSFERRED TO ME. FILED 
LAWSUIT 2114/07. MEETING ON 
09:08:27 2/15/07 WITH MCFARLAND- HE WASNT HAPPY ABOUT IT 
- THE LAWSUIT. I DID MAKE 
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09:08:55 CALLS TO MCFARLAND FOR JERRY, JERRY WANTED TO 
SPEAK TO HIM OR HE WOULD BE LAT 
09:09:11 FOR A MEETING. THERE WERE TIME SHEETS AT THE 
WHEEL THAT EMPLOYEES WROTE IN 
09:09:35 THE TIMES. THEY WERE PAID HOURLY. AT ONE TIME 
JERRY AND I DISCUSSED GIVING 
09:10:03 MARIE AND MONNIE STOCK BUT WE DECIDED TO ruST 
GIVE THEM MONEY WHEN THE 
09:10:25 RESTAURNT SOLD. THE SECOND MORTGAGE WAS TAKEN 
OUT ON THE HOME WHEN WE FIRST 
09:10:48 BOGHT INTO THE WHEEL IN 2000. YES THE EMPLOYEE 
NOTIFIED ME ABOUT THE CLOSED 
09:11:18 DOOR MEETING, THERE WAS NOTHING I COULD DO. IT 
WAS TWO DAYS LATER AFTER MY 
09:11:36 HUSBAND PASSED AWAY. YES I HAD A KEY TO THE 
OFFICE BUT NOT TO THE FRONT DOOR. 
09:11:55 THE CREDIT LINE FOR THE BANK WAS TAKEN OUT BY 
JIM CAMBELL, I THINK HE IS 
09:12:21 STILL ON IT. DONT KNOW IF JERRY WAS EVER ADDED 
TO IT. THE SMALL BUSINESS LOAN 
09:12:40 - JERRYS NAME WAS ON THAT- THE CIT LOAN. I 
THINK THEY DO LEIN ON REAL 
09:13:09 PROPERTY, ITS A LOAN. YES THERE WAS A SPECIAL 
WINE KEPT AT THE REST ruST FOR 
09:13:31 MCFARLAND, IT WAS NOT ON THE MENU. YES JERRY DID 
WORK AT MCFARLANDS HOME. IN 
09:14:28 THE APPRAISAL THERE IS A LETTER FROM THE STATE 
SAYING THEY WERE GOING TO DROP 
09:14:47 THE LEASE AS IT WAS A SMALL PORTION THAT THE 
SLIPS OCCUPIED. YES I HAVE SEEN 
09:15:15 LETTERS WITH MCFARLAND LAW FIRM NAME ON IT- AT 
MY HOUSE. IN mNE 2006 HE 
09:15:37 WENT ON A CLEANING SPREE IN OUR OFFICE AT THE 
HOUSE, I TRIED TO SEE WHAT IT 
09:16:09 WAS HE GOT RID OF. THAT WAS A FEW DAYS BEFORE HE 
WENT INTO THE HOSPITAL. I 
09:16:43 HAVE SURVIVORBENEFITSFORMYSELF AND MY SON AT 
THIS POINT. YES I HAD A LIST 
09:17:10 OF HIS DAILY MEDICATIONS THAT JERRY TOOK, NOT 
THE CHEMO PILLS. YES I GAVE 
09:18:23 MEDICATIONS TO JERRY. I MAINTAINED A LIST AND 
TOOK IT WITH US TO HIS MEDICAL 
09:18:42 APPTS. SUMMER FALL 2006. 
09:18:59 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECT- LACK OF FOUNDATION 
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09:19:11 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED OBJECTION. 
09:19:23 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
YES I KEPT A LIST. KEPT A LIST FOR THE DOCTORS 
AND THE HOSPITAL, YES EXACT 
09:19:49 DOSAGES-
09:20:12 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION 
09:20:16 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
09:20:20 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
READS LIST OF MEDICATIONS THAT JERRY TOOK. 
09:21:27 YES I HAND DELIVERED TWO PAYMENTS TO ZIMMERMAN 
WHEN JERRY WAS ON HIS IV DRIP. 
09:21:46 I DELIVERED THOSE PAYMENTS TO HER HOUSE,IT WAS 
CASH. AFTER JERRY DEATH I DID 
09:22:20 NOT HEAR FROM MCFARLAND. 
09:22:29 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
ex 
09:27:03 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
YES EXHIBIT A -MY HUSBANDS SIG, EXH B- HUSBANDS 
SIG. EXHIBIT J- STOCK 
09:27:55 PURCHASE- YES MY HUSBANDS SIGNATURE- EXHIBIT 
L -YES IT MY SIG AND MY 
09:28:20 HUSBANDS. EXHIBIT M- YES THAT IS MY SIGNATURE. 
EXHIBIT 0 - YES THAT IS 
09:30:18 HUSBANDS SIG. EXHIBIT MM- YES HAS INITIALS, 
MINE AND MY HUSBANDS. YES I 
09:31:58 FILED LAW SUIT 2114/07- NO SIGNIF. YES YOU 
SUBMITTED WRITTEN QUESTIONS TO 
09:32:32 ME. I DONT RECALL IF QUESTIONS WERE SUBMITTED TO 
MCFARLAND. YES I REMEMBER 
09:33:30 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
OBJECTION- RELEVANCE 
09:33:40 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SUSTAIN OBJECTION 
09:33:48 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
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YES THERE ARE NUMEROUS ALLEGATIONS. DID NOT 
SUBMIT A BAR ALLEGATION, I HAVE 
09:34:11 NOT REPORTED IT TO THE STATE BAR ASSOC. NO I DID 
NOT CORRESPOND WITH THEM 
09:34:44 AFTE THE LAW SUIT WAS FILED. NO I DID NOT ASK 
FOR RESTAURANT INFORMATION 
09:35:21 AFTER THE LAWSUIT WAS FILED. YES I AM DISPUTING 
HOW THE TRANSACTION OF THE 
09:35:44 100 THOUSAND TOOK PLACE. IT WAS DAN AND WENDY 
TELERICO THAT ALSO WANTED TO 
09:36:08 BUY THE STOCK, THEY MADE JIM MAD AND JIM TOLD 
THEM NO. YES I HAVE 
09:36:38 EXPERIENCING WORKING IN THE RESTAURANT, WORKED 
AS A TEENAGER FOR TWO YEARS, 
09:36:58 DIHWASHERANDPREP. YES TAKING OVER THE 
MANAGEMENT OF THE WHEEL WOULD HAVE 
09:37:29 BEEN A NEW EXPERIENCE. NO I WAS NOT A DOG 
GROOMER AND YES I CLEANED ROOMS 
09:37:51 PART TIME. I WAS SELF EMPLOYED WITH MY ESPRESSO 
STAND.IHADITFORA YEAR, 
09:38:33 BEFORE AT THE MOTEL BEFORE THE ESPRESSO STAND. 
SINCE THEN I WORKED AT THE 
09:38:56 CAPTAINS WHEEL. I FILLED OUT A TIME SHEET WHEN I 
WORKED THERE. HAVE SOME FROM 
09:39:20 2005. WHEN I MARRIED JERRY BERRY I DID NOT OWN 
ANY LAND, HAD MY OWN BANK 
09:39:43 ACCOUNT, ON MY OWN COULD NOT HAVE BOUGHT THE 
STOCK. THE STOCK PURCHASED FROM 
09:40:13 NORDSTROM, JERRY TOOK OUT A SECOND MORTGAGE TO 
PURCHASETHESTOCK.YESHEPUT 
09:40:38 THAT IN MY NAME, WE WERE LOOKING INTO 
REFINANCING TO BUY CAMBELL STOCK, HIS 
09:40:56 CRDIT SCORE WAS LOWER THAN MINE SO HE PUT IT 
INTO MY NAME. YES I REMEMBER YOU 
09:41:23 TAKING MY DEPOSITION 
09:41:53 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
I DO NOT HAVE A COPY OF THE DEPOSITION THAT 
WHELAN DID. 
09:42:49 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
YES I DO RCALL THE DEPOSITION SAYING I WAS NOT 
AT THE MEETINGS WITH MCFARLAND 
09:43:20 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
READS FROM THE DEPOSITION 
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09:43:32 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SHE NEEDS A COPY OF THE DEPOSITION TO FOLLOW 
ALONG WITH 
09:43:51 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
PROVIDES COPY OF THE DEPOSITION TO KARLETTA. 
09:44:10 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
READS ALONG WITH DEPOSITION. 
09:47:03 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
OBJECTION 
09:47:10 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OBJECTION SUSTAINED 
09:47:23 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
YES HE HAD A A TTY IN WASH REGARDING THE SPEC 
HOUSE. DONT RECALL THE OTHER 
09:47:47 ATTYNAME, ONE WAS BYRON POWELL.. MY 
CONVERSATIONS WITH MCFARLAND WERE 
09:48:52 VERBAL- PHONE AND IN PERSON. I DID DELIVER 
PAPERWORK TO MCFARLAND ONCE AT 
09:49:35 HIS OFFICE. 
09:50:04 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
THIS IS NOT IMPEACHMENT 
09:50:11 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
09:50:20 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
ex 
09:50:24 Other: WITNESS, KARLETTA BERRY-
YES SOUGHT ADVISE FROM MCFARLAND ABOUT THE 
ESPRESSO STAND. JERRY INTRODUCED 
09:53:35 MCFARLAND AS HIS ATTY. YES I WAS PRESENT WHEN 
THE STOCK WAS OFFERED TO 
09:53:56 MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN. MIKE AND KAREN WANTED 
THE STOCK ISSUED TO THEM. 
09:55:20 JERRY WAS VERYILLATTHATMEETING 10/15TH 
MEETING. YES HE WAS ABLE TO SPEAK 
09:58:00 AT THAT MEETING AND INTERACT YES. MY NAME WAS 
ADDED TO THE STOCK BEFORE THE 
09:59:12 OCTOBER MEETING. YES I KNOW MR. MCGLAUGHLIN WAS 
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FILLING IN FOR MR. FINNEY, I 
10:01:45 PAIDAPORTIONOFTHAT.IKNOWMR.FINNEY ALSO 
PAID HIM. I WAS NOT ALLOWED TO 
10:02:53 ASSIST THEM IN THE CORPORATION. I SPOKE TO THE 
MANAGERS ON A COUPLE OF ISSUES 
10:03:17 AND THEY SAID THEY WOULD TAKE IT UP WITH 
MCFARLAND. STAFF TOLD ME THEY ONLY 
10:03:34 HAD TO LISTEN TO MIKE. I ALREADY TOLD YOU THAT 
JERRY WANTED STOCK ISSUED TO 
10:06:18 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
10:06:25 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
TAKE MORNING BREAK. EXCUSES JURY PANEL. 
10:07:12 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
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10:53:21 
Recording Started: 
10:53:21 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
10:53:26 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
THERE ARE ISSUES WE NEED TO ADDRESS PAGES 59-74 
10:53:56 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
JURY PANEL IS NOT PRESENT- PAGE 58-5 TO 58-11 
10:54:28 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
HEW ANTS TO READ 5-11 
10:54:37 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
FINE 
10:54:45 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
I DID NOT READ FROM PAGE 59 
10:54:54 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THATISRELEVANT-OK 
10:55:02 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
59 OR LINE 60 
10:55:25 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THAT IS PERMISSABLE 
10:55:32 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
60-16-25 
10:55:41 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I WILL ALLOW THAT TO BE RAD 
10:56:28 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
PAGE 60-61 
10:56:41 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
NO WILL NOT ALLOW 
10:57:20 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
62-67 -HE WANTS TO READ THAT 
10:57:38 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
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62-67- SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION, JUST KINDA 
DEPENDS. NO- LIKE I SAID SUSTAIN 
11:00:10 THE OBJECTION 
11:00:18 Add Ins: ATTY, REXFITNEY -PLANT 
PAGE 67- CERTAIN LINES? 
11:00:33 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
LINE 11-17- I WILLALLOWTHATPAGE 67 
11:01:05 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FllNEY- PLANT 
PAGE 68 3-12? 
11:01:19 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I WILL ALLOW THAT 
11:01:42 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
69-5 
11:01:57 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SAME RULING. I DONT THINK SO. OBJ SUSTAINED 
11:02:25 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
73-4-11? 
11:02:38 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
NO 
11:03:03 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
HE WANTS PAGE 74 STARTING AT LINE 5 -13 
11:03:35 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
5-13 ARE PERMISSABLE 
11:04:26 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
74 25-LINE 7 ON PAGE 75? 
11:04:50 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THAT IS NOT ANY DIFFERENT, WILL NOTRE READ 
THAT. 
11:05:47 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FllNEY- PLANT 
SPECIFIC LINES ON 63-67, PAGE 63 LINE 5-9 
11:06:48 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I WILL ALLOW 
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11:06:55 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
15-20 
11:07:05 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
NO NOTHING NEW 
11:07:11 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
PAGE 64 LINE 5-9 
11:07:26 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OK CAN READ THAT IN 
11:07:57 General: 
11:08:02 
11:08:12 
11:08:31 
11:08:45 
11:09:13 
11:09:58 
11:10:58 
11:11:12 
11:11:25 
11:11:29 
11:11:43 
11:12:23 
11:12:40 
Time stamp 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
PAGE 65 THROUGH 13 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
NO NEED TO REREAD 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
PAGE 66 10-21 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
NO NOT NECESSARY 
BRING IN JURY PANEL 
JURY PRESENT 
RECALLS KARLETTA TO WITNESS STAND 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
REDX 
Other: 
Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
PAGE 58 DEPOS- LINE 5 READS ANSWER 
Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
REQUEST 12-14 READ ALSO 
Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
PAGE59DEPOS-READSANSWER 
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11:1:2:52 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
WHAT PROOF 
11:13:05 Addlns: ATTY,REXFIINEY -PLANT 
PAGE 59 DEPO THROUGH PAGE 60 LINE 7 
11:13:33 Other: BERRY,KARLETTA 
READSDEPOS-ANSWERS 
11:13:56 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
PAGE60 
11:14:02 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
READSDEPOS-ANSWER 
11:14:26 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
PAGE25 
11:14:36 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
ANSWER- DEPOS 
11:14:49 Add Ins: ATTY,REXFIINEY- PLANT 
PAGE 61 LINE 16 
11:14:58 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
READS ANSWER- LINE 17 DEPOS 
11:15:26 Addlns: ATTY,JOHNWHELAN -DEF 
LINE 20 DEPOS 
11:15:52 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
PAGE 67 LINE 11-
11: 17:20 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
NO WILL NOT ALLOW 
11:17:29 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
PAGE 68 3-12 
11:17:46 Other: BERRY,KARLETTA 
READS ANSWER FROM DEPOS 
11:18:16 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
LINE 13 
11:18:27 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
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ANSWER- DEPOS 
11:18:39 Add Ins: ATTY, REXFllNEY- PLANT 
PAGE 74- LINE 5 
11:18:52 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
READS ANSWER 
11:19:17 Add Ins: ATTY,JOHNWHELAN -DEF 
LINE 14 READS 
11:19:48 Add Ins: ATTY,REXFIINEY -PLANT 
THOSE WERE ALL THE THINGS IDENTIFIED 
11:20:01 RE DX 
11:20:04 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
YES I RECOGNIZE JERRYS SIGNATURE- ARE THERE ARE 
DIFFERENCES 
11:20:27 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJ- SHE IS NOT A WRITING EXPERT 
11:20:38 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
LET THE ANSWER STAND- SHE SAW SOME DIFFERENCES 
11:20:56 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
HIS TYPICAL SIG BEFORE HE WAS ILL. 2006 IS HARD 
TO READ, VERY SHAKY VERY 
11:21:19 WOBBLY SIGNATURE. 10/15/06- VERY SHAKY AND 
WOBBLY SIGNATURE. 
11 :21 :4 7 2115/07 MEETING WAS TO REMOVE ME AS DIRECTOR-
THAT IS WHY I FILED LAWSUIT. 
11:22:17 I AM NOT SURE IF I AM FILING A COMPLAINT WITH 
BAR ASSOC. 
11:22:33 YES I DID CRY AT MY DEPOSITION. 
11:22:47 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJ 
11:22:50 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
11:22:56 Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
NO I DO NOT HAVE A GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF ALL 
LEGAL THEORIES 
11:23:26 IF I MANAGED THE WHEEL I WOULD NOT HAVE ALLOWED 
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11:23:50 
11:23:55 
11:24:01 
11:24:16 
11:25:11 
11:25:35 
11:25:39 
11:26:06 
11:26:17 
11:26:20 
11:26:25 
11:26:41 
11:27:09 
11:27:39 
11:28:03 
11:28:20 
11:28:25 
11:28:32 
11:28:59 
11:29:09 
EMPLOYEES TO DRINK ON THE 
JOB. 
Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJ 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
DONT FOLLOW THE CONNECTION OUTSIDE THE SCOPE. 
Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
YES MOSTLY I UNDERSTOOD THE WAY CASH WAS HANDLED 
AND THAT PROCESS - YES 
YES JERRYS CREDIT SCORE WAS LOWER THAN MINE 
BECAUSE OF THE WASH JUDGMENT 
CREDITORS 
YES LA WYERS FROM WASH REP JERRY 
YES 
Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJ 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
YES THOSE JUDGEMENT WERE ENTERED BEFORE HE WENT 
TO SEE MCFARLAND 
JERRY DID NOT INITAITE THAT MEETING 
10115/06 MEETING- YES I BELIEVED HE WAS 
OPERATING AS CORPORATE ATTORNEY. 
ABOUT 19 DAYS LATER JERRY DIED. 10115/ MEETING 
HE WAS VERY ILL AND I DID NOT 
GET INVOLVED BECAUSE I DIDNT WANT TO ADD STRESS 
TO JERRY. 
Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJ- LEADING 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SUSTAINED 
Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
PRIOR TO 10/15 MEETING I HAD NOT REVIEWED THE 
STOCK CERT. MCFARLAND HAD THE 
CORPORATE BOOKS. 
10/15 MEETING- I DID NOT ASK TO BE REMOVED AS 
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11:29:27 
11:29:41 
11:29:53 
11:30:03 
11:30:16 
11:30:22 
11:30:28 
11:30:46 
11:30:58 
11:31:13 
11:31:35 
11:32:12 
11:33:06 
11:33:15 
11:33:32 
11:34:58 
11:35:06 
SEC. 
AFTER IDS DEATH I ASKED TO BE PRESIDENT AND 
TREASURER 
I NEVER ASKED TO BE REMOVED AS DIRECTOR. 
NO EXTRA MONEY 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FllNEY- PLANT 
NOTIDNG FURTHER 
Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
RERECX 
Other: BERRY, KARLETTA 
FEB MEETING - 2007 
Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES KARLETTA BERRY AS WITNESS 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NO OTHER WITNESSES AT THE MOMENT 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
TAKE OUR NOON BREAK. EXCUSE JURY PANEL TO SPEAK 
TO COUNCIL AND WE WILL LET 
JUR PANEL KNOW WHERE WE ARE WITH THEDA Y. 
Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
RESTS 
Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
MOTIONS TO ADDRESS 
MOTION- 20 MINUTES AND WE HAVE A WHOLE BUNCH OF 
WITNESSES AT 1 PM 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
HAVE THEM COME BACK AT 1PM 
11:35:47 Addlns: ATTY,REXFIINEY -PLANT 
PLANTIFF REST. THIS OTHER WITNESS IS FROM 
ARIZONA AND SHE WOULD HAVE TO FLY 
11:36:22 IN SO WE MAY NOT CALL HER- RESERVE THE RIGHT TO 
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REOPEN. 
11:36:45 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
REMAINS PENDING. PLANTIFF RESTS. 
11:37:09 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
RULE 58 -READS RULE. WORDING IN PLANTIFF 
COMPLAINT SEEKING ACTION AGAINST 
11:38:22 DIRECTORS OF CORP. NOTHING OFFERED TO ESTABLISH 
THAT. NO WRITTEN DOC HAS BEEN 
11:38:53 GIVEN TO CORP. PLANTIFF ACTION FAILS DUE TO LACK 
OF WRITTEN NOTICE. NO 
11:39:20 WRITTEN NOTICE. REFERENCES JUDGE VERBY CASE. 
WORDING IN COMPLAINT FAILS. THAT 
11:40:08 F AILS.NEXT ONE IS QUIT TITLE TO STOP. DOESNT 
PERTAIN TO STOCK. SIXTH CAUSE OF 
11:40:57 ACTION. WE ARE PREPARED TO PUT ON OUR 
ACCOUNTING. THAT STANDS. NEXT ONE, GOOD 
11 :41 :4 3 FAITH AND DEALING, PLAINTIFF SAID THERE IS NO 
CONTRACT, SHOULD NOT BE UPHELD. 
11:42:08 GOOD FAITH ISSUE HAS NOT BEEN DEALT WITH. 
AGREEMENT WAS REACHED IN 2003 WASNT 
11 :43:04 FINALIZED UNTIL 2006. IF TRANSACTION WAS 
CHALLENGABLE WOULD HAVE TO GO BACK 
11:43:36 TO 2003. THEREFOR NO EVIDENCE 2003 WAS NOT 
CHALLENGED. EX POST FACTO LAW. 
11:44:54 PLANTIFF CLAIMS MCFARLAND IS SHACKLED FOR LIFE 
ASJERRYBERRY ATTORNEY-
11:45:24 ABSURD. REFERENCES RULES OF CONDUCT. HE WAS NOT 
HIRED -NO EVIDENCE. SHE 
11:45:54 KEEPS SAYING JERRY SAID .... SHE HAS NOTHING TO 
SHOW HE DID ATTORNEY WORK FOR 
11:46:27 TH CAPTAINS WHEEL. MR. DAUGHERTY SAID HE WAS THE 
ATTORNEY FOR THE CAPTAINS 
11:46:52 WHEEL. FAILS FOR LACK OF PROOF. SHE ONLY HAS 
STATEMENTS OF HER SAYING WHAT 
11:47:19 HER HUSBAND TOLD HER. SHE MAKES THAT ARGUMENT 
BECAUSE ITS CONVIENT. DEAL WAS 
11:47:54 ENTERED 2003 WITH JERRY BERRY. HE MET WITH HIM 
FOR A HALF HOUR IN 2001 AND 
11:48:17 THERE WAS NO CHARGE. CLAIM OF LACK OF CAPACITY-
NO PROOF. NO INDICATION MR. 
11:48:51 BERRY EVER LACKED CAPACITY ESPECIALLY IN 2003. 
NO EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT CLAIM. 
11:49:34 ACTION LACK OF CONSIDERATION- FAILS. MIKE AND 
KAREN SUPPLIED 100 THOUSAND. 
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11:50:00 THERE WAS A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES. HER 
ARGUMENT IS THEY SHOULD HAVE 
11:50:31 JUSTGIVENHIMTHEMONEY, JERRYBERRYBENEFITED 
FROM THIS TRANSACTION. 
11 :51:11 MOTION FOR DIRECTIVE VERDICT. MR. BERRY 
BENEFITED, WAS NOT UNFAIR, HE 
11:51:48 SUGGESTED THIS TRANSACTION. PRIVATE CAUSE OF 
ACTION RE PROFESSIONAL RULES OF 
11:52:12 CONDUCT. 
11:52:19 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THERE ARE 8 CAUSES OF ACTION 
11:52:35 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
THAT IS CORRECT. SHE TRIES TO REACH OUT AND GRAB 
A RULE AND USE THAT AS LAW. 
11:53:03 INFORMED CONSENT HAS NOT BEEN PURSUED, NOTHING 
HAS BEEN FILED. SHE DID NOT 
11:53:37 PURSUE. THE MALPRACTICEINEGLIANCE- COMPLETE 
FAILURE OF PROOF. CLAIM OF 
11:54:14 BREACH- HE WAS NOT PADDING HIS OWN POCKET. THAT 
CLAIMS FAILS FOR ANY 
11:54:37 EVIDENCE. LEAVES THE BREACH OF FUD ACTION-
EVIDENCE DID NT ESTABLISH SUCH 
11:55:09 RELAIONSHIP. MIKE AND KAREN TOOK THE RISK, THEY 
PUT IN THE MONEY AND JERRY 
11:55:36 BERRY GOT TO RUN THE SHOW. THIS IS ALMOST 
ENTRAPMENT- CRIMINAL. ACTION 
11:56:01 FAILS. HE WAS NOT HIS LAWYER SO THAT IS NOT THE 
CASE. F ALURE OF PROOF. ASKING 
11:56:38 
11:56:44 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
FIRST ISSUE- JUDGE VERBY ALREADY RULED, THIS IS 
A ISSUE FOR THE JURY . THIS 
11:57:11 IS NOT A DIRECTIVE ACTION. 
11:57:33 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
HOW IS THIS DIRECTIVE ACTION. WHY IS THIS A 
DIRECTIVE ACTION. OK WE HAVE 
11:58:28 AGREEMENT- THIS IS NOT A DIRECTIVE ACTION. 2 50 
PERCENT SHARE HOLDERS. THIS 
11:59:05 DIRETIVE CLAIM BAFFLES ME. DIFFICULT ISSUE. 
11:59:32 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
THIS IS A DIRECT ACTION NOT A DIRETIVE ACTION. 
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11:59:53 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
CLAIMS AGAINST DIRECTORS FAIL. 
12:00:09 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WE ARE NOT DISMISSING CLAIMS HERE. 
12:00:23 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
MCCAN CASE- REFERENCE CASE. 
12:00:32 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I AM NOT DISMISSING CLAIMS AGAIST DIRECTORS, 
THEY CAN BE SUED FOR THAT. 
12:01:29 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
QUIT TITLE STOCK- SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION- DIST 
COURT HAS INHERENT 
12:02:58 DETERMINATION OF STOCK OWNERSHIP. COURT HAS 
AUTHORITY. 
12:03:56 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
YOUR MAKING OWNERSHIP OF STOCK 
12:04:07 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ACCOUNTING TO SURVIVE. ASKING FOR FULL 
ACCOUNTING SINCE THEY REMOVED HER AS A 
12:04:37 DIRECTOR, ASKING FOR COURT TO ORDER THAT. 
12:05:01 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THIS IS A JURY TRIAL. WHAT AUTHORITY DO YOU HAVE 
TO ORDER. 
12:05:39 DISMISS CLAIM FOR ACCOUNTING. COURT IS NOT A 
PARA LEGAL. THE ATTORNEY 
12:06:08 PRESENTS THE CASE, IF THE ATTORNEY DOES NOT 
PRESENT THE EVIDENCE, THE COURT 
12:06:24 WILL NOT DO THAT FOR YOU. 
12:06:32 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
BREACH- GOOD FAITH. WE ARE SUING ON THE 
PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT- IT WAS 
12:07:14 NOT DONE IN GOOD FAITH. BINDING CONTRACT. I 
AGREE-FOURSHOULDBE 
12:07:47 DISMISSED. 
12:07:55 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
7TH CAUSE IS WITHDRAWN-FAIR DEALING 
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12:08:12 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
CLAIM 5-
12:08:23 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THAT IS MORE OF A REMEMDY. IT TRAILS THE OTHER 
DETERMINATION. 
12:09:22 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
BACH VS. MILLER CASE. THERE WAS A JURY VERDICT. 
144-142. LACK OF CAPACITY. 
12:10:12 SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE. HE WAS DILLUSIONAL PRIOR TO 
SIGNING. THAT IS THE SECOND 
12:10:37 CAUSE OF ACTION. UNDUE INFLUENCE- CONSTRUCTIVE 
FRAUD. UNDUE INFLUENCE BY 
12:11:38 ATTORNEY. 25 CAUSES OF ACTION FROM 2006, 
RETRIEVED OUT OF WEST LAW. SELF 
12:12:21 DEALING WITH CLIENT. UNDUE INFLUENCE SHOULD NOT 
BE DISMISSED. 
12:13:02 LACK OF CONSIDERATION-WITHDRAW THAT ONE. CLAIM 
IS NOT SUPPORTED. 
12:13:52 NO WAY COURT CAN DISMISS BREACH OF FUD DUTY-
ADEQUATE EVIDENCE HAS BEEN 
12:14:15 SUBMITTED. O'NEIL VS VASSER CASE. JURY SHOULD BE 
ALLOWED TO MAKE THAT 
12:14:42 DETERMINATION. PAYMENT OF A ATTORNEY IS NOT 
NECESARY, GIVEN FOOD, GIVEN 
12:15:53 STOCK. ATT/CLIENT RELATIONSHIP CAN BE 
ESTABLISHED. REFERENCES THE DEPOSITION. 
12:16:15 THERE IS A TTY/CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. AINSWORTH 
CASE 22 IDAHO 645. A CASE ABOUT 
12:17:28 REAL ESTATE. VERY OLD CASE. TAYLOR VS. MALE 
CASE. MAYO CASE 142 IDAHO 253. 
12:19:17 ATTORNEY MALPRACTICE- SUBMIT TO JURY. 
12:19:52 HE WAS ACTING AS A ATTORNEY FOR JERRY BERRY-
HE GAVE LEGAL ADVICE TO 
12:20:29 KARLETTA AND WAS THE ATTORNEY FOR CAPTAINS WHEEL 
-THERE IS EVIDENCE FOR EACH 
12:20:43 OF THOSE. 
12:21:17 WE ARE SUING AS A RESULT OF CONTRACT. THE 
CONTRACT IS MCFARLAND AN ZIMMERMAN 
12:22:26 CONTRACT. EXHIBIT 23 IS THE CONTRACT AND OR THE 
LOAN. 
12:23:08 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
PROBLEM WITH THIS. WHICH ARE YOU SUING ON? 
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12:23:50 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
WE WANT MONEY DAMAGES OVER THE STOCK PURCHASE 
AGREEMENT. ALL DAMAGES FAIR 
12:24:37 MARKET VALUE- DEF PURCHASED 50 PERCENT OF THE 
STOCK FROM HIS CLIENT-
12:26:03 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT SAID JERRY BERRY IS 50 
PERCENT AND MCFARLAND AND 
12:26:24 ZIMMERMAN 50 PERCENT. 
12:26:33 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
HE BENEFITED TO THE DETRIMENT OF HIS CLIENT. 
12:26:52 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THAT STOCK PURCHASE SAID 50 PERCENT. 
12:27:10 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
HE GOT A VERY GOOD DEAL TO THE DETRIMENT OF HIS 
CLIENT. 
12:27:36 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WHERE IS THE DAMAGE TO JERRY BERRY? A GOOD DEAL 
OR A BAD DEAL HAS NOTHING TO 
12:27:56 DO WITH IT. 
12:28:11 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
HE BOUGHT FOR LESS THAN FAIR MARKET VALUE, HE 
PUT HIS FINACIAL INTEREST AHEAD 
12:28:32 OF JERRY BERRY. 
12:29:02 JERRY BERRY GETS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FAIR 
MARKET VALUE AND PURCHASED PRICE 
12:29:30 OF THE STOCK MINUS WHAT THE ATTORNEY PAID. ITS A 
BREACH OF DUTY. SHE IS 
12:30:20 ENTITLED TO THE DIFFERENCE. JURY TO GIVE MONEY 
DAMAGES. 
12:31:43 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I ACT LIKE YOUR PARA LEGAL. MAKE COPIES FOR YOU 
- STAPLE FOR YOU- MY -· 
12:32:12 PATIENCE IS THIN. I CANT BELIEVE HOW YOU HAVE 
OPERA TED IN THIS TRIAL, YOU ARE 
12:32:37 OBVIOUSLY NOT A TRIAL LAWYER, I HAVE HAD IT. 
12:33:05 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST IS A REMEDY. 
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12:33:41 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
YOUVE GOT THE BENEFIT OF THE EVIDENCE. MIKE SAYS 
HEISNOTTHELA~R 
12:34:36 KARLETTA SAYS HE IS THE LA ~R BECAUSE KARLETTA 
SAID HE IS. YOUVE GOT A HE 
12:35:12 SAID/SHE SAID STORY. EVIDENCE FAILS TO SHOW 
MCFARLAND IS THE ATTORNEY. THE 
12:36:11 JURY WONT BE ABLE TO SORT THIS OUT. THERE IS NO 
CASING, NO EVIDENCE THAT MIKE 
12:36:31 WAS HIS ATTORNEY. NONE. THIS WHOLE HOUSE OF 
CARDS FAILS TO SHOW EVIDENCE. 
12:37:13 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
BREACH OF FUD DUTY IS ISSUE. BACH VS. MILLER- I 
WILL GO READ IT. QUESTION OF 
12:38:03 FACT AS FAR AS MCFARLAND AS ATTY. STILL 
STRUGGLING WITH REMEDY. I AM MUMBLING 
12:38:37 ANDNOPOINTDOINGTHATONRECORD. CAUSE 1, 7 
WITHDRAWN AND SOME OF THESE 
12:39:09 OTHERS WILL BECOME CUMMULATIVE. 
12:41:13 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
13:05:47 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
13:05:47 
Recording Started: 
13:05:52 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RESUME FROM LUNCH. ALL PARTIES PRESENT. BRING 
JURY PANEL IN. 
13:06:53 OVER NOON RECESS DISCUSSED VARIOUS LEGAL 
MA TIERS. PROCEED WITH DEFENSE 
13:07:47 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
CALLS WITNESS 
13:07:55 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
13:09:00 Other: CRIP, MONNIE 
STATES NAME- SPELLS NAME. YES CO MANAGER WITH 
MARIE AT THE CAPTAINS WHEEL. 
13:10:17 WORKED THERE SINCE 02 AS A WAITRESS AND WORKED 
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MYWAYUP TOMANAGER.MANAGER 
13:10:51 IN2006. VERYFAMILIAR WITHJERRYBERRY, 
KARLETTA AND MCFARLAND AND 
13:11:21 ZIMMERMAN. MCFARLAND WAS CAPTAIN OF THE CAPTAINS 
WHEEL. MCFARLAND TOLD ME HE 
13:11:46 WAS A SILENT PARTNER. TIM AND JEAN OWNED IT WHEN 
I FIRST STARTED, CAMBELLS 
13:12:06 WANTED TO SELL, I DIDNT PARTICIPATE IN THAT. I 
MANAGED THE RESTAURANT. DID 
13:12:32 NOT KNOW HOW MUCH THE CAMBELLS OWNED OR JERRY 
BERRY, WE DIDNT TALK ABOUT 
13:12:51 THAT. YES I WORKED THERE A BIT THIS YEAR. IN 
RESTAURANT BUSINESS OVER 30 
13:13:22 YEARS. I WAS REFERENCED AS ONE OF JERRYS GIRLS, 
AT ONE TIME ONLY FEMALES 
13:13:47 WORKED THERE ARE WE WERE ALL REFERENCED AS 
JERRYS GIRLS. YES HAD A 
13:14:24 CONVERSATION, INTHEDilNING ROOM OF 06, WHEN HE 
WAS VERY ILL HE TOLD MARIE 
13:14:51 AND I. 
13:14:57 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
OBJ 
13:15:04 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
DEAD MANS STATUE- NOTHING TO DO WITH DEAD MANS 
STATUE 
13:15:30 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
HEARSAY- OBJECTION 
13:15:59 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVER RULE OBJECTION 
13:16:21 Other: CRIP, MONNIE 
JERRY TOOK MARIE AND INTO THE DINING ROOM AND 
SAID HE WAS GOING TO BEAT TH1S 
13:16:47 BUT IF HE DIDNT MICHAEL WOULD BE TAKING CARE OF 
THE BUSINESS AND KARLETTA 
13:17:04 WOULD NOT, HE SAID MCFARLAND WAS H1S SILENT 
PARTNER. TH1S WAS VERY CLOSE TO 
13:17:23 THE END. HE PASSED IN NOVEMBER. I JUST REMEMBER 
IT WAS CH1LL Y, MIGHT HAVE 
13:18:08 BEEN LATE SUMMER. HE SAID HE WANTED TO TAKE 
CARE OF H1S GIRLS AND HE 
13:18:39 ARRANGED MARIE AND I TO HAVE A SUM OF MONEY AND 
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MICHAEL WOULD TAKE CARE OF 
13:19:00 EVEYTHING, HE REFERED TO MICHAEL AS HIS SILENT 
PARTNER. MCFARLAND ALWAYS 
13:19:27 SIGNED FOR HIS DINNERS AND WE WERE TOLD BY JERRY 
TO PUT THEM IN THE SAFE AND 
13:19:43 HE WOULD TAKE CARE OF THEM. JERRY NEVER 
EXPLAINED WHY MCFARLAND NEVER PAID 
13:20:09 FOR HIS MEALS. WE HAD ISSUES WITH KARLETTA, 
STAFF WOULD COME TO MARIE AND I 
13:20:39 AND WE WOULD GO TO JERRY. THEY ALL GOT ALONG OK. 
SOME PEOPLE LIKED HER AND 
13:21:16 SOME PEOPLE DID NOT LIKE HER. AFTER JERRY PASSED 
AWAY MCFARLAND DID HIS BEST. 
13:21:44 UPON HIS DEATH WE HAD A MEETING WITH MCFARLAND, 
HE ASKED ABOUT NUMBER OF 
13:22:11 EMPLOYEES AND EVERYONE HAD TO BE ABOVE BOARD AND 
ON THE BOOKS. YES SOME 
13:22:36 EMPLOYEES WERE BEING PAID CHECK AND CASH WHILE 
JERRY WAS ALIVE. THERE WERE 
13:23:12 SEVERAL PEOPLE WHO WERE NOT ON THE BOOKS. 
MCFARLAND CHANGED THAT, FROM THE 
13:23:38 TIME OF OUR MEETING FORWARD EVERYONE HAD TO BE 
ON THE BOOKS. THAT INCREASED 
13:23:58 OUR EXPENSES, MORE TAXES. THERE WERE 14FAMILIES 
THAT LIVED ON THE HILL AND 
13:24:27 THAT CLOSED AND THEN HE BUILT A PARKING LOT AND 
HE CLOSED THE OTHER MOLBILE 
13:24:59 HOME- BOB HOLLAND DID ALL THIS. LOCALS MOVED 
AND THEY STOPPED COMING. I 
13:25:31 KNOW THAT MICHAEL PUT IN AT LEAST 175 THOUSAND 
DOLLARS, TAXES AND OPERATING 
13:26:00 EXPENSES. HE GAVE THE RESTAURANT CONTINOUS FEEDS 
OF MONEY, EVERY MONTH THERE 
13:26:28 WAS A SHORTFALL. MCFARLAND MADE THE DIFFERENCE. 
MARIE ADVISED HIM OF THE 
13:26:48 SHORT FALL, MARIE ORDERED ALL THE FOOD AND 
SUPPLIES. MCFARLAND WAS NOT THERE 
13:27:10 EVERYDAY, HE WOULD USUALLY COME OUT ON THE 
WEEKENDS BUT WE WOULD TALK TO HIM 
13:27:29 ORE MAIL HIM EVERYDAY ABOUT THEDA Y TODAY 
OPERATION. I WENT THROUGH THE 
13:28:11 BOOKS WITH MARIE, FAMILIAR WITH THE RECORDS. 
SHORTFALLS WERE REASONABLE AND 
13:28:41 NECESSARY. YES RECALL CONVERSATION WITH JERRY 
BERRY AND HE SAID KARLETTA 
13:29:23 WOULD NOT BE RUNNING THE BUSINESS, SHE FAILED AT 
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HER COFFEE STAND AND SHE 
13:29:41 WOULD NOT BE RUNNING THE RESTAURANT. SHE DID THE 
DISHES AND MADE PIZZAS. 
13:30:16 KARLETT A WAS GOOD IN THE KITCHEN BUT NOT GOOD 
OUTSIDE THE KITCHEN. WE GAVE 
13:30:56 JERRY 30 THOUSAND DOLLARS IN 05 AND I HAD SOME 
DIFFICULTIES ASKED FOR IT 
13:31:26 BACK, HE ASKED TO KEEP 10 THOUSAND AND I SAID OK 
AND WE DREW UP PAPERS AND HE 
13:31:58 PUT IT IN WRITING THAT KARLETTA WOULD TAKE CARE 
OF THE 10,000. YES JERRY SAID 
13:32:46 SHE WAS PAID ON A WEEKLY BASIS. THIS WAS AFTER 
JERRYS DEATH. MCFARLAND AND 
13:33:10 ZIMMERMAN WERE NOT PAID WEEKLY. IT WAS PAID CASH 
TO KARLETTA EACH WEEK- THAT 
13:33:31 WENT UNTIL MCFARLAND SAID TO STOP, HE SAID SHE 
WASNT A EMPLOYEE AND STOP 
13:33:54 PAYING HER. KARLETTA GOT ALL THE RECORDS AND 
TOOK THEM HOME. MCFARLAND ASKED 
13:34:13 FOR THEM TO BE RETURNED AND SHE DID. THIS 
HAPPENED SHORTLY AFTER JERRY DIED. 
13:34:56 MIKE AND KAREN DIDNT IGNORE THE BUSINESS, THEY 
CONTINUALLY GAVE MONEY AND WE 
13:35:23 HAD MEETINGS TO CREATE MORE REVENUE. I HAD NO 
IDEA IF THIS RESTAURANT TURNED 
13:35:56 A PROFIT. 
13:37:40 JERRY NEVER DISCUSSED WITH ME ABOUT NOT PUTTING 
ALL THE INCOME ON THE BOOKS 
13:38:08 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ex 
13:38:13 Other: CRIP, MONNIE 
YES THEY DID ISSUE ME ONE SHARE OF STOCK. IN 
2006 WE HAD A GOOD YEAR, SUMMERS 
13:38:40 WERE ALWAYS STRONG AT THE RESTAURANT. TOWARDS 
THE END OF SUMMER JERRY STOPPED 
13:39:38 COMING BY. KARLETTA AND I WOULD HAVE SOME WORDS, 
THAT HAPPENS IN RESTAURANTS. 
13:40:08 JERRY TOLD US ME AND MARIE THAT HE WOULD GIVE US 
EACH 50 THOUSAND DOLLARS, WE 
13:40:59 TOLD HIM THAT NOT NECESSARY. WE HAD A BIRTHDAY 
PARTY FOR HIM IN JULY. I THINK 
13:41:35 THE LAST CHECK HE SIGNED WAS IN AUGUST. YES WE 
REPORTED TO JERRY PRIOR TO 
13:42:01 AUGUST. JERRY DID EVERYTHING, THE BOOKS, THE 
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PAYROLL, THE REPAIRS, WE WROTE 
13:42:34 DOWN OUR HOURS. NO- NO ONE WROTE THEIR OWN PAY 
CHECKS. NO JERRY DID NOT 
13:43:19 MONITOR THE SHOTS OF ALC THAT WERE POURED. YES I 
KNOW WHAT MENU COSTING IS, 
13:43:57 EXPLAINS PROCESS. I DONT KNOW HOW JERRY DID IT 
OR IF HE DID. JERRY KEPT CLOSE 
13:44:24 TRACK OF ITEMS ON THE MENU. YES JERRY WAS AWARE 
OF MENU PRICES. IF SOMEONE 
13:44:56 PAID CASH, IT WAS RANG INTO THE TILL AND THEN 
PUT IT IN A BAG. YES HE ALLOWED 
13:45:24 THE SAME PERSON TO DO THE TILL AND DO THE END OF 
NIGHT. NO NOT AWARE OF ANY 
13:45:55 EMPLOYEE THEFT OF CASH OR GOODS. I AM NOT A WARE 
OF MCFARLAND CHECKING TIME 
13:46:27 CARDS. YES MCFARLAND WOULD COME IN ON THE 
WEEKENDS AND WE WOULD SIT DOWN AND 
13:46:46 DISCUSS HOW THE WEEK WENT AND THEY WOULD STAY 
THE EVENING. MCFARLAND MEAL 
13:47:07 TICKETS WENT INTO A FILE. YES JERRY PASSED 
1114/2006. MCFARLAND MEALS WERE 
13:48:13 TOTALLED AT THE END OF THE MONTH, HE WOULD COME 
IN ON THE WEEKENDS BUT RARELY 
13:48:43 DURING THE WEEK. MICHAEL LIKED HIS OYSTERS AND 
KAREN USUALLY HAD A CAESAR 
13:49:08 SALAD. 
13:49:13 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECT 
13:49:20 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ITS ON SCOPE 
13:49:31 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION-RELEVANCE 
13:49:41 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
WITHDRAWN 
13:49:53 Other: CRIP, MONNIE 
WE HAD A MEETING JAN 07 WITH MCFARLAND ABOUT NOT 
PAYING ANYONE UNDER THE 
13:50:21 TABLE. I DID NOT DO PAYROLL, DONTRECALL SCOTT 
BEING PAID UNDER THE TABLE. 
13:51:12 Addlns: ATTY,JOHNWHELAN -DEF 
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OBJECTION 
13:51:24 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RETRY A QUESTION 
13:51 :32 Other: CRIP, MONNIE 
I DIDNT DOPA YROLL. YES THERE IS IDS AND THE 
BUTTON HOOK. ONLY OPEN IN THE 
13:52:57 SUMMER. MCFARLAND DID NOT REVIEW TIME CARDS. WE 
WOULD DISCUSS THE MENU WITH 
13:53:51 HIM AND UPCOMING BANDS. 
13:54:10 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION-RELEVANCE 
13:54:22 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FllNEY- PLANT 
TRYING TO FIGURE OUT WHAT HE DID. 
13:54:37 Other: CRIP, MONNIE 
YES I LOANED JERRY BERRY MONEY, YES THERE WAS A 
PROMISORY NOTE FROM THE 
13:55:06 CAPTAINS WHEEL TOME. YES WEDIDTALK-AFEW 
MINUTES AGO OUT IN THE PARKING 
13:56:10 LOT. SUPBEONA WASFAXEDTOMEATWORK,NOONE 
HAND DELIVERED IT. 
13:56:42 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FITNEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:56:49 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
REDX 
13:57:23 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FllNEY- PLANT 
OBJECT - SCOPE 
13:57:36 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
GO AHEAD 
13:57:43 Other: CRIP, MONNIE 
HE COMPLAINED OF STOMACH AILMENTS IN SEPT- OCT 
13:58:57 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:59:03 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
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13:59:25 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
CALLS NEXT WITNESS 
13:59:38 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
14:00:00 Other: JOHNSTON, DAVE 
SPELLS NAME- STATES NAME. ATTORNEY- IN IDAHO 
SINCE 1988. YES KNEW JERRY 
14:01:27 BERRY, WAS A PATRON THERE. HAVE A HOME IN CDA. 
2002 UNTIL JUST RECENTLY. A 
14:01:58 RESTAURANT THAT SERVES ALC. LEGAL ADVICE TO 
JERRY- YES AND NO. JERRY WAS 
14:02:35 OUTSIDE DOING IMPROVEMENTS TO THE BUILDING, HAD 
A CONVERSATION ABOUT THE 
14:02:58 IMPROVEMENTS, HE INDICATED TO ME HE HAD A OFFER 
FROM SOMEONE TO PURCHASE, WE 
14:03:20 TALKED ABOUT IT ON A PERSONAL LEVEL. HE ASKED 
IF I DID ANY PRIVATE WORK, I 
14:03:55 SAID I DID FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS AS LONG AS IT 
DIDNT INVOLVE LITIGATION. HE 
14:04:17 ASKED IF I WOULD ASSIST HIM THE SALE. IT WAS MAY 
OR JUNE. I DONT THINK HE WAS 
14:05:02 DIAGNOSED WITH CANCER AT THAT POINT. 
14:05:21 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
14:05:28 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ex 
14:05:32 Other: JOHNSTON, DAVE 
I THINK IT WAS 1.1 MILLION AND THE BUYERS MAX 
OFFER WAS 1.2. HE DIDNT SAY HE 
14:06:20 WAS GOING TO SELL IT HE JUST SAID HE GOT A 
OFFER. I AM NOT A REAL ESTATE 
14:06:50 EXPERT, I TOLD HIM THAT WAS IN LINE WITH OTHER 
SIMILIAR PROPERTIES. NO I 
14:07:30 NEVER MET WITH MR. BERRY IN MY LAW OFFICE. YES 
SOMETIMES DO LEGAL WORK FOR 
14:08:01 FRIENDS AND YES I CHARGE THEM. 
14:08:23 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
14:08:39 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
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EXCUSES WITNESS 
14:08:47 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
14:10:02 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
14:10:31 Other: :MEREDITH, DEE 
WORKED FOR MCFARLAND OFFICE- THE LAW OFFICE. 
ONE PERSON OFFICE, DID IllS 
14:11:21 BOOKS, FULL TIME JOB. 8-5 MONTHRUFRIDAY. UNTIL 
2006. EXlllBIT B - YES 
14:12:21 RECEIPT THAT I WROTE OUT. AUG 2003. A RECEIPT 
FOR MONEY GIVEN TO JERRY BERRY. 
14:12:56 IT SAYS CAPTAIN WHEEL- I WROTE THAT SO I KNEW 
WHAT IT WAS FOR, I SETUP A 
14:13:52 FILE NAMED CAPTAINS WHEEL, MCFARLAND WOULD HAND 
ME ITEMS. MR. BERRY CAME IN, 
14:14:48 MR. MCFARLAND TOLD ME I NEEDED TO WRITE A 
RECEIPT AND I TOOK IT INTO HIS 
14:15:15 OFFICEANDHADJERRYSIGNIT. YES I SAW A CHECK 
FOR60THOUSAND.MR.BERRY 
14:15:46 LOOKED AT THE RECIPT AS HE SIGNED IT. HE DID NOT 
QUESTION ANYTHING THAT 
14:16:07 WAS WRITTEN ON THE RECEIPT. YES I WAS FAMILIAR 
WITH MCFARLAND CLIENTS, JERRY 
14:16:42 BERRY WAS NOT A CLIENT AND I HAD NEVER SEEN lllM 
THERE BEFORE. YES I WORKED 
14:17:00 THEREREGULARLY. YESIWASFAMILIAR WITHFILES, 
THERE WAS NO FILE NAMED JERRY 
14:17:40 BERRY, NO FILE FOR KARLETTA BERRY. 
14:18:04 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
14:18:13 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ex 
14:18:21 Other: :MEREDITH, DEE 
I WASNT THERE ALL THE TIME, I DID LEAVE FOR THE 
BANK. NO I WAS NOT AWARE OF A 
14:18:46 MEETING IN2001 OR2002. NOI DONTREMEMBER 
GETTING LOAN DOCUMENTS ON JERRY 
14:19:24 BERRY. YES I DID OPEN THE MAIL AS IT CAME IN. 
OPENED MAIL EVERYDAY AND GOT 
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14:19:43 THE FAXES. I WROTE THOSE WORD ON THE RECEIPT. 
FILE WAS KEPT IN THE FILE 
14:20:28 CABINET. YES THAT IS WHERE CLIENT FILES ARE 
KEPT. PRIOR TO SEEING HIM I HAD 
14:21:18 TALKED TO MR. BERRY ON THE PHONE. HE WOULD CALL 
AND ASK IF MCFARLAND WAS 
14:21:39 AVAILABLE, IF HE WASNT THERE I WOULD LEAVE A 
MESSAGE. 
14:22:17 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
14:34:28 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
14:34:28 
Recording Started: 
14:34:31 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NEXT WITNESS 
14:34:39 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
14:35:16 Other: STREATER, MARIE 
SPELLS NAME- STATES NAME- YES FAMILIAR WITH 
JERRY BERRY. WORKED FOR HIM. 
14:36:02 STARTED IN 2003 AND JUST RECENTLY ENDED THERE. 
WORKED AT CAPTAINS WHEEL IN 
14:36:26 BAYVIEW IDAHO. WAITRESSED AND BAR TENDED. WHEN 
JERRY GOT SICK I TOOK OVER 
14:36:58 MANAGEMENT WITH MONNIE. WE SHARED SIMILIAR 
DUTIES. WORKED FULL TIME THE 
14:38:25 ENTIRE TIME I WAS THERE. WE WOULD WRITE DOWN 
DAILY SALES ONTO FORMA TIED SHEET 
14:38:46 AS FAR AS FOOD- ALC- MISC. STRATED DOING THAT 
DUTY IN 2006, PROBABLY AFTER 
14:39:18 HE DIED. JERRY AND KARLETTA KEPT THE BOOKS P 
UNTIL THEN. THE BOOKS -THERE 
14:39:49 WERE CATAGORIES. THE CASH WAS PUT ON THE 
RECONCILE SHEET, THAT IS EACH DAY. 
14:40:20 WENT INTO A FILE AND AT END OF MONTH WE PUT IT 
ALL TOGETHER AND PUT IN A BOX. 
14:40:37 THAT WAS FOR KEEPING TRACK OF REVENUE. THERE 
ALSO WAS FILES, ONE FOR FOOD, 
14:41:05 FORALC, AND END OF YEAR IT WAS TOTALLED. YES HE 
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PASSED 1112006. YES AFTER HE 
14:41:30 PASSED THERE WERE SOME CHANGES. WE SAT AND 
TALKED WITH MCFARLAND AND HE 
14:41:59 EXPLAINED THAT EVERYONE HAD TO BE ON THE BOOKS. 
JERRY KEPT THE BOOKS AND I 
14:42:19 DONT KNOW HOW HE DID HIS BOOKS. YES I KEPT 
ACCURATE RECORDS. MCFARLAND GOT US 
14:42:44 QUICK BOOKS ON THE COMPUTER, IT WORKED. 
14:43:46 2003- WE HAD A DISCUSSION IN BACK ROOM ABOUT 
GUEST CHECKS, HE EXPLAINED TO 
14:44:26 ME THAT WHEN A GUEST CHECK CAME IN WITH MIKE OR 
KARENS NAME ON IT WE WERE TO 
14:44:46 PUT IT ASIDE. IN 06 HE HAD A CONVERSATION IN THE 
DININGROOM,HESATDOWN 
14:45:06 WITH US AND HEW AS GOING TO BEAT THE CANCER BUT 
IF HE HADNT HE WOULD PAY US 
14:45:46 50 THOUSAND IF WE STA YEO UNTIL THE END AND DIDNT 
QUIT. I FIGURED THEY WERE 
14:46:09 SILENT PARTNERS. JERRY TOLD ME TO PUT THE 
TICKETS IN THE BAG FOR MCFARLAND 
14:47:03 ANDZIMMERMAN.AFTER THATTHEYDIDNTPAYFOR THE 
MEALS. IT WAS RIGHT AFTER 
14:47:27 THE CAMBELLS SOLD. YES RIGHT AFTER CAMBELLS SOLD 
WE STARTED NOT CHARGING THEM 
14:48:11 MEALS. YES I KNOW KARLETTA, SHE WORKED THERE ON 
AND OFF. SHE DID DISHES, DID 
14:48:30 THE SALAD BAR, SHE WORKED A FULL SHIFT, SHE WAS 
IN AND OUT FOR THE FIRST FEW 
14:48:51 YEARS. AS HER SON GOT OLDER KARLI HELPED OUT, 
SHE WOULD BUY THINGS, SHE WOULD 
14:49:16 GO TO THE BANK, SHE HELPED OUT WHEN SHE COULD. 
TYPICAL SHIFT 6-8 HOURS. SHE 
14:49:38 WOULD STOP IN AND ASK IF WE NEEDED ANYTHING. 
PROBABLY 25-40 HOURS A WEEK. WE 
14:50:13 WRE ALL TOGETHER. YES HER AND MONNIE HAD A 
CONFRONTATION, THINGS WERE SAID 
14:50:45 BETWEEN HER AND MONNIE. A CUSTOMER CAME AND TOLD 
US THEY GOT INTO IT, WE WENT 
14:51:15 ABOUT OUR BUSINESS AND DIDNT TALK ABOUT IT 
ANYMORE. IN 2007 A MAN CAME IN BOB 
14:51:49 HOLLAND AND BOUGHT UP ALL THE TRAILER PARKS AND 
EVICTED PEOPLE, AFFECTED OUR 
14:52:08 BUSINESS, IT WAS A SEASONAL BUSINESS. APRIL 
THROUGH SEPT WAS BUSY THEN THE 
14:52:31 ECONOMY CHANGED AND IT STARTED SPIRALING, WE HAD 
TO ASK MICHAEL FOR MONEY TO 
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14:53:02 STAY AFLOAT, PROBABLY AROUND 175 THOUSAND 
DOLLARS. YES IT IS CLOSED. 
14:53:23 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
14:53:30 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ex 
14:53:34 Other: STREATER, MARIE 
MONNIE AND I BOTH PAID EMPLOYEES. IN 07 WE HAD 
THAT MEETING WITH MCFARLAND. I 
14:54:12 DONT RECALL SCOTT ROBERTSON AND DONT REMEMBER 
PAYING HIM UNDER THE TABLE IN 
14:54:41 TH SUMMER OF 07. WE WOULD WRITE CASH OR CHECK 
NEXT TO THE NAME. I CALL THE 
14:55:29 NUMBERS IN, PUT IT IN QUICK BOOKS. WHEN WE PAY 
THE EMPLOYEES SOMETIMES IT IS 
14:56:12 A CHECK OR CASH. YES THERE WAS TRADE WORK DONE, 
DOCK WORK, BARRELS UNDER THE 
14:56:50 DOCKS, ELECTRICIANS, YARD MAINTENANCE, GENERAL 
MAINTENANCE WAS DONE IN TRADE. 
14:57:36 WE KEPT CARDS IN A BOX FOR THOSE PEOPLE AND AT 
THE END OF THE YEAR IT WAS 
14:58:08 TOTALLED. YES WE KEPT MONTHLY SALE SHEET. WOULD 
BE SENT TO THE ACCOUNTANT. WE 
14:59:06 HAD A EMPLOYEE LIST WHAT THEY COULD EAT AND THEY 
WERE ALLOWED A SHIFT MEAL 
14:59:30 AND A END OF SHIFT DRINK. MCFARLAND AND 
ZIMMERMAN CHECKS WERE PUT IN A STACK 
14:59:52 AND AT END OF WEEK IT WAS ADDED. I STARTED YEAR 
END CALCULATIONS. MCFARLAND 
15:00:56 MEALS WERE NOT TOTALLED, THEY ARSTILLATTHE 
OFFICE AND WOULD BE PUT IN THE 
15:01:20 STACK WITH EMPLOYEE FOOD TICKETS. IN 2007 THEY 
WOULD COME IF WE HAD A BAND, 
15:01:57 DINNER AND WINE. IN 2009 THERE WASNT ALOT, THEY 
WOULD COME OUTONCE A MONTH. 
15:02:19 WE KEPT IN CONTACT BYE MAIL OR PHONE. CANT 
RECALL EXACTLY HOW MANY TIMES 
15:02:41 THEY CAME OUT. YES HE WOULD COME OUT WHEN HE 
COULD. MOST OF THE TIME I WOULD 
15:03:05 BE TOWN AND STOP BY HIS OFFICE. MONNIE TOOK 
ANOTHER POSITION IN 2008. MONNIE 
15:03:46 WOULD COME OUT OR I WOULD CALL MICHAEL TELLING 
HIM WE NEEDED MONEY TO PAY FOR 
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15:04:07 TAXES, THE MORTGAGE OR IF SOMETIDNG BROKE DOWN. 
IN MARCH LARGE CHUNK WAS 
15:04:30 NEEDED FOR ELECTRICIAN. YES THERE WAS PORTION 
CONTROL, STAFFED THE FLOOR, 
15:05:05 THEY WERE A MINIMUM OF 2 HOURS AND THEN WE COULD 
SEND THEM HOME. TOWARDS THE 
15:05:25 END WE LAID OFF MORE AND MORE PEOPLE UNTIL THERE 
WAS ONLY A FEW PEOPLE LEFT. 
15:05:49 YS BOB HOLLAND EVICTED THREE TRAILER PARKS SO 
ALL THOSE FAMILIES LEFT. 2006 
15:06:49 JERRY WAS KEEPING THE BOOKS. JERRY WAS A 
STUBBORN MAN, IN APRIL HE COMPLAINED 
15:07:22 ABOUT AILMENTS- HE WAS ALWAYS THERE, AUG OR 
SEPT I HAD TO DRIVE HIM HOME. HE 
15:08:00 WASA VERYKIND,LOVING,GENEROUSMAN. WHENHE. 
STARTED GETTING SICK WE 
15:08:27 STARTED HELPING MORE TO TAKE THE BURDEN OFF 
JERRY ANDKARLETTA. WE FLEW ALONG 
15:09:07 BY THE SEAT OF OUR PANTS AND DO WHAT WAS NEEDED. 
END OF 2006 THE RESTAURANT 
15:09:30 WAS DOING OK., THE COMMUNITY LOVED JERRY, WE DID 
A FUND RAISER AND A SHARING 
15:09:49 TREE TO HELP PAY FOR HIS TREATMENTS. 4TH OF JULY 
WE HAD A BIG PARTY. I THINK 
15:11:09 WE TALKED TO MCFARLAND AFTER JERRY DIED. I DONT 
RECALL THE EXACT TIME JERRY 
15:11:58 STOPPED COMING IN, HE TRIED HIS BEST TO STAY 
UNTIL THE END. HEW AS PUT IN THE 
15:12:25 CIRCLE OF LIFE AT KOOTENAI. HE WENT HOME TO DIE. 
15:13:06 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTIDNG FURTHER 
15:13:11 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
15:13:42 WE WILL RECESS FOR THEDA Y. EVENING RECESS. 
RESUME MONDAY AT 08 30 IN THE 
15:14:09 MORNING. DISMISS JURY PANEL. 
15:14:48 SCHEDULING? 
15:15:03 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
ANOTHER WITNESS ON MONDAY, 
15:15:20 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EVIDENCE ON TUES. THIS MEASURE OF DAMAGES IS A 
ISSUE IN MY MIND. STRUGGLING 
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15:16:07 WITH IT. WILL WORK ON IT THIS WEEKEND AND READ 
THOSE CASES .. STOCK IS STOCK. 
15:23:09 Stop recording 
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08:40:02 -WITHDRAWN- 2ND CAUSE- LACK OF CAPACITY, UNDO 
ThWLUENCE-GRANTED 
08:40:52 INTER WINE. THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION- BREECH-
DENIED. FIFTH- DENIED. FOURTH-
08:41:46 GRANTED. ISSUES OF THE ILLNESS ARE RELEVANT. 
110-734- CITES RULING. UNDO 
08:43:34 ThWLUENCE IS NOT THERE, ITS JUST NOT HERE. STAND 
ALONE. 6TH CAUSE OF ACTION-
08:45:00 QUITE TITLE- DEALS WITH REAL PROPERTY, GRANT. 
7TH ACTION WAS WITHDRAWN AND 
08:45:36 8TH CAUSE- CONSTRUCTIVE TRUSH- DENIED. GOT 
PLANTIFF BRIEF. PRINTED IT OFF 
08:46:38 THS MORNING. REGARDING THE ACCOUNTING ISSUE-
CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST COULD BE 
08:47:41 POSSIBLE REMEMDY, THERE ARE OFF SETS CLAIMED BY 
MCFARLAND. THIS IS NOT WELL 
08:49:15 FORMED IN THE COURTS MIND. I UNDERSTAND THE 
DIFFICULTY OF THIS CASE. DAMAGE 
08:49:56 ISSUE IS STILL FOGGY IN THE COURTS MIND. 
08:51:02 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
THERE IS ADDITIONAL ISSUE- BREACH OF DUTY, NO 
EVIDENCE THAT JERRY BERRY 
08:51:32 COULD HAVE BOUGHT THE CAMBELL STOCK. THE ISSUE 
OF DAMAGES, IF JERRY COULDNT 
08:51:58 HAVE PURCHASED THE CAMBELL STOCK, THERE IS NO 
DAMAGES. 
08:52:32 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
INEEDTOHAVESOMEIDEAOFWHATIAMTHINKING 
ABOUT. 
08:53:06 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ON THE FOURTH CAUSE USES THE WORD UNDO 
ThWLUENCE, PARA 53 READS. 5TH CAUSE IS 
08:53:45 NEGLIGANCE AND 4TH IS INTENTIONAL BREACH OF FUD 
DUTY. 
08:54:12 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
UNDO ThWLUENCE -BON JOVI VS JAMISON CASE. I 
DONT SEE UNDO ThWLUENCE IN OUR 
08:55:40 CASE. NOT INDEP CAUSE OF ACTION. HIS FREE WILL 
WAS NOT SUBSTITUED. WE ARE NOT 
08:56:51 A JURY INSTRUCTIONS POINT NOW. BRING IN THE JURY 
PANEL. 
08:57:07 JURY PANEL BROUGHT IN AND SEATED. 
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08:57:58 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
CALLS WITNESS 
08:58:08 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
08:59:14 Other: HUSELAND, HERB 
STATES NAME- SPELLS NAME. YES FAMILIAR WITH 
JERRY BERRY. HE PURCHASED HALF 
08:59:57 INSTREST FROM THE NORDSTROMS. YES ALOT OF 
DEALINGS WITH THE CAPTAINS WHEEL, 
09:00:32 IT WAS OWNED BY A PRIVATE OWNER. JIM CAMBELL WAS 
WORKING IN THE KITCHEN, I 
09:00:57 TALKED THEM INTO BUYING IT, I HANDLED THE LOAN, 
IN THE MORTG BUSINESS. 
09:01:17 CAMPBELLS AND NORDSTROMS OWNED IT, JERRY BERRRY 
BOUGHT OUT THE NORDSTROMS, HE 
09:01:36 OPERA TED IT WITH THE CAMBELLS. YES I CREATED THE 
SBA LOAN, THAT LOAN WAS FOR 
09:02:17 395,000 WAS THE PURCHASE PRICE, DONT REMEMBER 
THEAMOUNTFOR THE LOAN. THAT 
09:02:46 WAS IN 1996. YES I FREQUENTED THE CAPTAINS 
WHEEL, BECAME FRIENDS WITH JERRY 
09:03:12 BERRY. JERRY WAS VERY FRIENDLY, VERY GREGARIOUS 
GUY. JERRY VISITED WITH 
09:03:37 EVERYONE, PERENIAL HOST, THE PERFECT HOST. WE 
DEVELOPED A FRIENDSHIP OVER 
09:04:03 TIME AND INTERACTED WITH EACH OTHER. HE REPLACED 
A LARGE WINDOW FOR ME IN THE 
09:04:22 MOBILE HOME. HE CONSIDERED ME A INSIDER BECAUSE 
I PUT THE DEAL TOGETHER, I 
09:04:48 KNEW WHEN CAMBELLS WANTED TO SELL THE BUSINESS. 
09:05:03 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
OBJECT- FOUNDATION 
09:05:10 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SUSTAIN OBJECTION 
09:05:20 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
DX 
09:05:23 Other: HUSELAND, HERB 
REMEMBER WHEN THE CAMBELLS WANTED OUT- JIM WAS 
IN POOR HEALTH, HEART 
09:05:44 PROBLEMS. THEY WERE GOOD FRIENDS. SURE I KNEW 
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THEY WANTED OUT- THEY 
09:06:05 DISCUSSED IT WITH ME. 
09:06:12 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FllNEY- PLANT 
OBJ- HEARSAY 
09:06:23 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVER RULE OBJECTION 
09:06:30 Other: HUSELAND, HERB 
IT WAS DISCUSSED OPENLY ABOUT THE TALERICOS 
WANTING TO BUY. I KNEW THE 
09:07:08 CAMBELLS AND THE TALERICOS. AT THE LAST MINUTE 
DAN TALERICO TRIED TO PINCH A 
09:07:33 L TILE TO HARD AND CAMBELLS DECIDED NOT TO 
PROCEED WITH THEM. CAMBELL WAS THE 
09:07:55 CEO, JERRY WAS THE SILENT GUY. JERRY WANTED TO 
RUN THE SHOW AND HAVE THE 
09:08:23 OTHER PARTY SILENT. JERRY WANTED TO RUN THE SHOW 
AND SO DID THE TALERICOS. NO 
09:08:46 I NEVER HAD CONVERSATIONS WITH JERRY BERRY 
REGARDING HIS DEALINGS WITH 
09:09:07 MCFARLAND AND ZIMMERMAN. YES WE DID HAVE A 
CONVERSATION ABOUT THE BUY OUT OF 
09:09:29 STOCK. THAT CONVERSATION WAS 2004. BETWEEN 
MYSELF AND JERRY BERRY, WE WERE 
09:09:56 BACK IN THE KITCHEN. RALPH JONES MADE A REMARK 
TO ME, HE TOLD ME THAT HE 
09:10:27 THOUGHT MCFARLAND WAS JERRYS NEW PARTNER, 
EXPLAINED HOW HE CAME IN AND NEVER 
09:10:42 PAID FOR MEALS. I ASKED JERRY ABOUT IT AND JERRY 
SAID, YOU KNOW HERB YOUR THE 
09:11:07 ONLY PERSON KNOWS THIS. I LIVE WITHIN A BLOCK 
AND A HALF FROM THE WHEEL. ITS 
09:12:07 NOT JUST A BAR OR RESTAURANT, ITS A GATHERING 
PLACE FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD. NO 
09:12:29 I HAVE NEVER KNOWN MCFARLAND TO DISCUSS LEGAL 
BUSINESS, IN FACT HE HAS 
09:12:51 COMMENTS STATING ALC AND BUSINESS DONT DO WELL 
TOGETHER. MCFARLAND AND 
09:13:14 ZIMMERMAN WOULD BE THERE IF THERE WAS MUSIC, 
BOTH BUSY PEOPLE WITH THEIR 
09:13:31 BUSINESSES. AT ONE TIME I WORKED IN THE KITCHEN 
WITH KARLETTA. IT WAS 
09:13:51 DIFFICULT SITUATION FOR HER TO WORK THERE, A LOT 
OF FRICTION, SHEW AS THE 
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09:14:09 OWNERS WIFE YET WORKED UNDER KITCHEN MANAGEMENT. 
YES I WAS PRESENT FOR JERRY 
09:14:27 BRRY BIRTHDAY PARTY, BIG FOOD SPREAD, HAD A 
BAND. EVERYONE LOVED JERRY. OH 
09:14:52 YES I KNOW THE TERMS JERRYS GIRLS. MANAGEMENT-
THEY WERE TREATED LIKE 
09:15:12 DAUGHTERS OF JERRYS. HIS BIRTHDAY PARTY WAS 
OUTSIDE THAT DAY, HE HAD SO MANY 
09:15:31 WELL WISHERS THERE THAT DAY. HIS INTERACTIONS 
SEEMED APPROPRIATE THAT DAY, 
09:15:59 COULD STILL LAUGH AND JOKE. HIS FAVORITE 
EXPRESSION WAS HU DI KA. NO IDEA 
09:16:31 WHAT IT MEANT. YES WENT TO CAPTAINS WHEEL AFTER 
JERRY DIED. 
09:16:53 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
OBJECTION 
09:16:59 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
REPHRASE 
09:17:07 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
DX 
09:17:11 Other: HUSELAND, HERB 
YES CONTINUED TO GO THERE AFTER JERRY DIED. 
09:17:29 Add Ins: ATTY, REXFIINEY- PLANT 
OBJECT- NOT A EXPERT 
09:17:40 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SUSTAIN OBJECTION 
09:17:47 Other: HUSELAND, HERB 
YES ALWAYS GOT DECENT SERVICE EVEN AFTER JERRY 
PASSED AWAY. EVERYTHING WAS 
09:18:15 GOOD. KITCHEN SEEMS IMPROVED IN THE LAST YEAR OR 
TWO. NO I NEVER HAD ANY 
09:18:47 DIRECT CONVERSATION ABOUT PEOPLE GETTING PAID 
UNDER THE TABLE. 
09:19:03 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ex 
09:19:08 Other: HUSELAND, HERB 
NO I HAVE NOT BEEN IN THIS COURTROOM BEFORE 
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TillS. NO I DID NOT HAVE ANY 
09:19:43 CONVERSATION ABOUT TillS CASE. YES AWARE OF 
BAYVIEW BLOG SITE. MY LATEST BLOG 
09:20:14 COMMENT WAS MUMS THE WORD, REGARDS TO TillS 
TRIAL. YES I AM SOPillCA TED 
09:20:59 REGARDING SOME TlllNGS. YES I WORKED THERE, YES I 
BROKEREDTHESBALOAN,WASA 
09:21:21 MORTGAGE BROKER. IT WAS A FIRST POSITION LOAN. 
YES 1996. DONT RECALL THE 
09:21:57 INTEREST RATE. PURCHASE PRICE WAS AROUND 
390,000. I WAS NOT THE CLOSING 
09:22:26 AGENT, I ONLY PUT THE LOAN TOGETHER, IT WAS 
INDEPENDENT ESCROW COMPANY THAT 
09:22:45 CLOSED IT. YES RECALLS CONVERSATION WIT JERRY 
REGARDING A PARTNER. USED IT 
09:23:14 LOOSELY, IT WAS A 50 50 OWNERSHIP. YES THE 
WHEEL WAS A COMMUNITY GATHERING 
09:23:44 PLACE. ALOT OF THE COMMUNITY IS GONE. SOME 
PEOPLE USED TO COME FROM SPOKANE, 
09:24:10 ITS A RESORT TOWN. BOATS THERE AND SUMMER HOMES. 
ZIMMERMAN AND MCFARLAND WERE 
09:24:34 THERE FREQUENTLY, NOT SURE OF EXACT DATES, DIDNT 
TAKE NOTES. YES WOULD SEE 
09:25:00 MCFARLAND THERE BEFORE IT RECENTLY CLOSED, DONT 
KNOW WHEN. I BECAME AWARE OF 
09:25:44 TIS TRIAL SEVERAL MONTHS AGO. KNEW IT A CONTEST 
OVER PARTNERSHIP. 
09:26:08 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
09:26:14 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
09:26:18 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
09:26:19 EXCUSES WITNESS 
09:26:43 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
CALLS NEXT WITNESS 
09:26:59 DX 
09:27:02 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
STATES NAME, SPELLS NAME. YES STARTED GOING TO 
WHEEL IN 2000-2001. YES WOULD 
09:27:37 GO WITH MCFARLAND. QUITE OFTEN WE WOULD GO. 
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AFTER JERRY DIED MIKE WOULD GO 
09:28:23 THERE BY HIMSELF TO TAKE CARE OF BUSINESS. YES 
WE DEVELOPED A RELATIONSHIP 
09:28:45 WITH JERRY BERRY. WE HAD A MOBILE HOME THAT 
NEEDED SET, I CALLED HIM AND HE 
09:29:08 GOT IT READY FOR WINTER AND HE SET IT THE 
FOLLOWING SPRING. BETWEEN 2000-2003 
09:29:32 WE WOULD GO OUT THERE FOR DINNER AND DRINKS. 
WOULD STAY FOR DANCING ALWAYS. 
09:29:53 WOULD GET THERE AROUND 8 AND STAY TILL THE BAND 
STOPPED. WOULD HAVE DINNER 
09:30:15 AND WINE AND WOULD STAY FOR DANCING. DURING THIS 
THREE YEAR PERIOD, YES WE 
09:30:52 HAD DINNER WITH JERRY, DONT RECALL HOW MANY 
TIMES, HE WAS ALWAYS RUNNING 
09:31:10 AROUND AND VISITING WITH PEOPLE. YES I BELIEVE 
HE DID SIT DOWN WITH US AND 
09:31:31 HAVE DINNER, DONT KNOW HOW MANY TIMES, MAYBE A 
DOZEN.KARLETTA WASNOTTHERE 
09:32:01 VERY OFTEN. MAYBE DINNER WITH KARLETTA AND JERRY 
4 TIMES TOGETHER. IT WAS 
09:32:37 MORE THEY WOULD JUST STOP BY THE TABLE. RARE TO 
HAVE DINNER WITH THEM. WHEN 
09:32:55 WE DID WE WOULD TALK ABOUT JERRYS LIMO AND BOAT 
STUFF. KARLETTA DIDNT TALK 
09:33:14 MUCH. I HAVE KNOWN MCFARLAND PROB 15 YEARS, 
AROUND 1995 OR 1996. YES WE SPEND 
09:33:44 TIME TOGETHER. NO I HAVE NEVER KNOWN MIKE TO 
GIVE LEGAL ADVISE, ABSOLUTELY 
09:34:13 NEVER WHEN HAVING ALC. WE WENT TO THE WHEEL TO 
HAVE DINNER, DRINKS AND 
09:34:29 SOCIALIZE. DONT RECALL THAT MCFARLAND EVER GAVE 
LEGAL ADVISE TO JERRY BERRY. 
09:35:01 NOT AWARE OF LEGAL ADVICE GIVEN TO KARLETTA. NOT 
AWARE OF ANY CONVERSATION OF 
09:35:30 A EMPLOYEE GIVING ALC TO A MINOR. FROM 2003 
UNTIL HE PASSED AWAY, WE HAD 
09:36:12 DINNER WITH JERRY A FEW TIMES, HE WAS ALWAYS 
RUNNING AROUND BEING A HOST. 
09:36:39 MAYBE 4-5 TIMES. DONT REALLY RECALL. DINNER 
INFREQUENTLY IN THE FIRST PERIOD, 
09:37:18 AFTER SECOND PERIOD OF TIME 2003 TO CURRENT, 
DONT RECALL. NEVER RECALL 
09:37:46 MCFARLAND EVER GIVING LEGAL ADVISE TO JERRY 
BERRY OR TO ANYONE. NOT A WARE OF 
09:38:14 ANY LEGAL ADVICE GIVEN TO KARLETTA. I HAVE NO 
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KNOWLEDGE ABOUT ALC TO A MINOR 
09:38:45 AT ALL. I DONT RECALL THERE EVER A CONVERSATION 
ABOUTTHESTATETAKINGLAND 
09:39:23 FOR THE ROAD. DONT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THE STATE 
AND THE ROAD ISSUE. YES HE 
09:40:08 HAS A RANCH IN ATHOL, NOT AWARE OF IT BEING 
AFFECTED. YES WAS INVOLVED IN 
09:40:36 REAL ESTATE BUT NOT ACTIVE NOW. YES WE DID TALK 
ABOUT SELLING THE BUSINESS 
09:41:00 AND LISTING IT WITH TREATY ROCK, THAT WAS WHERE 
I WORKED. YES LEVEL OF TRUST 
09:41 :25 WTH TREATY ROCK, THEY ARE PROFESSIONAL AND 
TRUSTING. HONEST PEOPLE. WE NEVER 
09:41:51 DID LIST THE PROPERTY, NEVER OBTAINED A LISTING, 
NEVER ATTEMPTED TO GET A 
09:42:19 LISTING. IT WAS ONLY MY SUGGESTION TO LIST WITH 
TREATY ROCK. YES APPRAISAL 
09:42:36 WAS DONE. YES TYPICALLY IF A BUSINESS IS BOUGHT 
THERE IS COMMISSION, 
09:43:07 COMMISION IS NEGOTABLE, ALWAYS HAS BEEN THERE. 
SOMETIMES VERY LOW, THEY ARE 
09:43:39 DIFFICULTTOSELL. YESJERRYBERRY APPROACHEDUS 
ABOUT ACQUIRING THE STOCK. 
09:44:11 WE DID NT THINK OF IT, WE KNEW IT WAS FOR SALE, 
JERRY CAME TO US AND 
09:44:38 APPROACHED US ABOUT BECOMING PARTNERS. YES HE 
DID TELL US THAT HE DIDNT WANT 
09:45:01 THE TALERICOS INVOLVED, HE WOULD TALK ABOUT IT. 
YES THE CAMBELLS WERE TRYING 
09:45:18 TO GET OUT. AT ONE POINT THE TALERICOS WERE SO 
CONFIDENT THAT IT WOULD GO 
09:45:39 THROGH THAT TALERICO WIFE WAS TAKING MONEY AT 
THE TILL. THAT UPSET HIM. HE 
09:45:57 WANTED TO RUN IT HIMSELF. HE SAID HE WANTED US 
TO BE HIS SILENT PARTNER, HE 
09:46:48 WANTED US TO BUY THE CAMBELL STOCK. HE WANTED TO 
RUN IT HIS WAY, TO BE THE 
09:47:05 HOST AND WE WERE TO BE SILENT PARTNERS. 
BACKGROUND IN REAL ESTATE AND 
09:47:35 COSMOTOLGY. EX HUSBAND AND I OWNED A LOGGING 
COMPANY. YES MCFARLAND AND I ARE 
09:48:06 ENGAGED AND WE DONT HAVE A DATE SET. YES EXHIBIT 
A IS A RECEIPT. WE HAD 40 
09:48:38 THOSAND BETWEEN THE TWO OF US, WE TOLD JERRY 
THAT, HE WAS GOING TO SEE IF HE 
09:48:56 COULD SECURE THE STOCKS WITH THAT IN HOPES WE 
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COULD GET THE REST, IF IT DIDNT 
09:49:22 SECURE IT WE WERE TO GET OUR MONEY BACK. 
CAMBELLS WANTED A 100 THOUSAND, 
09:49:39 JERRY SUGGESTED IT. THERE WAS NO NEGOTIATION 
INVOLVED IN THE RPICE OF THE 
09:49:58 STOC. CAMBELLS WANTED 100 SO THAT IS WHAT WE 
CAME UP WITH. YES WE HAD 
09:50:22 DISCUSSIONS ABOUT US BEING THE SILENT PARTNERS, 
WOULD HAVE CONVERSATIONS AT 
09:50:43 THE WHEEL AND OUT AT THE RANCH, JERRY BERRY 
WOULD STOP BY THE RANCH-
09:51:16 2000-2003 PROBABLY MORE THAN 2 DOZEN TIMES OF 
HIM BEING OUT THERE. HE WAS OUT 
09:51:40 THERE ALOT WORKING ON THE MOBILE HOME AND 
SETTING IT. HEW AS OUT THERE 
09:52:06 FREQUENTLY, TALK AND DISCUSSION. YES I WAS AWARE 
OFTHEPROBLEMSBETWEEN 
09:52:52 TALER! COS AND JERRY BERRY. WE DIDNT WANT TO 
PARTICIPATE IN THE MANAGEMENT, 
09:53:23 JERRY WAS TO TAKE CARE OF ALL OF THAT. WE WERE 
JUST TO GET THE MONEY AND BE 
09:53:42 SILENT PARTNERS. YES OBTAINED A LOAN FOR THE 
BALANCE AMOUNT. I WENT TO A BANK 
09:54:11 AND GOT A LOAN AND AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE. JERRY 
SAID IT WAS URGENT SO 
09:54:40 SOMEONE ELSE DIDNT GET THE DEAL. THIS WAS JERRYS 
DREAM, TO BE OUT FRONT AND 
09:55:02 RUN IT ALL. WE DID NOT OPPOSE THAT. MICHAEL AND 
I BOTH HAD FULL TIME JOBS. I 
09:55:56 AM NOT A LAWYER. I AM A HAIR DRESSER. WE GAVE 
HIM THE INITIAL 40 THOUSAND AS 
09:57:05 A DOWN PAYMENT, YES WE WERE TO GET THAT BACK IF 
IT DIDNT GO THROUGH. THE 
09:57:36 LOAN TOOK A COUPLE OF WEEKS, DONT REMEMBER 
EXACTLY HOW LONG. I DONT RECALL 
09:58:05 EVE GIVING JERRY BERRY THE ACTUAL CHECKS. THAT 
WAS DONE BETWEEN MICHAEL AND 
09:58:25 JERRY BERRY. AFTER JERRY BERRY DIED WE KNEW HAD 
TO TAKE OVER AS MANAGERS, YES 
09:58:58 CONCERN, WE HAVE NO RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE. WE BOTH WORK FULL TIME 
09:59:21 JOBS ON OUR OWN. AFTER CAMBELL STOCK WAS 
PURCASHED IT WAS NOT IMMEDIATELY PUT 
09:59:53 IN OUR NAMES, HE AGREED TO DOING THAT. PERIOD OF 
TIME PASSED AND HE WAS BUSY, 
10:00:12 I KEPT REMINDING HIM OF THE PAPERWORK, I WAS 
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CONCERNED, HAD 100 OUT THERE 
10:00:32 FLOATING AROUND. THERE WAS NO WRITTEN AGREEMENT, 
IT WAS FOR HIM TO PURCHASE 
10:00:51 TH STOCK FOR US. AFTER HE GOT DIAGNOSED WE KNEW 
IT HAD TO GET DONE, VERY 
10:01:18 APPARENT AND URGENT. YES EVENTUALLY A STOCK 
PURCHASE WAS DRAWN UP, IT DIDNT 
10:01:47 CREATE A NEW DEAL IT ONLY FINALIZED THE INITIAL 
AGREEMENT. IT WAS SIGNED IN 
10:02:10 MY PRESENCE. THERE WAS NO NEW TERMS THAT WE 
AGREED ON BACK IN 2003. YES JERRY 
10:02:39 BERRY SIGNED IT IN MY PRESENCE, WE ALL SIGNED 
IT. WE WERE AT THE RANCH AND HE 
10:03:21 SAID HE WOULD COME AND SIGN IT, I THINK IT WAS 
IN HIS POSSESSION, IT GOT 
10:03:37 LATER AND LATER AND WE WENT TO HAYDEN, HE AGREED 
TO SIGN IT AND HE DROVE TO 
10:03:56 HAYDEN. HE SEEMED FINE AND WAS COHERENT, NEVER 
SAID HE HAD A HARD TIME 
10:04:28 DRIVING, SAID HE UNDERSTOOD IT. THAT VISIT 
LASTED MAYBE 45 MIN TO A HOUR. I 
10:04:51 WAS THERE THE WHOLE TIME AND SO WAS MCFARLAND. 
WE DID NOT SHARE A BEVERAGE AT 
10:05:12 THAT MEETING, NO ALC WAS DRANK. HE HAD ANOTHER 
DOCUMENT WITH HIM THAT 
10:05:36 KARLETTA DREW UP MAKING IT A LOAN. THIS WAS 
NEVER A LOAN, AGREEMENT TO 
10:06:22 PURCHASE THE STOCK. I WOULDNT TAKE OUT A LOAN I· I 
WITH OUT SOMETHING BACK, STOCK 
10:06:52 WAS EXPECTED. NEVER CONSIDERED A LOAN. I FELT 
DISGUSTED WHEN I SAW THE 
10:07:32 PAPERWORK SHE DREW UP, SHE HAD NOTHING TO DO 
WITH IT. IT WAS SIGNED ON 4 JULY 
10:07:55 2006. YES RECALLS AUG 2003- BETWEEN THAT TIME 
IT WAS NEVER DISCUSSED BY ANY 
10:08:38 BODY DURING THOSE THREE YEARS THAT THIS WAS 
CONSIDERED A LOAN, NEVER EVER. 
10:09:01 NOT ONCE. IT WAS A STOCK PURCHASE. THERE WAS 
NEVER ANY DISCUSSION ABOUT IT 
10:12:17 BEING A LOAN. JERRY SAID WHEN WE SIGNED IT, HE 
REFERRED TO KARLETT A AND SAID 
10:12:40 WHAT IS SHE DOING WITH THIS, SHEW AS NEVER PART 
OF THE DEAL. THREE YEARS HAD 
10:13:14 PASSED. YES JERRY WANTED TO MAKE THE INTEREST 
PAYMENTS SO IT DIDNT COST ME 
10:13:43 MONEY. JERRY SAID IN TWO OR THREE WE COULD SELL 
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IT AND EVERYONE WOULD MAKE 
10:14:12 SOME MONEY ON IT. JERRY THOUGHT THE 100 PRICE 
WAS GOOD. PRIOR TO DOING THIS 
10:14:37 WE HAD NEVER SEEN ANY PROFIT OR LOSS STATEMENT, 
WE DIDNT KNOW ABOUT DEBT, 
10:14:59 JERRY TOLD US THAT THERE WAS DEBT. YES THE SBO 
LOAN IN STILL IN EXISTANCE, 
10: 15:18 LOAN IS STILL THERE, THREE - 400 EACH MONTH. YES 
DUE NEXT MONTH. YES 
10:16:13 FRICTION,KARLETTA WANTED TO RUN THE PLACE. YES 
RECALLS THE CORPORATE MEETING. 
10:16:42 HER NAME WAS ADDED TO JERRYS STOCK. YES KARLETTA 
SIGNED THE PAPERWORK ON HER 
10:17:16 OWN FREE WILL. HE AUTHROIZED IT AND NEVER 
OBJECTED TO IT. 8/15/06 MEETING- I 
10:17:54 WAS THERE, MIKE, KARLETTAANDJERRYBERRY. IT 
WASNEVERRBOUGHTUPTHATTHIS 
10:18:19 WAS A LOAN. NO NEW DOCS WERE DRAWN UP BETWEEN 
THE 4TH OF JULY MEETING AND 
10:19:11 THE AUG MEETING. YES JERRY DIED, I KNEW IT WOULD 
BE SCARY BECAUSE JERRY TOOK 
10:19:36 CARE OF EVERYTHING. WE COULDNT RUN IT THE WAY 
JERRY HAD RUN IT SUCH AS 
10:20:04 PEOPLE GETTING PAID UNDER THE TABLE. FROM THAT 
TIME ON, EVERYTHING HAD TO BE 
10:20:21 ABOVE BOARD. NO MORE UNDER THE TABLE PAYMENTS. 
APPARENTLYEMPLOYEESWERE 
10:21:00 ENTITLED TO A MEAL. CORRECT WE DID NOT PAY FOR 
OURMEALS, JERRY TOLD US THAT, 
10:21:22 PART OF A PRIVILEDGE OF BEING A OWNER THERE. 
JERRY AND KARLETTA DID NOT PAY 
10:21:43 FOR THEIR MEALS. KARLETTA WANTED TO RUN THE 
BUSINESS AND WE FELT SHEW AS NOT 
10:22:17 CAPABLE OF DOING THAT. THERE WAS A FEW THOUSAND 
DOLLARS THAT WERE NOT 
10:22:36 ACCOUNTED FOR. YES THERE WAS A ATM MACHINE AT 
THE WHEEL. YES THERE FUNDS 
10:23:04 MISSING FROM THE ATM FROM WHEN KARLETTA DID THE 
BANKING. YES WE APPROACHED 
10:23:29 HER. SHE OFFERED NO EXPLANATION. YES WE VOTED TO 
SUSPEND HER AS THE DIRECTOR. 
10:23:54 YES SHE TOOK FINANCIAL RECORDS FROM THE 
BUSINESS. SHE WENT IN THREE TIMES SO 
10:24:22 THE BANK STATEMENTS WENT TO HER HOUSE AND NOT TO 
THE BUSINESS. WE SUSPENDED 
10:24:48 HER AS DIRECTOR WITH CAUSE. 
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10:25:06 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RECESS FOR MORING RECESS 
10:25:19 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
10:25:55 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
10:25:55 
Recording Started: 
10:26:02 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
JUROR 11 -INDICATED SHE WORKS WITH MONTEE CRIPE 
AND SHE AWARE OF MONTEE 
10:26:40 CRIPE. 
10:26:45 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
10:45:35 
Recording Started: 
10:45:35 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
10:45:41 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
I DONT SEE A ISSUE WITH JUROR 11 ISSUE 
10:45:55 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NEED SOME CLARFICATION 
10:46:07 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WILL ADDRESS IT THE LUNCH RECESS AND COUNCIL CAN 
QUESTION 
10:46:48 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
THE PERSON SEATED IN THE COURTROOM IS MONNIE 
HUSBAND 
10:47:08 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I AM NOT EXCLUDING PEOPLE FROM THE COURT ROOM. 
THIS IS A OPEN COURTROOM. 
10:47:30 BRING JURY PANEL IN 
10:48:39 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
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CONTINUES DX OF KAREN ZIMMERMAN 
10:48:56 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
WE NEVER DENIED HER ANY INFORMATION. KARLETTA 
NEVER ASKED ABOUT HOW THE 
10:49:24 BUSINESS WAS GOING. YES I REMEMBER SEEING MR. 
MCGLAUGHLIN AT THE MEETING, I 
10:49:57 WAS THERE THE ENTIRE TIME AT THAT MEETING. MR. 
MCFARLAND NEVER SAID HE WAS 
10:50:21 THE CORPORATE LAWYER FOR THE CAPTAINS WHEEL. MR. 
MCFARLAND NEVER SAID HE WAS 
10:50:46 ANY ONES LAWYER. MCFARLAND HAS NEVER SAID HE WAS 
JERRY BERRYS LAWYER. TO MY 
10:51:26 KNOWLEDGE HE HAS NEVER DONE ANYTHING REGARDING 
LEGAL ADVICE WITH CAPTAINS 
10:51:53 WHEEL OR JERRY BERRY OR KARLETTA. MR. DOUGHTERY 
WAS THE CORPORATE LAWYER. 
10:52:14 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
10:52:20 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
ex 
10:52:24 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
MR. MCFARLAND WAS NOT JERRY BERRY ATTORNEY. IT 
HAD BEEN SO LONG AGO, THE 
10:53:24 CHECK WAS FOR 60,000. 823.50 WAS FORA LOAN FEE. 
10:54:44 REFERS TO DEPOSITION- PAGE 17. LINE 7. YES THAT 
IS JUST I SAID I THOUGHT 
10:55:19 HAPPENED. THATS NOT HOW IT TURNED OUT. I DONT 
KNOW HOW MANY TIMES I SAID I 
10:55:46 CANT RECALL. PAGE 11 LINE 16 ANSWER. LICENSED AS 
A BROKER- I WAS THEN BECAME 
10:56:39 A ASSOC BROKER. PAGE 50- ANDWER. THOSE TWO 
BANKS SO CLOSE TOGETHER. DONT 
10:58:14 REMEMBER SORRY. PAGE 9. ANDWER. YES I STILL 
THINK MY MEMORY IS GOOD. 
10:58:52 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJECTION 
10:58:58 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
10:59:04 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
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10:59:33 
10:59:43 
11:00:18 
11:01:03 
11:01:49 
11:02:07 
11:02:54 
11:03:38 
11:05:50 
11:06:32 
11:06:39 
11:06:42 
11:07:08 
11:07:23 
11:07:46 
11:08:30 
11:08:56 
11:09:43 
11:10:05 
11:10:49 
11:11:12 
11:11:48 
11:12:10 
11:12:44 
11:12:49 
NOT SURE- DONT KNOW WHAT YEAR ALLEN DIED, THINK 
2005. I WAS BROKER FOR ABOUT 
15MONTHS. 
PAGE 16 LINE 20 ANSWER. 
PAGE 17LINE 19.ANSWER 
PAGE 36- LINE 20 -ANSWER 
PAGE37-LINE12-ANSWER 
PAGE38-LINE18-ANSER 
PAGE 44- LINE 13 -ANSWER 
PAGE 45 - LINE 19 - ANSWER 
JERRY DIED AND WE DIDNT GET ANY MORE MONEY. NO 
ONE OWES ME ON THE LOAN AS I 
NEVER GAVE ANYONE A LOAN. 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
THEY WERE OUR STOCKS AND HE DIDNT TRANSFER IT 
INTO OUR NAME, SHOULD HAVE BEEN 
DONE. DONT KNOW WHY HE DIDNT. 
JERRY BERRY SAID PAUL DAUGHTERTY WAS THE 
CORPORATE A TTY. IT TOOK SO LONG TO 
GET IT DONE BECAUSE JERRY DIDNT DO IT. 
THOSE RECEIPTS WERE KEPT AT MICHAELS OFFICE. 
THE LAWSUIT CAME UP AND WE DIDNT LIST IT. I AM A 
ESTICIAN BY TRADE. WERE 
GOVERNED BY THE STATE. YES THERE ARE ETHICS 
BEING A BROKER. YES YOU CAN LIST 
YOUR OWN HOUSE AND TO DISCLOSE TO THE BUYER. THE 
BUYERSWOULDBEINFORMEDON 
THE SALES AGREEMENT. EVERYTHING IS DISCLOSED. 
YESITHOUGHTTHE100THOUSAND 
WAS A GOOD DEAL. I DO NOT KNOW REAL ESTATE IN 
BAYVIEW. HAVE NOT BEEN ACTIVE 
IN REAL ESTATE FOR SEVERAL YEARS. I DO REFERALS 
WITH BROKER AND OWNER OF 
TREATY ROCK. YES IN 2003 JERRY ASKED US TO BE 
PARTNERS. 
Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJ 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SUSTAINED. 
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11:12:57 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
YES WE HAD A MOBILE HOME TO BE SET. I SAY WE 
WITH EVERYTHING, WE ARE 
11:13:24 PARTNERS. YES HAVE INTEREST IN THE MOBILE HOME. 
WE ARE PARTNERS IN LIFE. YES 
11:13:55 W WOULD GET WINE, SOMETIMES BY THE GLASS 
SOMETIMES A BOTTLE. 
11:14:18 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBI-RELEVANCE 
11:14:23 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
OVERRULED 
11:14:30 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
I DONT RECALL. PAGE 37 DEPOSITION- ANSWER LINE 
7 
11:15:56 MICHAEL DOESNT GIVE OUT LEGAL ADVICE WHEN WERE 
OUT. IF ASKED HE IS TOLD TO GO 
11:16:18 TO THE OFFICE AND MAKE A APPT. I DONT KNOW WHEN 
IT WAS THAT JERRY TOLD US 
11:17:06 ABOUT THE MONEY JUDGEMENTS. 
11:17:14 JERRY TOLD US THAT THE 100 THOUSAND WAS A GOOD 
DEAL, HE SAID HE THOUGHT IT 
11:17:39 WAS WORTH AROUND 800 THOUSAND. WE DIDNT LOOK AT 
THE BOOKS. WE THOUGHT IT WAS 
11:18:11 A GOOD DEAL. YES PROPERTY ON THE LAKE IS ALWAYS 
A BETTER DEAL THATN PROPERTY 
11:18:31 NOT ON THE LAKE. EXHIBIT 46 - ITS THE MINUTES, 
YES MY SIGNATURE AS SECRETARY 
11:20:41 AD DIRECTOR. 
11:21:40 MICHAEL ASKED KARLETTA FOR BANK ACCOUNT 
STATEMENTS. 02/2007 SHEW AS NOT 
11:22:35 COOPERATING AND WANTED TO RUN THE BUSINESS. WE 
REMOVED HER. MICHAEL AND I 
11:23:15 TALKED ABOUT WHAT WAS GOING ON AT THE RESTAURANT 
AFTER JERRY DIED. WE WOULD 
11:23:38 GOUPTHEREONTHE WEEKENDS AND TALK WITH 
MANAGEMENT ABOUT HOW MUCH MONEY IT 
11:23:57 WAS LOSING. NO NEVER REVIEWED TIME CARDS. NEVER 
REVIEWED SECURITY CAMERAS. 
11:24:41 BEING PAID IN CASH OK BUT NOT UNDER THE TABLE. 
JERRY TOOK ADVANTAGE OF THE 
11:25:26 TAX BREAKS AND ADVANTAGES. I DONT RECALL 
MCFARLAND REFERING TO JERRY BERRY AS 
11:26:32 A FORMER CLIENT. 
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11:26:41 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
REDX 
11:26:45 Other: ZIMMERMAN, KAREN 
THE 60 THOUSAND LOAN, JERRY SAID HE WOULD PAY 
THE INTEREST PORTION. 
11:27:10 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
11:27:22 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
11:27:40 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
CALLS MICHAEL MCFARLAND AS WITNESS 
11:27:55 Other: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
STATES NAME - SPELLS NAME. LAWYER SINCE 1980. 
WENT TO SCHOOL IN WASHINGTON 
11:28:36 DC. UNDERGRADUATE UNIV OF IDAHO WHILE IN THE 
SERVICE. ENLISTED 165 ACTIVE 
11:28:58 TILL 1970 AND RESERVE UNTIL 1976. FLEW 
HELIPCOPTERS IN VIETNAM. WAS FLIGHT 
11:29:21 INSTRUCTOR. THEN HELl COP PILOT WITH GUARDS. YES 
FLEW 2600 HOURS OF COMBAT 
11:29:45 MISSIONS. YES 34 YEARS OLD WHEN I STARTED 
PRACTICING LAW. REVIEWS RULES OF 
11:30:13 PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT. VERY COMPREHENSIVE SET OF 
RULES. GOVERNED BY THE BAR 
11:31:08 ASSOC. BAR CONDUCTS HEARINGS OR TAKES ACTION 
THROUGH A COMPLAINT PROCESS. CAN 
11:32:05 RESULT IN SANCTION, PUBLIC REPREMAND ALL THE WAY 
TO BEING DIS BARRED. YES 
11:32:38 THERE IS A TRIBUNAL. 
11:32:54 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
REDX 
11:33:01 Other: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
EXPLAINS THE PROCESS OF FILING A COMPLAINT WITH 
THE STATE BAR ASSOC. 
11:34:16 PROBABLY NOT HAVE TO BE A CLIENT TO FILE A 
COMPLAINT. REALLY DONT KNOW. HAVE 
11:34:57 NEVER HAD A COMPLAINT FILED AGAINST ME. YES ALSO 
MEMBERSARESUPPOSEDTO 
11:35:22 POLICE THE BAR. YES SELF POLICING ITS OWN 
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MEMBERS. HAS BEEN THAT WAY EVER 
11:36:15 SINCE I STARTED PRACTICING IN 1980. 
11:38:14 RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT ARE GUIDELINES FOR 
BEHAVIOR. YES LOTS OF BOOKS 
11:39:19 ARE REQUIRED AS A LAWYER. YES REQUIRED TO PASS A 
TEST REGARDING RULES OF 
11:39:59 PROFESSIONAL ETHICS. TWO DAY TESTS, DIFFERENT 
PORTIONS OF THE TEST. NATIONAL 
11:40:29 AND IDAHO RULES. IDAHO PORTION IS A ESSAY 
PORTION. TOOK BAR EXAM 1980. IDAHO 
11:42:05 PORTION IS ALLDAY TEST. CIVIL RULES BOOK GOVERN 
HOW CIVIL CASES ARE HANDLED. 
11:43:00 THAT ALSO CONTAINS THE RULES OF EVIDENCE. 
RECALLS THE RULES THAT MR. FINNEY 
11:43:33 ASKEDABOUT.RULES 1.7,RULES 1.8.JERRYBERRY 
WAS NOT MY CLIENT, HE WAS IN 
11:44:32 MY OFFICE GETTING BANKRUPCY INFORMATION. I 
SUPPOSE IN THE PRIVACY OF MY 
11:45:06 OFFICE THERE MAY BE REMOTELY A POTENTIAL CLIENT 
UNTIL HE DECLINED TO MOVE 
11:46:01 FORWARD. FORMER CLIENT AT THE MOST. THERE ISA 
A TTY CLIENT PRIVILEDGE. THERE 
11 :4 7:18 IS A EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY. SOMETHING SAID IN 
A PUBLIC SETTING WITH PEOPLE 
11:47:43 AROUND, IT WOULD NOT BE EXPECTED THAT THE PERSON 
WOULD NOT PASS IT ALONG. A 
11:48:11 BIT MORE REFINED AS A ATTORNEY, THERE ARE 
EHTICAL RULES. TALKS ABOUT RULES 
11:50:39 OF BANKRUPTCY FRAUD. 
11:51:20 YES I USE A CLIENT INFORMATION SHEET FOR THE 
PEOPLE I DONT KNOW. DURING THAT 
11:51:41 MEETING WITH JERRY BERRY, IT WAS VERY BRIEF AND 
IT WAS NINE YEARS AGO. WE 
11:52:14 WERE ALREADY AWARE OF HIS PROBLEMS IN WASH. HE 
TOLD BOTH KAREN AND I STUFF. 
11:52:41 HE WASNT TELLING US ANYTHING IN COFIDENCE. HE 
WAS TALKING TO US AS A FRIEND. 
11:53:03 JERRY BERRY DID NT HIRE ME TO DO A BANKRUPCY. HE 
DID NOT. I DONT KNOW IF JERRY 
11:54:40 CALLED BEFORE OUR MEETING AT THE OFFICE. HE MAY 
HAVE CALLED ME AT THE OFFICE 
11:55:02 BEFORE THAT TO INQUIRE ABOUT THE 100 THOUSAND 
DOLLARS. PROBABLY ON THE PHONE 
11:55:34 DILY REGARDING THAT ISSUE. EXHIBIT A- IS A 
RECEIPT THAT WAS WRITTEN FOR THE 
11:56:05 40 THOUSAND. I GRABBED THE RECIPT BOOK AND WROTE 
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IT OUT. JERRY SIGNED IT AND 
11:56:41 DATED IT WITH THE CHECK IN HAND. IT WASNT A DOWN 
PAYMENT, PERHAPS EARNEST 
11:58:12 MONEY. ESSENTIALLY FUNDS GIVEN TO JERRY TO HOLD 
THE STOCK AND NOT GIVE IT TO 
11:58:30 ANYONE ELSE. LIKE A DEPOSIT, REFUNDABLE, LIKE 
EARNEST MONEY. IF WE COULD NOT 
11:59:09 COME UP WITH THE REST WE WOULD GET THE 40 
THOUSAND BACK. 
12:00:14 EQUITY IN PROPERTY BETWEEN THE TWO OF US. KAREN 
MADE THE APPLICATION PROCESS, 
12:00:45 WE HAD NO IDEA IF WE COULD GET IT. KAREN IS NOT 
MY WIFE, SHE IS NOT A A TTY 
12:01:13 AND IS NOT BOUND BY THE RULES OF ETHICS. SO HE 
GOT THE CHECK LEFT MY OFFICE 
12:01:40 ANDWENTTOMR.DAUGHERTYOFFICE. 7/25/2003 WAS 
THE DATE I WROTE THE RECEIPT. 
12:02:17 YES I AM AWARE OF THE HIGHWAY 95 PROJECT. NEVER 
GAVE KARLETTA ADVICE 
12:03:16 REGARDING THAT MATTER. IT HAD NOT BEEN 
DETERMINED AT THE TIME WHERE THAT ROAD 
12:03:40 WOULD EVEN BE. STATE HAD NOT DETERMINED WHERE 
THE ROAD WOULE BE. PRIOR TO 
12:05:08 2003 I RARELY DID CRIMINAL LAW. THE ISSUE OF ALC 
WITH A MINOR AT THE WHEEL, I 
12:05:40 REMEMBERJERRYBERRYTELLING ME THERE HAD BEEN A 
STING OPERATION AT THE WHEEL 
12:05:59 WITH THE STATE, SOMEONE SERVED A MINOR AND 
SOMEONE WAS CITED, I THINK HE GOT 
12:06:23 SUSPENDED FOR A WEEK FOR SERVING ALC. HE JUST 
TOLD ME ABOUT IT. 
12:06:48 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
13:06:37 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
13:06:37 
Recording Started: 
13:06:49 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ISSUE OF WITNESS, SHE IS HER AND WAITING. 
13:09:17 WE HAVE PLANTIFF WITNESS WHO FLEW IN TODAY SO WE 
ARE GOING TO TAKE HER 
13:09:41 TESTIMONY RIGHT NOT AND THEN GET BACK TO 
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DEFENSE. 
13:10:00 Add Ins: ATTY, REXFIINEY- PLANT 
CALLS NEXT WITNESS 
13:10:13 Other: CLERK 
OATHEGIVEN 
13: 11:15 Other: CANO, SHARIL YN 
SPELLS NAME- STATES NAME -LIVES IN MEDFORD OR. 
DIRECTOR OF HEAD START. YES 
13:11:37 JERRY BERRY IS MY FATHER. NO LOST TOUCH WITH MY 
DADWHENIWAS 15 AND GOT IN 
13:12:11 TOUCH WITH ME WHEN HE MARRIED KARLETTA. LOST 
TOUCH DUE TOP ARENTS DIVORCE AND 
13:12:30 BAGGAGE WITH THAT. HE TOLD ME IN 2005 HE HAD 
CANCER, TOLD ME IN THE CHRISTMAS 
13:12:54 CARD.YES AFTER THAT I SPOKE TO HIM EVERY DAY, 
YES CAME UP ON A TRIP IN 2006, 
13:13:17 HE REALLY WANTED US TO COME SEE THE WHEEL, WE 
CAME IN SEPT AND THEN IN OCT. 
13:13:37 2006 UNTIL HE PASSED. IN THE SUMMER MY DAD WAS 
TALKING ABOUT HOW IT WAS HARD 
13:14:01 T GO TO THE WHEEL, THE CHEMO WAS REALLY TAKING 
IT OUT OF HIM. KARLETTA WAS 
13:14:23 GOING TO THE WHEEL AND SHE REALLY WAS NEEDED AT 
HOME WITH HIM. MY SON WAS A 
13:14:42 CHEF IN SEATTLE AND SO WE TALKED ABOUT THAT AND 
MY SON GETTING FINANCING. MY 
13:15:05 DAD WAS GOING TO DO PRIVATE LOAN TO MY SON BUT 
WE HAD TO COME UP WITH THE 
13:15:31 MONEY TO PAY OFF HIS ATTORNEY, ATTORNEY WAS MIKE 
MCFARLAND, MANY TIMES HE 
13:15:53 SAID THIS, HE REFERRED TO HIM AS HIS ATTORNEY. 
HE TOLD ME THAT I WAS NOT IN 
13:16:21 HIS WILL AND NEEDED TO TAKE CARE OF KARLI AND 
DALE. STEP MOM IS 12 YEARS 
13:16:44 YOUNGER THAN ME. HE NEEDED TO TAKE CARE OF HER. 
WETALKEDABOUTALOTOF 
13:16:59 THINGS, HE WAS ALWAYS WORRIED ABOUT THE WHEEL. 
HE SAID KARLI WOULD HAVE THE 
13:17:34 WHEEL, THAT WAS VERYIMPORTANTTOHIMANDSHE 
AND DALE WOULD BE OK. HE SAID 
13:17:51 HE HAD IT ALL SET UP -WITH HIS ATTORNEY SO 
KARL Y WOULD HAVE EVERYTHING AND 
13:18:18 KEPT SAYING HIS ATTORNEY WOULD TAKE CARE OF 
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KARL Y. WE STAYED FOR A FEW DAYS 
13:18:42 AFTER THE DEATH. WETALKEDEVERYDAY,ITWAS 
ROUGH FOR HER. 
13:19:24 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
OBJHEARSAY 
13:19:30 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RESTATE THE QUESTION 
13:19:41 Other: CANO, SHARILYN 
YES I WAS EXPECTING THAT KARL Y WOULD BE RUNNING 
THE WHEEL. WHEN I WAS THERE 
13:19:57 WE WENT TO DINNER EVERYNIGHT AT THE WHEEL IN 
SEPT. 
13:20:42 IDENTIFIES MR. MCFARLAND, MY DADS A TIORNEY. 
13:21:02 YES THE LAST NIGHT HE DANCED WITH KARL Y, HE TOLD 
ME THAT HIS ATTORNEY WOULD 
13:21 :24 BE COMING TO DINNER. INTRODUCED AS MY DADS 
ATTORNEY. 
13:21:50 Addlns: ATTY,JOHNWHELAN -DEF 
ex 
13:21:57 Other: CANO, SHARILYN 
YES I PAID MY WAY UP HERE. NO AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
FINNEY AND MYSELF TO COMP FOR 
13:22:23 AIRLINE TICKET. CORRECT NO CONNECTION FROM AGE 
15 ON UNTIL HE MARRIED KARL Y. 
13:22:54 WE HAD ACTUALLY CONNECTED THROUGH MY GRAMMA. HE 
MARRIED KARL Y AND WE STARTED 
13:23:13 R BUILDING THE RELATIONSHIP. AGE DIFFERENCE IS 
FINE. YES CAME UP IN 2EP 2006, 
13:24:02 FOUND OUT ABOUT IT IN CHRISTMAS CARD. I HAVE SIX 
CHILDREN AND GRAND CHILDREN, 
13:24:40 A DAUGHTER DIED IN FEB. VERY BUSY LIFE. WE 
STAYED AT THE ATHOL MOTEL. YES 
13:26:27 MCFARLAND WAS THERE, WE WERE THERE HAVING DINNER 
SEPT 2006. HE WAS A LOT 
13:26:55 THINNER AND YOU COULD TELL HE WASNT FEELING 
WELL. . I USE THE TERM A TIORNEY 
13:27:44 BUT I THINK MY DAD REFERRED TO HIM AS LAWYER, 
HIS LAWYER. INTRODUCED 
13:28:26 MCFARLAND AS HIS LAWYER. WHEN I TALKED TO HIM 
ABOUT MY SONS RUNNING THE PLACE 
13:29:00 THE LOAN TO HIS ATIY WOULD HAVE TO BE PAID OFF. 
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HE USED THE WORD EITHER 
13:29:32 LA YWER OR ATTORNEY, YES LATER SAW I-llM AND WAS 
INTRODUCED TO I-llM. HE ONLY 
13:30:22 INTRODUCED US TO MAKE MCFARLAND. YES HAD DINNER 
THERE EVERYDAY I WAS THERE. 
13:30:52 HE SAID TONIGHT MIKE WILL BE AT THE DINNER SO 
YOU CAN MEET I-llM, HE SAID IDS 
13:31:18 LAWYER, HE WAS INTRODUCED AS EITHER I-llS LAWYER 
OR IDS ATTORNEY. NO I DID NOT 
13:31:46 CROSSEXAMI-llMONTHATPOINT. YESMYFATHER WAS 
SICK. I DONT KNOW WHAT THE 
13:32:34 RULES ARE WITH ATTORNEYS AS FAR AS 
REPRESENTATION. I NEVER SAW ANY BILLS FOR 
13:33:00 LEGAL WORK DONE. WHEN WE STARTED TALKING ABOUT 
THE WHEEL HE MENTIONED HIS 
13:33:34 ATTY. 
13:33:58 I HAVE ANOTHER DAD IN MY LIFE AS WELL SO NO, 
NOT SURPRISED I W ASNT LEFT 
13:34:23 ANYTHING IN THE WILL. HE SAID NICE TO MEET YOU 
OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT. YES I 
13:35:03 AM FLYING HOME TONIGHT, BEEN AWAKE FROM WORK ALL 
LAST WEEK DUE TO A DEATH IN 
13:35:33 THE FAMILY. YES THERE WAS A LADY WITH MCFARLAND 
ATDINNERBUTIDONTKNOW 
13:35:55 WHAT HER NAME IS, HE INTRODUCED HER- JUST CANT 
REMEMBER THE NAME. 
13:36:15 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:36:21 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
NOTHING FURTHER 
13:36:25 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
EXCUSES WITNESS 
13:36:31 PLANTIFF REST. RECALL DEFENSE WITNESS, MIKE 
MCFARLAND AS WITNESS. 
13:37:06 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
DX 
13:37:09 Other: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
YES I WAS INTRODUCED TO THAT YOUNG LADY, I DONT 
REMEMBER HOW I WAS 
13:37:34 INTRODUCED. DONT TI-llNK HE WOULD HAVE SAID TI-llS 
IS MY PARTNER AND NO I WOULD 
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13:37:51 HAVE NOT CORRECTED HIM. HAPPENS DOZENS OF TIMES, 
NATURE OF THE BUSINESS, NA TU 
13:38:17 NATURE OF PEOPLE. PEOPLE SEEM TO DO THAT, 
HAPPENS ALL THE TIME IN SOCIAL 
13:39:01 SETTINGS. PEOPLE JUST DO THAT. PAUL DAUGHERTY 
MAY HAVE FAXED SOMETHING TO MY 
13:40:52 OFFICE AT JERRY BERRY REQUEST. NEVERACTEDAS 
HIS LAWYER. I DO NOT KNOW WHO 
13:41:45 DRAFTED HIS WILL, NO SUCH TALK ABOUT HIS WILL. 
NONE WHAT SO EVER. 
13:42:35 EXHIBIT 77- AFFIDAVIT AND ATTACHMENTS. PARA 6-
THIRD SENTENCE. ISSUE IN 
13:44:04 THIS CASE. READS PARA 6 TO JURY PANEL. THIS IS 
THE STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT. 
13:45:12 YES THIS WAS JERRYS IDEA. EFER TO 40 THOUSAND 
DEBT. ACKW ARDL Y WORDED. YES IF 
13:46:23 WE COULDNT COME UP WITH THE OTHER 60 THOUSAND 
THE 40 THOUSAND WOULD BE 
13:46:45 RETURNED. EXHIBIT B- RECEIPT FOR THE 60 
THOUSAND FILLED OUT AND SIGNED BY 
13:47:48 JERRY BERRY, SIGNED FOR IN MY PRESENCE. I DONT 
KNOW IF I SPEFICALL Y SAW DEE 
13:48:41 PREPARE IT. YES I HAD MORE THAN ONE RECEIPT BOOK 
IN MY DESK. YES DEE HAD A 
13:49:20 RECEIPT BOOK IN HER DESK. DEE KNEW IT WAS FOR 
THE CAPTAINS WHEEL. YES MR. 
13:51:52 BERRY UNDERSTOOD ENGLISH LANGAUAGE, YES HIS 
SIGNATURE IS ON IT. HE HAD NO 
13:52:20 QUESTIONS PRIOR TO SIGNING FOR THE MONEY. YES 
THE 60 THOUSAND WAS SUPPLIED TO 
13:53:36 MR. BERRY TO ACQUIRE THE CAMPBELL STOCK. THE 40 
THOUSAND WAS PART OF THE 
13:54:19 PURCHASE PRICE. THEN KARLETTA DREW UP PAPERWORK 
-ALL PARTIES REJECTED 
13:55:04 KARLETTAS DEAL, SHE WAS NEVER PART OF THE DEAL, 
NEVER PART OF THE DISCUSSION, 
13:55:26 KARLETTA WAS NEVER PART OF THAT. WE KNEW JERRY, 
WE TRUSTED HIM, NEW HE WAS 
13:55:50 GOOD WITH PEOPLE. KARLETTA HAD NO KNOWEDGE OF 
BUSINESS, IF WE WOULD HAVE 
13:56:17 KNOWN SHE WAS TO BECOME INVOLVED WE WOULD NOT 
GOTTEN INVOLVED. WAS SHE 
13:57:03 JEALOUS 
13:57:06 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
OBJECTION- SPECULATION 
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13:57:18 Other: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
JERRY STARTED COMING TO RANCH 2001. HE NEVER 
BROUGHT HER, WE NEVER MET HER. 
13:57:46 HE TALKED OF HER OCCASSIONALLY. WE MET HER 2002-
2003. KNEW HIM FOR SOME TIME 
13:58:13 BFORE WEEVERMETHER. JERRY WAS 70IN2007 AND 
I WAS 62 YEARS OLD. AGE 
13:58:44 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HIM AND KARLETT A - SHE WAS 
TO YOUNG. HE SAID HE COULD 
13:59:22 TALK TO US ABOUT STUFF. KARLETTA COULD CALL AND 
HE SAID HE WOULD BE RIGHT 
13:59:41 HOME BUT WOULD STAY FOR HOURS. I THINK SHE MAY 
HAVE FELT NOT INVOLVED IN 
14:00:35 CONVERSATIONS, SHE FELT OUT. WEDINEDWITHJERRY 
AND HIS FRIEND STEVE 
14:01:53 ANDERSON AND KARLETTA WAS THERE. REMEMBER ONE 
INSTANCE RIGHT AFTER HIS 
14:02:21 BIRTHDAY, HAD DINNER WITH HIM AND OTHER PEOPLE. 
NEVER PROCESSED ANYTHING FOR 
14:03:15 JERRY BERRY- THE CAPTAINS WHEEL ORKARLETTA 
BERRY. OFFICER OF THE COURT IS 
14:03:40 REFERENCED AS ATTORNEYS, TO SEE THAT COURT IS 
FOLLOWED AND RULES UPHELD. 
14:04:14 REFERENCE 1.8.3- RULE OF CONDUCT. YES FAMILIAR 
WITH THAT RULE. IF SOMEONE 
14:05:33 VIOLATES A RULE I AM BOUND TO REPORT THEM. YES 
AWARE OF RULE 1.8.4. RULES ARE 
14:06:13 LOFTY. WE ARE MEMBERS OF A BRANCH OF 
GOVERNMENT. FAMILIAR WITH 1.8 RULE. 
14:09:36 RULE 1.8 AND RULE 1.9 DONT APPLY HERE. DID 
NOTHING UNETHICAL OR WRONG. 
14:10:23 LAWYERS CAN DO BUSINESS WITH CLIENTS- JUST HAVE 
TO HAVE INFORMED CONSENT. 
14:11:08 GIVES DEFINTION OF INFORMED CONSENT. GIVES 
EXAMPLE OF INFORMED CONSENT. 
14:13:41 RATIONALE BEHIND INFORMED CONSENT EXPLAINED. 
14:14:34 YES JERRY BERRY SIGNED EXHIBIT A AND B. NOTHING 
I DID WITH JERRY WAS AGAINST 
14:15:24 THE LAW OR THE RULES OF ETHIC, NO VIOLATION. YES 
HE TOLD US THAT HE WAS 
14:16:02 UNABLE TO PURCHASE THE CAMPBELL STOCK ON HIS 
OWN. 
14:17:08 THE RULES ARE HIGHLY TECHNICAL AND COMPLEX. RULE 
1.8. 
14:20:16 CORPORATE KIT IS SOMETHING PURCHASED FOR A CORP. 
CERTAIN PRE PRINTED FORMS IN 
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14:20:45 IT. CORPORATE SEAL AND PREPRINTED MINUTES AND 
LOGS, FORMS NEEDED FOR 
14:21:10 MEETINGS. MINUTE BOOK. ANYONE COULD GO THROUGH A 
CORPORATE KIT. IT ACQUIRED 
14:21:51 ONE THROUGHPAULDAUGHTERYOFFICE2000. 2006 I 
RECIEVED POSSESSION FROM 
14:22:22 DAUGHTERY OFFICE. JERRY ASKED DOUGHERTY OFFICE 
TOSENDITOVERSOICOULD 
14:22:46 TAKE A LOOK AT IT. IT WASNT GETTING DONE AND IT 
NEEDED DONE. GETTING THAT 
14:23:25 AGREEMENT PUT IN WRITING, WE HAD BEEN AFTER HIM 
CONSISTENTLY AND WE HAD 
14:23:45 NOTHING IN WRITING WITH 100 THOUSAND FLOATING 
AROUND OUT THERE. YES RECEIVED 
14:24:15 IT AND REVIEWED THE CORPORATE KIT. DIDNT APPEAR 
ANY ORGANIZED AT ALL. BI LAWS 
14:24:46 NOT FILL OUT. MOST OF IT WAS BLANK. YES THERE 
WERE STOCK CERT IN THE BOOK, 
14:25:19 THREE ISSUED. CERT 1, 2, AND 3- THE REST WERE 
THERE BUT BLANK AND NOT FILLED 
14:25:43 OUT. 1 WAS 100 SHARES MADE TO JEAN CAMPBELL. 
CERT2 -100 SHARES MADE TO 
14:26:23 JAMES CAMBELL AND CERT 3- 200 SHARES ISSUED TO 
JERRY BERRY. 02/2006 GOT THE 
14:27:01 CERT KIT. AND YES THOSE CERTIFICATES WERE IN THE 
BOOK. CERTIFICATES WERE 
14:28:01 ENDORSED ON THE BACK, LIKE A CHECK. HAS TO BE 
ENDORSED BEFORE IT CAN BE RE 
14:28:28 ISSUED. SIGNED OFF, AUTHORIZED PAUL DAUGHERTY TO 
TRANSFER IT. MR. DAUGHERTY 
14:29:21 DID NOT TRANSFER. THEY WERE SITTING IN THE 
MINUTE BOOK. THOSE TWO CERT WERE 
14:30:05 REISSUED TO MYSELF AND KAREN ZIMMERMAN, THEY 
WERE NEVER ISSUED TO JERRY 
14:30:29 BERRY. STOCK WAS ISSUED FROM THE RESOLUTION. 
STOCK CERT WERE PREPARED AND 
14:31:28 SIGNEDATTHATMEETING. JERRY BERRY NEVER SAID 
WHY DAUGHERTY DIDNT FOLLOW 
14:31:54 THROUGH. CERT 5 MADE OUT TO JERRY BERRY AND 
KARLETT A FOR 200 SHARES. 10/15/06 
14:32:52 MEETING, THE SHARES WERE SIGNED FROM CAMBELLS TO 
MYSELF AND ZIMMERMAN. YES 
14:33:26 THERE WAS A SET OF BI LAWS. THERE WERE STOCK BI 
LAWS IN THE BOOK- THAT IS 
14:34:31 EXHBIT D. SECOND SET IS WHAT I AM REFERING TO. 
14:37:24 WE NEEDED TO GET SOMEONE APPOINTED CHAIRMAN 
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SINCE JERRY BERRY DIED. NOTICE 
14:38:07 WA SENT OUT ABOUT SHARE HOLDERS MEETING. 
MCGLAUGHLIN TOLD ME THERE WAS 
14:38:31 ANOTHER COPY OF THE BI LAWS, THE ORIGINALS 
REQUIRED A 10 DAY NOTICE OF ANY 
14:38:55 MEETING. SO THEY CAME AND OBJECTED DUE TO THE 
TEN DAY NOTICE. 
14:39:24 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
14:57:13 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
14:57:13 
Recording Started: 
14:57:16 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RESUMES JURY PANEL. BRINGS JURY PANEL BACK INTO 
COURTROOM. 
14:57:36 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
RESUMES CX OF MICHAEL MCFARLAND 
14:57:59 Other: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
CORPORATE MEETING AFTER JERRY BERRY DIED. HERD 
TESTIMONY OF MCGLAUGHLIN. NO I 
14:59:22 DONT AGREE THAT I WAS THE CORPORATE LAWYER. HE 
SAID I WAS STEPPING DOWN, I 
14:59:44 NEVER STEPPED UP AS CORPORATE ATTY. EXPLAINS 
WHAT ACORPORATEATTORNEYIS. 
15:00:11 NORMALLY SOME TYPE OF AGREEMENT, USUALLY IN 
WRITING. 
15:03:59 THE MEETING WAS ACTUALLY THE THIRD TIME WE GOT 
TOGETHER AT THE HAYDEN HOUSE. 
15:04:20 11/29/ AND THEN ANOTHER ONE 2/15/07. KARELETTA 
WAS TERMINATED FOR CAUSE. 
15:04:57 PRIMAYCAUSE WAS UNAUTHORIZED REMOVAL OF 
DOCUMENTS AND UNAUTHROZIED TRANSFER 
15:05:22 OF BANK ACCOUNT STATEMENTS, SHEW AS NOT 
AUTHORIZED. WAS NOT ABLE TO WORK 
15:06:06 COOERATIVLEY. KAREN WAS ELECTED AS TRESURERAND 
I COULDNT EITHER. VERY 
15:06:38 DIFFICULT TO RUN A BUSINESS THIS WAY, THOUSANDS 
OF DOLLARS TAKEN OUT WITHOUT 
15:06:55 ANY EXPLANATION AND BANK ACCOUNT WAS OVERDRAWN, 
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AND WE COULDNT GET THE 
15:07:16 RECORDS. WHEN JERRYDIEDITLEFTVACANCIESAND 
IT NEEDED TO BE DEALT WITH. 
15:08:13 EXHBIT PIS THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING. YES 
KARLETTA WAS THERE WITH COUNCIL. 
15:08:41 WE VOTED FOR CORPORATE OFFICERS. 
15:22:07 HE GOT 100 PERCENT CONTROL OF THE BUSINESS 
WITHOUT USING HIS MONEY. HE DIDNT 
15:22:26 HAVE TO ANSWER TO ANYONE, HE RAN THE SHOW. SOLE 
PERSON IN CHARGE. HE WAS THE 
15:22:58 HOST AND COULD REPRESENT HIMSELF TO THE 
COMMUNITY AS OWNER. HIS ONLY 
15:23:19 OBLIGATION WAS THE 300.00 A MONTH TO KAREN FOR 
INTEREST. I DONT KNOW WHEN 
15:23:38 THEY STOPPED. ANOTHER PAYMENT OR TWO AFTER HE 
WAS DIAGNOSED, BUT HE WAS WAY 
15:24:21 BEHIND AT THAT POINT. DEF EXHIBIT A- RECEIPT. 
GOES THROUGH ALL EXHIBITS. 
15:37:33 THE ACCOUNT WAS OVERDRAWN. HE TOLD THOSE GIRLS 
THEY WOULD EACH GET 50 
15:37:56 THOUSAND DOLLARS. I DIDNT KNOW ABOUT SPECIFIC 
AMOUNT. MARIE STAYED TILL THE 
15:38:26 END AND MONNIE LEFT ABOUT A YEAR AGO BECAUSE WE 
COULDNT CONT TO KEEP TWO 
15:38:55 MANAGERS. WE GAVE EACH OF THEM ONE SHARE OF 
STOCK, NO BENEFIT TO ME TO DO 
15:39:26 THAT. ONLY IF THEY WOULD VOTE ON OUR SIDE .. I 
DONT THINK I NOTICED UP FOR THE 
15:39:54 MEETING FOR THAT TO TAKE PLACE, 
15:50:19 REVIEWS THE REST OF THEDEF EXHIBITS. 
15:58:37 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
STILL ISSUES TO ADDRESS. DISMISS JURY FOR THE 
EVENING. 
16:01:52 Stop recording 
(On Recess) 
16:05:02 Record 
MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
16:05:02 
Recording Started: 
16:05:21 Other: 11, JUROR 
I RECOGNIZED MONNIE CRIP, DONT KNOW HER. 
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RECOGNIZE HER FROM LACROSSE REHAB. 
16:05:57 SHE WORKS IN THE PAYCHECK DEPT. THERE IS NO 
PROBLEM. WE WORK AT THE SAME 
16:06:44 COMPANY. 
16:07:27 Add Ins: ATTY, JOHN WHELAN- DEF 
IM FINE WITH IT 
16:07:34 Add Ins: ATTY, REX FIINEY- PLANT 
IMFINEIT 
16:07:40 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
THAT FINE. 
16:10:56 EXHIBIT SS -RULE 1006 COMPLIED WITH- LOOK AT 
IT IN THE MORNING. TT THRU ZZ 
16:25:34 Stop recording 
(Off Record) 
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ORIGINAL 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COME NOW, the above named Plaintiffs, by and through 
counsel, and hereby submits this brief, as follows: 
1. The testimony and evidence admitted before the court 
requires the jury to make factual findings. 
BRIEF - 1 
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.
FACTS ALLEGED BY PLAINTIFFS 
2. The attorney client relationship between Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry and Michael McFarland and Michael McFarland, P.A. existed 
at the relevant time, or a fiduciary duty was assumed. 
3. The attorney client relationship between the Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. and Michael McFarland and Michael B. 
McFarland, P.A. existed at the relevant time, or a fiduciary 
duty was assumed. 
4. The attorney client relationship between Karletta 
Grace Berry and Michael McFarland and Michael McFarland, P.A. 
existed at the relevant time, or a fiduciary duty was assumed. 
5. McFarland and his fiance, Zimmerman made a loan in the 
amount of $100,000.00 to Jerry Berry in 2003 while Jerry was 
married to Karletta Berry. 
6. The loan was initiated in two installments. 
7. The first $40,000.00 was delivered to Jerry from 
Michael McFarland on 7/25/03. The exchange took Place at 
McFarland's law office. A receipt (Defs' Ex. A) from 
McFarland's law office was completed to document the transfer of 
money. Aside from the signature on the bottom of Ex. A, the 
remainder is McFarland's printing and it provides that the 
reason "for" the receipt is "Advance (partial) on loan to be 
secured by stock". 
BRIEF - 2 
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8. A second installment in the amount of $60,000.00 was 
delivered to Jerry from McFarland at his law office on 8/4/03. 
McFarland's secretary at the time, Delores Meredith, completed a 
receipt (Defs' Ex. B) which Jerry Berry signed. Delores printed 
the words in the "for" line of the receipt to read "Captain's 
Wheel (property-business)" so that she would know what file to 
put the receipt into. She chose the words and was not directed 
by Berry or McFarland which words to put on the receipt. The 
receipt was kept in a file located in file cabinet behind her 
desk in the law office. 
9. Prior to the loan from McFarland and Zimmerman to 
Berry, Berry already owned~ of the outstanding stock (200 
shares) in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
10. Jerry Lee Roy Berry used the $100,000.00 borrowed from 
McFarland and Zimmerman to purchase the other 50% (200 shares) 
of the outstanding stock in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. 
from James & Jean Campbell. 
11. The transaction between Berry and Campbell in 2003 was 
handled by Paul Daugherty, attorney for the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. 
12. A corporate Resolution (Pls' Ex 17) was made on August 
7, 2003 approving the transfer of the Shares from the Campbell 
to Berry and: 
BRIEF - 3 
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d 
a. Appointing Jerry Berry Director, President and 
Treasurer. 
b. Appointing Karletta Grace Berry as Director and 
Secretary. 
13. For what appears to be oversight, the actual stock 
certificates representing the 200 shares of the Campbell's were 
not transferred to Berry at the time. Paul Daugherty was 
authorized in writing to transfer the shares. 1 
14. From July 25, 2003 until July 4, 2006 the transaction 
was treated as a loan. 
15. Starting with the month of September 2003 Berry made a 
payment to Karen Zimmerman to cover the interest on her loan in 
the amount of $60,000.00 against her mother's home. The payment 
was interest only and was originally $301.00. The payment 
amount varied over time. All of the other payments from the 
Berry to Zimmerman were made by cash given to Zimmerman, except 
a snow-blower and a wood fireplace were traded to Zimmerman in 
lieu of two of the payments. Karletta Berry personally 
delivered two cash payments to Zimmerman in early summer 2006 
just before the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement (Pls' Ex. 23) 
1 McFarland and Zimmerman have argued that the stock was never purchased by Jerry Berry because the certificates 
were not put into his name and that the stock was not put into Jerry's name was because it was the Defendants' 
stock. (see Plaintiffs Ex. No. 77) Despite this argument, McFarland and Zimmerman signed a stock purchase and 
sale agreement with Jerry Lee Roy Berry. (See Plaintifr Exhibit 23). 
BRIEF - 4 
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f
was signed between Berry as seller and McFarland and Zimmer.man 
as buyers. 
16. After making the loan in 2003 Zimmer.man and McFarland 
were also allowed to use the Captain's Wheel Resort free of 
charge as a ter.m of the loan. Jerry Berry kept Zimmer.man and 
McFarland's drink and meal tickets separate from the employee 
meal tickets and kept track of the totals. 
17. Zimmer.man was reimbursed the loan origination fee of 
$823.50 on 9/29/03 which she incurred in taking out the loan of 
$60,000.00 on her mother's home. (Plaintiff's Exhibit 15). 
18. Jerry Berry was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in 
November 2005. 
19. Jerry Berry discharged Paul Daugherty as the attorney 
for the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. and the corporate book was 
transferred to McFarland's law office on February 21, 2006. (See 
Defs' Ex. QQ). McFarland has held the corporate book since that 
time. 
20. Jerry Lee Roy Berry was in the hospital from June 17, 
2006 until June 21, 2006 for chemo toxicity from his cancer 
treatments. 
21. On June 20, 2001, McFarland hand delivered two 
versions of a proposed stock purchase and sale agreements (Pls' 
Exs. 23 & 24) to Karletta at her home while Jerry was in the 
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hospital. Both proposed agreements read as if they were 
"executed" on August 9, 2003. 2 
22. On July 4, 2006 Jerry met with McFarland and Zimmerman 
and signed the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement (Pls' Ex. 23) 
transferring 200 shares (1/2 the outstanding stock) of stock in 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. to them. Jerry's shaky 
signature show the signs of his poor health and condition. 
23. On July 4, 2006 the value of the real property (with 
improvements) owned by the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. was 
$1,300,000.00 and this figure does not include any value for the 
personal property or the liquor license. 
24. McFarland explained in the Affidavit of Michael B. 
McFarland (Pls Ex. 77) at page 3, paragraph 6 that "[t]he stock 
purchase agreement was Jerry's idea and it was designed to swap 
equity in the corporation for the debt owed to us". 
25. On October 15, 2006 both a shareholders and directors 
meetings were held at Mr. McFarland's ranch. 3 
26. Before either meeting had occurred on October 15, 
2006, Michael McFarland (as attorney for the corporation and 
Jerry and Karletta Berry) had already created minutes for both 
2 McFarland admits that these agreements were not even created until some time after February 2006 when he got 
the corporate record book from Paul Daugherty. 
3 If the Defendants' theory that Jerry Berry "never owned all of the stock" set forth in the Affidavit of Michael 
McFarland (Pis' Ex 77) was accurate, how could a shareholders meeting be held?) 
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the shareholders' meeting and the directors' meeting. Only a 
few blanks were left to be filled in. 
27. After the meetings on October 15, 2006 the pages from 
the minutes with the blanks filled in with McFarland's printing 
were retyped and inserted into the minutes. (See Defs' Ex. M & 
0) The pages of the minutes with the hand writing filling in 
the blanks is Defendants' Exhibit MM. 
28. Pre-typed into the minutes of the October 15, 2006 
shareholders' meeting was the appointment of Michael McFarland 
and Karen Zimmerman as directors. These appointments were in 
addition to the current board comprised of Jerry and Karletta 
Berry. 
29. At the October 15, 2006 Directors Meeting McFarland 
placed Jerry's shares into a joint tenancy with rights of 
survivorship for Jerry and Karletta. 
30. Before the October 15, 2006 meeting Karletta was 
already the Vice President. (See Pls' Ex. 26). 
31. At the October 15, 2006 meeting the following was done 
in regard to the corporate officers: 
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a. Jerry remained President. 
b. Jerry remained Treasurer. 
c. Karletta remained Vice-President, but Zimmerman and 
McFarland were added on as additional Vice 
Presidents. 
d. Zimmerman took over for Karletta Berry as Secretary. 
e. McFarland was appointed chairman of the board. 
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32. Jerry Berry died on November 4, 2006 (19 days after 
the shareholders' and directors' meetings) . 
33. Just shortly after Jerry died, the locks at the 
Captain's wheel were changed and Karletta was not given a key. 
34. On November 13, 2006 (9 days after Jerry's death) when 
Karletta Berry arrived home near the end of the day, McFarland 
was waiting at her house with two proposed resolutions (Pls' 
Exs. 34 & 35) which he had prepared. The resolutions proposed 
to: 
a. Appoint McFarland President 
b. Appoint Zimmerman Treasurer 
c. Add Zimmerman and McFarland onto the bank accounts. 
d. List the "corporations business and real property 
(which constitute all of the assets of the 
corporation) for sale with Treaty Rock Realty" where 
Zimmerman was broker or associate broker. 
35. Karletta would not sign the proposed resolutions on 
November 13, 2006. 
36. By November 16, 2009 McFarland became tired of waiting 
for Karletta to sign the resolutions and he called a special 
meeting to pass the resolutions on November 18, with just two 
days notice. 
37. Due to lack of proper notice the corporate meeting for 
November 18, 2006 was delayed until November 29, 2006. 
38. At the November 29, 2006 meeting the terms of both of 
the proposed resolutions (Ex 34 & 35) passed with Zimmerman and 
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McFarland voting in favor and Karletta voting against. (See Pls' 
Ex 36) . 
39. Because McFarland had placed himself and Zimmerman 
onto board of directors just before Jerry Berry died, McFarland 
and Zimmerman had the votes to control the Board of Directors. 
This is due to majority rules in a vote. 
40. On November 29, 2006 after becoming aware of the true 
corporate Bylaws (Pls' Ex 5) McFarland became concerned about 
the "coin toss provision in the event of deadlock". 
43 second paragraph) . 
(See Pls Ex 
41. At this time deadlock was inevitable at the next 
annual shareholders meetin(to be held on April 15, 2007 per the 
true bylaws) when it came time to vote for the new Board of 
Directors. Under the true Bylaws a "coin toss" to be conducted 
by the corporate counsel would decide who was going to be the 
newly elected Board. 
42. By November 29, 2006 McFarland and Zimmerman excluded 
Karletta from management or involvement with operations of the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. business and left day to day 
operations in the hands of Monnie and Marie without much, if any 
supervision. 
43. The CIT small business loan was paid current on 
11/29/06. (See Defs' Ex CCC, Transcript of 11/29/06 meeting). 
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44. Pursuant to Jerry Berry's wishes, his widow Karletta 
was suppose to receive $200.00 per week from the Captain's Wheel 
Resort. In December 2006 Michael McFarland infor-med the 
management to stop paying Karletta this $200.00. 
45. In December 2006 Michael McFarland infor-med the 
management that Karletta could not sign for her quests meals. 
At the same time McFarland retained that privilege. 
46. After being served with a Notice of Meeting setting a 
meeting to remove Karletta as a Director, Karletta filed this 
case on February 14, 2007 
47. Despite the lawsuit, on February 15, 2007 McFarland 
and Zimmer-man held a Directors meeting and removed Karletta as a 
Director for cause. (See Pls' Exs. 55 & 56) The grounds for 
cause were questionable at best. 
48. On February 17, 2007, (without input from Karletta) 
McFarland and Zimmer-man decided issued one (1) share of stock to 
Monnie4 and one (1) share of stock to Marie (Plaintiffs Exs. 60 & 
61) . Threat of deadlock of shareholders was eliminated and a 
coin toss would not be required. 
49. McFarland and Zimmer-man have not held any annual 
meetings for the shareholders' or directors since issuing the 
stock to Monnie and Marie. 
4 In the transcript of the November 29 meeting, Defendants' "CCC" McFarland acknowledges on page 7 that he 
knows that Karletta "would have a problem issuing stock to Monnie Cripe". 
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50. McFarland has been responsible for oversight of 
running the restaurant, bar and boat slip rentals. According to 
McFarland he has not allowed Karletta to be involved because she 
had an espresso stand fail in the past5 and because the staff 
would have quit6 • 
51. According to Marie, Mr. McFarland has handled his 
management responsibility by coming to the Captain's Wheel 
Resort on the weekends when bands were playing and he and 
Zimmerman would dance and have dinner and drinks7 • At times 
McFarland and Zimmerman came in weekly. More recently McFarland 
and Zimmerman have not came in as often. 
52. In terms of managing the Resort, McFarland claims to 
have signed checks and a few other things, but has not been able 
to properly oversee the management of the restaurant because he 
works about 60 hours per week at his law office and he did not 
have the time. 
53. The Captain's Wheel was closed by McFarland on January 
4, 2010. 
54. McFarland claims to have loaned the corporation 
extensive amounts of money, and explains that the December 2009 
bills are unpaid in the amount of $10,000.00, that the SBA loan 
5 McFarland is aware of this because Jerry sought his legal advice when a dispute at the espresso came to head. 
6 Both the kitchen staff and McFarland's own witnesses confirmed this was not true. 
7 According to Marie Streeter's testimony McFarland and Zimmerman's free meals are now accounted for as a 
business expense and are included with the employee meals. 
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(which is a lien on the real property) is in arrears to the tune 
of $7,000.00 and the fixed costs for the Captain's wheel are 
$6,000.00 per month even with the restaurant closed. (See Pls' 
Ex. 78). Under McFarland's control, the corporation does not 
have money to pay the corporate bills as they come due. 
55. Up until October 24, 2006 Mike McFarland did not 
provide any money to help run the Captain's Wheel. 
56. McFarland is not entitled to an offset any money he 
claims to have put into the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc .. Any 
loss was caused by lack of employee oversight which is a breach 
McFarland's fiduciary duties. 
57. McFarland's lack of oversight over the staff at the 
resort was a recipe for disaster and a breach. 
FIDUCIARY DUTY IN GENERAL 
58. A fiduciary relationship is one of confidence imposing 
great duties. It contemplates fair dealing and good faith, 
rather than legal obligation as the obligation of the 
transaction. It recognizes the disparity in bargaining power 
and that negotiations with a fiduciary will not be at arms 
length. 
59. A party can prevail on a breach of fiduciary duty 
claim by showing either that the party was damaged and/or the 
fiduciary benefited from a transaction. 
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60. In this case the Plaintiffs were damages and the 
Defendants benefited. 
FIDUCIARY DUTY BY ATTORNEY 
61. The law imposes fiduciary obligations on the parties 
when the parties are partners, attorney and client, or close 
friends. Gray v. Tri-Way Const. Services, Inc., 210 P.3d 63, 71 
(Idaho, 2009). 
62. Lawyers have an overriding duty of zealous 
representation of a client's interest and an obligation to put 
their clients' interests ahead of their own. Heinze v. Bauer, 
145 Idaho 232, 238, 178 P.3d 597, 603 (Idaho,2008) 
63. The relationship of client and attorney is one of 
trust, binding an attorney to the utmost good faith in fair 
dealing with his client, and obligating the attorney to 
discharge that trust with complete fairness, honor, honesty, 
loyalty, and fidelity. Blough v. Wellman, 132 Idaho 424, 426, 
974 P.2d 70, 72 (Idaho,1999). 
64. The confidence reposed in the attorney by the client 
is so carefully guarded by the law that it places the burden of 
proving the entire fairness of a pecuniary transactions between 
the attorney and the client upon the attorney. Ainsworth, et 
al. v. Harding, 22 Idaho 645, 128 P. 92 
65. For a breach or violation of an attorney's 
professional duties, the client may hold the attorney liable or 
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accountable. Blough v. Wellman, 132 Idaho 424, 426, 974 P.2d 
70, 72 (Idaho,1999) 
66. A person or corporation may recover damages from an 
attorney for breach of fiduciary duty even though there is no 
attorney-client relationship between them, if it is shown that 
the defendant assumed a fiduciary duty to the plaintiff. 
Taylor v. Maile 142 Idaho 2·53, 259, 127 P.3d 156, 162 (2005). 
ZIMMERMAN'S LIABILITY FOR MCFARLAND'S BREACH OF ATTORNEY DUTY 
67. In this case Zimmer.man has been instrumental to the 
transaction between herself, McFarland and Jerry Berry and is 
equally liable for McFarland breach of duty imposed due to his 
attorney-client relationship with the Plaintiffs. She put up 
part of the loan and the stock is held by Zimmer.man and 
McFarland as joint tenants with rights of survivorship. 
68. The Idaho Supreme Court in Todd v. Sullivan Const. 
LLC, 146 Idaho 118, 125, 191 P.3d 196, 203 (Idaho,2008) again 
approved the rule of law as: 
The law seems to be well settled that, where several 
people actively participate in any manner in the 
commission of a tort, not only the actual actor or 
assailant is liable but all others who aid, abet, 
counsel or encourage the wrongdoer by words, gestures, 
looks or signs are equally liable with him to the 
injured person. 
69. Idaho code 6-803(5) provides: 
A party shall be jointly and severally liable for the 
fault of another person or entity or for payment of 
the proportionate share of another party where they 
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were acting in concert or when a person was acting as 
an agent or servant of another party. As used in this 
section, "acting in concert" means pursuing a common 
plan or design which results in the commission of an 
intentional or reckless tortious act. 
FIDUCIARY DUTY OF THE CORPORATE DIRECTORS 
70. A director of a corporation has a fiduciary 
responsibility to both the corporation and to shareholders. As 
fiduciaries, corporate directors are bound to exercise the 
utmost good faith in managing the corporation Steelman v. 
Mallory, 110 Idaho 510. 
DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 
71. In Pickering v. El Jay Equipment Co., Inc. 108 Idaho 
512, 517, 700 P.2d 134, 139 (Idaho App.,1985) it was stated 
that: 
The measure of damages in an action for breach of 
fiduciary duty is the same as the measure of damages 
in an action for breach of trust. (interna~ citation 
omitted). "If the trustee commits a breach of trust, 
he is chargeable with any profit which would have 
accrued to the trust estate if he had not committed 
such breach of trust." RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TRUSTS 
§ 205 comment i (1959) (hereinafter referred to as 
"Restatement") . On the other hand, "if the trustee 
commits a breach of trust and if a loss is incurred, 
the trustee may not be chargeable with the amount of 
the loss if it would have occurred in the absence of a 
breach of trust." Restatement§ 205 comment f. 
72. Under the Restatement (Third) of Trusts, P.I.R. § 205 
(1992) titled "Trustee's Liability In Case Of Breach Of Trust" 
(underlining added) : { CofY Jf+HJ,..et{) 
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A trustee who commits a breach of trust is ... (b) 
chargeable with the amount required to restore the 
values of the trust estate and trust distributions to 
what they would have been if the trust had been 
properly administered. 
In addition, the trustee is subject to such liability 
as necessary to prevent the trustee from benefiting 
personally from the breach of trust (see § 206) . 
73. Under the Restatement (Third) of Trusts, P.I.R. § 206 
(1992), titled "Liability For Breach Of Duty Of Loyalty", the 
rule stated in § 205 is applicable where the trustee in breach 
of trust sells trust property to himself individually, or 
otherwise violates his duty of loyalty. (Cofy Att~~eA) 
74. Comment a to the Restatement (Third) of Trusts, P.I.R. 
§ 206 (1992)§ 206 provides that (underlining added): 
The trustee is under a duty to the beneficiary to 
administer the trust solely in the interest of the 
beneficiary. If the trustee commits a breach of his 
duty of loyalty he is chargeable with any loss or 
depreciation in value of the trust property resulting 
from the breach of duty, or any profit made by him 
through the breach of duty, or any profit which would 
have accrued to the trust estate if there had been no 
breach of duty ... 
75. Comment b to the Restatement (Third) of Trusts, P.I.R. 
§ 206 (1992)§ 206 provides that (underlining added: 
If the trustee in breach of trust sells trust property 
to himself individually, and the price paid by him was 
less than the value of the property at the time when 
the trustee purchased it, the beneficiary can compel 
him to pay the difference. 
76. In the present case McFarland and Zimmerman loaned 
$100,000.00 to Jerry Berry in 2003. 
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77. Interest and other charges were paid from the Berry's 
to McFarland and Zimmerman in the form of cash, goods and 
services from the time of the loan in 2003 until the loan was 
swapped for equity in the corporation on July 4, 2006. 
Unrestricted free food and drink was provided to McFarland and 
Zimmerman at the Captain's Wheel Resort without charge from 
inception of the loan. 
78. On July 4, 2006 McFarland and Zimmerman entered into a 
stock purchase agreement with Jerry to exchange the debt of 
$100,000.00 for 200 shares of stock in the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. 
79. Starting with the month of July 2006 payments to 
Zimmerman were discontinued because the loan had been traded for 
stock. 
80. July 4, 2006 is the date of the breach of duty by 
McFarland as attorney. 
81. McFarland's own sworn affidavit characterized the 2006 
stock purchase agreement as "Jerry's idea and it was designed to 
swap equity in the corporation for the debt owed to us". 
Ex 77) . 
(Pls' 
82. McFarland's testimony at trial when asked "how do you 
determine if stock in the Captain's Wheel Resort, has equity" 
confirms that the equity in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. is 
calculated by subtracting the debts of the corporation; from the 
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value of the assets of the corporation to arrive at the equity 
figure. 
83. The Resolution (Plaintiff's Exhibit 34) where 
McFarland sought to list the property with Treaty Rock Realty at 
the price of $2,200,000.00 acknowledges that the corporation's 
business and real property are "all of the assets of the 
corporation". 
84. Defendants' Exhibit "CCC", the transcript of the 
November 29, 2006 Special Board Meeting established the 
corporate debts at that time to be: (1) the CIT small business 
loan at $220,000.00, (2) the Wells Fargo line of credit in the 
amount of $4,900.00 and (3) acknowledges the $500.00 per month 
for the parking lot across the street. 
85. On July 4, 2006, the fair market value of the real 
property owned by the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. was 
$1,300,000.00. 
86. On July 4, 2006, the debts of the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. totaled less than $300,000.00. 
87. The Plaintiff's testimony at trial established the 
debts of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. as of July 4, 2006 
were: 
a. $242,000.00 for the CIT small business loan, 
b. $15,000.00 for the debt on the parking lot, and 
c. $5,000.00 for the Wells Fargo line of credit. 
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88. The total corporate debt was $262,000.00 on July 4, 
2006. 
89. The Plaintiff testified that at the time of the breach 
of McFarland's duty, her stock was valued at $500,000.00. The 
Plaintiff's stock is the same type and quantity as the stock 
purchased by McFarland and Zimmerman. 
90. On July 4, 2006 the net value of the stock in the 
Captain's Wheel Resort is arrived at by taking the fair market 
value of the corporation's assets and subtracting the 
corporations debts. 
91. The fair market value of all of the stock in the 
Captain's Wheel Resort Inc. on July 4, 2006 is calculated as 
follows (FMV = fair market value) : 
July 4, 2006 FMV of Assets 
(less) Debts of Corporation 
Value/equity in 400 shares stock 
$1,300,000.00 
$262,000.00 
$1,048,000.00 
92. 200 shares of the stock (1/2 of the outstanding 
shares) is valued at ~ of the value of all of the stock. 
93. The value of 200 shares on July 24, 2006 was 
$524,000.00 ($1,048,000.00 + 2 = $524,000.00). 
94. The fair market value of the stock purchased from 
Berry by the Defendants is $524,000.00. 
95. McFarland and Zimmerman traded $100,000.00 in debt for 
$524,000.00 in equity in stock on July 4, 2006. This was a 
breach of fiduciary duty created by the attorney client 
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relationship and with McFarland's inside knowledge that would 
not have been available if this were an ar.ms length transaction. 
96. McFarland and Zimmer.man benefited in the amount of 
$400,000.00 to $424,000.00 as a result of purchasing stock from 
Jerry. This is one component to the Plaintiffs' 
damages. (Restatement (Third) of Trusts, § 205) 8 and (comment b, 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts, § 206) ( ... the price paid by 
[fiduciary/attorney] was less than the value of the property at 
the time when the [fiduciary/attorney] purchased it, the 
beneficiary can compel him to pay the difference.) The benefit 
calculation is as follows: 
FMV of stock purchased by fiduciary 
Less price paid 
$524,000.00 
$100,000.00 
$424,000.00 Benefit to Fiduciary/Attorney 
97. The other components of the Plaintiffs' damages are 
a. The amount required to restore the values of the 
trust estate to what they would have been if the 
trust had been properly administered. (Restatement 
(Third) of Trusts, § 205) 
b. any profit which would have accrued to the trust 
estate if there had been no breach of duty 
(Restatement (Third) of Trusts, § 205) 
c. any loss or depreciation in value of the trust 
property resulting from the breach of duty. 
(Restatement (Third) of Trusts, § 206) 
d. any profit which would have accrued to the trust 
estate if there had been no breach of duty. 
(Restatement (Third) of Trusts, § 206) 
8 In addition the trustee is subject to such liability as necessary to prevent the trustee from benefiting personally from 
breach of trust. 
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98. Damages must be proven with reasonable certainty. 
99. Reasonable certainty requires neither absolute 
assurance nor mathematical exactitude; rather, the evidence need 
only be sufficient to remove the existence of damages from the 
realm of speculation. Todd v. Sullivan Const. LLC, 146 Idaho 
118, 122, 191 P.3d 196, 200 (Idaho,2008). 
100. Generally speaking Plaintiffs are entitled to recover 
as damages the amount of money that will reasonably and fairly 
compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages proved to be 
proximately caused by the breach of duty of the defendants. 
Under the facts of this case the jury should consider: 
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a. The difference between the price Michael McFarland 
and Karen Zimmer.man paid for the stock of the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc and the actual value of 
the stock purchased. 
b. The amount necessary to make the Plaintiffs whole 
for the Defendants' mis-management of the Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. including: 
i. Arrears on the CIT small business loan (Exhibit 
78) 
ii. Unpaid real property taxes (Exhibit 78) 
iii. 941 back tax (exhibit 78) 
iv. Sales & Use back tax (Exhibit 78) 
v. Business debts (exhibit 78) 
vi. The amount of monthly fixed costs while the 
Captain's Wheel Resort is closed from January 
4, 2010 until the restaurant can be re-opened 
at the beginning of summer. 
c. Reasonable value of goods and services received by 
the Defendants from the Captain's Wheel Resort which 
were not paid for; 
d. Reasonable value of goods and services given away 
from the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. by the 
Defendants; 
e. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
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f. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by 
the Plaintiffs that is within the foreseeable chain 
of proximate causation. 
REMEDIES 
101. Upon a finding of breach of fiduciary duty, the 
Plaintiffs are entitled to both legal and/or equitable remedies. 
102. The District Court is free to fashion an equitable 
remedy as it sees fit. O'Connor v. Harger Const., Inc., 145 
Idaho 904. 
103. If an attorney enters into an attorney client 
relationship with a client in regard to certain property, that 
attorney can never thereafter, buy the opposing title to the 
property, without holding it in trust for the client. 
Ainsworth, v. Harding, 22 Idaho 645, 128 P. 92 
104. A constructive trust takes effect at the time of the 
wrongful act, and traces funds gained by the act until the 
rightful recovery is made. Andre v. Morrow 106 Idaho 455, 463, 
680 P.2d 1355, 1363 (Idaho,1984) 
105. A constructive trust, or as frequently called an 
involuntary trust, is a fiction of equity, devised to the end 
that the equitable remedies available against a conventional 
fiduciary may be available under the same name and processes 
against one who through fraud or mistake or by any means ex 
maleficio acquires property of another. Taylor v. Maile 142 
Idaho 253, 261, 127 P.3d 156, 164 (Idaho,2005). 
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106. A constructive trust may be imposed in practically any 
case where there is a wrongful acquisition or detention of 
property to which another is entitled. Chinchurreta v. 
Evergreen Management, Inc. 117 Idaho 591, 593, 790 P.2d 372, 
374 (Idaho App.,1989) 
107. Constructive trusts are raised by equity for the 
purpose of working out right and justice, where there was no 
intention of the party to create such a relation, and often 
directly contrary to the intention of the one holding the legal 
title ..... If one party obtains the legal title to property, not 
only by fraud or by violation of confidence or of fiduciary 
relations, but in any other unconscientious manner, so that he 
cannot equitably retain the property which really belongs to 
another, equity carries out its theory of a double ownership, 
equitable and legal, by impressing a constructive trust upon the 
property in favor of the one who is in good conscience entitled 
to it, and who is considered in equity as the beneficial owner. 
Hanger v. Hess, 49 Idaho 325, 328, 288 P. 160, 161 (1930) 
DATED this ~f day of January, 2010. 
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Attorney at Law 
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REST 3d TRUSTS-PIR § 205 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts, P .I.R. § 205 (1992) 
Restatement of the Law- Trusts 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts: Prudent Investor Rule 
May 18, 1990 
Copyright © 1992 by the American Law Institute 
Appendix 
Chapter 7. The Administration Of The Trust 
Topic 4. Remedies Of The Beneficiary And Liabilities Of The Trustee 
§ 205. Trustee's Liability In Case Of Breach Of Trust 
Link to Case Citations 
[Note: Volume 3 of the Restatement Third of Trusts, covering§§ 70 to 92, was published 
in 2007. Since Volume 3 republished in its Chapter 17 the prudent-investor principles 
originally set forth by the American Law Institute in the single volume on the Prudent 
Investor Rule published in 1992, the citations to the Rule can now be found in the Trusts 
Third Volume 3 sections, and will no longer appear below. The 1992 volume is now out 
of print. Access REST-TRUST for the most current material]. 
A trustee who commits a breach of trust is 
(a) accountable for any profit accruing to the trust through the breach of trust; 
or 
(b) chargeable with the amount required to restore the values of the trust estate 
and trust distributions to what they would have been if the trust had been properly 
administered. 
In addition, the trustee is subject to such liability as necessary to prevent the 
trustee from benefiting personally from the breach of trust (see § 206). 
See Reporter's Note. 
Comment: 
a. Alternatives available to the beneficiaries. If a trustee commits a breach of trust, the 
beneficiaries may affirm the transaction and accept the results of the trustee's improper 
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conduct. In such a case the trustee is accountable for any profits accruing to the trust as a 
result of the breach. 
If the breach oftrust causes a loss, including any failure to realize income, capital gain, or 
appreciation that would have resulted from proper administration, the beneficiaries may 
surcharge the trustee for the amount necessary to compensate fully for the consequences 
of the breach. Thus, the recovery for an improper investment by a trustee would 
ordinarily be the difference between (1) the value of the investment and its income and 
other product at the time of surcharge and (2) the amount of the funds expended in 
making the investment, increased (or decreased) by the amount of the total return (or 
negative total return) that would have accrued to the trust and its beneficiaries if the funds 
had been properly invested. Similarly, if a breach oftrust involved accepting too low a 
price in an otherwise proper sale of trust property, the trustee's liability would be the 
amount by which the sale price was inadequate and a compounded return on that amount 
to the date of surcharge. In most cases appropriate return rates might be based on total 
return experience (positive or negative) for other investments of the trust in question, or 
possibly that of portfolios of other trusts having comparable objectives and 
circumstances. See generally§ 211, Comment e, and Reporter's Note thereto. On total 
return, see § 227, Comment e. In some cases, especially involving breaches of short 
duration, it may be appropriate simply to charge the trustee with interest rather than 
looking to total return. See § 209, Comment b, and § 211. -
The beneficiaries' decision to accept or to hold the trustee liable for the results of a breach 
of trust ordinarily does not relieve the trustee of the duty thereafter to administer the trust 
properly (requiring, for example, that the trustee dispose of the improper investment and 
reinvest the proceeds). Nor does it preclude a court from granting other remedies 
available for fiduciary misconduct, such as denial of fees or removal from office (see § 
1 07), when appropriate to the circumstances involved. On the further possibility of 
recovering gains realized by the trustee personally from a breach of trust involving 
violation of the duty ofloyalty, see§ 206. 
For elaboration and application of the rule of this Section as it relates to specific types of 
breaches, see§§ 208 through 211. 
On the treatment of multiple breaches, see§ 213. 
b. Where beneficiary under incapacity. Where the beneficiary has the option of choosing 
among several remedies but he is under an incapacity, as for example if he is an infant, 
the court will enforce that remedy which in its opinion is the most advantageous to him 
and most conducive to effectuating the purposes of the trust. Thus, if the trustee has 
purchased with trust funds property which it was his duty not to purchase and the 
property has fallen in value, the court will reject the purchase and compel the trustee to 
replace the purchase price. On the other hand, if the property has risen in value, the court 
will order that the property be sold and that with the proceeds proper trust investments be 
made. As to the situation where there are several beneficiaries, see§ 214. 
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Comment on Clause (a): 
c. Loss or depreciation. If as a result of his breach of trust, trust property is destroyed or 
lost, the trustee is chargeable with the value of the property so destroyed or lost. If as a 
result of his breach of trust property depreciates in value, the trustee is chargeable with 
the amount of such depreciation. 
Illustrations: 
1. A is trustee of$10,000 in cash. As a result ofhis negligence the money is stolen. A is 
liable for $10,000. 
2. A is trustee of a claim which he can collect in full. He negligently fails to take steps to 
collect the claim with the result that it is barred by the Statute of Limitations. A is liable 
for the amount of the claim. 
3. A is trustee of a claim against B for $1000. B is solvent and A can collect the claim in 
full. A negligently fails to take steps to collect the claim until B becomes insolvent with 
the result that he is able to collect only $400 of the money owed by B. A is liable for 
$600. 
4. A is trustee of a mortgage for $10,000. When the mortgage matures, A negligently 
fails to foreclose the mortgage, although it is evident that the value of the property is only 
slightly in excess of the amount of the mortgage and owing to a change in the character 
of the neighborhood is likely to depreciate. A subsequently forecloses the mortgage and 
the land is sold for $6000. A is liable for $4000. 
5. A is trustee of$10,000 in cash. He deposits the money in a bank which he knows or 
has reason to know is insolvent. The bank fails and A recovers only $4000 from the bank. 
A is liable for the loss. 
6. A is trustee of a house. In breach of trust he fails to insure it against fire. The house 
burns. A is liable for the loss. 
7. A is trustee of a house. In breach of trust he fails to keep the roof in repair with the 
result that the ceilings are badly damaged by water. A is liable for the damage. 
d. Sale for less than value. If the trustee is authorized to sell trust property, but in breach 
of trust he sells it for less than he should receive, he is liable for the value of the property 
at the time of the sale less the amount which he received. If the breach of trust consists 
only in selling it for too little, he is not chargeable with the amount of any subsequent 
increase in value of the property under the rule stated in Clause (c), as he would be ifhe 
were not authorized to sell the property. See§ 208. 
Illustration: 
8. A is trustee forB ofBlackacre. By the terms of the trust he is directed to sell 
Blackacre. He sells Blackacre for $10,000, although if he had not been negligent he could 
have sold it for $12,000. A is liable for $2000. Although Blackacre subsequently 
becomes worth $15,000, A is not liable for more than $2000. 
e. Purchase for more than value. If the trustee is authorized to purchase property for the 
trust, but in breach of trust he pays more than he should pay, he is chargeable with the 
amount he paid in excess of its value. If the breach of trust consists only in purchasing it 
at too high a price, he is not chargeable with a subsequent depreciation in value of the 
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property as he would be if he were not authorized to purchase the property. See§ 210. 
Illustration: 
9. A is trustee forB of$100,000. By the terms ofthe trust he is directed to invest the 
money in land. He purchases Blackacre for $25,000, although if he had not been 
negligent he could have purchased it for $15,000, its fair value. A is liable for $10,000. 
Although Blackacre subsequently becomes worth less than $15,000 A is not liable for 
more than $10,000. 
fLoss not resulting from breach of trust. As is stated in Clause (a), a trustee is liable for 
a loss resulting from a breach of trust. A question may arise, therefore, as to the causal 
connection between the breach of trust and the loss. If the trustee commits a breach of 
trust and if a loss is incurred, the trustee may not be chargeable with the amount of the 
loss if it would have occurred in the absence of a breach of trust. 
Where a trustee has committed a breach of trust in failing to earmark a trust investment, 
he is not necessarily liable for a loss resulting from the making ofthe investment. See § 
179, Comment d. He is not liable where the loss did not result from the failure to 
earmark, except in a situation where as a matter of policy an absolute liability is imposed 
upon the trustee in order to deter him from committing such a breach of trust. The trustee 
is liable for the loss where he has taken securities in his own name in order that he may 
subsequently be in a position where he may claim the securities as his own if they go up 
in value and claim that they are held by him as trustee if they go down in value. He is 
liable for the loss even though he had no such purpose in mind, as long as his failure to 
earmark puts him in a position where it would be easy for him to make similar claims. On 
the other hand, if there is no danger that such claims could successfully be made, the 
breach of trust involved in the merely technical failure to earmark the investment does 
not render the trustee liable for a loss resulting from the investment. 
If a breach of trust consists only in investing too large an amount in a single security or 
type of security, the trustee is liable only for such loss as results from the investment of 
the excess beyond the amount which it would have been proper so to invest. See § 227, 
Comment g. 
If a trustee lends on mortgage more than the proper proportion of the value of the 
property, but the loan is otherwise proper, the trustee is liable only for the loss of the 
excess. 
On the other hand, where the trustee purchases for the trust, property owned by him 
individually, and the property depreciates in value, it is immaterial that the trustee could 
properly have purchased similar property from a third person and that in such a case he 
would not have been liable for the loss. In order to deter self-dealing by the trustee, he is 
chargeable with any loss which results. See § 206, Comment d. 
As to the liability of the trustee where he has failed to comply with the terms of the trust 
and has incurred a loss, but a loss would have occurred even though he had complied 
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with the terms of the trust, see§ 212. 
As to the question of the liability for a loss where there is a subsequent gain, see § 213. 
g. Power of the court to excuse breaches of trust. By the Uniform Trusts Act,§ 19, it is 
provided that "A court of competent jurisdiction may, for cause shown and upon notice to 
the beneficiaries, relieve a trustee from any or all of the duties and restrictions which 
would otherwise be placed upon him by this Act, or wholly or partly excuse a trustee who 
has acted honestly and reasonably from liability for violations of the provisions of this 
Act." 
This is similar to the English Trustee Act, 1925, § 61, which provides that if it appears to 
the court that a trustee is personally liable for any breach of trust, "but has acted honestly 
and reasonably, and ought fairly to be excused for the breach of trust and for omitting to 
obtain the directions of the court in the matter in which he committed such breach, then 
the court may relieve him either wholly or partly from personal liability for the same." 
In the absence of a statute it would seem that a court of equity may have power to excuse 
the trustee in whole or in part from liability where he has acted honestly and reasonably 
and ought fairly to be excused. 
Comment on Clause (b): 
h. Profits. The trustee is chargeable with any profit made by him through the improper 
disposition or use of trust property. Thus, if the trustee makes an unauthorized investment 
with trust money which results in a profit, he is accountable for the profit. See § 210. 
Illustration: 
10. A is trustee forB of $100,000. In breach of trust he invests $10,000 in speculative 
shares of stock which he later sells for $20,000. He is accountable for $20,000. 
As to the question of the liability for a gain where there is a subsequent loss, see § 213. 
Comment on Clause (c): 
i. Failure to make a profit. Ifthe trustee commits a breach of trust, he is chargeable with 
any profit which would have accrued to the trust estate if he had not committed such 
breach of trust. This rule is applicable where the trustee in breach of trust sells or 
otherwise disposes of trust property which it was his duty to retain (see§ 208), and where 
the trustee in breach of trust fails to purchase property which it was his duty to purchase 
for the trust (see§ 211). 
This rule is applicable to income as well as principal. Thus, if the trustee in breach of 
trust fails to make the trust property productive he is liable for the amount of income 
which he would have received ifhe had not committed the breach of trust (see§ 207). 
Comment: 
j. Cross reference. As to the extent of the trustee's liability for breach of his duty of 
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REST 3d TRUSTS-PIR § 206 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts, P.I.R. § 206 (1992) 
Restatement of the Law- Trusts 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts: Prudent Investor Rule 
May 18, 1990 
Copyright © 1992 by the American Law Institute 
Appendix 
Chapter 7. The Administration Of The Trust 
Topic 4. Remedies Of The Beneficiary And Liabilities Of The Trustee 
§ 206. Liability For Breach OfDuty Of Loyalty 
Link to Case Citations 
[Note: Volume 3 of the Restatement Third ofTrusts, covering§§ 70 to 92, was published 
in 2007. Since Volume 3 republished in its Chapter 17 the prudent-investor principles 
originally set forth by the American Law Institute in the single volume on the Prudent 
Investor Rule published in 1992, the citations to the Rule can now be found in the Trusts 
Third Volume 3 sections, and will no longer appear below. The 1992 volume is now out 
of print. Access REST-TRUST for the most current material]. 
[Unchanged] 
The rule stated in § 205 is applicable where the trustee in breach of trust sells 
trust property to himself individually, or sells his individual property to himself as 
trustee, or otherwise violates his duty of loyalty. 
Comment: 
a. Duty of loyalty. The trustee is under a duty to the beneficiary to administer the trust 
solely in the interest of the beneficiary. See§ 170. The nature and extent of this duty of 
loyalty are dealt with in the Comments to § 170. The present Section deals with the 
extent of the liability of the trustee for violating this duty. 
This Section is an application of the general rule stated in§ 205. If the trustee commits a 
breach ofhis duty of loyalty he is chargeable with any loss or depreciation in value of the 
trust property resulting from the breach of duty, or any profit made by him through the 
breach of duty, or any profit which would have accrued to the trust estate if there had 
been no breach of duty. 
b. Sale of trust property to the trustee individually. The trustee violates his duty to the 
beneficiary if he sells trust property to himself individually or if he has a personal interest 
in the purchase of such a substantial nature that it might affect his judgment in making 
the sale. See § 170, Comments b-d. 
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If the trustee in breach of trust sells trust property to himself individually, and the price 
paid by him was less than the value of the property at the time when the trustee purchased 
it, the beneficiary can compel him to pay the difference; or, at his option, the beneficiary 
can set aside the sale and compel the trustee to reconvey the property and account for any 
income which he has received therefrom, in which case the trustee will be entitled to 
receive from the trust estate the amount which he paid for the property and income 
thereon actually received by the trust estate, if any; or he can compel the trustee to offer 
the property for sale and if it is sold for more than the amount which the trustee paid for 
it, compel him to account for the excess. 
If the trustee has resold the property at a profit, the beneficiary can compel him to 
account for the profit. 
Similarly, the trustee is liable where he does not purchase the property individually, but 
has such an interest in the purchase that he violates his duty of loyalty in making the sale. 
As to when the sale is in breach of his duty ofloyalty, see § 170, Comment c. 
c. Sale of trustee's individual property to himself as trustee. The trustee violates his duty 
to the beneficiary if he sells to himself as trustee his individual property or property in 
which he has a personal interest of such a substantial nature that it might affect his 
judgment. See § 170, Comments h, i. 
If the trustee in breach of trust sells his individual property to himself as trustee, and the 
price paid by him as trustee was more than the value of the property at the time of the 
sale, the beneficiary can compel him to repay the difference; or, at his option, the 
beneficiary can set aside the purchase and compel the trustee to repay the amount of the 
purchase price with interest thereon, in which case the trustee will be entitled to receive 
from the trust estate the property and any income thereon actually received by the trust 
estate. 
d Same-- Where loss incurred If the trustee sells his individual property to himself as 
trustee and the property subsequently depreciates in value, the trustee is chargeable with 
the amount of the depreciation even though he sold the property at a fair value and even 
though had he purchased it from a third person it would have been a proper trust 
investment. 
Illustration: 
1. A is trustee forB of$100,000. By the terms ofthe trust he is directed to invest in 
railroad bonds. With $5000 of the trust money he purchases five bonds of the X Railroad 
Company from himself individually. At the time of the purchase the bonds are selling in 
the market at par. The bonds subsequently depreciate and are sold for $4000. A is liable 
for $1000. 
e. Same--Where profit results. If the trustee in breach of trust sells his individual property 
to himself as trustee, he is chargeable with any profit which he makes thereby. 
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If the trustee purchases property from a third person for the purpose of reselling it to 
himself as trustee and does so resell it, he is chargeable with the excess, if any, of the 
amount which he received from the trust over the amount which he paid for the property. 
Illustration: 
2. A is trustee for B of $100,000. By the terms of the trust he is directed to purchase land. 
He purchases Blackacre with $70,000 of his individual property for the purpose of 
reselling it to the trust. Subsequently he sells it to the trust for $100,000. He is chargeable 
with $30,000. 
f If the property purchased by the trustee individually for the purpose of resale to himself 
as trustee was at the time of the resale worth less than he paid for it, the beneficiary may 
charge the trustee with the excess, if any, of the amount for which he sold it to himself as 
trustee over the value at the time of such sale. 
Illustration: 
3. The facts are as stated in Illustration 2, except that at the time of the resale Blackacre 
was worth $60,000. A is chargeable with $40,000. 
g. If the trustee did not acquire the property for the purpose of reselling it to himself as 
trustee but does sell it to himself as trustee, he is chargeable with the excess, if any, ofthe 
amount which he received from the trust over the value of the property at the time when 
he sold it to himself as trustee. 
Illustration: 
4. A is trustee for B of $100,000. In 1925 A purchases certain shares of stock for himself 
with $5000 of his own funds, not intending to resell them to himself as trustee. In 1930 
when the shares are worth $8000, A sells them to himself as trustee for $10,000. A is 
chargeable with $2000, not $5000. 
h. Purchase by trustee individually of an interest in the subject matter of the trust. If the 
trustee purchases for himself individually an interest in the subject matter of the trust of 
such a character that the effect of permitting him to purchase the interest for himself 
might be to subject him to a temptation not to act solely in the interest of the beneficiary 
in the administration of the trust (see § 170, Comment j), the beneficiary can charge him 
as constructive trustee ofthe interest so purchased and can compel him to account for any 
profit which he makes thereby. 
If the trust estate includes a lease of land or of a building, and the trustee renews the lease 
for himself individually, the beneficiary can charge him as constructive trustee of the new 
lease, in which case the trustee is entitled to reimbursement for what he paid for the lease. 
If the trustee sells the lease at a profit, he is accountable for the profit. 
If the trustee purchases for himself an encumbrance upon the trust property, the 
beneficiary can charge him as constructive trustee of the encumbrance, and can compel 
him to account for any profit which he makes from the purchase. If he purchases the 
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encumbrance for less than its face value, he cannot enforce it against the trust estate for 
its full face value, but he is entitled only to receive the amount which he paid for it with 
interest thereon. 
Illustration: 
5. A devises Blackacre toBin trust. Blackacre is subject to a first mortgage for $10,000 
and a second mortgage for $5000. B purchases for himselfthe second mortgage, paying 
$3000 therefor. On the foreclosure ofthe first mortgage the land is sold for $16,000. B is 
entitled only to $3000 and interest thereon out of the proceeds ofthe sale. 
i. Purchase by trustee individually of property which it is his duty to purchase for the 
trust. If the trustee purchases for himself individually property which it is his duty to 
purchase for the trust (see§ 170, Comment k), the beneficiary can charge him as 
constructive trustee of the property so purchased and compel him to hold the property 
subject to the trust, or, if he has sold it at a profit, to account for the profit. 
Illustration: 
6. A, the owner of a retail jewelry business, bequeaths all his property to B in trust for C. 
At the time of A's death the business is carried on in a store leased by A. By the terms of 
the trust B is directed to purchase the store and to continue to carry on the business there. 
B accepts the trust. B purchases the store for himself. B can be compelled to hold the 
store in trust for C, on being reimbursed out of the trust estate for the amount which he 
paid therefor. 
j. Use of trust property for trustee's own purposes. If the trustee in violation of his duty to 
the beneficiary (see§ 170, Comment 1) uses trust property for his own purposes and 
makes a profit thereby, he is accountable for the profit so made. Thus, if he uses trust 
money in his business, or if he lends trust money to himself andre-lends it to others at a 
rate of interest higher than that which he pays to the trust estate, he is chargeable with the 
profit so made. 
Illustrations: 
7. A is trustee forB of$100,000. In breach oftrust he uses $10,000 ofthe trust money in 
his business as a retail merchant, thereby making a profit of ten per cent. thereon. He is 
accountable for such profit. 
8. A bequeaths $100,000 toBin trust. Blends on mortgage a part of the money to 
himself. B invests the money so borrowed and makes a profit thereby. B is accountable 
for the profit so made. 
k. Bonus, commission, or other compensation. If the trustee in violation of his duty to the 
beneficiary (see§ 170, Comment o) receives for himself from a third person any bonus or 
commission or other compensation for acts done by him in connection with the 
administration of the trust, he is accountable for the amount so received. 
Illustrations: 
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9. A is trustee ofBlackacre. By the terms of the trust he is directed to sell Blackacre. A 
sells Blackacre to B for $10,000, and B pays A a bonus of$500. The beneficiary affirms 
the sale. A is chargeable with $500 as well as with the proceeds of the sale. 
10. A is trustee ofBlackacre. A insures a house on Blackacre with an insurance company 
of which A is an agent. A receives from the company as compensation for placing the 
insurance a share of the premium. A is chargeable with the commission which he 
receives from the company for placing the insurance on the house. 
l. Competition with the beneficiary. Ifthe trustee in breach of his duty ofloyalty to the 
beneficiary (see§ 170, Comment p) enters into competition with the interest of the 
beneficiary, causing a loss to the trust estate, he is chargeable with the loss, even though 
the trustee personally makes no profit from such competition; and if he makes a profit 
thereby, he is accountable for the profit. 
Illustrations: 
11. A bequeaths his business as yacht broker to B in trust for C and directs him to carry 
on the business. This business is a highly competitive one. B establishes nearby a 
business as yacht broker on his own account, with the result that the business which he 
holds in trust suffers a loss, although B himself makes no profit. B is liable to C for the 
loss. 
12. A transfers Blackacre and a sum of money to B in trust for C and directs him to 
develop oil wells on Blackacre. B purchases adjoining land for himself and opens oil 
wells thereon which deplete the oil from the wells on Blackacre. B can be compelled to 
hold the adjoining land and any profit which he makes upon a constructive trust for C, on 
being reimbursed out of the trust estate for his expenditures. 
1. Digest System Key Numbers 
Trusts 173. 
2. A.L.R. Annotation 
Research References 
Right of trustee of land having interest therein to purchase on his own behalf in association 
with foreclosure by third-party lienor, in absence of express trust provision. 30 ALR4th 
732. 
Enforceability of contractual right, in which fiduciary has interest, to purchase property 
of estate or trust. 6 ALR4th 786. 
Validity and construction of trust provision authorizing trustee to purchase trust property. 
39 ALR3d 836. 
Conclusiveness of allowance of account of trustee or personal representative as respects 
self-dealing in assets of estate. 1 ALR2d 1060. 
Rights and duties of executor, administrator, or testamentary trustee in respect of property 
antecedently pledged to him by decedent. 154 ALR 203. 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
<; , ri ~lP !Ln~·=-~.,_ ... 
. o.: 3 9 .,; .. -·~: ~\ .. tL.:J 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: {208) 263-7712 
Fax: {208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a 
widow, KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, 
Personal Representative of 
the Estate of Jerry Lee Roy 
Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , 
and KAREN ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS SUPPLEMENTAL. 
) REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
) and REQUESTED FORM OF 
) SPECIAL VERDICT{S) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COME NOW, the Plaintiffs, by and through counsel, REX 
A. FINNEY, Finney Finney & Finney, P.A., and submits the 
Plaintiffs' SUPPLEMENTAL Requested Jury Instructions and 
proposed verdict. 
DATED this 26 day of January, 2~v:; 'J.---
REX A. FINNEY 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct 
foregoing was served as indicated, this ~k 
January, 2010, and was addressed as follows: 
copy of the 
day of 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
Hand delivery 
The Honorable Charles Hosack 
Chamber's Copy 
(Via e-mail: cw.hosack@gmail.com) 
AND (Via e-mail jpwhelanattorney@yahoo.com) 
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PLAIN·J.· .!FFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION :t..O 
Evidence may be either direct or circumstantial. Direct 
evidence is evidence that directly proves a fact. Circumstantial 
evidence is evidence that indirectly proves the fact, by proving 
one or more facts from which the fact at issue may be inferred. 
The law makes no distinction between direct and 
circumstantial evidence as to the degree of proof required; each 
is accepted as a reasonable method of proof and each is respected 
for such convincing force as it may carry. 
IDJI 1.24.2 
1 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Whether an attorney-client relationship exists is a 
question for the trier of fact. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
O'Neil v. Vasseur, 118 Idaho 257, 262, 796 P.2d 134, 139 (Idaho 
App., 1990) 
2 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1040 of 1268
. 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The attorney-client relationship may be established not 
only by a technical business association between an attorney and 
client, but also through informal personal relationships which 
engender trust and confidence by one in another. 
Cause of Action 1 (2006) § 5 
3 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Usually the payment of a fee or retainer is evidence of an 
attorney-client relationship, but it is not necessary. 
4 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 932, 934, 801 P.2d 1283, 1285 (Idaho,1990) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
An attorney-client relationship can be established when the 
attorney is sought for assistance in matters pertinent to his 
profession. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
___ MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 932, 934, 801 P.2d 1283, 1285 
(Idaho, 1990) 
5 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1043 of 1268
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Where attorney-client relationship exists, attorney's 
actions in name of friendship are bound by rule that attorney 
must make full disclosure when engaging in business transaction 
with client. 
---
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
In re May, 538 P.2d 787, (Idaho,1975) 
6 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1044 of 1268
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The relationship between an attorney and client is a 
fiduciary relationship of the highest character, binding the 
attorney with the strictest accountability and fidelity to his 
client's interests. 
---
---
In re Carter, 86 P.2d 162 
7 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1045 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Attorneys owe fundamental duties to their clients. Among 
the most important of these duties are the duties of zealous 
representation and loyalty. 
---
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Heinze v. Bauer, 145 Idaho 232, 238, 178 P.3d 597, 603 
(Idaho, 2008) 
8 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Lawyers have an overriding duty of zealous representation 
of a client's interest and an obligation to put their clients' 
interests ahead of their own. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Heinze v. Bauer, 145 Idaho 232, 238, 178 P.3d 597, 603 
(Idaho, 2008) 
9 
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2
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
As a matter of law, an attorney owes his client a duty to 
use and exercise reasonable care, skill, discretion, and 
judgment in the representation. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 133 
Idaho 1, 4, 981 P.2d 236, 239 (Idaho, 1999) 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The relationship of client and attorney is one of trust, 
binding an attorney to the utmost good faith in fair dealing 
with his client, and obligating the attorney to discharge that 
trust with complete fairness, honor, honesty, loyalty, and 
fidelity. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Blough v. Wellman, 132 Idaho 424, 426, 974 P.2d 70, 72 
(Idaho, 1999) 
Beal v. Mars Larsen Ranch Corp., Inc., 586 P.2d 1378 (Idaho,1978) 
Banting v. Spanbauer, 58 Idaho 44, 69 P.2d 983 (1937) 
11 
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e
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If an attorney enters into an attorney-client relationship 
with a client in regard to certain property, the attorney is not 
allowed to buy the opposing title to the property, without 
holding it in trust for the client. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Ainsworth, et al. v. Harding, 22 Idaho 645, 128 P. 92 
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 1.7, 1.8 
12 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The confidence reposed in the attorney by the client is so 
carefully guarded by the law that it places the burden of 
proving the entire fairness of a pecuniary transactions between 
the attorney and the client upon the attorney. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Ainsworth, et al. v. Harding, 22 Idaho 645, 128 P. 92 
13 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The law imposes fiduciary obligations on the parties when 
the parties are partners, attorney and client, or close friends. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Gray v. Tri-Way Const. Services, Inc., 210 P.3d 63, 71 (Idaho, 
2009) 
14 
I 
I· 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
For a breach or violation of an attorney's professional 
duties, the client may hold the attorney liable or accountable. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Blough v. Wellman, 132 Idaho 424, 426, 974 P.2d 70, 72 
(Idaho, 1999) 
15 
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1
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A director of a corporation has a fiduciary responsibility 
to both the corporation and to the corporations shareholders. 
---
Steelman v. Mallory, 110 Idaho 510 
16 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1054 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
As fiduciaries, corporate directors are bound to exercise 
the utmost good faith in managing the corporation. 
---
Steelman v. Mallory, 110 Idaho 510 
17 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1055 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A person or corporation may recover damages from an 
attorney for breach of fiduciary duty even though there is no 
attorney-client relationship between them, if it is shown that 
the defendant assumed a fiduciary duty to the plaintiff. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Taylor v. Maile 142 Idaho 253, 259, 127 P.3d 156, 
162 (Idaho,2005) 
18 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1056 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Breach of fiduciary duty and attorney malpractice are 
"torts" and can be based upon intentional reckless or negligent 
acts. 
19 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
___ OTHER 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1057 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Where several people actively participate in any manner in 
the commission of a tort, not only the actual actor or assailant 
is liable but all others who aid, abet, counsel or encourage the 
wrongdoer by words, gestures, looks or signs are equally liable 
with him to the injured person. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Todd v. Sullivan Const. LLC 146 Idaho 118, 125, 191 P.3d 196, 
203 (Idaho,2008) 
20 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A party shall be jointly and severally liable for the fault 
of another person where they were acting in concert or when a 
person was acting as an agent or servant of another party. As 
used in this section, "acting in concert" means pursuing a 
common plan or design which results in the commission of an 
intentional or reckless tortious act. 
Idaho Code§ 6-803(5) 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Horner v. Sani-Top, Inc. 143 Idaho 230, 235, 141 P.3d 1099, 
1104 (Idaho,2006) 
21 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
On the Plaintiffs' claim of breach of fiduciary duty 
against the Defendant Directors of the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc. the Plaintiffs have the burden of proof on each 
of the following propositions: 
(1) the existence of a fiduciary duty between the 
Plaintiffs and Defendants; 
(2) breach of the fiduciary duty by the Defendant 
directors; 
(3) the breach of the duty either caused injury to the 
Plaintiffs or benefited the Defendants. 
You will be asked the following question on the jury 
verdict form: 
Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages from the 
Defendants on their claim of breach of fiduciary duty by 
directors of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.? 
ANSWER: YES NO 
If you find a breach of fiduciary duty by directors of the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. answer if it was intentional, 
reckless, or negligent? 
ANSWER: INTENTIONAL 
RECKLESS 
NEGLIGENT 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.41.2 - Charging instruction, plaintiffs case, verdict on 
special interrogatories 
22 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
On Plaintiffs' claim of breach of fiduciary duty by 
attorney, the Plaintiffs have the burden of proof on each of 
the following propositions: 
(1) the existence of an attorney-client relationship 
between the Plaintiff and the attorney defendant; 
(2) a transaction between the attorney and the client; 
(3) a breach of the fiduciary duty, and; 
(4) the breach of the duty either caused injury to the 
Plaintiff or benefited the attorney. 
You will be asked the following question on the jury 
verdict form: 
Are the Plaintiff entitled to recover damages from the 
Defendants on their claim of breach of fiduciary duty by 
attorney? 
ANSWER: YES NO 
If you find a breach of fiduciary duty by attorney, answer 
if it was intentional, reckless, or negligent? 
ANSWER: INTENTIONAL 
RECKLESS 
NEGLIGENT 
---
---
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.41.2 - Charging instruction, plaintiffs case, verdict on 
special interrogatories 
23 
1. 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
On Plaintiffs' claim for attorney malpractice against 
the Defendants, the Plaintiffs have the burden of proof on 
each of the following propositions: 
1. the creation of an attorney-client relationship; 
2. the existence of a duty on the part of the lawyer; 
3. the breach of the duty or the standard of care by the 
lawyer; and 
4. that the failure to perform the duty was a proximate 
cause of the damages suffered by the client. 
You will be asked the following question on the jury 
verdict form: Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages 
from the Defendants on their claim of attorney malpractice? 
ANSWER: YES No 
--- ---
If you find attorney malpractice, answer if it was 
intentional, reckless, or negligent? 
ANSWER: INTENTIONAL 
RECKLESS 
NEGLIGENT 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Spur Products Corp. v. Stoel Rives, LLP, 142 Idaho 41, 44-45, 
122 P.3d 300, 303-304 (Idaho,2005) 
24 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The ter.m property includes within its definition, stock in a 
corporation. 
25 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1063 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
As used in these instructions, the term "person" includes a 
"corporation" and a "professional association". 
26 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
--- MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1064 of 1268
___ ODIFIED 
PLAI~TIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A person owing a fiduciary duty who breaches that duty is 
chargeable with the amount required to restore the value of the 
property to what it would have been if the property had been 
properly administered by the person owing the fiduciary duty. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts, P.I.R. § 205 (1992) 
27 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A person who commits a breach of fiduciary duty is subject to 
such liability as necessary to prevent the person owing the 
fiduciary duty from benefiting personally from the breach of 
fiduciary duty. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts, P.I.R. § 205 (1992) 
28 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Duty of Loyalty: A person with a fiduciary duty must 
administer property solely in the interest of the person he owes 
a fiduciary duty to. 
If a fiduciary duty of loyalty is breached, the person 
owing the fiduciary duty is chargeable with: 
(1) any loss or depreciation in value of the property 
resulting from the breach of duty; 
(2) any profit which would have accrued to the person owed 
the fiduciary duty if there had been no breach of 
duty. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts, § 206 (1992), comment a 
29 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1067 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
A person owing a fiduciary duty, breaches that duty if he 
buys property from the person he owes a fiduciary duty to, or if 
he has a personal interest in the purchase of such a substantial 
nature that it might affect his judgment in buying from the 
person he owes a fiduciary duty to. 
If the person owing a fiduciary duty, in breach of that 
duty purchases property from the person he owes a fiduciary duty 
to, and the price paid by person owing the fiduciary duty is 
less than the value of the property at that time, the person 
owed a fiduciary duty can compel the person breaching the 
fiduciary duty to pay him the difference between the fair market 
value and the price paid. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts, P.I.R. § 206 (1992), comment b 
30 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1068 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' REQUESTED INSTRUCTION NO. 
When I use the term "value" or the phrase "fair market 
value" or "actual cash value" in these instructions as to any 
item of property, I mean the amount of money that a willing 
buyer would pay and a willing seller would accept for the 
item in question in an open marketplace, in the item's 
condition as it existed immediately prior to the occurrence 
in question. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 9.12 - "Value" or "fair market value" defined 
31 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1069 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
In determining the fair market value of property, you 
may consider not only the opinions of the various witnesses 
who testified as to market value, but also all other evidence 
in the case which may aid in determining market value, such 
as location of the property, the surroundings and general 
environment, any peculiar suitability of the property for 
particular uses, and the reasonable probabilities as to 
future potential uses, if any, for which the property is or 
would be sui table or physically adaptable, all as shown by 
the evidence in the case to have existed on July 4, 2006. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 7.07 - Fair market value- factors to be considered 
32 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1070 of 1268
 
lue 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If the jury decides the Plaintiffs are entitled to recover 
from the Defendants on the claim for breach of fiduciary duty as 
directors of the Captains Wheel Resort, Inc., the jury must 
dete~ine the amount of money that will reasonably and fairly 
compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages proved to be proximately 
caused by the Defendants' breach of fiduciary duty. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1. The difference between the fair market value of the 
shares of stock issued to Mannie Cripe and Marie Streeter and the 
actual amount paid for that stock. 
2. any loss or depreciation in value of the property 
resulting from the breach of duty; 
3. any profit which would have accrued to the person owed 
the fiduciary duty if there had been no breach of duty. 
4. The amount necessary to make the Plaintiffs whole for 
the Defendants' mis-management of the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc.; 
5. Reasonable value of goods and services received by the 
Defendants from the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. which were not 
paid for; 
6. Reasonable value of goods and services given away from 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. by the Defendants; 
7. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
8. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by the 
Plaintiff that is within the foreseeable chain of proximate 
causation. 
IDJI 9.01 
general case 
33 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Damage instruction for injuries to plaintiff 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1071 of 1268
. ;
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If the jury decides the Plaintiffs are entitled to recover 
from the Defendants on the claim for breach of fiduciary duty by 
attorney, the jury must determine the amount of money that will 
reasonably and fairly compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages 
proved to be proximately caused by the Defendants breach of 
fiduciary duty by attorney. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1. The difference between the price Michael McFarland and 
Karen Z~erman paid for the stock of the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc and the actual value of the stock purchased. 
2. The difference between the fair market value of the 
shares of stock issued to Mennie Cripe and Marie Streeter and the 
actual amount paid for that stock. 
3. any loss or depreciation in value of the property 
resulting from the breach of duty; 
4 . any profit which would have accrued to the person owed 
the fiduciary duty if there had been no breach of duty. 
5. The amount necessary to make the Plaintiffs whole for 
the Defendants' mis-management of the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc.; 
6. Reasonable value of goods and services received by the 
Defendants from the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. which were not 
paid for; 
7. Reasonable value of goods and services given away from 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. by the Defendants; 
8. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
9. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by the 
Plaintiff that is within the foreseeable chain of proximate 
causation. 
Whether the Plaintiffs have proved any of these elements is 
for the jury to decide. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
___ OTHER 
IDJI 9.01 - Damage instruction for injuries to plaintiff - general 
case 
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o
. ;
PLAIN~!FFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION ~v. 
If the jury decides the Plaintiffs are entitled to recover 
from the Defendants for Attorney Malpractice, the jury must 
determine the amount of money that will reasonably and fairly 
compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages proved to be proximately 
caused by the Attorney Malpractice. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1. The difference between the price Michael McFarland and 
Karen Z~erman paid for the stock of the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc and the actual value of the stock purchased. 
2. The difference between the fair market value of the 
shares of stock issued to Monnie Cripe and Marie Streeter and the 
actual amount paid for that stock. 
3. any loss or depreciation in value of the property 
resulting from the breach of duty; 
4. any profit which would have accrued to the person owed 
the fiduciary duty if there had been no breach of duty. 
5. The amount necessary to make the Plaintiffs whole for 
the Defendants' mis-management of the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc.; 
6. Reasonable value of goods and services received by the 
Defendants from the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. which were not 
paid for; 
7. Reasonable value of goods and services given away from 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. by the Defendants; 
8. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
9. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by the 
Plaintiff that is within the foreseeable chain of proximate 
causation. 
Whether the Plaintiffs have proved any of these elements is 
for the jury to decide. 
35 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 9. 01 - Damage instruction for injuries to plaintiff -
general case 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1073 of 1268
. ;
 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The usual measure of damages in an action for breach of 
fiduciary duty by a corporate director is the profit which the 
director received and which the corporation was deprived of by 
the transaction. 
Steelman v. Mallory, 110 Idaho 510 
36 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
I 
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PLAIN~!FFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION hv. 
If the jury decides the Plaintiffs are entitled to recover 
from the Defendants for Attorney Malpractice, the jury must 
determine the amount of money that will reasonably and fairly 
compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages proved to be proximately 
caused by the Attorney Malpractice. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1. The difference between the price Michael McFarland and 
Karen Z~erman paid for the stock of the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc and the actual value of the stock purchased. 
2. The difference between the fair market value of the 
shares of stock issued to Monnie Cripe and Marie Streeter and the 
actual amount paid for that stock. 
3. any loss or depreciation in value of the property 
resulting from the breach of duty; 
4. any profit which would have accrued to the person owed 
the fiduciary duty if there had been no breach of duty. 
5. The amount necessary to make the Plaintiffs whole for 
the Defendants' mis-management of the Captain's Wheel Resort, 
Inc.; 
6. Reasonable value of goods and services received by the 
Defendants from the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. which were not 
paid for; 
7 . Reasonable value of goods and services given away from 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. by the Defendants; 
8. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
9. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by the 
Plaintiff that is within the foreseeable chain of proximate 
causation. 
Whether the Plaintiffs have proved any of these elements is 
for the jury to decide. 
35 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 9. 01 - Damage instruction for injuries to plaintiff -
general case 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1075 of 1268
0
. ;
i 
 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
The usual measure of damages in an action for breach of 
fiduciary duty by a corporate director is the profit which the 
director received and which the corporation was deprived of by 
the transaction. 
---
Steelman v. Mallory, 110 Idaho 510 
36 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1076 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If a grantor is unduly influenced, he does not have the 
requisite intent to transfer property. The transfer is voidable. 
GIVEN 
___ REFUSED 
___ MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Krebs v. Krebs 114 Idaho 571, 575-576, 759 P.2d 77, 81 -
82 (Idaho App.,1988) 
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PLAINTilr.FS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION Nu. 
To establish undue influence, the party must prove each of the 
following propositions: 
(1) a grantor who is subject to influence; 
(2) an opportunity to exert undue influence; 
(3) a disposition to exert undue influence; 
(4) a result indicating undue influence 
Undue influence must usually be inferred from 
circumstantial evidence. Factors to be considered include the 
age and physical and mental condition of the grantor, whether he 
or she received disinterested advice in the transaction, the 
providence or improvidence of the decision, the amount or 
adequacy of consideration for any contract made, distress of the 
person influenced, his or her predisposition to make the 
transfer in question, the extent of the transfer in relation to 
his or her whole worth, failure to provide for one's children in 
the event of a transfer, active solicitation by the grantee, and 
the relationship of the parties. 
If the parties to the transaction occupied a confidential 
or fiduciary relationship, and the transfer is to the fiduciary, 
a rebuttable presumption of undue influence arises, which the 
proponent of the transaction must refute. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
--- MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Krebs v. Krebs 114 Idaho 571, 575-576, 759 P.2d 77, 81-
82 (Idaho App.,1988) 
38 
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 I ES  0
___ ODIFIED 
1 
PLAINTIFFS' REQUESTED INSTRUCTION NO. 
When I use the expression "proximate cause," I mean a 
cause that, in natural or probable sequence, produced the injury, 
the loss or the damage complained of. It need not be the only 
cause. It is sufficient if it is a substantial factor in bringing 
about the injury, loss or damage. It is not a proximate cause if 
the injury, loss or damage likely would have occurred anyway. 
There may be one or more proximate causes of an injury. 
When the conduct of two or more persons or entities contributes 
concurrently as substantial factors in bringing about an injury, 
the conduct of each may be a proximate cause of the injury 
regardless of the extent to which each contributes to the injury. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 2.30.2 - Proximate cause- "substantial factor," without 
"but for" test. 
39 
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use 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
In this case, you will be given a special verdict form 
to use in returning your verdict. This form consists of a 
series of questions that you are to answer. I will read the 
verdict form to you now. 
Question No. 1. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages 
from the Defendants on their claim of BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY BY 
DEFENDANTS AS DIRECTORS OF THE CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC.? ANSWER: 
YES No 
---
If so, how much:$ _____ __ 
Question No. 2. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages 
from the Defendants on their claim of BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY BY 
ATTORNEY? 
ANSWER: YES No ___ _ 
If so, how much:$ 
-------
Question No. 3. Are the Plaintiffs entitled to recover damages 
from the Defendants on their claim of ATTORNEY MALPRACTICE? 
ANSWER: YES No 
----
If so, how much: $ 
------
Question No. 4. Do you find undue influence when Jerry Berry 
entered into the Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement with Michael 
McFarland and Karen Zimmerman? 
ANSWER: YES 
----
---
No 
-----
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 1.43.1 - Instruction on special verdict form 
40 
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ch: 
o.
O  
ch: 
o.
o.
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
If you find that Defendants' acts which proximately 
caused injury to the Plaintiffs were an extreme deviation 
from reasonable standards of conduct and that these acts were 
performed by the defendant with malice, fraud, oppression, 
wantonness or gross negligence, you may, in addition to any 
compensatory damages to which you find the plaintiff 
entitled, award to plaintiff an amount which will punish the 
defendant and deter the defendant and others from engaging in 
similar conduct in the future. 
IDJI 9.20 - Punitive damages 
41 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1081 of 1268
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
Punitive damages are not a matter of right, but may be 
awarded in the jury' s sound discretion, which is to be 
exercised without passion or prejudice. The law provides no 
mathematical formula by which such damages are to be 
calculated, other than any award of punitive damages must 
bear a reasonable relation to the actual harm done, to the 
cause thereof, to the conduct of the defendant, and to the 
primary objective of deterrence. 
Comments: 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
See Robinson v. State Farm Insurance, 137 Idaho 173, 45 
P.3d 829 (2002). 
42 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
You have been per.mitted to hear evidence pertaining to 
defendant' s wealth and financial condition. This evidence 
was admitted for your consideration only with reference to 
the question of punitive damages in light of all other 
evidence before you if you deter.mine that such an award 
should be made in this case. 
Punitive damages are not a matter of right, but may be 
awarded in the jury's sound discretion, which is to be 
exercised without passion or prejudice. The law provides no 
mathematical for.mula by which such damages are to be 
calculated, other than any award of punitive damages must 
bear a reasonable relation to the actual harm done, to the 
cause thereof, to the conduct of the defendant, and to the 
primary objective of deterrence. 
---
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
IDJI 9.20.5 
wealth 
Punitive damages -consideration of defendant's 
Robinson v. State Far.m Insurance, 137 Idaho 173, 45 P.3d 829 
(2002) . 
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PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION Nu. 
QUESTION # 1: We the jury find that entry into the STOCK 
PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT between JERRY LEE ROY BERRY as 
"Seller" and KAREN M. ZIMMERMAN and MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND as 
"Buyers" on July 4, 2006 was a Breach of Fiduciary Duty owed to 
JERRY LEE ROY BERRY as a result of the attorney client 
relationship between JERRY LEE ROY BERRY and MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND. 
YES NO 
Question # 2: If your answer to question # 1 is NO, do not 
answer question # 2 or Question No. 3, skip to question # 4. 
If your answer to Question #1 was "NO", skip to Question 
#5. 
QUESTION #2: We the jury find that MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND and 
KAREN ZIMMERMAN are entitled to recover a loan in the amount of 
$100,000.00 from the ESTATE OF JERRY LEE ROY BERRY. 
YES: the Defendants are entitled to recover the loan of 
$100,000.00. 
NO: the Defendants are not entitled to recover $100,000.00 
because the loan was a breach of fiduciciary duty owed by an attorney. 
If your answer to Question #2 was "NO", skip to Question 
#5. 
QUESTION #3: Are the Defendants entitled to recover 
interest on the $100,000.00 loaned to JERRY LEE ROY BERRY? 
YES NO 
If your answer to Question #3 was "NO", skip to Question 
#5. 
QUESTION #4: If the Defendants are entitled to recover the 
$100,000.00 amount of the loan, and your answer to Question # 3 
was "yes" what rate of interest are they entitled to receive and 
from what date? 
Interest rate Date interest starts 
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QUESTION #5: Was the $ claimed to be advanced 
to the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT INC. by MCFARLAND and claimed as a 
charge against the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT INC. by MCFARLAND made 
as a cause of MCFARLAND's breach of his fiduciary duty as 
Director by failing to exercise he utmost good faith in managing 
he CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC? 
YES, the charge made by MCFARLAND against the 
Captain's Wheel Resort was made as a result of his breach of 
fiduciary duty owed to the Captain's Wheel Resort as director 
and he is not entitled to recover the amount. 
NO, the charge made by McFarland against the Captain's 
---Wheel Resort was not made as a result of a breach of fiduciary 
duty and McFarland is entitled to recover the amount he is 
charging against the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT INC. 
If your answer to Question #5 is NO, How much is MCFARLAND 
entitled to recover? $ ..:..... __ .;.._ __ 
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REFUSED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
OTHER 
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PLAINTl~ES' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 
IF the jury decides the Plaintiffs KARLETTA GRACE BERRY and 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry, are entitled to recover money damages from 
the Defendants on the claim for breach of fiduciary duty by 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND and MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, P.A. as attorney 
for JERRY LEE ROY BERRY: 
THEN the jury must determine the amount of money that will 
reasonably and fairly compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages 
proved to be proximately caused by the Defendants breach of 
fiduciary duty by attorney. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1. The difference between the price Michael McFarland 
and Karen Zimmerman paid for the stock of the Captain's Wheel 
Resort, Inc and the actual value of the stock purchased. 
2. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
3. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by 
the Plaintiff that is within the foreseeable chain of 
proximate causation. 
Whether the Plaintiffs have proved any of these elements is 
for the jury to decide. 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts, P.I.R. § 205 & §206 (1992) 
---
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PLAIN~~EFS' PROPOSED INSTRUCTION ~v. 
IF the jury decides the Plaintiffs KARLETTA GRACE BERRY and 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal representative of the Estate of 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry, are entitled to recover money damages from 
the Defendants on the claim for breach of fiduciary duty by 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND and KAREN ZIMMERMAN, as DIRECTORS of THE 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
THEN the jury must determine the amount of money that will 
reasonably and fairly compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages 
proved to be proximately caused by the Defendants breach of 
fiduciary duty owed as DIRECTORS of THE CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, 
INC. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1 . ONE HALF (~) of the difference between the fair 
market value of the shares of stock issued to Monnie Cripe 
and Marie Streeter and the actual amount received by the 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT. 
2. ONE HALF (~)of any loss or depreciation in value of 
the property resulting from the breach of duty; 
3. ONE HALF of any profit which would have accrued to 
the person owed the fiduciary duty if there had been no 
breach of duty. 
4. ONE HALF (1/2) of the amount of the charge made by 
MCFARLAND against the CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. for money 
he advanced to the CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. because the 
advance of money was caused by a breach of MCFARLAND'S 
fiduciary duty by failing to exercise he utmost good faith in 
managing he CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC. 
5. ONE HALF (1/2) of the amount necessary to make the 
Plaintiffs whole for the Defendants' mis-management of the 
Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc.; 
6. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
7. Any incidental or consequential damage suffered by 
the Plaintiff that is within the foreseeable chain of 
proximate causation. 
Whether the Plaintiffs have proved any of these elements is 
for the jury to decide. 
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1-208-446-1114-JD-SIMPSON&WATSON NO. 1529 P. 1 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
.. MRLETTA GRACE BERRY, widow, ) 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal ... J. 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry ) 
Lee Roy B~rry,l ) Case No: CV-2007 -0002409 
) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) JURY INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN 
vs. ) 
) 
MICHAEL B MCFARLAND, MICHALEL B. ) 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN ) 
ZIMMERMAN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Attached hereto are the jury instructions given on the trial of the above captioned 
matter, as Instruction No. 1 through 
Copies have been givel"! ~o counsel of record. 
DATED this _ _..d::::..a..... +-? __ day of Januray, 2010. 
I 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN 
CHARLES W. HOSACK 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
···.·· 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 1 
These instructions explain your duties as jurors and define the law that applies to this case. 
It is your duty to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in these instructions to those facts, 
and in this way to decide the case. Your decision should be based upon a rational and objective 
assessment of the evidence. It should not be based on sympathy or prejudice. 
It is my duty to instruct you on the points of law necessary to decide the case, and it is your 
duty to follow the law as I instruct. You must consider these instructionS as a whole, not picking 
out one and disregarding others. The order in which these instructions are given or the manner in 
which they are numbered has no significance as to the importance of any of them. If you do not 
understand an instruction, you may send a note to me through the bailiff, and I will try to clarify or 
explain the point further. 
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. This 
evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits admitted into evidence, and any 
stipulated or admitted facts. While the arguments and remarks of the attorneys may help you 
understand the evidence and apply the instructions, what they say is not evidence. If an attorney's 
argument or remark has no basis in the evidence, you should disregard it. 
The production of evidence in court is governed by rule of law. ·At times during the trial, I 
sustained an objection to a question without permitting the witness to answer it, or to an offered 
exhibit without receiving it into evidence. My rulings are legal matters, and are solely my 
responsibility. You must not speculate as to the reason for any objection, which was made, or my 
ruling thereon, and in reaching your decision you may not consider such a question or exhibit or 
speculate as to what the answer or exhibit would have shown. Remember, a question is not 
evidence and should be considered only as it gives meaning to the answer. 
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There may be occasions where an objection will be made after an answer was given or the 
remark was made, and in my ruling on the objection may instruct that the answer or remark be 
stricken, or directed that you disregard the answer or remark and dismiss it from your minds. In 
your deliberations, you must not consider such answer or remark, but must treat if as though you 
had never heard it. 
The law does not require you to believe all of the evidence admitted in the course of the 
trial. As the sole judges of the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what 
weight you attach to it. In so doing, you bring with you to this courtroom all of the experience 
and background of your lives. There is no magical formula for evaluating testimony. In your 
everyday affairs, you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe and how 
much weight you attach to what you are told. The considerations you use in making the more 
important decisions in your everyday dealings are the same considerations you should apply in 
your deliberations in this case. 
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INSTRUCTION NO.~ 
The claims of the Plantiffs are as follows: ·, 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry died on November 4,2006. Karletta Grace Berry is Jerry Lee . , . 
Roy Berry's surviving widow. · 
Jerry Lee Roy Berry and Karletta Berry were husband and wife and the owners of 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc., an Idaho Corporation. ... . . . 
The Captain's Wheel Resort., owns land on Lake Pend 0 Reille where it operates 
a bar and restaurant together with a dock with boat slips, and a parking lot across the 
street. 
Michael B. McFarland and Karen Zimerman are engaged t() be married. 
Plantiffs claim_that Michael B. McFarland and his law firm Michael B. 
· McFarland, P.A. were the attorney for the Plaintiffs and among other things were • 
providing legal advise on how to protect the Plaintiffs stock in the Captain's Wheel. 
Resort, Inc. from judgment creditors of Jerry Lee Roy Berry and advised regarding a 
possible bankruptcy. 
Plantiffs claim defendant breached various duties arising out of 2006 business 
transaction involving oWnership of stock in the Captains Wheel Resort. Jerry Lee Roy .. 
Berry transferred stock in the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. to Michael McFarland and-~ 
Karen Zimmerman. .. ·-:; ~- ~ . . 
Plaintiffs claim that it was a breach of the duties owed to the plaintiffs when " 
McFarland and Zin_unerman obtained the shares of stock hi the Captains Wheel Resort,· 
Inc. at less that fair market value. . .. . . 
.··.: ,-. 
The Plaintiffs are asking for money damages against the defendants Michael B.· · ., · · ·. · 
McFarland, Michael B. McFarland~ P.A. and Karen Zimmerman. · ·· '.-. < .•·· · 
Defendants, Michael McFarland, Karen Zimmerman and the law_ firm Michael B. 
McFarland, P .A. deny any wrong doing or breach of any duties owed plantiffs regarding 
the business transaction between Karen Zimmerman and Michael McFarland on the one 
hand and Jerry Berry on the other. Michael McFarland further denies Plantiffs claim that 
he acted as the attorney for Jerry Berry, Karletta Berry or the Captains Wheel Resport, 
Inc. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 3 
Any statement by me identifying a claim of a party is not evidence in this case. I .have 
advised you of the claims of the parties merely to acquaint you with the issues to be decided. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 4 
When I say that a party has the burden of proof on a proposition, or use the expression "if 
you find" or "if you decide," I mean you must be persuaded that the proposition is more probably 
true than not true. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 5 
During your deliberations, you will be entitled to have with you my instructions·concerning 
the law that applies to this case, the exhibits that have been admitted into evidence and any notes 
taken by you in the course ofthe trial proceedings. 
If you take notes during the trial, be careful that your attention is not thereby diverted from 
the witness or his testimony; and you must keep your notes to yourself and not show them to other 
persons or jl.rrors until the jury deliberations at the end of the trial. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 6 
There are certain things you must not do during this trial: 
1. You must not associate in any way with the parties, any of the attorneys or their 
employees, or any ofthe witnesses. 
2. You must not discuss the case with anyone, or permit anyone to discuss the case 
with you. If anyom: attempts to discuss the case with you, or to influence your 
decision in the case, you must report it to me promptly. 
3. You must not discuss the case with other jurors until you retire to the jury room to 
deliberate at the close of the entire case. 
4. You must not make up your mind until you have heard all of the testimony and have 
received my instructions as to the law that applies to the case. 
5. You must not contact anyone in an attempt to discuss or gain a greater understanding 
of the case. 
6. You must not go to the place where any alleged event occurred. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 7 
When I use the expression "proximate cause," I mean a cause that, in natural or 
probable sequence, produced the injury, the loss or the damage complained of. It need 
not be the only cause. It is sufficient if it is a substantial factor in bringing about the 
injury, loss or damage. 
There may be one or more proximate causes of an injury. When the breach of 
duty by two or more persons or entities contributes concurrently as substantial factors 
in bringing about an injury, the conduct of each may be a proximate cause of the injury 
regardless of the extent to which each contributes to the injury, loss or damage. 
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INSTRUCTION No.__!i__ 
On Plaintiffs' claim of breach of fiduciary duty regarding the Stock Purchase 
Agreement by attorney against the Defendants, the Plaintiffs have the burden of proof on 
each of the following propositions: 
(1) The existence of an attorney-client relationship between the Plaintiffs 
and Michael McFarland. 
(2) A transaction between the attorney and the clients. 
(3) A breach of the fiduciary duty. 
(4) The breach of the duty proximately caused injury to the Plaintiffs or 
benefited the Defendants. 
Whether the Plaintiff has proved any ofthese propositions is for the jury to decide. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 8 0.. 
The relationship of client and attorney is a fiduciary relationship of trust, binding 
an attorney to the utmost good faith in fair dealing with his client, and obligating the 
attorney to discharge that trust with complete fairness, honor, honesty, loyalty and 
fidelity. 
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INSTRUCTION No._l_b 
As a matter of law, an attorney owes his clients a duty to use and exercise 
reasonable care, skill, discretion, and judgment in the representation. 
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INSTRUCTION NO._i_ 
On the Plaintiffs claim of breach of fiduciary duty regarding the Stock Purcahse 
Agreement by defendants, even though there is no attorney client relationship between 
them, the Plaintiffs have the burden of proof on each of the following propositions: 
(1). The existence ofthe fiduciary duty; 
(2). A transaction between the Defendant and the Plaintiff: 
(3) A breach of the fiduciary duty; · 
(4) The breach of the duty proximately caused damage to the Plaintiffs 
Whether the Plaintiffhas proved any of these elements is for the jury to decide. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. '[A 
A person may recover damages from an attorney for breach of fiduciary duty even though 
there is no attorney-client relationship between them, if it is shown that the defendant 
assumed a fiduciary duty to the plaintiff. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. q 6 
A fiduciary relationship does not depend upon some technical relation created by 
or defined in law, but it exists in cases where there has been a special confidence imposed 
in another who, in equity and good conscience, is bound to act in good faith and with due 
regard to the interest of one reposing the confidence. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. I 0 
On the Plaintiffs claim of breach of fiduciary duty against the Defendants as 
Directors of the Captains' Wheel Resort, Inc. Defendants have made money 
advances to the corporation while acting as directors. Plaintiff claims that a portion of the 
advances were made in breach of the fiduciary duty defendants as directors owed to the 
Plaintiff as stockholder. The Plaintiffs have the burden of proof on each of the following 
Propositions: 
( 1) The existence of a fiduciary duty between the Plaintiffs and Defendants; 
(2) breach of the fiduciary duty by the Defendants; 
(3) what advances were made, if any, were made in the breach of the fiduciary 
duty. 
Whether the Plantiffhas proved any of these propositions is for the jury to decide. · 
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INSTRUCTION NO. t 0 A 
A director of a corporation has a fiduciary responsibility to both the corporation 
and to shareholders. 
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INSTRUCTIONNO. 10 & 
As fiduciaries, corporate directors are bound to exercise the utmost good faith in 
managing the corporation. Under the business judgment rule, directors meet any duty 
imposed as long as their acts are performed in good faith. 
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INSTRUCTION NUMBER It 
If the jury decides the Plaintiffs are entitled to recover from the Defendants on the 
claim for breach of fiduciary duty, the jury must determine the amount of money that will 
reasonably and fairly compensate the Plaintiffs for any damages proved to be proximately 
caused by the Defendants breach of fiduciary duty in converting the loan to the Stock 
Purchase Agreement. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
1. The difference between the price Michael McFarland and Karen Zimmerman 
paid for the stock of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc and the actual value of the stock 
purchased. 
Whether the Plaintiffs have proved any of these elements is for the jury to decide. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. fa 
If you find the Plaintiff has proven that Defendants breached their fiduciary duty 
as directors of the corporation owed to Plaintiff as a stockholder, the jury must determine 
the amount of any damage proximately caused by that breach. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
(1 ). The amount of any advance which the jury fmds to be monies advanced to the 
corporation in breach of the Defendants fiduciary duty to the stockholders. 
Whether the Plaintiffs have proved any of these elements is for the jury to decide. 
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1-208-446-1114-JD-SIMPSON&WATSON NO. 1719-P. 3---
INSTRUCTION NO. 13 
In this case you will be given a special verdict form to use in returning your 
verdict. This form consists of a series of questions that you are to answer. 1 will 
now read the Special Verdict form to you, it reads as follow: 
'We the jury, in the above entitled action, find the following Special Verdict on the 
questions as follows: 
No. 1 Was there any breach of dutY regarding the Stock Purchase Agreement 
by defendant Michael McFarland as the attorney for the plaintiff which was the 
proximate cause of dar:nages to plaintiff? ---- ---·--· .... 
Yes __ _ No 
----
No. 2 Was there any breach of fiduciary duty regarding the Stock Purchase 
Agreement owed by defendants to plaintiffs, even though there was no attorney-
client relationship between them, which was the proximate cause of damages to 
plaintiffs? 
. Yes __ _ No 
----
If you answered "yes" to either Question No. 1 or Question No. 2, then answer 
No.3. 
If you answered "no" to both No. 1 and No. 2 go to question No. 4 
No.3 If you have found the defendants breach of fiduciary duty proximately 
caused Jerry Berry to enter into the Stock Purchase Agreement, you must 
detennine the amount of damages. 
a) We find the difference between the price defendants paid for the 
stock and the actual value of the stock: $ ______ _ 
Please answer Question No. 4 
No. 4 Did defendants breach any fiduciary duty which was owed to plaintiff by 
defendants as directors of the corporation? 
Yes __ _ No 
----
If you answered .. no" to Question No. 4, sien the verdict. 
If you answered 11yes" then answer No. 5. 
No. 5 a) What amount of defendants claim for money advances to the 
corporation, if any, cannot be received by defendants because of their breach of 
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1-208-446-1114-JD-SIMPSON&WATSON 
fiduciary duty as Directors? $ ___ _ 
b) Was the issuance of one share of stock to Marie Streater and one 
share of stock to Mennie Cripe a breach of defendants .fiduciary duty 
as a Director to the plaintiff? 
Yes __ _ No ____ " 
There is a space for the date a~d signature lines for the presiding officer and the 
other jurors. If the verdict of the jury is unanimous, only the presiding officer 
.. 
should sign. If the verdict of jury is not unanimous, each· of tfie jurors ·agreeing to 
the verdict should sign. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. [ 'f 
In instructing you on the subject of damages, I do not express any opinion as to whether 
plaintiff is or is not entitled to damages. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 17 
I have given you the rules .of law that apply to this case. I have instructed you regarding 
matters that you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the facts. In a few minutes 
counsel will present their closing arguments to you and then you will retire to the juryroom for your 
deliberations. 
Each of you has an equally important voice in the jury deliberations. Therefore, the attitude 
and conduct of jurors at the beginning of the deliberations are important. At the outset of 
deliberations, it is rarely productive for a juror to make an emphatic expression of opinion on the 
case or to state how he or she intends to vote. When one does that at the beginning, one's sense of 
pride· may be aroused and there may be reluctance to change that position, even if shown that it is · · 
wrong. Remember that you are not partisans or advocates, but you are judges. For you, as for me, 
there can be no triumph except in the ascertainment and declaration of the truth. 
In the course of your deliberations, do not hesitate to reexamine your own views and change 
your opinion if convinced it is erroneous. But do not surrender your honest conviction as to the 
weight or effect of evidence solely because of the opinion of your fellow jurors, or for the mere 
purpose of returning a verdict. 
Consult with one another. Consider each other's views. Deliberate with the objective of 
reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual judgment. Each of you 
must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only after a discussion and consideration of 
the case with your fellow jurors. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. /i 
In deciding this case, you may not delegate any of your decisions to another or decide any 
question by chance, such as by the flip of a coin or drawing of straws. If money damages are to be 
awarded or percentages of fault are to be assigned, you may not agree in advance to average the sum 
of each individual juror's estimate as the method of determining the amount of the damage award or 
percentage of negligence. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
If it becomes necessary during your deliberations to communicate with me, you may send a 
note signed by one or more of you to the bailif£ You should not try to communicate with me by 
any means other than such a note. 
During your deliberations, you are not to reveal to anyone how the jury stands on any of the 
questions before you, numerically or otherwise, unless requested to do so by me. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. d() 
On retiring to the jury room, select one of your number as a foreman, who will preside over 
your deliberations.· It is that person's duty to see that your discussion is orderly, and that each and 
every juror has the chance to express himself or herself upon each question. 
An appropriate form of verdict will be submitted to you with any instructions. Follow the 
directions on the verdict form, and answer all of the questions required of you by the instructions on 
the verdict form. 
A verdict may be reached by three-fourths of your number, or nine of you. As soon as nine 
or more of you shall have agreed upon each of the required questions in the verdict, you should fill 
i~ out as instructed, and have it signed., l 
If your verdict is unanimous, your foreman alone will sign it; but if nine or more, but less than the 
entire jury, agree, then those so agreeing will sign the verdict. 
As soon as you have completed and signed the verdicts, you will notify the bailiff, who will 
then return you into open court. 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHQ(:u~~:~~:&~c 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI · ,i1ul(" 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE Trv'-'\f> 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Per:sonal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, 
Plaintiffs, 
.. 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MICHAEL B MCFARLAND, MICHALEL B. ) 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN } 
ZIMMERMAN, ) 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
Case No: CV-2007 -0002409 
SPECIAL VERDICT 
We the jury, in the above entitled action; find the following Special Verdict on the 
questions as follows: 
No.1 Was there any breach of duty regarding the Sttock Purchase Agreement by 
defendant Michael McFarland as the attorney for the plaintiff which was the proximate 
cause of damages to plaintiff? / 
Yes v/ No ______ __ 
No. 2 Was there any breach of fiduciary duty regarding the Stock Purchase Agreement 
owed by defendants to plaintiffs, even though there was no attorney-client relationship 
between them, which was the proximate cause of damages to plaintiffs? 
Yes -/ No ____ _ 
If you answered "yes" to either Question No.1 or Question No.2, then answer No.3. 
If you answered "no'' to both No. 1 and No. 2 go to question No. 4 
No. 3 If you have found the defendants breach of fiduciary duty proximately caused Jerry 
eerry to enter into the Stock Purchase Agreement. you must determine the amount of 
damages. 
a) We find the difference between the price defendants paid for the stock and 
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the actual value of the stock: $ 3 <6 V 7 5o D • o.o 
Please answer Question No. 4. 
No. 4 Did defendants breach any fiduciary duty which was owed to plaintiff by defendants 
as directors of the corporation? 
Yes / No ___ _ 
If you answered "no" to Question No. 4, sign the verdict. 
If you answered "yes" then answer No. 5. 
No. 5 a) What amount of defendants claim for money advances to the corporation, if 
.any, cannot be received by defendants because of their breach of fiduciary duty as 
Directors? $ l ·/6,3oo- I g 
b) Was the issuance of one share of stock to Marie Streater and one share of stock 
to Mennie Cripe a breach of defendants fiduciary duty as a Director to the 
plaintiff? 
Yes / 
Presiding Juror 
Juror 
Juror 
Juror 
Juror 
Juror 
DATED this :2 fS/[ day of January, 2010. 
SPECIAL VERDICT CV07-2409 2 
No ___ _ 
Juror 
Juror 
Juror 
Juror 
Juror 
Juror 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY fiNNBY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attornaya at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 Bast Lake Street, Suite 317 
San~int, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263·8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(THU) MAR 18 201 0 1 0: 45/ST. 1 0: 38/No. 6810297369 P 4 
STATE or:: iD.ilJ-10 } .. 
COU:\:YuF ,.__,_"'''~'':·'' SS ~,_,.... ("". !/1"'\r.,-~,.·: 
FfLED 
IN TBB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OP TBB 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTBNAX 
KARLBTTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLB~A GRACE BERRY, Personal 
R~resentative of the Estate 
of Jarry Laa Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC, , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICIIABL 8. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
8. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMIRMAN, 
Defendants. 
) case No. cv-2007-0002409 
) 
) MOTION FOR ENTRY OF FINDINGS 
) CONCLUSIONS, FINAL ORDIUl 
) AND JUDGMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ , 
COMES NOW, the plaintiffs, by and through counsel, REX A. 
FINNEY, and based upon Rule 58(a) and the Special Verdict 
entered on January 28, 2010 by the unanimoua Jury, move the 
Court to enter findings, conclusions, a final ord8r and judgment 
as follows: 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, FINAio ORDER AND JUDGMENT - 1 
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1. There was a breach af fiduciary duty regarding the 
Stock Purchase Agreement by defendant ~chael MCFarland as the 
attorney far the plaintiff which was the proximate cause of 
damage• ta the Plaintiff. (Special Verdict Question No. 1). 
2. Thera waa a breach of fiduciary duty regarding the 
Stock Purchase Agreement, even thouvh there was no attorney-
client relationship between them, owed by the defendants to 
plaintiffs which ••• the proximate cause of damages to the 
Plaintiffs. (Special Verdict Question No. 2). 
3. The dafendants' breach of fiduciary duty proximately 
caueed Jerry Berry to enter into the Stock Purcha•• Agreement. 
(Spacial Verdict Question No. 3). 
4. The difference between the price the defendants paid 
the plaintiff for the stock and the actual value of the stock 
purchased is the sum of $380,500.00, being the amount of 
damages to Plaintiff. (Special Verdict Question No. 3(a)). 
5. The plaintiff, Karlatta Grace Berry, ia awarded a 
money judgment in the amount of $380,500.00 against the 
defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Karen M. ZimmeZ'IDan, an4 
Michael B. McFarland, P.A. (Special Verdict Question No. 
3 (a)) . 
6. The defendants breached a fiduciary duty owed to 
plaintiff by defendants as directors of the cor.poration. 
(Special Verdict Question No. 4). 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, I'INAL ORDER AND JUDGHENT - 2 
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7. As a result of the defendants' breach of fiduciary 
duty as directors, the defendants are not entitled to receive 
$176,300.18 they advanced to the corporation. (Special Ve:c-dict 
Question No. S(a)). 
8. The issuance of one share of stock to Marie Streater 
and one share of stock to Mannie Cripe was a breach o~ 
defendants' fiduciary duty ae directors owed to the plaintiffs. 
(Special Verdict Question No. S(b)). 
9. The issuance of one share of stock to Marie Streater 
and one sh•r• o! stock to Monnie Cripe are rescinded, set 
aside, and voided. 
DATED this --~--~-day of March, 2010. 
Attorney at Law 
CBRTIFICATE OF S~CE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct c~ of the r.7 
foregoing was delivered via ~acsimile AND a-mail, this __ _./_l' __ ___ 
day of Mazch, 2010, and was addressed as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4tb Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
~P(Fax No.: (208) 664-2240) 
~aod via a-mail: jpwhelanattoraar&xahoo.coa~~ ~ 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY PINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attozneys at ~aw 
Old ~ower Bouse Building 
120 Eaat Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
~hone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263~8211 
!SB No. 6313 
(THU)MAR 18 2010 10:45/ST. 10:38/No. 6810297369 P 2 
}ss 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TBB 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND fOR TR2 COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA (;:RACB BERRY, a widow, 
ICAlU.ETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Be::zy, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Co~oration, 
Plaintiff•, 
v. 
MICHAEL B • MCJi'AIU.AND, MICHAEL 
B • MCI'ARLAND, P. A. , and KAlUSN 
ZIMMIIOaN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007~2409 
; NO'l'ICB OP RBA!t!NG 1U!: : 0:( 
) PLAINTIFFS' MOT:tON I'OR ENTRY 
) 01' PINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, 
) I':ENAL ORDER AND JUDGMEN'l' 
) 
) (April S, 2010 at 3:00p.m.) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----~------------~~~~~~--- ) NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Plaintiffs' MGtion For 
Entry of Findings, Conclusion•, Final Order and Judgment ahall 
come for bearing before the Honorable CHARLES W. HOSACK on April 
5, 2010 at the hou:: of 3:00p.m., or as soon thereafter aa 
counsel may be heard, in a courtroom of the Kootenai County 
Courthouse, located in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. 
DA'l'BD this IS day of March, 
-
2010. 
&t~;J:9 
Attorney At Law 
NOTICE OF YEAR.ING Rl: : MOTION TO ENTER FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hezeby ce~tify that a t~ue and correct copy of tha 
fo~eg-oing waa served by faosim:i.la AND e-mail, this If day of 
Ma%ch, 2010, and was delivered aa follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street. 
Coeur d'Alene, Xdaho 83814 
t~[x]Via ~a~a~:i.le: (208) 664-2240 
~[x]and via e-mail: jpwhalanattorney@yahoo.cam 
By: 
NOTICE OB' HEARING RE : MOTION TO ENTER. l!'INAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT - 2 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 41h Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
~ I,;!Vll Uti"' I. ~UU:J/U II 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA TVRDY IN 
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR FINDINGS, 
CONCLUSIONS, FINAL ORDER AND 
JUDGMENT 
Hearing Date: April 5, 2010 
Time: 3:00 p.m. 
judge: Charles Hosack 
AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA 1VROY IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO PlAINTIFFS MOTION FOR ENTRY 
OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT -1 
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Jessica Tvrdy, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am the paralegal for attorney John P. Whelan. I have personal 
knowledge of the following facts and could competently testify. 
2. I obtained a copy of the audio CD for the closing arguments which 
were heard january 26, 2010 by contacting the Records Department at the 
Kootenai County Courthouse. I transcribed portions of the rebuttal closing 
argument of Plaintiffs' attorney, Rex Finney. 
3. A true and correct copy of portions of the rebuttal closing 
argument of Mr. Finney is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
4. On page 1, paragraph 3, 3rd to last sentence, Mr. Finney stated: 
"There is no blank on that verdict the judge read to you that says you can give 
the stock back to Karletta". 
DATED this2..'5 day of March, 2010. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this -us-:v of March, 2010. 
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McFarland PanlaJJra!lscrlpt 
Baglnnlns of rebuttal closing: 3:49:34 
Start time: 3:57:17 
Now,·Mr. McFarland testified yesterday about how bad this business is. It's basically a black hole. But 
then when asked, why don't vou just give it back? He said, he won't give it back, because Karletta filed 
a frivolous suit against him [Inaudible] to the effect that, used the shotgun approach, and it has made 
him very upset. Now, it is a bad day, when a lawyer Is mad some person sought help in the legal system. 
That's lawyers, more than anyone, should appreciate, that every Individual, every person, has the right 
to seek assistance from the courts when they feel that they have been wronged. 
Now in this case, the summary of the story is that in 2001, Jerry came in, and you know you've got to 
picture this, vou have two guys who drink and they meet and they talk about, "hey 1 got judgment 
creditors and I don't want them to take my stuff", He goes to a guy whose got the power to freeze up 
judgment creditors, they can't take your stuff if you are in bankruptcy. You may have to repay over time 
but you get protection. Now. if he goes to a man looking for protection, and now this man has taken 
advantage of Mr. Berry's widow, It's not as blur;y as Mr. Whelan would have vou think. 
Now, let's see here. Okay, here we go. You saw this video. Mr. McFarland said on the video and he 
now acknowledges It, Jerry Berry came to my office to seek protection of the stock in the Captain's 
Wheel from judgment creditors. Here's his affidavit, once again contradicting himself, paragraph a, 
page 6, I deny I was advising Jerrv and l<arletta Berry on how to protect the stock In the Captain's Wheel 
from creditors. Vou can't have It every way. If you pick a storv. you better stick to it. In this case, it has 
sone every way. 1 mean, I wasn't his lawyer, okay maybe I was his lawyer, In here he's not his lawyer. In 
deposition he is his lawyer, bac:k in court ha is not his lawyer until the video was played and then he was. 
Its hit every single direction possible. Now, Mr. Whelan says don't look at Exhibit A. Well you have to 
look "t Exhibit A. Exhibit A Is the only document th~t was filled out by one of the parties. Exhibit B, tha 
one he wants you to rely on, Delores Meredith said she put the name, she filled in the line, put Captain's 
Wheel Resort Property/Business so she would know what file to put it in. Mike McFarlijnd, he's been to 
George Washington University in washington D.C., he wrote In no uncen:aln terms, loan to be secured 
with stock as collateral. He didn't write, loan for now and if we give vou another $60,000 we get the 
stock. Loan to be secured with stock as collateral. It can't be any more clear. His affidavit verifies that 
as well. Most of the testimony of Mr. McFarland was explaining why the written documents don't mean 
what they say and then in fact, after he Issued some extra shares of stock, the last thing he does In an 
attempt to rehabilitate himself Is to oh its no big deal we could take those back and if l<arletta objects, 
its not a big deal to take that stock back. It seems kind of weird that you would issue it, wait three years 
and then when it comes out in court, your testimony is we can take that back easily. He didn't ask If she 
wanted to Issue it. Now, Mr. Whelan also says, a little misleading, he says, Karletta gets it all. There is 
no blank on that VQrdict the iudae read to vou that,says vou can sive the stock b,.aJik to Karletta. That's 
not the way it works. It just sounded good thouah at the moment. 
End time: 4:01:30 
Exhibit 
A 
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start time: 4:04:46 
Now, nobody Is s;Jylng Mlko and Karen shouldn't get their $100,000.00. We are just saying it should be 
what Mike has called it. Mike the lawyer wrote this eMhibit A. He called it a loan. Mike th~ lawyer 
wrote the affidavit of Mike McFarland, EJchibit 17. He CD lied it, the stock pur~hose agreement, he says 
we didn•t get Jerry tg sign it basi~ally. The stoc:k purc:hase agreement was Jerry's idea and it was 
designed to swap equity In the corporation for the debt owed to us. Now, he didn't say in his affidavit 
tnat it was to memorialize our agreement from 2003. Whv would a Iawver make a deal like that, that's a 
one pag~ agreement, could have been handwritten. It surely doesn•t make any sense if he owned the 
stock he could have easily had Jerry sian somethina that said he owned the stock, not wait until right at 
the verv end and not swap It for debt owed to him, as his own statement £ays.. _If anyone should be held 
to what their written statements say it Is an attorney. Now, you didn•t see K~:~rletta Berrv trying to 
expluin all the things that she had done that were inconsistent with her testimony. In fact, ell they had 
on her was under intense questionine by a powerful man :;he froze up a little bit and didn't say she knew 
wnat undue Influence was or certain things and then pointed out In her deposition that was read In, she 
did In fact tell them about the little things. She talked about the espresso stand. She talked about 
calling for advice regarding the highway. Mike McFarland said she doesn't even own land that fronts 
Hiahway 95. In fact, she did. Who do you believe? There's some smoke and mirrors hei'Q, They are 
saying there is nothing In writing that would even S'-IS8&&t that Mike McFarland i& the attorney. Well, 
why would he draft a trust agreement. If someone is not your Iawver, now do lawyers voluntarily draft 
up trustegreements and bring It to a person. It doesn't make any sense. If you weren•t his lawyer, you 
wouldn't be drafting a trust agreement. If you weren't his lawyer, Paul Daugharty probably would have 
staved involved in this transaction. It's clear. It's not like this. It's not like this. He said he was his 
lawyer and it is time to believe him. He said it right here on the stand that veah 1 was his lawyer, but 
only on one deal. He still won•t admit that he was his lawyer on the trust agreement. Now their new 
thing is oh, Jerry Berry had a will and Mike didn•t draft it. Well, let's think about it. What did Jerry Berry 
have to leave. He had already deeded the house over. What was his other big ass@t'? The stock. 200 
shares gf stg~k. And what lawyer is it that helped him to created a joint tenancy with right to 
survivorship. That would be Mr. Mc:Farl~nd. It Is In his own writing. He created Jerry's estate plan for 
him. He can go ahead and say he didn't do his will but he did something better. Ygu don•t even have to 
brini that to the probate court. His own testimony Is, that is why I asked him to explain joint tenancy 
with right of suNivorship. So the jury would understand and he explained It QUite well. The minute one 
of the two people passes away, the other one awns it all as a matter of law. It doesn't take anv probate 
action, doesn•t taka court approval. That's how he handles his own affairs. So to $ay that he didn't 
draft. What was Jerry going to leave in the will'? The chair£, the tables? Not the Wheel. The Wheel was 
already hi!!lndled by the lawyer. This was turned into joint tenancy at the hand of a lawyer. Now, Cheryl 
Lynn[?] has no reason to make things up. She had a death in the family, she couldn•t make it here the 
first week. Here she comes out and what did she say? Her son was thinking abgut pun;hasing the 
restaurant. She said dad told us that he had to pay his lawyer off $100,000.00. If the best thing they can 
level against Cheryl Canno Is she used the word lawyer and attorney. Last time 1 checked those ":lean 
the same thins. She works with attorneys cause she is involved in head start or something, Since she 
works with attorneys often she uses that word. It's net a big deal to accidently say lawyer when you 
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mean ettgrney. Look at the Instructions, do they say lawyer? No they say attorney but we all know that 
lawyer is attorney, yes. It Is clear, lawyer Is attorney. Actions speak louder than words. Now Mr. 
McFarland was handed EXhibit 86. It's not admitted. And there was a big stack of tickets. Judge 
rightfully got mad at me for having to give those to him. But only a little few of them had his signature 
on them. But they were kept separate. They were not treated, that was back In '03·'04 when this was 
interest on the loan. He was paid interest in the form of money given to Karen and all you can eat, all 
you can drink, all you can party at the Captain's Wheel for years. Sure he continued getting greased up 
after he got Jerry to sign the stock purchase and sale agreement but that doesn't mean It wasn't Interest 
before and even by the Defendants own statements, under their theol)l, Karletta should still owe that 
interest payment. If things were all done back in '03, why did everything actually change when the 
documents were signed? There has been no letter. He filed a counterclaim asking for monev damages. 
I haven't heard any mention those at all to the jury. Now, Herb Huseland he did sav the word partner 
remember. But then what did he say? He .&aid he i!: using It loosely and he sounded like a pretty 
complex dude, like this guy knows what he Is doing. But what he really is is the baby bios that works in 
the salad bar. I mean, he worked in the salad bar. He is not this person that he Initially gave the 
Impression of. This is the guy that was working at the salad bar that now run5 e blog on the Internet. 
Bob Hollend, You heard about Bob Holland c;ame in and wrecked evetything and that is why the 
business went bad. Well, last time 1 checked the testimony was Bob came in and then they made almost 
$500,000.00 In revenue In 2007. They said that revenue was cut In their own exhibit. Bob Holland came 
in. It didn't make any difference, there is still $500,000.00. Just rather than being real careful with that 
$500,000.00 it was like a party at the Wheel •. The cooks were drinking. I mean, who knows what was 
going on in there. Mike doesn't he wasn't there except for when there was a band. Now, once again I 
just ask you, try to remember who is the one trying to explain that the written things he wrote don't 
really mean what they say. It is not r<arletta Berrv here. Karen Zimmerman said she had a great 
memory. That she never heard Mike referred to as anyone's attorney in public or Jerry's attorney. Mike 
admits it, everyone else remembers lt. She was there, she doesn't remember lt. Now, Toby Mclaughlin. 
Oon't get confused bv the issues here. Toby Is not sitting here asking anvbodv auestlons. He was a 
witness. That is all he ever was. Vou can believe in theorv that you can't have a witness, how could a 
person ever prove anything. It is what it i!:. Mr. McFarland initially indir::ated there was an audio 
recordlna In his: deposition. That Is not the case. When asked on his deposition if Mr. McLaughlin was 
lying, he said, what he thinks. Now he never said yeah he is lyins at that point. He is just saying it is on 
an audio recording and it is available to play. Now that wasn't accurate either. So, you have to really 
keep In mind who was accurate and who wasn't uccurate. Mr. Whelun sounds pretty c:onvinc:lng. 
Johnston, he didn't say me and my partner are selling, he just said I got an offer what dg you think abgut 
it. He also said yeah there are times 1 don't charge clients too. According to him he charges friends, and 
kind of laughed about it but maybe not his family. Weill this case, this book, does have stuff in it 
drafted by a lawyer, for the benefit of Jerry Berry. It Is not my word against Mr. Whelan's word. It Is 
something for the jury to decide. I'm sure we both, probably both think we know what we are talking 
about and probably both think we are smart but that's not the case. The jury is the one who is sitting 
there. Sees the reaction, sees the eyes, sees the body movements, sees the nervousness when people 
walk in the room. It Is something that only a jury can do. It's not for lawyers. We can only try to do the 
best we can to present our cases. Now, there's a big discussion about Karletta didn't throw a fit on 
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October 1S, 2006. Let's go bac;k. She had already talked to Jerry on July 4, 2006 and Jerry went with the 
stock purchase, excuse me, loan agreement, which Is consistent with the only thing written by Mike 
McFarland to Mr. McFarland's cabin. Now Jerry Is just speared into this life. He already signed the darn 
agreement that Karl etta didn't want him to sign and now you think Karletta Is going to spend the last 
little bit of time she has fighting with her husband. She was there to take care of him. Vou heard from 
Cheryl Lynn. Vou heard from the other people. They loved each other. Jerry ldved Karletta. He didn't 
want her, excluded. It can't be any more clear. What we have here Is some lawyer is hiding behind 
something that Is present. They, Mr. Whelan, wants you to look at Exhibit B. The one that Is not written 
by anybody. The one that was writte.n by some lady who worked in the law office. She wrote the words 
on it so she would know what file to put it in. Seems a bit suspicious to me that there would be a file in 
that law office but, I'm not even going to recite It to you. I know vou are going to end up reading Mr. 
McFarland's affidavit. Look it over. He can't flnd a message, a note. anvthlne. There's some stuff he 
. didn't bring ln. Is it fair to say they don't have all items I have? What happened to the file that he told 
Toby McLaughlin about? What happened to the letter from the judgment creditor that he had in his fila. 
Surely, he has it. We don't have it. Karletta saw something with his name on It at the house, she didn't 
know what it was. But there was a point there just around the time the deal got signed, Jerry went on 
some sort of e cleening mission and he w8s throwing stuff away. Who knows what went on to make 
Jerry throw stuff away out of the office. Seems kind of weird to get rid of stuff right after you make a 
backdated agreement. 
End time: 4:17:30 
Rebuttal closing ends at: 4:21:05 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2.6 day of March, 201 0, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 20 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
cvrfacsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS MOTION 
FOR FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, FINAL 
ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
Hearing Date: April 5, 2010 
Time: 3:00p.m. 
Judge: Charles Hosack 
Defendants, Michael B. Mcfarland, Michael B. Mcfarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, submit the following opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Entry of 
Findings, Conclusions, Final Order and judgment as follows: 
Plajntiffs' motion to the Court to enter the findings made by the jury at 
OPPOSITION TO P~INTIFFS MOTION FOR ENTRY OF FINDINGS. CONCLUSIONS, FINAL ORDER 
AND JUDGMENT -1 
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the trial of the above-entitled matter tried during the period January 19 to 28, 
2010 was not accompanied by any memorandum or brief in support of the 
motion. Defendants are, therefore, uncertain as to what Plaintiffs propose. 
In addition to the money damages "awarded" by the jury, Plaintiffs 
apparently seek to receive the remedy of rescission of the two shares of stock 
issued to Marie Streater and Monnie Cripe via Plaintiffs' Motion for Entry of 
Findings, Conclusions, Final Order and Judgment. However, Plaintiffs cannot 
receive the damages awarded Plaintiff for the breach of fiduciary duties as 
directors while also seeking to rescind the shares of stock that gave rise to the 
breach of duty. 1 Plaintiffs cannot obtain both remedies. 
An election of remedies was made through Plaintiffs' counsel's 
representation to the jury during closing argument that the stock issued to 
Marie Streater and Mennie Cripe could not be recovered. 2 
The jury verdict denied Michael McFarland the recovery of the 
$170,000.00 advanced to the Captain's Wheel because he and Karen 
Zimmerman issued the stock to Marie Streater and Monnie Cripe. Plaintiffs 
cannot obtain a double recovery on that issue by preventing the recovery of the 
advancements as well as rescission of the two shares of stock that caused the 
jury to deny Michael McFarland the recovery of his advancements. 
1 As the Court may recall, Defendant Michael McFarland advanced approximately 
$178,000 to the corporation to keep the Captain's Wheel Resort afloat Plaintiff, Karletta Berry, 
agreed at a corporate meeting that Michael McFarland should be reimbursed the initial 
$8,000.00 that he advanced. The jury denied the recovery of all but $8,000 of the money 
advanced on the ground that Defendants had breached the fiduciary duties owed to Karletta 
Berrv as directors. The only clear evidence of any breach of fiduciary dutv by Defendants took 
the form of the Issuance of stock by Michael McFarland and Karen Zimmerman to Marie Streater 
and Monnie Cripe. · 
2 See affidavit of Jessica Tvrdy regarding transcription of closing argument. 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS MOTION FOR ENTRY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS. FINAL ORDER 
AND JUDGMENT -2 
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I I 
Respectfully Submitted, 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS MOTION FOR ENTRY OF FINDINCS, CONCLUSIONS. FINAL ORDER 
AND JUDGMENT -3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 25 day of March, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) ~rnight Mail 
( ~acsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
Jo~P. Whelan 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: HOSACK04051 OP 
Session Date: 04/05/2010 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Reporter: Schaller, Joann 
Clerk(s): Clausen, Jeanne 
State Attorney(s): 
Public Defender(s): 
Prob. Officer(s): 
Court interpreter(s): 
Case ID: 0001 
04/05/2010 
15:07:24 
15:07:24 
Case number: CV2007-2409 
Plaintiff: Berry, Karletta 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: McFarland, Michael 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant( s ): 
State Attorney: 
Public Defender: 
Recording Started: 
Case called 
15:07:27 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Division: DIST 
Session Time: 14:06 
Calls case - counsel all present; motion by pltf 
for judgment on pleadings 
15:07:55 and hmg on money judgment; has reviewed all 
motions 
15:08:07 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK040510P 
Courtroom: CourtroomS 
Page 1, ... 
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ask court to enter final judgment with special 
verdict pursuant to Rule 58; 
15:08:28 appropriate time to enter the money judgment and 
all relief sought in the 
! 15:08:52 motion 
15:08:55 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
proposed judgment 
15:09:04 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
presents the paperwork to Judge; tracks with 
paragraphs of motion 
15:10:24 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
What Mr. Finney handed to court is same verbage 
as motion itself 
15:10:49 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
that's correct 
15:11:18 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
proposed final judgment 
15:11:26 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
correct 
15:11:42 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
If this judgment were to be entered then 
parties would remain 50/50 owners 
15:11:59 of corporation; but judgment would be final; any 
other claim for relief 
15:12:35 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
granting damages as to 50% of stock purchased by 
Mr. McFarland; enter 
15:12:59 judgment in amount of damages 
15:13:23 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Money damages would be fixed as of appraisal of 
July 2006 
15:14:28 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
actual damages comes from special verdict 
15:14:47 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
when was that breach found to have occurred 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK04051 OP Page 2, ... 
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15:14:57 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
7/4/06 
15:15:05 Add Ins: Whelan, John P. 
Don't have copy of special verdict and not sure 
if that is what special 
15: 15: 18 verdict said; no basis for this motion was 
stated and no accompanied memo and 
15:15:39 affd was submitted with motion- so at a loss 
here 
15:16:57 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Price paid for stock is fixed by exhibit #23 
15:17:48 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
purchase price for stock was $100,000 
15:17:59 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Wasn't the stock purchase agreement entered into 
approx 7/06 
15:18:44 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
correct and purchase price was $100,000 
15:19:00 appraised value ofland owned by corp was 
$1,000,000 
15:19:35 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
$380,000 is what special verdict states; the 
various other claims would be 
15:21 :06 dismissed or replaced by and incorporated into 
this final judgment and there 
15:21 :26 would be no further proceedings 
15:21:32 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
correct 
15:21:35 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
what would be next step for owners of corp 
15:21:47 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
loan secured by real property is in default -
nothing in this action; 
15:22:07 foreclosures; leave parties at where they are 
at; pltf & deft would have 1/2 
15:22:34 stock 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK04051 OP Page 3, ... 
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15:22:36 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
2 50% owners of corp and that would be a dead 
lock; business wouldn't go 
15:22:57 anywhere and has hugh debt and would have to be 
sold 
15:23: 17 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
a lot of matters for tax liens; 
15:23:43 $200,000 is owned on CIT loan which has begun 
foreclosure process 
15:24:05 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Go to a sale & it sells for a certain amount; 
than the corp shareholders 
15:25:13 would split the $1,000,000 how this judgment 
would fit in - there would be 
15:25:53 damages $380,500 owed by defts to pltf; take out 
$380,500 of$500,000 that 
15:26:21 would be going to deft and give that amount to 
pltf; there would actually be 
15:2 7:08 a net of some amount going to the defts 
15:28:01 Add Ins: Whelan, John P. 
At a loss for not having special verdict; no 
space regarding recission of any 
15:28:27 stock; take exception to any finding; proposed 
findings # 1 isn't consistent 
15:28:58 with #2; #8 on special finding form- obj on 
grounds be presented a copy of 
15:30:03 the paperwork; findings and conclusions stop at 
#8; at a loss as to what 
15:31:05 direction Mr. Finney wants to go 
15:31: 14 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
motion has a para #9 - one court does have 
before it doesn't have paragraph 
15:31:40 #9 
15:32:38 Add Ins: Whelan, John P. 
Could Mr. Finney articulate what he is trying to 
accomplish today- needs so 
15:33:04 guidance 
15:33:10 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
one share of stock to Marie Streeter - small 
issue 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK04051 OP Page 4, ... 
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15:33:52 Add Ins: Whelan, John P. 
Item #9 was given to Jury; inconsistent with 
damages; all of advancements 
15:34:43 after $800,000 wouldn't be returned to deft; 
pltf aren't seeking any 
15:35:30 recision; two sided damage awared; 2nd part 
isn't collectable; recision 
15:35:57 isn't warranted; 1 & 2 are in conflict; if court 
finds those to be entered 
15:36:31 than they are inconsistent 
15:36:41 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
jury did find yes as to both 1 & 2 
15:36:57 Add Ins: Finney, Rex 
fiduciary 
15:37:19 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Jones V. Runft 
15:38:20 Add Ins: Whelan, John P. 
there is an inconsistent with special verdict 
15:39:47 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
will have to regroup and handicapped by not 
having a court reporter transcrip 
15:40:25 and passage oftime; whatever I do has to make 
some sense to me; breach of 
15:40:59 fudiciary duty and it is based on stock purchase 
agreement; stock purchase 
15:41:18 agreement has been rescinded and converting back 
into a loan 
15:41:57 Add Ins: Whelan, John P. 
recision of stock purchase agreement than Mr. 
McFarland and Ms. Zimmerman 
15:42:16 would be awared $100,000 
15:42:39 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Having trouble with is that the remedy that the 
jury awarded (theory that 
15:43:16 this was a $100,000 loan) stock purchase 
agreement didn't adequately reflect 
15:43:35 the $100,000 loan; none oftheories atty are 
using don't fit the facts; don't 
15:44:00 have a clue what I'm going to do. will take this 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK040510P Page 5, ... 
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under advisement 
15:44:26 Add Ins: Whelan, John P. 
additional briefing 
15:44:34 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
no obj to it, but attys have to know what court 
is thinking; can't really 
15:45:03 even express the questions I have; taken under 
advisement; quite sure what 
15:45:20 I'm going to do; may call for further hearings 
and briefins when I have 
15:45:37 further ideas of how I'm going to proceed 
15:45:49 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK04051 OP Page 6, Final page 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
(WED) APR 7 2010 16:19/ST. 16:15/No. 6810297437 P 2 
STi\~·E GF IDAHO ! 
COUN iY OF KOOFNAI > SS FILED: ... 1 
Old Power Bouse Bui1dinq 
120 East Lake Street1 Suite 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
317 
Fax: (208) 263-9211 
ISB No. 6313 
XN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDXCIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT~ OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S ~EEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho gPrporation 1 
v·P~aintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) l?LAI.NTI.'FFS' BR.I.F.i' AFTER 
) BEARING ON 4/5/20 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ ) 
BASED UPON the Plaintiffs' MOtion For Entry of Findings, 
Conclusions, Final Order and Judgment havinq e~ on for hearing 
on Apri1 5, 2010 and the court having taken the matter under 
advisement, the above named Plaintiffs, by and through counsel, 
and hereby sUbmits this brief to assist the Court: 
BRIEF - 1 
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1. The Captain's Whee2 Resort, Inc. is an Idaho 
corporation that had a total of 400 shares of stock outstandinq 
at the t~e the events in this case commenced. 
2. McFarland, the attorney, and his fiance, Z~mmer.man, 
the Broker, made a loan in the amount of $100,000.00 to Jerry 
Berry in 2003 while Jerry was married to Karletta Berry. 
3. The 2oan was comp2eted in two insta~2ments. 
4. The first $40,000.00 was delivered to Jerry fram 
McFarland on 1/25/03 at McFarland's law office. A second 
installment in the amount of $60,000.00 was delivered to Jerry 
from McFarland at his law office on S/4/03. 
5. Jer:r:y Berry already owned ~ of tha stock l200 shares) 
1n the corporation at the time MCFarland and Z~~an loaned 
the $100,000.00 to Jerry Berry. 
6. Berry used the $100,000.00 borrowed from the 
defendants to purchase the remaining SO% (200 shares) of the 
outstanding stock in the corporation from the Campbells in 2003 
(saa P1a~nt~ff's Exhibits 17 and 20). At th~s t~e the 
plaintiff owned all of the stock in the corporation. 
7. on July 4, 2006 Jerry Berry and the Defendants entered 
into the Stock Purchase and Sale Aqreement (Pls' Ex. 23) 
transferring 200 shares (1/2 the outstanding stock) of stock in 
the corporation to McFarland and Zimme~n. The Stock Purchase 
and Sale Agreement was back dated and read as if it was 
BRIEF - 2 
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"executed" on August 9, 2003. ~hi.a agreement is the basis fo-r 
the breach of fiduciary duty. 
B. McFarland explained in the Affidavit of ~chaa~ B. 
McFarland (Pls Ex. 77) at page 3, paragraph 6 that "ItJha stock 
purchase aqreement was Jerry's idea and it was designed to swap 
equity in the corporation for the debt. owed to us". 
9. On November 29, 2006 McFarland and Z~r.man took over 
as the only two directors of the corporation and excluded 
Karletta from manaqament or involvement with operations of the 
corporation. 
10. Management was left to the two bartenders, Monnie & 
Marie. 
11. In terms of managing the cor.poration as director, 
McFarland was not able to oversee the management of the 
restaurant because he works about 60 hours per week at his law 
office and he did not have the time. 
12. On February 17, 2007, (without input from Karletta) 
McFarland and Zimmerman decided issued one (1) share of stock to 
Monnie1 and one (1) share of stock to Marie (Plaintiffs Exs. 60 & 
61) . Threat of deadlock of shareholders was eliminated and a 
coin toss under the Bylaws would not be required. 
1 In the transcript of the November 29 meeting, Defendants' "CCC" McFarland acknowledges on page 7 th<~t he 
knows thal Karl ella "would have a problem issuing stock to Monnie Cripe". 
BRIEF - 3 
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13. MCFarland ola~s to have loaned the co~oration 
extensive amounts of money. The jury conc~uded that MCFar~and 
was not entitled to recover $176,300.18 because of h~s breach o£ 
f~duciary duty as director. The jury did allow McFarland to 
recover $8,000.00 he loaned to the co~oration. 
14. A fiduciary relationship is one of confidence imposing 
great duties and it recognizes the d~spar1ty in bargaininq power 
and that negotiations with a fiduciary ara not at aras ~ength. 
15. A party can prevail on a breach of fiduciary duty 
c1a~ by showing either that the party was damaged and/or the 
fiduciary benefited from a transaction. 
16. In this case the P~ai.nti.ffa 1111ere damaged and the 
Defendants benefited. 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
17. In this case the jury was instructed regarding 
Plaintiff's claims for: 
SRIEF - 4 
a. Breach of Fiduciary duty regarding the stock 
purchase agreement by attorney (See Inat%uction ~o. 
8, SA, 8B); 
b. Breach of fiduciary duty ragarding tho stock 
purchase agreement by dafandants, evan ~f there was 
not an attorney c1iant re~ationship (See Instruction 
No. 9, 9A and 9B); 
i 
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c. Breach of f~duciary duty by Defendants as Directors 
of the corporation regarding money adv~nces to the 
corporation (See Instruction No. 10, lOA &lOB). 
18. Jury Instruct~on No. 11 (th~s ~s the damaqe 
instruction on the cla~s for breach of fiduciary duty by 
attorney, and for breach of fiduciary duty even if no attorney 
client privilege was found) provided that the damages the Jury 
may consider if the Plaintiff is entitled to recover from the 
Defendants on the cla~ for breach of fiduciary duty for 
converting the loan to the stock purchase and sa~e aqreemant was 
the difference between the price Michael MCfarland and Karen 
Zimmer.man paid for tho stock of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc 
and the actual value of the stock purchased. 
19. Jury Instruction No. 12 (this is the damage 
instruction for the breach of fiduciary duty by the directors of 
the corporation regarding money d5ma9es) provided that if the 
Defendants breached their fiduciary duty as directors of the 
corporation owed to Plaintiff as a stockho~der, the jury couLd 
determine the damages as the amount of any advances which the 
jury finds to be monies advanced to the corporation in breach of 
the Defendants fiduciary duty to the stockholders. 
20. No jury instruction was given reqardinq money damages 
(leqa1 relief) for breach of fiduciary duty regarding the 
issuance of stock to Mannie and Marie by the Defendants. 
BRIEF - 5 
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21. The Jury found a breach of 'fiduciary dut.y '1:99in:din.g 
the stock purchase agreement and found the p~aintiff's damages 
to be $380,500.00. 
22. One can determi.ne how the jury computed the dama.ge 
amount of $380,500.00 with reference to the evidence. 
23. The Jury found that on Ju~y 4, 2006, the fair market 
value of the real property and assets of the corporation was 
$1,300,000.00. 
24. The jury found the debts of the corporation as of July 
4, 2006 to total $339,000.00 which are comprised of : 
a. $242,000.00 ror the CIT sma~~ buai.neas ~oan, 
b. $15,000.00 for the debt on the parking lot, and 
c. $5,000.00 for the Wells Fargo line of credit 
d. $77,000.00 debt to Jerry Berry {See Defendant's 
Exhibit o, 4~ page) . 
25. The jury determined the net value of the stock in the 
corporation on July 4, 2006 by subtracting the corporation's 
debts from the fair market value or the corporation's assets. 
26. The fai.r market va~ua of a~~ of the stock i.n the 
Captain's Wheel Resort Inc. on Ju~y 4, 2006 ~s ca~cu~ated as 
follows (FMV = fair market value) : 
July 4, 2006 FMV of Assets 
(leas) Debts of Corporat~on 
Value/equity in 400 shares stock 
$1,300,000.00 
$339,000.00 
$961,000.00 
27. The value of the 200 shares of stock the Defendants 
purchased from Jerry Berry ~n breach of fiduci.ary duty on Ju~y 
BRIEF - 6 
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4, 2006, as data~ined by the jury, was $480,500.00 {$96~,000.00 
+ 2 = $480,500.00). 
28. McFarland and Zimmerman traded $100,000.00 in debt for 
$480,500.00 in equity in stock on July 4, 2006. This was a 
breach of fiduciary duty created by the attorney client 
relationship and the ~iduciary re1ationship unde~ the Jones v. 
Runft standard. 2 Tha damaqa ca2culation is as follows: 
Value of 200 shares of stock purchased by dafandants $490 1 500.00 
Amount paid by Defendants for 200 shares of stock $100,000.00 
Difference (~ges) $380,500.00 
29. Me!'a:r:lo.nd and Zi.unnerman benefited in. the amount of. 
$380,500.00 as a result of the stock purchase and sale agreement 
to the detriment of the Plaintiff. $380,500.00 is the 
difference between the price paid for the stock and the actual 
value (comment b, Restatement (Third) of Trusts, S 206) ( ... if 
the price paid by [fiduciary/attorney] was less than the value 
of the property at the time when the [fiducia~y/attorneyl 
purchased it, the beneficiary can compel him to pay tha 
diffarenee) . 
SPECIAL VERDICT AND REMEDISS 
30. rn this case, a special verdict was &ntarad wh~oh~ 
~A fiduciary relationship does nor depend upon some technical relation created b)' or defined in law, but it 
exisls in cases where there has been a special conJldence imposed in another who, in equity and good 
conscience, is bound to act in good faith and with due regard to the i.nterest of one re~asin~ the confidence. 
}oJ!..~.s_y._Runlt.JJcroy. Coffin & Matthews. Chartered 125 Idaho 607,614, 873 P.2d 861, 868 (Idaho,J994). 
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a. Found damages in the amount of $380,000.00 for 
breach of fiduciary duty resu1ting from the Stock 
Purchase and Sale Agreement; 
b. Deter.mined that the Defendants' c1aim for money 
advances to the corporation in the amount of 
$176,300.19 can not be recovered by the defendants 
because of their breach of f~duciary duty as 
directors. 
c. Found that the issuance of one share of stock to 
Marie Streeter and one share of stock to MOnnie 
Cripe was a breach of fiduciary duty as directors. 
31. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 58(a) (2) provides that 
upon a special verdict or general verdict accompanied by answers 
to interrogatories, the court shall approve the fo~ and sign 
the judgment and the judgment shall be ent.exed b;~ the "ludqe. 01:. 
clerk. 
32. For breach of the breach of fiduciary duty resu1tinq 
from the stock purchase and sa~e agreement, the Plaintiff is 
entitled to a money judgment in the sum of $380,500.00 against 
the Defendants. The Defendants have not stated any specific 
objection to this request. 
33. For braac:h of fiduciary duty by Defendants as 
directors, the Court should adjudge that t.he De£endants a~e not 
BRIEF - 8 
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ant1t~ed to recover $176,300.18 advanced to the corporation. The 
Defendants have not objected to this request. 
34. The Court shou~d set aside the 2 shares of stock 
issued to Monnie and Marie in vio~ation of the ~e£endanta' 
fiduciary duty as directors of the cor,poration. This request is 
objected to by the defendants in the Opposition To Plaintiffs' 
Motion For Entry of Findings, Conc~uaione, Fina~ Order and 
Judgment. 
35. The Court shou~d enter the Finding, Conclusions, Final 
Order and Judgment attached hereto which is consistent with the 
Juries' Spec1a~ Verdict in accordance with Ru~e 58. 
36. Upon entry of the Findinq, Conclusions, Fina~ Order 
and Judgment the Defendants retain ownership of 200 shares of 
stock in the corporation. 
DATED this 7 day of Apri~, 
REX A. F:INNEY 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was delivered as indicated, this ~ day of ~r~l, 
2010, and was addressed as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(Via Facs~ile: (208) 664-2240) 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
01d Power House Bui1ding 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 311 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-771.2 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISS No. 6313 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
S'l'ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 'l'HE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Persona~ 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B • MCFARLAND, M:ICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
----------------------------------------------------
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) HINDINGS, CONCLOSXONS, FINAL 
) ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
BASED UPO~ the Plaintiffs' Mot~on Fo~ Entry of Windinga, 
Conclusions, Final Order and Judgment having come on matter came 
on for Hearing on April 5, 2010; 
AND WHEREAS the Jury entered a Speci~l Verdict on January 
28, 2010: 
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NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED 
THAT: 
1. There was a breach of fiduciary duty regarding the 
Stock Purchase Agreement by defendant ~chael MCFar~and as the 
attorney for the plaintiff which was the prox1mate cause o£ 
damages to the Plaintiff. (Special Verdict Question No. 1). 
2. There was a breach of fiduciary duty regarding the 
Stock Purchase Agreement, even though there was no attorney-
client relationship between them, owed by the defendants to 
plaintiffs which was the proximate cause of damages to the 
Plaintiffs. (Special Verdict Question No. 2). 
3. The dafandants' breach of fiduciary duty prox~tely 
caused Jerry Berry to enter into the Stock Purchase Agreement. 
(Special Verdict Question No. 3). 
4. The difference betwaan the price the defendants paid 
the plaintiff for the stock and the actual value of the stock 
purchased is tha sum of $380,500.00, being the amount of 
damages to Plaintiff. {Specia~ Verdict Question No. 3(a)). 
5. The plaintiff, Karletta Grace Berry, is awarded a 
money judgment in the amount of $380,500.00 aga~nst the 
defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Karen M. Zimmerman, and 
Michael B. MCFarland/ P.A. (Special Verdict Question No. 
3 (a)) . 
F~NDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, FINAL ORDER ANO JUDGMENT- 2 
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6. The defendants breached a f~duc~ary duty owed to 
p1aintiff by defendants as directors of the corporation. 
(Special Verdict Question No. 4). 
7. As a result of the defendants' breach of fiduciary 
duty as directors, the defendants are not entit~ed to %eceive 
$176,300.18 they advanced to the corporation. (Special Verdict 
QueDtion No. S{a)). 
8. The issuance of one share of stock to Marie Streater 
and one share of stock to Monnie Cripe was a breach of 
defendants' fiduciary duty as directors owed to the p~aintiffs. 
(Specia1 Verdict Question No. S(b)). 
and one share of stock to Mbnnie Cripe are rescinded, set 
aside, and voided. 
DATED this day of April, 2010. 
CHARLES W. HOSACK 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT - 3 
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CLERK'S RULE 77 (d) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct 
c1erk's fi.1ing stamp thereon showinq the O.te 
JUDGMENT was served as indicated below, this 
2010, and was addressed as fo11ows: 
copy, with the 
of filin~, of the 
day of April, 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
01d Power House Bu1~ding 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Xdaho 83864 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
I J u.s. Mail 
l l RanQ Delivery 
[ ] fax: 208-263-8211 
c 1 u.s. Mail 
I ] Band Delivery 
[ ] fax: 208-664-2240 
By: 
Clerk of the Court 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CASE NO. CV-07-2409 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry Lee 
Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
MEMORANDUM OPINION ON 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF 
JUDGMENT 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
PROCEDURAL POSTURE 
This matter is before the Court on the Plaintiffs' Motion for Entry of Judgment. 
At the conclusion of the jury trial, following the jury returning the Special Verdict, 
Plaintiffs submitted a proposed judgment for entry by the Court. Upon inquiry from the 
Court, Plaintiffs attorney stated that the proposed judgment was intended to be a partial 
judgment, and further proceedings could be anticipated. The Court indicated it would not 
enter a partial judgment without some explanation as to what issues the Plaintiffs were 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 1 
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reserving for presentation at some later date. Plaintiffs filed a Motion for Entry of 
Judgment, and the hearing has been held on Plaintiffs motion. At the hearing, Plaintiffs 
counsel indicated that the proposed judgment presented at the hearing was intended to be 
entered as a final judgment. 
DISCUSSION 
The fonn of the proposed final judgment which was submitted by Plaintiffs at the 
hearing did not vary in any substantive way from the earlier presented proposed partial 
judgment, other than the blank for the amount ofthe damage award has been filled in on 
the proposed final judgment. The proposed final judgment sets the monetary award of 
damages at $380,500.00. 
The proposed final judgment is consistent with the special verdict entered by the 
Jury. The jury found a breach of fiduciary duty regarding the Stock Purchase Agreement 
owed by the defendants to plaintiffs which was the proximate cause of damages in the 
amount of $380,500.00. The jury further found that the defendants' claimed offset for 
the money advances made to the corporation by the defendants while serving as directors 
in the amount of$176,300.18 was barred by the defendants' breach of fiduciary duty. 
The proposed final judgment would leave the plaintiffs and the defendants as 
equal shareholders in the corporation. The final judgment would affinn the Stock 
Purchase Agreement, but essentially change the purchase price from $100,000 to 
$480,500. The breach of duty is as of the July 2006 entry into the Stock Purchase 
Agreement, as the only evidence as to value of the corporate assets is as of July 2006. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 2 
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The proposed final judgment is consistent with the special verdict, but only makes 
sense if it is in fact a final judgment. There were many issues, claims and theories 
presented during trial. A final judgment renders those other issues moot. 
There are many questions that would remain unless there is an entry of a final 
judgment. There were claims for rescission. One might ask why Jerry Berry, if he 
owned 100% ofthe corporation, would be selling 50% ofhis stock in the corporation in 
July 2006. One might wonder just who it was, as of July 2006, who was going to pay 
Jerry Berry $485,500 for a 50% interest in the corporation and the opportunity to partner 
with Karlotta Berry in the continued operation of the business. Karlotta's testimony was 
that the original agreement between Jerry Berry and the defendants was a loan, which 
was transformed into a Stock Purchase Agreement through a breach of fiduciary duty. 
There was a claim for rescission by Plaintiffs, but the final judgment for money damages 
moots that claim. Claims for an accounting are also moot. With equal ownership in the 
corporation between the plaintiffs and the defendants, if deadlock is not an absolute 
certainty, the potential for deadlock is reasonable probability, but no longer an issue to be 
adjudicated in this case, as both parties agree that the final judgment should leave the 
parties as they are. 
The Court is willing to enter the final judgment, but the Court needs to make clear 
that this is a final judgment, resolving this case. Further litigation, if not inevitable, is 
certainly highly likely, but additional claims, that may or may not have been raised in this 
case, will now be litigated at a future date in a new proceeding. 
Normally, entry of a judgment following a jury verdict is a final judgment and no 
54 (b) certificate would be necessary. However, because of the history of this particular 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 3 
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case, counsel may later argue that the Plaintiffs' proposed judgment did not in fact 
adjudicate all issues raised in the case, and that the judgment is only partial in nature. 
Even though the parties may believe the judgment to be final, an appellate court might 
wonder just what the trial court could have been up to, and find that given the absence of 
a Rule 54 (b) certificate, and given the many raised, but umesolved issues in the case, the 
judgment was not intended to be final. 
To resolve any possible ambiguity, the Court has determined that it should issue a 
Rule 54(b) certificate with regard to the Plaintiffs proposed judgment. If the Court is 
entering a final judgment, the certificate is superfluous. But if an argument that this 
judgment did not resolve all claims of the parties is to be raised at a later date, it is 
certainly the position of this Court that the judgment entered herein nonetheless should be 
certified as final. There is no reason for delay, and this Court has unequivocally 
determined that this is a judgment that should be certified as final, from which an appeal 
can be taken. Without finality to this judgment, all issues presumably resolved by the 
jury verdict will remain a moving target. The parties will have no base line from which 
issues can be defined and resolved in any subsequent litigation. 
DATED this _!_k day of April, 2010. 
C~CCiv .. -
Charles W. Hosack, Senior District Judge 
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Clerk's Certificate of Mailing 
I hereby certify that on the / (o day of April, 2010, that a true and con-ect copy 
of the foregoing was mailed/delivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, Interoffice 
Mail, Hand Delivered or Faxed to: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney Finney & Finney, P .A. 
Fax: 208-263-8211 
J.P. Whelan P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
Fax: 208-263-8211 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263~7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) 
) JUDGMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
WHEREAS the above entitled matter came on for Jury Trial on 
January 19, 2010: 
AND WHEREAS the Jury entered a Special Verdict on January 
28, 2010 finding: 
a) a breach of fiduciary duty regarding the Stock 
Purchase Agreement by defendant Michael McFarland as the 
attorney for the plaintiff which was the proximate cause of 
damages to the plaintiff; 
JUDGMENT - 1 
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b) a breach of fiduciary duty regarding the Stock Purchase Agreement 
owed by the defendants to plaintiffs which was the proximate cause of 
damage to plaintiffs, and; 
c) damages to be the amount of $380,500.00 
NOW THEREFORE, BASED UPON the Jury's Special Verdict it is hereby 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that Judgment is entered in favor 
of the Plaintiff, KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, and against the Defendants, 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and 
KAREN ZIMMERMAN, in the sum of THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY 
THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS ($380,500.00), together with 
interest thereon pursuant to statute. 
DATED this ltt_ day of April, 2010. 
Charles W. Hosack 
District Judge 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby 
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined 
that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the 
court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided 
by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED this_kday of April, 2010. 
Charles W. Hosack 
District Judge 
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CLERK'S RULE 77(d) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy, with the clerk's filing stamp 
thereon showing the date of filing, of the JUDGMENT was served as indicated 
below, this /0 day of April, 2010, and was addressed as follows: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
J.P. Whelan P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
t.-;t fax: 208-263-8211 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[~fax: 208-664-2240 
B 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETfA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA TVROY IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL 
MOTIONS 
vs. Hearing Date: 
Time: 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. judge: Charles Hosack 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Jessica Tvrdy, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am the paralegal for attorney John P. Whelan. I have personal 
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knowledge of the following facts and could competently testify. 
2. I obtained a copy of the audio CD for the closing arguments which 
were heard January 26, 2010 by contacting the Records Department at the 
Kootenai County Courthouse. I transcribed portions of the rebuttal closing 
argument of Plaintiffs' attorney, Rex Finney. 
3. A true and correct copy of portions of the rebuttal closing 
argument of Mr. Finney is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
DATED this 2..'t day of April, 2010. 
=&<J =~ 
Jessica Tvrdy 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this '1:1 day of April, 2010. 
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My Comm. Expires:--I~~~f---1'---I-_ 
MeFarland Partial T[JIJSCrlpt 
Beginning of rebuttal closing: 3:49:34 
Start time: 3:57:17 
Now, ·Mr. McFarland testified yesterday about how bad this !business Is. It's basically a black hole. But 
then when asked, why don't you just give it back? He said, He won't give it back, because Karl etta filed 
a frivolous suit against him [inaudible] to the effect that, us~d the shotgun approach, and it has made 
him very upset. Now, It is a bad day, when .a lawyer is mad some person sought help in the legal system. 
. I 
That's lawyers, more than anyone, should appreciate, that eyery Individual, every person, has the right 
to seek assistance from the courts when thE!y feel that they have bee11 wronged. 
Now in this case, the summary of the story i·s that in 2001, Jerry came in, and you know you've got to 
picture this, you have two guys who drink attld they meet and they talk about, "hey 1 got judgment 
creditors and I don't want them to take my .stuff". He goes to a guy whose got the power to freeze up 
judgment creditors, they can't take your stuff If you are in bankruptcy. You may have to repay over time 
but you get protection. Now, if he goes to 21 man looking for protection, and now this man has taker) , A) 
,. advantage of Mr. Berry's widow, It's not as blurry as Mr. Whelan would have you think. {£1A.f lu.,; s AJJu ' 
Now, let's see here. Okay, here we go. Vou saw this video. 1Mr. McFarland said on the video and he 
now acknowledges it, Jerry Berry came to my office to seek ~rotection of the stock in the Captain's 
Wheel from judgment creditors. Here's his affidavit, once again contradicting himself, paragraph 8, 
page 6, 1 deny I was advising Jerry and Karletta Berry on hov-1 to protect the stock in the Captain's Wheel 
from creditors. You can't have it every way. If you pick a st~ry, you better stick to it. In this case, it has 
gone every way. 1 mean, I wasn't his lawyer, okay maybe I ~s his lawyer, in here he's not his Iawver, in 
deposition he is his lawyer, back in court he is not his lawyer' until the video was played and then he was. 
Its hit every single direction possible. Now, Mr. Whelan says don't loak at Exhibit A. Well you have to 
look at bhibit A. Exhibit A Is the only docurnent that was ffll~d out by one of the parties. Exhibit B, the 
one he wants you to rely on, Delore5 Meredith said she put ~he name, she filled in the line, put Captain's 
Wheel Resort Property/Business so she would know what fil~ to put it in. Mike McFarland, he's been to 
George Washington University in Washington D.C., he wrotei In no uncertain terms, loan to be secured 
with stock as collateral. He didn't write, loat'l for now and If ~e give y0u another $60,000 we get the 
stock. Loan to be secured with stock as colli~teral. It can't be any more clear. His affidavit verifies that 
as well. Most of the testimony of Mt·. McFall'land was explai~jng why ~he written documents don't mean 
what they say and then in fact, after he Issued some extra s res of stock, the last thing he does in an 
attempt to rehabilitate himself Is to oh its no big deal we co ld take those back and if Karletta objects, 
its not a big deal to take that stock back. It seems kind of w ird that you would issue It, walt three years 
and then when It comes out in court, your te~stimony is we n take that back easily. He didn't ask if she 
not the wav it works. It Just sounded good though at the mo, 
End time: 4:01:30 Exhibit 
A 
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Start time: 4:04:46 
Now. nobody Is saying Mike and Karen shouldn't get their $$0,000.0(!). We are just saying it should be 
what Mike has called lt. Mike the lawyer wrote this e3Cnibit ~· He called it a loan. Mike the lawyer 
wrote the affidavit of Mike McFarland, EJchibit 77. He called it, the stock purchase agreement, he says 
we didn't get Jerry to sign It basically. The S1:ack purchase agreement was Jerry's idea and It was 
designed to swap equity In the corporation 1:or the debt owed to us. Now, he didn't say in his affidavit 
that it was to memorialize our agreement fr,:;,m 2003. Why would a lawyer make a deal like that, that's a 
one page agreement, could have been handwritten. It surely doesn't make any sense if he owned the 
stock he could have easil,y had Jerry sign something that said, he owned the stock, not wait until right at 
the very end and not swap it for debt owed to him, as his ov.jn statement says. ,If anyone should be held 
to what their written statements say it is an attorney. Now, ~ou didn't see Karletta Berry trying to 
explain all the things that she had done that were inconsiste~t with her testimony. In fact, all they had 
on her was under intense questioning by a powerful man she froze up a little bit and didn't say she knew 
what undue influence was or certain things :!nd then pointed out in her deposition that was read in, she 
did in fact tell them about the little things. She talked about the espresso stand. She talked about 
calling for advice regarding the highway. Mike McFarland said she doesn't even own land that fronts 
Mlghway 95. In fact, she did. Who do you bt~lieve? There's some smoke and mirrors here. They are 
saying there is nothing in writing that would even suggest th~t Mike McFarland Is the attorney. Well, 
why would he draft a trust agreement. If someone Is not your lawyer, now do lawyers voluntarily draft 
up trust-agreements and bring It to a person. It doesn't mak~ any sense. If you weren't his lawyer, you 
wouldn't be drafting a trust agreement. If yrlu weren't his lawyerJ Paul Oaugharty probably would have 
stayed Involved in this transaction. It's clear, It's not like this. It's not like this. He said he was his 
lawyer and it is time to believe him. He said it right here on ~he stand that yeah 1 was his Iawver, but 
only on one deal. He still won't admit that he was his lawyef, on the trust agreement. Now their new 
thing is oh, Jerry Berry had a will and Mike didn't draft it. W~ll, let's think about lt. What did JertV Berry 
have to leave. He had already deeded the hc1use over. Whatlwas his other big asset? The stock. 200 
shares of stock. And what lawyer i.s it that helped him to cre~ted a joifllt tenancy with right to 
survivorship. That would be Mr. McFarland. It is In his own thrltlng. He created Jerry's estate plan for 
him. He can go ahead and say he didn't do his will but he di~ somethlf'g better. You don't even have to 
bring that to the probate court. His own testimony Is, that islwhy I asked him to explain joint tenancy 
with right of survivorship. So the jury would understand andlhe explained It quite well. The minute one 
of the two per>ple passes away, the other one owns It all as a! matter of law. It doesn't take any probate 
action, doesn't take court approval. That's how he handles h~s own affairs. So to say that he didn't 
draft. What was Jerry going to leave in the will? The chairs, the tables? Not the Wheel. The Wheel was 
already handled by the lawyer. This was tumed into joint tenancy at the hand of a lawyer. Now, Cheryl 
I Lynn[?] has no reason to make things up, She had a death in the family, she couldn't make it here the 
first week. Here she comes out and what did she say? Her s+n was thinking about purchasing the 
restaurant. She said dad told us that he had to pay his lawye~ off $100,000.00. If the best thing they can 
level against C:heryl Canno Is she used the Wtlrd Iawver and a~torney. Last time I checked those ":lean 
the same thing. She works with attomevs catuse she Is involved In head start or something. Since she 
worl<s with at1:orneys often she uses that word. It's not a big d:leal to accidently say lawyer when you 
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mean attorney. Look et the Instructions, du they say lawye~? No they say attorney but we all know that 
lawyer is attorney, yes. It is c:lear, lawyer Is attorney. Ac:tlo~s speak louder than words. Now Mr. 
McFarland was handed Exhibit 86. It's not admitted. And t~ere was a big stack of tickets. Judge 
rightfully got mad at me for having to give those to him. But only a little few of them had his signature 
on them. But they were kept separate. Thny were not trea11ed, that was back in '03·'04 when this was 
interest on the loan. He was paid interest il'l the form of money given to Karen and all you can eat, all 
you can drink, all you can party at the Capt21ln's Wheel for years. Sure he continued getting greased up 
after he got Jerry to sign the stock purchase~ and sale asreefflent but that doesn't mean It wasn't interest 
before and even by the Defendants own sta1tements, under fheir theory, Karletta should still owe that 
interest payment. If things were all done bilck in '03, why ditl everything actually change when the 
documents were signed? There has been no letter. He filedi a counterclaim asking for money damage$. 
I haven't heal'd any mention those at all to t;he Jurv. Now. Herb Huselsnd he did say the word partner 
remember. But then what did he say? He said he is using it loosely and he sounded like a pretty 
complex dude. like this suy knows what he is doing. But what ha really is is the baby bios thut works in 
the salad bar. I mean, he worked in the sala.d bar. He is not ~his person that he Initially gave the 
impra£s:ion of. This is the guy that was workins at the sarad bar thet now runs a blog en the Internet. 
Bob Holland. You heard ebout aob Holland came in and wrJ~;ked everything and that is why the 
bu3iness went bad. Well, last time I chec:ked the testimony was Bob came In and then they made almost 
ssoo,ooo.oo In revenue in 2007. They sa lei that revenue wa~ cut in their own exhibit. Bob Holland came 
I 
ln. It didn't make any Clifference, there is still $500,000.00. ~ust rather than being real careful with that 
SSOO,OOO.OO it was like a party at the Wheel. The cooks were drinking. I mean, who knows what was 
going on In there. Mike doesn't he wasn't there except for Jhen there was a band. Now, once again 1 
just ask you, try to remember who is the one trying to explal~ that the written things he wrote don't 
really mean what they say. It is not Karletta Berry here. Karen Zimmerman said she had a great 
memory. That she never heard Mike referred to as anyone's attorney In public or Jerry's attorney. Mike 
admits It, everyone else remembers lt. She was there, she dbesn't remember lt. Now, Toby Mclaughlin. 
Don't set confused bv the issues here. Tob~ is not sitting he~e asking anybody questions. He was a 
witness. That is all he ever was. You can believe in theory t~at you can't have a witness, how c:ould a 
person ever prove anything. It Is: what it is. Mr. McFarland i~ltlally indicated there was an audio 
recordins in his deposition. That Is not the Clase. Whan as:ke~ on his deposition if Mr. McLaughlin was 
lyins, he said, what he thinks. Now he never said yeah he is ~ying at that point. He is juat saying It is on 
an audio recording and it is available to play. Now that was~t accurote either. So, you heve to really 
keep In mind who was accurate and who wasn't accurate. ~r. Whelan sounds pretty convincing. 
Johnston, he didn't sav me and mv partner are selling, he just said I got an offer what do you think about 
it. He also said yeah there are times 1 don't charge clients tom. According to him he charges friends, and 
kind of laughed about it, but maybe not his family. Well, thi~ case, this book, does have stuff in it 
drafted by a lawyer, for the benefit of Jerry Berry. It Is not mv word against Mr. Whelan's word. It Is 
something for the jury to decide. I'm sure we both, probabl~ both think we know what we are talking 
about and probably both think we are smart but that's not the case. The jury is the one who is sitting 
there. Sees the reaction, sees the eves, sees. the body movements, sees the nervousness when people 
walk in the room. It is something that only a jury can do. It's not for lawyers. We can only try to do the 
best we can to present our cases. Now, there's a big discussion about Karletta didn't throw a fit on 
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Oetober15, 2006. Let's go back. She had already talked to ~erry on July 4, 2006 and Jerry went with the 
stock purchase, excuse me, lt~an agreement, wtllch IS conslsjtent with the only thing written by Mike 
McFarland to Mr. MtFarland's cabin. Now Jerry Is just speared into this life. He already signed the darn 
I 
agreement that Karletta didn't want him to sign and now yd,u think Karletta is going to spend the last 
little bit of time sl1e has fighting with her husband. She was! there to take care of him. You heard from 
Cheryl Lynn. You heard from the other people. They loved each other. Jerry loved Karletta. He didn't 
want her excluded. It can't be any more clear. What we haye here is some lawyer Is hiding behind 
something ·that is present. They, Mr. Whelan, wants you to ~ook at Exhibit B. The one that Is not written 
by anybody. The one that was written by some lady who worked In the law office. She wrote the words 
on it so she would know what file to put it in. Seems a bit s~spicious to me that there would be a file in 
that law offlc:e but, I'm not even going to recite It to vou. I k!now vou are aoing to end up readina Mr. 
McFarland's affidavit. Look it over. He can't find a messaae1 a note, anythlnB. There's some stuff he 
didn't bring in. Is it fair to sav they don't have all items I have? What happened to the file that he told 
Toby Mclaughlin about? What happened to the letter from; the judgment eredltorthat he had in his file. 
Surely, he has it. We don't have it. Karletta saw something with his name on It et the house, she didn't 
know what it was. But there was a point there just around the time the deCJI got signed, Jerry went on 
some sort of a cleaning mission and he was throwing stuff away. Who knows what went on to make 
Jerry throw stuff away out of the gfflte. Seams kind of weir~ to get rid ot stuff right after you make a 
backdated agreement. I 
End time! 4:17:30 I 
Rebuttal closing ends at: 4:21:05 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the z..q,..tl day of April, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, .Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(vrficsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN"N OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHElAN IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL 
MOTIONS 
Hearing Date: 
Time: 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. Judge: Charles Hosack 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
John P. Whelan, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL MOTIONS-1 
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1. I am the attorney for Defendants in this action. I have personal 
knowledge of the following facts and could competently testify. The above-
entitled matter was tried January 19, 2010 to January 28, 2010. 
~Ull/0~1 
2. A true and correct copy of the Special Verdict in the above-entitled 
action is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
Dated:~~-Z1-'/0 
Subscribed and sworn before me this 2. day of April, 2010. 
Notary Public in and th State of Idaho 
Residing at "Po~+ f4( ls 
My Com m. Ex pi res :--z::lz£-r-'VL=-.-,/f-''..lo.' -----
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. WHELAN IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL MOTIONS-2 
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AT II ·e.c.-:~·:;."."-"]2 ... 
(1' ~~·! ":\.·-:·~i·""'l ·•r~ 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHQ_;ilW ... ~t~~, ,, ·.~~. 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF kOOTENAI ~ '~~,~; 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
KARLE11'A GRACE BERRY, widow. ) 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry ) 
Lee Roy Berry, ) Case No: CV-2007.0002409 
) 
Praintiffs, ) 
vs. ) SPECIAL VERDICT 
) 
MICHAEL 8 MCFARlAND, MICHALEL B. ) 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN ) 
ZrMMERMAN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
We the jury, in 'the above entitled action., find the following Special Verdict on the 
questions as follows: 
No. 1 Was there any breach of duty regarding the Sttock Purchase Agreement by 
defendant Michael McFarland as the attorney for the pralntlff which was the proximate 
cause of damages to plaintiff? / 
Yes V No ___ _ 
No. 2 Was there any breach of fiduciary duty regarding the Stock Purchase Agreement 
owed by defendants to plaintiffs. even though there was no attomey-olient relationship 
between them. which was the proximate cause of damages to plaintiffs? 
Yes v/ No ___ _ 
If you answered "yes" to either Question No. 1 or Question No. 2, then answer No. 3. 
If you answered "no" to both No. 1 and No. 2 go to question No. 4 
No. 3 If you have found the defendants breach of fiduciary duty proximately caused Jerry 
aerry to enter into the Stock Purchase Agreement. you must determine the amount of 
damages. 
a) We find the difference between the price defendants paid for the stock and 
SPECIAl. VERDICT C\107·2409 1 Exhibit 
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the actual value gf the stock; S :13 '6 0 , 50 o • oo 
Please answer Question No. 4. 
No. 4 Did defendants breacn(tjj fiduciary duty which was owed to plaintiff by defendants 
as directors of the corporation? 
Yes / No ___ _ 
If you answerecl"no• to Question No. 4, sign the verdict. 
If you answered "yes" then answer No. 5. 
No. 5 a) What amount of defendants claim for money advances to the corporation, if 
.any, cannot b~ received by defendants because of their breach of fiduciary duty as 
Direc:tcrs? $ J I D I a 00 • ' s 
b) Was the Issuance of one share of stock to Marie Streater and one share of stock 
to Monnle Cripe a breach of defendants fiduciary duty as a Director to the 
plaintiff? 
Yes No ___ _ 
~ F4.tii'IJ 
Presiding Juror Juror 
Juror Juror 
Juror Juror 
Juror Juror 
DATED this 2 ?'ll day of January, 2010. 
SfliECIAL VERDICT CV07·2409 2 
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Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Fjnney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, ID 83865 
( ) u.s. MaU, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(vfFa'csimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA CRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL 
Hearing Date: 
Time: 
Judge: Charles Hosack 
COMES NOW the Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, 
P.A. and Karen Zimmerman, by and through their counsel of record, john P. 
Whelan, and hereby moves this Court for a new trial. This motion is made 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 59(a) on the grounds that the trial of the above-
entitled matter was tainted by attorney misconduct and irregularity in the 
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL- 1 
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proceedings such that Defendants were prevented from having a fair trial. 
Furthermore, excessive damages resulted from the influence of passion or 
prejudice. Lastly, the findings of the jury are not supported by substantial and 
competent evidence. 
Defendants reQuest oral argument. 
DATED this '1&- day of April, 201 0. 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
By: 
Attorney for Defendants 
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL- 2 
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john P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MOTION FOR REMITTITUR 
Hearing Date: 
Time: 
Judge: Charles Hosack 
COMES NOW the Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, 
P.A. and Karen Zimmerman, by and through their counsel of record, John P. 
Whelan, and hereby move this Court for remittitur. This motion is made 
pursuant to I. C. 6-807 and I.R.C.P. Rule 59.1 on the grounds that the jury's 
award of damages in the Special Verdict filed l-28-1 0 is not supported by 
MOTION FOR REMITIITUR- 1 
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substantial and competent evidence. 
Defendants request oral argument. 
DATED this ztL day of April, 201 0. 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
MOTION FOR REMITIITUR- 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETIA CRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLc\ND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT 
Hearing Date: 
Time: 
judge: Charles Hosack 
COME NOW the Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, 
P.A. and Karen Zimmerman, by and through their counsel of record, John P. 
Whelan, and hereby move this Court for judgment notwithstanding the verdict. 
This motion is made pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule SO(b) on the grounds that the 
jury's findings and award of damages to Plaintiff are not supported by 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT- 1 
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substantial and competent evidence but rather resulted from passion and 
prejudice. 
Defendants request oral argument. 
DATED this "M day of April, 2010. 
Attorney for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the z.qnl-day of April, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(&?'facsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
~~.Whelan ~ ---.., 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
a&X A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(FRI)APR 30 2010 16:11/ST. 16:03/No. 6810297548 P 2 
STATE OF IU.I\HO }. SS 
COIJ'',ijV (',C !/Q•-iTn.: ·': I , \, I .._.! :\ \_ [1 ./""\1 
FILED 
IN TRI DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDXCIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF XDABO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Be~~, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and DREN 
ZIMMEmmN, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
COUNTY OF BONNER ) 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM OF 
) ATTORNEY FIBS AND COSTS 
) 
) I.R.C.P. 54 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, REX A. FINNEY, Attorney for the Plaintiff, 
KARLE'l'TA GRACE BERRY, a widow, after baing firat duly sworn 
under oath, and submits this Memorandum Of Attorney Fees And 
PLAIN'l'IFF' S M£M)RANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COS:rS - 1 
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Costa which said Plaintiff cla~s against the Defendants and 
states as follows: 
1. ! am the attorney for the Plaintiffs. 
2. That all coste claimed below have been reasonele and 
necessarily incurred in this action. 
3. That the attorney fees claimed against ~he Oefendant 
ia the amount of ONE HUNDRED FIFTY TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($152,000.00) based upon a eontin9en~ faa of fo~ty percent 
(40%) percent of any judgment (40% * $380,500.00 = $152,000.00) 
or recovery, up to and through trial. The f.. does not includa 
fees in the event of an appeal. 
4. In this case I proposed attorney fees to be calculated 
by the hour, but my client declined such an ag~eement baaed 
upon her inability to pay hourly fees. 
S. Plaintiff, Karletta Grace Berry is a widow, is not 
. employed and lacks liquid assets to pay hourly attorney fees. 
6. The atto~ney fees of $152, 000.00 claimed herein are 
reasonable based upon (a) the time and labor required, (b) Tba 
novelty and difficulty of the questions, (c) the skill required 
to perf om the legal services, (d) the prevailing charge for 
like work, (e) the circumstances of the case, (f) the amount 
involved and the results obtained, and (g) the undesirability 
of taking a breach of fiduciary case against an attorney. 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS - 2 
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7. This case was novel and difficult, and was an 
undesirable case. 
8 . Based on the results obtained by Rex A. Finney as 
attorney for Pl.aintiff, the attorney fees claimed are 
reasonable. 
9. That I am a licensed attorney w:i.t.hin the State of 
Idaho and that I would normally charge an hourly rate from 
$175.00 to $200.00 per hour which ia a reasonable rata for D¥ 
time baaed upon existin9 standards for comparable services. 
This arranqement is utilized when my client can afford to pay 
attorney fees and coats out or her pocket. In th:i.s case my 
client could not afford an hourly fee. 
10. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the fol.lowing 
items (attorney fees and costs) are correct and in compliance 
with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54(d)(l) and (5), and 
54 (e) (1) and (5) : 
Date 
11/08/06 
11/13/06 
11/14/06, 
11/15/06 
11/16/06 
11/17/06 
11/18/06 
11/20/06 
Description 
0/C Karlie 
T/C Karlie 
Letter to Michael McFarland and Karen 
Zimmerman; 0/C Karlie; T/C Karlie 
T/C Mike Mc¥arland 
T/C Mike Me!'arland; Research; Rae & Rev fax 
from ~chael McParland 
T/C Atty MCLaughlin; T/C Karlie; O/C Karlie; 
Rae & Rev telephone msg ~rom Karlie; T/C Atty 
Bistline 
Research; 0/C Karlie and Atty McLaughlin; 
Preparation; To Coeur d'Alene for special 
meeting 
T/C Karlie; T/C Mike McFarland's o~~ice 
P~IN'l'IFF' 9 MEMORANDUM OF A'l''l'ORNEY i'E£$ AND COSTS - 3 
Time 
-4.750 
0.500 
3.25 
0.125 
3. 750 
2.500 
6.500 
0.500 
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11/21/06 
11/22/06 
11/27/06 
11/28/06 
11/29/06 
11/30/06 
12/01/06 
12/06/06 
12/07/06 
12/11/06 
12/19/06 
12/20/06 
12/21/06 
12/27/06 
01/03/07 
01/05/07 
01/12/07 
01/16/07 
01/18/07 
01/24/07 
01/29/07 
02/05/07 
02/06/07 
02/08/07 
02/09/07 
02/13/07 
02/14/07 
02/16/07 
02/20/07 
02/21/07 
0/C Karlia and rasaareb; Fax to Michael 
McFarland and Karan Zimmerman 
Letter to Rarlie, 
T/C Karlie 
T/C l<arl.ia 
T/C JtaJ:lie and Atty McLaughlin; T/Ce Mike 
McFarland; T/C tca.rlia; Rec & Rev e-mail and 
attachments from Mike McFarland; T/C Atty 
McLaughlin; Drafting; Research 
Drafting; E-mail to A tty McLaughlin; Rec & Rev 
a-mails from Atty McLaughlin; T/C Atty 
McLaughlin 
T/C Karlie 
Rae & Rav telephone mega from Karlia 
O/C Karlie 
T/C Karlie; E-mail to ~ka McFarland; T/C Mike 
T/C Karlie 
T/C Rarlia 
Drafting; O/C Karlie; Research 
T/C Karlie 
Latter to Atty McLaughlin 
T/C Mark @ Walla Fargo 
T/C Karlie 
T/C Karlie 
T/C Karlie 
T/C Karlia; T/C Mike MCFarland 
Rae & Rev e-mail and attachment from Mike 
McFarland 
Rec & Rev e-mail ana attachment from Mike 
McFarland; Rec & Rev telephone meg fr~ ~ke 
T/C Mike MCtarJ.and; Rae & Rev fax from Mike 
T/C Mike McFarland; T/C Ka.rlia 
Rec & Rev telephone meg from Mike McFarland 
T/C lCarlie 
0/C Karlie; Faxes to Michael MCFarland and 
Karen Zimmerman; File Complaint; T/C Karlia; 
T/C Atty McLaughlin; 0/C Atty McLau.ghlin 
Review corporate recorda; T/C Karlie 
Rec & Rev latter and enclosu.re from Atty 
McLau.ghlin 
T/C lCarlia; Research; T/C Lynn Taylor; Letter 
to Lynn Taylor 
PlAINTIFF' S MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS - 4 
3.250 
0.250 
0.250 
0.250 
7.750 
1.'750 
0.250 
0.125 
2.500 
0.?50 
0.250 
0.250 
5.750 
0.250 
0.125 
0.250 
0.250 
0.500 
0.250 
o. 625 
0.250 
0.250 
0.500 
0.375 
0.125 
0.500 
7.125 
2.750 
0.500 
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02/27/07 Rec & Rev Correspondence and Affidavits of 
Service froa Taylor Investigations 
02/28/07 Rec & Rev te~aphona msg from Karlie; T/C 
Karlia 
03/06/07 Rae & Rev correspondence from Atty McLaughlin; 
Latter to Atty MCLaughlin 
03/13/07 T/C Atty Whelan 
03/16/07 
03/22/07 
03/23/07 
03/30/07 
04/03/07 
04/16/07 
04/18/0'7 
04/20/07 
04/23/07 
05/01/07 
05/03/07 
05/14/07 
05/21/07 
05/31/07 
06/04/07 
06/07/07 
06/11/07 
06/21/07 
06/22/07 
07/09/07 
07/20/07 
07/25/07 
08/01/07 
08/07/07 
08/09/07 
Rec & Rev letter from Atty Whelan 
Rec & Rev telephone mag from Atty Whelan 
Rec & Rev Stipulation for Change of Venue; Fax 
to Atty Whelan; Sign and file stipulation 
T/C Atty Whelan 
Rae & Rev signed Order Granting Change of 
venue; Letter to Karlie; Fax to Atty Whelan 
Rae & Rev Answer; Counterclaim; Demand for 
Jury Tria~; Letter to Karlie 
0/C Matt and Karlie 
Rae & Rev telephone mag ~rom Atty Daugherty 
T/C mag Atty Daugherty 
T/C Karlie; T/C mag Atty Daugherty 
T/C Rarlie 
T/C Atty Daugherty: Research; Rae & Rev Notice 
of Scheduling Conference 
Rec & Rev Order Assigning Dist~ict Judge 
Rec & Rev Motion to Disqualify Judge; 
Drafting; Fax to Kootenai County Clerk 
T/C Karlie 
Rec & Rev Order Assigning District Judge: Rec 
& Rev Order to Disqualify 
Letter to Karlie 
Rec & Rev Notice of Service and 
Interrogatories, Requests for Production and 
Requests for Admissions to Plaintiffs 
Letter to Karlie 
0/C Gary Spade 
Drafting; Fax to Atty Whelan; Fax to Kootefta~ 
County Clerk; Letter to Karlie 
Rec & Rav Scheduling Order 
Rec & Rev Scheduling Form 
Rec & Rev ~ax from Atty Whel&ft; DZ"aft 
Scheduling Form; Fax to Kootenai County Clerk 
0/C Scott Robertson 
PLAI~IFF' S MEHOitANDUM OF A'l''l'ORNEY FEES AND COSTS - 5 
0.250 
0.550 
0.125 
0.333 
0.125 
0.125 
0.250 
0.125 
0.250 
0.625 
2.500 
n/c 
n/c 
0.250 
0.250 
0.625 
0.250 
1.000 
0.250 
0.250 
0.125 
0.425 
0.125 
0.125 
0.875 
0.125 
0.125 
0.375 
0.500 
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08/10/07 
09/20/07 
08/22/07 
09/13/07 
09/17/07 
10/10/07 
10/11/07 
10/12/07 
10/25/07 
10/26/07 
11/01/07 
11/05/07 
11/13/07 
11/19/07 
12/13/07 
12/28/07 
12/20/07 
02/12/08 
02/19/08 
02/20/08 
02/22/08 
02/28/0B 
03/04/08 
03/17/08 
03/27/09 
04/09/08 
04/10/08 
04/11/08 
04/25/08 
04/28/08 
0/C Karlie and Matt 
'1'/C Karlie 
0/C Karlie 
Rec & Rav Affidavit of John P. Whelan and 
Motion to Compel 
Letter to Karlie 
'1' /C A tty Whelan 
T/C Cherie @ Judqa Verby' a 
Attend Hearing; Rec & Rev fax from A tty 
Whelan; Rae & Rev notes from ICarlie 
'1'/C Mary Cusack; Drafting; 0/C Earlie 
Dra~ting; Letter to Atty Whelan 
Rec & Rev signed Order: Granting Motion to 
Compel 
Fax to Kootenai County Clerk 
'1'/C Ma%y Cusack 
Rec & Rev Notice of Deposition 
T/C Karlie 
0/C Karlie; Deposition of Kar:lie 
T/C l<arlie 
Rec & Rev letter and transcript froa Court 
Reporter; Latter to Karlie 
Rec & Rev fax from Atty Whelan 
0/C Karlie 
Fax to Atty Whelan 
'1'/C Atty Whelan; Rec & Rev fax and attachments 
from Atty Whelan; '1'/C Ka~lia 
Rec & Rev fax from Atty Whelan 
Rec & Rev letter and enclosures from N&M Court 
Reporting 
Rec & Rev Notion to Dismiss and supporting 
documents from Atty Whelan 
'1'/C Atty Whelan; T/Ca Karlia 
Drafting; E-mail to Atty MCLaughlin; 0/C 
Karlie; Fax to Kootenai County Clerk 
Rec & Rev Notice of Hearing and Motion to 
Strike; Rec & Rev signed Affidavit of Toby 
MCLaughlin; Faxes to Kootenai County Clerk; 
Drafting; Preparation; Attend Court 
'1'/C Karlie 
Reo & Rev latter and enclosures from Atty 
Whelan 
04/30/08 Drafting; Fax to Kootenai County Clark; T/C 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS - 6 
2.250 
0.250 
0.500 
o.soo 
0,125 
0.250 
0.125 
0.875 
6.000 
5.750 
0.125 
0.125 
0.500 
0.125 
o.soo 
7.000 
0.250 
0.500 
0.125 
0.250 
0.125 
0.500 
0,125 
0.125 
0.500 
0.375 
2.250 
2.875 
0.250 
0.375 
1.375 
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05/01/09 
05/05/09 
05/07/08 
05/08/08 
05/21/08 
06/03/08 
06/11/08 
07/14/08 
09/26/09 
09/26/09 
02/06/09 
02/09/09 
02/17/09 
04/01/09 
04/02/09 
04/09/09 
04/10/10 
05/19/09 
09/04/09 
09/05/09 
09/08/09 
10/01/09 
10/02/09 
10/05/09 
10/16/09 
12/07/09 
12/09/09 
12/09/09 
12/10/09 
12/14/09 
Ku-lie 
Rec & Rev Motion to Strike 
Ree & Rev correspondence from Atty McLaughlin 
Letter to :Karlie 
T/C KaJ:lie 
Rec & Rev telephone msg from Dora Garth 
Rec & Rev telephone meg from Dora Garth 
LetteJ: to ~arlie: Rec & Rev Memorandum 
Decision and Order 
T/C t(al.'lie 
Rec & Rev fax from A tty Whelan: LetteJ: to A tty 
Whelan; Letter to Karlie 
T/C 'l'asha Slll..i.th 
Latter to Karlie: Fax to Atty Whelan; Letter 
to Judge Verby; Drafting; rax to Kootenai 
County Clerk 
T/C ltarlie 
Rec & Rev Request for Trial Setting 
Rec & Rev.Notiee of HeaJ:ing 
T/C Linda @ Judge VeJ:by 's 
Rec & Rev fax from Atty McFarland 
Attend Status Conference 
Rec & Rev Notice of Trial; Letter to :Karlie 
Research; E-mail to Atty Powell 
T/C Dora Garth; Research; Letter to Appraisal 
Associates 
T/C Byron Powell's office 
Rec & Rev letter from Appraisal Associates 
Letters to Appraisal Associates 
T/C Appraisal Associates 
Rec & aev e-mails and attachments from 
Appraisal Associates; Drafting; Letter to 
Kootenai County Clerk; Letter to Judge Verby; 
B•mail to Atty Whelan; Research 
Drafting; Faxes to Kootenai County Clerk; E• 
mail to Atty Whelan 
Rec & Rav e-mail from Naegeli Reporting; be & 
Rev e-mail froa Atty Whelan; E-mail to Atty 
Whelan: Drafting: Fax to ~ootenai County 
Clerk; Rec & Rev e-mail from Karlia 
1\ec & Rev fax and attachments from Atty Whelan 
Rec & Rev telephone mag from Naegeli Reporting 
Rec & 1\ev e-mail and attachment from Naegeli 
Reporting; Rae & Rev fax from Atty Whelan; T/C 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS • 7 
0.125 
0.125 
0.250 
0.125 
0.125 
0.125 
0.750 
. 0.250 
0.35 
0.125 
0.625 
0.125 
0.125 
0.125 
0.125 
0.125 
0.500 
0.250 
0.375 
0.375 
0.125 
0.125 
0.250 
0.125 
1.375 
2.875 
1.625 
0.250 
0.125 
0.500 
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msg Atty Whelan 
12/15/09 T/Cs Naegeli Repo~tinq; Latte~ to Atty Whe~an; 
&~il to Atty Whelan; E•mail to Karlie; T/C 
Atty Whelan: Rec & Rev e~mails and attachments 
~~om Naegeli Repo~tinq; T/C Atty Daugherty; 
D~afting; Fax to Kootenai County Clerk; Rae & 
Rev fax from Atty Whelan 
12/16/09 Drafting; Fax to Kootenai County Clerk; T/C 
Atty Bistline; T/C Atty McLaughlin; E-mails to 
Naegeli Reporting; Rec & Rev e-mail a and 
attachments from Naegeli Reporting; Rae & Rev 
telephone msg from Atty Bistline; £-mail to 
Atty Daugherty; Rec & Rev Affidavit of Johtt P. 
Whelan in Support of the Opposition 
12/17/09 Rec ' Rev Opposition of Defendants to 
Plaintiffs' MOtion to Amend Complaint for 
Punitive Damages 
12/18/09 Preparation; Deposition of ~ke McFarland; Rae 
& .Rev letter from Atty Whelan 
12/21/09 
12/22/09 
12/23/09 
12/28/09 
12/29/09 
12/30/09 
12/31/09 
01/04/10 
01/05/10 
01/08/10 
T/C Naegeli Reporting; Preparation; Deposition 
of Karen Zimmerman; T/C Atty Daugherty; Rec & 
Rev fax from Atty Daugherty 
Rec & Rev e-mails and attachments from Naegeli 
~orting; T/C msg Atty Whelan; T/C Naegeli 
Reporting: Fax to Atty Whelan; B-mail to Atty 
Whelan; Drafting; Fax to Kootenai County Clerk 
Attend Searing; Preparation; Deposition of 
~ke McFar~and (part 2) 
Rec & Rev correspondence from Naegeli 
Reporting 
T/C Naegeli Reporting 
T/C Naegeli Reporting; aec G Rev e~il f~om 
Naeqeli. Reporting: Rec & Rev fax and 
attachment from Atty Whelan 
Rec & Rev signed Order Regarding Amendment For 
Punitive Damages; Drafting; Fax to Kootenai 
County Clerk; T/C msg Atty Whelan; T/C :mag 
Marie; Fax to A tty Whelan: B-:mail to A tty 
Whelan 
Rae & :Rev Defendants' Statement o~ Witnesses 
D~afting; Fax to Kootenai County Clerk; Rec & 
Rev fax from A tty Whelan; Rec & Rev 
Defendants' Exhibit Liat; ftec & Rev telephone 
:msg from Marie 
T/C Marie 
PlAINTIFF' S MEMO:MNDtlM OF A'l:'l:Ollm:Y FEES AND COS'J:S - 9 
1.625 
1.625 
0.250 
5.125 
6.375 
1.875 
5.750 
n/c 
0.125 
0.500 
1.375 
0.125 
0.625 
0.125 
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01/13/10 
01/14/10 
01/0"1/10 
01/11/10 
01/12/10 
01/14/10 
Ol/15/10 
01/16/10 
01/19/10 
01/19/10 
01/20/10 
01/21/10 
01/22/10 
01/23/10 
01/24/10 
01/25/10 
01/26/10 
01/27/10 
01/29/10 
01/29/10 
T/C Kootenai County Clerk 
Rec & Rav e-mail from Karlie; E-mail to Karll.a 
Rec & Rev fax from Bonner County Diatrict 
Court; Rae & Rev telephone meg from Trial 
Court Administrator; E-mail to 3Udge Hosack; 
Rec & Rev e-mail ~rom Atty Whelan 
1\ec & Rev e-maila from Karlie; Rec & Rev e-
mail ana attachment from Naegeli Reporting; 
T/C Judge Hosack 
T/C Judge Hosack and. Atty Whelan; T/C Naegeli 
Reporting; T/C Kootenai County Clerk; Rec & 
Rev e-mail ~roa Appraiaal Associates ; E-mail 
to Appraisal Associate•: Rae ' Rev e-mail from 
Naegeli Reporting; Rae 6i Rev Dafendantl!!l Second 
Supplemental Statement of Witness; Rec & Rev 
fax :from Sand. Ida Services; E-mail to Karlie 
Rae & Rev fax and attachments from Atty 
Whelan; Rec & Rev Defendants Third 
Supplemental Statement of Witnesses; Reo & Rev 
correspondence from Naegeli Reporting 
Rec & Rev Motion in LiiDine; Dr~tinq: raxas to 
Kootenai County Clerk; Letter to Atty Whelan; 
Conference call with Judqe Hosack and Atty 
Whelan's office; O/C Scott Robertson; prepare 
for trial 
Prepare for Trial 
Prepare for Trial 
Prepare and attend TrialE-mail to Sbarilyn 
Cano; Drafting; Fax to Kootenai County Clark; 
Rae & Rev e-mail from Karlie 
Rae: & Rev e-mail from Ka:r:lie: Rae & Rev a•mail 
from Sharilyn Cano 
Preparation; Attend Trial 
Preparation; Attend Trial 
Preparation; Attend Trial 
Preparation; Attend Trial 
Preparation; Attend Trial 
Preparation; Attend Trial 
Wait for verdict 
Wait for and receive verdict, work on relief 
requeeteci 
E-mail to Atty Dullea; Rec & Pev e-mail from 
Atty Dullea; E-mail to Karlie; !-mai1 to Atty 
Elsaesser: Rec & Rev fax and attachment from 
Karlie 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS- g 
0.125 
0.250 
0.500 
0.500 
1.750 
0.500 
9.500 
8.000 
10.000 
12.000 
0.375 
12.000 
12.000 
12.000 
12.000 
12.000 
12.000 
9.000 
8.000 
0.625 
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01/31/10 
02/03/10 
02/01/10 
02/02/10 
02/03/10 
02/08/10 
02/04/10 
02/05/10 
02/08/10 
02/09/10 
02/11/10 
02/26/10 
03/01/10 
03/03/10 
03/04/10 
03/08/10 
03/09/10 
03/11/10 
03/15/10 
03/16/10 
03/17/10 
03/18/10 
03/22/10 
03/25/10 
04/05/10 
04/07/10 
04/08/10 
Rec 5 Rev e-mail from Atty Zlsaesser; E-mail 
to Karlie; Rec & Rev e-mail froa Karlie 
Re~ & Rev letter from Idaho State Bar 
Reo & Rev e-mail from Atty Elsaesser; E-mail 
to Atty Elaaaaaer 
E-mail to STI; Rec & Rev e-mail ~rom STI; Rec 
& Rev e-mail and attachments ~rom Pioneer 
Title 
Rec & Rev documents from Pioneer Title 
T/C Karlie 
E-ma11 to Pioneer Title; Reo & Rev a-mail from 
Pioneer Title; T/C Pioneer Title 
T/C Atty Waite 
E-mail to Karlie; Aec & Rav ~orrespondence 
from Atty McLauqhl~n 
Rec & Rev fax from Atty Whelan 
Drafting; Fax to Atty Whelan; Rec & Rev e-mail 
from Atty Whelan; Re~ & Rev e-mail from Juclqe 
Hosack 
E-mail to Atty Zlsaeaser 
T/C Karlie 
Drafting; T/C Kootenai County Clerk 
Rec & Rev correspondence from Atty McLaughlin 
T/C Karlie; ~/C Kootenai County Clerk 
T/C Kootenai County Clark 
Rec & Rev e-mail fr~ Karlie; E-mail to Karlia 
Rec & Rev e-mail from Karlie 
Rec & Rev e-mail from Karlie; S-mail to 
Karlie; Rec & Rev fax from Karlie 
Rae & Rev e-mails from Karlie; T/C Tony 
Zaleszko; E-mail to ~ony; B-mail to Karlie Rae 
& Rev e-mail from Tony 
Drafting; Fax to Kootenai County Clerk; B-mail 
to Atty Mhelan; z ... mail to Karlie 
aec & Rav e-mail from Karlie; B-mail to 
Karlie; E-mail to Mr. Wetzel 
Rec 5 Rev Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for 
Findings, Conclusions, Final Order and 
Judgment; T/C Marie 
Rec & Rev correspondence from Atty Daugherty; 
Attend Hearing 
T/C Kootenai County Clerk; Draftinq; Fax to 
Kootenai County Clerk; Rec & Rev fax from Atty 
Whelan 
T/C Atty Whelan; Fax to Atty Whelan 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM Oi' ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS - 10 
0.375 
0.125 
0.250 
o.soo 
1.500 
0.500 
0.375 
0.250 
0.125 
0.125 
0.625 
0.125 
0.250 
0.375 
n/c 
0.250 
0.125 
0.250 
0.125 
0.375 
0.875 
0.625 
0.375 
0.375 
2.000 
2.500 
0.250 
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04/09/10 
04/12/10 
04/16/10 
04/18/10 
04/22/10 
04/23/10 
04/26/10 
04/29/10 
04/30/10 
T/C Kootenai County Cle~k 
T/C Tony Zeleazko 
Rec & Rev Memorandum Opinion on Motion for 
Entry of Judgment and Judgment 
Ree'd recorded Judgment 
Rec & Rev te1ephone meg from Kootenai County 
Clerk 
Rae & Rev e-aail from Karlie; E~mail to 
Karl~e; E-mail to Tony Zeleszko; Rec & Rev e-
.ails from Tony 
T/C Atty Whelan 
aec & Rev Motion for New Trial, Affidavit 
Jessica Tvrdy, Affidavit of John p, Whe1an, 
Motion for Remittitur and MOtion for JUdgment 
Notwithstanding the Verdict 
Reo & Rev Memorandum in Support of' Defendants' 
Post Trial MOtions; Drafting; fax to Kootenai 
County Clerk 
Total Boura 
0.125 
0.125 
0.250 
n/c 
0.125 
0.500 
0.125 
0.?50 
5.500 
296.033 
11. The Plaintiff's attorney has invested a significant 
amount of time in acldi tion to the amoUDt set forth above. 
12. The Plaintiff is the p~evailing pa~ty. And cla~l 
costs against the Defendants, as follows: 
COSTS CLAXM!D AS A MATTER OF RIGHT Rule S4(d) (1) (a) (c) and Rule 
30 (b) (4) (g) : 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
12/20/06 Eiling Fee (Complaint) 
Service of P~ocess upon Defendants 
Filin9 Faa (Change Venue) 
Expert Witness Fee: Noonan (appraisal) 
Naqeli Court Repo~ting (Depo-MCFarland) 
Naqeli Court Raporting (Depo-Z~er.man) 
Naqali Court Reporting (Depo•MCFarland) 
TOTAL COST AS ~~TER OF RIGHT 
$ 88.00 
$ 95.50 
$ g. 30 
$2,000.00 
$2,226.43 
$ 806.25 
$1,147.50 
$6,3?2.?9 
DISCRETIONARY COSTS CLAIMED (I.R.C.P. 54(d) (1) (D) & 37(C) 
l.Weataw computer reseazcb $ 75.00 
2. Appraisal Aseociatea (Noonan) 
fees over 2,000.00 
3. Pioneer Titla (charge fo~ Title report) 
PLAIN'l'I'tF' S MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COS'l'S - 11 
$5,850.00 
$ 300.00 
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4. Postage (1/12/10) 
':rotal DISCRETIONARY COSTS 
$ 9.80 
$6,234.80 
The TOTAL Attomay Fees and Cost c:lailll8d by the 
Plaintiff Ka:r:letta Grace Bazoz:y against the Defendants 
is $164,607.58 
BASIS OF CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY I'BES 
Aside f:r:om the baais and reasons for the attorney fees aet 
forth above the claimed attorney fees and cost are based upon and 
claimed pursuant to are: 
1. I.R.C.P. 54(e) (1), Plaintiff is the prevailing party. 
2. Idaho Coda § 12-120 
3. Idaho Code § 12•121 
4. Idaho Coda § 12-123 
5. I.R.C.P. 54(e) (1) 
6. I . a. c. P. 11 
7. The case was clefended frivolously, unreasonably, and./ or 
without foundation. 
DATED this '10 .ft.- day of April, 2010. 
tlct~PF 
JUa A. !'INNEY 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO afore me this ,J_jj_ ~y of April, 
2010. 
PI.AIN'l'IE'F' S MEMORANDUM OF A'l"XORNEY FEES AND COSTS - 12 
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CBRTiriCATE OF S~C& 
I hexeby certify that a true and corract eopy of tha 
foregoing was served Via Facsimila, this :JO day of April, 
2010 and was addressed to: 
J. P, Whelan 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, lD 83814 
(Pax No.: (208) 664-2240) 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power Bouse Building 
120 Baet Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
S1AfE o= iDAHO __ . }SS 
., .. ~r 1 t·- ;...h.u· COUN1· ur kO.~'L_, .. -.1 
FILEC' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICXAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
I<ULETTA GRACB BERRY, a widow 1 
KARL!TTA GRACE BERRY, Pe~eonal 
Representative of the Estate 
of 3erry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT 1 INC. , 
an Idaho Co~o~ation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCi"ARLAND, MiCHAEL 
B • MCFARLAND, P • A. , and ICAaEN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) MO'l'ION FOR PRE-JUDGMENT 
) INTEREST FROM DAft OF BREACH 
) OF FIDUCIARY DU'l'Y(July 4, 
) 2006) UNTIL ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 
) (April 16, 2010) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, RSX A. FINNEY, attorney for the Plaintiff, 
Karletta Grace Berry and moves the Court to award a supplemental 
judgment in Plaintiff's favor for pre-judgment interest at the 
rate of 12\ per annum pursuant to Idaho Code § 29-22-104 1 from 
July 4, 2006, the data the Jury found the breach of fiduciary 
MOTION FOR PRE-JUDGMENT INTEREST - 1 
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duty by the Defendants, until the date the Court entered the 
Judgment on April 16, 2010. The clamaqes caused to the Plaintiff 
by the Defendants on July 4, 2006 were in the amount of 
$380,500.00. 
Interest accrues in the amount of $45,660.00 per year. The 
daily intexeat rate is $125.00 per day. 
Total interest due from the Defendants to Plaintiff is the 
amount of $172,625.00, which is 1381 days at $125.00 per day; 
the days are calculated. as follo•s; 
July 4, 2006 through December 31, 2006 ~ 180 days 
Jan 1, 2007 through Dec 31, 2007 - 365 days 
Jan 1, 2009 through Dec 31, 2008 - 365 days 
Jan 1, 2009 through Dec 31, 2009 365 days 
Jan 1, 2010 through April 16, 2010 - 106 days 
TOTAL DAYS JULY 4 £ 2006 THROUGH APRIL 16, 2010 1,381.00 DAYS 
Wherefore the court is requested to enter a supplemental 
judgment for pre-judgment interest in the amount of $172,625.00 
in the Plaintiff's favor and against the Defendants. 
DA~ED this ----~--------day of Apx:i.l, 2010. & ¢~---= 
MOTION FOR PRE-JUDGMENT INTEREST - 2 
REX A. I'INHZY 
Attorney at t.aw 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was delivered via facsimile, this ?;I) day of April, 
2010, and was addressed as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 N. 4tb St:r:eet 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 93814 
(Pax No.: (209) 664-2240) 
MOTION FOR PRE-JUDGMENT INTERESt - 3 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
7Q.l0:P.PR1Q p~<1 
.;. ' : L t··.I v ~ ,., 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARlAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL MOTIONS 
Date: 
Time: 
Judge: Charles Hosack 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, submit the following memorandum in support of their post trial 
motions: 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
The above-entitled matter was tried before a jury during the week of January 
19th. The eight day trial raised issues of breach of fiduciary duty on the part of 
MEMORAND M IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL MOTIONS-1 
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Defendants as, alternatively, an attorney, friend and corporate director. 
Throughout the trial, Plaintiff's counsel repeatedly insisted that Plaintiff was 
seeking rescission of a stock purchase agreement or damages in the alternative. 
The evidence offered at trial centered around a stock purchase agreement 
Defendants had reached with Jerry Berry, who died of cancer four months after 
signing the stock purchase agreement with Defendants. Plaintiff urged the jury to 
accept the notion that the stock purchase agreement was really a loan of 
$1 00,000.00 that Defendants wrongfully converted to a stock purchase agreement 
·that resulted in Defendants acquiring a 50% ownership interest in The Captain's 
Wheel Resort, Inc. 
Plaintiff, Karletta Berry, the widow of Jerry Berry, sought to establish at trial 
that Michael McFarland's alleged role as Jerry Berry's attorney was utilized to 
persuade Berry to part with SO% of the stock of the corporation. 
The only evidence offered by Plaintiff in support of her theory that 
Defendant McFarland was Berry's attorney took the form of unsupported hearsay 
statements of various people claiming to have overheard Berry state that 
McFarland was his attorney, together with evidence that McFarland met with Berry 
for one-half hour in 2000 or 2001 to discuss bankruptcy law. 
ISSUES 
1. By offering the testimony of Toby McLaughlin did Plaintiff's counsel 
engage in attorney misconduct or irregularity in the proceedings? 
2. Is the jury's award of $380,500.00 as the difference between the 
value of the stock and the price paid for it supported by substantial 
and competent evidence? 
3. Is the jury's denial of the recovery of the $176,300.18 advanced by 
McFarland supported by substantial and competent evidence? 
4. Is the finding that McFarland breached the fiduciary duties owed to 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL MOTIONS-2 
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Berry as Berry's attorney supported by substantial and competent 
evidence? 
5. Is the finding that McFarland breached a fiduciary duty owed to Berry 
outside the attorney-client relationship supported by substantial and 
competent evidence? 
6. Did the evidence support the finding that Defendant Karen 
Zimmerman also engaged in a breach of fiduciary duty as Berry's 
attorney? 
7. Did the evidence support the finding that Defendant Karen 
Zimmerman also engaged in a breach of fiduciary duty regarding the 
Stock Purchase Agreement even though there was no attorney-client 
relationship between herself and Berry? 
8. Did Plaintiff wrongfully appeal to the passions and emotions of the 
jury by offering Berry's daughter as a witness? 
9. Did Plaintiffs counsel wrongfully attempt to stir the emotions and 
passions of the jury in his protracted "closing statement"? 
10. By essentially stating to the jury during closing that there was no line 
on the special verdict for the jury to award the stock at issue back to 
Plaintiff, did Plaintiffs counsel engage in misconduct justifying a new 
trial? 
11. Is a judgment notwithstanding the verdict in favor of Defendants 
warranted by the facts and circumstances? 
12. Is a new trial warranted? 
13. In the alternative to a new trial, is remittitur appropriate? 
TESTIMONY.OF TOBY McLAUGHLIN 
The testimony at trial established that Plaintiffs counsel, Rex Finney, paid 
his friend Toby Mclaughlin to appear at several board meetings of the Captain's 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL MOTIONS-3 
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Wheel Resort, Inc.-and then paid him to offer favorable testimony at the trial of 
the matter. Mr. Mclaughlin was not merely a ''fact witness". 
Mr. Mclaughlin opined about Michael McFarland's role as the attorney for 
the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. He did not merely relay what he saw or what he 
heard. He, in essence, offered his expert opinion that, since Michael Mcfarland 
had the corporate records and had drafted documentation for various corporate 
meetings, Michael McFarland had acted as the corporate attorney for the 
corporation and Jerry Lee Roy Berry. 
On cross~examination, it was established that Plaintiffs counsel and Toby 
Mclaughlin were close friends; that Mclaughlin was paid by Finney to attend 
corporate meetings for Finney, and, that Mr. Mclaughlin was paid by Finney to 
offer testimony at the trial of this matter. Finney was using his friend Mclaughlin 
to do what Finney could not do: be a witness and advocate at the same time. 
Defendants objected to the testimony and moved to strike the testimony 
pursuant to Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 3.7. The objection was 
overruled and the motion to strike was denied. 
Both Mclaughlin and Mr. Finney were guilty of misconduct in offering 
Mclaughlin's testimony. As stated in the commentaryon Rule 3.7 "[t)he tribunal 
has proper objection when the trier of fact may be confused or misled by a lawyer 
serving as both an advocate and a witness. The opposing party has proper 
objection where the combination of roles may prejudice that party's rights in the 
litigation. A witness is required to testify on the basis of personal knowledge, 
while an advocate is expected to explain and comment on evidence given by 
others." 
In the matter at hand, Finney had his friend attend board meetings for 
Finney. Finney, himself, would have been barred from testifying so Finney had his 
friend attend board meetings and then offer testimony "to explain and comment 
on evidence given by others" (in this case McFarland). A judgment may be 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL MOTIONS-4 
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reversed on the ground of misconduct if the misconduct had a ~~prevailing 
influence" on the jury. Johannsen v. Utterbeck, 146 Idaho 423, 196 P.Jd 141 
(2008). 
Mr. Mclaughlin's testimony should have been stricken, and the offering of 
the testimony tainted the trial. 
STOCK VALUE 
No testimony whatsoever was offered on the issue of the value of the stock 
at issue. The only evidence that Plaintiff offered was her appraiser's opinion of the 
value of the land owned by the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc., together with some 
testimony about the debts of the entity. The special verdict of the jury found that 
"the actual value of the. stock: $380,500.00," and Plaintiff was awarded this 
amount as damages for breach of fiduciary duty. 
Although the value of the land may have a bearing on the value of the stock 
of the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc., there was no substantial or credible evidence 
to support the $380,500.00 awarded by the jury to Plaintiff for breach of fiduciary 
duty. The award of economic damages must be based upon proof, not speculation 
or conjecture. Hornerv. Sani-Top, inc., 1431daho230, 237, 141 P.3d 1099, 1106 
(2006). 
McFARLAND'S ADVANCES 
Michael McFarland established through his testimony that he had advanced 
$176,300.18 to keep the doors of the Captain's Wheel Restaurant and Tavern 
open. He stated in his testimony that he advanced the monthly payment on the 
SBA loan for the corporation, paid for unpaid labor costs and other expenses of 
the corporation over a three year period. No substantial or credible evidence was 
offered by Plaintiff to rebut the testimony regarding the advances made by 
McFarland. Instead, the Plaintiff attempted to establish that McFarland was a busy 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL MOTIONS-5 
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man who had to hire managers to operate the restaurant and tavern. Plaintiff 
attempted to establish further that McFarland left much of the hands on operation 
to the managers. 
Absolutely no evidence was offered by Plaintiff to quantify any claimed loss 
to the corporation occasioned by McFarland's lackadaisical approach to the 
operation of the restaurant and tavern. 
Nevertheless, the jury denied Mr. McFarland the recovery of any of the 
advances he made for the corporation after the corporate meeting where Karletta 
Berry herself authorized Mr. McFarland to make advances for the benefit of the 
corporation. 1 In reliance on the representation, Mr. McFarland advanced another 
$176,300.18 on behalf of the corporation (he initially advanced $8,000.00 that 
was approved by Karletta Berry). The jury denied him any recovery on the ground 
that he, and Ms. Zimmerman, as directors, had violated the fiduciary duties owed 
to Karletta Sere¥ as a shareholder. 
It is abundantlyclearthatthejury, in an emotional upheaval, simply decided 
to deny McFarland any recovery whatsoever-even though the evidence did not 
support the $1 76,300.18 figure which the jury denied to return to McFarland. The 
finding is the product of passion and emotion and is simply not supported by the 
evidence: the $176,300.18 figure was simply pulled from a hat, so to speak, to be 
the damages for breach of fiduciary duty by Defendants as directors. McFarland 
testified that the two shares of stock issued to Marie Streater and Monnie Cripe 
could have been rescinded. The testimony was not controverted. Yet, Michael 
McFarland was denied repayment of even the SBA loan payments he made to keep 
the corporations real property out of foreclosure. 
1 As the Court may recall, Karletta Berry and her attorney Toby McLaughlin specifically 
ratified an initial advancement by Michael McFarland in the amount of $8,000.00. Ms. Berry also 
authorized additional advancements as mav be necessary~and she agreed McFarland would be 
repaid those advancements. 
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McFARLAND AS BERRY'S ATTORNEY 
Based on the alleged hearsay statements of Jerry Berry, the jury found that 
Michael Mcfarland was Jerry Berry's attorney even though none of the traditional 
indicia of an attorney-client relationship was present in the evidence. Mcfarland 
had but a single one-half hour appointment with Berry in 2000 or 2001 where 
McFarland discussed general bankruptcy law with Berry. No other legal 
consultatjons between Berry and McFarland were established. There was no "work 
product" performed by McFarland; there was no billing statements, documents, 
briefs, court appearances or anything that would normally establish an attorney-
client relationship. No witness ever heard McFarland give Berry legal advice, not 
even Karletta Berry. 
Yet the jury found McFarland to be Berry's lawyer. 
In fact, jt was undisputed that Berry had lawyers he consulted for legal 
advice (such as David C. Johnston, Paul Daugherty and several attorneys in 
Washington). The very will pursuant to which Karletta Berry was appointed 
representative of the estate of Jerry Berry was drafted by an attorney other than 
McFarland. The jury's finding that McFarland was an attorney/fiduciary is 
unsupported by substantial and competent evidence. Quick v. Crane, 111 Idaho 
759, 763, 721 P.2d II 8~ 1191(1 986). 
McFARLAND AS THE NON-ATIORNEY FIDUCIARY 
At best, the evidence established that McFarland and Berry were close 
friends who drank together on occasion. There was no evidence offered to 
establish that McFarland was, in fact, a close confidant and fiduciary of Berry. 
There was no evidence that Berry sought out McFarland's advice to help him, Berry, 
make decisions. They did not have the close, personal relationship akin to a 
trustee dealing with a beneficiary or a wife dealing with her husband. 
No evidence suggested that McFarland occupied a position of trust and 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' POST TRIAL MOTIONS-7 
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confidence vis-a-vis Berry. McFarland and Berry were simply drinking buddies 
who occasionally dined together as well. An attorney should not be straddled for 
life with a forced fiduciary duty simply because he occasionally dines and drinks 
with a person. 
The substantial and competent evidence does not support the jury's finding 
that McFarland occupied a non-attorney fiduciary relationship with Berry. 
KAREN ZIMMERMAN 
Defendant, Karen Zimmerman, was also found to have violated a non-
attorney, non-director fiduciary duty owed to Berry. Absolutely no evidence 
supports the finding that Karen Zimmerman should be held liable for the alleged 
breaches of fiduciary duty attributed to Michael McFarland. No competent 
evidence supports the $380,500.00 damages assessed to Ms. Zimmerman for the 
alleged acts and omissions of Michael McFarland. Clearly, Karen Zimmerman is 
not an attorney and she, as a matter of law, cannot create an attorney-client 
relationship between herself and jerry Berry. 
KAREN ZIMMERMAN AS A..NON-ATIORNEY FIDUCIARY 
No where in the record did Plaintiff even attempt to establish that Karen 
Zimmerman also occupied a non-attorney fiduciary relationship vis-a-vis Jerry 
Berry. At best, the record merely established that Ms. Zimmerman was present 
when McFarland and Berry would drink and/or dine together on occasion. No 
evidence established that Ms. Zimmerman was Berry's close confidant or that she 
occupied a fiduciary position of any sort vis~a-vis Berry. Liability was imposed on 
Zimmerman for the alleged acts of McFarland simply because she was a party to 
the stock purchase agreement. No evidence established that Zimmerman too was 
a fiduciary of jerry Berry outside her role as corporate director. 
No substantial and competent evidence supports the $380,500.00 damages 
assessed by the jury against Karen Zimmerman. 
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THE TESTIMONY OF CHERYL CANNO. IERRY BERRY'S DAUGHTER 
Plaintiff called Cheryl Can no, the daughter of Jerry Berry as her last witness. 
Ms. Can no offered hearsay statements that her father acknowledged that Michael 
McFarland was his lawyer. She then broke down in tears as Plaintiff's counsel 
developed her testimony. The witness was obviously placed on the stand to 
appeal to the jury's passion and emotions-causing the jury to feel sorry for the 
Plaintiff as the widow of Jerry Berry and disdain towards the "evil" lawyer. 
PLAINTIFF'S CLOSING 
Plaintiffs counsel engaged in a three-hour harangue in an effort to appeal 
to the passion and emotions of the jury. The objective was clear: make Michael 
McFarland out to be a bad, oyster-eating lawyer who preys upon the innocent. 
A portion of Rex Finney's closing has been transcribed to illustrate the 
approach taken in an effort to demean Michael McFarland.2 
''Most of the testimony of Mr. McFarland was explaining 
why the written documents don't mean what they say 
and then in fact, after he issued some extra shares of 
stock, the last thing he does in an attempt to rehabilitate 
himself is to oh its no big deal we could take those back 
and if Karletta objects, its not a big deal to take that 
stock back. It seems kind weird that you would issue it, 
wait three years and then when it comes out in court, 
your testimony is we can take that back easily. He didn't 
ask if she wanted to issue it. Now. Mr. Whelan also says, 
a little misleading. he says. Karletta gets it all. There is 
no blank on that verdict the judge read to you that says 
you can give the stock back to KarJ,tta. That's not the 
way it works. It just sounded good though at the 
moment." (Emphasis added~Rebuttal of Finney-end 
time 4:01 :30). 
Counsel rarely argued the facts in his closing .. He sought instead to deliver 
rhetorical questions to the jury about why Michael McFarland would be preparing 
2 See accompanying affidavit of Jessica Tvrdy. 
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documents if he was not Jerry Berry's attorney. 
The rhetorical questions were designed to dehumanize Michael McFarland 
and make him out to be the evil lawyer that all members of the public loath. 
As just recited, Mr. Finney exclaimed to the iurv during rebuttal that there 
was not a line on the special verdict form for the return of the stock at issue in the 
case. Mr. fjnney intentionally misled the jury into believing that Plaintiff could not 
recover the stock that had been issued to McFarland and Zimmerman-when, in 
fact, Plaintiff was seeking rescission of the stock issued by counsel's own 
admission. 
The statement was nothing other than an outright lie to the jury. A lie 
designed to mislead the jury into believing that Plaintiff could only recover money 
damages. Consequently, the jury essentially awarded Plaintiff $380,500.00 in 
damages plus the $176,300.18 that McFarland had advanced but for which he was 
denied reimbursement. The jury verdict was the product of passion and 
emotion-which Plaintiff's counsel developed through the course of his three hour 
character assassination of Michael McFarland.3 
JUDGMENT NOT WITHSTANDING TI:IE V,ERDICT OR A NEW TRIAL 
Michael McFarland and Karen Zimmerman would urge the court to grant 
them judgment in their favor notwithstanding the jury's verdict. A judgment 
notwithstanding the verdict is appropriate when a jury verdict is not supported by 
substantial and competent evidence. Judgment notwithstanding the verdict is 
appropriate where the substantial evidence does not support the verdict. White 
v. Mock, 140 Idaho 882, l 04 P. 3d 3 56 (2004). 
3 Please see McFarland Partial Transcript attached to the Affidavit of Jessica Tvrdy-pg. 
1, paragraph 2, last sentence for example where Plaintiff's counsel states: "Now, If he goes to a 
man looking for protection, and now this man has taken advantage of Mr. Berry's widow, it's not 
as blurry as Mr. Whelan would have you think." 
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REMITIITUR 
The award to Plaintiff $380,500.00 as damages for breach of fiduciary duty 
is not supported by the evidence as no direct evidence of the value of the stock 
was offered by Plaintiff. Michael McFarland was also denied the return of 
$176,300.18 he advanced on behalf of the corporate entity. Remittitur is 
appropriate pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 59.1 and I.C. 6-807. 
NEW TRIAL 
For the reasons asserted herein, Defendants would urge the Court to grant 
them a new trial on the grounds that the trial of this matter was tainted by attorney 
misconduct and the jury's disdain for lawyers. Karen Zimmerman cenainlywas not 
Jerry Berry's fiduciary, yet $380,500.00 in damages was assessed against her for 
breach of (non-director) fiduciary duty. Defendants would also suggest that no 
substantial and competent evidence supports the jury's findings that Michael 
McFarland was Jerry Berry's attorney and non-attorney fiduciary. 
In lieu of a new trial, Defendants would agree to the entry of a new and 
differentjudgment as follows: The "stock purchase agreement" is hereby rescinded 
and Plaintiffs, Karletta Berry and the Estate of Jerry Berry are ordered to make 
restitution to Defendants of the $100,000.00 paid for the stock plus interest at 
12% from the date of the loan. The Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. is hereby ordered 
to also rescind and cancel the two shares of stock issued to Marie Streater and 
Monnie Cripe. Furthermore, the Captain's Wheel Resort, Inc. is ordered to make 
restitution to Michael McFarland for any advancements made on the payment of 
the entity's SBA loan and operating expenses. 
A new trial may be appropriate for a multitude of reasons including 
irregularity in the proceeding such that Defendants are denied a fair trial; 
excessive damages; insufficience of evidence to support the verdict (I.R.C.P. Rule 
59(a)). 
A trial judge may grant a new trial based on insufficiency of evidence to 
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justify the verdict if, after making hjs or her own assessment of the credibility of 
the witnesses and weighing the evidence, the judge determining that the verdict 
is not in accordance with the clear weight of the evidence. Johannsen v. 
Utrberbeck, 146 Idaho 423, 196 P.3d 341 (2008). 
Respectfully Submitted, 
JOHN P. WHElAN, P.C. 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4ch Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
-+ CIVIL DEPT. ~ 001/003 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARIJ\ND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date: 
Time: 
Judge: 
May 19,2010 
2:00p.m. 
Charles Hosack 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
324 W. Garden Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR ATTORNEY OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the date of May 19, 2010 at 2:00p.m. before 
the Honorable Charles Hosack, Defendants will have their Motion for Judgment 
Notwithstanding the Verdict, Motion for Remittitur and Motion for New Trial heard 
by the Court. 
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Dated thi:'J ~ay of May, 2010. 
Attorney for Defendants 
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and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
1 20 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
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·ROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 
REX A. J'mNBY 
WINNEY FINNEY & rtNNEY, P.A. 
Atto~neye at. Law 
Old Pove~ Bouse Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 
Sandpoint., Idaho 83864 
Phone: C20B) 263-7712 
J'ax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
(WED)MAY 5 2010 15:02/ST.15:00/No. 6810297579 P 2 
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IN TBI DISTRICT COURT OF TBZ FIRST JUDIC~ DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IH AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KAIUdi:TTA GltACB BERRY, a widow, 
ICARLETTA GRACE BBDY, Personal 
Repraaanta~ive of the !stat. 
of Jerry ~•• Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN' S WBEEL RESORT, DIC . , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFAIU.MfD, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZDdMIRMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) NOTICE OF BEARING RE: 
) PLAINTIFF' S MOTION I'OR PRE-
) JUDGMINT IN'.rBREST FROM DA"rB 01' 
) BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY(July 
) 4, 2006) UNTIL ENTRY OF 
) JUDGMENT (Ap~:i.l 16, 2010) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
NOTICE IS BERBBY GlVBN that t.he Plaint:i.ffa' MOtion for Pre-
3udgment. In~erest shall come for hearing before t.he Honorable 
Charles W. Hosack, on May 19, 2010 at 2:00p.m., or as soon 
thereafter as counsel may be beard, in a cou~troam of the 
Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho. 
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: PLAINTIFFS' 
MOf!ON FOR PRE-JUDGMENT INTERES'r - 1 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (WED)MAY 5 2010 15:02/ST.15:00/No. 6810297579 P 3 
REX A. PINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OJ' SERVICE 
I hereby certify tha~ a true and correct ~ of tha 
~oreqoinq waa delivered via faca~ile, this ~ day of May, 
2010, and wae addressed as follows: 
J.P. WHELAN P.C. 
Attorney at law 
213 H. 4tb Street 
Coeur d'~ene, tdaho 83814 
(Fax No.: (208) 664-2240) 
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR PRE-JUDGMENT IN'RRIST - 2 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208} 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETrA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLEIT A GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS AND 
ATIORNEYS FEES 
Hearing Date: 
Time: 
Judge: Charles Hosack 
COMES NOW, the Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. 
McFarland, P.A. and Karen Zimmerman, by and through their attorney of record, 
John P. Whelan, P.C., object to the costs and attorney fees claimed by Plaintiff, 
Karletta Grace Berry in Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees on 
the grounds that the memorandum of costs and attorney fees cites no specific 
NOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS AND AlTORNEYS FEES- 1 
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basis or argument in support of the request for costs and attorney fees. 
Furthermore, the claimed attorney fees are clearly excessive and there is no 
valid basis for an award of attorney fees and costs. Additionally, the claimed 
costs are excessive and without documentary support. Accordingly, 
Defendants, object to Defendants' memorandum of costs and attorney fees in 
its entirety. 
Defendants request oral argument on this motion. 
DATED this ~~ day of May, 2010. 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
By: 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the . 12-Ttt day of May, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ~csimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
21 3 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR PRE-JUDGMENT INTEREST FROM 
DATE OF BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 
UNTIL ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 
Hearing Date: May 1 9, 201 0 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. Time: 2:00p.m. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN Judge: Charles Hosack 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Defendants, Michael B. McFarland, Michael B. McFarland, P.A. and Karen 
Zimmerman, submit the following opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Pre-
Judgment Interest From Date of Breach of Fiduciary Duty Until Entry of 
Judgment as follows: 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR PRE-JUDGMENT INTEREST FROM DATE OF BREACH OF 
FIDUCIARY OU"N UNTIL ENTRY OF JUDGMENT -1 
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Plaintiffs request that the Court award prejudgment interest without 
stating a basis for the award. The request violates I.R.C.P. Rule 7(b)(1) in that: 
"An application to the Court for an order ... shall state with particularity the 
grounds therefore including the number of the applicable civil rule, if, any ... " 
Plaintiff and her counsel have demonstrated a history of requesting Court 
orders without offering briefs in support of the requests or even supplying the 
rule of procedure or statutory authority for the request. 1 
The statute cited by Plaintiffs in the "Motion for Pre-Judgment Interest" 
(I.C. 28-22-1 04) merely recites that the default rate of interest is twelve 
percent (12%). The statute does not supply the basis for Plaintiffs' request for 
pre-judgment interest. 
Furthermore, the jury did !1Q..\ find that Defendants breached a fiduciary 
duty on any particular date, contrary to Plaintiffs' representation. 
Plaintiffs' motion is therefore frivolous and should be denied in its 
entirety. 
DATED this I Z,. day of May, 2010. 
JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C. 
1 See e.g. "Plaintiff's Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs". 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the I~ day of May, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ifacsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 20?2638211 (WED) MAY 26 201 0 13 · ~0/ST. 13: 29/No. 6810297662 P 2 
REX A. FINNBY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 Bast Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
IN TBB DISTRICT COURT or TBE FIRST JODICZAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COTJN'l'Y OF 1\Wi&NAI 
BARLETTA GRACB BERRY, a widow, 
KARL&TTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC . 1 
an Idaho Co~ration, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICIIABL B. MCFARLAND, laCBAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P .A. , and KAREN 
ZXMNERMAN, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2007-0002409 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
NOTICE OJ' &DRING RE: 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PRB-
JUDGNBN'l' INTERBST l'l'tOM DATE OF 
BREACH OF FIDUC~Y DUTY(JUly 
4, 2006) UNTIL ENTRY OF 
JUDGMENT (April 16, 2010) 
0/<-
-------------- ) 
NOTICE IS BBREBY GrvEN that the Plaintiffs' MOtion for Pre-
Judgment Interest shall come for bearing before the Honorable 
Charles w. Hosack, on June 2, 2010 at 11:00 a.m., or as soon 
thereafter as counsel may be heard, in a courtroom of the 
Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'~ene, 
Idaho. 
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: PLAINT I ITS' 
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FROM FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY 2082638211 (WED) MAY 26 201 0 13 · 30/ST. 13: 29/No. 6810297662 P 3 
DATED this ./-C day of May, 2010. 
R1!X A. FINNEY 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE Oi' SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct~~~ of tha 
foregoing was delivered via facsimile, this ~ day of May, 
2010, and was addressed •• follows: 
J.P. WBBLAR P.C. 
Atto:mey at law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(Fax No.: (208) 664-2240) 
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John P. Whelan, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4cn Street 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-5891 
Facsimile: (208) 664-2240 
ISB No. 6083 
-1- CIVIL DEPT. ~001/003 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETT A CRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA CRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representathte of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN 1S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL B. 
MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAR~N 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date: 
Time: 
Judge: 
June 2, 2010 
11:00 a.m. 
Charles Hosack 
oK 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
324 W. Carden Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR ATTORNEY OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the date of June 2, 2010 at 11:00 a.m. before 
the Honorable Charles Hosack, Defendants will have their Motion for Judgment 
Notwithstanding the Verdict, Motion for Remittitur and Motion for New Trial heard 
by the Court. 
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Dated this U day of May, 2010. 
Attorney for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the .21e.,.f.t day of May, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, 
and addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A. Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 31 7 
Sandpoint, 10 83865 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
Wacsimile to: (208) 263-8211 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: HOSACK06021 OA 
Session Date: 06/02/2010 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Reporter: 
Clerk(s): Burrington, Talisa 
State Attorney(s): 
Public Defender(s): 
Prob. Officer(s): 
Court interpreter(s): 
Case ID: 0001 
Case number: CV2007-2409 
Division: DIST 
Session Time: 10:56 
Plaintiff: BERRY, KARLETTA 
Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
Defendant: MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
06/02/2010 
11:02:46 
11:02:46 
11:02:54 
11:03:19 
11:03:40 
11:03:59 
Co-Defendant( s): 
State Attorney: 
Public Defender: 
Recording Started: 
Case called 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
MOTION HEARING. ALL PARTIES PRESENT. JOHN 
WHEELEN PRESENT FOR MR. MCFARLAND 
AND MR. FINNEY PRESENT FOR MS. BERRY. 
SERIES OF POST TRIAL JUDGMENTS. MOTION FOR A NEW 
TRIAL. MOTION FOR A 
REMITTUER. 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK06021 OA 
Courtroom: Courtroom3 
Page 1, ... 
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11:04:41 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
11:05:09 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WE HAVE NO COURT REPORTER TODAY -NON AVAILABLE 
TODAY. PROCEED TODAY WITHOUT 
11:05:35 ONE. 
11:05:53 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
I WILL GO FIRST. MOTION FOR JOY, MOTION FOR A 
NEW TRIAL AND REMITTUER. 
11:07:10 HOPEFULLY COURT LOOKED AT AFFIDAVIT- I 
SUBMITTED ONE WITH SPECIAL VERDICT. 
11:07:40 MY ASSISTANT SUBMITTED TWO. CLOSING ARGUMENT ON 
LAST TRIAL IS ISSUE. THERE 
11:08:09 ARE 13 ISSUES. WILL FOLLOW THE BRIEF AND 
HIGHLIGHT ISSUES. FIRST ISSUE TONY 
11:08:42 MCGLAUGHLIN TESTIMONY - WE OBJECTED, HEW AS A CO 
COUNCIL ON THIS CASE, HE WAS 
11:08:59 PAID BY REX FINNEY TO TESTIFY, THAT TYPE OF 
CONDUCT IS ATTORNEY MIS CONDUCT, 
11:09:25 W HAVE RULES TO FOLLOW AS ATTORNEY. HEW AS 
WEARING TWO HATS. RULES OF ETHICS 
11:09:56 ON THIS ISSUE. CONFUSION OCCURED WITH HIS 
TESTIMONY. WE OBJECTED TO HIS 
11:10:58 TESTIMONY -FINE LINE BETWEEN ADVOCATE OR 
WITNESS, HEW AS A HIRED GUY BY MR. 
11:11 :24 FINNEY. CONSTANT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE TWO 
OF THEM. HE ASSUMED ROLE AS 
11:11:51 CO- COUNCIL. STARTED A ROAD FORA JURY VERDICT 
THAT WAS SWAYED. CONDUCT OF 
11:12:31 MR. FINNEY WAS IRREPHENSABLE. WERE HERE TODAY 
WITHOUT A BRIEF OBJECTING FROM 
11:13:00 HIM. HIS THREE HOUR CLOSING ARGUMENT- COMMENTS 
MADE IN THAT CLOSING, HE TOOK 
11:13:27 PERSONAL SHOTS AT ME AND DEMONIZED MR. MCFARLAND 
AND THE JURY BOUGHT IN TO 
11:13:50 IT. WE FOUND PEOPLE ON THE JURY OPENINGLY 
ADMITTING TO HATING LA WYERS. 
11:14:38 VERDICT WAS UNSUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE. A WARD 
OF $380,000.00- THERE IS NOT 
11:15:16 SHRED OF EVIDENCE ABOUT THE VALUE OF THE STOCK. 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER 
11: 15:43 TESTIFIED ABOUT THE VALUE OF THE STOCK. NO 
DIRECT PROOF OF THE VALUE OF THE 
11:16:07 STOCK. THEN WE HAVE THE MCFARLAND ADVANCES, JURY 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page 2, ... 
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DENIED MCFARLAND THE 
11:16:31 ADVANCES THAT HE ADVANCED TO THE CORPORATION. 
PARTIES REACHED AGREEMENT ON 
11:17:00 THIS ISSUE AND THEY JURY DENIED HIM THOSE 
ADVANCEMENTS. JURY AWARDED HER 
11:17:29 ANOTHER 178,000. WITH NO SUPPORTING EVIDENCE ON 
THE SPECIAL VERDICT. SPECIAL 
11:17:48 VERDICT IS A ISSUE. THE JUDGMENT THAT WAS 
ENTERED 4119- READS JUDGMENT, SUB 
11:18:19 PARAA. THATISNOTWHATTHEJURYFOUND. WHAT 
THE JURY FOUND ON THE SPECIAL 
11:18:45 VEDICT, WAS THERE BREACH OF DUTY? JURY WAS GIVEN 
A NEGLIGENT INSTRUCTION, 
11:19:12 THERE IS A SPECIAL VERDICT PROBLEM WITH THE WAY 
IT READS. HEAERSA Y ABOUT 
11:19:38 MCFARLAND BEING JERRY BERRYS LAWYER, IT WAS ALL 
BASED ON HEARSAY WHAT PEOPLE 
11 :20:04 HARD -NO EVIDENCE OF HIM BEING HIS ATTORNEY, NO 
BILLLING STATEMENTS, NO 
11:20:23 COURT APPEARANCES. JERRY BERRY HAD TWO ATTORNEYS 
HE USED REGUARL YIN 
11:20:43 W ASHINGTO, NEVER THE LESS THE JURY FOUND 
MCFARLAND TO BE JERRY BERRY 
11:21:04 ATTORNEY. NO PROOF OF CLIENT ATTORNEY 
RELATIONSHIP. I POINT TO MCFARLAND 
11:21:49 TESTIMONY TO SUPPORT MY POINT ON THIS ISSUE. 
WHAT WAS GIVEN WAS HEARSAY, 
11:22:20 UNSUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE AND A NEW TRIAL 
SHOULD BE GRANTED. INDICATED IN 
11:22:48 MYBRIEF THAT THE JURY IN A EMOTIONAL UPHEAVAL 
DENIED MY CLIENT ANYTHING. THE 
11:23:15 THREE HOUR CLOSING WAS INTENDED TO DEMONIZE MY 
CLIENT, WE LISTENED TO THAT 
11:23:38 FOR THREE HOURS. MR. FINNEY OUT RIGHT LIED TO 
THE JURY AND TAINTED THE JURY. 
11:24:15 HE APPEALED TO THE PASSION OF THE JURY. READS 
PORTION OF TRANSCRIPT OF MR. 
11 :24:39 FINNEY CLOSING ARGUMENT TO JURY. HIS COMMENTS 
REVOKED EMOTIONS FROM THE JURY. 
11:25:19 HE CALLED ME A LIAR. FLAT OUT LIE TO THE JURY 
ABOUT THE STOCKS. HE JUST HAD 
11:25:57 CREATIVE THEORIES THROUGH OUT THE TRIAL. HE SAID 
WE COULD NOT RECIND THE 
11:26:27 STOCK- OUT RIGHT LIE TO THE JURY. THIS 
STATEMENT WAS MADE TO EVOKE EMOTIONS 
11 :26:48 FROM THE JURY, THEY KNEE JERKED AND CAME WITH A 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page 3, ... 
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VERDICT QUICKLY. CITES THE 
11:27:31 SEELY CASE, THAT CASE IS MIS USED IN REGARDS TO 
FUDICARY DUTY. SEELY CASE 
11:27:58 INVOLVED A LAWYER, NOT THE CASE IN THIS CASE. 
COMPLETE F AlLURE OF PROOF OF 
11:28:26 FACT. MR BERRY AND MCFARLAND WERE FRIENDS, HAD 
DINNER AND DRINKS TOGETHER 
11:28:57 AND THE JURY FINDS THAT MCFARLAND IS HIS 
ATTORNEY, NO EVIDENCE SUPPORTING 
11:29:24 THAT. JURY IN EMOTIONAL UPHEAVAL, THEY FOUND HE 
WAS IN FUDICIARY POSITION-
11:30:03 NOTHING TO SUPPORT THAT. THEN WE HAVE KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, SHE GOT HIT WITH THE 
11:30:17 SAME DAMAGES, SHE IS NOT A LAWYER AND NEVER HAS 
BEEN, SHE WAS JUST A PARTY TO 
11:30:34 THE STOCK AGREEMENT AND THAT SHE WAS PRESENT 
WHEN PARTIES HAD DINNER AND 
11:30:54 BECAUSE OF THAT SHE WAS HIT WITH A JOINT AND 
SEVERAL 380,000 JUDGMENT-
11:31:12 NOTHING TO SUPPORT THAT. NO FINDING SHE ENGAGED 
IN ANY TYPE OF CONSPIRACY. 
11:31:38 THEN THE ISSUE OF HER BEING IN A FIDUCIARY DUTY 
-NOTHING TO SUPOORT THAT, 
11:31:57 THE JURY JUST WANTED HER TO SUFFER BEAUSE SHE 
WAS THE GIRLFRIEND. TESTIMONY 
11:32:25 OF SHERYL CONNELL -HER TESTIMONY ABOUT 
MCFARLAND BEING HER DADS ATTORNEY, 
11:32:52 SHE THEN BROKE DOWN IN FRONT OF ALL THE JURY FOR 
TEN MIN OF TESTIMONEY, SHE 
11:33:12 CREATED A PICTURE THAT THE EVIL LAWYER WAS 
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE STEP 
11:33:37 MOTHER, IT WAS CHOREGRAPHED. MCFARLAND WAS MADE 
OUT TO BE THE EVIL LAWYER 
11:33:57 THAT WE ALL DESPISE. FINDINGS WERE MADE ON 
EMOTION AND PASSION NOT ON 
11:34:18 EVIDENCE. MCFLARLAND WAS MADE OUT TO BE THE 
OYSTER EATING BAD LAWYER. ASKING 
11:34:46 FOR A NEW TRIAL. JUDGMENT IS UNSUPORTED AND WE 
AREA ASKING THAT NO JUDGMENT 
11:35:17 BE AWARDED. NEW TRIAL IS APPROPRIATE, WE WERE 
DENIED A FAIR TRIAL. THIS TRIAL 
11:35:40 WENT SIDEWAYS, HAVE IDENTIFIED SOME ISSUES 
TODAY. ISSUANCE OF STOCK IS ISSUE. 
11:36:16 ASK FOR JOY - REMITTUER OR LET US RE TRY THIS 
CASE. 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page4, ... 
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11:36:57 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
REGARDING SPECIAL VERDICT FORM - STOCK TO BE PUT 
ASIDE FOR THE MINUTE. HEART 
11:37:49 OF THE ISSUE IS BREACH OF FUDICARY DUTY. 
11:38:20 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
YES THAT IS CORRECT 
11:38:26 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
IN REGARDS TO THE ADVANCES -THAT WOULD MEAN 
MCFARLAND WOULD BE 50 PERCENT 
11:38:48 OWNER AND CREDIT FOR THE ADVANCES, IS THAT 
CORRECT? 
11:39:06 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
YES IN CORPORATE MEETING IT WAS AGREED HE MADE 
ADVANCES AND HE WOULD BE 
11 :39:27 REPAID OR CREDITIED. ADVANCES WERE MADE BY MY 
CLIENT. 
11:39:50 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
IN RESPONSE TO THE MOTIONS WHEELAN HAS MADE. 
FIST THING HE SAID JUDGMENT WAS 
11:40:46 ENTERED 4119, HIS MOTIONS SHOULD BE DENIED DUE 
TO BEING UNTIMELY. OBJECT TO 
11 :41:21 THE AFFIDAVIT -WHELAN IS SAYING LA WYERS CANT BE 
WITNESSES, THERE IS AWAY TO 
11:41:46 RECREATE AND THAT IS TO GET TRANSCRIPT. THAT 
PROCEDURE HAS NOT BEEN SUBMITTED 
11:42:36 CORRECTLY BY MR WHEELAN TODAY. 
11:43:08 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WE HAD NO COURT REPORTER- THAT WAS A DIS 
SERVICE IN MY OPINION, IT WAS TRIED 
11:43:34 OUT AT THE JAIL WITH A UNCERTAIN SOUND SYSTEM. 
MR FINNEY RECITED THE RULE. 
11:44:01 STRIKE THE AFFIDAVITS MOTION TO STRIKE IS 
GRANTED. 
11 :44:34 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
NEXT TESTIMONY OF TONY MCGLAHLIN- WHELAN IS 
AYING IT SHOULDNT BE ALLOWED AT 
11:44:59 TRIAL. MR. MCGLALIHN HAS NEVER BEEN A ATTORNEY 
IN THIS CASE AND NEVER HAS 
11:45:17 BEEN. YES I KNOWN HIM FOR SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF 
TIME, WE DONT WORK TOGETHER, 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page 5, ... 
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11:45:54 W DIDNTGO TO LAW SCHOOL TOGETHER. MRMCFALAND 
DID CALL SPECIAL MEETINGS, 
11:46:24 LAST MINUTE MEETINGS. MCGLAUGHLIN WAS THERE AT A 
SPECIAL MEETING AND DID 
11:46:49 ATTEND. HE HAS NO BENEFIT FROM HIM TESTIMONY .. 
RULE 3.1.7 HAS NO MERIT, NO 
11:4 7:30 PROHIBIT FROM HIS TESTIMONY, IT WAS PURELY FACTS 
ABOUT THE MEETING. NO 
11:48:10 GROUNDS ON THIS ISSUE FOR A NEW TRIAL. MY 
RECOLLECTION DAY ONE TRIAL 
11:48:54 MCFARLAND STARTED OUT SAYING HE HAS NEVER BERRY 
ATTORNEY AND ONE THE THIRD 
11:49:13 DAY HE SAID HE MIGHT HAVE CONSIDERED BERRY 
ATTORNEY. NEXT ISSUE BACK IN 2001 
11:49:41 BERRY ASKED MCFARLAND ABOUT CREDITORS AND 
MCFARLAND TOLD HIM TO SCHEDULE A 
11:50:00 MEETING IN MCFARLAND OFFICE, THEY SCHEDULED A 
MEETING - THEY HAD A MEETING 
11:50:31 REGARDING BANKRUPTCY AND IF THE STOCK WOULD BE 
EXEMPT IN THE BANKRUPCY. 
11:50:58 MCFARLAND HAD LOOKED AT THE CIT BUSINESS DOCS 
AND ADVISED BERRY THERE WAS 
11:51 :30 EQUITY IN THE STOCK. MCFARLAND OWN TESTIMONY -
HE STATED BERRY BOUGHT THE 
11:52:04 STOCK FROM CAMBELLS AND THE 100,000 WAS A 
FRACTION OF THE TRUE VALUE -
11:52:28 MCFARLAND SAID THIS. SECOND VERSION OF THE STOCK 
AGREEMENT THERE WAS LANGUAGE 
11:52:54 THATCREATEDA TRUSTFORMSBERRY AND HERSON 
AND MCFARLAND WAS THE TRUSTEE. 
11:53:22 WE DO AND DID ESTABLISH THERE WAS A CLIENT 
ATTORNEY RELATIONSHIP. MCFARLAND 
11:54:09 DENNIED EVER HAVING A FILE, HIS SECRETARY 
TESTIFIED THERE WAS A FILE AND IT 
11:54:29 DID EXIST ON THE CAPTAINS WHEEL. THERE WAS A 
RELATIONSHIP ESTABLISHED, THERE 
11:54:59 ARECASES 
11:55:09 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
OBJECT TO NOT TALKING ABOUT CASES. 
11:55:22 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
LACK OF AUTHORITY- CONT TO PROCEED. 
11:55:41 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
ATTORNEY CLIENT RELATIONSHIP WAS ESTABLISHED. 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page 6, ... 
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NOW THE STOCK ISSUE. MCFARLAND 
11:56:09 TESTIFIED ABOUT THE VALUE OF THE STOCK. I TOLD 
THE WRY THE STOCK COULD BE AS 
11:56:36 LOW IN THE 400,000 RANGE UP TO THE 600,000 
RANGE. 
11:57:07 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
RUN THROUGH THAT AGAIN. YOU SAY THE WDGMENT IS 
SUUPORTED BY WHAT FIGUES 
11:57:29 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
PLAINTIFFS BRIEF AFTER HEARING PARA 23. READS 
PARA 23- PAGE 6 OF THE BRIEF. 
11:58:45 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
YES THAT ANSWERS THE QUESTION- PAGE 6 AND 7 OF 
BRIEF. 
11:59:05 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
WRY PICKED UP ONE DEBT THAT I MISSED. THE 
WDGMENT IS SUPPORTED BY EVIDENCE. 
11:59:38 ADDITIONALLY KARLETTA GAVE HER ESTIMATION VALUE 
OF THE STOCK. IN THIS CASE 
12:00:50 THERE IS SUFFICENT EVIDENCE TO THE VALUE OF THE 
STOCK. 
12:01 :24 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ONLY EVIDENCE OF THE VALUE OF THE STOCK WAS 
APPRAISAL OF REAL PROPERTY MINUS 
12:01:43 THE DEBT. WHAT EVIDENCE IS THERE THAT 50 PERCENT 
IS THERE. WHAT EVIDENCE IS 
12:03:03 THERE THAT THE VALUE INCREASED, OWNER CAN 
TESTIFY BUT WHAT CREDITABILTY IS 
12:03:23 THERE TO BACK IT 
12:03:28 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
IT BEGINS WITH MCFARLAND TESTIFIED ABOUTTHE 
VALUE. 
12:03:48 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
BUT THAT IS NOT THE FAIR MARKET VALUE. AMOUNT 
PAID WAS 100,000. NO EIVIDENCE 
12:04:23 TO SUPPORT THAT IS NOW VALUED IN THE 400,000 
RANGE. 
12:04:43 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page 7, ... 
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PRICE PAID AND FAIR MARKET VALUE. THE 
TRANSACTION WAS CALCULATED -LAKE FRONT 
12:05:49 PROPERTY AT THAT TIME HAD WENT UP SIGNIFANCTLY. 
THERE IS NO CONFLICTING 
12:06:27 EVIDENCE FROM WHELAN. 
12:07:00 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WHY WOULD HE SELL STOCK THAT WAS WORTH 400,000 
FOR 1 00,000? 
12:07:33 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
JUDGMENT WAS BASED ON A STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
-PURCHASE PRICE WAS 100,000 
12:07:57 BUT AWARDED 380,000. THE DIFFERENCE IS THE 
DAMAGES. 
12:08:38 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WHAT YOUR DOING IS REFORMING THE CONTRACT AND 
YOU HAVENT REFORMED THE 
12:08:58 CONTRACT. I UNDERSTAND THE ARGUMENT ABOUT TAKING 
ADVANTAGE OF THE SICK MAN 
12:09:26 WHO DIED OF CANCER. ISSUE IS JUDGMENT AND THE 
PURCHASE PRICE OF THE STOCK. 
12:10:09 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
YES PURCHASED AT 100,000 BUT THERE WAS A BREACH 
OF FUDICIARY DUTY. PRICE PAID 
12:11:33 BY THE FUDICIARY WAS DIFFERENT THAN THE VALUE. 
12:12:02 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WHAT THE JURY FOUND IT WAS A LOAN AGREEMENT. HE 
THEN MORPHED THIS INTO A 
12:12:32 PURCHASE STOCK AGREEMENT. IF THAT IS TRUE SHE IS 
THE 100 PERCENT OWNER AND 
12:13:13 OWES HIM 100,000. 
12: 13:29 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
WE SHOWED DAMAGES. 
12:13:39 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WHELAN SAYS THERE IS NO ELECTION OF REMEDIES. I 
WILL WAIT TO SEE THE CASE YOU 
12:14:14 CITE.- THERE IS NO SUCH CASE. 
12:14:33 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
FAIRNESS PLAYS INTO THIS. 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page 8, ... 
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12:14:47 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
JURY SAID HE DIDNT GET HIS 166,000. BACK-
FIGURE MAY BE WRONG. THE SPECIAL 
12:15:30 VEDICT FORM WAS SOMETHING I DIDNT TAKE ANY PRIDE 
IN HIM. I AM NOT BLAMING THE 
12:15:57 JURY, THEY FOUND IT WAS A LOAN- AND TAKING OVER 
THE RESTUARNT WAS A BREACH 
12:16:29 OF FUDICIARY DUTY TOMS BERRY. STOCK PURCHASE 
AGREEMENT DATED 8/9/03 AS A 
12:17:02 PURCHASE PRICE OF 100,000 AND NOW I AM BEING 
ASKED TO AWARD A DIFFERENT 
12:17:22 FIGURE AND NOW NOW REFORMING THE CONTRACT AND 
AWARD DAMAGES, I JUST DONT SEE 
12:17:49 HOWICANGETTHERE. THEY ARERECINDINGTHE 
STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMNENT. 
12:18:41 EXPRESS TERM OF THE AGREEMENT. I DRAFTED UP THE 
SPECIAL VERDICT AND IT WAS 
12:19:01 HARD, I DIDNT UNDERSTAND- DONT KNOW WHAT TO DO. 
12:19:21 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
WE ARE SAYING HE GOT A GOOD DEAL AND NOW ITS 
TIME TO PAY THE DIFFERENCE. DONT 
12: 19:3 7 KNOW WHAT MORE I CAN SAY. JUDGMENT IS CORRECT-
REFERENCES THE BRIEFING. 
12:20:29 MCFARLAND WAS THE FUDICIARY- HE TOOK ADVANTAGE. 
THERE ARE SOME FAIRNESS 
12:21:02 ISSUES HERE, TAXES ARE STILL UNPAID -MORTGAGE 
IS UNPAID. MS. ZIMMERMAN WENT 
12:21:28 INTO THIS AS A GOOD REAL ESTATE DEAL. NOW MY 
PARTY LOSES IT ALL. SHE IS 
12:22:01 LOCKED OUT. THIS PLACE WILL BE FOORECLOSED DUE 
TO THE DEF. TERRIBLE TO THINK 
12:22:32 COURT WOULD GIVE HER BACK A PLACE THAT IS 
FORECLOSED AND SHE OWES MCFARLAND 
12:22:58 100,000. THAT IS NOT FAIR. EVERYTHING IS UNPAID 
-NO POWER. CANT BELIEVE THAT 
12:23:25 IS EVEN A OPTION TO DISCUSS RIGHT NOW. REAL 
TRAVESTY OF JUSTICE IF THAT 
12:23:55 HAPPENS TODAY. 
12:24:05 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WHO KNOWS IF THE VALUE IS UP OR DOWN -DEPENDS 
ON WHAT POSITION YOUR IN - IF 
12:24:26 YOUR A BUYER OR A SELLER .. IN 2006 MS BERRY 
WOULD HAVE HAD TO STEP IN AND RUN 
12:25:00 THE RESTAURANT AND PAY BACK MCFARLAND. I 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page 9, ... 
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UNDERSTAND YOUR ARGUMENT BUT THERE 
12:25:20 IS NOTHING IN THE RECORD. RIGHT NOW VALUE IS LOW 
ANDPLACE-YESIUNDERSTAND 
12:25:53 THAT. 
12:25:56 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
MCFARLAND TESTIFIED THE DEBTS ARE IN DEFAULT AND 
UNPAID. WAS A SECURED ASSET 
12:26:23 -BUSINESS IS CLOSED. TAXES ARE UNPAID- THAT IS 
ON THE RECORD. THAT WAS HIS 
12:26:47 TESTIMONY. 
12:26:59 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
12:27:15 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
WE HAVE MATHEMATICAL EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THIS. 
NOW MCFARLAND ADVANCES - THIS 
12:27:50 WAS HIS ATTEMPT TO GET A BIG SET OFF FROM THE 
JUDGMENT. CALCULATED ATTEMPT ON 
12:28:20 HIS PART. MCFARLAND WAS CLOE FRIENDS AND 
ATTORNEY - THERE WAS TOTAL TRUST 
12:30:33 FROM BERRY, HE TALKED ABOUT DEBTORS AND PROBLEMS 
WITH THE COFFEE STAND. DEF 
12:31:09 AGREED WITH THE JURY INSTRUCTIONS AND THE 
VERDICT FORMS. NOW THEY ARE SAYING 
12:31:32 THEY OBJECT, THEY AGREED AT THE TIME. NOT IN A 
POSITION TO QUESTION THE 
12:32:01 VERDICT FORMS. REFERENCES BRIEF DATED 1/24/09 
PARA 67 PAGE 14 - CITES CASE. 
12:33:30 WE HAVE A FUDICARY WHO GOT A GOOD DEAL AT THE 
EXPENSE WHO WAS OWED FUDICARY 
12:33:54 DUTY. MS ZIMMERMAN ACTIVELY PARTICIPATED IN THIS 
DEAL, SHE PUT UP THE MONEY 
12:34:25 AND IS EQUALLY LIABLE. SHE WAS IN ON THE DEAL-
SHE IS ON THE DAMAGES. SAYING 
12:35:26 SHE IS NOT A ATTORNEY IS NOT A POINT TO ARGUE, 
SHE WAS PART OF THE DEAL. 
12:36:56 CLEAR ABOUT THE SHARES OF STOCKS. CLOSING 
ARGUMENT- I DID NT LIE -IT WAS 
12:37:18 TWO SHARES OF STOCK THAT WERE ISSUED. MY CLOSING 
ARGUMENT WITH THROUGH 
12:37:53 EXHIBIT AND EXHIBITS, MY ARGUMENT WAS ENTIRELY 
PROPERLY. ASKING THAT COURT . 
12:38:13 DENY THE MOTIONS AND NOT A WARD A NEW TRIAL. 
COURT HAS MADE THE JUDGMENT 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page 10, ... 
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12:39:00 FINAL. ADDITIONAL TRIAL IS NOT GOING TO HELP 
ANYONE - ASKING FOR NO 
12:39:39 REMITTUER. NOT FAIR NOT EQUITABLE. LEAVE THE 
WDGMENT- IT WAS CERTIFIED. 
12:40:01 THIS WOULD BE A GREAT CASE FOR THE SUPREME 
COURT,. ASKING FOR THE CASE TO 
12:40:19 REMAIN AS IT STANDS. THE MAIN ASSET OF THE CORP 
IS THE LAND THAT THIS PLACE 
12:41:59 SETS ON. MCFARLAND WILL NOT PUT OUT ANY MORE 
MONEY AND MY CLIENT HAS NO MONEY 
12:42:19 TO PUT OUT. 
12:43:10 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
SO YOUR SAYING WE HAVE A FINAL WDGMNENT, THEY 
ARE 50 50 OWNERS - SO THEY 
12:43:28 SELL THE ASSETS, SAY THEY GET A MILLION DOLLARS 
SO 500 EACH AND THEN CARLOTTA 
12:43:48 WOULD GET 400 AND SOMETHING AND THEN HE GETS HIS 
PLUS THE 100,000 
12:44:21 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J. P. 
REBUTTAL 
12:44:28 TAKE NOTE OF THE TAPE OF THE CLSOING ARGUMENT. 
MY RECOLLECTION IF QUITE 
12:44:54 DIFFERENT. WE HAVE ARGUED WHY OUR RELIEF IS 
CORRECT. NO GOOD HARD EVIDENCE ON 
12:45:32 THE VALUES OTHER THAN THE PURCHASE. SUBMIT. 
12:45:45 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
IN LIGHT OF ARGUMENTS HERE, WHERE WE GO FROM 
HERE GIVEN THE STATUS OF THE 
12:46:26 CASE. WE HAVE ATTORNEY FEES. 
12:46:56 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
PRE WDGMENT INTEREST ISSUE- GO BACK IN TIME. 
8/9/03 PURCHASE AGREEMENT BUT 
12:4 7:27 IT WAS SIGNED AT A DIFFERENT TIME. IT WAS DONE 
WLY 2006. STOCK WAS WORTH 
12:47:59 385,000.00 FUDICIARY DUTY ISSUE, DAMAGES SET OUT 
AND LIQUIDATED. TOOK COURT 
12:48:29 TIME TO GET DATE AND VERDICT. ITS WST PRE 
CALCULATED INTEREST FROM THAT 
12:48:51 DATE. INTEREST ACCRUED. 
12:49:13 Pers. Attorney: Whelan, J.P. 
I NEVER GOT A BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF THIS MOTION. 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page 11, ... 
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AT A LOSS HERE. NEVER SEEN A 
12:49:33 CASE WHERE THIS EXISTS ON A TORTE. HAD NO IDEA 
WHAT MOTION WAS ABOUT, WE 
12:49:59 DONT HAVE THAT, LEFT TO SPECULATE WHY THEY THINK 
THEY ARE ENTITLED TO 
12:50:21 INTEREST NOT PRE ruDGMENT INTERST, THERE IS 
GROUNDS. MOTION SHOULD BE DENIED. 
12:50:52 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
WERE NOT SUING FOR A CONTRACT - SUING FOR A 
TORTE. FOCUS SOLEY ON THE TORTE. 
12:51:23 SEEKING REMIDIAL DAMAGES. 
12:51:44 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
WHAT ABOUT ATTORNEY FEES 
12:51:53 Plaintiff Attorney: Finney, Rex 
THAT WAS NOT NOTED FOR TODAY. 
12:52:08 Judge: Hosack, Charles 
ALRIGHT I WILL TRY AND GET SOMETHING OUT AS 
QUICKLY AS I CAN. IN RECESS. 
12:52:52 Stop recording 
.. ····--·--------~-----~ 
Court Minutes Session: HOSACK060210A Page 12, Final page 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
Karletta Grace Berry, et al, 
Case No. CV-07-2409 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
Michael B. McFarland, et al 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM OPINION ON 
POST TRIAL MOTIONS AND 
ORDER GRANTING NEW 
TRIAL 
This matter is before the Court on various post trial motions. The defendants have moved 
for judgment notwithstanding the verdict and, alternatively, for a new trial. The plaintiffs have 
moved for an award of prejudgment interest from the date of July 4, 2006 breach of fiduciary 
duty until entry of judgment on April 16, 2010. 
The jury returned a special verdict following an 8 day jury trial, finding that defendants 
had breached a fiduciary duty regarding the Stock Purchase Agreement, and awarding $380,500 
in damages for the difference between the price paid by defendants for 50% of the stock in the 
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corporation and the actual value of the stock. The jury also found that defendants were barred 
from recovering the sum of $176,300.18 advanced as directors of the corporation. 
Final judgment has been entered in favor of the plaintiffs and against defendants in the 
sum of$380,500 as money damages for the breach of fiduciary duty. The effect ofthejudgment 
is to enforce the sale of 50% of the stock pursuant to the terms of the Stock Purchase Agreement 
entered into between Jerry Berry as the Seller and McFarland and Zimmerman as the Buyers. 
(Exhibit23). 
At the time the case was submitted to the jury, there was no determination as to whether 
plaintiffs had made any election of remedies. The plaintiffs were pursuing both the remedy of 
rescission and of money damages. After the return of the special verdict, plaintiffs have pursued 
the claim for money damages. At the time the jury returned its verdict, plaintiff submitted a 
proposed judgment for money damages. Upon inquiry from the Court, plaintiffs' counsel 
advised that the proposed judgment was not intended to be a final judgment, and further 
proceedings would be anticipated. The Court indicated it would not be entering any 
interlocutory judgment without further guidance as to what supplemental proceedings might be 
contemplated. Plaintiffs noticed up a motion for entry of judgment and at the hearing submitted 
a proposed final judgment, which has been entered by the Court. 
At trial, innumerable theories and claims were advanced by plaintiffs. During the trial, 
the Court had great difficulty sorting through the plaintiffs' claims. One thing that was clear was 
that the plaintiff was seeking inconsistent remedies, because the plaintiff was seeking to either 
rescind the Stock Purchase Agreement or to recover money damages. The election of remedies 
doctrine therefor applied. Jenkins v. Barsalou, 145 Idaho 202, 206 (2008). Plaintiffs have 
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maintained that it was up to plaintiffs as to when and how to make any election, and that they 
were entitled to the elect the money judgment remedy, once the jury returned its special verdict. 
The parties never asked the Court to make any decision regarding an election of 
remedies, and although the Court was puzzled over how to handle the issue, the Court never 
brought the matter up on its own motion. Indeed, even after the return of the special verdict, the 
Court anticipated that further proceedings, at least regarding the election of remedies and the 
equitable issues pending in the case, would need to be addressed, perhaps even on the Court's 
own motion. However, the entry ofthe final judgment for money damages presumably is an 
election of remedies by the plaintiffs and resolves the case at the trial level. 
The final judgment is based upon the Stock Purchase Agreement sale of 50% of the stock 
from Jerry Berry to McFarland and Zimmerman, but adjusts the purchase price from the 
expressly stated $100,000 to $480,500. The plaintiffs also seek prejudgment interest from the 
July 4, 2006, date of the Stock Purchase Agreement, even though the Agreement is actually 
dated August 9, 2003. The July 4 date is based upon the testimony at trial that the Stock 
Purchase Agreement was actually drawn up and executed by the parties on or about July 4. The 
uncontroverted evidence at trial was from defendants (since Jerry Berry had passed) to the effect 
that the August 9, 2003 date reflected the actual date of the agreement, and was not some 
typographical error. Money damages have been awarded pursuant to a Stock Purchase 
Agreement, but express material terms (date and purchase price) are changed for purposes of the 
money damage award. 
The difficulty with this case lies in the disconnect between the final judgment and any 
articulable legal theory supporting the result. Plaintiffs argue a comment from the Restatment of 
Trusts to the effect that a fiduciary can be liable to a beneficiary of a trust if the fiduciary sells an 
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asset for less than market value. Indeed, if a banker managing investment property for a trust for 
minors sells property to himself for less than market value, the beneficiaries have a valid claim. 
However, the Court finds that rule of law to be inapplicable to the facts of this case. While the 
jury did find a breach of fiduciary duty, the relationship here is not that of an investment banker 
managing trust property for beneficiaries of a trust. Instead, there is an arms length bona fide 
purchase and sale agreement between competent parties. 
Plaintiffs was asserting theories of fraud and undue influence. The Court dismissed those 
claims as unsupported by any evidence. Plaintiffs' counsel can hardly be faulted for proof 
problems, since Jerry Berry had passed and there was no trial testimony to contradict defendants' 
testimony regarding the Stock Purchase Agreement. During trial, plaintiffs' counsel conceded 
that the Stock Purchase Agreement was valid. The final judgment is based upon the validity of 
the sale of a 50% interest in the corporation pursuant to the Stock Purchase Ageement. It is just 
that the money damages are then based upon a date and a purchase price different from what is 
set forth in the express terms of the Agreement. At the hearing on post trial motions, plaintiffs' 
counsel argued that the claim for money damages was not even based upon contract, but was a 
tort claim for breach of fiduciary duty. 
It is the opinion of this Court that the special verdict does contain answers by the jury that 
provide clear guidance as to what the jury found. Essentially, the jury concluded that the true 
agreement between the parties was not a sale and purchase agreement, but was a loan. 
The basic claim of the plaintiffs at trial was that the original deal between Jerry Berry and 
Mike McFarland was indeed a loan. There was certainly evidence to support that claim. 
According to the plaintiffs, in the summer of2003 Jerry Berry's partner was selling his 50% 
interest in the corporation for $100,000 and was looking for a buyer. Berry, as the other 50% 
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owner in the corporation, was worried over who his new partner might be and wanted to buy the 
other 50%. Berry did not have the money. McFarland was willing to provide the $100,000. It 
was McFarland's position that this was a purchase of the 50% interest that was for sale. At trial, 
it was plaintiffs' position that the $100,000 was a loan to Jerry Berry so that Jerry Berry could 
buy the 50% interest that was for sale. Although plaintiffs did not dispute that Jerry Berry 
entered into the Stock Purchase Agreement in July 2006, the plaintiffs' theory was that 
McFarland used his superior bargaining power as an attorney and confidant of Jerry Berry to 
wrongfully induce Berry to convert what had been a loan agreement into a purchase and sale. 
Therefor the August 9, 2003 date was an entry by McFarland which in effect wrongfully 
backdated the date of the Stock Purchase Agreement from July 4, 2006, to the August 9, 2003, 
date, which the jury had found to be the date of the original loan agreement. 
The jury verdict tracks the plaintiffs' theory of the case. The jury awarded damages 
based upon a finding that McFarland wrongfully induced the entry of the parties into a Stock 
Purchase Agreement in July 2006, when the "true" agreement was a loan transaction done in 
August 2003. The damages are 50% of the value the jury set for the stock of the corporation as 
of the July 2006 date, which was when the jury found that McFarland had induced Jerry Berry to 
convert the loan agreement of the parties into the Stock Purchase Agreement, less the $100,000 
amount for the "loan" from McFarland. 
In hindsight, the Court realizes that it submitted a special verdict to the jury that permits 
exactly the result plaintiffs have obtained in their final judgment, based upon the legal theory that 
a breach of fiduciary duty can be the proximate cause of a party being wrongfully induced to 
enter into a contract of sale. In other words, Jerry Berry was wrongfully induced to enter into the 
Stock Purchase Agreement by McFarland's breach of fiduciary duty. Arguably, this is a legal 
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theory that permits reformation of the express terms of a written contract under a negligence 
standard. The Court is of the impression that this is a new rule of law, as the Court is unaware of 
any legal precedent. The case of Jones v. Runft, 125 Idaho 607, 613-614 (1994), which the 
Court had in mind in terms of a breach of fiduciary duty, and which may be somewhat 
analogous, certainly does not provide controlling authority for this result. However, at this point, 
this is the law of the case. 
GRANT OF JUDGMENT NOV, OR, GRANT OF NEW TRIAL 
Assuming that the special verdict is appropriate under Idaho law, there are legal barriers 
to the entry of the money judgment. In equity, the only fair result is to return the parties to the 
status quo that the jury found, which is that of a loan agreement. The award of money damages 
is based upon a version of the Stock Purchase Agreement which differs from the express terms of 
the Agreement and to which no one has testified ever existed. The equitable remedy of 
rescinding the Stock Purchase Agreement and reinstating the loan agreement is at least consistent 
with what the jury found, and avoids an award of money damages for which there is insufficient 
evidence in the record and which is speculative in its amount. 
There is insufficient evidence to support the award of damages. There was no testimony 
as to the value of 50% of the stock of the corporation, and the jury's computation of value, while 
mathematically derived from evidence in the record about the corporation's assets and liabilities, 
is speculative as to the market value of 50% of the corporate stock as of July 2006. 
There is insufficient evidence to show that Jerry Berry was wrongfully induced by any 
breach of fiduciary duty owed Berry by McFarland in connection with the Berry's decision to 
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enter into the Stock Purchase Agreement. There is no evidence of any potential buyer for 50% 
of the corporate stock in July 2006, much less of one willing to pay a purchase price in the range 
of $480,500. 
ELECTION OF REMEDIES 
The Court is not able to find case law which appears controlling authority for this case as 
to when and how an election of remedies is to be made. It is the Court's view that, following the 
jury verdict, and prior to the entry of a final judgment, the Court could have made a decision 
under its equitable powers to enforce rescission as the appropriate remedy, notwithstanding the 
plaintiffs' request for entry of a money judgment. As far as this Court is aware, it is operating in 
uncharted territory, but the Court holds that it retains the power to elect an equitable remedy 
upon post trial motions. 
For the reasons stated above, the Court concludes that the equitable remedy of rescission 
is the appropriate choice of remedy. To enforce a money judgment is to act upon an agreement 
which all parties agree never existed. Assuming the law does permit the jury to in affect reform 
the Stock Purchase Agreement based upon a finding ofbreach of fiduciary duty, then the 
appropriate remedy would be to restore the status quo of the original loan agreement. 
Rescission would restore 100% ownership of the stock to plaintiffs, subject to the 
obligation to pay back the $100,000 loan. The jury's finding ofthe defendants' breach of 
fiduciary duty as directors, barring defendants' recovery of advances made, would not be 
disturbed. 
If there were no final judgment, the Court could simply elect the equitable remedy of 
rescission and enter judgment accordingly. However, because this is before the Court on a 
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motion for judgment nov, the Court will not set aside the existing judgment and enter its own 
judgment, but will address the award of the equitable remedy in the order granting the motion for 
a new trial. 
INSUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE SUPPORTING DAMAGES AWARD 
Under Rule 59 (a)(6), the Court may grant a new trial when it finds the verdict against the 
clear weight of the evidence and that the ends of justice would be served by vacating the verdict 
and that a retrial would produce a different result. Carlson v Stanger (Ct App. 2008). In 
weighing the evidence, the Court finds that the amount of money damages is speculative and 
contrary to the weight of the evidence. 
There was no evidence of value as to 50% of the stock in the closely held corporation as 
of the July 2006 date. The only evidence was testimony by a real estate appraiser as to an 
appraisal of the real property. The appraiser made very clear he was not testifying as to the value 
of the business or the corporation. There was no testimony as to the value of 50% of the stock in 
the corporation owning the business. Karlotta Berry was not an owner and is not a signator to 
the Stock Purchase Agreement. Jerry Berry of course did not testify. However, the express term 
of the purchase price as set forth in the Agreement of $100,000 is in evidence. There is no 
evidence that would explain why Jerry Berry, as an owner of 100% of the stock, would have sold 
50% in 2006 for $100,000 if he had believed the 50% interest had a market value of 4 or 5 times 
that value. In 2003, an arms length transaction had established the purchase price of 50% of the 
stock at $100,000. There was absolutely no evidence of any market for 50% of the stock of the 
corporation at the price of $480,500 as of any date, much less as of July 2006. A mathematical 
computation of dividing the appraised value of the real property, less business debts, by 2 is 
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purely speculative as to what 50% of the stock in a closely held corporation would be worth on 
the open market. 
There was no evidence of any market for 50% of the corporation's stock in 2006. There 
was no evidence of any potential buyer of 50% of the stock in the corporation (which would 
have placed the new owner in equal ownership with Karlotta Berry upon the passing of Jerry 
Berry). 
The form of the jury verdict submitted to the jury did not provide the jury with the option 
of restoring the 2003 loan agreement which the jury had found to be the true agreement of the 
parties. The jury entered a monetary award because the form of the special verdict gave the jury 
no other option. The Court is firmly convinced that the verdict would have been different, had 
the jury been aware of the full range of remedies available. 
INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT FINDING OF BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 
The Court finds that the evidence fails to support the jury verdict regarding the breach of 
fiduciary duty. Assuming a breach of fiduciary duty can be the proximate cause of wrongfully 
causing a 100% owner of the stock in a corporation to enter into a contract of sale for 50% of the 
stock, there still needs to be a showing of an appropriation by the wrongdoer of a business 
opportunity reasonably available to the 100% owner to sell one half of his ownership interest to a 
third party at some materially different price. Plaintiffs introduced no proof that there was any 
opportunity for Jerry Berry to sell this 50% interest to any third party in July 2006, even 
assuming Jerry Berry was interested in making such a sale. Nor do plaintiffs advance any 
evidence as to why Jerry Berry, ifhe was a 100% owner of the corporation, would want to sell 
50% to some third party in 2006. Again, the jury essentially found that the agreement was more 
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form of the special verdict to award money damages as if the Stock Purchase Agreement was the 
valid agreement, freely entered into between competent parties. 
The effect of the judgment for money damages based upon the jury verdict is to enforce a 
written agreement which has been reformed to incorporate material terms contrary to the express 
language of the written agreement. There is insufficient evidence in the record to reform the 
written terms of the Stock Purchase Agreement as a valid and enforceable contract, when the 
jury's actual finding was that the agreement between the parties was not a purchase and sale but 
a loan. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL 
Because the granting of the motion for judgment nov would have the effect of dismissing 
the plaintiffs' case, the motion for judgment nov is denied. The Court concludes that it is 
appropriate to grant the defendants' motion for new trial, but conditionally, depending upon 
whether there is an acceptance by the parties of the equitable remedy ofrestoring the status quo 
ofthe loan agreement. Upon such acceptance, judgment would then enter awarding 100% of the 
stock to the plaintiffs, subject to a loan of August 9, 2003 of $100,000 at the statutory interest 
rate until the date of judgment," with the principal and interest then bearing interest at the interest 
rate for judgments, thereby mooting the grant of a new trial. Either party may reject the 
condition or file a notice of appeal as provided in Rule 59 .1. If both parties accept the condition, 
the parties are to submit a proposed amended judgment for entry by the Court. Upon running of 
the appeal period, unless both parties have filed an acceptance of the condition of the equitable 
remedy set forth above, or either party has filed a notice of appeal, the final judgment is hereby 
vacated and a new trial is hereby ordered. 
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The motion for new trial is hereby conditionally granted. 
Dated: S ~ lQ ~OIO 
cu.) Q'\QQ .. ~I 
Hon. Charles W. Hosack, Sr. District Judge 
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REX A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
.eSTATE OF IDAHO . 
ourry · '1 FILED~ OF KOOTEHAt/SS 
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2D!OJUL 19 PM /:sa 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lee Roy Berry, 
CAPTAIN'S WHEEL RESORT, INC., 
an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs/Appellants, 
v. 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P. A. , and KAREN 
ZIMMERMAN, 
Defendants/Respondents. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
) 
) I.A.R. 17 
) 
) Category: L4 
) Fee: $101.00 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL 
B. MCFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN ZIMMERMAN. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellants appeal against the above 
named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum 
Opinion On Post Trial Motions And Order Granting New Trial, 
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. 
entered in the above entitled action on the 10ili day of June, 
2010, the Honorable Charles W. Hosack, presiding. 
2. That the parties have a right to appeal to the Idaho 
Supreme Court, and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 
1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 11(a) (1) 
or Rule 11(a) (2), I.A.R. 
3. A prel~inary statement of the issues on appeal which 
the Appellants intend to assert in the appeal; provided, any such 
list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellants from 
asserting other issues on appeal: 
(a) Whether the District Court erred in failing to 
allow the Plaintiffs to amend to seek punitive 
damages and in failing to instruct the jury on 
punitive damages? 
(b) Whether the District Court erred in ordering the 
remedy of rescission pursuant to Rule 59.1? 
(c) Whether the District Court erred in finding that 
rescission was available and would restore the 
parties to the status quo? 
(d) Whether the District Court erred in the grant of a 
new trial? 
(e) Whether the District Court erred in finding 
insufficient evidence supporting the damages award? 
(f) Whether the District Court erred in finding 
insufficient evidence to support finding of breach 
of fiduciary duty? 
(g) Whether the District Court erred in failing to 
award pre-judgment interest to the Plaintiffs? 
(h) whether the District Court erred in its analysis of 
election of remedies? 
(i) Whether the District Court erred in entering the 
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(j) Whether the District Court erred in evidentiary 
rulings? 
(k) Whether the District Court erred in failing to give 
requested jury instructions? 
4. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? YES 
(b) The Appellants request the preparation of the 
following portions of the reporter's transcript: 
1) Jury Trial commencing January 19, 2010 and 
continuing until the verdict was read and the jurors 
were excused. 
2) ~1 hearings on post trial motions. 
3) Hearing on Motion For Entry of Findings, 
Conclusions, Final Order and Judgment held April 5, 
2010. 
3) Hearing on Plaintiffs' and Defendants' Post 
Trial Motions held June 2, 2010. 
5. The Appellants request the following documents to be 
included in the clerk's record in addition to those automatically 
included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
~1 filings in the case. 
6. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been 
served on the reporter: JOANN SCHALLER 
(b) That the estimated fee for preparation of the 
reporter's transcript of shall be paid in a timely manner to 
the reporter. 
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(c) That the est~ted fee for preparation of the 
clerk's record of shall be paid in a t~ely manner to the 
Kootenai County Clerk. 
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid in the 
amount of $101.00. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties 
required to be served pursuant to Rule 20. 
Dated this 1l day of July, 2010. 
/4dk ___ 
REX A. FINNEY 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
Attorney For Appellants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby 
foregoing was 
prepaid, this 
certify that a true and correct copy of the 
se;red by deposit in First Class, U.S. Mail, 
_11_ day of July, 2010 and was addressed to: 
J. P. Whelan 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
(and by Hand Delivery to J.P. Whelan) 
JoAnn Schaller 
Court Reporter 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
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CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , 
an Idaho Corporation, 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
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Plaintiffs/Appellants, 
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WHELAN, 213 N. 4n COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 AND TBB CLBRK Or TBE 
ABOVE BN':ri'1'l.EJ) COURT: 
NOTXCB IS BERBBY GIVEN THAT: 
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1. The above named Appellants appeal against the above 
named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum 
Opinion on Post Trial ~tions And Order Granting Naw ~rial, 
entered in the above entitled action on the 10~ day o£ June, 
2010, the Honorable Charles W. Hosack, presiding. 
2. ~hat the parties have a right to appeal to the Idaho 
Supreme Court, and the judgments or orders desor~ in paragraph 
1 above are appealable o:~:ders undez: and puZ'auant to Rule 11 (a) (5) 
ll(a)(l) or Rule ll(a) (6)11Ea) (2~, I.A.R. 
3. A prel~nary sta~n~ of the issues on appeal which 
the Appellants intend to assert in the appeal; provided, any such 
list of issuaa on appeal shall not prevent the Appellants fram 
asserting other issues on appeal: 
(a) Whether the DistJ:ict Court erred in failing to 
allow the Plaintiffs to amend to seek punitive 
damages and in failing to instruct the jury on 
punitive damages? 
(Q) Whether the District CO~t erred in ordarinq the 
remedy of rescission pursuant to Rule 59.1? 
(c) Whether the District Court erred in finding that 
rescission was available and would restore the 
parties to the status quo? 
(d) Whetha:~: the District Court erred in the grant of a 
new trial? 
(e) Whether the District Court erred. in findiDIJ 
insufficient evidence supporting the damaqea award? 
(f) Whether the District Court erred in finding 
insufficient evidence to suppo~t f~ndin9 of breach 
of fiduciary duty? 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 Berry v. McFarland Supreme Court No. 37951-2010 1255 of 1268
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4. 
(g) Whether the District Court erred in failinq to 
award pze-judgment interest to the Plaintiffs? 
(b) Whether the District Court erred in its analysis of 
election o£ remedies? 
(i) Whether the District Court erred in ente:r:ing the 
Memorandum Opinion and Order on Post ~rial MOtions? 
(j) Whether the District Court erred in evidentiary 
rulings? 
(k) Whether the District Court erred in failing to give 
r~ested jury instructions? 
(a) ls a reporter's transcript requested? YES 
(b) The Appellants request the preparation of the 
standard transcript in an electronic zor.mat and hard copy to 
include the following portions of the ~rter•s transcript: 
l) JUry Trial commencin~ January 19, 2010 and 
continuing until the verdict was read and the jurors 
were excused. 
2) All hearings on post trial motions. 
3) Hearing on Motion Fo~ Entzy of ~indinga, 
Conclusions, Final Order and JUdgment held ~ril S, 
2010. 
4) Bearinq on Plaintiffs' and Defendants' Post 
~rial MOtions held June 2, 2010. 
5. 'l'he Appellants request the following documents to be 
included in the clerk's record in addition to those automatically 
included uncler Rule 28, I .A. a.: All filinqs in the case. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
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6 . Exhibits : The Appellants reCJUest that all of the 
Plaintiffs Exhibits and all of the Defendants' Exhibits offered or 
admitted in t.ria.l or hear:i.nq be copied and sent to the Supreme 
Court. 
7. An order has not bean entered sealing all or any part of 
the record or transcript. 
8 • I , Rax A. Finney, Attorney for Appellants, KARI.BTTA 
GRACE BERRY, a wiclow, KARLB~A GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry Lee Roy Barry, CAPTAIN'S 
WHEEL RESORT, INC., an Idaho Co;poration certify: 
(a) nat the trial and soma of 1:he subsequent 
proceedings were held without a court r!pOrter, and were 
electronically recorded. 
(b) A copy of this notice of appeal has ~n served on 
the rapo.rte.r: JOANN SCBAloLER 
(c)A CopY of this notice of appeal has bean serve4 on 
the Trial Court Adm1nistrai:or, Ka.rlene Behrinqe.r, as the 
trial was electronically .recorded without a r!pOrter. 
(a) That the estimated fee for preparation of the 
reporter's transcript e£ shall 8e paid ia a ~ime&y aaaaer te 
the ~~~ta~ in the amount of $200.00 has been paid. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
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(e) That the estima~ fee for preparation of the 
clerk' 11 .record. e:f shall: be paid ia a tiaely manner te "the 
Kee~eaei: S&'t1ft4!y Q:leZ'k in the amount of $100.00 baa been paid. 
(f) That the appellate filing fee has been paid in the 
amount of $101.00. 
(g) That sen-ice has been macle upon all parties 
:required. to ))e eerved pu.rsuan t to ll\lle 20 . 
Dated this :Ji_ day of July, 2010. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - S 
Finney Finney & Finney, P. A. 
Attorney For Appellants 
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CERTIFICA"l'B OJ' SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and co~~eot aopy of the 
foregoing waa served by deposit in Wirat Class, o.s. Mail, postage 
prepaid., (and by fax as indicated. below) thia ;;.i) day of July, 
2010 and was addressed to: 
J. P. Whelan 
Attorney at Law 
213 N. 4th' Street 
Coeur d'A1ane, ID 83814 
(And by fax: 208-664-2240) 
JoAnn Schaller 
Court Reporter 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 93816-9000 
Karlene Behringer 
SOO Government Way, Ste. 600 
CoeuJ: d'Al.ene,- ID 83814 
(And by fax (208)-446-1224) 
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08/08/2010 08:45 FAX 6642240 
MICHAEL B. McFARLAND, P.A. 
Attorney at Law 
421 Coeur d'Alene Avenue, Suite IL 
Coeur d'Alene, ldaho 83814 
Phone: (208) 664-0479 
Fax: (208) 664-3172 
I.S.B. # 2224 
-7 CIVIL DEPT. @001/003 
STATE OF IDAHO } , 
COUNTY OF K.OOTENN SS 
I= I LEO: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiffs. 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MICHAEL B. MCFARLAND, MICHAEL ) 
B. MCFARLAND, P.A .• and KAREN ) 
Z~ERMAN, ) 
Defendants. ) 
________________________________________ ) 
CASE NO. CV 07 - 2409 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION 
OF COUNSEL 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GTYEN that, in accordance with Rule 11 (b )(1 ), Idaho Rules of Civi1 
Procedure, and Rule 45, Idaho Appellate Rules, JOHN P. WHELAN, P.C., Attorney at Law. is 
hereby withdrawing as Attorney of Record for the Defendants herein, and MICHAEL B. 
McFARLAND, P .A., Attorney at Law, 421 Coeur d'Alene A venue, Suite 1 L. Coeur d'A1ene, Idaho 
83 814, is hereby substituting as attorney of record for Karen Zimmennan and as attorney prose for 
Michael B. McFarland and Michael B. McFarland, P.A. 
You are hereby notified that any process to be served on Plaintiff herein shall be senred on 
~ichael B. McFarland. P .A. at the address indicated. 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - 1 
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DATED this 9m day of August, 2010. 
~~,P.C. MICHAEL B. McFARLAND. P.A. ~~-2Ll ~ttorne;tt;fRecord z.. 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL· 2 
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CERTIDCATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the a day of August, 2010, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing Notice of ""Substitution of Counsel by the method indicated below, and 
addressed as indicated below: 
Rex A Finney 
Finney, Finney & Finney 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83 865 
( ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ J Hand Delivered 
( ] Overnight Mail 
( /Facsimile to: (208) 263·8211 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL- 3 
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In the Supreme Court of the State of~fdaho 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, ) 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, personal ) 
representative ofthe ESTATE OF JERRY ) 
LEE ROY BERRY, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL ) 
RESORT, an Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Appellant, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
MICHAEL B. McFARLAND, MICHAEL B. ) 
McFARLAND, P.A., and KAREN ) 
ZIMMERMAN, ) 
) 
Defendants-Respondents. ) 
zornwwzg A 
11£ W v--l't"'~~­
ORDER GRANTING COURT 
REPORTER'S MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME 
Supreme Court Docket No. 37951-2010 
Kootenai County District Court No. 
2007-2409 
Ref. No. 10-542 
A COURT REPORTER'S MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO LODGE 
TRANSCRIPT was filed with this Court on November 18, 2010, by Court Reporter Valerie E. 
Larson requesting an extension of time until February 14, 2011, to prepare and lodge the transcript 
due in the above entitled appeal. Therefore, good cause appearing; 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the COURT REPORTER'S MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the transcript in the above entitled appeal shall be 
prepared and lodged with the district court ON OR BEFORE FEBRUARY 14,2011. 
DATED this lZ- day ofNovember 2010. 
cc: Counsel ofRecord 
District Court Clerk 
Court Reporter Valerie E. Larson 
TCA Karlene Behringer 
District Judge Charles W. Hosack 
By Order of the Supreme Court 
Stephen W. Kenyon, Cler 
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,ii' 
REX A. FINNEY 
P%NNEY PrNNBY & FrNNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Powe~ Bouse Build1n~ 
120 Bast Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
~hone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 6313 
Attorney £or Appallanta/Plaintiffs: RARLETTA 
GRACE BERRY, a widow, ltAIUaETTA GRACE BBRRY, 
Personal Representative of the Batat.e of 
J'ar:y Lea 1\ox Berrx, CAPTAIN' s WHEEL RESORT, 
INC., an Idaho Corporation 
STAll Jf iOflHO 1 S~ 
COUNTY 0F'K00TE~~AJ J~'f£-
FILED: ~ '1' . 
20! I 1-4 ~ Y -5 Af1 9: I I 
IN TBE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST ~ICXAL DISTRICT OF TBB 
STATB OF IDAHO, :rN AND I'OR THE COTJN'l'Y OF KOOTENAI 
JCARLZftA GRACB BERRY, a wiclow, 
~orn GRACE BBRRY, Personal 
Rep~esantative of the Estate 
of Jerry Lea Roy Be~ry, 
CAPTAIN' S WHEEL RESORT, INC. , 
an Idaho Co~ration, 
Plaintiffs/Appellants, 
v. 
MICBABL B. MCFARI.Mm, KICBML 
B. MCFARLAND, P . A. , and ICARBN 
ZIMNEIOAN, 
Defendants/Respondents. 
) Case No. CV-2007-2409 
) 
) RBQUEST FOR CLERK' S BECORD TO 
) BE IN ELECTRONIC FO!QmT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------------------- ) 
COMES NOW, REX A. FINNEY, attorney for the Appellants in 
the above matter and hereby requests anc:l moves as followcs: 
1. The AFPellants filed a Notice of Appeal in the above 
matter on JUly 19, 2010. 
1\EQUBST FOR CLZRK' S RECORD TO 811 IN ELECTaONIC FORMAT - 1 
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2 . Tha Appellants filed an Amended Notice of Appeal in. the 
above matter on July 20, 2010. 
3 • In the Notice of Appeal an.d. tba Amended. Notice of Appeal 
the "PP-llants requested that tha Clerk' a :r:ecorcl be p~:apa:r:ed ancl 
include all filings in the case in addition to those automatically 
incluclacl under Rule 29, I .A.R. 
4. ~e Appellants request that the Clerk's record be in 
electronic fo~t. 
DA'lED this 6" day of May, 
-
RBX A. I':DINBY 
Finney Finney & Firuaey, P .A. 
At.torney For Appellants 
CERTII'ICA'l'E OF SERVICB 
I hereby certify that a true ancl correct copy of the 
fozoegoing was served~ dapeaiats :!i:a Pi:eals elae•,;;~---&ail, P•••te 
p•~a, Caad: by fax as .indicatacl 'below) this ._ day of May, 
2011 and waa addressed t.o: 
Michael B. McFarlane! 
Attorney at Law 
421 Coeur cl' Alene Avenue, Suite 1L 
Coeur cl'Alene, ID 83814 
(And px fax: (208) 664•3172) 
Earlene Behringer 
500 Goverwuan't Way, St.e. 600 
COeur cl' Alene, ID 83814 
(And by fax (208) 446-1224) 
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In the Supreme Court of the State of 1llilfb'worENArtss 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, a widow, ) 
KARLETTA GRACE BERRY, personal ) 
representative of the ESTATE OF JERRY ) 
LEE ROY BERRY, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL ) 
RESORT, an Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Appellant, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
MICHAEL B. McFARLAND, MICHAEL B. ) 
McFARLAND, P .A., and KAREN ) 
ZIMMERMAN, ) 
) 
Defendants-Respondents. ) 
2011 fEB 22 AH 10: SO 
.., ' . L' \ ,~LI . 'I / \ ~r0/Sf~ur1 
' ~. ( / 
ORDER GRANTING C URf -
REPORTER'S MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME 
Supreme Court Docket No. 37951-2010 
Kootenai County District Court No. 
2007-2409 
Ref. No. 11-99 
A COURT REPORTER'S MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO LODGE 
TRANSCRIPT was filed with this Court on February 15, 2011, by Court Reporter Valerie E. 
Larson requesting an extension of time until April15, 2011, to prepare and lodge the transcript due 
in the above entitled appeal. Therefore, good cause appearing; 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the COURT REPORTER'S MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the transcript in the above entitled appeal shall be 
prepared and lodged with t~ district court ON OR BEFORE APRIL 15,2011. 
DATED this \7,.,. day of February 2011. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
Court Reporter Valerie E. Larson 
TCA Karlene Behringer 
District Court Judge 
By Order of the Supreme Court 
ORDER GRANTING COURT REPORTER'S MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME- Docket No. 37951-2010 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, a widow 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC. an Idaho Corporation 
PLAINTIFF / APPELLANTS, 
VS. 
METROPOLITAN PROPERTY and 
CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Aand METLIFE AUTO & HOME, 
DEFENDANTS / RESPONDENTS. 
SUPREME COURT NO. 
37951-2010 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Clifford T. Hayes, Clerk of District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and 
for the County of Kootenai, do hereby that I have personally served or mailed, by United States mail, 
one copy of the Clerk's Record to each ofthe Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
REX A. FINNEY 
120 E Lake St. Ste. 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
MICHAEL B. McFARLAND 
P.O. Box 1798 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
Kootenai, Idaho this 27th day of July, 2011. 
CLIFFORD T. HAYES 
Clerk of District Court 
.-
By: ~J!v!!fiJJ{ rJ 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, a widow 
KARLETIA GRACE BERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jerry 
Lee Roy Berry, CAPTAIN'S WHEEL 
RESORT, INC. an Idaho Corporation 
PLAINTIFF / APPELLANTS, 
VS. 
METROPOLITAN PROPERTY and 
CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Aand METLIFE AUTO & HOME, 
DEFENDANTS / RESPONDENTS. 
SUPREME COURT NO. 
37951-2010 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Clifford T. Hayes, Clerk of District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and 
for the County of Kootenai, do hereby that I have personally served or mailed, by United States mail, 
one copy ofthe Clerk's Record to each ofthe Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
REX A. FINNEY 
120 E Lake St. Ste. 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
MICHAEL B. McFARLAND 
P.O. Box 1798 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
Kootenai, Idaho this 27th day of July, 2011. 
CLIFFORD T. HAYES 
Clerk of District Court 
